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Preface
What’s in this document?
This publication is provided for those who would like to have the Volgistics system documentation in a
portable document file (PDF) format. It is a compilation of the Volgistics system help topics as they
appeared on the date it was compiled.

Visit http://www.volgistics.com for the most up-to-date help
The Volgistics system frequently grows to include new features and improvements. As it does,
previously published documents such as this one may become outdated.
You can get the most up-to-date information on how to use Volgistics in the online help system. To
access the online help system visit www.volgistics.com and hover over Support on the menu at the top
of the page, then click Get Help. Or, choose Help from the menu while you are logged-in to your
Volgistics account.

If you need more help
Volgistics is pleased to offer this Reference Manual and the entire online help system to those who
use the Volgistics system. We hope you find these resources useful as you learn what Volgistics can
do for your organization and how to use the system.
The online help system includes a way for you to ask questions.
If you have a question about Volgistics that you cannot find an answer to in the documentation, the
Volgistics Team is pleased to answer it through the online help system. To post an inquiry, login to
your Volgistics account and select Help from the menu. If you do not have a Volgistics account or you
cannot login, visit www.volgistics.com hover over Support on the menu at the top of the page, and
then click Get Help.
All help inquiries are initiated online.
Collecting help inquiries online rather than by telephone enables Volgistics to route inquiries to the
team member best qualified to answer; provide support during more hours of the day; answer inquiries
more quickly; and ultimately keep the systems costs lower for everyone.
The Volgistics Team can often answer questions right away - often within just a few minutes. Inquiries
that require further investigation or an engineer’s attention may take longer; however inquiries are
always answered by the end of the next business day.
While most organizations can easily get up-and-running with Volgistics on their own (Volgistics is
designed for you to do this), some choose to ask others - such as their IT staff or a paid or volunteer
consultant - to help them get started or organize for automation. If you choose to involve others as you
get started, feel free to share this document and the Volgistics help system with them. The Volgistics
Team can answer inquiries from these people too.
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What to Do When a System Operator Leaves Your Organization
Help topic 1020
Added or revised 04-28-2014
It's never an easy time when an employee or volunteer leaves your organization. Sometimes this can cause
additional concerns when the individual also had credentials to login as a Volgistics System Operator [_______].
pg:0065
In these cases, we recommend taking the following precautions to protect the integrity of your account.
To make the changes shown in this help topic, the System Operator will need access to the Setup [_______]
pg:0887
page. If the operator that left was the only one with access to the Setup page, see Help topic 2535 [_______]
pg:0084 for
ideas to try. If you are still unable to change the needed information, you will need to contact Volgistics support
and go through a verification process. Volgistics staff cannot simply provide login information to anyone who
asks because the security of customer accounts must be maintained. Often you can gain access by trying the
suggestions in the help topic and avoid needing to go through the verification process.
Delete the System Operator's Credentials
The best way to prevent access to the system is to delete the record for the person who is no longer with your
organization. In some cases, you may not want to delete the record because the individual may return after a
disciplinary review or leave of absence. If this applies, you should follow the steps in the Prevent Access for the
System Operator section of this help topic.
To delete an operator's credentials:
1. Select Setup from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Expand the System Operator link.
3. Select the operator's name from the list. If the name does not appear, the operator attempting to make the
change has a Site selected on his or her record that does not match the other operator's Site. In this case, the
change will need to be made by a System Operator that has access to "All Sites." Help topic 2035 [_______]
pg:0092
explains more about how this works.
4. Click the Delete this operator button at the bottom right of the page then verify that you want to complete the
action by clicking the OK button in the pop up window.

If the Delete this operator button does not appear as shown above, this operator is the only Volgistics
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your account. Because accounts must have at least one Administrator, you will need
to do one of two things. One option is to change an existing operator's User Level by following steps 1 – 3 above
for the operator you want to change. Then select "Volgistics Administrator" from the dropdown next to User level
and click the
Save button. Another option is to replace this operator's information with a new Administrator's information. Help
topic 2535 [_______]
pg:0084 shows how to do this.
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When an operator's information is deleted it makes room for you to add an additional System Operator in its
place. If you do not need to add another operator, you can lower your account's Service Level [_______]
pg:0719 to
reduce your monthly service fee. Help topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 shows how to do this.
Prevent Access for the System Operator
It is usually best to delete the record for the System Operator you want to prevent from accessing the system
completely. To do this, follow the steps in the Delete the System Operator's Credentials section of this help topic.
However, in some cases you may only want to temporarily prevent access. For instance, if the operator must
undergo a disciplinary review or may be put on a leave of absence. In these cases, you can prevent the operator
from logging-in to Volgistics without deleting his or her record completely.
Please note, if there are automatic reports setup to be run for this System Operator, these can give the
appearance that the operator is still accessing the system. This is because the reports will still appear on the In
Box tab [_______]
pg:1917 of your Volgistics Mailbox under the operator's name, and there will still be an entry on your
Event Log [_______]
pg:0028 showing the report was run for the operator. These are caused by the automatic report
being run, though, and do not mean that the operator actually logged in to do this. To change the report(s) to be
run automatically under a different operator's name, change the settings on the Save tab of the report. Help topic
2498 [_______]
pg:0473 explains more about how to do this.
To prevent an operator from logging-in to Volgistics:
1. Follow steps 1 – 3 in the Delete the System Operator's Credentials section to get to the operator record you
want.
2. Under the Rights heading, check the box next to "Block this operator's access to the system."

3. Click the Save button.
Update Other Operator's Passwords and Settings
In many office environments, there is the potential for System Operators to discover the login information for
other operators. If you're concerned that the operator that left knows another operator's credentials, please follow
these suggestions to make sure the operator cannot access the system using someone else's information.
Update Passwords
If you're concerned about your account's security, the first thing you should do is review your account's password
strength rules to make sure passwords are not easily guessed or hacked. It is also a good idea to make sure
your operators must change their passwords on a regular basis. Help topic 2236 [_______]
pg:1442 shows how to check
and change your account's password settings.
After you verify that your account uses secure password strength settings, you should make sure your operators
have a different password than the one they used when the operator who left was still with your organization. To
do this:
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1. Follow steps 1 – 3 in the Delete the System Operator's Credentials section to get to the operator record you
want.
2. If your operators login on a regular basis, check the box next to "Operator must change their password when
they login next" to require them to choose a different password the next time they sign in. If your operators might
not sign in regularly, or for additional security, you can change the operator's password for them. You can find
additional help on this in Help topic 1011 [_______].
pg:1895

3. Click the Save button.
Limit Internet Access
An additional security measure you could take if you're concerned that the operator that left could still access
your account by using another operator's record is to limit the IP addresses your current operators can login from
to those that are in your network. This would prevent the operator that left from being able use another operator's
credentials to login from home or another location. To prevent possible lock outs, this restriction cannot be
placed on operators that have the Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 user level.
This option will only work if your organization has a fixed (or static) public IP address for Internet access. The
settings for this are found under the Rights heading on each operator's System Operator page. Please see the
Computers section of Help topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1895 for detailed directions on how to configure this. You may need
to contact your IP department for additional help if you're unfamiliar with how this works.
Monitor Event Log
Your account has an Event Log [_______]
pg:0028 that monitors important actions that occur in your account. Each time
an operator logs in to Volgistics it will record the time, date and IP address for the action.

You can use this to check if the operator who left has logged in recently, and to watch for unusual activity from
existing operators. For example, if an operator logs in at a time he or she usually does not, or from an
unrecognized IP address.
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Please remember that if an operator has reports setup to run automatically that these will appear on the Event
Log for that operator, but the operator did not need to actually login to the account in order for this to happen. It
may appear that the operator is accessing the account when he or she is not because there will be an entry in
the Event Log for the automatic reports being run. An operator cannot login to an account without creating an
entry in the Event Log with "Login" as the event. So if you do not see this, you can be sure the operator has not
logged in with his or her credentials.
To change the report(s) to be run automatically under a different operator's name, change the settings on the
Save tab of the report. Help topic 2498 [_______]
pg:0473 explains more about how to do this.
To see the Event Log for your account:
1. Select Setup from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Event log.
Additional Considerations for VicNet
If your account uses the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module, you should also check to make sure the operator that left
does not have a Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 or volunteer record that could be used to access the system.
If you find a record, you may want to just prevent VicNet access. For example if the operator was also a
volunteer and you need to keep his or her service information for reports. Or if the operator may be returning,
you may want to keep his or her Coordinator record so it does not need to be recreated. In these cases, you can
prevent VicNet access by checking the Disabled box on the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 of the record. You may also want
to block the Coordinator from receiving schedule alerts if they are setup for this by checking the 'No email' and
the 'No text message' boxes on the Coordinator tab of their record.
If you're sure that you will no longer need the record, the best option is to delete it completely. To do this, click
the
Delete
button on the Core tab of the volunteer record, or the Coordinator tab of the Coordinator record. You can learn
more about this in Help topic 2309 [_______].
pg:2016
Additional Considerations for VicTouch
If your organization uses the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module, you may also want to change the VicTouch access
code for your account. This would prevent the operator from starting the VicTouch module at a computer outside
of your account and possibly entering false information.
To change your VicTouch access code:
1. Select Setup from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
3. Select Ground rules.
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4. Under the Startup heading, change the number after "Your VicTouch access code is." You should note your
new number because you will need it later.
5. Click the Save button.

Account Statistics
Help topic 1051
Added or revised 02-14-2012
For your convenience, Volgistics displays an 'Account Statistics' box on the Welcome screen. The statistics
displayed here give you an overview of your volunteer database. The Welcome screen appears when you first
login to Volgistics, or when you choose 'Welcome' from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
The Account Statistics box includes:
Volunteer records
The total number of volunteer records in your account. This count includes every volunteer record in your
database no matter what the volunteer's status is. If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 this count includes all
volunteer records at all Sites.
Archived volunteer records
The total number of volunteer records archived in your account. If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 this
count includes all volunteer records archived at all Sites.
Cumulative hours of service

Event Log
Help topic 1112
Added or revised 09-02-2016
It is sometimes useful for an organization to know when certain actions were taken in their Volgistics account.
The Event Log can often provide this insight. Generally, events are logged only when they are related to system
access and security; volunteer record operations; account management, and significant changes to Setup
[_______].
pg:0887 Unfortunately, logging every single action in an account is not practical due to the additional
processing and storage requirements this would introduce.
Starting from the most recent event in the account, the Event Log provides the date, time, event, a brief
description, the System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 name under which the event was carried out, and the host IP
address.
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To view your account's Event log, take the following steps:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Click on Account management.
3. Click on Event log.

Older Event Log Entries

Because of the length Event Logs can grow to, Volgistics moves older entries off-line periodically. Account
holders can still access the complete Event Log if needed, though, by writing to the Volgistics Team. If you need
to see older entries, we require an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 level System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to request the older
entries by submitting a help inquiry from the Help E-mail tab of the Volgistics mailbox. Help topic 1027 [_______]
pg:1902
shows how to do this.
Here is a list of events Volgistics tracks arranged by category. Please note that some of the events are no longer
tracked, but have been included on the list in case you have an older account.
Account Management
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account SMS change: disabled (logged since 08-08-2014)
Account SMS change: yes (logged since 08-08-2014)
Account SMS change: yes with terms (logged since 08-08-2014)
Change credit card information
Changed billing date transaction
Changed billing notice email address
Changed service level transaction*
Cleared account
Conversion cannot start - account is reset
Conversion cannot start - old version
Conversion completed
Free trial extended
Jump-Start conversion started
Reset VicNet login count
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reset VicTouch transaction count
Service started transaction
Switch to Automatic payments
Switched to Pre-payments
System email (automatic billing stopped)
System email (billing reminder)
System email (cancellation confirmation)
System email (charge failed, 1st notice)
System email (check received)
System email (credit applied)
System email (credit card expiration approaching)
System email (grace period reminder)
System email (on hold, 1st notice)
System email (on hold, additional notice)
System email (service expired)
System email (transaction confirmation)
System email (trial account sign-up)
System email (trial expired)
System email (trial expires soon)
System email (VolunteerWorks credit applied)
Too many charge failures for session
Trial account created
VolunteerWorks conversion started
VolunteerWorks support renewed

Changed service level transaction*

If the change to the service level was adding the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module, the Detail column will include
information that the following HIPAA Statement was accepted:
"Because Volgistics is designed to track volunteer information, the system is not considered HIPAA compliant.
Therefore your organization should not store HIPAA sensitive documents in VicDocs."
Assignments & Scheduling
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assignment made inactive (logged since 06-06-2008)
Assignment record deleted
Changed automatic assignments
Edited regular schedule
Made automatic assignments retroactive
Merged assignment records
Merged place records
Merged site records
Moved assignment record
Moved place records
Place record deleted
Removed schedule opening
Site record deleted

Email, Vic Mail, Text & Other Messages
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changed email Sender ID rule
Coordinator opted into text messaging (logged since 08-08-2014)
Coordinator opted out of text messaging (logged since 08-08-2014)
Email opt-out
Operator opted into text messaging (logged since 08-08-2014)
Operator opted out of text messaging (logged since 08-08-2014)
Refresh email validity
Reminder sent
Reset email
Sent message
Sent schedule reminders for tagged records
Sent VicNet password for tagged records
System email (message to administrators)
System email (unread help notice)
Volunteer opted into text messaging (logged since 08-08-2014)
Volunteer opted out of text messaging (logged since 08-08-2014)

Service Tracking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auditing changed for operator
Batch deleted
Deleted service record
Edited merit hour rule (logged since 01-10-2014)
Edited service record
Edited travel time rule (logged since 01-10-2014)
Service measure cleared
Service record auditing change

Setup Changes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added holiday
Application auditing turned off
Changed account time zone
Changed holiday
Changed Rank by
Changed You can choose
Clear field
Deleted application form
Deleted Award item
Deleted Characteristic field
Deleted Checklist item
Deleted field
Deleted holiday
Deleted Preference field
Merged Award from
Merged Award into
Merged Checklist from
Merged Checklist into
Table entry merged or deleted

System Access & Security
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessed Setup page
Added System Operator
Changed password
Changed System Operator rights
Changed VicTouch unattended startup password
Changed VicTouch unattended startup permission
Deleted System Operator
Invalid login attempt
Login
Password request
Sent forgotten VicNet password
System email (return password)
VicTouch started

Volunteer Record Operations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Added Assignment for tagged records
Added date for tagged records
Added Flag for tagged records
Added history records from Tickler
Added Mandate for tagged records
Added Site to tagged records
Application submitted (logged since 12-05-2007)
Archived tagged records
Change Status for tagged records
Change Type for tagged records
Changed Group to Individual
Combined volunteer records
Delete applications
Deleted all archived records
Deleted application
Deleted application PDF (logged since 08-10-2016)
Deleted archived records based on date archived
Deleted archived records based on DOLA
Deleted archived records based on Flag
Pending application deleted
Reset privacy default
Restore all archived volunteers
Restored deleted volunteer (logged since 03-03-2014)
Status changed for deleted status date (No longer tracked)
Status changed for new status date (No longer tracked)
Volunteer name changed (Done through VicNet if Operator column is blank)
Volunteer record deleted
Volunteer record marked for delete (logged since 03-03-2014)
Volunteer record shared

Other
•
•
•
•
•

Deleted IP registration
Deleted report
Deleted In Box report (logged since 09-01-2016)
Deleted Set record
Edited Set record (logged since 11-03-2012)
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• Registered IP for VicTouch
• Report run
• SMTP error

Characteristic Fields
Help topic 1156
Added or revised 11-17-2016
Characteristic fields are versatile fields that can be used to track useful information about volunteers and/or
Assignments. An example of information that is frequently tracked with a characteristic field is skills. A
characteristic field such as "Skills" can be added to the Profile tab in a volunteer record, the Profile tab in an
Assignment record, or both.
When a characteristic field is established for both the volunteer record and the Assignment record, the field can
be used to match volunteers and Assignments [_______].
pg:0899 When it is created for the volunteer record alone, it
can be used to track information about the volunteer only. Likewise, when it is created for the Assignment record
alone, the characteristic field can be used to track information about the Assignment only.
When creating a Characteristic field [_______],
pg:0938 the user must decide whether "Just one" (item) or "As many
(items) as you want" can be chosen for that field, and they must then define the items that will be options under
this field. In the example of Skills, it would be practical to allow "As many as you want" to be selected, and then
items ("Accounting," "Grant Writing," "Data Entry" and "Public Speaking," for example) might be entered as Skills
items.
Once a characteristic field has been created, it can be used for tracking purposes. Open either the Assignment
or volunteer record, and go to the Profile tab. Indicate which skills are required for the Assignment, or which skills
a volunteer has, by marking the box(es) next to the appropriate skills on the Profile tab. The image below
illustrates a "Skills" box on the Profile tab for an Assignment that requires Data entry skills.

If you have chosen to track the field in both volunteer and Assignment records, the same Skills box will also
appear in each volunteer record. Indicate that a volunteer has specific skills by marking the relevant boxes in his
or her record.
Related help
Help Topic 2208 [_______]
pg:0878 - Their Characteristics Set Rule
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Service Values
Help topic 1162
Added or revised 09-23-2016
While many organizations' needs are met by simply tracking volunteer hours, some organizations must also track
and report on the monetary value of their volunteer programs. The service values feature allows you to attribute
monetary value to volunteer service in Volgistics. Service values can be given to actual hours, merit hours
[_______],
pg:1564 and/or any service measures [_______]
pg:1557 used by an organization.
First, a default rate can be set for actual hours, merit hours and any service measures. Then different default
rates can be set for different time periods. In addition, the service values for actual hours, merit hours and other
service measures can vary by Assignment.
After setting up service values [_______],
pg:1413 the monetary value of service will be included in all appropriate service
records. It can be included in service reports by selecting the "Value" field for any relevant measures (for
example, Hours, Merit hours, Absences, etc.) on the report's Fields page, like this:

What monetary amount should I give for the service value?
It is ultimately up to each organization to decide the monetary value of the jobs that volunteers perform. If you
have a large organization, this is something the Board of Directors or Human Resources department may be
able to assist with. You could also look on the web for assistance. For example, Independent Sector (a
Washington, D.C. based advocacy coalition) announced the U.S. average for volunteer service value was $23.56
per hour in 2015. The group also releases averages for each State. You can learn more about this group's
figures at https://www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time.
Related help
Help Topic 1163 [_______]
pg:1413 - How to Setup Service Values
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How to send VolunteerWorks data to Volgistics for conversion
Help topic 1196
Added or revised 02-14-2013
If you currently use VolunteerWorks version 3, you can use VolunteerWorks to convert your data to Volgistics
yourself, or Volgistics can convert your VolunteerWorks data files into your Volgistics account for you at no cost.
If you would like Volgistics to convert your VolunteerWorks data files for you, please visit the following URL
address:
https://www.volgistics.com/volunteerworks-request.htm.
This help topic explains how to complete the first step of uploading your data in more detail than the web page
does. After this is done, you will still need to complete step 2 to complete your request.

Make a backup in VolunteerWorks
In order to send your VolunteerWorks to Volgistics for conversion you will need to make a backup of your
VolunteerWorks data files like this:

1. Start VolunteerWorks on your computer as you do normally. Before you login to VolunteerWorks, click the
License link in the Login dialog box to determine your VolunteerWorks serial number (you'll need this to complete
your VolunteerWorks data conversion).

Your VolunteerWorks serial number appears at the bottom of the Software license dialog box. Make a note of
your serial number, close the Software license dialog box, and then login to VolunteerWorks normally.
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2. Select the File menu in VolunteerWorks and then choose "Backup."

If you receive a message that others are using the database, simply click OK. It is fine to make a backup while
others are using the data.

3. In the Backup dialog box, check "Online backup only" and then click the Start button.
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4. An "Online backup only?" confirmation box will appear. When it does, click the Yes button to start making the
backup.
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5. When the backup is complete, an information message will appear letting you know that the "Backup finished
successfully." When you see this message click the OK button.

A copy of your VolunteerWorks data files has now been made and you're ready to upload that copy to Volgistics
for conversion.

Send your data from within VolunteerWorks
If you have an Internet connection from a computer where you can start VolunteerWorks, the easiest way to
send your data for conversion is from within VolunteerWorks. The following steps show how to do this.
In some cases an organization's firewall may prevent VolunteerWorks from connecting to the Volgistics system.
If this happens to you, follow the instructions in the Upload your data from your web browser section below.

1. Select the Options menu in VolunteerWorks and then choose "System setup."

2. Double click "System Information" in the VolunteerWorks System Setup dialog box.
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3. In the System Information dialog box, select the Advanced tab and then click the Send button under Data
migration. (If your System Information box does not include a Data migration box, close VolunteerWorks and
follow the instructions in the Upload your data from your web browser section below.)
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4. In the Data migration dialog box, click the Start button to start the file transfer.
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If the file transfer is successful, you will see the Finished message shown below. Click the Close button and the
file transfer is now complete.

If you receive an error message of any kind and you do not see the Finished message shown above, it means
that VolunteerWorks cannot connect to the Volgistics system from your computer. In this case, simply close
VolunteerWorks and follow the instructions in the Upload your data from your web browser section below.
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Upload your data from your web browser
If you cannot use VolunteerWorks to transfer your VolunteerWorks data as described above, you can transfer the
data using a web browser instead. Here's how:

1. Complete Step number 2 (Submit your request) at https://www.volgistics.com/volunteerworks-request.htm. It is
not necessary to complete Step 1.
2. Right click the VolunteerWorks shortcut on your computer's desktop and then choose Properties from the
pop-up menu.

3. Your shortcut Properties dialog box should have a "Start in" or "Location" field. This shows you the name of
folder where your VolunteerWorks program is installed (e.g. "C:\Program Files\VWorks"). Make a note of this
folder name and then close the shortcut properties box.
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4. Open your web browser and go to this web page: https://www.volgistics.com/VolunteerWorks-Upload.htm.

5. Enter your VolunteerWorks license (serial) number in the VolunteerWorks file upload box as shown below.
Step 1 in the Make a backup in VolunteerWorks section above shows how to find your serial number.
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6. Click the Browse button in the VolunteerWorks File Upload box. This will open a Choose the file to upload
dialog box on your desktop. Use this dialog box to locate the folder you noted in step 2 above. This will be the
folder that contains your VolunteerWorks program files.
7. Select the file from this folder named VWDATA.BAK. If you do not have a file named VWDATA.BAK, select
the file named VWAUTO.BAK.

8. Click the Send button in the VolunteerWorks File Upload box to send the file. This will upload your
VolunteerWorks data to Volgistics for conversion.

Related help
Help Topic 2006 [_______]
pg:0047 - Frequently Asked Questions about Converting from VolunteerWorks to Volgistics

Forget your password? (System Operators)
Help topic 1306
Added or revised 04-26-2016
For security, Volgistics requires three pieces of information when you login [_______]
pg:0220 to your Volgistics account.
These are the account number, the operator's email address, and the operator's password. If you are having
trouble logging-in, we recommend double checking that the email address and account number are correct. If
they are, the problem is with the password being entered. This help topic is designed to show System Operators
[_______]
pg:0065 how to reset the password they need to login to Volgistics.
1. Click the Forget your password? link
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If you have forgotten the password you use to login to Volgistics, start by clicking the Forget your password? link
on the login page.

2. Enter your account number and email address, then click the Submit button
Enter your account number and the email address you use to login to Volgistics, and then click the
Submit button. The email address entered must match the email address on the System Operator page
[_______]
pg:1895 of your operator record in order for the email to be sent. The system will send a link you can use to set
a new password to your email address. Please note: The link will only remain active for 24 hours after it is sent.
If you click the link and it says it expired, simply go back and click the Forget your password? link again.

If you receive a message saying you are not authorized to change your password, it means the Administrator(s)
[_______]
pg:0052 of the Volgistics account has setup your operator record so you are not able to change the password
on your own. In this case, you will need to contact the Administrator to either have your password reset, or to find
out what the password is currently set to.
3. Sign-in to your email account to set your password
Go to the email account that the password was sent to, sign-in, and check for new messages. You should
receive the password message within a few minutes. However, some email systems and ISPs may delay the
delivery of email messages.
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The passwords are sent from team@volgistics.com. If you do not see the message in a few minutes and your
email program uses a spam filter, check the junk mail or spam folder for the message. If you do not see it, adjust
your filter to allows messages from team@volgistics.com or add team@volgistics.com to your safe sender list.
When you receive the message, click the link in the message to set your password. If for some reason you
cannot click the link, highlight the URL address beginning with https://. . .. Once the complete address is
highlighted, copy it and then paste it into a new web browser window.
You will see a screen that looks similar to the one below:

Enter a new password into both the
New Password
and the
Confirm Password
fields, and then click the
Submit
button. The new password you enter must be different than your previous password,
and it must meet any password strength rules set by your account's Administrator(s) [_______].
pg:0052
Remember the new password you enter because this is what you will use to login to Volgistics the next time you
access the account.
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Frequently Asked Questions about Converting from VolunteerWorks to V
Help topic 2006
Added or revised 02-14-2013
Answers to frequently asked questions about converting from VolunteerWorks to Volgistics.
Q. How do I convert from VolunteerWorks to Volgistics?
A. If you have VolunteerWorks version 3, you can use VolunteerWorks to convert your data to Volgistics yourself
whenever you choose. Or if you'd prefer, Volgistics can convert it for you at no extra cost.
For step-by-step instructions and more information visit
https://www.volgistics.com/VolunteerWorks-Conversion.htm.

Q. Will running the conversion to Volgistics change anything in my VolunteerWorks database?
A. No. Running the Conversion Utility to copy your data from VolunteerWorks into Volgistics will not change any
of the information you have in VolunteerWorks. The Conversion Utility simply reads the information from your
VolunteerWorks database and inserts a copy of it into your Volgistics account.
If you want to run the conversion to see how your data will look in VolunteerWorks before you "go-live" with
Volgistics, you can convert your data and then continue using VolunteerWorks while you're testing Volgistics.
When you're ready to switch to Volgistics, you can clear your Volgistics account and run the conversion from
VolunteerWorks again to get the latest copy of your VolunteerWorks database.
Q. Can I run the conversion from VolunteerWorks to Volgistics more than once?
A. Yes, you can run the conversion more than once if you ran the conversion initially to see what your data will
look like in Volgistics while you continued to use VolunteerWorks. When you're ready to make the switch, you
can run the conversion again to get the latest copy of your VolunteerWorks database.
Q. Can I convert just some of the volunteer records I have in VolunteerWorks?
A. Yes. You can tag selected records and then convert just the tagged records. Or you can convert all of the
records with a particular status, such as just the Active volunteers, or all of the volunteers except the Inactive
volunteers.
When you start the Volgistics Conversion Utility, you are asked if you want to convert just the tagged records, or
just the records with certain statuses.

Q. Can I convert some volunteer records from VolunteerWorks now, and other volunteer records later?
A. Converting selected volunteer records initially, and then converting other volunteer records later is not
recommended.
Here's why: When you run the conversion, the conversion utility makes sure that your Volgistics account has all
of the Assignments [_______];
pg:0096 reminder items (called Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 items in Volgistics); awards [_______]
pg:1551
; and look-up table (dropdown list [_______])
pg:0963 entries that exist in VolunteerWorks--no matter which volunteer
records you're converting.
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Therefore, if you make any changes to Assignments (such as reorganizing [_______]
pg:0112 or renaming [_______]
pg:0135
them); awards; Checklist items; or look-up table (dropdown list) items in Volgistics after you run the conversion
for the first time and then attempt to run the conversion again, the system will again add the original Assignment
names, awards, checklist items, and look-up tables (dropdown lists) back into your Volgistics account from
VolunteerWorks.
Q. Can I convert the archived volunteer records from VolunteerWorks?
A. You can convert any volunteer records that are currently archived in VolunteerWorks if you choose. When you
start the Volgistics Conversion Utility you are asked if you want to convert your archived records.
If you choose to convert your archived volunteer records they will convert directly into the archived [_______]
pg:1817
record storage in Volgistics. Meaning they will still be archived in Volgistics if they were archived in
VolunteerWorks.

Q. If I convert my VolunteerWorks data into Volgistics, can I later move it back to VolunteerWorks?

A.
There is not a data Conversion Utility that moves data from Volgistics into VolunteerWorks. For this reason you
should determine that Volgistics suits your needs before you convert from VolunteerWorks and begin using
Volgistics. Volgistics trial accounts [_______]
pg:0224 are free, and you can run a test conversion of your VolunteerWorks
data into your Volgistics trial account to see how things work before you decide to make the switch.

Q. What should I do if I get error 10060 or 10061 when I run the Conversion Utility?
A. These error messages mean that your computer or network firewall prevents the VolunteerWorks program
from connecting to the Internet, which it needs to do to copy your data to Volgistics.
Ask the person who maintains your computer or network firewall to be sure the VolunteerWorks program
(VWORKS32.EXE) has permission to access the Internet. Once you do this you should be able to run the
Volgistics Conversion Utility from within VolunteerWorks.
If these steps do not resolve the problem, you can ask Volgistics to convert [_______]
pg:0035 your VolunteerWorks data
for you. There's no charge for this service.

Q. What should I do if the Conversion Utility appears to start, but never reports any progress even after
several minutes?
A. While the conversion is running from VolunteerWorks you should see a series of progress messages on the
screen. If you don't see any progress messages, there may have been an Internet connection issue.
Check to be sure you can visit https://www.volgistics.com from the computer where you're running the
conversion. If you cannot connect to www.volgistics.com, contact your ISP or network administrator.
If your organization uses a firewall, check with the person who maintains the firewall to be sure it does not
prevent you from making SSL connections to https://www.volgistics.com. Also, confirm that the VolunteerWorks
program (VWORKS32.EXE) has permission to access the Internet.
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These steps may also resolve connection issues:
1. Choose "Volgistics Conversion Utility" from the Internet menu in VolunteerWorks.
2. Click Start.
3. Click the "Connection settings" button. This opens the "Internet connections settings" window.
4. Change the state of the "Use Windows Internet connection settings" checkbox. (If it is currently checked,
uncheck it. If it is not currently checked, check it.)
5. Click Save to save your settings.
Then try the conversion again.
If you continue to experience a connection issue there may be a firewall or proxy server that prevents an SSL
connection from the Conversion Utility. Although it may be somewhat less secure than using an SSL connection,
you can turn off SSL like this:
1. Choose "Volgistics Conversion Utility" from the Internet menu in VolunteerWorks.
2. Click Start.
3. Click the "Connection settings" button. This opens the "Internet connections settings" window.
4. Uncheck "Use secure connections (SSL)."
5. Click Save to save your settings.
If these steps do not resolve the problem you can ask Volgistics to convert [_______]
pg:0035 your VolunteerWorks data
for you. There's no charge for this service.

Q. Is my data secure when I use the Volgistics Conversion Utility in VolunteerWorks?
A. The Volgistics Conversion Utility uses SSL to encrypt all of your information as it is copied into your Volgistics
account (unless you choose to disable SSL in the connection settings). This is same level of security used to
protect online banking and credit card transactions.
Once your data reaches your Volgistics account it is protected by the Volgistics system security. You can learn
more about Volgistics security at https://www.volgistics.com/security.htm.

Related help
Help Topic 1196 [_______]
pg:0035 - How to send VolunteerWorks data to Volgistics for Conversion
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Adding VicNet, VicTouch or VicDocs to Your Account's Service Level
Help topic 2007
Added or revised 02-11-2016
This help topic includes step-by-step instructions on how to add one, or more, of the Volunteer Information
Center (Vic) modules to your account's service level [_______].
pg:0719
The VicNet, VicTouch and VicDocs modules are all optional. You can use Volgistics without any of the Vic
modules. Or, depending on your needs, you can choose to use all of the modules, or just one or two.
VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 is the module volunteers use to interact with Volgistics from any Internet connected
computer.
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 is the module that provides an on-site touchscreen system for volunteer interaction and
time clock features.
VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 is the module that enables you to upload electronic document files to
Coordinator [_______];
pg:1922 and Site, Place & Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 records.

volunteer [_______];
pg:1849

All of the modules are included free in 30 day trial accounts. Trial accounts can select to include the modules
when they start their service [_______].
pg:0226 Organizations with paid accounts can test the VicNet and VicTouch
modules on a limited basis without adding them to their service level. Help topic 2534 [_______]
pg:0082 explains how
this works. The VicDocs feature that saves a PDF [_______]
pg:0449 copy of an applicant's completed application form
[_______]
pg:0413 is available in paid accounts even if VicDocs is not included in the account's service level.
If you have a paid account and you want to add one or more of the modules to your service level, follow the
steps below:
First, check to make sure the modules are not already part of your service level.
If you have access to the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 page in Volgistics, you can do this by:
1. Login to Volgistics and choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Choose Account management.
3. Choose Account status.
4. Under Service Level, look for Include VicNet, Include VicTouch and Include VicDocs. It will say Yes next to
these if a module is already part of your account's service level. It will say No if the module is not currently part of
your account's service level.
You can also do this through the Volgistics Store by following the login directions below and clicking the Account
status link once you have signed-in.
If you found that the module(s) you want is not already part of your service level, the next step is to add
the module(s) you need.
You do this through the Volgistics Store by:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
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2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials. Your account credentials may be either a
Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login name and password, or your account's accounting access code
[_______].
pg:0728
4. Click the Change service level link.

5. Select the Yes option for the Vic modules you want to add*. At this point you will see what your new service
fee will be. If you are ready to make the change to your service level, click the Continue button. Click the Cancel
button if you do not want to change your service level at this time.
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If you increase your service level and your account is set up for Automatic payments, Volgistics charges your
account a prorated amount to cover the additional service fees for the remainder of the current billing period.
Thereafter your account is charged the new monthly service fee.
If your account is setup for Pre-payment and you increase your service level, Volgistics adjusts your account's
expiration date based on the new daily service fee. You will get a message regarding the new paid through date
when you update your service level.

*Adding VicDocs

If the change to the service level includes adding the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module, a pop-up window will appear
with the following statement:
"Because Volgistics is designed to track volunteer information, the system is not considered HIPAA compliant.
Therefore your organization should not store HIPAA sensitive documents in VicDocs."
You must indicate your agreement with this statement to add VicDocs.

Volgistics Administrator
Help topic 2025
Added or revised 03-31-2017
Volgistics includes certain administrative functions such as customizing the system, setting standards for the way
you collect and store volunteer information, authorizing others to use the system, and controlling how much
access individual users have. Since these administrative tasks can have far reaching effects on your important
volunteer data, it's best if a single person (or just a few people) perform them in your organization.
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The Volgistics Administrator is a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 who oversees these administrative tasks. The
Volgistics Administrator has access to all of the Volgistics Setup [_______]
pg:0887 features.
You can determine who the Volgistics Administrator is for your organization like this:
1. Choose Help from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click "Operator Information."
3. The Operator Information window lists your organization's Volgistics Administrator(s).
Who should the Volgistics Administrator be?
The Volgistics Administrator is usually the volunteer coordinator or someone they designate. The Volgistics
Administrator does not need to be someone from a computer or information services department, although it can
be if this is appropriate for your organization. The Volgistics Administrator should be someone familiar with your
organization's volunteer efforts, objectives, and policies. If you are the only person who uses Volgistics in your
organization, the Volgistics Administrator should be you.
Every Volgistics account must have at least one Volgistics Administrator (Volgistics enforces this when you setup
or change System Operators). You can optionally designate more than one Volgistics Administrator also.
The person who initially signs-up for a Volgistics account specifies the name, email address, and password for
your organization's Volgistics Administrator. The initial Volgistics Administrator may either retain administrator
rights for themselves, make other System Operators Volgistics Administrators also, or transfer the Volgistics
Administrator right to another System Operator (accomplished by setting another System Operator's
user level to "Volgistics Administrator"). For more information about user levels, see help topic 2028 [_______].
pg:0053
Since the Volgistics Administrator right is controlled by your organization, the Volgistics Team at
www.volgistics.com does not assign or control who the Volgistics Administrator is for your organization, and they
cannot give administrator rights to a Volgistics user who does not currently have that right.
Related help
Help Topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1895 - System Operator Page
Help Topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053 - How to Limit Operator Rights or Access
Help Topic 2205 [_______]
pg:0065 - System Operator

How to Limit System Operator Rights or Access
Help topic 2028
Added or revised 03/31/2017
In Volgistics, the person who creates and maintains the account is the account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 . This
person can make new System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 records so that others can access the account. Depending on
the organization's needs, the Administrator may choose to limit the access and rights the other operators have.
This help topic outlines how to do this.

Please note!

System Operators are usually the volunteer managers for your organization. They will potentially have access to
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volunteer data held in your account. Generally, you will not make System Operator records for volunteers unless
you have a case such as a volunteer who helps manage volunteers, or a volunteer who assists with data input. If
you need information on how to add volunteer records to your account, see help topic 2299 [_______].
pg:1878
Administrators can limit operator rights in two ways. One is on an operator specific basis where the control will
apply to just that operator, and the other is based on the operator's user level where the change will affect all
operators who have the user level. While it is not possible to completely restrict an operator (such as to make
everything in the account "read only"), the Administrator can greatly reduce an operator's access and rights.
For this help topic, we'll show you how to create an operator record for someone who is restricted to just viewing
basic volunteer information, and entering service entries [_______],
pg:1581 from a computer at his organization.
Normally operators will not be restricted to this degree; you can pick and choose which of the controls make
sense for your needs.
You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Operator Specific Controls
Limit the Operator to One Site
Set the Operator's User Level
Control Access Based on IP Address(es)
Prevent Access to Certain Menu Items
Restrict the Operator from Performing Certain Tasks
User Level Controls
Set Tab Rights
Set Field Rights
Example of Changes for an Operator

Operator Specific Controls
The Administrator can put restrictions on one specific operator from the Setup page for that operator's record.
The controls can be put in place when the Administrator creates the operator's record, or the operator's record
can be edited afterwards. In either case, the Administrator will follow these basic steps to get started:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the System Operators link.
3. Select the link to create a new operator, or the name of an existing operator.
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In the Rights section, the Administrator can:
• Limit the operator to a specific Site
• Set the operator's User Level
• Control access based on IP address(es)
• Prevent access to certain menu [_______]
pg:0215 items
• Restrict the operator from performing certain tasks
You can find more information on how to set these controls in help topic 1011 [_______].
pg:1895 In this help topic, we
will explain more about how the changes impact what the operator can see and do.
Limit the Operator to One Site
When the Administrator limits an operator (or operators) to one Site, it turns on the
feature in the account.

Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092

This makes two changes for the operator regarding the Sites (Places and Assignments), and volunteer records.
If the account has multiple Sites created for the Assignment structure [_______],
pg:0096 headquarters operators (those
with access to all Sites) will see all of the Sites (Places and Assignments) after they select Assignments from the
menu.
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But an operator who is assigned to a single Site will only see the Site he is assigned to (and the Places and
Assignments under that Site), when he selects Assignments from the menu.

For volunteer records, the operator will only see the record if the Site he is assigned to appears in the Sites box
on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record.
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You can learn more about how volunteer records can be associated with a Site (or Sites) in help topic 2037
[_______].
pg:0094
Set the Operator's User Level
In Volgistics, operators can have one of three different User Levels: Administrator, Power User, and Basic User.

The account's Administrator tailors how an operator's User Level affects his access to the account. You can
learn more about this in the User Level Controls section below.
Control Access Based on IP Address(es)
If the organization has a static or fixed IP address (or addresses), the Administrator can limit the operator so that
he can only sign-in when he is using a computer associated with a certain IP address (or a certain range of IP
addresses).

This prevents the operator from logging in [_______]
pg:0220 when he is not at your facility. For example, the operator
will see a message like the one below if he is restricted to your organization's IP addresses and he tries to log-in
from home:

Prevent Access to Certain Menu Items
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The Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 runs along the left side of your screen and gives the operator the ability to access
different areas of the account. For example, in order to generate a new report, the operator would need to
access Print from the menu. Or, in order to change the configuration options in the account, the operator would
need to access Setup from the menu. This allows you to greatly reduce the areas of your account where an
operator could view or change data.
To remove access to a menu area, un-check the box in front of the item in the This operator may have access to
section of the operator's record. An operator with the following selections on his record:

Will have a menu that looks like this when he logs-in:

There is not a way to remove access to certain menu items such as the Mailbox, Welcome page, and Help page.
Restrict the Operator from Performing Certain Tasks
The Administrator can control some of the common tasks an operator can perform, as well as some of the items
the operator will see, in the
This operator is allowed to
section of the operator's record. Here is what an operator's record will look if the Administrator wants to limit the
operator to working with service information [_______],
pg:1581 and archiving [_______]
pg:1819 and restoring [_______]
pg:1852
volunteers:
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In most cases, when an operator cannot perform a task the control necessary to perform the task is removed.
For example, if an operator cannot delete volunteers, the Delete and Combine buttons will not appear on the
Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer records. You can see an example of this in the
Example of Changes for an Operator section below.

User Level Controls
There are two ways that Administrators can control access based on an operator's user level. These are tab
rights and field rights. By default, all user levels (Administrators, Power Users, and Basic Users) have the same
access to all tabs and fields. The Administrators change their account's settings based on what restrictions they
want to put in place for the other user levels. These settings impact all operators who have the same user
level so Administrators should keep that in mind when making the changes.
Set Tab Rights
Tab rights control the ability for operators with a certain user level from accessing tabs on volunteer records
[_______].
pg:1849 All of the tabs except the Core tab can be hidden. The Docs tabs have additional options because
these tabs also appear on Site, Place, Assignment, and Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 records when the VicDocs
[_______]
pg:1648 module is included in an account's service level [_______].
pg:0719
Here are the steps to hide the Schedule tab for Power User level operators:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Schedule tab.
4. Select Tab Rights.
5. Un-check the box by Power users can.
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6. Click the Save button.
The same basic steps apply to the other tabs that can be hidden. You can find more information on setting tab
rights in help topic 2154 [_______].
pg:1012 See help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319 for information about the unique settings for
the Docs tab.
Set Field Rights
The majority of the fields on volunteer records can have field rights set for them. In addition to being hidden for
operators with a certain user level, fields can also be set to view only. In this case, the operator could see the
information in the field, but could not enter or update data.
Here are the steps to make the Last name field on the Core tab view only for Power User level operators:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Select Last name.
5. In the System operator rights section, change the dropdown list by Power Users to View only.

6. Click the Save button.
The same basic steps apply to other fields you want to hide or make view only. You can find more information on
field setup options in help topic 2017 [_______].
pg:0957
Example of Changes for an Operator
Here is example of how the settings outlined above for tab and field right restrictions impact an operator's
account use. This is the view of the Core tab of a volunteer record for an Administrator level System Operator
without any tab or field restrictions:
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Here is the same record for a Power User level System Operator when the restrictions outlined in this help topic
are applied:
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Some differences in what the operators see when they view the same volunteer record are:
• The Schedule, History, and Notes tabs have been hidden for the Power User operators.
• The Number field has been hidden for Power Users, while other fields such as Last name, First name, Status,
and Type have been set to view only.
• The Power User operator is also a Site-Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442 so he cannot change the volunteer's Site, or
add a new Site.
• The Power User operator is not allowed to add or delete volunteer records so the Delete, Combine, and New
buttons do not appear under the row of tabs.

Volgistics Fiscal Year
Help topic 2116
Added or revised 01-29-2013
Volgistics calculates certain year-to-date (YTD) service statistics on a 12 month cycle that begins on the month
of the year you specify. This 12 month cycle is known as the Volgistics fiscal year. Most accounts set this up to
correspond with the fiscal year used for accounting at their organization.
The Volgistics fiscal year is used as the basis for calculating these statistics:
• YTD Hours. The year-to-date (YTD) hours field that appears in the Statistics box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 is
the sum of each volunteer's service since the first day of the current Volgistics fiscal year.
• Service summary reports. The Service Summary Report [_______]
pg:0580 format includes an option for printing
volunteer service statistics for either the calendar year, or the Volgistics fiscal year.
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• Award criteria. You can create award rules [_______]
pg:0909 based on service performed during the calendar year or
the Volgistics fiscal year.
By default, the Volgistics fiscal year is the same as the calendar year (January through December). However,
you can set the Volgistics fiscal year to match your organization's fiscal year if the fiscal year used by your
organization is not the same as the calendar year.
To set or change the 12 month period used for the Volgistics fiscal year:
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Click "Other options," and then click "Statistics."
3. Scroll down to the "Volgistics fiscal year" section.
4. Choose the month you want the Volgistics fiscal year to begin. For example, if your organization's fiscal year
starts on July 1st, and you want Volgistics to use the same fiscal year, choose July.
5. Click the Save button.
The Volgistics fiscal year must begin on the first of a month.
Related help

Using the Clipboard to Copy and Paste Text into a Volgistics Text Area
Help topic 2138
Added or revised 07-25-2005
If you use a Microsoft Windows operating system you can use the Windows 'clipboard' feature to copy and paste
text from other sources – such as a word processor – into Volgistics.
This technique is especially useful for Volgistics "text areas" where you enter blocks of text, such as the job
description field in the Assignment record. By using your word processor to initially compose such text, you can
take advantage of your word processors editing features, including spelling checkers. Once you have written and
checked your text you can use the clipboard to copy and paste it into Volgistics.
To copy and paste text into Volgistics:
1. Open the program and document you want to copy text from (e.g. Microsoft Word).
2. In most Windows programs you copy text to the clipboard by selecting the text you want to copy (using your
mouse or the 'Select All' option on the Edit menu) and then selecting "Copy" from the Edit menu.
3. To paste the text, open Volgistics to page where you want to paste the text, click once on the field where you
want to paste the text, and then choose 'Paste' from the Edit menu in your browser.
The specific menu options used in these steps may vary, depending upon your operating system and browser.
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Creating Desktop Shortcuts
Help topic 2144
Added or revised 02-12-2013
If you use Volgistics regularly from a particular computer, you can create a desktop shortcut to the Volgistics
Login page at that computer. Then you can get to the login screen each time you want to use Volgistics by
simply clicking the shortcut. If you're using the Windows operating system on your computer, you can make a
shortcut by following these steps.
1. Go to www.volgistics.com.
2. Select Login from the menu at the top of the page.
3. Highlight the address that appears in the URL window of your web browser and copy it. You can copy by
right-clicking on the highlighted address and selecting Copy. Or you can hold down the Control (CTRL) key on
your keyboard and press the key for the letter C.
4. Minimize the screen showing the Volgistics page if you need to, then right-click on an open area of your
desktop.
5. Select New from the menu.
6. Select Shortcut to start the Create Shortcut Wizard.
7. Paste the URL address you copied into the location field. You can paste by right-clicking in the field and
selecting Paste. Or you can left-click so the cursor appears in the field, hold down the Control (CTRL) key on
your keyboard and press the key for the letter V.
8. Once the URL address is pasted into the location field, click the Next button and follow the directions in the
Create Shortcut Wizard to complete the shortcut.
You now have a shortcut that will take you directly to the Volgistics login page.
Related help
Help Topic 1183 [_______]
pg:0888 - Managing Volgistics Cookies
Help Topic 2203 [_______]
pg:0064 - How do I change the login name or password I use to access Volgistics

How do I change the login name or password I use to access Volgistics?
Help topic 2203
Added or revised 05-28-2014
If you are not a Volgistics Administrator
If you are a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 with access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu, proceed to the If you are
the Volgistics Administrator section below. If you do not have access to Setup, you may be able to change your
password by:
1. Login to Volgistics using your current login name and password.
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2. Choose Welcome from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 if you are not already on this page.

3. Click the Change your Volgistics password link.
4. Follow the instructions on the page for changing your password and then click the Save button.
Note: The Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your organization may configure your system so that it's not
possible for you to change your own password. If the Change your Volgistics password link does not appear on
the Welcome page, contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator for assistance. You can find the
Administrator(s) for your account by selecting Help from the menu and clicking the Operator information link.
If you are the Volgistics Administrator
If you are the Volgistics Administrator for your account, you can change your login name and/or password, and
other System Operator's login names and passwords, like this:
1. Login to Volgistics using your current login name and password.
2. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

3. Select System Operators.
4. Click on your name, or the name of the System Operator for whom you want to change the email address or
password.
5. On the System Operator page, enter the new email address and/or password in the Email address and
Password fields, and then click the Save button. The new email address and password take affect right away.
Related help
Help Topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1895 - System Operator Page
Help Topic 1306 [_______]
pg:0044 - Forget your password? (System Operators)
Help Topic 2236 [_______]
pg:1442 - System Operator Ground Rules
Help topic 2248 [_______]
pg:1612 - What to do if a System Operator reports they cannot login

System Operator
Help topic 2205
Added or revised 04-03-2017
System Operators are the people in your organization who you give access to the Volgistics system. Each
System Operator has a login name (their email address), and a password you assign when you setup a new
System Operator [_______].
pg:1440 You can also tailor certain system "rights" for each System Operator. You can use
these rights to control the degree of access an operator has to the system, and what features they can use. Help
topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053 explains how to do this.
With the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features, you can also control which volunteers an individual System
Operator will "see" when they access Volgistics. This is ideal for organizations that have volunteer coordinators
at different remote sites (such as branch or county offices) or for different volunteer groups within the same
organization (such as Adult and Junior volunteer programs). These site-level operators [_______]
pg:1442 only "see" the
volunteers for their own site or program when they login to Volgistics.
Who the individual System Operators are in your organization depends on the nature of your volunteer program.
Typically, System Operators are the paid or volunteer staff who manage or coordinate your organization's
volunteer program, especially those responsible for maintaining volunteer records.
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All Volgistics accounts come with space for two different System Operators, although you may increase your
account's Service Level [_______]
pg:0719 to provide space for as many different System Operators as you need.
It is permissible for two or more different individuals to share the same Volgistics System Operator login name
and password; however they cannot both use Volgistics at the same time. In addition, people who share the
same System Operator login name and password will have the same system rights, and appear to be the same
person in the system log.
At least one of your System Operators must be designated as the Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your
organization.
pg:1922 in Volgistics. Coordinators are different than System
Note that you can also setup Coordinators [_______]
Operators in several ways:
• Coordinators are typically people who coordinate, supervise, or schedule volunteers in a specific assignment
(or multiple assignments). They are often volunteer chairpersons, team leaders or paid staff who coordinate
the volunteers in their area as just one responsibility.
• Coordinators cannot access the Volgistics database directly; however they can manage certain core
• information about the volunteers they supervise and their volunteer's schedules throughVicNet [_______].
pg:1724

• There's no limit to the number of Coordinators you can have in your account. The number of Coordinators
• you track in your account does not affect your account'sService Level [_______].
pg:0719
Related Help
Help Topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1895 - System Operator Page
Help Topic 1020 [_______]
pg:0024 - What to Do When a System Operator Leaves Your Organization
Help Topic 1306 [_______]
pg:0044 - Forget your password? (System Operators)
Help Topic 2025 [_______]
pg:0052 - Volgistics Administrator
Help Topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053 - How to Limit Operator Rights or Access
Help Topic 2236 [_______]
pg:1442 - System Operator Ground Rules
Help Topic 2248 [_______]
pg:1612 - What to do if a System Operator reports they cannot login
Help Topic 2535 [_______]
pg:0084 - Assuming the Role of Volgistics Administrator

Archive Help Inquiries
Help topic 2231
Added or revised 04-16-2014
Answers to help inquiries you post for the Volgistics Team appear on the
Help E-mail tab in your Volgistics mailbox. Help topic 1027 [_______]
pg:1902 shows how to view these.
You can optionally "archive" the old help inquiries in your Volgistics mailbox. When you archive a help inquiry, it
will no longer appear on the Help E-mail tab, except for Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 who want to view the
archived inquiries.
To archive a help inquiry:
1. From the Help E-mail tab in your Volgistics Mailbox, click on the message you want to archive.
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2. Click the Archive button.

Volgistics Updates
Help topic 2232
Added or revised 12-16-2016
This page lists the latest Volgistics features and improvements from January 2010 until now. Visit this page any
time to see what's new!
Volgistics Now Supports Microsoft EdgeDecember 19, 2016
Microsoft Edge has been added to the list of web browsers Volgistics supports for use with the system. More
information [_______]
pg:0179
Send Screenshots, or Other Files, with Help InquiriesJuly 22, 2016
You can now provide a screenshot of what you're seeing, or a document that you are referring to, when you
submit a question to the Volgistics Support Team. More information [_______]
New Stock Reports AvailableMay 26, 2016
We've added new stock reports to the robust array of stock reports already available. Stock report categories
were created for Name Tags [_______],
pg:0531 Statistics [_______],
pg:0593 and Volunteer Profiles [_______].
pg:0703 Also, a new
Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 by calendar report was added. More information [_______]
pg:0595
Updated Methods for Setting and Sending PasswordsMay 6, 2016
Volgistics made updates to the way passwords are set and reset. Temporary passwords can no longer be sent
by email. Instead, a link is sent by email to set or reset the password. Recipients sign-in to their email account
and click the link to set their own passwords. The link remains valid for 24 hours. If the recipient does not click
the link within 24 hours, she can click the Forget your password? link on the login screen to have a new link sent.
More information
Added Options to Limit Service Reports to Active Assignments, Control Service Measure Wording,
Re-evaluate Checklist Items, Turn off Session Expiration Alerts, and Choose if Opening Notes Appear on
ApplicationsApril 8, 2016
You can now configure Service Detail [_______]
pg:0560 and Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to show hours for just
active assignments, just inactive assignments [_______],
pg:0140 or both active and inactive assignments. More
information here [_______]
pg:0554 and here [_______]
pg:0571
If you allow volunteers to enter Service Measure [_______]
pg:1557 information on the Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 in
VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 you can now control the wording that shows along with the Service Measure. More information
[_______]
pg:1406
When you use the Tickler feature to find volunteers due for a Checklist item [_______],
pg:0142 you can re-evaluate if
your volunteers are due before you search. More information [_______]
pg:0148
You can now turn off the alerts that warn when your session will expire [_______]
pg:1589 on an operator-by-operator
basis. This will not prevent the operator's [_______]
pg:0065 session from expiring, but the operator will not see the
warnings pop up. More information [_______]
If you use Schedule Preference fields on your online application forms [_______],
pg:0413 you can now select to include,
or not include, opening notes [_______].
pg:0750 More information [_______]
pg:1343
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Upload Documents to Volunteer, Coordinator, and Assignment RecordsFebruary 19, 2016
Phases three and four of the new VicDocs feature have been released. You can now go paperless by storing
electronic documents on volunteer, Coordinator [_______],
pg:1922 and Site, Place, and Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 records.
Due to the increases in bandwidth, storage, and administrative costs, you will need to add VicDocs to your
account’s service level [_______]
pg:0719 in order to utilize it. We have tried to keep the increase in fees for VicDocs as
small as possible. More information [_______]
pg:1648
Volunteer & Assignment Matching Feature UpdatedJanuary 24, 2016
The Volunteer & Assignment matching feature is designed to help you find volunteers who meet certain
requirements you enter on assignment records. This can make it easier to place new volunteers in assignments
they are qualified to fill. This feature has been re-worked to be easier to use while producing more predictable
results. More information [_______]
pg:0899
Added New Features to Volunteers PageDecember 9, 2015
New features were added that give you more control over how many, and which, records are displayed on the
Volunteers page. This makes finding just the records you want much easier. More information here [_______]
and here [_______]
Added Mobile Friendly View of VicNetNovember 6, 2015
A mobile friendly view of VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 is available. There is a guide to show volunteers how to use this here
[_______].
pg:1676 We've also added options in Setup [_______]
pg:0887 to allow Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 to customize what
their volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:1922 will see. More information [_______]
pg:1934
PDF File of Completed Application Automatically SavedOctober 16, 2015
Phase two of the
VicDocs electronic document storage feature has been released. This phase automatically saves a PDF
[_______]
pg:0449 file of the completed online application form [_______]
pg:0413 to the new volunteer record. More information
[_______]
pg:1373
Change to Volunteer Search During Record CombinationJuly 2, 2015
We replaced the dropdown list of volunteer names used when two volunteer records were combined with a new
feature that displays potential matches after the first two characters are entered. The search is narrowed down
as each additional character is entered, which will make the correct record easier to locate. More information
[_______]
pg:1884
Added Feature to Print a Blank Application Form and Added Application Name column to Applications
TabMarch 27, 2015
You can now print or save a PDF of any of your application forms [_______]
pg:0413 that are setup in your Volgistics
account. This allows you to use the form for prospective volunteers who do not have Internet access, or create
forms to hand out at activities such as volunteer fairs. More information [_______]
pg:1375
The Applications tab of the Volgistics mailbox allows you to preview some basic information about applicants
before accepting their volunteer record into the database. We've added a new column to this tab that shows the
internal name of the application form the applicant submitted. This will be helpful in cases where your
organization uses multiple forms because it you will be able to identify the form used by the applicant without
receiving the record into your database. More information [_______]
pg:0415
Added Ability to Clone an Application FormJanuary 16, 2015
You can now take an existing application form and make a new one that has the same settings selected. You
can then modify the new form that was created. This allows you to quickly make new forms that have the same
basic settings. More information [_______]
pg:1367
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Added Features for Deleting Multiple Tagged Records and Restricting Access to the VicNet Time Sheet
TabOctober 17, 2014
In March, Volgistics added the ability to restore accidentally deleted volunteer records [_______]
pg:1888 during a five
day hold period. Because of this added ability, Volgistics has added a new feature to delete multiple
non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 records at the same time by using the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature. More information
[_______]
The VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 Time Sheet tab allows volunteers to input their own service [_______]
pg:1581 information from
any computer with an Internet connection. You can now limit access to this tab to selected volunteers based on
their Type or Flag [_______]
pg:0212 without changing which volunteers can access the entire VicNet module. More
information [_______]
pg:1460
Set Rule Added for No Postal Mail FieldSeptember 19, 2014
The No postal mail box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record is used to prevent the volunteer's
information from being included in Address Label Reports [_______].
pg:0483 This can be used when the volunteer (or
your organization) wants to prevent postal mail from being sent. For instance, if more than one person in the
household volunteers with your organization, or the volunteer has been dismissed but you still need to keep a
record for him or her. A Set Rule [_______]
pg:0853 has been added that allows you to indentify records that have this
box checked, or un-checked. More information [_______]
pg:0881
The "Their schedule" Set Rule Can Now Be Limited to a Specific Site, Place or AssignmentSeptember 12,
2014
You can now limit the Their schedule Set rule to look for just volunteers who are scheduled for a specific Site,
Place or Assignment [_______].
pg:0096 This allows you to find the volunteers who were, or are, scheduled on a certain
date, or in a certain time frame, for the Site, Place or Assignment. More information [_______]
pg:0832
Text Messaging Now AvailabileAugust 8, 2014
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can now send outgoing text (SMS) messages to their volunteers and Coordinators
[_______].
pg:1922 This service is offered free-of-charge but does require the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module as part of the
account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 because regulations require users to opt-in to text messaging [_______].
pg:1948
You can send volunteers and Coordinators custom text messages [_______].
pg:0343 Depending on your account's
setup, volunteers can also receive schedule reminders [_______]
pg:0791 by text as well as reminders when annual or
periodic Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 items are due. Additionally, Coordinators can receive schedule alerts [_______] via
text when volunteers add or remove themselves from the schedule. System Operators can also have texts sent
for application alerts [_______] to let them know when an application form has been received.
The following video has more information on the text messaging feature: Here
There is also more information on the text messaging feature in the following help topics:
Help Topic 1300 - "Text Messaging" [_______]
pg:1966
Help Topic 1301 - "Getting Started with Text Messaging" [_______]
pg:1971
Procedure Change for Forgotten PasswordsMay 23, 2014
We changed the way forgotten passwords are delivered as part of our commitment to continually enhance
security. When a user forgets her or his password, the system now sets the password to a temporary, random
password, which is sent to the user by email. This password must be changed to a permanent password that
meets the password strength rules setup for your account when the user signs-in using the temporary password.
The following help topics explain more about passwords and how the system handles forgotten passwords:
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Help topic 1305 "Volunteer & Coordinator Passwords [_______]
pg:1699
Help topic 1307 "Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators) [_______]
pg:1975
Help topic 1306 "Forget your password? (System Operators) [_______]
pg:0044
Search for volunteer records based on their countryMay 12, 2014
A new Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 was added that allows you to search for volunteer records based on the information in
the Country field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the record. More information [_______]
pg:0885
Restore deleted records feature added, session expiration warning added, Site Selection field enabled
for all application forms, and ability to hide information popup icons for a System Operator addedMarch
3, 2014
A feature was added to hold deleted volunteer records for five (5) days before permanently deleting them from
the system. During this hold period, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can restore a deleted volunteer record
[_______]
pg:2016 if it was accidentally deleted. More information [_______]
pg:1888
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 will now receive a warning message approximately 10 minutes before their current
Volgistics session expires and after the session ends. More information [_______]
pg:1589
The Site Selection field is now enabled for online application forms [_______]
pg:0413 even if Site Level Access
[_______]
pg:0092 is not in use for the account. This allows an application form to show Assignment Preferences
[_______]
pg:1351 for just one specific Site [_______]
pg:0967 as long as the form is setup to apply to the Site. More information
[_______]
pg:1338
The information popup icons that appear through-out the account to give more information about fields and
features can now be hidden, or disabled, on an operator-by-operator basis. More information [_______]
Travel Time Merit Hours feature added and Group sign-in added for VicTouchJanuary 10, 2014
Volgistics has always had a feature to use Merit Hours [_______]
pg:1564 to add time to a volunteer's regular service
hours [_______]
pg:1581 automatically. This is useful in situations where you want to award extra service because the
volunteer served on a holiday [_______]
pg:1391 or weekend. Many organizations also used this feature to give
volunteers credit for the time they spent traveling to and from the facility. This use had some limitations, though,
which have now been addressed with our new Travel Time Merit Hours feature. This feature is designed
specifically for giving credit for travel time and allows you to give the same number of hours and minutes for all
volunteers, or hours and minutes based on up to six zones. More information [_______]
pg:1416
Group [_______]
pg:1909 leaders can now sign-in to the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module and record the number of
volunteers who are serving in their group. This eliminates the need for a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to go back
and edit the service entry to contain the number of volunteers because the number will automatically be
recorded. To start using this new feature, you will need to shut down VicTouch [_______]
pg:1762 and then re-start the
module. More information [_______]
pg:1759
Volunteers field for posting service for groups added to Post page, Edit link added for service record
auditing, and Middle Name field added to Volunteers pageDecember 4, 2013
You can now enter the number of volunteers who served in a group [_______]
pg:1909 when entering volunteer service
for multiple records on the Post page. More information [_______]
pg:1559
When you review service entries setup for auditing, you can now edit a service entry directly from the Service tab
of the Volgistics Mailbox. More information [_______]
pg:1415
The Middle Name field was added to the fields available to show on the Volunteers page. The field will appear in
the Name column at the end of the "Last Name, First Name" entry if you select to show it. More information
[_______]
pg:1381
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Link and tag features added to Who's Here page and Service Measures now available when adding
Mandatory Service from Tags pageOctober 30, 2013
You can now go directly to a volunteer record and tag [_______]
pg:1529 volunteer records from the Who's Here page.
More information [_______]
pg:1772
When using the tags feature [_______]
pg:1529 to add Madatory Service [_______]
pg:1419 to multiple records at a time, you can
now add any Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 setup to be recorded for the mandate. More information [_______]
pg:1999
Mailbox and message history updates, date selector calendar revision, Date of Last Activity added for
System Operators, and VicNet access date field added to Volunteers pageOctober 18, 2013
To ensure efficiency and clean up the list views for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 , changes were made to the
Volgistics Mailbox and to the message history on volunteer records. These changes affected alert and report
storage on the In Box [_______]
pg:1917 tab, message storage on the Out Box [_______]
pg:1978 tab, and the message history
[_______]
pg:0370 stored on volunteer records. More information
The date selector calendar for adding dates to date fields was totally revised to make it easier to use. More
information [_______]
pg:0198
A Date of Last Activity field was added to System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 records to help determine when the
operator logged into Volgistics last. In some cases, you will need to use this field in conjunction with your
account's Event Log [_______]
pg:0028 to accurately establish the last date the operator accessed Volgistics. More
information [_______]
pg:1895
The Last VicNet Access date field from the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 of volunteer records was added to the fields
available to show on the Volunteers page. The Last VicNet Access field records the last date a volunteer signed
into the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 portal for your account. More information [_______]
pg:1381
Getting Started help topic and manual updatedAugust 27, 2013
The Getting Started help topic was completly redone to meet the needs of new users. The revised help topic
includes many additional help topics previously not included, enhancements to some of the previously included
help topics, brand new help topics addressing account setup, and a reorganization of the order help topics
appear in to match the procedure of setting up an account more closely. More information [_______]
pg:0222
The Getting Started manual, a PDF file compiled from the help topics in the Getting Started help topic, was also
updated. Changes include the addition of all help topics used in the Getting Started help topic, a table of
contents, indexes organized by help topic number and alphabetically, clickable links to navigate within the PDF
document, and page numbering. More information
New Assignment Profile reports available and "All Sites" option added on Print pageMay 23, 2013
The new Assignment Profile report feature makes it possible to create PDF [_______]
pg:0449 files that include
Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 and Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 information. The reports have optional Summary Pages
outlining the information included in the report and/or Assignment Detail Pages for each Assignment depending
on the options you choose when you create the report. More information [_______]
pg:0492
An "All Sites" checkbox was added to the Print page to allow headquarters level operators to see, modify or
delete reports created by Site-Level Operators [_______].
pg:1442 More information [_______]
pg:0438
Delete multiple reports, wildcard search and VicNet time zone features addedJanuary 21, 2013
Before you were only able to delete a single custom report [_______]
pg:0467 at a time. The new feature allows System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to delete multiple reports at one time. More information [_______]
pg:0438
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New wildcard search options were added to help you find volunteer records when you only know part of the
information for the search field, or are unsure of the spelling. More information [_______]
pg:1982
New settings were added to the VicNet Time Sheet tab to allow volunteers in time zones where the date is
different than the date for your account's time zone to enter service. More information [_______]
pg:1460
Event added for Set changes and Nickname added to Who's Here pageNovember 3, 2012
The Event Log will now show an entry for "Edited Set Record" whenever the Finished button is clicked on the
Define a new set [_______]
pg:0859 page. This will track when a new Set is created if the button is clicked to complete
the action, or when a Set rule is added, modified, or deleted from an existing Set. If an operator clicks the button
without making a change, this will also cause the entry to be made in the Event Log. More information [_______]
pg:0028
The Who's Here page will now include the information in the Nickname field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the
volunteer record. For example, if a volunteer named
Theodore Smith
has
Teddy
entered in the Nickname field, his name will now appear as
Theodore Smith ("Teddy")
on the Who's Here page. There is a setting to enable or disable this feature under Settings on the Who's Here
page. More information [_______]
pg:1772
Import Utility program updated and "Re-evaluate now" button added to TicklerSeptember 28, 2012
The Import Utility program used to transfer volunteer records from spread sheet files into new accounts was
updated to improve usability. The update also includes a re-write of the Import Utility Manual to address program
changes, as well as adding usability features such as links to Help topics and clickable links to navigate within
the PDF document. More information
A
Re-evaluate now
button was added to the Awards section of the Tickler feature. Previously, a volunteer's eligibility to receive an
Award was evaluated only during the overnight maintenance cycle or if you visited the History tab of the
volunteer's record. The new button allows you to check who is eligible for Awards without visiting each record, or
waiting for overnight maintenance. This is helpful if you recently added service entries that may make a volunteer
eligible for an Award. More information [_______]
pg:1551
Reference manual updated and information buttons addedAugust 29, 2012
Volgistics includes a reference manual in PDF format that is a compilation of Help topics. This manual was
updated to include Help topic edits and new Help topics added since it was published last. Other changes to the
manual included adding a table of contents, indexes organized by Help topic number and alphabetically,
clickable links to navigate within the PDF document, and page numbering. More information
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Information buttons were added throughout Volgistics in locations where more information might be needed
about a setting, button, field or function. If you move your cursor over an information button, a window appears
with advice. The window may also have links to Help topics with more information. You can click the link to open
the Help topic in a new window, or move your cursor off of the button to cause the window to no longer be
shown.
Control VicNet display options for completed Mandatory Service itemsJuly 18, 2012
Previously if organizations selected to include the progress chart for Mandatory Service items on the VicNet “My
Service” tab, completed Mandatory Service items were shown for six months by default. The latest release
allows organizations to select if they want completed Mandatory Service items to be displayed, and if they do for
how long the completed items will be shown. There are settings to display the item for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 months
after the item has been completed. Accounts that had the item set to be displayed will have the 6 month option
selected automatically. More information [_______]
pg:1419
Sort columns on the Volunteers page and new features on the Print pageJuly 2, 2012
By default, the list of information on the page you see when you select Volunteers from the Menu is sorted in
alphabetical order based on the record's last name. The new change allows you to click on the headers that
appear at the top of each column to sort the page by that column. More information [_______]
pg:1381
The layout of the page you see when you select Print from the Menu has been changed to make finding the
reports you need easier. Reports that are created with rows and columns of information appear under "Table
Style Reports." Reports designed to be printed on labels appear under "Label Style Reports." Schedule reports
appear under "Other Reports" because they can be in calendar, list or table formats. Any custom reports
previously in your account will still be found under the link they were originally created under.
Another change to this page is that if you place your cursor over a stock report [_______]
pg:0595 link, a thumbnail image
with an example of this report will appear. If you place your cursor over the thumbnail image, an expanded view
of the image appears. This change will make it easier to identify the report you need.
Sort birthday list by date and insert current time into entries on the Who's Here pageJune 4, 2012
By default, the birthday list is sorted alphabetically by the volunteer's last name each time you visit the Welcome
page. With the latest update, a button has been added to allow you to quickly sort the list by date order instead.
More information [_______]
pg:1385
When you edit service entries on the Who's Here page, you can now simply click a button to insert the current
time into 'Time-in' or 'Time-out' fields. More information [_______]
pg:1772
New HTML Email Features availableApril 23, 2012
New HTML emails features were added to allow more flexibility in creating email documents with HTML
formatting. The HTML format for email messages offers many advantages that will help your messages get
noticed such as font choices; bold faced, underlined or italicized text; text colors; graphics, pictures and more. If
your organization uses these emails to send newsletters or announcements, this can help eliminate the need to
send an additional email attachment. More information [_______]
pg:0295
New schedule reports availableJanuary 6, 2012
New schedule report features were added to allow more flexibility in creating PDF documents with schedule
information. Monthly, weekly and daily time frames are available along with the option to include a range of
dates. The reports include six stock reports, but can also be customized to meet different needs. More
information [_______]
pg:0547
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New password strength rules availableDecember 5, 2011
New password strength rules were added to allow account Administrators to have more control over passwords
System Operators must use to log-in. More information [_______]
pg:1442
The update also allows Administrators to have more control over the passwords volunteers use when they log-in
to the VicNet portal. More information [_______]
pg:1447
Delete archived volunteer records by FlagOctober 3, 2011
Archived volunteer records can now be deleted based on a particular Flag. This allows operators to pin point
archived records to delete when making mass deletions. More information [_______]
pg:1822
New web site look and self-scheduling alertsAugust 1, 2011
The Volgistics web site has new cosmetic and navigation changes designed to improve the look and functionality
of the site. Page names are more user friendly and the page footers on each page contain quick links to
commonly used pages.
New self-scheduling alerts are available to let Coordinators and System Operators know when a volunteer adds
and/or removes herself from the schedule through VicNet or VicTouch. The alerts are customizable on an
assignment-by-assignment basis on the Rules tab of each assignment. More information [_______]
pg:2006
MS Word 2007 documents supported and retroactive Service Measures availableMarch 9, 2011
Microsoft Word 2007 document formats (.docx) can be uploaded to the Documents tab of the Volgistics Mailbox.
More information [_______]
pg:0388
You can now apply a default value for a Service Measure retroactively to volunteer records. This eliminates the
need to manually enter information on past records when you create a new Service Measure. More information
[_______]
pg:1406
Group records now available and customizable Volunteer List pageFebruary 18, 2011
The latest release introduces Group records to Volgistics. These can be used in place of Individual records if a
group of volunteers serve and you do not want to track individual service hours or contact information. The
Group records contain many of the same features as Individual records, but have additional fields designed for
scheduling and recording service for multiple volunteers at once. More information [_______]
pg:1909
You can also customize which fields of information will appear on the Volunteer List page. This is the page that
comes up after you select Volunteers from the Menu. More information [_______]
pg:1381
Insert volunteer information in email messagesDecember 12, 2010
Added the ability to imbed volunteer information into email messages. Messages personalized with the
volunteer’s name have been shown to improve response rates. This feature also allows items like the volunteer’s
VicNet password and/or VicTouch PIN number to be included in the message. More information [_______]
pg:0386
Clear spare (custom) fields throughout accountOctober 12, 2010
Added ability to clear all data from any of the spare (custom) fields on the Profile tab of volunteer records. This
action deletes all data entered into the field for all volunteer records throughout the account no matter if they are
regular, archived or restricted to a certain site. Operators must confirm they wish to make the change by entering
their credentials. More information [_______]
pg:0957
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Add All States or Provinces at once to State or Province dropdown listSeptember 17, 2010
By default, Volgistics only puts the State or Province an account originated in as an entry in the State or Province
dropdown list because this is often all that is needed. Previously new States or Provinces had to be added
individually. This feature allows all States or Provinces to be added in one step. More information [_______]
pg:1016

New Schedule FeaturesJuly 30, 2010
The New Schedule Features include:
Track specific tasks or locations on the schedule
Streamlined schedule opening management Coordinator schedule view in VicNet
Improved calendar views
Improved navigation
Optionally place new applications directly on the schedule
More information [_______]
pg:0741
Sender ID email authenticationMay 21, 2010
Volgistics now supports "Sender ID" email authentication for the email messages you send to volunteers and
coordinators through Volgistics. Email authentication helps ensure that your email is delivered, and helps prevent
your email from going into spam folders. More information [_______]
pg:0311
Get alerts for new volunteer applicationsJanuary 28, 2010
You can have an alert sent to a designated Volgistics system operator [_______]
pg:0065 each time someone submits an
online volunteer application. To setup these alerts:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select Online forms.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Click on the name of the application for you would like alerts sent for.
5. Under "Alerts," choose the name of the system operator who should receive the alerts, and choose to receive
the alert in your Volgistics mailbox and/or by email.
6. Click the save button.
An alert will be sent each time a new online application is submitted through this online volunteer application
form. If you use several different online application forms, alerts may be sent to a different system operator for
each form.
New annual Checklist itemsJanuary 2, 2010
When you setup Checklist items in Volgistics you can now create items that expire annually based on a
volunteer's date of birth, or the anniversary of their start date. More information [_______]
pg:0916
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It's Time to Change Your Password
Help topic 2237
Added or revised 02-24-2006
Your organization can require that you periodically change the password you use to access Volgistics. Changing
your password periodically can improve security.
If your password expiration date is in the coming week, Volgistics shows you a message on the Welcome screen
when you login to let you know that your password will expire soon. You can click the link in this message to
change your password before it expires.
If you do not change your password before it expires, you'll receive a message that your password has expired
when you login. If you receive this message you must enter a new password before you can access the system.
An expired password does not mean that your Volgistics account has expired. It simply means that you need to
choose a new password for Volgistics. If it chooses to, your organization can optionally configure Volgistics so
passwords do not expire.

Date of Last Activity
Help topic 2259
Added or revised 05-25-2006
A volunteer's date of last activity is the latest date for which they have service recorded. You can use the Date of
last activity field to determine how recently a volunteer participated.
If your account is configured to show the Date of last activity field, it appears in the Statistics box on the Core tab
for each volunteer.

If the Date of last activity field does not appear in the Statistics box, you can use the Statistics [_______]
pg:1387 Setup
page to add it.
Volgistics maintains each volunteer's date of last activity automatically based on their service records. You
cannot edit the Date of last activity field directly, however each time you add, edit, or remove a volunteer service
record, Volgistics updates that volunteer's date of last activity so it always shows the latest date for which service
has been recorded. A volunteer's service records are listed in the Service box on the Service tab in their record.
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Years of Service
Help topic 2261
Added or revised 05-25-2006
Volgistics can automatically calculate and display each volunteer's years of service. You can use the Years of
service field to see how long a volunteer has participated and as the basis for volunteer recognition. Years of
service is displayed in years and months (e.g. 10 years and 6 months).
The Years of service field appears in the Statistics box on the Core tab for each volunteer.

If the Years of service field does not appear in the Statistics box, you can use the Statistics [_______]
pg:1387 Setup
page to add it.
Volgistics maintains each volunteer's years of service automatically based on their status date records (when
they became active, for example). You cannot edit the Years of service field directly, however each time you
add, edit, or remove a status date record, Volgistics updates that volunteer's years of service field to reflect their
status history. A volunteer's status date records are listed in the Dates box on the History tab in their record.
How years of service is determined
Volgistics looks at each volunteer's status dates to determine how long they have been a volunteer. By default,
Volgistics calculates a volunteer's years of service as the cumulative number or years and months they have
been an 'active' volunteer: excluding any periods of time the volunteer was not active. Years of service is always
as-of the current date.
For example, as-of January 1, 2007, a volunteer who became active on January 1, 2004 and is still active would
have 3 years of service (3 years, 0 months). The status dates for such a volunteer would look something like this:

In the Dates box shown above, the volunteer was an 'applicant' between December 5, 2003 and January 1,
2004. On January 1, 2004 they became an 'active' volunteer. So if the current date were January 1, 2007, the
volunteer whose status dates are shown above would have exactly 3 years of service. The time they were an
applicant (December 5, 2003 through January 1, 2004) is not counted under the default settings.
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Similarly, if a volunteer's status changes from active to inactive, and then later back to active, the period of time
they were inactive is not counted as part of their years of service by default. For example, if the volunteer whose
record is shown above had been 'inactive' for a year, their years of service as-of January 1, 2007 would be 2
years instead of 3 years. This volunteer's status dates would look something this:

In the Dates box shown above, the volunteer was an 'applicant' between December 5, 2003 and January 1,
2004. On January 1, 2004 they became an 'active' volunteer. On January 1, 2005 they became an inactive
volunteer. Finally, on January 1, 2006 they returned and became an active volunteer again. If the current date
were January 1, 2007, the volunteer whose status dates are shown above would have exactly 2 years of service.
The time they were an applicant (December 5, 2003 through January 1, 2004), and the time they were inactive
(January 1, 2005 through January 1, 2006) would not be counted under the default settings.
If you want
years of service
to also include the time a volunteer's status is something other than 'active,' you can configure Volgistics to
include other statuses. You do this on the Statistics [_______]
pg:1387 Setup page. For example, if you have a status
called 'Trainee,' and you want the years of service value to include the cumulative years a volunteer spends as
either an 'active' volunteer or a 'trainee' volunteer you would configure this setup option as shown here:
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How to Update Your Organization's Name
Help topic 2312
Added or revised 03-25-2015
There may be times when the original name setup for your Volgistics account needs to be changed. For
example, if your organization is acquired by a new organization or merges with another organization, or if your
board of directors votes to change the organization's name. In these cases, there are a few things you will need
to do to update your Volgistics account.
Update the Account Name for Your Organization
To update your account's name:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Agency information.
4. Update the information on the page.
5. Click the Save button.
Update Organization Name on Reports
All of your stock [_______]
pg:0595 and custom [_______]
pg:0467 reports automatically used the name of your organization in
the title. So if your organization's name has changed, this will need to be updated. Here is an example of how to
change the information for the Assignment service details (stock) report. Changing the other reports will require a
similar process.
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1. Select Print from the menu.
2. Expand the Service details link.
3. Select Assignment service details (stock).
4. Click the Modify it button.
5. Select the Page Design tab if you are not on it already.
6. Change the title fields with your organization's new name.
7. Click the Save button on stock reports. On custom reports, go to the Save tab and click the Save button.
You will need to follow this process to update the title on all of the reports in your account.
Update Site Name
In most cases, the name of the account is used as the name of a Site in the account. In this case, if the name of
the organization changed you may also need to re-name the Site record that has the old name. If you need to do
this:
1. Select Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the Site record that you need to change.
3. Place your cursor in the Site name field, delete the old information and type in the new name of your
organization.
4. Click the Save button.
If you need additional help with this, you may find help topic 2268 [_______]
pg:0137 useful.
Update Application Names
You may have included the name of your organization in your application form titles. In this case, you can update
these to the new name of your organization by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select a form from the list.
5. Edit the title fields as necessary.
6. Click the Save button.
You will need to repeat these steps for each form that needs to be updated.
Update Content in Automatic Email Messages & Instruction Fields
Volgistics has templates for automatic emails that are sent out. These could include things such as the VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 password emails, Schedule Reminders [_______],
pg:0791 and reminders sent out when Checklist [_______]
pg:0142
items need to be renewed. Your organization's name may have been placed into the message body for these
emails by default, or you may have customized the message to include your organization's name. In either case,
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you will need to edit the content to update the name of your organization.
Volgistics also has instruction fields for locations the volunteers access. For example, application forms
[_______],
pg:0413 the Opportunity Directory [_______],
pg:0420 and the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 all have
instruction fields. The system may have entered your organization's name into these fields by default, or you may
have customized the message with your organization's name. You will need to edit the content of these fields
with the new name of your organization to update them.
Due to the numerous locations the email templates and instruction fields could be, it would not be practical to
detail how to get to the field to update the information in this help topic. If you need help locating one of these
fields to update the information, please submit a help inquiry [_______]
pg:1902 letting us know where or when the
volunteer sees the old organization name. We will be happy to give you directions on how to update the field.
Update Email Addresses If Necessary
In many cases when an organization's name changes, their email addresses also change to match the new
name. For example, your old email address may be "p.jones@hospital.org" but after the name change your
email may be "jones.p@healthsystem.com." To make sure your account is up-to-date, you will need to update
your email addresses recorded in the system.
Operator Record
The first location to change the email addresses is on the System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 records. This is the
address that operators use to login with so if you are the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 make sure you let your
operators know they will need to use a new address to login with. To change an operator's email address:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the System Operators link.
3. Select an operator's name from the list.
4. Edit the Email address field.
5. Click the Save button.
This will need to be done for each operator record in your account.
Reply-to Addresses
Your account also has Reply-to address fields that may need to be updated. Help topic 2190 [_______]
pg:0398 shows all
the different locations that may have a Reply-to email address recorded.
Billing Contact
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VicNet and VicTouch trials
Help topic 2534
Added or revised 02-19-2013
VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 are optional modules you can add to your account.
Free trial accounts [_______]
pg:0224 include the VicNet and VicTouch modules automatically so that organizations
evaluating Volgistics can see how these features work. When you activate your account you can include, or omit,
the modules in your service level [_______]
pg:0719 depending on your needs. You can always add these modules later
if you do not want to include them in your service level initially.
If you do not include these modules in your service level, they are still available in your paid account but only on
a trial basis. This makes it possible for organizations that have active Volgistics accounts where the modules are
not included to evaluate VicNet and VicTouch.
To determine if your account includes these modules:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Select Account Management.
3. Select Account Status. The Service Level section shows your current service level. The Vic Activity section
shows you the number of VicNet logins and VicTouch transactions since these counters were reset.
You can also tell if VicNet and VicTouch are included by selecting Setup from the menu. When VicNet and
VicTouch are not included in your service level, the word "trial" appears next to the name of the module(s) as
shown below:

In this case, you can still setup the modules in your account and use them on a limited basis to evaluate them.
Help topic 1175 [_______]
pg:1670 shows how to get started with VicNet and Help topic 1184 [_______]
pg:1755 shows how to
get started with VicTouch.
When you use the VicNet module on a trial basis, you can access VicNet up to 15 times in a given month for the
purpose of evaluating the module. You will see a Trial message each time you login. However, other than this
message and the login limitation, VicNet will work the same way under the trial as it will when you add it to your
account.
When you use the VicTouch module on a trial basis, you can complete up to 25 VicTouch transactions in a given
month for the purpose of evaluating the module. You will see a Trial message on each transaction. However,
other than this message and the transaction limitation, VicTouch will work the same way under the trial as it will
when you add it to your account.
If you decide you would like to add either (or both) modules to your account, change your account's service level
in the online Volgistics store. To add a module to your service level:
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1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials. Your account credentials may be either a
Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login name and password, or your account's accounting access code
[_______].
pg:0728
4. Click the "Change service level" link.

5. Select the "Yes" option for the Vic modules you want to add. At this point you will see what your new service
fee will be. If you are ready to make the change to your service level, click the Continue button. Click the Cancel
button if you do not want to change your service level at this time.
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If you increase your service level and your account is set up for Automatic payments, Volgistics charges your
account a prorated amount to cover the additional service fees for the remainder of the current billing period.
Thereafter your account is charged at the new service level fee.
If your account is setup for Pre-payments and you increase your service level, Volgistics adjusts your account's
expiration date based on the new daily service fee.
You can begin using VicNet or VicTouch without the trial limitations as soon as you complete these steps.
Related help
Help Topic 2002 [_______]
pg:0710 - Volgistics Price List
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels
Help Topic 2072 [_______]
pg:0722 - How can I get a receipt for a payment?
Help Topic 2074 [_______]
pg:0723 - Has my payment arrived?
Help Topic 2091 [_______]
pg:0725 - How do I update or change my credit card information?
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?

Assuming the Role of Volgistics Administrator
Help topic 2535
Added or revised 04-03-2017
Volgistics is an online system that offers unparalleled features in online volunteer recruitment, tracking and
coordination. Each organization that uses Volgistics permits certain individuals (known as System Operators
[_______]
pg:0065 ) to access their Volgistics account. The Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 is a System Operator who
handles certain administrative functions, including system customization, control over volunteer information
collection and storage, and responsibility for determining how much access other System Operators can have to
the system.
This help topic is intended for people who have recently taken on the role of Volgistics Administrator in their
organization. It offers some basic information about how to get started as a Volgistics Administrator.
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You can click a link in the Contents box below to be taken directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Taking on the Role of Volgistics Administrator
How to Update the Volgistics Administrator's Credentials
What if I don't know the previous Administrator's login information?
What a New Volgistics Administrator Should Do Once He or She Can Login

Taking on the Role of Volgistics Administrator
Often as a matter of typical staff turnover, a volunteer manager may leave an organization and a new person
may take over the role of managing an organization's Volgistics account. When this happens, the first thing the
new volunteer program coordinator should do is add him or herself as a Volgistics Administrator and delete the
System Operator credentials for the person who is no longer serving as a Volgistics Administrator for the
organization.
Please note that updating the System Operator information for your account is something that must be done from
within your account--it is not something that the Volgistics support team can do for you. Please refer to the
instructions below to update this information.

How to Update the Volgistics Administrator's Credentials
1. Login as the former Volgistics Administrator for your account.
If the System Operator record for the former Volgistics Administrator is still stored in the system, you will need to
log into Volgistics as that operator (or as another operator with access to Setup [_______])
pg:0887 to update account
access. Use the former Volgistics Administrator's login credentials (email address and password) to log in.
1. Go to www.volgistics.com.
2. Select Login from the menu at the top of the page.
3. Enter the account number, former Volgistics Administrator's email address, and his or her password. Or, you
can enter the email address and password for another System Operator who has access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on
the menu.
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4. Click the Login button.
2. Create a new record or replace the former Administrator's information with your own.
1. Once you're logged into the system, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Expand the System operators link.
3. Click the Create a new operator link. If you get a page telling you that you cannot add a new operator because
you do not have room, repeat steps 1 and 2 and then select the name of the Administrator you are replacing.
4. If you are making a new operator record for yourself, enter your information. If you were not able to make a
new operator record, replace the former Administrator's information with your own. Make a careful note of the
email address and password you enter because you will need to use it the next time you login.
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5. Also review your rights and email settings on this page.
pg:1895 useful
Be sure your user level is set to Volgistics Administrator. You may find help topic 1011 [_______]
because it explains more about the settings on the page.
6. Once you have made all necessary changes, click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
Question: What if I don't know the previous Administrator's login information?
Answer: If no one in the organization can log in as an Administrator (for example, if the previous Administrator
left the organization without passing on his or her login credentials), Volgistics staff cannot simply provide the
previous Administrator's login information to anyone who asks. We hope you understand that this is necessary.
Otherwise, anyone could simply ask for, and receive, an account's login information. This would eliminate the
account's security.
One way an organization can deal with not knowing a previous Administrator's Volgistics password is if you (or
someone else in your organization) has access to your predecessor's email address. With that person's email
address, you can reset the former Administrator's password by taking the steps provided below:
1. Go to www.volgistics.com.
2. Select Login from the menu at the top of the page.
3. Click on the Forget your password? link beneath the blue Secure Login window.

4. Enter the account number and email address associated with your organization's previous Volgistics
Administrator. A link to set a new password will be sent to the email address you have provided as long as the
email address entered matches the email address on the former Administrator's record.
5. Retrieve the email from the former Administrator's email account and click the link.
6. Enter a new password, and use it to login to Volgistics. You can find more information on how to do this in help
topic 1306 [_______]
pg:0044 .
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Once you can login as the Volgistics Administrator, you can proceed with updating the Administrator's login
credentials.
Alternatively, there may be other System Operators who have access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 even if they are not
Volgistics Administrators. Those operators can also reset the Volgistics Administrator login credentials. Simply
log into Volgistics as another System Operator who has access to Setup, and you will be able to edit the
personal information (name, email address, and password) for the Volgistics Administrator.

What a New Volgistics Administrator Should Do Once He or She Can Login
1. Review who has access to your account.
System Operators are the individuals in your organization who are permitted to access your Volgistics account.
Once you can log into Volgistics, take the following steps to view the names of the other System Operators
[_______]
pg:0065 for your account:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Expand the System operators link.
3. Beneath the Accounting operator on the list, you will see the names of the other individuals with System
Operator credentials for your account.
Click on the name of one of your System Operators to learn more about his or her rights in the system. You can
learn more about how to control operator rights and access in help topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053 .
2. Review your account's service level and payment method.
An account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 determines how many volunteer records that organization can manage in
Volgistics, the number of archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer records that can be stored, the number of System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 that can be established, and if the optional VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 or
VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 modules are used.
Volgistics is paid for by a monthly service fee. This fee includes access to Volgistics for each of your System
Operators; automatic data backup; online application forms and opportunity directory; and online technical
support. There are no software or licensing charges.
There are two payment options [_______]
pg:0733 for the monthly Volgistics service fee. You can either make automatic
monthly payments, which are charged to a credit card, or you can pre-pay with a credit card or check. The
easiest way to pay is with the automatic payment option.
To check your account's service level and payment information:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Click on Account status.
This page displays the payment information, paid through date, service level, space available and VicNet
[_______],
pg:1724 VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 or VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 activity associated with your Volgistics account. It also
provides information on how to change your service level [_______].
pg:0731
3. Update your reply-to addresses.
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Your account may have reply-to addresses for the old Administrator recorded. You will want to update these to
use your email address (or another email address you want replies to go to). You can find information on how to
locate and change the reply-to email addresses in help topic 2190 [_______].
pg:0398
4. Change your billing contact.
Each account has a billing contact email address listed. This is the email that important account information
messages such as renewal reminders, billing reminders, transaction confirmation notices, and account status
messages are sent to.
If you are a part of a large organization, this address may be someone in a corporate accounts payable
department who is not even associated with the volunteer program. Or, if you have a smaller organization, this
may be a board member such as a treasurer. In many accounts, the billing contact is same as the account's
Administrator.
As the new Administrator, you will want to find out what email address is listed for the billing contact and update
this if necessary. You can find directions on how to do this in help topic 1019 [_______].
pg:0706
5. Get Familiar with Volgistics.
Explore the Getting Started Guide. The Getting Started guide [_______]
pg:0222 is an online documentation series that
teaches you how to begin working with the Volgistics system. It answers basic questions about the system's
reliability and security characteristics; using Volgistics to track and schedule volunteers; familiarizing yourself
with the optional VicNet, VicTouch, and VicDocs modules; and customizing Volgistics to meet your organization's
specific needs. A new user should read through the Getting Started guide as time permits. Even if they are not
updating their account's information, it is useful to review how this can be done in case you need to do it in the
future.
Join Us for a Demo. The Volgistics support team hosts an online demonstration of the system twice a week.
Even though you already have an account, we invite you to join us because a demonstration is a great way to
see how the different pieces of the system work together to make your job as a volunteer manager easier. During
the session, we give an overview of the Volgistics system and there is time for questions and answers at the end.
If you'd like to register to attend a demo, just go to the following URL address: www.volgistics.com/demo.htm.
You'll receive an email message with information on how to join the session after you register. We look forward
to meeting you!

Removing VicNet or VicDocs from Your Account's Service Level
Help topic 2551
Added or revised 02-10-2016
Removing VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 from your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 can have an
impact beyond simply lowering your account's monthly service fee, and removing your ability to access the
modules. This help topic outlines the impact of removing the optional modules, and the additional steps that must
be taken when you remove the features.
You can go directly to a section of the help topic by clicking the link in the Content box below.
Contents
Removing VicNet from Your Service Level
Removing VicDocs from Your Service Level
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Removing VicNet from Your Service Level
Changes to an account's service level must be made in the Volgistics Store for the account. If you need help with
how to access the Store to change the service level, please see help topic 2166 [_______].
pg:0731
Normally when you remove VicNet from your account's service level, it simply means that your account will be
limited to using VicNet on a trial basis [_______]
pg:0082 . This means your volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:1922 can
only access VicNet a total of 15 times (for the entire account) each month and after this no one will be able to
use VicNet until the count resets on the first of the following month.
However, if your account has text messaging enabled [_______],
pg:0321 and you try to remove VicNet, a message will
appear to let you know that you cannot remove VicNet until you disable text messaging first. The reason for this
is that VicNet is required to allow volunteers and Coordinators to do things such as opt-in to text messaging and
change their message preferences.
If you see a message that you cannot remove VicNet, an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 level System Operator will
need to follow the directions shown in help topic 1294 [_______]
pg:0342 to disable text messaging. After text messaging
has been disabled, you will be able to remove VicNet from your service level.
Removing VicDocs from Your Service Level
Changes to an account's service level must be made in the Volgistics Store for the account. If you need help with
how to access the Store to change the service level, please see help topic 2166 [_______].
pg:0731
When you remove VicDocs from your account's service level, the end result is that documents uploaded to
volunteer, Coordinator [_______],
pg:1922 and Site, Place, and Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 records will no longer be available.
Here is how this works:
• Access to the Docs tab on Coordinator, Site, Place, and Assignment records will be removed. Operators will
still be able to see the Docs tab on volunteer records (if their rights allow).
• Operators will be able to see documents that have been uploaded on the Docs tab of volunteer records (if
their rights allow) for 5 days after VicDocs is removed. However, they will not be able to open any documents
except the PDF files for completed application forms.
• If you add VicDocs back to your service level within 5 days from the date it is removed, access to the Docs tab
on all types of records, and the documents on these tabs, will be restored.

• When you remove VicDocs, there will be an option to have all documents in the account saved to a zip file.
• The zip file will be available on theIn Box [_______]
pg:1917 tab of your Volgistics mailbox for you to download to
your local system, but this must be done within 5 days from the date VicDocs is removed. After 5 days, the zip
file will no longer be available.
• After 5 days pass from the time VicDocs is removed, the system will automatically clear all documents from
the account except for the PDF files for completed volunteer application forms. After this occurs, if an account
wishes to use VicDocs again, they will need to upload each document individually to each record's Docs tab
again.
Because of the ramifications listed above, Volgistics requires an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 level System Operator
to remove VicDocs from an account's service level. The radio button to remove VicDocs will be disabled unless
the person accessing the Store has logged in to the Store using the email address and password of an
Administrator. The Administrator will need to verify that VicDocs should be removed by entering her or his
password.
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HIPAA
Help topic 8273
Added or revised 02-08-2016
HIPAA is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
Enacted in August 1996, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires the
Department of Health and Human Services to adopt national uniform standards for the electronic storage and
transmission of certain health information, such as insurance claim, enrollment, eligibility, payment, and
coordination of benefits information. These kinds of information are generally known as protected information
under HIPAA.
Under this Act, the federal government has developed specific regulations that govern the security measures that
must be taken to protect the electronic storage and transmission of medical insurance records. Computer
systems - from database programs to network infrastructures - used to store or transmit protected information
must meet certain standards. In addition, organizations that generate, use, or store protected information must
adopt certain internal procedures to ensure the protection of these kinds of a data.
Volgistics is intended for managing information about volunteer personnel. As such, it is not a Covered Entity for
HIPAA regulations. Volgistics is designed to track volunteer information, so it is typically not used to store,
process, or transmit HIPAA protected information.
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Site Level Access
Help topic 2035
Added or revised 10-18-2012
In some organizations it is useful to have a single volunteer database in which different users have access to
only some of the volunteer records. Volgistics makes this possible through a feature known as Site Level Access.
With site level access, an organization creates two or more Sites in their Volgistics database, and then makes
one or more system operators [_______]
pg:0065 a Site Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442 for a specific site (see Setup site level
access [_______]).
pg:0093 When a 'Site Level' Operator uses Volgistics, they only 'see' the volunteers associated with
their own site, not the volunteers associated with other sites. To these 'Site Level' Operators, Volgistics appears
to include only the volunteers for their Site. At the same time, Volgistics operators who have not been given a
Site Level restriction can see and work with all of the volunteer records from all of the Sites when they login.
When you use Site Level Access:
• The headquarters site can establish certain database and recordkeeping standards. This can help you apply
organization-wide volunteer management policies and keep information consistent, an important task if you
want to generate organization-wide reports and statistics. These database standards can include the choice of
which fields you use; what dropdown list (look-up table) entries are created; who can access the system and
what they can do; and the creation of organization-wide reports including letters, service reports, and
statistics.
• Volgistics is even easier for Site Level Operators to understand and use, since some or all of the
administrative functions are performed for them. This is especially beneficial in organizations where volunteer
management is just one of many responsibilities the Site Level Operators have.
• When Site Level Operators generate reports, their reports include just their site's volunteers.
• Headquarters can generate reports that include all volunteers from all sites.
• System operators have access to either all Sites, or just to one Site. There is not a way to create system
operators who have access to multiple Sites but not all Sites.
These are some examples of organizations in which this Volgistics feature is useful, and how it might be used:
• A health care network has three different local hospitals under its umbrella. Each hospital has a volunteer
coordinator and a cadre of volunteer personnel. The main hospital serves as the headquarters, and the
volunteer coordinator there has administrative responsibility for the volunteer programs at all three hospitals.
This headquarters administrator wants to have access to volunteer records and statistics for all three facilities,
to be able to set volunteer record keeping standards for the entire health care network, and to give the
volunteer coordinators at the other hospitals access only to the records for the people who volunteer at their
facilities.
In this example the headquarters administrator creates one Site in Volgistics for each of the three hospitals, and
then creates one (or more) Volgistics system operators for each site.
• A state-wide child welfare agency has an employee in each county whose responsibilities include coordination
of the local volunteers who assist the agency. At the state capital, an overall volunteer administrator needs to
monitor volunteer background check results for volunteers statewide, to be able to produce state-wide
volunteer statistical reports, and set volunteer record keeping standards for the volunteer coordinators in all
counties. At the county level, the agency's volunteer coordinators need to be able to track, schedule, and
communicate with their volunteers, but at this level they need only need access to the volunteers from their
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• own county.
In this example, the state wide volunteer administrator creates one Site in Volgistics for each county, and then
creates a Volgistics system operator for each county.
• A national environmental education group has several dozen volunteer teams in local communities around the
country. Each team has a coordinator who needs the ability to manage volunteer records for their own region.
At the national office, an overall volunteer leader wants to provide a standardized volunteer record keeping
system to all of its regional coordinators, and to be able to tap into information about the specialized skills of
volunteers from all of the local regions while traveling around the country.
In this example, the national leader creates a Volgistics Site for each region, and a Volgistics system operator for
each of their regional coordinators.
While Site Level Access provides great convenience, it may not (and is not intended to) provide a level of
security in which operators at one site could never discover any information about volunteers from another site in
the same Volgistics account. For example, when a volunteer serves at more than one site in the same Volgistics
account, their record is shared between those sites. In this case the operators at the sites sharing the volunteer
are privy to some common information about that volunteer. In addition, there are reporting features in Volgistics
that enable the headquarters site to create reports that list all volunteers for all sites (if they choose to). The
headquarters site could then make these reports available to all system operators at all sites.
A good rule of thumb is this: when you use Site Level Access, your system operators should be people you
would trust with any volunteer information in your account, even if they normally only see their own volunteer
records.
If you need a higher level of security between the different sites in your organization, use separate Volgistics
accounts for each site. With separate accounts you can be sure operators from one account will never see
information in another, however you'll no longer have the advantages of a common database.
To learn more about using this feature, see Setup Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0093 and Manage Site Level Access
[_______].
pg:0094

Setup Site Level Access
Help topic 2036
Added or revised 02-14-2012
To setup Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 :
If you've not already done so, start by creating a Site record in Volgistics for each of the locations you want to
have Site Level Access:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click "Add a new Site."
3. Enter the name of the Site in the 'Site' field, then any additional information you want to record on the Site tab
(such as the location).
4. Click the Save button to save the new Site.
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Repeat this process for each Site. After you've created each Site you can optionally enter each Site's
assignments. Alternatively, you can let the Volgistics operators at each Site enter their own assignments.
Next, create at least one System Operator [_______]
pg:1440 for each Site.
Each time you create new System Operators, you choose if you want them to see all of the volunteer records in
the database, or only the volunteers for a particular Site. (System Operators have access to either All Sites, or
just to one Site. There is not a way to create System Operators who have access to multiple Sites but not all
Sites). Usually, just the System Operator(s) at your headquarters location would be permitted to see all of the
records for all Sites, while the System Operators for individual Sites would be allowed to see just their Site's
volunteers.
To create a new System Operator:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click 'System Operators' to see the list of existing users.
3. Click 'Create a new operator' (or click the name of an existing operator).
4. Enter the operator's name, contact information, login name and password.
5. Use the 'Site' field to choose the Site you want this operator to see. If you want this operator to see all of the
volunteers in the system choose 'All Sites.'
6. Click 'Save' to save the new operator record.
To learn more about using Site Level Access once it has been setup, see Manage Site Level Access [_______].
pg:0094

Manage Site Level Access
Help topic 2037
Added or revised 02-14-2012
If you haven't setup your Volgistics database for Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , read Setup Site Level Access
[_______]
pg:0093 first.
Once you've setup at least one System Operator [_______]
pg:1895 with a Site restriction, the Core tab in each
volunteer's record will include a 'Sites' box, like the one pictured below. This Sites box does not appear until
you've setup at least one System Operator whose Site is not 'All sites.'
The Sites box shows you which site(s) the selected volunteer belongs to. To see this in your database, select
any volunteer record and view their Core tab. This is an example of the 'Sites' box for a 'Northside' volunteer:

Under Site Level Access the volunteers you track can be…
a. Not associated with any Site.
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b. Associated with a single Site, as in the above example.
c. Associated with multiple Sites.
When a volunteer is not associated with any sites, their 'Sites' box is empty, like this:

A volunteer associated with multiple sites ('Northside' and 'Southside' in this example) would have a 'Sites' box
that looks like this:

Headquarters volunteers
If your organization has some volunteers who serve at a 'headquarters' Site, consider creating a Site in your
database called 'Headquarters.' Then associate those volunteers with the headquarters Site. At headquarters,
you can create a Volgistics System Operator who has access only to the 'Headquarters' Site. This user would
then see just the 'Headquarters' volunteers.
Establishing or changing a volunteer's Sites
At headquarters…
Users at headquarters (those who can see all the records in the system), can establish or change a volunteer's
Site simply by adding or deleting Sites from the 'Sites' box.
For example, if headquarters wants to add a new volunteer record to the database and 'assign it' to a particular
Site, the operator at headquarters simply chooses the desired Site from the 'Site' field on the 'Sites' box for the
new volunteer. As soon as headquarters saves the new volunteer record it becomes visible to the Volgistics
operators at the volunteer's Site, but not at other Sites.
If headquarters wants to end a volunteer's association with a given Site, the headquarters operator simply clicks
the 'Delete' button next to the Site name in the 'Sites' box. As soon as headquarters deletes a Site from the
'Sites' box, Volgistics operators at that Site no longer see that volunteer record.
When a volunteer's Site is changed or deleted, the rest of the volunteer's record remains the same. For example,
volunteer hours entered at the original Site will still appear in their record even after the record is transferred to a
new Site.
Operators at headquarters can transfer a volunteer record from one Site to another simply by deleting the old
Site, and adding the new Site.
At a Site…
When a Site Level Operator adds a new volunteer to the database, the new volunteer record automatically has
an association with the System Operator's Site. Users at that Site and headquarters can see this newly added
record; however users at other Sites cannot.
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For example, if 'Jennifer' is a Volgistics System Operator with Site Level Access for the 'Northside' Site, and
Jennifer adds a new volunteer record for a volunteer named 'George Bailey,' then George Bailey is automatically
shown to be a 'Northside' volunteer in the 'Sites' box on the Core tab in his record. Jennifer does not have to add
this herself. Given his association with the 'Northside' Site, George Bailey's volunteer record will be visible only to
operators at headquarters (because they can see all volunteer records for all Sites), and the Northside (because
George is a Northside volunteer), not any other Sites.
Sharing…
If a volunteer serves at more than one Site, each of their Sites share the volunteer's record.
If the volunteer (or a Volgistics operator) changes their address in the database, the change is instantly visible to
all of the Sites that share the volunteer.
If a System Operator at a remote Site is allowed to delete volunteer records, and they choose to delete a
volunteer record for a volunteer that serves only at their own Site, the volunteer record is deleted.
If an operator at a remote Site is allowed to delete volunteer records, and they choose to delete a volunteer
record for a volunteer that serves at multiple Sites, the volunteer record will no longer be associated with the Site
where they have been deleted (and therefore appear to have been deleted from that Site's database), however
the record remains in the database and it is still accessible to the other Site and to headquarters.
If a headquarters operator is allowed to delete volunteer records, they can delete any volunteer record no matter
how many other Sites the record is associated with.

Tracking Assignments
Help topic 2099
Added or revised 10-03-2016
In most volunteer programs, volunteers perform a variety of tasks. And most volunteer leaders like to keep track
of what task each volunteer performs. Tracking assignments is important if you want to use Volgistics to produce
job rosters, print reports that show the number of hours served in each assignment, keep track of what task each
volunteer performs for your organization, determine where volunteers are needed when scheduling or placing
volunteers, etc.
Setting up Assignments properly is important to unlocking the power of Volgistics. This help topic provides an
overview of how the Assignment file works, spells out the three options you have for organizing assignments in
Volgistics, and helps you to determine how your agency organizes volunteer jobs.
Assignments
Assignment is the term Volgistics uses to describe the various tasks volunteers perform in your organization.
Some people use the terms "job," "work area," "project," "opportunity," or "position" to mean the same thing.
Volgistics provides a variety of features for tracking your volunteer assignments, and coordinating volunteer
efforts within them. For example, you can keep job descriptions; inventories of the skills or certifications required
to serve in the assignment; lists of qualified, interested, and assigned volunteers; volunteer schedules; and more.
How many of these assignment tracking capabilities you use may depend on the needs of your organization. At
the very least you should plan on entering the name of each assignment.
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Sites & Places
In addition to tracking information about volunteer assignments, Volgistics gives you ways to arrange
assignments into organizational groups, or locations, if you need to.
Volgistics provides two organizational features called Sites and Places to help you do this. Exactly what 'Sites'
and 'Places' will represent in your organization is something you can choose, depending on your needs. You
may choose to use only 'Places,' you may choose to use both 'Sites,' and 'Places,' or you may not need to use
either. The balance of this help topic explains more, and can help you choose what's best for you.
Places
If your volunteer assignments occur at more than one location, or if your organization has multiple internal
departments or divisions, you may want to arrange your volunteer assignments accordingly. Volgistics lets you
define multiple 'Places' for this purpose. Once you define a Place you can begin adding volunteer assignments
'under' it. Here's a simple organizational chart that shows an example of a volunteer program with two places, A
and B. In this example Place A and Place B each has three assignments, A, B, and C.

Although Places might be different physical locations (such as branch locations, parks, counties, states,
provinces), they don't have to be. They can also be organizational units such as departments or agencies.
You can create the same assignments under different Places, different assignments under different Places, or
any combination of the two.
Why organize assignments this way?
• It makes it easier to identify or locate assignment records
• You can send email or text messages to (or print reports for) all of the volunteers who have an assignment at
a specific Place.
• You can sort some volunteer, service, and schedule reports according to Place
• You can let visitors to your web site search for volunteer opportunities by Place
These are some examples of how organizations might arrange their volunteer assignments into Places:
• A Parks department creates a Place for each park, and then organizes its assignments by park. Visitors to the
department's web site can search for an assignment by park.
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• A Hospital creates a Place for each internal department, and then organizes assignments by department. The
hospital can print volunteer service reports by department.
• A performing arts center creates a Place for each venue, and then organizes assignments by Venue. The
center can print a volunteer schedule for each venue.
• A political campaign creates a Place for each district, and then organizes assignments by district. They can
send email or text message announcements to volunteers according to the district they serve.
Sites
While tracking assignments according to Place may be adequate for many volunteer programs, others may need
an additional level of organization. This is known as the Site in Volgistics. Sites provide one higher level of
organization, as illustrated in this organizational chart:

If the Places that have your volunteer assignments occur at more than one location, in different agencies, or if
they are coordinated by individual volunteer leaders, consider using "Sites."
You can create the same Places under different Sites, different places under different Sites, or any combination
of the two.
Why organize Places this way?
• It makes it easier to identify or locate assignment records
• You can send email or text messages to (or print reports for) all of the volunteers who have an assignment at
a specific Site.
• You can sort some volunteer, service, and schedule reports according to Site.
• You can let visitors to your web site search for volunteer opportunities by Site.
• You can use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature so that some of your System Operators [_______]
pg:1895 only
see the volunteers assigned to a specific site.
These are some examples of how organizations might arrange their volunteer assignments into Sites and
Places:
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• A city government creates a Site for each city department, and a Place for each location where assignments
occur within each department. For example, the Parks department creates a Place for each park, and then
organizes its assignments by park. Visitors to the city's web site can search for an assignment by department,
as well as location. Volgistics System Operators in each department see just the volunteers assigned to their
department.
• A health care network creates a Site for each hospital in its network. Each of these hospitals creates a Place
for each of their internal departments, and then organizes assignments by department. The health care
network can print volunteer service reports by Hospital (and each hospital's departments). The System
Operators at each hospital see just the volunteers assigned to their hospital.
• A volunteer center creates a Site for each agency that has volunteer assignments. Within each agency they
create Places for the various programs or departments where assignments occur. Visitors to the volunteer
center's web site can search for assignments by Agency, and then program. The volunteer center can report
the number of volunteers referred to each Agency.
• A convention and visitor's bureau creates a Site for each event they coordinate. Within each event they create
Places for the various activities associate with the event, and within each activity they list the assignments
performed. The bureau can produce volunteer schedules by event, activity, or individual assignment; and they
can easily communicate throughout the year with the volunteers associated with individual events.
Do you need Sites or Places?
What if your organization does not have sites and/or places? You do not have to create site and place records if
they do not apply to your organizational structure.
In very simple volunteer programs there's often no need to organize volunteer assignments any further than a
single list. For example, a small animal adoption center with a single location might have just three or four
volunteer assignments, like these:
Veterinarian
Adoption counselor
Animal care
Fund raiser
In this kind of organization there is probably no need to use the Site and Place features. That's OK, there's still
plenty to be gained by tracking just the assignments.
Understand your organization first
If your organization has more than a few dozen volunteers or assignments, multiple locations, or if it
encompasses other agencies, understanding the different ways of organizing volunteer assignments is very
important to making the most of Volgistics and working efficiently with your information. Also, since you should
organize your volunteer database to reflect or compliment the actual structure of your organization, you need to
understand – or define – your organization's structure before you setup your assignments in Volgistics.
Before continuing you should decide
1. If you will initially track Assignments only; Places and Assignments; or Sites, Places, and Assignments. Start
with what you need now, you can always grow to another level later.
2. If you want to track Places, you should have an initial list of Places, and which assignments will go under each
place. You can always add more places and assignments later.
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3. If you want to track Sites, you should have an initial list of what your sites are, and which Places will go under
each site. You can always add more sites later.

How Assignments appear in Volgistics
To view the volunteer Assignments in your Volgistics database, choose Assignments from the
If you're just getting started, your Assignments list will look something like this:

menu [_______].
pg:0215

By default, every new Volgistics system includes one initial Site, titled with your organization's name, and one
initial Place called 'Volunteer Services.' If you choose not to track Places or Sites in your database, simply leave
these default entries as they are, and click "Add a new assignment" to begin adding assignment records.
If you choose to track Places in your database, you can re-name the default Place record to suit your needs. You
can create additional Place records by clicking the "Add a new Place" link. To add new Assignment to a
particular Place, click the "Add a new assignment" link that appears beneath the name of the Place.
If you choose to track Sites in your database, you can re-name the default Site record to suit your needs. To add
new Site records click the Add a new site button. To add a new Place record to a particular Site, click the "Add a
new place" link that appears beneath the name of the Site.
Volgistics lists the assignments you enter alphabetically, as shown here:
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If you track Places in your database, the Assignments list shows each of your Places, sorted alphabetically. The
list of Assignments at each Place appears indented, beneath the Place name. The following illustration shows an
organization that has two Places, "Direct services" and "Support services," with several assignments under each
Place:
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If you track Sites in your database, the Assignment list shows each of your Sites, sorted alphabetically. The list of
Places at each Site appears indented, beneath the Site name. The following illustration shows an organization
with two Sites, "Northside" and "Southside:"

Step-by-step
You can find step-by-step instructions on how to perform the tasks discussed in this help topic in these locations:
Help Topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 - Add an Assignment
Help Topic 2216 [_______]
pg:0108 - Add a Place
Help Topic 2217 [_______]
pg:0110 - Add a Site
Help Topic 2218 [_______]
pg:0112 - Reorganize Sites, Places, or Assignments
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Roles
Help topic 2173
Added or revised 10-03-2016
If you use Volgistics to
their assignments.

track Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 , you can also specify what roles volunteers have in each of

These are some examples of different roles a volunteer might have in an assignment:
• Assigned
The volunteer currently serves in this assignment, or is qualified to serve in the assignment. In other words, this
is what the volunteer currently does.
• Preference
Use the 'Preference' role to show that the volunteer would be willing to serve in a particular assignment.
• Trainee
In some organizations, new volunteers serve in an assignment as a trainee for some period of time before that
are given the assignment permanently. In this case a volunteer's role in an assignment could be 'trainee.'
• Former
The volunteer was previously assigned to this assignment, but is no longer. Tracking a volunteer's 'former'
assignments isn't always necessary, but the role of 'Former' can be used in situations where it's useful to see
which assignments a volunteer previously served in. Changing a volunteer's role from 'Assigned' to 'Former' in a
particular assignment allows you to preserve a history of the volunteer's past assignment, without having the
volunteer appear in lists of people who are currently assigned to the job.
• Substitute
If you use the Volgistics scheduling features rigorously you may want to track the substitutes for individual
assignments. In this case a role called 'Substitute' can be used to indicate that a volunteer is available to
substitute when needed for a particular assignment.
Where Roles are tracked
When a system operator adds an Assignment [_______]
pg:0193 to a volunteer's Service tab, they indicate the
volunteer's Role in that Assignment by selecting the appropriate Role from the dropdown list in the "Add" box.
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Once the Save button is clicked, the Assignment entry becomes part of the list of Assignment list on the Service
tab.

To change a volunteer's Role in an Assignment, click the orange "Edit" link, select the new Role from the
dropdown list, and save your changes.
It is also possible for a volunteer to have more than one Role in an Assignment. To give a volunteer an additional
Role in an Assignment, add a new Assignment entry, choosing the same Assignment and a different Role.
View volunteers according to their role
If you track roles, it's easy to see which volunteers have a particular role in any Site, Place, or Assignment.
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select any Site, Place, or Assignment.
3. Click the Volunteers tab.
4. Locate the Include field near the bottom and select "These volunteers."
5. Locate the
Status
and
Role
sections. Use the checkboxes in these two sections to choose the volunteer status(es) and role(s) you want to
include (Volunteer Status [_______]
pg:1832 is tracked on the Core tab, and it represents the volunteer's overall
relationship to your organization – such as 'active' or 'inactive.' Their Role in an assignment is different: it
describes where the volunteer stands in relation to a certain assignment).
6. Click the Refresh button.
For example, if you want to see a list of all of the volunteers whose Status is Active and whose Role in this
assignment or any assignment at this Site or Place (if you've selected a Site or Place record) is either Assigned
or Substitute you would configure these checkboxes as shown here:
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Tag volunteers according to their role
If you track the roles volunteers have in your assignments, there may be times when you'd like to tag all of the
volunteers with certain roles in certain assignments. To do this simply view the list of volunteers who have the
role(s) you want using the steps listed above, and then click the Tag these button at the bottom of the
Volunteers tab.
Send messages to volunteers according to their role
If you track the roles volunteers have in your assignments, there may be times when you'd like to send an email
[_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______],
pg:0315 or text message [_______]
pg:0343 to all of the volunteers with certain roles in certain
assignments. To do this, simply view the list of volunteers who have the role(s) you want using the steps listed
above, and then click the Messages link at the top of the Volunteers tab.
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Customizing the Roles you track
By default Volgistics has several common volunteer roles already setup, such as 'Assigned' and 'Former.' If you
have rights to the Setup area you can customize the roles you track by removing any of the default roles or
adding your own roles. To customize the roles you track:
1. Choose setup from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click "Field options."
3. Click "Service tab."
4. Click "Role." This opens the Field Properties window for the Role field.
5. Use the "Add a new item" field to add new roles. You can remove an existing role using the Merge button to
merge the role you want to remove into one that you want to keep.

Add an Assignment
Help topic 2215
Added or revised 10-03-2016
To add a new assignment record:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click the 'Add a new assignment' link.
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If you have more than one place [_______]
pg:0096 , click the 'Add a new assignment' link under the place where the new
assignment will be located. If you want to create a new site and/or place for the assignment, add the site and/or
place [_______]
pg:0110 place [_______]
pg:0110 record first.
3. Enter an assignment name on the Assignment tab.

You can also enter any additional information you would like on the Assignment tab at this time; or you can
return to this assignment record later to add additional information.
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4. Click the Save button.
Your new assignment now appears on your assignment list. To add or edit information for this assignment,
simply click the assignment name.

Related help
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2216 [_______]
pg:0108 - Add a Place
Help Topic 2217 [_______]
pg:0110 - Add a Site
Help Topic 2266 [_______]
pg:0135 - How do I change the name of an Assignment?

Add a Place
Help topic 2216
Added or revised 03-10-2011
You can optionally organize your volunteer assignments according to sites and places [_______]
pg:0096 .
To add a new place record:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click the 'Add a new place' link.
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If you have more than one site [_______]
pg:0096 , click the 'Add a new place' link that appears under the site where the
new place will be located.
3. Enter the place name on the Place tab.

You can also enter any additional information you would like on the Place tab at this time; or you can return to
this place record later to add additional information.
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4. Click the Save button.
Your new place now appears on your assignment list. To add or edit information for this place, simply click the
place name.
You're now ready to add the assignments [_______]
pg:0106 for this place.

Related help
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 - Add an Assignment
Help Topic 2217 [_______]
pg:0110 - Add a Site
Help Topic 2267 [_______]
pg:0136 - How do I change the name of a Place?

Add a Site
Help topic 2217
Added or revised 03-10-2011
You can optionally organize your volunteer assignments according to sites and places [_______]
pg:0096 .
To add a new site record:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click the Add a new site button.
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3. Enter the site name on the Site tab.

You can also enter any additional information you would like on the Site tab at this time; or you can return to this
site record later to add additional information.
4. Click the Save button.
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Your new site now appears on your assignment list. To add or edit information for this site, simply click the site
name.
Each time you add a new
site
to your database, Volgistics automatically creates a
place record under the new site called 'Volunteer Services.' You can optionally rename [_______]
pg:0136 or delete
[_______]
pg:0112 the 'Volunteer Services' place.

Related help
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2216 [_______]
pg:0108 - Add a Place
Help Topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 - Add an Assignment
Help Topic 2268 [_______]
pg:0137 - How do I change the name of a Site?

Reorganizing Sites, Places or Assignments
Help topic 2218
Added or revised 05-17-2016
Volgistics provides features for tracking volunteer Assignments. Assignments is the term Volgistics uses to
describe the tasks volunteers perform at your organization. Depending on your organization's purpose,
Assignments may also be thought of as jobs, tasks, opportunities, projects, work areas, positions, events, or
something else.
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You may want to organize your Assignments under Sites and Places. As with Assignments, Sites and Places are
just terms Volgistics uses. The Sites and Places can represent many different things depending on your
organization. For example, they might be campuses, locations, departments, floors, programs, events, and more.
The chart below shows the basic Site, Place, and Assignment structure:

You can learn more about the Site, Place, and Assignment structure in help topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 .
There may be times when you need to re-arrange the way Sites, Places, and Assignments have been organized
in your account. Volgistics includes tools you can use to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combine two or more Assignments into one
Move Assignments from one Place to another
Delete Assignments
Combine two or more Places into one
Move a Place from one Site to another
Delete Places
Combine two or more Sites into one
Delete Sites

This help topic explains how to perform these tasks, and what happens when you do. You can click a link in the
Contents box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Restrictions
Assignments
Combine Two or More Assignments into One
Move Assignments from One Place to Another
Delete Assignments
Places
Combine Two or More Places into One
Move Places from One Site to Another
Delete Places
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Sites
Combine Two or More Sites into One
Delete Sites
VicDocs
VicDocs and Combining Sites, Places, or Assignments
VicDocs and Deleting Sites, Places, or Assignments

Restrictions
The Site, Place, and Assignment records form the framework, or structure, you use to track volunteer scheduling
and service. The system uses different kinds of records for different purposes. Because of this, you cannot
automatically:
• Change an Assignment record into a Site or Place record
• Change a Place record into an Assignment or Site record
• Change a Site record into a Place or Assignment record
• Give volunteers a Role [_______]
pg:0103 (such as Assigned) at a Site or Place. Volunteers can only have Roles in
Assignments.
These restrictions ensure that your database always has the logical organization required for features such as
reporting and scheduling to function properly.

Assignments
This section covers how to combine, move, or delete Assignment records in your account.
Combine Two or More Assignments into One
If you find you have two or more Assignment records for the same Assignment, or you are merging what are
currently separate volunteer Assignments into one, you can easily combine Assignment records.
What happens when you combine Assignments
When you combine two Assignments into one, Volgistics merges them together in the database. Specifically:
• If the Assignments had different names, the name of the Assignment that you combined the first Assignment
into will be the name of the combined Assignment. For example, if you combine an Assignment titled Front
Desk with an Assignment titled Information Desk, the combined Assignment will be titled Information Desk
• Volunteers who have a Role [_______]
pg:0103 such as Assigned in the first Assignment will have the same Role in
the new combined Assignment. No volunteer Roles are deleted.
• When volunteers have service entries [_______]
pg:1581 associated with the first Assignment, these will now be
associated with the new combined Assignment. No service records are deleted.
• The schedules [_______]
pg:0746 for the two Assignment records are combined into one schedule for the new
combined Assignment.
Coordinators [_______]
pg:1922 for the first Assignment become Coordinators for the new combined Assignment.
Reports [_______]
pg:0595 that list volunteer service by Assignment will no longer list the first Assignment. Instead, all
of the service for the first Assignment will appear under the new combined Assignment.
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• Any documents uploaded for the first Assignment will be moved to the Docs tab [_______]
pg:1642 of the new
combined Assignment as long as the combined Assignment is not be over the 50 document limit. If the combined
Assignment will be over the 50 document limit, you will be able to select which documents to keep.
How to combine Assignments
To combine two Assignments into one:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select the Assignment you want to combine into another. For example, if you want to merge Front Desk into
Information Desk, select Front Desk.
3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
4. In the Combine box, use the dropdown list to select the other Assignment. In the example from step 2, if you're
in the record for Front Desk, you will select Information Desk from the dropdown list. You can combine any
Assignment with any other Assignment in your account, no matter what Site or Place it's under.
5. Click the Start button.
6. If the two Assignments will have over 50 documents when they are combined, a Combine Documents page
will appear. See the VicDocs and Combining Sites, Places, or Assignments section below for information on
deciding which documents to keep.
Move Assignments from One Place to Another
If you organize your Assignments under Places, you can move (relocate) an Assignment from one Place to
another. For example, if you have an Assignment called Tutor at a Place called Educational programs, you can
move the Assignment to a different Place called Outreach programs.
What happens when you move an Assignment
When you move an Assignment from one Place to another, all of the records associated with the Assignment
move along with it. Volunteer Role [_______]
pg:0103 and service entry [_______]
pg:1581 information, plus Coordinator records
[_______]
pg:1922 associated with the Assignment, will not change other than appearing under the new Place.
Service reports [_______]
pg:0595 that list service according to Place will now list service associated with the Assignment
that was moved under the new Place rather than the old Place.
How to move an Assignment
To move an Assignment from one Place to another:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Select the assignment you want to move.
3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
4. In the Move box, use the dropdown list to select the Place you want to move the Assignment to. You can
move an Assignment to be under any other Place in your account, no matter what Site the Place is under.
5. Click the Start button.
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Delete Assignments
If you have Assignments you no longer need to track, you can delete them. Deleting Assignments cannot be
undone so
be sure you understand what happens when you delete an Assignment before proceeding
. In some cases it may be better to mark the Assignment inactive [_______],
pg:0140 or
merge it into another Assignment, rather than delete it.
What happens when you delete an Assignment
When you delete an Assignment in your account, Volgistics erases the entire Assignment record and all
references to the Assignment. Specifically:
• No volunteers will show the deleted Assignment on their Service tab [_______].
pg:0138
• Any service records [_______]
pg:1581 associated with the Assignment will have a blank Assignment field after the
Assignment is deleted.
• Service reports such as the All service by assignment-fiscal year (stock) [_______]
pg:0620 report that list service
according to Assignment will report service records that were associated with the Assignment under (None).
• Any Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 records associated with the Assignment will remain in your account. However,
they will no longer be associated with the deleted Assignment.
• The schedule [_______]
pg:0746 for the Assignment will be deleted. No volunteers will appear scheduled for the
deleted Assignment.
• Documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______]
pg:1642 of the Assignment will be deleted. You will have the option to
download these locally during the deletion process
How to delete an Assignment
To delete an Assignment:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select the Assignment you want to delete.
3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
4. Locate the Delete box and be sure to review the information regarding how deleting the Assignment will
impact your account.
5. If the Assignment has documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______],
pg:1642 there will be an option to have these
documents downloaded or deleted. See the VicDocs and Deleting Sites, Places, or Assignments section below
for information on downloading and retrieving documents.
6. If you are sure that you want to proceed, select the Yes option under Are you certain you want to delete . . . .
and then click the Continue button.

Places
This section covers how to combine, move, or delete Place records in your account.
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Combine Two or More Places into One
You can combine two or more Place records into one. The Place records you combine may be under the same
Site, or under different Sites.
What happens when you combine Places
When you combine Place records, the two Places are merged in your account. The Places can be under the
same Site, or different Sites.
• If the Places had different names, the name of the Place you combined the first Place into will be the name of
the combined Place. For example, if you combine a Place titled Volunteer Training with a Place titled
Continuing Education, the combined Place will be titled Continuing Education
• When you combine two Places into one, any Assignments under the first Place are moved to the new
combined Place. If the same Assignment name exists under both Places, the duplicate Assignment name will
have a number added to it. For example, if both Places had Assignments titled Wheelchair Skills, the
Assignment from the first Place would become Wheelchair Skills 1 in the combined Place.
• Volunteer Roles [_______]
pg:0103 , service entries [_______],
pg:1581 and
moved will continue to be associated with that Assignment.

schedules [_______]
pg:0746 for Assignments that are

Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 records associated with an Assignment that is moved will continue to be associated
with that Assignment.
• Any documents uploaded for the first Place will be moved to the Docs tab [_______]
pg:1642 of the new combined
Place as long as the combined Place is not be over the 50 document limit. If the combined Place will be over the
50 document limit, you will be able to select which documents to keep.
How to combine Places
To combine two Places into one:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select a Place you want to combine into another. For example, if you want to merge the Place called
Volunteer Training into the Place called Continuing Education, select Volunteer Training.
3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
4. In the Combine box, use the dropdown list to select the other Place. In the example from step 2, if you're in the
record for Volunteer Training, you will select Continuing Education from the dropdown list. You can combine any
Place with any other Place in your account, no matter what Site it's under.
5. Click the Start button.
6. If the two Places will have over 50 documents when they are combined, a Combine Documents page will
appear. See the VicDocs and Combining Sites, Places, or Assignments section below for information on deciding
which documents to keep.
Move Places from One Site to Another
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If you organize your Places by Site, you can move a Place from one Site to another.
What happens when you move a Place
When you move a Place from one Site to another, all of the records associated with the Place move along with it.
• Volunteers who have Roles [_______]
pg:0103 in Assignments under the Place will continue to have the same Roles
in the same Assignments.
Service entries [_______]
pg:1581 associated with Assignments under the Place will continue to be associated with the
same Assignments. The difference is that reports [_______]
pg:0595 organized by Site, Place, and Assignment will now
show the service under the new Site instead of the old.
• The schedule [_______]
pg:0746 for the Place will now appear under the Schedule for the new Site.
How to move a Place
To move a Place from one Site to another:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select the Place you want to move.
3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
4. In the Move box, use the dropdown list to select the Site you want to move the Place to. You can move a
Place to be under any other Site in your account.
5. Click the Start button.
Delete Places
You can delete Places from your account as long as the Place is not the only Place under a Site. Each Site must
have at least one Place record under it. Also, there cannot be any Assignments listed under the Place. You must
move or delete all Assignments under the Place before you can delete the Place.
What happens when you delete a Place
• When you delete a Place, Volgistics removes all references to the Place, and deletes the Place record itself.
• Any Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 records associated with the Place you delete will remain in your database.
However, they will no longer be associated with the deleted Place.
• Documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______]
pg:1642 of the Place will be deleted. You will have the option to
download these locally during the deletion process
How to delete a Place
To delete a Place:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select the Place you want to delete.
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3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
4. Locate the Delete box and be sure to review the information regarding how deleting the Place will impact your
account. If there are still Assignments under the Place, the Delete box will not appear. In this case you will need
to move or delete the Assignments before proceeding.
5. If the Place has documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______],
pg:1642 there will be an option to have these
documents downloaded or deleted. See the VicDocs and Deleting Sites, Places, or Assignments section below
for information on downloading and retrieving documents.
6. If you are sure that you want to proceed with deleting the Place, select the Yes option under Are you certain
you want to delete . . . . and then click the Continue button.

Sites
This section covers how to combine, move, or delete Site records in your account.
Combine Two or More Sites into One
You can merge the information for Sites together by combining the Sites.
What happens when you combine Sites
When you combine two Sites, all information and related records from one Site are moved to another.
Specifically:
• The name of the Site that you combined the first Site into will be the name of the combined Site. For example,
if you combine a Site titled North Campus into a Site titled West Campus, the combined Site will be titled West
Campus
• When you combine two Sites into one, all of the Places and Assignments under the first Site are moved to the
new combined Site. If the same Place name exists under both Sites, the duplicate Place name will have a
number added to it. For example, if both Sites had Places titled Continuing Education, the Place from the first
Site would become Continuing Education 1 in the combined Site.
• Volunteer Roles [_______]
pg:0103 , service entries [_______],
pg:1581 and schedules [_______]
pg:0746 for Assignments under the
Places that are moved will continue to be associated with that Assignment.
Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 records associated with Assignments under the Places that are moved will continue to
be associated with that Assignment.
• If your account uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , the System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 assigned to each Site (
Site-Level Operators [_______])
pg:1442 will still be limited to just the combined Site after the merge. However, after the
merge they will see the Places, Assignments, and volunteers that were associated with other Site involved in the
merge.
• If your account uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , your volunteers can be associated with a Site [_______]
pg:0094 .
After the merge, volunteers associated with the first Site will now be associated with the combined Site.
• Any documents uploaded for the first Site will be moved to the Docs tab [_______]
pg:1642 of the new combined Site
as long as the combined Site is not be over the 50 document limit. If the combined Site will be over the 50
document limit, you will be able to select which documents to keep.
How to combine Sites
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To combine two Sites into one:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select one of Sites you want to combine into another. For example, if you want to merge Site North Campus
into Site West Campus, click the link to North Campus
3. Click the Combine, move or delete button.
4. In the Combine box, use the dropdown list to select the other Site. For example, if you want to combine North
Campus into West Campus, and you're on the record for North Campus, select West Campus from the
dropdown list.
5. Click the Start button.
6. If the two Sites will have over 50 documents when they are combined, a Combine Documents page will
appear. See the VicDocs and Combining Sites, Places, or Assignments section below for information on deciding
which documents to keep.
Delete Sites
You can delete Sites from your account as long as the Site is not the only Site in the Site, Place, and Assignment
structure. If your account only has one Site, you will not be able to delete the Site. Also, there cannot be any
Assignments listed under the Site. You must move or delete all Assignments under the Site before you can
delete the Site.
What happens when you delete a Site
• When you delete a Site, Volgistics removes all references to the Site, and deletes the Site record itself.
• Any Coordinator [_______]
pg:1922 records associated with the Site you delete will remain in your database. However,
they will no longer be associated with the deleted Site.
• If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 who only have access
[_______]
pg:1442 to the Site you delete will be blocked from the system until an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 un-checks the
Block this operator's access to the system box on their System Operator record [_______].
pg:1895
• If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , volunteers who had the Site you delete
[_______]
pg:0094 of their record will no longer show this Site.

listed on the Core tab

• Documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______]
pg:1642 of the Site will be deleted. You will have the option to
download these locally during the deletion process
How to delete a Site
To delete a Site:
1. Choose Assignments from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Select the Site you want to delete.
3. Click the Combine, move, or delete button.
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4. Locate the Delete box and be sure to review the information regarding how deleting the Site will impact your
account. If there are still Assignments under the Site, the Delete box will not appear. In this case you will need to
move or delete the Assignments before proceeding.
5. If the Site has documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______],
pg:1642 there will be an option to have these
documents downloaded or deleted. See the VicDocs and Deleting Sites, Places, or Assignments section below
for information on downloading and saving documents.
6. If you are sure that you want to proceed with deleting the Site, select the Yes option under Are you certain you
want to delete . . . . and then click the Continue button.

VicDocs
If your account uses the optional VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module, you will may have additional considerations when
combining or deleting Sites, Places, or Assignments. You can learn more about these in the sections below.
VicDocs and Combining Sites, Places, or Assignments
Each Site, Place, or Assignment record can have a up to 50 documents uploaded to the Docs tab [_______].
pg:1642 If
combining two Sites, Places, or Assignments will cause the Docs tab of the combined record to be over the limit,
you will see a Combine documents page after you click the Start button.
The documents for the Site, Place or Assignment that will remain after the merge will be in the Keep these
documents column on the left. Drag and drop documents from one column to the other until you have the
documents you wish to have for the combined record in the Keep these documents column. When you are
finished, click the Combine button to finish combining the records.

If you need to see the contents of a document, in many cases you can just click on the document's name. Your
web browser will launch the program it needs to open the document. In some cases your web browser's settings
are not configured to recognize the file type so the file will not open. In this case, you will need to change your
web browser's settings so that it associates the correct program with the file extension if you want to open the
document just by clicking on it.
If you wish to save any of the documents in the Delete these documents column before combining the records,
open them as described above and then use the save feature in whatever program the file opens with. Or you
can often right-click on the document's name and select the option to save the document from the menu.
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If the number of documents in the Keep these documents column is more than 50, the Combine button will be
disabled until the column's count is 50 or less. You can easily see when the column's total exceeds the limit
because the document count in the column heading will turn red.

VicDocs and Deleting Sites, Places, or Assignments
If the Site, Place, or Assignment you're deleting has documents on the Docs tab [_______],
pg:1642 you will see an
option to make the documents available during the steps to delete the record.

If you do not need the documents, choose the option to delete the record and the documents. If you want to save
the documents locally, select the option to download the documents. When you choose this option, the
documents for the record will be placed in a zip file and sent to the In Box [_______]
pg:1917 tab of your Volgistics
mailbox. You must save the zip file to your local computer within 5 days. After 5 days the zip file will be
automatically deleted and the documents will be permanently removed from the system.

View Volunteers for a Site
Help topic 2219
Added or revised 10-28-2015
You can organize the volunteer assignments [_______]
pg:0096 you track in Volgistics to reflect the structure of your
organization. Volgistics supports up to two levels of organization for this purpose: Sites and Places. This
structure is shown in the following illustration:
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With assignments organized this way, it's often useful to view or manage the list of volunteers who have any
assignment at a selected Site. For example, you may want to see a list of the volunteers who have any of the six
assignments under Site A (Places A and B) in the illustration above.
To do this:
1. Select Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click the Site where you want to see the volunteer list.
3. Click the Volunteers tab for the selected Site.
The Volunteers tab looks similar to this:

Search for the Records to Show
You set the criteria for the volunteer records you want to have shown on the tab. Once the criteria are selected,
click the Search button. The tab will populate with all records that match the criteria selected. You can learn
more about each option for searching below:
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Status
Under Status, click each of the volunteer Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the
Statuses if you want to see all volunteers who have assignments in the selected Site regardless of their Status.
In the example pictured above, only volunteers who have the Active Status will appear on the list.

Role
Under Role, click each of the assignment Roles [_______]
pg:0103 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the Roles
if you want to see all volunteers who have assignments that fall under the Site regardless of their Role in the
assignment. Please note that you must select a Role (or Roles) in order for the search to bring back results
because the system is looking for volunteers in the assignments that are listed under the Site.
In the example pictured above, only volunteers who have the Roles Assigned, Substitute or Trainee in
assignments that fall under the Site will appear on the list.

Status vs. Role

Note that a volunteer's
Status
in your organization is different than their
Role
in an assignment.
A volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 is their overall standing in your organization. Common Statuses include Active
(the volunteer is regularly involved in your organization) and
Inactive
(the volunteer is no longer regularly involved in your organization). Volunteers can have just one Status. You
enter or set a volunteer's status on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their
record.
Roles, on the other hand, relate to a volunteer's standing in a specific assignment. Common Roles [_______]
pg:0103
include Assigned (the volunteer regularly serves in this assignment), Former (the volunteer no longer serves in
this assignment--but did once), and Substitute (the volunteer can be called to substitute for someone else in this
assignment). Volunteers can have one (or more) Roles in each of their assignments.
In the example pictured above, the volunteer list will include all of the volunteers whose volunteer Status is Active
, and who have any of these three Roles in assignments that fall under the Site: Assigned, Substitute, or Trainee.
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Using the Volunteers Tab
After you select the criteria for the volunteers you want on the page, and click the Search button, your volunteer
list will appear similarly to what is shown below:

At this point you can work with the records on the page. The following sub-sections have more information on
this.
Change a volunteer's role
You can change a volunteer's Role in the assignment. Any change you make here will automatically show on the
Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of the volunteer's record. To change a volunteer's role in the assignment, use the
dropdown list in the New role column to select the new Role.
If you do not want volunteers to have a Role (or Roles) in the assignment any longer, you can click the
Delete
link in the row where the volunteer's Role is listed. The Role will be removed on the Volunteers tab where you
are at, and also on the Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of the volunteer's record.
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Tag the volunteers for a Site
There may be times when you'd like to tag [_______]
pg:1529 all of the volunteers who have an assignment listed under a
Site. For example, you might want to print a report for all the volunteers who serve at the Site. You can do this by
tagging the volunteers who have the assignment and then printing the report so it includes only the tagged
volunteers. You can learn what tasks you can perform on a group of tagged records in help topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1999
.
To tag all of the volunteers for a Site:
1. Open the Volunteers tab for the Site.
2. Search for the records you want to have shown on the page as described in the Search for the Records to
Show section above.
3. Click the Tag these button near the bottom of the list.

Send a message to the volunteers for a Site
There may be times when you'd like to send an email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______],
pg:0315 or text message [_______]
pg:0343
to all of the volunteers for a Site.
To send a message to the volunteers for a Sitet:
1. Open the Volunteers tab for the Site.
2. Search for the records you want to have shown on the page as described in the Search for the Records to
Show section above.
3. Click the Message icon near the top of the list.
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View Volunteers for a Place
Help topic 2220
Added or revised 10-28-2015
You can organize the volunteer assignments [_______]
pg:0096 you track in Volgistics to reflect the structure of your
organization. Volgistics supports up to two levels of organization for this purpose: Sites and Places. This
structure is shown in the following illustration:

With assignments organized this way, it's often useful to view or manage the list of volunteers who have any
assignment at a selected Place. For example, you may want to see a list of the volunteers who have any of the
three assignments under Site A, Place A, in the illustration above.
To do this:
1. Select Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click the Place where you want to see the volunteer list.
3. Click the Volunteers tab for the selected Place.
The Volunteers tab looks similar to this:
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Search for the Records to Show
You set the criteria for the volunteer records you want to have shown on the tab. Once the criteria are selected,
click the Search button. The tab will populate with all records that match the criteria selected. You can learn
more about each option for searching below:
Status
Under Status, click each of the volunteer Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the
Statuses if you want to see all volunteers who have the selected assignment regardless of their Status.
In the example pictured above, only volunteers who have the Active Status will appear on the list.
Role
Under Role, click each of the assignment Roles [_______]
pg:0103 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the Roles
if you want to see all volunteers who have assignments that fall under the Place regardless of their Role in the
assignment. Please note that you must select a Role (or Roles) in order for the search to bring back results
because the system is looking for volunteers in the assignments that are listed under the Place.
In the example pictured above, only volunteers who have the Roles Assigned, Substitute or Trainee in
assignments that fall under the Place will appear on the list.

Status vs. Role

Note that a volunteer's
Status
in your organization is different than their
Role
in an assignment.
A volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 is their overall standing in your organization. Common Statuses include Active
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(the volunteer is regularly involved in your organization) and
Inactive
(the volunteer is no longer regularly involved in your organization). Volunteers can have just one Status. You
enter or set a volunteer's status on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their
record.
Roles, on the other hand, relate to a volunteer's standing in a specific assignment. Common Roles [_______]
pg:0103
include Assigned (the volunteer regularly serves in this assignment), Former (the volunteer no longer serves in
this assignment--but did once), and Substitute (the volunteer can be called to substitute for someone else in this
assignment). Volunteers can have one (or more) Roles in each of their assignments.
In the example pictured above, the volunteer list will include all of the volunteers whose volunteer Status is Active
, and who have any of these three Roles in assignments that fall under the Place: Assigned, Substitute, or
Trainee.

Using the Volunteers Tab
After you select the criteria for the volunteers you want on the page, and click the Search button, your volunteer
list will appear similarly to what is shown below:

At this point you can work with the records on the page. The following sub-sections have more information on
this.
Change a volunteer's role
You can change a volunteer's Role in the assignment. Any change you make here will automatically show on the
Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of the volunteer's record. To change a volunteer's role in the assignment, use the
dropdown list in the New role column to select the new Role.
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If you do not want volunteers to have a Role (or Roles) in the assignment any longer, you can click the
Delete
link in the row where the volunteer's Role is listed. The Role will be removed on the Volunteers tab where you
are at, and also on the Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of the volunteer's record.
Tag the volunteers for a Place
There may be times when you'd like to tag [_______]
pg:1529 all of the volunteers who have an assignment listed under a
Place. For example, you might want to print a report for all the volunteers who serve at the Place. You can do
this by tagging the volunteers who have the assignment and then printing the report so it includes only the
tagged volunteers. You can learn what tasks you can perform on a group of tagged records in help topic 2137
[_______].
pg:1999
To tag all of the volunteers for a Place:
1. Open the Volunteers tab for the Place.
2. Search for the records you want to have shown on the page as described in the Search for the Records to
Show section above.
3. Click the Tag these button near the bottom of the list.

Send a message to the volunteers for a Place
There may be times when you'd like to send an email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______],
pg:0315 or text message [_______]
pg:0343
to all of the volunteers for a Place.
To send a message to the volunteers for a Place:
1. Open the Volunteers tab for the Place.
2. Search for the records you want to have shown on the page as described in the Search for the Records to
Show section above.
3. Click the Message icon near the top of the list.
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View Volunteers for an Assignment
Help topic 2221
Added or revised 10-03-2016
It's often useful to view or manage the list of volunteers who have a specific assignment. To do this:
1. Select Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click the Assignment where you want to see the volunteer list.
3. Click the Volunteers tab for the selected Assignment.
The Volunteers tab looks similar to this:

Search for the Records to Show
You set the criteria for the volunteer records you want to have shown on the tab. Once the criteria are selected,
click the Search button. The tab will populate with all records that match the criteria selected. You can learn
more about each option for searching below:
Include
Use the Include options to choose which volunteers you want to see on the list.

• All volunteers
• Select All volunteers if you want the list to include all volunteers from your database that have the volunteer
Status(es) [_______]
pg:1832 selected in the Status section. This is useful if you want to list all volunteers, and then
assign some of them to this Assignment using the New role dropdown lists.

• These volunteers
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• Select These volunteers if you want the list to include only the volunteers who have aRole [_______]
pg:0103 in this
assignment, or those that are matched to the assignment. Unless you need to see all volunteers listed as
described above, this is the option you generally will always have selected.
Status
Under Status, check each of the volunteer Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the
Statuses if you want to see all volunteers who have the selected assignment regardless of their Status.
In the example pictured above, only volunteers who have the Active Status will appear on the list.
Role
Under Role, check each of the Assignment Roles [_______]
pg:0103 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the
Roles if you want to see all volunteers who have the selected Assignment regardless of their Role in the
assignment.
In the example pictured above, only volunteers who have the Roles Assigned, Substitute or Trainee in the
selected assignment will appear on the list.
Matched volunteers
If you use the volunteer and Assignment matching [_______]
pg:0899 features, you can check this box to list volunteers
who are matched to this Assignment but do not currently have a Role. If you have disabled the matching
features, this checkbox will not appear.

Status vs. Role

Note that a volunteer's
Status
in your organization is different than their
Role
in a particular Assignment.
A volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 is their overall standing in your organization. Common Statuses include Active
(the volunteer is regularly involved in your organization) and
Inactive
(the volunteer is no longer regularly involved in your organization). Volunteers can have just one Status. You
enter or set a volunteer's Status on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their
record.
Roles, on the other hand, relate to a volunteer's standing in a specific Assignment. Common Roles [_______]
pg:0103
include Assigned (the volunteer regularly serves in this Assignment), Former (the volunteer no longer serves in
this Assignment--but did once), and Substitute (the volunteer can be called to substitute for someone else in this
Assignment). Volunteers can have one or more Roles in each of their Assignments.
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In the example pictured above, the volunteer list will include all of the volunteers whose volunteer Status is Active
, and who have any of these three Roles in the selected assignment: Assigned, Substitute, or Trainee.

Using the Volunteers Tab
After you select the criteria for the volunteers you want on the page, and click the Search button, your volunteer
list will appear similarly to what is shown below:

At this point you can work with the records on the page. The following sub-sections have more information on
this.
Give or change a volunteer's Role
You can give a volunteer a Role in the Assignment, or change a volunteer's Role in the Assignment. Any change
you make here will automatically show on the Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of the volunteer's record. To give, or
change, a volunteer's Role in the Assignment, use the dropdown list in the New role column to select the new
Role.
If you do not want volunteers to have a Role (or Roles) in the Assignment any longer, you can click the
Delete
link in the row where the volunteer's Role is listed. The Role will be removed on the Volunteers tab where you
are at, and also on the Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of the volunteer's record.
Tag the volunteers for an Assignment
There may be times when you'd like to tag [_______]
pg:1529 all of the volunteers who have a certain Assignment. For
example, you might want to print a report for all the volunteers who have the Assignment. You can do this by
tagging the volunteers who have the Assignment and then printing the report so it includes only the tagged
volunteers. You can learn what other tasks you can perform on a group of tagged records in help topic 2137
[_______].
pg:1999
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To tag all of the volunteers who have the Assignment:
1. Open the Volunteers tab for the Assignment.
2. Search for the records you want to have shown on the page as described in the Search for the Records to
Show section above.
3. Click the Tag these button near the bottom of the list.

Send a message to the volunteers for an Assignment
There may be times when you'd like to send an email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______],
pg:0315 or text message [_______]
pg:0343
to all of the volunteers who have a certain Assignment.
To send a message to the volunteers who have a selected Assignment:
1. Open the Volunteers tab for the Assignment.
2. Search for the records you want to have shown on the page as described in the Search for the Records to
Show section above.
3. Click the Message icon near the top of the list.

Related help
Help Topic 1185 [_______]
pg:0193 - Assigning Volunteers to an Assignment
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2173 [_______]
pg:0103 - Roles
Help Topic 2219 [_______]
pg:0122 - View Volunteers for a Site
Help Topic 2220 [_______]
pg:0127 - View Volunteers for a Place
Help Topic 2399 [_______]
pg:0138 - Tracking Volunteer Assignments on the Service Tab
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How do I change the name of an Assignment?
Help topic 2266
Added or revised 04-12-2011
To change the name of an assignment record in your database:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click on the name of the assignment you want to change.
3. On the Assignments tab, enter the new name for the assignment in the Assignment field (type over the old
assignment name with the new assignment name).

4. Click the Save button.
The new assignment name will appear everywhere in your database that the old assignment name appeared
before.

Related help
Help Topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 - Add an Assignment
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How do I change the name of a Place?
Help topic 2267
Added or revised 04-12-2011
To change the name of a place record in your database:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click on the name of the place you want to change.
3. On the Place tab, enter the new name for the place in the Place field (type over the old place name with the
new place name).

4. Click the Save button.
The new place name will appear everywhere in your database that the old place name appeared before.

Related help
Help Topic 2216 [_______]
pg:0108 - Add a Place
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How do I change the name of a Site?
Help topic 2268
Added or revised 04-12-2011
To change the name of a site record in your database:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click on the name of the site you want to change.
3. On the Site tab, enter the new name for the site in the Site field. (type over the old site name with the new site
name).

4. Click the Save button.
The new site name will appear everywhere in your database that the old site name appeared before.

Related help
Help Topic [_______]
pg:0110 - Add a Site
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Tracking Volunteer Assignments on the Service Tab
Help topic 2399
Added or revised 10-04-2016
Each volunteer's Assignments are tracked on the Service tab of the volunteer record. To get to a volunteer's
Service tab, choose Volunteers from the menu [_______],
pg:0215 locate and click on the name of the volunteer of
interest, and click on the Service tab in that volunteer's record. You will see that the Service tab contains three
boxes: Assignments, Service and Mandatory Service. This help topic addresses only the first box, Assignments;
help topic 2400 explains the Service box [_______],
pg:1581 and help topic 2156 explains how to track mandatory service
[_______]
pg:1419 in Volgistics.
Assignments
When you want to indicate that a volunteer should be associated with a specific Assignment you track in
Volgistics, you can add an Assignment record to the Assignment box on the volunteer's Service tab. Often, the
Assignment record you will add will state that a volunteer is "Assigned" to a particular Assignment, but
Assignment records are also used to indicate that a volunteer has a Role [_______]
pg:0103 other than "Assigned" in an
Assignment. For example, you would add an Assignment entry to the Assignments box on a volunteer's Service
tab to point out that they are considered a "Substitute" or that this Assignment is their "Preference."
A volunteer's Role in an Assignment is important to track in many organizations because it allows System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to see which volunteers have expressed interest in an Assignment, have offered to serve
as substitutes for other volunteers in the Assignment, or are simply "Assigned" and therefore can be – and may
have already been – scheduled to serve in it. Assignment entries can also help System Operators distinguish
which volunteers should receive specific email, text or Vic Mail messages [_______],
pg:0399 and can show how a
volunteer's relationship to various Assignments may have changed in an organization over time. Users can also
create Sets [_______]
pg:0858 based on volunteer Assignments, including their Role, and Assignment "From" and "To"
dates.
The image below shows the Assignments box on the Service tab of a volunteer who is assigned to two
Assignments. The "From" column shows the date a volunteer was given the Role of "Assigned" in each
Assignment, while the lack of dates in the "To" column indicates that the volunteer's "Assigned" Role in both
Assignments is ongoing.

Adding a New Assignment Record
To give a volunteer a new Assignment record, take the following steps:
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1. Choose Volunteers from the main menu.
2. Locate the volunteer's name, and click on it.
3. Go to the Service tab in the volunteer record.
4. Locate the Add box within the Assignments box on the Service tab.

5. Use the available fields to enter the Assignment name, the Role the volunteer is being given in that
Assignment, and the "From" and "To" dates for the entry.
6. Click the Save button to save the entry.
It is also possible for Assignment records to be automatically entered in a volunteer's Assignments box on their
Service record. If you want an Assignment record to appear here automatically when a volunteer is scheduled to
serve in an Assignment, or when a volunteer has service in an Assignment, configure the system to record
Assignments automatically [_______].
pg:0906

Editing an Assignment Record
If a user wants to adjust an Assignment record, he or she should click the orange "Edit" link next to that
Assignment record. For example, to add a "To" date to one of the Assignment records to indicate that a
volunteer's Role as "Assigned" to that Assignment has ended, one would click "Edit" and then add a "To" date in
the Edit box that appears under the list of Assignments, as seen below. After editing an Assignment record, be
sure to click the Save button to save any changes.
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While Assignment records allow you to track the specific jobs volunteers are associated with, they do not provide
information about the work a volunteer has completed within those Assignments. For example, a volunteer with
the Role of "Assigned" in an Assignment may or may not have service entries in that Assignment. To track
volunteer service in your organization's Assignments [_______],
pg:1581 you will need to use the Service box on the
Service tab in the volunteer record.

Can we delete an Assignment but maintain information associated with th
Help topic 2537
Added or revised 08-23-2011
As organizations evolve and time passes, an Assignment that has been tracked in Volgistics may no longer be
relevant. For example, an Assignment might have been set up for a special event that has passed, or a task may
no longer be carried out by volunteers. When an Assignment is no longer current, system operators may want to
remove the Assignment record from the system.
Before choosing to delete an Assignment record, please note:
If an Assignment record is deleted from the system, all information associated with the Assignment will
be deleted. This includes the Assignment details listed on the volunteer's Service tab. When an
Assignment is deleted the Service tab will still show the hours the volunteer served on a particular date,
but the Assignment information about the service hours will be removed.
If you would like to preserve an Assignment in volunteer records but the Assignment is no longer part of your
volunteer program, you should make the Assignment Inactive rather than delete it. Once an Assignment is
Inactive, its schedule will be removed from your system. You can also choose whether or not to view the names
of Inactive Assignments listed on the Assignments page from the main menu by optionally marking the "Include
Inactive Assignments" checkbox on this page.
To Make an Assignment Inactive
1. Choose Assignments from the main menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click on the name of the Assignment you would like to make Inactive.
3. On the Assignment tab within the Assignment record, locate the Status field. Choose "Inactive" from the
dropdown menu.
4. Click the Save button.
5. A warning that this change will remove the schedule for this Assignment, and that the schedule will not be able
to be restored, will appear. Click the OK button to proceed.
6. A second warning confirming that the schedule for this Assignment will be removed if you make it Inactive will
appear. Click the OK button to proceed.
7. Click the Save button to save the change.
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How Volgistics Calculates Checklist Item Expiration Dates
Help topic 2009
Added or revised 05-10-2013
When you setup a checklist item [_______],
pg:0916 you specify how often volunteers must complete it by choosing "One
time," "Periodic," "Annual (same date for all volunteers)," "Annual (volunteer's birthday month)" or "Every time."
For items that you make "Periodic," "Annual (same date for all volunteers)" or "Annual (volunteer's birthday
month)," Volgistics automatically calculates the item's next expiration dates based on your setup choices.
Periodic
The rules for calculating expiration dates for periodic items depend on whether the item is setup to expire x days
after it was last performed, or after it last expired.
After it was last performed
When you setup a periodic item to expire x number of days after it was last performed, the item will expire x days
after the date the item was most recently performed.
After it last expired
When you setup a periodic item to expire x number of days after it last expired, the expiration date is calculated
by adding x days to the last date this item expired for the given volunteer, with these exceptions: If the volunteer
has never completed the item before, or if the item expired more than x days ago. In these cases the expiration
date is calculated as x days after it is performed.
Here are some examples. If you setup a checklist item called 'Health screening' to expire 365 days after it last
expired, and a volunteer completes it for the very first time on January 10, 2002, it would expire 365 days later on
January 10, 2003 (there is no earlier expiration date).
If that same volunteer completes a 'Health screening' again on January 20, 2003, it will expire next as expected
on January 10, 2004 (365 days after it last expired on January 10, 2003). However, if the same volunteer does
not complete another 'Health screening' until March 20, 2005 (for whatever reason), then this item would expire
next on March 20, 2006 for this volunteer, and not January 10, 2004 (it would not make sense for a 'Health
screening' performed on March 20, 2005 to expire on January 10, 2004 because January 2004 is earlier than
March 2005).
Annual: Either "same date for all volunteers" or "volunteer's birthday month"
The rules for calculating expiration dates for annual items - whether they are setup to expire on the same date for
all volunteers or on a specific date in each individual volunteer's birthday month - depend on whether volunteers
may or may not complete it early.
May complete early
When you setup an annual item so volunteers may complete it early, it will expire on the upcoming annual
expiration date for a given volunteer if they have never completed the item before, or they have not completed it
since it last expired.
If a volunteer has completed the item for the current year, and they complete it again before their next expiration
date (i.e. you make a checklist entry manually on the History tab for this item, with a Date before the next annual
expiration date), their expiration date is advanced by one year.
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If a volunteer completes the item for a future year (i.e. you make a checklist entry manually on the History tab for
this item, with a Date after the next annual expiration date), their expiration date is calculated as the next annual
expiration date after the future completion date.
Here is an example: Suppose you setup a checklist item called "Dues" to expire annually on April 1st for all
volunteers. If a new volunteer completes the item by paying their dues for the first time on November 1, 2002, the
item will expire next on April 1, 2003 – the next annual expiration date for Dues.
If the same volunteer pays dues again before the April 1, 2003 expiration date, the volunteer's expiration date will
be advanced one year to April 1, 2004 because they have paid in advance for the next year. Now suppose the
same volunteer also pays an additional year's dues in advance (they want to be 'paid up' through April 1, 2005).
If you make another Dues entry for this volunteer (on their History tab), with a Date later than April 1, 2004, the
volunteer's next expiration date is advanced appropriately to April 1, 2005.
Likewise, consider how this would work if the "Dues" checklist item were setup to expire annually on the 1st of
each volunteer's birthday month and volunteers are permitted to complete the item early: If a new volunteer with
a January birthday pays their dues for the first time when they become a member in July 2002, the item will
expire for them on January 1, 2003. If the volunteer completes the item again before the January 1, 2003 due
date, their expiration date would be advanced to January 1, 2004 since they paid in advance for the next year.
May not complete early
When you setup an annual item so volunteers may not complete it early, it will always expire on the upcoming
annual expiration date for a given volunteer no matter when, or how often they last completed the item.
For example, if you setup an annual (same date for all volunteers) checklist item called "Credential Check" that
expires on July 1 every year, the item will expire for a volunteer even if they most recently completed it on June
30th. In addition, if you make manual entries on a volunteer's History tab for the "Credential Check" with dates
later than the next July 1st, it will still expire next on the next July 1st.
Similarly, if the "Credential Check" item were setup as an annual (volunteer's birthday month) checklist item that
must be completed the 15th of each volunteer's birthday month, it would become due for the volunteer on the
15th of their birthday month, even if they just completed the item on the 10th of their birthday month.

Checklist
Help topic 2238
Added or revised 05-24-2011
The Volgistics Checklist features provide tools for keeping track of actions that new or current volunteers must
complete. Examples of these actions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attending orientation
Health screenings
Confidentially agreements
Parental consent forms
Background checks
Reference checks
and more
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You (or your organization's Volgistics administrator) start by setting up the individual checklist items you want to
track. When you setup each Checklist item you can specify if it applies to all – or just certain – volunteers, and if
it's something that must be repeated periodically (like health screenings). You can setup all of your checklist
items before you get started with Volgistics, or you can create some at the beginning and add more as you go.
Every volunteer you track in Volgistics has a Checklist that shows you which items they've completed (with
checkmarks) and which they need to complete (those without checkmarks). In the illustration below, volunteer
Harry Bailey has completed all of his Checklist items except for his "Department orientation" and "Name Tag."
Each volunteer's Checklist appears on the History tab in their volunteer record. To view a volunteer's Checklist,
select "Volunteers" from the menu [_______],
pg:0215 locate the volunteer's record, and then click on their History tab.
In addition to seeing which checklist items an individual volunteer has completed, you can also see their checklist
completion history on the History tab. This list shows you the date(s) the volunteer completed each item, and
when it next expires (for items that must be repeated periodically).

In addition to viewing individual volunteer's Checklists on their History tab, you can use the Tickler to see lists of
all of the volunteers who currently need to complete specific checklist items; or who have checklist items that will
expire soon.
If you are ready to add a new Checklist item now, choose Setup from the menu [_______].
pg:0215 Select Checklist, and
click on the "Add a new checklist item" link. Our help topic on how to setup checklist items [_______]
pg:0916 explains
how to create a new checklist item starting from this Checklist item setup screen.
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Related help
Help Topic 2245 [_______]
pg:0148 - Finding the volunteers who need to complete a Checklist item
Help Topic 2244 [_______]
pg:0146 - Viewing a volunteer's Checklist
Help Topic 2243 [_______]
pg:0144 - Marking Checklist items complete
Help Topic 2242 [_______]
pg:0921 - Making Checklist items apply only for certain assignments
Help Topic 2009 [_______]
pg:0141 - How Volgistics calculates checklist item expiration dates
Help Topic 8009 [_______]
pg:0608 - Volunteer checklist report (stock)
Help Topic 2254 [_______]
pg:0150 – Tracking TB test requirements
Help Topic 2246 [_______]
pg:1610 - Why a Checklist item may not apply to every volunteer

Marking Checklist Items Complete
Help topic 2243
Added or revised 06-20-2013
If you use the Volgistics Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 features to track volunteer requirements, each of your volunteers
has a 'Checklist' on their History tab showing you which items they've completed, and which they have not.
When a volunteer completes an item on their checklist you should 'mark-it-off' in their record.
How to mark a Checklist item complete for an individual volunteer
If one volunteer has completed a particular Checklist item, you can simply check it as completed in their record.
To do this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Locate the volunteer's record. Once you've located their record, click on the link to their name.
3. Click on the 'History' tab for the selected volunteer. The History tab is where the volunteer's Checklist appears.
4. In the volunteer's Checklist box, place a checkmark next to the item they have completed.

5. Click the Save button.
When you mark a Checklist item as completed, Volgistics displays the item on the volunteer's Checklist with a
checkmark (showing that it has been completed). Volgistics also inserts a date entry on the volunteer's History
tab showing the date the item was marked complete.
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If you want to change this date, click the Edit button for this entry on the Dates box (shown below), enter the new
date, and then click the Save button.

If you mark a Checklist item as completed and the item is setup so it must be renewed or performed on a regular
basis, the volunteer's Checklist will also show you the next date the item is due.

If the volunteer completes the item again before it expires, simply click the Renewed link on their Checklist. If the
volunteer does not complete the item again before it expires, the item will again appear on their Checklist as
incomplete (with an un-checked checkbox) when the expiration date arrives.
Note that there is an
exception to this procedure
: If you have setup a Checklist item to expire annually during the month of the volunteer's birthday (by selecting
the "Annual [volunteer's birthday month]" option on the Checklist item setup page [_______])
pg:0916 but a volunteer to
whom this item applies lacks a date of birth entry on their Profile tab, the item will remain "pending" for them until
a date of birth is entered in their record. Marking the item name and clicking Save will make the item appear
complete only after a date of birth is entered on their Profile tab. If obtaining a date of birth entry for this individual
is not feasible, you can add a Checklist date entry for the item in the Dates box on the History tab rather than
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marking the box next to the item in the Checklist box. This will allow you to mark the item complete without
requiring a date of birth entry on the volunteer's Profile tab.

Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist
Help topic 2244
Added or revised 06-21-2013
Every volunteer you track in Volgistics has a Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 that includes all of the Checklist items that
apply to them. You can look at this to see
• Which items they have completed
• Which items they currently need to complete
• When a completed item will need to be renewed next (if it expires)
Volunteer Checklists are located on the History tab in each volunteer's record. To view a volunteer's Checklist:
1. Select "Volunteers" from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Locate the volunteer's record and click on their name.
3. Select the History tab.
This is an example of a volunteer's History tab:
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The Checklist box on the History tab lists all of the Checklist items that apply to a given volunteer (based on the
way you setup each item). Each of the items the volunteer has completed appears on their Checklist with a
checkmark.
The items that the volunteer still needs to complete appear without a checkmark.
In the illustration above, volunteer Harry Bailey has completed all of his Checklist items except for his
"Department orientation" and "Name Tag."
The History tab also includes a Dates box that shows you when each of the completed Checklist items was last
performed, and when they expire next (for items that must be repeated periodically).
Related help
Help Topic 2245 [_______]
pg:0148 - Finding the volunteers who need to complete a Checklist item
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Finding the Volunteers who Need to Complete a Checklist Item
Help topic 2245
Added or revised 04-04-2016
The ability to see an individual volunteer's progress toward the completion of their Checklist [_______]
pg:0146 is
important, but what if you want to know who all of the volunteers are that still need to complete a particular
Checklist item? The Volgistics Tickler does just that.
To view a list of all of the volunteers who need to complete a specific Checklist item (or who have an item that
will expire soon):
1. Choose Tickler from the menu [_______].
pg:0215 This opens a Tickler page similar to the one shown here:

2. The system evaluates volunteers to see if they are due for Checklist items during overnight maintenance each
night. If you have made any recent changes to Checklists, or changes to volunteer records that will affect if they
are due, we recommend clicking the Re-evaluate now button before searching for volunteers who are due.
If you have a large account, it may take some time for the system to re-evaluate all of your records. You can tell
when the system is done by returning to the Tickler and checking if the time and date stamp has been updated.
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3. Under Show volunteers due for..., check the item(s) you're looking for. For example, if you want a list of all
volunteers who still need to complete the quiz given after orientation, check the Orientation Quiz checkbox. You
can check multiple items if you want the list to include volunteers who still need to complete any of the selected
items. Check Any checklist item if you want to list all of the volunteers who still need to complete any Checklist
item.
3. Under Include volunteers if they are..., check one or more of these options:
Due now
Your list will include the volunteers for whom any of the selected Checklist items currently need to be completed.
This selection will find volunteers due now for a one time item, or due now for a periodic or annual Checklist item.
Due in…
Your list will include the volunteers for whom any of the selected Checklist items will expire in the month you
specify. For example, if you want the list to include the volunteers for whom a Checklist item called Annual
Competency Evaluation will expire in April 2016, check this option and choose April and 2016 from the month
and year dropdown lists. This selection will find volunteers due for annual or periodic Checklist items.
Due in the next n days
Your list will include the volunteers for whom any of the selected Checklist items will expire sometime within the
next "n" days. For example, if you want the list to include the volunteers for whom a Checklist item called Annual
Competency Evaluation will expire in the next 90 days, check this option and enter "90" in the Days field. This
selection will find volunteers due for annual or periodic Checklist items.
Past due more than n days
Your list will include the volunteers for whom any of the selected Checklist items expired sometime within the last
"n" days. For example, if you want the list to include the volunteers for whom a Checklist item called Annual
Competency Evaluation expired within the last 60 days (and has not yet been renewed), check this option and
enter "60" in the Days field. This selection will find volunteers due for annual or periodic Checklist items.
4. Click the Go button.
If there are any volunteers who have Checklist items due (based on your Tickler selections) you'll see them listed
like this:
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Next to each volunteer's name you'll see which of the Checklist items you selected in the Tickler are pending for
that volunteer.
From here you can
Tag [_______]
pg:1538 these volunteers for the purpose of printing a report, sending an email message, or any
task you can perform [_______]
pg:1999 for tagged volunteer records.

other

• Check the box in the Item column to mark the selected Checklist items as complete.

Next:

Marking Checklist items complete [_______]
pg:0144

Tracking TB test requirements
Help topic 2254
Added or revised 06-13-2016
Many hospitals require some or all of their volunteers to be tested for TB on a regular basis. This help topic
provides guidance on tracking TB test requirements in this specific scenario:
Scenario: Every volunteer is required to have TB screening when they first become a volunteer, however only
the volunteers who have an assignment that involves patient contact are required to repeat the TB test
periodically thereafter. In addition, volunteers who have patient contact assignments but who are known to have
false positive TB test results are not required to have the annual TB Test, but instead are required to have a
chest x-ray performed.
In this scenario the volunteer office is responsible for managing exceptions for volunteers who are known to have
a false positive TB test results; and also for managing exceptions for volunteers who do not have an assignment
that involves contact with patients.
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Identify 'false positive' volunteers
Start by identifying the volunteers known to have a false positive TB test result. You will do this by adding a Flag
to the Core tab of each volunteer known to have false positive test result.
If you do not yet have a Flag for 'TB False positives' you can create one like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Select 'Core tab.'
4. Click on the Flag field link.
5. Enter "TB False Positive" in the "Add a new item:" field and then click the Save button.
You now have a Flag that you can use to identify volunteers known to have a false positive TB requirement. If
you currently have volunteers who are known to have a false positive test result you should add this flag to their
records now. Also, as you encounter new volunteers in the future who you determine have false positive results,
you'll need to add this Flag to their records too.
To add this flag to a volunteer's record:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Locate the volunteer the flag should be applied to, and click on their name.
3. On the Core tab, locate the Flags box.
4. Select the "TB False Positive" flag from the drop down list.
5. Click Save.
Create a field in the Assignment record for identifying the assignments that include patient contact.
Follow the instructions in
patient contact.

Help topic 2242 [_______]
pg:0921 to create a field for identifying which assignments involved

Create the initial TB Screening Checklist item which will be required of all new volunteers
If you have not yet done so, create a new Checklist item for tracking the initial TB Test screening which will be
required for all volunteers. Note that in this example all new volunteers are required to perform this screening
regardless of assignment or potential 'false positive' results. The reason we do not exempt 'false positive'
volunteers from this item is that it is the initial screening that will typically determine that they return a 'false
positive' result. Once this is determined in the initial screening you can add the 'TB False Positive' flag to their
record so they are not included in the ongoing TB test Checklist item.
To create this Checklist item:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
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2. Select Checklist.
3. Click Add a new checklist item.
4. Configure the new item as shown here:

Under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" check each of the volunteer Statuses you want this item to
apply to. This would normally include "Active" however you may also want it to apply to other Statuses such as
'Applicant' or 'LOA.'
5. Click the Save button.
You now have an "Initial TB Screening" checklist item will apply to all volunteers, that volunteers must complete
just once when the first become a volunteer.

Create the ongoing TB Test Checklist item which will be required on an ongoing basis for all volunteers
who have an assignment that involves patient contact.
The next step will be to create a second Checklist item that will be for the ongoing TB test requirement. It will
apply only to volunteers who are not flagged "TB False Positive" and who have any of your assignments that
you've marked as involving patient contact. Please note: While the Checklist item may apply to the volunteers, it
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will not show on the volunteer's History tab until the "Must volunteers complete another checklist item before this
item applies?" date arrives. In this example, the ongoing item follows the initial item by 365 days, so 365 days
must pass since the initial item was completed before the ongoing item will show on the volunteer's record.
To create this Checklist item:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select Checklist.
3. Click Add a new checklist item.
4. Configure the new item as shown here:

Under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" check each of the volunteer Statuses you want this item to
apply to. This would normally include "Active" however you may also want it to apply to other Statuses such as
'Applicant' or 'LOA.'
Under "Those that have any assignment with" check the Patient Contact field you created earlier.
5. Click the Save button.
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A Checklist item configured like the example shown above will apply one year after the volunteer completed the
"Initial TB Screening," and every year thereafter (you can adjust the frequency at which this item must be
repeated to suit your own policies). It will only apply to volunteers who have an assignment listed in the
Assignment box (on their Service tab) that has patient contact, and only if their Role in that assignment is not
'Former.'
Remember that it is important to maintain the list of assignments that each volunteer has in this scenario. If you
don't keep each volunteer's assignment list up-to-date the system will not know if they have an assignment that
has patient contact.
An easy way to ensure that each volunteer's Assignment list is always up to date is to configure your database to
automatically add assignments to this list each time a volunteer is schedule for, or has service posted for a new
assignment. To configure your system to work this way:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select Assignment tracking
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Check "Record assignments automatically"

Comparing Volunteers to the OIG LEIE
Help topic 2256
Added or revised 08-04-2015
Click on a link in the Contents box below to be taken directly to that section of this help topic.
Contents
Overview
How do I indicate that an Assignment requires screening?
How do I create a Checklist item for volunteers who need to be screened?
How do I find volunteers who need to be screened?
How do I configure an automatic report to run with these volunteers?
Please note: This help topic makes some assumptions about your policies for searching for volunteers in the
LEIE, and should not be taken as legal advice. It's always best to check with your organization's HR or legal
team to help you determine which, if any, volunteers will need to be screened.
In addition, this topic refers to an outside website, which was last reviewed by our team in August 2015. The links
and instructions you see here may not reflect more recent changes to that site. See the OIG website for more
information on current screening procedures and requirements.
Overview
Healthcare organizations that receive some or all of their funding from Federal health care programs, like
Medicare or Medicaid, may need to compare their volunteers with the List of Excluded Individuals and Entities,
which is published online.
Note: Checking a volunteer's name against the OIG list is not the same as a background check. Your
organization may require background checks for all volunteers, but only require this check for volunteers in
certain positions.
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If an individual is included on the list, it does not mean that they are not allowed to practice or that they cannot
work or volunteer in a healthcare organization. But it does prohibit "payment by Federal health care programs for
items or services furnished (1) by an excluded person or (2) at the medical direction or on the prescription of an
excluded person. For purposes of Office of Inspector General (OIG) exclusion, payment by a Federal health care
program includes amounts based on a cost report, fee schedule, prospective payment system, capitated rate, or
other payment methodology."
For most organizations, this means that it's not really necessary to screen the vast majority of your volunteers.
You only need to screen those that serve in Assignments that may result in you or your clients billing a Federal
program.
These exclusions are nothing new--they started with the Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments,
which passed through Congress in 1977. Over the past few decades changes have been made to the program
and it has expanded beyond Medicare and Medicaid, but the effect of an exclusion is still limited to activities
which are billable to Federal health care programs.
Whether or not your organization interfaces with a Federal health care program, you will likely only need to
screen a small portion of your volunteers. This help topic shows you how to identify which volunteers need to be
screened. Once you've identified them, you can search for them on the OIG's website.
If you're not sure whether you need to screen any of your volunteers, it's best to check with your organization's
legal or HR department. Additionally, you have the option of seeking an advisory opinion from the OIG directly.
You can learn about submitting a request on their website.
The basic idea presented here will follow the recommended practices from the OIG, which you can find on pages
15-16 in the
Special Advisory Bulletin
. These steps will help you determine which Assignments will require the volunteers to be screened and mark
them. Then, create a Checklist item that applies to only the volunteers in those Assignments. Next, create a
monthly report [_______]
pg:0473 that lists those volunteers that need to be screened. You can use this information to
search for them on the OIG website. Finally, volunteers with no matches can have the Checklist item marked as
complete [_______]
pg:0144 .
If any matches are found in your search, you'll need to decide how best to handle this for your organization. If the
individual has already been performing services that are billable to a Federal health care program, you can opt to
disclose this yourself, and likely avoid most or all of the monetary penalties, using a self-disclosure protocol. You
may also want to reference the Special Advisory Bulletin for guidance.
How do I indicate that an Assignment requires screening?
To indicate that an Assignment will require volunteers to be screened, you can use a spare checkbox on the
Assignment tab. To get started:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select Field options.
3. Click Assignment tab.
4. Choose one of your available spare checkboxes.
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5. Enter a name of your choice (e.g. 'Requires OIG LEIE Check').

6. Select 'No' from the 'Hidden' dropdown list
7. Click the Save button
Next, you'll need to review the responsibilities associated with each of your Assignments to determine which
ones will require the volunteers to be screened. This will be a manual and internal process. For any Assignment
that you believe should require volunteers to be screened, take these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click the Assignment you would like.
3. Check the 'Requires OIG LEIE Check' checkbox.
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4. Click the Save button to save your change.
How do I create a Checklist item for volunteers who need to be screened?
To create this Checklist item:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select Checklist.
3. Click 'Create a new checklist item'.
4. Enter a name for the Checklist item (e.g. 'OIG LEIE Check').
5. Under "How often must volunteers complete this checklist item?" select 'Periodic' and configure it so that
volunteers must complete it every 30 days from the date it was last performed.
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6. Under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?", under "Those that have any assignment with" check the
'Requires OIG LEIE Check' checkbox.

7. Click the Save button to save your changes.
How do I find volunteers who need to be screened?
Now that you've identified the Assignments that will require volunteer screening, and you've configured the
Checklist item as shown above, you can quickly find the volunteers who need to be screened. One option would
be to use the Tickler [_______]
pg:0148 . But since our current goal is to generate an automatic report, we'll need to
create a Set instead. To do this:
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click the "Create a new Set" button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for your Set (e.g. 'OIG LEIE Check').
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" choose 'Their checklist' and then click the Go button.
5. Configure your Set rule to include volunteers if their 'OIG LEIE Check' checklist item is 'Due now' or 'Due in the
next 21 days'. (This will ensure that volunteers are checked at least once a month, even around short months
and even if they were checked outside of the normal schedule.)
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6. Click the Finished button.
Now, you can always view the volunteers that need to complete this item from the Volunteers page by loading
this Set [_______].
pg:0861 You can also configure a report to include just these volunteers [_______]
pg:0863 and to print
automatically [_______].
pg:0473
How do I configure an automatic report to run with these volunteers?
Now that you've created a Set to find the volunteers who need to be screened, you can create a report that lists
these volunteers and configure it to print automatically. In this case, we recommend using an Excel spreadsheet
report. This gives you the ability to include archived volunteers, if desired. But if you prefer, you can alternatively
use a Volunteer list report and print it in Excel format. To get started:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Select Excel spread sheet.
3. Click Create a new excel spread sheet report.
4. On the Options tab, you can choose how you would like the report to be sorted. You can also choose if you
would like to include archived records, non-archived records, or both.
5. On the Fields tab, you can choose which fields you would like on the report. Be sure to select the right
information here, so you'll be able to positively match volunteers with listings from the OIG website. We
recommend the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First name
Last name
Street 1
City
State
ZIP
Date of birth
SSN (if you track this)

6. On the Include tab, you can choose which volunteers you would like to include on the report. Under "Set"
select 'This set' and choose 'OIG LEIE Check'.
7. On the Save tab, type a name for the report.
8. Under "Would you like this spreadsheet to be created on an automatic schedule?" select the second option
and choose the day of the month you would like. Because the first and last days of the month are heavy with
automatic reports, you can help ensure that the report appears first thing in the morning by choosing a different
date, like the 5th or the 25th.

9. Click the Save and Print button.
10. Click Start printing, and the report will appear in you In Box shortly.
This report will be generated once now, and again on the regular schedule you selected. When the report
appears in your In Box, open it so you can view the information.
How do I screen these volunteers?
Now that you know which volunteers need to be screened, you'll need to perform the screening manually on the
OIG website:
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1. Visit http://exclusions.oig.hhs.gov/Default.aspx.
2. Here you can enter a single name or click "Search For Multiple Individuals" to enter up to 5 names at once.
Then click the Search button.

Keep in mind that there may be circumstanaces where a person's name might not match exactly what's on file
with the OIG. For example, if a volunteer has a hyphenated last name, you should search for both names
separately as well as together.
3. If no results are found, great! You can move on to the next volunteer on the list.
4. If some results are returned, click the last name or the 'Verify' link to view more detailed information about that
individual. This will help you to better determine if that person matches your volunteer. To make sure that this is
not a false-positive, enter the volunteer's Social Security Number and click 'Verify'.
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What should I do if a volunteer appears on the list?
First, carefully compare the information in your Volgistics report with the information on the OIG website as
described above. If you can, verify by entering the volunteer's Social Security Number.
If you have a positive match, determine if your organization has policies in place for handling this. If you don't
have any policies in place, we recommend working with your HR or legal team to come up with a good way to
handle these cases. We've got some ideas here, which should not be taken as legal advice.
If a volunteer appears on the list, and they have already performed service or provided items for which you have
billed a Federal health care program, it's best to notify your organization's legal or HR team. In addition, you will
likely want to follow the OIG's self-disclosure protocol. This is the best way to avoid liabilities. You may also want
to reference the Special Advisory Bulletin for guidance.
If a volunteer appears on the list, but they haven't performed any tasks or provided any items for which you have
billed a Federal health care program, you should still notify your organization's HR or legal team. But you may be
able to simply re-assign them to a different area, without going through the self-disclosure protocol or terminating
the volunteer.
In either case, if you need to report on what this volunteer was doing during their service, you can get this
information using a Volunteer Service Details (stock) [_______]
pg:0612 report. Or you can create a custom Service
details report [_______].
pg:0467
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Coordinators
Help topic 1111
Added or revised 03-23-2017
In addition to tracking volunteers and Assignments, Volgistics also includes features for tracking the people who
supervise or manage each Assignment, and tools these people can use to perform certain tasks without having
to be Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 themselves. Volgistics calls the people who supervise or manage
volunteers at the Assignment level Coordinators.
Coordinators are typically paid or volunteer staff with responsibility for coordinating or supervising volunteers in a
specific Assignment. Here are some examples:
• At an animal shelter, volunteer team leaders coordinate the schedules for all of the volunteers in each of the
shelter's Assignments. If a volunteer cannot serve as scheduled, they contact their team leader who handles
the scheduling of a substitute. In this example, these team leaders could be Volgistics Coordinators.
• In a hospital, a hospital employee in each department is given responsibility for supervising the volunteers
who serve in their department. In this example, these hospital staff could be Volgistics Coordinators.
• A Retired Senior Volunteer Program identifies a person at each different organization where their volunteers
serve as their contact at that organization. In this example, these contact people could be Volgistics
Coordinators.
• A human service agency appoints a chairperson for each volunteer Assignment. These chairpersons train and
coordinate the activities of the volunteers in their designated Assignment. In this example, these chairpersons
could be Volgistics Coordinators.
This help topic covers more about how to create and use Coordinator records in Volgistics. You can click on a
link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
The Coordinator Record
Connecting Coordinators and Assignments
What Coordinators Can Do
Communication for Coordinators

The Coordinator Record
As with volunteers, each Coordinator's information is stored in their own record. You get to your Coordinator
records by choosing Coordinators from the menu. To see Coordinators currently in your account, click on letter to
see Coordinators whose last names start with that letter. Or click the All link to see all Coordinators in your
account.
To start a new Coordinator record, click the New coordinator button. Enter at least a last and first name and
then click the Save button. You can return to the record later to add more information.
The following tabs make up the Coordinator record: Coordinator tab, Assignments tab, Volunteers tab, Schedule
tab and Vic tab. Each is explained below.
Coordinator tab
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The Coordinator tab contains Name, Address, and Email (or Email and Text) Preferences boxes. It is used to
store Coordinator contact information and track which types of messages they will receive.
Assignments tab
The Assignments tab lists the names of Assignments the Coordinator is responsible for managing or
coordinating. It includes an "Add" box to add new Assignments to the Coordinator's record.
Volunteers tab
The Volunteers tab in the Coordinator record lists all volunteers who have one or more of the Coordinator's
Assignments. A System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can view the list of only volunteers with the Role [_______]
pg:0103 of
"Assigned" in the Coordinator's Assignments, or volunteers with any Roles and Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 they specify.
From this tab, a System Operator can tag [_______]
pg:1538 a Coordinator's volunteers, send a mass message
[_______]
pg:0402 to all of them, or change their Roles in the Coordinator's Assignments. The Volunteers tab on the
Coordinator record works similarly to the Volunteers tab on an Assignment record. Help topic 2221 [_______]
pg:0131
has more information about the settings on this tab.
Schedule tab
The Schedule tab displays the schedule for volunteers assigned to the Coordinator's Assignments. A System
Operator can schedule a Coordinator's volunteers from this tab.
Vic tab
A Coordinator's Vic tab is where System Operators manage the Coordinator's access to VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 If a
Coordinator cannot currently access VicNet (for example, if their record lacks an email address or an
organization has prevented Coordinators from accessing VicNet on the VicNet Ground rules page [_______]),
pg:1447
this tab will display the reason. In addition, the Coordinator's VicNet password can be changed, or a password
link can be sent to the Coordinator from this tab. You can learn more about this tab in help topic 1076 [_______].
pg:1810

Note:
Service, including hours or any other service measures used by the organization, cannot be tracked for
Coordinators. If an organization wants to track a Coordinator's hours, they must create a separate volunteer
record for them (in addition to the Coordinator record). Help topic 1093 [_______]
pg:1653 explains how VicNet [_______]
pg:1724
works for individuals who are both a Coordinator and a volunteer.

Connecting Coordinators and Assignments
In Volgistics, Coordinators and volunteers are not assigned to one another directly--they are connected only
when they share the same Assignment(s).
Coordinators may have a single Assignment, multiple Assignments, or all of the Assignments at a given Site or
Place.
Take the following steps to add an Assignment, Site or Place to a Coordinator's Assignments tab:
1. Choose Coordinators from the menu.
2. Click the letter of the Coordinator's last name, or the All link at the top of the page.
3. Click on the name of the Coordinator for whom you would like to add an Assignment.
4. Go to their Assignments tab.
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5. Locate the Add box. In the Assignment dropdown field, select an individual Assignment name, or the name of
a Place or Site. If a Place or Site name is selected, the Coordinator will be associated with each Assignment (or
Place and Assignment) that falls under the chosen Place or Site, respectively.
6. In addition to the Assignment field, the Add box on the Assignments tab contains any Coordinator relationship
fields used by the organization. Enter any appropriate information into the fields present on the Add box.
7. Click the Save button.
Once an Assignment (or Site or Place) has been added to a Coordinator's Assignments tab, all volunteers who
have this Assignment (or any Assignment under this Site or Place) on their Service tab become this
Coordinator's volunteers. See help topic 2173 [_______]
pg:0103 to learn how to add volunteer Assignments and Roles.

What Coordinators Can Do
Since a Coordinator's role is typically more limited than the role of an organization's overall volunteer leader, it
usually is not necessary or desirable for an organization to make each of their Coordinators a System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 in Volgistics. It would often not be practical to train each Coordinator in the whole Volgistics system,
and it's often not desirable for these people to have as much access to Volgistics as a System Operator might.
Instead, Volgistics provides a way for Coordinators to access the system through the VicNet module [_______].
pg:1724
The VicNet module provides Coordinators with a simplified interface; access only to the volunteers who have the
Coordinator's Assignment (or Assignments); and features for performing the most common supervisory tasks
only (such as scheduling or updating contact information). Coordinators can access VicNet from any Internet
connected computer--in their office, home, or even on the road. All that is required is an Internet connection.
Help topic 1093 [_______]
pg:1653 has information on how VicNet will work if the person has a Coordinator and a
volunteer record in the system.
Unlike System Operators, the number of Coordinators you add does not affect your account's Service Level
[_______].
pg:0719 (Each Volgistics System Operator you add to your account after the first two increases your Service
Level; however, you can add as many Coordinators as you need without increasing your account's Service
Level). For this reason, Coordinators do not have access to all the same tools as System Operators.
One way to get an idea of what Coordinators can, and cannot, do is to watch the training videos designed to
show Coordinators how to use VicNet. You can find these videos here.
There are two different videos because accounts can setup Coordinator access differently depending on their
needs. The options for setting up VicNet for Coordinators are on the pages you access by selecting Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, and then expanding the VicNet link.

Communication for Coordinators
There is not a way for Coordinators to send messages to their volunteers, or to other Coordinators and System
Operators through the system. However, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can send email, Vic mail, and/or text
messages to a Coordinator's volunteers on behalf of the Coordinator. Help topic 2193 [_______]
pg:0402 shows how to
do this.
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can also send custom messages to a single Coordinator or to all Coordinators.
Messages can be sent by email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______]
pg:0315 or text message [_______].
pg:0343 In order to send text
messages, your account must enable text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 and the Coordinator must opt-in [_______]
pg:1948 to
receive text messages.
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Coordinators can also receive schedule reminder [_______]
pg:0791 messages to show them the coverage for upcoming
assignments. These can be sent by email or text depending on if the Coordinator has opted-in for texting and his
or her message preferences [_______].
pg:0381 You can find information on setting up daily schedule reminder
messages for Coordinators in help topic 2494 [_______].
pg:1403 For monthly reminders, please see help topic 2492
[_______].
pg:1400
Coordinators can also receive self-scheduling [_______]
pg:1494 alerts to let them know when a volunteer has added
and/or removed themselves from the schedule for an assignment. To set this up, go to the Rules tab of the
Coordinator's assignment(s). You can find more information on this here [_______].

How to Handle Individuals Who are Both a Coordinator and a Volunteer
Help topic 1115
Added or revised 11-30-2007
Coordinators are sometimes paid staff or other non-volunteers, however the people who serve as coordinators
may themselves by volunteers. When an individual performs both coordinator and volunteer duties, organizations
often want to track the person's volunteer hours. Coordinator records [_______]
pg:0163 are designed differently from
volunteer records. There is not a way to track a coordinator's service in the coordinator record. Therefore, both a
volunteer record and a coordinator record should be created for this type of individual.

How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Coordinators
Help topic 1230
Added or revised 03-10-2017
This help topic is intended to help Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 better understand how to use the VicNet module.
If you prefer a video tutorial format instead of the written help topic, the following videos explain more about how
to use VicNet. Each video shows a different way an organization may have VicNet setup. Choose the video that
matches your organization's VicNet setup the closest.
The VicNet module is a tool the organization you work with may use. You access the VicNet module over the
Internet and you can use it to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View the schedule for the assignment(s) you oversee
Manage and update the schedule for the assignment(s) you oversee (if your organization allows)
View information related to the volunteers you oversee
Enter and update information related to the volunteers you oversee (if your organization allows)
Receive news and messages from the volunteer office
Change your VicNet password
Opt-in or out of text messaging and update your message preferences

Each organization sets up VicNet according to what works best for their needs--so you may not be able to do
everything listed above. This will depend on how your organization opted to use the features.
This guide shows the desktop view of VicNet. If you are accessing VicNet on a mobile device, the view of what
you see will be different. However, the same basic functionality is available.
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You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section in the help topic.
Contents
Logging into VicNet
Navigating VicNet
Home Tab
Mail Tab
Volunteers Tab
My Schedule Tab
Account Tab
Logging into VicNet
In most cases, you get to your organization's VicNet login page through the organization's website. An
organization may choose to send you a URL address that you can use to login, but most of the time there will be
a link to the VicNet login page somewhere on the organization's website. It may be a simple text link like this:

Or, it may be a graphic link like this:

Your organization should provide you with directions on how to locate the webpage you will need to use to login.
When you click on the link (or go to the URL address your organization provides you with) you will see a login
page similar to this one:
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Enter the email address your organization has on file for you in the Login name field. If you do not know this
email address, you will need to contact your organization for assistance.
Enter your password in the Password field and then press the Go button.
In most cases, you will receive a link to set your password in an email message from your organization. You
follow the link to create the password you will use to login with. In other cases, your organization may have set a
temporary password for your record and let you know the temporary password.
In addition to your Coordinator record, you may also have a volunteer record at the organization you work with.
Please keep in mind that these are two separate records. You will use the volunteer record to do things such as
update your own information, look at your schedule, and enter service information. Whereas the Coordinator
record will be used for things such as viewing information for volunteers who work in the assignment(s) you
oversee, or seeing the entire schedule for the assignment(s) you oversee. When you have a volunteer and a
Coordinator record, your login experience will vary depending on the email and password associated with each
record.
• If your volunteer record and Coordinator record use different email addresses, you will be taken to one
account or the other depending on which email address you entered.
• If your volunteer record and Coordinator record use the same email address, but have different passwords,
you will be taken to one account or the other depending on which password you entered.
• If your volunteer record and Coordinator record use the same email address, and the exact same password,
you will see a screen when you login prompting you to select which record you'd like to go to.
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If you forget your password, or are not able to locate any password information from your organization, click the
Forget your password? link that appears on the login screen. As long as the email address you enter matches
the address on your Coordinator record, this will send an email message with a password link to you. You can
follow this link to set a password to login with. Please note that the password link only remains active for 24
hours. If you click on the link but it has expired, just click the Forget your password? link again to have a
new link sent.
You can find more information on how to use the Forget your password? link here [_______].
pg:1975

Navigating VicNet
All tabs in VicNet are highly customizable by individual organizations. Therefore, it is difficult to say exactly what
type of content will be displayed on the various tabs, or even if a tab will be visible to you at all. The following
information explains the basic purpose of each tab that can be displayed and provides visual examples of how
the tab might look. Your view in VicNet may be different depending on how your organization has setup their
VicNet module.
The Home tab
The first tab displayed when you login is the Home tab. The following image is an example of what a VicNet
Home tab might look like:
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The Home tab is shared between volunteer and Coordinator records so there may be information on it that is
more for volunteers than Coordinators. One useful thing to note if you are a person who has both a volunteer and
Coordinator record is that you can easily verify which record you're signed-in as by checking the wording at the
top. If the message has Coordinator in it, you're signed-in with your Coordinator record. If the message has
volunteer in it, you're signed-in with your volunteer record.

From the Home tab, you can access any of the other available tabs, or click on any buttons or links your
organization has chosen to include.
The Mail tab
The Mail tab in VicNet is where you can see messages (called Vic Mail) sent to you from the leaders of your
organization. You may also receive messages by email or by text (if you're opted in to receive text messages).
New Vic Mail messages appear on top, and a list of read messages appears on the bottom. To read a message,
click on the Subject of the message.
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Here is an example of what a VicNet Mail tab might look like:

Volunteers tab
The Volunteers tab will list the volunteers who have a Role [_______]
pg:0103 in an assignment that you oversee. Your
organization's administrator(s) selects what Status(es) [_______]
pg:1832 and Roles a volunteer must have in order to
appear on your list. If volunteers do not show on your list, and you feel they should, you will need to contact an
administrator at the organization you serve with so she can compare the account's settings with the volunteer's
record.
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If your organization allows, you can also view, and possibly enter or update, additional information for volunteers.
If you're allowed to do this, you can click on a volunteer's name to see more information:

This will bring you to a page where you can see whatever additional information about the volunteer the
organization selected for you to see. If you are not allowed to enter or update the field, it will be set to read only.
If you are allowed to enter or update the field, you will be able to make changes, and click the Save button to
keep your changes.
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When you're done, click the Return to volunteers link to go back to the page that lists all of your volunteers.

My Schedule tab
Your My Schedule tab will show the combined schedules for all of the assignments that you oversee. In most
cases the current month is displayed by default, but in some cases (such as a special event) the calendar may
be set to default to a different month.
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You can select a date on the calendar to see more information about that day's schedule.
Your organization may select to include schedule icons on the schedule. If so, here is what they mean:
• An empty box indicates shift opening slots where volunteers are needed. In the picture below, these are the
Special Projects open slots.
• A figure inside of a box indicates an individual volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening slot. In the picture
below, volunteer Olympia Egan, who is filling the shift for the Floor 3 Reception Desk assignment, is an
example of this.
• A group of figures inside of a box indicates the slot is filled by a group member. In the picture below, the
Grand Valley State University Student Union group members filling the shifts for the Special Projects
assignment is an example of this.
• A figure without a box around it indicates a volunteer placed on the schedule without filling an open shift. In
the picture below, volunteer Mina Melanson who is on the schedule for the Special Projects assignment is an
example of this.
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If your organization allows you to change the schedule, there will be a Change link by the schedule entry for
volunteers who are already on the schedule, or by unfilled opening slots where volunteers are still needed. Click
the link to update the schedule entry, or add a volunteer to an unfilled opening space.

You can only add volunteers to the schedule for unfilled opening slots (the empty box icon). Volunteers who are
on the schedule without filling an opening slot (the icon of the figure without a box around it) have either
scheduled themselves, or been placed on the schedule by an operator in the main account. You can update the
schedule entry for these volunteers, but you cannot place them on the schedule initially.
When you place a volunteer on the schedule as filling an opening slot, you will only be able to put her on for a
single date to start.
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If you wish to make the volunteer a regular volunteer (one who serves in a repeating pattern such as every
Monday, or every other Friday), you will need to return to the date you placed the volunteer on the schedule and
click the Change link again.
In addition to placing the volunteer on the schedule on a regular basis, you can also click the Change link by
volunteers who are scheduled to change the volunteer's scheduled times, schedule a substitute for the volunteer,
remove the volunteer from the schedule, or add a note to the volunteer's schedule entry.

Please Note:
When placing a volunteer on the schedule in a repeating pattern, we recommend reviewing the upcoming
schedule to make sure no one is scheduled. For example, if you're placing the volunteer on the schedule for
every Friday, look at the schedule for a few upcoming Fridays to make sure there is an unfilled opening slot
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available for the shift you're scheduling the volunteer for.
The Account tab
The Account tab is where you will go to set a permanent password, change your permanent password, opt-in or
out of text messaging, and change your message preferences. If you sign-in with a temporary password, you will
be directed to the Account tab before you can access the other tabs.
If you do not have a password, or have forgotten it, you can have a link sent to you so you can create a
password. You can learn more about how this works here [_______].
pg:1975
If the organization you work with has enabled text messaging, you will also see a section on the Account tab for
text messaging. You can use this section to opt-in to text messaging, opt-out of text messaging, or change the
types of messages you receive by text. You can find information on how to do these things here [_______].
pg:1948
An example of how the Account tab may look is shown below:

If you prefer a video tutorial format instead of the written help topic, the following videos explain more about how
to use VicNet. Each video shows a different way an organization may have VicNet setup. Choose the video that
matches your organization's VicNet setup the closest.
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Volgistics System Requirements
Help topic 1012
Added or revised 12-06-2016
You can use Volgistics from any PC or Mac, anywhere, as long as it has an Internet connection and any popular
web browser, including Internet Explorer, Microsoft Edge, Firefox, Safari, and Chrome.
Rather than installing software on your computer, you use the Volgistics system over the Internet through your
web browser. Volgistics operates from a centrally located, secure [_______]
pg:0181 data center. You don't need to worry
about installing or maintaining any software, or losing valuable data due to computer error--your data is backed
up for you, continually. New features are added automatically so you never have to purchase or install software
upgrades.
Internet Connection
You can use Volgistics from computers with any kind of Internet connection, including dial-up, wireless, and
broadband connections. If you plan to use Volgistics regularly from a particular location (such as your office), a
broadband or high-speed connection such as DSL, cable modem, or T1 is recommended for that computer (if
your connection to the Internet fails, you would need to restore the connection or move to a computer that has an
Internet connection available in order to access Volgistics).
Browsers
You can use Volgistics through any of these web browsers. Because web browsers are continually updated to
address security vulnerabilities, we recommend using the latest version of the browser whenever possible. At the
very least, the web browser in use must be a supported version.

Internet Explorer
Internet Explorer comes with Microsoft Windows operating systems. You can freely download Internet Explorer
from the Microsoft website. In order to launch the optional VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module in kiosk mode on a
computer with a touchscreen monitor, you will need to use either Internet Explorer or Google Chrome.

Microsoft Edge
Microsoft Edge is the default browser for the Windows 10 operating system. You can learn more about the Edge
browser on Microsoft's website.
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Firefox
Firefox is a web browser from Mozilla. It is freely available download at the Mozilla website.

Safari
Mac users can use Volgistics with Apple's Safari browser. Safari requires an up-to-date version of Mac OS X,
and is freely available from Apple.

Chrome
Users can use Volgistics with Google's Chrome browser. Chrome is freely available from
Google. In order to launch the optional VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module in kiosk mode on a computer with a
touchscreen monitor, you will need to use either Google Chrome or Internet Explorer.
Viewing Reports in Volgistics
In order to view PDF [_______]
pg:0449 reports you print from Volgistics, you'll need Adobe Reader or another program
capable of opening PDF files. You can download Adobe Reader from the Adobe web site for free.
JavaScript
Browsers where you'll use Volgistics must permit JavaScript from web pages at www.volgistics.com. Help Topic
2277 [_______]
pg:1617 explains how to enable JavaScript.
Cookies
Volgistics does not require cookies unless you would like computers to remember your account number and
login name for the Login page.

How reliable is Volgistics?
Help topic 1013
Added or revised 06-20-2013
Your ability to access your volunteer information as often as you choose, 24 hours a day, is one of the top
priorities at Volgistics. Here are some of the ways we protect your information.
Redundancy
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Volgistics is powered by a server farm with no single-point-of-failure. Should one component fail, others take
over automatically. Critical components contain redundant power supplies and disk arrays. Dual high-speed data
connections from separate Internet backbone providers connect the Volgistics data center to the Internet,
ensuring operation even if one provider's network fails. In addition, a remote secure stand-by system is ready to
go if it's needed. Automatic emergency power systems ensure uninterrupted service during commercial power
failures.
24/7 Monitoring
Volgistics monitors system performance around the clock. Volgistics engineers see key network and system
conditions as they occur, enabling a prompt response should any system adjustments be required.
Data backup
Volgistics protects your data through a series of backup procedures without disrupting system operation. These
include daily full system backups, and data transfers to the remote stand-by system.
Disaster planning
A Volgistics disaster response plan is in place for handling possible eventualities that range from the loss of the
primary data center, to spikes in demand that might occur following a national emergency.
Scheduled maintenance
System maintenance which prevents you from accessing the system is required infrequently. When maintenance
is necessary, it is performed during periods of low demand and announced in advance on the Volgistics site.

You can learn more about Volgistics reliability in the Volgistics Service Agreement PDF file.

How secure is Volgistics?
Help topic 1014
Added or revised 04-21-2015
Security and privacy of customer data is Volgistics' number one priority. Volgistics incorporates the same
mission-critical security and privacy protections as those used by online banking services.
Volgistics uses a layered approach to security, and follows industry standard best practices at each level.
Security begins with the physical security of the Volgistics data center, continues to network security, and ends
with the protection of the data itself.
Physical security
The Volgistics system is operated exclusively by Volgistics from a secure data center. The data center is located
in the central United States. It provides the physical environment necessary to keep data and equipment secure
24 hours a day, including 24x7 secured access, security alarms, video surveillance, smoke and fire detection,
and fire suppression systems. Authorized Volgistics employees are the only people who have access to the
Volgistics system.
Network security
Volgistics strictly safeguards customer data and transactions while they are in transit. The Volgistics network
uses 256-bit secured-socket layer (SSL) data encryption. This is the same level of encryption used in online
banking.
With SSL, all of your volunteer information is encrypted - or scrambled - as it travels back and forth between your
computer and the Volgistics datacenter. Even if someone were able to intercept the information as it traveled
over the Internet, it would be meaningless to them in this encrypted form. This is a higher level of security than
that used internally on most corporate networks.
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Volgistics' SSL-based network security is supplemented by a DigiCert Server ID, also known as a "digital
certificate." The certificate verifies that all data claimed to have originated from the Volgistics web site did, in fact,
originate from that web site, and that it has not been tampered with along the way. A digital certificate is the
industry standard, and can be neither forged nor decoded with current or foreseeable technology.
The Volgistics data center also uses Cisco secure firewalls to prevent unauthorized access to Volgistics
applications and data.
Data security
Designed expressly for secure Internet operations, the Volgistics database itself includes advanced security,
data integrity, and encryption protections. Volgistics data never leaves the control of Volgistics. Backup data is
encrypted for additional protection.
Data stored in Volgistics is the sole property of Volgistics customers. Customers define and control their own
login credentials. Only the people you authorize have access to your data. Once you authorize a user to access
the Volgistics system, user-specific permissions that you set determine which functions and data are available to
them. Volgistics uses strict session management. Sessions expire automatically after a period of inactivity.
Volgistics also protects your data with a strict privacy policy, available in Help Topic 1015 [_______].
pg:0182

You can learn more about Volgistics security in the Volgistics Service Agreement PDF file.

The Volgistics Privacy Policy
Help topic 1015
Added or revised 06-21-2013
Your privacy is very important to us, and we carefully protect your information and the privacy of the information
you manage through Volgistics. This privacy policy explains what information we collect, how we use it, and the
measures we take to protect it. If, after reviewing this policy, you have additional questions, please contact the
Volgistics team through your Volgistics Mailbox [_______],
pg:1902 or select Support from the menu at
www.volgistics.com.
What information we collect and how we use it
In order to use Volgistics we ask you to provide your name, title, phone number, email address, and the name
and address of your organization. We collect this information when you initially sign-up for a free Volgistics trial
account [_______].
pg:0224 If you choose to turn your trial account into a paid Volgistics account, we also ask for the
email address of the person responsible for your account's payment arrangements, your payment information,
and your billing address.
We use this information as the basis for identifying you as the owner of the data you track in the system. We use
your payment information to process your payment of service fees, and we use your billing contact's email
address if we need assistance processing a payment. We may use your email address, or the email address of
others you setup as Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 to communicate with you about the status of your
Volgistics account.
We do not sell, rent, or otherwise provide information about you or your organization to others for any reason.
This includes personal information (such as your name, address, or email address), and the name and address
of your organization.
From time to time we may release collective statistics about the Volgistics system, such as the average number
of volunteers organizations track, or the percentage of Volgistics customers who fall into general organization
classifications. These aggregate statistics never reveal information identifiable as that of an individual customer.
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Who can access your information
Only people you setup as System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 in your Volgistics account, and who you give access to
Setup [_______]
pg:0887 can view or change your organization information. You view or change your organization
information under "Account Management" in the Setup area.
Once you initially enter payment information for your account, no one can see your complete credit card or bank
account number in Volgistics. Volgistics displays only the last four digits of these numbers, and only where it is
necessary for you to identify the card or account used to pay for your service.
What happens to your information if you close your account
We will continue to protect your information under the terms of this Privacy Policy even if you close your
Volgistics account. If you close your Volgistics account we delete your account information from our system
within 30 days.
About the information you store in your Volgistics database
Your database includes all of the volunteer, coordinator, and assignment information you enter in your account,
as well as all records related to those, including service records, history records, and contact records.
The information you store in your database belongs solely to you, and Volgistics carefully safeguards the privacy
and security of this data. Volgistics never discloses the content of your database to anyone. Volgistics uses
procedural and technical safeguards to protect your database against loss or theft, as well as unauthorized
access. These safeguards include encryption, firewalls and Secure Socket Layers (SSL). All data is stored in a
secure data center wholly owned and operated by Volgistics. Volgistics uses many different security techniques
to protect your data from unauthorized access by both internal and external users. However, it must be
recognized that "perfect security" does not exist on the Internet.
Who can access the information you store in your Volgistics database
Access to the information you store in your database is carefully controlled through a three part credentialing
system. This includes an account number, login name, and password. People you allow to access the system by
giving them credentials are known as System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . Only people you authorize as System
Operators have online access to your database.
The person who initially signs-up for your trial account chooses a login name and password at the time they
sign-up, becoming your organization's first System Operator. Thereafter, that individual may create additional
System Operators for your account, and authorize others to use the system by providing them with System
Operator credentials. You can see who the current System Operators are for your account at any time under
"System Operators" in the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 area.
Only System Operators in your organization you designate as Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 can create
System Operator credentials for your account. Volgistics employees cannot access your account passwords, nor
change or create new passwords for your account.
You are responsible for all actions taken with your Volgistics System Operator credentials. Give System Operator
credentials only to those you wish to have access to your database. If you know or suspect that a System
Operator's credentials have been compromised, you should disable that operator's access to the system
immediately under "System Operators" in the Setup area. Help topic 1020 [_______]
pg:0024 explains how to do this
under the "Prevent Access for the System Operator" heading.
What can Volgistics access?
The content of your database is not generally available to Volgistics employees. In the course of managing
database and file system components, authorized Volgistics employees may occasionally work with raw data file
content. In these cases, information is generally seen only in an aggregate form.
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Volgistics employees may access the Event Log [_______]
pg:0028 for your account for the purpose of answering your
support inquiries or assisting you with system operation issues. This log contains a record of system setting
changes, system errors, and related system events, but does not provide access to your Volgistics database.
You can view the Event Log for your account under "Account management" in the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 area.
All Volgistics staff work under strict confidentiality agreements and this Privacy Policy.
Changes to this policy
We may amend this Privacy Policy from time to time by posting the amended terms on the Volgistics web site,
and posting a notice of the change on the Welcome screen you view when you access your account. All
amended terms shall automatically be effective once posted.
Printable Version
The Volgistics Privacy Policy is available in a printable form in the Volgistics Service Agreement PDF file.

Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries
Help topic 1027
Added or revised 06-10-2016
If you have a trial or a paid Volgistics account, we recommend that all help inquiries be sent from the Help E-mail
tab of your Volgistics Mailbox instead of by selecting Support from the menu at the top of the page at
www.volgistics.com.
There are four reasons we recommend this.

• The questions and responses will all be stored in one place so you have a quick, handy reference if you have
• the same question again or you are training a newSystem Operator [_______]
pg:0065 .
• The Volgistics Support Team can respond to your inquiries quicker and more accurately because the inquiries
you submit will be linked to your Volgistics account.
• You can include additional resources such as a report you have a question about or a screenshot of what you
are seeing.
• You can create follow-ups so that all the inquiries in a chain are connected. This can be helpful to the Support
Team because we will be able to see the previous inquiry so information will not need to be repeated.
Other people from your organization who have access to your Volgistics account can see your inquiries and the
responses to them in case they have a similar question. However, no one from outside of your organization, such
as volunteers and people in other organizations, can see them.
The Volgistics Support Team is available to answer your questions weekdays from 8 am to 9 pm Eastern. On
Saturday, we are available from 11 am to 4 pm. Additionally, a support team member will log in at least once
Saturday evening and three times throughout the day on Sunday. The typical response time during support
hours is between 10 and 15 minutes. When you submit your question after support hours, the team will answer it
the next time support resumes.
You can go directly to a section of this help topic by clicking a link in the Contents box below.
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Contents
Send a New Help Inquiry
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Report Attached
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Screenshot or Other File Attached
Send a Follow-up Help Inquiry
Receive Responses to Help Inquires
How to Make a Screenshot
Send a New Help Inquiry
Take the following steps to get to the New Help Inquiry window:
1. Choose Mailbox from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the Send an inquiry button.
Use the New Help Inquiry window fields to prepare your help inquiry.
Posted By
The name associated with the login name you used to access the Volgistics system appears here.
This is about
Choose the entry that best describes the kind of inquiry you are making.
Subject
Enter a few words to summarize your inquiry (for example "Printing mailing labels," or "Renewing my account").
Please note that this field is limited to 40 characters so any information beyond this limit will not appear on your
inquiry.
Message
Enter your question(s) here.
If you are writing about an error message you received, be sure to include the exact wording of the message and
the error number (if one was provided).
Send or Cancel
Click Send to send your inquiry, or Cancel to continue without saving or posting an inquiry.
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Report Attached
If your inquiry is about a stock [_______]
pg:0595 or custom [_______]
pg:0467 report you have created, it is often useful to send
a copy of the report to the team so they can refer to it when answering your question.
In order for us to see the report you must keep it on the In Box [_______]
pg:1917 of your Volgistics mailbox. If you delete
the report, we will not be able to see it.
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Here are the steps to send a report along with your help inquiry:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the Send a report inquiry button at the bottom of the page.

4. Select the report your question is about from the list. If the report does not appear on the list, click the link
behind "If your inquiry is not about a specific report."
Use the window fields to prepare your help inquiry. If you need assistance for what a field is used for, you can
find details in the Send a New Help Inquiry section above.
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Screenshot or Other File Attached
If your inquiry is about a problem you're seeing, and you feel it will be helpful for us to see your screen, you can
send a screenshot showing what you see. If you need help making a screenshot, see the How to Make a
Screenshot section below.
You are not limited to just sending screenshots, any file you feel will be helpful for us to see can be included as
long as it is in one of the accepted formats: .doc, .docx, .gif, .jpg, .pdf, .png, .xls, or .xlsx. The file that you send
needs to be stored locally on your computer or network, or on a storage device such as a flash drive.
To send us a file to view, follow the steps in the Send a New Help Inquiry section above. Before you click the
Send button, click the Choose file or Browse button at the bottom:
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Locate the file you'd like to send, click on it, and then click the Open button.
Click the Send button to finish sending us the inquiry.
Send a Follow-up Help Inquiry
When you have an additional question, or more information, about a help inquiry that was sent previously you
should link the inquiries together. This will help the Volgistics Support Team know your inquiry is related to a
previous question and save you from needing to re-enter information. You can find more information on viewing
responses to your inquiries in the Receive Responses to Help Inquires section below.
Take the following steps to link a follow-up inquiry to a previous inquiry:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the link to the help inquiry in the Subject column.
4. Click the Post a follow-up button.
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Use the window fields to prepare your help inquiry. If you need assistance for what a field is used for, you can
find details in the Send a New Help Inquiry section above.
Receive Responses to Help Inquiries
If you are working in your Volgistics account when a response is sent, and you are the operator who sent the
inquiry, the answer will appear in a separate browser window when you select a new item from the menu
[_______].
pg:0215
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If you are not working in your Volgistics account when a response is sent, we post a notice and link on your
Volgistics Welcome page to let you know. Click the Open link to be taken to the Help E-mail tab of your Volgistics
Mailbox.

All help responses are collected on the Help E-mail of your Volgistics mailbox also. You can go there to read new
responses, or review old responses. To do this:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
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2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the link to the help inquiry in the Subject column.
Unread help responses will appear in bold print and show as New in the Reply column.

If you need to clean-up the list of inquiries and responses, you can archive items that are no longer needed. Help
topic 2231 [_______]
pg:0066 explains how to do this.
How to Make a Screenshot
Taking a screenshot is something that is done outside of the Volgistics system so how to do it will vary
depending on what resources you have available. Below are some outside resources that may help you, but if
you need additional assistance you will need to find this on your own. For instance, by doing an Internet search
or asking a colleague.
If you have Microsoft Windows, the fastest way to capture a screenshot is with the Snipping Tool. You can find
information on this feature on Microsoft's website here.
If you do not have Windows, or cannot use the Snipping Tool, there is an additional resource here. Just click on
the tab at the top to go to the instructions for your operating system.
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Using Volgistics for Special Events
Help topic 1155
Added or revised 04-20-2016
Many Volgistics customers intend to use the system on an ongoing basis, for Assignments that occur daily,
weekly, monthly or with another recurring frequency. Still other customers choose to use Volgistics to aid in
volunteer recruitment, tracking and coordination for special events. This help topic provides guidance for special
event volunteer managers to help them consider in advance how Volgistics will work best for their event.
IMPORTANT!

If you're planning to use Volgistics on an ongoing basis, we recommend proceeding to the next help topic and
skipping this help topic.
The other help topics have more information on how to setup Volgistics for maximum benefit if you will have an
ongoing account. To skip this help topic and continue on, click the
pg:2020
Next arrow at the top or bottom of the help topic. You can also go to help topic 2323 [_______].
If you are using Volgistics for a special event, this help topic may complete your account setup sufficiently. In this
case, you may not need to continue with the setup help topics. Although you may want to review them after you
have things setup to see if you might benefit from using any of the other setup features and options. To view the
other setup help topics, click the
Next arrow at the top or bottom of the help topic. To skip to the help topics on using Volgistics, go to help topic
2023 [_______].
pg:1982
To begin, there are a couple of important things to remember when planning your special event with Volgistics:
1. Start early. Volgistics can be used to its greatest potential when you devote sufficient time to organizing and
planning the system's role in your event before actually implementing the system. You might even choose to do a
trial run of a "test" event with Volgistics before you plan to use the system for an actual event.
2. Use only what you need. While Volgistics contains an abundance of features, it is unlikely that you will need
to use every single one, particularly when running special events. Do not feel as though you must utilize every
field or feature as you prepare for your event.
How to get started with Volgistics for a special event
When getting started with Volgistics for a one-time event, there are several steps you should take:
1. Create Assignments
2. Create schedule openings
3. Add volunteer records
4. Assign volunteers to Assignments
5. Schedule volunteers
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1. Create Assignments
The first thing to consider is what you will need volunteers to do, and where they will need to do it. At this point,
knowing exactly which dates, times, or number of volunteers you will need in each job is not necessary. You
should prepare a list of the tasks volunteers will complete for your event, organize this information into the
Site/Place/Assignment schema [_______]
pg:0096 of Volgistics and then add the Assignments [_______]
pg:0106 to your
database.
2. Create schedule openings
Once you have created the Assignments volunteers will serve in, think about
when
service in those Assignments will be performed. If you can come up with the shifts (called schedule openings in
Volgistics) when your Assignments will require volunteer service, it is best to do so as early as possible. Follow
the procedure to create a schedule opening [_______]
pg:0776 for each shift you will need in each of your Assignments
over the period of your event.
3. Add volunteer records
Now that you know which volunteer Assignments your special event will include and when volunteers are needed
to serve in those Assignments, it is time to add volunteer records to the system. Volunteer records can get into
Volgistics by manual data entry [_______],
pg:1877 through online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 submitted by
prospective volunteers, or by data conversion from another database. Adding volunteer records manually is not
difficult, but online application forms can make the process of adding volunteer records even easier for Volgistics
system operators. Help topic 1053 [_______]
pg:1334 provides detailed instructions on how to setup an online application
form in Volgistics.
For special event volunteers in particular, it is a good idea to include schedule fields [_______]
pg:1343 on application
forms so that applicants can indicate their schedule preferences. Using schedule preferences [_______]
pg:0773
expedites the process of getting new volunteers onto your special event schedule by allowing applicants to
choose the specific shifts they would like to serve in at the same time they apply. Collecting schedule
preferences on the application form will not cause applicants to automatically be scheduled for their preferred
shifts; the system operators can view schedule preferences and retain control of actually scheduling the
volunteers.
Note that if you have not yet created schedule openings, there will not be any openings for volunteers to fill, so
they will not be able to indicate schedule preferences on the application. In this case applicants can indicate
Assignment preferences if you have customized a preference field [_______]
pg:1011 for this purpose.
With the schedule preference and Assignment preference approaches there is not a way for an applicant to later
come back to your website and make changes to their preferences. If they need to make a change later they
would have to contact you with their change, and you would make the adjustment from within Volgistics. To
involve volunteers with scheduling after their application has been received, you would use VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 as
explained later in this help topic. When volunteers are allowed to self-schedule with VicNet, their selections are
added directly to the actual schedule without requiring system operator approval.
4. Assign volunteers to Assignments
The next step is to assign volunteers to the Assignment(s) in which they will serve. You will need to add a
volunteer's Assignment and role [_______]
pg:0103 to their record. In addition to adding Assignments to individual
volunteer records, you can use the Tags [_______]
pg:1999 feature to add an Assignment to multiple records at once.
5. Schedule volunteers
If you have used the schedule preferences feature described in step 3 above, scheduling volunteers is easy.
Simply locate the raised hand icon(s) indicating schedule preferences and click the "Add to schedule" link, as
described here [_______].
pg:0773
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If you are not using schedule preferences but you are ready to fill a schedule opening with a particular volunteer,
you can do so like this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the name of the Assignment in which you want to schedule a volunteer.
3. Click on the Assignment's Schedule tab.
4. Choose the date on which you want to add a volunteer to the schedule, and click the Go button.
5. Openings are listed at the top of the page. Click the orange "Fill" link.
6. In the "Fill an opening" box, select the volunteer's name from the drop down list and click Save.
The volunteer is now scheduled to serve in that Assignment during the time specified by the opening.
If you want volunteers to schedule themselves [_______],
pg:1494 the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module permits them to
do so. In order for volunteers to log into VicNet, they will need a login name and password [_______].
pg:1699 Their email
address becomes their VicNet login name.
If you're using an online application form [_______],
pg:0413 you can add the password field to the application form and
ask the applicant to choose their own password. This saves you from having to send out password links by
email, and the applicant is more likely to remember their password because they selected it themselves.
Alternatively, you can send volunteers a link they can use to establish their permanent password. Help topic
2233 [_______]
pg:2013 shows how to do this for a group of volunteers at once. If you decide to use VicNet for your
special event, there are several ways to introduce volunteers to VicNet [_______].
pg:1925
Related help
Help Topic 1206 [_______]
pg:0707 - Can I make my account for an annual special event dormant?

Assigning Volunteers to an Assignment
Help topic 1185
Added or revised 10-03-2016
Once you have created an Assignment record [_______]
pg:0106 for the job or task the volunteer will be performing,
volunteers can be assigned to that Assignment. Volgistics uses
Roles
to show a volunteer's relationship to an Assignment so assigning a volunteer to an Assignment is really just
giving the volunteer a Role of
Assigned
in that Assignment. Organizations often choose to assign a volunteer to an Assignment when the volunteer has
been placed in that Assignment; is qualified to serve in the Assignment; and/or will be scheduled to perform
service in that Assignment in the future. Other default Roles in the system include
Preference, Trainee, Former, and Substitute. You can learn more about how each Role is generally used in help
topic 2173 [_______]
pg:0103 .
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Keep in mind that a volunteer can be said to "have" an Assignment without being on the schedule for that
Assignment. Giving a volunteer a Role in an Assignment is not the same as scheduling [_______]
pg:0746 her in an
Assignment. When a volunteer is scheduled in an Assignment, the schedule entry is listed on the Schedule tab
of the volunteer's record. When a volunteer has a Role in an Assignment (such as Assigned), the Assignment
appears on the volunteer's Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 , and it can also appear in other areas such as on the
volunteer's Home tab [_______]
pg:1486 in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724
There are three ways that volunteers can be given a Role of Assigned in an Assignment.
• A manual entry by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 on an individual volunteer's Service tab.
• A System Operator using the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature to give the Role to multiple volunteers at once.
• The Automatic Assignment Tracking feature
Add an Assignment on the Volunteer's Service Tab
To manually enter an Assignment for a volunteer, along with their Role in the Assignment:
1. Choose Volunteers from the

menu [_______].
pg:0215

2. Locate the volunteer for whom you want to record an Assignment.
different ways you can do this.

Help topic 2023 [_______]
pg:1982 shows the

3. Click the Service tab.
4. Use the Add box that appears inside the Assignments box to select the Assignment and Role (see the picture
below). The From and To date fields are optional. If you want to keep a record of when a volunteer was assigned
to an Assignment, enter the appropriate date in the From field. If you do not see the From or To fields, see the
call out box below.
5. Click the Save button to save the volunteer's Role in the Assignment.
This is an example of the Assignment box on the Service tab for a volunteer:

Looking at the Role column in this example we can see that the volunteer has an Assigned Role in the Greeters
Assignment. She also has a Role of Substitute in the same Assignment, which generally means she's available
to fill in when needed. As you can see, a volunteer can have more than one Role in the same Assignment.
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We can also see that the volunteer has a Role of Former in the Advisory Council Assignment. The Former Role
is generally used to show that a volunteer used to serve in the Assignment. The To and From dates for the Role
indicate she had a Role in the Assignment from May 2014 to July 2016.

PLEASE NOTE!
The
To
and
From
dates mentioned above are only indicators of when the Role was given in the Assignment. These are not the
same as service entry [_______]
pg:1581 dates or schedule entry [_______]
pg:0746 dates.
If you have enabled the volunteer and assignment matching [_______]
pg:0899 features, you'll also see an Include
matched assignments button. If you click this button, it will help you find other assignments that the volunteer is
qualified to serve in.

Adding Fields to the Assignments Box

If your Assignments box doesn't have all the fields that appear in the example, you can add them by:
pg:0887 from the
1. Select Setup [_______]
menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Service tab.
4. Under the Assignment box heading, select the field you want to have shown.
5. Select No from the Hidden dropdown list.
6. Be sure the Include as a grid column box is checked.
7. Click the Save button.
Add an Assignment for Multiple Volunteers with the Tags Feature
You can add a Role in an Assignment to multiple volunteers at once with the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature. To do this:
1. Select Tags from the menu.
2. Click the Clear all tags button to make sure no records are currently tagged for your session. If the button is
disabled, there are no records currently tagged.
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3. Tag the volunteer records that you want to give a Role in the Assignment to. You can find assistance with how
to do this in help topic 2139 [_______].
pg:1538
4. Select Tags from the menu.
5. Select the Assignment, Role, and other information in the Add this Assignment to all of the tagged volunteer
records section.
6. Click the Go button.
After the system completes the command, the Service tab of the tagged records will show the Assignment and
Role in the Assignment box.
Let the System Automatically Give a Role of Assigned
To turn on Automatic Assignment Tracking, follow these steps:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Assignment tracking link.
3. Select Ground rules.
4. Under the Automatic assignments heading, check the box in front of Record assignments automatically.
5. Click the Save button.
Volunteers will automatically be given a Role of Assigned in an Assignment when either 1) they have service
[_______]
pg:1581 recorded in the Assignment, or 2) they are scheduled [_______]
pg:0746 for the Assignment. You can learn
more about Automatic Assignment Tracking in help topic 2265 [_______].
pg:0906

Should my multi-site organization use a single Volgistics account, or mu
Help topic 1189
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Organizations that have multiple sites with volunteer programs at each site (such as health care organizations,
and state and national organizations) may be able to use a single Volgistics account which is shared by all of
their sites; or they may prefer separate Volgistics accounts for each different location.
This help topic explains the pros and cons of each approach.
From a cost perspective, having separate accounts for each facility would probably be just slightly more
expensive than having just one account shared by all sites. So what drives your decision should not be cost
alone.
With a single account for all sites:
With a single account you can establish volunteer database standards for all of the sites in your organization
from a headquarters location. For instance, a headquarters site (or an overall supervisor) would customize the
system and their customizations would apply to every site that uses the shared account. This includes
customized field names, dropdown list items, the items that appear in the Checklists [_______]
pg:0142 , award items
[_______],
pg:1551 and more.
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With a single account you can use the Volgistics Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features to create individual
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 who only see the volunteers who are associated with their site. These Site-Level
Operators [_______]
pg:1442 would only see "their" volunteers. Any reports these operators print would only include
"their" volunteers' information.
At the same time, System Operators at the headquarters site can see all volunteer records for all sites. They
could also produce consolidated reports that include all volunteers or volunteer service information for all sites.
A single account for all sites is probably best if...
• All of the sites have (or should have) the same volunteer Checklists (e.g. Health Screening, Confidentiality
Statement, Orientation, etc).
• All of the sites use (or should use) the same award criteria for awards (e.g. 100 hour award, 500 hour award,
etc).
• There is one person who has overall management responsibility for all of the volunteer programs at each site
(in other words, someone with authority for setting volunteer database standards for all of the sites).
• There is substantial volunteer overlap (many volunteers serve at multiple sites)
With a separate account for each site:
Each site could tailor the system specifically for their location. For example, individual sites could create custom
fields and field dropdown lists that are specific to their site only. Also, each site can setup its own Checklist items
and awards lists.
With this approach, there is not a way for a headquarters level operator to view all of the records for all of the
sites at the same time. However, a headquarters operator could have a login name for each of the separate site
accounts and login to these accounts individually.
There is not a way for a headquarters level operator to produce a single report that would include volunteer
names or service statistics for all sites. However, reports with the same formatting could be created by each site
and forwarded to headquarters for manual consolidation into a single report).
This approach is probably best if…
• There is some variation in the way each site performs new volunteer processing (e.g. Tb Test, Confidentiality
Statement, Orientation, etc).
• There is some variation in the way the sites give volunteer recognition (for example, if different sites use
different award criteria).
• There is not one person who has overall management responsibility for all of the volunteer programs at each
site.
• There is not much volunteer overlap (volunteers tend to serve at just one site)
Note that you can use the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 option with either a single account shared by all sites, or with
individual accounts for each site.
You can use the price calculator located here to determine what the rate would be for one account. To do this,
add together the total number of volunteers you would likely track and the total number of System Operators you
would need then enter this information in the calculator. You can also calculate what the rate would be for
separate accounts by entering the information for each site individually. You can then add together the totals you
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get to find what it would cost your organization overall.
Related help
Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Help Topic 2002 [_______]
pg:0710 - Volgistics Price List
Help Topic 2036 [_______]
pg:0093 - Setup Site Level Access

Entering Dates in Date Fields
Help topic 1996
Added or revised 10-08-2013
There are many date fields located in Volgistics. These range from standard fields for recording service
[_______]
pg:1568 to spare fields [_______]
pg:0957 customized with a date format. As with most fields, you can enter a date into
date fields using your keyboard. For your convenience, Volgistics also has a JavaScript calendar that can be
used to enter dates. This help topic explains how to use this calendar.
When a field is formatted as a date field, the calendar will appear as a small icon somewhere close to the field. It
may be to the right as shown in the picture below, or depending on the field's location it may appear underneath
the field.

If you do not see this icon by date fields in your account, your JavaScript may be disabled. In this case, see help
topic 2277 [_______]
pg:1617 for information on how to enable it.
When you click on the icon, the calendar will appear as shown below with the current date indicated by a white
background. In the picture, the current date is October 8, 2013.
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Calendar Controls
Prev - Click this link to move the calendar view to the previous month.
Today - Click this link to return the calendar to the current month. For example, if it is currently October 8, 2013,
but the calendar is on January 2014, clicking this link will return the calendar to October 2013 with the eighth
indicated with a white background.
Next - Click this link to advance the calendar to the next month.
Month dropdown list - Click the arrow to the right of the month to see the month dropdown list. Select a month
from the list to move the calendar to that month.
Year dropdown list - Click the arrow to the right of the year to see the year dropdown list. Select a year from the
list to move the calendar to that year.
Clear - If the date field has a date entered in it, clicking this link will erase the date entry and close the calendar.
If no date is entered, clicking the link will just close the calendar.
Close - Clicking this link will close the calendar without making any changes to the field.
Calendar Hints
The calendar can make many tasks concerning entering dates easier. Here are some examples of the quickest
way to perform common tasks.
Enter current date - To enter the current date, simply click the calendar icon and then press the Enter key on
your keyboard. You can optionally click on the current date with your computer's mouse.
Enter a date a year from the current date - To enter a date one year from the current date, click the calendar
icon, use the year dropdown list to select the next year, and then press the Enter key on your keyboard. You can
optionally click on the date you need with your computer's mouse instead of pressing the Enter key on your
keyboard.
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Enter a date a month from the current date - To enter a date one month from the current date, click the
calendar icon, click the Next link, and then press the Enter key on your keyboard. You can optionally click on the
date you need with your computer's mouse instead of pressing the Enter key on your keyboard.
If the date you need does not exist in the next month, the closest date available will be used. For example, if it is
January 30, 2014 and you take the steps described above, February 28, 2014 will be selected.
Edit a previous entry - If the date field already has a date in it and you click the calendar icon, the calendar will
show with the date from the field highlighted. If you need to edit this date, simply use the calendar to go to the
month and year you need, and click on the date you need with your computer's mouse. The new date will
overwrite the previous date in the field. There is not a need to delete the previous date first.

Getting Started Interview
Help topic 2060
Added or revised 11-29-2016
When you first create a new Volgistics account [_______],
pg:0224 or after you've cleared an existing Volgistics account
[_______],
pg:0890 you'll be asked to complete a short "Getting Started Interview" the first time you login. This "Getting
Started Interview" helps you get a head-start customizing Volgistics to suit your organization's volunteer tracking
needs.
The interview asks you a series of questions about your organization and the kinds of volunteer information you
track. Volgistics initially configures the setup options for your account based on your answers to these questions.
You can always change these setup options later if you choose to, and your answers to these questions will not
limit your access to any Volgistics features.
This help topic explains more about each of the questions you're asked during the interview.
Kind of volunteer organization
Use the dropdown list to choose the option that best describes your organization. Choose "Other" if none of the
options describes your organization well.

Choose from these options:
Animal shelter
Aquarium or zoo
Church
College or university
Community kitchen
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Corporate community service
Disaster relief
Emergency management
Environmental organization
Food bank
Hospice
Hospital or medical center
Historic site
Library
Meal delivery
Multi-service agency
Museum
Parks and recreation
Performing arts
Political campaign
Public safety
Retirement
School
Senior Corps project (RSVP, FGP)
Special event
Social service agency
Volunteer center
Other
Special Options for Senior Corps project (RSVP, FGP) Organizations
If you selected Senior Corps project (RSVP, FGP) from the dropdown list, the next screen asks you to select the
type(s) of Senior Corps projects you sponsor. Select the project(s) that apply to your organization. If you selected
a different type of organization, you will not see this screen.

Dates and times
Choose your organization's time zone and date format preference.
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If your organization operates from locations in more than one time zone, choose the time zone of your
headquarters location (you can set time zones for individual System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 later).
How do you prefer to enter and view dates?
Choose "Month/Day/Year" if you prefer to work with dates in a month-day-year format. For example, The 9th day
of March 2017 would be entered and displayed as 03/09/2017. This is the date format most commonly used in
the United States.
Choose "Day/Month/Year" if you prefer to work with dates in a day-month-year format. For example, the 9th day
of March 2017 would be entered and displayed as 09/03/2017. This is the date format most commonly used in
the UK and Europe.
Fiscal Year
A fiscal year is a regular twelve-month cycle used by an organization for budgeting or fiscal reporting. If your
organization follows a fiscal year that is different from the calendar year, choose the month in which your fiscal
year begins.

Many organizations have fiscal years that are the same as the calendar year (January 1st through December
31st) but others have fiscal years that differ from the calendar year, such as July 1st through June 30th.
Select January if your fiscal year is the same as the calendar year, or if you're not sure what the fiscal year is. If
your organization has multiple fiscal years, choose one of them in this step.
If you track volunteer service, this setting affects the time frame used to calculate year-to-date (YTD) service
statistics. YTD service is tracked from the beginning of the fiscal year until the present date instead of from the
beginning of the calendar year to the present date when you setup a fiscal year.
Special Options for Special event Organizations
If you selected Special event from the dropdown list of organization types, the next screen asks if your event
occurs during a certain date range or is year round. If you enter a date range, it will configure the Availability
settings you will set up next to be for specific dates instead of just general settings. If you selected an
organization type other than Special event from the dropdown list of organization types, you will not see this
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screen.

Availability
If you choose to track volunteer availability in Volgistics (the times individual volunteers are generally available to
serve) there are several availability tracking formats. Your selection here will initially configure Volgistics for
tracking volunteer availability in the manner that best suits your needs.

Choose one of these options:
Do not track volunteer availability at this time
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Check this option if you do not need to track volunteer availability right away. If you choose not to track volunteer
availability at this time, you can always turn on availability tracking later.
Collect the actual times individual volunteers are available
If you choose to track availability by collecting actual times individual volunteers are available, you'll have fields
for recording the times each volunteer is available, each day of the week. For example, one volunteer's
availability might be 8:15 am through 4:30 pm every Monday and Wednesday, while another's might be from
5:30 pm to 10:00 pm every weekday. This method involves more data entry, but may be more precise. However,
if you select actual times you will not be able to query the database to find volunteers with certain selections.
This is only available with preset intervals.
Collect volunteer availability using these preset intervals
If you choose to track availability using preset intervals, volunteers show their availability by choosing the
intervals they're generally available for each day of the week. All volunteers use the same intervals to show their
availability. For example, one volunteer's availability might be Mornings and Afternoons every Monday and
Friday, while another's might be Evenings every weekday. This method involves less data entry, but may be
more general.
If you choose this option, enter up to eight availability intervals. For example, "Morning." "Afternoon," "Evening;"
or "8:00 to 10:00 am," "10:00 am to noon," "Noon to 2:00 pm," and so forth.
When do volunteers typically serve?
Volgistics uses your answers to the questions in this section to initially configure volunteer scheduling features.
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What is the earliest time volunteers are typically scheduled from?
If volunteers do not usually serve around-the-clock, choose the earliest time of the day volunteers typically serve.
If volunteers serve around the clock, choose 12:00 am here.
What is the latest time volunteers are typically scheduled until?
If volunteers do not usually serve around-the-clock, choose the latest time of the day volunteers typically serve
until. If volunteers serve around the clock, choose 12:00 am here.
Which days of the week do volunteers typically serve on?
If volunteers might serve any day of the week, check every day. If there are any days of the week on which you
never schedule volunteers, un-check that day.
Volunteer profiles
Check the kinds of personal information you would like to track for your volunteers. You can add additional fields
for other kinds of profile information from the Setup menu once you finish the Getting Started interview.
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Volunteer Flags
Volunteer programs often "flag" volunteer records to identify certain facts about the volunteer or their relationship
with their organization. Volgistics makes it easy for you to work with volunteer records in groups, based on Flags.
Examples of Flags:
Name

Possible meaning

Newsletter

Whether or not they should receive newsletter mailings

Junior

They're under a certain age

Adult

They're over a certain age

Employee

The volunteer is also an employee of the organization

Donor

They also contribute financially

Day of Caring

They participate in Day of Caring activities

Auxiliary

A member of an auxiliary organization

Deceased

The record is for a volunteer who is now deceased
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Important: Volgistics includes features to track many standard kinds of information about volunteers. So
because they can be tracked better elsewhere, you should not create Flags for tracking the following kinds of
volunteer information:
- Volunteer assignments, placements, or jobs
- Volunteer status, such as "active" or "inactive"
- Things that have a date completed associated with them
Enter the names of the Flags you want to initially use in your database. You can always add more Flags later. If
you want to establish Flags later, just leave this page blank and click the Next button.

Mutually exclusive volunteer Flags
This option appears if you entered any Flags in response to the previous section.
Some of your volunteer Flags may be mutually exclusive. This means that if a volunteer has one exclusive Flag,
they cannot also have another of the mutually exclusive Flags at the same time. Another way to look at mutually
exclusive Flags is that they define groups of volunteers you don't allow to overlap. These will become volunteer
Types when you complete your interview.
For example, if one of your flags is Adult and another is Junior, you may not want the same volunteer to be
flagged as both an Adult and a Junior at the same time (a volunteer might move from the Junior classification to
the Adult, but they should never be flagged as both at the same time). In this example, Adult and Junior are
mutually exclusive flags.
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If you have two or more Flags that are mutually exclusive, place a check mark next to them here. Otherwise,
click Next to continue to the next step.

Adding Volgistics Features to Your Web Site
Help topic 2252
Added or revised 01-09-2015
Volgistics includes a series of features you can integrate into your own web site. These include:

• Online volunteer application forms
• Collect volunteer applications online and move applicant data right into Volgistics.More information
[_______]
pg:0413
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• VicNet
• Registered volunteers can check their schedules, receive messages, post their service, view their service
• history, and more from any Internet connected computer.More information [_______]
pg:1724
• Opportunity directory Volunteers and other visitors can learn more about your volunteer opportunities online.
More information [_______]
pg:0420
• Volunteer newsletters Easily post and update online volunteer newsletters. More information [_______]
pg:1673
These features make it easy for organizations to add powerful database functions to their web sites without any
programming or database hosting. You simply add a standard HTML hyperlink for each feature you want to use.
You choose which of these features you want to use, and where they appear on your web site.
After adding links to these features, the volunteer office can customize and update their forms from within the
Volgistics program without any additional web site modifications. For instance, the volunteer office can add fields
to their volunteer application form or post a newsletter without any assistance from a web developer or any
changes to the web site's markup. This can save considerable time and expense; and changes appear on the
web site as soon as they are made in Volgistics.
Organizations may optionally 'brand' and customize their linked features to make them appear part of their own
web site.
Full-page vs. Embedded
There are two ways to add Volgistics features to your web site, a 'Full-page' method and an 'Embedded' method.
Before adding links to your web site, decide which method you want to use.
With the full-page method, linked forms open in the entire browser window, as shown below. You can use the
full-page method to open forms in the same browser window as your web site; or you can open them in a new
browser window on-top of the window that contains your web site. Full-page mode is the easiest way to add
these features to your web site; you (or your web developers) simply add a hyperlink to your web page where
you want each link to appear. While they are simple to add, forms opened using this method may not appear as
tightly integrated with your web site as forms linked using the embedded approach.
This is an example of a volunteer application form linked using the full-page method:
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With the embedded approach, you open these features in HTML "frames" or Iframes, with other elements of your
own web site displayed around them in other frames, as shown below. This provides greater integration than the
full-page method because the visitor will continue to see parts of your web site – such as menus, backgrounds,
and borders – while they're using the linked forms. While they can be fully integrated with your site, this approach
requires the use of HTML 'frames,' and generally more effort on the part of the person who develops your web
site.
This is an example of a volunteer application form linked using the embedded method:
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Customizing links
When you open forms using the full-page mode, Volgistics inserts a solid form background with a white form
'panel.' This panel includes your organization logo (if you've uploaded one) and a form heading. Below the panel
you can optionally add a return navigation link, and a link to your organization's privacy policy.
When you open forms using the embedded method, the form includes only a heading (followed by the form). You
provide any graphics and navigational links on neighboring HTML frames. You can customize the background
color (it's also possible to choose a transparent background if your site has a background image), as well as font
characteristics.
You customize these form characteristics on the
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Using the Type and the Flags Fields
Help topic 2263
Added or revised 04-19-2017
You can jump to different sections of the help topic by selecting the section in the Contents box below:

Contents
Overview and field location
How the Type and Flag fields differ
What not to track in the Type and Flag fields
Creating custom Types
Creating custom Flags
Overview and field location
The Type and Flag fields are located on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in the volunteer record. These fields provide an
easy way for you to categorize volunteers according to any general volunteer classifications you use in your
organization, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular
Junior
Employee
Adult
Student
Board member
Donor
Etc.

You can use the Type and Flags fields to find all of the volunteers in a specific category (or categories) to view
on the screen; include in a report; send an email to; apply a Checklist item or award to; and more.
In the example pictured below, Harry Bailey's Type is Adult and his Flags are Green Team, Regular, and
Telephone pioneer.
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How the Type and Flag fields differ
A volunteer can only have one Type in the Type field. Use the Type field to classify volunteers into categories
that never overlap in your organization. For example, Adult and Junior volunteers. In this example a volunteer
would never be an Adult and a Junior at the same time, therefore you would use the Type field to track these
categories rather than the Flag field. Other examples of Types could be Corporate, Student, or Employee as long
as a volunteer cannot be one Type and another Type at the same time.
A volunteer can have many Flags in the Flag field. Use the Flag field to classify volunteers into categories where
there might be some overlap in your organization. For example RSVP and Auxiliary member. In this example, a
volunteer might be both an RSVP volunteer and an Auxiliary member at the same time. You can use the Flags
field to track these kinds of (potentially) overlapping groups because a single volunteer can have multiple Flags.
If you have do not need to classify volunteers, you do not need use either the Type or the Flag fields. You can
leave the Type and Flag fields empty until you find a need for them, and then go back and classify volunteers
using either field.
What not to track in the Type and Flag fields
The Type and Flag fields allow you to classify volunteers according to a wide variety of categories to suit your
needs. However there are several kinds of classifications that it's best to track in other places.
Assignments
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Volgistics includes an entire group of features for tracking volunteer assignments. Assignments are what each
volunteer does in your organization. Some volunteer leaders call these
jobs, placements, events or service. These assignment tracking features [_______]
pg:0096 are connected to other parts
of Volgistics, such as tracking volunteer service. Therefore you should not use the Type or Flag fields to show
which assignments a volunteer has. Instead, use the assignment tracking features to track their assignments.
Sites
If your organization has multiple Sites, and you want to use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features to allow
Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 at individual Sites to access just their Site's volunteers, you should not
track a volunteer's site(s) in the Type or Flag fields. Instead you should use the Site field on the Core tab
[_______]
pg:1868 as shown in help topic 2037 [_______]
pg:0094 .
Creating custom Types
The Type field uses a dropdown list. To add new items to the Type dropdown list:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Select Field Options.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Select Type.
5. Enter the new Type in the Add a new item: field and click the Save button to the right of the field.
6. Repeat step 5 for any other new Types you need to add.
7. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
(Note: You can find help with deleting and merging items from the dropdown list in help topic 2018 [_______].)
pg:0963
Creating custom Flags
The Flag field uses a dropdown list. To add new items to the Flag dropdown list:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______].
pg:0215
2. Select Field Options.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Select Flags.
5. Enter the new Flag in the Add a new item: field and click the Save button to the right of the field.
6. Repeat step 5 for any other new Flags you need to add.
7. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
(Note: You can find help with deleting and merging items from the dropdown list in help topic 2018 [_______].)
pg:0963
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Related help
Help Topic 1220 [_______]
pg:0437 - Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help Topic 2023 [_______]
pg:1982 - Finding Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2140 [_______]
pg:1541 - How to permanently mark tagged records
Help Topic 2160 [_______]
pg:1858 - Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
Help Topic 2322 [_______]
pg:0471 - Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
Help Topic 8015 [_______]
pg:0616 - Type service details (stock)

Volgistics Menu
Help topic 2269
Added or revised 09-23-2016
The Volgistics menu appears along the left side of the page as soon as you login [_______],
pg:0220 and it remains there
as long as you're in the system.
You use the menu to move about the system. Simply click any of the menu options to move to that area in the
program. To assure you're seeing the latest information in your account, you must use the menu in Volgistics to
go from page to page instead of the
back
or
next
buttons in your web browser. Using the web browser's buttons will result in an error message like the one shown
in Help topic 2075 [_______].
pg:1600
The orange bar on the menu shows you which menu option is currently selected.
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Your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 can tailor the menu so that individual Volgistics users see
just the menu items they need to use. For this reason you may not see the same menu options as shown in the
menu pictured above when you view the menu.
Exit
When you're finished using Volgistics, click "Exit" on the menu to close your session.

What's in Volgistics?
Help topic 2292
Added or revised 06-21-2013
Let's look at the kinds of information you can track and manage in Volgistics.
Volunteer records
The core of the Volgistics system is your database of volunteers. This can include records for people who are
interested in becoming volunteers (applicants), people who are currently volunteers (active), and past volunteers
(inactive).
Each volunteer record has space for tracking people's
core information, such as their name, address, and
phone numbers. In addition, each volunteer record can
have:
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• Profile records for things like their interests,
availability, and demographic information
• Service records that show what areas the volunteer
serves in and their service – or hours – history
• Schedule records showing the dates and times the
volunteer serves
• History records with key dates and a volunteer
checklist
• Contact records for emergency contacts, references,
or additional addresses
• Note records with space for written comments

Assignment records
The next part of the system is your database of volunteer assignments. Volunteer assignments are the individual
tasks or activities that volunteers perform in your organization. Your system can have a single assignment, or
thousands of assignments, depending on your needs.
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Each assignment record has space for tracking the
name of the assignment. In addition, each assignment
record can have:
• Profile records for things like pre-requisites and the
times volunteers are typically needed
• Schedule records showing specifically when
volunteers are needed, and which volunteers are
scheduled when
• Coordinator records showing who coordinates or
supervises the assignment
• Job descriptions
You can optionally organize your volunteer assignments
in a hierarchical manner to match your organization's
structure. For example, if you have different program
areas or locations, you can organize your assignment
records according to these.
This kind of organization makes it possible for you to
print reports and view volunteers for individual
assignments, or all of the assignments at a given place
or site.
Coordinator records
The third part of the system is an optional database of
coordinators. Coordinators are the people who
coordinate or supervise the volunteers in individual
assignments, or in all of the assignments at a given Site
or Place.
Each coordinator record has space for tracking the
coordinator's core information, such as their name,
address, and phone numbers.

Volgistics puts it all together
All of these different kinds of information can work together in Volgistics. For example, you record service (such
as hours) and schedule volunteers by assignment; and you can see lists of volunteers according to coordinator.
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Where to Start
Help topic 2295
Added or revised 06-21-2013
Getting Started is your guide to getting started with Volgistics. The guide is available online, and in a printable
PDF format. It includes these sections:
• If you don't have an account yet
• Learning the Basics
• Account Setup
• Using Volgistics
If you're reading the guide online, clicking the Next arrow at the top of the page moves you forward to the next
topic. The Prev arrow takes you back to the previous topic. To see the Getting Started index, click the Getting
Started button.
If you don't have an account yet
If you do not have an account yet, or want to learn more about how Volgistics works, you may find this section
useful. The help topics in this section give information about Volgistics' practices and policies that protect your
information, as well as instructions on how to start accounts.
Learning the Basics
If you're new to Volgistics, the best place to start is Learning the Basics. The help topics in this section step you
through key volunteer tracking functions and give you an idea of how to get around in the system.
Account Setup
The help topics in this section are designed to help you get your Volgistics account setup so you can use it to
track volunteers. If you're taking over a Volgistics account from someone else, you may also find it helpful to
review this section so you have a better understanding of how the system works.
Using Volgistics
Once you're familiar with the basics and have your account setup, use the help topics in the Using Volgistics
section to learn more about the tasks that most interest you. You can skip over any of the topics in this section
that describe features you don't need to use now or for which you're not responsible.
You're on your way!
After you're started, you can visit the help page for instructions on specific tasks or advanced features. Use the
search feature on the help page to search for any topic you need help with. If you can't find the help you need,
you can post an inquiry for the Volgistics Team.
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Help Topics
The guide directs you to other Help Topics in the Volgistics help system for more detailed information about
various features.
If you're reading the guide online, simply use the hyperlinks to visit these additional Help Topics.
If you're reading the guide as printed document, you can open these additional Help Topics like this:
1. If you are logged into Volgistics, select Help from the menu. Or if you're not logged in, hover over Support on
the menu at www.volgistics.com and select "Get Help."

2. Enter the Help Topic number or title in the Search field.
3. Click the Go button.

Logging In
Help topic 2297
Added or revised 04-26-2016
To access Volgistics you simply go to the www.volgistics.com web site from any popular web browser, select
Login from the menu at the top of the page, and then enter your login information.
To log in, you'll need your:
• nine digit Volgistics account number
• email address
• password
If you just created a trial account, use the nine digit Volgistics account number you received when you signed-up,
and the email address and password you entered on the sign-up form. If you're not the person who signed-up for
your account, you'll receive the account number, and your login name and password from them.
Carefully safeguard your Volgistics account number, login name, and password. Anyone who has these can
access your Volgistics account.
To log in:
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1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Select Login from the menu at the top of the page.
3. Enter your account number, email address, and password in the Secure Login box. The email address field is
not case sensitive, but the password field is.
4. Click the Login button.

Forget your password?
If you have forgotten your Volgistics password, or you get a message telling you that you have entered an invalid
account number, login name, or password, click the "Forget your password?" link on the Login page. Volgistics
will send a password reset message to the email address you use so you can access the account and create a
new password. Help topic 1306 [_______]
pg:0044 has instructions that explain more about the password reset process.

Remember my credentials at this computer
The Secure Login box may include a "Remember my credentials at this computer" checkbox.
If you check this option when you log in, the computer you are currently using will remember your Volgistics
account number and login name. The next time you log in from this computer, your account number and login
name will already be entered for you – you'll just need to enter your password and then click the Login button.
In order for your computer to remember your Volgistics account number and login name, your web browser must
allow cookies [_______].
pg:1615 If cookies are disabled in your web browser, checking this option will not have any
effect.

Sessions
Once you log in, you establish what is called a session with the Volgistics system. As long as you are actively
working in Volgistics, your session will stay open. You can work in the system as long as you want without
having to log in again.
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Volgistics includes an important security feature that closes a session if your connection to Volgistics is idle for
more than about 60 minutes. This means that if you log in, and then leave your computer (or stop working in
Volgistics) for more than about 60 minutes, your current session with Volgistics will automatically close. If this
happens you'll see a Session Expired [_______]
pg:1589 message when you later return to the system. If you see this
message, simply log in again and a new session will open.
This security feature protects you by reducing the possibility that you might leave the system open at a computer
that is accessible to someone who is not authorized to access your information.
Hint
If you want to access Volgistics from home or other locations, you'll need your nine digit Volgistics account
number, as well as your login name and password. Unless you memorize your account number, you may want to
record it on a card in your wallet or purse, or store it as a note on your cell phone. This way you'll have it if you
want to log in from a different location, such as a co-worker's desk, or your neighborhood Internet café! Just be
sure to keep your account number private.
To protect your account in the event that your wallet or purse is lost or stolen, we recommend that passwords
always be memorized. At the very least, do not store your account number, email address and password in the
same place. This prevents potential unauthorized users from discovering all three pieces of information at once.
Related Help
Help Topic 1006 [_______] - Session in use
Help Topic 1146 [_______]
pg:1589 - Session Expired
Help Topic 1306 [_______]
pg:0044 - Forget your password? (System Operators)
Help Topic 2075 [_______]
pg:1600 - Using web browser Back buttons
Help Topic 2144 [_______]
pg:0064 - Creating Desktop Shortcuts
Help Topic 2203 [_______]
pg:0064 - How do I change the login name or password I use to access Volgistics?
Help Topic 2546 [_______]
pg:1627 - Why am I receiving a "Webpage has expired" or "Session expired" message?

Getting Started
Help topic 2300
Added or revised 09-19-2016
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This guide is designed to help you get started with using Volgistics. It has sections to help you start an account if
you do not have one, learning the basics about your account, setting up your account, and using the account
once it has been setup. You can find more information on how to use this guide in the following help topic:
Where to Start [_______]
pg:0219

Want to Dive Right In?

The
Getting Started
guide gives some useful background information at the beginning, but you may want to proceed directly to
getting your account ready. In this case, we recommend the following help topics because they walk you through
each step of the setup process in the suggested order. If a feature is not one that your organization will use, just
skip that step. If you get hung up at any point, just submit an inquiry to the support team as shown here
[_______]
pg:0184
.

The setup help topics are:
How to Setup Volgistics - Basic [_______]
pg:2020
How to Setup Volgistics - Advanced [_______]
pg:0234
If you don't have an account yet
How reliable is Volgistics? [_______]
pg:0180
How secure is Volgistics? [_______]
pg:0181
The Volgistics Privacy Policy [_______]
pg:0182
What's in Volgistics? [_______]
pg:0216
Volgistics System Requirements [_______]
pg:0179
How to Sign-up [_______]
pg:0224
Logging In [_______]
pg:0220
Getting Started Interview [_______]
pg:0200
How to Activate a Trial Account [_______]
pg:0226
Learning the basics
Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology [_______]
pg:2028
Volgistics Menu [_______]
pg:0215
Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries [_______]
pg:0184
Volunteer Record Organization [_______]
pg:1849
Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052
System Operator [_______]
pg:0065
Account Setup
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Using Volgistics for Special Events [_______]
pg:0191
How to Setup Volgistics - Basic [_______]
pg:2020
How to Setup Volgistics - Advanced [_______]
pg:0234
How to setup text messaging [_______]
pg:0321
Using Volgistics
Finding Volunteer Records [_______]
pg:1982
How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list [_______]
pg:1381
Tags [_______]
pg:1529
Working with Tags [_______]
pg:1999
Sets [_______]
pg:0858
How to Create a Set [_______]
pg:0859
How do service records get into Volgistics? [_______]
pg:1568
Substitute Tracking [_______]
pg:0745
How to Schedule Substitutes for Regularly Scheduled Volunteers [_______]
pg:0797
Tracking Volunteer Absences [_______]
pg:1424
How to find volunteers who did not serve as scheduled [_______]
pg:0879
Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist [_______]
pg:0146
Finding the Volunteers who Need to Complete a Checklist Item [_______]
pg:0148
Marking Checklist Items Complete [_______]
pg:0144
How to send an email message [_______]
pg:0404
How to send a text message [_______]
pg:0343
Stock Reports [_______]
pg:0595
Creating Custom Reports [_______]
pg:0467
Running Reports Automatically [_______]
pg:0473
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How To Sign-Up
Help topic 2301
Added or revised 01-28-2015
If you'd like to learn more about Volgistics but you don't have an account yet, you have two options.
You can explore a sample account that is already setup and pre-loaded with information by clicking here. You
can make any changes to the sample account that you'd like, but it will return to the original account's information
and setup when your session is over.
You can also sign-up for a free trial account. Trial accounts allow you to upload your own information and
configure your own account setup, and changes stay in place each time you log-in.
Even if you know you're ready to subscribe now, you still start by signing-up for a free trial account. This takes
just a few minutes, and you can enter your payment information right away if you want to skip the trial period.
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The Free Trial Account
The free trial gives you a chance to try-out the system before paying for the service. Trial accounts work just like
paid accounts and are limited to 50 non-archived records, 50 archived [_______]
pg:0709 records, and two System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . Trial accounts include full use of the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules.
Free trials are good for up to 30 days from the day you sign-up. If you decide you want to use Volgistics before
the end of the trial period (or within 60 days of when your trial expires), you can enter your payment information
and keep any customizations you made and/or information you entered during the trial.
To sign-up for a free trial:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select "Free trial."

3. Click the Click here to get started! button.
Once you sign-up, you'll receive the Volgistics account number for your free trial account. Make a note of this
number and keep it in a safe place. You'll need it to login [_______]
pg:0220 to your account. The first time you login, you
will complete a Getting Started Interview [_______]
pg:0200 that starts the setup process for your account.
If you're ready to subscribe now, record your account number and follow the directions in help topic 2302
[_______]
pg:0226 to activate your account.
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How to Activate a Trial Account
Help topic 2302
Added or revised 09-23-2016
Once you determine that Volgistics meets your needs, simply activate your trial account at the secure Volgistics
store.
When you activate your account you can optionally keep the customizations, System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 , and
information you entered during your trial; or you can start fresh by clearing your account [_______]
pg:0890 before you
begin entering or importing real data. To keep what you've done in your trial account, activate your account
before your trial expires or within 60 days of its expiration date.
To activate your trial account:
1. If you haven't started a trial account already, start one now [_______]
pg:0224 . You'll need the nine digit Volgistics
account number for your trial account, and your login name and password to activate your account. Be sure you
know these before you continue.
2. Visit www.volgistics.com.
3. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

4. Enter the nine digit account number for your trial account and your Volgistics login name and password. Then
click the Continue button.
5. Choose the payment method you prefer and click the Continue button. Follow the directions on the page to
complete your payment.
Help topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 has more information about Volgistics payment options.
If you want to clear the information you entered in your trial account, Help Topic 2112 [_______]
pg:0890 explains how to
do this.
Related help
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Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Help Topic 2002 [_______]
pg:0710 - Volgistics Price List
Help Topic 2007 [_______]
pg:0050 - Adding VicNet, VicTouch or VicDocs to Your Account's Service Level
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels
Help Topic 2071 [_______]
pg:0721 - How can I get an invoice for the service fee?
Help Topic 2074 [_______]
pg:0723 - Has my payment arrived?
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?
Help Topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 - Volgistics Payment Options
Help Topic 2304 [_______]
pg:0737 - Paying Your Volgistics Service Fee by Mail
Help Topic 2545 [_______]
pg:0739 - How to Add a Purchase Order Number to an Order-Invoice

How to Setup Volgistics - Basic
Help topic 2323
Added or revised 06-21-2013
Volgistics includes a variety of setup and customization options you can use to adapt the system to best suit your
own needs for tracking and coordinating volunteers.
This help topic includes a plan you can follow to initially setup the basic aspects of Volgistics for your
organization. It lists each of the key setup tasks with links to other help topics that have instructions on how to
complete each task. If you already have the basics of your account setup, you can view a help topic on setting up
more advanced aspects by clicking the Next arrow.
Contents
1. Complete the Getting Started Interview
2. Add System Operators
3. Customize Fields
4. Add Types and Flags
5. Add Statuses
6. Start and Stop Date Rules
7. Add Volunteer Records
8. Add Assignments
9. Add Roles
10. Add Roles to Volunteers
11. Build Schedules
12. Add Holidays

1. Complete the Getting Started Interview
When you first start your Volgistics account, you complete a Getting Started interview online. Volgistics uses the
answers to these questions to initially configure system setup options to best suit your organization's needs.
If you have already started your Volgistics account (or if someone else in your organization did), this step has
already been completed and you can continue with the next step.
If you have not started a Volgistics account [_______]
pg:0224 yet, you will have an opportunity to complete the Getting
Started interview the first time you login to your account. Help topic 2060 [_______]
pg:0200 explains more about the
Getting Started interview.
You can change any of the setup options initially configured in the Getting Started interview as you learn more
about Volgistics, or as your needs change. They are not "set in stone" so you don't need to worry about not being
able to change your choices later.
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If you've already completed the Getting Started interview, there is usually no need to complete it again. However,
if you want to run the Getting Started interview again, you can clear your account and select to clear your
account setup. Help topic 2112 [_______]
pg:0890 explains how to do this. The first time you login after you clear your
account you'll be asked to complete the Getting Started interview again. Please remember if you choose to clear
your account that any volunteer records or setup options you've already entered will be erased! So you should
only clear your account if you want to erase all of your information and start from scratch.
If you choose to clear your account so you can complete the Getting Started interview again, be sure to uncheck
these options on the Clear Account page:
• Keep account setup
• Keep reports

IMPORTANT!

If you are converting volunteer data into Volgistics from another program using the Import Utility,
VolunteerWorks, or the Jump-Start service, do not proceed beyond this point until your data conversion is
complete.

The data conversion process may set some options to match your existing data. The data conversion may also
insert Assignments, Checklist item names, and Award names from your old data. Therefore you should not setup
your account until after the data conversion is finished.
You can learn more about data conversion options in Help topic 2299 [_______],
pg:1878 or by visiting
www.volgistics.com, hovering over Support on the menu at the top of the page, and selecting Conversions.

2. Add System Operators
Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 are the people in your organization who you want to be able to use
Volgistics. Volgistics is a multi-user system. This means different people in your organization can use the system
at the same time as long as they have each been setup as a separate System Operator.
Every Volgistics account starts with space for two System Operators. You can create additional System
Operators beyond two if your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 permits. See Help topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 if you
want to add more System Operators than you currently have space for. You create your first System Operator
record during the sign-up process when you start a free trial account.
If you want to add additional System Operators to your account now, follow the step-by-step instructions in Help
topic 2026 [_______].
pg:1440
You can always add more System Operators, or change your System Operator profiles later, if you want to
complete the account setup before giving other people access.

3. Customize Fields
Volgistics allows you to customize many of the fields in your account. In most cases you can change the name of
the field and hide it if you will not need it. In some cases you can also change the formatting required for the field.
The exception to this is system fields that cannot be changed.
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There are also spare fields that can be setup for your organization's needs. These fields are located in the
following locations:
Profile tab on volunteer records
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
There are also Characteristic fields [_______]
pg:0033 that can be created.
Service tab on volunteer records
1 Spare Date
1 Spare Dropdown
1 Spare Checkbox
History tab on volunteer records
1 Spare Date
1 Spare Dropdown
1 Spare Checkbox
1 Spare Text
Contacts tab on volunteer records
1 Spare Date
1 Spare Text
Site tab on a Site record
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
Place tab on a Place record
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
Assignment tab on an Assignment record
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
Coordinator tab on a Coordinator record
1 Spare Dropdown
2 Spare Date
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Assignments tab on a Coordinator record
1 Spare Dropdown
1 Spare Checkbox
1 Spare Date
*These fields can be given text, date, whole number, decimal (1 or 2 places), currency, or social security number
format.
You can find a listing of all the fields available in Volgistics in Help topic 1174 [_______].
pg:0940 You can find directions
and more information on how to customize fields in Help topic 2017 [_______].
pg:0957

Important things to consider when customizing fields

1.
If you used one of the conversion methods (Import Utility, VolunteerWorks, or Jump-Start) to move volunteer and
other information into Volgistics, you may find that some of the spare fields have been created for you already. In
this case, you can edit the fields if they do not appear as you'd like. If the field is a dropdown list, or look-up table,
Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 has information on how to edit the
field.

2.
If you're using the spare fields on the Profile tab of volunteer records to collect information from an application
form, there is not a way to set the order the fields appear in within each section of the form. The order the fields
appear in is determined by the type of field first (dropdown, general, checkbox) and then by the order the fields
were created in. For example, if you create the following fields with the following names:

Association member (spare checkbox 1)
Ethnicity (spare dropdown 2)
Gender (spare dropdown 3)
Other last names (spare field 2)
Parking permit number (spare field 1)
Referral source (spare dropdown 1)

These fields would appear in the following order if they were all included on the same section of the application
form:

Referral source (spare dropdown 1)
Ethnicity (spare dropdown 2)
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Gender (spare dropdown 3)
Parking permit number (spare field 1)
Other last names (spare field 2)
Association member (spare checkbox 1)

If controlling the field order is important on your application form, you should make sure you create the fields with
the order you want them to appear within application form sections in mind.
3. If the spare fields offered on the Profile tab of volunteer records are not sufficient, you may be able to use the
Characteristic [_______]
pg:0033 and/or Preference [_______]
pg:1011 fields on this tab to collect additional information.

4. Add Types and Flags
Types and Flags offer ways to categorize volunteer records in Volgistics. You can use them to control how you
view volunteer records, run reports, apply Checklist and awards, send email messages, and other things. You
may have setup some Types and Flags in your account during the Getting Started interview.
If you want to delete, add, or make new Types or Flags now, please see Help topic 2263 [_______]
pg:0212 .

5. Add Statuses
Volgistics tracks a volunteer's overall relationship with your organization by using the Status field. Each account
can have up to eight different Status categories. By default, the categories are setup as Active, Applicant,
Inactive and Prospect. All of these except the Active Status can be modified to be something else.
You can add, delete, modify, or setup a default Status for new records. Help topic 2014 [_______]
pg:1832 has
information on how to do this.

6. Start and Stop Date Rules
By default, Volgistics records a volunteer's Start date as the first date they have an Active Status and their Stop
date as the first date they have an Inactive Status. You can learn more about this in help topic 2315 [_______].
pg:1890
You can modify the rules used to determine a volunteer's Start and Stop dates to be based on different and/or
additional Statuses. Help topic 2314 [_______]
pg:1017 shows how to do this.

7. Add Volunteer Records
If you used one of the conversion methods discussed in the
Getting Started
section of this help topic, you may already have volunteer records in your account. If you didn't use a conversion
method, or you need to add additional records, Help topic 2298 [_______]
pg:1877 shows how to manually enter records
in your account.
Please note, in some cases (such as special events), you may want to use application forms to enter volunteers.
In this case, you can skip this step and add volunteer records later.
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8. Add Assignments
The next step is to begin adding the names of your volunteer Assignments to the system. Assignments are what
your volunteers do for your organization. Every organization that has volunteers has at least one volunteer
Assignment (or else your volunteers would have nothing to do!).
Assignment information is a key part of your database. Your Assignment list makes it possible for you to keep
track of which Assignments volunteers are qualified to perform, which they are interested in or scheduled for, and
so forth. It will enable you to print volunteer service reports broken-out by assignment, and view lists of
volunteers according to Assignment.
At this point all you need for each Assignment you want to track is an Assignment name. Below are some
examples of volunteer Assignment names taken from a variety of different kinds of organizations. Of course
these are only examples. You should use your own Assignment names, which may be whatever you'd like (up to
72 characters long).
Assignment names can be changed later [_______]
pg:0135 so you don't need to worry if you're unsure of what to call an
Assignment.
Docent

Book cart

Driver

Ticket taker

Usher

Records

Exhibit explainer

Phone bank

Public speaker

Donor recruiter

Receptionist

Tutor

Math tutor, 6-12

Trail maintenance

Circulation desk

Reading room

Client advocate

Ambassador

Greeter

Tour guide

Gift shop cashier

Radiology

Campaign phone bank

EMT

Emergency response trainer

Counselor

Hot line counselor

Water station

Front desk

Curb greeter

Legal advocate

Waiting room

Office assistant

In addition to storing the name of each Assignment, Volgistics can also help you organize, publish, and track
other kinds of Assignment information too. For example, you can also enter things such as a job description, age
requirement, the location where the Assignment is performed, the supervisor's name and contact information,
and more. You can enter this additional information now as you're getting started, or you can return to each
Assignment record later to add additional Assignment information.
Follow the step-by-step instructions in Help topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 to learn how to add an Assignment record.
You can enter your volunteer Assignments under one or more Sites and Places. This gives you a way to
organize your Assignments according to geographic, program, or department divisions your organization might
have. Help topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 explains more about this capability.
If you're not sure if you need to organize your Assignment list according to any kind of geographic, program, or
departmental structure (or if you don't know what that structure is), you can simply add your new Assignments to
the default Volunteer Services Place. If you choose to, you can easily reorganize [_______]
pg:0112 your Assignment list
according to Places (or Sites and Places) later.
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If you converted data from another program, some (or all) of your Assignments may already be in Volgistics. You
can find out if your database already has any Assignments entered by choosing Assignments from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 .
It's okay if you don't enter all of your Assignments right now. You can always add more Assignments later as you
go.

9. Add Roles
Volgistics uses Roles as a way to show a volunteer's relationship to an Assignment. The default Roles are
Assigned, Former, Preference, Substitute and Trainee. One volunteer can have multiple Roles in an Assignment.
For example, a volunteer may regularly serve in an Assignment, plus be available as a substitute. So this
volunteer could have Roles of Assigned and Substitute in the same Assignment.
You can customize the Roles used to relate volunteers to Assignments, and learn more about how this feature
works, in help topic 2173 [_______]
pg:0103 .

10. Add Roles to Volunteers
If you converted data from another program, some of your volunteer records may already have Roles recorded
for Assignments. If not, and you know that some of your volunteers will serve in, or prefer, certain Assignments,
you can give them a Role in these Assignments now. Help topic 2399 [_______]
pg:0138 shows how to do this. If you're
unsure of which Assignments volunteers should have Roles in, these can always be assigned later.
You may also want to setup your account to automatically give volunteers a Role of Assigned in an Assignment if
they are scheduled for, or have service hours recorded for, the Assignment. Help topic 2265 [_______]
pg:0906 shows
how to set this up. Using automatic Assignment tracking can eliminate the need to assign volunteers a Role in
Assignments now if you will schedule them later.

11. Build Schedules
In most organizations, volunteer schedules can be built in two different ways. There are Assignments such as
Trail Maintenance or Kennel Cleaner where volunteers come in to complete a task that does not need to be
performed at a specific time of day. Volgistics refers to these Assignments as "any time" Assignments. There are
also Assignments such as Tour Guide or Circulation Desk where coverage is needed during specific shifts on
specific days of the week. Volgistics refers to these Assignments as "openings only" Assignments. Your
organization may have one, or both, of these types of Assignments.
For "any time" Assignments, you will schedule volunteers (or volunteers will schedule themselves [_______])
pg:1494
once your account setup is complete. So there is not much to do for these Assignments at this point. However,
for "openings only" Assignments you may want to setup the shifts, or times, volunteers are needed now. Help
topic 2158 [_______]
pg:0776 shows how to do this. Of course, if you're unsure of when your volunteers will be needed,
you can always add (or modify) Assignment openings later.
Regardless of whether your Assignments are "any time" or "openings only" Assignments, you should also review
help topic 1180 [_______]
pg:0746 to get an overview of how the scheduling features work in Volgistics. This help topic
also has links to other help topics to help you setup the ground rules for scheduling in your account.

12. Add Holidays
Your organization may have days when volunteers are not needed, or you operate with just a skeleton staff of
volunteers. In this case, you can mark these days as holidays in your account. Doing this will remove any
regularly scheduled volunteers, and recurring unfilled openings, from your schedule on these days. If you still
need volunteers to come in, you can schedule them specifically for that date or create one day only openings on
the date. Help topic 1022 [_______]
pg:1391 explains more about how this feature works and how to setup the holiday
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dates.
Depending on how much of the year has passed, you may want to setup the holidays in your account for the
remainder of the present year and/or for the following year at this time. You can always mark your office
calendar, or set a reminder, to update holidays for the future years during the time of year that works best for
you.

How to Setup Volgistics - Advanced
Help topic 2324
Added or revised 12-02-2015
Volgistics includes a variety of setup and customization options you can use to adapt the system to best suit your
own needs for tracking and coordinating volunteers.
This help topic includes a plan you can follow to initially setup the more advanced aspects of Volgistics for your
organization. It lists each of the key setup tasks with links to other help topics that have instructions on how to
complete each task. If you have not setup most of the basics in your account yet, this should be done first. Click
pg:0227 .
the Prev arrow to see a help topic on setting these up, or click here [_______]
Contents
1. Choose Fields for Service Entries
2. Add Service Measures
3. Add Merit Hours
4. Add Service Values
5. Add Mandatory Service
6. Add Checklist Items
7. Add Awards
8. Create Application Forms
9. Add Opportunity Directory
10. Add Email Types
11. Setup VicNet
12. Setup VicTouch
13. Setup VicDocs

1. Choose Fields for Service Entries
If you plan on tracking the number of hours volunteers serve [_______],
pg:1581 you can customize which fields appear
for tracking hour information when you enter hour records manually.
Follow the step-by-step instructions in Help topic 2325 [_______]
pg:1429 to make this customization.

2. Add Service Measures
In addition to tracking volunteer service hours, Volgistics also allows you to track things such as the number of
tours a volunteer gave, the number of phone calls a volunteer made, how many miles a volunteer drove, or how
many absences a volunteer has accumulated. To do this, you create custom Service Measures in your account.
Help topic 1016 [_______]
pg:1557 explains more about how this feature works.
If you'd like to setup Service Measures in your account now, help topic 1017 [_______]
pg:1406 shows how to do this. If
you're unsure of what Service Measures you might need, or are not ready to set these up now, you can always
do this later.
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3. Add Merit Hours
You may have assignments or schedule times where you want to adjust volunteer hours recorded. For example,
if you have schedule shifts where volunteers take a lunch break and you want to deduct half an hour from their
recorded hours. Or if you want to give volunteers who serve on weekends or holidays time and a half instead of
their regular hours. You can do this by setting up Merit Hour rules in your account. Help topic 1100 [_______]
pg:1564
explains more about this feature.
If you'd like to setup Merit Hour rules in your account now, help topic 1101 [_______]
pg:1409 shows how to do this. If
you're unsure of what Merit Hours rules you might need, or are not ready to set these up now, you can always do
this later.

4. Add Service Values
Some organizations track a monetary value for the service hours that volunteers perform. If you'd like to do this,
you can setup a default value for all assignments, or select a different value for different assignments. You can
even select a time frame for when the value will apply. Help topic 1162 [_______]
pg:0034 explains more about this
feature.
If you'd like to setup Service Values in your account now, help topic 1163 [_______]
pg:1413 shows how to do this. If
you're unsure of what Service Values you might need, or are not ready to set these up now, you can always do
this later.

5. Add Mandatory Service
You may have programs where volunteers are required to perform a certain number of service hours. For
example, students working on volunteer service required by a school, volunteers who earn an incentive such as
a free museum pass, or even court required community service. In these cases, you can use Volgistics'
Mandatory Service feature to track these volunteers. You can find questions and answers on how this works,
plus instructions on how to set it up in your account, in help topic 2156 [_______].
pg:1419

6. Add Checklist Items
The Volgistics Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 feature provides tools for keeping track of actions or requirements that new or
current volunteers must complete. If your organization has requirements for volunteers, such as those listed
below, you can setup a Checklist item for each requirement and then use the Checklist feature to monitor and
manage compliance for each. Each account can have up to 36 different Checklist items.
You can use the Checklist to track requirements such as:
• Attending orientation
• Health screenings
• Confidentially agreements
• Parental consent forms
• Background checks
• Reference checks
If your organization has specific volunteer requirements like these that you need to track, you can add them to
your account now.
To help you with this task, you can optionally print this page (use the Print function in your web browser) and
then list each of the requirements you want to track on the form provided below. If some of your volunteer
requirements only apply to certain volunteers, make a note of which volunteers these items apply to.
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Requirements to track

Does this apply only to certain volunteers? If so, which ones?

When you're ready to add these requirements to Volgistics as Checklist items, follow the step-by-step
instructions on adding Checklist items in Help topic 2240 [_______].
pg:0916
If you're not ready to add Checklist items now, or if you are not sure what all of your volunteer requirements are,
you can always add (or modify) Checklist items later.
Please Note
If you've converted data from another program, the names of your Checklist items may have been added during
the conversion. However, you will still need to set the criteria for the converted items.

7. Add Awards
If your organization gives formal volunteer recognition, such as awards, for volunteer service, you can use
Volgistics to manage your recognition program. For awards based on measurable volunteer service (such as
hours served or years of service), Volgistics can automatically keep track of which volunteers are eligible for
each award based on the information recorded on the volunteer's record.
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If your organization has a formal volunteer recognition program with specific awards, you can add these awards
to your Volgistics account now.
To help you with this task, you can optionally print this page (use the Print function in your web browser) and
then list each of the awards you want to track on the form provided below.
Award name

When do volunteers receive this award?

When you're ready to add these awards to Volgistics, follow the step-by-step instructions on adding award items
in help topic 3022 [_______].
pg:1551
If you're not ready to add award items now, or if you are not sure what all of your volunteer awards are, you can
always add (or modify) award items later.
Please Note
If you've converted data from another program, the names of your awards may have been added during the
conversion. However, you will still need to set the criteria for each award.

8. Create Application Forms
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You may want to create one or more application forms to collect information from prospective volunteers. When
applicants submit a completed form, you can accept their record into your database and the information is
automatically transferred so you do not need to enter it manually. Help topic 2121 [_______]
pg:0413 explains more about
how this process works.
To setup your forms, you may also find help topic 2122 [_______]
pg:1361 and help topic 1053 [_______]
pg:1334 useful.
If you're adding the application form to your organization's website, help topic 2252 [_______]
pg:0208 has information on
integrating the form with your site.

9. Add Opportunity Directory
Volgistics comes with an Opportunity Directory feature that allows prospective volunteers to view Assignments
they may be interested in. You can put a link to this directory right on your website. Help topic 2250 [_______]
pg:0420
explains more about this and how to setup your directory.
If you're adding the Opportunity Directory to your organization's website, help topic 2252 [_______]
pg:0208 has
information on integrating this with your site.

10. Add Email Types
Volgistics provides email preference features needed to ensure the integrity of automatic and mass messages.
These features enable volunteers and coordinators to opt-in or opt-out of different types of automatic or mass
messages your organization might routinely send. Help topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 explains more about how this
feature works.
You should setup your account to include the different types of email and text messages you will be sending.
Help topic 1023 [_______]
pg:1321 shows how to do this.

11. Setup VicNet
The VicNet module allows your volunteers to sign-in to a secure portal from any Internet connected computer to
perform tasks like viewing and managing their schedules, signing-up for vacant openings, keeping their contact
information up-to-date, posting their hours, receiving news and messages, and checking on service information
recorded for them. You can learn more about this feature in help topic 3020 [_______].
pg:1724
If you will be using VicNet, you can set this up now by following the directions in help topic 1175 [_______].
pg:1670

12. Setup VicTouch
VicTouch is the optional Volgistics module used to provide interactive onsite touch screen kiosks for volunteers.
Among other features, VicTouch provides a time-clock function volunteers can use to check-in and out when
they arrive and depart. Service recorded this way will automatically be added to volunteer records. You can learn
more about this feature in help topic 3021 [_______].
pg:1778
If you will be using VicTouch, you can set this up now by following the directions in help topic 1184 [_______].
pg:1755

13. Setup VicDocs
VicDocs is the optional module that allows you to store electronic documents on volunteer, Coordinator
[_______]
pg:0163 , and Site, Place, and Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 records. You can find questions and answers about
VicDocs in help topic 3019 [_______].
pg:1648
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If you will be using VicDocs, you can set this up now by following the directions in help topic 2547 [_______].
pg:1629
If you're following along on Getting Started with Volgistics, you've reached a point where you're about ready to
begin using the system. If you skipped some setup options, you can always return and set these up later. The
help topics that follow explain how to perform some tasks that you might find helpful as you use Volgistics to
manage and track your volunteers. Click the Next arrow to proceed to the first of these help topics.

Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology
Help topic 2500
Added or revised 11-18-2016
Volgistics uses specific terminology regarding the different aspects of your account. It can sometimes be
confusing if you do not know what the terms mean. This help topic defines each term and can be a helpful
resource when you are using the system.
You can click a letter in the Index box to go directly to a section of this help topic.

Index
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z
A

Account - When the Volgistics team refers to an account they mean the entire database of records for your
organization. Each Volgistics account has only a single account number and service level. The support team
often gets help inquiries where account is used to refer to different things in the system such as volunteer,
Coordinator, or System Operator records. Or sometimes even the Site, Place, or Assignment records. Volgistics
generally refers to these items by name instead of as an account.
Accounting Access Code
- This code allows people who are not setup as
System Operators
(or System Operators who have the
Basic User
or
Power User
operator levels) to gain access to the Volgistics Store for your account. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0728
Accounting Operator - This term is used to describe any person who can access the Volgistics Store for your
account using the Accounting Access Code. This person may, or may not, be the Billing Contact on file for your
account. The Accounting Operator does not count as a System Operator in your account's service level.
Active Status - This is a default Status in Volgistics that cannot be modified. The Active Status is generally used
to describe a volunteer who has completed the induction process to volunteer with your organization and is now
contributing. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Activity - Please see Assignment in this glossary for more information.
Address Label Reports
- These reports make
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PDF
files that put names and addresses for volunteers,
contacts
for volunteers, and/or
Coordinators in common formats for sheet fed laser or ink jet printer labels. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0483
Administrator - Also referred to as Volgistics Administrator. Please see Volgistics Administrator in this glossary
for more information.
Alerts - Notifications sent to System Operators or Coordinators when events occur such as receiving an
application, self-scheduling, or email opt-outs by a volunteer.
Anniversary Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for more information.
Any Times - A term used to describe Assignments or schedule entries that do not require volunteers to serve
specific times. You can setup the Rules tab of an Assignment to allow self-scheduling for any times in
Assignments that do not require volunteers to serve a certain shift. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more
information.
Applicant Status - A default Status in Volgistics generally used to describe people who have begun the process
of becoming a volunteer by filling out an application form. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Application Forms
- Online forms people interested in serving with your organization can complete. Information from these forms is
automatically used to create volunteer records in your account. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:0413
Applications Tab
- A tab in the Volgistics
mailbox
used to receive new
application forms
and records
converted (imported)
into your account. You can learn more about how to receive records from the Applications tab here [_______].
pg:0415
Archive
- A section of your database used to store inactive, or un-needed, volunteer records, or the act of sending these
records to the archived section. Please note this is separate from
Status
. Archived and non-archived records can have any Status in your account regardless of the section they are in.
Because archived records have more limited functionality than non-archived records, they cost less on a
record-by-record basis. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:0709
Assigned Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Assigned Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer is currently serving in
the Assignment. Please see Role in this glossary for more information.
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Assignment
- The task, or work, the volunteers actually perform at your organization. Some organizations may refer to these
as
events, jobs, opportunities, work area, projects,
or
positions
. Creating Assignments is important because it gives you more options for
scheduling and recording service. You can find more information here [_______]
pg:0096 .
Assignment Cluster
- A Volgistics feature that allows you to group or organize similar
Assignments
together even if they are not listed under the same
Site
or
Place
in the account's Site, Place, and Assignment hierarchy. When this feature is enabled, many
reports can be organized by Cluster. You can learn more about how to enable this feature here [_______].
pg:0934
Assignment Preference Field
-A
preference
field that applicants and volunteers can use to express that they are interested in serving in an
assignment. You can learn more about setting up this field here [_______].
pg:0991 You can learn more about using this
field on application forms here [_______].
pg:1351
Assignment Profile Reports
- These reports create
PDF files with information about Assignments in your account. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:0492
Attachment
- A PDF or Microsoft Word document that is sent out with an email message. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0368
Audit
- Each account's
Administrator(s)
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can configure the account so that
System Operators can review service records for accuracy. You can find information on how this works here
[_______].
pg:1415
Automatic Messages - Email or text messages automatically sent to volunteers and Coordinators by Volgistics.
These can include schedule reminders, Checklist reminders, password messages, or self-scheduling alerts.
Automatic Payment
- A payment option for paying your Volgistics
service fee with automatic monthly payments charged to your credit card. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0733
Awards
- A recognition program for tracking volunteer milestones such as a certain number of years or hours served.
You can also setup recognition for things not based on a milestone, such as a
Volunteer of the Month award. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:1551
Awards Reports
- Stock reports designed to help you manage your Award program. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0504
Back to Index
B

Back-up
- Storing data for future reference. Volgistics does a system-wide back-up of all accounts nightly, but these can
only be used to restore the entire system in the case of a catastrophic emergency. You may also want to make a
local back-up of your volunteer information using an Excel report. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:0461
Basic User - A user level that controls the amount of access the System Operator has in the account. To
customize the access, Administrators setup the Field Rights and Tab Rights for the Basic User operators.
Batch Reports
- A report listing all
service entries in a batch of service recorded with the Post feature. You can see an example of this report here
[_______]
pg:0599 and find more information about the report here [_______].
pg:0426
Billing Contact
- The person you select to receive automatic email messages concerning your account's status. This person may
be the account's
Administrator
or another
System Operator
. Or it may be a person from a department in your organization that handles payments. You can find information
on how to update the email address on file for the billing contact here [_______].
pg:0706
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Birthday Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for more information.
Birthday List
- You can setup Volgistics to display a list of volunteers who have upcoming or recent birthdays on the
Welcome page
that
System Operators
see when they login. The list can be configured to update automatically on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. You
can find more information here [_______].
pg:1385
Back to Index
C

Calendar Year - The standard calendar year running from January 1st to December 31st. Your reports for
volunteer service can be organized by calendar year, or fiscal year.
Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for more information.
Characteristic Field
- These customizable fields provide checkboxes for collecting information about your volunteers. They are ideal
for recording things such as skills, interests, languages spoken, memberships, certifications, and more. You can
find more information here [_______]
pg:0033 .
Checklist Item
- Checklists provide a tool for tracking the completion of actions volunteers must fulfill in order to serve. They can
be one time requirements (such as reference checks, orientations, or confidentiality agreements) or recurring
requirements (such as flu shots or background checks). You can find more information here [_______]
pg:0142 .
Checklist Reminders - Automatic messages that are sent to volunteers to let them know that a recurring
Checklist item is due.
Cluster - See Assignment Cluster for information.
Comment Fields
- A field that can be added to volunteer
application forms
to collect narrative information. When the application form creates the
volunteer's record
, information entered in the Comment field is directed to the
Notes tab of the record. You can find more information on how to add Comment fields to application forms here
[_______].
pg:1345
Contacts
- The information for a volunteer's or group's contacts found on the
Contacts tab of their record. Typical contacts include Emergency Contacts [_______],
pg:1829 References [_______],
pg:1828
and Employers [_______].
pg:1830 Other kinds of contacts can be customized. Contact fields can also be added to
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application forms. You can find more information on how to do this here [_______].
pg:1346
Contacts Tab
- A tab on the volunteer record where the
Contacts for the record are stored. You can find more information on volunteer record organization here
[_______].
pg:1849
Conversion
- The process of importing, or transferring, volunteer information from a previous database or file into your
Volgistics account. You can find more information about the options for creating volunteer records here
[_______].
pg:1878
Coordinator
- A Volgistics user who can access basic volunteer information and schedules through the
VicNet
module. These users do not have the same degree of access to the account as
System Operators
. Many organizations refer to their volunteer department's leaders as
coordinators
; however, these people may have
System Operator records in your account. You can find more information about Coordinator records here
[_______]
pg:0163 .
Core Tab
- This is a tab on the volunteer record where the basic information for the volunteer or
group is stored. You can find more information on the Core tab here [_______].
pg:1868
Count
- The number of records in your account. You can find totals for the number of records used by selecting
Setup
from the
menu
, expanding the
Account management
link, and selecting
Account status
. You can also find numbers for volunteers with just certain characteristics. You can find more information on how
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to do this here [_______].
pg:1815 If you want to find the number of volunteers with service during a certain time period,
use the Unduplicated Volunteer Count.
Credentials
- The information used by a
System Operator
to access Volgistics. This includes their account number, plus the email address and
password
on file for them on their
System Operator record. You can find more information about how to use credentials to login here [_______]
pg:0220 .
Custom Reports
- Volgistics contains
Stock Reports
that are pre-made reports designed to meet a variety of common volunteer tracking needs. You can also create
custom reports
where you select the organization, format, and fields for the report. You can find more information on creating
custom reports here [_______].
pg:0467
Back to Index
D

Daily Availability - A field used to track when volunteers are available to serve as well as when volunteers are
needed for an assignment. This field appears on the Profile tab of volunteer and assignment records.
Date Entered
- The date a volunteer record was added to your database. This date is recorded on the
History tab
of the volunteer record and is available in
Sets and reports. You can find information on how records are added to your database here [_______].
pg:1878
Date of Last Activity (DOLA)
- Date of Last Activity is sometimes abbreviated as DOLA. The Date of Last Activity is the date of the last
service entry
made on a volunteer record. This date appears in the
Statistics box on the volunteer record and is available in Sets and reports. You can find more information here
[_______]
pg:0076 .
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Department
- Volgistics does not have a term, or item, called
department
; however, many accounts use this term to refer to a
Site, Place, or Assignment in their account's assignment structure. You can find more information here [_______]
pg:0096
.
Display Graphic - This is an image uploaded to Volgistics so that it appears on the online forms used in your
account. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Docs Tab
- This is a tab on records for electronic document storage. The Docs tab always appears on
volunteer records (learn more here [_______]).
pg:1630 If the VicDocs module is included in your account's
service level, there will also be a Docs tab on Coordinator records (learn more here [_______])
pg:1636 as well as Site,
Place, and Assignment records (learn more here [_______]).
pg:1642
Documents Tab
- A tab on the Volgistics
Mailbox
designed to help you manage your documents. The Documents tab will always have sub-tabs for
attachment
and
volunteer
documents. If the
VicDocs
module is included in your account's
service level
, there will also be sub-tabs for
Coordinator, Site, Place, and Assignment documents. You can learn more about the Documents tab here
[_______].
pg:0388
DOLA - Please see Date of Last Activity (DOLA) in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
E

Email Messages
- Communication sent to your volunteers and/or
Coordinators via email. You can find more information on how to send email messages here [_______].
pg:0404
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Email Codes
- Codes that can be inserted into the body of your email message to personalize the message with your
volunteer's information. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:0386
Email Opt-out - Please see Opt-out in this glossary for information.
Email Preferences
- Part of the
Opt-out
feature that allows volunteers and
Coordinators to select the types of email messages they wish to receive. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0381
Email Types
- Categories of email messages volunteers use to select their Email Preferences. You can find more information
here [_______].
pg:1321
Event - Volgistics does not use the term event for anything but the actions, or tasks, a System Operator
performs. However, many organizations use the term event to refer to a function where their volunteers will
serve, or to the actual jobs or tasks the volunteers will perform at the event. In Volgistics, you will typically use
Site or Place records for the overall event, and Assignment records for the jobs or tasks volunteers perform at
the event.
Event Log
- The Event Log is a record of key actions for your account. Quite often these are related to actions performed by
a
System Operator
, but they can also be events the system initiates. Only key actions are tracked because logging every single
action is not practical due to the additional processing and storage requirements this would introduce. You can
find more information here [_______]
pg:0028 .
Excel - A Microsoft application used for spreadsheet data. Volgistics does not supply the Excel program, but it
can produce reports in Excel format. You can find more information in the Excel Spreadsheet Report entry.
Excel Spreadsheet Reports
- Reports produced by Volgistics in spreadsheet format using the
Excel file extension (.xlsx). There is a specific Excel report type here [_______],
pg:0513 and many other stock and
custom reports can also be produced in Excel format.
Back to Index
F

Field Rights
Administrator(s)
can restrict
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System Operator
access to certain fields according to the operator's
User Level
. Fields can be hidden from view for a user level, or set to
View only so the user can see the information but not change it. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:0957
You may also want to see Tab Rights in this glossary for more information.
Fields
- Fields in Volgistics refer to locations where you can store information. Fields can have different types or formats
such as text, date, dropdown list, or checkbox. You can find more information about the fields available in
Volgistics here [_______].
pg:0940
Fill Link - The Fill link is a link that appears beside an unfilled opening on your account's schedule. Clicking this
link opens the Fill an opening box so that you can schedule a volunteer to fill the opening slot. Please see
Opening in this glossary for more information on schedule openings.
Filled Opening - A filled opening slot means a volunteer is scheduled to serve in the shift that the opening
represents. Please note that one opening can have multiple slots (for instance if 5 volunteers are needed for the
shift). So even if a volunteer is filling one of the slots, there may still be unfilled opening slots available for the
same opening. You can use the schedule icons as a visual indicator to see if an opening slot is filled or unfilled.
Fiscal Year
- A 12-month period used to calculate annual financial statements. This is sometimes also called a
financial year
or
budget year
. You can setup Volgistics to figure
year-to-date (YTD)
totals and reports based on your organization's fiscal year. You can find more information on this here [_______]
pg:0062 .
Flags
- Flags provide a way to identify and categorize volunteer records. Flags differ from
Types because a volunteer can have multiple Flags but only one Type. You can find more information here
[_______]
pg:0212 .
Floating Subtotal
- Two customizable floating subtotal fields are available to help you track
service
over a certain range of months. The floating subtotal fields are available on most
reports and in the Statistics box on the Core tab of the volunteer record. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:1387
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Former Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Former Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer previously served in an
Assignment, but is not serving in the Assignment at the current time. Please see Role in this glossary for more
information.
Frequency - The Frequency field is a field that is used for schedule entries to show how often the entry will
occur. It can be set to One time for assignments that will take place on just one date, or Regular if the entry will
repeat on certain weekdays.
FTE - Please see Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) in this glossary for information.
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE)
- Full-time equivalent (FTE) refers to a unit used to indicate a workload, or count, for hourly resources. Volgistics
can assist volunteer leaders by calculating a FTE for volunteer service. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:1563
Back to Index
G

Getting Started Interview
- The
Getting Started Interview
takes place the first time someone logs-in to a new trial account. It is used to setup some basic options for the
account, which can be changed later if necessary. You can find more information on what the interview covers
here [_______]
pg:0200 .
Graphic - In software, this generally refers to a picture or image file. There are two locations in Volgistics where
graphic files can be used. Please see Logo Graphic and Vic Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Greeting Cards
- Birthday, start date anniversary, and holiday cards that can be setup to appear when volunteers sign-in to the
VicTouch module. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:1776
Group
Volunteer records
designed to be used when you have a group of volunteers (such as a school service group, or a group of
volunteers from a business or social club). Group records are designed to be used when you do not need to
track service, contact, and other information for each
individual that serves as part of the group. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:1909
Back to Index
H

Headquarters Operator - When an account has the Site Level Access feature enabled, a headquarters operator
is an operator assigned to all Sites instead of one particular Site.
Help E-mail Tab - A tab in the Volgistics Mailbox used to submit and receive help inquiries.
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Help Inquiry
- Volgistics offers free, unlimited online support. A
help inquiry
refers to a question that has been submitted to our support team. You can find information on the recommended
method of submitting questions from your Volgistics account here [_______]
pg:0184 .
History Tab
- This is a tab on the volunteer record where date records and the message history for the volunteer are stored.
Date records are kept for things like when a
Status
was given, when a
Checklist
item was completed, or when an
Award was received. The message history tracks when messages were sent to the volunteer as shown here
[_______].
pg:0370 You can find more information about the tab structure of volunteer records here [_______].
pg:1849
Holiday Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for information.
Holidays
- If your organization closes or keeps a reduced staff on certain days, you can clear the
ongoing schedule for the date by using the Holidays feature. You can find more information on how this works
here [_______].
pg:1391
Hours - Please see Service Entry in this glossary for information.
Hours of Operation
- The opening and closing times for when you will use volunteers. The
Hours of Operation
control the beginning and ending times for when volunteers can be scheduled. You can find more information
here [_______].
pg:1395
Back to Index
I

Import - Please see Conversion in this glossary for information.
In Box Tab
- A tab in the Volgistics
Mailbox used to receive Reports and Alerts. You can find more information on the In Box tab here [_______].
pg:1917
Inactive Status - A default Status in Volgistics generally used to describe people who are no longer volunteering
with your organization. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Include
-
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Include
refers to selecting which volunteers appear on a list, report or tab. Two spots where Include settings appear are
the
Volunteers Page
, and the
Volunteers Tab
. In addition, each
report
has an Include tab that controls which volunteers appear on the report. You can learn more about the Include tab
on reports here [_______].
pg:0426
Individual
- Individual records in Volgistics represent one volunteer. You can learn more about the tabs and information that
can be stored on records here [_______].
pg:1849 Volgistics also offers group records. Please see Group in this glossary
for more information on group records.
Invoice - Please see Order-Invoice in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
J

Job(s) - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
K

Kiosk - Kiosk can refer to the furniture or structure used to hold a computer. In Volgistics, we generally use the
term kiosk to refer to your account's VicTouch Sign-in Station.
Kiosk Mode
- A method of launching the
VicTouch module
that causes the display to fill the entire monitor or screen. This give the most secure and reliable experience
because it removes the
web browser
controls from view so only people with a special code can shut down VicTouch. You can learn more about how to
configure your web browser to launch VicTouch in kiosk mode here [_______].
pg:1765
Back to Index
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L

Labels Reports
- Volgistics has reports designed to produce
PDF files that can be used with sheet fed labels such as file labels. You can find more information here
[_______].
pg:0523
Leave of Absence Status - Please see LOA Status in this glossary for information.
Life Hours
- The grand total of all
service hours
entered for a volunteer. This figure is available on the volunteer's
Service tab
, and can be added to the
Statistics box on the Core tab of the volunteer's record. The figure is also available on the Fields tab [_______]
pg:0426 of
most reports, and can be used as a benchmark when configuring Volgistics to determine who is available for
awards.
LOA Status - A custom Status Administrator(s) can create in the Volgistics account. It is generally used to
describe people who are on a Leave of Absence (LOA) from volunteering, but will likely return to an Active Status
. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Local Back-up - Please see Back-up in this glossary for information.
Login
- Entering your credentials and starting a Volgistics
session. The account's System Operators can find more information here [_______]
pg:0220 . Volunteers and
Coordinators can find more information by watching the training videos at
www.volgistics.com/volunteer-training-videos
Logo Graphic
- Image files uploaded to your account that contain your organization's logo. Separate graphics can be uploaded
for your
Display Graphic, Print Graphic, and Mobile VicNet Graphic. You can find more information on uploading graphics
here [_______].
pg:1353 Your account may also have Vic Graphics. Please see Vic Graphic in this glossary for more
information.
Back to Index
M

Mail Merge
- Using a source document that contains information such as volunteer names, addresses, etc. to copy this
information into a template letter, or other document. The mail merge is performed using word processing or
similar software to individualize each copy of the finished document with the information from the source
document. You can find information on making a source document in Volgistics here [_______].
pg:0425 Volgistics also
allows you to personalize email messages with email codes.
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Mailbox - The communications center in Volgistics. The mailbox view is the same for all System Operators
unless an account has Site Level Access enabled. In this case, operators only see information for their Site. The
mailbox has In Box, Out Box, Applications, Service, Help E-mail, and Documents tabs.
Mandate - See Mandatory Service in this glossary for information.
Mandatory Service
- A goal for volunteers to perform a certain amount of
service for your organization within a specified date range. You can find more information here [_______].
pg:1419
Menu
- The items along the left side of your Volgistics account that direct you to certain areas of the program. You can
find more information here [_______]
pg:0215 .
Merit Hours
- A way to adjust
service hours
recorded for volunteers automatically. Regular hours can be augmented for situations such as serving on a
weekend, taking an overnight shift, or serving in a hard to staff
Assignment. Or regular hours can be decreased to account for lunches or breaks. You can find more information
here [_______].
pg:1564
Mobile VicNet Logo - This is an image uploaded to Volgistics so that it appears on the mobile friendly view of
VicNet. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Month-to-date (MTD)
- The month-to-date (MTD) total is the sum of all service hours entered for a volunteer from the first of the month
to the current date in the month. For example, if it is March 22nd, the figure will represent a sum of service
entries from March 1st to March 22nd for the volunteer. This figure can be added to the Statistics box [_______]
pg:1387
on the Core tab of the volunteer's record, and is available on the Fields tab [_______]
pg:0426 of most reports.
MTD - Please see Month-to-date (MTD) in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
N

Non-Archived
- A section of your database used to store
volunteer records
for your volunteers who are actively serving. Please note this is separate from a volunteer's
Status
. Non-archived and
archived
records can have any Status in your account regardless of the section of your database they are in. You can find
more information on the differences between non-archived and archived records here [_______].
pg:0709
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Notes Tab
- A tab on the volunteer record where you can add narrative text information about the volunteer. Information
from
Comment Fields
on volunteer application forms is placed on the Notes tab. You can find more information on the Notes tab here
[_______].
pg:1849
Notifications - Please see Alerts in this glossary for information.
Number
- A unique identification number found on the
Core tab
of the volunteer record. This number is used as the PIN when volunteers sign-in to the
VicTouch
module. If you'd like to send volunteers their PIN in an email message, you can do this with an
email code. You can find more information about system settings for volunteer numbers here [_______].
pg:1856
Back to Index
O

On-Demand
- In Volgistics,
On-Demand
refers to
schedule reminder
messages that are sent because a
System Operator
triggered the action. In most cases, schedule reminders are sent automatically by the system. You can find more
information regarding On-Demand reminder messages here [_______].
pg:1396
One Day Only - This refers to an opening or schedule entry that only takes place on one, specific date. It does
not repeat on an ongoing basis. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more information.
Ongoing - This refers to an opening or schedule entry that takes place on a recurring, or repeated, basis. For
example, a schedule entry that takes place on every Monday and Wednesday is said to take place on an
ongoing basis. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more information.
Online Forms - Volgistics features that allow volunteers and potential volunteers to interact with your
organization via the Internet. These include the Opportunity Directory, application forms, and the VicNet module.
Opening - Openings are used to create shifts, or pre-set times, when volunteers will serve. Openings can be
setup to take place on just one specific date. Or, they can be setup to recur on an ongoing basis.
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One opening can be setup to take place on multiple days and require multiple volunteers. For example, a single
opening may take place every Monday, Wednesday and Friday and have 5 slots, or volunteers needed, on each
of those days. You can find more information on creating openings here [_______].
pg:0776
Openings Only - A term used to describe Assignments or schedule entries that require volunteers to serve
specific times. You can setup the Rules tab of an Assignment to allow self-scheduling for openings only in
Assignments that require volunteers to serve a certain shift. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more
information.
Opportunity - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Opportunity Directory
- An online form that lists your Assignments and descriptions. You can find more information on this here
[_______].
pg:0420
Opt-out
- To ensure the integrity of Volgistics email messages, we require that opt-out choices be sent with all email
messages sent to more than one volunteer or Coordinator. You can find information on why this is important here
[_______].
pg:0384 The recipient selects what email types they would like to receive. These choices are used to setup
the volunteer or Coordinator's email preferences.
Order-Invoice
- A bill used with the
pre-payment
method to start the payment process. Volgistics does not send Order-Invoices because each account holder
selects the number of months (1 – 18) they'd like to pre-pay for as well as the
service level
they'd like. Volgistics automatically sends email notices that the renewal date is approaching to the account's
Billing Contact
at regular intervals starting 60 days from the paid through date. You can find information on how to create an
Order-Invoice here [_______].
pg:0721
pg:0404 and view saved and
Out Box Tab - A tab on your Volgistics mailbox where you can send messages [_______],
sent messages.
Automatic messages
that have been sent do not appear on your Out Box tab. You can learn more about the Out Box tab here
[_______].
pg:1978
Back to Index
P

pg:0220 to the Volgistics system, and
Password - Part of the credentials that System Operators use to login [_______]
volunteers and
Coordinators
use to login to
VicNet
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. The passwords are not the same as the
PIN
volunteers use to sign-in to
VicTouch
. System Operator passwords are initially created by the
Administrator
who creates the record. The initial volunteer and Coordinator passwords can be created in a variety of ways. You
can learn more about volunteer and Coordinator passwords here [_______].
pg:1699
PDF
- A file format for Volgistics
reports
. PDF files can be opened with Adobe's
Acrobat Reader DC
program, the built-in PDF viewer in many
web browsers, and outside programs designed to open this type of file. You can learn more about PDF files here
[_______].
pg:0449
Photo
System Operators
can optionally upload photos of volunteers to the
Profile tab
of the volunteer record. The photos can also be uploaded by volunteers and
Coordinators through the VicNet module. You can learn more about the photo feature here [_______].
pg:1798
Picture - Please see Photo in this glossary for information.
PIN - Please see Number in this glossary for information.
Place
- The middle tier, or level, in the
Site
, Place, and
Assignment hierarchy used to organize your assignment records. You can learn more about this structure here
[_______]
pg:0096 .
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PO - Please see Purchase Order in this glossary for information.
Position - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Post - For some, post may mean a job, task, or station that a volunteer serves at. In this case, see Assignment
in this glossary for more information. In Volgistics, post means to add service information to volunteer records.
You can learn more about this in the Service Entry definition in this glossary.
Power User - A user level that controls the amount of access the System Operator has in the account. To
customize the access, the account's Administrator(s) setup the Field Rights and Tab Rights for the Power User
operators.
Preference Field
- Fields used to allow applicants or volunteers to express an interest in serving at certain
Sites
or
Places
, or in certain
Assignments. Preferences can also be setup for other things as well such as an Assignment Cluster, state or
province [_______],
pg:1016 or one of the spare fields on the Assignment record. You can learn more about Preference
Fields here [_______].
pg:1011
Preference Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Preference Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer has an interest in
serving in an Assignment, but is not scheduled in the Assignment yet. If the Assignment Preference field is setup
to automatically give a Role in an Assignment, it is commonly the Preference Role. Please see Role in this
glossary for more information.
Pre-payment
- A payment option for paying your Volgistics
Service Fee
by creating an
Order-Invoice
and then either mailing a check for payment, or paying the invoice by credit card. You can find more information
here [_______].
pg:0733
Print - Please see Reports in this glossary for information.
Print Graphic - This is an image uploaded to Volgistics so that it appears on PDF versions of reports that you
generate. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Prior Year Comparison
- A field you can add to
Service Summary
reports to show hours served in the previous year for the time period listed in the report. The report automatically
calculates the percentage of loss or gain between the two years. You can learn more about this here [_______].
pg:0575
Profile Tab
- This is a tab on
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volunteer
and
assignment
records. For volunteers (not assignments), the tab contains information such as their Date of Birth,
photo
,
spare fields
, and
preference fields
. For volunteers
and
assignments, the tab can contain information such as the
Daily Availability and Characteristic fields. You can find more information about the tabs on volunteer records
here [_______].
pg:1849
Project - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Prospect Status - A default Status in Volgistics generally used to describe people who you have collected basic
information from, but who have not started the steps to start volunteering (such as filling out an Application Form)
yet. For example, if you have an open house you may collect the names and email addresses of guests and
enter them as a volunteer in your database with the Prospect Status. This would allow you to send them
invitations to apply to volunteer, while keeping them separate from your volunteers with the Active Status who
are actively serving. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Public Account Identifier - A unique identification number for Volgistics accounts that is used to associate their
VicNet or VicTouch access points with their account.
Purchase Order (PO)
- A purchase order (or PO) is document used by the Accounts Payable departments of some organizations to
indicate that they will be purchasing a product. Volgistics does not accept purchase orders as payment for
service fees
. If your organization requires you to use purchase orders as part of the payment process, you will need to wait
for the check to be generated for the purchase order and then send the check to us. If it helps the payment
process, you can add a purchase order number to an Order-Invoice. You can learn more about how to do this
here [_______].
pg:0739
Back to Index
Q

No entries under Q
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Back to Index
R

Receipt
- A document showing that an
Order-Invoice
for Volgistics
service fees
has been paid. You can view, print, or save Receipts in the
Volgistics Store for your account. You can learn how to do this here [_______].
pg:0722
Recognition - Please see Awards in this glossary for information.
Registration - Please see Application Forms in this glossary for information.
Regex - Please see Regular Expressions in this glossary for information.
Regular - System Operators and Coordinators can put volunteers on the schedule on a repeating, or recurring,
basis such as every Monday or every other Friday. Volgistics refers to a person who is scheduled like this as a
Regularly scheduled volunteer.
Regular Expressions - Regular Expressions (or Regex for short) are not unique to the Volgistics system, but
the Search fields on the column headings of the Volunteer Page support some Regular Expressions to help you
search for records. You can find many resources to learn more about Regular Expressions on the Internet. One
resouce is RegexOne.
Reports
- Volgistics includes reporting features you can use to retrieve information from your account. Reports can be
generated in
PDF
or
Microsoft Excel
formatted files. Completed report files are sent to the
In Box tab
of your Volgistics Mailbox. They can be saved locally, or opened, from there. You can learn about the stock, or
pre-made, reports in Volgistics here [_______].
pg:0595 You can learn about how to make custom reports here [_______]
pg:0467
.
Role
- The Role in Volgistics shows a volunteer's relationship to an
Assignment
. Having a Role in an assignment does not necessarily mean that the volunteer is
scheduled
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in the assignment, or has
service
recorded in the assignment, although this is quite often the case. You can find more information about Roles
here [_______]
pg:0103 .
Roster
Roster
is not a term that is used by Volgistics. Depending on where you are from geographically,
roster
can mean various things. If you use it to mean people who are scheduled, see
Schedule
in this glossary for more information. If you use roster to describe a list, roll, count, etc., you may need to contact
the support team [_______]
pg:0184 and describe what you're looking for. The support team will gladly assist you with
details on how to get the information you need.
Rules Tab
- The Rules tab is located on
Assignment
records. It is used for things such as controlling which volunteers can
self-schedule
for the assignment, or whether volunteers can schedule for
any times
or for
openings only
. You can also setup self-scheduling alerts on the Rules tab. You can learn more about the Rules tab here
[_______].
pg:2006
Back to Index
S

Schedule
- In Volgistics, the schedule is used to record information about when you expect volunteers to serve in the
future. Because of this, the schedule for past years is not available indefinitely so you should not depend on the
schedule to show historical information about when volunteers served in the past. Instead, we recommend using
service entries
to record information about when volunteers served in the past. Please note that service entries are not
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automatically created from the schedule--service must be put into the system using one of the methods shown
here [_______].
pg:1568 You can find more information about the schedule feature in Volgistics here [_______].
pg:0746
Schedule Tab - A tab on volunteer, Coordinator, Site, Place, or Assignment records that shows the schedule for
that particular record. For example, a volunteer's Schedule tab will only show that volunteer's schedule, a
Coordinator's Schedule tab will show the schedule for all assignments the Coordinator oversees, a Site's
Schedule tab will show the schedule for all assignments that fall under the Site, etc.
Schedule Entry - The registration or recording of details for a volunteer's schedule. Schedule entries record the
assignment, times or shift, date(s), and any special notes about when the volunteer is expected to serve.
Schedule entries can be for one date only, or for a repeating (ongoing) pattern of dates such as every 2nd and
4th Tuesday of the month. Schedule entries can simply place the volunteer on the schedule, or they can place
the volunteer on the schedule as filling an opening slot.
Schedule Icons
- Schedule icons provide a quick visual way to see if an
opening
slot is
filled
by an
individual volunteer
or a group member, or if is still an unfilled opening slot. You can learn more about schedule icons here [_______]
pg:0756
.
Schedule Reminders
- Reminder messages sent by
Email
or
text
to
volunteers
and
Coordinators
. In most cases reminders are setup to be sent automatically by the system, but they can also be sent
on-demand by System Operators. You can find more information on Schedule Reminder messages here
[_______].
pg:0791
Schedule Reports
- These reports create PDF files with information about schedules in your account. You can find more information
here [_______].
pg:0547
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Secured-socket layer (SSL)
- An online encryption method Volgistics uses to scramble your account's information as it travels over the
Internet. You can learn more about this here [_______]
pg:0181 .
Security Block
- A built-in security feature used to help safeguard your information. This feature automatically stops login
attempt to your account if too many invalid login attempts have been made from the same IP address. You can
learn more about this here [_______].
pg:1604
Self-Scheduling
- An account's
Administrator(s)
can configure the Volgistics account to allow volunteers to place themselves on the
schedule
as long as either the
VicNet
or
VicTouch
module is included in the organization's
service level. You can find more information on how to enable and configure self-scheduling here [_______].
pg:1494
Self-Scheduling Alerts
- A type of
alert
sent to
System Operators
and/or
Coordinators
to notify them that a volunteer has added or removed herself from the schedule. The alerts can be configured to
be sent for just specific
assignments
. You can learn how to enable self-scheduling alerts in the Self-scheduling alerts section of help topic 2172 here
[_______].
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Sender ID
- An email authentication protocol designed to combat spam. Volgistics offers two different Sender ID settings
depending on how your organization handles Sender ID. You can learn more about this here [_______].
pg:0311
Service - Please see Service Entry in this glossary for information.
Service Detail Reports
- Reports designed to show
service
information in your account. The reports can be run in
Excel or PDF format. You can find more information on Service Detail reports here [_______].
pg:0560
Service Directive - See Mandatory Service in this glossary for information.
Service Entry - The registration or recording of details for a volunteer's past service with your organization.
Service entries always record a date (or date range), and they can optionally record hours served, times served,
the assignment the volunteer served in, and additional Service Measures that are setup.
The system will automatically calculate Merit Hours for the service entry if you have setup a rule that applies to
the entry. In addition, service entries can be applied toward a Mandatory Service goal for the volunteer.
Service entries need to be created through one of the methods shown in help topic 1166 here [_______].
pg:1568 Service
is not automatically entered based on the
schedule. You can find more information about how service shows on a volunteer record here [_______].
pg:1579
Service Fee
- The payment required to use the Volgistics service at the
service level
you select for your account. Service fees are calculated by month, and you can select to make
automatic monthly payments
or pre-pay in advance for 1 to 18 months of service. You can learn more about Volgistics service fees here
[_______].
pg:0710
Service Hours - Please see Service Entry in this glossary for information.
Service Level
- The maximums you choose for the number of
non-archived
volunteer records,
archived
volunteer records, and
System Operators
you can have in your account. Your
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service level
also determines if your account has access to the optional
VicNet, VicTouch, and VicDocs modules. You can find more information on this here [_______].
pg:0719
Service Mandate - See Mandatory Service in this glossary for information.
Service Measures
- Optional numerical fields you can setup to collect additional
service
information for things such as tours given, mileage driven, phone calls made, absences, visits, etc. You can find
more information on Service Measures here [_______].
pg:1557
Service Summary Reports
- Reports designed to show
service
information in your account. The reports can be run in
Excel or PDF format. You can find more information on Service Summary reports here [_______].
pg:0580
Service Tab (Mailbox) - There is a Service tab on volunteer records and a Service tab on your Volgistics
mailbox. This glossary item is for the mailbox. If you need information regarding the Service tab on volunteer
records, see the Service Tab (Volunteer Record) item below.
The purpose of the Service tab on the mailbox is to allow System Operators review, edit, or delete service entries
sent to be audited.
Service Tab (Volunteer Record) -There is a Service tab on volunteer records and a Service tab on your
Volgistics mailbox. This glossary item is for the volunteer records. If you need information on the mailbox, see
the Service Tab (Mailbox) item above.
The Service tab on volunteer records has three purposes. The top of the tab is where the
Roles a volunteer has in assignments are recorded. There is more information on this here [_______]
pg:0138 . The
middle of the tab is where the volunteer's service information is recorded. You can find more information on this
here [_______].
pg:1581 The bottom of the tab is where Mandatory Service for the volunteer is configured.
Service Values
- You can assign a monetary value to be associated with
service
information. For example, Independent Sector (a Washington, D.C. based advocacy coalition) announced the
U.S. average for volunteer service value was $23.56 per hour in 2015. The group also releases averages for
each State and you can learn more at
https://www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time. You can learn more about setting service values in Volgistics
here [_______]
pg:0034 .
Session
- A Volgistics session starts when a
System Operator
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correctly enters her or his
credentials
from the Login link at www.volgistics.com. Each operator can only have one active session at a time. So if one
person is logged-in, and another person uses the same credentials to login, the first person's session will end.
Sessions will also expire automatically when the system does not sense any activity by the operator for an
extended period of time. You can learn more about this here [_______].
pg:1589
Set
- A Set is a way to query your account to identify certain volunteers. After a Set has been created, you can do
various things with it such as view the volunteers in the Set, send a message to the volunteers in the Set, or run
a report that only includes the volunteers in the Set. You can learn more about the Sets feature here [_______].
pg:0858
Set Rule
-A
Set Rule
is any aspect of the Volgistics system that can be used to build a
Set to query your volunteer records. You can find a complete list of the Set Rules that are available here
[_______].
pg:0853
Setup
- The
menu
option that allows
System Operators
to configure their account. Access to the Setup menu is usually only given to
Volgistics Administrator
level operators, but access can optionally be given to
Power and Basic User level operators also. You can learn more here [_______].
pg:0887
Shifts - See Opening in this glossary for information.
Sign-in Station - See VicTouch Sign-in Station in this glossary for information.
Site
- The top tier, or level, in the Site,
Place
, and
Assignment
hierarchy used to organize an account's assignment records. You can learn more about this structure here
[_______]
pg:0096 .
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Site Level Access
- A Volgistics feature that allows
System Operators
to be restricted to a single
Site
. When this is in place, the operator will only see
Places
and
Assignments
that are underneath their Site. The operator will also only see
volunteer records associated with their Site. You can learn more about this feature here [_______]
pg:0092 .
Site Level Operator - A System Operator who is assigned to one particular Site when the account uses Site
Level Access.
Slot - See Opening in this glossary for information.
Spare Fields
- Fields that the account's
Administrator(s)
can customize to meet the organization's needs. You can learn more about what types of spare fields are
available, what records they are available on, and more here [_______].
SSL - See Secured-socket layer (SSL) for information.
Start Date
- The date a volunteer starts actively serving with your organization. By default this is the first
Active Status
date recorded for the volunteer, but the account's
Administrator(s)
can configure the account to use different Statuses for this date. You can find more information on this here
[_______].
pg:1890
Statistics Box
- A box on the bottom of the
Core tab
of
volunteer records
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that shows service information about the volunteer.
Administrator(s)
can configure the
Statistics box
to show the volunteer's
Date of Last Activity
and
Years of Service
, along with
lifetime
,
year-to-date
, and
month-to-date
service hours. Administrator(s) can also select to add two
floating subtotals for customizable date ranges. You can learn more about how to configure the Statistics Box
here [_______].
pg:1387
Statistics Reports
Reports
designed to summarize volunteer information such as demographics and retention for your entire account. You
can learn more about these reports here [_______].
pg:0593
Status
- A volunteer's
Status
in Volgistics shows their current relationship with your organization. For example, an
Applicant Status
generally means that the volunteer has completed an
application
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, but is not approved to serve yet. While an
Active Status
generally means that the volunteer has completed any vetting you require and is now actively serving. You can
learn more about Statuses and how they are used here [_______].
pg:1832
Stock Reports
- These are pre-made, ready-to-run
reports
designed to meet many common needs volunteer organizations have for reporting. In addition to
stock reports
, you can also create
custom reports
if you cannot find a stock report that meets your needs. You can learn more about the stock reports available in
Volgistics here [_______].
pg:0595
Stop Date
- The date a volunteer stops actively serving with your organization. By default this is the first
Inactive Status
date recorded for the volunteer, but
Administrator(s)
can configure the account to use different Statuses for this date. You can find more information on this here
[_______].
pg:1890
Store - Please see Volgistics Store in this glossary for information.
Substitute Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Substitute Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer is available to fill in
for other volunteers who cannot serve as scheduled. Please see Role in this glossary for more information.
System Operator
- A person who logs into the Volgistics account by using the
Login
button at www.volgistics.com. These are generally the leaders of the volunteer department. Operators have three
different levels that are configured by the account's
Administrator(s)
. These are
Volgistics Administrator, Power User, and Basic User. You can find more information on System Operators here
[_______]
pg:0065 .
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System Operator Page
- The page where the account's
Administrator(s)
add, delete, and configure
System Operator
records for the account. Administrators control the user's
credentials
, as well as the operator's
user level
, the
menu items
the operator can access, the tasks or jobs the operator can perform, and whether the operator is a
site level operator. You can find more information on the fields and settings on the System Operator Page here
[_______].
pg:1895
Back to Index
T

Tab Rights
- Tab rights give you the ability to hide certain tabs on
volunteer records from System Operators with a certain user level. You can find more information on tab rights
here [_______].
pg:1012 You may also want to see Field Rights in this glossary for more information.
Tags
- Tags are a temporary way to identify a volunteer record (or a group of volunteer records). Once records are
tagged, there are a variety of actions you can take. For example, you can change the
Status
of all the tagged records at once, or run a
report for just the tagged volunteers. You can learn more about the Tags feature here [_______].
pg:1529
Tasks - Tasks can mean a variety of things, but in most cases it is what the volunteers do to provide volunteer
service. If this is the meaning you're using, please see Assignment in this glossary for more information.
Text Messages
- Communication sent to your volunteers and/or
Coordinators via text. You can find more information on text messages here [_______].
pg:1966
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Tickler - Tickler is an item on the Volgistics menu that provides a tool for System Operators to use to find
volunteers who are need to complete a Checklist item or who are eligible to receive an Award. The term Tickler
was used because it refers to a file or other aid used to remind someone of an upcoming event.
Trainee Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Trainee Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer is learning to serve in
an Assignment. Please see Role in this glossary for more information.
Types
- Types provide a way to identify and categorize volunteer records. Types differ from
Flags
because a volunteer can only have one Type, but they can have multiple Flags. You can find more information
here [_______]
pg:0212 .
Back to Index
U

Unduplicated Volunteer Count
- A count available on
Service Detail
and
Service Summary
reports that shows how many volunteers have
service
information recorded during the time period the report covers. The count is
unduplicated
because it factors out situations such as one volunteer who has service recorded in two different
Assignments under the same Place. You can learn more here [_______].
pg:0452
Unfilled Opening - An unfilled opening slot means that a volunteer is still needed to serve in the shift the
opening represents. Please note that one opening can have multiple slots (for instance if 5 volunteers are
needed for the shift). So one opening may have unfilled slots even if volunteers are scheduled to fill other slots
for the opening. You can use the schedule icons as a visual indicator of if the opening slot is filled or unfilled.
User Level - The amount of access that System Operators have to the system. The three user levels are
Volgistics Administrator, Power User, and Basic User. By default, the user levels have about the same amount of
access to the system. The Volgistics Administrator(s) customizes how much access each user level has by
setting tab rights and field rights for the user level.
Back to Index
V

Values - Please see Service Values in this glossary for information.
Vic - Vic stands for Volunteer Information Center. When Volgistics references Vic it means the item relates to
one of the three optional modules (VicNet, VicTouch, or VicDocs), or a feature available in these modules such
as Vic Mail.
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Vic Graphic
- Graphics or images used to represent things such as the tabs or buttons shown in the
VicNet module. You can customize these to "brand" or personize your account. You can find more information
here [_______].
pg:1451 Your account may also have logo graphics. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more
information.
Vic Mail - Messages sent to volunteers through the VicNet or VicTouch modules. You can find more information
here [_______]
pg:0315
Vic Self-Scheduling - Please see Self-Scheduling in this glossary for information.
Vic Tab
- A tab on the volunteer record where you can review a volunteer's access to the
VicNet and VicTouch modules. You can find more information on the Vic tab here [_______].
pg:1810
VicDocs
- An optional module that you can add to your account's
service level
if you want to store electronic documents such as a photo release form a volunteer has signed. You can learn
more about the VicDocs feature here [_______].
pg:1648
VicNet
- An optional module that you can add to your account's
service level
to allow volunteers to sign-in over the Internet to do things like update their contact information, view messages,
see their current schedule, add or remove themselves from the schedule, view their past service, or enter new
service information. You can learn more about this module here [_______].
pg:1724
VicNet Mobile
- A mobile friendly view of the
VicNet module
for volunteers who access VicNet on cell phones or tablets. You can learn how to enable and customize the
mobile view here [_______].
pg:1934 You can find a guide to teach volunteers how to use VicNet mobile here [_______].
pg:1676
VicTouch
- An optional module that you can add to your account's
service level
to allow volunteers to clock-in and clock-out when they arrive and depart from your facility. The system
automatically creates a
service entry
on the Service tab of the volunteer record when the volunteer signs-out. You can learn more about this module
here [_______].
pg:1778
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VicTouch Sign-in Station
- A computer or tablet that is setup to launch the
VicTouch
module. When VicTouch is included in your account's
service level
, you can set up as many sign-in stations as you need without impacting your monthly
service fees. You can learn how to configure a computer to use as a sign-in station here [_______].
pg:1527
Volgistics Administrator
-A
System Operator
who generally has access to all aspects of the account. By default, the person who creates the account is the
account's
Administrator
and this person can then create other operator records at any of the three levels:
Volgistics Administrator
, Power User, or Basic User. You can learn more about Volgistics Administrator level operators here [_______]
pg:0052 .
Volgistics Store - Each account has a Volgistics Store that is used to arrange for payment of the account's
service fees. The Store can only be accessed by Administrators for the account, or people who have the
Accounting Access Code for the account. To get to the Store, go to www.volgistics.com, hover over Try or Buy
on the menu, and select Store.
Volunteer and Assignment Matching
- An optional feature that an account's
Administrator(s)
can enable that will help find volunteers who are a good fit to serve in an
Assignment. You can learn more about this feature here [_______].
pg:0899
Volunteer Count
- Information about the number of volunteers in your account.
Count
can mean different things depending on the criteria you use to determine if a record qualifies. For example,
Administrators
can find the total number of
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records

in the account by going to
Setup
, then
Account management
, and then Account status. Operators can also get counts for just records that meet certain criteria as shown here
[_______].
pg:1815 Please note that group records will only count as one record for these two methods even though the
group may represent many volunteers. Operators can also pull counts for volunteers who have service recorded
in a specified date range with an unduplicated volunteer count. With this method, groups will show with the
number of volunteers who performed the service, but there is not a way to factor out if the same volunteers from
the group gave service more than once.
Volunteer List - Please see Volunteer Page in this glossary for information.
Volunteer List Reports
- Reports designed to show information about
volunteer records
in your account. These reports are laid out in a table format and you can setup the report to be sorted in different
ways such as by the volunteer's
number
,
Start Date
,
Date of Last Activity
, or
lifetime service hours
. The reports can be run in Excel or PDF format. You can find more information on Volunteer List reports here
[_______].
pg:0692
Volunteer Number - Please see Number in this glossary for more information.
Volunteer Page
- This is also known as the
volunteer list
. This is the page you see when you select
Volunteers
from the top of the
menu. You can find information about how to control which fields appear as columns on the volunteer page here
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[_______].
pg:1381 You can find information about how to search for specific records on the volunteer page here
[_______].
pg:1982
Volunteer Profile Reports
- Reports designed to show information about the
volunteer records
in your account in a directory type format. These reports are only available in
PDF
format and they are the only reports that can contain volunteer
photos. You can find more information on Volunteer Profile reports here [_______].
pg:0703
Volunteer Records
- Your volunteer records are accessed from the

Volunteer
page
in your account. Volunteer records can be in the
archived or non-archived section of your account. You can find information on how to find archived records here
[_______].
pg:1817 You can find information on how to find non-archived records here [_______].
pg:1982
A volunteer record can represent one person (
individual records
) or multiple volunteers (
group records
). Group records only count as one record toward the cap set for your account's
service level
even though they represent multiple volunteers. Volunteer records can be created in a variety of ways as shown
here [_______].
pg:1878 You can learn more about the tabs and fields on volunteer records here [_______].
pg:1849
VolunteerWorks - VolunteerWorks is Volgistics' legacy software. Support for this product ended in 2008 but we
offer free conversions to Volgistics for organizations who are still using VolunteerWorks. You can learn more
about this at https://www.volgistics.com/VolunteerWorks-conversion.htm.
Volunteers Tab
- The Volunteers tab is a tab on
Site
,
Place
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,
Assignment
, or
Coordinator
records. The purpose of the tab is to show volunteers associated with Assignments through a
Role
in the Assignment. If you use the optional
Volunteer and Assignment Matching
feature, the Volunteers tab on Assignment records can also show volunteers who match the Assignment's
criteria. You can learn more about the Volunteers tab on a Site record here [_______]
pg:0122 . To learn about the tab on
a Place record, click here [_______]
pg:0127 . And, to learn more about the tab on an Assignment record, click here
[_______]
pg:0131 .
Back to Index
W

Web Browser
- A web browser is an app or software you have on your computer or device that allows you to access the
Internet. Approved web browsers for Volgistics include Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer (9 or higher), and
Safari. You can learn more about web browsers and other system requirements for Volgistics here [_______]
pg:0179 .
Welcome Page
- The Welcome Page or screen is the first page
System Operators
see after they
Login
to Volgistics. Operators also see the page if
Welcome
is selected from the
Volgistics menu
. The Welcome page shows announcements from the Volgistics Team, account status information, and a
Tip of the Week
highlighting aspects of Volgistics that System Operators may be unaware of. Additionally,
Administrators
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can setup the Welcome page to show statistics about the account and a list of volunteer birthdays. You can learn
more about the statistics box here [_______]
pg:0028 and the birthday list here [_______].
pg:1385
Who's Here
- The Who's Here page or screen is displayed if
System Operators
select
Who's Here
from the
Volgistics menu
. The main purpose of the page is to show which volunteers are currently signed-in to the
VicTouch module
. The page can also be setup to show volunteers who were signed-in previously during the day, volunteers
scheduled for the day, or unfilled opening slots. You can learn more about the Who's Here page here [_______].
pg:1772
Back to Index
X

No entries under X
Back to Index
Y

Year-to-date (YTD)
- The year-to-date (YTD) total is the sum of all service hours entered for a volunteer from the first of the year to
the current date in the year.
Please note that "year" can mean either the
calendar year
or the
fiscal year
depending on how you have your account configured.
For example, if the current date is September 15th and your account does not have a fiscal year set, the YTD
figure will be all hours given from January 1st to September 15th. However, if the current date is September 15th
and your account is set to have a fiscal year that starts June 1st, the YTD figure will be all hours given from June
1st to September 15th. The YTD figure can be added to the Statistics box [_______]
pg:1387 on the Core tab of the
volunteer's record, and is available on the Fields tab [_______]
pg:0426 of most reports.
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Years of Service
- Years of service is the amount of time volunteers have been with your organization. In Volgistics, the system
automatically calculates this total based on the volunteer's
Status
dates. By default, only time in the
Active Status
is counted, but account holders can configure different Statuses to count toward the total as well. You can find
more information on this here [_______]
pg:0077 .
YTD - Please see Year-to-date (YTD) in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
Z

No entries under Z
Back to Index
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How to Use the Email HTML Editor
Help topic 1024
Added or revised 04-28-2014
This help topic gives instructions for the features in the HTML Email Editor. For instructions on how to send an
email message to your volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , please see help topic 2195 [_______].
pg:0404 You can
also send Vic mail and text messages to volunteers and Coordinators. Please see help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315 for
information on sending Vic mail messages. Help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343 shows how to send text messages.
Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the Help topic.
Content
Preview
Cut, Copy & Paste Options
Undo & Redo
Find & Replace
Select All
Link & Unlink
Image
Table
Insert Horizontal Line
Smiley
Insert Logo
Font Name & Size
Text and Background Color
Bold, Italics, Underline & Strike Through
Remove Format
Insert/Remove Numbered or Bulleted List
Decrease or Increase Indent
Block Quote
Preview

Click the
Preview
button to open your message in a new browser window to preview how it will look. If your message does not
appear as expected, you can close the window to return to the HTML Editor to make changes. In the majority of
cases, recipients will see the same thing as you see when they receive your message. However, because there
are not standards in place for how each email provider interprets HTML commands, there are some cases where
a recipient's message will appear different from what you sent. Help topic 1028 [_______]
pg:0299 explains more about
this.
Cut, Copy & Paste Options
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Please note: The Cut, Copy & Paste Options work with your operating system's Clipboard. In many cases your
web browser's security settings may prevent Internet based programs (such as Volgistics) from accessing this
directly. If the browser's security settings prevent access, clicking the buttons will not work. However, the
keyboard shortcuts for the operation will work. See below for more information on the keyboard shortcuts for
each button. You can also choose to bypass the buttons altogether and use the keyboard shortcuts directly in the
message window.
Cut. The Cut button will not appear enabled unless there is text highlighted in your message. The keyboard
shortcut for this button is holding down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the X key, at the same
time.
Copy. The Copy button will not appear enabled unless there is text highlighted in your message. The keyboard
shortcut for this button is holding down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the C key, at the same
time.
Paste. Depending on your web browser's security settings, the Paste button may require you to allow access to
the Clipboard or copy into a dialog window such as the one shown below:

If you're prompted to do this, place your cursor in the window and use the keyboard shortcut of holding down the
Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the V key, at the same time to paste. Click the OK button to move
the information to your message or the Cancel button to stop the operation.
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Paste as plain text. Use the Paste as plain text button if you're pasting text that you do not want formatted as it
appeared in the word processor or other source it was copied from. For example, text that appeared in bold
format and was underlined (sample) will appear as plain text (sample) in your message when this button is used.
Depending on the web browser you're using, you may be promoted to allow access to your Clipboard, or be
required to use a dialog window such as the one shown above to complete the operation. See the Paste section
above if you need help doing this.
Paste from Word. Use the Paste from Word button to paste text that is formatted the same as the way it
appeared in your word processor. This feature will copy the formatting of the font, but not the font itself, into your
new message. For example, if your text was in the Verdana font and italicized when it was copied, the pasted
text will be italicized but will not be in the Verdana font. This feature also works with bulleted and numbed lists,
tables and hyperlinks. But it will not work to transfer things like text colors or text that is highlighted with a color.
These will appear in the default color and without highlighting once they are transferred.
Please note: The browser you're using may also have an impact on how the Paste from Word button works.
For example, the Google Chrome browser did not place numbered and bulleted lists in the message with the
formatting they had in the document they were copied from.
Depending on the web browser you're using, you may be promoted to allow access to your Clipboard, or be
required to use a dialog window such as the one shown above, to complete the operation. See the Paste section
above if you need help doing this.
Undo & Redo

Undo. Use the Undo button as a quick way to change your message back to how it was before your last action
was performed. You can also use the keyboard shortcut for this button by holding down the Control (CTRL) or
Command (CMD) key, plus the Z key, at the same time. The HTML Editor stores approximately 20 steps that can
be undone using the Undo button.
Redo. The Redo button provides a quick way to change your message back to how it appeared before the last
undo operation was performed. The HTML Editor stores multiple steps so you can usually go forward any many
times as needed to change your message back to how it was. The keyboard shortcut for this button is holding
down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the Y key, at the same time.
Find & Replace

Find. The Find button allows you to quickly search your message for a specific word or phrase. Clicking this
opens a dialog window like the one that appears below:
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To use this, type the word or phrase you're looking for in the Find what field then click the Find button. When the
word or phrase is found, the matching text in your message will be highlighted. Click the Find button again to
move to the next instance of matching text in the message. See the Find Options section below for information
on using the settings in the Find Options section of the tab.
Replace. The Replace button allows you to quickly replace a word or phrase in your text with a new word or
phrase. Clicking this opens a dialog window like the one that appears below:
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To use this, type the word or phrase you're looking for in the Find what field and the word or phrase you want to
replace it with in the Replace with field.
When you click the Replace button on the tab, it will locate the word or phrase you searched for and highlight it
in your message. If you click the button again, it will replace the highlighted text with your replacement text.
When you click the Replace All button, every instance of the word or phrase is replaced at the same time. When
finished, a message box will appear to let you know how many occurrences of the word or phrase were replaced.
See the Find Options section below for information on using the settings in the Find Options section of the tab.
Find Options. The Find and Replace dialog windows also have the following options that allow you to customize
your search.
Match case: Check this box to make the search case sensitive. For example, when this box is checked searching
for "sample" will locate all of the times the word "sample" appears in your message except when it appears with
uppercase letters such as "Sample" or "SAMPLE." Leaving the box un-checked will locate "sample," "Sample,"
and "SAMPLE" in your message.
Match whole word: Check this box to search for the entire word only. For example, when this box is checked
searching for "sample" will locate "sample" in the document, but not "sampled."
Match cyclic: This box is checked by default to make the search continue through the entire document. For
example, if the Find or Replace button was clicked midway through the document, the search will start at the
beginning of the document once the end has been reached. Un-checking this box will cause the search to stop
when the end of the document is reached.
Select All
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If you need to make changes to all of the content in your message at once, click inside the HTML editor window
and then click the Select All button. This will highlight all text, images, and tables in the editor so you can apply
the desired changes to everything at once.
Link & Unlink

You can insert clickable hyperlinks for web pages and email addresses into your messages. To do this, click the
Link button or use the keyboard shortcut of holding down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the
L key, at the same time. If you want the link to be assigned to a text fragment, highlight the fragment before
clicking the button. To remove a clickable link, highlight the text and then click the Unlink button.
If you need to link to a web page follow the directions in the URL Link Type section. To link to an e-mail address,
follow the directions in the E-mail Link Type section.
URL Link Type. By default, the dialog window opens as shown below with the URL Link Type selected:
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Type or paste the address you want the recipient to be directed to in the URL field. If necessary, select the
communication protocol from the Protocol dropdown. You can choose from http://, https://, ftp://, news:// or other
as protocols. Click the OK button to exit the dialog window with the settings saved. Click the Cancel button to
exit without saving the changes.
E-mail Link Type. To insert a clickable link to an e-mail address, select E-mail from the Link Type dropdown. This
will open the dialog window shown below:

Enter the e-mail address you want the link to go to in the E-Mail Address field. You can also enter any text you
want in the Message Subject and Message Body fields. This will automatically appear in the corresponding fields
when the recipient clicks the link. They will be able to change, or add to, any text used before the message is
sent. Click the OK button to exit the dialog window with the settings saved. Click the Cancel button to exit
without saving the changes.
Image

To insert an image in your message, you will first need to have the image stored at a photo hosting site such as
Flickr, Imgur or Photobucket. These services are free to use for the basic user. You can click on the links above
for information on how to start an account and upload your photos.
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Please note: If you're a large organization and expect many recipients to view the photo, you may need to have
a paid account depending on the policies regarding bandwidth use from the hosting site you choose. Most sites
are reasonably priced for unlimited bandwidth use, though. Any charges for this would be totally separate from
your Volgistics account. For more information, see the hosting site's web page.
After your photo is stored on a hosting site, place your cursor in the message window wherever you want to add
the image and click the Image button to open the dialog window shown below:

To find out more about a particular field on the dialog window, see the corresponding section below.
URL. Type or paste the URL address for the direct link to the image you want in the URL field of the dialog
window. The image below shows an example of where to find this for the Photobucket image hosting site:
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Depending on which image hosting site you use, and your settings for that site, what you see may appear
differently. Also, the name of the field for the link you need to copy may be different than Direct link.
Alternative Text. Enter a short description for the image in this field. If the recipient of the message has an
assistive device such as a screen reader, this description will be used to tell the recipient more about the image.
Width. You can change the width of the image in your message by entering a number (in pixels) for the width
you'd like for the image. By default the width to height ratio is locked. To edit these fields independently, click the
Lock Ratio icon that appears as a padlock beside the field. You can also return your image to its original size by
clicking the Reset Size icon.
Height. You can change the height of the image in your message by entering a number (in pixels) for the height
you'd like for the image. By default the width to height ratio is locked. To edit these fields independently, click the
Lock Ratio icon that appears as a padlock beside the field. You can also return your image to its original size by
clicking the Reset Size icon.
Border
. To add a border to your image, enter a number (in pixels) for how wide you'd like the border. The border's color
is controlled by whatever you have set as the default text color for HTML email styles on the Email Ground Rules
page [_______].
pg:1930
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HSpace. You can change the horizontal space (or margin) between the image and the text that surrounds it on
both sides by entering a number (in pixels) for how large you want the space.
VSpace. You can change the vertical space (or margin) between the image and the text that is above and below
it by entering a number (in pixels) for how large you want the space.
Alignment. To change the alignment, or justification, of the image in your message, select Right or Left from the
dropdown list.

Preview
. The
Preview
field allows you to see how any changes you make to your image will appear without returning to the message
window. Please note that if you select to include a border, this will appear black in the Preview field. However,
once you ok the settings the border will appear as whatever color your default text is on the Email Ground Rules
page [_______].
pg:1930
Once you have your image setup how you want it, click the OK button to exit the dialog window with the settings
saved. Click the Cancel button to exit without saving the changes.
Table

The
Table
button is used when you want to add a new table to your message. If you already have a table in your message
and want to modify it, please see Help topic 1199 [_______]
pg:0317 "How to Modify a Table in an HTML email
Message."
To add a table to your message, position your cursor in the message window where you want the table to be and
then click the Table button. This opens the dialog window shown below:
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To find out more about a particular field on the dialog window, see the corresponding section below.

Rows
. Enter the number of rows your table will have. If you're not sure, use the default number of three. You'll be able
to add or delete rows later by following the directions in Help topic 1199 [_______].
pg:0317

Columns
. Enter the number of columns your table will have. If you're not sure, use the default number of two. You'll be
able to add or delete columns later by following the directions in Help topic 1199 [_______].
pg:0317
Headers. Use the dropdown to select whether or not the first row, first column, or both should be in bold print and
centered.
Border size. Enter a number in pixels for the size of the border that should appear around your table. By default
this is set to one.
Alignment. Use the dropdown to select whether your table will appear aligned to the left or right, or appear
centered, in your message. If the dropdown is not changed from the "not set" option, the table will be aligned to
the left.
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Width. Enter a number in pixels for the width of the table. You can also enter a percentage value for how much of
the editing window you want the table to occupy, such as 80%. The default value of 500 is in pixels.
Height. Enter a number in pixels for the height of the table.
Cell spacing. Enter a number in pixels for how much space should be between individual cells and table borders.
Cell padding. Enter a number in pixels for how much space should be between the text in a cell and its borders.
Caption. You can enter a label for the table. The label will be displayed on top of the table in your message.
Summary. You can enter a summary for what information is in the table. If the recipient of the message has an
assistive device such as a screen reader, this summary will be used to tell them more about the table.
Insert Horizontal Line

Click the Insert Horizontal Line button to add a horizontal line feature to your message. The line will be inserted
in the spot your cursor is currently placed at in your message window. When the recipient views your message,
the line automatically adjusts to span from one side of the recipient's message window to the other. There are
not any options available to change the thickness, or color, of the horizontal line element.
To delete a line that is in your message, place your cursor immediately before or after the line and press the
Delete or Backspace key on your keyboard.
Smiley

Click the Smiley button to add an emoticon image to your message. The image will be placed in the spot your
cursor is currently at in your message window. When this button is clicked, it will open a dialog window showing
all of the choices available. Use your mouse to click on the image you want to add to your message. There is not
a way to add new emoticon images to the selections available. Click the Cancel button to close the dialog
window without selecting an image.
To delete an emoticon image that is in your message, place your cursor immediately before or after the image
and press the Delete or Backspace key on your keyboard.
You can also edit the alternative text, size, border, margins and justification of the emoticon image in your
message. To do this, right click on the image in your message and select Image Properties. This will open a
dialog window similar to the one shown in the Image section of this help topic above.
Insert Logo
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Please note
: The
Insert Logo
button will only appear if you have an image uploaded to use on your online forms. If you have not done this,
Help topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 shows how to do this under the "To upload your display graphic" heading.
To add your logo to your message, place your cursor in the message window where you want the logo to appear
and click the Insert Logo button. To delete a logo image that is in your message, place your cursor immediately
before or after the image and press the Delete or Backspace key on your keyboard.
You can also edit the alternative text, size, border, margins and justification of the logo image in your message.
To do this, right click on the image in your message and select Image Properties. This will open a dialog window
similar to the one shown in the Image section of this help topic above.
Font Name & Size

When you start your email message, the font and size for the signature block (if one is included) is determined by
what you have selected as the default settings on the Email Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1930 page. To add, or change,
the signature block for your System Operator record, you will need to go to the System Operator [_______]
pg:1895 page
and update the information under Email heading.
Font Name. To change the typeface for the text in your message, highlight the text you want to change and
select the font you'd like from the Font Name dropdown list. To make selecting a font easier, the names of the
choices appear in the font they represent. The editor has the following fonts available: Arial, Comic Sans MS,
Courier New, Georgia, Lucida Sans, Tahoma, Times New Roman, Trebuchet MS, and Verdana. There is not a
way to add additional fonts to the choices.
Font Size. To change the size of the typeface for the text in your message, highlight the text you want to change
and select the size you'd like from the Font Size dropdown list. To make selecting the size easier, the size of the
numbers appears as the font size they represent. The font sizes available range from 8 pixels to 72 pixels. It is
not possible to add additional sizes to the choices.
To return your text to the default font and size, highlight the text and click the Remove Format button. You can
find out more about this in the Remove Format section of this help topic that appears below.
Text & Background Color
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When you start your email message, the font color for the signature block (if one is included) is determined by
what you have selected as the default setting on the Email Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1930 page. To add, or change,
the signature block for your System Operator record, you will need to go to the System Operator [_______]
pg:1895 page
and update the information under Email heading.
Text Color. To change the color of the text in your message, highlight the text you want to change and select the
Text Color button. Click on the color square for one of the 40 basic color choices. The highlighted text is
automatically changed to your color choice. If the color you want is not shown, click the More Colors option. See
the More Colors section below for information on creating custom colors.
Background Color. To change the color that appears behind the text in your message, highlight the text you want
to change and select the Background Color button. Click on the color square for one of the 40 basic color
choices. The highlighted text is automatically changed to have your background color choice. If the color you
want is not shown, click the More Colors option. See the More Colors section below for information on creating
custom colors.
More Colors. When you select the More Colors option, it opens a dialog window like the one shown below:

Click on a color square and then the OK button to change the text or background color to your choice. You can
also create custom colors by entering a color value into the text box below Selected Color. The color value must
be in one of the following formats:
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1. rgb(nn,nn,nn) - Where nn is a color value on a scale of 0 to 255 and the first set of numbers is the red channel,
the second set is the green channel and the third set is the blue channel. Do not put spaces between the "b" and
the "(" character, or after the commas for your red, green and blue channel values.
2. #nnnnnn - Where each nn pair is a hexadecimal number representing the red, green and blue channel color
values.
After entering the value in the text field, click the OK button to apply the color to your selected text. Click the
Cancel button to exit the dialog window without applying the choice.
To return your text to the default color, or remove the background color, highlight the text and click the Remove
Format button. You can find out more about this in the Remove Format section of this Help topic.
Bold, Italic, Underline & Strike Through

To add emphasis to text, highlight the text and then click the Bold, Italic, Underline or Strike Through buttons
to add the selected format to the text. You can apply more than one format to selected text by leaving the text
highlighted and clicking an additional button. For example, to make text both bold and underlined, highlight the
text you need and then click the Bold and then Underline buttons.
To remove applied formats from text, highlight the text and then click whichever buttons correspond to the
format. The buttons for the formats that apply will appear enabled on the Editor's menu bar. For an alternative
way to remove formatting, see the Remove Format section below.
You can also use the following keyboard shortcuts instead of clicking the buttons:
Bold. Hold down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the B key, at the same time.
Italic. Hold down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the I key, at the same time.
Underline. Hold down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key, plus the U key, at the same time.
Strike Through. There is not a keyboard shortcut for available for Strike Through text.
Remove Format

The
Remove Format button can be used to quickly return text to the default font, size and text color selected on the
Email Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1930 page. It will also remove any formatting such as background colors, or bold,
italics, underlining or strike through text features. To remove formatting, just highlight the text you want to remove
the formatting from, and then click the button.
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Insert/Remove Numbered or Bulleted List

To add a numbered or bulleted list to your message, position the cursor where you want the list to appear in your
message and then click the Insert/Remove Numbered List or Insert/Remove Bulleted List button. The cursor
will automatically be indented after a list marker so you can type the first item on your list. Just press the Enter
key on your keyboard to move to the next item on your list. When your list is done, press the Enter key and then
the Insert/Remove Numbered List or Insert/Remove Bulleted List button to start your next line of text in the
normal position.
To remove the numbered or bulleted list formatting while keeping the text that appears in the list, highlight the list
in your message and then click the Insert/Remove Numbered List or Insert/Remove Bulleted List button. To
remove the list completely, highlight the list in your message and press the Delete key on your keyboard.
List Properties. You can change the default markers used in your lists by highlighting and right clicking the
completed list in your message. Select Numbered List Properties or Bulleted List Properties from the list that
appears to open a properties dialog box.
The Numbered List marker options include Lower Roman (i, ii, iii, iv, etc.), Upper Roman (I, II, III, IV, etc.), Lower
Alpha (a, b, c, d, etc.), Upper Alpha (A, B, C, D, etc.), and Decimal (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.). The default marker setting is
Decimal if the "not set" option is selected. You can also change the starting marker used by changing the
number in the Start field. For example, if you used the Lower Alpha option and set the number in the Start field to
3, your list would begin with the "c" character.
The Bulleted List marker options include Circle, Disc and Square. If the setting is left at "not set," the default
marker option is Disc.
Nested Lists. If you'd like your numbered or bulleted list to have more than one level, place the cursor in the line
that will start the secondary level and click the Increase Indent button. When you're done with the secondary
level, press the Enter key and then click the Decrease Indent button to start your next line at the primary level
again. If you need help with this, please see the Decrease or Increase Indent section below in this Help topic.
You can also give just the secondary level(s) of your list a new marker scheme. To do this, highlight the level of
the list and then follow the directions in the List Properties section above. This is an example of how a numbered
list with 3 levels would use different marker schemes:
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Decrease or Increase Indent

You can indent sections of text by using the Increase Indent button. To use this, place your cursor before a line
of existing text, or at the start of a blank line. The text will be indented one tab space for each time you click the
button so you can create multiple levels if you wish.
To return to the original level, place the cursor in front of the line you want to have back at the original level, or at
the start of a blank line, and click the Decrease Indent button.
Block Quote

The Block Quote button allows you to indent text on both the left and right sides. This can be used to offset
paragraphs of text that are cited from a source, or to make lines of text appear as centered headlines. To use
this, place the cursor where you want the text to be and then click the button. Or you can highlight an existing
section of text and click the button. When you're done with the sections you want formatted, click the Enter key
on your keyboard and then click the Block Quote button to return to normal formatting.
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HTML Email Messages
Help topic 1026
Added or revised 05-03-2016
The HTML format for email messages offers many advantages that will help your messages get noticed such as
font choices; bold faced, underlined or italicized text; text colors; graphics; pictures and more. If your organization
uses these emails to send newsletters or announcements, this can help eliminate the need to send an additional
email attachment. This help topic gives some examples of what can be done with the HTML email format for your
messages.
If you send messages in HTML format, you will notice that there is still a "Text version" field for the message that
appears under the "HTML" message field. This is because it is important to include a plain text version of your
message even when the HTML format is sent. This allows recipients whose email programs might not support
HTML formatting, or have the HTML formatting turned off, to still be able to receive and read the message. Also,
recipients who receive the message on some smart phones may not be able to view it if a plain text version is not
sent.
The "Text version" field is automatically populated with the message's content when the Insert text button is
clicked. Or, if you forget to do this, it will automatically be populated when you send the message. We
recommend clicking the button because it may be necessary to edit the plain text version so it appears properly.
For example, things such as spacing between paragraphs and the numbers in numbered lists may not transfer
correctly to the plain text version.
Here are some examples of how HTML email formatting can be used. Help topic 1024 [_______]
pg:0278 shows how to
use the HTML editor to produce messages like the ones shown here.
Make an Announcement
Help your announcements get noticed and read by including larger fonts, colors and icons along with pictures.
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Send Sign-in Directions
Use the email codes shown in help topic 2103 [_______]
pg:0386 to personalize messages to include a volunteer's login
information. The bulleted lists provide a great way to include points of emphasis and the hyperlinks can be used
to direct volunteers to other web pages.
In the example message shown below, the training video URL addresses can be found at
www.volgistics.com/volunteer-training-videos. We recommend using the video that most closely matches how
you have VicNet setup. The help topic we refer to is help topic 1307 "Forget your password? (Volunteers and
Coordinators)." The direct URL address for this help topic is
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/Help.dll?ACT=21&TOPIC=1307.
If you created a message that uses the email codes shown in the red boxes in the example below:
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A volunteer with the first name of Jessica and the nickname of Jessie would receive the following message with
a link to use to get her VicNet password:
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Send Invitations
Use your logo and customized text colors to personalize invitations for your organization. Text indentations and
italics help to off-set and emphasize key information and tables allow you to include concise summaries.
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Related help
Help Topic 2195 [_______]
pg:0404 - How to send an email message
Help Topic 1028 [_______]
pg:0299 - Why HTML Email Messages May Not Appear the Same to Every Recipient

Why HTML Email Messages May Not Appear the Same to Every Recipient
Help topic 1028
Added or revised 09-26-2013
Before you send an HTML Email message, you should preview it first by clicking Preview button in the HTML
Editor.
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This causes the document to open in a new browser window so you can see how the message will look without
the HTML Editor toolbar and window. You can then return to the Editor and make any changes to the message
you'd like.
The majority of the time, recipients of your message will receive the email exactly as you intended it to appear, or
very close. However, there may be cases where the message does not appear correctly when the recipient
opens it. This is because there is not a standard protocol in place that every email provider follows to interpret
HTML email messages. This means that different email providers may display the same message differently.
One common example is when you use a font that is not supported by the recipient's email provider. Since the
font you intended for the message is not available, the recipient's provider substitutes a different font for the
message. This can cause your messages to not have the same tone or meaning that you intended.
For example, this message sent with the Comic Sans MS font appears like this in Microsoft Outlook:

But when received by a recipient through the email on a smart phone, it appears like this:
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Volgistics designed its HTML email functions with these differences in mind and tried to include only features and
styles that are commonly supported. However, due to the large number of email providers available it is not
possible to assure that every message you send will be rendered properly when it is received.

How long does it take for email to be delivered?
Help topic 1094
Added or revised 04-28-2014
The amount of time needed for email messages you send through Volgistics to be delivered to a volunteer or
coordinator may vary. Most email messages are delivered within a few minutes, however some may take longer
to reach a recipient for the reasons explained in this topic.
Email you send through Volgistics travels like this:
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pg:0404 your message is added to the
When you click the Send now button to send an email message [_______],
Volgistics mail queue in a matter of seconds.
How long it takes for Volgistics to deliver the message to the recipient's mail system depends on these variables:
• The number of volunteers and coordinators you send a given message to. While Volgistics can process many
messages at the same time, each message requires a certain amount of time to deliver. So when you send an
email message to hundreds or thousands of recipients it will take longer to deliver all of the messages than
messages sent to individuals or smaller numbers of recipients. The Volgistics mail queue uses a progressive
polling technique rather than simple first-in first-out processing. This means that Volgistics will begin delivering
email messages you send right away, even when the queue already contains other messages.
• If the message includes an attachment. Messages sent without attachments can usually be delivered to
recipient mail systems in a matter of minutes. Messages sent with attachments may take longer, depending
on the size of the attachment and the speed at which recipient mail systems can upload it. Mass mailings to
hundreds or thousands of recipients that include multi-megabyte attachments could take an hour or more for
delivery to recipient mail systems.
• The availability of the recipient's mail system. Most mail systems are always available to accept new
messages; however some recipient mail systems will decline to accept new messages when they are under
heavy load; if they are having operational problems; or as a means of reducing SPAM (greylisting). In these
cases Volgistics will try to deliver the message again periodically for up to 24 hours. Since these kinds of
delays are caused by the recipient's mail system, they are beyond the control of Volgistics.
• Greylisting. Some volunteers and coordinators may have email addresses on mail system that perform
greylisting as a means of reducing SPAM. These mail systems intentionally delay the delivery of mail. These
greylisting delays are imposed by the recipient's mail system, not by Volgistics.
Once Volgistics delivers a message to a recipient's mail system, their mail system takes over. While most mail
systems will add the message to the recipient's mailbox quickly, there are occasionally delays on the recipient's
side. These delays are beyond the control of Volgistics as the message is in the recipient's mail system at that
point. Recipient mail systems may delay delivery for a variety of reasons. On occasion, a volunteer's email
provider may delay delivery to check a message for SPAM.
When you send an email message to multiple recipients it is unlikely that all recipients will receive the message
at the same time because of these variables. Since volunteers and coordinators typically have email addresses
on many different mail systems, a given email message could be received by one recipient in a matter of
minutes, while another may not see the message in their mailbox for hours (if the recipient's mail system is not
immediately available or if it delays delivery for any reason).

Vic Mail and Text Messages
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In addition to email you can also send messages in two different ways in Volgistics.
You can send Vic mail [_______]
pg:0404 through Volgistics if you use the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778
modules. Mail sent as Vic mail (in addition to, or instead of by email) is available for volunteers to receive in
VicNet or VicTouch immediately.
You can also send text messages [_______]
pg:0343 through Volgistics if you use the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module as long
as the volunteers and/or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 receiving the messages have opted in [_______].
pg:1948

Mailbox In Box Tab
Help topic 1110
Added or revised 07-21-2016
The Mailbox's In Box tab is the tab initially displayed after you select Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . The In
Box tab is used for managing incoming messages such as reports, alerts, and document zip files. Messages are
identified by kind, format, date received, subject, and the System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to whom they were
directed.

This help topic reviews some of the basic features of the In Box tab. You can click on a link in the Contents box
below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Capacity
Alerts
Downloads
Reports
Upload Alerts
Saving Reports Locally
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Refreshing the In Box Tab
Sorting the In Box Tab
Deleting In Box Items
Site Level Access and the In Box Tab
Capacity
The In Box tab is not intended for long term storage. These rules apply to how long items remain on the In Box
tab:

• Alerts
• are deleted from the In Box tab 180 days after they are received.

• Downloads
• of documents are deleted from the In Box tab 5 days after they are received.

• Reports
• are deleted from the In Box tab 25 months after they are generated.
• Upload Alerts are deleted from the In Box tab 5 days after they are received.
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 are limited to 12 reports each. Once the 12 report limit is reached, when the
operator generates a new report the oldest report run by the operator is automatically deleted.
If you need to save an item such as a report or download, you will need to save it to your local computer,
network, or storage device before it is deleted. To save reports on your local system, see the Saving Reports
Locally section of this help topic. To save a download of documents, see the Downloads section of this help
topic.
Alerts
Alerts received on the In Box tab are identified with the following icon:

Depending on your account setup, you could receive five different types of alert messages. These are generated
for the following events:
• Subject: New application. Alerts generated when an applicant submits an online application form. Help topic
1053 [_______]
pg:1334 shows how to add these alerts.

• Subject: Schedule change (added).
• Alerts generated when a volunteer adds him or herself to the schedule throughVic self-scheduling [_______]
pg:1494
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. For information on adding these alerts, see

Help topic 2172 [_______].
pg:2006

• Subject: Schedule change (removed).
• Alerts generated when a volunteer removes him or herself from the schedule throughVic self-scheduling
[_______].
pg:1494 For information on adding these alerts, see Help topic 2172 [_______]
pg:2006
• Subject: Declined messages. Alerts generated when a Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 or volunteer opts-out of all email
communication and text messages from your organization through the link at the bottom of an email message
[_______].
pg:0381 For information on adding these alerts for volunteers, see help topic 1068 [_______].
pg:1327 For information
on adding these alerts for Coordinators, see help topic 1025 [_______].
pg:1325
• Subject: Opt-out of text messaging. Alerts generated when a Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 or volunteer opts-out of
text messaging by texting STOP or changing their selection in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724
Downloads
Zip files of downloaded VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 documents may be received on the In Box when a System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 performs an action such as deleting a volunteer record [_______]
pg:2016 or deleting a Site, Place or
Assignment record [_______]
pg:0112 . The zip files allow you to save the documents associated with records that are
deleted from your Volgistics account.
Downloads are identified with the following icon:

The first part of the Subject of the download message shows the type of record that was deleted, and the second
part of the subject has the name of the record that was deleted. The chart below shows the abbreviations used
for the types of records:
Abbreviation

Record Type

Asgmnt

Assignment

Coord

Coordinator

Place

Place

Site

Site

Vol

Volunteer

The zip files for downloads are only kept in Volgistics for 5 days so if you wish to keep the download of
documents you will need to save the file locally before it is deleted. In most cases, you can do this by simply
clicking on the Subject of the notification. Another option to download the file is to right-click on the Subject of the
notification and then select "Save link as. . .", "Save target as . . ." or "Save as . . ." from the menu.
Reports
Reports received on the In Box tab can be in Microsoft Excel format, or
with the following icon:
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PDF files are identified with the icon shown below:

You can find information on how to print reports, plus a listing of pre-made reports, in help topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595
"Stock Reports." You can also customize your reports in Volgistics. You can find information on this in help topic
2223 [_______]
pg:0467 "Creating Custom Reports."
If you have requested a report and the system is still working to compile the information, you will see a message
by the Refresh button indicating there is a report pending. This message will indicate how many reports are
currently pending for your entire account.

These could be reports initiated by a Site Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442 other than yourself so you may not actually
see the reports on the In Box tab when they are completed. The Site Level Access and the In Box Tab section
below explains more about this. If you remain on the In Box tab, you will need to Refresh the tab to see pending
reports that have completed since you visited the tab.
Upload Alerts
When you upload VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 files, the system scans the document to check for viruses. If the scan
shows a file may have a virus, the document is deleted to protect the system. When this occurs, you will receive
an Upload Alert on the In Box tab. Upload Alerts are identified with the icon shown below:

The Subject of the alert shows the name of the file that was infected. Click on the Subject to learn more about
the Docs tab where the upload attempt was made. The following help topics have more information about the
Docs tabs where documents can be uploaded:
Help Topic 2548 [_______]
pg:1630 - Docs Tab (Volunteer Records)
Help Topic 2549 [_______]
pg:1636 - Docs Tab (Coordinator Records)
Help Topic 2550 [_______]
pg:1642 - Docs Tab (Site, Place & Assignment Records)
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Saving Reports Locally
As noted in the Capacity section of this help topic, the In Box tab is not intended for the long term storage. To
save a report to your local computer (or flash drive or other storage medium), right-click on the Subject of the
report on the In Box tab and then select "Save target as...," "Save link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.

Then follow the steps to save the file to a local storage location. You can also save reports by opening them in
Excel or Adobe Reader and then using the program to save the report. Help topic 2106 [_______]
pg:0446 explains more
about how to do this.
There is not a way to save Alerts locally without copying and pasting them into a spreadsheet or word processing
document.
Refreshing the In Box Tab
The In Box tab will show an up-to-date view each time you select Mailbox on the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 . If
you're on the In Box tab and you want to update the view without leaving the tab, click the Refresh button in the
top left corner of the In Box tab.
Sorting the In Box Tab
By default, the In Box tab is sorted by the Date column with the most recent items at the top.
As your In Box tab receives more items such as alerts, reports, and downloads, it may become difficult to find an
item you're looking for. To help you with this, Volgistics allows you to sort the In Box by the Kind, Date, Subject
and To columns. Just click on the column heading to sort the In Box by that column's information.
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Deleting In Box Items
To delete an item from the In Box tab, check the box next to the item you'd like to delete and then click the
Delete button. You can clear out your entire In Box at once by clicking the Check all button and then the Delete
button.

Please note. . .

1.
The
Delete
buttons are located at the bottom of the tab so if your account has many items, you will need to scroll to the
bottom of the tab to locate the buttons.
pg:0065 in your account so if you don't recognize an item,
2.The In Box tab is shared by the System Operators [_______]
you may want to check with the operator listed in the To column before you delete the entry.
Site Level Access and the In Box Tab
If an organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 and a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 is logged in as a
Headquarters-level operator, the In Box tab will have a checkbox for
All Sites
in the upper right corner. If this box is checked, the operator will view reports generated by Headquarters as well
as reports generated by Site-level Operators [_______].
pg:1442 If the All Sites box is un-checked, only reports generated
by Headquarters will be displayed on a Headquarters-level operator's In Box tab.
Users logged in as Site-level Operators will not see the All Sites checkbox on the In Box tab. With Site Level
Access, the In Box tab will only display reports generated at their Site.

Adding a Sender ID policy for Volgistics
Help topic 1113
Added or revised 04-13-2016
Volgistics.com is a web based volunteer management system used by organizations around the world to track,
communicate with, and manage volunteers.
Organizations can use Volgistics to send email to their volunteers.
When organizations send email through Volgistics they can use any of their own email addresses as the "From"
address for their email, even though the email is actually sent by Volgistics email servers. For example, a
volunteer administrator named Abby Abbott at an organization with the domain "Example.org" can send email
through Volgistics using her organization's email address of Abby@Example.org in the email "From" field even
though her email is being relayed by Volgistics.com.
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In order to help ensure email delivery, Volgistics uses the Sender ID method of email authentication. With
Sender ID, the mail your organization sends to volunteers through Volgistics can be verified more accurately by
recipient mail systems, often bypassing spam filters and giving your email a better chance of reaching all
volunteer recipients.
Recipient email systems can perform Sender ID email authentication by checking a special DNS record for the
sender's domain that lists the mail servers that are allowed to send mail on behalf of that domain. If the server
that sent the message is listed as one that is allowed to send mail for the domain, the mail is accepted for
delivery and often is marked as "authenticated" for the recipient. If the server that sent the message is not listed
as one that is allowed to send mail for the domain - or if the domain does not have a DNS record with its mail
policy – an email message may be classified as possible spam or rejected by email systems that use Sender ID.
The DNS records that make Sender ID possible are known as SPF records. To enable Sender ID email
authentication for the email your organization sends through Volgistics, you add the volgistics.com domain to
your existing SPF record if you have one; or you add an SPF record that includes Volgistics.com if you do not yet
have an SPF record for your domain.
There may be cases where you want to use the IP addresses for the Volgistics servers that send email also.
These IP addresses are:
69.87.157.214
69.87.157.215
69.87.157.216
69.87.157.217
Adding Volgistics.com, or the IP addresses, to an SPF record is a task that should be performed by someone
with the technical skills and authority to manage DNS for your organization's domain. This would typically be an
organization's IT administrator, or an organization's Internet Service Provider (ISP).
The creation and installation of SPF records is beyond the scope of this help topic, however there are a number
of online support resources available. If you need additional support adding TXT records to your DNS server you
should contact your ISP or DNS administrator for additional assistance. DNS server management is beyond the
scope of the customer support services available from Volgistics.
If your organization already has an SPF record
If your organization already has an SPF record all you need to do is update your existing record to include
Volgistics.com as an authorized domain. You can do this by adding the following text to the record:
include:volgistics.com
For example, if you have an existing SPF record that looks like this:
v=spf1 mx ?all
…you would modify the existing record so it looks like this:
v=spf1 mx include:volgistics.com ?all

If your organization does not have an SPF record
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If your organization has its own domain (for instance "Example.org"), but you do not have a DNS (TXT) record
with SPF instructions for your domain, you can add one that includes Volgistics. When you create your SPF
record, include volgistics.com as an authorized or "outsourced" domain allowed to send email on your behalf.
You can do this by adding the following text to your record:
include:volgistics.com
If you create a new SPF record for your domain, be careful to include all of the email servers that may relay
email for your domain. A mistake in your SPF record could cause email for your domain to fail Sender ID checks.
There are also a number of SPF checker tools available online, which can help you avoid these mistakes.
Using free public email systems
If your organization is using a free public email provider, like Gmail, Yahoo, Hotmail, or AOL, you may encounter
a different problem. Another email authentication protocol, DMARC, has been implemented by many of these
services and prevents systems like Volgistics from sending email on their behalf. So if you use
123Foundation@gmail.com as your email address, messages Volgistics sends for you won't reach volunteers
that use any email provider who has implemented DMARC.
The best way to avoid problems sending email through Volgistics is to use your own domain and add an SPF
record with volgistics.com as an allowed sender. If you already have your own domain, your registrar might have
email features you can use, so you can move away from your free public service. Otherwise, Google Apps for
Work is an inexpensive alternative.
If you don't have your own domain yet, you can get one quickly and easily from a registrar like GoDaddy or
Google Domains. Most domain registrations are relatively inexpensive, and may include a couple email
addresses you can use. Otherwise the registrar will likely offer email as a small upcharge. In either case, you'll
also be able to manage your own DNS records so you can allow volgistics.com to send mail on your behalf.
As mentioned above, if you're not sure how to edit or create the SPF record for your domain, your organization's
IT department, or your registrar, should be able to make the change or walk you through it.
Having trouble?
If your organization cannot add a Sender ID policy for Volgistics to your own domain's SPF record for any
reason, you can configure your organization's Volgistics account so that the Volgistics system handles Sender ID
for you.
When you do this, you still relay mail using your own email address in the "From" field of the mail you relay and
your mail will pass Sender ID authentication, however Volgistics must add a "Sender" field to identify
Volgistics.com as the sender of each message. With this additional "Sender" field, some email recipients (those
who use Outlook, for example) may see the Sender email address of VolunteerMail@Volgistics.com along with
your own email address in the "From" field, as shown here:
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Adding Volgistics to your own domain's SPF or Sender ID record as explained in this help topic eliminates the
Sender field, causing the "From" field to display only your own email address when volunteer recipients read
their mail, as shown here:

Keep in mind that if the domain you use for email has implemented DMARC, this option will still not allow
volunteers to receive messages you send. If you would like Volgistics to handle Sender ID authentication, your
organization's Volgistics Administrator should do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu in Volgistics.
2. Select Messages.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Locate the Email Authentication section.
5. Choose "Let Volgistics handle Sender ID."
6. Click the Save button.

Sender ID
Help topic 1116
Added or revised 05-10-2016
Sender ID is a method of sending email so that receiving email systems can verify that the sender of a message
is who they say they are. This is known as email authentication, and Sender ID is one of several email
authentication methods.
With Sender ID, the mail you send to volunteers and coordinators through Volgistics can be verified more
accurately by receiving mail systems, often bypassing spam filters and giving your email a better chance of
arriving in each recipient's inbox. In addition, many ISP's like Hotmail will flag your email as
authenticated
when you use Sender ID, which improves the probability of your email being opened by volunteers and
Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 .
Volgistics can add Sender ID authentication to your email automatically, and we encourage all organizations to
use Sender ID authentication with their email to help improve email deliverability.
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There are two ways you can add Sender ID authentication to the email you send through Volgistics:
• Let Volgistics handle Sender ID
• Your organization can handle Sender ID itself
This help topic explains how each method works, and how to select the method you want Volgistics to use for the
email you send through your Volgistics account.
With Sender ID there is no change to the way you send email messages, and you send email from Volgistics
[_______]
pg:0404 the same way with either option.
Let Volgistics handle Sender ID
The easiest way to have your email authenticated with Sender ID is to let Volgistics handle it. With this option
your organization does not need to do anything else for Sender ID authentication to work with the email you send
through Volgistics.
When you let Volgistics handle Sender ID, a Sender email address is automatically added to each email
message you send. This Sender address gives recipient email systems a way to verify that your email came from
Volgistics.
You can still use your own email address as the From and Reply-to [_______]
pg:0398 email address for your email,
however some email programs such as Microsoft Outlook may show the Sender email address along with your
email address in the From field when volunteers and Coordinators read your email messages.
Here's an example of how a message with Sender ID might appear in Microsoft Outlook for a message sent
through Volgistics by someone named Abby Abbott with the email address of abby@example.org

Not all email programs display the Sender email address, so in many email programs the Sender address will
never be visible to the recipient. Even if the Sender email address is visible to a volunteer or Coordinator
recipient, your own email address will always appear too, and replies to your messages will still always go to the
email address you specify as the Reply-to address.
Some organizations may prefer not to have this Sender ID field included in the messages they send through
Volgistics, so Volgistics also provides a way for organizations to handle Sender ID authentication themselves. If
your organization handles its own Sender ID authentication, email you send through Volgistics will not include
the Sender field, but it will still be authenticated with a Sender ID. The next section explains more about handling
Sender ID authentication yourself.
If you'd like Volgistics to send your email with Sender ID authentication, just follow these steps (you'll need
access to the Volgistics Setup page [_______]
pg:0887 to do this, so if you are not your organization's Volgistics
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , check with them for assistance with this):
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1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Select Messages.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Locate the Email Authentication section.
5. Select Let Volgistics handle Sender ID.
6. Click the Save button.

When you choose Let Volgistics handle Sender ID, your Volgistics email will start including Sender ID
authentication right away (there's nothing else you need to do).
Your organization can handle Sender ID itself
If you choose to handle Sender ID authentication yourself, the person who manages your organization's Internet
domain (the domain name that appears after "@" in your email address) creates a domain policy that says it is
okay for Volgistics to relay mail for you. Then when you send email through Volgistics your domain policy will tell
the recipient mail systems that it is okay for Volgistics to send mail with your email address in the From field.
This policy is relatively easy for your domain administrator (IT department or ISP) to add, and it only needs to be
added once.
Once this policy is in place, the email you send through Volgistics will include Sender ID authentication.
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Help Topic 1113 Adding a Sender ID policy for Volgistics [_______]
pg:0308 has all of the technical information that the
person who manages your Internet domain would need to add this policy. You can send the person who
manages your domain a copy of that Help Topic, or you can give them this link to it:
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/help.dll?ACT=21&TOPIC=1113
As always, you use your own email address as the From and Reply-to email address for the mail you send
through Volgistics; but with this option there is no need for a Sender email address to be added to your
messages, so recipients would not see the VolunteerMail@Volgistics.com email address when they read your
email.
To select the email Sender ID policy you want to use for the email you send through Volgistics:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Select Messages.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Locate the Email Authentication section.
5. Select My organization will handle Sender ID itself.
6. Click the Save button to save your change.

All email you send through Volgistics - including automatic email messages such as schedule and checklist
reminders - is sent using the Sender ID option you choose.
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How To Send Vic Mail
Help topic 1127
Added or revised 08-18-2014
The Vic Mail feature allows organizations to send messages to volunteers through the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724
or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules. If an organization uses VicNet or VicTouch, they can create a message that
volunteers can receive when they log into either of these modules. Please note that in VicTouch the message
screen only appears after a volunteer selects the Sign-in or Sign-out button. If they enter their PIN but only view
their schedule or service history, they will not see the message.
In order for Vic Mail messages to be delivered, you must have the option to receive them enabled. For VicNet
this is done on the Vic Mail tab setup page. To get to this page select "Setup" from the menu, expand the
"VicNet" link, and select "Mail tab." For VicTouch this is done on the Mail screen setup page. To get to this page
select "Setup" from the menu, expand the "VicTouch" link, select "Check-in sequence" and then "Mail screen
setup."
This help topic explains how to compose and send a new Vic Mail message from the Volgistics Mailbox. If you
are not already on the "New Message" window, you can get there by selecting "Mailbox" from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , clicking the Out Box tab, and then clicking the Send a message button.

Send this message by
Check the VIC mail checkbox if you want volunteers to receive this message when they visit VicNet or VicTouch.
If you don't use VicNet or VicTouch, the VIC mail option will not appear so you will not have the ability to use Vic
Mail.

Alternatively, you can check the Email checkbox to send this message by Email [_______].
pg:0404
You may check both checkboxes (VIC mail and Email) if you want volunteers to receive this message both by
email, and at VicNet or VicTouch.
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If your account has enabled text messaging [_______],
pg:0321 there will also be a Text Message option. While you can
send one message by both text and VIC mail, it may be more beneficial to send separate VIC mail and text
messages. This is because your Vic mail message will be limited to 110 characters, or your volunteers will just
receive an alert by text that a message has been sent instead of the message itself by text.
From
Messages are always from you (the name entered for you on your Volgistics system operator record).
To
Use the To section to specify which volunteers and/or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 this message should be sent to.
To send your message to an individual volunteer, select the volunteer's name from the Volunteers dropdown list.
To send your message to all of the tagged [_______]
pg:1529 volunteers, check the Tagged volunteers checkbox.
To send your message to all volunteers with a specific Status [_______]
pg:1832 (such as all volunteers with the Active
Status), select the Status of the volunteers you want to receive the message.
Check "All of the volunteers in this Set" and then choose a Set [_______]
pg:0396 to send your message to all of the
volunteers in a specific set.
To send your message to every volunteer in your database (except archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteers) no matter
what their Status is, check the "All volunteers" checkbox.
To send your message to an individual Coordinator, select the Coordinator's name from the Coordinators
dropdown list.
Check the "All coordinators" checkbox to send your message to all Coordinators.
Subject
Enter a subject for your message. This will appear as the subject of your Vic Mail message when its recipient
views it at VicNet or VicTouch.
Attachment
If you attach a PDF file or Microsoft Word to your Vic Mail message, the recipient will be able to open the
document if they view the message in VicNet; however, there is not currently a way for attachments to be
displayed in messages received at VicTouch.
If you've previously uploaded the file you want to attach, choose it from the Attachment dropdown list. If you
haven't uploaded the file you want to attach, you should close the New Message window and upload the file
[_______]
pg:0388 first.
Message
Enter your message in the message text area. If your message is long, consider writing it in a word processor,
and then pasting [_______]
pg:0063 it in the Message field. Please note that messages you send using Vic Mail are sent
as plain text messages (rather than with HTML formatting).
When sending Vic Mail at the same time as you send HTML Email messages, you should verify that the plain
text message is formatted correctly by checking how the message appears in the Plain text box which is how the
messages should appear to Vic Mail recipients.
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If you are sending the message as both a text and a Vic mail message, you will either need to limit the message
length to 110 characters or less, or have the volunteers just receive a text alert that a message has been sent to
them.
Post until:
Enter the date this message should no longer be posted at VicNet or VicTouch. If a volunteer has not viewed a
Vic Mail message by the date entered in this field, the message will no longer be retrievable at VicNet or
VicTouch.

A volunteer or coordinator cannot open a Microsoft Word file attachment
Help topic 1190
Added or revised 09-24-2013
You can send email through Volgistics with file attachments that are either PDF (Portable Document Format),
DOC or DOCX (Microsoft Word document) files.
If you choose to send a Microsoft Word document to volunteers or coordinators as an email attachment, each
recipient's ability to open the attachment will depend on their having a software program compatible with this
Microsoft Corporation file format. Volunteers or coordinators who receive the attachment, but who use a different
version of Microsoft Office than you used to create the attachment, or who do not have a program capable of
reading DOC or DOCX files may not be able to open the attachment.
In addition, some recipient email systems and anti-virus programs may strip or re-name email attachments that
are Word documents because these files could potentially contain computer viruses. If a recipient receives the
DOC or DOCX file attachment, but the attachment's file name has been altered by their email or anti-virus
system (Volgistics does not alter the attachment file name), their computer may not know that the file is a Word
document and therefore be unable to open it.
Unless you know your volunteer or coordinator email recipients will be able to open Microsoft Word documents,
choosing to send email attachments as PDF files rather than DOC or DOCX files will generally result in more
recipients being able to open and view the attachment. PDF files may be opened with Adobe Reader which is
freely available [_______].
pg:0449
Volgistics does not alter the DOC, DOCX or PDF files you include as email attachments.

How to Modify a Table in an HTML Email Message
Help topic 1199
Added or revised 09-25-2013
This help topic gives instructions on how to modify an existing table in an HTML message. For information on
actually creating a table, please see the "Table" section in Help topic 1024.
Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the Help topic.
Content
Cell
Row
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Column
Delete Table
Table Properties
To modify your table, right click on it to bring up the option list shown below. To find out more about a specific
option, see the corresponding section below.

To find out more about a specific option, see the corresponding section of this Help topic.
Depending on the web browser you're using, you may also see options to resize the table, merge cells, and add
rows and columns, after you click on the table with your mouse. These are functions of the web browser you're
using so if you do not see them you'll need to use the menu options shown in this Help topic to modify your table.
Cell
Expanding the Cell option brings up the list shown below that allows you to choose the following options for how
the cells in the table appear. To find out more about a specific option, see the corresponding section below.

Insert Cell Before: This option inserts a new cell before the cell that contains the cursor.
Insert Cell After: This option inserts a new cell after the cell that contains the cursor.
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Delete Cells: This option deletes the cell that contains the cursor.
Merge Cells: This option only appears enabled if more than one cell is selected. It merges the selected cells into
one cell.
Merge Right: This option only appears enabled if just one cell is selected. It merges the cell that contains the
cursor with the cell to its right.
Merge Down: This option only appears enabled if just one cell is selected. It merges the cell that contains the
cursor with the cell below it.
Split Cell Horizontally: This option only appears enabled if just one cell is selected. It splits the selected cell into a
left and right cell.
Split Cell Vertically: This option only appears enabled if just one cell is selected. It splits the selected cell into
upper and lower cells.
Cell Properties: This option opens the dialog window shown below:

See the paragraphs below for information on the fields on this window.
Width: Enter a number in pixels for the width of the cell. You can also enter a percentage value for how much of
the row the cell will occupy. Use the dropdown to change between pixels and percent.
Height: Enter a number in pixels for the height of the cell.
Word Wrap: Use the dropdown to select whether you want the cell's content to automatically wrap to the next line
or not.
Horizontal Alignment: Use the dropdown to select whether you want the cell's content to be aligned to the left or
right, or appear centered, in the cell. If the dropdown is not changed from the "not set" option, the content will be
aligned to the left.
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Vertical Alignment: Use the dropdown to select how you want the vertical alignment for your cell's content to
appear. You can choose between Top, Middle, Bottom or Baseline. If the dropdown is not changed from the "not
set" option, the alignment will be Middle by default.
Cell Type: Use the dropdown to select whether or not the cell has the regular data format or the header format.
Choosing the header type will cause the cell's content to appear with the center alignment and in bold.
Rows Span: Use this option to stretch the cell where the cursor appears downward over several rows. The
number value selected controls how many rows will be incorporated. This works differently than the Merge Down
option shown above because it extends the table's rows beyond their current dimensions.
If you do not like the result after using this option, click the Undo button to restore your table to how it appeared
before. Please see the "Undo" section in Help topic 1024 if you need help finding this button.
Columns Span: Use this option to stretch the cell where the cursor appears to the right over several columns.
The number value selected controls how many columns will be incorporated. This works differently than the
Merge Right option shown above because it extends the table's columns beyond their current dimensions.
If you do not like the result after using this option, click the Undo button to restore your table to how it appeared
before. Please see the "Undo" section in Help topic 1024 if you need help finding this button.
Background Color: Enter a color value directly in the text field and click the OK button to apply your choice to the
background of the selected cell. You can also click the Choose button beside the field to open a dialog window
to select your color. See the "More Colors" section in Help topic 1024 if you need more help using this dialog
window.
Border Color: Enter a color value directly in the text field and click the OK button to apply your choice to the
border of the selected cell. You can also click the Choose button beside the field to open a dialog window to
select your color. See the "More Colors" section in Help topic 1024 if you need more help using this dialog
window.
Row
Expanding the Row option brings up the list shown below that allows you to choose the following options for how
the rows in the table appear. To find out more about a specific option, see the corresponding section below.

Insert Row Before: This option inserts a new row above the row that contains the cursor.
Insert Row After: This option inserts a new row below the row that contains the cursor.
Delete Rows: This option deletes the row that contains the cursor.
Column
Expanding the Column option brings up the list shown below that allows you to choose the following options for
how the columns in the table appear. To find out more about a specific option, see the corresponding section
below.
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Insert Column Before: This option inserts a new column to the left of the column that contains the cursor.
Insert Column After: This option inserts a new column to the right of the column that contains the cursor.
Delete Columns: This option deletes the column that contains the cursor.
Delete Table
Select this option to delete the entire table and all of its content from your message. If you delete your table by
mistake, click the Undo button to restore it. Please see the "Undo" section in Help topic 1024 if you need help
finding this button.
Table Properties
Select this option to return to the dialog window shown when you create a table. For help with this dialog window,
see the "Table" section in Help topic 1024.

How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help topic 1290
Added or revised 06-20-2014
Volgistics offers text messaging (SMS) free of charge as part of its regular features. With text messaging, you
can send texts to volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , have volunteers and/or Coordinators receive
automated text messages, and receive certain text alerts as a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 .
While there is not a charge for the text messaging feature, it does require accounts to include the VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 module in their account's service level [_______].
pg:0719 VicNet is necessary because it provides a way for
volunteers and Coordinators to opt-in and out of text messaging, plus manage their text preferences. If VicNet is
not currently part of your account's service level, you can add it by following the steps shown in help topic 2007
[_______]
pg:0050 .
To use text messaging, each volunteer, Coordinator, and System Operator that opts-in will need to agree to
Volgistics' text messaging terms and conditions. You can also add additional terms for your organization if you'd
like.
To enable text messaging for your account:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Messages link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Scroll down to the Text Messaging (SMS) Ground Rules section.
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5. Select an option to allow text messaging with the standard terms, or with the standard terms plus additional
terms for your organization.

6. If you require additional terms, type (or copy and paste) the additional terms.

7. Enter the password you use to sign-in to Volgistics into the password field and click the Save button.

System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 will now be able to send text messages as long as their System Operator rights
[_______] allow them to send email and text messages. To receive alerts for application form [_______]
pg:0413
submissions, they will need to opt-in to text messaging [_______].
pg:1958
Volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 will need to opt-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:1948 in order to receive
custom messages [_______],
pg:0343 or automatic messages such as schedule reminders [_______].
pg:0791
Related help
Help Topic 1023 [_______]
pg:1321 - Message Types
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Help Topic 1025 [_______]
pg:1325 - Coordinator Message Preferences
Help Topic 1068 [_______]
pg:1327 - Volunteer Message Preferences
Help Topic 1290 [_______]
pg:0321 - How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1291 [_______]
pg:1948 - How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1292 [_______]
pg:0333 - Text Message Validity
Help Topic 1293 [_______]
pg:1958 - How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1294 [_______]
pg:0342 - How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343 - How to Send a Text Message
Help Topic 1296 [_______]
pg:0837 - Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Help Topic 1297 [_______]
pg:0837 - Their Text Message Set Rule
Help Topic 1298 [_______]
pg:0840 - Their Text Message Validity Set Rule
Help Topic 1299 [_______]
pg:0347 - Using Email and Text Messages Together
Help Topic 1300 [_______]
pg:1966 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1301 [_______]
pg:1971 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1991 [_______]
pg:1978 - Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help Topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 - Introduction to Message Preferences
Help Topic 2185 [_______]
pg:0396 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Help Topic 2192 [_______]
pg:0401 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
Help Topic 2193 [_______]
pg:0402 - How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
Help Topic 2194 [_______]
pg:0403 - How to Send Messages to all of the Tagged Volunteers

How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help topic 1291
Added or revised 01-15-2015
This help topic is designed to show volunteers and Coordinators how to opt-in and opt-out of text messaging so
they can receive text messages from the organization where they serve.
You can click on a section of the help topic in the Content box below to go directly to that section.
Contents
Opt-in Process
Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
Resume Opt-in
If Your Phone Number Changes

Opt-in Process
Follow the steps below to start receiving text messaging from the organization you serve with.
1. Sign-in to VicNet
You use your VicNet account at the organization you volunteer at to opt-in to text messaging and control your
text preferences. The VicNet account is necessary so the opt-in process complies with Federal communication
regulations that specify that you can select what types of text messages you want to receive.
Most organizations place a link to VicNet somewhere on their web site. The login screen for the portal will look
something like this:
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Enter the email address the organization has on file for you along with your VicNet password. If you forgot your
password, you can find assistance here [_______].
pg:1975
If you are unable to sign-in, please contact the volunteer office at the organization where you serve.
2. Go to the Account tab
Once you have signed-in, select the Account tab.

Some organizations may customize VicNet and/or the tabs so your account may look different and the tab may
not be called Account. However, the tab you need will always be on the far right side. Some organizations may
also place a Text message opt-in button on the Home tab. If you click this button you will be taken directly to
the Account tab.
3. Enter your mobile device number and select your country
Type your mobile (cell) phone number into the Enter a mobile phone number field. There is not a need to enter a
"1" or a country code in front of the number.
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Use the Your country dropdown list to select the country your phone plan (or phone number) originates from.
The Supported Carriers list may not include the specific provider you use if you are outside of the United States.
However, you should still be able to receive text messages.
4. Select your preferences for how you would like to receive messages
Use the radio buttons by a message type to select how you would like to receive that type of message.
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Messages can be sent just by email, by email with text notification, or you can select not to receive a certain type
of message at all by selecting None. If None is selected for every message type, you will be opted-out of
messaging.
When Email with Text Notification is selected, if the message is small enough that the entire message can be
sent by text, you will only receive the text. However, if the message is too large for a text, you will receive the
actual message by email (or on the Mail tab of VicNet) and a text to alert you that you received a message.
Please Note: Because text message delivery is often faster than email message delivery, you may receive the
text notice that you have an email message before the actual email message is delivered. If the email message
does not appear when you check the first time, please wait and try again later.
5. Select the time range for when you'd like your automated messages delivered
Use the Time Zone dropdown to select the location you're in and then select the start and end times for message
delivery.
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The system will attempt to deliver your automated messages (Schedule and Checklist reminders) as close to the
beginning time as possible. However, conditions such as the number of messages being sent, the load at the
wireless carrier, and the geographic region you're in may cause the messages to arrive later in the time period or
not at all.
Please Note: These settings only control the automated messages sent by the system. Custom messages from
the account holders are processed as soon as they are sent so they may be delivered outside of the time range
selected.
6. Agree to the Terms and Conditions set by Volgistics
Check the box to indicate you agree to the Terms and Conditions Volgistics requires to participate in text
messaging.

You can click the link to view the Terms and Conditions, or view them here.
Please Note: Depending on your mobile plan, you may be charged for text messages. By opting-in to text
messaging you agree that any charges for text messaging or data use, caused by messages received as a
participant are not the responsibility of Volgistics or the organization you serve with.
7. Agree to any additional Terms and Conditions set by the organization you serve at
The organization you serve with may have additional Terms and Conditions they require for texting. In this case,
you must check the box to indicate you agree to the additional Terms and Conditions set by your organization.

8. Click the Save button
Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to keep your settings.
9. Confirm that you have read the alert box
A pop-up window will appear reminding you that the next step of responding Yes to the opt-in text message is
required to complete the opt-in process. Click the OK button to indicate you read this message.
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10. Respond to the opt-in text message
You will receive a text message on your mobile phone shortly after you finish step 9. You must respond YES to
this text message to finish the opt-in process.
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Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
You are free to opt-out of the text messaging or change your message preferences at any time. Your
organization does not have a way to change your messages preferences or the settings for the times you receive
the automatic messages. You will need to follow the steps shown if you want to change these settings.
Follow these steps to opt-out of text messaging or change your message preferences through the VicNet
module:
1. Sign-in to VicNet
Most organizations place a link to VicNet somewhere on their web site. The login screen for the portal will look
something like this:

Enter the email address the organization has on file for you along with your VicNet password. If you forgot your
password, you can find assistance here [_______].
pg:1975
If you are unable to sign-in, please contact the volunteer office at the organization where you serve.
2. Go to the Account tab
Once you have signed-in, select the Account tab.

Some organizations may customize VicNet and/or the tabs so your account may look different and the tab may
not be called Account. However, the tab you need will always be on the far right side.
3. Check the Opt-out of text messages (SMS)? checkbox or change your preferences
If you wish to opt-out, check the box in front of Opt-out of text messages (SMS)?
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If you want to change your preferences for how you receive text messages instead of opting-out, adjust the
settings for the types of message you prefer to receive and/or the times you wish to receive the automatic
messages. Then proceed to step 4.
4. Click the Save button
Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to keep your settings.
Opt-out of text messaging without signing-in to VicNet
You can also opt-out of texting without signing-in to VicNet. To do this, simply text STOP as a reply to a message
you have received. In the United States, you can also text STOP to 28344.
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Resume Opt-in
If after opting-out you decide you want to opt back in, you can either follow the directions in the Opt-in Process
section of this help topic, or simply text RESUME in response to a message you have received. In the United
States, you can also text RESUME to 28344.
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If Your Phone Number Changes
Your organization does not have a way to update your phone number. If your mobile (cell) number changes, you
will need to follow these steps if you need to change your number.
1. Opt-out of text messaging at your old number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-out Process section of this help topic to opt-out of text messaging at your old
number.
2. Opt-in to text messaging at your new number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-in Process section of this help topic to opt-in to text messaging at your new
number.
Related Help
Help Topic 1147 [_______]
pg:1745 - How to Sign-in and Sign-out at VicTouch: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1148 [_______]
pg:1654 - How to use VicNet: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1215 [_______]
pg:1676 - How to use VicNet Mobile: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
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Help Topic 1307 [_______]
pg:1975 - Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)

Text Number Validity
Help topic 1292
Added or revised 06-18-2014
Volgistics helps you identify invalid text (cell phone) numbers in your volunteer records by placing a
text number validity icon next the Text field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in each volunteer's record. An example of
this appears below:

This is what the text number validity icon means:
If the Text field is blank and this field does not show green, yellow or red, it means the volunteer or
Coordinator has not opted-in to text messaging yet. If there is a number in the Text field and this field does
not show green, yellow or red, then it means the volunteer did not respond YES to the opt-in confirmation
message. It could also mean that the No text message box was checked and then un-checked.

All of the most recent text messages sent to this number were delivered without any failures. This
indicates a valid text number.

At least one of the most recent text messages sent to this number failed. It may be that this is a valid
mobile (cell) phone number, but other conditions caused the message to fail.
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n invalid text number. There are four reasons that a text number could be marked invalid:
-Invalid mobile phone number. This can occur if the volunteer or Coordinator's number is no longer in
service.
-Not opted-in to text messaging. This can occur if the volunteer was opted-in, but later used VicNet to
opt-out. It can also occur if text messaging was disabled for the entire account.
-The "No Text message" checkbox is checked. This means the "No text message" box on the Core tab of
the volunteer record (or the Coordinator tab of the Coordinator record) is checked.
-Number is blocked; they must text 'RESUME'. This means the volunteer or Coordinator has texted
"STOP" to 28344 (in the United States) and must text "RESUME" to un-block themselves. In countries
other than the U.S., the number may be different than 28344.
To determine which of these reasons apply to this text number, move your cursor over the red icon. Once
a text number is identified as invalid, no additional text messages will be sent until the validity is changed.

How Volgistics determines text number validity
Volgistics determines the text number's validity by looking at the results of the text messages you send. By
default, Volgistics looks at the last three messages that were sent. If all three were delivered without failure, the
number's validity is marked with the green icon. If one or two of last three messages sent failed, but at least one
was successful, Volgistics marks the address with the yellow icon. If all of the last three messages sent failed,
Volgistics changes the validity icon to red.
You can optionally change the default failure threshold [_______]
pg:0379 of these messages to another value in Setup.

How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help topic 1293
Added or revised 07-08-2014
This help topic is designed to show System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 how to opt-in and opt-out of text messaging so
they can receive text messages. If you need information on how System Operators can send text messages,
please see help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343
You can click on a section of the help topic in the Content box below to go directly to that section.
Contents
Opt-in Process
Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
Resume Opt-in
If Your Phone Number Changes
Enable Application Alerts
Receive Self-Scheduling Alerts
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Opt-in Process
Follow the steps below to start receiving text message alerts as a System Operator.
1. If you are not logged-in to your account, Login [_______]
pg:0220 at www.volgistics.com. The first page you see will be
the Welcome page. If you are already logged in, just select Welcome from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the link for the text message opt-in, opt-out and preferences.

System Operators with access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu can also get to this page by selecting Setup from
the menu, expanding the Messages link, and then selecting Text message (SMS) operator opt-in, opt-out,
preferences.
3. Enter your mobile phone number and select your country.
Type your mobile (cell) phone number into the Enter a mobile phone number field. There is not a need to enter a
"1" or a country code in front of the number.
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Use the Your country dropdown list to select the country your phone plan (or phone number) originates from.
The Supported Carriers list may not include the specific provider you use if you are outside of the United States.
However, you should still be able to receive text messages.
4. Select the time range you'd like your text messages delivered between.
Use the dropdown lists to select the times you'd like to receive alerts between. The time settings will use the time
zone recorded on the System Operator page [_______] for your record.

The system will deliver the alerts as they occur as long as they happen between the hours selected. If alerts
occur outside of the time range, the system will attempt to deliver the alerts as close to the beginning time as
possible. However, conditions such as the number of messages being sent, the load at the wireless carrier, and
the geographic region you're in may cause the messages to arrive later in the time period or not at all.
5. Agree to the Terms and Conditions set by Volgistics
Check the box to indicate you agree to the Terms and Conditions Volgistics requires to participate in text
messaging.

You can click the link to view the Terms and Conditions, or view them here.
Please Note: Depending on your mobile plan, you may be charged for text messages. By opting-in to text
messaging you agree that any charges for text messages received as a participant are not the responsibility of
Volgistics or the organization you serve with.
6. Agree to any additional Terms and Conditions set by the organization you serve at
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The organization you serve with may have additional Terms and Conditions they require for texting. In this case,
you must check the box to indicate you agree to the additional Terms and Conditions set by your organization.

7. Click the Submit button
Click the Submit button at the bottom of the page to keep your settings.
8. Respond to the opt-in text message
You will receive a text message on your mobile phone shortly after you finish step 7. You must respond YES to
this text message to finish the opt-in process.
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Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
You are free to opt-out of the text messaging or change your message preferences at any time.
Follow these steps to opt-out of text messaging or change your message preferences through your account:
1. If you are not logged-in to your account, Login [_______]
pg:0220 at www.volgistics.com. The first page you see will be
the Welcome page. If you are already logged in, just select Welcome from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the link for the text message opt-in, opt-out and preferences.

System Operators with access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu can also get to this page by selecting Setup from
the menu, expanding the Messages link, and then selecting Text message (SMS) operator opt-in, opt-out,
preferences.
3. To opt-out, check the box at the top of the page. Otherwise, change your time preferences.

4. Click the Submit button at the bottom of the page.
Opt-out of text messaging without signing-in to your account
You can also opt-out of texting without signing-in to your Volgistics account. To do this, simply text STOP as a
reply to a message you have received. In the United States, you can also text STOP to 28344.
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Resume Opt-in
If after opting-out you decide you want to opt back in, you can either follow the directions in the Opt-in Process
section of this help topic, or simply text RESUME in response to a message you have received. In the United
States, you can also text RESUME to 28344.
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If Your Phone Number Changes
If your mobile (cell) number changes, you will need to follow these steps if you need to change your number.
1. Opt-out of text messaging at your old number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-out Process section of this help topic to opt-out of text messaging at your old
number.
2. Opt-in to text messaging at your new number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-in Process section of this help topic to opt-in to text messaging at your new
number.

Enable Application Alerts
At this time, the only alerts that System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can receive by text are the alerts that an application
has been submitted. If you'd like to enable these alerts:
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1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select the name of a form you'd like the alerts sent for.
5. Scroll down to the
Alerts
heading, make sure your name is selected from the dropdown list, and check the box by the option to send the
alerts by text message. You can optionally receive the alerts on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of the Volgistics
mailbox or by email to the email address listed on your System Operator record [_______].

6. Click the Save button at the bottom or top of the page to keep your changes.

Receive Self-Scheduling Alerts
While there is not a way to receive text messages as a System Operator other than the ones sent when an
application form is submitted, you can receive text alerts when volunteers add or remove themselves from an
assignment's schedule through VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778 To do this, you will need to give
yourself a Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 record as well as a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 record. Because your account's
service fee [_______]
pg:0710 is not based on the number of Coordinator records, you do not need to worry about this
increasing your expenses.
Here is what you will need to do:
1. Setup a Coordinator record in the account for yourself. Help topic 1111 [_______]
pg:0163 shows how to do this. Be
sure to choose the assignments you want to receive the schedule alerts for on the Assignments tab of the
record.
2. Set a temporary password for the record on the Vic tab as shown in the Set temporary password section of
help topic 2234 [_______].
pg:1717
3. Sign-in to the VicNet portal for your organization with the temporary password and choose a permanent
password for the record. You can find directions on how to do this here [_______].
4. Opt-in to text messaging as shown in help topic 1291 [_______]
pg:0323 . Please note that if you do not want to receive
other messages for the Coordinator record (such as Schedule Reminders [_______]
pg:0791 or custom message types
[_______]),
pg:1321 you can opt-out of these when you are enabling text messaging for the Coordinator.
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Related help
Help Topic 1023 [_______]
pg:1321 - Message Types
Help Topic 1025 [_______]
pg:1325 - Coordinator Message Preferences
Help Topic 1068 [_______]
pg:1327 - Volunteer Message Preferences
Help Topic 1290 [_______]
pg:0321 - How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1291 [_______]
pg:0323 - How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1292 [_______]
pg:0333 - Text Message Validity
Help Topic 1293 [_______]
pg:0334 - How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1294 [_______]
pg:0342 - How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343 - How to Send a Text Message
Help Topic 1296 [_______]
pg:0837 - Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Help Topic 1297 [_______]
pg:0837 - Their Text Message Set Rule
Help Topic 1298 [_______]
pg:0840 - Their Text Message Validity Set Rule
Help Topic 1299 [_______]
pg:0347 - Using Email and Text Messages Together
Help Topic 1300 [_______]
pg:1966 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1301 [_______]
pg:1971 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1991 [_______]
pg:1978 - Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help Topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 - Introduction to Message Preferences
Help Topic 2185 [_______]
pg:0396 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Help Topic 2192 [_______]
pg:0401 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
Help Topic 2193 [_______]
pg:0402 - How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
Help Topic 2194 [_______]
pg:0403 - How to Send Messages to all of the Tagged Volunteers

How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help topic 1294
Added or revised 07-23-2014
If you no longer want to use text messaging (SMS) in your account, an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your account
will need to disable the feature. To disable text messaging:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Messages link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Scroll down to the Text Messaging (SMS) Ground Rules section.
5. Select the Do not allow text messaging option.
6. A pop-up window will appear explaining how disabling text messaging will affect your account. (See the box
below for more details on this.) Click the OK button to proceed.
7. Enter the password associated with an Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login credentials and click the Save button.

What Happens When You Disable Text Messaging

When text messaging is disabled for your account, all volunteers, Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , and System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 who are opted-in for text messaging will receive a final alert that says your organization no
longer uses text messaging. Volunteers and Coordinators will have their message preferences [_______]
pg:0381
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switched from text to email when possible. System Operators will have their application alerts [_______]
switched from text to email.
If you enable text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 in your account again, people who wish to receive text messages will
need to repeat the opt-in process. Help topic 1291 [_______]
pg:0323 shows how to do this for volunteers and
Coordinators. Help topic 1293 [_______]
pg:0334 shows how to do this for System Operators.

How to Send a Text Message
Help topic 1295
Added or revised 06-18-2014
This help topic explains how to compose and send a new text message to volunteers and/or Coordinators
[_______]
pg:0163 from the Volgistics Mailbox. If you're not already on the "New Message" window, you can get there by
selecting "Mailbox" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking the "Out Box" tab, and then clicking the Send a message
button.

In order to receive messages by text, the volunteers and Coordinators must opt-in to text messaging first. Help
topic 1291 [_______]
pg:0323 explains how they do this.
1. Use the Send this message by option to select how you'd like your message sent.

Check the "Text Message" checkbox to send this message by text/SMS. When this option is checked, it limits the
message field to 110 characters. If your account does not have text messaging enabled [_______]
pg:0321 , you will not
see the "Text Message" option.
You can optionally check the "Email" and/or "Vic mail" boxes if you want volunteers to receive the message by
more than one method.
When the "Email" option is checked, it enables the HTML formatting options so you can use features such as
different fonts, text colors, pictures and tables in your messages. Help topic 1026 [_______]
pg:0295 explains more about
using the HTML formatting. You may also find help topic 2195 [_______]
pg:0404 useful because it explains more about
sending email messages.
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When the "VIC mail" checkbox is checked, the volunteers will receive the message when they visit VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778 See help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315 for more information on how to send a Vic mail
message.
2. Choose who will receive your message.
Use the "To" section to specify which volunteers and/or Coordinators this message should be sent to.

• To send your message to an individual volunteer, check the box for this and select the volunteer's name from
the dropdown list.
• To send your message to all of the tagged volunteers, check the "Tagged volunteers" checkbox. See Help
topic 2194 [_______]
pg:0403 if you need more help with this.
• To send your message to all volunteers with a specific Status [_______]
pg:1832 (such as all Active volunteers), check
the box for this and select the Status of the volunteers you want to send the message to.
• Check "All of the volunteers in this Set" and then choose a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want to send your message to
all of the volunteers included in the Set.

• To send your message to every volunteer in your database no matter what their Status is, check the "All
• volunteers" checkbox. Please note that this will not send the message toarchived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer
records because archived volunteers cannot receive messages.
• To send your message to an individual Coordinator, check the box for this and select the Coordinator’s name
from the Coordinators dropdown list.
• Check the "All coordinators" checkbox to send your message to all Coordinators.
Please Note
You can combine checkboxes to send a message to more than one group. For example, if you need to send a
message to all volunteers with the Applicant Status plus just one volunteer with the Active Status, you could use
the Status dropdown and select the Applicant Status and then select the one volunteer's name from the
individual option.
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3. Choose a Message type for your message if necessary
If your message is going to more than one volunteer and/or Coordinator, you must select a message type from
the dropdown. The Message type field works with the Message Preference [_______]
pg:0381 feature to allow volunteers
and Coordinators to select what kinds of messages they want to receive. You can add new message types by
following the directions in help topic 1023 [_______].
pg:1321 The first message type listed on your list of types will show
as the default in the dropdown list.
4. Enter a Subject for your message.
You must enter a subject for the message. This field cannot be left blank. The subject will not be part of the text
message, but it is necessary because it identifies the sent message on the Out Box [_______]
pg:1978 and in the
message history [_______]
pg:0370 on the volunteer record.
5. Compose your Message.
Enter your message in the message text area. Please note that if your message exceeds 110 characters it
cannot be sent as a text message. In this case, the system will send a text notification about the message to the
volunteer or Coordinator and send the actual message by email. If the volunteer or Coordinator is unable to
receive email, the system will send the message by Vic mail. There is a counter beside the field to help you keep
track of the number of characters used.

If you select to have your message delivered by email and text (or email, Vic mail and text) in step 1, there will be
two message windows for composing your message. Enter the information you want the recipients to see in the
email messages in the top window. Enter the information you want recipients to see in the Text and Vic mail
messages in the bottom window.
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Spell Checking
Because most web browsers have spell check features, or have the ability to add one with a toolbar option, there
is not a built-in spell check feature in the message windows. If you need information on using or adding spell
check to your browser, please see help topic 2318 [_______].
pg:1624 To check for spelling options for a word identified
by your spell check in messages, hold down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key on your keyboard then
right- click on the identified word.
6. Send or save your message.
Click the Send now button to send your message right away. If you want to save your message and send it later,
click the Save to send later button. This option also allows you to save a draft copy of a message you're working
on so you can complete it later.
To return to, or send, a message you've saved:
1. Choose "Mailbox" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the "Out Box" tab.
3. Click the subject line of the message you saved.
4. When you're ready to send the message, click the Send now button
Related help
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Help Topic 1023 [_______]
pg:1321 - Message Types
Help Topic 1025 [_______]
pg:1325 - Coordinator Message Preferences
Help Topic 1068 [_______]
pg:1327 - Volunteer Message Preferences
Help Topic 1290 [_______]
pg:0321 - How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1291 [_______]
pg:0323 - How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1292 [_______]
pg:0333 - Text Message Validity
Help Topic 1293 [_______]
pg:0334 - How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1294 [_______]
pg:0342 - How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343 - How to Send a Text Message
Help Topic 1296 [_______]
pg:0837 - Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Help Topic 1297 [_______]
pg:0837 - Their Text Message Set Rule
Help Topic 1298 [_______]
pg:0840 - Their Text Message Validity Set Rule
Help Topic 1299 [_______]
pg:0347 - Using Email and Text Messages Together
Help Topic 1300 [_______]
pg:1966 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1301 [_______]
pg:1971 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1991 [_______]
pg:1978 - Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help Topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 - Introduction to Message Preferences
Help Topic 2185 [_______]
pg:0396 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Help Topic 2192 [_______]
pg:0401 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
Help Topic 2193 [_______]
pg:0402 - How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
Help Topic 2194 [_______]
pg:0403 - How to Send Messages to all of the Tagged Volunteers

Using Email and Text Messages Together
Help topic 1299
Added or revised 03-03-2017
You can send a single message with email and text versions of the message to volunteers. Help topic 1295
[_______]
pg:0343 shows how to do this. However, you may find it easier to send separate messages to just volunteers
who want to receive the message by text, or just the volunteers who want to receive it by email. You can do this
by creating Sets [_______]
pg:0858 to identify the different groups of volunteers. This also makes it possible to send
messages to just volunteers who want to receive the message by a certain method.

Make a Set to Identify the Text Group
To identify volunteers who have selected to receive text messages, you can use the Their text message
[_______]
pg:0837 Set rule to find volunteers with a mobile number recorded and add the Their text number validity
[_______]
pg:0840 Set rule to check if messages can be sent to the number. Here is how this will look:
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You can also fine tune your search further by adding the Their text message [_______]
pg:0837 Set rule again and
checking if the volunteer wants to receive a certain type of message [_______].
pg:1321 For example, let's say you just
found out you will need additional volunteers to fill today's schedule so you want to send a text blast because it is
quicker than email. The following image shows how to use the "Their text message" rule again to limit the Set to
volunteers who want to receive Recruitment appeals:
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Please note!
You could select the undetermined option for the Their text number validity rule but in most cases these
volunteers will not receive text messages. The most common reason the text validity shows as undetermined is if
a volunteer is not totally opted-in. This occurs if the volunteer fails to respond with YES when they receive the
initial text asking them to confirm that they want to opt-in. These volunteers will not receive text messages.
A volunteer's text validity may also show as undetermined if the "No text message" box was checked, saved, and
then un-checked and saved. These volunteers will receive text messages as long as they were still opted-in
when this occurred.

Make a Set to Identify the Email Group
To identify volunteers who have selected to receive email messages, you can use the Their email [_______]
pg:0806 Set
rule to find volunteers with an email address recorded; the Their email validity [_______]
pg:0807 Set rule to check if
messages can be sent to the email address; and then the Their text message [_______]
pg:0837 Set rule to rule out if
they want to receive text messages. Here is how this will look:
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Like the text message group, you can fine tune your search further by adding the Their email [_______]
pg:0806 Set rule
again to search for if the volunteer wants to receive a certain type of message [_______].
pg:1321

Sending Your Message
Once you have made the Sets to identify the volunteers who want to receive messages through a certain
method, you can send your message in a couple of different ways. One way is through the Out Box [_______]
pg:1978
tab as shown in help topic 2185 [_______].
pg:0396 Another is through the Volunteers page. Here is how to do this:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Clear link to make sure there are no Include options selected.
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3. Select the name of the Set you want to send the message to from the Set dropdown and then click the All link.

4. Click the Messages icon to start your message to the volunteers in the Set.

5. Select the delivery method for your message.
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6. Compose your message and send it out.

Text Messaging
Help topic 1300
Added or revised 09-23-2016
This help topic reviews the different types of text messages that can be sent from your account. It also contains
some examples of what recipients will see when they receive a message.
You can click a link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Custom Text Messages
Types of Automatic Text Messages
Content for Automatic Text Messages
Outgoing Messages Only

Custom Text Messages
The texting feature provides a great new way to communicate with your volunteers. Younger volunteers may
prefer to receive messages by text instead of email. You may also have times when you want to communicate
with your volunteers while they are serving. For example, if you need to see a volunteer who is serving before he
or she leaves. Help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343 shows how to send a custom text message from your account.
Here is an example of what a volunteer would receive if you sent a message asking her to stop by your office
while she is working:
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Cell phone service providers require us to include identification and certain instructions with each message sent.
This extra text can take up to 50 of the 160 characters available for text messaging so only 110 characters are
available for custom messages. Some carriers outside of the United States limit text messages to less than 160
characters. Recipients using these providers may not receive the entire message even of it is 110 characters or
less.
If your text message field exceeds the maximum character length allowed, the message will be sent by email
(when available) and the recipient will receive a text like the one below alerting them that an email has been
sent. Please note: Because text messages are delivered much faster than email messages, the recipient may
not see the email if they look for it right after receiving the text alert.
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Types of Automatic Text Messages
Your volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 can also receive automatic messages. Depending on your
account's settings, and who has opted-in, the following automatic text messages can be sent from your account:
Daily [_______]
pg:1402 and/or monthly [_______]
pg:1399 schedule reminder messages for volunteers.
Daily [_______]
pg:1403 and/or monthly [_______]
pg:1400 schedule reminder messages for Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 .
On-demand schedule reminders [_______]
pg:1396 for volunteers.
• Schedule reminder messages to tagged [_______]
pg:1529 volunteers sent from the Tags menu [_______].
• Monthly volunteer schedules initiated by the volunteer [_______]
pg:1595 from the Schedule page in VicTouch
[_______].
pg:1778
• Reminders to volunteers that a periodic or annual Checklist item [_______]
pg:0142 will need to be renewed soon.
• Password messages to volunteers and Coordinators. These can be sent if the user clicks the Forget your
password? [_______]
pg:1975 link, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 sends the password message from the Vic tab of the
record [_______],
pg:1717 or a System Operator sends the password message by tagging the volunteer records
[_______].
pg:2013
Self-scheduling alerts [_______] to Coordinators that a volunteer added or removed him or herself from the
schedule.
Application received alerts [_______] for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 that an online application form
[_______]
pg:0413 was submitted.
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Content for Automatic Text Messages
Text messages have a limited number of characters available, and cell phone service providers require us to
include identification and certain instructions with each message sent so there are only 110 characters available
for the message content. Because of this, the content of the automatic messages is determined by the system.
There is not a way to customize the content for automatic messages.
In most cases, the important information from the automatic message can be communicated without any problem
using the limited number of characters. For example, in the daily schedule reminder shown below, the volunteer
receives the date, times, and assignment he or she is serving in. Here is how this would look for a volunteer
scheduled from 10:45 am to 3:30 pm on July 16 in an assignment called Pet Therapy Program:

In other cases there is not a way to communicate all the information so if the recipient needs to know more, he or
she will need to sign-in to see the additional information in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 For example, the monthly schedule
reminders do not have room to include the times and assignments the recipient is scheduled in because they
contain a whole month's worth of information. Here is how the monthly schedule reminder message would
appear for July 2014 for a volunteer scheduled on Monday through Friday:
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Outgoing Messages Only
Text messages sent from Volgistics are forwarded to an SMS gateway to be delivered to the recipient's phone.
This process does not provide a way to link the response back to the Volgistics account that it originated from.
Because of this, there is not a way for volunteers and Coordinators to respond directly to a text sent to them. So
if you want the recipients to reply, you should arrange this beforehand, or include directions in your text.
If a volunteer or Coordinator does respond to a text you send, they will receive a message back that their
message was not delivered. Here is how this would look if the volunteer who received the text message from the
example in the Custom Text Messages section above sent a reply:
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Getting Started with Text Messaging
Help topic 1301
Added or revised 12-01-2015
Volgistics is pleased to offer text messaging as a feature to help you communicate with your volunteers and
Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 . This help topic is designed to help you get started with using the text message feature
in your account.
You can click on a link in the Content box below to be taken directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
1. Requirements & Background Information
2. Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
3. Communicate that Text Messaging is Available
4. Send Text Messages to Volunteers & Coordinators
5. Opt-in as a System Operator
6. How Text Messaging Changes Your Account
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1. Requirements & Background Information
Before you begin using the text message feature, please read the following information regarding account
requirements and background information:

• VicNet Required.
• There is not a charge for the text messaging feature. However, it does require accounts to include theVicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 module in their service level [_______].
pg:0719 VicNet is necessary because it provides a way for volunteers
and Coordinators to opt-in and out of text messaging, plus manage their text preferences. If VicNet is not
currently part of your account's service level, you can add it by following the steps shown in help topic 2007
[_______]
pg:0050 .
• Outgoing Messages Only. Your text messages will originate from the Volgistics system before being
forwarded to an SMS gateway. This process does not provide a way for incoming messages to be received
back at the account the original message was sent from. This means there will not be a way for volunteers
and Coordinators who receive your messages to respond directly to them. However, you can include your
phone number in your text message so volunteers can use it to respond back with a text. If volunteers or
Coordinators respond to a message (with something other than a keyword such as HELP, YES, or RESUME),
they will receive a reply that their text was not delivered.
• Limited Message Length. Cell phone service providers require us to include identifying information and other
instructions with each message sent. This extra text can take up to 50 of the 160 characters available for text
messaging so only 110 characters are available for custom messages. Some carriers outside of the United
States limit text messages to less than 160 characters. Recipients using these providers may not receive the
entire message you sent.

2. Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
To get started with text messaging, an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your account will need to enable text
messaging. You can find directions on how to do this in help topic 1290 [_______]
pg:0321 .

3. Communicate that Text Messaging is Available
You could introduce text messaging to volunteers and Coordinators at orientations and trainings. But to get
started initially, most likely sending an email message from your Volgistics account is the easiest way to let
everyone know that text messaging is available. To make this easier, Volgistics comes with a built-in way to send
an email message.
After text messaging is enabled, the Messages Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1930 page will have a section at the bottom
where a default message appears. The default message reads:
Hello,
We are now able to send text messages! This will allow us to communicate with you faster, while offering you a
more convenient way to receive messages. This option will allow us to send custom messages to keep you
up-to-date, and you can also receive automated messages such as schedule reminders by text.
Text messages you receive from us will appear as "Volgistics Volunteer Alerts." You will not be able to respond
to the text messages so if you need to reply please contact the volunteer office by email or phone.
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To begin receiving text messages, you will need to opt-in with your mobile phone number. Your normal text and
data rates will apply so please take this into consideration. Please click the following link to learn how to opt-in to
text messaging. If the URL does not appear as a clickable link, please copy and paste the address into your web
browser.
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/Help.dll?ACT=21&HID+&TOPIC=1291
Thank you for opting-in to text messaging. We appreciate your service and look forward to communicating with
you more efficiently.
Thank you,
Volunteer Services
To edit this message, or send the message to all Coordinators, select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expand
the Messages link, and then select Ground rules. Scroll down to the Text Message Opt-in Email section.
If you edit the message's content or subject line, be sure to click the Save button before you send the message.
To send the message to all of your Coordinators, click the Send to all coordinators button at the bottom of the
page. If the Coordinator has already opted-in to text messaging, the email will not be sent to them.
In order to send the message to volunteers, you need to
email. Then select

tag the records [_______]
pg:1538 that you want to receive the

Tags
from the menu and press the
Go
button beside the option to send the opt-in message. Volunteers who have already opted-in to text messaging
will not receive the email even if they are in the group of records you tagged. You can learn more about sending
the email to tagged records in the Send the text messaging opt-in email to the tagged records [_______] section
of help topic 2137.

4. Send Text Messages to Volunteers & Coordinators
After your account has text messaging enabled, and volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 have opted-in, you
can begin sending text messages. It is not necessary for a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to opt-in to text
messaging to send messages to volunteers and Coordinators. Any operator who has operator rights to send
messages [_______] can send text messages.
Sending a custom text message to your volunteers and Coordinators is very similar to sending an email
message. To start the process, select Mailbox from the menu, click on the Out Box tab [_______],
pg:1978 and click the
Send a message button to start your message. You can find in-depth directions on sending text messages in
help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343 . You may also find help topic 1299 [_______]
pg:0347 useful because it shows hints on how to
send email and text messages based on the volunteer's preferences.
Automatic messages from the system will be sent by text to volunteers and Coordinators as long as they opt-in to
text messaging and select to have that type of message sent by text. You do not need to do anything else to
enable this as long as the automatic messages are already setup in your account. The content and wording of
the automatic text messages is standardized to make sure the message meets the character requirements for
text messages. You can find a list of the different kinds of automatic text messages that can be sent in the
Types of Automatic Text Messages section of help topic 1300 [_______].
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5. Opt-in as a System Operator
Currently the only text messages System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can receive if they opt-in to texting are alerts that
an online application form [_______]
pg:0413 has been submitted. If you would like to receive these alerts by text
message, you will need to opt-in as shown in help topic 1293 [_______]
pg:0334 .
If you are a System Operator and you'd like to receive alerts when volunteers add or remove themselves from
the schedule, you can do this by setting up a Coordinator record [_______]
pg:0163 in the account in addition to your
System Operator record. Your account's service fee [_______]
pg:0710 is not based on the number of Coordinator
records so you do not need to worry about this increasing your expenses.
You can find directions on how to do this in the Receive Self-Scheduling Alerts section of help topic 1293
[_______]. There is not a need to opt-in as a System Operator if you only want to receive the self-scheduling
alerts.

6. How Text Messaging Changes Your Account
Once you have text messaging setup in your account, you will see some changes.
The first thing you may notice is that there are new fields on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of volunteer records and on
the Coordinator tab of Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 records:

After you enable text messaging, a
Text
field will appear where the other phone numbers show on volunteer records. This field is "read only" because
regulations do not allow you to change a volunteer's or Coordinator's number as it affects their opt-in rights. If a
volunteer or Coordinator needs to change the number they use for texting, they will need to opt-out of texting at
the old number and then opt-in with the new number. The If Your Phone Number Changes section of help topic
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1291 [_______] shows how to do this.
To the right of the
Text
field you will find a
Text Validity
field. This field is helpful to determine if the volunteer's text number is receiving messages because the field's
color will change based on the number's validity. Help topic 1292 [_______]
pg:0333 has more information on this.
There is also a No text message checkbox that can be used to block a volunteer or Coordinator from receiving
text messages without requiring them to opt-out of texting. One use for this would be a situation where a
volunteer is asked to leave your organization so you do not want him or her to receive texts, but you still need to
keep his or her record for reports.
You will also see a new column in the Messages box on the History tab of the volunteer records. This column will
show which text messages the volunteer has received and whether or not they were successfully received. Help
topic 2064 [_______]
pg:0370 explains more about how this works.

You may also want to add the
Text
and
Text message validity icon
fields to the Volunteers page so you can see who has opted in. Remember that you can sort the Volunteers page
by any of the column headings (except Tag) by clicking on the column's title. This makes it easy if you want to
Tag [_______]
pg:1538 volunteer records to send them a text message. You can just sort the page by the Text column
and then tag the records. You can find information on how to change which fields appear on the Volunteers page
in help topic 1202 [_______].
pg:1381
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There are also two new Set [_______]
pg:0858 rules to help you find volunteers who have opted-in, or volunteers based
on their text number validity. Help topic 1297 [_______]
pg:0837 explains more about the Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 for finding
volunteers who have, or do not have, a text number. Help topic 1298 [_______]
pg:0840 explains more about the rule for
finding volunteers who have, or do not have, a valid text number. Help topic 1296 [_______]
pg:0837 shows how to use
this Set rule to find volunteers with an invalid text number.

Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help topic 1991
Added or revised 04-28-2014
The Mailbox's Out Box tab provides a way to send messages to your volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 . It
is also used to view and manage your history of sent messages. If you are not already on the Out Box tab, you
can get there by selecting Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Out Box tab.
The Out Box tab is divided into three sub-tabs for organizing your messages. These are the Recent, Archived
and Deleted sub-tabs.

This help topic covers how the Out Box tab works in your Volgistics account.
Contents
Refreshing the Out Box Tab
Sending Messages from the Out Box Tab
Site Level Access and the Out Box Tab
Sorting the Out Box Tab
Recent Sub-Tab
Archived Sub-Tab
Deleted Sub-Tab
Viewing Stored Messages
Recipient List on Stored Messages
Refreshing the Out Box Tab
The Out Box tab will show an up-to-date view each time you select Mailbox on the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215
and then return to the Out Box tab. If you're on the Out Box tab and you want to update the view without leaving
the tab, click the Refresh button in the top left corner of the Out Box tab.
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Sending Messages from the Out Box Tab
You can send Vic Mail, email messages and text messages to your volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 from
the Out Box tab. To start a message, click the Send a message button at the top of the tab.

Refer to the following help topics for details on sending each type of message:
• Email Messages- Help topic 2195 [_______]
pg:0404
• Text Messages - Help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343
• Vic Mail Messages - Help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315

Site Level Access and the Out Box Tab
If your organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 and a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 is logged in as a
Headquarters-level operator, the Out Box tab will have a checkbox for
All Sites
in the upper right corner. If this box is checked, the operator will view messages generated by Headquarters as
well as messages generated by Site-level Operators [_______].
pg:1442 If the All Sites box is un-checked, only
messages generated by Headquarters will be displayed on a Headquarters-level operator's Out Box tab.
Users logged in as Site-level Operators will not see the All Sites checkbox on the Out Box tab. With Site Level
Access, the Out Box tab will only display messages generated at their Site.

Sorting the Out Box Tab
By default, all of the sub-tabs are sorted by the Sent column with the most recent items at the top. In the case of
the Recent and Deleted sub-tabs, Saved to send later messages appear above sent messages. As your Out Box
tab grows to contain more messages, it may become difficult to find an item you're looking for. To help you with
this, Volgistics allows you to sort the sub-tabs by the Sent, Subject, From and Count columns. Just click on the
column heading to sort the messages on the sub-tab based on that column's information.
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Recent Sub-Tab
The Recent sub-tab shows messages that were Saved to send later when they were created, along with sent
message that are less than 180 days old. If a sent message remains on the Recent sub-tab after 180 days, it is
automatically sent to the Archived sub-tab. Saved to send later messages cannot be moved to the Archived
sub-tab.
If a volunteer was the recipient of a message that was sent, the subject and date of the message on the Recent
sub-tab will also appear in the message history kept on the Recent sub-tab in the Messages section of the
volunteer's History tab. You can find more information on this in help topic 2064 [_______].
pg:0370
Sent messages can be moved from the Recent sub-tab to the Archived sub-tab by checking the box next to the
message and then clicking the Archive button. You can check all of the boxes by messages at once by clicking
the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action. If Saved to send later messages are
included when you click the Archive button, you will get a message that these messages cannot be moved to
the Archived sub-tab.
Sent messages and Saved to send later messages can be moved from the Recent sub-tab to the Deleted
sub-tab by checking the box next to the message and then clicking the Delete button. You can check all of the
boxes by messages at once by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this
action.
Please see the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic for information on viewing a stored message.

Archived Sub-Tab
The Archived sub-tab shows messages that have been manually archived as well as sent messages that were
automatically moved to the Archived sub-tab from the Recent sub-tab after 180 days have passed. Messages in
this section will remain indefinitely unless they are deleted. There is not a way to send a message from the
Archived sub-tab back to the Recent sub-tab because there are not any actions that can be taken on the Recent
sub-tab that cannot also be taken from the Archived sub-tab.
If a volunteer was the recipient of a message stored on the Archived sub-tab, the subject and date of the
message will appear on the Archived sub-tab in the Messages section of the volunteer's History tab. You can find
more information on this in help topic 2064 [_______].
pg:0370
The messages on the Archived sub-tab can be moved from the Archived sub-tab to the Deleted sub-tab by
checking the box next to the message and then clicking the Delete button. You can check all of the boxes by
messages at once by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action.
Please see the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic for information on viewing a stored message.
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Deleted Sub-Tab
The Deleted sub-tab shows messages that have been deleted from the Recent or Archived sub-tabs. Messages
sent to this tab remain for seven (7) days after they are deleted to allow you to recover them if they were
accidentally deleted. If they are not recovered within seven days, they are permanently deleted from the system.
If a volunteer was the recipient of a message that appears on the Deleted sub-tab, the subject and date of the
message will continue to appear in the message history in the Messages section of the volunteer's History tab
until it is permanently deleted from the system. Once the message is permanently deleted, the subject and date
will be removed from the volunteer's message history. If you complete the action to permanently delete the
message yourself, you may see the subject and date for a brief time still on the volunteer's record. This is
because the process to remove the date and time from the volunteer's record is performed during the overnight
maintenance cycle. You can find more information on this in help topic 2064 [_______].
pg:0370
The messages on the Deleted sub-tab can be restored to the tab they were received from by checking the box
next to the message and then clicking the Restore button. You can check all of the boxes by messages at once
by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action.
The messages on the Deleted sub-tab can be permanently deleted before the seven (7) day waiting period by
checking the box next to the message and then clicking the Delete button. You can check all of the boxes by
messages at once by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action. Once
a record is permanently deleted, there is not a way to recover it.
Please see the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic for information on viewing a stored message.

Viewing Stored Messages
To see details about any message on a sub-tab, just click on the subject of the message. When you do this you
can view information such as how the message was sent, the volunteers it was sent to and the content of the
message. The message's content box will vary in appearance depending on the web browser you use. For
example, some browsers do not allow you to scroll to see all of the information in the content box. With most
browsers you can highlight and copy the message's content even if it appears to be grayed out.
The controls available on the message differ depending on which sub-tab you're on. The Recent sub-tab has
Archive and Delete buttons, the Archived sub-tab only has a Delete button, and the Deleted sub-tab has
Restore and Delete buttons on sent messages. Saved to send later messages on the Delete sub-tab will have
the same options available as they do on the Recent sub-tab. If you send a Saved to send later from the Deleted
sub-tab, it will automatically be moved to the Recent sub-tab.
Recipient List on Stored Messages
When you view a sent messages as shown in the
Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic, you will see a list of volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163
who the message was sent to. On the Archived sub-tab, this list is collapsed initially so you need to click the
Show recipients button to see this list. When a message was sent to both volunteers and Coordinators, the
volunteer names will appear first and then the Coordinator names will be listed at the end.
In order to be on the recipient list, the volunteer's record needs to be in the non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 section of
your database. Records that have been deleted [_______],
pg:2016 or archived [_______],
pg:1819 will no longer appear on the
recipient list.
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Make Sure Volunteers & Coordinators Receive Your Email
Help topic 2046
Added or revised 06-15-2016
Many email systems and networks are setup to use email filtering systems to reduce the amount of unwanted
email (SPAM) they receive. In some cases, these email filtering tools also prevent legitimate mail from reaching
the recipient. There are three areas that impact delivering email messages: 1) The volunteer or Coordinator's
own settings in their email account, 2) The settings inside of your Volgistics account, and 3) The settings on your
network that are put in place by your service provider or IT department. This help topic explains some of the
strategies that can be used in each of these areas to help insure that your messages are received.
You can click on a link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Volunteer and Coordinator Settings
Encourage "White-listing"
Volgistics Account Settings
Use Sender ID
Change From Address
Network or Provider Settings
Email Addresses with Your Organization's Domain
Adding IP Addresses for Volgistics' Email Servers

Volunteers and Coordinators
Volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 may need to make changes inside of their email accounts in order to
receive email messages sent by you. Primarily this is making sure Volgistics, and the email addresses you use
as reply-to addresses [_______],
pg:0398 are on their safe-sender or "white-list."

Encourage "White-listing"
When you send email through Volgistics, volunteers and Coordinators may see your messages as coming from
you, with your own email address as the reply-to address [_______].
pg:0398 Or, depending on your account settings,
they may see the messages as coming from "volgistics.com" with your own email address as the reply-to
address. Volunteers and Coordinators can be sure their SPAM filters will not block the messages you send them
through Volgistics by adding "volgistics.com" to their safe sender list or "white-list." The steps for doing this vary
from one email system to another, and must be performed by the volunteer or Coordinator because it will involve
accessing the settings in their email account.
If you'd like, you can provide your volunteers or Coordinators with instructions on how to do this. The following
sample text can serve as the basis for your instructions. If you email often, consider adding these instructions –
or something similar – to a web page volunteers and Coordinators see (such as the VicNet Home tab [_______]).
pg:1486
Other strategies to get the information to the recipients is to put it in a volunteer newsletter, or you could add it to
a welcome message you send to new volunteers.
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Sample "safe sender" message for volunteers and Coordinators
Be sure you always receive our email!
Many people use email filtering tools to reduce the amount of unwanted SPAM they receive. In some cases,
these email filtering tools can also block legitimate mail from reaching you. If your email system uses SPAM
filters, you can prevent these filters from blocking our email messages by adding our mail system's email
addresses to your safe sender list or white list.
To add us to your safe list, follow the instructions for your email provider:
America Online: If you have AOL 9.0 Enhanced, go to keyword "address book" and put mailer@volgistics.com
and volunteermail@volgistics.com in email address fields in your address book.
MSN Hotmail: Select "Options" and then "Junk Email Protection" and add mailer@volgistics.com and
volunteermail@volgistics.com to your Safe List.
Yahoo Mail: Click the "Addresses" button, then select "Add Contact." Enter mailer@volgistics.com and
volunteermail@volgistics.com to your contacts list.
Other ISPs: Some Internet Service Providers (ISP's) enable spam filters that you can turn off or update to your
preferences. Check your ISP's website, or contact their technical support team, if you believe you are missing
messages from us. Ask them to be sure messages sent by mailer@volgistics.com and
volunteermail@volgistics.com are always accepted.
Microsoft Outlook: From the Outlook menu choose "Actions," then "Junk Email," and then "Junk Email Options."
Select the "Safe Senders" tab and then click the "Add" button. Enter mailer@volgistics.com and then click the
"OK" button. Repeat these steps for volunteermail@volgistics.com.
Other Email Software: Check your email software options or settings screen to see if you can add
mailer@volgistics.com and volunteermail@volgistics.com to a white list or safe list of senders that are never
filtered.
To send us an email message, send your message to "(add your email address here)," or click "reply" on a
message we've sent to you.

Volgistics Account Settings
If your messages are not being delivered, there are two settings in your Volgistics account that may help. You
can learn more about these in the sections below.
Use Sender ID
Sender ID is a method of sending email so that receiving email systems can verify that the sender of a message
is who they say they are.
With Sender ID, the mail you send to volunteers and Coordinators through Volgistics can be verified more
accurately by receiving mail systems, often bypassing spam filters and giving your email a better chance of
arriving in each recipient's inbox. In addition, many ISP's like Hotmail will flag your email as "authenticated" when
you use Sender ID, which improves the probability of your emails being opened by volunteers and Coordinators.
If you haven't already, you should check to be sure you are sending email through Volgistics using Sender ID.
Help Topic 1116 [_______]
pg:0311 – Sender ID explains how to enable Sender ID.
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Change From Address
Your Volgistics account can be setup to send messages out using
VolunteerMail@volgistics.com as the From email address, or the reply-to [_______]
pg:0398 address recorded for the
message type as the From address. If your messages are not being received by your volunteers or Coordinators,
it may help to switch to the
VolunteerMail@volgistics.com
option. This setting is on the Message Ground Rules page. You can learn more about this here [_______].

Network or Provider Settings
In many cases, the changes outlined in the sections above will be adequate to make sure your email messages
get delivered. If you are still experiencing problems with email message delivery after implementing the changes,
you may need to have your internet provider, or the IT team that oversees your organization's network, make
changes. The following sections have more information on this.
Email Addresses with Your Organization's Domain
Depending on your organization's network setup, volunteers and Coordinator records that have the same domain
as your organization may have trouble receiving email messages. For example, if your organization's domain is
"@volunteer.org" and a Coordinator has an email address that is "JBrown@volunteer.org," email sent through
Volgistics may be blocked or sent to a spam or junk mail folder. In these cases, you (or your IT or IS department)
may need to whitelist Volgistics as described above.
Adding IP Addresses for Volgistics' Email Servers
There may also be cases where the IP addresses of the Volgistics email servers need to be listed in the security
software for your organization's email service. This may be necessary so that email messages sent by you
through Volgistics are allowed to pass through to the recipient. These IP addresses are:
69.87.157.214
69.87.157.215
69.87.157.216
69.87.157.217

Including Email Attachments
Help topic 2062
Added or revised 10-28-2015
You can optionally attach a PDF file [_______]
pg:0449 or a Microsoft Word document (DOC or DOCX) file to any email
you send through Volgistics. To attach a PDF, DOC or DOCX file to an email message:
1. If you haven't already, upload the file you want to attach to your email message:
a. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
b. Click on the Documents tab.
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c. Click the Browse button in the Upload box, and then locate your PDF, DOC or DOCX file.
d. Click the Upload button to start uploading the file. Once the upload is complete your document will be listed in
the Documents box on the Documents tab.
You're now ready to send your email message.
2. Click on the Out box tab in the Volgistics Mailbox.
3. Click the Send a message button.
4. Under "Send this message by" check 'Email.'
5. Choose the volunteers and/or coordinators you want this message to go to.
6. Choose whether you want the message sent in 'Plain text' or 'HTML' format. Help topic 1026 [_______]
pg:0295 shows
some advantages to sending messages in the HTML format.
7. Choose what type of email message you're sending. This field works with the Email Preferences [_______]
pg:0381
volunteers have selected to control which volunteers will actually receive the message. Help topic 1023
[_______]
pg:1321 shows how to change the options available in the drop down list.
8. Enter a subject for your email message.
9. Use the "Attachment" drop down list to choose the file you want to include as an attachment to your email
message.
10. Enter your message in the Message box. If you're using the HTML format, you can find help in how to use
the HTML Email Editor in Help topic 1024 [_______]
pg:0278 . Use the Preview button in the HTML Editor (shown below)
to see how your message will look before you send it.

11. If you're sending the message in HTML format, click the Insert text button to transfer the content into the
"Text version" field. This is important because not all recipients will be able to receive the message with the
HTML formatting. For example, recipients who receive the message on some smart phones, or in an email
program that does not support HTML format or has HTML formatting turned off, will need a text version of the
message so they can read it.
You should also edit the text version of the message. Since transferring the message from HTML to plain text
may remove returns or other formatting (such as the numbers in front of numbered lists), you will need to edit the
plain text version of the message so it appears correctly.
12. Click the Send now button to send the message immediately. Or if you're not finished with the message, or
want to send it at a later date, click the Save to send later button.
Unless you know your volunteer or coordinator email recipients will be able to open Microsoft Word documents,
choosing to send email attachments as PDF files rather than DOC or DOCX files will generally result in more
recipients being able to open and view the attachment. PDF files may be opened with Adobe Reader which is
freely available [_______]
pg:0449 and pre-installed on most computers. You can use PDF files to send a variety of
different kinds of documents as attachments. For example, PDF files may contain volunteer newsletters, forms,
announcements, letters, and more.
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PDF files [_______]
pg:0449 and Microsoft Word DOC or DOCX files are the three kinds of files that can be included as
attachments to email you send through Volgistics.

Tracking messages you have sent
Help topic 2064
Added or revised 10-05-2016
Volgistics includes tools that make communicating with your volunteers easy. You can send volunteers
messages via email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______]
pg:0315 , or text [_______]
pg:0343 . Volunteers can also receive automated
email or text messages such as schedule reminders [_______]
pg:0791 and reminders for Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 items that
need to be renewed.
To send Vic mail messages, your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 must include either the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules. To send text messages, your account must have text messaging enabled
[_______]
pg:0321 .
Each time you send a message to a volunteer – and each time Volgistics sends a message to a volunteer
automatically – Volgistics adds a record of the message to the volunteer's History tab. These appear in the
Messages box on the History tab for each volunteer, as illustrated here:

This help topic explains more about how the Messages box works. You can click on a link in the Contents box to
go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Recent and Archived Sub-Tabs
Message Box Columns
Email Message Not Sent
Text Message Not Sent
Reasons for Email Delivery Failures
How soon will an email message failure be reported?
Reasons for Text Messages Not Being Delivered
Email Address and Text Number Validity
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Recent and Archived Sub-Tabs
The Messages box is divided into two sub-tabs: Recent and Archived. These correspond with the Recent and
Archived sub-tabs on the Out Box tab [_______]
pg:0362 of your Volgistics Mailbox. So if a message is listed on the
Recent sub-tab of your Out Box, it will appear on the Recent sub-tab on the volunteer's record, and if a message
is listed on the Archived sub-tab of your Out Box, it will appear on the Archived sub-tab on the volunteer's record.
If you manually delete a message from the Out Box tab, it will still appear on the volunteer's record until the
overnight maintenance cycle runs. After the maintenance cycle runs, it will no longer appear.
Automatic email messages do not appear on the Out Box tab of the Volgistics mailbox. These messages are
moved from the Recent sub-tab to the Archived sub-tab 180 days after they are sent. Schedule Reminder
messages are deleted from the Archived sub-tab after a year, but Checklist reminder messages are kept
indefinitely.

Message Box Columns
The Messages box is divided into six (6) columns: Sent, Subject, Sent to, Vic Mail, Email, and Text (SMS).
Sent Column
The Sent column records the date the message was sent to the volunteer.
Subject Column
The
Subject
column records the subject of the message that was sent. You cannot view the content of a message from the
History tab, but you can view the original message's content on the Out Box tab of your Volgistics Mailbox. This
applies as long as the message was sent by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 --automatic messages do not appear
on the Out Box tab. The Viewing Stored Messages section of help topic 1991 [_______] shows how to view the
content of a message.
Sent to Column
The
Sent to
column shows the email address and/or the text number the message was sent to. If a message was only sent
by Vic Mail [_______]
pg:0315 , this will column be blank.
Vic Mail Column
The Vic Mail column is identified with the following icon in the heading:
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Initially, this column will show the icon below that means the volunteer has not viewed the message yet:

Placing your cursor over the icon will cause a "Not yet viewed" message to appear. After the volunteer has
viewed the message, the icon will change to the one shown below:

Placing your cursor over the icon will cause a message to appear stating "Viewed . . ." along with the date the
volunteer viewed the message.
Email Column
The Email column is identified with the following icon in the heading:

If a volunteer has opted-out of certain types of email [_______]
pg:1321 messages, from all email messages altogether,
or the No Email checkbox is marked on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their record, the system will note that you
attempted to send the volunteer a message with the following icon:

Placing your cursor over the icon will cause an "Opted-out" message to appear. You can see if the volunteer
opted-out of certain email messages by looking at the Email Preferences [_______]
pg:0381 box on the Profile tab of their
record. If a volunteer opted-out of all email altogether, or the No Email checkbox is marked on the Core tab
[_______]
pg:1868 of their record, this will be noted as shown in the Email Message Not Sent section of this help topic.
As long as one of the opted-out scenarios listed above does not apply, messages sent by email will initially be
shown with the green icon that appears below:
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Placing your cursor over the icon will cause a "No failure reported" message to appear. Please note: the icon
will show green by default for all of the message's recipients who did not opt-out of the message. Message
failures are only noted when Volgistics receives a notice back from the recipient's email provider. The length of
time this takes to occur depends on factors outside Volgistics' control. Please see the How soon will a message
failure be reported? box later in this help topic for more information.
In cases where Volgistics receives a "bounced" or un-deliverable message, the message is marked with a red
icon like the one shown below:

Placing your cursor over the icon will cause a message to appear noting the reason for the failure. You can find
more information on these in the Reasons for Email Delivery Failures section of this help topic.
Text (SMS) Column
The Text (SMS) column is identified with the following icon in the heading:

If a message is sent by text to a volunteer, but there is a reason that prevents the message from being sent by
text to the volunteer, the following icon will show:

When you place your cursor over the icon, a message will appear explaining more about why the text message
was not able to be sent to the volunteer. Please see the Text Message Not Sent section later in this help topic for
more information.
In cases where a volunteer is opted-in to text messaging, but a message sent via text cannot be delivered
successfully, the message is marked with a red icon like the one shown below:
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Placing your cursor over the icon will cause a message to appear noting the reason for the failure. You can find
more information on these in the Reasons for Text Messages Not Being Delivered section of this help topic.

Email Message Not Sent
There are four basic reasons the system will not send an email message to a volunteer. These are:
•
•
•
•

The volunteer has opted-out of certain types of email [_______]
pg:1321 messages
The volunteer has opted-out of all email messages from your organization
The No Email checkbox is marked on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer record
The volunteer's email address is invalid

If the first reason listed applies, you can look at the Email Preferences [_______]
pg:0381 box on the Profile tab of the
volunteer's record for more information. If any of the bottom three reasons apply, the reason will be noted at the
top of the Messages box on the History tab of the volunteer's record as shown below:

The Email Preferences box on the Profile tab of the volunteer's record will also appear similar to the example
shown below:

Text Message Not Sent
When text messages are not sent, the system will note that an attempt to send the message by text was made.
This will show in the Text column with the icon below:
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If you place your cursor over the icon, a message will appear with more information about why the message
could not be sent via text. More information on each of these messages follows:
'No text message' is checked on the Core tab
This will appear if the No text message box is checked on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record. If you
un-check this box, the volunteer will be able to receive text messages as long as none of the other restrictions
below applies.
Opted-out of this Message Type
This message appears if the volunteer has chosen not to receive the Message Type [_______]
pg:1321 that was sent by
text. Message Types are part of the built-in Message Preference [_______]
pg:0381 feature required to assure the
integrity of mass messages.
Phone number is blocked for text messages; send 'RESUME'
This means the volunteer has texted STOP in reply to a message from your organization. This is used to show
that the volunteer does not wish to receive any more texts from your organization. The volunteer will either need
to text RESUME, or opt-in to texting [_______]
pg:0323 again.
Volunteer is not opted in to text messaging
This means the volunteer has not completed the opt-in process [_______]
pg:0323 so they can receive text messages. In
order to receive texts, the volunteer will need to opt-in to texting so messages can be sent to their mobile (cell)
phone number.

Reasons for Email Delivery Failures
These are the reasons an email message could fail:
Domain not found
This message could be caused by the recipient's email system not being found on the Internet, which could be
due to the following reasons:
• The recipient's mail system may have been out of service or incorrectly configured. Volgistics attempted to
deliver the message periodically over a twenty-four hour period and received this failure notice each time.
• The part of the email address on the right side of the "@" sign may be invalid.
• The email address may be misspelled in the recipient's record.
Not deliverable
This message could be caused if the recipient's email system was found and it answered, however it reported
that there is no such email address or the recipient's mailbox is unavailable. This could be due to the following
reasons:
•
•
•
•

The recipient's mailbox being over quota (i.e. too full).
The part of the email address on the left side of the "@" sign may be invalid.
The email address may be misspelled in the recipient's record.
The recipient may no longer have this email address.
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No answer
This message could be caused if the recipient's email system was found on the Internet, however it does not
respond. Volgistics attempted to deliver the message periodically over a twenty-four hour period and received
this failure notice each time.
Exceeds size limit
This message could be caused if the recipient's email system rejected the message because the message or its
attachment is larger than the recipient's email system permits.
Rejected
This message could be caused if the recipient's email system was found and it answered, however it reported
that it will not accept your message. This could be due to the following reasons:
• The recipient's email system uses a SPAM filter which blocked your message for some reason.
• The recipient's email system will only accept mail from certain senders and your address (or
mailer@volgistics.com and/or volunteermail@volgistics.com) is not one of their chosen senders.
Unknown
This message could be caused if the recipient's mail system returned the message as undeliverable, but did not
give a specific reason for the failure.
How soon will an email message failure be reported?
This depends on what causes the failure. If the recipient's email system reports that an email address is invalid
right away, the message will be identified as failed and the red icon will appear on the volunteer's message
history within a few minutes of the time you send the message.
If there is a connection problem with the recipient's mail system, Volgistics will continue to try to deliver your
message periodically for up to twenty-four hours. If the recipient's mail system still cannot be reached after
twenty-four hours, the message is then flagged with the red failure icon. In these cases the message failure
would not be apparent for twenty-four hours.
If a recipient's mail system accepts your message for delivery, but then later returns a failure notice, Volgistics
will flag the message with the red failure icon once it receives the failure notice.
A message will appear in the Messages box with a green message icon until it is known to have failed. If the
message icon does not change to red within twenty-four hours after a message has been sent, it is likely the
message was delivered to the recipient's mailbox.

Reasons for Text Message Not Being Delivered
When text messages fail to be delivered, the system will note that the message failed with the icon below:
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If you place your cursor over the icon, a message will appear with more information about why the message
could not be sent via text. More information on each of these messages follows:
VicNet disabled
This will appear if the Disabled box is checked on the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 of the volunteer's record. VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 is required by regulations because it allows volunteers to set their message preferences. If VicNet
access is blocked, the text message will fail. If you un-check the Disabled box, the volunteer will be able to
receive text messages as long as none of the other restrictions apply.
Unknown failure
This message will appear if Volgistics receives a response back from the SMS gateway that a message was not
successfully delivered. The actual reason for the failure could include things such as the recipient's cell phone
number was not in service, the recipient was out of range, the recipient's cell phone provider was not able to
receive and forward the message, and more. However, we do not receive any details as to what the actual
reason is so these are all listed under Unknown failure.

Email Address and Text Number Validity
A volunteer's message history provides an excellent tool for discovering bad volunteer email addresses and text
numbers in your database. Volgistics automatically marks volunteer email addresses and text numbers as "bad"
after they receive a certain number of failures. This is shown in the Email Address Validity [_______]
pg:0377 and Text
Number Validity [_______]
pg:0333 fields on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer record.

Email Address Validity
Help topic 2065
Added or revised 10-05-2016
Volgistics helps you identify invalid email addresses in your volunteer records by placing an
email validity icon next the email address field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in each volunteer's record. An example
of this appears below:

This is what the email address validity icon means:
The email address is blank, or no messages have been sent to this email address yet.

All of the most recent email messages sent to this address were delivered without any failures. This
indicates a valid email address.
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At least one of the most recent email messages sent to this address failed. It may be that this is a valid
email address, but the recipient's mail system was experiencing some difficulty at the time a message was
sent to them.

An invalid email address. There are three reasons that an email address could be marked invalid:
-All of the most recent email messages sent to this address failed.
-The "No email" checkbox in the volunteer or Coordinator record is checked--meaning that you do not
want to send email to this person for some reason.
-This volunteer or Coordinator has opted-out of all email (they have asked that no additional email be sent
to this email address)
To determine which of these reasons apply to this email address, move the mouse pointer over the red
icon. Once an email address is identified as invalid no additional email will be sent to that address unless
you reset the email address as explained below.

Reset
If an email address is invalid because all of the most recent messages sent to the address failed, or if the
recipient has opted-out [_______]
pg:0381 of all email, a Reset link will appear next to the email validity field as shown
here:

You can get more information about why the
Reset link is appearing by looking at the Email Preferences box on the volunteer's Profile tab or the Messages
box [_______]
pg:0370 on the volunteer's History tab. An example of how this might appear is shown below:

You can click the
Reset
link to remove the invalid icon;
however
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, you should only reset an email address if you know that the recipient wants to receive your email, and if you
believe the address is currently valid. Resetting email addresses that are marked invalid because the recipient
opted-out means that you may be sending email to someone who has asked you not send them any additional
email. This can jeopardize your email "reputation" with the recipient's email provider and adversely affect your
ability to send email to others at the same domain (for example, yahoo.com or gmail.com). Help topic 2101
[_______]
pg:0384 explains more about why it is important to respect email opt-outs.
How Volgistics determines email address validity
Volgistics determines an email address' validity by looking at the results of the email messages you send. By
default, Volgistics looks at the last three messages you've sent. If all three were delivered without failure, the
address' validity is marked with the green icon. If one or two of last three messages sent to this address failed,
but at least one was successful, Volgistics marks the address with the yellow icon. If all of the last three
messages sent to this address failed, Volgistics marks the address with a red icon.
You can optionally change the default failure threshold [_______]
pg:0379 of these messages to another value in Setup.

Email and Text Message Failure Threshold
Help topic 2066
Added or revised 04-25-2014
The email failure threshold and the text message failure threshold are setup options used to control how far back
Volgistics looks at a volunteer's message history to determine if their email address and/or text message number
are valid or not.
Volgistics determines an email address's [_______]
pg:0377 validity, or the text message field's [_______]
pg:0333 validity, by
looking at the results of the messages you send. By default, Volgistics looks at the last three messages you've
sent. This is the threshold. If all three were delivered without failure, the field's validity is marked with the green
icon:

If one or two of last three messages sent failed, but at least one was successful, Volgistics marks the address
with the yellow icon:

If all three of the last messages sent failed, Volgistics marks the email or text field with a red icon:
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To change how far back in the message history Volgistics looks to determine the field's validity:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Select Messages.
3. Select Message types.
4. In the box at the bottom of the page, set the
Email failure threshold
and/or
Text Message failure threshold
' to the desired value. Note, the Text Message failure threshold option will not appear unless you've enabled text
messaging [_______]
pg:0321 in your account.

Is it possible to "recall" a message I sent?
Help topic 2073
Added or revised 04-29-2014
You can send messages to volunteers through Volgistics in three ways. They can be sent as Email [_______],
pg:0404
Vic Mail [_______]
pg:0315 , and text messages [_______]
pg:0343 . Messages can also be sent as a combination of these
methods. For example, you could send a message as both a text and a Vic Mail message.
Your options to "recall" a message that was sent are different depending on which way the message was sent.
Vic Mail
Messages sent as Vic Mail appear for volunteers to read at the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778
modules.
You can remove messages posted for volunteers through VicNet or VicTouch like this:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu.
2. Click the Out Box [_______]
pg:0362 tab.
3. Click on the Subject of the message you want to delete.
4. Click the Delete button in the lower right corner.
For a Vic Mail message sent through VicNet, when you delete a message any volunteers who have not yet
viewed the deleted message will never see the message. For volunteers who have viewed the message already,
the message will no longer appear in the "Old messages" section of the VicNet Mail tab.
With Vic Mail messages sent through VicTouch, volunteers see these once when they complete the sign-in or
the sign-out process. So if they have signed-in or out since the message was sent, they likely read it already. If
they have not signed-in or out since the message was sent, deleting the message will prevent them from reading
it the next time they sign-in or out.
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Email
Messages sent as Email are sent as standard Internet email. Unfortunately, there is not a way to recall Internet
email.* Volgistics does not hold outbound email messages for any reason so there is not a way to recall a
message sent via Internet email once you click the Send it now button.
*Technically email can be "recalled" in circumstances where the sender and the recipient both use the same
email system. For instance when the sender and the recipient both use AOL or Microsoft Exchange Server and
the recipient's email system is configured to honor requests to recall mail. Generally this only occurs in
inter-office email systems. Most Internet mail systems do not support any method for recalling messages.
Text message
Messages sent as text messages (SMS) are sent as standard text messages. Unfortunately, there is not a way
to recall text messages. Volgistics does not hold outbound text messages for any reason so there is not a way to
recall a message sent via text message once you click the Send it now button.

Introduction to Message Preferences
Help topic 2100
Added or revised 08-01-2014
Volgistics provides volunteer and Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 message preference features needed to ensure the
integrity of automatic and mass email and text messages you send. These features enable volunteers and
Coordinators to opt-in or opt-out of different types of automatic or mass email and text messages your
organization may send. They can also opt-out of messaging entirely if they choose.
We require this to be used because Internet Service Providers (ISP) and cell phone companies often blacklist
organizations as spammers if mass messages are sent without opt-out features. This would mean that your
email or text messages would not be delivered by the ISP or cell phone company.
How it works
You setup different types of messages in your account to describe the different varieties of messages you will
typically send. Help topic 1023 [_______]
pg:1321 describes how to do this.
Fields to allow volunteers to select which types of email messages they want to receive can be included on
application forms [_______]
pg:0413 and in the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module. The volunteer's selections are shown on the
Profile tab of the volunteer's record.
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If you enable text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 for your account, volunteers and Coordinators will select their text and/or
email preferences when they opt-in for text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 .
Additionally, when you send email through Volgistics the system adds a message at the bottom of the email with
a link that can be used to update message preferences. There are four choices for how the message is worded.
You can change the selection on the Message Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1930 page.
Here is an example of one choice as it would appear for an organization named Great Lakes Volunteers.
You received this mail through your affiliation with Great Lakes Volunteers. You may chnage your message
preferences with Great Lakes Volunteers at
https://www.volgistics.dom/ex/syst.dll?ACT=80&KEY=83957&PW=4872933001&PN=283009
When a mail recipient clicks this link in an email message you've sent them (or copies the link to the address line
of their web browser), they reach a web page similar to this:
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When a volunteer or Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging, the page will also include options for text
message preferences.
If a volunteer or Coordinator opts-out of all email and text messages, the email validity icons next to the Email
and Text fields will turn red.

For volunteers, this choice will also be noted in the Message Preferences box on the Profile tab of their record,
as well as the Messages box [_______]
pg:0370 on the History tab of their record.
If the recipient opted-out of all messages by mistake and lets you know they want to opt back in, you can click
the
Reset
link next to the Email field to reverse this. However, regulations do not allow you to change a person's text
preferences. They will need to repeat the opt-in process [_______]
pg:0323 if they want to receive text messages again.
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Because an individual's request to no longer receive messages from your organization may indicate a change in
her or his relationship with your organization, Volgistics can automatically alert you when this happens. You
receive these alerts on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox. If they are not already turned-on, you
can enable these alerts in Setup. To do this, select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, choose Messages, then
select Volunteer message preferences, or Coordinator message preferences. Help topics 1068 [_______]
pg:1327 and
1025 [_______]
pg:1325 explain more.

Why It Is Important To Provide Message Opt-Out Features
Help topic 2101
Added or revised 10-31-2016
While email and text messages are often a great way to communicate, message recipients are understandably
particular about the kinds of messages that are sent to them. As the sender of email and text messages, you
must observe certain message etiquette. This is especially important when it comes to sending automatic and
mass email or text messages, as you can through Volgistics.
While one would hope that people who make it into your volunteer database will always be receptive to all
communication you choose to send them, this may not always be the case. For one reason or another,
volunteers, potential volunteers, and others you communicate with through Volgistics might not want to continue
receiving messages from you, or they may want to receive only certain kinds of messages [_______].
pg:1321
Providing message recipients with an easy way to view or change their message preferences with your
organization (often called an "opt out" capability) is an important part of being a responsible message sender.
The failure to provide such features can quickly cause you trouble. For example, in an effort to reduce spam, a
growing number of email providers (such as Hotmail, Gmail, Yahoo, and AOL) have filters that block email sent
by certain "blacklisted" senders. Cell phone service providers (such as Sprint, T-Mobile and AT&T) have similar
methods in place to prevent spammed text messages.
If your organization is blacklisted (even inappropriately or unfairly), your messages may no longer reach many of
your volunteers or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , no matter what the content of your messages is.
These blacklists are compiled and widely shared by email providers, cell phone companies, and independent
"watchdog" groups for the benefit of all consumers. Any message recipient can report any message they choose
to these groups as suspected spam (this is as easy as a mouse click in some email programs). When this
happens, the watchdog group usually evaluates the message before the original sender is added to the blacklist.
A message is less likely to be labeled spam (and the sender less likely to be blacklisted) if it includes a legitimate
link to an opt-out feature recipients can use to remove themselves from future mailings.
Volgistics provides this kind of opt-out/opt-in feature automatically as shown in help topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 . When
you send automatic or mass email to volunteers or Coordinators, Volgistics automatically includes a link to the
volunteer's or Coordinator's message preference settings.
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Can I make email addresses compulsory?
Help topic 2102
Added or revised 08-18-2014
Email is often a great way to communicate. So much so that some volunteer leaders use email as the primary
method of formal communication with volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 .
Some volunteer leaders may wish to require that every volunteer, or Coordinator, provide an email address, and
receive email messages from their organization. With the growing popularity of email, it may not be unusual for
all of the volunteers in some organizations to have email addresses. However, this is not always the case in all
organizations. If your organization is one where it is reasonable to assume that every person will have an email
address, you can make some email address features a requirement.
1. You can make the Email address field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of volunteer records and the Coordinator tab
of Coordinator records required fields. When you add new volunteer or Coordinator records in Volgistics, an
email address would be required to complete the entries on the page. Help topic 2017 [_______]
pg:0957 has information
on how to do this.
2. You can make the Email address field on on-line volunteer application forms a required field. Help topic 1056
[_______]
pg:1341 has information on how to do this.

If you use VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 volunteers use their email address as their VicNet login name.
While organizations may make an email address a requirement, keep in mind that it is not technically possible to
force an individual to receive email from your organization (or anyone, for that matter).
Volgistics provides important volunteer and Coordinator message preference [_______]
pg:0381 features through which
volunteers and Coordinators may set their own message preferences, and even discontinue receiving messages
from you altogether. Even if these features were not available in Volgistics, recipients can block email and text
messages from certain senders in their own email program or on their own cell phone.
If your ability to send email to every volunteer is important to you, you can always monitor volunteer message
preference settings on the Profile tab, and Coordinator message preferences on the Coordinator tab. When a
volunteer or Coordinator has chosen to opt-out of receiving all types of messages from your organization, the
email validity [_______]
pg:0377 and text number validity [_______]
pg:0333 icons on their record will be changed to red. While a
System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can reset the email options, please keep in mind that recipient's preferences should
be respected. The capability to change volunteer or Coordinator email preferences should only be used in the
rare occasion when a volunteer or Coordinator inadvertently opts-out of all email types and you can confirm that
this selection was made by mistake.
You can setup Volgistics to send an alert to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox whenever a
volunteer or Coordinator chooses not to receive any messages from your organization. Help topic 1068
[_______]
pg:1327 shows how to do this for volunteers. Help topic 1025 [_______]
pg:1325 shows how to do this for Coordinators.
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How can I personalize email messages with the volunteer's information?
Help topic 2103
Added or revised 10-04-2016
It is sometimes useful to personalize email messages to include volunteer names, volunteer PIN's, or a link to
allow volunteers to reset their VicNet passwords. This can be helpful to personalize your message to improve
responses. You can do this by using the codes described in this help topic.
When these codes are inserted in email messages, volunteers will see their own information instead of the code.
For example, if you would like to send an email that addresses the volunteer by first name, you can start the
message like this:
Hi [[firstname]],
We are writing to remind you . . .
When the volunteers receive this message, they will see their name in place of the [[firstname]] code. For
example, if the volunteer who receives the message is named "Jessica," she will see:
Hi Jessica,
We are writing to remind you . . .

Available Codes
[[firstname]] – This will place the volunteer's first name in the message.

[[friendlyname]]
– This will place the volunteer's nickname in the message. If there is no information in the Nickname field on the
Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record, then his or her first name will be used.
[[name]] – This will place the volunteer's first and last names in the message.
[[number]] – This will place the volunteer's PIN in the message. This is the number in the Number field
[_______]
pg:1856 on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record, and it is used by volunteers to sign-in to the
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module.
[[password]] – This will place a link in your message to a URL address volunteers can use to set their VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 password. Depending on how the volunteer's email system processes HTML commands, the link
could appear several different ways such as:
• A clickable link with the words Click for password.
• A clickable link using the URL address to reset the password, such as
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?FROM=1234&ACT=34.
• A non-clickable link using the URL address to reset the password, such as
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?FROM=1234&ACT=34.
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Because some volunteers may receive the URL as a non-clickable link, you may want to use a phrase such as ".
. .if this does not appear as a clickable link, copy and paste the URL address into your web browser. . ." in the
text around where you insert the email code.
Volunteers will need to use the link to request a password link to be sent to them by email. Once they complete
the steps to request the link, they will receive an email to set a permanent password. Help topic 1307 [_______]
pg:1975
shows how this process works.

Please note:

There are other ways to communicate with volunteers regarding their VicNet passwords. The [[password]] code
is just one of the ways volunteers can find out the password they will use to sign-in to VicNet. You can find
information on the other methods available for VicNet passwords in help topic 1158 [_______].
pg:1925
Where Codes Work
These codes can be used in all email messages that are sent from your Volgistics Mailbox [_______].
pg:0404 They can
also be used when you setup the automatic emails Volgistics can send to volunteers such as the Checklist
reminder emails [_______],
pg:0916 the monthly and daily schedule reminder emails [_______],
pg:0791 and the VicNet password
email [_______].
However, there are some messages the codes will not work in. The codes will not work in email messages sent
to Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , the automatic Receipt Confirmation [_______]
pg:1349 message sent when applicants submit
an online application, or in any message sent by Vic Mail [_______]
pg:0315 or by text message [_______]
pg:0343 .

In Box Report Capacity
Help topic 2109
Added or revised 09-26-2013
Each time you print a report, Volgistics delivers the printed report to your In Box as a PDF or Excel file. From
there you can either print it, or save it [_______]
pg:0446 to your computer if it's a report you would like to keep.
Your In Box holds up to twelve printed reports per system operator. Once a system operator has twelve printed
reports in their In Box, Volgistics automatically deletes their oldest report to make room for the next report they
print.
This limit applies only to the number of printed report PDF files that can accumulate for a single system operator
in the In Box, not to the number of reports you can setup in Volgistics.
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Mailbox Documents Tab
Help topic 2142
Added or revised 12-11-2015
The Documents tab of the Volgistics mailbox has two purposes. It is used to store documents that are used as
email [_______]
pg:0404 attachments or are linked to the VicNet Home tab [_______],
pg:1486 and it is used to manage
documents stored with the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature.
To get to the Documents tab of the Mailbox:
1. Select Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Documents tab on the far right side.
The Documents tab is divided into two or more sub-tabs depending on your account's service level [_______].
pg:0719 All
accounts have Attachments and Volunteers sub-tabs. If your account includes the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module,
you may also see Coordinators, Sites, Places, and Assignments sub-tabs.
Click on a link in the Contents box below to learn more about how to use the sub-tabs.
Contents
Attachments Sub-Tab
Open or Print Documents
Save Documents Locally
Delete Documents
Sort Documents
Files Linked to the VicNet Home Tab
Upload Documents
Document Storage Capacity
Site Level Access and the Attachments Sub-Tab
Volunteers & Other Sub-Tabs
Filter Documents
Reset the Filter
Number of Documents Shown
Sort Documents
Open or Print Documents
Save Documents Locally
Rename Documents
Delete Documents
Site Level Access and the Volunteers & Other Sub-Tabs

Attachments Sub-Tab

To get to the Attachments sub-tab, go to the Documents tab of the mailbox and then click the Attachments
sub-tab if necessary.
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The Attachments sub-tab has two purposes. It is used to upload and manage PDF [_______]
pg:0449 or Microsoft Word
(DOC or DOCX) documents so they can be used as email [_______]
pg:0404 attachments. It is also used to upload files
you want to link to the Home tab [_______]
pg:1486 in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724
The top section of the Attachments sub-tab is where you will see documents that have already been uploaded to
the sub-tab. The bottom section of the Attachments sub-tab is used to upload new documents to the sub-tab.
The help topic sections below have more information.
Open or Print Documents
In many cases you can just click on a document's file name to open the document. Your web browser will launch
the program it needs to open the document. In some cases your web browser's settings are not configured to
recognize the file type so the file will not open. In this case, you will either need to change you web browser's
settings so that it associates the correct program with the file extension, or you can often save the document to
your local computer and open it from the saved location. The Save Documents Locally section below shows how
to do this.
Once the document has been opened with the appropriate program, you can send it to your local printer by using
the print feature in whatever program you're using.
Many web browsers are using built-in PDF viewers now instead of the
Adobe Reader
program. This can also cause trouble with opening PDF documents. In this case, you may need to disable the
built-in viewer if you do not want to save the file locally. You can find more information on how to do this in help
topic 2176 [_______].
pg:1606
Save Documents Locally
You can save uploaded documents to your local computer (flash drive or other storage medium) without opening
the file if you wish. To do this, right-click on the name of the document and then select "Save target as...," "Save
link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.
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Delete Documents
To delete uploaded documents, check the box in the column on the left side by each document you want to
delete. If you want to delete all of the documents on the page, scroll down to the bottom of the top section and
click the Check all button. Once the documents you want to delete are marked, click the Delete button. A pop-up
will appear to make sure you want to completely delete the documents. Click the OK button to proceed or the
Cancel button if you changed your mind and you would like to keep the documents.
There is not a way to recover documents after they have been deleted so please make sure you want to delete
the documents before you proceed.
Sort Documents
By default the Attachments Sub-Tab is sorted alphabetically based on the File Name column. You can change
the view to be sorted by the Kind, Uploaded, or Linked? columns instead. Just click on a column heading to sort
the view based on that column's information.

Files Linked to the VicNet Home Tab
Documents with Yes in the Linked? column are files that currently have links from the Home tab [_______]
pg:1486 in
VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 This allows volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 to click on the file to open it when they are
logged in to VicNet. Deleting these documents will cause the associated links to be removed from the VicNet
Home tab.
Upload Documents
You can upload PDF [_______]
pg:0449 or Microsoft Word (DOC or DOCX) documents to the Attachments sub-tab as
long as the file is 10 megabytes or smaller. If you're uploading a PDF file, we recommend optimizing it before
uploading even if it is under the size limit. The reason for this is optimizing reduces the file size, which has many
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advantages. It assures your message will be delivered if the recipient's ISP limits file sizes; it allows your
message to be processed faster, which could speed up delivery; and the file will also open faster when your
volunteers and/or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 view it.
The method you use to optimize the file will depend on the program you use to create it. We have included some
links that have more information on how to optimize your file for commonly used programs.
• If you use Microsoft Word and the "Save as" function to save in the PDF format, select "Minimum Size
(publishing online)" as the "Optimize for" option. More information.
• If you use Adobe Acrobat, use the PDF Optimizer under the Advanced menu. More information.
• If you use a Nuance program (such as PDF Converter Pro or PDF Converter Enterprise), select Tools then
"Optimize PDF." More information.
If you use a different method, program, or version of one of the programs listed to create your PDF files, you may
need to search the Internet, or refer to the help documentation for the program you use, for information on how to
reduce the file size.
Here are the steps to upload documents to the Attachments sub-tab:
1. Click the Choose File or Browse button in the bottom section of the sub-tab.
2. In the dialog window that appears, select the PDF, DOC or DOCX file you want to upload then click the Open
button.
3. Click the Upload button. Once the upload is complete, your document will be listed in the Documents box at
the top of the sub-tab.
Document Storage Capacity
The number of documents you can store on the Attachments sub-tab of the Documents tab is based on the
number of System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 in your account's service level [_______].
pg:0719 The document storage
capacity is 15 files, plus 5 additional files for each System Operator. For example, if your account's service level
includes space for three System Operators, you would have space for 30 documents (15 + 15). Or if your
account's service level includes space for five System Operators, you would have space for 40 documents (15 +
25).
Site Level Access and the Attachments Sub-Tab
If an organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 and a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 is logged in as a
headquarters-level operator (someone with access to "All Sites"), the Attachments sub-tab will have a checkbox
for
All Sites
in the upper right corner. If this box is checked, the operator will see documents associated with a specific Site in
the account as well as documents that are not associated with any specific Site. If the
All Sites box is un-checked, the headquarters-level operator will not see documents uploaded by Site-level
Operators [_______].
pg:1442
Users logged in as Site-level Operators (someone associated with one specific Site) will not see the All Sites
checkbox on the Attachments sub-tab. Site-level operators will only see documents associated with their Site on
the Attachments sub-tab.

Volunteers & Other Sub-Tabs
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The other sub-tabs on the Documents tab are used to manage the documents uploaded to the Docs tab of
volunteer, Coordinator, Site, Place, and Assignment records. All accounts will have the Volunteers sub-tab. The
other sub-tabs will only appear if both of the following apply:
1. The VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module is included in your account's service level [_______].
pg:0719
2. Your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights allow access to the Docs tab of the record type. System Operator
rights for the Docs tabs are set by your account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 as shown in help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319
.
All of the sub-tabs used for VicDocs are pretty much the same except for the differences noted in the box below.
Because the sub-tabs are essentially the same, we will just use the Volunteers sub-tab as the example on how to
use all of the sub-tabs. To get to the Volunteers sub-tab, go to the Documents tab of the mailbox and then click
on the sub-tab.

Filter Documents
You can filter the sub-tab to only show certain documents. To do this, click the Filter button in the top left corner.
This will open a dialog box like the one shown below:
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Here are the options for filtering the documents. Please note that you can use more than one option at the same
time to refine the documents shown. The filtered view will only show documents that meet all of the requirements
you select.
Volunteer: Type the first part of the last name of the volunteer record you want to see. The more characters you
enter, the more refined the filter will be. Please note that the system cannot filter beyond the last name field. So if
two or more volunteers have the same last name, the documents for all volunteers with that last name will be
shown.
File Name: Type the first part of the name of the file you want to see. The more characters you enter, the more
refined the filter will be.
Kind: Use the dropdown to select which type of document files you want to have shown.
Uploaded From: Enter a date to limit the sub-tab to just documents uploaded on or after a certain date.
Uploaded To: Enter a date to limit the sub-tab to just documents uploaded on or before a certain date.
Reset the Filter
If your view of the sub-tab is currently filtered, there will be a Reset Filter button to the right of the word
Documents at the top left of the sub-tab.

Click the Reset Filter button to return the sub-tab to the un-filtered view.
Number of Documents Shown
You can control the number of documents shown on the sub-tab. The view is set to the first 100 documents by
default. Please note that as you increase the number of documents shown, the amount of time it takes for the
web page to load will also increase.
To change the number of documents shown, select the number you'd like from the View dropdown list and then
click the Refresh button in the top left corner of the sub-tab.

Sort Documents
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By default the Sub-Tab is sorted according to the order the documents were added to your database. You can
change the view to be sorted by the Volunteer, Kind, File Name or Uploaded columns instead. Just click on a
column heading to sort the view based on that column's information.

Filtering & Sorting and the Number of Documents Shown
when you filter or sort a sub-tab, the action is performed on all documents that are currently uploaded. The
results of your filtering or sorting may contain more documents than your View dropdown is setup to show. For
example, if you have the View dropdown setup to show the top 25 documents, and you filter to see documents
uploaded after a certain date, you may have more than 25 documents uploaded after the date selected.
However, only the first 25 matches will appear because of the View dropdown restriction.
Open or Print Documents
In many cases you can just click on a document's file name to open the document. Your web browser will launch
the program it needs to open the document. In some cases your web browser's settings are not configured to
recognize the file type so the file will not open. In this case, you will either need to change you web browser's
settings so that it associates the correct program with the file extension, or you can often save the document to
your local computer and open it from the saved location. The Save Documents Locally section below shows how
to do this.
Once the document has been opened with the appropriate program, you can send it to your local printer by using
the print feature in whatever program you're using.
Many web browsers are using built-in PDF viewers now instead of the
Adobe Reader
program. This can also cause trouble with opening PDF documents. In this case, you may need to disable the
built-in viewer if you do not want to save the file locally. You can find more information on how to do this in help
topic 2176 [_______].
pg:1606
Save Documents Locally
You can save uploaded documents to your local computer (flash drive or other storage medium) without opening
the file if you wish. To do this, right-click on the name of the document and then select "Save target as...," "Save
link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.
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Rename Documents
You can change the name of a document if you'd like. To do this, click the Edit button in the far right column.
This will make an Edit Document dialog box pop-up. Edit or replace the document's title in the pop-up box and
click the Save button to keep your changes. You can also click the Cancel button to close the window without
changing the document's name.
Please note: This will also change the document's name on the Docs tab of the volunteer [_______],
pg:1630
Coordinator [_______],
pg:1636 or Site, Place, or Assignment [_______]
pg:1642 record.

The Edit button does not appear . . .

pg:0065 rights do not allow you to edit
If the Edit button does not appear, it means your System Operator [_______]
documents. Your operator rights are controlled by the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 of your Volgistics account as
shown in help topic 2553 [_______].
pg:1319
Delete Documents
To delete uploaded documents, check the box in the column on the left side by each document you want to
delete. If you want to delete all of the documents currently in view on the sub-tab, scroll down to the bottom of
the sub-tab and click the Check all button. Once the documents you want to delete are marked, click the Delete
button. A pop-up will appear to make sure you want to completely delete the documents. Click the OK button to
proceed or the Cancel button if you changed your mind and you would like to keep the documents.
Please note: This will also delete the document(s) from the Docs tab of the volunteer [_______],
pg:1630 Coordinator
[_______],
pg:1636 or Site, Place, or Assignment [_______]
pg:1642 record. Also, there is not a way to recover documents after
they have been deleted so please make sure you want to delete the documents before you proceed.

The Delete button does not appear . . .

pg:0065 rights do not allow you to
If the Delete button does not appear on the sub-tab your System Operator [_______]
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delete documents. Your operator rights are controlled by the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 of your Volgistics account
as shown in help topic 2553 [_______].
pg:1319
Site Level Access and the Volunteers & Other Sub-Tabs
If your organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , only headquarters-level System Operators [_______]
pg:0065
(those who are assigned to "All Sites") will see all of the documents on the sub-tabs. Site-level Operators
[_______]
pg:1442 (those who are assigned to one specific Site) will only see documents for volunteers, Coordinators,
Sites, Places, and Assignments associated with their Site.

How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Help topic 2185
Added or revised 10-28-2015
With the Volgistics Sets [_______]
pg:0858 feature it's easy to send email [_______],
pg:0404 text messages [_______]
pg:0343 , and Vic
mail [_______]
pg:0315 to all of the volunteers in a Set. For example, if you have a Set that includes everyone who
volunteered last year, you can send a message to all of them at once.
If you've already defined the set of volunteers you want to send your message to, you're ready to start. If you
haven't defined the set yet, create the set [_______]
pg:0859 first and then return here when you're finished.
To send a message to the volunteers in a specific set:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Out Box tab [_______]
pg:0362 .
3. Click the Send a message button.

4. On the New Message window select how you'd like to send your message and All of the volunteers in this Set.
Choose the Set of volunteers you want to receive the message from the Sets dropdown list.
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5. Finish composing your message. Refer to the following help topics for more details on composing and sending
each type of message:
• Email Messages- Help topic 2195 [_______]
pg:0404
• Text Messages - Help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343
• Vic Mail Messages - Help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315
You can also send messages to different groups of volunteers without using a Set. The following help topics
show ways to send messages to groups of volunteers without creating a Set to identify the volunteers first.

• You can send messages to all of the volunteers who have a specific Assignment, or who have an Assignment
• at a specific Site or Place, without using a Set. ReadHow to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Specific
Site, Place or Assignment [_______]
pg:0399 to learn how.
• You can send messages to all of the volunteers scheduled on a certain day without using a Set. Read How to
Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day [_______]
pg:0401 to learn how.
• You can send messages to all of a Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 volunteers without using a Set. Read
Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers [_______]
pg:0402 to learn how.

How to

• You can send messages to all of the tagged [_______]
pg:1529 volunteers without using a Set. To learn how read
to Send Messages to all of the Tagged Volunteers [_______]
pg:0403
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How to Update Reply-to Fields for Email Messages
Help topic 2190
Added or revised 08-13-2014
The Volgistics program has different types of email messages for different uses. These may each have different
reply-to addresses listed. This help topic explains how to locate, and update, the reply-to addresses in use for
your account.
Please note that some Internet Service Providers (ISP's) have started to block email messages when certain
email domains are used as the reply-to address. At this point, only "@yahoo.com" and "@aol.com" email
addresses are affected so these should not be used as your reply-to address. Other general domains (such as
"@gmail.com," "@hotmail.com," etc.) may follow so if possible we recommend using an email address with a
domain specific to your organization as your reply-to address. You can find more information on this Here
System Operators:
Each System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can have their own reply-to address listed on their record. Here is how to
update these:
1. Select

Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.

2. Expand the System Operators link.
3. Select an operator's name from the list.
4. Change the email address listed in the Reply-to address field.
5. Click the Save button.
You will need to repeat these steps for each System Operator in your account. Please note that if you also
update the Email address field that controls the email address an operator uses to login [_______]
pg:0220 with, and use
the Volgistics feature that saves login credentials, you will need to clear the cookie for the previous address used
in order to save the new address. Help topic 2056 [_______]
pg:1597 explains how to do this.
Automatic Email Messages:
Automatic email messages are messages that can be sent by the system on pre-determined days to your
volunteers. These include Schedule Reminder [_______]
pg:0791 messages as well as the reminder messages setup to
notify volunteers when periodic or annual Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 items are due. You can change the reply-to
addresses for automatic email messages by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Messages link.
3. Select Ground rules.
4. Change the reply-to address(es) in the Automatic email section.
5. Click the Save button.
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Receipt Confirmation Email Messages:
If you have an email message setup to be sent when a potential volunteer submits an application [_______],
pg:0413 you
will need to change the reply-to address listed for each application form in use for your account. Here are
directions on how to do this:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select the name of a form you have in use.
5. Select Receipt confirmation.
6. Change the address listed in the What "reply to" email address should your acknowledgement email have
(typically your email address)? field.
7. Click the Save button.
You will need to repeat these steps for each application form in your account that has a receipt confirmation
message in place.
VicTouch Schedule Email Messages:
If your account uses VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 and has the feature enabled to allow volunteers to request a copy of
their schedule by email, there is a reply-to email address listed for this. You can change this address by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
3. Select Schedule "Email me a copy" messages.
4. Change the Reply to field.
5. Click the Save button.

How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Specific Site, Place or Assi
Help topic 2191
Added or revised 10-28-2015
You can organize the volunteer assignments [_______]
pg:0096 you track in Volgistics to reflect the structure of your
organization. Volgistics supports up to two levels of organization for this purpose: Sites and Places. This
structure is shown in the following illustration:
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It's easy to send email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______]
pg:0315 , or text messages [_______]
pg:0343 to all of the volunteers who
have a specific Assignment, or who have an Assignment at a specific Place or Site. Here is how you can do this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Site, Place or Assignment you want the message to be sent for.
3. Select the Volunteers tab.
4. Set the criteria for which records you want to have shown and click the Search button. If you need help with
how to set the criteria, please see the Search Criteria box below.
5. Click the Messages icon at the top of the list.

6. Compose your message and send it out. If you need assistance with composing your message, please see
help topic 2195 [_______].
pg:0404

Search Criteria

All volunteers/These volunteers

This option will only appear on Assignment records. Select
All volunteers if you want the list to include all volunteers that have the volunteer Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 selected in
the
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Status section. Select These volunteers if you want the list to include only the volunteers who have the selected
Roles [_______]
pg:0103 in the
assignment.

Status
Check each of the volunteer Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the Statuses if you
want to see all volunteers who have the Assignment (or an Assignment that falls under the Site or Place)
regardless of their Status.

Role
Check each of the assignment Roles [_______]
pg:0103 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the Roles if you want
to see all volunteers who have the Assignment (or an Assignment that falls under the Site or Place) regardless of
their Role in the assignment.

How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
Help topic 2192
Added or revised 10-28-2015
It's easy to send email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______]
pg:0315 , or text messages [_______]
pg:0343 to all of the volunteers who
are scheduled on a specific date.
1. To send messages to everyone scheduled on a specific date in any assignment, choose "Schedule" from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 . Otherwise select "Assignments" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select the Site, Place, or
Assignment for which you want to send messages to the volunteers scheduled on a specific date, and then click
the "Schedule" tab.
2. If the schedule is not already in the Daily view, click the Daily Schedule button.
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3. Use the date dropdown lists and the Go button to move to the date you want.
4. Click the Messages link near the top of the schedule.

5. Use the "New message" window to compose and send your message.

How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
Help topic 2193
Added or revised 10-28-2015
It's easy to send email [_______],
pg:0404 Vic mail [_______]
pg:0315 , or text messages [_______]
pg:0343 to all of a Coordinator's
[_______]
pg:0163 volunteers. Here is how you can do this:
1. Select Coordinators from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose a Coordinator.
3. Select the Volunteers tab in the selected Coordinator's record.
4. Set the criteria for which records you want to have shown and click the Search button. If you need help with
how to set the criteria, please see the Search Criteria box below.
5. Click the Messages icon at the top of the list.

6. Compose your message and send it out. If you need assistance with composing your message, please see
help topic 2195 [_______].
pg:0404

Search Criteria

Status
Check each of the volunteer Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the Statuses if you
want to see all volunteers who have an assignment the Coordinator oversees regardless of their Status.
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Role
Check each of the assignment Roles [_______]
pg:0103 you want to appear on the list. Check all of the Roles if you want
to see all volunteers who have an asignment the Coordinator oversees regardless of their Role in the
assignment.

How to Send Messages to the Tagged Volunteers
Help topic 2194
Added or revised 10-28-2015
It's easy to send messages to all of the volunteers whose records you have tagged.
1. Start by tagging the volunteer records [_______]
pg:1538 of the volunteers you want to send email to.
2. Once you've tagged the records of the volunteers you want to send your message to, select Mailbox from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
3. Select the Out Box tab.
4. Click the Send a message button. This opens the New message window.

5. On the New message window, check the Tagged volunteers checkbox.
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6. Finish composing your message. Refer to the following help topics for more details on composing and sending
each type of message:
• Email Messages- Help topic 2195 [_______]
pg:0404
• Text Messages - Help topic 1295 [_______]
pg:0343
• Vic Mail Messages - Help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315
You can also send messages to different groups of volunteers without using tags. The following help topics show
ways to send messages to groups of volunteers without using tags to identify the volunteers first.

• You can send messages to all of the volunteers who have a specific Assignment, or who have an Assignment
• at a specific Site or Place without using tags. ReadHow to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Specific
Site, Place or Assignment [_______]
pg:0399 to learn how.
• You can send messages to all of the volunteers scheduled on a certain day without using tags. Read How to
Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day [_______]
pg:0401 to learn how.
• You can send messages to all of a Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 volunteers without using tags. Read
Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers [_______]
pg:0402 to learn how.

How to Send

• You can send messages to all of the volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0858 without using a tags. To learn how read
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0396

How to send an email message
Help topic 2195
Added or revised 10-08-2013
This topic explains how to compose and send a new email message to volunteers and or coordinators from the
Volgistics Mailbox. If you're not already on the "New Message" window you can get there by selecting "Mailbox"
from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking the "Out Box" tab, and then clicking the Send a message button.
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1. Use the Send this message by option to select how you'd like your message sent.

Check the "Email" checkbox if you want to send this message by Email. When this option is checked, it enables
the HTML formatting options so you can use features such as different fonts, text colors, pictures and tables in
your messages. Help topic 1026 [_______]
pg:0295 explains more.
Check the "VIC mail" checkbox if you want volunteers to receive this message when they visit VicNet or
VicTouch. Help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315 explains more about this option.
You may check both checkboxes (Email and Vic Mail) if you want volunteers to receive this message both by
email, and at VicNet or VicTouch.
2. Change the Reply-to address if necessary.
Messages are always from you (the name entered for you on your Volgistics System Operator record). While you
cannot change who the message is from, you can change the email address that will appear as the reply-to
email address in your message in the "Reply to" field. This field only appears if you selected to send your
message via Email in step 1.
If an email address has been entered in the "Reply-to" field on your System Operator setup page [_______],
pg:1895 this
reply-to email address will appear here by default. You can change the default reply-to address on the System
Operator setup page if you want the default address to automatically be populated with a different address. If no
address is entered in the "Reply-to" field on your System Operator setup page, the address entered when you
send an email is the "Email address" field from your System Operator setup page.
See Help topic 2190 [_______]
pg:0398 for more information on updating reply-to fields in Volgistics.
Please only enter one address in this field.
3. Choose who will receive your message.
Use the "To" section to specify which volunteers and/or Coordinators this message should be sent to.
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To send your message to an individual volunteer, select the volunteer's name from the volunteers drop-down list.
To send your message to all of the tagged volunteers, check the "Tagged volunteers" checkbox. See Help topic
2194 [_______]
pg:0403 if you need more help with this.
To send your message to all volunteers with a specific Status (such as all active volunteers), select the Status of
the volunteers you want to send the message to.
Check "All of the volunteers in this Set" and then choose a Set [_______]
pg:0396 to send your message to all of the
volunteers in a specific set.
To send your message to every volunteer in your database (except archived volunteers) no matter what their
Status is, check the "All volunteers" checkbox.
To send your message to an individual Coordinator, select the coordinator’s name from the Coordinators
drop-down list.
Check the "All coordinators" checkbox to send your message to all Coordinators.
Please note: You can also combine checkboxes to send an email to more than one group. For example, if you
needed to send a message to all volunteers with the Applicant Status plus just one volunteer with the Active
Status, you could use the Status dropdown and select the Applicant Status and then select the one volunteer's
name from the individual option.
4. Choose a Format for your message if necessary.
If you selected to send your message by email in step 1, you will see an option to select a format for your
message. By default, the HTML option is selected because this will allow more enhancements for how the
content of your message appears. With the HTML option, a plain text version of your message is automatically
included. Step 11 has more information on why both are included. If you only want the message to be sent with a
plain text version, you can do this by selecting the Plain text option.
5. Choose an Email type for your message if necessary.
If you selected to send your message by email in step 1 and have more than one volunteer selected to receive
the message in step 3 you must choose an email type. Use the drop-down list to choose the email type that
represents the kind of email message you're sending.
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Email types are part of email preference features [_______]
pg:0381 . This email message will not be sent to volunteers
who have elected not to receive email of the type you choose here. You can define new email types in Setup
[_______].
pg:1321 The first email type listed for your account in Setup will appear as the default selection.
6. Enter a Cc address if you'd like.
If you're sending an email message the Cc field appears. Use this field if you want to "carbon copy" (send a copy
of the message to) another email recipient. Leave this field blank, or enter a valid email address here.
Please only enter one address in this field.
7. Enter a Subject for your message.
To send a message, you must enter a subject for your message. This field cannot be left blank. Whatever is
entered here will appear as the subject of your email message.
8. Add an Attachment to your message if necessary.
You can optionally attach a PDF [_______]
pg:0449 or Microsoft Word document (DOC or DOCX) file to your email
message. If you've previously uploaded the PDF file you want to attach, choose it from the Attachment
drop-down list. If you have not yet uploaded the file you want to attach you should close the New Message
window and upload the file [_______]
pg:0368 first. The system currently only allows one attachment per message.
9. Compose your Message.
Enter your message in the message text area. If your message is long, consider writing it in a word processor,
and then pasting [_______]
pg:0063 it in the Message field. If you choose to send the message by Email in step 1, you
will enter your message in HTML format. If you need help with any of the HTML options, please see Help topic
1024 [_______]
pg:0278 .
The default font, font size and font color for your HTML message is controlled by your settings on the Email
Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1930 page. These settings will also be applied to your signature block (if one is included). To
add, or change, the signature block for your System Operator record, you will need to go to the System Operator
[_______]
pg:1895 page and update the information under the Email heading.
You can also personlize your email messages with each volunteer's information by using special codes. You can
find information on how to do this in Help Topic 2103 [_______]
pg:0386 .
Spell Checking
Because most web browsers have spell check features, or have the ability to add one with a toolbar option, there
is not a built-in spell check feature in the Message window. If you need information on using or adding spell
check to your browser, please see Help topic 2318 [_______].
pg:1624 To check for spelling options for a word identified
by your spell check in HTML messages, hold down the Control (CTRL) or Command (CMD) key on your
keyboard then right- click on the identified word.
10. Preview your message if it's in HTML format.
Before you send an HTML Email message, it is a good idea to preview it first by clicking Preview button in the
HTML Editor. This causes the document to open in a new browser window so you can see how the message will
look without the HTML Editor's toolbar and window. Keep in mind that things such as the width of the viewer's
window will depend on things such as the email program they use and the size of their monitor. You can return to
the Editor after previewing the message and make any changes you'd like.
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The majority of the time, recipients of your message will receive the email exactly as you intended it to appear, or
very close. However, there may be cases where the message does not appear correctly when the recipient
opens it. This is because there is not a standard protocol in place that every email provider follows to interpret
HTML email messages. This means that different email providers may display the same message differently.
Help topic 1028 [_______]
pg:0299 has more information on this.
11. Preview your Text version if your message is in HTML format.
When sending a message in HTML format, it is still important to include a plain text version of your message.
This allows recipients whose email programs might not support HTML formatting, or have the HTML formatting
turned off, to still be able to receive and read the message. Also, recipients who receive the message on some
smart phones may not be able to view it if a plain text version is not sent.
Please keep in mind that if you selected to send your message by both Email and Vic Mail in step 1, recipients
will view the plain text version of the message when they read it at VicNet or VicTouch.
The Text version field is automatically populated with the message's content when the Insert text button is
clicked. Or, if you forget to do this, it will automatically be populated when you send the message. We
recommend clicking the button because it may be necessary to edit the plain text version so it appears properly.
For example, things such as spacing between paragraphs and the numbers in numbered lists may not transfer
correctly to the plain text version.
12. Send or save your message.
Click the Send now button to send your message right away. If you want to save your message and send it later,
click the Save to send later button. This option also allows you to save a draft copy of a message you're working
on so you can complete it later.
To return to, or send, a message you've saved:
1. Choose "Mailbox" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the "Out Box" tab.
3. Click the subject line of the message you saved.
4. When you're ready to send the message, click the Send now button

Related help
Help Topic 1991 [_______]
pg:0362 - Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help Topic 2062 [_______]
pg:0368 - Including email attachments
Help Topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 - Introduction to email preferences
Help Topic 2191 [_______]
pg:0399 - How to Send Messages to Volunteers in a Specific Site, Place or Assignment
Help Topic 2192 [_______]
pg:0401 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
Help Topic 2193 [_______]
pg:0402 - How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator’s Volunteers
Help Topic 2194 [_______]
pg:0403 - How to Send Messages to all of the Tagged Volunteers
Help Topic 2185 [_______]
pg:0396 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Help Topic 2064 [_______]
pg:0370 - Tracking messages you have sent
Help Topic 1094 [_______]
pg:0301 - How long does it take for email to be delivered?
Help Topic 2065 [_______]
pg:0377 - Email address validity
Help Topic 2046 [_______]
pg:0366 - Make Sure Volunteers & Coordinators Receive Your Email
Help Topic 2073 [_______]
pg:0380 - Is it possible to "recall" a message I sent?
Help Topic 2103 [_______]
pg:0386 - How can I personalize email messages with the volunteer's information?
Help Topic 2190 [_______]
pg:0398 - How to Update Reply-to Fields for Email Messages
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Schedule Reminder Message Preference
Help topic 2274
Added or revised 08-18-2014
Volgistics provides volunteer and Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 message preference features needed to ensure the
integrity of automatic and mass email and text messages you send. These features enable volunteers and
Coordinators to opt-in or opt-out of different types of automatic or mass email and text messages your
organization may send. They can also opt-out of messaging entirely if they choose. You can learn more about
these message preference features in help topic 2100 [_______]
pg:0381 .
The reason Volgistics requires message preferences to be used is because Internet Service Providers (ISP) and
cell phone companies often blacklist organizations as spammers if mass messages are sent without opt-out
features. This would mean that your email or text messages would not be delivered by the ISP or cell phone
company.
If you use Volgistics to send automatic schedule reminders [_______],
pg:0791 schedule reminder emails or text
messages are sent to volunteers and Coordinators, as long as they have not opted-out of the schedule reminder
type of message.
To determine if a volunteer has opted to receive, or not receive, schedule reminder messages:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the volunteer's record.
3. Click on the Profile tab for the selected volunteer.
If the volunteer has not opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , a Message Preferences box will show on the
Profile tab. If the box beside
Schedule reminders
is checked, they will receive the schedule reminder messages by email as long as they have a valid email
address [_______]
pg:0377 recorded on their record.

If the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , an Email/Text Message Preferences box will show on
the Profile tab. If
Email is selected, the volunteer will receive schedule reminder messages by email as long as they have a valid
email address [_______]
pg:0377 recorded on their record. If None is selected, the volunteer has expressed that he or
she does not wish to receive this type of message so no schedule reminders will be sent to them. If
Text Message is selected, the volunteer will receive schedule reminders by text message as long as they have a
valid mobile phone number [_______]
pg:0333 recorded on their record.
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Note:
If you do not see a
Schedule reminders
message type listed in the
Message Preferences or Email/Text Message Preferences boxes, then you do not have the Schedule reminder
[_______]
pg:0791 feature setup for your account.
How to reset schedule reminder email preferences
You can optionally reset the Schedule reminders message preference for all volunteers and Coordinators
[_______]
pg:0163 so they either receive the message by email or are opted-out of receiving the message type.
Regulations do not allow you to set everyone to receive messages by text because in some cases recipients are
charged by their cell phone carrier when they receive text message.
To reset all schedule reminder message preferences:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Messages link.
3. Select Message types.
4. Scroll down to the Types of automatic messages box and find the Reset section for the Schedule reminders
type of email message.
5. Select everyone from the first dropdown.
6. If you want to have everyone receive Schedule reminders by email, select email from the second dropdown. If
you want to opt everyone out from receiving Schedule reminders, select none from the second dropdown.
7. Click the Update button.
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Schedule Preferences versus Assignment Preferences
Help topic 1186
Added or revised 01-18-2017
Both Assignment Preference [_______]
pg:1351 and Schedule Preference [_______]
pg:1343 fields can be included on an online
volunteer application form. In some instances it is more appropriate to include Assignment Preferences, while in
other situations it may be more suitable to collect Schedule Preferences on the application form. This help topic
differentiates between Assignment Preferences and Schedule Preferences, so that an organization can
determine which (if any) they would like to use on their application forms.
Assignment Preferences
Including Assignment preference [_______]
pg:1351 fields on the application allows applicants to indicate which
Assignments they would like to participate in. This is appropriate when applicants should have some input as to
what they will be doing in an organization, but when either (a) an organization does not use schedule openings
[_______]
pg:0776 to schedule volunteers, or (b) applicants do not participate in deciding when they will serve.
When volunteers indicate an Assignment Preference on the application, the Assignment is automatically added
to their Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 - with the Role [_______]
pg:0103 of "Preference" - when their application is received.

In order for a volunteer to have the Role of "Assigned" in the Assignment, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 must
manually edit their Role, or confirm that automatic Assignment recording [_______]
pg:0906 is turned on. In this case,
they will also need to make sure that the volunteer has a service entry [_______]
pg:1581 in that Assignment, or is
scheduled to serve in that Assignment.
Schedule Preferences
Alternatively, Schedule Preferences [_______]
pg:1343 are useful when you want volunteers to indicate specific dates
and times they would like to serve by choosing their preference of schedule openings [_______].
pg:0776 Schedule
Preferences can only be included on an application form when schedule openings have been created, whereas
Assignment Preferences can be collected even if you have not created any openings.
Schedule Preferences can be setup so they are automatically received as actual schedule entries, or as
preferences where they are not automatically added to the actual schedule when an application is received. In
the latter case, the applicant's selections are displayed with the raised hand icon.

When choices are received as preferences, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 must manually approve [_______]
pg:0773 the
preference before it officially becomes part of the schedule.
If you include Schedule Preferences on your application form, you can increase applicants' understanding of your
organization's Assignments by checking the "Display assignment names as links to assignment profiles"
checkbox on your Application Form Setup page [_______].
pg:1334 This makes the Assignment names on your
application form appear as links to the Assignment profile for each Assignment, giving visitors to your form a way
to learn more about each Assignment as they examine the application form.
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How to Schedule Volunteers for Orientation When They Apply
Help topic 1218
Added or revised 01-17-2017
Many organizations have volunteer orientations on a regular basis as part of their process for on boarding new
applicants. If your organization is one of these, you may want to collect a schedule for the orientation as the
applicants apply. This help topic shows you how to do this.

1. Create an Assignment for the Orientation
If you have not already created an assignment record for your orientation, you will need to do this first. You can
find directions and a video on how to make an assignment record in help topic 2215 "Add an Assignment"
[_______]
pg:0106 .
2. Add an Opening to Show When Orientations Will Be Held
Once you have an assignment record for the orientation, add an opening to it to make a schedule of when
orientation sessions will be held. You can setup the opening to repeat in a pattern such as the second Thursday
of each month or every Saturday. You can also add a limit to the opening for the maximum number of people
who can attend. For example, if your classroom will only hold 20 people you can create 20 opening slots. You
can learn how to make openings in help topic 2158 "How do I add schedule openings?" [_______]
pg:0776
3. Create a Form Section for the Orientation
If you want to have the orientation information in its own section of the application form, you will need to create
this section. The form section can be customized with directions about what you want the applicant to do. You
can learn how to make a new form section in help topic 1055 "Form Sections." [_______]
pg:1340
4. Add the Opening Dates and Times
The final step is to link the openings for the orientation assignment with a form section. You can find the steps to
take to do this in help topic 1057 "Schedule Fields." [_______]
pg:1343
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Some things to keep in mind when you setup the form with the orientation's schedule are:
• Choosing an option for the dates openings show that automatically refreshes (such as the next 30 days or the
next 60 days) will mean less work for you than choosing a specific date range that you will need to sign-in and
update.
• Restricting the applicant to one choice of date and time will be less work than allowing them to choose
multiple dates and times or allowing them to rank their choices.

• Receiving the selections as actual schedule entries means the system will update the number of opening
• slots available as soon as youreceive the application [_______]
pg:0415 into your database. Receiving the selections
as preferences means you will need to approve the selections [_______]
pg:0773 before the number of available opening
slots will update.

Remind Applicants of Their Upcoming Orientation

The process outlined in this help topic will allow you to schedule applicants for an orientation when they apply.
Because a number of days may pass between when an application is submitted and the scheduled orientation, it
may be useful to setup Volgistics to send an automatic reminder about the upcoming orientation. Help topic 2273
"Schedule Reminders" [_______]
pg:0791 shows how to do
this.
Please keep in mind that if you use reminders for other assignments than orientation, you should keep the
content of the message generic enough to apply to the applicants as well as the established volunteers.

Using Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help topic 2121
Added or revised 01-18-2017
With Volgistics you can collect information from prospective volunteers using online volunteer application forms,
and then immediately use that information in your database without having to enter it manually.
Here's how online application forms work:
• You start by setting up [_______]
pg:1361 an application form in the settings area (or you can start with one of the
default application forms that came with your Volgistics account). This is where you specify what information you
want to collect through your form, and how the form is organized.
• You add a link [_______]
pg:1362 to your application form wherever you want it to appear on your own web site. Now
you're ready to start receiving applications!
• Prospective volunteers complete your form online, and submit it. Volgistics checks to be sure applicants
provide all of the information you require, and that things like zip or post codes were entered in a proper
format.
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• Once an applicant submits their form, Volgistics can automatically send them a confirmation email [_______]
pg:1349
to let them know you've received their information and explain what happens next.
• Submitted volunteer application forms appear right away in your Volgistics Mailbox for screening [_______].
pg:0415
Forms you choose to receive become new volunteer records in your database. From here you perform whatever
additional processing is appropriate for new applicants.
• Volgistics automatically saves a PDF copy of the completed application form [_______]
pg:1373 on the volunteer's
record. .
You may create more than one online volunteer application form in Volgistics. This flexibility is important for:
• Organizations that use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature and want to have a
for each of their Sites [_______].
pg:0419

different application form

• Organizations that manage special events can create application forms for each event.
• Having different application forms for different types of volunteers, such as 'Juniors' and 'Adults.'
• Having a comprehensive 'application form' for ongoing volunteers; and a separate short 'registration form' for
registering one-time volunteers for special events.
When you create multiple application forms, you can add links [_______]
pg:1362 to your various forms from different
locations on your web site or from different web sites altogether. For example, you might have a permanent web
page for recruiting regular ongoing volunteers from which you link your comprehensive 'volunteer application
form,' plus a separate web page promoting a one-time event from which you have a link to a short 'volunteer
registration form' used to sign-up one-time volunteers for that event.
Visit these additional topics for more information about setting-up and using online volunteer application forms:
Help Topic 1053 [_______]
pg:1334 - Application Form Setup Page
Help Topic 1054 [_______]
pg:1338 - Site Selection
Help Topic 1055 [_______]
pg:1340 - Form Sections
Help Topic 1056 [_______]
pg:1341 - Volunteer Application Form Fields
Help Topic 1057 [_______]
pg:1343 - Schedule Fields
Help Topic 1058 [_______]
pg:1345 - Comment Fields
Help Topic 1059 [_______]
pg:1346 - Contact Fields on Application Forms
Help Topic 1060 [_______]
pg:1348 - I Agree Section
Help Topic 1061 [_______]
pg:1349 - Receipt Confirmation
Help Topic 1165 [_______]
pg:1351 - How do I collect Assignment Preferences on an application form?
Help Topic 1186 [_______]
pg:0411 - Schedule Preferences versus Assignment Preferences
Help Topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 - How to Upload Logo Graphics
Help Topic 1191 [_______]
pg:1357 - How do I disable an online application form?
Help Topic 1218 [_______]
pg:0412 - How to Schedule Volunteers for Orientation When They Apply
Help Topic 2055 [_______]
pg:0967 - How do I make only certain Assignments appear under Assignment Preferences?
Help Topic 2122 [_______]
pg:1361 - How to Set Up a Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2123 [_______]
pg:0415 - Processing Online Volunteer Applications
Help Topic 2124 [_______]
pg:0418 - Where the Information from Application Forms Goes
Help Topic 2125 [_______]
pg:1362 - Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2127 [_______]
pg:0419 - Site Level Access and Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help Topic 2128 [_______]
pg:0420 - Volunteer Policy, Confidentiality and Release Agreements
Help Topic 2129 [_______]
pg:1365 - Online Form Security and Privacy Policies
Help Topic 2130 [_______]
pg:1011 - Preference Fields
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Help Topic 2131 [_______]
pg:1367 - How to Clone a Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2552 [_______]
pg:1373 - How to Print, View, or Save a Completed Application Form
Help Topic 2554 [_______]
pg:1375 - How to Print a Blank Volunteer Application Form

Processing Online Volunteer Applications
Help topic 2123
Added or revised 01-18-2017
This help topic shows how to receive volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 into your database of volunteer
records. Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the help topic.
Content
Clear Tagged Records for Your Session
Go to the Applications Tab
Receive New Applications
Delete New Applications
Print, View, or Save a Completed Application Form
Clear Tagged Records for Your Session
A Tag [_______]
pg:1529 is a temporary way to identify a record, or group or records, during your Volgistics session.
Records created by receiving applications are automatically tagged so they are easy to identify. Because tags
are cumulative during your session, it is important to clear any tagged records you may have for your session
before you receive applications. This will ensure that you are not including previously tagged records when you
work with the new records. With the Tags feature, you can work with all of the applicant records you receive to
do things such as send a VicNet password link [_______]
pg:2013 or any of the other tasks described in help topic 2137
[_______].
pg:1999
To clear the tagged records:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Clear all tags button.
If the Clear all tags button is grayed out, no records are currently tagged.
Go to the Applications Tab
Once a prospective volunteer submits an online application form, it appears as a pending application on the
Applications tab of your Volgistics mailbox as long as the form is not setup to bypass auditing. From the
Applications tab, you can choose to either
receive
or
delete
individual applications. This step gives you a chance to screen out applications you know to be duplicates or
phony before they make it into your database. If your forms are setup to bypass auditing, the applicant's
information creates a new record in your database without being held on the Applications tab first. In this case,
you can find the record as shown in help topic 2023 [_______].
pg:1982
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To check for new online applications:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Applications tab.
The Applications tab has columns for Name, Street, City, Application (the form's internal name), Posted (the date
the application was received) and Type [_______]
pg:0212 . These will display information about the application the
volunteer submitted. You can click on the headings above each column to change the sort order. For example,
click on the Posted column heading once to sort the pending applications in descending order of date and time
received. Click the same column heading again to reverse the sort order.
There is not a way to see complete information from the potential volunteer's application at this point because
there is not a volunteer record yet.
Receive New Applications
When you receive a new application form on the Applications tab, Volgistics inserts a new volunteer record into
your database where you can view its contents and begin working with it. To receive new application forms, you
will need to be on the Applications tab of the Volgistics mailbox. If you are not already on this tab, see the Go to
the Applications Tab section above.
To receive applications:
1. Place a checkmark in the checkbox that appears next to the applicant's name for the record you want to
receive. You can click the Check all button at the bottom of the tab if you want to receive all of the pending
application forms.
2. Click the Receive button at the bottom of the tab.
When you click the
Receive
button, Volgistics inserts a new volunteer record for each application form you checked. This new record
contains all of the information the prospective volunteer entered on the form. If you need help locating submitted
information in the new records, please see help topic 2124 [_______].
pg:0418
If you receive more than one new application at a time, you may want to use the Volgistics Tag [_______]
pg:1529
features to perform additional processing [_______]
pg:1999 on the newly received applicant records. For instance, if you
routinely send a welcome email, simply send the email to all of the tagged records [_______]
pg:0403 right after you
receive new applications.

Note that
receiving
an online volunteer application form in Volgistics does not necessarily mean that your organization has
accepted
the applicant as a new volunteer. Once you receive the application you should proceed with any screening or
processing appropriate to your organization or the kind of assignment the applicant has applied for. Generally,
we recommend having the application forms set to give new volunteers the Status [_______]
pg:1832 of Applicant.
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Organizations typically change the volunteer's Status from Applicant to Active (or some other Status) only after
the applicant completes the appropriate screening, qualifications, or training.
Your Volgistics account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 sets the maximum number of volunteer records you can
manage in your database. Each new application you
receive
through the Applications tab becomes one new volunteer record, so you can only
receive
as many applications as you have space for in your account. Volgistics will alert you on the Applications tab if
you're short on space. If you find that you have more pending applications than you have space for, alert your
organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 . They can make more space available by deleting [_______]
pg:2016 or
archiving [_______]
pg:1819 other volunteer records, or increasing your organization's service level to provide space for
tracking more volunteers.
Delete New Applications
If you choose to delete an application form rather than receive it, Volgistics deletes the application and any
information that may have been entered on it.
The Internet is a public place, so you may occasionally receive bogus or phony form submissions with blank
names or address fields, or irregular name and address entries such as "ZZZZZZZZZ" or "asdkjfhjkasdfhliweuh."
The Delete option exists so you can dispose of phony form submissions rather than clutter your database with
them. Of course it's up to you to determine if a pending application is phony or not. If you can't judge for sure
from the information displayed on the Applications tab, you can always receive the application, view the rest of
the submitted information, and then delete the record if it turns out to be bogus. There is not any danger of
contracting a computer virus or damaging your Volgistics database by receiving applications from the
Applications tab into your Volgistics mailbox.
When you delete an application from the Applications tab, there is not a way to restore the deleted information.
Please use caution when choosing to delete. Be sure you're deleting only the applications you intend to.
To delete one application:
1. Click the Delete link on the right side of the row that has the applicant information.
2. Click the OK button in the pop-up confirmation window. If you do not wish to delete the application, click the
Cancel button.
To delete multiple applications:
1. Place a checkmark in the checkbox that appears next to the applicant's name for the record you want to
delete. You can click the Check all button at the bottom of the tab if you want to delete all of the pending
application forms.
2. Click the Delete button at the bottom of the tab.
3. Click the OK button in the pop-up confirmation window. If you do not wish to delete the applications, click the
Cancel button.
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Print, View, or Save a Completed Application Form
With the release of Phase 2 of the VicDocs feature, Volgistics automatically saves a PDF [_______]
pg:0449 file of the
completed application form a volunteer submits. For applications submitted prior to the release of Phase 2, you
can run a report with the same fields of information as your application form has. This will allow you to see the
content of these fields now. Please Note: The content of the fields may have changed since the application was
submitted so only the PDF will reliably show what the applicant selected on the application when he or she
applied.
You can learn how to print, view, or save a completed application form in help topic 2552 [_______].
pg:1373
Related help
Help Topic 1056 [_______]
pg:1341 - Volunteer Application Form Fields
Help Topic 1165 [_______]
pg:1351 - How do I collect Assignment Preferences on an application form?
Help Topic 1186 [_______]
pg:0411 - Schedule Preferences versus Assignment Preferences
Help Topic 1191 [_______]
pg:1357 - How do I disable an online application form?
Help Topic 1218 [_______]
pg:0412 - How to Schedule Volunteers for Orientation When They Apply
Help Topic 2055 [_______]
pg:0967 - How do I make only certain Assignments appear under Assignment Preferences?
Help Topic 2121 [_______]
pg:0413 - Using Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help Topic 2124 [_______]
pg:0418 - Where the Information from Application Forms Goes
Help Topic 2127 [_______]
pg:0419 - Site Level Access and Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help Topic 2552 [_______]
pg:1373 - How to Print, View or Save a Completed Application Form

Where the Information from Application Forms Goes
Help topic 2124
Added or revised 01-18-2017
Once you receive a new online volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 you're ready to begin working in the new
applicant's volunteer record. This help topic explains where to find the various pieces of information you collected
on the application form.
Keep in mind that when you view a new applicant's information in your Volgistics database, you're viewing it
through a 'volunteer record' rather than through the application form itself. The information is the same as when
the applicant entered it, but now it's organized into a standard volunteer record so you can begin tracking the
applicant as you do all your other volunteers.
In other words, online visitors to your web site probably see your online application form as a series of fields
and/or questions on a single web page, presented in a way that (we hope) makes it easy for them to understand
what information you want them to enter. But when
you look at their submitted information you see it in the form of a standard volunteer record, organized on the
usual tabs [_______]
pg:1849 (Core tab, Profile tab, Schedule tab, etc.). This might sound a bit complicated, but it's really
quite straight forward. Here's how it works:
This kind of information on the application form……appears on this tab in the volunteer's recordCore tab
fieldsCore tabProfile tab fieldsProfile tabSchedule fieldsSchedule tabComment fieldsNotes tabContact fields (e.g.
Emergency contact, Employer, Parent, References, etc).Contact tab
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Site Level Access and Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help topic 2127
Added or revised 01-07-2015
If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature it's important to understand the additional settings you have
for volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , and how to control which Sites receive submitted application forms.
This help topic explains a bit more about what happens with online application forms when Site Level Access is
turned on. Once you have read this help topic, go to the Site Selection setup page [_______]
pg:1338 to choose whether
applicants do not select a Site and all applications are sent to headquarters; an application is always for a
specific Site; or if an applicant's Site is determined by their choice of certain Preference fields.
If you choose "Determine applicant's Site(s) based on their choice of…," on the Site Selection [_______]
pg:1338 settings
for an application form, the Site that will receive applications submitted through the form will be determined by
the applicant's Assignment Preference [_______].
pg:0991 For example, consider an application form that offers
applicants a choice of these three Assignments:
Trail maintenance (North Site)
Arborist (South Site)
Tour guide (Central Site)
If an applicant chooses "Arborist" as their Assignment Preference, the "South Site" will receive the application,
since the "Arborist" Assignment is located at the "South Site."
If you allow applicants to choose more than one Assignment Preference [_______],
pg:0991 multiple Sites will receive the
application if an applicant prefers Assignments in more than one Site. Consider the example Assignments shown
above: If an applicant chooses both "Trail maintenance" and "Tour guide" as their Assignment Preferences, both
the "North Site" and the "Central Site" will receive the application, since these two Sites both have one of the
Assignments selected by the applicant.
Sites not selected by the applicant do not receive the application form.
If any of the Sites that get the application form receive [_______]
pg:0415 or delete [_______]
pg:0415 it from their mailbox, it still
appears in the other receiving Site's mailboxes until they choose to receive or delete the application themselves.
This gives every Site that got the form an opportunity to see the new application and process it in a manner
appropriate to their Site.
If two or more Sites choose to
receive
the application form, Volgistics creates a single volunteer record in the database for the applicant and makes the
record so it's shared between each of the Sites by listing each Site in the Sites box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in
the volunteer's record. This is the standard procedure for sharing volunteer records between Sites under the Site
Level Access feature.
If one Site chooses to receive the application from their mailbox, and another Site chooses to delete the same
application, it will appear as a volunteer record only for the Site that chose to receive the form.
As with any application form sent to a specific Site, the headquarters Site will only see the new application if they
check the All Sites checkbox on the Applications tab in their mailbox. If the headquarters Site receives an
application sent to multiple Sites, it becomes a record shared between all of the receiving Sites and no longer
appears in the individual Site's mailboxes. If the headquarters Site deletes an application before any of the Sites
receive it, it is deleted from the mailbox of all of the Sites.
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Volunteer Policy, Confidentiality and Release Agreements
Help topic 2128
Added or revised 01-07-2015
It's common for volunteer leaders to ask volunteer applicants to sign 'statements of understanding,'
'confidentiality agreements,' and/or 'releases' for background checks at some point during the volunteer
application process.
With online volunteer application forms you can incorporate these agreements into the application form, or
include them as a separate application steps performed later. You should choose the method that best suits your
needs and satisfies your own organization's requirements.
Your online volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 can optionally contain an I Agree [_______]
pg:1348 section. This
section will appear at the bottom of the form. It can include any type of agreement you choose to obtain from the
applicant. At the end of the agreement section, the form will include an 'I agree' checkbox. The applicant must
check 'I agree' before they can submit their form. Many businesses and organizations use this type of electronic
acceptance in place of actual signatures. However it's up to you or your organization to decide if this electronic
form of acceptance is adequate in your situation.
If you must obtain an original signature from volunteer applicants, consider these alternatives:
• Ask applicants to sign a paper copy of your agreement at the time of an interview or orientation meeting
• Send applicants a paper copy of your agreement by postal mail or a PDF version by email for them to sign
and return.
Use the Volgistics Checklist feature to track whether or not prospective volunteers have returned their signed
agreement.
If you ask prospective volunteers to sign paper agreements, you can either omit the 'I agree' section from your
online form, or use it for a statement to this affect:
I understand and agree that submitting this application form does not automatically register me as a (a name)
volunteer, and that there may be certain qualifications I must meet, including the acceptance of established
volunteer policies and procedures before I may begin volunteering.
By submitting this form, I attest that the information I have provided on the form is true and accurate.

Opportunity Directory
Help topic 2250
Added or revised 03-07-2009
Use the opportunity directory feature to provide prospective volunteers and others who visit your web site with
information about your volunteer opportunities. You insert a simple HTML tag on one or more of your web pages
to add the opportunity directory to your web site. Your directory can include the information you choose for any
assignments you specify, such as the job description and minimum age. You can update your directory by
adding and removing assignments or changing assignment information from within Volgistics without having to
make any changes to your web site.
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This is an example of an opportunity directory:

Setup the opportunity directory feature
To setup the opportunity directory:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Online forms."
3. Select "Opportunity directory."
4. Configure the settings [_______]
pg:1368 for the opportunity directory to suit your needs.
5. Make a note of your organization's 'public account identifier.' It appears on the Opportunity Directory setup
page [_______].
pg:1368
6. Click the Save button.

Creating links to your opportunity directory
Important
The HTML links described in this help topic include your account's public account identifiernot your nine digit
account number. Be sure you include your public account identifier and not your nine-digit account number
where indicated in these links.
The public account identifier is different than your nine digit account number. The public account identifier is used
in this link instead of your actual nine-digit account number for security purposes (using this public account
identifier keeps your account number private).
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You can create links to your opportunity directory two ways. One way is to place the directory directly onto one
(or more) of your web pages using an HTML 'inline frame.' This approach gives the directory an integrated look,
and does not cause a new window to open in your visitor's browser. The second way is to open the directory in a
new browser window using a simple hyperlink.
In order to create a link to your opportunity directory you must know the 'public account identifier' for your
Volgistics account. If you don't know your Volgistics public account identifier you can obtain it from the
opportunity directory setup page as described in the steps listed above.
Integrating the directory with your own web page
To include the directory on a page in your web site insert the following HTML tag at an appropriate location on
the web page you choose.

Be sure to replace {public account identifier} with your own public account identifier. The link will not work without
this. For example, if your public account identifier were '1234,' your link would look like this:

You can integrate this iframe with the other standard elements of your web site. For example, you might include
your web site's usual menu and graphics on the page, or add the iframe directly to an existing web page.
For best results, locate this link on a page that has adequate space for the width and height of the directory. You
can control the width and height of the directory by changing the "WIDTH=" and "HEIGHT=" values in the
IFRAME tag. Make your frame large enough to accommodate your assignment list and a typical job description.
If necessary, experiment with different width and height settings until you find an optimal size.
Opening the directory in a new browser window
If you would rather open your opportunity directory in a new browser window, use the following HTML hyperlink:

Be sure to replace {public account identifier} with your own public account identifier. The link will not work without
this. For example, if your public account identifier were '1234,' your link would look like this:

With either style link, you can control the background color and font characteristics for your opportunity directory
on the Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1330 page for Online Forms.
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Choosing the assignments you want to appear on the directory
Your opportunity directory includes only the active volunteer assignments you choose.
To include a specific assignment on your directory:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the name of an Assignment you want to include in your directory
3. Check the 'Advertise' checkbox on the Assignment tab.

4. Click the Save button.
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How to keep all of a report's columns on one page
Help topic 1007
Added or revised 03-07-2012
If a report includes many columns, additional pages may be required to accommodate all of them. While your
report may contain so many columns that it does ultimately need to continue on an additional page, there are
some steps you can take to minimize the number of pages your report will fill. When creating your report,
consider the following options:
The Options tab
1. Do not display the level of detail beyond what you need. For example, if it is not imperative to organize your
report by assignment, do not choose to organize it by "Site, Place & Assignment," as this will create separate
columns for each level of organization.
2. Exclude total columns unless necessary.
3. When given the option, do not list volunteers unless necessary.

The Fields tab
1. Do not include a blank column.
2. For the volunteer list report in particular, note that there are several ways to display the same information.
Some ways require more columns than others, so be sure to review your field choices carefully.
For instance, you can check a box for "Title," a box for "First name," and a box for "Last name." Alternatively, you
can click the box next to "Title First name Last name." Either way will give you the same three pieces of
information, but the former will take three columns to display it and the latter will fit it in one column.
The Page design tab
1. In most reports, the Page design tab includes a "Fit to page" option. However, due to their design, this option
is not in Volunteer Profile, Schedule and some label reports. Checking this box will reduce the font size of text in
your columns to fit more of the report on one page.
2. Reduce the margin width. Entering smaller margins will permit your columns to expand closer to the edge of
the page.
3. Change the page orientation from Portrait to Landscape.
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Creating a Source File for Microsoft Word Mail Merge
Help topic 1018
Added or revised 10-19-2007
The mail merge feature in Microsoft Word merges a source (data) file that contains names and addresses with a
document that contains a letter to create personalized letters for each volunteer. Volgistics can be used to create
an Excel spread sheet file with volunteer names and address to use as the source (data) file for mail merge.
Step 1. Create an Excel spread sheet file to use as the source (data) file
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Excel spread sheet.'
3. Select 'Names and addresses (stock).'
4. Click the Print it button.
5. On the "Include" page, indicate whether all volunteers or only certain volunteers should be included in the mail
merge. For example, mail merge can be limited to just the volunteers with a specific Type or Flag, or to include
only those who belong to a particular Set.
6. Click the 'Start Printing' button.
Step 2. Save the spread sheet to the computer
The spread sheet will be sent to the Volgistics Mailbox within a few minutes. When this spread sheet file arrives
in the mailbox, save it to the computer, like this:
1. Select Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Right-click on the link to the spread sheet created above, and then click 'Save target as.'
3. Choose a place on the computer to save the file. If the file is saved to the desktop, it can be easier to find
again later.
Step 3. Perform the mail merge
Now perform the mail merge in Word. When asked to choose the source (data) file for the mail merge, select the
Excel file saved to your desktop. All of the names and addresses saved to the Excel file will be merged with the
Word document.
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Options
Help topic 1105
Added or revised 11-08-2007
The Options page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on the
Options page to customize the structure of a report.
The settings controlled on the Options page vary by report type, but items commonly found on this page are
related to how information is displayed in report columns. For instance, the Options page includes the ability to
sort volunteers by name or volunteer number [_______],
pg:1856 include total columns for numerical fields, print grand
totals at the bottom of a column, and insert page breaks.

Fields
Help topic 1106
Added or revised 11-08-2007
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Fields page to customize the fields you want to appear in your report.
For example, many reports allow you to include information about each volunteer, specifically information stored
on various tabs within the volunteer record, or service information, such as Hours, Hours value, service
measures, and more.

Include
Help topic 1107
Added or revised 11-14-2007
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose the report's format (PDF or Excel). Also use the Include page to choose which volunteers
and, in the case of service reports, service should be reflected in your report. In the case of labels reports, use
the Include page to determine which labels, if any, should be skipped on the first sheet of the report.
For report-specific guidance on the Include page, click the "Help" link on that report's Include page.

Batch Report
Help topic 1120
Added or revised 12-18-2007
Use the Batch report to view a listing of each hour entry posted in a particular batch with the Post [_______]
pg:1559
feature. A Batch Report contains all service information included in a posted batch. This type of report is often
used to compare posted information to the information on a written time sheet.
Upon posting service on the Post page, Volgistics generates a batch number and a Print Batch Report button is
displayed.
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A Batch report for the most recently posted batch of service can be printed from this page, whereas Batch
reports for any batch posted over the past year can be printed from the Print page.
Take the following steps to print a Batch report for a batch posted in the past year:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Choose Batch report, and click on Batch report again.
3. Click either the Print it or Modify it button.
4. Enter the batch number, and click Print.
If you do not know the batch number, enter the date the batch was posted, and click List batch numbers for
date. Enter the appropriate batch number, and click Print.
Batch reports cannot be saved in Volgistics, but they can be saved to your computer or re-run at any time.

Clipboard Copy
Help topic 1149
Added or revised 05-12-2016
The Clipboard Copy feature provides an easy way to copy an individual volunteer's name and address (and
optionally other information) to your computer's clipboard.
Once you have configured the Clipboard copy setup page [_______]
pg:1379 to include the volunteer information you
would like to be copied, you can use this feature to copy and then paste this information into other documents,
such as Microsoft Word files.
For example, if you already have Word documents setup for form letters or envelope printing, you can use the
Clipboard Copy button in Volgistics to copy and paste an individual volunteer's name and address into those
documents.
To use the Copy feature:
1. Open the record of the volunteer whose name and address you would like to copy.
2. Locate the orange "Copy" link on the Core tab, and click on the link.
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3a. If you're using Internet Explorer as your web browser, you may see a security window asking if it is okay for
the webpage to access your computer's Clipboard. Click the button to allow access to allow the information to be
copied.

3b. If you're using Safari, FireFox, Chrome or a different web browser, you will see a pop-up window with the
fields you selected to be included in the Clipboard copy feature. Press the Control and C keys at the same time
to copy this information.
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4. Open the Word or other document into which you would like to paste the volunteer's information.
5. Right-click the mouse in the document, and select Paste.
The selected volunteer information will be pasted into the document.
Note that the ability to use of this feature may be dependent upon your web browser and its settings. If you
experience trouble using this feature, you may have to change your security settings to allow it to work.
Volgistics currently supports this feature for Internet Explorer 9 and 11. While this feature has been tested with
other web browsers, we do not guarantee its functionality with these browsers.
Also note that this feature is designed for situations where a single volunteer's name and address is needed in
another document. If you need the names and addresses of many volunteers in another document, print a
Volgistics report, such as a Volunteer List report, to Excel. Then copy the information from Excel and paste it into
Word.

Why Service Details and Service Summary Reports Cannot Be Organized
Help topic 1151
Added or revised 08-26-2013
When creating reports that include service information, it is not possible to sort the data by volunteer Flag. Since
the Flag field is designed for situations where volunteers can be classified into more than one category at a time,
there would be no way to deal with hours contributed by volunteers with more than one Flag. For example, if a
volunteer has the Flags "Student" and "Researcher" and a system operator prepares a service report for the year
that includes this volunteer's hours, would the hours be reported in the "Student" section of the report or the
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"Researcher" section? There is no logical way to make this determination; therefore, the system will not organize
service details or service summary reports by Flag.
You can, however, print a service details or service summary report that includes service only performed by
volunteers who have a particular Flag. This option can be selected on the report's Include page.
In contrast to Flags, reports can be organized by volunteer Type. In this case, volunteers can only be assigned to
one Type, so it is possible to accurately organize a particular volunteer's service under the single Type that is
recorded on their Core tab.
Related help

Including Merit Hours on Reports
Help topic 1160
Added or revised 12-18-2013
If you have setup merit hour rules [_______]
pg:1409 to apply to volunteer service completed under certain conditions in
your organization, you can include a column to reflect merit hours [_______]
pg:1564 in Service Detail [_______]
pg:0560 and
Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports. When creating [_______]
pg:0467 either type of service report, go to the report's
Fields [_______]
pg:0426 page, and mark the box next to "Merit Hours" to include a Merit Hours column in your report.

When your report is printed, it will display the options selected on the Fields page.
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Why don't my service reports match?
Help topic 1172
Added or revised 11-28-2011
Occasionally you might run a Service Summary report and a Service Details report for the same time period but
find that different service totals are displayed at the bottom of these reports. This help topic offers several
possible reasons for this type of discrepancy.
If you find that two service reports show conflicting service information:
First, check the Include pages for both reports.

1. Be sure you have specified the same date range for both reports. For example, the following reports are for
the same six month period:
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2. If you have chosen for either report to include just the volunteer service for a specific Directive or Assignment,
be sure you make the same selection on both reports. For example, the service reports below would not contain
the same service information, as the first image depicts a Service Summary report setup to include service in all
Directives and Assignments, while the second service report is configured to include service in all Directives but
only in the Client Advocate Assignment.
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3. Similarly, if you only include certain volunteers on these reports, be sure you are selecting the same
volunteers for both reports. Be sure to check the Status, Type, Flags, Site and Set selections on both reports, as
any difference in any of these areas will affect which service is included.
4. In addition to selections on the report's Include page, it may be that one report included service records that
were not associated with an Assignment, while the other report did not include these records. In other words, you
may have some service records that were entered without an Assignment, and these may have been included on
one report but not on the other. If either report is organized by Site, Place, or Assignment, look for an
Assignment labeled "(None)" near the end of the report. This would include service records that do not have an
Assignment.
Related help
Help Topic 1164 [_______]
pg:1567 - How can I find all of the volunteers with a service record missing an Assignment
entry?
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
Help Topic 1107 [_______]
pg:0426 - Include

Why doesn't the data in my reports line up?
Help topic 1209
Added or revised 12-05-2013
Reports in Volgistics can be customized [_______]
pg:0467 to include a wide variety of fields. This can sometimes cause
a situation where the information in the rows and columns of the report do not line up, or appear to correspond,
with each other. This happens because the fields in use are not related, or linked, to each other. Here's an
example of when this might happen:
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In this example, the report is setup to include service [_______]
pg:1581 and schedule [_______]
pg:0746 information for the
volunteers. You can see the report has the volunteer's name in a row and then assignments [_______]
pg:0096 , dates,
times, and hours fields in columns. The confusion is caused because the assignment information is repeated in
the same row depending on whether it is related to the service or the schedule information. So it may look like
there is a one-to-one correlation even though the fields are not related to each other. In the example, you can
see that the volunteer was scheduled for more dates than she has service information recorded for, and on some
dates (such as 11-06-2013) she has service recorded in a different assignment than she was scheduled for.
To interpret the report in the example, just keep in mind that all the columns that have "Service" in the title
("Service Assignment," "Service From Date," etc.) relate to each other and all the columns that have "Schedule"
in the title ("Schedule Date," "Schedule Assignment," etc.) relate to each other. However, the service and
schedule columns do not relate to each other even if they both have information in the same row.
Another example of when this might occur appears below:

In this example the report contains the Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 "Items pending" and "Items completed" fields as well
as date records for the Checklist items. Even though all the fields are related to Checklist items, they are not
related directly to one another. So what occurs is that one row may have information for two different Checklist
items.
To interpret the report in this example, just keep in mind that the "Items pending" and "Items completed" fields
will all be in the Checklist column, while the date record fields will all have "Dates" in the column title. So the rows
with the "Dates Kind," "Dates Event," etc. columns all relate to each other.
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How to Make a Tax Report for Your Volunteers
Help topic 1219
Added or revised 02-09-2017
When income tax season comes, you may have volunteers request a report showing the number of times they
volunteered during the year so they can deduct their mileage on their tax returns.
If you only have a few volunteers who want a report, you can just tag their record (or records) and run a report
such as theVolunteer service details (stock) [_______]report.
pg:0612
You can learn more about how to run a report for
a tagged record (or tagged records) in help topic 2322 [_______].
pg:0471
If most of your volunteers will need a report, you may want to run a report for all of your volunteers at once. Then
you can just print out the page(s) of the report that apply to the volunteer if a volunteer asks for the printout. This
help topic explains how to create a report to do this.
1. Select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Service Details link.
3. Select Volunteer service details (stock).
4. Click the Clone it button.

5. On the Options tab, change
List volunteers?
to
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Only if they have service to report
if you do not want a page for volunteers who did not have any service recorded during the year. At the bottom,
check the box by Page breaks so each volunteer's information will be on separate pages of the PDF [_______].
pg:1606

6. On the Fields tab, you can adjust which fields of information will show. For example, you can remove the Merit
Hours [_______]
pg:1564 field. Additionally, if you've made Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 for tracking mileage or visits you
can add them to the report. (You can learn more about how to make a Service Measure for mileage in help topic
2271 [_______].)
pg:1422
7. On the Page Design tab, you can change the title of the report and change the report's format if you'd like.
8. On the Include tab, select
Include service for this period
and
These months
. Then select January through December of the year you're running the report for. You can optionally choose to
run the report for just a certain group of volunteers, such as just volunteers with the Active Status [_______].
pg:1832
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9. On the Save tab, give the report a name such as "Mileage Report" or "Tax Deduction Report" so you can find
it again next year when you need it. Click the Save and Print button to start the report. When the Include tab
appears again, click the Start printing button.

Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help topic 1220
Added or revised 03-03-2017
The archived section of your database is designed to store records for volunteers who are no longer serving.
Archived records cost much less than non-archived records on a record-by-record basis because they have
more limited functionality. You can learn more about the differences in archived and non-archived records in help
topic 1999 [_______].
pg:0709
One difference between non-archived and archived records is that archived records cannot be tagged [_______].
pg:1529
This means that there is not a way to print a report for a just one archived volunteer (or a selected group of
archived volunteers) using tags. You can temporarily restore the archived volunteer(s) [_______],
pg:1852 print the
report, and then return the volunteer(s) to the archives. You can also use the trick shown in this help topic to print
a report for one (or more) selected archived records.
The first step is to make a Flag to identify the volunteers to include on the report. To do this:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Select Flags.
5. Enter the Flag (such as Archived (Include on Reports) or something similar) in the Add a new item field and
click the Save button to the right of the field.
6. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
Now, add this Flag to the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the archived record(s) you need the report for. If you're
unfamiliar with how to find archived records, see help topic 1998 [_______].
pg:1817
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Once you have the Flag on the record(s) you want the report for, you're ready to run the report. Archived records
are always included on Service Detail [_______]
pg:0560 and Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports. If this is the type of
report you need, you can just run the report and on the Include tab select Any of these under Flags. Check the
box next to the Flag you created and added to the record(s).

If your report is not based on service information, you will need to use an Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 style
report and select to include archived records on the report as shown in help topic 1997 [_______].
pg:0442 When you get
to the Include tab of the report, select to limit the report to just records with the Flag as shown above.
Once you have your report you can remove the Flag from the Core tab of the archived record(s). That way if you
need to include a different selected archived record on a report in the future, the volunteer(s) who is currently
flagged will not be included.

How to Delete Multiple Reports
Help topic 1308
Added or revised 05-13-2013
If you have created custom reports [_______]
pg:0467 in your account, you can delete these if your System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 rights allow it. Deleting a report cannot be undone so if your account has more than one operator, you
may want to check with the others to make sure they do not use a particular report if you're unsure. This help
topic shows you how to delete multiple reports at once. See Help Topic 2108 [_______]
pg:0450 if you want to delete a
single report.
Before deleting reports, you may want to note the names of un-needed reports. To do this:
1. Select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand a link such as "Service details" or "Service summary" to see the names of the reports. You can delete
any custom report [_______]
pg:0467 that has been created in your account.* Stock reports [_______]
pg:0595 and batch reports
[_______]
pg:0426 cannot be deleted.
3. If you need more information on the settings and/or fields selected to be included for a report, you can review
these by clicking on the name of the custom report and then clicking the Modify it button.
Once you know which reports you wish to delete, you can do this by:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Click the
Delete Multiple Reports
button. This appears at the bottom of the report list. If you do not see a
pg:0065 rights do not include the ability to
Delete Multiple Reports button, your Volgistics System Operator [_______]
delete reports. In this case, contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for further assistance.
3. Check the box in front of the name of each report you want to delete.
4. When all the reports you wish to delete are marked, click the Delete Checked Reports button if you wish to
delete the reports. Click the Cancel button if you want to close the box without deleting any reports.
5. Because deleting reports cannot be undone, a confirmation box will appear if you clicked the Delete Checked
Reports button. Click the OK button if you're sure you want to delete the reports. Click the Cancel button if you
wish to stop the process.
After you complete these steps the reports you selected to be deleted will no longer appear under the links
where they were located.
*Deleting reports for Site-Level Operators
If you have Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 turned on in your account, or it was turned on at any point in the past,
you may have reports that were created by Site-Level Operators [_______].
pg:1442 By design, these reports are not
visible to other Site-Level Operators. Also, by default headquarters level operators will not see these reports. If
you are a headquarters level operator and you'd like to see these reports, check the "All Sites" checkbox that
appears at the top right corner of the Print page.
Related help
Help Topic 2108 [_______]
pg:0450 - How to Delete a Report

How to Stop Automatic Reports
Help topic 1311
Added or revised 10-12-2015
Volgistics has a feature that will allow reports to run automatically [_______]
pg:0473 during overnight maintenance.
These reports will be delivered to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox when they are finished.
This feature works great for reports you need on a regular basis, but you may have automatic reports that are no
longer needed. In this case, the automatic reports can quickly clutter your In Box. This help topic focuses on how
to find the automatic reports so you can delete them, or change the settings so they are no longer run
automatically.
The first step is to look at the In Box tab to see if you can determine if a report is being run automatically. One
clue you can look for is when the report was delivered to the In Box. Automatic reports are run during overnight
maintenance, and this occurs between 3:00 and 6:00 a.m. Eastern time. Another thing you can look for is a
repeating pattern for the report. Automatic reports can be run on the same day of the week or the same day of
the month. You can see an example of this in the image below. The report titled Auto Report Friday Schedule
was run in a time frame that matches the overnight maintenance window and the dates are a week apart.
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Remember that if you are not in the Eastern time zone you will need to adjust the run times for your time zone.
For example, if you are in the Pacific time zone your automatic reports may arrive betwen midnight and 3:00 a.m.
Also, if you have a large number of reports on the In Box tab, it may help you see a pattern if you click the
heading on the Subject column. This will re-sort the In Box so that reports with the same title are grouped
together.
Once you've identified that a report is most likely an automatic report, the next step is to delete it, or change it so
that it doesn't run on an automatic basis. Before you do this, it is a good idea to check with the operator who is
listed in the To column to see if she or he still needs the report. Instead of deleting the report entirely, the
operator may want to keep the report but not have it run on an automatic basis. Once a report is deleted there is
not a way to recover it so if it is deleted the report will need to be setup again if it was still needed.
When you're sure you want to stop the automatic report, the next thing you will want to do if you have a large
number of reports is narrow down what type or style the report is. The Print page in Volgistics is divided into
different kinds of reports.
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In many cases, you can tell what type or style of report is being run by opening it from the In Box tab. If you're
unsure of the type of report you have, it may help to compare it to examples of the different reports that are
available. You can find examples of different types of reports in help topic 2104 [_______].
pg:0595
Now you're ready to find the report(s). To do this, select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and expand the link for
the type of report you believe is being run. Look for the name of the report on the list. You may need to expand a
few different links to find the report. If you're not able to find the report, it may be that your account has (or once
had) the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature turned on. In this case, check the box for All Sites that appears in
the top right corner of the Print page and then look for the report.
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After you select the name of the report, click the Modify it button and then go to the Save tab to check if the
report is configured to be run on an automatic schedule.

If you have the right report, there are two ways to stop it from being run automatically. You can change the
setting under Would you like this report to run on an automatic schedule? to No, do not print this automatically.
Remember to click the Save button after you make this change. Or, if the report is no longer needed at all, you
can delete it.
You can delete a single report by clicking the Delete it button after you click on the report's name. Help topic
2108 [_______]
pg:0450 explains more. Or, if you have identified more than one report to delete, you can delete multiple
reports at once as shown in help topic 1308 [_______]
pg:0438 .

Including Archived Records on Reports
Help topic 1997
Added or revised 03-03-2017
In Volgistics, your account is divided into two sections--the non-archived records and the archived records.
Archived records have more limited functionality compared with non-archived records and each section is used
for different purposes. Help topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 explains more.
One of the ways archived records are more limited is that they do not appear by default on most Volgistics
reports. The exception to this is the Service Details [_______]
pg:0560 and Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports.
Volunteer service information will still appear on these reports even if the record is archived as long as the
volunteer has service entries during the time frame the report covers. Other report types for archived records are
more limited.
The Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 reports must be used if you want to include specific fields of information for
archived records. Here is how to run an Excel spread sheet report for archived records:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the "Excel spread sheet" link.
3. Select "Create a new Excel spread sheet report."
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4. On the Options tab of the report, select the option to include just archived records, or the option to include both
archived and non-archived records.

5. Finish creating the report by visiting each of the other tabs. You can find more information on options to
choose in Help topic 2223 [_______],
pg:0467 or by clicking the "Help" link that appears on each tab.

You can also select to have information from archived records included, or not included, in the information that
appears in Statistics reports for your account. Here is how you do this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Statistics link.
3. Select "Create a new statistics report."
4. On the Options tab of the report, check the box to include archived records in the report if you want the
report's information to be based on both archived and non-archived records. Leave the box un-checked if you
only want the report's information to be based on non-archived records.
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5. Finish creating the report by visiting each of the other tabs. You can find more information on options to
choose in Help topic 2223 [_______],
pg:0467 or by clicking the "Help" link that appears on each tab.

How do I create a printed Birthday List?
Help topic 2068
Added or revised 09-02-2011
In addition to the Birthday list [_______]
pg:1385 that is optionally displayed on the Welcome page in Volgistics, you might
like to print a birthday list, or print mailing labels for volunteers who have a birthday in a particular month.
This help topic shows you how to print such a report.
Create a 'Birthday' Set
Begin by creating a Set [_______]
pg:0858 that will find the volunteers who have a birthday in a particular month.
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new Set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter the name of the month. For example 'June Birthdays.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" choose 'Their birthday.'
5. Click the Go button.
6. Configure the set Rule as shown below. Choose the month you want from the drop-down list.
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7. Click the Finished button.
Your Set for finding volunteers who have a birthday in the selected month is now complete. If you want to print
birthday lists every month, you should repeat these steps to create a separate Set for each month of the year (so
you would end-up with 12 Sets – one for 'January Birthdays,' 'February Birthdays,' etc.).
Print the report
You can use the Set you created above to include just the volunteers who have a birthday in a given month on
any report. For example, you can use this Set to print a volunteer list report that will include just the volunteers
who have a 'June Birthday.'
Help Topic 2184 [_______]
pg:0863 explains how to print a report for a Set.
Create a name and birthday report
Perhaps you'd like to create a custom report that includes volunteer names followed by their birthdays. Here's
how you would do this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Volunteer List,' and then select 'Create a new volunteer list report.'
3. On the "Options" page, click the Next button to proceed to the Fields page.
4. On the "Fields" page check the volunteer name format you prefer. Also check the 'Birthday (no year)' field (or
the 'Date of birth' field if you'd like to include the year of birth), and any other fields you'd like on your report.
5. Click the Next button to advance to the Page Design page.
6. On the "Page Design" page, enter 'Birthday List' for the 'First title line:.' Also check the 'Add Set name'
checkbox.
7. Click the Next button to advance to the Include page.
8. On the "Include" page check 'These volunteers..' It's best not to choose your Birthday Set from the "Include" at
this point, because your selection here will be saved permanently as part of the report. Since you'll probably want
to print this report each month using a Set for the coming month.
9. Click the Next button to advance to the Save page.
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10. On the "Save" page, enter a name for the report such as 'Birthday List.'
11. Click the Print button.
When you initially print the report it will include all volunteers, because a Set was not specified on the Include
page. This is okay since we're just creating the report here.
At this point you're ready to print the report for the volunteers who have a birthday in the coming month. This is
what you'll do to print the Birthday list each month:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Select 'Volunteer List.'
3. Click on the name of the report you created above.
4. Click the Print it button. This opens the "Include" page.
5. On the "Include" page under "Which volunteers would you like to include on this report" check 'These
volunteers' and then check "This set." Use the drop-down list next to "This set" to choose the Set you created
above (e.g. 'June Birthdays').
6. Click the Start printing button.

How reports print
Help topic 2106
Added or revised 04-14-2009
As soon as you click the
Start printing
button on the Print page, Volgistics goes to work creating your report. You can continue to work in Volgistics
while your report is being prepared. Once Volgistics completes your report it will appear on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303
tab in your Volgistics mailbox.
How long it takes for a report to arrive in your Mailbox will depend on the type of report you're printing; the
number of pages in the report; and other conditions. Normally your reports are delivered to your mailbox within a
few minutes, and often in just a few seconds.
To open a completed report:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the In Box tab.
Volgistics lists reports in your In Box with the word "Report" in the Kind column. The report name appears in the
Subject column, and the date and time you printed the report in the Date column.
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3. Click on the name of the report in the Subject column.
You can create reports as either PDF or Excel files.
This icon appears next to reports created as PDF files:

If you created a report as a PDF file, the report will open in Adobe Reader [_______]
pg:0449 or another PDF reader
program if your web browser is setup to recognize PDF files. If a PDF report does not open when you click on it
follow the steps in help topic 2176 [_______].
pg:1606
This icon appears next to reports created as Excel files:

If you created the report as an Excel spread sheet file, the report will open in Microsoft Excel or another XLS
reader if your web browser is setup to recognize XLS files and you have Microsoft Excel or another XLS file
reader installed on your computer. If an Excel file does not open when you click on it follow the steps in help
topic 1109 [_______].
pg:1589

What to do with PDF reports using Adobe Reader
Once you've opened a PDF report in Adobe Reader you can…
View it
If you just want to look at the report, you're all set. Just use the Adobe Reader page controls to reduce or enlarge
the image, or move to different pages.
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Print it
If you want to print a report one time and then you'll be finished with it, you can print it directly from Adobe
Reader without having to save it on your computer. Just click the Print button on the Adobe Reader toolbar,
shown here:

You can delete the report from your In Box when you're finished printing it.
Save it
If there's a chance you will want to print a report more than once, or if you want to save it for future reference you
should save it to your own computer.
To save a report you've opened in Adobe Reader, click the Save button on the Adobe Reader toolbar, as shown
here:
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Adobe Reader will ask you to choose the folder on your computer where you want to save the file and give you
an opportunity to choose a name for the file. Enter a file name that makes sense to you (be sure to keep the
".pdf" file name extension so your computer will know it's an Adobe Reader file), then save the file.
There is a limit to the number of reports you can store in your Volgistics mailbox [_______]
pg:0303 , so it is important to
save reports to your own computer if there's a chance that you will want to use it in the future.
Email it
A handy capability with Adobe Reader files is that they're easy to send to others as email attachments. Since
most computer users have Adobe Reader, just about anyone you choose to send an Adobe Reader file to can
view and print it without any compatibility issues.
Before you can send a Volgistics report to others by email you must save it to your own computer. Follow the
directions above to save the Adobe Reader file, then include the saved file as an email attachment to anyone
you choose.
What to do with Excel reports using Microsoft® Excel
Once you've opened an Excel spread sheet report in Microsoft Excel you can…
View or print it
If you just want to look at the spread sheet or print it without any changes, you can open it directly from your
Volgistics mailbox as long as your web browser is setup to recognize XLS files and you have Microsoft Excel or
another XLS file reader installed on your computer (if an Excel file does not open when you click on it, follow the
steps in help topic 1109 [_______]).
pg:1589
To print a copy of an Excel file, choose Print from the File menu in Microsoft Excel.
Save it
If you want to make changes to an Excel spread sheet file you must save a copy of the file to your own computer
first.
To save an XLS file you've opened in Microsoft Excel, select the File menu in Excel and then choose "Save As."
Excel will ask you to choose the folder on your computer where you want to save the file and give you an
opportunity to choose a name for the file. Enter a file name that makes sense to you (be sure to keep the ".xls"
file name extension so your computer will know it's an Excel file), then save the file.

Adobe PDF Files
Help topic 2107
Added or revised 06-24-2016
PDF is the popular file format used to deliver text and graphic documents over the Internet. You can use PDF
files to view, print, and distribute documents electronically. PDF stands for Portable Document Format.
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PDF is the standard format used for printing reports from Volgistics. By default, when you print a report,
Volgistics delivers the completed report to your Volgistics Mailbox as a PDF file. You can open, view, and print
these reports using Adobe Reader.
You can also include PDF files as attachments [_______]
pg:0368 to the email you send to volunteers or coordinators
through Volgistics.
Reading and printing PDF files
You can use Adobe Reader to open, view, and print PDF files on both PCs and MACs. Adobe Reader is free
from Adobe Systems. If it's not already installed on your computer, you can download Adobe Reader from the
Adobe web site by clicking the 'Get Adobe Reader' link below.

For more information about using Adobe with your Volgistics reports read How reports print [_______]
pg:0446 .
If you are printing mailing labels from Volgistics using Adobe Reader, be sure you have configured Adobe
Reader so it does not re-size your reports when it prints them (otherwise your labels may not align properly on
label sheets). There are instructions on how to do this in help topic 2119 [_______].
pg:0522
For additional support with Adobe Reader please visit the Adobe web site.
Creating PDF files
There may be times when you'd like to create PDF files yourself from documents you have on your own
computer. For example, you may wish to publish a volunteer newsletter or a paper form as a PDF file so you can
include it as an email attachment.
There are a number of different programs and services that you can use to create your own PDF files. Some are
free, and some are included with programs you purchase. Adobe Systems (www.adobe.com), and CutePDF (
www.cutepdf.com) are two examples, however there are many others.
Related help

How to Delete a Report
Help topic 2108
Added or revised 05-13-2013
If you have created custom reports [_______]
pg:0467 in your account, you can delete these if your System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 rights allow it. Deleting a report cannot be undone so if your account has more than one operator, you
may want to check with the others to make sure they do not use a particular report if you're unsure. This help
topic shows you how to delete a single report. See Help Topic 1308 [_______]
pg:0438 if you want to delete more than
one report at once.
To delete a single custom report you saved previously:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Click on the kind of report you want to delete. For example, Click "Volunteer List" if the report you want to
delete is a volunteer list report.
3. Click on the name of the report you want to delete.*
pg:0065
4. Click the Delete it button. If you do not see a Delete it button, your Volgistics System Operator [_______]
rights do not include the ability to delete reports. In this case, contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator
[_______]
pg:0052 for further assistance.
5. Volgistics will confirm that it's OK to delete the report. Click the OK button if you want to proceed. The report
will be deleted from your database.

You cannot delete stock reports [_______]
pg:0595 or batch reports [_______]
pg:0426 .
*Deleting reports for Site-Level Operators
If you have Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 turned on in your account, or it was turned on at any point in the past,
you may have reports that were created by Site-Level Operators [_______].
pg:1442 By design, these reports are not
visible to other Site-Level Operators. Also, by default headquarters level operators will not see these reports. If
you are a headquarters level operator and you'd like to see these reports, check the "All Sites" checkbox that
appears at the top right corner of the Print page.
Related help
Help Topic 1308 [_______]
pg:0438 - How to Delete Multiple Reports
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design
Help topic 2110
Added or revised 01-05-2012
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your report.
Among the items that can be customized on this tab are Font name, Font size, and Margin width. Depending on
the report type, settings such as Page size, Page orientation, Title text, Title and Logo locations, and more will be
included on the Page design tab. For report-specific guidance on the Page design page, click one of the "Help"
links on the top or bottom of that report's Page design page.
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Unduplicated Volunteer Count
Help topic 2115
Added or revised 01-03-2012
Volgistics can calculate and print unduplicated volunteer counts through several different reports (Service details,
[_______]
pg:0560 Service summary [_______]).
pg:0580 This help topic explains what an unduplicated volunteer count is and
how Volgistics calculates it.
An unduplicated volunteer count is a count of number of individual volunteers who performed volunteer service
during a specified time period, regardless of how much service they performed or how frequently they served. In
other words, the number of different people who served. If the same person volunteered ten times, they are still
counted just once in an unduplicated volunteer count.
When you create Volgistics reports that sub-total unduplicated volunteer counts, you may find that the grand
totals are not the sum of all of the sub-totals. This is normal, and the totals are all correct. It happens when the
same volunteers serve in more than one area. This example illustrates this situation:
A small volunteer program has two assignments: 'Tutor,' and 'Clerical aid.' The following is the list of volunteers
who served in each assignment during April 2004, and the dates they served:
Tutor
Greg Anderson, April 2, 2004
Greg Anderson, April 16, 2004
Kisha Hendricks, April 3, 2004
Nate Wilson, April 17, 2004
Nate Wilson, April 27, 2004
Barbara Norman, April 15, 2004
Clerical Aid
Elizabeth O'Connor, April 2, 2004
James Patterson, April 17, 2004
James Patterson, April 27, 2004
Barbara Norman, April 16, 2004
Jason Worth, April 20, 2004

In this example, the unduplicated volunteer count for the Tutor assignment is four, even though there were six
different times that volunteers served. Even though Greg Anderson and Nate Wilson each served twice during
April, an unduplicated count of "April 2004 Tutor" volunteers will only count them as individuals once. So there
were just four individuals who served as Tutors in April 2004.
Now look at the Clerical Aid assignment. The unduplicated volunteer count for "April 2004 Clerical Aid"
volunteers is also four even though there were five different dates that volunteers served in that assignment that
month, because James Patterson volunteered on two different occassions.
Now lets consider the total count of unduplicated volunteers for both assignments in April 2004. Even though the
unduplicated volunteer count for each individual assignment is four, the grand total is not eight, but seven,
because Barbara Norman served in both assignments. In other words, the total number of different individuals
who performed service in any assignment during April 2004 was seven. They are listed here:
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1. Greg Anderson
2. Kisha Hendricks
3. Nate Wilson
4. Barbara Norman
5. Elizabeth O'Connor
6. James Patterson
7. Jason Worth

Volgistics calculates unduplicated volunteer counts for the time periods you specify for your report. For example,
one month, one quarter, one year, several years, etc. In otherwords, it counts the number of different individuals
who served any amount of service during the period of the report.
Archived volunteers are included in unduplicated volunteer counts as long as they performed service during the
period of the report, however volunteers you have deleted from Volgistics entirely are not.
Tracking unduplicated volunteer counts is an excellent way of monitoring how many different people are involved
in your volunteer efforts. Managers of volunteer programs are often asked to report the number of unduplicated
volunteers that serve in the organization in grant requests and annual funding reports, such as those required by
many United Ways.
Note that in this example above we assumed that there was only one Greg Anderson, Nate Wilson, James
Patterson, and Barbara Norman even though these names appeared more than once on the list. Of course it is
possible for two (or more) volunteers with the same name to have service during the same period. When this
happens Volgistics correctly counts them as different volunteers, because they would have different volunteer
records in the database. However, if your Volgistics database accidentally includes two (or more) different
volunteer records for the same volunteer, and each of the duplicate records had volunteer service entries for the
period you are reporting, your unduplicated volunteer count would be incorrect by the number of duplicate
records. This is one reason it's a good idea for you to avoid duplicate volunteer records.
Related help
Help Topic 2308 [_______]
pg:0471 - How do I include volunteer counts on service reports?

Save
Help topic 2133
Added or revised 02-14-2012
The Save page appears when you create a new report or modify a custom report. Use the options on the Save
page to decide who should be able to use the report in the future, whether Volgistics should print it automatically
on a regular schedule, and ultimately to "Save and Print" or simply "Save" the report.
What would you like to call this report?
Enter a name for the report here. Your report name may be anything you'd like, up to 50 characters long. Choose
a name that will help you remember what the report includes. For example, if your report is a list of Junior
volunteers, you might name it 'Junior volunteer roster.'
Which other Volgistics users should be able to use this report?
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This option appears only if your account uses the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features and you are not logged
into Volgistics as a Site Level Operator.
Only those at headquarters
Choose this option if you want this report to be available for printing only to headquarters-level System Operators
(System Operators who do not have a Site Level restriction).
Users at all Sites
Choose 'Users at all Sites' if you want all System Operators at all Sites to be able to print this report. If a Site
Level Operator (a System Operator who can only access one Site) chooses to print this report, it will include only
volunteers for their Site.
Would you like this report to run on an automatic schedule?
You can optionally have Volgistics prepare the report for you automatically on a scheduled basis. When you
choose to have a report prepared for you automatically, Volgistics generates the report overnight (at about 3:00
a.m. EST) and delivers it to your Volgistics mailbox so it's ready for you to use the following day.
This is a great feature for reports that you need on a regular basis, such as service reports you need monthly.
No, do not print this automatically
Choose this option if you do not want the system to prepare this report for you on an automatic schedule. When
you choose this option, the report will never be printed automatically. It will be printed only when you specifically
choose to print it from the Print page in the future.
Yes, print it on the __ of each month
Choose this option for reports you want to print automatically once a month. Choose the day of the month (e.g.
1st, 5th, 20th, etc) on which you want the report printed automatically.
Yes, print it every _____
Choose this option for reports you want to print automatically once a week. Choose the day of the week (e.g.
Mondays) on which you want the report printed.
Send it to
For reports you choose to have printed automatically, select the name of the System Operator to whom the
report should be directed. The report will appear in your Volgistics mailbox to the attention of the System
Operator you choose here.
Print it on this schedule for…
This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features, and if you choose to have the
report printed automatically.
Choose Headquarters only if you want to the report created just once, and delivered to the headquarters
mailbox. Choose Headquarters and all Sites if you want the report created once for each Site, and delivered to
the Volgistics mailbox at each Site.
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If you choose to print the report automatically for Headquarters and all Sites, the copies of the report delivered to
each Site will include only that Site's volunteers.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Formatting cells in Excel spread sheet files
Help topic 2141
Added or revised 02-10-2010
Many of the Volgistics report formats allow you to create reports as Microsoft® Excel spread sheet files. This
help topic explains how cells in Microsoft Excel spread sheet files you create in Volgistics are formatted, and how
to change cell formatting to suit your needs using Microsoft Excel.
Each of the cells in an Excel spread sheet has a specific cell "format." A cell's format affects the way the
information in the cell is displayed, and whether or not you can perform calculations on the information in the cell.
For example, cells formatted as Text or General cannot be included in calculations until their format is changed
to Number in Excel.
How Volgistics sets cell formatting
Volgistics provides a series of different report formats. Each of these different report formats are listed on the
Print page when you choose Print from the menu. The way cells are formatted in Excel files you create from
Volgistics depends on the report format you use to create the Excel file.
The Volgistics report format called Excel spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513 is designed specifically for creating Excel files
from your Volgistics database. When you create Excel files using the Excel spread sheet report, Volgistics
automatically formats each of the cells for the kind of data they contain. For example, cells that contain numeric
data are automatically formatted with the number format.
The Excel spread sheet report is a good tool for moving raw data from Volgistics into Excel when you want to
perform additional processing or analysis outside of Volgistics.
All of the Volgistics report formats other than the Excel spread sheet report are designed primarily for producing
printable PDF files, however most (those comprised of rows and columns) can also be used to produce Microsoft
Excel spread sheet files by choosing Excel on the Include page when you run the report.
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When you choose to produce Excel files using any report other than the Excel spread sheet report, all of the cells
in the Excel file will initially have the General cell format. If you would like to perform calculations in Excel files
you produce using these other report formats, use Microsoft Excel to set the desired cell formatting for the cells
you would like to include in your calculations.
Save the Excel file to your own computer
Before you can make changes to Excel files you create in Volgistics (including changes to cell formats) you must
save a copy of the file from the Volgistics mailbox to your own computer. If you have not already done so, save a
copy of the Excel file you created in Volgistics to your own computer like this:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu.
2. On the Inbox tab, right-click on the name of the report and then choose "Save target as…" (or "Save link as")
from the pop-up menu.

3. Use the "Save As" window to save a copy of the file to your desktop or to a specific folder (remember where
you save the file and the file name so you can find it later).
Once you save the file to your own computer, start Microsoft Excel and open the file:
1. In Excel, choose File from the menu and then select "Open."
2. Using the Open window, locate the file you saved to your own computer.
3. Click the Open button once you've located and selected the Excel file.
Format cells as numbers
Change an entire column to the number format
If you want to perform calculations on the data in specific column, it's usually easier to change the cell formatting
for the entire column (rather that changing each cell individually). To change cell formatting from text or general
to number for an entire column:
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1. Select the entire column by clicking on the column heading. Be sure to select only a single column as shown
here (selecting more than one single column will lead to problems):

2. Select the Data menu and choose "Text to Columns…"
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3. In the "Convert Text to Columns Wizard Step 1 of 3" window, choose "Delimited" and then click the Next
button.
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4. In the "Convert Text to Columns Wizard Step 2 of 3" window, click the Next button.

5. In the "Convert Text to Columns Wizard Step 3 of 3" window, click the Finished button.
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The numeric data in the selected column will now be converted to the number format (you should see any
numeric values in the selected column shift from left alignment to right alignment, indicating that they have
changed to the number format).
Change a single cell to the number format
You can also change the formatting on individual cells from text or general to number like this:
1. Double click on the cell.
2. Press the Enter key.
The numeric data in the cell should change to the number format.
There are many different versions of Microsoft Excel in use, and the appearance of your version of Excel may
differ somewhat from the Excel program images shown in this help topic. The steps for formatting cells in Excel
are fundamentally the same for all versions of Excel, however.
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Saving Volunteer Information Locally
Help topic 2164
Added or revised 03-03-2017
You can use the Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 report format to retrieve copies of the volunteer information you
store in Volgistics. You receive your information in a standard spreadsheet file.
To save your non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer information to your own computer:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click "Excel spreadsheet" and then select the "All volunteer information (stock)" report.
3. Click the Print it button.
4. Click the Start printing button. It may take several minutes for Volgistics to generate your spreadsheet.
5. Select "Mailbox" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
6. Click the "All volunteer information (stock)" report once it appears in the mailbox (if the report has not
appeared in your mailbox yet, click the Refresh button). Your browser should ask if you want to Open the file, or
Save it. Select the Save option to save the file to your own computer.
To save your archived [_______],
pg:1819 or both non-archived and archived, volunteer information to your computer,
modify the stock report by following these steps:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click "Excel spreadsheet" and then select the "All volunteer information (stock)" report.
3. Click the Clone it button.
4. On the "Options" tab, select "Only include archived volunteer records" or "Include non-archived and archived
volunteer records."
5. On the "Save" tab, you can re-name the report if you'd like.
6. Click the Save and Print button and then the Start printing button when the "Include" tab appears.
7. Select "Mailbox" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
8. Click the "All volunteer information" report (or whatever you re-named the report to be) once it appears in the
mailbox (if the report has not appeared in your mailbox yet, click the Refresh button). Your browser should ask if
you want to Open the file, or Save it. Select the Save option to save the file to your own computer.
The file you create is a standard Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file. You can open and manipulate the information
in this file using Microsoft Excel, or any other program that supports the XLS file format. To learn more about
how Volgistics organizes your information in a spread sheet file, read What's inside an Excel spread sheet file
[_______].
pg:0510
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IMPORTANT:
Volgistics carefully safeguards the information you store and manage in the Volgistics system. When you retrieve
copies of your data in spreadsheet files, Volgistics sends the files to you using secure socket layer (SSL)
[_______]
pg:0181 protection, so they're safe on the way to you. Once you receive the file on your own computer, the
security of the file is in your own hands. Be sure to protect these files appropriately. For example, do not store
them on computers that may be open to the Internet. Consider using the Microsoft Excel file encryption and
password protection features to protect sensitive spreadsheet files (refer to the Excel documentation for more
information).
IMPORTANT: Organizations are welcome to periodically retrieve spreadsheet copies of the volunteer
information they store and manage in the Volgistics system as a form of 'external backup.' However, these
spreadsheet files are not provided as a means of making backups that you can subsequently restore to the
Volgistics system. (In the case of a catastrophic emergency, Volgistics already takes care of protecting your data
by making daily backups for you.) While the Volgistics Import Utility could be used to transfer some of the
information from a spreadsheet file back into the system, the Import Utility does not provide a way to import data
into every Volgistics field, nor update information in records that already exist in Volgistics.
Related help
Help Topic 1220 [_______]
pg:0437 - Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help Topic 2322 [_______]
pg:0471 - Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
Help Topic 8040 [_______]
pg:0658 - All Volunteer Information (stock)

My Excel Spread Sheet Report Gives Me an Error Message
Help topic 2169
Added or revised 11-12-2013
Microsoft Excel files (.xls) generated by Volgistics are limited to 65,536 rows. Since many organizations have
thousands of volunteer records, and many of those volunteers have hundreds of service entries and notes, it is
quite possible that including all of your volunteers' service and/or notes on an Excel spread sheet report will
result in an error stating 'The report is no longer available' when you click on the name of the report in your
Volgistics Mailbox. There are three different ways to resolve this issue:
Limit the date range for service records

This will reduce the number of rows required for each volunteer record. This service range will only apply to
individual volunteer service records so life hours, if included on the report, will still reflect the actual total.
This is what it would look like for 2011 on the Include tab of the report:
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Separate your Excel spread sheet report

Separate your Excel spread sheet report into archived and non-archived reports. To do this:
1. Click Print from the menu
2. Choose Excel spread sheet
3. Click your report
4. Click the Clone it button
5. Choose "Only include archived volunteers"
6. Click the Save tab and type in a name for the report
7. Click Save and Print, then Start printing. The report will appear in your In Box shortly
8. Click Print from the menu
9. Choose Excel spread sheet
10. Click your original report
11. Click the Modify it button
12. Choose "Only include non-archived volunteers"
13. Click the Save tab
14. Click Save and Print, then Start printing. The report will appear in your In Box shortly

Find a way to split your volunteers logically using Sets

For example, since you can't currently create a Set based on volunteer names, you could create a Flag for
volunteers A-M and another for volunteers N-Z. You can apply these Flags to the appropriate volunteers by
following the steps in help topic 2140 "How to Permanently Mark Tagged Records". [_______]
pg:1541
You can then make two Sets based on the 'Their flags' Set rule. Help topic 2198 "Their Flags Set Rule"
[_______]
pg:0872 shows how to do this.
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In order to have the report generated automatically for both Sets, you would need to Clone the report and
change the Include options of each report to specify a particular Set. To do this:
1. Click Print from the menu
2. Choose Excel spread sheet
3. Click your report
4. Click the Modify it button
5. Click the Include tab
6. Under "Set" check 'This Set' and choose one of your Sets from the drop down list
7. Click the Save tab, and type in a new name for this report if desired
8. Click the Save and Print button, then Start printing. The report will appear in your In Box shortly.
9. Click Print from the menu
10. Choose Excel spread sheet
11. Click your report
12. Click the Clone it button
13. Click the Include tab
14. Under "Set" check 'This Set' and choose your other Set from the drop down list
15. Click the Save tab, and type in a name for this report
16. Click the Save and Print button, then Start printing. The report will appear in your In Box shortly.

Related help
Help Topic 2164 [_______]
pg:0461 - Saving Volunteer Information Locally

How do I make Set names print as part of report titles?
Help topic 2206
Added or revised 01-07-2013
If you use the Sets [_______]
pg:0858 feature to print reports for specific Sets of volunteers [_______],
pg:0863 you can make the
Set name appear as part of the report title. This is a good idea for 'generic' reports that you periodically print for
different Sets of volunteers because it makes it easy to see which volunteers the report is for.
For example, if you have a basic 'name and address' list report that you use from time-to-time for printing
different Sets of volunteers, the Set name will appear in the title each time you print the report for a specific Set.
If you print the report today for a Set of volunteers you call "Seniors," then the report would include "Seniors" in
the title. If you use the same report tomorrow to print a Set of volunteers you call "Employee Service League,"
then the report would include "Employee Service League" in the title.
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To include Set names in report titles for existing reports:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the kind of report you want to modify.
3. Click on the report name for the report you want to modify.
4. Click the Modify it button.
5. On the "Page design" page, check the "Add Set name" checkbox, as shown here:

6. Click the Save button to save your change.

To include Set names in new reports:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the kind of report you want to create.
3. Click on the "Create a new… report" link.
4. When you get to the "Page design" page, check the "Add Set name" checkbox, as shown in the illustration
above.
5. Click the Save button.

When you select this option for a report, a Set name will appear in the report title only when you print the report
for a specific Set of volunteers (i.e. when you choose a Set from the Include page when you print the report). If
you print this report, but not for a specific Set of volunteers, no Set name will appear in the report title.

How do I make Site names print as part of report titles?
Help topic 2207
Added or revised 01-07-2013
If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features you can make Site names print as part of the report title on
shared reports printed by Site Level Operators [_______].
pg:1442
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With Site Level Access, stock reports [_______]
pg:0595 - and reports created by headquarters for all Sites to use - are
shared by all Site Level Operators. When a Site Level Operator prints any of these shared reports, the report title
will include the Site Level Operator's Site name when you include Site names in report titles.
For example: if you have a Site called "Harvard Square Branch," and a Site Level Operator from this Site prints a
shared report, the report will include "Harvard Square Branch" as part of the report title.
To include Site names in report titles for existing reports:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the kind of report you want to modify.
3. Click on the report name for the report you want to modify.
4. Click the Modify it button.
5. On the "Page design" page, check the "Add Site name" checkbox, as shown here:

6. Click the Save button to save your change.

To include Site names in new reports:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the kind of report you want to create.
3. Click on the "Create a new… report" link.
4. When you get to the "Page design" page, check the "Add Site name" checkbox, as shown in the illustration
above.
5. Click the Save button to save your changes.

When you select this option for a report, a Site name will appear in the report title only when Site Level Operators
print the report. If a headquarters level operator prints the report, no Site name will appear in the report title.
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Creating Custom Reports
Help topic 2223
Added or revised 06-20-2013
Volgistics comes with many Stock reports [_______]
pg:0595 already setup that often meet basic reporting needs. In
addition to these Stock reports, you can create and save your own custom reports.
To create a custom report:
1. Select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. As shown in the illustration below, the Print page lists a series of different kinds of reports, such as "Volunteer
list" and "Service summary." Click on the kind of report you want to create. For example, if you want to create a
volunteer list report, click "Volunteer list." Custom reports must be based on one of the kinds of reports listed on
the Print page.
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3. Click the "Create a new report" link.
4. Use the "Options," "Fields," "Page Design" and "Include" pages to customize your report (there's more
information about these pages below). Click the Next button on each report setup page to advance to the next
page, or the Back button to return to an earlier report setup page.
5. When you reach the "Save" page, enter a name for the report and then click the Print button.
Options page
Use the Options page to set the basic report structure. The Options page provides different setup options for
each different kind of report. For a more specific description of the options for the report you're creating, click the
Help link on the Options page.
Click the Next button once you have selected your report options.
Fields page
Use the Fields page to select the fields you want to appear on your report. The Field options vary depending on
the kind of report you are creating. If you do not see the fields you want to select on the Fields page, try starting
with a different kind of report.
The fields you select on the Fields page will appear on your report. Choose the fields you need to make your
report useful, but be careful not to choose more fields than you really need. When there are many fields selected,
the report may need to use a small font or extend to additional pages in order to fit them all in.
Once you have selected all the fields you need on your report, click the Next button.
Page Design page
Use the Page Design [_______]
pg:0451 page to select page size, margins, and fonts, and a report title for your report.
Click the Next button when you are finished selecting your page design.
Include page
While it's possible to include all of the records in your database on the report, you may want a report that
includes just certain volunteers (or just certain coordinators, sites, places, assignment, or service records;
depending on the kind of report you're customizing). Use the Include page to specify which records you want to
include.
The Include page provides different choices for each different kind of report. For a more specific description of
the Include options for the report you're creating, click the Help link on the Include page.
When you have all your include options set, click the Next button.
Save?
When you reach the "Save" page, enter a name for the report. Report names can be anything that will help you
remember what you'll use the report for, or how the report is setup. Just select a report name that is not already
used for another report.
Finally, click the Print button. Within moments your report will be sent to your Volgistics mailbox.
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Check your mailbox for reports
Reports you print from Volgistics are delivered to your Volgistics Mailbox, usually within just a few minutes.
To check your mailbox for reports you've printed:
1. Select Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Reports appear in the "In box" by report name.
3. Click on the report name to view your report.
Volgistics delivers most reports to you in an Adobe "PDF" file format. You can view and print them using Adobe
Reader [_______]
pg:0449 .
For more information, see How Reports Print [_______]
pg:0446 .
To print this report again in the future
If you saved your custom report, you can print it again later as often as you'd like. To print a saved report later:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the kind of report you created (e.g. "Volunteer lists").
3. Click on the report name you enter above.
4. Click the Print it button.

Related help
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 - Stock Reports
Help Topic 2184 [_______]
pg:0863 - Print a report for a set
Help Topic 2106 [_______]
pg:0446 - How Reports Print

If I archive a volunteer's record, will their hours continue to appear on rep
Help topic 2270
Added or revised 03-03-2017
Yes, hours for volunteer records you have archived [_______]
pg:1819 will continue appear in Service Details [_______]
pg:0560
and Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports. In addition, the hours will still be included in the totals that appear in
the Statistics box [_______]
pg:0028 on the Welcome page.
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How do I print hours for a selected volunteer?
Help topic 2306
Added or revised 03-03-2017
To print a single volunteer's hours:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the volunteer's record.
3. Tag the volunteer's record by checking the 'Tagged' checkbox in their record.

You can now print a service report just for the tagged volunteer. To print a list of the tagged volunteer's service:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Volunteer lists.'
3. Select 'Volunteer service list (stock).'
4. Click the 'Print it' button.
5. On the "Include" page, under "Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?" check "Tagged
volunteers (1)" and UN-check "These volunteers."
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6. Click the 'Start printing' button.
Related help
Help Topic 1220 [_______]
pg:0437 - Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help Topic 2284 [_______]
pg:0577 - How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report?
Help Topic 2285 [_______]
pg:0579 - How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report by assignment?
Help Topic 2305 [_______]
pg:1579 - How do I view a selected volunteer's hours?

How do I include volunteer counts on service reports?
Help topic 2308
Added or revised 11-03-2006
You can include volunteer counts on any 'Service Detail' or 'Service Summary' report. To do this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Service Details' or 'Service Summary,' depending on which kind of report you want to create. 'Service
Summary' reports are best when you want to include multiple months. 'Service Detail' reports are best when you
want the report to include just one month.
3. Click 'Create a new service details report,' or 'Create a new service summary report.'
4. Choose any settings you'd like from the "Options" page and then click the Next button.
5. On the "Fields" page, check "Unduplicated volunteer count," plus any other fields you'd like the report to
include; and then click the Next button.
6. On the "Page Design" page make any changes you'd like and then click the Next button.
7. On the "Include" page, optionally choose the time frame and volunteers you want to include, and then click the
Next button.
8. On the "Save" page enter a report name and then click the Print button.

Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
Help topic 2322
Added or revised 03-03-2017
Q. How do I print a report for a single volunteer?
pg:1529 that volunteer's record and then choosing
A. You can print any report for a single volunteer by tagging [_______]
to print a report only for the tagged volunteer record.
Tag the volunteer record
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
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2. Locate the volunteer's record [_______]
pg:1982 and open it.
3. Click the Tagged checkbox on the volunteer's record.

You can learn about other ways records can be tagged here [_______].
pg:1538
Print the report
You have now tagged this volunteer's record. To print a report for this volunteer only:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Click on the kind of report you want to print. For example, click Volunteer Profile.
3. Click on the name of the report you want to print. You can learn more about stock reports that are available
here [_______].
pg:0595
4. Click the Print it button. This opens the Include tab, which is where you choose which volunteers should be
included on the report.
5. On the Include tab, find the section called Which volunteers do you want to include in this report? Select
Tagged volunteers and un-check These volunteers.

6. Click the Start printing button.
This will print the selected report just for the single tagged record.
Clear the tag
When working with tags, it's always a good to clear the tags when you're finished with a task. This prevents
previously tagged records from being accidentally included when you perform a task with newly tagged records.
To clear the tags, choose Tags from the menu and then click the Clear all tags button.
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Related help
Help Topic 1220 [_______]
pg:0437 - Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help Topic 2106 [_______]
pg:0446 - How reports print
Help Topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1999 - Working with Tags

Running Reports Automatically
Help topic 2498
Added or revised 04-19-2017
Each Volgistics report can be printed to your Volgistics Mailbox by manually choosing to print it; however, you
may also want to run certain reports on an automatic schedule. When you choose to have a report prepared for
you automatically, Volgistics generates the report overnight (at about 3:00 a.m. EST), and delivers it to your
Volgistics Mailbox so it's ready for you to use the following day. This can be particularly useful for monthly
service reports.
In addition to printing automatically, you may want automatic reports to be sent to the attention of a specific
system operator [_______]
pg:0065 . This help topic explains how to run a report automatically, and how to set up report
delivery to the Volgistics Mailbox of an operator of your choice.
First, you will need to access the report of interest. You can access a report by choosing "Print" from the main
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing the report format, and then clicking the name of your report. Click the "Modify it"
button, and then move to the "Save" tab.
Focus your attention on the "Would you like this report to run on an automatic schedule?" section of the Save
page.
Would you like this report to run on an automatic schedule?
No, do not print this automatically
This is the default option for reports. When this option is selected, a report will only be printed when an operator
manually clicks on a report name and chooses to print it.
Yes, print it on the (date) of each month
If this report should be printed automatically once each month, select this option and choose the date it should
be run automatically each month.
Yes, print it every (day of the week)
If this report should be printed automatically once each week, select this option and choose the day of the week
it should be run each week.
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Send it to:
For reports you choose to have printed automatically, select the name of the system operator to whom the report
should be directed. The report will appear in your Volgistics Mailbox to the attention of the system operator you
choose here.
Print it on this schedule for…
This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features, and if you choose to have the
report printed automatically.
Headquarters only
Choose Headquarters only if you want to the report created just once, and delivered to the headquarters
Mailbox.
Headquarters and all Sites
Choose Headquarters and all Sites if you want the report created once for each Site, and delivered to the
Volgistics Mailbox at each Site.
If you choose to print the report automatically for Headquarters and all Sites, the copies of the report delivered to
each Site will include only that Site's volunteers.
The example below illustrates a report that is configured to be printed every Sunday and sent to the attention of
the system operator named "Volgistics Team." This report will appear in the Mailbox at headquarters only.

Related help
Help Topic 1311 [_______]
pg:0439 - How to Stop Automatic Reports
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 - Stock Reports
Help Topic 2106 [_______]
pg:0446 - How Reports Print
Help Topic 2160 [_______]
pg:1858 - Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
Help Topic 2133 [_______]
pg:0453 - Save
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating Custom Reports
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Options (Address Label Reports)
Help topic 1047
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this Options page
to customize the structure of an Address Labels [_______]
pg:0483 report.
Print address labels for
Choose the kinds records you want to print address labels for. For example, choose 'Volunteers' if you want to
create mailing labels for volunteers, or 'Coordinators' if you want to print labels for Coordinators (you specify
which volunteers or coordinators later on the Include window).
You can choose more than one kind of record for your address labels. If you want to send the same mailing to
both volunteers and coordinators, for example, you can simply check both 'Volunteers' and 'Coordinators.' Your
report will then include address labels for both volunteers and coordinators.
If you track different kinds of Contacts for volunteers, these are listed here also. For example, if you track
'Emergency Contacts' or 'References' on the Contact tab for your volunteers, you can optionally choose to print
address labels for these kinds of contacts. If you choose to print labels for 'References' as an example, your label
sheets would include address labels for the References of all of the volunteers you select on the Include window
for this report. The Include window appears later in the report setup process.
Sort labels by
Choose Last Name if you want your address labels sorted by last name. If you're preparing a bulk mailing you
can choose to sort your labels by zip or post code. This makes it easier to organize the mailing according to the
postal standards for bulk mail.
Other options
Include Postnet bar codes
Choose 'Include Postnet bar codes' for mail sent in the US if you want these address labels to include the bar
codes used by US Postal Service for automated sorting. Volgistics generates these bar codes from the
recipient's zip code. They print at the top of each address label. To allow space on your labels for the bar code
and the printed address, consider using labels that are more than one inch high if you include Postnet bar codes.
Print all uppercase
Selecting this option causes text on the address labels to print with all uppercase letters. Text prints the way it
was entered in Volgistics (upper or lower case) when this option is not selected. Postal standards for some
classes of bulk mail require all uppercase lettering.
Omit labels if the zip or post code is missing
If any of the records in your database are missing zip or post codes, the address labels printed for those records
will not have a zip or post code. Selecting this option causes the report to skip any addresses that do not contain
an entry in the zip or post code fields. This is useful if you are preparing a bulk mailing for which the postal
service will not deliver pieces with missing zip or post codes. Note that you can eliminate the possibility of
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missing zip or post codes by making the zip or post code field required [_______].
pg:0957
Print count and date on the first label
Select this option if you want the report to show the number of labels printed. The first label will be used to show
the label count, as well as the date and time the labels were printed.
Print lines along the edge of labels
Choose this option if you want the report to include a printed line around the edge of each label. Use this option if
you're printing to plain paper to check label alignment before printing on your actual label sheets.

When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Address Label Reports)
Help topic 1048
Added or revised 03-18-2013
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to
choose the fields you want to appear on this Address Labels report.
Fixed text
If you want all of your address labels to include the same first line of text, enter that text here. For instance, you
could print labels that all have "Super Volunteer" on the first line. These labels would look like this:
Super Volunteer
George Bailey
123 Sycamore Street
Bedford Falls, IN 12345
Name format
Choose the way you want names to appear on these labels:
Last name, First name (e.g. Bailey, George)
First name Last name (e.g. George Bailey)
Title, First name Last name (e.g. Mr. George Bailey)

Optional fields for coordinator labels
If your report includes labels for Coordinators you can optionally choose to add these additional Coordinator
fields to your address labels. Check the fields you want to include.

Note: Volgistics automatically formats address labels so they include the recipient's name and address in a
standard postal format. If you would like fields other than (or in addition to) name and mailing address to appear
on your labels use a Labels [_______]
pg:0523 report instead of this 'Address labels' report.
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When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design (Address Label Reports)
Help topic 1049
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use these options on
the Page Design page to customize the size and arrangement of labels on this Address Labels report:
Avery® label number
Address labels are formatted for printing on laser or ink jet printer label sheets. If you're using Avery brand label
sheets, or label sheets that list the comparable Avery stock number, select the stock number of the label sheets
you intend to print on. If you do not know the stock number of your labels, or your stock number is not listed,
choose 'Unknown or different brand.' Stock number 5160 is usually appropriate for the most commonly used
sheet fed labels - 3 labels across by 10 labels high.
Font name
Choose the font you want to use for the text on your labels.
Font size
Choose the font size in points for the font used on your labels.
Fit to label
Depending on the size of label you're printing to, the font size you choose, and the amount of text to be printed
on a particular label, it is possible that some text may extend beyond the right edge of the label. Normally, text
that will not fit on a label is truncated to prevent it from overprinting the adjacent label.
Check this option if you want the report to attempt to make all of the text fit on the label. It does this by choosing
a smaller font size for the labels where the text is too wide. Note that in some cases, the label text could still be
too wide even at the smallest legible font. In these cases the excess text is still truncated.
Margin around edge of individual labels
Your labels can include a small margin around the edge of each label. Enter the size you want this margin to be,
in inches (or fraction of an inch). For example, enter 0.1 if you want a margin that is 1/10th of an inch wide. This
margin appears along all four sides of your labels.
What style of label sheet will you print on?
The following Page Design options appear only if you choose "Unknown or different brand" in the Avery stock
number field. You can use these options to tailor your report to fit the dimensions and layout of the label sheets
you intend to print on.
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Page size
Choose the page size of your label sheets.
How many labels are in each row across the page?
Enter the number of labels there are in each row across the page.
How many labels are in each column down the page?
Enter the number of labels there are in each column down the page.
Side margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the width of the margin between the left edge of the sheet and the first
column of labels.
Top margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between the top edge of the sheet and the top of
the first row of labels.
Margin between label columns:
If your label sheets have more than one column of labels, enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the width of the
margin between each column of labels. If there is no space between columns, enter zero.
Margin between label rows
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between each row of labels. If there is no space
between rows, enter zero.
Bottom margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between the bottom edge of the sheet, and the
bottom of the last row of labels.

When you're finished choosing the Page Design for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related Help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Address Label Reports)
Help topic 1050
Added or revised 03-18-2013
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers or coordinators you want to print address labels for.
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Skip the first ___ labels on the first sheet
This option lets you print on partially used label sheets. To print on a partially used label sheet, count the number
of labels already used on the sheet and select that number here. Your report will begin printing on the first
unused label. If your report includes more labels than remain on the sheet, they will continue printing at the first
label position of the next label sheet (subsequent pages would need to be a full sheet of labels).
Choose zero to start printing at the first label position on a full sheet of labels.
Which volunteers do you want to include in these labels?
This section appears when you print labels for volunteers, or if you chose to print labels for volunteer Contacts
under Options [_______]
pg:0476 . You use these settings to specify which volunteers, or volunteer Contacts, you want to
print labels for.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged one or more volunteer records. Check this checkbox if
you want the report to include address labels for the tagged volunteers (or their Contacts, if you included any
volunteer Contacts on these labels).
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include address labels only for the volunteers you specify using the
fields listed below. If you want this report to include address labels for all volunteers be sure to check this
checkbox.
Uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox, and you want this report to include
labels only for the tagged volunteers.
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include. With this selection the report will not include all volunteers,
but only the volunteers whose status matches the status checkboxes you check.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include. With this selection the report will not include all volunteers, but only
the volunteers whose Type is one of those you check.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying volunteers by
major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
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Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, and then check the Flags you want to include. With this selection, the report will not include all volunteers,
but only the volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you check.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify volunteers
into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red team,' and so
forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Site(s) they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at least one of the Sites you
check, and then check Sites you want to include. With this selection, the report will not include all volunteers, but
only the volunteers who serve at least one of the Sites you check.
Which Coordinators do you want to include?
This section appears when you print labels for coordinators. You use these settings to specify which coordinators
you want to print labels for.
All coordinators
Check this option if you want labels for all of the coordinators in your database regardless of their relationship to
your organization.
These coordinators
Check this option if you do not want to print labels for every coordinator, and then use the following settings to
specify which coordinator to include.
Relationship
Choose Any if you want this report to include coordinators regardless of what their Relationship is to any
Assignment in your database.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only coordinators whose Relationship to an Assignment is
one of those you check, then check the Relationships you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all coordinators, but only the coordinators whose Relationship is one of those you check.
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The Relationship field appears on the Assignment tab in the Coordinators record. It is typically used to indicate
the coordinator's relationship to a specific Assignment. For example, a coordinator's Relationship to an
assignment could be 'Supervisor,' 'Chairperson,' 'Team Leader,' 'Director' and so on. You can use these controls
to print labels just for 'Supervisors,' just for 'Chairpersons,' and so forth.
Position
Choose Any if you want this report to include coordinators regardless of what their Position is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only coordinators whose Position is one of those you
check, then check the Positions you want to include. With this selection the report will not include all
coordinators, but only the coordinators whose Position is one of those you check.
When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.

Related Help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Report Page Setup for Avery 5160 Labels
Help topic 2174
Added or revised 05-03-2007
Report Page Setup for Avery 5160 Labels:
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Address Label Reports
Help topic 8259
Added or revised 09-30-2016
Use Address label reports to print mailing labels for volunteers, coordinators, or volunteer contacts (such as
references, employers, or emergency contacts). These reports work with sheet fed labels for laser or ink jet
printers.
Address label reports include the recipient's name and mailing address in a standard postal format. For US
addresses, labels may optionally include Postnet bar codes for faster postal service sorting.
Use these reports to print mailing labels for all volunteers and/or coordinators, or specify specific sets of
volunteer or coordinator recipients.
Stock Address label reports:
pg:0639
Coordinator address labels (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0640
Volunteer address labels (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0641
Volunteer bulk mailing labels (stock) Details [_______]

If you need labels for volunteers that include fields other than (or in addition to) name and address, use a Labels
[_______]
pg:0523 report instead.
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To create a new Address label report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on "Address labels," and then click on "Create a new Address label report."
3. Customize your report using the Options, [_______]
pg:0476 Fields, [_______]
pg:0477 Page Design, [_______]
pg:0478 and Include
[_______]
pg:0479 windows.
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Options (Assignment Profile Reports)
Help topic 1192
Added or revised 05-10-2013
The Options tab appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on the
Options tab to customize the structure of your Assignment Profile report.

Sort by:
Choose how you would like to sort your Assignment Profile report. It can be sorted by Assignment name, Site
name, Place name, Cluster name, or Assignment Status. If you do not use the Assignment Cluster [_______]
pg:0934
feature (or the field is hidden in your account), you will not see this option. If the Cluster field has been renamed
in your account, the sort options will show the name you have given this field.
The sort options you select control the layout of the Summary Pages and the ordering of the Assignment Detail
pages that follow. Here is how the Summary Pages will appear for each sort option:
Assignment name
This option sorts the Summary Pages with all Assignments listed alphabetically by name. If two Assignments
have the same name, the Assignments are sorted alphabetically based on the name of the Site they appear
under. Here is an example of how this appears on the Summary Pages when all the fields are included:
• Assignment Name [Site Name/Place Name] - Cluster Name
Coordinator Name
Coordinator Name
When inactive Assignments are included in the report, "(Inactive)" will appear directly after the name of inactive
Assignments.
Site name
This option sorts the Summary Pages alphabetically by the name of the Site and then alphabetically by
Assignment name underneath each Site. Here is an example of how this appears on the Summary Pages when
all the fields are included:
Site Name
• Assignment Name [Place Name] - Cluster Name
Coordinator Name
Coordinator Name
When inactive Assignments are included in the report, "(Inactive)" will appear directly after the name of inactive
Assignments.
Place name
This option sorts the Summary Page alphabetically by the name of the Place and then alphabetically by
Assignment name underneath each Place. Here is an example of how this appears on Summary Pages when all
the fields are included:
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Place Name
• Assignment Name [Site Name] - Cluster Name
Coordinator Name
Coordinator Name
When inactive Assignments are included in the report, "(Inactive)" will appear directly after the name of inactive
Assignments.
Cluster name
This option sorts the Summary Page alphabetically by the name of the Cluster and then alphabetically by
Assignment name underneath each Cluster. If the Cluster field has been renamed in your account, this option
will show whatever you have named the field. If two Assignments have the same name, the Assignments are
sorted alphabetically based on the name of the Site they appear under. Here is an example of how this appears
on the Summary Pages when all the fields are included:
Cluster
• Assignment Name [Site Name/Place Name]
Coordinator Name
Coordinator Name
When inactive Assignments are included in the report, "(Inactive)" will appear directly after the name of inactive
Assignments.
Assignment Status (Active/Inactive)
This option sorts the Summary Page into Active and Inactive statuses and then alphabetically by Assignment
name underneath each status. If two Assignments have the same name, the Assignments are sorted
alphabetically based on the name of the Site they appear under. Here is an example of how this appears on the
Summary Pages when all the fields are included:
Active
• Assignment Name [Site Name/Place Name] - Cluster Name
Coordinator Name
Coordinator Name
Inactive
• Assignment Name [Site Name/Place Name] - Cluster Name
Coordinator Name
Coordinator Name

If Description tab fields are blank:
Choose whether or not you want the report to include Assignments where the fields on the Assignment's
Description tab are blank. By default, the Description tab fields are named Duties, Qualifications and Directions,
but these may have been renamed in your account.
All three fields must be completely blank in order for that Assignment to be omitted. For example, if the
Qualifications field has text in it but the Duties and Directions fields are blank on a certain Assignment; this
Assignment will still be included on the report even if you choose to omit Assignments where the fields are blank.

Summary Pages
Choose whether or not you want the report to include Summary Pages. The Summary Pages include just the
Site, Place, Assignment and/or Cluster information, plus Coordinator names, depending on the options you
select on the Options tab and on the Fields [_______]
pg:0488 tab of the report.
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Include Coordinators
If Summary Pages are included, select whether or not you want the Coordinators name to be included under the
Assignments they are assigned to. Even if you select not to include Coordinator names on the Summary Pages,
you can still select to include Coordinator information on the Assignment Detail pages. You can learn more about
Coordinator records in Help topic 1111 [_______]
pg:0163 .
Include only the Summary Page(s) in this PDF
Check this option if you only want the Summary Pages included in the Assignment Profile report. Leaving this
option un-checked will make your Assignment Profile report include both Summary Pages and Assignment Detail
pages.
When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click the Next button to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Assignment Profile Reports)
Help topic 1193
Added or revised 05-10-2013
The
Fields
tab appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields tab to choose the fields
you want to appear in your Assignment Profile report. If you selected to only include the Summary Pages on the
Options [_______]
pg:0486 tab of the report, the Fields tab will only include the General information section because
these are the only fields included in the Summary Pages.
The Check All and Uncheck All buttons can be used to select or un-select every field on the page without
marking them individually.
General information
The General information section controls if the Site, Place and/or Cluster name fields are included in your report.
These fields appear on the Summary Pages and the Assignment Detail Pages for each assignment. So your
selections here will determine what is shown in both spots where the fields appear in the report. If you have
renamed the Cluster field in your account, this name will appear as the selection option.
The Site and Place fields are used to set the hierarchy for the Assignments in your account. You can learn more
about this in Help topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 .
The Cluster field is used to add additional tracking for Assignments across Sites and Places. If the Cluster field is
hidden in your account, or you do not have any Assignment Clusters created, the option to select this field will
not appear. You can learn more about how to setup and use Assignment Clusters in Help topic 1114 [_______].
pg:0934
Assignment tab fields
Check the fields of information about each Assignment that you want to include in your Assignment Profile
report. Help topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 has information on creating Assignments if you need help.
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The fields in the Detail section will not appear if they are set to "Hidden," or are not setup yet in your account. To
setup and un-hide these fields, select Setup from the menu, expand the Field options link, and select Assignment
tab.
Coordinator tab fields
Check the fields for the Coordinator information that you want to include. Help topic 1111 [_______]
pg:0163 has
information on adding Coordinator records if you need help.
The fields in the Coordinator relationship fields section will not appear if they are set to "Hidden," or are not setup
yet in your account. To setup and un-hide these fields, select Setup from the menu, expand the Field options
link, and select Coordinator fields. The Coordinator relationship fields appear on both the Coordinators tab of
Assignment records and on the Assignments tab of Coordinator records.
Profile tab fields
Check the fields on the Assignment Profile tab that you want included in the report.
You setup the Time Needed fields that appear on this tab by selecting Setup from the menu, expanding the Field
options link, and selecting Profile tab (for assignments). The availability fields for assignments are shared with
the availability fields for volunteers, so changing the settings on the Assignment Profile tab will also change the
settings on the volunteer Profile tab.
Characteristics are setup by following the directions in Help topic 1157 [_______].
pg:0938 The fields will appear as
options to select for your report as long as the setup options for the Characteristic field are set to have the field
appear on the Profile tab for volunteers and Assignments, or just the Assignment Profile tab. They will not appear
if the field is setup to only appear on the volunteer Profile tab.
Description tab fields
Select the fields on the Assignment Description tab that you want to have included in the report. Please note, if
these fields are blank for certain Assignments and you do not want these Assignments included on the report,
you can control whether or not they are included on the Options [_______]
pg:0486 tab of the report.
When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click the Next button to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design (Assignment Profile Reports)
Help topic 1194
Added or revised 04-12-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Assignment Profile report.
Page size
Use the dropdown list to choose the paper size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
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Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches). The largest margin that can be selected is one and one-half inches (1.5
inches). If a number larger than 1.5 is entered, the default margin is used.
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape. The default setting is
portrait.
First title line
The first title line of the Assignment Detail pages of Assignment Profile reports will always show the name of the
Assignment.
Second title line
The default selection is your organization's name. If you'd like something different to appear on the report, delete
your organization's name and type what you want to appear as the second line of the report's title.
Font name
Use the dropdown list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
The default font is Arial.
Logo & title locations
Use the dropdown list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page. The default setting has the logo on the left and the title on the right.
You may include your organization's logo if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics account setup. How
to Upload Logo Graphics [_______]
pg:1353 shows how to do this if you need help.
Body font name
Use the dropdown list to choose the font style for the text in the body of the report. The body of the report
includes all of the report content except the report title. The default font is Arial.
Lines
Your report can include lines around the borders of the report. Choose On if you want this report to include lines,
or Off if you prefer no lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing
the line graphics. The default setting is on.
You can also select the color of the lines by clicking on one of the color choices available. The default color is
black.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed. The default setting is on.
Page numbers
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Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed. The default setting is on.
When you're finished choosing the page design for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Assignment Profile Reports)
Help topic 1195
Added or revised 05-10-2013
Use the Include page to choose which Assignments the Assignment Profile report will cover.
Which Assignments do you want to include in this report?
Use the radio buttons to select the Assignments that will be included in the report. You can also select if the
report will include active and/or inactive Assignments [_______]
pg:0140 .
All Assignments
This will print the report for all Assignments in your account depending on the selections in the Active and
Inactive Assignments section.
Only include this Assignment - or Assignment(s) from this Site or Place:
Use the dropdown list to limit the report to just the Site, Place or Assignment you select. Please see Help topic
2099 [_______]
pg:0096 if you need more information on Sites, Places and Assignments.
The Assignments included will also depend on your selections in the Active and Inactive Assignments section.
Only include Assignments with this Coordinator:
Use the dropdown list to limit the report to just Assignments that are assigned to a particular Coordinator. If you
do not have any Coordinator records in your account, you will not see this option. Please see Help topic 1111
[_______]
pg:0163 if you need more information on Coordinators.
The Assignments included will also depend on your selections in the Active and Inactive Assignments section.
Only include Assignments in this Cluster:
Use the dropdown list to limit the report to just Assignments that are linked to a particular Assignment Cluster. If
the Cluster field has been renamed in your account, the name you gave to this field is shown. If you do not have
any Assignment Clusters setup in your account, you will not see this option. Please see Help topic 1114
[_______]
pg:0934 if you need more information on Assignment Clusters.
The Assignments included will also depend on your selections in the Active and Inactive Assignments section.
Active and Inactive Assignments
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Active Assignments
Check the Active checkbox if want the report to contain information for Assignments that have the Active status
in your account. The default setting is checked.
Inactive Assignments
Check the Inactive checkbox if you want the report to contain information for Assignments that have the Inactive
status [_______]
pg:0140 in your account.
When you're finished choosing the include options for your report, click the Next button to continue to the next
step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Assignment Profile Reports
Help topic 8263
Added or revised 04-17-2013
Assignment Profile reports provide a way for you to print information about the Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 you have
in your account. The finished report will have optional Summary Pages outlining the information included in the
report and/or Assignment Detail Pages for each Assignment depending on the options you choose when you
create the report. The Assignment Profile reports are currently only available in PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format.
Summary Pages
Here is an example of how the Summary Pages of your report may look. The layout of your Summary Pages
may appear different depending on how you select to sort the report and the fields you select to include. You can
find out more about selecting the options for the Summary Pages, and how they will appear depending on your
selections, in Help topic 1192 [_______]
pg:0486 .
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Assignment Detail Pages
Your report may also have Assignment Detail Pages that show more information about each Assignment. Here is
an example of how an Assignment Detail page may appear. You can find out more about how to include different
fields of information in your report in Help topic 1193 [_______]
pg:0488 .
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Create a custom Assignment Profile Report
To create a custom [_______]
pg:0467 Assignment Profile report, please follow these steps:
1. Select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the "Assignment profile" link.
3. Select "Create a new assignment profile report."
4. Select how you would like your report arranged and the options for Summary Pages on the Options tab. You
can find out more about the settings on this tab in Help topic 1192 [_______]
pg:0486 .
5. Select the fields of information you want in the report on the Fields tab. You can find out more about the
settings on this tab in Help topic 1193 [_______]
pg:0488 .
6. Select page layout options for your report on the Page Design tab. You can find out more about the settings
on this tab in Help topic 1194 [_______]
pg:0489 .
7. Select which assignments you want the report to include on the Include tab. You can find out more about the
settings on this tab in Help topic 1195 [_______]
pg:0491 .
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8. Save and name the report on the Save tab before running it. Help topic 2133 [_______]
pg:0453 explains more about
the settings on this tab.
Your finished report will appear on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics Mailbox.
Stock Assignment Profile Reports
The Assignment Profile reports come with three stock [_______]
pg:0595 reports designed to meet common needs. You
can print stock reports by selecting the name of the report and then clicking the Print it button. If the stock report
almost meets your needs but you would like to modify it slightly, click the Clone it button to "spin off" a copy of
the report. Or, you can create a custom report by following the steps in the Create a custom Assignment Profile
Report section above.
Assignment Description Sheets (stock) Details [_______]
pg:0670

Assignment List (stock) Details [_______]
pg:0671
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Coordinator Contact List (stock) Details [_______]
pg:0672
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Navigate to Assignment Detail Pages with Bookmarks
When your Assignment Profile report includes Assignment Detail Pages and is opened using Adobe Reader
[_______]
pg:0449 , you can use Adobe's Bookmarks feature to go directly to the Assignment Detail page for a particular
assignment.
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Most web browsers open PDF files using Adobe Reader by default. However, the Google Chrome browser
opens PDF files using a built-in viewer instead of Adobe Reader. This means you will either need to save the
files to your local computer and open them from there using Adobe Reader, or disable the built-in viewer so files
open with Adobe Reader. Help topic 2176 [_______]
pg:1606 has information on how to do this under the "Chrome will
not open PDF documents from the Volgistics mailbox" heading.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Options (Award Reports)
Help topic 1065
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The Options page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this
Options page to customize the structure of an Awards report.

List volunteers who are:
The Options page lets system operators choose to include eligible volunteers and/or volunteers with any or all of
the Notation entries defined for Award dates (for example, "Nominated" or "Presented").
Eligible (meet the award criteria)
Choose this option if your Award report should include the volunteers who currently meet the eligibility criteria
defined during the initial Award setup [_______]
pg:0909 process.
Any specific Notations your organization applies to Award dates will be listed here as well. Mark the box for any
of the Award date Notations to list volunteers with that Notation.

Sort volunteers by:
Name
Choose this option to sort volunteers alphabetically by name under each Award.
Number
Choose this option to sort volunteers by (ascending) volunteer number under each Award.

Other options:
Blank row after each volunteer
Mark this option to increase the white space in a report by inserting a blank row after each volunteer.
Include volunteer counts for each award
Choose this option to generate the number of volunteers listed for each Award.
Start a new page for each award
Choose this option to begin a separate page for each Award.

When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Fields (Award Reports)
Help topic 1084
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to
choose the fields you want to appear on an Awards report.
Mark the boxes next to each field you want to appear on the Awards report for each volunteer. Your report will
include a column for each item you select. For example, if an organization needed to see only the names of
volunteers listed for each Award, the system operator creating the report would mark only the boxes for name
fields. If, however, an organization also wanted to see each volunteer's Status and Flags, they would additionally
mark the Status and Flags field boxes on the Fields page.
Since each field becomes a report column, fields should be chosen sparingly. If more columns than can fit legibly
from left to right on a page are included, Volgistics automatically extends the report to additional pages right
before starting the next page down.
When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Award Reports)
Help topic 1090
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers you want to include in this Awards report. You can also choose the
report's file format (PDF or Excel) on this page.
What format do you want for this report?
You can choose to create this report as either an Adobe PDF file, or as an Excel spread sheet file. Use this
control to make this choice.
Choose "PDF" if you would like your report returned to you as an Adobe 'portable document' file. You can use
Adobe reader to view and print your report.
Choose "Excel" if you would like your report returned to you as an Excel spread sheet file. You can use Microsoft
Excel (or other spread sheet programs) to view and print the report.

Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
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These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers you specify using the
following controls: (uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want
this report to include only the tagged volunteers).
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, then check the Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you
check, then check Sites you want to include.
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Set
Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want this report to include only the volunteers in a
certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page design (Award Reports)
Help topic 1121
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Awards report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper or envelope size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.
Fit to page
When you check Fit to page Volgistics will attempt to fit all of your report onto a single page across. Reports will
still extend to additional pages if Volgistics cannot fit all of the report content onto a single page using the
smallest legible font.
First title line
Second title line
Type what you want to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages if the report supports
page breaks and you selected page breaks for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a Site Level Operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters Site
for use by all Sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a Site Level Operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports which are printed by Site Level Operators to include the Site name.
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This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Add Set name
If you print this report for different Sets [_______]
pg:0863 of volunteers you can optionally make the name of the Set
[_______]
pg:0858 you're printing appear in the report title by checking this checkbox.
Do not check this checkbox if you never want Set names to appear as part of the report title when you print this
report for specific Sets of volunteers.
Font name
Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
First title font size
Second title font size
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down lists to choose the font size (in points) for
the first and second title line lines.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo on selected reports if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics
account setup.
Body font name
Body font size
Use the drop down lists to choose the font style and font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The
body of the report includes all of the report content except the report title.
If you also select Fit to page, Volgistics may adjust the size of the body font so the report will fit onto one page
across.
Lines
Column style reports can include lines around the border of the report and between report columns. Lines often
make column oriented reports easier to read. Choose On if you want this report to include lines, or Off if you
prefer no lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing the line
graphics.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed.
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Corner index
Reports that list volunteers alphabetically can include an index in the lower right corner of each page that shows
you which last names appear on that page, alphabetically. This makes it easier to locate particular volunteers by
name on reports that includes multiple pages. For example, a page that begins with "Bailey, George" and ends
with "Cabot, Anita" might have a corner index of B-Ca, indicating that the page includes all of the volunteers
whose last names fall within B and Ca alphabetically.
Choose On if you want this corner index printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
this corner index printed.

When you're finished choosing the page design for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Awards Reports
Help topic 8272
Added or revised 03-19-2013
Awards reports are sorted by award. For each Award you have setup in Volgistics, this report lists the volunteers
who are eligible for (or who have received) each award, followed by any fields of information you choose to
include from the volunteer record.
These are examples of the stock [_______]
pg:0595 Awards report, however you can create many other report varieties
from this format.
pg:0659
Award eligibility (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0660
Presented awards (stock) Details [_______]
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To create a new Awards report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on "Awards," and then click on "Create a new awards report."
3. Customize your report using the Options, Fields, Page Design, and Include windows.
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Options (Excel Reports)
Help topic 1078
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this Options page
to customize the structure of a Excel spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513 report.
Sort by
Choose the way you would like to organize the volunteer information in your Excel spread sheet report.
Volunteer name
Choose Volunteer name if you want to see information to be listed alphabetically by volunteer last name.
Volunteer number
Choose Volunteer number if you want to see volunteer information listed by (ascending) volunteer number.

Include column headings
Check the 'Include column headings' box to include the field name as a column heading in the worksheet's first
row.
Include volunteer names in 'child' records
If this option is not checked, any worksheets other than the "Master" worksheet will identify information by
volunteer number rather than volunteer name, regardless of the system operator's selection on the Options page.
Choose this option to display volunteer names in a column in 'child' records.
Only include non-archived volunteer records
Select this option if you would like the spread sheet to include only volunteer records that have
pg:0507 for the report to specify which non-archived volunteer records
not been archived. Use the Include tab [_______]
should be included.
Only include archived volunteer records
Select this option if you would like the spread sheet to include only volunteer records that
pg:0507 for the report to specify which archived volunteer records
are currently archived. Use the Include tab [_______]
should be included.
Include non-archived and archived volunteer records
Select this option if you would like the spread sheet to include
both volunteer records that are not currently archived and those that are currently archived. Use the Include tab
[_______]
pg:0507 for the report to specify which volunteer records should be included.

When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Fields (Excel Reports)
Help topic 1085
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The
Fields
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to choose the
fields you want to appear on this Excel spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513 report.
Mark the boxes next to each field you want to appear on the Excel spread sheet report for each volunteer. Your
report will include a column for each item you select. For example, if an organization needed to see only the
names of volunteers included in the report, the system operator creating the report would mark only the boxes for
name fields. If, however, an organization also wanted to see all of the information stored on each volunteer's
Profile tab, they would additionally mark each of the field boxes in the Profile tab section on the report's Fields
page.
Since each field becomes a report column, fields should be chosen sparingly. If more columns than can fit legibly
from left to right on a page are included, Volgistics automatically extends the report to additional pages right
before starting the next page down.
When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Excel Reports)
Help topic 1091
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The
Include
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the Include page to
choose which volunteers you want to include in this Excel spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513 report.
Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
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Check this checkbox if you want the report to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers you specify using the
following controls: (uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want
this report to include only the tagged volunteers).
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, then check the Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you
check, then check Sites you want to include.
Set
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Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want this report to include only the volunteers in a
certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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What's Inside an Excel Spread Sheet File
Help topic 2165
Added or revised 06-09-2016
When you use the Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 reports to create a spreadsheet file, Volgistics produces and
returns a standard Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (XLSX) file to your Volgistics In Box [_______]
pg:0303 . What's inside this
file will depend on which stock report [_______]
pg:0595 you use, or which fields [_______]
pg:0940 you select if you create a
custom [_______]
pg:0467 spreadsheet report. You also choose which volunteer records appear in your spreadsheet. For
example, you might include all of your volunteers, or just certain ones, depending on your needs. You select
which volunteer information is on the report on the Include tab [_______]
pg:0507 when you run the report.
Spreadsheet files store information in rows and columns. The spreadsheet files you create using the Excel
spreadsheet report have a row for each volunteer record and one column for each field you include. The
spreadsheet shown below is an example. Each row contains the record for a different volunteer, and each
column contains a different field. The first column contains the volunteer's Last name, the second column their
First name, and so forth.

Some of the spreadsheets you create using the Excel spreadsheet report may have multiple worksheets. When
a spreadsheet has more than one worksheet, you'll see tabs for selecting the different worksheets near the
bottom of the page as shown here:

The reason for these additional worksheets is that they provide a way for the report to hold more information.
Some of the information you may track in Volgistics – such as volunteer service – is stored in multiple "records."
For example, a volunteer who has 50 service entries [_______]
pg:1581 has 50 service "records" in the database.
Different volunteers typically have different quantities of service records. Some may have just few, while others
may have hundreds or thousands.
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When one volunteer can have multiple records, we call these types of records "child" records. In the Excel
spreadsheet reports, child records are placed on their own worksheet. In the example pictured above, there is a
Master worksheet and additional worksheets for Sites, Flags, Availability, etc. because these are types of
records where a volunteer can have more than one piece of information associated with the field.
The Master worksheet always contains the volunteer's core information such as their name and address. If your
spreadsheet only includes this kind of core information, no additional worksheets appear. If your spreadsheet
includes fields for any of the following kinds of records, you'll have a separate worksheet for each:
Flags
Availability
Checklists
Dates
Characteristics
Preferences
Assignments
Service
Mandates
Schedule
Regular Schedule
Contacts
Notes
When records appear on their own worksheet, the first column of these additional worksheets always contains
the volunteer record number [_______]
pg:1856 as shown here:
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You can use this number to identify which volunteer record the information is for. It's often easier to have the
volunteer's name appear, though. To do this, select Include volunteer names in 'child' records on the Options tab
[_______]
pg:0506 when you create the report [_______]
pg:0467 . If you are running a stock report [_______],
pg:0595 clone the report to
add this option. When the option to include names is selected, the name fields will appear on the additional
worksheets as shown here:
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Excel Spreadsheet Reports
Help topic 8261
Added or revised 10-07-2016
Use Excel Spreadsheet reports to create spreadsheet files that contain some or all of your volunteer information.
You receive spreadsheet files on the In Box tab [_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics Mailbox, the same way you do other
reports. You can open Excel spreadsheet files in Microsoft Excel (using Excel97 or later), or any other programs
that support the current XLS file format.
With Excel spreadsheet files you can
• Modify, format, or add information and then print from Excel or other programs that use the XLS file format
• Include information from your spreadsheet in other word processing or Microsoft Office documents
• Save copies of your information on your own computer as an external backup [_______]
pg:0461
• Transfer volunteer information to other kinds of programs
When you create new Excel spreadsheet reports, you choose the fields and the volunteers you want the
spreadsheet to include. As with other reports, you can save your custom spreadsheet reports for use again later.
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In addition to the ability to customize your own spreadsheet files, Volgistics provides the following
[_______]
pg:0595 spreadsheet outputs.
Details [_______]
pg:0658

All volunteer information (stock)

Names and addresses (stock)

stock

Details [_______]
pg:0655

Names and email addresses (stock)

Details [_______]
pg:0654

Names and pending awards (stock)

Details [_______]
pg:0657
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Names, addresses and phone numbers (stock)

Details [_______]
pg:0656

To create a new Excel spreadsheet report:
1. Choose Print from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Click "Excel spreadsheet," and then click on "Create a new Excel spreadsheet report."
3. Customize your report using the Options, Fields, and Include windows.
When you reach the Save window you can either save your report without printing it (by clicking the Save button)
or save your report and print it now (by clicking the Save and Print button). Retrieve your printed report from
your Volgistics Mailbox.
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Options (Label Reports)
Help topic 1062
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this Options page
to customize the structure of an Labels [_______]
pg:0523 report.
Sort labels by
Choose Last name if you want your labels sorted by the last name of the volunteer.
Choose Zip or post code if you want the labels sorted by the zip or post code in the volunteer's address. If you're
preparing a bulk mailing you can choose to sort your labels by zip or post code. This makes it easier to organize
the mailing according to the postal standards for bulk mail.
Choose Volunteer number if you want the labels sorted by volunteer PIN.
Other options
Print count and date on the first label
Select this option if you want the report to show the number of labels printed. The first label will be used to show
the label count, as well as the date and time the labels were printed.
Print lines along the edge of labels
Choose this option if you want the report to include a printed line around the edge of each label. Use this option if
you're printing to plain paper to check label alignment before printing on your actual label sheets.

When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Label Reports)
Help topic 1079
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The
Fields
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to choose the
fields you want to appear on this Labels [_______]
pg:0523 report.
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Fixed text
If certain text should be printed on the top row of each label in your Labels report, enter it in the "Print this text on
the first row of every label:" field. For instance, you could print labels that all have "Super Volunteer" on the first
line. These labels would look like this:
Super Volunteer
George Bailey
123 Sycamore Street
Bedford Falls, IN 12345
Then choose which fields from the volunteer record should be included in the report for each volunteer. Mark the
box next to the name of each field that should be included on the Labels.
When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Label Reports)
Help topic 1087
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The
Include
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the Include page to
choose which volunteers you want to include in this Labels [_______]
pg:0523 report.
Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers you specify using the
following controls: (uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want
this report to include only the tagged volunteers).
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include.
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Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, then check the Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you
check, then check Sites you want to include.
Set
Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want this report to include only the volunteers in a
certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Page Design (Label Reports)
Help topic 1122
Added or revised 03-19-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use these options on
the Page Design page to customize the size and arrangement of labels on this Labels report:
Avery® label number
Labels are formatted for printing on laser or ink jet printer label sheets. If you're using Avery brand label sheets,
or label sheets that list the comparable Avery stock number, select the stock number of the label sheets you
intend to print on. If you do not know the stock number of your labels, or your stock number is not listed, choose
'Unknown or different brand.'
Font name
Choose the font you want to use for the text on your labels.
Font size
Choose the font size in points for the font used on your labels.
Fit to label
Depending on the size of label you're printing to, the font size you choose, and the amount of text to be printed
on a particular label, it is possible that some text may extend beyond the right edge of the label. Normally, text
that will not fit on a label is truncated to prevent it from overprinting the adjacent label.
Check this option if you want the report to attempt to make all of the text fit on the label. It does this be choosing
a smaller font size for the labels where the text is too wide. Note that in some cases, the label text could still be
too wide even at the smallest legible font. In these cases the excess text is still truncated.
Margin around edge of individual labels
Your labels can include a small margin around the edge of each label. Enter the size you want this margin to be,
in inches (or fraction of an inch). For example, enter 0.1 if you want a margin that is 1/10th of an inch wide. This
margin appears along all four sides of your labels.
What style of label sheet will you print on?
The following Page Design options appear only if you choose "Unknown or different brand" in the Avery stock
number field. You can use these options to tailor your report to fit the dimensions and layout of the label sheets
you intend to print on.
Page size
Choose the page size of your label sheets.
How many labels are in each row across the page?
Enter the number of labels there are in each row across the page.
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How many labels are in each column down the page?
Enter the number of labels there are in each column down the page.
Side margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the width of the margin between the left edge of the sheet and the first
column of labels.
Top margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between the top edge of the sheet and the top of
the first row of labels.
Margin between label columns:
If your label sheets have more than one column of labels, enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the width of the
margin between each column of labels. If there is no space between columns, enter zero.
Margin between label rows
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between each row of labels. If there is no space
between rows, enter zero.
Bottom margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between the bottom edge of the sheet, and the
bottom of the last row of labels.

When you're finished choosing the Page Design for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Creating a Custom Labels Report
Help topic 1154
Added or revised 01-29-2008
If you find that label text is not properly aligned when printing a labels report, the first step is to turn off page
scaling in Adobe Reader [_______].
pg:0522 If alignment issues remain unresolved after following this procedure, you
can create a custom label report that gives you full control over margins and spacing. You can use such a report
to "nudge" the labels up, down, left or right as required.
To setup a custom label report:
1. Select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on Address labels and then click on "Create a new address labels report."
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3. On the Options page, under Print address labels for: choose "Volunteers" and any other options you prefer.
Then click the Next button.
4. On the Fields page select the desired name format for your labels and then click the Next button.
5. On the Page Design page [_______]
pg:0478 change the Avery label number selection to "Unknown or different brand"
(at the top of the list of label numbers). This expands the Page Design page to give you full control over the label
placement on the page.
6. Click the Next button on the Page design page to advance to the Include page.
7. On the Include page just click Next to advance to the "Save" page.
8. On the "Save" page, enter a name for your custom label sheet (e.g. "My Labels"), and then click the Save and
Print button to Print the report.
-You now have a custom label report you can adjust as necessary to suit your printer and your labels.
Try printing your labels again using this new report. If the alignment is still not what you need, you can tweak the
alignment of your labels by modifying the report to move the label left, right, up or down.
To make an adjustment to your label alignment:
1. Select Print from the menu.
2. Click on Address labels and then click on the name of the report you created above (e.g. "My Labels").
3. Click the Page Design tab. The Page Design page [_______]
pg:0478 is where you can adjust the label alignment.
Make any adjustment you would like:
- Use the "Side margin" field to increase or decrease the space from the left side of the label sheet to the left side
of the first label column.
- Use the "Top margin" field to increase or decrease the space from the top of your label sheet to the top of the
first label row.
- Use the "Margin between label columns" field to increase or decrease the vertical space from the right side of
the first label column to the left side of the second label column. If your labels do not have space between them,
this setting would be 0.00.
- Use the "Margin between label rows" field to increase or decrease the horizontal space from the bottom on the
first label row to the top of the second label row. If there is no space between your label rows, this setting would
be 0.00.
- Use the "Bottom margin" field to increase or decrease the space from the bottom of the last label row to the
bottom of the label sheet.
4. Once you're finished making your adjustment click the Save tab and save your report.
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Label Text Alignment
Help topic 2119
Added or revised 10/24/2013
Like other Volgistics reports, you receive label reports as Adobe Reader PDF files [_______]
pg:0449 , and you print your
labels from these PDF files using Adobe Reader. If you find that your label text is not properly aligned when you
print these reports, disable 'page scaling' in Adobe Reader. To do this in Adobe Reader 9 or earlier:
1. From your Volgistics Mailbox, click on the label report you want to print. This opens Adobe Reader and
displays the report on the screen.
2. In Adobe Reader, click the Printer icon (or choose Print from the Adobe Reader File menu). This opens a
'Print' dialog box.
3a. If you are using Adobe Reader 9 or lower, locate the 'Page Handling' box and then set the Page Scaling
selection to 'None,' as shown here:

3b. If you are using Adobe Reader X or higher, under "Page Sizing & Handling" click 'Size' and select 'Actual
size', as shown here:
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4. Click the 'OK' or 'Print' button.
If this does not result in proper text alignment on the label, check these things:
1. Double check to be sure you selected the correct Avery® label number on the Page Design tab of the report if
you're using Avery brand labels, or if your label manufacturer provides the comparable Avery stock number. If
you're not using Avery labels or you're not sure of the Avery® label number, be sure you've selected "Unknown
or different brand" as the Avery® label number, and then double check your label page dimensions on the Page
Design tab.
2. In rare cases there are compatibility issues with Adobe Reader and certain printer driver software versions that
cause text alignment problems. Adobe provides more information about this, and additional support for Adobe
Reader at Adobe Reader Support.

Labels Reports
Help topic 8260
Added or revised 12-11-2007
Use Label reports to print specialized labels that include information from your volunteer records. These reports
work with sheet fed labels or index cards for laser or ink jet printers.
Labels reports may include any information from volunteer records, such as their name, Status, Type, Flags,
Service statistics, or any other field of information. These kinds of specialty labels are useful for tasks such as
labeling pre-printed volunteer time sheets, volunteer registration packets, or even index cards.
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If you need simple mailing labels for volunteers, use an Address labels [_______]
pg:0483 report instead.
Note: Depending on the number and type of fields you add to Labels reports, the size of the labels or index
cards you're printing on, and the font size you choose; some volunteers may have more information than will fit
on a card or label. Rather than overprinting the next label the report truncates any data that will not fit. Use labels
or index cards of sufficient size for the amount of information you intend to include.
Stock Label reports:
pg:0643
File folder labels (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0644
Labels with Assignments (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0646
Labels with Flags (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0648
Labels with Life Hours (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0650
Labels with Schedules (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0652
Labels with Type (stock) Details [_______]
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To create a new Labels report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on "Labels," and then click on "Create a new Labels report."
3. Customize your report using the Options, Fields, Page Design, and Include windows.
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Options (Name Tag Reports)
Help topic 1077
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Options page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this
Options page to customize the structure of a Name Tags report.
Print name tags for
Name tags can be printed for volunteers, coordinators, and any kind of contact tracked on the Contacts tab
[_______]
pg:1829 in the volunteer record. Mark the box next to the category or categories of people for whom name tags
should be printed.
Other options
Print count and date on the first label
By checking this option, the number of labels included in the report and the date and time the report was printed
will be indicated on the first label in the report.
Print lines along edge of labels
To include border lines along the edge of labels, choose this option.

When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Name Tag Reports)
Help topic 1081
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to
choose the field arrangement you want for this Name Tags report.
Your message:
Use this field to enter any text that should appear at the top of each name tag. If there is no need to include text
on the top of the name tags, this field can be left blank.
Then choose which information should be displayed in the center of the name tag. The field options for this
location of the name tag include the following: First name only; Nickname, First name if Nickname is blank, and
First name and Last name.
Finally choose which information should be displayed in the lowest section of the name tag. Options include:
First name Last name; Last name only; Title First name Last name, or Omit this line.

When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
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Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Name Tag Reports)
Help topic 1088
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers you want to include in this Name tags report.
Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers you specify using the
following controls: (uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want
this report to include only the tagged volunteers).
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
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Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, then check the Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you
check, then check Sites you want to include.
Set
Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want this report to include only the volunteers in a
certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design (Name Tag Reports)
Help topic 1124
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use these options on
the Page Design page to customize the size and arrangement of labels on this Name Tags report:
Avery® label number
Name tags are formatted for printing on laser or ink jet printer label sheets. If you're using Avery brand label
sheets, or label sheets that list the comparable Avery stock number, select the stock number of the label sheets
you intend to print on. If you do not know the stock number of your labels, or your stock number is not listed,
choose 'Unknown or different brand.'
Font name
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Choose the font you want to use for the text on your name tags.
Font size
Choose the font size in points for the font used on your name tags.
Fit to label
Depending on the size of label you're printing to, the font size you choose, and the amount of text to be printed
on a particular label, it is possible that some text may extend beyond the right edge of the name tag. Normally,
text that will not fit on a label is truncated to prevent it from overprinting the adjacent label.
Check this option if you want the report to attempt to make all of the text fit on the label. It does this be choosing
a smaller font size for the labels where the text is too wide. Note that in some cases, the label text could still be
too wide even at the smallest legible font. In these cases the excess text is still truncated.
Margin around edge of individual labels
Your name tags can include a small margin around the edge of each label. Enter the size you want this margin to
be, in inches (or fraction of an inch). For example, enter 0.1 if you want a margin that is 1/10th of an inch wide.
This margin appears along all four sides of your labels.
What style of label sheet will you print on?
The following Page Design options appear only if you choose "Unknown or different brand" in the Avery stock
number field. You can use these options to tailor your report to fit the dimensions and layout of the label sheets
you intend to print on.
Page size
Choose the page size of your label sheets.
How many labels are in each row across the page?
Enter the number of labels there are in each row across the page.
How many labels are in each column down the page?
Enter the number of labels there are in each column down the page.
Side margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the width of the margin between the left edge of the sheet and the first
column of labels.
Top margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between the top edge of the sheet and the top of
the first row of labels.
Margin between label columns:
If your label sheets have more than one column of labels, enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the width of the
margin between each column of labels. If there is no space between columns, enter zero.
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Margin between label rows
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between each row of labels. If there is no space
between rows, enter zero.
Bottom margin
Enter, in inches (or fraction of an inch), the height of the margin between the bottom edge of the sheet, and the
bottom of the last row of labels.

When you're finished choosing the Page Design for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Name Tags Reports
Help topic 8265
Added or revised 05-19-2016
Name Tags reports are designed to print name tags for your volunteers [_______]
pg:1849 or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 .
The reports are generated in PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format and use the Avery 5395 format by default. This allows you to
print the name tags on an ink jet or laser printer by using sheet fed name tag templates.
Here are examples of the stock [_______]
pg:0595 Name Tags reports:
pg:0677
Coordinator Name Tags (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0675
Volunteer Name Tags (stock) Details [_______]
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You can also customize the reports to have different font sizes or styles, margins, fields of information, or
greeting message. Name tags reports can also be run for any of the records on the volunteer's Contacts tab such
as emergency contacts [_______].
pg:1829 To customize a stock report, click the Clone it button after you select the
name of the report from the Print menu.
Or you can create a custom Name Tags report from scratch by:
1. Select Print from the menu.
2. Expand the Name tags link.
3. Select Create a new name tags report.
4. Go through each of the tabs and select the options you want.
5. Save the report on the Save tab.
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Fields (Schedule Reports)
Help topic 1037
Added or revised 04-04-2016
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to
choose the fields you want to appear on a Schedule report.
Top instructions
Use the Top instructions field to enter any directions or comments that should appear at the top of the page
before each schedule in the report. These directions will be included on each page that starts a new report
section.
In many cases, the Schedule report will be used to create a printable version of the schedule to give to
volunteers or Coordinators. The Top instructions field provides a convenient way to list contact information or
remind volunteers of your organization's policies.

Schedule fields
Choose the information fields you want to appear in the cell for each schedule entry.
Name format
Choose the format you'd like for how volunteer names will be listed.
Volunteer information
Use this section to select the volunteer information that you want to appear for each schedule entry. This section
does not appear when Volunteer is selected in the Group schedules by section of the Options [_______]
pg:0542 tab. It
will also not appear if Print unfilled openings only is selected on the Options tab.
Print the selected volunteer information along with each schedule entry
Choose this option if you want the selected information to be listed in each schedule entry or cell where the
volunteer's name appears. Selecting this will make the schedule appear more crowded depending on how many
fields are checked. If you will be including more than two or three fields, the option to print the information in list
format will make the schedule more readable.
Print the selected volunteer information in a list below each schedule for each volunteer who appears on the
schedule
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Choose this option if you want the selected information to be listed underneath of the schedule. This option is
recommended if you will be including more than two fields because it will make the schedule more readable.
Fields
Mark the boxes next to each field tracked in the volunteer record that should appear on the Schedule report for
each volunteer. When the schedule entry option is selected above, your report will include a line in each
schedule entry for each item you select. When the list option is selected above, your report will include a column
for each item you select.
Because the number of fields selected affects the readability of the schedule, we recommend that they be
chosen sparingly. For example, if you select the list format and a large number of fields are selected, the column
width will be narrowed to fit all of the columns on the page. This causes the information in the columns to be hard
to read.
Substitute List
You can include a list of volunteers who are available to substitute. This is beneficial so volunteers and
Coordinators can quickly see who is available in case they cannot make a scheduled shift. When a substitute for
an assignment is found, you will need to either remove the original volunteer from the schedule and replace them
with the substitute, or use substitute tracking [_______]
pg:0745 to change the schedule.
This section does not appear when Volunteer is selected in the Group schedules by section of the Options
[_______]
pg:0542 tab.
Include substitute lists
Check this box to if you want a list of substitutes to appear underneath the schedule.
Substitute list heading
By default, the heading for this section will appear as "Substitute volunteers." If you want a different heading to
be used, change the information in this field to what you'd like the heading to be.
Check the role(s) that represent substitute volunteers
Check the Roles [_______]
pg:0103 in the assignment you want volunteers to have in order to appear on the substitute
list. These volunteers may or may not be scheduled for the assignment already because having a Role in the
assignment is not the same thing as being scheduled for it. Please see help topic 1185 [_______]
pg:0193 for more
information on this.
Substitute list instructions
Use the Substitute list instructions field to enter any directions or comments that should appear at the top of the
substitute list for each Site, Place, Assignment or Cluster.
In many cases, the Schedule report will be used to create a printable version of the schedule to give to
volunteers or Coordinators. The Substitute list instructions field provides a convenient way to remind volunteers
to find a substitute if they are unable to make a scheduled shift and to let the appropriate people in your
organization know.
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Include these fields for each substitute
Mark the boxes next to each field tracked in the volunteer record that should appear on the list for substitute
volunteers. Your report will include a column for each item you select.
Because the number of fields selected affects the readability of the list, we recommend that they be chosen
sparingly. For example, if you select a large number of fields, the column width will be narrowed to fit all of the
columns on the page. This causes the information in the columns to be hard to read.
Sort the substitute list by
Use these settings to choose how your substitute list is arranged. You can choose to have the list sorted by
"Name," "Randomly," "Life hours, least to most," or "Life hours, most to least." It is useful to control how the list is
arranged because substitutes at the top of the list are most likely to be called first. So arranging the list
"Randomly" will prevent one group of volunteers from getting called more than others. Similarly, if you choose to
arrange the list "Life hours, least to most," volunteers who do not serve as often will most likely be called first.
This can help prevent "burn out" among your volunteers.
Note: If this option appears grayed out or disabled, there are no volunteers in your database that have the
selected Roles in the assignments the schedule covers.
Coordinator List
You can include a list of Coordinators for each Site, Place or Assignment section on the schedule. Coordinator
records are usually used to designate staff or volunteers who oversee certain assignments. You can find out
more about this in help topic 1111 [_______]
pg:0163 . This is beneficial so volunteers can quickly find contact information
for the Coordinator(s).
This section does not appear when Volunteer is selected in the Group schedules by section of the Options
[_______]
pg:0542 tab.
Include Coordinator lists
Check this box to if you want a list of Coordinators to appear underneath of the schedule.
Coordinator list heading
By default, the heading for this section will appear as "Coordinators." If you want a different heading to be used,
change the information in this field to what you'd like the heading to be.
Coordinator list instructions
Use the Coordinator list instructions field to enter any directions or comments that should appear at the top of the
Coordinator list for each Site, Place, Assignment or Cluster.
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In many cases, the Schedule report will be used to create a printable version of the schedule to give to
volunteers. The Coordinator list instructions field provides a convenient way to provide additional information to
volunteers.

Include these fields for each Coordinator
Mark the boxes next to each field tracked in the Coordinator record that should appear on the list. Your report will
include a column for each item you select.
Because the number of fields selected affects the readability of the list, we recommend that they be chosen
sparingly. For example, if you select a large number of fields, the column width will be narrowed to fit all of the
columns on the page. This causes the information in the columns to be hard to read.
Statistics
Use these selections to include statistics for your schedule. Statistics will be broken down according to the
choices in the Group schedule by section of the Options [_______]
pg:0542 tab. For example, if All together is selected,
the statistics will be listed for the entire schedule. If Site & Place is selected, statistics will be listed for the
schedule for each Place. Or if Cluster is selected, statistics will be listed for each Cluster.
This section does not appear when Volunteer is selected in the Group schedules by section of the Options
[_______]
pg:0542 tab.
Number of unfilled openings
Check this option if you want to include the number of unfilled openings for the schedule or schedule section.
Number of filled schedule entries
Check this option if you want to include the number of filled openings for the schedule or schedule section.
Unduplicated count of scheduled volunteers
Check this option if you want to include a count for the number of volunteers listed on the schedule or schedule
section. An unduplicated volunteer count means a volunteer scheduled for two or more assignments in the
section will only be counted once. For more information on unduplicated volunteer counts, see help topic 2115
[_______]
pg:0452 .
Print these statistics only (without the schedule)
Check this option if you want the report to only list the statistics. The report will not include the volunteers
scheduled, or the substitute and/or Coordinator lists. With this option, only the Top instructions and Bottom
instructions fields will be listed along with the statistic fields selected.
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Bottom instructions
Use the Bottom instructions field to enter any directions or comments that should appear at the bottom of each
schedule in the report.
In many cases, the Schedule report will be used to create a printable version of the schedule to give to
volunteers or Coordinators. The Bottom instructions field provides a convenient way to list reminder messages
for volunteers.

When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Schedule Reports)
Help topic 1038
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The options that appear on the Include tab for Schedule reports will vary depending on what is selected in the
"Group schedules by" and "Format" sections of the Options tab. To learn about the choices available on the
Options tab, please see help topic 1039 [_______].
pg:0542
Which assignments do you want to include schedules for?
This option will only appear if you have "Site," "Site & Place," or "Site, Place & Assignment" selected in the
"Group schedules by" section of the Options tab. If you have any of the other options selected, you will not see
the ability to include just certain assignments.
All active assignments
This will print the report for all assignments in your account that have the Active Status. Inactive Assignments
[_______]
pg:0140 will not be included.
Only include
This will limit the report to just the Site, Place or Assignment you select from the dropdown list. Please see help
topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 if you need more information on Sites, Places and Assignments.
What month do you want to print the schedule for?
This option will appear when you select the "Monthly calendar" option in the Format section on the Options tab.
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This month
Select this option if you want to print the report for the current month.
Next month
Select this option if you want to print the report for the next calendar month.
Dropdown List
Select this option to choose a specific month and year.
Print the schedule starting with the XXXXXX in . . ."
This option will appear when you select the "Weekly calendar" option in the Format section on the Options tab.
The settings work in relation with the day of the week you select for the report to start with on the Options tab.
For example, if you select to have the report start with Saturdays, but use the "The week of" option to select a
date that is a Tuesday, the report will cover the Saturday through Friday period for the Saturday immediately
after the Tuesday that is selected.
This week
Select this option if you want to print the report for the most current seven day period starting with the weekday
selected as the starting day on the Options tab. The dates that will be included on the report appear in
parenthesis.
Next week
Select this option if you want to print the report for the next seven day period starting with the weekday selected
as the starting day on the Options tab. The dates that will be included on the report appear in parenthesis.
The week of
Select this option to select a specific week for the report to include starting with the weekday selected as the
starting day on the Options tab.
Which days do you want to print the schedule for?
This option appears when you select the "Daily list" option in the Format section on the Options tab.
Today
Select this option if you want to print the report for today's date.
Tomorrow
Select this option if you want to print the report for tomorrow's date.
The day after tomorrow
Select this option if you want to print the report for the date two days from today's date.
Every day starting with:
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Select the dates you want included in the report using the drop down tables. The report will include both dates
selected as well as all dates in between.
Which volunteers do you want to include in this schedule?
These options will only appear if you have "Volunteer" selected in the "Group schedules by" section of the
Options tab. Use these fields if you want to limit the volunteers included on this report to just the selected
volunteers.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1538 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include schedules for the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include schedules for all of the volunteers you specify using the
fields listed below. If you want this report to include service for all volunteers, be sure to check this checkbox.
Uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox, and you want this report to include
only schedules for the tagged volunteers.
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include schedules for volunteers regardless of what their current Status
[_______]
pg:1832 is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only schedules for volunteers whose current Status is one
of those you check, then check the Statuses you want to include. With this selection the report will not include all
volunteers scheduled, but only the volunteers whose Status matches the Status checkboxes you have checked.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include. With this selection the report will not include all volunteers scheduled,
but only the volunteers whose Type is one of those you have checked.
The Type [_______]
pg:0212 field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as "adult," "junior," "student," "regular," "occasional," "auxiliary," and so
forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
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Flags
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer schedules regardless of what Flags appear on their Core
tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer schedules for volunteers who have at least
one of the Flags you check, then check the Flags you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all volunteer schedules, but only the schedules for volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
have checked.
Choose All of these if you want this report to include only volunteer schedules for volunteers who have all of the
Flags you check, then check the Flags you want to include. With this selection the report will not include a
volunteer's schedule unless all of the Flags you check appear on his or her record.
Choose Not any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who do not have any of the Flags
selected on their record. A volunteer's schedule will only appear on the report if they do not have any of the Flags
selected.
Flags [_______]
pg:0212 appear in the Flag box on the Core tab for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as "Board of Directors," "donor," "sponsor," "day of caring,"
"red team," and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include schedules for volunteers regardless of which Site(s) they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer schedules for volunteers who serve at at
least one of the Sites you check, then check Sites you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all volunteers scheduled, but only the volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you have
checked.
Set
Choose This set and the name of a Set [_______]
pg:0858 in the dropdown list to limit the volunteer schedules to just the
volunteers who appear in that particular Set. With this selection the report will not include all volunteers
scheduled, but only the volunteers who are scheduled and are included in the Set.
The Set can be used on its own to limit the volunteers or in connection with the other options selected on the
Include page. You can find a description of how this works in help topic 2184 [_______].
pg:0863
When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Options (Schedule Reports)
Help topic 1039
Added or revised 04-04-2016
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on the Options page
to customize the structure of a Schedule [_______]
pg:0547 report. Your selections here will also affect the choices
available on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 tab of the report.
Group schedules by:
Choose the way you would like to organize the information in your Schedule report.
All together
Choose All together if you want the schedule to list all scheduled volunteers and/or unfilled openings for the date
range selected without separating Sites, Places or Assignments.
Site
Choose Site if you want the schedule to list all scheduled volunteers and/or unfilled openings for the date range
selected organized by Site. Each Site's schedule will appear separately and you can optionally choose to have
each Site's schedule start on a new page.
Site & Place
Choose Site & Place if you want the schedule to list all scheduled volunteers and/or unfilled openings for the
date range selected organized by Site and then by Place. Each Place's schedule will appear separately and you
can optionally choose to have each Place's schedule start on a new page.
Site, Place & Assignment
Choose Site, Place & Assignment if you want the schedule to list all scheduled volunteers and/or unfilled
openings for the date range selected organized by Site, then by Place, and then by Assignment. Each
Assignment's schedule will appear separately and you can optionally choose to have each Assignment's
schedule start on a new page.
Cluster
Choose Cluster if you want the schedule to list all scheduled volunteers and/or unfilled openings for the date
range selected organized by Cluster. Each Cluster's schedule will appear separately and you can choose to have
each Cluster's schedule start on a new page. Each Assignment will appear below the Cluster it is associated with
regardless of the Site and Place it is located under.
If you need more information on Assignment Clusters, please see help topic 1114 [_______].
pg:0934
Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment
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Choose Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment if you want the schedule to list all scheduled volunteers and/or unfilled
openings for the date range organized by Cluster and then by Site, Place & Assignment. Each Assignment's
schedule will appear separately and you can optionally choose to have each Assignment's schedule start on a
new page. Clusters that have Assignments under two different Sites and/or Places will have these Assignment's
schedules listed separately.
If you need more information on Assignment Clusters, please see help topic 1114 [_______].
pg:0934
Volunteer
Choose
Volunteer
if you want the schedule report to show the schedules arranged by the volunteer's name. You can optionally
choose to have each volunteer's schedule start on a new page. Use the settings on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 tab of
this report to control which volunteers are included in this report. When this option is selected, you will not see
the controls for printing unfilled openings below because only schedules for volunteers can be included.
Page breaks:
Select this option to control whether or not the schedule for each new section of the report starts on a new page.
Use the Group schedules by options above to control how the sections of the report are arranged. The Page
breaks option is not available when All together is selected in the Group schedules by options.
Format:
Choose the time periods for the way you would like to organize the information in your Schedule report.
Monthly calendar
Choose
Monthly calendar
if you want the schedule to cover one calendar month. You will be able to select which month is printed on the
Include [_______]
pg:0538 tab.
Weekly calendar
Choose
Weekly calendar
if you want the schedule to cover a one week period. You will be able to select which week is printed on the
Include [_______]
pg:0538 tab.
Daily list
Choose
Daily list
if you want the schedule to cover one day or a range of dates. You will be able to select which day or date range
is printed on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 tab.
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Include the schedule for these days of the week:
Check the boxes for the days of the week (Sunday through Saturday) you want to have included in the report.
Use this to make the schedule less complicated if the assignments you're interested in only occur on certain
days. For example, you might have an assignment that only takes place on weekdays so you could choose not
to include Saturday and Sunday in the report.
This option is only available if the Monthly calendar or Weekly calendar formats are selected in the Format
section above.
Start with:
Choose the day of the week you want the monthly or weekly schedule to start on from the dropdown table. This
setting will not have any effect unless the day of the week selected here is also selected to be included in the
report. For example, if you choose not to include Sunday in the Include the schedule for these days of the week
option, then choosing Sunday here will not have any effect. The report will start on the next day of the week that
is selected to be included.
This option is only available if the Monthly calendar or Weekly calendar formats are selected in the Format
section above.
Calendar:
Use the settings in this section to control the appearance of your schedule. This option is only available if the
Monthly calendar or Weekly calendar formats are selected in the Format section above.
Create separate rows for each shift time
This option adds a column for shift times to the schedule with a row of information showing the details for each
shift. When this is selected, the shift times do not appear in the schedule cell showing the volunteer's name and
the other assignment information. This option is only available when Weekly calendar is selected in the Format
section above.
Omit days of the week that have no schedule times
Choose this option if you only want the schedule to show information for days of the week where volunteers are
scheduled and/or there are unfilled openings. For example, if you have an assignment that does not have any
volunteers scheduled or unfilled openings (depending on your selections) on Tuesday, Tuesday will not be
shown on the schedule for this assignment when this option is selected.
Print schedule times bold
Choose this option to make the schedule times appear in bold print on the report.
Print unfilled openings as:
These settings control how openings that do not have a volunteer scheduled to fill them will appear on the
schedule. These options will not appear when Volunteer is selected in the Group schedules by section above.
A blank cell
Choose this if you want unfilled openings to appear as a blank cell on the schedule.
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"Open"
Choose this if you want unfilled openings to appear with the word Open in the cell on the schedule.
Omit unfilled openings
Choose this if you only want your schedule to show volunteers who are scheduled. Unfilled openings will not be
shown when this is selected.
Print unfilled openings only
Choose this if you only want your schedule to show unfilled openings. Scheduled volunteers will not be shown
when this is selected so the Fields tab [_______]
pg:0534 will not include fields for selecting information about volunteers.
When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design (Schedule Reports)
Help topic 1040
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Schedule report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.
First title line
Type what you to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages where the selected page
breaks occur for the report.
Second title line
Type what you to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
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The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages where the selected page
breaks occur for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a site level operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters site
for use by all sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a site-level operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports which are printed by site-level-operators to include the Site name.
This option only appears if you use the site-level-operators [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Font name
Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
Font size for 1st title line
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down list to choose the font size (in points) for
the first title line.
Font size for the rest of the title
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down list to choose the font size (in points) for
the second title line.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics account setup. How
to Upload Logo Graphics [_______]
pg:1353 shows how to do this if you need help.
Body font name
Use the drop down list to choose the font style for the text in the body of the report. The body of the report
includes all of the report content except the report title.
Body font size
Use the drop down list to choose the font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The body of the
report includes all of the report content except the report title.
Lines
Your report can include lines around the borders of the report. Choose On if you want this report to include lines,
or Off if you prefer no lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing
the line graphics.
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Because this report is designed to list a schedule in calendar or day format, lines are included in the body of the
report by default. So this setting only affects how the header portion of the report appears.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed.
When you're finished choosing the page design for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Schedule Reports
Help topic 8255
Added or revised 10-04-2016
Schedule reports provide a way to list the schedules for your organization. These reports are useful to post at a
volunteer location or to give to individual volunteers and/or Coordinators. You can also create sign-in sheets with
these reports to help keep track of when volunteers serve.
Schedule reports provide many more ways to print the schedule than the Printable View link method. For
example, you can choose to have the report cover a month, a week, a range of dates, or just a specific date.
These reports can also be organized seven different ways: by Volunteer; Site; Site & Place; Site, Place &
Assignment; Cluster; Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment and All together. Options are available to include unfilled
openings on the schedule or to just list unfilled openings without showing the volunteers who are scheduled.
Statistics such as to how many volunteers are scheduled, and filled and unfilled opening information, can be
shown along with the schedule. Or you can run a report that just shows the statistics without the other schedule
information.
These are examples of the stock [_______]
pg:0595 Schedule reports, however you can create many other report
varieties from this format yourself. To do this, follow the directions under the To create a new Schedule report
section at the end of this help topic.
pg:0666
Daily sign-in sheets (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0661
Monthly schedules by assignment (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0664
Monthly schedules by volunteer (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0668
Schedule statistics (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0663
Weekly schedules by assignment (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0665
Weekly schedules by volunteer (stock) Details [_______]

To create a new Schedule report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on "Schedule," and then click on "Create a new schedule report."
3. Customize your report using the Options [_______]
pg:0542 , Fields [_______]
pg:0534 , Page Design [_______]
pg:0545 , and Include
[_______]
pg:0538 windows.
When you reach the Save window you can either save your report without printing it (by clicking the Save button)
or save your report and print it now (by clicking the Save and Print button). Retrieve your printed report from
your Volgistics Mailbox.
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Fields (Service Detail Reports)
Help topic 1117
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to
choose the fields you want to appear on your Service Details report.
The fields that are provided on this page are dependent on the selections made on the Service Details report's
Options tab. By default, the new report is organized by Site, Place & Assignment, and no volunteers are listed.
Since volunteers are not listed, the Fields page does not include the volunteer record fields by default. Only the
'Choose the fields you want to appear in this report' heading appears above the service measure, 'Unduplicated
volunteers count' [_______]
pg:0452 and 'Blank column' options. Choose which volunteer service measures to include,
and whether an unduplicated volunteer count and blank column are necessary for your report.
If, on the report's Options page, the report was setup to be organized by Volunteer, or 'No' was not the selection
made next to the 'List volunteers?' option, then the Fields page would appear differently. That is, in addition to
the service measure fields, it would include the following sections:
For each service record include…
Above the service measure fields section, the Service Details report Fields page would contain the fields in the
image below, to be included for each service record:

For each volunteer include…
Beneath the service measure fields section of the Fields page, the volunteer record fields would be listed.
Choose any fields you would like to appear on the report for each volunteer. Again, these field options are
displayed only if you chose to include volunteers in the report.
Choose the fields for your report sparingly. Each field becomes a report column. You may choose more columns
than can fit legibly from left to right a page. When this happens, Volgistics automatically extends your report to
additional pages right before starting the next page down.
This report supports a maximum of 96 columns. If you choose more than 96 fields for your report, the 97th and
subsequent fields are omitted.
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Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design (Service Detail Reports)
Help topic 1118
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Service Details report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.
Fit to page
When you check Fit to page Volgistics will attempt to fit all of your report onto a single page across. Reports will
still extend to additional pages if Volgistics cannot fit all of the report content onto a single page using the
smallest legible font.
First title line
Second title line
Type what you to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
You can optionally choose to Insert the date range for the report in lieu of the second title line. When you choose
this option Volgistics will insert the current date range for the report as the second title line. For example, if you
print a service report for March 2005 Volgistics inserts "March 2005" as the second line of the report title, if you
select this feature. This saves you from having to re-type the titles of reports you run periodically for different time
period, such as monthly service reports.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages if you selected page
breaks for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a Site Level Operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters Site
for use by all sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a Site Level Operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports which are printed by Site Level Operators to include the Site name.
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This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Add Set name
If you print this report for different Sets [_______]
pg:0863 of volunteers you can optionally make the name of the Set
[_______]
pg:0858 you're printing appear in the report title by checking this checkbox. For example, if you're creating a
'name and address list' that you'll sometimes print for different Sets of volunteers and you check this checkbox,
and then you print the report for a Set called "Auxiliary Volunteers," the words "Auxiliary Volunteers" will appear
as part of the report title.
Do not check this checkbox if you never want Set names to appear as part of the report title when you print this
report for specific Sets of volunteers.
Font name
Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
First title font size
Second title font size
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down lists to choose the font size (in points) for
the first and second title line lines.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics account setup.
Body font name
Body font size
Use the drop down lists to choose the font style and font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The
body of the report includes all of the report content except the report title.
If you also select Fit to page, Volgistics may adjust the size of the body font so the report will fit onto one page
across.
Lines
Your report can include lines around the border of the report and between report columns. Lines often make
column oriented reports easier to read. Choose On if you want this report to include lines, or Off if you prefer no
lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing the line graphics.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
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Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed.

When you're finished choosing the page design for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Service Detail Reports)
Help topic 1119
Added or revised 03-29-2016
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers or service records you want to include in your Service Details report.
What format do you want for this report?
You can choose to create a Service Details report as either an Adobe PDF file, or as an Excel spread sheet file.
Use this control to make this choice.
Choose "PDF" if you would like your report returned to you as an Adobe 'portable document' file. You can use
Adobe reader to view and print your report.
Choose "Excel" if you would like your report returned to you as an Excel spread sheet file. You can use Microsoft
Excel (or other spread sheet programs) to view and print the report.

Which service do you want to include in this report?
This option permits system operators to choose the period of time that should be included in the report. By
default, the 'Include service for the most recently ended month' option is selected. However, the second option 'Include service for this period' - allows the operator to choose a specific month(s) or day(s) of service to be
included in the report.
Only include service for this Directive
This option appears only if you track Mandatory Service in Volgistics.
If you track mandatory service in Volgistics you can make this report include only the service volunteers
performed toward the completion of their service mandate for a particular program. Choose the mandatory
service program from the drop down list provided beneath the checkbox.
By checking this checkbox and choosing a mandatory service program, only service entries that list the selected
mandatory service program appear on the report.
Select this option if you need to assess or report service performed in a specific mandatory service program. For
example, if you require summer interns to perform 80 hours of service each summer, you can use this option to
produce a report that includes only the service summer interns performed as part of this program.
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Only include service in...
If you want this report to include only volunteer service performed in a specific Site, Place, or Assignment, check
this box and choose the Site, Place, or Assignment from the drop down list beneath the checkbox.
By checking this checkbox and choosing a Site, Place, or Assignment, only service entries that list the selected
Site, Place, or Assignment in the Assignment field appear on the report.
Select this option if you need to report only the volunteer service performed at a specific Site, Place, or
Assignment.
Active vs. Inactive Assignments
By default, Service Summary reports include service information related to both active and inactive Assignments
[_______]
pg:0140 . You can change the report to only include service information for active, or inactive, Assignments by
selecting Active assignments or Inactive assignments instead of the default, Both active and inactive
assignments.

Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Use these fields if you want to limit the service included on this report to just the service performed by certain
volunteers.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged one or more volunteer records. Check this checkbox if
you want the report to include volunteer service performed by the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include service for all of the volunteers you specify using the fields
listed below. If you want this report to include service for all volunteers be sure to check this checkbox.
Uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox, and you want this report to include
only volunteer service performed by the tagged volunteers.
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of what their
current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers whose
current status is one of those you check, then check the statuses you want to include. With this selection the
report will not include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers whose status
matches the status checkboxes you have checked.
As a general rule you should always choose Any volunteer status (not Any of these) in service reports. This print
range option is based on a volunteer's current status, which is not necessarily what their status was at the time
they performed their service. Suppose, for example, you're running a 2003 service report. George Bailey's status
may have been Active when he performed service in 2003, but his status might currently be Inactive. If you
include only volunteers whose status is currently Active, your report would not include George Bailey's 2003
service (nor service for anyone else who is now Inactive). For this reason, you should never exclude volunteers
based on their status unless you have a specific reason for wanting service reported only for volunteers who
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currently have a particular status.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of what their
Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers whose
Type is one of those you check, then check the Types you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers whose Type is one of those
you have checked.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying volunteers by
major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of what Flags
appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers who have
at least one of the Flags you check, then check the Flags you want to include. With this selection the report will
not include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers who have at least one of
the Flags you have checked.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify volunteers
into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red team,' and so
forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of which
Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers who serve
at at least one of the Sites you check, then check Sites you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers who serve at at least one of
the Sites you have checked. Note that, unless you limit the report to service performed in a certain Site, Place, or
Assignment using the Only include service in... control, your report will include all of the service performed by
volunteers who have one of the Sites you select listed in the Sites box on the Core tab, even if that service was
performed at a different site.
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When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Options (Service Detail Reports)
Help topic 1125
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this Options page
to customize the structure of an Service Details [_______]
pg:0580 report.
Organize this report by
Choose the way you would like to organize the volunteer service information on this report.
Volunteer
Choose Volunteer if you want to see service summarized by volunteer.
Choosing Volunteer causes the report to list each volunteer, along with their service totals for the months,
quarters, or years included in the report. The volunteer's name appears in the first column, followed by any
additional fields you choose, and then the volunteer's service totals.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Volunteer on a new page. This is useful if you want to
distribute the report to each volunteer.
Site
Choose Site if you want to see service summarized by Site.
Choosing Site causes the report to list each Site in your database, followed by the volunteers who have service
in (or are assigned to) an assignment under that Site. The Site name appears in the first report column, followed
by the volunteer names, any additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for
the months, quarters, or years included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer and
Site.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Site on a new page. This is useful if you want to
distribute the report to each Site.
Site & Place
Choose Site & Place if you want to see service summarized by Place.
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Choosing Site & Place causes the report to list each Site in your database, and all of the Places under each site.
For each Place the report lists the volunteers who have service in (or are assigned to) an assignment under that
Place. The Site name appears in the first report column, the Place name in the second column, followed by the
volunteer names, any additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the
months, quarters, or years included. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer, Place and Site.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Site or Place on a new page. This is useful if you want
to distribute the report to each Site or Place.
Site, Place & Assignment
Choose Site, Place & Assignment if you want to see service summarized by Assignment.
Choosing Site, Place & Assignment causes the report to list each Site in your database, all of the Places under
each site, and all of the Assignments under each Place. For each Assignment the report lists the volunteers who
have service in (or are assigned to) the assignment. The Site name appears in the first report column, the Place
name in the second column, the Assignment name in the third column, followed by the volunteer names, any
additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the months, quarters, or
years included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer, Assignment, Place and Site.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Site, Place, or Assignment on a new page. This is
useful if you want to distribute the report to each Site, Place, or Assignment.
Type
Choose Type if you want to see service summarized by volunteer Type.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab. It is usually used to show a volunteer's classification
within major divisions in a volunteer program, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'regular,' 'student' and so forth. Choosing
Type causes the report list each volunteer Type followed by the list of volunteers of that type and their service
subtotals for the months, quarters, or years included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each
volunteer and Type.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each different Type on a new page.
Date
Choose Date if you want to see service summarized by Date.
Choosing Date causes the report to list each date in the time period you select, followed by the service recorded
for that date. You can optionally cause the report to start printing each date on a new page.
Cluster
Choose Cluster if you want to see service summarized by Assignment cluster [_______].
pg:0934
Choosing Cluster causes the report to list each Cluster in your database, followed by the service under that
Cluster. The Cluster name appears in the first report column, followed by the volunteer names (if you choose to
include them), any additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the
months, quarters, or years included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer and each
Cluster.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Cluster on a new page.
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Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment
Choose Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment if you want to see service summarized by Assignment Cluster, as well
as Site, Place and Assignment.
Choosing Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment causes the report to list each Cluster in your database in the first
column, followed by each Site that has an Assignment in that Cluster, each Place under that Site with an
Assignment in that Cluster, each Assignment under that Site and Place that is in that Cluster, the volunteers who
have service under that Assignment (if you choose to include volunteer names), any additional fields you choose
for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the time period included in the report. The report can
include a subtotal for each volunteer and Cluster.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Cluster on a new page.

List volunteers?
Choose whether or not the report should list individual volunteers.
No
Choose no if you do not wish to have individual volunteer names and their service totals appear on the report.
When you select no, the report prints only the service totals for the Site, Place, Assignment, or Type, depending
on how you organize the report. This option does not appear if you organize the report by volunteer.
Only if they have service to report
Choose Only if they have service to report if you want to list just the volunteers who have one or more service
entries during the selected month(s). Volunteers who had no service during the month(s) are not listed.
Even if they do not have service to report
Choose this option if you want to list volunteers even if they have no service during the month(s) selected for the
report.
If you organize the report by Site, Place, or Assignment, you must choose the Roles for which you want to
include volunteers if they do not have any service to report. For example, choose 'Assigned' if you want the
report to list volunteers whose role in a given Site, Place, or Assignment is Assigned, even if they do not have
any service to report during the selected month(s). On the other hand, you would not choose 'Former' if you did
not want the report to list volunteers whose role in a given Site, Place, or Assignment is Former and they do not
have any service to report during the month(s) selected.
Sort volunteers by
Choose Name if you want volunteers listed alphabetically by last and first name. Choose PIN to list volunteers
numerically according to their volunteer number. Choose Login name if you want volunteers listed alphabetically
by their login name. Choosing PIN or login name does not automatically cause the report to include the PIN or
login name fields, however you can add either of these fields to the report on the Fields window when you create
or modify the report.
White space
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Choose More if you would like the report to include blank rows after each volunteer and other report break
points. Choosing more white space may cause the report to have more pages, but it is generally easier to read.
Choose Less if you do not want the report to include blank lines after each volunteer and at other report break
points. Choosing less white space may cause the report to have fewer pages, but it is generally more difficult to
read.
Totals
Check Grand totals at the bottom if you want the report to include a grand total for each column at the end of the
report. If the report is summarized by month, grand totals appear for each month. If the report is summarized by
quarter, grand totals appear for each quarter. If the report is summarized by year, grand totals appear for each
year. This option does not appear if the report includes page breaks.
Check Include total columns if you want the report to include columns on the right side of the report with grand
totals for each Site, Place, Assignment, Type or volunteer (depending upon how you organize the report), for the
period of time included in the report. For example, if you include total columns on a monthly report for January
2004 through December 2004, the report will have an additional column with the sum of the service reported
from January 2004 through December 2004.
Page breaks
Check Start a new page for… if you would like the report to start each new item on a new page. This option is
tied to the way you organize the report. For example, if you organize the report volunteer, you can make the
report start each volunteer on a new page. Inserting page breaks is useful if you want to distribute individual
sections of the report to others.
When you're finished choosing the options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Service Details Reports
Help topic 8257
Added or revised 03-03-2015
Service Details reports list the individual service records for the volunteers and time period you choose. These
reports are useful for comparing database entries to external service information like time sheets, or seeing the
individual dates volunteers served. They may include volunteer hours [_______],
pg:1581 merit hours [_______]
pg:1564 (if you
use them), and any other measures [_______]
pg:1557 of volunteer service you track. They may also include the service
value [_______]
pg:0034 and FTE [_______]
pg:1563 comparisons.
You can organize Service Details reports eight ways: by Volunteer; Site; Site & Place; Site, Place & Assignment;
Type; Date; Cluster, and Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment. You can choose to list individual service entries for
volunteers, just the totals for each volunteer, or just the subtotals for each Site, Place, Assignment, Type, or
date.
Service details reports automatically include service for archived [_______]
pg:1819 volunteers (as long as the archived
volunteer meets any Include [_______]
pg:0554 criteria you set for the report and the archived volunteer has service
entries that fall within the time period the report covers). However, Service details reports will not include service
for volunteer records you have deleted [_______]
pg:2016 entirely from your Volgistics database.
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These are examples of the stock [_______]
pg:0595 Service Detail reports, however you can create many other report
varieties from this format yourself.

pg:0614
Assignment service details (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0618
Place service details (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0616
Type service details (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0612
Volunteer service details (stock) Details [_______]

To create a new Service details report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on "Service details," and then click on "Create a new Service details report."
3. Customize your report using the Options, [_______]
pg:0557 Fields, [_______]
pg:0551 Page Design, [_______]
pg:0552 and Include
[_______]
pg:0554 windows.
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Options (Service Summary Reports)
Help topic 1041
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this Options page
to customize the structure of an Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 report.
Organize this report by
Choose the way you would like to organize the volunteer service information on this report.
Volunteer
Choose Volunteer if you want to see service summarized by volunteer.
Choosing Volunteer causes the report to list each volunteer, along with their service totals for the months,
quarters, or years included in the report. The volunteer's name appears in the first column, followed by any
additional fields you choose, and then the volunteer's service totals.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Volunteer on a new page. This is useful if you want to
distribute the report to each volunteer.
Site
Choose Site if you want to see service summarized by Site.
Choosing Site causes the report to list each Site in your database, followed by the volunteers who have service
in (or are assigned to) an assignment under that Site. The Site name appears in the first report column, followed
by the volunteer names, any additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for
the months, quarters, or years included in the report.. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer and
Site.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Site on a new page. This is useful if you want to
distribute the report to each Site.
Site & Place
Choose Site & Place if you want to see service summarized by Place.
Choosing Site & Place causes the report to list each Site in your database, and all of the Places under each site.
For each Place the report lists the volunteers who have service in (or are assigned to) an assignment under that
Place. The Site name appears in the first report column, the Place name in the second column, followed by the
volunteer names, any additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the
months, quarters, or years included. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer, Place and Site.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Site or Place on a new page. This is useful if you want
to distribute the report to each Site or Place.
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Site, Place & Assignment
Choose Site, Place & Assignment if you want to see service summarized by Assignment.
Choosing Site, Place & Assignment causes the report to list each Site in your database, all of the Places under
each site, and all of the Assignments under each Place. For each Assignment the report lists the volunteers who
have service in (or are assigned to) the assignment. The Site name appears in the first report column, the Place
name in the second column, the Assignment name in the third column, followed by the volunteer names, any
additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the months, quarters, or
years included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer, Assignment, Place and Site.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Site, Place, or Assignment on a new page. This is
useful if you want to distribute the report to each Site, Place, or Assignment.
Type
Choose Type if you want to see service summarized by volunteer Type.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab. It is usually used to show a volunteer's classification
within major divisions in a volunteer program, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'regular,' 'student' and so forth. Choosing
Type causes the report list each volunteer Type followed by the list of volunteers of that type and their service
subtotals for the months, quarters, or years included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each
volunteer and Type.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each different Type on a new page.
Cluster
Choose Cluster if you want to see service summarized by Assignment cluster [_______].
pg:0934
Choosing Cluster causes the report to list each Cluster in your database, followed by the service under that
Cluster. The Cluster name appears in the first report column, followed by the volunteer names (if you choose to
include them), any additional fields you choose for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the time
period included in the report. The report can include a subtotal for each volunteer and each Cluster.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Cluster on a new page.
Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment
Choose Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment if you want to see service summarized by Assignment Cluster, as well
as Site, Place and Assignment.
Choosing Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment causes the report to list each Cluster in your database in the first
column, followed by each Site that has an Assignment in that Cluster, each Place under that Site with an
Assignment in that Cluster, each Assignment under that Site and Place that is in that Cluster, the volunteers who
have service under that Assignment (if you choose to include volunteer names), any additional fields you choose
for the report, and then the volunteer's service totals for the time period included in the report. The report can
include a subtotal for each volunteer and Cluster.
You can optionally cause the report to start printing each Cluster on a new page.
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Summarize By
Fiscal year
Choose Fiscal year if you want volunteer service reported on a fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 basis. The report will
include a set of columns for each fiscal year you choose to include in the report.
Calendar year
Choose Calendar year if you want volunteer service reported on a calendar year basis (that is, January through
December). The report will include a set of columns for each calendar year you choose to include in the report.
Quarter
Choose Quarter if you want volunteer service reported on a quarterly basis (that is, three month periods). The
report will include a set of columns for each quarter you choose to include in the report.
Month
Choose Month if you want volunteer service reported on a monthly basis. The report will include a set of columns
for each month you choose to include in the report.
List volunteers?
Choose whether or not the report should list individual volunteers.
No
Choose no if you do not wish to have individual volunteer names and their service totals appear on the report.
When you select no, the report prints only the service totals for the Site, Place, Assignment, or Type, depending
on how you organize the report. This option does not appear if you organize the report by volunteer.
Only if they have service to report
Choose Only if they have service to report if you want to list just the volunteers who have one or more service
entries during the selected month(s). Volunteers who had no service during the month(s) are not listed.
Even if they do not have service to report
Choose this option if you want to list volunteers even if they have no service during the month(s) selected for the
report.
If you organize the report by Site, Place, or Assignment, you must choose the Roles for which you want to
include volunteers if they do not have any service to report. For example, choose 'Assigned' if you want the
report to list volunteers whose role in a given Site, Place, or Assignment is Assigned, even if they do not have
any service to report during the selected month(s). On the other hand, you would not choose 'Former' if you did
not want the report to list volunteers whose role in a given Site, Place, or Assignment is Former and they do not
have any service to report during the month(s) selected.
Sort volunteers by
Choose Name if you want volunteers listed alphabetically by last and first name. Choose PIN to list volunteers
numerically according to their volunteer number. Choose Login name if you want volunteers listed alphabetically
by their login name. Choosing PIN or login name does not automatically cause the report to include the PIN or
login name fields, however you can add either of these fields to the report on the Fields window when you create
or modify the report.
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White space
Choose More if you would like the report to include blank rows after each volunteer and other report break
points. Choosing more white space may cause the report to have more pages, but it is generally easier to read.
Choose Less if you do not want the report to include blank lines after each volunteer and at other report break
points. Choosing less white space may cause the report to have fewer pages, but it is generally more difficult to
read.
Totals
Check Grand totals at the bottom if you want the report to include a grand total for each column at the end of the
report. If the report is summarized by month, grand totals appear for each month. If the report is summarized by
quarter, grand totals appear for each quarter. If the report is summarized by year, grand totals appear for each
year. This option does not appear if the report includes page breaks.
Check Include total columns if you want the report to include columns on the right side of the report with grand
totals for each Site, Place, Assignment, Type or volunteer (depending upon how you organize the report), for the
period of time included in the report. For example, if you include total columns on a monthly report for January
2004 through December 2004, the report will have an additional column with the sum of the service reported
from January 2004 through December 2004.
Page breaks
Check Start a new page for… if you would like the report to start each new item on a new page. This option is
tied to the way you organize the report. For example, if you organize the report volunteer, you can make the
report start each volunteer on a new page. Inserting page breaks is useful if you want to distribute individual
sections of the report to others.
When you're finished choosing the options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Service Summary Reports)
Help topic 1042
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The
Fields
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to choose the
fields you want to appear on your Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 report.
For each (month, quarter, calendar year, fiscal year) list…
Choose the volunteer service measures you want to appear on the report for each month, quarter, or year
reported. Your report will include a column for each item you select, and each month, quarter, or year in the
report.
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For more information about FTE comparisons, see FTE [_______].
pg:1563 For a definition of unduplicated volunteer
counts, see Unduplicated volunteer count [_______]
pg:0452 .
Check
Prior year comparisons
if you want the report to include a comparison of each month, quarter, or year to the same period in the previous
year. For example, if you choose prior year comparisons for a monthly report, the report will include a column
with service totals for January of the previous year, January of the current year, and a column that shows the
percentage increase or decrease [_______].
pg:0575 Comparisons appear for every month, quarter, or year you include
in the report, as well as each service measure you choose to include.
Check Blank column if you would like a blank column to print on the right-most edge of the report. A blank
column is useful if you need to manually mark certain rows on the printed report for one reason or another.
For each volunteer include…
Choose any additional fields you would like on the report for each volunteer. These field options appear only if
you chose to include volunteers in the report.
Choose the fields for your report sparingly. Each field becomes a report column. You may choose more columns
than can fit legibly from left to right a page. When this happens, Volgistics automatically extends your report to
additional pages right before starting the next page down, as shown in this illustration.
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This report supports a maximum of 96 columns. If you choose more than 96 fields for your report, the 97th and
subsequent fields are omitted.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page Design (Service Summary Reports)
Help topic 1043
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Service Summary report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
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Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.
Fit to page
When you check Fit to page Volgistics will attempt to fit all of your report onto a single page across. Reports will
still extend to additional pages if Volgistics cannot fit all of the report content onto a single page using the
smallest legible font.
First title line
Second title line
Type what you to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
You can optionally choose to Insert the date range for the report in lieu of the second title line. When you choose
this option Volgistics will insert the current date range for the report as the second title line. For example, if you
print a service report for March 2005 Volgistics inserts "March 2005" as the second line of the report title, if you
select this feature. This saves you from having to re-type the titles of reports you run periodically for different time
period, such as monthly service reports.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages if you selected page
breaks for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a Site Level Operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters Site
for use by all Sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a Site Level Operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports which are printed by Site Level Operators to include the Site name.
This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Add Set name
If you print this report for different Sets [_______]
pg:0863 of volunteers you can optionally make the name of the Set
[_______]
pg:0858 you're printing appear in the report title by checking this checkbox. For example, if you're creating a
'name and address list' that you'll sometimes print for different Sets of volunteers and you check this checkbox,
and then you print the report for a Set called "Auxiliary Volunteers," the words "Auxiliary Volunteers" will appear
as part of the report title.
Do not check this checkbox if you never want Set names to appear as part of the report title when you print this
report for specific Sets of volunteers.
Font name
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Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
First title font size
Second title font size
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down lists to choose the font size (in points) for
the first and second title line lines.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics account setup.
Body font name
Body font size
Use the drop down lists to choose the font style and font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The
body of the report includes all of the report content except the report title.
If you also select Fit to page, Volgistics may adjust the size of the body font so the report will fit onto one page
across.
Lines
Your report can include lines around the border of the report and between report columns. Lines often make
column oriented reports easier to read. Choose On if you want this report to include lines, or Off if you prefer no
lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing the line graphics.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed.

When you're finished choosing the page design for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Include (Service Summary Reports)
Help topic 1044
Added or revised 03-29-2016
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers or service records you want to include in your Service Summary report.
What format do you want for this report?
You can choose to create a Service summary report as either an Adobe PDF file, or as an Excel spread sheet
file. Use this control to make this choice.
Choose "PDF" if you would like your report returned to you as an Adobe 'portable document' file. You can use
Adobe reader to view and print your report.
Choose "Excel" if you would like your report returned to you as an Excel spread sheet file. You can use Microsoft
Excel (or other spread sheet programs) to view and print the report.

Which fiscal year(s) do you want to include in this report?
This option appears if the report is summarized by fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 .
Choose Start with the earliest year that has service, end with the current year if you would like the report to
include a column for every fiscal year beginning with the earliest fiscal year for which your Volgistics database
has a service entry, and ending with the current fiscal year. Intervening fiscal years appear on the report even if
there are no service entries for that year. This option is appropriate if you want a historical report showing all
recorded service.
Choose Start with FY if you do not want to include every year in the report. Select the fiscal year with which you
would like the report to start, and the fiscal year with which you would like the report to end using the drop down
lists provided. If you want the report to include just one fiscal year, choose the same year in the Start with FY and
End with FY fields.
The calendar year in which a fiscal year begins is used to denote the fiscal year. For example, if your fiscal year
begins on July 1st, fiscal year 2003 is the period July 1st 2003 through June 30, 2004.

Which calendar year(s) do you want to include in this report?
This option appears if the report is summarized by calendar year.
Choose Start with the earliest year that has service, end with the current year if you would like the report to
include a column for every year beginning with the earliest year for which your Volgistics database has a service
entry, and ending with the current year. Intervening years appear on the report even if there are no service
entries for that year. This option is appropriate if you want a historical report showing all recorded service.
Choose Start with FY if you do not want to include every year in the report. Select the year with which you would
like the report to start, and the year with which you would like the report to end using the drop down lists
provided. If you want the report to include just one year, choose the same year in the Start with FY and End with
FY fields.
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A calendar year begins on January 1st and ends on December 31st.

Which quarter(s) do you want to include in this report?
This option appears if the report is summarized by quarter.
Start with the quarter that begins on:
Use the drop down lists to choose the month and year of the quarter on which you want the report to begin. For
example, if you want the report to begin with the second quarter in calendar year 2016 you would choose April
2016. One quarter is a three-month period that may begin on any month you choose. The quarter that begins
with April 2016 includes April, May, and June 2016.
Include x quarters
Choose the number of quarters you want to appear on the report. Choose 1 if you would like the report to include
just one quarter.

Which month(s) do you want to include in this report?
This option appears if the report is summarized by month.
Choose All of the months so far in the current calendar year if you would like the report to include each month
that has passed so far in the current calendar year, including the current month. Your report will begin with
January and end with the current month no matter which month it is when you print the report.
Choose
All of the months so far in the current fiscal year
if you would like the report to include each month that has passed so far in the current fiscal year, [_______]
pg:0062
including the current month. Your report will begin with the first month of your organization's current fiscal year
and end with the current month no matter which month it is when you print the report.
Choose Start with if you would like to select a specific range of months for your report. Using the drop down lists
provided, choose the month and year of the month you want the report to begin with in the Start with field, and
the month and year of the month you would like the report to end on in the End with field. If you want the report
to include just one month, choose the same month and year in the Start with and End with fields.
Only include service for this Directive
This option appears only if you track Mandatory Service in Volgistics.
If you track mandatory service in Volgistics you can make this report include only the service volunteers
performed toward the completion of their service mandate for a particular program. Choose the mandatory
service program from the drop down list provided beneath the checkbox.
By checking this checkbox and choosing a mandatory service program, only service entries that list the selected
mandatory service program appear on the report.
Select this option if you need to assess or report service performed in a specific mandatory service program. For
example, if you require summer interns to perform 80 hours of service each summer, you can use this option to
produce a report that includes only the service summer interns performed as part of this program.
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Only include service in...
If you want this report to include only volunteer service performed in a specific Site, Place, or Assignment, check
this box and choose the Site, Place, or Assignment from the drop down list beneath the checkbox.
By checking this checkbox and choosing a Site, Place, or Assignment, only service entries that list the selected
Site, Place, or Assignment in the Assignment field appear on the report.
Select this option if you need to report only the volunteer service performed at a specific Site, Place, or
Assignment.

Active vs. Inactive Assignments
By default, Service Summary reports include service information related to both active and inactive Assignments
[_______]
pg:0140 . You can change the report to only include service information for active, or inactive, Assignments by
selecting Active assignments or Inactive assignments instead of the default, Both active and inactive
assignments.

Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Use these fields if you want to limit the service included on this report to just the service performed by certain
volunteers.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged one or more volunteer records. Check this checkbox if
you want the report to include volunteer service performed by the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include service for all of the volunteers you specify using the fields
listed below. If you want this report to include service for all volunteers be sure to check this checkbox.
Uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox, and you want this report to include
only volunteer service performed by the tagged volunteers.
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of what their
current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers whose
current status is one of those you check, then check the statuses you want to include. With this selection the
report will not include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers whose status
matches the status checkboxes you have checked.
As a general rule you should always choose Any volunteer status (not Any of these) in service reports. This print
range option is based on a volunteer's current status, which is not necessarily what their status was at the time
they performed their service. Suppose, for example, you're running a 2015 service report. George Bailey's status
may have been Active when he performed service in 2015, but his status might currently be Inactive. If you
include only volunteers whose status is currently Active, your report would not include George Bailey's 2015
service (nor service for anyone else who is now Inactive). For this reason, you should never exclude volunteers
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based on their status unless you have a specific reason for wanting service reported only for volunteers who
currently have a particular status.

Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of what their
Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers whose
Type is one of those you check, then check the Types you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers whose Type is one of those
you have checked.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying volunteers by
major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of what Flags
appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers who have
at least one of the Flags you check, then check the Flags you want to include. With this selection the report will
not include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers who have at least one of
the Flags you have checked.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify volunteers
into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red team,' and so
forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteer service performed by volunteers regardless of which
Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteer service performed by volunteers who serve
at at least one of the Sites you check, then check Sites you want to include. With this selection the report will not
include all volunteer service, but only the volunteer service performed by volunteers who serve at at least one of
the Sites you have checked. Note that, unless you limit the report to service performed in a certain Site, Place, or
Assignment using the Only include service in... control, your report will include all of the service performed by
volunteers who have one of the Sites you select listed in the Sites box on the Core tab, even if that service was
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performed at a different site.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Prior Year Comparison
Help topic 2114
Added or revised 04-18-2008
When you include Prior year comparisons on Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports, the report includes the
percentage increase or decrease over the same period in the prior year. This topic explains how Volgistics
calculates and prints these percentages.
Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports may contain service information on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis.
For each period they may also include prior year comparisons that show what the volunteer service was for the
same period one year earlier, and how much it has changed in terms of percentage. Such comparisons help you
understand changes in volunteer participation.
The following illustrations show how prior year comparisons appear in three different Service summary [_______]
pg:0580
reports: one monthly, one quarterly, and one annual.

Monthly

In this example the report includes volunteer hours for January 2000. With prior year comparisons selected, the
report also includes a column for the same period in the previous year (January 1999) plus a "Change" column
that shows the percentage increase or decrease between the two months. As you can see, the report shows a
97.4% increase in volunteer hours at the "Info Desk" from January 1999 to January 2000, and a 35.7 percent
increase in volunteer hours served in "Information Services" for the same period. Service summary [_______]
pg:0580
reports may include a single month, or a range of months. If you choose to include prior year comparisons, the
comparisons appear for every month in the report.

Quarterly
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The report in this example is quarterly. It includes volunteer hours for the first quarter of 2000 (January 2000
through March 2000). With prior year comparisons selected, the report also includes a column for the same
period in the previous year (January 1999 through March 1999), plus a "Change" column that shows the
percentage increase or decrease between the two quarters. Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports may include a
single quarter, or a range of quarters. If you choose to include prior year comparisons, the comparisons appear
for every quarter in the report.

Annual

The annual report shown here includes volunteer hours for all of 2000. With prior year comparisons selected the
report also includes a column for the same period last year (all of 1999), plus a "Change" column that shows the
percentage increase or decrease between the two years. Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports may include a
single year, or a range of years. If you choose to include prior year comparisons, the comparisons appear for
every year in the report.

How the math works
While you never need to perform any math yourself when using this report, you might want to understand how
these percentages are derived. Volgistics uses standard math for calculating the percentage change in the two
values. It subtracts the prior period value from the current period value, divides the result by the prior period
value, and then multiplies that result by 100.
Here's an example: Suppose your report has 1,000 hours of service in January 2003, and 1,100 hours in January
2004. To calculate the percentage increase, the report starts by subtracting the prior period value (January 2003)
from the current period value (January 2004):
1,100 - 1,000 = 100
The result is 100, which means there were 100 more hours served in January 2004 than in January 2003. Next,
the report divides the result (100) by the prior year value of 1,000:
100/1000 = 0.1
Finally, the report multiplies the decimal result by 100 to get the percentage:
0.1 x 100 = 10%
Since this value represents an increase in service, the report displays it as a positive value, like this:
+ 10%
Volgistics uses the same math when there is a decrease in service. Here's another example: Suppose you track
how many courses volunteers instruct. Your report shows 250 'courses instructed' in 2003, and 200 courses
instructed in 2004. Since the second value, 200, is smaller than the prior year value of 250 there is a decrease in
service. To calculate this percentage decrease, the report starts by subtracting the prior period value from the
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current period value:
200 – 250 = -50
The result is negative 50, which means there were 50 fewer courses instructed in 2004 than in 2003. Next the
report divides negative 50 by the prior year value of 250:
-50/250 = -0.2
Finally, the report multiplies the decimal result by 100 to get the percentage:
-0.2 x 100 = -20%
Since this value represents a decrease in service the report displays it as a negative value, like this:
- 20%
If your report has a non-zero number for the current period, but a zero for the same period in the prior year, the
report always shows a 100% increase.

How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report?
Help topic 2284
Added or revised 12-30-2015
You can print a monthly hour report for volunteers using a stock report [_______]
pg:0595 like this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click Service summary.
3. Select Monthly service by volunteer (stock). This is a stock report that will include volunteer service for a
month (or period of months) you choose.
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4. Click the Print it button.
5. On the Include page, under Which month(s) do you want to include on this report select Start with and then
choose the month (or months) you want the report to include. For example, to print a report that includes only
December 2015 hours, choose December 2015 through December 2015.
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6. Click the Start printing button.
Your report will be delivered to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox shortly.
Related help
Help Topic 2285 [_______]
pg:0579 - How do I print a monthly hour report by assignment?
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

How do I print a monthly hour report by assignment?
Help topic 2285
Added or revised 12-30-2015
You can print a monthly hour report by assignment using a stock report [_______]
pg:0595 like this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click Service summary.
3. Select Monthly service by assignment (stock). This is a stock report that will include service by assignment for
the month (or period of months) you choose.
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4. Click the Print it button.
5. On the Include page, under Which month(s) do you want to include on this report select Start with and then
choose the month (or months) you want to print. For example, to print a report that includes only December 2015
hours, choose December 2015 through December 2015.

6. Click the Start printing button.
Your report will be delivered to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox shortly.
Related help
Help Topic 2284 [_______]
pg:0577 - How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report?
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Service Summary Reports
Help topic 8258
Added or revised 05-17-2016
Service summary reports list volunteer service for monthly, quarterly or annual periods you specify.
These reports are useful for printing monthly, or annual volunteer service reports for distribution to management,
boards or committees, or others interested in monitoring the extent of volunteer service over time. They may
include volunteer hours [_______],
pg:1581 merit hours [_______]
pg:1564 (if you use them), and any other measures [_______]
pg:1557
of volunteer service you track. They may also include the service value [_______]
pg:0034 , FTE [_______]
pg:1563 comparisons,
unduplicated volunteer counts, [_______]
pg:0452 and prior year comparisons. [_______]
pg:0575
You can organize Service summary reports seven ways: by Volunteer; Site; Site & Place; Site, Place &
Assignment; Type; Cluster, and Cluster, Site, Place & Assignment. You can choose to list individual volunteers
and their sub-totals, or just the sub-totals for each Site, Place, Assignment, or Type.
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Service summary reports automatically include service for archived [_______]
pg:1819 volunteers (as long as the
archived volunteer meets any Include [_______]
pg:0571 criteria you set for the report and the archived volunteer has
service entries that fall within the time period the report covers). However, Service summary reports will not
include service for volunteer records you have deleted [_______]
pg:2016 entirely from your Volgistics database.
Stock Service summary reports:
pg:0673
All service by assignment-calendar yr (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0620
All service by assignment-fiscal yr (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0622
All service by type (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0624
All service by volunteer (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0626
Monthly service comparison by assignment (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0628
Monthly service comparison by type (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0630
Monthly service comparison by volunteer (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0632
Monthly service by assignment (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0634
Monthly service by type (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0636
Monthly service by volunteer (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0637
Service values (stock) Details [_______]

To create a new Service summary report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on "Service summary," and then click on "Create a new Service summary report."
3. Customize your report using the Options, [_______]
pg:0563 Fields, [_______]
pg:0566 Page Design, [_______]
pg:0568 and Include
[_______]
pg:0571 windows.
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Options (Statistic Reports)
Help topic 1063
Added or revised 03-20-2013
Use the Statistics report's Options tab to customize the report's structure.
Report by:
Select the appropriate button to choose whether statistics should be reported in one set of numbers representing
the entire agency, or if they should also be categorized into groups, separated by either volunteer Type or by
Site.
Begin each report section on a new page
If the data is customized to be reported by either Type or Site, checking the "Begin each report section on a new
page" button will cause the report to print the data for each volunteer Type or Site on a new page.
Include a report column for each month
Checking the "Include a report column for each month" option will break Statistics out by month if a time period
longer than one month is indicated on the report's Include [_______]
pg:0589 page.
Include archived volunteer records
Archived volunteers can be included in the Statistics report by checking the "Include archived volunteer records"
box.
When you're finished choosing the Options for your Statistics report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Statistic Reports)
Help topic 1082
Added or revised 03-20-2013
Use the Statistics report's Fields page to choose the fields you want to appear on this report.

Status statistics
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First mark the boxes next to the names of all Statuses for which you want to include statistics in this report. You
can include Status statistics for one or more of the Statuses [_______]
pg:1832 tracked by your organization. For each
Status checked in this section of the Statistics report's Fields page, the number of volunteers who had that Status
either (a)at some point during the month(s) selected or (b)on the last day of the month(s) selected will be
generated.

Choose Count the volunteers who had the status at any time during the month to include in your report the
number of volunteers who had the selected Status(es) at any point throughout the month(s) included in the
report.
For example, if you choose this option for a Statistics report reflecting Status statistics for October 2007, the
report's "Active" count shows the number of volunteers who were Active on any date in October 2007, not
necessarily the number of volunteers who were active on the last date of October 2007 or on the date the report
was run. Therefore, a volunteer who was "Active" from October 1 through October 15 but was given the Status of
"Inactive" on October 16 will be counted in both the "Active" and "Inactive" Status statistics in this report. For this
reason, while accurately reflecting the number of volunteers who had each Status at some point during the report
time period, the total number of volunteers counted in each of the Statuses in this report may not equal the actual
total number of volunteers in the system during this time period.

Choose Count the volunteers who had the status on the last day of the month if you would like the report to
include the number of volunteers in each Status on the last date of the month(s) reflected in this report. When
you choose this option, the numbers are a snapshot of the Statuses assigned on a specific date. Also keep in
mind that the sum of volunteers listed for each Status used by an organization will equal that of the number of
volunteers in the system at the end of the time period included in the report.
It is important to recognize that information for deleted volunteer records will not be included in this, or any,
Volgistics report. For example, if a volunteer had the Status of "Inactive" on October 31, 2007 but their record
was deleted from the system on November 2, a Statistics report for October 2007 run after the record was
deleted on November 2 will not reflect the deleted volunteer record at all.
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In addition to providing counts for the Statuses selected, the report also includes a "Total" number, which
represents all volunteers.
Mark the "Average time in status" box to see the average amount of time volunteers have had their Status. This
appears on the report in a "years/days" format.

Service statistics

Use this section to include counts of volunteers who have completed specified numbers of hours.
Mark the "Volunteers with any service recorded" box to generate a count of any volunteers (in the Statuses
specified above) who completed service in the time period specified on the report's Include tab.
You can produce the average number of hours volunteers served either per month or per week by checking the
"Average number of hours served" box and marking the appropriate time box. Then choose up to eight break
points for average hours from the service break point drop down fields.
For example, if you choose to include average number of hours served per month and you enter a 1st service
break point of 5, a 2nd service break point of 10 and a 3rd service break point of 15, then your report will contain
the numbers of volunteers who have an average number of zero hours per month, an average of up to 5 hours
per month, an average of 6 - 10 hours per month, an average of 11 - 15 hours per month, and an average of 16
or more hours per month.
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Profile tab fields

Use this section to choose whether or not you want to include the personal information stored on the volunteer
record's Profile tab.
To generate the number of volunteers within specified age ranges, check the "Age" box and use the age break
point drop down fields to enter the ages that should end age categories. For example, if you choose to include
age and you enter a 1st age breaking point age of 24, a 2nd age breaking point age of 39, and a 3rd age
breaking point age of 54, then your report will contain the numbers of volunteer whose ages are between birth
and 24 years old, between 25 and 39, between 40 and 54, and 55 and older. The number of volunteers with an
unknown age will also be included.
You can also optionally include the youngest and oldest age and the average age of your included volunteers by
checking the appropriate boxes.
Finally, any information (other than that tracked in text fields) on the Personal box on the volunteer record's
Profile tab can optionally be included. This may include such items as Gender, Education, Marital Status, etc. For
guidance on managing the fields on this box, see help topic 2017 [_______].
pg:0957

When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
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Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating Custom Reports

Include (Statistic Reports)
Help topic 1089
Added or revised 10-02-2014
Use the Statistics report's Include page to choose the report's format (PDF or Excel) and which time period and
volunteers you want to include in it.
What format do you want for this report?
Choose to create this report as either an Adobe PDF file, or as an Excel spread sheet file. Use this control to
make this choice.
Select "PDF" if you would like the report to be sent to the Volgistics Mailbox as an Adobe 'portable document'
file. Use Adobe reader to view and print the report.
Choose "Excel" if you would like the report to be sent to the Volgistics Mailbox as an Excel spread sheet file. Use
Microsoft Excel (or another spread sheet program) to view and print the report.
What period do you want to include in this report?
Use this section to choose whether you want to include statistics for the most recently ended month (which is the
default for this report) or for a period of months and years chosen from the drop down fields in this section of the
page.
Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Uncheck this box only if you've checked the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want this report to include only
the tagged volunteers.
Check this checkbox to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers specified using the following controls:

Status
Choose Any to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you check, then check the
statuses you want to include.
Type
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Choose Any to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check, then check the Types
you want to include.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you check, then check the
Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these to include only volunteers who serve at one or more of the Sites you check, then check
Sites you want to include.
Set
Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 to include only the volunteers in a certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for the Statistics report, click Next to continue to the next
step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Page Design (Statistic Reports)
Help topic 1103
Added or revised 03-20-2013
Use the Statistics report Page design tab to customize the page formatting for your Statistics report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper or envelope size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.

Fit to page
When you check Fit to page Volgistics will attempt to fit all of your Statistics report onto a single page across.
Reports will still extend to additional pages if Volgistics cannot fit all of the report content onto a single page
using the smallest legible font.
First title line
Second title line
Type what you want to appear for the Statistics report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages if the report supports
page breaks and you selected page breaks for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a Site Level Operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters Site
for use by all Sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of the Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a Site Level Operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports printed by Site Level Operators to include the Site name.
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This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Add Set name
If you print this report for different Sets [_______]
pg:0863 of volunteers you can optionally make the name of the Set
[_______]
pg:0858 you're printing appear in the report title by checking this checkbox.
Do not check this checkbox if you never want Set names to appear as part of the report title when you print this
report for specific Sets of volunteers.
Font name
Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
Font size for 1st title line
Font size for the rest of the title
If there is more than one line of text in the report title, the first line may be printed in a different font size from the
rest of title. This enables you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down lists to choose
the font size (in points) for the first title line and subsequent title lines.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo on selected reports if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics
account setup.
Body font name
Body font size
Use the drop down lists to choose the font style and font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The
body of the report includes all of the report content except the report title.
If you also select Fit to page, Volgistics may adjust the size of the body font so the report will fit onto one page
across.
Lines
Column style reports can include lines around the border of the report and between report columns. Lines often
make column oriented reports easier to read. Choose On if you want this report to include lines, or Off if you
prefer no lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing the line
graphics.
Date and time printed
Choose On to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of each page. Choose Off
if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
Choose On to print page numbers at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to print page
numbers.
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Corner index
Reports that list volunteers alphabetically can include an index in the lower right corner of each page that shows
which last names appear on that page, alphabetically. This makes it easier to locate particular volunteers by
name on reports that includes multiple pages. For example, a page that begins with "Bailey, George" and ends
with "Cabot, Anita" might have a corner index of B-Ca, indicating that the page includes all of the volunteers
whose last names fall within B and Ca alphabetically.
Choose On if you want this corner index printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
this corner index printed.

When you're finished choosing the page design for your Statistics report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Statistics Reports
Help topic 8266
Added or revised 05-20-2016
Statistics reports are designed to help you get data on things such as volunteer retention and demographics.
Volgistics comes with two stock [_______]
pg:0595 Statistics reports. You can learn more about these below:
pg:0678
Status Statistics (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0680
Volunteer Age Statistics (stock) Details [_______]

By default, Statistics reports only contain data for non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 records. You can modify the report to
contain information for archived records also, as well as change the setup to look for other statistical information.
To customize a stock report, click the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from the Print menu.
Or you can create a custom Statistics report from scratch by:
1. Select Print from the menu.
2. Expand the Statistics link.
3. Select Create a new statistics report.
4. Go through each of the tabs and select the options you want.
5. Save the report on the Save tab.
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Stock Reports
Help topic 2104
Added or revised 09-30-2016
Your Volgistics account comes with a series of standard, ready to run reports called
stock
reports. These reports meet the common reporting needs of many volunteer programs; however, they are not the
only reports you can print. In addition to stock reports, you can customize your own Volgistics reports. Help topic
2223 [_______]
pg:0467 explains one way to do this. You can also clone a copy of a stock report to customize. The To
Customize a Stock Report section of this help topic shows how to do this.
In order to be sure stock reports are always available, and work as they were originally designed, they have
these limitations:
• You cannot delete stock reports.
• You cannot change the kinds of data included in the original stock reports. (You can change the appearance
of stock reports by modifying the font size, font style, or margins. And you always get to choose which
volunteers, assignments, or coordinators stock reports include.)
Stock reports are handy because they're already setup and ready to run. If there's a stock report that's not quite
what you need but it's close, you can customize your own report without altering the original stock report.

Stock Report Samples
Click a link below to see the stock reports for that category:
Address labels [_______]
pg:0483
Assignment profile [_______]
pg:0492
Awards [_______]
pg:0504
Batch report [_______]
pg:0599
Excel spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513
Labels [_______]
pg:0523
Name tags [_______]
pg:0531
Schedule [_______]
pg:0547
Service details [_______]
pg:0560
Service summary [_______]
pg:0580
Statistics [_______]
pg:0593
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Volunteer list [_______]
pg:0692
Volunteer profile [_______]
pg:0703

To Print a Stock Report
Here are the steps to follow to print a stock report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the kind of report you want to print. For example, click Volunteer List if you want to print a list of
volunteers.
3. Click on the name of the stock report you want to print. Stock reports are those that include (stock) in the
report name. You can also tell which reports are stock reports by the orange page icon that appears next to the
report name.

4. Once you choose the stock report you want to print, Volgistics asks if you want to "Print it," "Modify it," "Clone
it," or see an "Example" of it. Click the Print it button.
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5. Use the Include tab to choose which records you want to include on the report. Once you select the records
you want to include click the Start printing button.
Note: If the Start printing button appears disabled, you have not checked any of the checkboxes under Which
volunteers do you want to include in this report? Check at least one of these checkboxes to continue.
6. Volgistics begins preparing your report as soon as you click
Start Printing. When it's complete, Volgistics delivers your report to your Volgistics mailbox. See How reports
print [_______]
pg:0446 for more information.

To Change the Appearance of a Stock Report
To change the appearance of a stock report:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the kind of report you want. For example, click Volunteer List if you want to change the appearance of
a volunteer list report.
3. Click on the name of the stock report you want to change.
4. Click the Modify it button. This opens the Page Design window.
5. Use the Page Design [_______]
pg:0451 window to change the appearance of the report.
6. Click the Save button to save your changes.
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Changes you make to the Page Design for a stock report will appear for all System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 in your
account who uses the report.

To Customize a Stock Report
If there is a stock report that is close to what you need, you can clone the report. This creates a new report with
the same format and field selections. The new report can be customized to meet your needs.
To clone a stock report:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Click the kind of report you want. For example, click Volunteer List if you want to customize a volunteer list
report.
3. Click the name of the stock report you want to change.
4. Click the Clone it button.
5. Change the settings on the Options, Fields, Page design and Include tabs to meet your needs. You can click
the "Help" link that appears on the top and bottom of each page for more information about the settings on that
page.

6. You can save your report with a unique name on the Save tab so you do not need to re-create it again. Click
either the Save button to save the report without printing it or the Save and Print button to save the report and
print it now.
Related Videos
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Batch Report (stock)
Help topic 8001
Added or revised 12-21-2011
Use the Batch report to view a listing of each hour entry posted in a particular batch with the Post [_______]
pg:1559
feature. A Batch Report contains all service information included in a posted batch. This type of report is often
used to compare posted information to the information on a written time sheet.

Related help
Help Topic 1120 [_______]
pg:0426 - Batch Report
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Name, Address, and Phone List (stock)
Help topic 8002
Added or revised 12-21-2011
A simple list of volunteers with their addresses and phone numbers.

Related help
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Flags and Types List (stock)
Help topic 8003
Added or revised 12-21-2011
A list of volunteers and their Flags and Type. Flags and Type information appears on the Core tab in the
volunteer record.

Related help
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Volunteer Assignment List (stock)
Help topic 8004
Added or revised 12-21-2011
A list of volunteers and their volunteer assignments.

Related help
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Volunteer Message Preferences (stock)
Help topic 8005
Added or revised 08-15-2014
This report shows you how each volunteer has tailored their message preferences [_______]
pg:0381 . It includes a list of
volunteers followed by their current message preferences. The message preferences will have either
(text) or (email) behind them to indicate if the volunteer prefers to receive that type of message [_______]
pg:1321 by
email or text [_______]
pg:0352 . If the volunteer has opted not to receive a certain type of message, that type of message
will not be listed by their name. Volunteer message preferences appear on the Profile tab in the volunteer record.
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Volunteer Service List (stock)
Help topic 8006
Added or revised 12-21-2011
Lists volunteers, and their volunteer service records (hours). You can choose if you want all service records, or
only those for a certain month, year, or period of years when you print the report. The report includes the
assignment where the service was performed, the date (or date range), and the amount of service performed. A
sub-total prints for each volunteer.

Related help
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Volunteer Schedule List (stock)
Help topic 8007
Added or revised 01-03-2012
A stock [_______]
pg:0595 report for printing lists of volunteers, and their schedules. This report includes this information
from the volunteer's schedule: date scheduled, assignment scheduled, start and stop times, if they are a Regular
volunteer, and any notes attached to a schedule entry. You can choose the range of dates for which volunteer
schedule entries appear.
This report shows the volunteer's schedules in a list format. If you want the schedules in a calendar format, you
can use a Schedule report. Help topic 8255 [_______]
pg:0547 has more information on these reports.

Related help
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Regular Schedule List Report (stock)
Help topic 8008
Added or revised 01-05-2012
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 volunteer list report format prints lists of volunteers and their regular schedules. The report
includes the volunteer name and the following information about their regular schedules: the Assignment they
are scheduled for, their regular From and To times, and the days of the week they serve regularly.
This report shows the volunteer's schedules in a list format. If you want the schedules in a calendar format, you
can use a Schedule report. Help topic 8255 [_______]
pg:0547 has more information on these reports.

To create a new Regular Schedule List stock report:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Click on Volunteer list.
3. Click on Regular schedule list report (stock).
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4. Click Print it to print the stock report now, or Clone it to create a new report based on this stock report.
5. Customize the report's tabs, and click the Start printing button on the Include page.
6. Retrieve the report from your Volgistics Mailbox.
Related help
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Volunteer Checklist Report (stock)
Help topic 8009
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report lists volunteers, their Status, Type, and their volunteer checklist. The report lists each
item that appears on each volunteer's checklist, and if it has been completed or not. For checklist items that will
expire, the report lists the expiration date.

Related help
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Volunteer Date History (stock)
Help topic 8010
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report lists volunteers, followed by the information that appears in the Dates box on the
History tab. You can choose the kinds of Date records you want to appear on the report. For example, you can
include just Status dates, Checklist dates, Course dates, Mail dates, or Award dates.

Related help
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Volunteer Contacts List (stock)
Help topic 8011
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report lists volunteers, followed by their list of contacts from the Contacts tab. Contact
information includes the kind of contact, their relationship to the volunteer, the contacts name, their complete
address, and their phone numbers.

Related help
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Volunteer Award List (stock)
Help topic 8012
Added or revised 12-21-2011
A stock [_______]
pg:0595 report that lists volunteers and the awards they've received or are ready to receive. Following
each volunteer's name is a list of the awards they are ready to receive (based on your Volgistics awards setup
and the volunteer's current service), and a list of any awards they have already received and the award date. A
useful report when you are preparing for volunteer recognition events.

Related help
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Volunteer Service Details (stock)
Help topic 8013
Added or revised 12-21-2011
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to list volunteers and their hours of service. The report lists the volunteer name
followed by a list of their individual service entries for the month(s) you choose. The report lists volunteers
alphabetically. For each service entry the report lists the From date, To date, Assignment, and hours served.
The total number of hours reported for each volunteer prints as a subtotal, and a grand total appears at the end
of the report.
You can print this report for tagged volunteers, or for volunteers with any Flag, Type, Status, or Assignment you
specify. You can print this report for any single month, or for any period of months (e.g. January 2005 through
December 2005).
If you do not need a detailed service report such as this consider using the 'Service summary' report instead.
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Related help
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Assignment Service Details (stock)
Help topic 8014
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report lists the service entries for the month(s) you choose in order of the assignment in
which the service was given. If you organize your assignments according to sites and places, assignments are
sorted by site and place also.
The report lists sites, places, and assignments alphabetically. For each assignment, the report lists the
volunteers who have service in that assignment during the month(s) you include. For each volunteer, the report
lists each of the volunteer's service entries in that assignment, including the service From date, To date, and
hours served.
The total number of hours reported for each volunteer, assignment, place, and site prints as a subtotal, and a
grand total appears at the end of the report.
You can print this report for tagged volunteers, or for volunteers with any Flag, Type, Status, or Assignment you
specify. You can print this report for any single month, or for any span of months (e.g. January 2005 through
December 2005).
If you do not need a detailed service report such as this consider using the 'Service summary' report instead.
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Related help
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Type Service Details (stock)
Help topic 8015
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report lists volunteers and their service entries for the month(s) you choose in order of
volunteer Type. The Type field, located in the Name box on the Core tab for each volunteer, is often used to
classify volunteers according to major divisions in volunteer programs, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'regular', 'student,'
and so forth. This report shows service details according to these divisions.
The report lists each Type alphabetically, followed by the list of volunteers in that Type and their service entries
for the month(s) selected. For each service entry the report lists the service From date, To date, Assignment, and
hours served.
The total number of hours reported for each volunteer and Type prints as a subtotal, and a grand total appears at
the end of the report.
You can print this report for tagged volunteers, or for volunteers with any Flag, Type, Status, or Assignment you
specify. You can print this report for any single month, or for any span of months (e.g. January 2005 through
December 2005).
If you do not need a detailed service report such as this consider using the 'Service summary' report instead.
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Related help
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Place Service Details (stock)
Help topic 8016
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report lists volunteers and their service entries for the month(s) you choose in order of
Place and assignment. For each Place in your database, the report lists assignments alphabetically. Following
each assignment is the list of volunteers who have service in that assignment for the month(s) selected, and their
service entries for that assignment. For each service entry the report lists the service From date, To date, and
hours served.
The report starts each Place on a new page. This is useful if you would like to distribute a report of the service
details to the lead person (e.g. chairman, administrator, coordinator, director) for each Place.
The total number of hours reported for each volunteer, assignment, and Place prints as a subtotal.
You can print this report for tagged volunteers, or for volunteers with any Flag, Type, Status, or Assignment you
specify. You can print this report for any single month, or for any span of months (e.g. January 2005 through
December 2005).
If you do not need a detailed service report such as this consider using the 'Service summary' report instead.
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Related help
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All Service by Assignment-Fiscal Yr (stock)
Help topic 8017
Added or revised 05-17-2016
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service by fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 . By default, it starts with the
earliest fiscal year that service is recorded in your database and continues through the current fiscal year. You
can change this setting on the Include tab [_______]
pg:0571 when you run the report.
The report will have sub-totals for each assignment whether it is active or inactive [_______]
pg:0140 . If you want to
modify the report to just include active, or inactive, assignments, you can also do this on the Include tab when
you run the report.
If you organize your assignments [_______]
pg:0096 by Sites and Places, the report will also include a sub-total for each
Place and Site. There will be a grand total for each fiscal year at the end of the report, and a grand total for each
assignment (as well as for each Site and Place if you use them) in the rightmost column.
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Use this report for year-to-year historical or comparison purposes, or if you need to report all service ever
performed. If you do not exclude any volunteers from this report in the Include [_______]
pg:0571 criteria, and the time
period the report covers includes every fiscal year you've had your account, the sum where the Grand total row
and the Total Hours column meet will represent all service entered in your database.
If you'd rather see service information organized by calendar year, you can run the All Service by
Assignment-Calendar Yr (stock) [_______]
pg:0673 report instead. In addition, you can also customize Service summary
[_______]
pg:0580 reports to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show each volunteer's individual service under each assignment
Show unduplicated volunteer counts [_______]
pg:0452
Show Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 you track other than volunteer hours
Show the value [_______]
pg:0034 for any service you track
Show FTE [_______]
pg:1563 comparisons for hours
Show prior year comparisons [_______]
pg:0575

To change the settings on a stock report, click the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from
the Print menu. This will spin off a copy of the stock report that can be modified.
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All Service by Type (stock)
Help topic 8018
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service by year, starting with the earliest year for which your
database has a service entry and continuing through the current year. The report includes a sub-total for
volunteer Type. The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Service for volunteers who do not have a specific Type appears at the end of the report under the heading
"(none)."
A grand total for each year appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each Type appears in the right
most column.
Use this report for year-to-year historical or comparison purposes, or if you need to report all service ever
performed.

If you do not exclude any volunteers from this report in the
entered in your database.

Include [_______]
pg:0571 criteria, it will include all service

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each of your organization's fiscal years [_______]
pg:0062 , starting with
the earliest year for which you've entered service. If you create your own Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 report you
can configure the report to use the calendar year rather than the fiscal year, or include only the years you specify
rather than every year that has volunteer service.
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In addition, you can customize

Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to

- Show each volunteer's individual service under each Type
- Show unduplicated volunteer counts
- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Show prior year comparisons

Related help
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All Service by Volunteer (stock)
Help topic 8019
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service by year, starting with the earliest year for which your
database has a service entry and continuing through the current year. The report includes a sub-total for every
volunteer.
A grand total for each year appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each volunteer appears in the
right most column.
Use this report for year-to-year historical or comparison purposes, or if you need to report all service ever
performed.

If you do not exclude any volunteers from this report in the
entered in your database.
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By default, the report totals volunteer service for each of your organization's fiscal years [_______]
pg:0062 , starting with
the earliest year for which you've entered service. If you create your own Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 report you
can configure the report to use the calendar year rather than the fiscal year, or include only the years you specify
rather than every year that has volunteer service.
In addition, you can customize

Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to

- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Show prior year comparisons
Related help
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Monthly Service Comparison by Assignment (stock)
Help topic 8020
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service for each month in the current fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 ,
plus it compares each month to the same month in the previous year. The report lists service by assignment,
with a sub-total for each assignment. If you organize your assignments by Sites and Places, the report also
includes sub-totals for each Place and Site.
A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each assignment (as well as
for each Site and Place if they appear on the report) appears in the right most column.
Use this report for month-to-month

service comparisons [_______]
pg:0575 by assignment for the current year.

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each month organization's fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 that has passed
so far. You can also configure the report to include months from the current calendar year rather than the fiscal
year, or to include the specific months you choose.
In addition, you can customize
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- Show each volunteer's individual service under each assignment
- Show unduplicated volunteer counts
- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Exclude prior year comparisons
Related help
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Monthly Service Comparison by Type (stock)
Help topic 8021
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service for each month in the current fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 ,
plus it compares each month to the same month in the previous year. The report lists service by Type, with a
sub-total for each Type. The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for
classifying volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,'
and so forth. Service for volunteers who do not have a specific Type appears at the end of the report under the
heading "(none)."
A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each Type appears in the
right most column.
Use this report for month-to-month

service comparisons [_______]
pg:0575 by Type for the current year.

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each month organization's fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 that has passed
so far. You can also configure the report to include months from the current calendar year rather than the fiscal
year, or to include the specific months you choose.
In addition, you can customize

Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to

- Show each volunteer's individual service under each Type
- Show unduplicated volunteer counts
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- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Exclude prior year comparisons
Related help
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Monthly Service Comparison by Volunteer (stock)
Help topic 8022
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service for each month in the current fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 ,
plus it compares each month to the same month in the previous year. The report lists service by volunteer, with a
sub-total for each volunteer.
A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each volunteer appears in the
right most column.
Use this report for month-to-month

service comparisons [_______]
pg:0575 by volunteer for the current year.

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each month organization's fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 that has passed
so far. You can also configure the report to include months from the current calendar year rather than the fiscal
year, or to include the specific months you choose.
In addition, you can customize

Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to

- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Exclude prior year comparisons
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Related help
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Monthly Service by Assignment (stock)
Help topic 8023
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service for each month in the current fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 .
For each month, the report includes a column for volunteers hours and a column with the unduplicated volunteer
count [_______]
pg:0452 for the month.
The report lists service by assignment, with a sub-total for each assignment. If you organize your assignments by
Sites and Places, the report also includes sub-totals for each Place and Site.
A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each assignment (as well as
for each Site and Place if they appear on the report) appears in the right most column.
Use this report to show month-to-month service by assignment for the current year.

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each month organization's fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 that has passed
so far. You can also configure the report to include months from the current calendar year rather than the fiscal
year, or to include the specific months you choose.
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In addition, you can customize

Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to

- Show each volunteer's individual service under each assignment
- Exclude unduplicated volunteer counts
- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Show prior year comparisons
Related help
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Monthly Service by Type (stock)
Help topic 8024
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service for each month in the current fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 .
For each month, the report includes a column for volunteers hours and a column with the unduplicated volunteer
count [_______]
pg:0452 for the month.
The report lists service by volunteer Type, with a sub-total for each Type. The Type field appears in the Name
box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,'
'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth. Service for volunteers who do not have a specific
Type appears at the end of the report under the heading "(none)."
A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each Type appears in the
right most column.
Use this report to show month-to-month service by Type for the current year.

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each month organization's fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 that has passed
so far. You can also configure the report to include months from the current calendar year rather than the fiscal
year, or to include the specific months you choose.
In addition, you can customize
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- Show each volunteer's individual service under each assignment
- Exclude unduplicated volunteer counts
- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Show prior year comparisons
Related help
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Monthly Service by Volunteer (stock)
Help topic 8025
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service for each month in the current
volunteer, with a sub-total for each volunteer.

fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 by

A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each Type appears in the
right most column.
Use this report to show month-to-month service by volunteer for the current year.

By default, the report totals volunteer service for each month organization's fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 that has passed
so far. You can also configure the report to include months from the current calendar year rather than the fiscal
year, or to include the specific months you choose.
In addition, you can customize

Service summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports to

- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for any service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Show prior year comparisons
Related help
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Service Values (stock)
Help topic 8026
Added or revised 12-21-2011
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service and service values for the fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062
selected in the Include criteria. The report calculates service value based on the values setup for your
organization.
The report lists service and values by assignment, with a sub-total for each assignment. If you organize your
assignments by Sites and Places, the report also includes sub-totals for each Place and Site.
A grand total for each month appears at the end of the report, and a grand total for each assignment (as well as
for each Site and Place if they appear on the report) appears in the right most column.
Use this report to show the monetary value of volunteer service for a selected year or range of years.

You can customize Service summary reports to
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- Show each volunteer's individual service and value under each assignment
- Show unduplicated volunteer counts
- Show service measures you track other than volunteer hours
- Show the value for other service you track
- Show FTE comparisons for hours
- Show prior year comparisons
Related help
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Coordinator Address Labels (stock)
Help topic 8027
Added or revised 09-30-2016
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints mailing labels for Coordinators you track in Volgistics. It works with sheet fed
labels for laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
Each time you print this report you can use the
want to print labels for.

Include window [_______]
pg:0479 to specify which Coordinators you

Related help
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Volunteer Address Labels (stock)
Help topic 8028
Added or revised 09-30-2016
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints mailing labels for Volunteers. It works with sheet fed labels for laser or ink jet
printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
Each time you print this report you can use the
to print labels for.

Include window [_______]
pg:0479 to specify which Volunteers you want

Mailing labels include the volunteer's name and mailing address. If you need labels with other kinds of
information consider using a Labels [_______]
pg:0523 report instead.

Related help
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Volunteer Bulk Mailing Labels (stock)
Help topic 8029
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints mailing labels for Volunteers. It works with sheet fed labels for laser or ink jet
printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
Each time you print this report you can use the Include window [_______]
pg:0479 to specify which Volunteers you want
to print labels for.
This stock reports prints labels optimized for large mailings that must conform to postal service bulk mail
regulations:
•
•
•
•

Postnet bar codes are printed for all US addresses
Labels are printed all uppercase
Labels are sorted by zip or post code
Labels are omitted for volunteer records that do not contain a zip or post code
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Related help
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File Folder Labels (stock)
Help topic 8030
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints labels suitable for labeling file folders. It works with sheet fed file folder labels
for laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5266 label sheets. These labels are useful if you create file folders for
each volunteer.
Each time you print this report you can use the Include window [_______]
pg:1338 to specify which Volunteers you want
to print file folder labels for. For example, if you need labels for just a few new volunteers, you could tag their
records in Volgistics and then print file folder labels for only the tagged volunteers.

Related help
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Labels with Assignments (stock)
Help topic 8031
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints labels with the volunteer's name and Assignment. It works with sheet fed
labels for laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
The first line on each label contains the volunteer's name. Then, for each Assignment in the volunteer's record,
the label shows the Assignment name followed by the volunteer's Role in the assignment. For an example, look
at the first label shown below. This label is for a volunteer named 'Tom Applebe.' Tom Applebe has two
assignments: 'Info Desk' in Administration, for which his role is 'Assigned;' and 'Phones' in the Volunteer Office,
for which his role is 'Substitute.'
Each time you print this report you can use the Include window [_______]
pg:1338 to specify which Volunteers you want
to print labels for.
You can use these labels for such purposes as labeling pre-printed time sheets or event volunteer registration
packages, where it would be important to know what the volunteer's assignments are.
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Related help
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Labels with Flags (stock)
Help topic 8032
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints labels with the volunteer's name and Flags. It works with sheet fed labels for
laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
The first line on each label contains the volunteer's name, followed by the volunteer's Flags. For an example,
look at the first label shown below. This label is for a volunteer named 'Tom Applebe.' Tom Applebe has three
Flags: "Blue team,' 'Regular,' and 'Telephone Pioneer.'
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify volunteers
into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red team,' and so
forth.
Each time you print this report you can use the Include window [_______]
pg:1338 to specify which Volunteers you want
to print labels for.
You can use these labels for such purposes as labeling pre-printed time sheets or event volunteer registration
packages, where it would be important to know how the volunteer is classified.
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Related help
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Labels with Life Hours (stock)
Help topic 8033
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints labels with the volunteer's name and their Life Hours. It works with sheet fed
labels for laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
The first line on each label contains the volunteer's name, followed by their Life Hours. Life Hours are the sum of
all hours recorded in the database for each volunteer. You can use these labels for such purposes as labeling
volunteer recognition materials, where it would be important to see each volunteer's hours on a label.
Each time you print this report you can use the Include window [_______]
pg:1338 to specify which Volunteers you want
to print labels for.
You can customize your own Label reports to include other service statistics other than (or in addition to) Life
Hours.
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Related help
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Labels with Schedules (stock)
Help topic 8034
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints labels with the volunteer's name and their Schedule. It works with sheet fed
labels for laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5263 label sheets.
The first line on each label contains the volunteer's name. Then, for each time the volunteer is scheduled during
a time period you specify, the label shows
• date scheduled
• name of the Assignment they are scheduled for
• times scheduled
For an example, look at the first label shown below. This label is for a volunteer named 'Tom Applebe.' Tom
Applebe is scheduled twice. First on 09-22-2004 in an Assignment called 'Setup logistics,' from 1:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. His second scheduled shift is on 09-23-2004 in an Assignment called 'Finish line,' from 7:30 a.m. to 10:00
a.m.
These labels are useful for labeling volunteer material packets at special events. Arriving volunteers can easily
see and confirm their schedule when they check-in and receive their packets.
When printing this report, be sure to select the time period you want to include schedule information for. You
specify this time period on the Include window [_______]
pg:1338 each time you print the report.
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Related help
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Labels with Type (stock)
Help topic 8035
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report prints labels with the volunteer's name and their volunteer Type. It works with sheet
fed labels for laser or ink jet printers, such as Avery 5160 label sheets.
The first line on each label contains the volunteer's name, followed by the volunteer's Type. The Type field
appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying volunteers by major program
type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Each time you print this report you can use the Include window [_______]
pg:1338 to specify which Volunteers you want
to print labels for.
You can use these labels for such purposes as labeling pre-printed time sheets or event volunteer registration
packages, where it would be important to know the volunteer's Type.
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Related help
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Names and Email Addresses (stock)
Help topic 8036
Added or revised 12-05-2014
This report creates an Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 file with one column for the volunteer name, and one column
for the volunteer's email address. This report is useful for copying volunteer email addresses into external
address books.
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Names and Addresses (stock)
Help topic 8037
Added or revised 09-30-2016
This report creates an Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 file with columns for volunteer name (last and first), street
address, city, state or province, and zip or post code. It is suitable for situations where volunteer names and
addresses need to be combined with data from other sources for mailings, such as fund appeals you make
through outside mailing services.
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Names, Addresses and Phone Numbers (stock)
Help topic 8038
Added or revised 12-05-2014
This report creates an Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 file with columns for volunteer names, address, and phone
numbers. It is useful for including volunteer information in external documents such as volunteer directories.
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Names and Pending Awards (stock)
Help topic 8039
Added or revised 12-05-2014
This report creates an Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 file with columns for volunteer names and their pending
awards [_______].
pg:1551 It is useful for transferring volunteer award information to external documents for volunteer
recognition events (such as booklets that show award recipients).
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All Volunteer Information (stock)
Help topic 8040
Added or revised 10-07-2016
This Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 report produces a spreadsheet that contains all of the volunteer information
[_______]
pg:0510 in your database. This stock report is suitable for producing external backup [_______]
pg:0461 copies of your
data for storage on your own computer.
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Award Eligibility (stock)
Help topic 8041
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This report is sorted by award. It lists each award you track in Volgistics. For each award, it lists the volunteers
who are currently eligible for with the award.
Use this report to prepare for volunteer recognition events in which you present awards.

Related help
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Presented Awards (stock)
Help topic 8042
Added or revised 12-22-2011
This report is sorted by award. It lists each award you track in Volgistics. For each award, it lists the volunteers
who have already been presented with the award. This report is based on Award dates from the volunteer's
History tab.

Related help
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Monthly Schedules by Assignment (stock)
Help topic 8043
Added or revised 01-05-2012
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to create monthly schedules for each assignment. The report will list each
assignment's schedule on a separate section of the report. Each cell will have the scheduled time, the volunteer
or group scheduled and any note listed on the opening [_______].
pg:0776 Any unfilled openings will be shown with the
word
Open
in bold print. A contact list for the volunteers scheduled will appear after each assignment's schedule. The list will
include the volunteer's name, Type [_______]
pg:0212 , phone numbers and email address.
By default, the report is set-up to include the schedule information for
Next month
for all active assignments. You can change this to cover a different month, and/or a specific Site, Place or
Assignment, on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 page.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .
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Related help
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Weekly Schedules by Assignment (stock)
Help topic 8044
Added or revised 01-05-2012
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to create weekly schedules for each assignment. The report will list each
assignment's schedule on a separate section of the report. Each cell will have the scheduled time, the volunteer
or group scheduled and any note listed on the opening [_______].
pg:0776 Any unfilled openings will be shown with the
word Open in bold print.
By default, the report is set-up to include the schedule information for
Next week
for all active assignments. You can change this to cover a different week, and/or a specific Site, Place or
Assignment, on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 page.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .

Related help
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Monthly Schedules by Volunteer (stock)
Help topic 8045
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to create individual monthly schedules for each volunteer. The report will list
volunteers alphabetically by last name and each volunteer's schedule will appear on a separate page of the
report. The schedule will show a monthly calendar with the assignment names, scheduled times and any note
listed on the opening [_______]
pg:0776 on each calendar date.
By default, the report is setup to include the schedule information for
Next month
for all volunteers. You can change this to cover a different month, and/or a selected volunteer or group of
volunteers, on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 page.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .

Related help
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Weekly Schedules by Volunteer (stock)
Help topic 8046
Added or revised 01-03-2012
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to create weekly schedules for each volunteer. The report will list volunteers
alphabetically by last name and each volunteer's schedule will appear on a separate page of the report. The
schedule will show the days of the week from Sunday through Saturday as column headings. Assignment
names, the scheduled times and any note listed on the opening [_______]
pg:0776 will be listed in the appropriate
column.
By default, the report is set-up to include the schedule information for
Next week
for all volunteers. You can change this to cover a different week, and/or a selected volunteer, or group of
volunteers, on the Include [_______]
pg:0538 page.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .

Related help
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Daily Sign-in Sheets (stock)
Help topic 8047
Added or revised 01-03-2012
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to create sign-in sheets to record when volunteers serve. The report will list
volunteers alphabetically by last name, the times and assignments they are scheduled for and any notes that are
related to the opening [_______].
pg:0776 It also contains columns for volunteers or supervisors to record the Time in and
Time out as well as an open column for Office use.
Volunteers can use the daily sign-in sheets to sign-in and out when they arrive and depart, and you can use
them when you post hours from the schedule [_______]
pg:1576 to confirm each volunteer's service.
By default, the report is set-up to include the schedule information for Tomorrow for all volunteers. You can
change this to cover a different day or date range, and/or a selected volunteer, or group of volunteers, on the
Include [_______]
pg:0538 page.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .
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Related help
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Schedule Statistics (stock)
Help topic 8048
Added or revised 01-05-2012
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to list schedule statistics for assignments in your account. The report lists the
assignment name followed by statistics for un-filled openings, filled openings and an unduplicated volunteer
count [_______]
pg:0452 for the volunteers scheduled.
By default, the report is set-up to include all active assignments and the time period of next month. You can
change this to limit the report to just a selected Site, Place or Assignment and/or cover a different month on the
Include [_______]
pg:0538 page.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .
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Related help
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Assignment Description Sheets (stock)
Help topic 8049
Added or revised 05-03-2013
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to generate Assignment description sheets for active Assignments. Finished
reports have an Assignment Detail page(s) for each Assignment arranged alphabetically by the Assignment's
name.
The Assignment Detail pages show contact information for the Assignment, fields setup in the Detail section of
the Assignment tab, as well as fields from the Assignment's Profile and Description tabs. You can print out just
the page(s) for one particular Assignment if you want to give new volunteers a hand-out with information about
the Assignment they'll be serving in.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields, in Help Topic 2104
[_______]
pg:0595 .

Related help
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Assignment List (stock)
Help topic 8050
Added or revised 05-03-2013
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to generate a list of active Assignments in your account. Finished reports have a
Summary Page(s) that lists Sites alphabetically. Each Site's Assignments are listed alphabetically underneath it.
The Place the Assignment falls under appears in brackets after the Assignment's name and any Coordinators
[_______]
pg:0163 assigned to the Assignment are listed under each Assignment's name.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields, in Help Topic 2104
[_______]
pg:0595 .

Related help
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Coordinator Contact List (stock)
Help topic 8051
Added or revised 05-03-2013
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report to generate lists of Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 assigned to each Assignment.
Finished reports have a Summary Page(s) showing a list of active Assignments and Coordinators organized by
Site. There are also Assignment Detail Pages for each Assignment showing basic contact information for the
Assignment along with a list of Coordinators assigned to the Assignment and their contact information.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields, in Help Topic 2104
[_______]
pg:0595 .

Related help
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All Service by Assignment-Calendar Yr (stock)
Help topic 8052
Added or revised 05-17-2016
This stock report [_______]
pg:0595 summarizes volunteer service by calendar year. By default, it starts with the earliest
calendar year that service is recorded in your database and continues through the current calendar year. You
can change this setting on the Include tab [_______]
pg:0571 when you run the report.
The report will have sub-totals for each assignment whether it is active or inactive [_______]
pg:0140 . If you want to
modify the report to just include active, or inactive, assignments, you can also do this on the Include tab when
you run the report.
If you organize your assignments [_______]
pg:0096 by Sites and Places, the report will also include a sub-total for each
Place and Site. There will be a grand total for each calendar year at the end of the report, and a grand total for
each assignment (as well as for each Site and Place if you use them) in the rightmost column.
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Use this report for year-to-year historical or comparison purposes, or if you need to report all service ever
performed. If you do not exclude any volunteers from this report in the Include [_______]
pg:0571 criteria, and the time
period the report covers includes every calendar year you've had your account, the sum where the Grand total
row and the Total Hours column meet will represent all service entered in your database.
If you'd rather see service information organized by fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 , you can run the All Service by
Assignment-Fiscal Yr (stock) [_______]
pg:0620 report instead. In addition, you can also customize Service summary
[_______]
pg:0580 reports to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Show each volunteer's individual service under each assignment
Show unduplicated volunteer counts [_______]
pg:0452
Show Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 you track other than volunteer hours
Show the value [_______]
pg:0034 for any service you track
Show FTE [_______]
pg:1563 comparisons for hours
Show prior year comparisons [_______]
pg:0575

To change the settings on a stock report, click the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from
the Print menu. This will spin off a copy of the stock report that can be modified.
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Volunteer Name Tags (stock)
Help topic 8054
Added or revised 05-18-2016
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report creates name tags for your volunteer [_______]
pg:1849 records. The report is generated in
PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format and uses the Avery 5395 format by default. This allows you to print the name tags on an
ink jet or laser printer by using sheet fed name tag templates.
When you run the report, you can select to include all volunteers, or just certain volunteers based on things such
as the volunteer's Status [_______],
pg:1832 Type, Flag [_______]
pg:0212 , and more. This is controlled by the Include tab
[_______]
pg:0528 settings you select when the report is run.
If you need your name tags to have different font sizes or styles, margins, volunteer name fields, or a new
greeting message, you can spin off a copy of the stock report to modify. You can also select to add information
about the volunteer's assignments [_______]
pg:0103 , pending awards [_______],
pg:1551 or service [_______].
pg:1581 To do this, click
the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from the Print menu.
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Coordinator Name Tags (stock)
Help topic 8055
Added or revised 05-18-2016
This stock [_______]
pg:0595 report creates name tags for your Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 records. The report is generated
in PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format and uses the Avery 5395 format by default. This allows you to print the name tags on
an ink jet or laser printer by using sheet fed name tag templates.
When you run the report, you can select to include all Coordinators, or just Coordinators who oversee certain
assignments [_______]
pg:0096 . This is controlled by the Include tab [_______]
pg:0528 settings you select when the report is
run.
If you need your name tags to have different font sizes or styles, margins, Coordinator name fields, or a new
greeting message, you can spin off a copy of the stock report to modify. To do this, click the Clone it button after
you select the name of the report from the Print menu.
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Status Statistics (stock)
Help topic 8056
Added or revised 05-13-2016
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report for statistical information about your account's Statuses [_______].
pg:1832 The report
shows each Status in your account and a count for the number of volunteer records with that Status on the last
day of the month. By default this is the previous month, but this can be changed to a different month (or months)
when the report is run.
The report also has a Became section that shows the count for the number of volunteers who were given each
Status anytime during the month(s) the report covers. Please note that a volunteer may be in this section more
than once. For example, if the report covers April 2016, a volunteer who has an Applicant Status date of April 4,
2016, and an Active Status date of April 22, 2016 will count in both the Became Applicant and Became Active
totals.
Finally, the report has an Average time in Status section. This section shows the average amount of time
volunteers stay in each Status. This is shown in years/days format. In the example below, you can see that the
average time volunteers in the account have the Active Status is 5 years and 353 days. So for ease of use, you
may wish to round this up to 6 years.
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By default, the report only contains statistics for non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer records. If you want the report
to contain statistics for archived volunteers, you will need to clone the report and change the Options tab
[_______]
pg:0585 settings so it includes archived records.
The default time period this report covers is the previous month. So if the report is run in May 2016, the report's
statistics will be for April 2016. You can change this setting on the Include tab [_______]
pg:0589 when you run the
report.
Please keep in mind that the reports only cover volunteers who have a record in your database during the time
period the report covers. For example, if you run the report for April 2016, volunteers added in May 2016 will not
be included in the report's results even though they have a record in your account at the time the report was run..
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .
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Volunteer Age Statistics (stock)
Help topic 8057
Added or revised 05-16-2016
Use this stock [_______]
pg:0595 report for statistical information about the age [_______]
pg:1861 composition of your volunteer
population. This report breaks down your volunteers according to how many are in pre-set age categories. By
default, these categories are birth to 10, 11 to 15, 16 to 18, 19 to 20, 21 to 30, 31 to 50, 51 to 65, and 66 and
older. If you want the report to use different age categories, you will need to clone the report and change the
Fields tab [_______]
pg:0585 settings. This report also provides information on the ages of the youngest and oldest
volunteers, plus the average age of the volunteers in your account.

The report does not include age information for group records [_______]
pg:1909 by default. However, you can change
the settings on the Include tab [_______]
pg:0589 when you run the report if you'd like group records to be included. Also,
the report only contains statistics for non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer records. If you want the report to contain
statistics for archived volunteers, you will need to clone the report and change the Options tab [_______]
pg:0585 settings
so it includes archived records.
The default time period this report covers is the previous month. So if the report is run in May 2016, the report's
statistics will be for April 2016. You can change this setting on the Include tab [_______]
pg:0589 when you run the
report.
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Please keep in mind that the reports only cover volunteers who have a record in your database during the time
period the report covers. For example, if you run the report for April 2016, volunteers added in May 2016 will not
be included in the report's results even though they have a record in your account at the time the report was run.
You can find information on how to print this report, or customize it to include different fields or time periods, in
Help Topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 .
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Volunteer Profile-Individual (stock)
Help topic 8058
Added or revised 05-23-2016
Use this report if you need to have a print-out or electronic file with basic information about your individual
volunteers. The reports include volunteer photos [_______]
pg:1798 if the record has one uploaded. Because of this, the
reports are only available in PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format. You can select which volunteers you would like to have on
the report from the Include tab [_______].
pg:0699
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If you need your report to include different fields, or you want to make other changes to it, you can spin off a copy
of the stock report to modify. To do this, click the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from the
Print menu.
You can find more information on how to print this report, and make customizations, in help topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595
.
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Volunteer Profile-Group (stock)
Help topic 8059
Added or revised 05-23-2016
Use this report if you need to have a print-out or electronic file with basic information about your group [_______]
pg:1909
volunteers. Volunteer profile reports are only available in PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format. You can select which group
records you would like to have on the report from the Include tab [_______].
pg:0699
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If you need your report to include different fields, or you want to make other changes to it, you can spin off a copy
of the stock report to modify. To do this, click the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from the
Print menu.
You can find more information on how to print this report, and make customizations, in help topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595
.
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Options (Volunteer List Reports)
Help topic 1066
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The
Options
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this Options page
to customize the structure of a Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 report.
Sort by:
Choose to sort volunteers in your Volunteer List report by one of the following options:
Volunteer name
Choose this option to sort volunteer information alphabetically by volunteer name.
Volunteer number
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by (ascending) volunteer number.
Birthday
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the birthday stored in the "Date of birth" field on the Profile tab
in the volunteer record.
Type
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by volunteer Type, for instance, grouping all "Adult" volunteers
together and all "Junior" volunteers together in the Volunteer List report.
Life Hours
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the volunteers' total number of recorded hours.
YTD Hours
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the year-to-date hours, or the number of hours recorded thus
far in the fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 set for the account.
MTD Hours
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the month-to-date service totals, or the number of hours
recorded thus far in the current month.
Years of service
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the number of years (and months) the volunteer's status has
been any of the statuses checked in the 'Years of Service' section of the Statistics setup page [_______].
pg:1387 For
example, if only the 'Active' status is checked on the Statistics setup page, volunteer years of service will include
just the number of years the volunteer has been active.
Date entered
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the date volunteer records were initially added to the system.
Start date
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the volunteers' start date [_______].
pg:1890 By default, a volunteer's
start date is the date they first became an 'Active' volunteer; however, this setting can be changed. If a system
operator has reconfigured the start date setting [_______]
pg:1839 so that it is based on a status date other than the first
"Active" status date, choosing this option will sort the report by whichever Status date the start date is based on.
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Date of last activity
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by the volunteers' date of last activity [_______]
pg:0076 , or the latest
date for which they have service recorded.

Start a new page for each volunteer
Mark this option to begin a separate page for each individual volunteer included in the Volunteer List report.
Blank row after each volunteer
Choose this option to increase the white space in the report by including a blank row after each volunteer.
Print totals for numeric fields
If numeric fields are included in the volunteer list report, mark this option to include the totals for applicable
numeric fields.
Include a volunteer count
Mark this option to display the number of volunteers in the list report in a volunteer count below the final row of
your report.

When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Volunteer List Reports)
Help topic 1080
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The
Fields
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to choose the
fields you want to appear on this Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 report.
Mark the boxes next to each field you want to appear on the Volunteer List report for each volunteer. Your report
will include a column for each item you select. For example, if an organization needed to see only the names of
volunteers included in the report, the system operator creating the report would mark only the boxes for name
fields. If, however, an organization also wanted to see all of the information stored on each volunteer's Profile
tab, they would additionally mark each of the field boxes in the Profile tab section on the report's Fields page.
Since each field becomes a report column, fields should be chosen sparingly. If more columns than can fit legibly
from left to right on a page are included, Volgistics automatically extends the report to additional pages right
before starting the next page down.
When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Include (Volunteer List Reports)
Help topic 1086
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The
Include
page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing Volunteer list report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers you want to include in this Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 report. You can
also choose the report's file format (PDF or Excel) on this page.
What format do you want for this report?
You can choose to create this report as either an Adobe PDF file, or as an Excel spread sheet file. Use this
control to make this choice.
Choose "PDF" if you would like your report returned to you as an Adobe 'portable document' file. You can use
Adobe reader to view and print your report.
Choose "Excel" if you would like your report returned to you as an Excel spread sheet file. You can use Microsoft
Excel (or other spread sheet programs) to view and print the report.

Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers you specify using the
following controls: (uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want
this report to include only the tagged volunteers).
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include.
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The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, then check the Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you
check, then check Sites you want to include.
Set
Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want this report to include only the volunteers in a
certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports
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Page Design (Volunteer List Reports)
Help topic 1123
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Volunteer List report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper or envelope size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.
Fit to page
When you check Fit to page Volgistics will attempt to fit all of your report onto a single page across. Reports will
still extend to additional pages if Volgistics cannot fit all of the report content onto a single page using the
smallest legible font.
First title line
Second title line
Type what you want to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages if the report supports
page breaks and you selected page breaks for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a Site Level Operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters Site
for use by all Sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of the Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a Site Level Operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports which are printed by Site Level Operators to include the Site name.
This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Add Set name
If you print this report for different Sets [_______]
pg:0863 of volunteers you can optionally make the name of the Set
[_______]
pg:0858 you're printing appear in the report title by checking this checkbox.
Do not check this checkbox if you never want Set names to appear as part of the report title when you print this
report for specific Sets of volunteers.
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Font name
Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
First title font size
Second title font size
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down lists to choose the font size (in points) for
the first and second title line lines.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo on selected reports if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics
account setup.
Body font name
Body font size
Use the drop down lists to choose the font style and font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The
body of the report includes all of the report content except the report title.
If you also select Fit to page, Volgistics may adjust the size of the body font so the report will fit onto one page
across.
Lines
Column style reports can include lines around the border of the report and between report columns. Lines often
make column oriented reports easier to read. Choose On if you want this report to include lines, or Off if you
prefer no lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing the line
graphics.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed.
Corner index
Reports that list volunteers alphabetically can include an index in the lower right corner of each page that shows
you which last names appear on that page, alphabetically. This makes it easier to locate particular volunteers by
name on reports that includes multiple pages. For example, a page that begins with "Bailey, George" and ends
with "Cabot, Anita" might have a corner index of B-Ca, indicating that the page includes all of the volunteers
whose last names fall within B and Ca alphabetically.
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Choose On if you want this corner index printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
this corner index printed.

When you're finished choosing the page design for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Volunteer List Reports
Help topic 8256
Added or revised 10-04-2016
Volunteer list reports have a column and row format. They list volunteers alphabetically or by volunteer number,
followed by any fields of information you choose from the volunteer record.
These are examples of the stock [_______]
pg:0595 Volunteer List reports provided, however you can create many other
report varieties from this format.
pg:0600
Name, address, and phone list (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0601
Flags and types list (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0602
Volunteer assignment list (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0603
Volunteer message preferences (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0604
Volunteer service list (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0605
Volunteer schedule list (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0606
Regular schedule list report (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0608
Volunteer checklist report (stock) Details [_______]
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pg:0609
Volunteer date history (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0610
Volunteer contacts list (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0611
Volunteer award list (stock) Details [_______]
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Options (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Help topic 1064
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Options page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the controls on this
Options page to customize the structure of a Volunteer Profile report.
Choose to sort volunteers in your Volunteer Profile report by one of the following items:
Volunteer name
Choose this option to sort volunteer information alphabetically by volunteer name.
Volunteer number
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by (ascending) volunteer number.
Type
Choose this option to sort volunteer information by volunteer Type, for instance, grouping all "Adult" volunteers
together and all "Junior" volunteers together in the Volunteer Profile report.

Start a new page for each volunteer
Mark this option to begin a separate page for each individual volunteer included in the Volunteer Profile report.
If a field is blank
If a volunteer record included in the Volunteer Profile report does not contain information in all fields included in
the report, you can choose to omit the blank field's name from the report or include the field name without any
accompanying information.
When you're finished choosing the Options for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Fields (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Help topic 1083
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Fields page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the Fields page to
choose the fields you want to appear on this Volunteer Profile report.
Instructions
Use the Instructions field to enter any directions or comments that should appear on the page before each
volunteer's information.
In many cases a Volunteer Profile report will be used to create a printable version of a completed volunteer
application form (after receiving the application into the system). This report can then be used by a volunteer
office to review volunteer information, sometimes with the applicant present. If the Volunteer Profile report will be
reviewed by both an applicant and an organization representative, the Instructions field might say something like,
"We look forward to your participation in our volunteer program. Please confirm the accuracy of the information
on this form and sign the Sample Agency Volunteer Status Policy agreement at the bottom of this page."
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Volunteer record fields
After completing the Instructions field section, mark the boxes next to each field tracked in the volunteer record
that should appear on the Volunteer Profile report for each volunteer. Your report will include a column for each
item you select. For example, if an organization needed to see only the names of volunteers in the report, the
system operator creating the report would mark only the boxes for name fields. If, however, an organization also
wanted to see all of the information stored on each volunteer's Profile tab, they would additionally mark each of
the field boxes in the Profile tab section on the report's Fields page.
Since each field becomes a report column, fields should be chosen sparingly. If more columns than can fit legibly
from left to right on a page are included, Volgistics automatically extends the report to additional pages right
before starting the next page down.
Signature Fields
Use the Signature fields to include a signature section on the Volunteer Profile report. This is especially useful
when using the Volunteer Profile report to preview application forms.
Enter a heading in the Heading field. For example, a heading might be, "Sample Agency Volunteer Status
Policy."
Enter a statement to appear above the signature box in the Statement field. For example, "I confirm that the
information on this form is accurate as of today's date. I also understand that it is the right of Sample Agency to
terminate my volunteer status at any time, for any reason they deem necessary."
Mark the "Include space for an 'Applicant' signature and date" box if an applicant will be signing the document,
and/or mark the "Include space for an 'Approved by' signature and date" if a supervisor or staff member will be
signing it.
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If the Signature fields section of the Fields page is left blank, no signature fields will appear on the Volunteer
Profile report.
Office-use-only fields
The office-use-only fields provide space for the organization to make up to four notes or comments on the report.
Enter a heading for each necessary office-use-only field.

When you're finished choosing the Fields for your report, click Next to continue to the next step.
Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Include (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Help topic 1092
Added or revised 10-02-2014
The Include page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on the
Include page to choose which volunteers you want to include in this Volunteer Profile report.
Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?
Choose which volunteers you want to appear on this report.
Tagged volunteers
This checkbox is disabled unless you previously tagged [_______]
pg:1529 one or more volunteer records. Check this
checkbox if you want the report to include the tagged volunteers.
These volunteers:
Check this checkbox if you want the report to include all volunteers, or just the volunteers you specify using the
following controls: (uncheck this checkbox only if you selected the Tagged volunteers checkbox and you want
this report to include only the tagged volunteers).
Status
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their current status is.
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Choose Any of these if you want this report to include volunteers whose current status is one of those you
check, then check the statuses you want to include.
Type
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what their Type is.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers whose Type is one of those you check,
then check the Types you want to include.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 and it is typically used for classifying
volunteers by major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
Kind
The Kind field is located on the Core tab in each volunteer record. It is used to show if a volunteer record is for
an individual person or a group [_______]
pg:1909 that volunteers.
Select Both individuals and groups if you want the report to include both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the report to only include individual volunteer records.
Select Groups only if you want the report to only include group volunteer records.
Flag
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of what Flags appear on their Core tab.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who have at least one of the Flags you
check, then check the Flags you want to include.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify
volunteers into different overlapping groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red
team,' and so forth.
Site
This option appears if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 in Volgistics, and you have access to the volunteer
records for all Sites in your organization.
Choose Any if you want this report to include volunteers regardless of which Sites they serve at.
Choose Any of these if you want this report to include only volunteers who serve at at least one of the Sites you
check, then check Sites you want to include.
Set
Check this option, and then select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 if you want this report to include only the volunteers in a
certain Set.

When you're finished choosing the Include options for your report click Next to continue to the next step.
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Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Page design (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Help topic 1126
Added or revised 03-20-2013
The Page Design page appears when you create a new report or modify an existing report. Use the options on
the Page Design page to customize the page formatting for your Volunteer Profile report.
Page size
Use the drop down list to choose the paper or envelope size for this report. The default page size is "Letter."
Margin width
Enter the size (in inches) of the margin you want to appear around the edge of the page. The default margin
width is one half inch (0.5 inches).
Page orientation
Choose the way you would like the pages of the report to be oriented, portrait or landscape.
First title line
Second title line
Type what you want to appear for the report title. Report titles may be two lines long.
The report title appears at the top of the first page, and at the top of subsequent pages if the report supports
page breaks and you selected page breaks for the report.
Add Site name
Check this checkbox if you want the Site name to appear as part of the report title when a Site Level Operator
[_______]
pg:1442 prints a shared report. A shared report is a stock report, or a report created by the headquarters Site
for use by all Sites. When you check this box, report titles will include the name of Site where the report was
printed whenever the report is printed by a Site Level Operator. Do not check this box if you do not want shared
reports which are printed by Site Level Operators to include the Site name.
This option only appears if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
Add Set name
If you print this report for different Sets [_______]
pg:0863 of volunteers you can optionally make the name of the Set
[_______]
pg:0858 you're printing appear in the report title by checking this checkbox.
Do not check this checkbox if you never want Set names to appear as part of the report title when you print this
report for specific Sets of volunteers.
Font name
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Use the drop down list to choose the name of the font you would like Volgistics to use for printing the report title.
First title font size
Second title font size
The report title may include two lines of text, and each line may be printed in a different font size. This enables
you to have a larger main title, and smaller sub-title. Use the drop down lists to choose the font size (in points) for
the first and second title line lines.
Logo & title locations
Use the drop down list to choose the way you would like to arrange your organization's logo and the report title at
the top of the page.
You may include your organization's logo on selected reports if you installed a logo graphic file in your Volgistics
account setup.
Body font name
Body font size
Use the drop down lists to choose the font style and font size (in points) for the text in the body of the report. The
body of the report includes all of the report content except the report title.
If you also select Fit to page, Volgistics may adjust the size of the body font so the report will fit onto one page
across.
Lines
Column style reports can include lines around the border of the report and between report columns. Lines often
make column oriented reports easier to read. Choose On if you want this report to include lines, or Off if you
prefer no lines. This option does not affect the content of the report except by adding or removing the line
graphics.
Date and time printed
Choose On if you want this report to include the date and time the report was printed in the lower left corner of
each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have the date and time printed.
Page numbers
Choose On if you want page numbers printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
page numbers printed.
Corner index
Reports that list volunteers alphabetically can include an index in the lower right corner of each page that shows
you which last names appear on that page, alphabetically. This makes it easier to locate particular volunteers by
name on reports that includes multiple pages. For example, a page that begins with "Bailey, George" and ends
with "Cabot, Anita" might have a corner index of B-Ca, indicating that the page includes all of the volunteers
whose last names fall within B and Ca alphabetically.
Choose On if you want this corner index printed at the bottom of each page. Choose Off if you prefer not to have
this corner index printed.
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When you're finished choosing the page design for your report click Next to continue to the next step.

Related help
Help Topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 - Creating custom reports

Volunteer Profile Reports
Help topic 8264
Added or revised 05-24-2016
Volunteer Profile reports are designed to give you an overview of the information on a volunteer record
[_______].
pg:1849 The reports are only available in PDF [_______]
pg:0449 format because they can include volunteer photos
[_______].
pg:1798 There are two stock [_______]
pg:0595 reports under the Volunteer Profile reports. You can see example of
these below:
pg:0684
Volunteer Profile-Group (stock) Details [_______]

pg:0682
Volunteer Profile-Individual (stock) Details [_______]
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You can also customize the reports to include different fields, or use different font sizes and styles. In addition,
the Fields tab [_______]
pg:0697 of the reports have options to add instruction fields to the top of the form:

As well as heading, text box, signature, and office use fields at the bottom:
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To customize a stock report, click the Clone it button after you select the name of the report from the Print menu.
Or you can create a custom Volunteer Profile report from scratch by:
1. Select Print from the menu.
2. Expand the Volunteer profile link.
3. Select Create a new volunteer profile report.
4. Go through each of the tabs and select the options you want.
5. Save the report on the Save tab.
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How to change the billing contact's email address
Help topic 1019
Added or revised 04-30-2013
Each Volgistics account has a billing contact email address. If your account's billing contact email address
changes, you must update this information online. This is not something Volgistics can update for you. The email
address for the billing contact is important because Volgistics uses it to send important email messages with
information about your account.
With Automatic billing [_______],
pg:0733 Volgistics sends billing notices to the account's billing contact four days before
the account is billed each month. In addition, the billing contact receives email acknowledgments of each
transaction in the account.
With Pre-payment [_______],
pg:0733 Volgistics sends the billing contact account renewal notices starting 90 days before
an account's expiration date. A transaction acknowledgement is also sent when the Volgistics Accounting
Department processes a payment for your account.
The billing contact also receives important account updates such as if a credit card's information needs to be
updated, or a credit card transaction isn't authorized by your credit card company.
To ensure that your organization always receives these notices, please be sure to keep your billing contact's
email address up-to-date.
You can update your billing contact email address like this:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try of Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your nine digit Volgistics account number.
4. Enter the Volgistics login name and password for a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , or the accounting
access code [_______]
pg:0728 for your account, and then click the Continue button.
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5. Click the link to "Change billing contact email address."
6. Enter the new email address twice to confirm the entry.
7. Click the Save button.

Can I make my account for an annual special event dormant?
Help topic 1206
Added or revised 07-03-2013
To use Volgistics, you pay a single monthly service fee. There is no software to buy, no separate licensing fees,
and no additional ongoing charges for support or upgrades. There is also not a contract required so you are free
to discontinue the service, or change your service level, at any time.
The monthly service fee depends on:
•
•
•
•

The number of volunteers you want to track (non-archived records)
The number of volunteer records you want to store (archived [_______]
pg:0709 records)
The number of System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 you need
Whether or not the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules are included

Organizations that use Volgistics for an annual special event may have a time of year when they actively use
Volgistics, and other times of the year when they do not. This help topic gives ideas on how you can use
Volgistics in cases like this if you do not want to pay the full service fee year-round.
Please note:
If you use either of these options we recommend using the Automatic Payment method or only pre-paying on a
month-to-month basis. That way changes in service will take place quicker so you'll take full advantage of the
savings. You can find out more about options for paying your account in help topic 2303 [_______].
pg:0733
Option One: Discontinue Volgistics and Restart Next Year
One option is to discontinue your Volgistics account altogether after your event ends and then start a new
account for the following year's event as it approaches. This option has the advantage of not requiring any
payment at all during the off months. Disadvantages to this approach are that you'll need to setup your account
each year and you'll lose some volunteer details if the information is transferred from the old account to the new
account. For example, volunteer service hours can only be transferred as a life-time lump sum instead of as
individual service entries.
To do this, here are steps to follow when your event ends:
1. Make an Excel report with your volunteer data and save this to your local computer (or other local storage
medium). Help topic 2164 [_______]
pg:0461 has information on how to do this. If your organization requires returning
volunteers to submit a new application form each year and you do not want to keep historical information about
volunteers, you can skip this step.
2. Cancel your Volgistics account by following the steps shown in help topic 2262 [_______].
pg:0894
3. Start a new Volgistics account when the time comes to start preparing for your annual event. Help topic 2301
[_______]
pg:0224 shows how to do this.
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4. If you saved your volunteer data in step 1 and want to load information for returning volunteers into your
account, use our free Import Utility program. You can find information about this at the following URL address:
https://www.volgistics.com/Import-Utility.htm
5. Setup your account for the event. You can find information on how to do this in help topic 1155 [_______]
pg:0191 .
Option Two: Reduce Your Service Levels During the Off Months
Another option is to reduce your account's service level during the months when you do not need to actively use
Volgistics. Because your account's service fee is based on the level of service selected, this allows you to pay a
reduced amount during the months when you do not need to use the system. This option allows you to keep your
account setup and details for your existing volunteers, but will cost more than the first option because the
account is still maintained even if it is at a much lower level.
To use this option, you may need to temporarily raise your service level to have enough room to move records
around. For this reason, we suggest completing steps 1 and 2 in the list below about 10 days before your
account's current paid through date.
If your account is setup for Automatic Payments, making the change will result in a small charge to make up for
the difference in service levels until the paid through date. If your account is setup for Pre-payment, making the
change will pull your paid through date closer. The Account Status page shown in step 1 below lists the paid
through date for your account in the Payment section.
Here are steps to follow:
1. Go to the
Account Status
page to find the number of non-archived and archived records in your account. To get to this page, select Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expand the Account management link, and select Account status. The number of
records in use will be in the Space Available section of the page.
You will be able to keep 50 records in the non-archived section and you may have records already in your
archived section. So to get the amount of space needed to store records in the archive, subtract 50 from the
non-archived total and then add the archived total.
2. Increase the service level in your account so there is enough room in the archived section for the total number
of records you came up with in step 1. Help topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 has information on how to change the service
level for your account. Wait until after your event ends to continue with steps 3 - 5.
3. After your event ends, move all of the non-archived records except 50 into the archived section. Help topic
2000 [_______]
pg:1819 shows how to archive an individual record. You can also use the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature to
move multiple records to the archived section. Help topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1999 explains more in the Archive the
tagged volunteers section.
4. Delete all System Operators in your account except for two. Help topic 2029 [_______]
pg:1441 shows how to do this.
5. Decrease the service level for your account so that there 50 non-archived records, 2 System Operators, and
the VicNet and VicTouch modules are not included. You will need to leave the archived setting high enough to
accommodate all of the records you moved there. Help topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 has information on how to change
the service level for your account.
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Your account can remain like this until your event approaches. At that point, you will need to increase your
service level to allow for all of the Volgistics features you need during the time you actively use Volgistics for your
event.
Related help
Help Topic 1155 [_______]
pg:0191 - Using Volgistics for Special Events
Help Topic 2002 [_______]
pg:0710 - Volgistics Price List
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?

Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Help topic 1999
Added or revised 04-23-2014
In Volgistics, your account is divided into two sections--the non-archived records and the archived records. Your
account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 determines how many records you can have in each section.
The non-archived section is designed to allow you to manage records. Records in this section can have service
recorded, be placed on the schedule, receive email communication, be grouped by adding tags, and are
available in all types of reports.
The archived section is designed for record storage. All volunteer information (with the exception of their
schedule) is still available on the record and it can be restored [_______]
pg:1852 to the non-archived section at any time.
However, these records are much more limited as to what can be done with them. For example, volunteers with
archived records:
• Do not appear on Volgistics reports by default except for Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 and Service Details
[_______]
pg:0560 reports. Archived records are also included in Excel spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513 and Statistic reports
when the report is setup to include them. Archived records cannot be included on any other report type. See
Help topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 for more information on this.
• Cannot be scheduled [_______]
pg:0746 for new assignments and will not appear on any schedules they were
previously assigned to.
• Cannot be tagged [_______].
pg:1529
• Cannot use the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules.
• Cannot receive email [_______]
pg:0404 , text [_______]
pg:0343 , or VIC mail [_______]
pg:0315 messages.
• Do not appear on the Birthday List [_______].
pg:1385
Because of this more limited functionality, archived records cost significantly less on a record-by-record basis
than non-archived records. This makes them a good option for records you want to keep, but where you do not
need to actively manage the volunteer.
Your account's service fee [_______]
pg:0710 is based on the number of non-archived and archived records you keep.
Moving records from one area to the other allows you to more carefully manage your costs. For example, let's
say your account currently has a limit of 500 non-archived records, and you have 480 non-archived records and
80 archived records. You will only be able to add 20 additional records to the non-archived section and then you
will reach your limit of 500 records. However, if you archive 15 records, your account will now have 465
non-archived records and 95 archived records. So now you can add 35 records to the non-archived section
before the limit of 500 records is reached.
Archive Versus Status
Please note that the archived and non-archived sections of your account are a separate, independent
designation from a volunteer's Status [_______].
pg:1832 A volunteer record can have any Status that is setup in your
account in either the archived or the non-archived section of your account. So an archived record could have the
"Active" Status even though it is in the archived section. Some organizations choose to create a custom Status
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called "Archived." While this may be useful for them, a record with the Status of "Archived" could be in either the
archived or the non-archived section of your account.
Related help
Help Topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 - Including Archived Records on Reports
Help Topic 1998 [_______]
pg:1817 - Finding Archived Records
Help Topic 2000 [_______]
pg:1819 - Archiving Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels
Help Topic 2034 [_______]
pg:1852 - How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?

Volgistics Price List
Help topic 2002
Added or revised 02-08-2017
You pay a single monthly fee to use Volgistics. There is no software to buy, no separate licensing fees, and no
additional ongoing charges for support or upgrades.
The monthly service fee depends on:
• The number of volunteers you want to track (non-archived records)
• The number of volunteer records you want to store (archived [_______]
pg:0709 records)
• The number of System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 you need
• Whether or not the optional VicNet [_______],
pg:1724
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 and VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 modules are
included
The Volgistics web site has a Price Calculator you can use to determine what the monthly service fee is for the
services you want to use. To use the Price Calculator, visit www.volgistics.com, hover over Try or Buy on the
menu at the top of the page, and select "Price Calculator."

The Price Calculator uses the prices below to automatically calculate your monthly service fee. You can also use
the price list below to calculate your rate manually if you prefer. To do this, determine the dollar amounts for the
service levels you need in sections A through F below. Then, add each of these values together to obtain your
total monthly service fee.
Section A. Number of volunteer records you want to track
The number of volunteer records you want to track becomes the maximum number of individual or group
volunteer records you can track in your account at one time. Choose the number that will give you enough room
for all of the volunteer records you know you will track right away, plus enough extra space to accommodate the
number of new volunteer applications you expect to receive in the next month or two.
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These levels are available:
50 (50 volunteers maximum)
100 (100 volunteers maximum)
200 (200 volunteers maximum)
500 (500 volunteers maximum)
1000 (1,000 volunteers maximum)
Between 10,000 and 20,000, levels increase in multiples of 1,000 volunteers (e.g. 2,000, 3,000, etc.). After
20,000 volunteers, levels increase in multiples of 2,500 volunteers (e.g. 22,500, 25,000, 27,500, etc.).
Here's an example of how to choose the right level for your needs: If you have 1,600 existing volunteers and you
expect to receive as many as 200 new volunteer applications in the next month, you would need space for at
least 1,800 records. In this example you would choose the 2000 volunteer level (1,000 would be too few and
3,000 would be too many).
You can always change your account Service Level to provide space for more or fewer volunteer records as your
needs change. If you anticipate needing to lower your service level, we recommend only paying for one month of
service at a time. This is because the new rate for the lower service fees will not take effect until the paid service
period ends. Help topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 explains more under the Additional terms heading.
In counting the number of non-archived volunteer records your account contains, Volgistics includes volunteer
records with any volunteer Status [_______]
pg:1832 (e.g. Applicant, Active, Inactive, etc). However, it does not count
volunteer records you store in the archive--these are counted in your archived total.
Number of volunteer records you want to track (up to)

Monthly Rate

50

$9

100

$18

200

$24

500

$30

1,000

$40

2,000

$79

3,000

$113

4,000

$140

5,000

$163

6,000

$180

7,000

$193

8,000

$200

9,000

$213

10,000

$225

11,000

$248

12,000

$270

13,000

$293
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14,000

$315

15,000

$338

16,000

$360

17,000

$383

18,000

$405

19,000

$428

20,000

$450

22,500

$506

25,000

$562

27,500

$618

30,000

$674

32,500

$730

35,000

$786

40,000

$898

45,000

$1,010

50,000

$1,122

55,000

$1,234

60,000

$1,346

65,000

$1,458

70,000

$1,570

75,000

$1,682

80,000

$1,794

85,000

$1,906

90,000

$2,018

95,000

$2,130

100,000

$2,242

Section B. Number of archived volunteer records you want to store
Volgistics includes a feature for archiving volunteer records you no longer use on a regular basis. Generally
these are records for volunteers who are no longer actively volunteering (for any reason). In some cases, you
may need to keep these volunteer records for service reports or in case the volunteer returns to service.
Because the records are only stored in the system, the per-record rate for archived records is much lower than
the rate for records that are not archived.
You can easily move individual volunteer records to and from archived storage in Volgistics. When you archive a
record, it is moved to a storage area from which you can later restore the record in its entirety (except for the
volunteer's schedule) should you need it. While a record is in archived storage, it will have more limited
functionality than a non-archived record. Help topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 explains more. When you restore a record
from archived storage it becomes a non-archived record and adds to your overall volunteer count.
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Choose the maximum number of archived records you would like to be able to store in Volgistics.
You can always change your account Service Level to provide space for more or fewer archived volunteer
records as your needs change. If you anticipate needing to lower your service level, we recommend only paying
for one month of service at a time. This is because the new rate for the lower service fees will not take effect until
the paid service period ends. Help topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 explains more under the Additional terms heading.
Number of archived volunteer records you want to store

Monthly rate

50

$0

100

$1

200

$5

500

$8

1,000

$10

2,000

$20

3,000

$30

4,000

$40

5,000

$50

6,000

$60

7,000

$70

8,000

$80

9,000

$90

10,000

$100

11,000

$110

12,000

$120

13,000

$130

14,000

$140

15,000

$150

16,000

$160

17,000

$170

18,000

$180

19,000

$190

20,000

$200

22,500

$225

25,000

$250

27,500

$275

30,000

$300
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32,500

$325

35,000

$350

40,000

$400

45,000

$450

50,000

$500

55,000

$550

60,000

$600

65,000

$650

70,000

$700

75,000

$750

80,000

$800

85,000

$850

90,000

$900

95,000

$950

100,000

$1,000

Section C. Number of System Operators
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 are the people in your organization who will use Volgistics to manage volunteer
records. Volgistics is a multi-user system. Different System Operators in your organization can use the system at
the same time as long as they have different login credentials.
You give each System Operator a Volgistics login name and password which they use to access the system.
You can also set certain account access permissions for each operator to control the kinds of information they
can access, or the features they can use.
Although you can give more than one individual the same System Operator login name and password, they
cannot access the system at the same time as another person using the same login name and password (people
with different Volgistics login names and password can use the system at the same time). In addition, the access
permissions you set for an individual System Operator will apply to everyone who uses that System Operator's
login name and password to access the system.
Every Volgistics account starts with space for two System Operators. If you would like to have more than two
System Operators, the monthly rate for each additional System Operator is $10.
You can always change your account Service Level to provide space for more or fewer System Operators as
your needs change. If you anticipate needing to lower your service level, we recommend only paying for one
month of service at a time. This is because the new rate for the lower service fees will not take effect until the
paid service period ends. Help topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 explains more under the Additional terms heading.
Number of System Operators

Monthly rate

1

$0

2

$0

3 to 100

$10 for each additional System Operator
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Section D. VicNet
If you choose to use the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module, your monthly service fee will increase from the base
fee (the rate derived from the table under "Section A. Number of volunteer records you want to track" above),
based on the number of volunteer records you have the ability to track.
Number of volunteer records you have chosen to track

Monthly Fee for VicNet

50

$3

100

$6

200

$8

500

$10

1,000

$13

2,000

$26

3,000

$37

4,000

$46

5,000

$54

6,000

$60

7,000

$64

8,000

$66

9,000

$71

10,000

$75

11,000

$82

12,000

$90

13,000

$97

14,000

$105

15,000

$112

16,000

$120

17,000

$127

18,000

$135

19,000

$142

20,000

$150

22,500

$168

25,000

$187

27,500

$206

30,000

$224

32,500

$243
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35,000

$262

40,000

$299

45,000

$336

50,000

$374

55,000

$411

60,000

$448

65,000

$486

70,000

$523

75,000

$560

80,000

$598

85,000

$635

90,000

$672

95,000

$710

100,000

$747

Section E. VicTouch
If you choose to use the optional VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module, your monthly service fee will increase from the
base fee (the rate derived from the table under "Section A. Number of volunteer records you want to track"
above), based on the number of volunteer records you have the ability to track.
Number of volunteer records you have chosen to track

Monthly Fee for VicTouch

50

$3

100

$6

200

$8

500

$10

1,000

$13

2,000

$26

3,000

$37

4,000

$46

5,000

$54

6,000

$60

7,000

$64

8,000

$66

9,000

$71

10,000

$75

11,000

$82
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12,000

$90

13,000

$98

14,000

$105

15,000

$112

16,000

$120

17,000

$127

18,000

$135

19,000

$142

20,000

$150

22,500

$168

25,000

$187

27,500

$206

30,000

$224

32,500

$243

35,000

$262

40,000

$299

45,000

$336

50,000

$374

55,000

$411

60,000

$448

65,000

$486

70,000

$523

75,000

$560

80,000

$598

85,000

$635

90,000

$672

95,000

$710

100,000

$747

Section F. VicDocs
If you choose to use the optional VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module, your monthly service fee will increase from the
base fee (the rate derived from the table under "Section A. Number of volunteer records you want to track"
above), based on the number of volunteer records you have the ability to track.
Number of volunteer records you have chosen to track

Monthly Fee for VicDocs

50

$2
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100

$3

200

$4

500

$5

1,000

$7

2,000

$13

3,000

$18

4,000

$24

5,000

$27

6,000

$30

7,000

$32

8,000

$34

9,000

$36

10,000

$38

11,000

$42

12,000

$45

13,000

$48

14,000

$53

15,000

$57

16,000

$60

17,000

$63

18,000

$68

19,000

$72

20,000

$75

22,500

$84

25,000

$94

27,500

$103

30,000

$112

32,500

$122

35,000

$131

40,000

$150

45,000

$168

50,000

$187

55,000

$206

60,000

$224

65,000

$243
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70,000

$262

75,000

$281

80,000

$299

85,000

$318

90,000

$337

95,000

$355

100,000

$374

Once you have determined the costs you will accrue for each section, find the sum of all costs for your total
monthly service fee.

Price list effective 03-01-2011. Prices subject to change with 30 days notice.

Service Levels
Help topic 2027
Added or revised 09-30-2016
Your organization pays a monthly fee to use the Volgistics service. The amount of this fee is based on the
service level you choose.
Your service level is what determines how many volunteer records you can manage in Volgistics, the number of
archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer records you can store, the number of System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 you can
establish, and which of the optional modules (or services) you use. There is an additional monthly rate if you
want to use these modules. You can add or drop the optional services any time you choose without any change
to your information in Volgistics.
To determine what your account's service level is currently:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click Account Management.
3. Click Account Status.
Non-archived volunteer records
Your service level determines the maximum number of non-archived volunteer records you can manage.
Non-archived volunteers are your volunteers who are actively serving. Non-archived records can have service
recorded, they can be placed on the schedule, they can receive messages, be grouped together by adding tags
[_______],
pg:1529 and they can appear in all reports.
You can increase or decrease this service level [_______]
pg:0731 at any time. However, you cannot decrease it to a
number that is smaller than the number of volunteer records currently in your database. For example, you cannot
decrease your service level to 500 volunteer records if your account currently contains more than 500 volunteer
records.
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Archived volunteer records
Your service level determines the maximum number of volunteer records you can store in the Volgistics archive.
Archived volunteer records are those you store for inactive or former volunteers. Archived records cost much
less than non-archived records on a record-by-record basis because they have more limited functionality. For
example, archived records cannot be scheduled, they cannot use the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch
[_______]
pg:1778 modules, they cannot receive messages, and they cannot be tagged. You can learn more about the
differences in archived and non-archived records in help topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 .
You can move records between the archived and non-archived sections at any time. When you move a record
from the non-archived section to the archived section, the number of records in your non-archived section
decreases by one. When you restore an archived record to the non-archived section, the number of non-archived
records increases by one.
You can increase or decrease this service level [_______]
pg:0731 at any time. However, you cannot decrease it to a
number that is smaller than the number of archived volunteer records currently in your database. For example,
you cannot decrease your service level to 500 archived volunteer records if your account currently contains more
than 500 archived volunteer records.
System Operators
Volgistics comes with room for two System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . You can add additional System Operators at
any time. You can decrease this service level too. However, you cannot decrease it to fewer than two, or fewer
than the number of operators currently setup in your account. For example, you cannot decrease your System
Operator count to four operators if you currently have five or more operators setup in your database. See Delete
a System Operator [_______]
pg:1441 for instructions on deleting old System Operator records.
Optional Modules
Volgistics includes three optional modules that you can add to your service level depending on your
organization's needs. Some organizaions do not use any of the optional modules, some use just one or two, and
others use all three. You can learn more about these modules in the following help topics:
VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648
VicNet [_______]
pg:1724
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778
Price Calculator
Volgistics has an online calculator you can use to determine the monthly service fee for different service levels.
You can find this calculator here.
You can also find a chart that breaks down the prices for each area of the service level in
[_______]
pg:0710 .

help topic 2002

Please note: Most of our customers are not-for-profit organizations involved in a wide range of important
community service, health care, recreational, educational, cultural, and civic endeavors. Our service fees are set
with the fiscal realities common to not-for-profits in mind. While some for-profit organizations also use the
service, they typically do so as part of outside philanthropic efforts. For these reasons the Volgistics service fees
are the same for all.
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How can I get an invoice for the service fee?
Help topic 2071
Added or revised 05-21-2015
If you have a trial account, or a paid account within one year of expiration, you can obtain an Order-Invoice for
Volgistics like this:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials. Your account credentials may be either a
Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login name and password, or your account's Accounting access code
[_______].
pg:0728
4. Do one of the following depending on your situation:
• If your account is a paid account you may already have an Order-Invoice pending. In this case, you may print
this by clicking the "Printable view" link.
• If you do not have an Order-Invoice pending, select the "Create an invoice and extend your service" link to
create an Order-Invoice.
• If you have a trial account, or a paid account setup for the "Automatic payment" method, choose the
"Pre-payment" method to obtain an Order-Invoice.

Please Note

If you already have an outstanding Order-Invoice but need to change it, click the "Cancel Order-Invoice" link. You
can then follow the steps above to create a new Order-Invoice.

Selecting a service level on your invoice that is different than your account's current service level will
not always change your account's service level. You may need to complete the steps shown in Help Topic 2166
[_______]
pg:0731 after payment is made to complete the process of changing your service level.
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How can I get a receipt for a payment?
Help topic 2072
Added or revised 05-21-2015
There is not a way for Volgistics to send receipts for payments through the online support channel. However, you
can get a receipt for payments in the secure Volgistics Store for your account like this:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials. Your account credentials may be either a
Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login name and password, or your account's Accounting access code
[_______].
pg:0728
4. Select the "Order and payment history" link under "Store Options."
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5. Click on the thumbnail image of the receipt you need.
You can save the receipt to your local computer or print a copy of it using your web browser.

Has my payment arrived?
Help topic 2074
Added or revised 05-21-2015
When a payment for the Volgistics service fee [_______]
pg:0710 is made by mail [_______],
pg:0737 the check is transferred to
our Accounting Department when it arrives. Payments are applied to your account within 2 business days of the
date they are received by our Accounting Department as long as the payment includes your account number or a
Volgistics Order-Invoice [_______]
pg:0721 number. An email confirmation is sent to your organization's billing contact
[_______]
pg:0706 as soon as the payment is applied. You will also see the payment listed on the Order and payment
history page in the Volgistics Store.
Note that for faster service, you can activate or extend an account without delay by making your payment online
by electronic check or credit card rather than through the mail (see Volgistics Payment Options [_______]
pg:0733 for
details). Accounts paid online are activated or extended as soon as you make your payment.
Occasionally check payments arrive without an account number, Order-Invoice number, or clear indication of
what organization the payment is for. Because there is not a way for us to know which Volgistics account these
payments are for, we must hold these checks until the payer and their account number are determined.
If you believe a payment you sent should have arrived by now, and there is a possibility that the payment may
have been sent without an account number or an Order-Invoice number, please post a help inquiry from within
your Volgistics account [_______]
pg:0184 , or by hovering over Support on the menu at www.volgistics.com and selecting
"Get Help."
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Your inquiry should include:
•
•
•
•

The Volgistics account number your payment should be applied to.
The check number of the check you sent.
The amount of the check you sent.
Your name and email address.

How Volgistics Administrators, or accounting operators, can update their organization's billing contact
email address
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select the Store option.

3. Enter your nine digit Volgistics account number.
4. Enter the login name and password for a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , or the accounting access code
[_______]
pg:0728 for your account, and then click the Continue button.
5. Click the "Change billing contact email address" link and then follow the instructions on that page.
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How Volgistics Administrators, or accounting operators, can view their account's transactions
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select the Store option.

3. Enter your nine digit Volgistics account number.
4. Enter the login name and password for a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , or the accounting access code
[_______]
pg:0728 for your account, and then click the Continue button.
5. Click the "Order and payment history" link.
6. Click on the thumbnail image of any Receipt or Order-Invoice to see more details.

How do I update or change my credit card information?
Help topic 2091
Added or revised 05-21-2015
If you have credit card information on file and need to update the information or switch to a different card, you
can do this in the secure Volgistics Store for your account. To do this:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.
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3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials. Your account credentials may be either a
Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login name and password, or your account's Accounting access code
[_______].
pg:0728
4. Select the "Switch to a different credit card, or update credit card information" link under the "Store Options"
heading.

5. Complete all of the fields to enter the card's information.
6. Click the Save button.
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How to Locate Your Credit Card Security Code
Help topic 2120
Added or revised 05-21-2015
Most credit cards now have a 3 or 4 digit security code printed on the front or back of the card. These numbers
provide an additional level of security and identification. You must enter the security code from your credit card in
order to complete your transaction.
American Express
Use the four digit, non-embossed number printed above the account number on the face of the card.

Visa
Use the three digit, non-embossed number printed on the signature panel on the back of the card.

MasterCard
Include the three digit, non-embossed number printed on the signature panel on the back of the card.
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Accounting Access Code
Help topic 2143
Added or revised 04-07-2016
Your Volgistics account includes an accounting access code. This code can be used to access the Volgistics
Store for your account. You perform these functions in the Volgistics Store:
• Pay your account's service fee online
• Change your account's service level
• Update your account's payment information (such as your credit card expiration date or billing address)
• Switch billing to a different credit card
• Change the email address for your billing contact
• Create Order-Invoices for payments
The Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 for your Volgistics account can access the Store using their usual Volgistics
System Operator credentials (email address and password). The
accounting access code lets you give a person access to the Volgistics Store who is not setup as a System
Operator [_______]
pg:0065 , or who is a System Operator with a "Power user" or "Basic user" access level.
This is useful because in many organizations the person who makes the payment arrangements for the
Volgistics account is someone outside of the volunteer program, such as an accounting office or accounts
payable department. The accounting access code lets you give this person access to the Volgistics Store, but
not your volunteer database.
To find the accounting access code for your account:
1. Select Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose "System operators."
3. Click on "Accounting operator."

To give an accounting operator access to the Volgistics Store for your account, give them your nine digit
Volgistics account number, plus your accounting access code. The Volgistics Store is located at
www.volgistics.com. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select the Store option.
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Information For International Customers
Help topic 2145
Added or revised 04-08-2016
While the Volgistics service is based in the United States of America, Volgistics is well suited to the volunteer
tracking and coordination needs of volunteer leaders in many countries around the globe, and we welcome
customers from these other nations.
Privacy
Volgistics protects the privacy of information stored in the system under its strict Privacy Policy [_______]
pg:0182 ,
regardless of its nation of origin. Volgistics does not disclose your information, or information you track in
Volgistics to anyone, except as required by law. The Privacy Policy is governed by U.S. law.
If your organization is based outside the United States, it is your responsibility to determine if your use of the
service is regulated by your local, regional, or national government; and to conform to such regulations or laws
as may apply.
Language
The Volgistics system, its documentation, and our support services are currently presented in the English
language.
Taxes
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Customer Surveys and Questionnaires
Help topic 2147
Added or revised 02-13-2013
Prospective customers sometimes ask us to complete surveys or questionnaires about our business; the
systems and practices we use to provide our service and its security and privacy provisions; or system features
and capabilities.
We understand the need organizations have to ensure that hosted applications meet certain standards, and we
are committed to helping organizations in these efforts as they evaluate Volgistics. Because these surveys are
frequently similar and often quite extensive, we ask that organizations use our online resources as their first
source for information about Volgistics. We provide extensive company, security, privacy, and system
information online at these locations:
Security (https://www.volgistics.com/Security.htm)
Privacy Policy (https://www.volgistics.com/Privacy-Policy.htm)
Reliability (https://www.volgistics.com/Reliability.htm)
Terms of Use (https://www.volgistics.com/Terms.htm)
Payment Options (https://www.volgistics.com/Payment-Options.htm)
About Us (https://www.volgistics.com/About-Us.htm)
Frequently Asked Questions (https://www.volgistics.com/FAQ.htm)
Tour (https://www.volgistics.com/Tour.htm)
Should your survey seek information you cannot locate in our online resources, you are welcome to submit these
questions to us through our support channels. We can also receive surveys and questionnaires as email
attachments. Please contact the support team for an email address to submit these to.
You can submit questions or contact the support team by posting a help inquiry from within your Volgistics
account [_______]
pg:0184 , or by hovering over Support on the menu at www.volgistics.com and selecting "Get Help."

Related help
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How do I change the service level on my account?
Help topic 2166
Added or revised 02-11-2016
Your Volgistics account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 is what determines the maximum number of volunteers you can
track, the maximum number of archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer records you can store, the number of System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 you can have, and if your account includes the optional VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 VicDocs
[_______],
pg:1648 or VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 features.
You can adjust your account's service level at anytime as your needs change. To change your service level:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials. Your account credentials may be either a
Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
pg:0052 login name and password, or your account's Accounting access code
[_______]
pg:0728 .
4. Click the "Change service level" link, and then follow the instructions for changing your service level.
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If the change you need to make is removing VicNet or VicDocs from your account's service level, you may find
help topic 2551 [_______]
pg:0089 useful also.
How a change in service level affects your service fee
With the automatic payment method
If your account is setup for Automatic payments, you can increase or decrease your service level at any time.
If you increase your service level under Automatic payment, Volgistics charges your account a prorated amount
to cover the additional service fees for the remainder of the current billing period. Thereafter your account is
charged at the new service level fee.
If you decrease your service level under Automatic payment, there is not a refund for the amount already paid.
However, Volgistics begins charging your account the new, lower service fee on the next billing date.
With the pre-payment method
If your account is setup for Pre-payment, you can change your service level at any time. However, if you
decrease your service level, your new lower service fee will not apply until your next pre-payment.
If you increase your service level under Pre-payment, Volgistics adjusts your account's expiration date based on
the new, higher daily service fee.
If you decrease your service level under Pre-payment, your account's expiration date will not change and the
new, lower service fee will apply when you make your next pre-payment.
See the Additional terms section of Help topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 for more details.
Minimum service levels
You cannot decrease your account's service level to a level that is smaller than the size of your current database.
Here are some examples:
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• If your account currently includes 500 volunteer records, you cannot change your service to a level that
provides space for fewer than 500 volunteer records.
• If your account currently includes 5,000 archived volunteer records, your account's service level must provide
space for at least 5,000 archived volunteer records.
• If you currently have 8 System Operators defined (not counting the Accounting Operator [_______]
pg:0728 ), you
cannot choose a service level that has space for fewer than 8 System Operators.

Volgistics Payment Options
Help topic 2303
Added or revised 09-30-2016
Organizations pay a monthly service fee to use Volgistics. Your monthly service fee includes around the clock
access to Volgistics for up to two users [_______]
pg:0065 (or more if you choose); automatic upgrades; automatic data
backup; online application forms [_______]
pg:0413 and opportunity directory [_______]
pg:0420 ; and online technical support
[_______]
pg:0184 . There are no software, licensing, upgrade, or support charges.
If you use the optional VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 or VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 modules, your service fee
also includes unlimited around the clock access to these features.
The service level [_______]
pg:0719 you choose for your account determines the amount of your monthly service fee.
Service levels are based on the number of volunteers you track, the number of System Operators you want, and
the VIC options you choose. Service fees start at just $9 a month. You can adjust your service level (up or down)
as your needs change at the secure Volgistics Store.
You can use our Price Calculator to determine the monthly service fee for your organization's needs. To do this,
hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page at www.volgistics.com, and select Price Calculator.

Payment methods
You can pay the monthly service fee for your account in two different ways:
• Automatic payment (credit card)
• Pre-payment (credit card, electronic check, or check)
Automatic payment
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The easiest way to pay is through Automatic payments charged to a credit card.
With automatic payments, all you pay to get started is your first month's service fee. Thereafter the service fee is
charged automatically to your credit card on a monthly basis. You can cancel at anytime without further cost or
obligation. Automatic payments make accounting simple--you don't need to remember to renew your account
periodically or request checks. And you can change your service level anytime without entering new payment
information.
To start your account using automatic payment:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your nine digit Volgistics account number.
4. Enter the Volgistics login name and password for a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , or the accounting
access code [_______]
pg:0728 for your account, and then click the Continue button.
5. Choose the service level you want to start at and then choose Automatic payments as your payment method.
6. Provide your credit card information.
Volgistics charges your first month's service fee and activates your account right away. The day of the month you
start automatic payments establishes your account's billing date, although you may change your monthly billing
date after you start your account. Thereafter, Volgistics charges your credit card monthly on your account's billing
date for the next month's service fees.
Four days prior to each billing date, Volgistics sends an email reminder to a billing contact that shows the amount
to be charged and the date the charge will be made. If you cancel your account before the billing date, Volgistics
will not charge your account, and no additional charges will be made. It is your responsibility to ensure that the
billing contact's email address [_______]
pg:0706 you provide for billing reminders is accurate and up-to-date.
Pre-payment
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With the Pre-payment option, you can pre-pay your service fee by check or credit card. Volgistics does not
charge you automatically when you use this payment method.
To start your account with pre-payment:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy on the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your nine digit Volgistics account number.
4. Enter the Volgistics login name and password for a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , or the accounting
access code [_______]
pg:0728 for your account, and then click the Continue button.
5. Choose the service level you want to start at and then choose Pre-payment as your payment method.
6. Choose the number of months you want to pre-pay.
7. Make your pre-payment online by credit card or electronic check; or by mailing a check (payments must be
made in U.S. funds).
You can get started with Volgistics right away if you pre-pay online.
If you mail your account payment, follow the paying by mail instructions [_______].
pg:0737 If you pay by check, your
check will be transferred to our Accounting Department when it arrives. Once your check is received by our
Accounting Department, Volgistics activates your account within two business days. Note that payments made
online by credit card or electronic check can be processed more quickly than checks mailed to us.
To continue using Volgistics beyond the period you initially pre-pay, you can make additional pre-payments by
mail at any time. However, you will not be able to create an invoice [_______]
pg:0721 for this until 90 days or less before
your current service expires. Online payments can only be made 90 days or less before your current service
expires because these require an invoice.
Switching payment methods
You can switch between the Automatic payment and the Pre-payment payment methods at any time. Just visit
the Volgistics Store and choose the option to change payment methods.
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Online Payment Security
Volgistics uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology to encrypt all of your personal information, including
credit card number and check information, so that it cannot be read as the information travels over the Internet.
SSL is the industry standard and among the best software available today for secure online commerce
transactions. Help topic 1014 [_______]
pg:0181 explains more about how Volgistics protects your information.
Additional terms
All rates and charges are in U.S. funds. Payments for charges must be made in U.S. funds.
Customers may review their account charges, payments, and service level, or change their service level, at any
time.
If you increase your service level under Automatic payments, Volgistics charges your account a prorated amount
to cover the additional service fees for the remainder of the current billing period. Thereafter your account is
charged at the new service fee level. If you decrease your service level, there is not a refund for the amount
already paid. However, Volgistics begins charging your account the new, lower service fee on the next billing
date.
If you increase your service level under Pre-payments, Volgistics adjusts your account's expiration date based on
the new daily service fee. If you decrease your service level, there is not a refund for the amount already paid.
However, the new, lower rate will apply the next time you pay your service fee.
If a change in service fees is to occur, Volgistics will alert the billing contact for your account at least 30 days in
advance. With Automatic payments, the new rate is charged beginning on the first billing date following the new
rate's effective date. With Pre-payments, the new rate applies on the new rate's effective date and the account's
expiration date is automatically adjusted based on the new rate.
One way we keep Volgistics rates low is to reduce the cost of collecting service fees. We do this by collecting
service fees online, or by check. For this reason we do not accept purchase orders as payment for service fees.
Customers may cancel their account and use of the service at anytime using the "Cancel" option under "Account
Management" in the Setup area. See Help topic 2262 [_______]
pg:0894 for more information. Any service fee already
paid (or account credit balances) at the time of cancellation are non-refundable. If you use automatic monthly
billing, Volgistics will cease billing your credit card for the monthly service fee when you cancel your account.

Purchase Orders

While Volgistics does
not
accept purchase orders as payment, the Volgistics Store provides a way for organizations that have paper-based
payment processing systems to generate invoices with purchase order numbers for their internal payment
processing requirements.

When you choose to use the
Pre-payment
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method, Volgistics creates an Order-Invoice for you.

You can add a purchase order number to any Order-Invoice in the Volgistics Store by using the "Add a purchase
order number" option. You can then print a copy of the Order-Invoice to use for internal payment processing.
When the purchase order is approved within your organization, mail your check [_______]
pg:0737 to Volgistics or enter
an electronic check payment in the Volgistics Store. Volgistics activates or extends your service once the
payment is received.
Please do not send your purchase order to Volgistics.
Collecting service fee payments by credit card or check is one way we keep the cost of Volgistics low.
Please note: Most of our customers are not-for-profit organizations involved in a wide range of important
community service, health care, recreational, educational, cultural, and civic endeavors. Our service fees are set
with the fiscal realities common to not-for-profit organizations in mind. While some for-profit organizations also
use the service, they typically do so as part of outside philanthropic efforts. For these reasons, the Volgistics
service fees are the same for all.

Paying Your Volgistics Service Fee by Mail
Help topic 2304
Added or revised 02-26-2013
If you want to send a payment to Volgistics, use the Pre-payment [_______]
pg:0733 method and send your check by
mail. Your check will be transferred to our Accounting Department when it arrives. Once your check is received
by our Accounting Department, Volgistics will activate or extend your account within two business days.
Note that for faster service, you can activate or extend an account without delay by making your payment
online by electronic check or credit card rather than through the mail (see payment terms [_______]
pg:0733 for details).
Accounts paid online are activated or extended as soon as you make your payment.
To pay by mail:
1. Visit the Volgistics Store and choose
Pre-payment
as your account's payment method. When you choose to pay your account with a pre-payment, Volgistics
generates an Order-Invoice that you can print in case you need a paper invoice to obtain a check. Help topic
2071 [_______]
pg:0721 has detailed directions if you need them.
2. Make your check payable to "Volgistics Inc." Checks must be payable in U.S. funds.
3. Write or print your Order-Invoice number on your check.
4. Mail your check to:
Volgistics Inc.
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P.O. Box 406
Wayland, Michigan 49348-0406
5. The billing contact for your account will receive email notification when your check is processed (please allow
up to two business days for processing at Volgistics). You can find information on how to check and/or change
your billing contact's email address here [_______]
pg:0706 .
To pay by courier service:
In some cases, organizations need their payment to arrive faster than sending it by mail. If you need to do this,
you can send your payment overnight or next day by courier service (such as FedEx or UPS). To do this, follow
the same steps shown in the To pay by mail section above, but use our physical address in step 4 instead of our
remittance address. Our physical address is:
Volgistics
400 76th Street SW
Suite 9
Byron Center, Michigan 49315-8376
Avoid delays!
Be sure your check...
•
•
•
•

Includes your Order-Invoice number
Is payable to "Volgistics Inc."
Is payable in U.S. funds
Is sent to the correct address depending on if the payment is being sent by mail or by courier service.

Expired trial accounts
If your free trial has already expired, you may use your expired trial account number to activate your account if
payment is received at Volgistics within 120 days of the date the trial expired.
Can I mail a purchase order?
One way we keep Volgistics rates low is to reduce the cost of collecting service fees. We do this by collecting
service fees online or by check. For this reason, we do not accept purchase orders as payment for service fees.
If you must use a purchase order internally to start the process of obtaining a check, you may print an Invoice for
Volgistics that includes a purchase order number. Help topic 2545 [_______]
pg:0739 shows how to do this.
You can use this invoice to obtain your check. Once you receive your check, you can process it online or mail it
to Volgistics. Please do not send purchase orders to Volgistics.
Related help
Help Topic 2002 [_______]
pg:0710 - Volgistics Price List
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels
Help Topic 2071 [_______]
pg:0721 - How can I get an invoice for the service fee?
Help Topic 2074 [_______]
pg:0723 - Has my payment arrived?
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?
Help Topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 - Volgistics Payment Options
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How to Add a Purchase Order Number to an Order-Invoice
Help topic 2545
Added or revised 02-13-2017
While Volgistics does not accept purchase orders as payment, the secure Volgistics Store provides a way for
organizations that have paper-based payment processing systems to generate Order-Invoices with purchase
order numbers for their internal payment processing requirements.
To Add a Purchase Order Number to an Order-Invoice
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Hover over Try or Buy in the menu at the top of the page and select Store.

3. Enter your Volgistics account number and your account credentials and then click the
pg:0052 login name and
Continue button. Your account credentials may be either a Volgistics Administrator's [_______]
password, or your account's Accounting access code [_______]
pg:0728 .
4. Select the "Create an invoice and extend your service" link if you do not already have an invoice in the Store.
You must be paying with the Pre-payment method [_______]
pg:0733 to see this link. If you already have an invoice, skip
to step 6.
5. Select your service level choices, or the checkbox to keep your service level the same, then click the
Continue button.
6. Select "Add a purchase order number to this Order-Invoice."
7. Type the purchase order number into the box next to "Add purchase order number."
8. Click the Continue button. A picture of the invoice will be displayed. The purchase order number will appear in
the section below the "Ordered From" and "Ordered By" information. Click the "Printable view" link if you want to
print a copy of the Order-Invoice.
9. Select an option under the "What would you like to do?" heading and click the Continue button.
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Volgistics activates, or extends, your service once your payment is received. Please do not send your purchase
order to Volgistics.
Related help
Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Help Topic 2002 [_______]
pg:0710 - Volgistics Price List
Help Topic 2007 [_______]
pg:0050 - Adding VicNet, VicTouch or VicDocs to Your Account's Service Level
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels
Help Topic 2071 [_______]
pg:0721 - How can I get an invoice for the service fee?
Help Topic 2074 [_______]
pg:0723 - Has my payment arrived?
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?
Help Topic 2303 [_______]
pg:0733 - Volgistics Payment Options
Help Topic 2304 [_______]
pg:0737 - Paying Your Volgistics Service Fee by Mail
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New Schedule Features
Help topic 1099
Added or revised 07-30-2010
The Volgistics system has some new and improved volunteer scheduling features. This help topic explains the
schedule feature changes introduced July 30, 2010.
View a video preview
Track specific tasks or locations on the schedule
The upgrade makes it possible for you to add text notes to schedule openings, and then always have a specific
volunteer appear scheduled for the opening that has a given note. This provides greater scheduling control for
organizations that need to further define volunteer tasks on the schedule under a single assignment, and then
manage which volunteer is assigned to each task.
For example, a blood center that has a 'Bloodmobile driver' assignment can now add blood drive locations to
schedule openings for that assignment and then schedule specific volunteers for each location.
Here's an example of how this could look on the schedule:

Notes added to schedule openings like this will appear in all schedule views, including the Schedule page, the
Schedule tabs for assignments and volunteers, and when volunteers or coordinators view the schedule in VicNet
and VicTouch. So when the volunteers scheduled for the assignment shown in the example above view their
schedule, they'll always see the location they are assignment to as a bloodmobile driver.
Here's another example of how an organization might use schedule notes: An organization schedules openings
for four volunteers at a time in a specific assignment, and one of these volunteers is always designated as a
'team leader.' With the upgrade, the volunteer leader can mark one of the four openings as 'Team leader,' and
then control which volunteer is scheduled for that specific opening. In addition, everyone who views the schedule
will see who is assigned in the 'Team leader' position.
Here's an example of how this might appear:
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Streamlined schedule opening management
Rather than adding and managing schedule openings on a separate tab in your assignment records, the upgrade
provides tools for adding and changing schedule openings right on the schedule tab for each assignment.
You now have the option of automatically removing volunteers who are scheduled for a given opening if you
choose to remove that opening from the schedule (previously you must have removed scheduled volunteers
separately from openings).
New graphic icons make it easier to see which entries on the schedule are unfilled openings, and which
openings have been filled.

Coordinator schedule view in VicNet
Coordinators who manage more than one volunteer assignment previously saw a separate calendar for each
assignment when they visited the Schedule tab in VicNet. The update consolidated all of a coordinator's
assignments into a single calendar, reducing the amount of scrolling previously needed for Coordinators to view
each separate calendar.
Improved calendar views
Calendar views are streamlined to use screen space more efficiently and organize daily schedule information
more concisely.
Improved navigation
Move directly from the Schedule page to a specific assignment's schedule by clicking the assignment name on
the schedule.
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Optionally place new applications directly on the schedule
If you use Volgistics to collect online volunteer application forms and you ask applicants to choose their
preference for schedule openings on the application, their schedule choices previously appeared first as
schedule preferences in their volunteer record. Then you could later move volunteers to schedule openings
based on their preferences. This process gives volunteer leaders - who want it - final control over where new
applicants are ultimately scheduled. However in some volunteer efforts – such as special events – there's no
need for this manual step.
While organizations can continue to screen applicant schedule preferences the way they always have if they
choose to, the upgrade gives organizations a way to have applicant schedule choices appear directly on the
schedule right away without this additional step if they prefer.
Next
The schedule feature upgrade also completed the database groundwork needed for a series of additional
schedule capabilities soon to follow, including the ability to perform group volunteer scheduling; several new
printable schedule report formats; and more.
Related help

A scheduled volunteer does not appear to cover a schedule opening
Help topic 1102
Added or revised 07-30-2010
Previously in Volgistics there was not a permanent link between schedule openings and scheduled volunteers.
Instead, whenever you viewed the schedule, Volgistics displayed an opening as filled if there was any volunteer
scheduled on a given date for the times of the opening.
This approach to scheduling was helpful in situations where schedule openings had become "fragmented," as
shown below, but it caused problems if you wanted to add a note to a specific schedule opening and then
schedule a specific volunteer for the opening that had the note. For example, if you had four openings for the
same times each day and you added the note of "Team Leader" to just one of the openings (because you
wanted to show which volunteer would be the Team Leader). Previously there was no way to make a specific
volunteer always appear over the opening that had that note, because there was not a permanent link between
that schedule opening and a specific volunteer schedule entry.
The July 30th scheduling upgrade introduced permanent links between each schedule opening and the
volunteer(s) scheduled for each opening.
This will make volunteer scheduling easier and more powerful going forward, however you may notice that on
some dates a volunteer will appear scheduled outside of an opening but with the same times as the opening, as
shown here:
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This can happen under a variety of scenarios in which schedule openings have become fragmented (added in
separate pieces) over time.
Here's why George Bailey does not appear to be scheduled over the opening in the example shown above: The
assignment shown in the example includes two different openings for 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. The first opening
was added to the schedule for July and August; and a second – separate – opening was added for September
forward.
George Bailey's schedule entry is for August and September, and it is linked to the first opening (Opening 100 in
the illustration below); so if we look at the schedule for September George is not shown as filling the opening
(Opening 101), because his schedule entry was linked to the first opening, not the second one (a volunteer
schedule entry can only be linked to one schedule opening).

If you see this happen on one or more of your schedules you can usually solve the problem by removing the
volunteer, clicking the Fill link for the opening, and then selecting that volunteer to fill the opening, as shown
here:
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Another solution may be to adjust the "fragmented" opening(s). In the example we used above you could delete
the second opening (Opening 101), and edit the first opening (Opening 100) so it becomes an "Ongoing"
opening instead of ending in August (so it's no longer fragmented). The result will still be just one opening, and
George Bailey will fill it through September.
Related help

Substitute Tracking
Help topic 1167
Added or revised 10-03-2016
In cases where a volunteer will be unable to serve one of their regularly scheduled openings and you want to
show that another volunteer will be serving as their substitute, you can use the substitute tracking feature in
Volgistics to note the name of a substitute volunteer. The alternative to using this feature would be to first remove
a regular volunteer from the schedule for the date they cannot serve, and then to add the substitute volunteer to
the schedule for that day only. The substitute tracking feature makes this process easier.
To enable substitute tracking
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1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on Scheduling.
3. Click on Ground rules.
4. Under Additional options, mark the "Use substitute tracking" checkbox.
5. Click Save.
When substitute tracking is turned on your schedule entries will include an additional "Substitute" field.
To use the Substitute field
1. Choose Schedule from the menu.
2. Go to the appropriate date.
3. Click the orange Edit link next to a regularly scheduled volunteer on the Schedule.
4. Locate the Substitute field and use the Substitute drop-down list to choose the volunteer who will substitute on
that date.
5. Click the Save button to save your change to the schedule entry.
The substitute's name will appear in place of the regularly scheduled volunteer you have replaced when you view
the schedule for that date.

Scheduling Overview
Help topic 1180
Added or revised 10-18-2016
Many Volgistics customers frequently use at least some of the system's extensive scheduling features. This help
topic serves as an introduction to the Volgistics scheduling features, explaining the scheduling concept, the two
ways to schedule volunteers, overall scheduling setup options, setting up schedules for each Assignment, and
managing schedules.
The Scheduling Concept
Scheduling lets an organization decide which volunteers will serve in an Assignment during pre-determined times
on pre-determined dates. Volgistics offers ways for individuals to view schedules, either from within Volgistics (as
a system operator) or at the optional VicNet module (for coordinators and volunteers). System operators can also
send schedule reminders [_______]
pg:0791 to volunteers and/or coordinators, either automatically each day or month, or
manually with an "on-demand" schedule reminder message.
While you can optionally build a schedule for each Assignment you track in Volgistics, some Assignments may
not lend themselves to structured scheduling at all. Organizations can decide not to use any of the system's
scheduling features for such Assignments, yet they can still build detailed schedules for other Assignments
where these features are appropriate.
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pg:0096 listed on a volunteer's Service tab indicates that the volunteer has been given a
Note: An Assignment [_______]
role (such as "Assigned") in that Assignment, not that they are scheduled to serve in it. This distinction is
important because when a customer wants to
schedule
a volunteer to serve in an Assignment, the steps they must take - explained in this help topic - are different from
the procedure toassign [_______]
pg:0193 a volunteer to an Assignment.

Two Ways to Schedule
There are two ways to schedule volunteers in Volgistics: Volunteers can be added to structured "openings" or
scheduled to serve at "any time." While some organizations might only schedule volunteers to serve in openings
and other organizations might schedule volunteers often but never create a schedule opening, it is perfectly
acceptable for an organization to schedule volunteers in openings for some Assignments and at any time for
other Assignments.
Openings
When you create a schedule opening [_______],
pg:0776 it can be for one day only, or it can be an ongoing opening for a
particular day of the week or month. Ongoing openings can span a distinct period of time - for example, for a
seasonal opening, or they can be indefinite. You can also specify the number of volunteers needed for each
opening.
Scheduling volunteers in openings is appropriate if you want volunteers to work only for specific days and times.
This is the best option for Assignments where structured schedules are important; and when you need to have a
specific number of volunteers scheduled.
You add a schedule opening [_______]
pg:0776 on an Assignment's Schedule tab.
Any time
If a system operator wants to add a volunteer to the schedule for a date and time where no opening has been
created, they can do that by completing and saving the fields in a "Schedule a volunteer" box on the
organization's overall schedule, a Site, Place, or Assignment's Schedule tab or a volunteer's Schedule tab.
This is the best way to schedule volunteers for Assignments where structured schedules are not needed, such
as self-paced or self-directed service; and when the number of volunteers scheduled for any day or time is not
important.
Overall Scheduling Setup Options
Several setup options apply to all schedules in Volgistics. Examples include the organization's hours of operation
[_______];
pg:1395 scheduling intervals (whether volunteers are scheduled every 15 minutes, 30 minutes or every hour);
which openings appear as "filled" and which volunteers, based on status changes, should be removed from
schedules.
Additional overall schedule setup options include whether or not schedule conflicts [_______]
pg:1398 are permitted;
schedule notes are used; substitute tracking [_______]
pg:0745 is used, and schedule, calendar and time sheet display
options.
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All of the system-wide scheduling setup options mentioned above can be customized on the Scheduling Ground
Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page. You can get to the Scheduling Ground Rules page like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on Scheduling.
3. Click on Ground Rules.
Setting up Schedules for Each Assignment
In addition to the broad scheduling setup options, each Assignment's schedule can be customized to work
differently. System operators can always schedule volunteers for any times (whether or not an opening has been
created for that time period) from within Volgistics, volunteers and coordinators can be given different scheduling
capabilities for each Assignment if you use VicNet self-scheduling. For example, volunteers can self-schedule for
openings only in some Assignments, and for "any times" in other Assignments. In addition, you can control which
volunteers are allowed to schedule themselves or be scheduled for each Assignment with VicNet. Both of these
settings can be controlled on each Assignment's Schedule tab [_______].
pg:2006
Managing Schedules
As you build a schedule, you will need to know how to view it; print it; add volunteers to it, and remove volunteers
from it.
To View a Schedule
You can view the overall schedule for all of your Assignments; the schedule for all Assignments under a specific
Site or Place, or the schedule for a single Assignment.
To view the overall schedule:
Choose Schedule from the main menu. You can change the date that is displayed by selecting a different date
from the dropdown fields at the top of the tab. You can also choose to view the monthly Calendar format or the
time sheet view of the schedule.
To view the schedule for all Assignments at one Site:
1. Choose Assignments from the main menu.
2. Click on the name of the Site.
3. Go to the Site's Schedule tab.
You can change the date that is displayed by selecting a different date from the dropdown fields at the top of the
tab. You can also choose to view the monthly Calendar format or the time sheet view of the Site's schedule.
To view the schedule for all Assignments at one Place:
1. Choose Assignments from the main menu.
2. Click on the name of the Place.
3. Go to the Place's Schedule tab.
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You can change the date that is displayed by selecting a different date from the dropdown fields at the top of the
tab. You can also choose to view the monthly Calendar format or the time sheet view of the Place's schedule.
To view the schedule for one Assignment:
1. Choose Assignments from the main menu.
2. Click on the name of the Assignment.
3. Go to the Assignment's Schedule tab.
You can change the date that is displayed by selecting a different date from the dropdown fields at the top of the
tab. You can also choose to view the monthly Calendar format or the time sheet view of the Assignment's
schedule.
To print the Schedule
The Schedule reports described in help topic 8255 [_______]
pg:0547 offer the most options for printing your schedules.
There are stock reports for printing monthly and weekly schedules in a variety of formats, or you can customize a
report to meet your needs. These reports are produced in PDF format so they can be easily shared by email. If
your organization uses the VicNet module [_______],
pg:1724 you can also post the schedule on the VicNet Home tab.
Help topic 1188 [_______]
pg:1673 shows how to do this.
If you prefer, you can also use your web browser to print schedules. To do this, navigate so the desired schedule
appears on your screen, click the orange "Printable View" link at the top of the page, then print from the new
window that contains the schedule in the printable format.
To Add a Volunteer to a Schedule
As stated above, a system operator can either add a volunteer to a schedule opening, or simply schedule a
volunteer for any period of time.
To fill a schedule opening in an Assignment:
1. Locate the opening on either the overall schedule (by choosing "Schedule" from the main menu and selecting
the appropriate date) or on the Assignment's Schedule tab.
2. Click the orange "Fill" link next to the opening.
3. Select the volunteer's name from the Volunteer dropdown field.
4. Click Save.
To schedule a volunteer for a period of time when an opening has not been created:
1a. Go to the overall schedule or a Site, Place, or Assignment's Schedule tab, and locate the "Schedule a
volunteer" box, or go to a volunteer's Schedule tab and locate the "Add to Schedule" section.
1b. If you are working from the volunteer's Schedule tab: Choose the Assignment you want to schedule the
volunteer for, and click Go.
2. In the "Schedule a volunteer" or "Add to schedule" box, complete each field to setup the schedule entry as you
would like.
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3. Click Save.
To Remove a Volunteer from the Schedule
1. Locate the schedule entry via the overall schedule, the Assignment's schedule tab, or the volunteer's schedule
tab.
2. Click the orange "Remove" link next to the opening.
Related help
Help Topic 1022 [_______]
pg:1391 - Holidays
Help Topic 1167 [_______]
pg:0745 - Substitute Tracking
Help Topic 1182 [_______]
pg:0750 - Schedule Notes
Help Topic 1197 [_______]
pg:0753 - Scheduling groups
Help Topic 1205 [_______]
pg:0756 - Schedule Icons
Help Topic 2030 [_______]
pg:1991 - How to Delete Schedule Openings
Help Topic 2132 [_______]
pg:0766 - How to Edit a Schedule Opening
Help Topic 2134 [_______]
pg:0773 - Working with Schedule Preferences
Help Topic 2158 [_______]
pg:0776 - How do I add schedule openings?
Help Topic 2170 [_______]
pg:1494 - VIC self scheduling
Help Topic 2235 [_______]
pg:0788 - Can I schedule regular volunteers for duty every-other week?
Help Topic 2258 [_______]
pg:0789 - Around-the-Clock Scheduling
Help Topic 2273 [_______]
pg:0791 - Schedule Reminders
Help Topic 2536 [_______]
pg:0794 - How to Edit a Schedule Entry
Help Topic 2555 [_______]
pg:0797 - How to Schedule Substitutes for Regularly Scheduled Volunteers

Schedule Notes
Help topic 1182
Added or revised 01-26-2017
There are two types of notes related to the schedule [_______]
pg:0746 for your volunteers.
One is a schedule entry note. These are notes that are unique to each volunteer and they will only appear for a
specific date (or instance) on the schedule.

The other is an
opening note
. These notes will appear on every instance of a schedule opening regardless of whether a volunteer is
scheduled to fill the opening or not. They will also appear on every date the opening [_______]
pg:0776 is setup to occur
on.
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Schedule Entry Notes
Schedule entry notes can be used for a variety of purposes. For example, if the volunteer will be late on a
particular date, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 or Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 can add a note such as "May be 10
minutes late" to the Notes field on the date the volunteer will be late. Or if the volunteer will need special
instructions, a note such as "See Mary Anderson (Room 316) for assistance" can be added.
Where Schedule Entry Notes Appear
Schedule entry notes will appear in different places depending on your account's setup:
• On the daily view of the schedule for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 .
• On the monthly view of the schedule for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 if this is enabled on the Scheduling
Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page.
• In reports such as Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 or Schedule [_______]
pg:0547 reports if the field is selected on the Fields
tab of the report.
• On the daily and monthly views of Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 My Schedule tab in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724
• On the daily and monthly views of the volunteer's schedule in VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778
• On Schedule Reminder [_______]
pg:0791 email messages volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 receive as long as
the field is selected on the reminder's Setup [_______]
pg:0887 page. The notes will not appear on reminders sent by text
[_______]
pg:0352 message.
How to Enter a Schedule Entry Note
When adding a volunteer to the schedule without filling an opening (with the Schedule a volunteer box), or when
filling an opening (with the Fill link and Fill an opening box), the Notes field will only appear if the Frequency
option is set on One time.

If the volunteer is a regularly scheduled volunteer, you will need to click the Edit link on the date you want the
note to appear. Then you can use the Edit a schedule entry box to add the note.
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Opening Notes
Opening notes are used differently than schedule entry notes. These notes are not volunteer specific and they
will appear on every instance where the opening appears on the schedule. One thing they could be used for is to
provide information to the volunteer about where they will serve. For example, if you have an assignment called
"Bloodmobile Driver" that regularly goes to more than one location, you can note the location with an opening
note.

Opening notes can also be used to differentiate one opening slot from others. For example, if you have an
assignment called "Advisory Council" that has six volunteers who make up the council, and one who will be the
chairperson. In this case, create one opening [_______]
pg:0776 with six volunteers needed, and another opening with
the same date and time with one volunteer needed and a note for "Chairperson."

Please note
that the Notes field will only appear for schedule related information. With the first example above, you would not
be able to track service [_______]
pg:1581 information for volunteer service performed just at the "Middlepointe Mall"
location. It would all appear under the "Bloodmobile Driver" assignment. Similarly, in the second example you
would not be able to track just hours given by the chairperson. If you need to be able to break this service
information out, you will need to make separate assignments instead of just using the opening notes to identify
the differences.
Where Opening Notes Appear
Opening notes will appear in different places depending on your account's setup:
• On the daily view of the schedule for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 .
• On the monthly view of the schedule for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 if this is enabled on the Scheduling
Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page.
• In reports such as Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 or Schedule [_______]
pg:0547 reports if the field is selected on the Fields
tab of the report.
• On the daily and monthly views of Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 My Schedule tab in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724
• On the daily and monthly views of the volunteer's schedule in VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778
• On your volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 if you use Schedule Preference [_______]
pg:1343 fields, and the fields
are setup to include opening notes.
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• On unfilled opening slots in the daily and monthly Schedule Reminder [_______]
pg:0791 messages for Coordinators
[_______]
pg:0163 as long as the message is received by email. The opening notes will not appear if the opening slot is
filled by a volunteer, or if the message is received by text [_______]
pg:0352 message. Opening notes do not appear at
all in Schedule Reminder messages sent to volunteers.
How to Enter an Opening Note
You can enter an opening note when you create an opening [_______].
pg:0776 To add a note for an existing opening,
click the Edit link for the opening to open the Edit an opening box.

The note will automatically appear on every opening slot (the Volunteers needed field), and every date the
opening occurs on if the opening is setup to repeat on a regular basis such as every Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday.

Scheduling groups
Help topic 1197
Added or revised 02-21-2012
You can schedule group volunteers [_______]
pg:1909 along with individual volunteers in Volgistics. When you add a
group to a schedule you'll see an additional Volunteers field you can use to record the number of group members
who are to be scheduled. This makes it possible for you to schedule multiple group members in a single step.

Add a group to a schedule
To add a group to a schedule:
1. Select Volunteers from the

menu.

2. Find the group record for the Group you want to schedule.
3. Select the Schedule tab.
4. Use the Add to schedule box to choose the assignment you want to schedule the group for (plus the date
you want to schedule the group for if the assignment you select permits scheduling for openings only).
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5. Use the Add group volunteers box to choose the number of group members you want to schedule, and their
schedule frequency. For example, if you want to schedule ten members of the selected group for the same
opening, enter 10 in the Volunteers field as shown here:
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If the assignment you are scheduling the group for permits scheduling for openings only, you cannot schedule
more volunteers than there are available openings.
6. Click the Save button to save the new schedule entry.

Viewing a group's schedule
You can view the schedule for a group from the Service tab in the Group's record; or from the Schedule page by
choosing Schedule from the menu.
Since Group records [_______]
pg:1909 are designed for when you do not want to track group members individually, you
will not see the names of individual group members when you view the schedule for a date, site, place,
assignment, or coordinator. Instead you'll see the group's name listed for each schedule entry for which a
member of the group will serve.
When you view the schedule for a group on the Schedule tab in their volunteer record, you'll see one entry for
each group member scheduled. In the example shown here, 10 members of the Downtown Rotary are scheduled
to server in a "Phone BanK" assignment from 6:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. on February 24th:
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Remove a group from a schedule
You can remove group members from a schedule by clicking the Remove link that appears on the schedule, as
shown above.
Currently, there is not a way to remove all of the members of a group scheduled for a particular assignment in a
single click (click the Remove link for each group member you want to remove from the schedule).
Related help

Schedule Icons
Help topic 1205
Added or revised 10-31-2016
In Volgistics, volunteers can be scheduled in two different ways. They can be scheduled into structured shifts, or
"openings," or they can be placed on the schedule for "any times" where they do not fill an opening. Help topic
1180 [_______]
pg:0746 explains more about this.
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Schedule icons provide a way to quickly identify how volunteers are scheduled. The schedule icons always
appear on the daily view of the schedule. You can control whether or not the icons appear on the monthly view of
the schedule by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Scheduling link.
3. Select Ground rules.
4. Check or un-check the box in front of "Include schedule icons" under the Monthly calendar view options
heading.
5. Click the Save button if changes are made.
The following picture shows an example of what the daily view of the schedule may look like for an assignment.

Here is what the icons on the schedule mean:

A lone figure (or group of figures) shows an individual, or group [_______],
pg:1909 volunteer record placed on the
schedule without filling an opening slot. Volunteers scheduled by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 using the
"Schedule a volunteer" box will appear like this on the schedule.

Empty frames on the schedule indicate a schedule opening slot that has not been filled by an individual, or
group, volunteer record yet. To create openings, click the
Add an opening
button on the daily view of an assignment's Schedule tab. The number of slots that appear for an opening is
controlled by the number entered in the Volunteers needed field. Help topic 2158 [_______]
pg:0776 explains more.
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A frame on the schedule with a lone figure (or group of figures) inside of it shows an individual, or group,
volunteer record placed on the schedule as filling an opening slot. Volunteers scheduled by a System Operator
clicking the Fill link in a row with an unfilled opening slot, and then using the "Fill an opening" box, will appear
like this on the schedule.

How to Delete Schedule Openings
Help topic 2030
Added or revised 10-18-2016
After creating a schedule [_______]
pg:0746 you may decide you want to remove, delete or otherwise change the way
you have setup your schedule openings [_______].
pg:0776 This help topic explains how to reduce or remove openings.
If you'd like to make changes to the opening, see help topic 2132 [_______].
pg:0766
Because working with openings can have a dramatic impact on your entire schedule very quickly, we strongly
recommend reviewing the information in the Tips for Working with Openings section before proceeding to other
sections. The sections of the help topics are arranged according to how much impact they will have on your
schedule. The top section will have the least impact on your overall schedule, and the bottom section will have
the most impact on your overall schedule.
You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Tips for Working with Openings
Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day
Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Multiple Days
Delete a One Time Opening Completely
Delete an Ongoing Opening but Leave past Schedule
Delete an Ongoing Opening Completely
Tips for Working with Openings
In Volgistics, openings are used to show the shifts or times when you will need volunteers to perform an
assignment [_______]
pg:0096 (a job or task) for your organization. You can learn how to create openings for an
assignment in help topic 2158 [_______].
pg:0776
Here are some things to keep in mind when you're working with openings.
1. One opening can have multiple slots based on the number you enter in the Volunteers needed field when you
create the opening. On the daily view of the schedule pictured below, there are two openings. One opening from
8:00 am to 11:30 am with 3 slots, and one opening from 12:00 pm to 3:30 pm with 2 slots.
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When you're working with openings, keep in mind that deleting the opening will remove all slots related to that
opening.
2. Openings can be setup to take place on one day only (one time), or they can be setup to repeat in a pattern
(ongoing). An example of an ongoing opening is one that repeats every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. On
the monthly view of the schedule pictured below, the 8:00 am to 11:30 am opening repeats on Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and the 12:00 pm to 3:30 pm opening repeats on Mondays and Tuesdays.

Keep in mind that deleting an opening will remove it from every day of the week the opening occurs. This will be
for all dates in the past as well as all dates in the future.
3. Volunteers can be scheduled to fill an opening for one day only, or on a repeating basis such as every Monday
and Wednesday. If a volunteer is scheduled on an ongoing (repeating) basis, the daily schedule will indicate this
with a checkmark in the Reg column. In the example pictured below, Bobbie Fryer is scheduled on a repeating
basis, and Deidre Griffin is only scheduled for one day.
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When you're working with openings, keep in mind that deleting an opening, and selecting to remove the
volunteers scheduled for the opening, will remove volunteers scheduled on an ongoing (regular) basis on every
date they're scheduled (both past and future).
4. Openings are not the same as schedule entries. You can think of an opening slot as a container that can hold
a schedule entry, but the opening and the schedule entry are still independent of each other. Volunteers can be
placed on the schedule without filling an opening slot, they can be placed on the schedule as filling an opening
but with different start and/or stop times than the opening, or they can be placed on the schedule as filling the
opening with the same start and stop times as the opening.
In the example shown below, Victoria Perry has been placed on the schedule without filling an opening. This
creates a schedule entry for Victoria that is not associated with an opening. It's easy to tell she's not filling an
opening because the schedule icon [_______]
pg:0756 shows a figure without a box around it.
Deidre Griffin has been placed on the schedule as filling an opening. By default, her schedule entry had the
same start and stop times as the opening. However, her schedule entry was edited to have different start and
stop times than the opening. The schedule entry is still associated with the opening though. It's easy to tell
because the schedule icon [_______]
pg:0756 shows a figure with a box around it.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that schedule entries are independent of openings. A volunteer
can be filling an opening, but not be scheduled for the same start and stop times as the opening. Also, if you
delete an opening you can choose to leave volunteers on the schedule. In this case, they will on the schedule but
not as filling the opening like Victoria Perry in the example above.

Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day
One opening can have multiple opening slots as noted in the Tips for Working with Openings section above. You
may want to reduce the number of slots for the opening on just one day. For example, if you anticipate that fewer
volunteers will be needed on that day. Here are the steps to take if you need to do this:
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1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to reduce the number of volunteers needed.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date the opening is on. If you're in the daily view, use the
date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. If volunteers are scheduled to fill the opening slot, you will need to remove the volunteer from the schedule
first. To do this, click the Remove link in the row that shows the volunteer you need to remove.

If the volunteer is a regularly scheduled volunteer (shown with a check in the Reg column), select to remove
them from one day only or from all days they are scheduled for. If you remove them from one day only, you will
see their name grayed out on the schedule with (removed) behind it.
6. Click the Close link in the row for the opening slot you no longer need.

The opening slot will appear grayed out, and there will be an Open link to click if you want to make the opening
slot available again.
7. Repeat these steps for each opening slot you need to close.

Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Multiple Days
As noted in the Tips for Working with Openings section above, an opening can be setup to repeat in a pattern
such as on every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. You may want to reduce the number of slots for the
opening on every day it occurs. For example, if you found you routinely only need two volunteers to do a job
instead of four. This section shows the steps you'll need to take to reduce the number of volunteers needed on
every day that the opening occurs.
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Please Note!

There is not a way to reduce the number of opening slots for just one day of the week. For example, if the
opening repeats every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday with four slots on each day, there is not a way to
change just Tuesdays to have two slots but leave four slots on Mondays and Wednesdays.

If you only need to make this change for a few Tuesdays, just follow the steps in the
Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day
section above to reduce the number of opening slots on those days. If you need to make a permanent change for
all Tuesdays, you will need to edit the original opening to take place on just Mondays and Wednesdays. Then,
make a new opening [_______]
pg:0776 that repeats every Tuesday with just two slots. If you do this, any volunteers
scheduled on Tuesdays will be left on the schedule, but not as filling an opening slot. You will need to go back
and remove them from the schedule, and then place them back on as filling an opening slot.
Here are the steps to take to reduce the opening slots on every day that the opening occurs:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to reduce the number of volunteer needed.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click any date the opening occurs on. If you're in the daily view, use
the date dropdown at the top to select a date the opening occurs on, and then click the Go button.
5. Click the Edit link in the Opening column for any row of the opening's slots. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill
the opening slot, this will be the Edit link on the right.

6. In the Edit an opening box, change the number in the Volunteers needed field to be the number of opening
slots you want the opening to have now.
7. Click the Save button.
Please Note!
Following the steps above could leave volunteers on the schedule but not as filling an opening slot. For example,
if you reduced the number of opening slots from four to two, and there is a date where three volunteers were
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scheduled to fill opening slots, there will now be two volunteers filling opening slots and one volunteer on the
schedule who is not filling an opening slot.

Delete a One-Time Opening Completely
There may be times when you need to completely eliminate an opening that occurs on one date. For example, if
a board meeting was switched to a different date. If you are sure you want to delete all slots for a one-time
opening on the date it occurs, follow these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to delete an opening.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date the opening is on. If you're in the daily view, use the
date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. You may wish to verify that the opening is a one-time opening instead of an ongoing opening. If you want to do
this, click the Edit link in any row for the opening you wish to delete. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening
slot, this will be the Edit link on the right side.

Check in the Edit an opening box to see if the opening is setup as For one day only or Ongoing. If it is setup as
Ongoing see the Delete an Ongoing Opening Completely section of this help topic.
6. Once you verify that the opening is a one-time opening and you are sure you wish to delete it, click the Delete
link in one of the rows for the opening's slots.
7. If no volunteers are scheduled to fill any of the opening's slots, the opening will be deleted.
If there are volunteers with a schedule entry associated with the opening, a Delete Opening? box will appear.
Select to either delete the opening and the volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, or to delete the opening but
leave scheduled volunteers on the schedule as not filling an opening.
8. Click the Continue button if you made a selection in step 7 and wish to proceed with deleting the opening.
Click the Cancel button if you no longer wish to delete the opening.

Delete an Ongoing Opening but Leave past Schedule
There may be times when you want to end an ongoing opening, but leave the past schedule for the opening
intact. For example, if a shift will occur at new times it is sometimes easier to end the old opening and enter a
new opening with the new times. Following these steps can have an impact on your overall schedule. Please
review the information in the Please Note! box below before proceeding.
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If you'd like to end an ongoing opening, but leave the past schedule intact, follow these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to delete an opening.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date you want to end the opening on. If you're in the daily
view, use the date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. Click the Edit link in any row for the opening you wish to end. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening slot,
this will be the Edit link on the right side.

6. In the Edit an opening box, change the setting under the Starting date field from Ongoing to Ending. Select the
date you want the opening to end from the dropdown lists.

7. Click the Save button.

Please Note!

1.
Following these steps will remove all future instances of the opening, but it will not remove volunteers who are
scheduled to fill the opening in the future. You will need to remove these volunteers individually if you do not
want them on the schedule.

2.
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If you want to remove volunteers from the future schedule, but leave their past schedule intact, you will need to
edit their schedule entry and put in an ending date.

3.
If you want to remove the volunteers from the schedule completely (for the past and future), simply remove them
from the schedule.

4.
This section of the help topic can be used to preserve the past schedule for volunteers, but this does
not
mean the past schedule is recorded as volunteer service. Service hours must be entered using one of the
methods shown here [_______]
pg:1568
.
5. Volgistics does not maintain schedule information indefinitely. The schedules for past years drop from the
system. If you want a permanent record of when volunteers served, you must enter service hours.
Delete an Ongoing Opening Completely
There may be times when you want to completely delete an ongoing opening. Remember to review the
information in the Tips for Working with Openings section above before taking this action! Deleting an ongoing
opening will delete all instances of the opening on dates in the past as well as in the future. Also, deleting the
opening will remove all opening slots for the opening on every date the opening occurs.
If you are sure you want to delete all slots for an ongoing opening on each date it occurs (past and future), follow
these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to delete an opening.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date the opening is on. If you're in the daily view, use the
date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. Click the Delete link in one of the rows for the opening's slots.
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6. In the Delete Opening? box, select to either delete the opening and the volunteers scheduled to fill the
opening, or to delete the opening but leave scheduled volunteers on the schedule as not filling an opening.
Remember that if you choose to delete the volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, that the past and future date
the volunteers were scheduled will be deleted.
7. Click the Continue button if you made a selection in step 7 and wish to proceed with deleting the opening.
Click the Cancel button if you no longer wish to delete the opening.

How to Edit a Schedule Opening
Help topic 2132
Added or revised 10-28-2016
Once you add schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 to show the shifts or times you need volunteers to perform an
assignment [_______]
pg:0096 , you may find that you need to change the opening. This help topic explains how to do
this. If the change you want to make is to delete an opening, or reduce the number of volunteer slots for the
opening, we recommend help topic 2030 [_______]
pg:0758 instead of this one.
Because working with openings can have a dramatic impact on your entire schedule very quickly, we strongly
recommend reviewing the information in the Tips for Working with Openings section before proceeding to other
sections.
You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Tips for Working with Openings
Get Started with Editing an Opening
Change the Times When an Opening Occurs
Change an Opening's Starting or Ending Dates
Add, Edit, or Delete an Opening Note
Change the Number of Volunteers Needed
Tips for Working with Openings
Here are some things to keep in mind when you're working with openings.
1. One opening can have multiple slots based on the number you enter in the Volunteers needed field when you
create the opening. On the daily view of the schedule pictured below, there are two openings. One opening from
8:00 am to 11:30 am with 3 slots, and one opening from 12:00 pm to 3:30 pm with 2 slots.
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When you're working with openings, keep in mind that making a change to an opening (such as editing the
opening's times) will make the same change for all slots related to that opening.
2. Openings can be setup to take place on one day only (one-time), or they can be setup to repeat in a pattern
(ongoing). An example of an ongoing opening is one that repeats every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. On
the monthly view of the schedule pictured below, the 8:00 am to 11:30 am opening repeats on Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and the 12:00 pm to 3:30 pm opening repeats on Mondays and Tuesdays.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that making a change to an opening (such as editing the
opening's times) will make the same change on every day of the week the opening occurs (both past and future).
3. Openings are not the same as schedule entries. You can think of an opening slot as a container that can hold
a schedule entry, but the opening and the schedule entry are still independent of each other. Volunteers can be
placed on the schedule without filling an opening slot, they can be placed on the schedule as filling an opening
but with different start and/or stop times than the opening, or they can be placed on the schedule as filling the
opening with the same start and stop times as the opening.
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In the example shown below, Victoria Perry has been placed on the schedule without filling an opening. This
creates a schedule entry for Victoria that is not associated with an opening. It's easy to tell she's not filling an
opening because the schedule icon [_______]
pg:0756 shows a figure without a box around it.
Deidre Griffin has been placed on the schedule as filling an opening. By default, her schedule entry had the
same start and stop times as the opening. However, either her schedule entry was edited to have different start
and stop times, or the opening's times were edited to be different than the volunteer's scheduled times. The
schedule entry is still associated with the opening though. It's easy to tell because the schedule icon [_______]
pg:0756
shows a figure with a box around it.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that schedule entries are independent of openings. A volunteer
can be filling an opening, but not be scheduled for the same start and stop times as the opening.
4. Volunteers can be scheduled to fill an opening for one day only, or on a repeating basis such as every Monday
and Wednesday. If a volunteer is scheduled on an ongoing (repeating) basis, the daily schedule will indicate this
with a checkmark in the Reg column. In the example pictured below, Bobbie Fryer is scheduled on a repeating
basis, and Deidre Griffin is only scheduled for one day.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that changing the days of the week openings occur on can
leave the volunteers on the schedule as not filling an opening slot. For example, if a volunteer is scheduled as
filling an opening that repeats on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and the opening is edited to only take
place on Mondays and Wednesdays, the volunteer will still be on Friday's schedule but not as filling an opening
unless you also edit the volunteer's Schedule Entry to only take place on Mondays and Wednesdays.
Get Started with Editing an Opening
No matter what changes you'd like to make to an opening, the steps to get started are always the same. Here is
how to get started:
1. Select Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Select the Assignment you need to make changes to.
3. Select the Schedule tab.
4. Go to the daily view of the schedule for the date the opening is on. If the opening is an ongoing opening that
repeats, any of the dates where the opening occurs will work.
5. Click the Edit link in the Opening column. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening, this is the link on the
right side. If there are multiple shifts on the day, make sure you select the Edit link by the shift times for the
opening you want to change. In the example below, the links in the red box are for the 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm
opening:

Change the Times When an Opening Occurs
This section explains how to change the times when an opening is setup to occur. Please keep in mind that
making these changes will make the same change for every slot associated with the opening on every day of the
week that the opening occurs. Changing the times can also cause volunteers scheduled to fill the opening to be
scheduled at different times than the opening. The Tips for Working with Openings section explains more.
1. Follow the steps in the Get Started with Editing an Opening section to open the Edit an opening box for the
opening.
2. Adjust the start and/or end times. The earliest and latest times that appear in the dropdown lists, and the
intervals (such as hourly, half hourly, or quarterly), are controlled by your settings on the Scheduling Ground
Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page.
3. Click the Save button.
4. If there are volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, a pop-up will appear asking if you'd like to change the
volunteers' scheduled times also:
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If you click the Yes button, this will make the times the volunteers are scheduled match the new opening times.
This can create schedule conflicts. For example, if a volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening from 9:30 am to
11:30 am, and is scheduled to work in a different assignment from 12:00 pm to 1:30 pm, editing the opening's
ending time to be 12:30 pm instead of 11:30 am and clicking the Yes button will cause the volunteer to be double
booked. This is because the end time of 12:30 pm will overlap the start time of 12:00 pm in the other assignment.
If you click the No button, this will change the opening times without affecting the times the volunteer is
scheduled. You can see an example of this in item 3 in the Tips for Working with Openings section.

Change the Frequency When an Opening Occurs
This section explains how to change the pattern or frequency when an opening is setup to occur. Please keep in
mind that making these changes will make the same change for every slot associated with the opening, on every
day of the week the opening occurs, and can cause volunteers to be left on the schedule without filling an
opening slot any longer. The Tips for Working with Openings section explains more.
1. Follow the steps in the Get Started with Editing an Opening section to open the Edit an opening box for the
opening.
2. Change the settings in the This opening is section to change when the opening takes place.
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Keep in mind that if volunteers are filling the opening, making these changes may leave them on the schedule
but not as filling an opening. For example, if an opening is a one day only opening on October 28, 2016 and
volunteers are filling the opening's slots on the 28th, changing the opening to a one day only opening on October
29, 2016 will leave the volunteers on the schedule on the 28th but not as filling opening slots.
3. Click the Save button.
4. If there are volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, a pop-up will appear asking if you'd like to change the
volunteers' scheduled times also. If you did not make a change to the times, click the "X" in the upper right corner
to close the pop-up. If you did make a change to the times, see the Change the Times When an Opening Occurs
section for information on which button to click.
Change the Opening's Starting or Ending Dates
This section explains how to change the starting or ending dates when an opening is setup to occur. Please keep
in mind that making these changes will make the same change for every slot associated with the opening, on
every day of the week the opening occurs, and can cause volunteers to be left on the schedule without filling an
opening slot any longer. The Tips for Working with Openings section explains more.
1. Follow the steps in the Get Started with Editing an Opening section to open the Edit an opening box for the
opening.
2. Change the settings in the Starting and Ending section to change the date range the opening takes place.

Keep in mind if volunteers are filling the opening, making these changes may leave them on the schedule but not
as filling an opening. For example, if an opening is setup as Ongoing (its ending date stretches on perpetually),
setting an ending date such as December 31, 2016 will leave volunteers scheduled in 2017 and after on the
schedule but not as filling an opening.
3. Click the Save button.
4. If there are volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, a pop-up will appear asking if you'd like to change the
volunteers' scheduled times also. If you did not make a change to the times, click the "X" in the upper right corner
to close the pop-up. If you did make a change to the times, see the Change the Times When an Opening Occurs
section for information on which button to click.
Add, Edit, or Delete an Opening Note
This section explains how to add, edit, or delete a note for the opening. Please keep in mind that making these
changes will make the same change for every slot associated with the opening on every day of the week the
opening occurs. The Tips for Working with Openings section explains more.
Please keep in mind that schedule entries and schedule openings are separate items so they can have separate
notes. To learn more about the differences in these notes, and where they will appear, see help topic 1182
[_______]
pg:0750 .
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1. Follow the steps in the Get Started with Editing an Opening section to open the Edit an opening box for the
opening.
2. Make your changes in the Note field for the opening.

3. Click the Save button.
4. If there are volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, a pop-up will appear asking if you'd like to change the
volunteers' scheduled times also. If you did not make a change to the times, click the "X" in the upper right corner
to close the pop-up. If you did make a change to the times, see the Change the Times When an Opening Occurs
section for information on which button to click.
Change the Number of Volunteers Needed
This section explains how to change the number of volunteers needed for the opening. Please keep in mind that
making these changes will make the same change on every day of the week the opening occurs, and can cause
volunteers to be left on the schedule without filling an opening slot. The Tips for Working with Openings section
explains more.

Please note!

1.
If the opening is an ongoing opening, and you just want to reduce the number of volunteers needed on certain
days without impacting other days that the opening occurs, we recommend closing the un-needed opening slots
instead of editing the opening to reduce the number of volunteers needed. You can find information on how to do
this in the Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day section of help topic 2030 [_______]
.

2.
There is not a way to reduce the number of opening slots for just one day of the week. For example, if the
opening repeats every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday with four slots on each day, there is not a way to
change just Tuesdays to have two slots but leave four slots on Mondays and Wednesdays.

If you only need to make this change for a few Tuesdays, just follow the steps in the
Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day section of help topic 2030 [_______]. If you need to
make a permanent change for all Tuesdays, you will need to edit the original opening to take place on just
Mondays and Wednesdays. Then, make a new opening [_______]
pg:0776 that repeats every Tuesday with just two
slots. If you do this, any volunteers scheduled on Tuesdays will be left on the schedule, but not as filling an
opening slot. You will need to go back and remove them from the schedule, and then place them back on as
filling an opening slot.
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To make a change for the number of volunteers needed:
1. Follow the steps in the Get Started with Editing an Opening section to open the Edit an opening box for the
opening.
2. Change the number in the Volunteers needed field to control how many slots the openings will have.

Keep in mind that if volunteers are filling the opening, making this change may leave them on the schedule but
not as filling an opening. For example, if the opening originally had 4 volunteers needed and there is a date
where 3 volunteers are scheduled to fill the opening. In this case, changing the Volunteers needed field to 2
would leave one volunteer on the schedule as not filling an opening.
3. Click the Save button.
4. If there are volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, a pop-up will appear asking if you'd like to change the
volunteers' scheduled times also. If you did not make a change to the times, click the "X" in the upper right corner
to close the pop-up. If you did make a change to the times, see the Change the Times When an Opening Occurs
section for information on which button to click.

Working with Schedule Preferences
Help topic 2134
Added or revised 04-25-2008
If your online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 ask applicants to indicate which schedule openings they
want to serve in, you can view their schedule preferences on any of the Schedule tabs, and easily schedule
volunteers according to their choice of schedule openings.
Working with schedule preferences for individual volunteers
To view an individual volunteer's schedule preferences:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the volunteer's record.
3. Select the Schedule tab.
4. If necessary, use the Next month button to move to the moth of the volunteer's schedule preference.
The volunteer's schedule preferences (as indicated on their volunteer application form) appear with the raised
hand icon, as shown here:
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When a schedule entry appears with this raised hand icon, it shows you that this is an opening the volunteer has
selected as a schedule preference on their application form. The volunteer is not yet scheduled for the opening
when the schedule entry includes the raised hand icon.
In the example pictured above, volunteer 'Ruth Dakin' indicated that she was interested in serving in the 'Ticket
booth' assignment for the 9:45 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. opening on July 4, 2006.
If you want to add a volunteer to a schedule opening based on one of their schedule preferences, simply click the
'Add to schedule' link. Once you click the 'Add to schedule' link the volunteer is added to schedule for the
opening shown on the schedule preference.

Working with schedule preferences for Assignments
To see which volunteers have schedule preferences in an individual assignment:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment name.
3. Select the Schedule tab.
4. Select the daily view for the date you want to view volunteer schedule preferences.
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Volunteers schedule preferences (as indicated on their volunteer application forms) also appear on the
assignment's Schedule tab with the raised hand icon, as shown here:

When a schedule entry appears with this raised hand icon, it shows you that this is an opening the volunteer has
selected as a schedule preference on their application form. The volunteer is not yet scheduled for the opening
when the schedule entry includes the raised hand icon.
In the example pictured above, volunteer 'Ruth Dakin' indicated that she was interested in serving in the 'Ticket
booth' assignment for the 9:45 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. opening on July 4, 2006.
It is possible to hide volunteer schedule preference selections on an assignment-by-assignment basis. If you do
not see volunteer schedule preference, they may be hidden for this assignment. In this case you can display then
like this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the name of the Assignment for which you would like to change this setting.
3. Click on the Assignment's Openings tab.
(If you do not see the setup options on the Openings tab, your Volgistics operator rights do not provide access to
this area. If you have questions about your Volgistics operator rights, contact your organization's Volgistics
administrator.)
4. Under "Other options," check "Display volunteer schedule preferences for this assignment."
5. Click the Save button.

If you want to add a volunteer to a schedule opening based on one of their schedule preferences, simply click the
'Add to schedule' link. Once you click the 'Add to schedule' link the volunteer is added to schedule for the
opening shown on the schedule preference.
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How do I add schedule openings?
Help topic 2158
Added or revised 10-18-2016
Some volunteer assignments lend themselves to structured scheduling. These include assignments where there
are specific dates and times when a certain number of volunteers will be needed. For example, an organization
might always need two volunteers for an Information Desk assignment from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m., and 2:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m., every weekday.
Volgistics provides a way for you to define schedule openings that show the dates and times volunteers are
needed for assignments that have structured volunteer schedules. Openings create a framework for each
schedule. Once you have schedule openings in place, you can begin scheduling specific volunteers for each
opening.
Not all – or perhaps none – of your assignments might lend themselves to structured scheduling, and that's okay
too. You can still track volunteer schedules for each of your assignments even if you don't define schedule
openings in advance.
This help topic explains how to add schedule openings, and how to schedule volunteers to fill an opening. You
can go directly to a section of the help topic by clicking the link in the Content box below.
Contents
To Add an Opening to a Schedule
Schedule Opening Example
View Your New Openings
Filling an Opening
To Add an Opening to a Schedule
1. Select Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the Assignment you want to add schedule openings to (if you have not yet created an Assignment
record for the assignment you want to build a schedule for, add the assignment first [_______]
pg:0106 ).
3. Click on the Assignment name, and then choose the Schedule tab.
4. If you initially see the schedule in calendar view, click the Daily Schedule button.
5. Click the Add an opening button.

pg:0065 rights do not include
If you do not see an Add an opening button, your Volgistics System Operator [_______]
the ability to add schedule openings. Your operator rights are controlled by your organization's Volgistics
Administrator(s) [_______]
pg:0052 . Another reason you may not see the Add an opening button is if you are on a Place
or Site record instead of an Assignment record. You can learn more about the Site, Place and Assignment
hierarchy in help topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 .
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6. Enter the information for the opening(s) you want to add to this schedule.
Times
Select the starting and ending times for this opening from the dropdown lists. This is the time volunteers will be
scheduled to serve for their shift.
This opening is
Choose For one day only or Ongoing, depending on your needs.
For one day only
Choose For one day only if the opening you're adding will only take place on one calendar date. If you choose
this option, also select the date the opening is for from the date dropdown list.
Ongoing
Choose Ongoing if the opening you're adding will repeat regularly (such as every Monday, every weekday, or the
first Saturday of each month). If you choose Ongoing, also check the boxes for the weekdays and cycle for when
the opening will repeat.
Starting, Ongoing or Ending
Use the Starting and Ending date dropdown lists to select when the opening will begin and end. If the opening
will repeat indefinitely into the future without a foreseeable ending date, select Ongoing.
Note
If there is some specific information that you want to appear as part of this opening, enter it in the Note field. The
information will appear on each instance (or slot) for the opening.
Notes can be used to differentiate individual schedule openings. For example, if volunteers will serve in a team of
four with one of the four functioning as the team leader, make one opening with 3 in the Volunteers needed field.
Make a second opening for the same times and dates, but enter 1 in the Volunteers needed field and "Team
Leader" in the Note field. The schedule will show with 3 regular slots and 1 spot for the team leader.
Volunteers needed
Enter the number of volunteers needed for this opening. This will control how many slots, or instances of the
opening, appear on the schedule for the opening. For example, if you enter 8 here the calendar will have 8
instances of the opening for the dates and times you selected.
7. Click the Save button to save the opening.
Schedule Opening Example
Here's an example of how you would add four slots, or instances, of an opening for a shift from 8:00 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The opening will start on January 21, 2015 and continue
indefinitely into the future.
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View Your New Openings
Once you add one or more openings to a schedule, you'll see the schedule openings when you view the
schedule for the date(s) you specified for the opening. You may need to move the daily schedule view to a date
that has your opening using the date selector as shown below:

Here's how the four openings added in the example shown above would appear on the schedule:
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Filling an opening
There are a couple of different ways to place a volunteer on the schedule as filling an opening slot. One way is to
click the Fill link beside the unfilled spot on the daily view of the schedule.

This will open a Fill an opening box at the bottom of the page. You can then select the name of the volunteer
who will serve from the Volunteer dropdown list and select if the volunteer will only serve on one date or
regularly. Please note that the volunteer does not need to serve on the exact same cycle as the opening. For the
opening in the example above, here is how a volunteer who can only serve every other Wednesday would be
placed in the opening. Notice that to do this you check the box where the Alternate row and the Wednesday
column meet:

You can also schedule volunteers as filling an opening slot from the Schedule tab of their volunteer record. To do
this, select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , go to the record for the volunteer you'd like to schedule, and
click the Schedule tab. Select the name of the assignment you're scheduling the volunteer for from the Add to
schedule dropdown and then click the Go button. A calendar will appear showing the dates with un-filled
openings.
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Click the highlighted date for the date you'd like the volunteer to begin to be scheduled. This will open a box
where you can schedule the volunteer to serve for just one date or on a repeating basis.
This method of scheduling is especially handy when you are scheduling groups [_______]
pg:1909 because you can fill
multiple opening slots at once as shown in help topic 1197 [_______]
pg:0753 .

Please Note:
You should not use the
Schedule a volunteer
box to place volunteers on the schedule if you want them to be scheduled as filling an opening. This method of
scheduling will place volunteers on the schedule without filling an opening slot. An easy way to tell if a volunteer
has been placed on the schedule as filling an opening slot, or without filling an opening slot, is to look at the
schedule icons. You can learn more about this in help topic 1205 [_______]
pg:0756 .

Optimizing Volunteer Participation Using Self Scheduling
Help topic 2171
Added or revised 04-25-2014
Self scheduling [_______]
pg:1494 is a powerful Volgistics tool that can help streamline a volunteer leader's scheduling
duties. If you're using these features, you should give some consideration to how often volunteers should be able
to schedule themselves, and for which assignments [_______].
pg:2006
A special event example
An organization coordinates volunteers who assist with a major sporting event over a seven day period. Some of
their volunteers are super enthusiastic about participating, and - given the opportunity - they would schedule
themselves for many different shifts every day of the event. The volunteer leader recognizes that this sort of
commitment, while appreciated, might lead to burnout among these volunteers and also limit the number of
opportunities available for other volunteers to get involved.
Therefore, the volunteer leader configures self scheduling to limit the number of different shifts a volunteer can
schedule themselves to serve on any single day to one, and the overall shifts a volunteer can schedule
themselves for to three. They set the overall limit so it is never resets automatically. Here is what their selections
on the VIC Self Scheduling page will look like:
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Schedule Rules
Help topic 2172
Added or revised 09-19-2016
Every Assignment you track in Volgistics may optionally include a volunteer schedule.
You can tailor the way each Assignment's schedule works, depending on the needs of the Assignment. For
example, you can have some Assignments for which volunteers must serve only on specific dates at specific
times (these are called openings [_______]
pg:0776 ), while other Assignments may permit scheduling on any dates or
times.
The Rules tab in the Assignment record is where you specify how you want the schedule to work for a specific
Assignment. If you're not already on the Rules tab you can get there like this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Assignment for which you want to set up a schedule.
3. Click on the Rules tab.
(If you do not see the Rules tab, your Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not provide access to this
area. If you have questions about your operator rights, contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator
[_______]
pg:0052 .)
You can click on a section of the help topic in the Content box below to go directly to that section.
Contents
Who can sign-up for this schedule?
Allow scheduling for
The Help Wanted Icons Do Not Appear on the Calendar
Self-scheduling alerts
Other options
Make this the default setup

Who can sign-up for this schedule?

If you use the self-scheduling [_______]
pg:1494 features, you can use the controls in this section to specify which
volunteers are allowed to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 for this Assignment.
For example, you may have some Assignments that only 'Adult' volunteers may perform; or you may want
volunteers to schedule themselves or be scheduled by coordinators only for the Assignments to which they are
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specifically assigned (on their Service tab).
Volunteers cannot schedule themselves or be scheduled by coordinators
If you choose this option, no volunteers can be scheduled for this Assignment with the volunteer information
center self-scheduling features. That is, volunteers are unable to schedule themselves for this Assignment, and
Coordinators are also unable to schedule any volunteers in this Assignment. With this option selected, the only
way volunteers will be scheduled in this Assignment is if you, or another Volgistics System Operator, specifically
schedules them from within Volgistics.
Volunteers can schedule themselves or be scheduled by a coordinator if their record has...
Choose this option if you want certain (but not all) volunteers to be able to schedule themselves for this
Assignment and you want Coordinators to be able to schedule some (but not all) of their volunteers for this
Assignment. When you choose this option, you must use the following controls to specify which volunteers can
be scheduled with the volunteer information center self-scheduling features:
• One of these volunteer Statuses:
Select the volunteer Status(es) [_______]
pg:1832 that volunteers must have in order to be able to schedule themselves
or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment. For instance, check only 'Active' if you only want
volunteers whose status is 'Active' to be able to schedule themselves. Each volunteer's Status is shown on their
Core tab [_______].
pg:1868
You may check any combination of Statuses.
If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves for this Assignment and Coordinators to be able to
schedule their volunteers for this Assignment no matter what their Status is, check all of the Statuses. You must
select at least one Status in order for self scheduling to work.
• One of these Roles in this assignment:
Use the checkboxes in this section if you only want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be
scheduled by Coordinators if they have this Assignment (if this Assignment appears on the Service tab
[_______]
pg:0138 in their record). In this case, check the Role(s) [_______]
pg:0103 that the volunteers must have in this
Assignment in order for them to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator.
For example, if you only want to allow volunteers to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for
this Assignment if their Role in the Assignment is 'Assigned,' then check the Assigned checkbox.
You may check any combination of Roles.
If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment
even if they do not have this Assignment on their Assignment tab, do not check any of the Roles in this section.
• Include matched volunteers
If you use volunteer and Assignment matching [_______],
pg:0899 you can allow volunteers to schedule themselves or
be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment if they are matched to the Assignment, regardless of their
Role(s). If you have disabled the matching features, this checkbox will not appear.
• This Flag:
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If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for this Assignment
only if they have a particular Flag [_______]
pg:0212 on their Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 select that Flag here.
For example, if you have a Flag for 'Red Team,' and only Red Team volunteers should be allowed to schedule
themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for this Assignment, select the 'Red Team' Flag here.
• This Type:
If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment
only if they have a particular Type [_______]
pg:0212 on their Core tab [_______],
pg:1868 select that Type here.
For example, if you have a Type called 'Adult' and only Adult volunteers should be allowed to schedule
themselves or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment, select the 'Adult' Type here.

Example
In the example configuration shown below for an Assignment called 'Tutor', volunteers can schedule themselves
or be scheduled by a coordinator if they are 'Active' volunteers, and they are assigned to the Tutor Assignment
with the Role of either 'Assigned,' 'Trainee,' or 'Substitute.'

A volunteer with the Status and Assignment entries shown below would be able to schedule themselves or be
scheduled by a Coordinator for the Tutor Assignment because their Status is 'Active' and they are assigned to
the Tutor Assignment with one of the three required Roles (Substitute). If they did not have the Status 'Active,' or
if they were not assigned to the Tutor Assignment with the role of 'Assigned,' 'Trainee,' or 'Substitute,' they would
not be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for the Tutor Assignment in this example.
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Any volunteer can schedule themselves or be scheduled by a coordinator
Choose this option if you want any volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a
Coordinator for this Assignment.

Allow scheduling for...
Use this option to control the way volunteers may be scheduled for this assignment.
This option affects the way Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 may schedule volunteers for this Assignment
on the Schedule tab of the volunteer record. If you use self-scheduling [_______],
pg:1494 this option also affects the way
volunteers may schedule themselves as well as how Coordinators may schedule their volunteers for this
Assignment.
Openings only
Select this option if you want to schedule volunteers in this Assignment only for specific days and times. This is
the best option for Assignments where structured schedules are important; and when you need to have a specific
number of volunteers scheduled.
When you select this option you must add one or more openings [_______]
pg:0776 to the schedule.
When you select this option, and scheduling is done from the Schedule tab of the volunteer's record, System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can only add volunteers to this Assignment's schedule for the days and times for which
there are openings. Once all of the openings are filled on a given date, no additional volunteers may be
scheduled (unless you add more openings).
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If you select this option and you use self scheduling [_______],
pg:1494 volunteers will only be able to schedule
themselves in this Assignment for the days and times of your openings. Once all of the openings on a given date
are filled, volunteers can no longer schedule themselves for that date (unless you add more openings).
Any times on these days
Select this option if it is OK to schedule volunteers in this Assignment with any start and stop time, on any day or
on specific days of the week. This is the best option for Assignments where structured schedules are not
needed, such as self-paced or self-directed service; and when the number of volunteers scheduled for any day
or time is not important.
When you select this option volunteers can be added to this schedule for any times on any of the days you mark
here.
If you select this option and you use self-scheduling, volunteers will be able to sign themselves up for this
Assignment on any day(s) you have indicated here, for any times they choose. Note that Coordinators are not
able to schedule volunteers for 'any times,' so even when this option is selected Coordinators are only able to
schedule their volunteers in existing schedule openings.
When you choose 'Any times,' the times volunteers may be scheduled are bound by the Hours of operation
[_______]
pg:1395 you set on the Scheduling Ground Rules page in Setup. For example, if you set your hours of
operation to 7:00 a.m. through 10:00 p.m., volunteers may be scheduled for any times, but only between 7:00
a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

The
Help Wanted
Icons Do Not Appear on the Calendar

The Volgistics Support Team often answers help inquires [_______]
pg:0184 about why volunteers are not seeing the
Help Wanted icons on the calendar. Here are four common reasons a volunteer will not see the icons:

1. There are not any opportunities to serve created in your account. If the Rules tab of the Assignment is
configured for Openings only, there must be unfilled openings [_______]
pg:0776 on the Assignment's schedule. If the
Rules tab is configured for
Any times on these days
, there must be days of the week checked.

2. The volunteer must meet
all
of the requirements set on the Rules tab of the Assignment. For example, if the Rules tab is set to require the
volunteer to have an Active Status [_______],
pg:1832 a Role [_______]
pg:0103 of Assigned or Substitute, and a CPR Certified
Flag [_______]
pg:0212 , only volunteers who meet all three requirements will see the Help Wanted
icons.
3. The opportunities to serve are outside of the date range settings on the VIC Self Scheduling setup [_______]
pg:1494
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page. For example, let's say you allow volunteers to schedule themselves one month in advance. If a volunteer
views the schedule on September 3rd, openings on October 18th will not show because they are more than one
month away.
4. If your organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , volunteers must have the Site the Assignment appears
under listed on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their record in order to see the Help Wanted icons for the Assignment.
You can learn how to add Sites to the Core tab of a volunteer record in help topic 2037 [_______]
pg:0094 .

Self-scheduling alerts
If you use the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules, and you allow volunteers to add or remove
themselves from schedules, you can send alerts to a specific Volgistics System Operator – and/or the
Assignment's Coordinators – each time volunteers add or remove themselves from the schedule for the selected
Assignment.
This capability aids in keeping staff and supervisors aware of any schedule changes, and it allows them the most
time possible to reassess their service needs.
If a volunteer schedules themselves for this assignment
Use this section if you want to send alerts when volunteers choose to add themselves to the schedule for this
Assignment.
Send an alert to the Volgistics mailbox for this Volgistics operator
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of the Volgistics
Mailbox whenever volunteers
add
themselves to this Assignment's schedule. The alert will be visible to all operators who share the mailbox, but will
show as being To the System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 you choose from the dropdown list.
Hint:
If there are multiple Volgistics System Operators who want to receive the alerts, or if the System Operators want
to receive the alerts by email or text message, you can make each of these System Operators Coordinators
[_______]
pg:0163 for this Assignment. Then select the option below to send alerts to the Assignment's Coordinators.
Send an alert to this assignment's Coordinators
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the Coordinators for this Assignment each time
volunteers add themselves to the schedule for this Assignment. If your account has enabled text messaging
[_______]
pg:0321 , and the Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , then the alert will be sent as a text
message. Otherwise, the Coordinator will receive the alert by email.
If the Assignment has more than one Coordinator, the alerts will go to each of them. If a Coordinator does not
have an email address in their Coordinator record, the alerts cannot be sent to them.
Send these alerts for
If you want to send these automatic alerts for all volunteers who add themselves to this schedule, select "Any
volunteer who schedules themselves."
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Alternatively, you may want to send these automatic alerts only when certain types of volunteers add themselves
to this schedule. For example, you may only want to send these alerts for "Junior" volunteers and not "Adults." In
this case, choose "Only volunteers who have," and then select a Flag [_______]
pg:0212 , Type [_______]
pg:0212 , or Kind
[_______]
pg:1909 value that identifies the type of volunteers for whom these alerts are to be sent. When you choose the
"Only for volunteers who have" option, automatic alerts will not be sent when volunteers who do not have the
selected Flag, Type or Kind add themselves to this Assignment's schedule.
If a volunteer removes themselves from this assignment's schedule
Use this section if you want to send alerts when volunteers choose to remove themselves from the schedule for
this Assignment.
Send an alert to the Volgistics mailbox for this Volgistics operator
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of the Volgistics
Mailbox whenever volunteers
remove
themselves from this Assignment's schedule. The alert will be visible to all operators who share the mailbox, but
will show as being To the System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 you choose from the dropdown list.
Hint:
If there are multiple Volgistics System Operators who want to receive the alerts, or if the System Operators want
to receive the alerts by email or text message, you can make each of these System Operators Coordinators
[_______]
pg:0163 for this Assignment. Then select the option below to send alerts to the Assignment's Coordinators.
Send an alert to this assignment's Coordinators
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the Coordinators for this Assignment each time
volunteers remove themselves from the schedule for this Assignment. If your account has enabled text
messaging [_______]
pg:0321 , and the Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , then the alert will be sent
as a text message. Otherwise, the Coordinator will receive the alert by email.
If the Assignment has more than one Coordinator, the alerts will go to each of them. If a Coordinator does not
have an email address in their Coordinator record, the alerts cannot be sent to them.
Send these alerts for
If you want to send these automatic alerts for all volunteers who remove themselves from this schedule, select
"Any volunteer who removes themselves from the schedule."
Alternatively, you may want to send these automatic alerts only when certain types of volunteers remove
themselves from the schedule. For example, you may only want to send these alerts for "Junior" volunteers and
not "Adults." In this case, choose "Only volunteers who have," and then select a Flag [_______]
pg:0212 , Type [_______]
pg:0212 ,
or Kind [_______]
pg:1909 value that identifies the type of volunteers for whom these alerts are to be sent. When you
choose the "Only for volunteers who have" option, automatic alerts will not be sent when volunteers who do not
have the selected Flag, Type or Kind remove themselves from the Assignment's schedule.

Other options
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Never include this schedule on online volunteer application forms
If you use online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , you can optionally let new applicants indicate their
schedule preference(s) [_______]
pg:1343 when they apply. Check this box if you do not want schedule openings
[_______]
pg:0776 for this Assignment to appear on the application form.
Display volunteer schedule preferences for this assignment
If you collect online application forms [_______]
pg:0413 that allow applicants to choose the schedule openings [_______]
pg:1343
they want to serve in, you can optionally display their selections on the schedule for this Assignment as shown in
help topic 2134 [_______]
pg:0773 "Working with Schedule Preferences."
Check this option if you're still scheduling for this Assignment, and you want to see which volunteers have a
preference for a schedule opening in this Assignment. You can then easily schedule volunteers based on their
preference simply by clicking the Add to schedule link that appears on each schedule preference entry.
Leave this option un-checked if you do not want to see volunteer schedule preferences for this Assignment.

Make this the default setup
Click this button if you want all of the new Assignment records you add in the future to have the same Schedule
Setup settings as the Assignment record you're working on. The current record's Schedule Setup will become
the default for any Assignment records you add in the future.
Clicking this button will not change the Schedule Setup settings for any Assignment records you have already
created.
This button will not appear if your organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 and you are a Site-Level
Operator [_______].
pg:1442 If your organization uses Site Level Access and you are not a Site Level Operator, clicking
this button changes the default Schedule Setup settings for new Assignments created at all Sites.
Related Help
Help Topic 1180 [_______]
pg:0746 - Scheduling Overview
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2170 [_______]
pg:1494 - VIC Self-Scheduling
Help Topic 2173 [_______]
pg:0103 - Roles

Can I schedule regular volunteers for duty every-other week?
Help topic 2235
Added or revised 02-15-2006
Yes. To schedule volunteers for regular duty every-other week (alternating weeks):
1. Add a volunteer to a schedule from any of the schedule tabs.
2. In the "Schedule a volunteer" box, select "Regular."
3. Check the "Alternate" checkbox under the day (or days) of the week the volunteer serves. For example, if the
volunteer servers alternating Wednesdays, check the "Alternate" checkbox under Wednesdays as shown here:
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4. Using the "Starting the week of: "field, select the date you want the volunteer to be scheduled from. In the
example shown above, Mary Bailey is scheduled every-other Wednesday starting on Wednesday February 15,
2006.

Around-the-Clock Scheduling
Help topic 2258
Added or revised 01-07-2013
You can use Volgistics to manage volunteer schedules in programs with around-the-clock operations. Schedules
may include entries that span midnight, and shifts up to 24 hours long.
Scheduling past midnight
Before you can schedule volunteers or openings for shifts that begin before midnight and end after midnight you
must set your hours of operation [_______]
pg:1395 so they span midnight, or are 12:00 am to 12:00 am (24 hour a day
operation).
For example, if your earliest volunteer shifts begin at 8:00 am, and your latest shifts end at 2:00 am, set your
hours of operation to 8:00 am and 2:00 am as shown here
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Once you've set your hours of operation, you may schedule volunteers and openings [_______]
pg:0776 that span
midnight simply by choosing the appropriate 'From' and 'To' times. For example, an opening that starts at 10:00
pm and ends at 2:00 am would have 'From' and 'To' times as shown in this example:

Scheduling 24 hour shifts
Before you can schedule volunteers or openings for shifts that run a full 24 hours, you must set your hours of
operation [_______]
pg:1395 to be 12:00 am to 12:00 am (24 hour a day operation) as shown here:

Schedule a volunteer or an opening for a 24 hour period by choosing the same time in both the 'From' and 'To'
fields on the schedule or opening. For example, if a shifts starts at 7:00 a.m. and runs until 7:00 a.m. the
following day, choose 7:00 am as both the 'From' and the 'To' times on the schedule or opening, as shown here:
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Schedule entries cannot be made for shifts longer than 24 hours. If you need to schedule volunteers for periods
of time longer than 24 hours, break the schedule entries into blocks of 24 or fewer hours.
Schedule entries that start before midnight and end after midnight appear on the schedule for the date the entry
starts on. For example, a shift that begins at 10:00 pm on May 24 and ends at 2:00 am on May 25th appears on
the May 24th schedule.

Schedule Reminders
Help topic 2273
Added or revised 02-17-2011
If you use the Volgistics scheduling features to schedule volunteers, Volgistics can automatically send monthly or
daily schedule reminder messages to scheduled volunteers by email.
This is an example of what a schedule reminder email message might look like:
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If a volunteer is scheduled more than once for the day or month a reminder is sent, they receive just one
reminder email that includes all of their scheduled assignments and times, as shown in the example above.
By default, Volgistics will not send schedule reminders to volunteers until you setup this feature. To setup
schedule reminders, choose the assignments you want to send reminders for, and then setup the schedule
reminder messages.
Choose the assignments you want to send reminders for
You can include just certain assignments in your schedule reminders (you might have some assignments for
which you do not want reminders sent). You use the 'Schedule reminders' checkbox in the Assignment records
to specify which assignments schedule reminders should be sent for, and which they should not. The 'Schedule
reminders' checkbox is located in the Name box on the Assignment tab.
To include a specific assignment in schedule reminders:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Assignment.
3. Check the 'Schedule reminders' checkbox on the Assignment tab.
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4. Click the Save button.
In the example shown above, volunteers scheduled in the 'Ticket Booth" assignment will receive schedule
reminders because the 'Schedule reminders' checkbox is checked for that assignment.
Setup the schedule reminder messages
To setup schedule reminder messages for volunteers:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Scheduling.'
3. To setup automatic monthly schedule reminders for volunteers, select 'Monthly and on-demand volunteer
reminders.' To setup automatic daily schedule reminders for volunteers, select 'Daily volunteer reminders.'
4. Follow the instructions on the Setup page to setup the reminder messages.
5. Click the Save button.

If you track volunteer coordinators in Volgistics, you can also send coordinators schedule reminders too.
To setup schedule reminder messages for coordinators:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Scheduling.'
3. To setup automatic monthly schedule reminders for coordinators, select 'Monthly and on-demand coordinator
reminders.' To setup automatic daily schedule reminders for coordinators, select 'Daily coordinator reminders.'
4. Follow the instructions on the Setup page to setup the reminder messages.
5. Click the Save button.

You can choose to send just monthly reminders, just daily reminders, or both monthly and daily reminders.
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You can choose to send just volunteer schedule reminders, just coordinator schedule reminders, or both
volunteer and coordinator schedule reminders.
Who will receive automatic schedule reminders
If you use volunteer schedule reminders, your schedule reminder messages are sent overnight on the frequency
you choose (for example, on the 25th of every month for the coming month). Reminders will be sent
automatically to every volunteer who…
• Has an email address in their record.
• Is scheduled on the day or month for which the reminder is sent.
• Has not declined schedule reminder email [_______]
pg:0409 messages.
Email reminders cannot be sent to volunteers for whom an email address is not entered.
If you schedule both individuals and groups in Volgistics, schedule reminders are sent to all
Individual volunteers, and to the group contact for each Group record [_______]
pg:1909 scheduled. In the case of Group
records (where you do not track the group members individually), there is not a way to send automatic schedule
reminders to the separate members of a group you've scheduled, as their individual email addresses are not
tracked. Instead the group contact would receive the automatic schedule reminder.
If you use coordinator schedule reminders, your schedule reminder messages are sent overnight on the
frequency you choose (for example, on the 25th of every month for the coming month). Reminders will be sent
automatically to every coordinator who…
• Has an email address in their record.
• Has an assignment with one or more volunteers scheduled on the day or month for which the reminder is
sent.
• Has not declined schedule reminder email [_______]
pg:0409 messages.
Email reminders cannot be sent to coordinators for whom an email address is not entered.

How to Edit a Schedule Entry
Help topic 2536
Added or revised 10-28-2016
If you find that your scheduling needs have changed or that a schedule entry contains a mistake, it is possible to
make changes to an existing schedule entry. This help topic explains how to edit a schedule entry.
Editing a one time schedule entry
If a volunteer has been scheduled to serve for one shift on one date, you can edit the schedule entry like this:
1. Choose Schedule from the main

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Go to the date of the schedule entry.
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3. Locate the entry that needs editing.
4. Click the orange "Edit" link next to the entry.

5. In the "Schedule a volunteer" box that is displayed, make any necessary changes to the entry. You can edit
the volunteer; Assignment; times of the shift; frequency of the shift; add or change a schedule note [_______]
pg:0750 , or
schedule a substitute [_______]
pg:0745 .
6. Click the Save button to save your changes.
Editing an ongoing schedule entry
You can also edit an entry if it is for an ongoing period. For example, if a volunteer usually serves in an
Assignment every Saturday from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm, but he or she is no longer able to serve at this time and
must begin serving from 10:00 am until 1:00 pm, you can edit the schedule entry to reflect this. You would do so
like this:
1. Choose Schedule from the main menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Go to the date on which the change needs to be made for the schedule entry.
3. Locate the entry that needs editing.
4. Click the orange "Edit" link next to the entry.
5. In the "Schedule a volunteer" box that is displayed, make any changes in the Volunteer; Assignment; From,
and/or To fields.
6. Click the Save button to save your changes.
Note that schedule entries are different from schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 , and that editing a schedule entry will
not edit openings that are part of the schedule.

Why does the "Help Wanted" icon appear for dates without any openings
Help topic 2538
Added or revised 06-09-2016
When volunteers are permitted to self-schedule [_______]
pg:1494 through VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778
they will see a Help Wanted graphic on the dates on which it is possible for them to sign-up to serve.
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Two possible conditions will lead to a volunteer seeing a Help Wanted icon on a date. Either the Assignment has
schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 on that date, or the Assignment is set up to allow scheduling for any times.
If no openings have been added for a specific Assignment on a certain date, but a
Help Wanted icon appears on that date, it is likely that the Assignment's Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 is set to permit
scheduling for any times. To check whether volunteers are able to self-schedule for openings only or at any
times, take the following steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the main menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the name of the Assignment for which the Help Wanted icon is appearing.
3. Go to the Assignment's Rules tab.
4. Under Allow Scheduling for... determine when volunteers are able to self-schedule.

5. If necessary, make any changes.
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How to Schedule Substitutes for Regularly Scheduled Volunteers
Help topic 2555
Added or revised 10-18-2016
Volgistics comes with a built-in feature to make scheduling substitute volunteers [_______]
pg:0745 for short term
absences easier. If your volunteer will only be gone a couple of days, this way works best. However, if your
regularly scheduled volunteers will be gone for a number of days, you would need to schedule the substitute on
each day the regularly scheduled volunteer will be gone. While this works fine, here is another way you can
schedule a substitute for an extended time.
For the example, we will show how to schedule a replacement volunteer from May 23 through June 6, for an
assignment that takes place every weekday.
1. Select Assignments from the Menu.
2. Go to the assignment the regularly scheduled volunteer fills.
3. Click on the Schedule tab and navigate to the daily view for the last date the volunteer will serve. For the
example, this would be May 22nd.
4. Click the
Edit
link in the row where the volunteer's name appears. This opens the "Edit a schedule entry" box. Note, if the
volunteer is filling an opening [_______]
pg:0776 , be sure to click the Edit link on the left. The link on the right will open
the "Edit an opening" box used for changing the opening's settings.

5. In the "Edit a schedule entry" box, select Ending then the last date the volunteer will serve. For the example,
this would be May 22.
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6. Click the Save button.
7. Go to the next date the regular volunteer would normally be scheduled. For the example, you could click the
Next day button to go to the daily schedule for May 23.
8. If the regularly scheduled volunteer was filling an opening, click the "Fill" link for the unfilled opening.
Otherwise, use the "Schedule a volunteer" box to place the substitute volunteer on the schedule.
9. Select the substitute volunteer's name and setup the days of the week and times if necessary.
10. In the "Time period" section, select the dates the substitute will start and end their coverage. For the
example, this would be May 23 through June 6.
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11. Click the Save button.
12. Go to the daily view of the schedule for the date the regularly scheduled volunteer will return. For the
example, this would be June 7.
13. If the regularly scheduled volunteer was filling an opening, click the "Fill" link for the unfilled opening.
Otherwise, use the "Schedule a volunteer" box to place the regular volunteer back on the schedule.
14. Select the returning volunteer's name and setup the days of the week and times if necessary.
15. Check to make sure Regular is selected in the "Frequency" section and Ongoing is selected in the "Time
period" section.
16. Click the Save button.
Related help
Help Topic 1180 [_______]
pg:0746 - Scheduling Overview
Help Topic 2030 [_______]
pg:0758 - How to Delete Schedule Openings
Help Topic 2132 [_______]
pg:0766 - How to Edit a Schedule Opening
Help Topic 2158 [_______]
pg:0776 - How do I add schedule openings?
Help Topic 2536 [_______]
pg:0794 - How to Edit a Schedule Entry
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Their Date Archived Set Rule
Help topic 1069
Added or revised 02-20-2010
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the 'Date archived' date on the History tab.
This date reflects when a volunteer record was archived.
Only the volunteer records that are currently archived will have a 'Date archived.' For this reason, this
pg:1819 volunteer records.
Set rule is useful only in Sets you use with archived [_______]
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their date archived, select 'Their date archived' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose date archived is any date, a specific date, in a specified range of
dates or months, at least a certain number of days ago, not more than a certain number of days ago, or blank.
Any date
Choose the "Any date" option to capture all volunteers with any date archived recorded on their History tab (this
would include all archived volunteer records, since every archived volunteer record will have a date archived).
In
Use the second option to pull volunteers with a date archived in a specific month and/or in a specific year. For
instance, setup the 'Their date archived' Set rule as shown below to include in a Set only the volunteer records
that were archived in 'the previous month':

Exactly / Any time Before / Any time After / Not
Volunteers with a date archived of a specific date, or any date prior to or after a specific date, can be included
with the third option. The following example shows a Set rule that would pull all volunteer records that were
archived on January 1, 2007. Such a Set might be useful when you need to identify all of the volunteer records
that were archived on a specific date, or in a specific year.
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Anytime between
Similarly, if a system operator wants to find all the volunteer records archived during a given work week, they can
use the fourth option to include all volunteer records with a date archived anytime between a range of dates. In
the image below, the Set rule will capture all volunteers with a date archived between December 24th and
December 28th, 2007.

More than (--) day(s) ago
The "More than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with date archived dates more than the specified
number of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Therefore, like the 'previous month' selection in the second
option above, the same Set used at different times will pull different groups of volunteers.
Not more than (--) day(s) ago

Their Checklist Set Rule
Help topic 1095
Added or revised 07-06-2009
This help topic explains how to define a set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on which Checklist items are due (or will be
due) for a volunteer.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on whether or not a particular Checklist item is due now (or will soon be
due), select 'Their checklist' from the "Include volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This rule uses information from the Checklist box on each volunteer's History tab.
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If you have a Checklist item called "TB Test," you could create a Set that finds all of the volunteers for whom the
"TB Test" item is currently due, as it is for the volunteer whose History tab is shown in the illustration above (you
know this because the TB Test item is not checked).
This Set rule enables you to create Sets that work the same way as the Tickler [_______]
pg:0148 page.
Their (item) checklist item is
Choose this option to create a Set that includes volunteers for whom a particular checklist item is due now; past
due; or will soon expire.
Choose a specific Checklist item from the drop-down list to include volunteers for whom that specific item is due;
or select "Any" from this drop-down list to include volunteers for whom any checklist item is due.
Due now
Check "Due now" if you want to include volunteers for whom the item is due now. This will cause your Set to
include all of the volunteers for whom the item is due on whatever date you use this Set.
Due in
Check "Due in" and then select a specific month and year to find all of the volunteers for whom the checklist item
is due in the selected month. For example, choose "December 2009" to find all of the volunteers for whom a
checklist item will expire (become due) in December 2009.
Due in the next __ days
Check this option and then choose the number of days to include all of the volunteers for whom the checklist
item will become due within that number of days. For example, choose 30 days to create a Set that includes all
of the volunteers for whom the item will expire sometime in the next 30 days. This condition will always start from
the date you use this Set. In other words, the Set will always look 30 days ahead of whatever the current date is.
Past due more than __ days
Check this option and then choose the number of days to include all of the volunteers for whom the checklist
item has been expired. For example, choose 60 days to create a Set that includes all of the volunteers for whom
the item has been due for 60 days or more.
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If you choose more than one condition, volunteers will appear in your set if they have any of the conditions you
choose. For example, a Set with the Set rule shown below will include the volunteers for whom the "TB Test"
item is either currently due (due now), or whose TB Test will expire anytime in the next 30 days.

They are currently eligible for the (item) award
Choose this option to create a Set that includes volunteers who are currently eligible for an award.
To find volunteers who are currently eligible for a particular award, choose that award from the drop-down list. To
find volunteers who are currently eligible for a any award, choose "Any" from the drop-down list.
Your set will include the volunteers for whom the selected award(s) are currently listed on their Checklist.
The example Set rule shown below will include volunteers who are currently eligible for any award.

Their State/Province Set Rule
Help topic 1096
Added or revised 07-06-2009
This help topic explains how to define a set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the volunteer's state or province.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on a volunteer's state or province, select 'Their state' (or 'Their province')
from the "Include volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule looks at the value in each volunteer's State (or Province) field on their Core tab to determine if a
volunteer should be included in the Set. Volunteer's are included only if their state (or province) matches the rule.
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Their state (Their province)
Choose "is" to create a Set that includes all of the volunteer's whose state or province matches the entry you
choose. Choose "is not" to create a Set that includes all of the volunteers whose state or province is anything
other than the entry you choose.
Use the drop-down list to choose the state or province you want to include (or exclude if you chose "is not").
The Set rule shown in the example below includes all of the volunteers who live in Michigan (MI).

The Set rule shown in the example below includes all of the volunteers who do not have a state or province
entered in their volunteer record.

Their Date of Last Activity Set Rule
Help topic 1098
Added or revised 02-20-2010
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Date of last activity [_______]
pg:0076 date on
the Core tab. This date reflects the most recent date that a volunteer had service recorded.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
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To create a Set of volunteers based on their date of last activity, select 'Their date of last activity' from the
"Include volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose date of last activity is any date, a specific date, in a specified range
of dates or months, at least a certain number of days ago, not more than a certain number of days ago, or blank.
Any date
Choose the "Any date" option to capture all volunteers with any date of last activity recorded on their Core tab.
In
Use the second option to pull volunteers with a date of last activity in a specific month and/or in a specific year.
For instance, setup the 'Their date of last activity' Set rule as shown below to include in a Set only the volunteers
who have a date of last activity in 'the previous month':

By choosing to include volunteers with a date of last activity in 'the previous month,' you can run the same report
for this same Set of volunteers each month and Volgistics will pick up only volunteers with dates of last activity in
the month prior to the month the report is run.
Exactly / Any time Before / Any time After / Not
Volunteers with a date of last activityof a specific date, or any date prior to or after a specific date, can be
included with the third option. The following example shows a Set rule that would pull all volunteers with a date of
last activity of January 1, 2007. Such a Set might be useful when trying to find all volunteers who served most
recently on a particular date.

Anytime between
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Similarly, if a system operator wanted to find all of the volunteers who served most recently during a given work
week, they can use the fourth option to include all volunteer records with a date of last activityanytime between a
range of dates. In the image below, the Set rule will capture all volunteers with a date of last activity between
December 24th and December 28th, 2007.

More than (--) day(s) ago
The "More than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with a date of last activity more than the specified
number of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Therefore, like the 'previous month' selection in the second
option above, the same Set used at different times will pull different groups of volunteers.
Not more than (--) day(s) ago
The "Not more than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with a date of last activity not more than the
specified number of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Again, the same Set used at different times will pull
different groups of volunteers.
Blank
Finally, the 'Their date of last activity' Set rule can include volunteers in a Set when they do not have a date of
last activity recorded on their Core tab.
Related help

Their Email Set Rule
Help topic 1128
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the information recorded in the Email field
on the Core tab.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their Email select 'Their email' from the "Include volunteers in this set
based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers who do or do not have an email address recorded in the Email field, select
volunteers based on their email preferences, or include volunteers who do or do not have the 'No email'
checkbox marked on the Core tab.
To include volunteers who have an email address recorded on their Core tab, define the Set rule like this:
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To capture volunteers who have indicated an email preference [_______]
pg:1327 not to receive a certain type of email
[_______],
pg:1321 use the second option in this Set rule. In the example below, the Set created from this rule will include
volunteers who prefer not to receive Schedule reminder [_______]
pg:0791 email messages.

If the 'No email' box on the Core tab is checked for a volunteer, it means that that volunteer cannot be contacted
via email. In this case, the Email field is not empty simply because the organization is missing information; the
volunteer has specifically stated that they cannot be reached in this way. This can be an important distinction.
The image below shows how to define a rule that will capture all volunteers for whom the 'No email' box is
checked.

Their Email Validity Set Rule
Help topic 1129
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the validity of the information recorded in
the Email field on the Core tab.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their Email validity select 'Their email validity' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose email addresses have, through Volgistics' email validity tracking
features [_______]
pg:0377 , been classified as green (good), yellow (some failures), red (bad) and/or white
(undetermined).
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You can mark as many of the validity classifications as you'd like.
is any of these…
If you choose the "is any of these…" option, the Set will include volunteers with any of the chosen email address
validity icons. For example, you would choose to include volunteers with green, yellow or white email address
validity icons like this:

is not any of these…

Their City Set Rule
Help topic 1130
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on what city is recorded on the Core tab in the
volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on city, select 'Their city' from the "Include volunteers in this set based on"
drop down list.
Is
To find volunteers who have a specific city recorded in the City field, select 'Is' and enter the city name in the "Is"
field.
For example, to include in a Set all volunteers with "Chicago" recorded in their City field, define the rule as in the
image below.
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Is blank

Their Zip Set Rule
Help topic 1131
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on what zip code is recorded on the Core tab
in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on zip code, select 'Their zip' from the "Include volunteers in this set based
on" drop down list.
Is exactly
To find volunteers who have a specific zip code recorded in the Zip field, enter the zip code in the "Is exactly"
field.
For example, to include in a Set all volunteers with "47401" recorded in their Zip field, define the rule as in the
image below.

Starts with
To include volunteers whose Zip field starts with a particular digit or digits, choose the second option and enter
as much of the zip code as you know.
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Is blank

Their Age Set Rule
Help topic 1132
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the age recorded in the Age field or the
date recorded in the Date of birth field on the Profile tab in the volunteer record. If an organization uses the Date
of birth field to track volunteer date of birth [_______],
pg:1861 Volgistics automatically calculates a volunteer's age,
based on the date entered in that field. If an organization does not use the Date of birth field, they can manually
enter a volunteer's age in the Age field; however, this number will not be automatically updated by Volgistics
since the system does not know the volunteer's date of birth.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on age, select 'Their age' from the "Include volunteers in this set based on"
drop down list.
The 'Their age' Set rule can find volunteers of an exact age; within a range of ages; with a date of birth before or
after a specific date; with a date of birth within a range of dates, or with an incomplete Date of birth field entry.

Their age is
The first option is useful when a report should include only volunteers of a specific age, only volunteers of a
certain age and older, or only volunteers of a certain age and younger. For example, an organization might want
to find out which volunteers are eligible to participate in their senior volunteer program. To capture volunteers
who are 55 years old and older, define this Set rule like this:
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Their age is at least (--) and not more than (--)
If an organization needed to find their 'young adult' volunteers, they would use this Set rule's second option to
capture volunteers between the ages of 18 and 25. It would look like this:

Their date of birth is (before/after) (xx-xx-xxxx)
The third option is very similar to the first; however, the first option can find volunteers without any information in
the Date of birth field (as long as they have manually entered an accurate number in the Age field). Ultimately, an
identical group of volunteers could be pulled by using either of these options. Choosing to define a 'Their age'
Set rule by the first or third option is simply a matter of data availability and convenience. The Set pulls
information for rules defined with this option from the Date of birth field rather than the Age field on the Profile
tab.
With the goal of finding all volunteers born after January 1, 1990, setup the 'Their age' Set rule like this:

Their date of birth is between (xx-xx-xxxx) and (xx-xx-xxxx)
Just as options one and three are similar; option four can ultimately be setup to pull many or all of the same
volunteers as option two. A 'Their age' Set rule configured to find volunteers born between January 1, 1950 and
December 31, 1960 would like this:

The Date of birth is incomplete in their record
Finally, the 'Their age' Set rule can capture all volunteers with an incomplete Date of birth in their record, like this:
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Their Status Dates Set Rule
Help topic 1133
Added or revised 02-14-2012
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Status dates recorded in the Dates box
on the History tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on a Status date, select 'Their status dates' from the "Include volunteers in
this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can identify volunteers who do or do not have a Status date for a particular Status tracked on the
History tab in the volunteer record.
They have a -- status date that is…
When this type of Set rule is looking for volunteers who do have a Status date for a particular Status, system
operators can look for volunteers who have that kind of Status date:
(a) At all, by selecting the 'Any date' option;
(b) In a particular month or period of time, by selecting the 'In' option;
(c) Exactly, Anytime before, or Anytime after a certain date;
(d) Anytime between specific dates, or
(e) More than (--) days ago, as of the date the Set is used.
Only if the Notation for the date is
In addition, operators can include only those volunteers who have the Status date with a specific Notation. To
create a Set that includes only volunteers who have a Status date with a particular notation, check this checkbox
and then choose the Notation from the drop-down list.
Only if (Spare drop-down) is
If you customized the spare drop-down field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare-down value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and choosing the
appropriate value from the drop-down.
Only if (Spare checkbox) is
If you customized the spare checkbox field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific Spare-checkbox value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and then choosing the
appropriate value (checked or not checked).
Only if (Spare text) is
If you customized the spare text field for your Date records, you can further specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare text field value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and entering the text
value. To be included in this Set, volunteers must have an entry in this field that exactly matches whatever you
enter here (except that the comparison is not case sensitive, so 'YES' would be the same as 'yes' for example).
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For example, the following image shows how one would define a rule to capture all volunteers with an 'Inactive'
Status date anytime between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, only if the Notation for the date is
'Moved.'

They do not have any -- status dates
Again, the 'Their status dates' Set rule can also pull out all volunteers who do not have a status date for a
specified Status. For example, this is how to capture all volunteers who do not have any 'LOA' Status dates:

Their Award Dates Set Rule
Help topic 1134
Added or revised 02-14-2012
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Award [_______]
pg:1551 dates recorded in the
Dates box on the History tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
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To create a Set of volunteers based on an Award date, select 'Their award dates' from the "Include volunteers in
this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can identify volunteers who do or do not have a date for a particular Award recorded on their
History tab.
They have a -- award date that is…
When this type of Set rule is looking for volunteers who do have an Award date for a particular Award tracked in
Volgistics, system operators can look for volunteers who have that kind of Award date:
(a) At all, by selecting the 'Any date' option;
(b) In a particular month or period of time, by selecting the 'In' option;
(c) Exactly, Anytime before, or Anytime after a certain date;
(d) Anytime between specific dates, or
(e) More than (--) days ago, as of the date the Set is used.
Only if the Notation for the date is
In addition, operators can include only those volunteers who have the Award date with a specific Notation. To
create a Set that includes only volunteers who have an Award date with a particular notation, check this
checkbox and then choose the Notation from the drop-down list.
Only if (Spare drop-down) is
If you customized the spare drop-down field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare-down value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and choosing the
appropriate value from the drop-down.
Only if (Spare checkbox) is
If you customized the spare checkbox field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific Spare-checkbox value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and then choosing the
appropriate value (checked or not checked).
Only if (Spare text) is
If you customized the spare text field for your Date records, you can further specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare text field value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and entering the text
value. To be included in this Set, volunteers must have an entry in this field that exactly matches whatever you
enter here (except that the comparison is not case sensitive, so 'YES' would be the same as 'yes' for example).
For example, a rule seeking to include volunteers who have a '10,000 Hours Award' award date that is any time
between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2008 would be setup like this:
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They do not have any -- award dates
Again, this rule can also find volunteers who do not have any Award dates at all, or any Award dates for a
particular Award. A Set rule that should include all volunteers without a 'Volunteer of the Year' Award date would
look like this:

Their Class Dates Set Rule
Help topic 1135
Added or revised 03-31-2017
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Class [_______]
pg:1853 dates recorded in the
Dates box on the History tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their Class dates, select Their class dates from the Include volunteers in
this set based on dropdown list.
This Set rule can identify volunteers who do or do not have a date for a particular Class recorded on their History
tab.
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They have a -- class date that is…
When this type of Set rule is looking for volunteers who do have a Class date for a particular Class tracked in
Volgistics, System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can look for volunteers who have that kind of Class date:
(a) At all, by selecting the Any date option;
(b) In a particular month or period of time, by selecting the In option;
(c) Exactly, Anytime before, or Anytime after a certain date;
(d) Anytime between specific dates, or
(e) More than (--) days ago, as of the date the Set is used.
Only if the Notation for the date is
In addition, operators can include only those volunteers who have a Class date with a specific Notation. To
create a Set that includes only volunteers who have a Class date with a particular notation, check this checkbox
and then choose the Notation from the dropdown list.
Only if (Spare dropdown) is
If you customized the spare dropdown field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific spare dropdown value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and choosing the
appropriate value from the dropdown list.
Only if (Spare checkbox) is
If you customized the spare checkbox field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific spare checkbox value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and then choosing the
appropriate value (checked or not checked).
Only if (Spare text) is
If you customized the spare text field for your Date records, you can further specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare text field value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and entering the text
value. To be included in this Set, volunteers must have an entry in this field that exactly matches whatever you
enter here (except that the comparison is not case sensitive, so 'YES' would be the same as 'yes' for example).

For example, a rule seeking to include volunteers who have a 'CPR' class date that is more than 365 days ago
would be configured like this:
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They do not have any -- class dates
Again, this rule can also find volunteers who do not have any class dates for a particular class. A rule made to
include volunteers without any CPR class dates would be defined like this:

Their Dates Set Rule
Help topic 1136
Added or revised 02-14-2012
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the date event dates recorded in the Dates
box on the History tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on a date event date, select 'Their dates' from the "Include volunteers in this
set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can identify volunteers who do or do not have a date for a particular date event recorded on their
History tab.
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They have a -- date that is…
When the 'Their date' Set rule is looking for volunteers who do have a date for a particular date event tracked in
Volgistics, system operators can look for volunteers who have that kind of date event date:
(a) At all, by selecting the 'Any date' option;
(b) In a particular month or period of time, by selecting the 'In' option;
(c) Exactly, Anytime before, or Anytime after a certain date;
(d) Anytime between specific dates, or
(e) More than (--) days ago, as of the date the Set is used.
Only if the Notation for the date is
In addition, operators can include only those volunteers who have the Date with a specific Notation. To create a
Set that includes only volunteers who have a Dates date with a particular notation, check this checkbox and then
choose the Notation from the drop-down list.
Only if (Spare drop-down) is
If you customized the spare drop-down field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare-down value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and choosing the
appropriate value from the drop-down.
Only if (Spare checkbox) is
If you customized the spare checkbox field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific Spare-checkbox value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and then choosing the
appropriate value (checked or not checked).
Only if (Spare text) is
If you customized the spare text field for your Date records, you can further specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare text field value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and entering the text
value. To be included in this Set, volunteers must have an entry in this field that exactly matches whatever you
enter here (except that the comparison is not case sensitive, so 'YES' would be the same as 'yes' for example).
An example of something that might be tracked as a Date event is attendance at a volunteer recognition event. If
a volunteer attended a date event called 'Volunteer Recognition Banquet' a date event record could be added to
their History tab to indicate they attended the event. This Set rule provides the ability to pull together all
volunteers with a 'Volunteer Recognition Banquet' date stored in their Dates box.
The following image depicts a rule that would capture all volunteers with a 'Volunteer Recognition Banquet' date
that is any time in 2009:
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They do not have any -- dates
Alternatively, volunteers whose records lack any 'Volunteer Recognition Banquet' date would be captured in a
rule setup like this:

Their Mail Dates Set Rule
Help topic 1137
Added or revised 02-14-2012
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Mail dates recorded in the Dates box on
the History tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on a mail date, select 'Their mail dates' from the "Include volunteers in this
set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can identify volunteers who do or do not have a date for a particular type of mail recorded on their
History tab.
They have a -- mail date that is…
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When this type of Set rule is looking for volunteers who do have a mail date for a particular type of mail tracked
in Volgistics (for example, a newsletter, welcome letter or orientation packet), system operators can look for
volunteers who have that kind of mail date:
(a) At all, by selecting the 'Any date' option;
(b) In a particular month or period of time, by selecting the 'In' option;
(c) Exactly, Anytime before, or Anytime after a certain date;
(d) Anytime between specific dates, or
(e) More than (--) days ago, as of the date the Set is used.
Only if the Notation for the date is
In addition, operators can include only those volunteers who have the Mail Date with a specific Notation. To
create a Set that includes only volunteers who have a Mail date date with a particular notation, check this
checkbox and then choose the Notation from the drop-down list.
Only if (Spare drop-down) is
If you customized the spare drop-down field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare-down value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and choosing the
appropriate value from the drop-down.
Only if (Spare checkbox) is
If you customized the spare checkbox field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific Spare-checkbox value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and then choosing the
appropriate value (checked or not checked).
Only if (Spare text) is
If you customized the spare text field for your Date records, you can further specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare text field value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and entering the text
value. To be included in this Set, volunteers must have an entry in this field that exactly matches whatever you
enter here (except that the comparison is not case sensitive, so 'YES' would be the same as 'yes' for example).
For example, an organization might add a mail date record to a volunteer's record when they mail them a
volunteer orientation packet. The 'Their mail dates' Set rule is useful when tracking which volunteers have been
mailed a volunteer orientation packet.
A rule seeking to include volunteers who have an 'Orientation packet' mail date that is on any date would be
setup like this:
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They do not have any -- mail dates
Again, this rule can also find volunteers who do not have any mail dates for a particular type of mail. A 'Their mail
dates' Set rule made to include volunteers without any 'Newsletter' mail dates would be defined like this:

Their Mandatory Service Set Rule
Help topic 1138
Added or revised 10-07-2016
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Mandatory service [_______]
pg:1419 data
recorded on the Service tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on mandatory service, select 'Their mandatory service' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
Their mandatory service
This Set rule can include volunteers based on the mandatory service program; whether or not 'Completed' is
checked; hours remaining; hours performed; hours required; starting date; due by date; completed on date, and
whether they have no mandatory service records. Mark as many of the options as necessary.
Program is
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Use this option to include only volunteers who have been assigned to a particular mandatory service program.
Completed
Use this option to include either volunteers for whom 'Completed' is or is not checked in the Mandatory Service
box on the Service tab in the volunteer record.
Hours remaining are
Mark this option to include volunteers based on the number of hours remaining in their service mandate. Choose
'At least,' 'Exactly' or 'Fewer than' and enter a number of hours to define this type of rule.
Hours performed are
Use this option to include volunteers in the Set based on the number of hours they have completed toward their
mandatory service at the time the Set is used.
Hours required are
Use this option to include volunteers for whom the number of hours required is 'At least,' 'Exactly' or 'Fewer than'
a number of hours you specify.
Starting date is in
Mark this option to include volunteers in the Set based on the recorded month and/or year in which their
mandatory service is to start.
Due by date is in
Mark this option to include volunteers in the Set based on the recorded month and/or year in which their
mandatory service is due.
Completed on date is in
Use this option to include volunteers for whom the 'Completed on' date is in the month and/or year you specify.
They have no mandatory service records
To find all volunteers who have no mandatory service records, setup a 'Their mandatory service' Set rule like
this:
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As another example of the 'Their mandatory service' Set rule, the image below depicts a rule that will capture
volunteers in the 'State University Student Program' for whom 'Completed' is not checked; at least 25 hours of
mandatory service are remaining; at least 30 hours are required; their mandatory service starting date is in
September 2007, and their due by date is in January 2008.

Their Date Entered Set Rule
Help topic 1139
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the 'Date entered' date on the History tab.
This date reflects when a volunteer record was first added to the Volgistics database.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their date entered, select 'Their date entered' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose date entered is any date, a specific date, in a specified range of
dates or months, at least a certain number of days ago, not more than a certain number of days ago, or blank.
Any date
Choose the "Any date" option to capture all volunteers with any date entered recorded on their History tab.
In
Use the second option to pull volunteers with a date entered in a specific month and/or in a specific year. For
instance, setup the 'Their date entered' Set rule as shown below to include in a Set only the volunteers who have
a date entered in 'the previous month':
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By choosing to include volunteers with a date entered in 'the previous month,' you can run the same report for
this same Set of volunteers each month and Volgistics will pick up only volunteers with dates entered in the
month prior to the month the report is run.
Exactly / Any time Before / Any time After / Not
Volunteers with a date entered of a specific date, or any date prior to or after a specific date, can be included
with the third option. The following example shows a Set rule that would pull all volunteers with a date entered of
January 1, 2007. Such a Set might be useful when trying to manage all volunteers whose applications were
received on a particular date.

Anytime between
Similarly, if a system operator is not sure when they received a particular application, but they know that a
volunteer application was received during a given work week, they can use the fourth option to include all
volunteer records with a date entered anytime between a range of dates. In the image below, the Set rule will
capture all volunteers with a date entered between December 24th and December 28th, 2007.
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More than (--) day(s) ago
The "More than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with date entered dates more than the specified
number of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Therefore, like the 'previous month' selection in the second
option above, the same Set used at different times will pull different groups of volunteers.
Not more than (--) day(s) ago
The "Not more than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with date entered dates not more than the
specified number of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Again, the same Set used at different times will pull
different groups of volunteers.
Blank

Their Start Date Set Rule
Help topic 1140
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the 'start date' recorded on the History tab.
By default, this date reflects when a volunteer record was first given an 'Active' Status; however, start dates
[_______]
pg:1890 can be customized by Volgistics system operators.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their start date, select 'Their start date' from the "Include volunteers in
this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose start date is any date, a specific date, in a specified range of dates or
months, at least a certain number of days ago, not more than a certain number of days ago, or blank.
Any date
Choose the "Any date" option to capture all volunteers with any 'start date' recorded on their History tab.
In
Use the second option to pull volunteers with a start date in a specific month and/or in a specific year. For
instance, setup the 'Their start date' Set rule as shown below to include in a Set only the volunteers who have a
start date in 'the current month':
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By choosing to include volunteers with a start date in 'the current month,' you can run the same report for this
same Set of volunteers each month and Volgistics will pick up only volunteers with start dates in the month the
report is run.
Exactly / Any time before / Any time after / Not
Volunteers with a 'start date' of a specific date, or any date prior to or after a specific date, can be included in a
Set with the third 'Their start date' Set rule option. The following example shows a Set rule that would pull all
volunteers with a start date of December 15, 2007.

Anytime between
If a system operator is not sure of a volunteer's start date, but they know that their start date was during a given
work week, they can use the fourth option to include all volunteer records with a start date anytime between a
range of dates. In the image below, the Set rule will capture all volunteers with a 'start date' between December
10th and December 14th, 2007.

More than (--) day(s) ago
The "More than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with start dates more than the specified number of
days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Therefore, like the 'current month' selection in the second option above,
the same Set used at different times will pull different groups of volunteers.
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Not more than (--) day(s) ago
The "Not more than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with start dates not more than specified number
of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Again, the same Set used at different times will pull different groups
of volunteers.
Blank

Their Stop Date Set Rule
Help topic 1141
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the 'stop date' recorded on the History tab.
By default, this date reflects when a volunteer record was first given an 'Inactive' Status; however, stop dates
[_______]
pg:1890 can be customized by Volgistics system operators.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their stop date, select 'Their stop date' from the "Include volunteers in this
set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose stop date is any date, a specific date, in a specified range of dates or
months, at least a certain number of days ago, not more than a certain number of days ago, or blank.
Any date
Choose the "Any date" option to capture all volunteers with any 'stop date' recorded on their History tab.
In
Use the second option to pull volunteers with a stop date in a specific month and/or in a specific year. For
instance, setup the 'Their stop date' Set rule as shown below to include in a Set only the volunteers who have a
stop date in 'any month' in 'the previous year':
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By choosing to include volunteers with a stop date in 'any month' in 'the previous year' you can run the same
report for this same Set of volunteers each year and Volgistics will pick up only volunteers with stop dates in the
year prior to the year the report is run.
Exactly / Any time before / Any time after / Not
Volunteers with a 'stop date' of a specific date, or any date prior to or after a specific date, can be included in a
Set with the third 'Their stop date' Set rule option. The following example shows a Set rule that would pull all
volunteers with a stop date anytime before November 15, 2007.

Anytime between
If a system operator is not sure of a volunteer's stop date, but they know that their stop date was during a given
work week, they might use the fourth option to include all volunteer records with a stop date anytime between a
range of dates. In the image below, the Set rule will capture all volunteers with a 'stop date' between December
3rd and December 7th, 2007.

More than (--) day(s) ago
The "More than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with stop dates more than the specified number of
days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Therefore, like the 'any month' in 'the previous year' selection in the
second option above, the same Set used at different times will pull different groups of volunteers.
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Not more than (--) day(s) ago
The "Not more than (--) day(s) ago" option pulls those volunteers with stop dates not more than specified number
of days ago, as of the date the Set is used. Again, the same Set used at different times will pull different groups
of volunteers.
Blank

Their Years of Service Set Rule
Help topic 1142
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the 'years of service' statistic recorded on
the volunteer record's Core tab. By default, this data reflects the period of time a volunteer has been 'Active,'
excluding any periods during which a volunteer had any Status other than 'Active.' However, the definition of
years of service [_______]
pg:0077 can be customized by Volgistics system operators to also include time when
volunteers had Status(es) other than 'Active.'
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their years of service, select 'Their years of service' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose years of service are at least a specified number of years and/or
months; no more than a specified number of years and/or months, or within a range of specified years and/or
months.
Their years of service are at least
The following image demonstrates how to use the 'Their years of service' Set rule to capture volunteers whose
'years of service' are at least 5 years and 6 months.

Their years of service are no more than
To capture all volunteers with years of service less than or equal to a certain amount of years and/or months, use
the second option. For example, define a 'Their years of service' Set rule to pick up volunteers with 2 or fewer
years of service like this:
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Their years of service are between
Finally, use this type of Set rule to find volunteers with a number of years of service that falls within a range of
years and/or months. The image below illustrates a Set rule that would include volunteers with a 'years of
service' value from 5 years, 1 month through 9 years, 11 months. In this case, volunteers with 5 years, 0 months
and 10 years, 0 months would not be included in the Set.

Their Assignment Cluster Set Rule
Help topic 1143
Added or revised 03-20-08
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on volunteers' Assignment clusters [_______].
pg:0934
This type of Set rule is useful only if an organization has already customized and uses the 'Cluster' field on the
Assignment tab. It is especially helpful when there is a need to report on volunteers who perform the same
Assignment at multiple Places within an account.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on Assignment cluster, select 'Their Assignment cluster' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
The 'Their Assignment cluster' rule determines whether to include volunteers in the Set based on the data stored
in the Assignments box on the Service tab in the volunteer record, as well as the data stored in each
Assignment's 'Cluster' field on the Assignment tab.
The first option when creating a Set Rule based on 'Their Assignment cluster' is to include volunteers if they have
an Assignment in one of any of the cluster names in the drop down list. Each cluster name that has been added
to the 'Cluster' field drop down table options for the Assignment tab will appear in this drop down list.
For example, a volunteer might be assigned to an Assignment called 'Trail Maintenance,' under a Place called
'Conservation' and a Site called 'North.' This 'Trail Maintenance' Assignment might be part of a cluster called
'Trail Maintenance,' which includes all 'Trail Maintenance' Assignments at various Places and Sites. The
Assignment tab for that particular Trail Maintenance Assignment might look like this:
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When this Assignment is added to a volunteer's Service tab, the volunteer will have an assignment in the 'Trail
Maintenance' cluster.
When defining a 'Their Assignment cluster' Set rule to include all volunteers with an Assignment in the 'Trail
Maintenance' cluster, one would setup the rule like this:

The Set rule can be further limited to include only volunteers with a specific Role(s) in the Assignment within that
cluster, or to include volunteers with a specified Assignment 'From' date or 'To' date in that Assignment.
For example, the following 'Their Assignment cluster' Set rule will include volunteers who have the Role of either
'Assigned' or 'Former' in an Assignment within the 'Trail Maintenance' cluster, and who have an Assignment
'From' date that is on or before December 1, 2007.
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Their Schedule Set Rule
Help topic 1144
Added or revised 09-12-14
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on when a volunteer is/was scheduled.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on when they are, or are not, scheduled to serve, select Their schedule from
the Include volunteers in this set based on dropdown list.
The
Their schedule
rule determines whether to include volunteers in the Set based on the data stored on the Schedule tab in the
volunteer record. While in many cases the dates volunteers are scheduled to serve will become dates on which
they have service entires [_______]
pg:1581 recorded on the Service tab of their record--this is not always the case. For
example, a volunteer may have been on the schedule on more than one date, but then unexpectedly was unable
to serve on one (or more) of those dates. On the other hand, a volunteer may not have been on the schedule at
all, but may have been called in last minute to serve in an emergency situation.
The Their schedule Set rule allows a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to find volunteers who are, or are not, on the
schedule, regardless of whether or not they actually serve on those dates.
For example, the following illustration will make a Set that includes volunteers who are scheduled to serve on the
specific date of January 2, 2015.
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Another option within this Set is to include volunteers who are scheduled to serve in a particular month and/or
year. In the following example, volunteers will be included in the Set if they are on the schedule for the current
month in the current year. (Using this Set in different months will pull different groups of volunteers.)

When you make your Set to find volunteers who
are scheduled, you can also limit the search to find only volunteers who are scheduled in a particular Site, Place
or Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 . To do this, make your selection for the time frame you want to search, check the box
beside And they are scheduled in, and select the Site, Place or Assignment from the dropdown list.
In the example below, volunteers will be included in the Set if they are scheduled in the Orientation Assignment
anytime during January 2015.

The Their schedule Set rule can also be used to include volunteers who are not scheduled on a particular date,
or in a certain month and/or year.
The following rule will include volunteers who are not on the schedule for January 5, 2015.
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Finally, the following rule shows how to include volunteers who are not scheduled in the coming month. This will
automatically be for the current year unless the Set is run in December. In this case, it will be for the following
year. (Using this Set in different months will pull different groups of volunteers.)

Their Checklist Dates Set Rule
Help topic 1145
Added or revised 02-14-2012
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 dates recorded in
the Dates box on the History tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on a Checklist date, select 'Their checklist dates' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can identify volunteers who do or do not have a date for a particular Checklist item recorded on
their History tab.
They have a -- checklist date that is…
When this type of Set rule is looking for volunteers who do have a Checklist date for a particular Checklist item
tracked in Volgistics, system operators can look for volunteers who have that kind of Checklist date:
(a) At all, by selecting the 'Any date' option;
(b) In a particular month or period of time, by selecting the 'In' option;
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(c) Exactly, Anytime before, or Anytime after a certain date;
(d) Anytime between specific dates, or
(e) More than (--) days ago, as of the date the Set is used.
For example, a rule seeking to include volunteers who have a 'Background Check' Checklist date that is any time
between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 would be setup like this:

Only if the Notation for the date is
In addition, operators can include only those volunteers who have the Checklist date with a specific Notation. To
create a Set that includes only volunteers who have a Checklist date with a particular notation, check this
checkbox and then choose the Notation from the drop-down list.
Only if (Spare drop-down) is
If you customized the spare drop-down field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare-down value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and choosing the
appropriate value from the drop-down.
Only if (Spare checkbox) is
If you customized the spare checkbox field for your Date records, you can specify that volunteers must also have
a specific Spare-checkbox value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and then choosing the
appropriate value (checked or not checked).
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Only if (Spare text) is
If you customized the spare text field for your Date records, you can further specify that volunteers must also
have a specific Spare text field value to be included in this Set by checking this checkbox and entering the text
value. To be included in this Set, volunteers must have an entry in this field that exactly matches whatever you
enter here (except that the comparison is not case sensitive, so 'YES' would be the same as 'yes' for example).
They do not have any -- checklist dates
Again, this rule can also find volunteers who do not have any Checklist dates at all, or any Checklist dates for a
particular checklist item. A Set rule that should include all volunteers without any 'Background check' Checklist
dates would look like this:

Their Photo Set Rule
Help topic 1177
Added or revised 10-30-2009
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on whether or not a photo has been uploaded
for a volunteer.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on whether or not they have a photo in their volunteer record, select 'Their
photo' from the "Include volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
This Set rule can capture volunteers for whom a photo has or has not been uploaded.

has
Choose "has" to include volunteer records that currently include a photo.
has not
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Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Help topic 1296
Added or revised 06-05-2014
You can use a Set to find the volunteers who have invalid text numbers based on the Text Number Validity
[_______]
pg:0333 field.
To create such a Set:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Bad text numbers.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their text number validity."
5. Click the Go button.
6. Configure the set rule as shown below.

7. Click the Finished button.

Their Text Message Set Rule
Help topic 1297
Added or revised 07-18-2014
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the information recorded in the Text field on
the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer record. In order to have a number recorded in this field, a volunteer must
opt-in [_______]
pg:0323 to text messaging [_______]
pg:0352 .
The Set rule can also find volunteers based on their text message preferences [_______]
pg:0381 , or include volunteers
who do (or do not) have the No text message box checked on the Core tab.
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You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page, you can get
there by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their
Text
field, select
Their text messages
from the
Include volunteers in this set based on
dropdown list. This option will not appear in the dropdown list unless you have enabled text messaging
[_______]
pg:0321 in your account.
To include volunteers who have a number recorded in the Text field, define the Set rule like this:

To capture volunteers who have indicated a message preference [_______]
pg:1327 to receive a certain type of message
[_______]
pg:1321 by text (or a text alert that an email was sent), use the second option in this Set rule. In the example
below, the Set will find volunteers who have Text Message or Email with Text Notification selected for the
Recruitment appeals message type:
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You can also use the second option to find volunteers who do not want to receive a certain type of message by
text. In the example below, the Set will include volunteers who have
Email or None selected for their preferences for Schedule reminder [_______]
pg:0791 messages:
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If the No text message box on the Core tab is checked for a volunteer, it means that the volunteer cannot be
contacted via text message. If this field is checked, it means that the volunteer, or your organization, has
specifically decided the volunteer should not have text messages sent to them. For example, if the volunteer has
been dismissed from your organization, but you need to keep his or her record intact for reports.
The image below shows how to define a rule that will capture all volunteers for whom the No text message box is
checked.

Their Text Number Validity Set Rule
Help topic 1298
Added or revised 07-21-2014
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the validity of the information recorded in
the Text field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their text number validity, select "Their text number validity" from the
"Include volunteers in this set based on" dropdown list.
This option will not appear in the dropdown list unless you have enabled text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 in your
account.
This Set rule can capture volunteers whose text numbers have been classified as green (good), yellow (some
failures), red (bad) and/or white (undetermined). Volgistics uses a validity tracking feature [_______]
pg:0333 to
determine a number's validity.
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You can mark as many of the validity classifications as you'd like.
is any of these…
If you choose the "is any of these…" option, the Set will include volunteers with any of the chosen text number
validity icons. For example, you would choose to include volunteers with green, yellow or white text number
validity icons like this:

is not any of these…

Find the Volunteers Who Became Active in a Certain Year
Help topic 2048
Added or revised 12-12-2006
You can create a Set that includes all of the volunteers who became active in a specific calendar or fiscal year.
This Set will include the volunteers who have a start date [_______]
pg:1890 date during the year you choose. By default,
volunteers will have this date if their record was marked 'active' for the first time anytime during the year you
choose.
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers who became active in a certain calendar year:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Volunteers who started in
2006.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their start date."
5. Click the Go button.
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6. Configure the set rule as shown above. Choose the calendar year you're interested in from the year drop down
list. The example shown finds all of the volunteers who have a start date in 2006.
7. Click the Finished button.
You can also create Sets that include volunteers who became active anytime between two dates you specify. For
example, if you have a fiscal year that runs July 1st through the end of June, you can create a Set that finds the
volunteers who have a start date during that period.
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers who became active anytime between two dates:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Volunteers who started in
FY 2006.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their start date."
5. Click the Go button.
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6. Configure the set rule as shown above. Choose the starting and ending dates you're interested in, as shown.
The Set rule in the example shown above finds all of the volunteers who have a start date between July 1, 2005
and June 30, 2006.
7. Click the Finished button.
Related help
Help Topic 2049 [_______]
pg:0843 - Find the volunteers who became inactive in a certain year

Find the Volunteers Who Became Inactive in a Certain Year
Help topic 2049
Added or revised 12-12-2006
You can create a Set that includes all of the volunteers who first became inactive in a specific calendar year or
fiscal. This set will include the volunteers who have a stop date [_______]
pg:1890 during the year you choose.
Volunteers will have this date if their records was marked 'inactive' anytime during the year you choose, and they
are still inactive.
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers who have a stop date in a certain calendar year:
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Volunteers who stopped in
2006.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their stop date."
5. Click the Go button.
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6. Configure the set rule as shown above. Choose the calendar year you're interested in from the year drop down
list. The example shown finds all of the volunteers with a stop date in 2006.
7. Click the Finished button.
You can also create Sets that include volunteers who became inactive anytime between two dates you specify.
For example, if you have a fiscal year that runs July 1st through the end of June, you can create a Set that finds
the volunteers who became inactive during that period.
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers who have a stop date between any two dates:
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Volunteers who stopped in
FY 2006.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their stop date."
5. Click the Go button.
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6. Configure the set rule as shown above. Choose the starting and ending dates you're interested in, as shown.
In example shown above finds all of the volunteers who have a stop date anytime between July 1, 2005 and
June 30, 2006.
7. Click the Finished button.

Related help
Help Topic 2048 [_______]
pg:0841 - Find the volunteers who became active in a certain year

Find the Volunteers Who Served Hours in a Certain Year
Help topic 2050
Added or revised 09-22-2006
If you record volunteer hours, you can create a Set that includes all of the volunteers who served any number of
hours anytime during a certain fiscal or calendar year. These would be the volunteers who were active during the
year.
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers who performed at least some hours of service in a certain calendar
year:
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Volunteers who served in
2006.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their service."
5. Click the Go button.
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6. Configure the set rule as shown above. In the example shown above, the Set has been configured to find
volunteers who have at least 0:01 hours (one minute) of service recorded anytime between the beginning of
January 2006, and December 2006. Choose the range of dates you want to consider. For example, if you want
to find volunteers who served any hours between July 1, 2005 and June 30, 2005, select July 2005 and June
2006 as your date range.
Since the Set is configured to find volunteers who have at least one minute of service recorded during the date
range you specify, volunteers with any number of hours during this period are included.

How can I find active volunteers who have not served recently?
Help topic 2054
Added or revised 12-05-2011
A common task you may like to perform is looking for volunteers whose status is 'active,' for whom no recent
volunteer service has been recorded. You can create a Set [_______]
pg:0858 that shows you exactly who these
volunteer are.
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers whose status is 'active,' but who have no recent service recorded:
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Follow-up Needed.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their current status."
5. Click the Go button.
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6. Configure the set rule as shown above.
7. Under "Add another rule based on..." select 'Their Service.'
8. Click the Go button.

9. Configure the second set rule as shown above. Your finished Set should look like this:
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10. Click the Finished button.
Your Set is now ready to use. You can use this set to view this set of volunteers [_______],
pg:0861 or to print a report
that includes only this set [_______].
pg:0863
Hint: if you want to make these volunteers inactive in a single step, you can tag the volunteers in this set
[_______],
pg:1544 choose Tags from the menu, select "Inactive" from the "Change the Status of all tagged volunteer
records to:" drop down list, and then click the Go button.

Find the Volunteers who are Active without an Assignment
Help topic 2057
Added or revised 02-03-2008
You can create a Set [_______]
pg:0858 that includes all of the volunteers whose Status [_______]
pg:1832 is currently "Active"
but who do not have any assignments (specifically: those who do not have any assignment records entered on
the Assignments box in their Service tab).
To create this Set:
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1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set, such as "No assignment."
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their current status" and then click the Go button.
5. For "Their Status is currently any of these," check "Active."
6. Under "Add another rule based on..." choose "Their assignment' and then click the Go button.
7. Select "They do not have any assignment," as shown below, for the "Their Assignment" rule.

8. Click the Finished button to save your new Set.
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Related help

Find the Volunteers who Don't Have an Email Address in their Record
Help topic 2063
Added or revised 02-22-2007
You can create a Set [_______]
pg:0858 that will include volunteers who do not have an email address like this:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Missing email address.'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their email."
5. Click the Go button.
6. Configure the set rule to "They do not have an email address recorded," and shown here:

7. Click the Finished button.
Your new Set will include all volunteer records that do have any entery in the Email address field on the Core tab
[_______].
pg:1868
You can now view or print this Set of volunteers.

Related help
Help Topic 2183 [_______]
pg:0861 - How to view the volunteers in a Set
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Find Volunteers with Invalid Email Addresses
Help topic 2067
Added or revised 10-04-2016
You can use a Set to find the volunteers who have invalid email addresses, based on the Email address validity
field [_______]
pg:0377 .
To create such a Set:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example, "Bad email addresses."
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their email validity."
5. Click the Go button.
6. Configure the set rule as shown below.

7. Click the Finished button.

Find the Volunteers Who Served on a Particular Date
Help topic 2069
Added or revised 10-26-2007
You can always view the schedule to see who was scheduled on any particular date in the past; however, not all
scheduled volunteers necessarily served, and volunteers may have served on a date even though they were not
scheduled to do so.
If you use VicTouch or you collect or post individual service records for each day a volunteer serves, you can see
which volunteers actually have service recorded on a particular date. This is a useful query in situations where
you need to find 'everyone who was here on this date…'
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You can perform this kind of a query using a Set [_______].
pg:0858
To create a set that finds all of the volunteers who served on a specific date:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the set. For example 'Volunteers who served
on...'
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their service."
5. Click the Go button.

6. Configure the set rule as shown above. Choose the date for which you want to find volunteers who had
service. The example shown finds all of the volunteers who served on June 25, 2007.
7. Click the Finished button.
You can now use this Set to view or print the list of volunteers who served on the selected date. Help topic 2183
[_______]
pg:0861 explains how to view the volunteers in a Set. Help topic 2184 [_______]
pg:0863 explains how to print this list.
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Set Rules
Help topic 2177
Added or revised 09-22-2014
You can use the Volgistics Sets [_______]
pg:0858 feature to define custom volunteer groupings, such as "everyone with
more than 100 hours" or "all junior volunteers who served last year."
Sets are made up of one or more rules. Volgistics uses a Set's rules to determine which volunteers to include in
the Set. For instance: you can create a Set rule that says…
"Only include volunteers in this Set if their birthday is in September"
With such a rule, your Set would include just volunteers who have September birthdays.
Set rules are based on specific fields [_______]
pg:0940 of information in the database, and the values they contain. In
the "September birthday" example, the rule is based on information in the Date of birth [_______]
pg:1861 field.
(As a side note, the Volgistics "Date of birth" field does allow you to enter a month and day of birth without a year
value. This is useful to organizations that want to track birthdays, but that don't ask volunteers to give their year
of birth.)
You can base a Set's rules on any of these kinds of information:
Query (or Search) Item

Help Topic Number

Address Label Reports

714

ge

132

rchived Date

069

ssignment

196

Assignment Cluster

143

Availability

878

ward Dates

134

ward Eligibility

095

irthday

178

Characteristics

208

Checkbox - Spare

188

hecklist

095

hecklist Dates

145

City

130

Class Dates

135

Country

879

urrent Status

179

Daily Availability

878
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Date of Birth (Age)

132

Date of Birth (Birthday)

178

Date of Last Activity

098

Date(s)

136

ate(s) - Archived

069

ate(s) - Award

134

ate(s) - Checklist

145

Date(s) - Class

135

Date(s) - Date of Last Activity

098

Date(s) - Dates

136

Date(s) - Entered

139

Date(s) - Mail

137

ate(s) - Start

140

ate(s) - Status

133

ate(s) - Stop

141

Dropdown - Spare

187

Email

128

Email Preferences

128

Email Validity

129

Entered Date

139

Fields - Spare

201

lags

198

Group Records

877

Individual Records

877

ind

877

Mail Dates

137

Mandatory Service

138

Message Preferences

128 and 1297

No Email

128

No Postal Mail

714

No Text Message

297

ast Status

189

hoto

177

Postal Code/Zip

131

Province/State

096
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ole(s) - Assignment

196

ole(s) - Assignment Cluster

143

chedule

144

ervice

200

Service - Date of Last Activity

098

Service - Hours

200

ervice - Mandatory

138

ervice - Years of

142

ite

197

Spare Checkbox

188

Spare Dropdown

187

Spare Fields

201

tart Date

140

State/Province

096

tatus - Current

179

tatus - Dates

133

tatus - Past

189

top Date

141

ext Message Opt-in

297

Text Message Validity

298

ype

199

Years of Service

142

Zip/Postal Code

131

You choose a Set's rules on the Set Definition page when you create or edit a Set [_______].
pg:0859

Their Birthday Set Rule
Help topic 2178
Added or revised 06-14-2011
This help topic explains how to define a set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on when a volunteer's birthday is.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on when the volunteer's birthday is, select 'Their birthday' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
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This rule uses information from the volunteer's 'Date of birth' field. The 'Date of birth' field is located on the Profile
tab for each volunteer. Volunteer must have at least a day and month of birth entered in the 'Date of birth' field in
order for them to be included in Sets based on their day or month of birth.
Their birthday is in (month)
Choose this option if you want the set to include volunteers who have a birthday in the month specified. For
example, if you want to find all of the volunteers who have a birthday in June, select this option and choose
"June" as shown here:

You can also select:
• Any month
Choosing 'any month' will find volunteers with a birthday in any month of the year. This selection is useful for
finding volunteers who have at least a day and month entered in the 'Date of birth' field.
• The current month
Choosing 'The current month' will find the volunteers who have a birthday in whatever month it is when you use
this set. This selection is useful for creating a Set you can use each month to generate a birthday list for people
who have a birthday in the current month.
• The coming month
Choosing 'The coming month' will find the volunteers who have a birthday in whatever month follows the current
month at the time you use the set. This selection is useful for creating a Set you can use each month to generate
a birthday list for people who have a birthday in the following month.
• The previous month
Choosing 'The previous month' will find the volunteers who have a birthday in whatever month preceded the
current month at the time you use the set.
Their birthday is today
Choose this option to include all of the volunteers whose birthday is today. If you use the Set on a later date it will
include all of the volunteers whose birthday is on that date.
Their birthday is tomorrow
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Chose this option to include all of the volunteers whose birthday is tomorrow. If you use this Set on a later date it
will include all of the volunteers whose birthday is the on the following day.
They do not have a 'Date of birth' in their volunteer record
Select this option to include all of the volunteers who do not have any entry in the 'Date of birth' field. The Date of
birth appears on the Profile tab for each volunteer, unless it has been hidden by your organization.
Use this selection if you want to be sure you have a date of birth entered for all volunteers.

Do not include volunteers if "Omit from birthday lists" is checked in their record

Their Current Status Set Rule
Help topic 2179
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on what a volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 is
currently. Volunteer Status is tracked on the Core tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteer Status, select 'Their current status' from the "Include volunteers
in this set based on" drop down list.
Their Status is currently any of these
Check the volunteer Status(es) you want to include in this Set. You must check at least one volunteer Status.
For example, to create a Set that includes only 'Active' volunteers you would create a rule like the one shown
here:

If you select more than one Status, your Set will include volunteers that have any of the checked statuses. For
example, to create a Set that finds volunteers whose Status is currently either 'Active,' or 'Applicant,' you would
create a rule like the one shown here:
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Sets
Help topic 2180
Added or revised 04-19-2017
A Set is a Volgistics tool you use to define custom volunteer groupings. You can use Sets to print reports that
include just the volunteers in the set, or to send messages (such as email or text) to all of the volunteers in a set.
These are some examples of Sets:
• Those who started volunteering in a certain month or year
• Volunteers who are active and have a birthday next month
• Volunteers with more than a certain number of hours in a specific assignment during the last year.
You may create as many different Sets as you need.
Once you define a Set of volunteers you can use the set again later, and as often as you want. For example, if
you create a Set that includes volunteers whose birthday is next month, you can use that set each month to print
a list of the volunteers who have their birthday in the coming month.
Here are some help topics with more information on the Sets feature:
How to define a set [_______]
pg:0859
How to view the volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0861
How to print a report for a set [_______]
pg:0863
Send messages to the volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0396
Using Tags with Sets [_______]
pg:1544

Examples of Set definitions:
These Help Topics show you how to create Sets which include volunteers who meet a variety of specific
conditions.
Help Topic 2049 [_______]
pg:0843 - Find the volunteers who became inactive in a certain year
Help Topic 2048 [_______]
pg:0841 - Find the volunteers who became active in a certain year
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Help Topic 2069 [_______]
pg:0851 - Find the volunteers who served on a particular date
Help Topic 2050 [_______]
pg:0845 - Find the volunteers who served hours in a certain year
Help Topic 2222 [_______]
pg:0878 - Find the volunteers with no recent activity
Help Topic 2057 [_______]
pg:0848 - Find the volunteers who are Active without an assignment

How to Create a Set
Help topic 2181
Added or revised 09-30-2016
Sets [_______]
pg:0858 are made up of 'rules.' A Set's rules specify which volunteers are in the set. For example: if you
want a set that includes all of the volunteers who have at least 1,000 hours recorded in their record. The rule for
this set would be "volunteers who have 1,000 or more "Life Hours."
Sets can have multiple rules. A Set with the rules shown below would create a set of volunteers who have over
1,000 hours, are currently active, and are 'adult' volunteers:
More than 1000 life hours, and
Status is currently 'active,' and
Type is 'Adult'
To define a new Set:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . If you don't have a Sets option on the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , your operator
rights prevent you from creating new Sets (however you may still be able to use Sets that others have created).
2. If you don't see the Set you want on the list of existing Sets, click the Create a new set button. This opens the
'Set Definition' window shown here:

3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the new Set. The Set name may be anything
you'd like, as long as you choose a name that is not already used for another Set.
Choose a name that helps you remember which volunteers are in the Set. For example, if your set will include
'corporate volunteers who served in 2005,' you might name the Set "2005 Corporate Volunteers."
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4. If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature, and you are a headquarters level operator, Volgistics will
ask "Which Volgistics operators should be able to use this Set?"
Select "Only those at headquarters" if you do not want site level operators to use the Set. Select "Users at all
sites" if you would like site level operators to be able to use this Set.
If you select "Users at all sites," site level operators may use this Set, however they may not make changes to its
definition. In addition, when site level operators use this Set they will see just the volunteers from their own site
who are in the Set. For example, a Set you define to include all volunteers with more than 1,000 Life hours would
only include volunteers with more than 1,000 Life hours at site 'XYZ' when the Set is used by an 'XYZ' site
operator.
5. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" choose the kind of rule you want your set to use. If your Set
will have more than one rule, start by choosing the first rule.
6. Click the Go button.
7. Define your first rule. For help creating rules, click the Help link in the Rule box, or visit the Rules [_______]
pg:0853
help topic.
8. If your Set will include just one rule, click the Finished button once you've finished defining the rule. If your Set
will include multiple rules, choose the next rule under "Add another rule based on..."
Once you are finished defining the rule(s) for your set you can start using it. These help topics include more
information about using Sets:
Testing a new Set [_______]
pg:0861
How to view the volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0861
How to print a report for a Set [_______]
pg:0863
Send messages to the volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0396
Using Tags with Sets [_______]
pg:1544

Examples of Set definitions:
These Help Topics show you how to create Sets which include volunteers who meet a variety of specific
conditions.
Help Topic 2049 [_______]
pg:0843 - Find the volunteers who became inactive in a certain year
Help Topic 2048 [_______]
pg:0841 - Find the volunteers who became active in a certain year
Help Topic 2069 [_______]
pg:0851 - Find the volunteers who served on a particular date
Help Topic 2050 [_______]
pg:0845 - Find the volunteers who served hours in a certain year
Help Topic 2222 [_______]
pg:0878 - Find the volunteers with no recent activity
Help Topic 2057 [_______]
pg:0848 - Find the volunteers who are Active without an assignment
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Testing a New Set
Help topic 2182
Added or revised 09-30-2016
If you've just defined a new Set [_______]
pg:0859 - or changed an existing one - it's a good idea to test your Set
[_______]
pg:0858 to be sure it includes the volunteers you expect. To test a Set:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the "Include" section, use the "Sets" dropdown list to select the Set you want to test.
3. Click the 'All' link near the top of the Volunteers page to display a list of all of the volunteers in the Set.
This list should include all of the volunteers you expect to see in the Set, and none that you don't. If necessary
you can 'spot-check' as many of the volunteers as you'd like to be sure they meet the rules you've defined for the
Set. For example, if your set should include volunteers who have at least 1,000 life hours, and who are 'Adult'
volunteers; you would examine the Core tab to spot-check a record. The volunteer's Core tab should show at
least 1,000 life hours in the Statistics box, and 'Adult' in the 'Type' field.
When you're finished testing, clear your Include settings like this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the "Include" section click the "Clear" link.
If you discover that your Set includes volunteers you didn't want to include, or is missing volunteers you did want
to include, return to Sets and modify your rules as needed. To modify a Set definition:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the name of the Set you want to modify.
3. Make any changes you'd like to the Set's rules.
4. Click the Finished button when you're finished.

How to View the Volunteers in a Set
Help topic 2183
Added or revised 09-30-2016
You can view a list of the volunteers in a Set [_______]
pg:0858 on the Volunteers page.
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215
2. Under the "Include" section, select the Set you want to view from the "Sets" dropdown, as shown here:
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3. Click the 'All' link near the top of the Volunteers page to display a list of all of the volunteers in the Set.

When you're finished viewing the volunteers in a Set you should clear the Include settings like this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the "Include" section click the "Clear" link.
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pg:0861 - Testing a New Set
Related helpHelp topic 2182 [_______]
Help topic 2184 [_______]
pg:0863 - How to Print a Report for a Set

How to Print a Report for a Set
Help topic 2184
Added or revised 09-30-2016
You can use Sets [_______]
pg:0858 when you print reports if you want a report to include just the volunteers who are in
a particular Set. For example, if you have a 'Junior volunteers' Set, you can print a report that includes just the
Junior volunteers.
If you've already defined the Set you want to include on a report, you're all ready to start printing. If you haven't
defined the Set yet, create the Set [_______]
pg:0859 first and then return here when you're finished.
To print a report that includes just the volunteers in a specific set:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the report you want to print. You can use Sets with any volunteer report, including Address labels;
Excel spread sheets; Labels; Name tags; Service details; Service summary; and Volunteer list reports.
3. Click the Print it button for the report you select.
4. On the Include page, check "These volunteers," as shown here:
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5. On the Include page, check "This set" and then use the drop-down list to choose the set you want the report to
include, as shown here:

6. Click the Start printing button when you're ready to start printing the report.
You can use the "Include" window to further limit which volunteers will appear on the report by combining a Set
with other selection criteria on the Include page. For example, if you have a 'Junior volunteers' Set, but you only
want the report to include Junior volunteers who are currently 'active,' you would use the Include page to select
the "Junior volunteers" Set and also choose to include only volunteers who are Active, as shown here:
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The report with the Include selections shown above will include just the Active Junior volunteers who are
currently Active, because the Include page says to include just volunteers whose status is 'Active' and who are
part of the 'Junior volunteers' Set. Whenever you choose multiple Include criteria like this, volunteers will appear
on the report only if they meet all of the criteria you choose.
Here's another example:
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The report with the Include selections shown above will include just Active 'Adult' volunteers who have no service
recorded, because
• Only the 'active' status is selected in the Status section
• Only 'Adult' volunteers are selected in the Type section
• A 'No service' Set is selected
Volunteers will appear on the report only if they have all three of these criteria.
Related help
Help topic 2182 [_______]
pg:0861 - Testing a New Set
Help topic 2183 [_______]
pg:0861 - How to View the Volunteers in a Set
Help Topic 2206 [_______]
pg:0464 - How do I make Set names print as part of report titles?
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Their Spare Dropdown Fields Set Rule
Help topic 2187
Added or revised 12-20-2007
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on any of the "Spare dropdown fields" that
appear on the Profile tab.
You create set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a set of volunteers based on any of the "spare dropdown fields," select the desired field from the 'Add
a rule…' drop down list.
For example, an organization may have customized a spare dropdown field to track their volunteers' highest level
of education. The following image depicts the rule setup for a Set of volunteers who have a college degree.

Alternatively, there may be a need to exclude volunteers with a specific spare dropdown field entry. In the
Education example, there might be a need to exclude all volunteers with the entry of "Did not complete high
school." The image below shows how to define such a rule.

Their Spare Checkbox Fields Set Rule
Help topic 2188
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on any of the "Spare checkbox fields" that
appear on the Profile tab.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on any of the "spare checkbox fields," select the desired field name from the
"Include volunteers in this set based on" drop down list and make the appropriate selections in the Set rule
definition box.
For example, an organization might have a spare checkbox field to track whether or not volunteers have any sort
of criminal history. The following image shows how such an organization would define a Set rule to include only
those volunteers whose 'Criminal Record' checkbox is not checked.
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Their Past Status Set Rule
Help topic 2189
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on what a volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 was at
some time in the past. This information is stored as Status dates recorded in the Dates box on the History tab in
the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteers' past Status, select 'Their past status' from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
Their Status was
Check the volunteer Status(es) you want to include in this Set. You must check at least one volunteer Status.
For example, to create a Set that includes only volunteers who had an 'Inactive' Status at some point in the past,
you would create a rule like the one shown here:

In this example, the Set would include all volunteers who had an 'Inactive' Status at any point in December 2007.
The past Status Set rule can pick up volunteers who had a particular Status at some point during a time frame of
multiple months by selecting different months and/or years from the drop down date fields.
If you select more than one Status, your Set will include volunteers that had any of the checked Statuses. For
example, to create a Set that finds volunteers who had a Status of either 'Inactive' or 'LOA' during December
2007, you would create a rule like the one shown here:
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Their Assignment Set Rule
Help topic 2196
Added or revised 03-31-17
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on whether or not a volunteer has a particular
Assignment, or an Assignment at a specific Site or Place.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on the volunteers' Assignments, select 'Their assignment' from the 'Add a
rule…' drop down list.
When a Set has a rule based on volunteer Assignment, it looks at the Assignment box on the volunteer's Service
tab to determine whether or not the volunteer has (or does not have) the assignment you specify. You can also
(optionally) specify that the volunteer must have a particular Role [_______]
pg:0103 in the assignment; or a 'From date'
or 'To date' in the assignment that falls in a particular time frame. Creating a rule that includes volunteers who
have no assignment at all listed on their Service tab is also possible.
They are (are not) assigned to
Choose this option if you want your set to include all of the volunteers assigned (or not assigned) to a specific
Assignment, or any Assignment at a specific Site or Place.
Select 'are assigned' to include all of the volunteers who are assigned to a particular Assignment, Site, or Place.
Select 'are not assigned' if you want to include only the volunteers who do not have a particular Assignment, or
any Assignment at a particular Site or Place.
Use the drop down list to select the Assignment, Site, or Place.
Examples
Here's an example of a rule that includes all of the volunteers who have an Assignment called 'Reading Buddy:'
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Since there's no Role; From date; or To date specified, this set includes all volunteers who have the 'Reading
Buddy' Assignment listed in the 'Service' box on their Service tab regardless of what their Role is in that
Assignment.
In the example below, the Rule calls for volunteers who have the 'Reading Buddy' Assignment, but only if their
Role in the 'Reading Buddy' Assignment is either "Assigned" or "Substitute."

Their Site Set Rule
Help topic 2197
Added or revised 02-14-2012
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on which Sites a volunteer is associated with.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on Site, select 'Their Site' from the "Include volunteers in this set based on"
drop down list.
This Set rule appears only if you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature, and it determines which
volunteers should be included in the Set by looking at the Sites box on the volunteer Core tab.
Site Set rules can be based on whether volunteers do or not have a particular Site; whether they have no Site, or
whether they have a minimum number of Sites.
Their Site
The first option will capture all volunteers who have a specific Site recorded in the Sites box on their Core tab.
Help topic 2037 describes how a volunteer's record becomes associated with a particular Site or Sites [_______]
pg:0094 .
In the example provided below, the Set will capture all volunteers who are associated with the South Site.
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By choosing the 'is not' radio button rather than the 'is' button, this Set could have included all volunteers whose
records do not contain an association with the South Site.

The second group of volunteers that can be pulled into a Set with this type of Set rule are those volunteers
without any Site at all. The Set rule to capture volunteers without a Site looks like this:

It can sometimes be useful to view a Set of volunteers without a Site to determine which volunteers within the
Set are actually in need of being assigned to a Site.

Finally, the 'Their Site' Set rule can be used to identify volunteers with a minimum number of Sites. This rule can
include volunteers with at least any number of Sites (between one and twelve) recorded on their Core tab.
The following image shows a rule that would capture volunteers with at least any 2 Sites on their Core tab:
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Their Flags Set Rule
Help topic 2198
Added or revised 03-20-2008
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on whether or not a volunteer has a specific
Flag.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteer Flags, select 'Their flags' from the "Include volunteers in this
set based on" drop down list.
The 'Their flags' Set rule includes volunteers in the Set based on the Flags listed on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. This rule can include volunteers who have or do not have any of the Flags tracked by your organization.
Their Flags include any of these…
Choose this option to include volunteers who have any of the Flags you specify. In the example below, the rule
would capture all volunteers who have 'Regular' and/or 'RSVP' Flags.

Their Flags do not include any of these…
Choose this option to include volunteers who do not have the Flags you have marked. In the image that follows,
the rule would pick up all volunteers who do not have the 'Telephone Pioneer' Flag. In other words, volunteers
with the 'Regular,' 'Auxiliary,' and 'RSVP' Flags would be included in a Set with this rule, along with volunteers
without any Flags.

Their Type Set Rule
Help topic 2199
Added or revised 03-20-08
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on whether or not a volunteer is a specific
Type.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
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To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteer Type, select 'Their type' from the "Include volunteers in this set
based on" drop down list.
The 'Their type' Set rule includes volunteers based on the data recorded in the Type field [_______]
pg:0212 on the Core
tab in the volunteer record.
This Set rule can capture volunteers who are of a certain Type or are specifically not of a certain Type.
Their Type
The following image shows a Set rule that would pick up all volunteers of the Type 'Junior.'

This sort of Set rule is frequently used to create separate reports for volunteers of a different Type (for example,
creating one report for 'Adult' volunteers and another for 'Junior' volunteers).
Their type is not…

Their Service Set Rule
Help topic 2200
Added or revised 11-06-12
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on each volunteer's service records (e.g. their
hours or other measure of service). You create Sets on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set
Definition page you can get there by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a
new set button. You can learn more about creating and using Sets in Help topic 2181 [_______]
pg:0859 .
To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteer service, select "Their Service" from the "Include volunteers in
this set based on" dropdown list. The "Their service" rule determines whether to include volunteers in the Set
based on the data stored in their Service box on the Service tab [_______]
pg:1581 in the volunteer record.
There are eight main ways to define a Set rule by service.
1. The first option allows the System Operator to define a Set by the number of hours, Merit Hours [_______],
pg:1564 or
other Service Measure [_______]
pg:1557 recorded in a particular month and/or year, or group of months. The following
image shows how this Set rule would be setup to include volunteers with less than 40 hours of service recorded
for March 2007.
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2. Secondly, this type of Set rule allows a System Operator to base the Set on volunteers who have served: "At
least," "Exactly," or "Fewer than" a specified number of hours (or other service) within a range of dates. In the
following example, volunteers with at least 1 hour of service recorded between the beginning of January 2007
and the end of December 2007 would be included in the Set.

3. The "Their service" Set rule's third option lets the System Operator include volunteers based on their hours (or
other service) over their Life, YTD (Year-to-date), MTD (Month-to-date), or a floating subtotal date range. The
Statistics [_______]
pg:1387 help topic shows how you define Life, YTD, MTD and floating subtotal ranges in your
account.
The following image shows a Set rule that will include volunteers with fewer than 10 Life hours.

4. Option four lets a System Operator pull all volunteers without any hours, Merit Hours [_______],
pg:1564 or any other
Service Measure [_______]
pg:1557 recorded. For example, the following image shows a Set rule that would capture
volunteers without any Absences (a Service Measure) recorded.

5. The next option is to include volunteers who have any number of hours (or other service) recorded on one
specific date. This option can be especially important when tracking volunteer service for special events.
In the following example, the "Their service" Set rule is setup so that all volunteers with any hours recorded on
December 28, 2007 will be included in the Set.

6. Alternatively, a System Operator might want to know which volunteers did not serve any hours (or complete
other service) on a particular day. The image below shows how to include volunteers who
do not have any "Calls Answered" (a Service Measure [_______])
pg:1557 recorded on June 1, 2007.

This option is also helpful because you can combine it with other Set rules. For example, Help topic 2320
[_______]
pg:0879 shows how to combine the "Their service" and "Their schedule" rules to find volunteers who did not
serve as expected on a given day.
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7. The next option checks the number of service records stored on a volunteer's Service tab [_______].
pg:1581 This
option does not take into consideration the number of hours or other service measures indicated by each entry--it
merely counts the number of service records included in the Service box.
The image below shows how to use this option to include volunteers with less than five service records on their
Service tab in the Set.

8. This option will include volunteers in the Set if they have at least one service record that meets the
requirements during the time frame selected. This can be useful if you're looking for abnormally small or large
service entries. For example, the following settings would find any volunteers who have a service entry with less
than 10 minutes of service recorded during any month of 2007.

Or the following settings will find any records with over 8 hours of service on a single entry during October 2007.

Please keep in mind, that if you keep group records [_______]
pg:1909 or allow service to be tracked [_______]
pg:2026 for a
range of dates as a lump sum, these could create service entries with over 8 hours of service.
9. Finally, the "Only count service in" box can be checked to further limit the volunteers included in a Set. Mark
this option
in addition to
one of the options above to include volunteers in the Set only if they have the required service in a specific Site,
Place, Assignment or Assignment Cluster [_______].
pg:0934 The example below shows how to include volunteers with
at least one hour and thirty minutes of service in the "Front Desk" Assignment recorded in the current month.
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This option can also be used to identify volunteers with service not associated with any Assignment. For
example, if volunteers are showing on reports with "(None)" in the Assignment column. In this case, mark the box
and choose "No Assignment" from the dropdown list.
The following image shows a Set rule that will pick up volunteers with at least 2 hours of service in 2007 that
were not associated with any Assignment.
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Their Spare Fields Set Rule
Help topic 2201
Added or revised 03-20-08
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on any of the "Spare fields" that appear on the
Profile tab.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on any of the "spare fields," select the desired field name from the "Include
volunteers in this set based on" drop down list and make the appropriate selections in the Set rule definition box.
An example of data that might be tracked in a spare field on the Profile tab is Driver's license number. In this
example, a Set rule can be used to find volunteers with a Driver's license field that does or does not contain
specific characters, or volunteers whose Driver's license field is blank.
The following image depicts a Set rule that would include volunteers with a blank Driver's License field.
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Their Characteristics Set Rule
Help topic 2208
Added or revised 11-17-2016
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on volunteer characteristics (e.g. skills). You
track volunteer characteristics on the Profile tab in the volunteer record.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page you can get there
by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteer characteristics, select the appropriate characteristic (e.g. 'Their
skills') from the "Include volunteers in this set based on" drop down list.
In the example of volunteer Skills, after choosing to create a rule based on 'Their skills,' each of the skills tracked
by your organization will be listed in a drop down table. Choose the skill of interest, and choose either 'is
checked' or 'is not checked' to pick up volunteers who do, or do not, have the skill checked on their Profile tab.
The following image shows how one would create a rule to include volunteers whose 'Accounting' Skill field is
checked on the volunteer record Profile tab.

Find the Volunteers With No Recent Activity
Help topic 2222
Added or revised 02-14-2012
One easy way to do this is to create a "Set" that finds the volunteers who have not had any service posted
recently, and then to view or print the volunteers in this Set.
Create the Set like this:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select "Sets."
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Under "What would you like to call this set?" enter a name for the Set. For example "No recent activity."
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" select "Their Service" and then click the Go button.
5. Setup the first Rule as shown below. While the example pictured below looks for volunteers with no service in
the last 3 months, you can setup this rule to include volunteers with no service in…
•
•
•
•
•
•

The current month
The previous month
The last 1 month
The last 2 months
The last 3 months
The last 4 months
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• The last 6 months
• The last year

6. If you want your list only to include 'Active' volunteers who have no recent activity, add an additional Set rule
like this:
A. Under "Add another rule based on..." select "Their current status" and then click the Go button.
B. Check the "Active" status (plus any other statuses you may want to include).
7. Click the Finished button.

You can now view [_______]
pg:0861 or print [_______]
pg:0863 the list of volunteers who have no recent activity.
This Set finds volunteers who have no hour entries for the time period you choose for the Set. This approach to
finding volunteers with no recent activity works, as long as you track volunteer service in Volgistics.
Related help
Help Topic 2183 [_______]
pg:0861 - How to view the volunteers in a Set

How to find volunteers who did not serve as scheduled
Help topic 2320
Added or revised 10-04-2016
You may print a report that you can use to identify volunteers who did not appear for their scheduled shift. In
order to do this, all service for the volunteers who did work on the date needs to be entered into the system.
Then you will need to create a set to identify volunteers who were scheduled, but did not have service hours
recorded.
To do this:
1. Select 'Sets' from the Menu.
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2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Give your set a unique title.
4. Under 'Include volunteers in this set based on,' select 'Their Service' and click the Go button.
5. Select 'They do not have any hours recorded' and the date you're looking for.
6. Under 'Add another rule based on...,' select 'Their Schedule' and click the Go button.
7. Select that the volunteer was scheduled and the date you're looking for.
8. Under 'This set has 2 rules...' make sure the setting is on 'Include volunteers in this Set only if they pass every
one of these rules.'
9. Click the Finished button
Your completed set should appear like the example below:

This set can be used run a report by following the steps in help topic 2184 [_______]
pg:0863 .
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Related help
Help topic 2180 [_______]
pg:0858 - Sets
Help topic 2183 [_______]
pg:0861 - How to view the volunteers in a Set
Help topic 2275 [_______]
pg:1424 - Tracking Volunteer Absences

Their Postal Mail Set Rule
Help topic 2714
Added or revised 09-22-2014
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on whether or not the No postal mail box on
the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record is checked or un-checked. When the box is checked, the
system automatically prevents the volunteer's information from being included on any Address Label reports
[_______]
pg:0483 run in your account. If this field is checked, it means that the volunteer (or your organization) has
specifically decided the volunteer should not have information sent to them using postal mail. This could be used
when more than one person in the household volunteers with your organization, or the volunteer has been
dismissed but you still need to keep a record for him or her.
The image below shows how to define a rule that will capture all volunteers for whom the No postal mail box is
checked.

You can also use this Set rule to find all volunteers who do not have the No postal mail box checked. The image
below shows how to define a rule to identify these volunteers.

Their Kind Set Rule
Help topic 2877
Added or revised 05-12-14
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the record's Kind field. The Kind field is
used to identify group [_______]
pg:1909 or individual volunteer records.
You create Set rules on the Set Definition page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page, you can get
there by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on volunteer Kind, select
Their Kind
from the
Include volunteers in this set based on
dropdown list. This Set rule can capture volunteers who are either individual or group [_______]
pg:1909 records.
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The following image shows a Set rule that would pick up all volunteers that are listed as group records:

Their Daily Availability Set Rule
Help topic 2878
Added or revised 05-12-14
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on the selections a volunteer has made in their
Daily availability field.
This option will only appear when making a Set if you are using pre-set intervals (instead of actual times) to track
availability. You can check this setting, and setup your Daily availability field if necessary, by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Select Daily availability.
5. Be sure the Track daily availability using option is set to These pre-set intervals.
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6. If necessary, change the default intervals and other setup options for the field.
7. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to exit.
After you have made sure the
Daily availability
field is setup to use pre-set intervals, you can make a Set based on it on the Set Definition page. If you're not
already on the Set Definition page, you can get there by choosing Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then
clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their availability, select Their daily availability from the Include volunteers
in this set based on dropdown list.
The options for including volunteers in the Set will vary depending on the setup of the Daily availability field in
your account, and your selections when you define the Set. Here are some examples of how this can be used.
Example One
If an account has the Daily availability field setup with the default settings where each weekday is available and
the pre-set intervals are Morning, Afternoon and Evening, this image shows how they could find volunteers who
are available in the afternoon or evening on Fridays:
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Note that the rule has "any of these" selected for the or option. If they selected "all of these," only volunteers with
both Afternoon and Evening would appear in the Set.
Example Two
A food bank has their Daily availability field setup with Monday through Friday selected and two hour shifts
running from 6:00 am to 10:00 pm entered as the pre-set intervals. This image shows how they could make a Set
to find volunteers to fill a four hour shift from 6:00 am to 10:00 am on Monday morning:

Notice that the "all of these" option is selected so that the Set will only find records where both items are
selected. If "any of these" were selected, the Set would find volunteers with either the two hour "6:00 am - 8:00
am" shift selected or the two hour "8:00 am - 10:00 am" shift selected.
Example Three
A music festival that takes place over Memorial Day weekend has their Daily availability field setup to Track daily
availability for these dates only and has entered May 23, 2014 as the beginning date and May 26, 2014 as the
ending date. They have entered six shift ranges volunteers can select as the pre-set intervals. This image shows
how they could find volunteers available to work security on Sunday, May 25, 2014:
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Their Country Set Rule
Help topic 2879
Added or revised 05-12-14
This help topic explains how to define a Set rule [_______]
pg:0853 based on whether or not a volunteer has a certain
country entered into the Country [_______]
pg:1302 field.
This option will only appear when making a Set if the Hidden setting on the Country field's setup page is set to
No. You can make this change, and setup the items in your Country dropdown if necessary, by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Select Country.
5. Change the Hidden setting to No.
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6. If necessary enter a country you want on your list in the Add a new item field and click the Save button to the
right of the field. Repeat this step until all the countries are added.
7. Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to exit.
After you have made sure your Country field is not hidden, you can make a Set based on it on the Set Definition
page. If you're not already on the Set Definition page, you can get there by choosing Sets from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , and then clicking the Create a new set button.
To create a Set of volunteers based on their country, select Their Country from the Include volunteers in this set
based on dropdown list.
The Their Country Set rule includes volunteers based on the data recorded in the Country field on the Core tab
[_______]
pg:1868 on the volunteer record.
This Set rule can capture volunteers who have a certain country entered on their record, or specifically do not
have a certain country on their record.
The following image shows a Set rule that would find all volunteers with Canada entered as their country:

You can also use your Set to find volunteers based on if the field is blank. For example, if you needed to identify
all volunteers who have a country selected, you could do this by setting up the rule as shown in this image:
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Setup
Help topic 2241
Added or revised 10-05-2012
The Setup menu option opens the Setup page.

The Setup page includes links to the system setup and configuration options.
Your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 controls which Volgistics operators have access to the
Setup page. If the Setup option does not appear on your Volgistics menu, you do not have access to the Setup
controls. In this case you should contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator for assistance with
configuration changes.
If you're unsure of whom the Administrators are for your account, or you want to check your operator record's
access settings, you can do this by:
1. Select Help from the Menu.
2. Click the "Operator information" link at the bottom of the page.
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Managing Volgistics Cookies
Help topic 1183
Added or revised 05-08-2008
Cookies [_______],
pg:1615 or small pieces of information websites can save on your computer, can be permitted or
blocked, either completely or from specific websites. Cookies from volgistics.com can be used to save login
credentials at a computer.
If you have access to Setup and you would like to manage cookies from volgistics.com, you can do so on the
Cookies page. If you're not already on this page, you can get there by choosing Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
choosing 'Account management,' and then selecting 'Cookies.'
Clear
Clicking the Clear button will remove any Volgistics login credentials that were previously saved on this
computer. A user will have to enter their complete login credentials the next time they login at this computer.
As long as Cookies from volgistics.com have not been blocked after being cleared on the Cookies page, users
will see the "Remember my credentials at this computer" checkbox option on the Login page.
The Secure Login box after the Clear button has been clicked:

Block
Clicking the Block button will prevent login credentials from being saved on this computer. This is particularly
useful when multiple system operators work at the same computer, as it prevents any user from saving their
login information on the Volgistics Login page.
When cookies from Volgistics are blocked from the Cookies page, the Login page remembers the account
number but not any user's email address or password on that computer. The Login page also no longer contains
the "Remember my credentials at this computer" checkbox.
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The Secure Login box after the Block button has been clicked:

Note: The "Clear" and "Block" functions on this page apply only to the computer on which the buttons are
clicked. For example, if you want to prevent system operators from saving their login credentials on one specific
computer that is shared by multiple users, you should go to the Cookies page on that shared computer to block
cookies.
Related help
Help Topic 2255 [_______]
pg:1615 - Cookies

Restore All Archived Volunteer Records
Help topic 2038
Added or revised 10-05-2016
To restore all archived volunteer records:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Select "Account Management."
3. Click "Restore all archived volunteer records."
4. Follow the directions on that page.

Related help
Help Topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 - Including Archived Records on Reports
Help Topic 1998 [_______]
pg:1817 - Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-Archived Records
Help Topic 2000 [_______]
pg:1819 - Archiving Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2001 [_______]
pg:1822 - Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2034 [_______]
pg:1852 - How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?
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Clearing Your Account
Help topic 2112
Added or revised 01-13-2016
Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 can clear all of the information from their Volgistics account. Clearing your
account wipes the information for your account from the system.
In most cases, you should not clear an established Volgistics database that you want to continue using.
However, there are some unique circumstances when starting over is useful. Here are some examples:
-You have a new Volgistics account and you've been experimenting with different customizations and test
records. You want to clear the account all at once so you can get started with real information.
-You are using one of the conversion options to import information from another program. Once the import is
finished you examine the data and find things you'd like to change about the way the import handled the data. As
long as you have not started adding new data, you can clear the account and repeat the process with the
changes.
-You inherited a Volgistics account that was not maintained for some time, and feel the most effective approach
is to clear the account and start over.

Clear your account only when you are certain that:

1.
You understand what will happen when you clear your account. Read and understand this help topic before
proceeding.

2.
You no longer want to keep any of the information in your Volgistics account.
pg:0065 who are
3. You have the authority in your organization to do this (only System Operators [_______]
Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 can clear their account).
What is removed when you clear an account?
When you clear your account, the following information is deleted from your account. This includes:
• Every non-archived volunteer record
• Every archived [_______]
pg:1819 volunteer record
• All service entries [_______]
pg:1581 (hours)
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• All Site, Place, and Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 records
• All Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 records
• Everything in your Volgistics mailbox (except help inquiries) including any report files in your In Box [_______]
pg:0303
and sent messages in your Out Box [_______]
pg:0362
• All custom reports [_______]
pg:0467 you've created unless you choose to keep reports
• All System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 unless you ask to keep your account setup
• All of the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 options for your account unless you ask to keep your account setup
• All VicDoc [_______]
pg:1648 documents currently stored for records
Who will clearing your account affect?
Clearing your account affects everyone who uses it. Here are some of the things that happen to access when
you clear an account:

• Unless you choose to keep your account setup, no one but you will have credentials to access your account
• once it's cleared. You will need toenter new System Operators [_______]
pg:1440 to give others access.
• Even if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , all volunteer, Site, Place, Assignment, Coordinators, and
documents are deleted for all Sites. There is not a procedure for clearing the information for just a single Site.
• Volunteers will not have access to any information at VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 until you re-enter their records and
assign temporary passwords.
• If you use VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 volunteers will not be able to sign-in until you re-enter their records and
PIN's.
.
Clearing your account does not change your account status or payment information. If you have a paid account,
clearing your account does not change your service level, billing contact, or payment arrangements. Clearing a
trial account does not change the trial account expiration date.
How to clear your account
1. Choose

Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.

2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Clear account.
4. Follow the instructions on the screen.
When you clear your account you can optionally keep your current account setup and reports, and save any
VicDoc [_______]
pg:1648 documents you have uploaded. See the sections below for more information on this.
Keep account setup
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It's a good idea to keep your account setup if you're satisfied with the way you have your account customized,
but you want to start over with new volunteer, Site, Place, Assignment, and Coordinator information. Do not keep
your account setup if you want to start completely over from scratch.
By default, the Keep account setup checkbox is checked and disabled. This is because the Keep reports
checkbox is checked and the only way reports can be saved is if the account setup is also saved. If you wish to
delete the account's setup, you will need to un-check the Keep reports checkbox and then un-check the Keep
account setup checkbox.
If you choose to keep your account setup, all of the customization options that appear under the Setup menu are
preserved, including:
• All System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . However, if you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , any Site Level Access
restrictions that System Operators had previously are removed.
• All field customizations [_______]
pg:0957 including custom field names, default values, and hidden fields.
• All dropdown list [_______]
pg:0963 (look-up table) values.
• Any Service Tracking customizations you've made remain including special Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 and
Service Values [_______]
pg:0516 you've setup.
• All Checklist items [_______]
pg:0142 .
• All Awards [_______].
pg:1551
• All Sets [_______]
pg:0858 .
• All Volunteer Application Forms [_______]
pg:0413 .
• Your organization logo [_______]
pg:1353 if one was provided.
Keeping your account setup does not save any assignments you currently have in your account. Clearing your
account always deletes all Sites, Places, and Assignments.
If you choose
not
to keep your account setup, all the customization options that appear under the Setup menu (including those
listed above) are deleted or reset. In this case your account will appear as if it was brand new, and you'll need to
start over again with any customizations you want your account to have. To help you with this, the Getting
Started Interview [_______]
pg:0200 will be repeated the first time you login [_______]
pg:0220 after clearing your account.
Keep reports
The Keep reports checkbox is checked by default. In order for the Keep reports checkbox to be checked, the
Keep account setup checkbox must also be checked. There is not a way to save reports without also saving the
account's setup.
When the Keep reports checkbox is checked, it means that any custom reports [_______]
pg:0467 created in your
account will still be available after you clear your account. Stock reports [_______]
pg:0595 are not impacted by clearing
your account so they will be available after the account is cleared no matter if the Keep reports checkbox is
checked or un-checked.
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If you do not want custom reports to be saved, un-check the Keep reports checkbox before clearing your
account.
Please note that this option saves the actual setup of the custom report, but not the content of completed PDF
[_______]
pg:1606 and Excel [_______]
pg:0513 reports that have already been run. You will need to save your reports [_______]
to your local computer if you want them to be available after clearing your account. Clearing your account deletes
all content from the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox.
Download all VicDoc Documents
If your account uses the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature, you will see a checkbox for downloading VicDoc documents
when you clear the account. If you do not see this checkbox, your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 does not
include the VicDocs feature.
When the Download all VicDoc Documents checkbox is checked, all documents uploaded to the Docs tab of
volunteer [_______],
pg:1630 Coordinator [_______],
pg:1636 and Site, Place, and Assignment [_______]
pg:1642 records will be gathered
into a zip file when the account is cleared. This zip file will be available for 5 days on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of
your account when you login after clearing your account. You will need to save the file to your local computer
during the 5 days it is available. It will not be available after the 5 days end.
There is not a way to make a bulk upload of all the documents in the zip file to the account again. You would
need to upload the documents individually to the Docs tab of each record if you want the documents to be in the
account after the account is cleared.
Start
There is not a way to undo clearing your account once the process has started so Volgistics requires several
confirmation safeguards to be sure you wish to proceed. If you have read and agree to all the terms regarding
clearing your account, enter "Yes" in the Do you acknowledge the four items listed above? field and click the
Start button. At this point you can still cancel if you wish by clicking the Cancel button. If you wish to proceed,
enter your password and click the Continue button. Once a valid password is entered and the Continue button
is clicked, you cannot stop the clearing process. There will not be a way to restore your account's information.
Clearing your account may take as long as twenty to thirty minutes to complete. During this time you will not be
able to login. Once Volgistics has finished clearing your account, you can login again.
If you chose to keep your account setup, any System Operators you had before you cleared your account will be
able to login again. If you choose not to keep your account setup, only the Volgistics Administrator who cleared
the account can login. To do this he or she will use the same login name and password that was used to clear
the account because there will not be any other System Operator records left in the account.
When you login after clearing your account, you will not have any records for volunteers, Sites, Places,
Assignments, or Coordinators.
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How do I cancel an account?
Help topic 2262
Added or revised 01-25-2016
You may cancel your Volgistics account at any time. For security, Volgistics' policies require all cancellations to
be performed by an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for the account.
To cancel your account:
1. Log in to Volgistics.
2. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
3. Select "Account management."
4. Select "Cancel account."
5. Follow the instructions on the Cancel Account page to cancel.
When you cancel an account you can no longer use Volgistics. Cancelling an account destroys all information in
the account, including volunteer records, all of the account configuration settings, and all of the information about
your organization. If your account contains volunteer data you wish to save, you must retrieve your information
from your account [_______]
pg:0461 before you cancel. Data cannot be retrieved from cancelled accounts.
Once you cancel your account, Volgistics stops billing your credit card for the monthly service fee. There is no
refund of any fees you may have already paid, or credits.
VicDocs and Account Cancellation
If you use the optional VicDocs module [_______],
pg:1648 the last page of the cancellation process will include an option
to receive any documents uploaded to the Docs tab of volunteer [_______],
pg:1630 Coordinator [_______],
pg:1636 and Site,
Place, or Assignment [_______]
pg:1642 records. If this option is selected, the documents will be placed in a zip file when
you cancel and a link to download these documents will be sent to the email address of the Administrator
cancelling the account.
Please note:The link to download the zip file of documents will only stay active for 5 days after you cancel the
account. If you do not sign-in to your email, click the link, and then save the documents to your local computer
during the 5 day period after the account is cancelled, the documents will no longer be available.
Want to start over?
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Assignment Tracking Ground Rules
Help topic 2047
Added or revised 01-13-2016
Use the Assignment Tracking Ground Rules page to customize basic system functions that are related to
Assignment tracking. If you're not already on the Assignment Tracking Ground Rules page and you have access
to the Setup area, you can get to this page by choosing Setup from the menu, selecting 'Assignment tracking,'
and then clicking 'Ground Rules.'
Assignment Page
Display the Assignment page in a collapsible format
If you have more than one Site listed on the Assignments page you can optionally choose to initially see your
Assignments as a collapsible list of Sites, or with the list of Sites, Places, and Assignments fully expanded.
If "Display the assignment page in a collapsible format" is checked, the Assignments page will always open with
your Sites, Places, and Assignments in a collapsed list, as shown here:

When the Assignment list is displayed in this format, you can click the plus icon next to a Site name to expand
the list of Places and Assignments under that Site, and you can click the minus icon next to an expanded Site to
collapse that Site.
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If you have many Sites, choosing to display your Assignments as a collapsible list can make it easier for you to
navigate on the Assignments page.
If "Display the assignment page in a collapsible format" is not checked, the Assignments page will always open
with your Sites, Places, and Assignments in a fully expanded list, as shown here
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Selecting 'Display the assignment page in a collapsible format' will only affect the appearance of the Assignment
page for System Operators who see more than one Site. If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features,
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 who have access to just one Site will always see just their own Site listed on the
Assignments page no matter which option you choose here.
Always display this Site expanded
If you select 'Display the assignment page in a collapsible format' you can optionally choose to have a specific
Site always initially appear expanded. This is useful in organizations that manage ongoing events where each
year's (or each season's) Assignments are created under a different Site. Choosing the current year's (or
season's) Site here will cause that Site to initially appear expanded while all previous years' Sites will initially
appear collapsed.
Check this checkbox and then choose the Site you wish to initially appear expanded if you want your
Assignments page to open this way. This setting applies to the Assignments page for all System Operators
[_______]
pg:0065 who can see more than one Site.

Assignment dropdown list format
When you post volunteer service in Volgistics you can optionally record the assignment where the service was
performed. You use an Assignment dropdown list, or look-up table, to select the assignment on the service entry.
Similar assignment dropdown lists appear in schedule reports, and other locations throughout Volgistics.
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This option controls the format used to display your Assignments in these dropdown lists. Choose the format you
prefer here.
Hierarchical format
Choose this format if you prefer to see Assignments listed according to their Site and Place, as shown in this
example:

List format "Assignment name [Site\Place]"
Choose this format if you prefer to see Assignments listed alphabetically, with their Site and Place names in
brackets following the Assignment name, as shown here:

List format "[Site\Place] Assignment name"
Choose this format if you prefer to see Assignments listed alphabetically by Site and Place name first, as shown
in this example:
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The Assignment dropdown list format selected here applies to all System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 .
Automatic assignments
Volgistics can automatically maintain this list of assignments for each volunteer based on the service and
schedule entries. Check 'Record assignments automatically' if you want Volgistics to do this.
Click the Make this retroactive button if you want Volgistics to apply automatic assignments retroactively.
Help topic 2265 [_______]
pg:0906 explains more about how automatic assignments work, and what happens when you
apply this feature retroactively.

Related help
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking assignments

Volunteer & Assignment Matching
Help topic 2249
Added or revised 02-13-2017
Volunteer and Assignment matching compares the age, availability, characteristics, and preferences of each
volunteer to the minimum age, availability needed, characteristics, and preferences of a selected Assignment.
Volgistics counts volunteers as matched if they meet the minimum match criteria for the Assignment.
Click on a link in the Content section below to be taken directly to that heading in the help topic.
Content
Set up volunteer & Assignment matching
How do you include or exclude an Assignment from matching?
Where do you enter data for matching?
How are volunteers and Assignments matched?
How to make a mandatory matching criterion
Find volunteers that match your Assignment
Find Assignments that match a volunteer
Set up volunteer & Assignment matching
Before Volgistics can start matching volunteers and Assignments you must turn this feature on:
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1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Assignment tracking".
3. Click the "Ground rules" link.
4. Check "Use volunteer & Assignment matching features".
5. Click the Save button.

How do you include or exclude an Assignment from matching?
You can tell Volgistics whether or not a particular Assignment should be used for matching on the Profile tab of
that Assignment's record. To get there:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu
2. Click the Assignment you would like
3. Go to the Profile tab
4. Here you can check (or uncheck) "This assignment is one that volunteers may be matched to".
5. Click the Save button to save your change.

Where do you enter data for matching?
You enter a volunteer's age, availability, characteristics [_______]
pg:0033 , and preferences on the Profile tab in the
volunteer record. You can assign a volunteer Flags and a Type [_______]
pg:0212 on the Core tab of their record.
You enter the minimum age, required Type and Flag, times that volunteers are needed, and characteristics for
an Assignment on the Profile tab in the Assignment record.

How are volunteers and Assignments matched?
Volunteers and Assignments are matched based on the minimum age, Flag, Type, availability, characteristics,
and preferences.
Minimum age
If an Assignment has a minimum age entered on its Profile tab, only volunteers who have an age entered that is
equal to or greater than that minimum will be matched to the Assignment. So if an Assignment has a minimum
age of 18, no volunteer who is 17 or younger will be matched to it, regardless of how well they match the other
criteria. Volunteers will also not be matched if they do not have any age entered.
Flag and Type
You can select a specific Flag or Type [_______]
pg:0212 that volunteers must have on the Profile tab of each
Assignment. When a Flag and/or a Type is selected from the dropdown list, volunteers will only be matched to
that Assignment if their record has the specific Flag and/or Type. If your volunteers don't need a specific Flag or
Type for the Assignment, we recommend leaving those fields blank.
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Availability
If you track daily availability and an Assignment has some times needed entered on its Profile tab, then
volunteers will only be matched if there is at least some overlap between the times needed in the Assignment
and their own daily availability on the Profile tab of their volunteer record. If you track availability as actual times,
there must be an overlap of at least 15 minutes on at least one day. If you track availability in pre-set intervals
(e.g. Morning, Afternoon, and Evening) then the volunteer must have at least one interval checked on at least
one day that is the same as the Assignment.
If you don't track daily availability or if no times needed have been entered for the Assignment, then availability
will not be considered when matching volunteers to this Assignment.
If you'd like to track availability for both volunteers and Assignments, but you don't want the system to use it for
matching, you can do so like this:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field options.
3. Click Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Click Daily availability.
5. Uncheck "Use availability information when matching volunteers and assignments".
6. Click the Save button to save your changes.

Characteristics
Each characteristic field [_______]
pg:0033 in Volgistics can be configured to be used for volunteers only, for
Assignments only, or for both volunteers and Assignments. If a characteristic field is used for both volunteers and
Assignments, it can be used for matching. If an Assignment has a selection in one of these fields, volunteers will
only be matched to that Assignment if they have at least one of the same options selected on the Profile tab of
their volunteer record.
For example, suppose the Assignment 'Tax Help' requires volunteers to have some accounting experience. You
might have a characteristic field called 'Skills' set up on the Profile tab in the volunteer record to capture skills
and experience the volunteer might have. If the characteristic field is configured to be used for matching, then it
will also appear on the Profile tab of the Assignment record.
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In the Assignment record, you indicate what skills are required. So you would check 'Accounting'.

On the volunteer record, you would only check 'Accounting' if the volunteer has the necessary skill. With this
arrangement, a volunteer will only be matched to 'Tax Help' if they have 'Accounting' checked in the 'Skills' field.
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If you have a characteristic field that is configured to be used for matching, but an Assignment doesn't require
any particular items in that field, just leave all of those options blank in the Assignment record.

Preferences
In Volgistics, preference fields [_______]
pg:1011 can be set up to allow volunteers to select preferences based on Site,
Place, or Assignment, as well as Cluster [_______],
pg:0934 State [_______],
pg:1016 or other custom dropdown lists in your
Assignment records. In addition, they can be configured to allow volunteers to rank preferences ordinally (1st,
2nd, and 3rd choice), by importance (must be, must not be), or with no ranking.
If preferences include "Must be" or "Must not be" ranking, then only Assignments that match the preferences will
be considered a match.
If preferences are not ranked or ranked ordinally, an Assignment will only be considered a match for a volunteer
if the Assignment matches at least one item in each of the volunteer's preference fields.

How to make a mandatory matching criterion
A mandatory match criterion would be a simple option you can choose which the volunteer is required to match
in order to match the Assignment. For example, if an Assignment requires volunteers to be CPR certified,
volunteers who are not certified should not be matched to it.
The easiest way to do this would be to use the Type or Flags field [_______]
pg:0212 . Flags are already a great way to
track different levels of training for the purposes of self-scheduling, this simply extends that use to matching as
well. You could create a Flag called "CPR Certified" and apply it to those volunteers who are actually certified.
Then you can configure the Profile tab of the Assignment with that Flag. With this arrangement, volunteers will
only be matched to this Assignment if they have the appropriate Flag.
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If you need to add more mandatory criteria than these, you could create additional characteristic fields with just
one or two options. For example, if an Assignment requires volunteers to be CPR certified, and you're already
using the Flag and Type fields for other requirements, you could define a Characteristic field like this

With this configuration, volunteers will only be matched with this Assignment if they also have this same item
selected on the Profile tab of their record.
Find volunteers that match your Assignment
Now that you have volunteer & Assignment matching set up, you can find the volunteers who match an
Assignment. To do this:
1. Select Assignments from the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the Assignment for which you want to match volunteers.
3. Select the Volunteers tab for the Assignment.
4. Choose "These volunteers".
5. Under Status, check all volunteer Statuses you wish to include in this match.
6. Under Role [_______]
pg:0103 , if you wish to see volunteers that already have a Role in this Assignment, check all the
Roles you want to include. If you do not want to see their current Roles, you can leave them all unchecked.
7. Check "Matched volunteers".
8. Click Search to see the list of volunteers based on the options you selected.
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The Role column will show either the volunteer's current Role in the Assignment (if you chose to see these in
step 6) or the word "Matched". You can set a Role for an individual volunteer by choosing it from the New role
drop-down list that appears on the same line as their name. When you make this selection, the new Role will be
saved right away.
In addition to selecting Roles for volunteers that match your Assignment, you can also tag [_______]
pg:1529 all the
volunteers on the list by clicking the Tag these button at the bottom of the Volunteers tab. Or you can send all
the volunteers on the list an email or text message by clicking the Messages link near the top of the page.
Find Assignments that match a volunteer
You can also find all of the Assignments that match a particular volunteer. To do this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Use the alphabet links and search options to find the volunteer you'd like [_______],
pg:1982 and then click their name.
3. Go to the Service tab of his or her record
4. Click Include matched assignments. This will cause the system to display all Assignments this volunteer is
matched to.
5. If you'd like to give the volunteer a Role in a matched Assignment, click the "Edit" link, select the appropriate
Role from the dropdown list, and then click the Save button.
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Considerations for site-level access
If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features in Volgistics, then a volunteer's Site(s) will also be
considered when matching. Volunteers will only be considered a match if they are assigned to the Site that the
Assignment appears under. For example, consider the following list of Assignments

In this example, if a volunteer is assigned to Site A and not Site B, they could be matched to Assignment 1, but
not Assignment 2. Even if they meet the other criteria for Assignment 2, they're not assigned to the correct Site,
and so won't be matched to it.
Related help
Help Topic 2047 [_______]
pg:0895 - Assignment Tracking Ground Rules

Record Assignments Automatically
Help topic 2265
Added or revised 09-12-2013
Volunteer Assignments can be recorded in two ways:
1. Assignments can be manually added to the Assignments box [_______]
pg:0193 on the Service tab in each volunteer's
record, or
2. Assignments can be automatically added to a volunteer's record whenever a volunteer has service in an
Assignment or is scheduled to serve in an Assignment.
This help topic provides information about the "Record assignments automatically" option.
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The "Record assignments automatically" option can be found on the Assignment Tracking Ground Rules
[_______]
pg:0895 page. If you are not already on this page, you can get there by choosing Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , clicking on "Assignment tracking," and then clicking on the "Ground Rules" link.
Check this option if you want Volgistics to automatically maintain this list of Assignments for each volunteer. Do
not check this option if you want to control which Assignments a volunteer has yourself by entering a volunteer's
Assignments manually.
When this box is checked, Volgistics automatically inserts a volunteer Assignment record on the volunteer's
Service tab every time you post service or schedule a volunteer for a new Assignment. Volgistics sets the role
[_______] for these new volunteer Assignment records to 'Assigned.'
When this box is not checked, Volgistics will not automatically add Assignment records for volunteers. In this
case, System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can make volunteer Assignments on the Service tab manually.
Make this retroactive
Click the Make this retroactive button if you want Volgistics to apply automatic Assignments retroactively. This
means that Volgistics will automatically insert a volunteer Assignment record on each volunteer's Service tab for
every assignment for which the volunteer currently has service recorded, or is (or has been) scheduled; unless
they already have the Assignment with the 'Assigned' role listed on their Service tab.
For example, if volunteer 'George Bailey' has no volunteer Assignments recorded on his service tab, but he has
volunteer hours recorded in the 'Docent' Assignment, and he is scheduled for the 'Book cart' Assignment; these
two Assignments will appear on his Service tab if you apply this feature retroactively.
Once you apply this feature retroactively, there is not an automatic way to remove any of the volunteer
Assignment records which are added.
Related help
Help Topic 1185 [_______]
pg:0193 - Assigning Volunteers to an Assignment
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Award Ground Rules
Help topic 2286
Added or revised 10-19-2012
You use the Award Ground Rules page to configure several underlying rules Volgistics will use for tracking
volunteer recognition. If you're not already on the Award Ground Rules page, you can get there by selecting
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing "Awards," and then clicking the "Ground Rules" link.
Volunteers are eligible for awards if their Status is
Use this section to control which volunteers you want to give volunteer recognition to based on their volunteer
Status [_______].
pg:1832 Check the statuses you want to receive recognition.
If a volunteer's Status is any of those you check in this section and they meet the requirements for any of your
awards, the award will appear on the volunteer's Checklist box indicating that the volunteer is eligible for the
award. The Checklist box is located on the History tab of the volunteer's record.
If a volunteer's Status is any of those you do not check in this section, they will not be shown as eligible for any
awards-even if they meet the award's criteria.
If you want your volunteer recognition program to just include "active" volunteers, check only the Active Status in
this section.
If a volunteer's Status is not one of those checked in this section, and their Status is changed back to one that is
(for example, if they are changed from "Inactive" back to "Active"), they will become eligible for any award for
which they meet the criteria.
Sequential award rule
Volunteer awards are often "sequential." For example, awards based on the number of hours served are often
based on a sequence such as 100 hours, 500 hours, 1,000 hours, and so forth. When you have these kinds of
awards, there are two different ways you can go about presenting them in situations where volunteers have
achieved more than one level since you last gave awards.
One is to give every award level that a volunteer is eligible for, the other is to give only the highest level they are
eligible for.
Here's an example: suppose you have awards for 100 hours, 500 hours, and so forth. Further suppose that
volunteer George Bailey started volunteering sometime since you last presented awards and he has now served
650 hours. The next time you give awards, should George be presented with a 100 hour award and a 500 hours
award (he meets the criteria for each of these), or only the 500 hour award (the highest award he's eligible for)?
Every level they have achieved
Choose this option if you want to present volunteers with every award, even if they are eligible for a higher level
award. With this setting, George Bailey would receive both the 100 and the 500 hour award in the example
above.
Only the highest level they have achieved
Choose this option if you want to present volunteers with just the highest level award they are eligible for. With
this setting, George Bailey would receive just the 500 hour award in the example above.
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This setting is simply a matter of which way you prefer to give awards. If you recently added volunteer records
and are entering your volunteers' past awards, you can either enter all of your volunteers' past awards (if you
want to keep their award history), or you can just enter their most recent award. If you enter only their most
recent award, set the sequential award rule to Only the highest level they have acheived. Otherwise all the
sequential awards will appear on the volunteer's History tab.
Please keep in mind that this setting affects all sequential awards you setup in Volgistics. So if you change this
for entering past awards and want new volunteers to receive each award in a sequence, you will need to
remember to do this yourself because the volunteer's History tab will not show lower level awards if more than
one level is acheived.
Related help
Help Topic 3022 [_______]
pg:1551 - Tracking Volunteer Recognition

Award Setup
Help topic 2287
Added or revised 10-03-2014
Use the Award setup page to establish an award you want to track in Volgistics. If you're not already on the
award setup page you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing "Awards," and
clicking the "Add a new award" link or clicking on the name of an award you want to change.
Award name
Enter the name of this award. Award names can by anything you'd like and up to 30 characters long. These are
some examples:
•
•
•
•
•

100 Hour Award
2,000 Hour Award
5 Year Award
Tribune Award of Excellence
Outstanding Junior

Volunteers are not eligible automatically (you decide who receives this award)
Choose this option if the award is one that is based on some subjective criteria. In other words, if the recipients
of this award are selected by a committee, yourself, or some other group. An example of an award that might be
given on the basis of subjective criteria is a volunteer of the year award. Such an award might be based on a
variety of factors, not simply how many hours or years of service a volunteer has.
When you choose this option, Volgistics never shows volunteers to be eligible for this award automatically.
Instead, you enter this award manually on the History tab for the volunteers you choose to receive it.
Volunteers are eligible for this award if they meet all of these service conditions...
Choose this option for awards based only on measurable volunteer service, such as hours served or years of
service. Examples of awards based on measurable volunteer service include hour awards (e.g. 100 hours, 500
hours, 1,000 hours, and so forth) and years of service awards (e.g. 1 year, 5 years, 10 years). You can also have
awards based on multiple service accomplishments (e.g. at least 5 years and 1000 hours for example).
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When you choose this option, Volgistics will automatically show which volunteers are eligible to receive this
award in the Checklist box on the History tab of each volunteer's record.
If you choose this option, use the remaining settings on the page to set the rules that determine when volunteers
should receive this award. For example, if an award is given to volunteers who have served at least 100 hours,
you would set that rule in this section.
You can set up to five different rules that define who should receive this award, although most awards will
probably have just one, or perhaps two rules. If you set more than one rule for a single award, a volunteer must
meet all of the rules for the award before they will qualify for it. For example, if an award has these two
conditions:
They have at least 1,000 hours in any assignment
Their years of service are at least 5 years and 0 months
. . . then only the volunteers who have at least 1,000 hours and who also have at least five years of service will
qualify for the award.
To set a condition for the award, put a checkmark next to the condition and then select the values you want the
condition to have.
A condition based on the number of hours a volunteer has served would look like this:

A condition that a volunteer must have served a certain number of hours in a specific assignment, or at a specific
Site or Place, would look like this:

You can create sophisticated award conditions too. This is how you would set an award that is given only to
volunteers who have served at least 200 hours a year, for at least five consecutive years.

If you have an award based of length of service, notice that that there are two possible rules you can use:
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The difference between these two rules relates to the fact that a volunteer's length of service could be
determined two different ways. One is to count the total number of years and months that have passed since the
date a person first became an active volunteer-even if there were intervening months or years where the
individual was not active. The other is to count the years and months since a person first became active,
excluding any periods of time they were inactive.
Here's an example: suppose George Bailey started volunteering ten years ago today, and he has served
continuously except for a two year period he was away. Does George have 10 years of service today, or eight?
Of course the answer is up to you. It simply depends on how you want your award to work.
If you want to base your "years of service" awards on the total number of years and months a volunteer has
served, even if there are periods when the volunteer was inactive, use this rule:

If you want to base your "years of service" awards on the total number of years and months a volunteer has
served, excluding any periods they were inactive, use this rule:

Base this award on volunteer service performed through. . .
Next, choose the time frame for which volunteer service is to be counted for this award. This is often referred to
as the "cut-off" date for an award.
The current date (all of their recorded service)
Select this option if the award should be based on service recorded in the volunteer's record as of today.
The end of the previous month
Select this option if the award should be based on service recorded in the volunteer's record as of the last day in
the previous month. This is the best choice if you present this award on a monthly basis.
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The end of each year
Select this option if the award should based on service recorded in the volunteer's record as of the end of a
particular month each year. Use the dropdown list to choose the month. This is the best choice if you present this
award on an annual basis.
Here's an example of how this selection works: if you select this option and choose "December," service
recorded in a volunteer's record for dates on or before last December 31st will be counted, but service recorded
for dates after last December will not. In other words, a volunteer must have met the award criteria as of the end
of December in order to be eligible for the award.
Volunteers receive this award only if. . .
If you present this award only to volunteers who have (or do not have) a certain Flag or Type in their record, use
this section to specify what that is. For example, if you use the Type field (the Type field is on the Core tab in the
volunteer record) to distinguish between "regular" and "intern" volunteers, and this award is presented only to
"regular" volunteers, use this section to set that requirement. When you do this, only volunteers who have (or do
not have) the Flag and/or Type you specify will be shown as eligible to receive this award when they meet the
award's conditions.
Their Type is (is not)
Check this checkbox and choose is or is not, then choose a Type from the dropdown list to make this award so it
will only apply to volunteers who have (or do not have if you choose is not) the Type you select.
Their Flag is (is not)
Check this checkbox and choose is or is not, then choose a Flag from the dropdown list to make this award so it
will apply only to volunteers who have (or do not have if you choose is not) the Flag you select.
If their Kind is:
If you track both individual and group [_______]
pg:1909 volunteers, use this to specify the kinds of volunteers this award
will apply to.
Select Either individual or group if you want the award to be given to both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the award to only be given to individuals.
Select Groups only if you want the award to only be given to groups.
Keep in mind that group records (if you use them) represent groups of volunteers who you do not track
individually. For this reason, there is not a way to queue or track awards for specific members of a group who
serve under a group's record. If you want to track awards for group members individually, you can track those
volunteers as individuals instead of tracking them collectively as a group.
If you setup an award that applies to groups, a group will be queued for the award when the group members
collectively meet the award requirements. For example, if you create an award which is given after 100 hours of
service, the group will be queued for the award if 50 members of the group each serve 2 hours.
Sequence
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Some awards are sequential, such as those based on 100, 500 and 1,000 hours of service. To make this award
part of a sequence, choose the award it comes after.
For example, if you have awards for 100, 500, 1,000 (and so forth) hours, your 100 hour award would not come
after any award (it's the first one), your 500 hour award would come after the 100 hour award, and the 1,000 hour
award would come after the 500 hour award, and so on.
If this award is part of a sequence of awards, and it's not the first award in the sequence, use the dropdown list to
choose the award it comes after. If the award that this award follows in a sequence has not been setup yet, set it
up first and then return here to complete this step. It's best to setup awards that are sequential starting with the
first award and then continuing with the next.
When you setup your awards to be sequential, you may also want to use the settings on the Award Ground
Rules page to setup whether volunteers show as eligible for every award where they meet the requirements, or
just the highest level award. Help Topic 2286 [_______]
pg:0908 explains how to do this.

Related help
Help Topic 3022 [_______]
pg:1551 - Tracking Volunteer Recognition
Help Topic 2286 [_______]
pg:0908 - Award Ground Rules
Help Topic 2531 [_______]
pg:0913 - Deleting an Award

Deleting an Award
Help topic 2531
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Use the Award setup page to delete an Award you track in Volgistics. If you're not already on the Award setup
page you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing "Awards," and then clicking on
the name of an Award you want to delete.
Only delete an Award if you are certain you want to completely remove the Award and all associated Award
dates from the system. If you have found that you have inadvertently created duplicate Awards, you should
combine [_______]
pg:0915 Awards instead of deleting one.
To delete the Award, scroll to the bottom of the Award setup page and click the Delete this award button. A
warning stating that "This Award will be deleted, along with ALL of the volunteer Award dates for THIS Award"
will appear. Click the OK button to proceed with the deletion.
Important Things to Note before Deleting an Award
1. If you delete an Award, the corresponding Award date entries on the History tab in the record of any volunteer
who previously received the Award will also be removed.
2. There is not a way to "undo" this kind of deletion. Once you delete an Award, you cannot recover information
about this Award or any volunteer's Award dates for this Award.
3. It's okay to delete an Award if the dates when volunteers received it are no longer needed, or if the Award was
created but never actually used.
4. There is not a way to preserve past Award date records without having a corresponding Award.
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5. If you want to keep the past date history for an Award you no longer use, you should change the Award's
setup [_______]
pg:0909 so none of your volunteers will be listed as eligible to receive it. Once you have made this
change, do not delete the Award. It will still appear on the list of Awards in Setup and in the Tickler, but none of
your volunteers will be listed as eligible to receive it.
To Set Up an Award so that None of Your Volunteers are Eligible to Receive it
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on Awards.
3. Click on the name of the Award of interest.
4. On the Award setup page, choose the option that states, "Volunteers are not eligible automatically (you decide
who receives this award)."
5. Scroll down and click the Save button.
Now the Award dates for this Award will be maintained on the History tab of volunteer records, but no volunteers
will appear to be eligible to receive it when you use the Tickler.

What does the Dates box on the History tab look like when an Award is deleted?
When a volunteer has received an Award, the Award appears in the Dates box on the History tab in his or her
volunteer record.
In the following example, the "Volunteer of the Year" Award was presented on 12-17-2008:

Now, after taking the steps to delete the "Volunteer of the Year"" Award from this account, the same volunteer's
Dates box will appear as seen below:
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Note that there is no longer any record of this volunteer receiving the "Volunteer of the Year" Award.

Related help
Help Topic 3022 [_______]
pg:1551 - Tracking Volunteer Recognition
Help Topic 2287 [_______]
pg:0909 - Award Setup

Combining Awards
Help topic 2532
Added or revised 09-17-2013
Use the Award setup page to combine one Award you track in Volgistics with another Award. If you're not
already on an Award setup page, you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing
"Awards," and then clicking on the name of an Award you want to combine with another.
Combining Awards is appropriate when you find that your account uses two Awards to track the same volunteer
accomplishment. This can happen when system operators [_______]
pg:0065 inadvertently create more than one Award
to track the same thing. In this case, even though they have all achieved the same thing, some volunteers may
have Award dates for one Award, while others may have Award dates for another Award. Combining Awards
allows you to remedy this situation.
To combine Awards, scroll to the "Combine" section of the Award setup page for the Award you want to combine
with another Award. Find the "Combine this award with:" dropdown field, and select the Award with which this
Award should be combined. Then click the Combine button. A warning stating that this Award will be combined
with the other Award will appear. Click the OK button to proceed with combining the Awards.
What happens when you combine Awards?
When you are on the Award setup page for Award "A" and you choose to combine it with Award "B", Award "A"
will be removed from the system. It will no longer appear on the list of Awards that is displayed when you choose
Setup from the main menu and then click on Awards; it will not appear on the Tickler page; and it will not appear
on the Awards list in the Checklist box on volunteers' History tabs. In addition, any volunteers who had a date on
their History tab for Award "A" will now have this Award date for Award "B" instead.
The setup for Award "B" will remain the same, so any volunteers who were queued as eligible to receive Award
"B" will still see Award "B" listed on their Awards list on the History tab.
Note that the system does not perform any check to determine whether the rules for Award "A" are the same as
those for Award "B" (and the rules are not merged in any way), so the rules for Award "B" will prevail when the
Awards are combined.
Related help
Help Topic 3022 [_______]
pg:1551 - Tracking Volunteer Recognition
Help Topic 2287 [_______]
pg:0909 - Award Setup
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How to Setup Checklist Items
Help topic 2240
Added or revised 10-03-2014
Use the Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 item setup page to create a new Checklist item, or to change the way an existing
Checklist item is setup. If you're not already on the Checklist item page you can get there by selecting Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing "Checklist" and then clicking the link for an existing Checklist item
or the "Create a new Checklist item" link.
Item Name
Enter the name of this Checklist item here. Examples of Checklist items names include 'Orientation', 'Application
approved', 'Health screening,' 'Confidentiality statement,' 'Background check,' and so forth. Checklist item names
may be up to 30 characters long.
Must volunteers complete another checklist item before this item applies?
This option makes it possible for you setup Checklist items that apply only after volunteers complete a different
Checklist item. For example, if you want new volunteers to complete an 'evaluation' 90 days after their initial
orientation, you could setup a Checklist item called "90 day evaluation" that volunteers must complete 90 days
after they complete a Checklist item called "Orientation." This prevents the '90 day evaluation' item from
appearing on a volunteer's Checklist until 90 days after they complete the 'Orientation' item.
Select No if the Checklist item you're creating is not dependant upon volunteers completing a different Checklist
item.
Select Yes if this Checklist item will not apply until sometime after volunteers perform a different Checklist item. If
you select Yes, also enter the number of days that should pass before this item applies, and use the drop-down
list to select the Checklist item that must be completed first.
How often must volunteers complete this checklist item?
One time
Choose 'One time' if this item is something volunteers only do once. Examples of things that typically happen just
once include having the application form approved, background checks completed, name badges issued, or
attending an orientation.
Once a volunteer completes a 'one time' Checklist item, and you mark it complete in their record, the item will
show 'completed' forever on their Checklist (unless you later delete the 'complete' entry for this item from the
volunteer's History tab).
Periodic
Choose 'Periodic' if this item is something volunteers must repeat on a regular cycle. Examples of periodic
Checklist items include health screenings volunteers must complete every 12 months and re-certifications
required every two years.
If you choose 'periodic,' also select the number of days before the item is due again. For example, enter 365
days if it's due once a year.
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Choose "from the date it last expired" if the next due date for the item should be based on the date it last expired.
Choose "from the date it was last performed" if you want the item to be due again based on the date the
volunteer last completed the item. The difference between these two options is only significant when volunteers
do not complete the item as scheduled. For example, if a TB test is setup to expire once a year (every 365 days),
but a volunteer does not repeat an Expired TB Test until two months after it was due, do you want that volunteer
to be due again in just ten months (365 days after it last expired), or in another year (365 days after it was last
performed)?
Once you mark a volunteer as having completed a 'periodic' Checklist item, the item will appear 'completed' on
their Checklist, and the date the item will be due again will appear next to the item in parentheses. When that
date arrives the item will appear as due again in the volunteer's Checklist.
Annual (same date for all volunteers)
Choose "Annual (same date for all volunteers)" if this item is something volunteers must do once a year, and it
comes due in the same month or on the same day every year for all volunteers. Examples of things that would
be annual (same date for all volunteers) might include membership payments due in January every year, or life
safety re-certification performed in May every year.
If you choose Annual (same date for all volunteers), use the drop-down list to select the month and day the item
comes due each year. Also specify if volunteers are allowed to complete the item early or not.
Annual (volunteer's birthday month)
Choose "Annual (volunteer's birthday month)" if this item is something volunteers must do once each year, and it
comes due on a certain date in the month of the volunteer's birthday. An example of an item that might be due
for volunteers in the month of their birthday is a health screening requirement.
If you choose Annual (volunteer's birthday month), use the drop-down list to select the date the items comes due
in the month of the volunteer's birthday. For example, if you select this option and choose the 15th as the
expiration date, a volunteer whose birthday is in June would be due for the screening on June 15, while a
volunteer with a September birthday would not be due for it until September 15. Also specify if volunteers are
allowed to complete the item early or not.
Note that if a volunteer does not have a date of birth recorded on their Profile tab but the item is setup to apply to
them, the item will always appear to be "pending" for them, since there is no way for the system to know which
month the item is truly due. In order to mark this type of item complete by checking the box next to it on the
volunteer's History tab, you will need to first enter a date of birth for the volunteer. You can, however, make the
item appear complete without entering a birth date if you add a Checklist date for the item in the Dates box on
the History tab instead of marking the box next to the item in the Checklist box on the History tab.
Annual (start date anniversary)
Choose "Annual (start date anniversary)" if this item is something volunteers must do once each year, and you
would like it to come due on the anniversary of the volunteer's start date [_______]
pg:1890 each year. Annual
evaluations are an example of an item that might be due for volunteers on each anniversary of their start date.
If you create a Checklist item with this rule, and you mark the item complete for a volunteer who does not have a
start date, their expiration date will be calculated as a one year from the current date.
Volunteers may/may not complete this item early
You can setup checklist items that must be renewed annually so that volunteers may (or may not) be marked as
having completed the item early. When you setup an annual checklist item so volunteers may complete the item
early, the item will appear on the checklist with a Renewed link, as shown here.
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Clicking this Renewed link will mark the item complete for another year. When volunteers are allowed to
complete the item early you can click the Renewed link before the item's expiration date has actually arrived.
When you setup an annual checklist item so volunteers may not complete the item early, the item will not
include the Renewed link, and the item cannot be marked completed again until the next expiration date has
arrived. Once the expiration date has arrived, the item will automatically appear unchecked (meaning that it is
now due), as shown here.

In this case, checking the checkbox will mark the item complete, as usual.
Which option to choose depends on your policy for a particular checklist item. If it is okay that volunteers
complete the item annually before the next expiration date arrives, choose may. If you do not want to allow
volunteers to complete the item again until a full year has past then choose may not.
Here's an example. Suppose you require an annual performance evaluation for volunteers, and you want to be
certain that at least one full year has passed since the volunteer's last evaluation. In this case you would setup
the checklist item so that volunteers may not complete the item early. On the other hand, you might have an
annual health screening requirement that you would like volunteers to perform no less than once a year (you
would like them to complete it before it expires each year). In this case you should setup the item so that
volunteers may complete it early each year.
Upon expiration
Choose 'Upon expiration' for items that have arbitrary future expiration dates, such as driver's license or medical
license expiration dates. This will enable you to record the date that this item next expires. The item will appear
pending when that date arrives.
Every time
This option appears disabled unless this Checklist item applies only after a volunteer completes a different
Checklist item (see "Must volunteers complete another checklist item before this item applies?" above).
Choose Every time if this Checklist item must be performed each time a volunteer completes the pre-requisite
Checklist item.
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Which volunteers should this item apply to?
A Checklist item may apply to all volunteers, or just certain volunteers. For example, a Checklist item such as
'Orientation' might apply to all volunteers, however an item like 'Parental consent form' might only apply to
volunteers under the age of 18. Use this section to specify which volunteers this Checklist item is required of.
If your new Checklist item applies to all volunteers, then all volunteers in your database (and any new volunteers
you add) will automatically have this item listed on their Checklist.
If your new Checklist item applies only to certain volunteers, then only those volunteers will have this item listed
in their Checklist. Volunteers for whom this item does not currently apply will not have this item listed on their
Checklist. If, however, their record changes so that they meet the criteria for this item, it will automatically be
added to their Checklist at that time. For example, if you create a Checklist item called 'Drivers license check'
that applies only to volunteers who have an assignment that involves driving a vehicle, "Drivers license check"
will not appear on the Checklist for a volunteer who is not assigned to one of these assignments. However if that
volunteer is later assigned to an assignment that involves driving a vehicle, the "Drivers license check" will
automatically appear on their Checklist as soon as they're assigned.
If their status is:
Check the status a volunteer must have in order for this Checklist item to apply to them. This item will not appear
on a volunteer's Checklist unless their status is one of those you choose here.
Generally, Checklist items would not need to apply to volunteers with a status of 'Inactive' or 'Prospect.'
If their Kind is:
If you track both Individual and Group [_______]
pg:1909 volunteers, use this control to specify which kinds of volunteers
this Checklist item will apply to.
Select Either individual or group if you want the Checklist item to apply to both individuals and groups.
Select Individuals only if you want the Checklist item to only apply to individuals.
Select Groups only if you want the Checklist item to only apply to groups.
Keep in mind that Group records (if you use them) represent groups of volunteers who you do not track
individually. For this reason there is not a way to use Checklist items to track whether or not specific members of
a group have completed a requirement. If you setup a Checklist item that applies to Groups, you can use the
Checklist in each Group record to show whether or not the group contact completed that item. If you want to
track Checklist items for individual members of a group, you will need to create individual volunteer records for
the group members.
If their Type is/is not
Check this option if you want this Checklist item to apply only to volunteers of (or not of) a specific Type.
The Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab, and it is typically used for classifying volunteers by
major program type, such as 'adult,' 'junior,' 'student,' 'regular,' 'occasional,' 'auxiliary,' and so forth.
If you check this option, choose "Is" if this Checklist item should apply only to volunteers who have a specific
Type. Choose 'Is not' if this Checklist item should apply only to volunteers who do not have a specific Type. Then
choose the appropriate Type from the drop-down list.
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For example, a Checklist item called 'Parental consent form' might apply only to volunteers if their Type is
'Junior.' In this case you would check 'Is' and then select 'Junior' from the drop-down list. In this example,
'Parental consent form' would not appear on a volunteer's Checklist unless their Type was 'Junior.'
If their Flag is/is not
Check this option if you want this Checklist item to apply only to volunteers who have (or do not have) a specific
Flag in their record.
Flags appear in the Flag box on the Core tab for each volunteer. Flags are typically used to classify volunteers
into different groups, such as 'board of directors,' 'donor,' 'sponsor,' 'day of caring,' 'red team,' and so forth.
If you check this option, choose 'Is' if this Checklist item should apply only to volunteers who have a specific
Flag. Choose 'Is not' if this item should apply only to volunteers who do not have a specific Flag. Then choose
the appropriate Flag from the drop-down list.
For example, a Checklist item called 'Membership payment' might apply only to volunteers who have a 'Member'
Flag in their record. In this case you would select 'Is' and then choose 'Member' from the drop-down list. In this
example, 'Membership payment' would not appear on a volunteer's Checklist unless they had the 'Member' Flag
in their record and were due for a membership payment.
If they are in this Set
Choose this option, and select a Set [_______]
pg:0858 from the drop-down list if you want this Checklist item to apply
only to the volunteers who are in the selected Set. For example, if you want a Checklist Item to apply only to
volunteers who have served for more than 12 months you can create a Set that includes just these volunteers
and then use that Set as the basis for the Checklist item.
The Set drop-down list you see here will not include any Sets that have a Set Rule based on "Their checklist." If
you do not see a specific Set on this drop-down list it is because it includes a Rule based on the Checklist
(Checklist criteria cannot include Sets that themselves reference the Checklist to prevent "circular references"). If
you would like a particular Checklist item to apply only when another Checklist item has been completed, choose
"yes" under "Must volunteers complete another checklist item before this item applies" at the top of the Checklist
item setup page.
Those that have any assignment with:
Some Checklist items might only apply to volunteers who have a specific kind of volunteer assignment. For
instance, a 'Drivers license check' might apply only to volunteers if they have an assignment that includes driving
a vehicle; and a 'TB test' might apply only to volunteers who have an assignment that would involve patient
contact.
You can use this section to indicate what kinds of assignments a volunteer must have in order for this item to
apply. There are more detailed instructions on how to configure these Checklist items in Making Checklist items
apply only for certain assignments. [_______]
pg:0921
Skip this section if this item applies no matter what assignment(s) a volunteer has.
Those assigned to:
Some Checklist items might only apply to volunteers who have one specific assignment. For instance, an item
called 'Counselor certification checked' might only apply to volunteers who have the assignment 'Patient family
counselor.'
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If this item should only apply to volunteers who have one specific assignment, select that assignment from the
drop-down list, and then check the role(s) [_______]
pg:0103 volunteers must have in the selected assignment before this
item will apply.
Skip this section if this item applies no matter what assignment(s) a volunteer has.
Email Reminders
If volunteers must complete this Checklist item on a "periodic," "annual (same date for all volunteers)" or "annual
(volunteer's birthday month)" basis, Volgistics can automatically send reminder messages by email whenever a
volunteer needs to renew this item. If you want volunteers to receive automatic email reminders when this
checklist item must be repeated, or when it still needs to be performed, use the "Email Reminders" box to setup
the email timing and wording you want to use.
You can choose to send up to three reminders for each Checklist item. For example, you might choose to send
one reminder 30 days before it expires; a second reminder seven days before it expires, and a final reminder one
day after it expires.
Note that if you choose to send reminders for "annual (volunteer's birthday month)" items, the volunteer will need
to have a date of birth recorded on their Profile tab. If they do not have a date of birth recorded, the system
cannot know when to send the reminder. The only exception is if a Checklist date containing an expiration date
for the item has been added to the Dates box on the History tab (as described above, under "Annual [volunteer's
birthday month]). In this case, a reminder email can be generated without a date of birth entry; since an
expiration date for the item has been entered, the system can determine when a reminder should be sent.
Click the Save button to save your Checklist item setup, or the Cancel button to close the page without saving
your changes.
Related help
Help Topic 2238 [_______]
pg:0142 - Checklist
Help Topic 2245 [_______]
pg:0148 - Finding the Volunteers who Need to Complete a Checklist Item
Help Topic 2244 [_______]
pg:0146 - Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist
Help Topic 2243 [_______]
pg:0144 - Marking Checklist Items Complete
Help Topic 2242 [_______]
pg:0921 - Making Checklist Items Apply Only for Certain Assignments
Help Topic 2009 [_______]
pg:0141 - How Volgistics Calculates Checklist Item Expiration Dates
Help Topic 8009 [_______]
pg:0608 - Volunteer Checklist Report (stock)
Help Topic 2530 [_______]
pg:0925 - Deleting a Checklist Item

Making Checklist Items Apply Only for Certain Assignments
Help topic 2242
Added or revised 03-03-2011
If you use the Volgistics Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 features, you may have Checklist items that only apply to volunteers
who have certain kinds of volunteer assignments. For instance, a 'Drivers license check' might apply only to
volunteers if they have an assignment that includes driving a vehicle; and a 'TB test' might apply only to
volunteers who have an assignment that would involve patient contact.
This topic explains how to configure Checklist items so they will apply only to volunteers who have a specific kind
of volunteer assignment. It follows the example of a 'TB test' Checklist item in a hospital setting, however you
can create Checklist items this way for any kind of volunteer requirement based on volunteers having a certain
type of assignment.
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In this example there are some volunteer assignments that involve contact with patients, and others that do not.
A 'book cart' volunteer, for instance, might come into contact with patients, whereas a community health
instructor who serves off site might not. Rather than require that every volunteer have a TB Test annually, an
organization might choose to require annual TB Tests only of volunteers who serve in one or more of the
assignments that could involve patient contact.
Designate the assignments the Checklist item should apply to
Start by designating the volunteer assignments your Checklist item will apply to. You can use any of the 'spare'
fields on the Assignment tab for this purpose. In this example, we use a checkbox on the Assignment tab to
indicate which assignments have patient contact, as shown here:

If you do not yet have a field established on the Assignment tab for this purpose, you can define one like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options."
3. Select the "Assignment tab."
4. Click the link for any of the unused 'Spare' fields. If you'd like to use a checkbox field for this purpose (as we
do in this example), click on the any 'Spare checkbox' field you're not already using.
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5. On the Field properties page, enter a Field Name (such as 'Patient contact'), and then set the 'Hidden' value to
'No.'
6. If you want this checkbox to be checked by default each time you add a new assignment to your database,
check the "Default entry" checkbox.
7. Click the Save button.
You now have a field on the Assignment tab you can use to indicate whether or not a given volunteer assignment
involves patient contact.
Now you're ready to mark your existing assignment records. To do this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on your first assignment record.
3. If this assignment could include patient contact, check the 'Patient contact' field and then click the Save
button.
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4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each of your existing volunteer assignments.
If you later add new assignments to your database, be sure to check or uncheck the 'Patient contact' checkbox
as appropriate.
Setup your Checklist item
Now you can setup your Checklist item (a 'TB Test' in this example). To setup the new Checklist item:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Checklist."
3. Click the "Add a new checklist item" link.
4. Complete the Checklist item page as appropriate (see Checklist Item [_______]
pg:0916 ).
5. Under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" make the following selections:
• Under "If their Status is," select the volunteer statuses volunteers must have in order for this Checklist item to
apply to them. For instance, un-check 'Inactive' if Inactive volunteers need not complete this requirement.
• Under "Those that have any assignment with:" select "Patient Contact" (or whatever kind of assignment this
item applies to, depending on your actual requirements).
• Under If their Role in the assignment is... choose the assignment roles [_______]
pg:0103 this Checklist item should
apply to. For instance, check only the 'Assigned' checkbox if this item should apply only to volunteers whose role
in any of the 'Patient Contact' assignments is 'Assigned.'
6. Click the Save button to save your changes.
Your Checklist item is now setup.
Test your Checklist item
It's a good idea to test your Checklist item to be sure it's configured the way you want it.
One way to test this is to locate the records for several volunteers you expect the Checklist item will apply to, and
several you do not expect it to apply to. In each of these volunteer records, visit the History tab to verify that the
item does or does not appear as expected.
If the item does not appear on the Checklist as you expect (or if it appears when you do not expect it to), double
check your Checklist item setup on the Setup page, and also check the selected volunteer records to be sure
they have an assignment that meets your criteria for the item.
If the item does not appear on a selected volunteer's Checklist, visit the Service tab in their record and examine
their assignments. In order for the item to appear for a volunteer, the Service box on their Service tab must
include at least one of the assignments your checklist item applies to, and their role in that assignment must be
one of the roles you check on the Checklist item setup page.
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Deleting a Checklist Item
Help topic 2530
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Use the Checklist item setup page to delete a Checklist item you track in Volgistics. If you're not already on the
Checklist item setup page you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing "Checklist,"
and then clicking on the name of a Checklist item you want to delete.
Only delete a Checklist item if you are certain you want to completely remove the item and all associated
Checklist dates from the system. If you have found that you have inadvertently created duplicate Checklist items,
you should combine [_______]
pg:0926 Checklist items instead of deleting one.
To delete the item, scroll to the bottom of the Checklist item setup page and click the Delete this item button. A
warning stating that "This Checklist item will be deleted, along with ALL of the volunteer Checklist date records
for THIS item" will appear. Click the OK button to proceed with the deletion.
Important Things to Note before Deleting a Checklist Item
1. If you delete an entire Checklist item, the corresponding Checklist date entries on the History tab in the record
of any volunteer who previously completed the item will also be removed.
2. There is not a way to "undo" this kind of deletion. Once you delete a Checklist item, you cannot recover
information about this item or any volunteer's Checklist dates for this item.
3. It's okay to delete a Checklist item if the dates when volunteers completed it are no longer needed, or if the
item was created but never actually used.
4. There is not a way to preserve past Checklist date records without having a corresponding Checklist item.
5. If you want to keep the past date history for a Checklist item you no longer use, you should change the
Checklist item's setup [_______]
pg:0916 so it no longer applies to any volunteers. Once you have made this change, do
not delete the item. It will still appear on the Checklist in the Setup page and in the Tickler, but it will not apply to
any volunteers.
To Make a Checklist Item Apply to None of Your Volunteers
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on Checklist.
3. Click on the name of the item of interest.
4. Under "How often must volunteers complete this checklist item?," select Never.
5. Click the Save button to save your changes.

What does the Dates box on the History tab look like when a Checklist item is deleted?
When a Checklist item applies to a volunteer and that volunteer has completed the required item, the item
appears in the Dates box on the History tab in his or her volunteer record.
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In the following example, the "Application approved" Checklist item was completed on 08-08-2007:

Now, after taking the steps to delete the "Application approved" Checklist item from this account, the same
volunteer's Dates box will appear as seen below:

Note that there is no longer any record of this volunteer completing the "Application approved" Checklist item.

Related help
Help Topic 2238 [_______]
pg:0142 - Checklist
Help Topic 2240 [_______]
pg:0916 - How to Setup Checklist Items
Help Topic 2246 [_______]
pg:1610 - Why a Checklist Item May Not Apply to Every Volunteer
Help Topic 2244 [_______]
pg:0146 - Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist

Combining Checklist Items
Help topic 2533
Added or revised 01-05-2012
Use the Checklist item setup page to combine one Checklist item you track in Volgistics with another Checklist
item. If you're not already on the Checklist item setup page you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , choosing "Checklist," and then clicking on the name of a Checklist item you want to combine with
another item.
Combining Checklist items is appropriate when you find that your account uses two items to track the same
volunteer requirement. This can happen when system operators inadvertently create more than one Checklist
item to track the same thing. In this case, even though they have all completed the same task, some volunteers
may have Checklist dates for one item, while others may have Checklist dates for another Checklist item.
Combining items allows you to remedy this situation.
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To combine items, scroll to the "Combine" section of the Checklist item setup page. Find the "Combine this item
with:" dropdown field, and select the item with which this item should be combined. Then click the Combine
button. A warning stating that this Checklist item will be combined with the other item will appear. Click the OK
button to proceed with combining the items.
Q. What happens when you combine Checklist Items?
A. When you are on the Checklist item setup page for item "A" and you choose to combine it with item "B": Item
"A" will be removed from the system. It will no longer appear on the list of Checklist items that is displayed when
you choose Setup from the main menu and then click on Checklist; it will not appear on the Tickler page, and it
will not appear in the Checklist box on volunteers' History tabs. In addition, any volunteers who had a date on
their History tab for Checklist item "A" will now have this Checklist date for item "B" instead.
The setup for item "B" will remain the same, so any volunteers who were due to complete item "B" will still see
item "B" listed on their Checklist.
Note that the system does not perform any check to determine whether the rules for Checklist item "A" are the
same as those for item "B" (and the rules are not merged in any way), so the rules for item "B" will prevail when
the Checklist items are combined.
Related help
Help Topic 2238 [_______]
pg:0142 - Checklist
Help Topic 2240 [_______]
pg:0916 - How to Setup Checklist Items
Help Topic 2246 [_______]
pg:1610 - Why a Checklist Item May Not Apply to Every Volunteer
Help Topic 2244 [_______]
pg:0146 - Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist
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How can I reset a message preference for all volunteers?
Help topic 1152
Added or revised 12-08-2016
While we urge you to respect your volunteers' and Coordinators' [_______]
pg:0163 choices for message preferences
[_______]
pg:0381 , there may be times when you want to change their selections. You can do this from the Profile tab for
a single record, or you can follow the steps here if you need to reset the message type [_______]
pg:1321 selections for
multiple records that are currently in your database.
One instance where you may need to do this is if you are changing an existing message type from one thing to
another. In this case, you will need to reset all of the existing volunteer preferences for the type. For example,
you may have a message type you no longer use called "Weekend event announcements," which you want to
replace with a completely different type called "Emergency volunteer appeals." To do this, you would reset all of
your volunteers' preferences for this message type. If you did not reset the preferences in this example, the
selections volunteers made previously for "Weekend event announcements" would continue to appear for the
new "Emergency volunteer appeals" type.
To get to the page where their messages preferences can be reset:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Messages link.
3. Select Message types.
The Reset option pictured below allows you to make changes to the message preferences for all records
currently in your database:

Under the name for the message type, the next two lines allow you to set the default selections for your
volunteers and coordinators. In the "Reset" line, the first dropdown will have selections for everybody, those
opted in to text messaging, and those not opted in to text messaging. You can use these options to select which
records the message preferences will be changed for. Please note: The second dropdown will only have
selections for email and none. This is because regulations do not allow you to opt someone in to receive a
message by text. This is due to the possibility that a recipient could be charged a fee by their carrier when a text
is received. Once you've made your selections, click the Update button.
For accounts without text messaging, the page will be slightly different, as shown here:
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As above, the first line under the name for the message type will allow you to set a default selection for new
volunteer and coordinator records. In the "Reset" line, the first dropdown will only show everybody, and the
second will show email and none. If you select email from the dropdown and click the Update button, all records
will have the message type selected for the Email Preference field. If you select none from the dropdown and
click the Update button, the message type will be un-checked on all of the records for the Email Preference field.
Related help
Help Topic 1023 [_______]
pg:1321 - Message Types
Help Topic 1068 [_______]
pg:1327 - Volunteer Message Preferences

Message Ground Rules Setup Page
Help topic 1200
Added or revised 06-14-2016
You use the Message Ground Rules setup page to configure default email properties for email you send through
Volgistics, as well as enable or disable text messaging for your account. To get to the Message Ground Rules
setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Messages, and then choose Ground
Rules.
Automatic email
Volunteer reply-to address
Enter the email address you want to appear as the "reply-to" address on email messages you choose to have
sent automatically. This will be the email address that email will go to if a volunteer recipient clicks the "Reply"
button in his or her email program to reply to an automatic email message he or she has received.
If you have a general email address for your volunteer program (such as "volunteer@youragency.org") this is
typically a good email address to use for this purpose, however you can enter any valid email address you want
replies from volunteers to go to--with the exceptions noted below. You must enter a valid email address in this
field. This field cannot be left blank.
Please note that some Internet Service Providers (ISP's) and Email Service Providers (ESP's) have started to
block email messages when certain email domains are used as the reply-to address. At this point, only
"@yahoo.com" and "@aol.com" email addresses are affected so these should not be used as your reply-to
address if possible. Other general domains (such as "@gmail.com," "@hotmail.com," etc.) may follow so if
possible we recommend using an email address with a domain specific to your organization as your reply-to
address.
If you must use an AOL or Yahoo email address, you will need to change your From address setting to use
VolunteerMail@volgistics.com. There is more information on this in the From address section below.
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Automatic email to volunteers can include:
Monthly schedule reminders [_______]
pg:1399
Daily schedule reminders [_______]
pg:1402
Checklist item [_______]
pg:0142 expiration reminders
• Requests for forgotten VicNet passwords [_______]
pg:1699
You choose which kinds of automatic email volunteers receive on other Setup pages.
Coordinator reply-to address
Enter the email address you want to appear as the "reply-to" address on email messages you choose to have
sent to Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 automatically. This will be the email address that email will go to if a Coordinator
recipient clicks the "Reply" button in his or her email program to reply to an automatic email message he or she
has received.
You can enter any valid email address you want replies from Coordinators to go to--with the exceptions noted in
the Please note box above. This can be same email address you use for your Volunteer reply-to address, or it
can be a different email address if you want email from Coordinators to be sent to a different email address than
email from volunteers.
You must enter a valid email address in this field. This field cannot be left blank.
Automatic email to Coordinators can include:
Monthly schedule reminders [_______]
pg:1400
Daily schedule reminders [_______]
pg:1403
• Requests for forgotten VicNet passwords [_______]
pg:1699
You choose which kinds of automatic email Coordinators receive on other Setup pages.
Email signature block
Optionally enter the signature block you want to appear at the bottom of email messages sent automatically by
Volgistics. A signature block typically includes the sender's name, title, and contact information.
HTML email default style
Choose the font, font size, and font color you would like the text in your email messages to normally use.
Font
Choose the default font for your HTML formatted messages. You can choose Arial, Comic sans ms, Courier new,
Georgia, Lucida sans, Tahoma, Times new roman, Trebuchet ms, and Verdana. The Default is the Arial font.
Font size
Choose the default font size for you HTML formatted messages. You can choose a font size of 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 36, 48, or 72. The default is font size of 12.
Font color
You can choose a default font size for your HTML formatted messages. You an choose one of 40 preset colors.
The default is Black.
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Sample
The sample section will show you the results of any changes you make to the Font, Font size, and Font color
settings above. For example if you choose the Georgia font, a font size of 18, and a font color of red then the
Words "Sample message text" will reflect those choices under the Sample section.
Closing message
Many organizations include a standard message at the bottom of all of the email messages they send. Such a
message might include a statement of the organization's mission; or a confidentiality or privacy policy.
If you would like email you send through Volgistics to include such a message, enter (or paste) it here. This
message will automatically appear near the bottom of all email you send through Volgistics, including messages
sent to volunteers and Coordinators by System Operators as well as automatic email sent by the system.
Email Authentication
In order to help insure email delivery, Volgistics uses the Sender ID method of email authentication. With Sender
ID, the mail your organization sends to volunteers through Volgistics can be verified more accurately by recipient
mail systems, often bypassing spam filters and giving your email a better chance of reaching all volunteer
recipients.
You can choose to let Volgistics handle Sender ID for you, in which case there's nothing more you need to do for
email authentication to happen; or – if your organization has its own Internet domain – you can add
volgistics.com to your domain's authorized email senders to provide Sender ID authentication yourself.
With either option, you still send email through Volgistics the exact same way, and email is still delivered by
Volgistics mail servers.
Your selection here controls Sender ID email authentication for all of the email you send through Volgistics,
including automatic email such as checklist and schedule reminders.
Help topic 1116 [_______]
pg:0311 - Sender ID explains more about these options.
From address
An email domain is the portion of the email address after the at (@) sign. For example, if your organization's
name is Volunteer Agency your email address may end with a domain like @VolunteerAgency.org.
In some cases, using a from email address with your organization's domain when you send email messages can
cause the messages to fail. This is because the messages are blocked by your organization's network to prevent
spamming. Also, as noted in the warning box above, using a reply-to address with a domain of AOL.com or
Yahoo.com can cause messages to fail due to policies put in place by internet and email service providers.
To help get messages through in these cases, the Volgistics system can be configured to use a
from email address that is the same as the reply-to [_______]
pg:0398 address for the type of message being sent, or it
can be configured to use a from address of VolunteerMail@volgistics.com.
If your messages are not being delivered, we recommend using the Use VolunteerMail@volgistics.com
setting. This will help the messages get through any blocks your organization may have, and it will bypass the
AOL and Yahoo restrictions put in place by internet and email service providers.
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You should also make sure volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 have their email accounts setup so that
messages from VolunteerMail@volgistics.com are on the safe sender list. Some refer to this as "white-listing."
You can find more information on how volunteers and Coordinators can white-list the Volgistics email addresses
in help topic 2046 [_______]
pg:0366 .
Opt-out message
All email sent through Volgistics includes an opt-out message [_______]
pg:0381 for proper email etiquette. Use this
section to choose the opt-out message terminology you prefer. There is not a way to omit the opt-out message,
for the reasons provided in help Topic 2101 [_______]
pg:0384 – "Why It Is Important to Provide Message Opt Out
Features."
Text Messaging
This section of the page is used to enable [_______]
pg:0321 or disable [_______]
pg:0342 text messaging for your account. If you
are not a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your account, or if your account does not include the VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 module, the options in this section will be disabled.
Text Message Opt-in Email
If your account does not have text messaging enabled [_______]
pg:0321 , you will not see this section. This section is
designed to assist organizations in letting volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 know that text messaging is
available. You can edit the content of the email message that is sent, as well as send the message to all
Coordinator records in your account. To send the message to all of your Coordinators, click the Send to all
coordinators button at the bottom of the page.
To send the message to volunteers, you will tag the records [_______]
pg:1538 you want to send the message to. Then
select Tags from the menu and press the
Go button beside the option to send the opt-in message. You can learn more about this in the Send the text
messaging opt-in email to the tagged records [_______] section of help topic 2137.
Related help
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Tab Rights Page
Help topic 1070
Added or revised 03-31-2017
You can control which tabs [_______]
pg:1849 Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 see in your volunteer records
using the Tab Rights page for a selected tab. If you're not already on the Tab Rights page you can get there by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose Field Options.
3. Select the tab you want to change the rights for. You can set tab rights for the Profile, Service, Schedule,
History, Contacts, Notes, Vic, and Docs tabs. There is not a way to set tab rights for the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868
because it contains essential information for the volunteer's record such as their first and last name. If you want
to set tab rights for the Docs tab, please see help topic 2553 [_______].
pg:1319
4. Click the Tab Rights link to setup access to the tab.
You control tab rights based on the operator's user level. There are three user levels in Volgistics:
Volgistics Administrators
Power Users
Basic Users
Every Volgistics System Operator has one of these three user levels. You can determine or change a System
Operator's user level by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the System Operators link.
3. Select an operator's name.
4. View or change the User level dropdown. See help topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1895 if you need more assistance.
5. Click the Save button if a change was made in step 4.

Volgistics Administrators can:
Check "See this tab" if you want Volgistics System Operators whose user level is Volgistics Administrator to be
able to use the selected tab in your volunteer records. Un-check "See this tab" if you do not want Volgistics
System Operators whose user level is Volgistics Administrator to be able to use the selected tab.
Power users can:
Check "See this tab" if you want Volgistics System Operators whose user level is Power User to be able to use
the selected tab in your volunteer records. Un-check "See this tab" if you do not want Volgistics System
Operators whose user level is Power User to be able to use the selected tab.
Basic users can:
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Check "See this tab" if you want Volgistics System Operators whose user level is Basic User to be able to use
the selected tab in your volunteer records. Un-check "See this tab" if you do not want Volgistics System
Operators whose user level is Basic User to be able to use the selected tab.
Click the Save button to save your changes, or the Cancel button to close without saving your changes.

More Help

Note that in addition to customizing rights for tabs in Volgistics, you can also control access to the individual
fields on the tabs. This is useful when a specific field on a tab should be hidden from System Operators of a
certain user level, but there is no reason to restrict their access to the entire tab. You can customize a field
[_______]
pg:0957 to determine whether it is "View and change," "View only" or "Hidden" to System Operators based on
their user level.

You can find more information on configuring operator rights, plus examples of how these changes will appear
for operators, in help topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053

Creating Assignment Clusters
Help topic 1114
Added or revised 10-04-2016
Assignment clusters provide a way for you to group together assignments that have something in common, even
when the assignments are located under different Sites and Places. Once you create an assignment cluster, you
can use Sets to find all of the volunteers who serve in a particular assignment cluster; and print service reports
organized by assignment cluster (with service totals and volunteer counts for each assignment cluster).
Generally, organizations would create assignment clusters only when they would be needed for specialized
reporting requirements. If your organization does not have any of these specialized reporting requirements you
probably do not need to create assignment clusters.
These are two examples of situations where assignment clusters might be required.
Example 1
In some organizations the same Assignment is performed at multiple Places, under multiple Sites. In this
situation an organization may want to report service for all volunteers doing the same job at any 'Place.' Consider
the following example:
A Parks Department manages 60 parks in a region. At each park, there is an "Environmental Education" unit.
"Birding" is a volunteer Assignment in each "Environmental Education" unit, at each park. In this example, each
park should be setup as a Site; "Environmental Education" should be tracked as a Place under each Site (park),
and "Birding" should be tracked as an Assignment under the "Environmental Education" Place under each Site
(park).
This results in 60 Sites, 60 "Environmental Education" Places and 60 "Birding" Assignments. The following
question arises: How can a volunteer manager report hours for all volunteers serving in "Birding" at any of the
Sites (parks)?
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The Cluster field on the Assignment record's Assignment tab provides a way to group distinct Assignments
together. Once Assignment records share a Cluster field value (Assignment name), they are considered to be in
the same Assignment cluster. System operators can create a Set rule based on Assignments in a chosen
cluster, and reports can reflect volunteers serving in the same Assignment at various Places.

Example 2
Some organizations – such as those which receive certain types of federal funding – must report volunteer
service according to kind of community service performed. In this situation an organization can create an
assignment cluster for each different kind of community service or 'human need,' and then organize their
assignments into these clusters for reporting purposes.
For example, a Retired Senior Volunteer Program may be required to report the number of volunteer hours
served (or the number of volunteers who served these hours) in all of the assignments performed in "transitional
shelters." This organization can group all of its "transitional shelter" assignments into a cluster even if these
assignments are located under different Places. A different cluster can be created for each different community
service or human need tracked.
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Here's how to use the Cluster field to create assignment clusters:

Step 1: Create the Assignment Cluster Names
A system operator must first create items for the Cluster field drop down menu. One drop down item must be
created to represent each Assignment that is shared by multiple Places.
Take the following steps to customize the Cluster field drop down items:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on Field options.
3. Click on Assignment tab.
4. Click on Cluster. (This field was formerly known as "Impact.")
5. Under the drop down table items section, add a new item for the name of an Assignment tracked under
multiple Places (for example, "Birding"). Click Save.
6. Add drop down items for each of the Assignment clusters to be created.
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Step 2: Apply each Assignment to a Cluster
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the name of the first Assignment you want to appear in a specific cluster.
3. On the Assignment tab, locate the Cluster field. Choose the appropriate item from the drop down list. For
example, if the Assignment record is for "Birding," choose "Birding" from the drop down list.

4. Click Save.
5. Repeat this process for all Assignments, so that each Assignment is related to the correct cluster.

Step 3: Creating a Set of all volunteers who serve in Assignments in the same cluster
Once each Assignment contains the name of its cluster in the appropriate field on the Assignment tab, system
operators can define a Set rule based on this information.
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Enter a name for your Set (for example, "Birding Cluster"), and choose to include volunteers in this Set based
on their Assignment Cluster. Click Go.
4. Choose to include volunteers if they have an assignment in …(choose the appropriate cluster name from the
drop down list).
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The volunteers included in the Set can be limited to only those with specific roles in the Assignment, and/or those
with specific "From" or "To" dates in the Assignment.
5. Click the Finished button.
Once this Set has been created for a cluster, Volgistics reports can be configured to include only volunteers in
the Set. In this way, system operators can track all volunteers doing the same job in different Places and Sites,
while still organizing Sites, Places and Assignments in the most logical manner.
Related help
Help Topic 2184 [_______]
pg:0863 - How to print a report for a Set
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments

How to Setup Characteristic Fields
Help topic 1157
Added or revised 11-17-2016
Characteristic fields can be used to track useful information about volunteers and/or Assignments. If you are not
already on the Field Properties setup page for a characteristic field, you can get there like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on "Field options."
3. Click on "Profile tab (for volunteers)."
Note: This is where you will click to create or edit a characteristic field, regardless of whether the field is for use
on the Profile tab of the volunteer records, the Profile tab of the Assignment records, or both.
4. Scroll down to the Characteristic fields section, and either click on the name of the field you want to edit or
click on the "Add a new Characteristic" link to add a new characteristic field.
Use the following sections of the Field Properties setup page to customize the characteristic field:
Characteristic name
Enter the name of the characteristic you will track in this text field.
You can choose
From the drop down menu, choose either "As many as you want" or "Just one."
Please note: Changing these options for an existing field may wipe out all data currently in volunteer records for
the characteristic field. For example, if the option for a field is set to As many as you want and there are
volunteer records in your account with multiple items marked, if you change the option to Just one for the field it
will erase all items currently checked for the field in the volunteer records.
As many as you want: Choosing this option sets up the characteristic field items (which you will add below) as
checkbox fields. In this case, you can select as many of the items as applicable, and the box will look like this:
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Just one: Choosing this option will create the characteristic field items as radio buttons. You will only be able to
select one option, and the characteristic field box will look like this:

Use this for…
Select the following option to insert a box for this characteristic on both the volunteer record Profile tab and the
Assignment record Profile tab. When this option is selected, you will be able to create a Set [_______]
pg:0858 based on
the characteristic field to find volunteers with a certain item marked.

Select the option below to insert a box for this characteristic on the Profile tab for volunteers but not for
Assignments.

Select the option below to insert a box for this characteristic on the Profile tab for Assignments but not for
volunteers.

Items
Use the "Add a new item" field to enter and save the first option for this characteristic. If, for example, your
characteristic is called "Skills" you might create an item called "Accounting." Once the first item has been saved,
add additional items in the same way until all necessary options are entered.
If you are editing an existing characteristic field's items, you can find help on using the Delete and Merge buttons
here [_______].
pg:0963
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System operator rights
Use this section to determine whether this characteristic field should be "View and Change," "View only" or
"Hidden" to system operators, based on their user level (Volgistics Administrator, Power user or Basic user).
Click Save to save your changes and add the characteristic field to your database, Delete to delete the field, or
Cancel to close the page without saving your changes.
Related help

Fields in Volgistics
Help topic 1174
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Volunteer, Assignment and Coordinator records are organized by tabs, and information is stored in fields on
each tab in the record. This help topic provides a list of all possible fields in Volgistics, along with the name of the
tab on which each field can be found and the type of field it is.

Tab

Default Field Name

Field Type

Core

Last name

Text (30)

Core

First name

Text (30)

Core

Middle name

Text (30)

Core

Nickname

Text (30)

Core

Title

Dropdown

Core

Number

Number

Core

Status

Dropdown

Core

Flags

Dropdown

Core

Type

Dropdown

Core

Kind

Radio Button

Core

Group Name

Text (50)

Core

Members

Number

Core

Participation

Radio Button

Core

Street 1

Text (40)

Core

Street 2

Text (40)

Core

Street 3

Text (40)

Core

City

Text (40)

Core

State

Dropdown

Core

Zip

Zip/Post code

Core

Country

Dropdown

Core

No postal mail

Checkbox
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Core

No email

Checkbox

Core

No text message
Checkbox
(Only appers if text messaging enabled)

Core

Home

Phone number

Core

Ok to call

Checkbox

Core

Work

Phone number

Core

Ok to call

Checkbox

Core

Cell

Phone number

Core

Ok to call

Checkbox

Core

Text
Phone number
(Only appers if text messaging enabled)

Core

Fax

Phone number

Core

Ok to call

Checkbox

Core

Pager

Phone number

Core

Ok to call

Checkbox

Core

Other

Phone number

Core

Ok to call

Checkbox

Core

Email

Text (50)

Core

Web site

Text (70)

Profile (for volunteers) Photo

Photo file

Profile (for volunteers) Date of birth

Date

Profile (for volunteers) Age

Number

Profile (for volunteers) Spare dropdown 1

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Spare dropdown 2

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Spare dropdown 3

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Spare dropdown 4

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Spare dropdown 5

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Spare dropdown 6

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Spare field 1

Variable*

Profile (for volunteers) Spare field 2

Variable*

Profile (for volunteers) Spare field 3

Variable*

Profile (for volunteers) Spare field 4

Variable*

Profile (for volunteers) Spare field 5

Variable*

Profile (for volunteers) Spare field 6

Variable*

Profile (for volunteers) Spare checkbox 1

Checkbox
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Profile (for volunteers) Spare checkbox 2

Checkbox

Profile (for volunteers) Spare checkbox 3

Checkbox

Profile (for volunteers) Spare checkbox 4

Checkbox

Profile (for volunteers) Spare checkbox 5

Checkbox

Profile (for volunteers) Spare checkbox 6

Checkbox

Profile (for volunteers) Daily availability

Depends on configuration

Profile (for volunteers) My availability is

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) From

Date

Profile (for volunteers) to

Date

Profile (for volunteers) I would like to serve up to

Number

Profile (for volunteers) Hours

Dropdown

Profile (for volunteers) Characteristic fields
(up to 20 characteristics)

Depends on configuration
(unlimited number of items under each
characteristic)

Profile (for volunteers) Preference fields
(up to 20 preference fields)

Depends on configuration

Service

Assignment

Assignment list

Service

Role

Dropdown

Service

From

Date

Service

To

Date

Service

Spare date

Date

Service

Spare dropdown

Dropdown

Service

Spare checkbox

Checkbox

Service

Assignment

Assignment list

Service

Merit hours

Hours and minutes

Service

Service measure

System field

Service

Service measure

System field

Service

Service measure

System field

Service

Service measure

System field

Service

Service measure

System field

Service

Service measure

System field

Service

Program

Dropdown

Service

Starting date

Date

Service

Due by

Date

Service

Completed on

Date
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Service

Completed

Checkbox

Service

Service required

System field

History

Date

Date

History

Expires

Date

History

Date event

Dropdown

History

Class event

Dropdown

History

Mail event

Dropdown

History

Notation (for Status dates)

Dropdown

History

Notation (for Checklist dates)

Dropdown

History

Notation (for Award dates)

Dropdown

History

Notation (for Class dates)

Dropdown

History

Notation (for Date dates)

Dropdown

History

Notation (for Mail dates)

Dropdown

History

Spare date

Date

History

Spare dropdown

Dropdown

History

Spare checkbox

Checkbox

History

Spare text

Text (24)

History

Date entered

Date

History

Start date

Date

History

Stop date

Date

Contacts

Last name

Text (30)

Contacts

First name

Text (30)

Contacts

Middle name

Text (30)

Contacts

Nickname

Text (30)

Contacts

Title

Dropdown

Contacts

Street 1

Text (40)

Contacts

Street 2

Text (40)

Contacts

Street 3

Text (40)

Contacts

City

Text (40)

Contacts

State

Dropdown

Contacts

Zip

Zip/Post code

Contacts

Country

Dropdown

Contacts

Home

Phone number

Contacts

Ok to call

Checkbox

Contacts

Work

Phone number
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Contacts

Ok to call

Checkbox

Contacts

Cell

Phone number

Contacts

Ok to call

Checkbox

Contacts

Fax

Phone number

Contacts

Ok to call

Checkbox

Contacts

Pager

Phone number

Contacts

Ok to call

Checkbox

Contacts

Other

Phone number

Contacts

Ok to call

Checkbox

Contacts

Email

Text (50)

Contacts

Web site

Text (70)

Contacts

Kind

Dropdown

Contacts

Relationship

Dropdown

Contacts

Employer name

Text (50)

Contacts

Contacted

Dropdown

Contacts

Verified

Date

Contacts

Spare date

Date

Contacts

Spare field

Text (30)

Notes

Notes

Memo

Vic

Access Disabled

Checkbox

Vic

Temporary Password

Password

Vic

Share my schedule

Checkbox

Site

Site

Text (72)

Site

Type

Dropdown

Site

Street 1

Text (40)

Site

Street 2

Text (40)

Site

Street 3

Text (40)

Site

City

Text (40)

Site

State

Dropdown

Site

Zip

Zip/Post code

Site

Country

Dropdown

Site

Home

Phone number

Site

Ok to call

Checkbox

Site

Work

Phone number

Site

Ok to call

Checkbox
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Site

Cell

Phone number

Site

Ok to call

Checkbox

Site

Fax

Phone number

Site

Ok to call

Checkbox

Site

Pager

Phone number

Site

Ok to call

Checkbox

Site

Other

Phone number

Site

Ok to call

Checkbox

Site

Email

Text (50)

Site

Web site

Text (70)

Site

Spare dropdown 1

Dropdown

Site

Spare dropdown 2

Dropdown

Site

Spare dropdown 3

Dropdown

Site

Spare dropdown 4

Dropdown

Site

Spare dropdown 5

Dropdown

Site

Spare dropdown 6

Dropdown

Site

Spare field 1

Variable

Site

Spare field 2

Variable

Site

Spare field 3

Variable

Site

Spare field 4

Variable

Site

Spare field 5

Variable

Site

Spare field 6

Variable

Site

Spare checkbox 1

Checkbox

Site

Spare checkbox 2

Checkbox

Site

Spare checkbox 3

Checkbox

Site

Spare checkbox 4

Checkbox

Site

Spare checkbox 5

Checkbox

Site

Spare checkbox 6

Checkbox

Place

Place

Text (72)

Place

Type

Dropdown

Place

Street 1

Text (40)

Place

Street 2

Text (40)

Place

Street 3

Text (40)

Place

City

Text (40)

Place

State

Dropdown
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Place

Zip

Zip/Post code

Place

Country

Dropdown

Place

Home

Phone number

Place

Ok to call

Checkbox

Place

Work

Phone number

Place

Ok to call

Checkbox

Place

Cell

Phone number

Place

Ok to call

Checkbox

Place

Fax

Phone number

Place

Ok to call

Checkbox

Place

Pager

Phone number

Place

Ok to call

Checkbox

Place

Other

Phone number

Place

Ok to call

Checkbox

Place

Email

Text (50)

Place

Web site

Text (70)

Place

Spare dropdown 1

Dropdown

Place

Spare dropdown 2

Dropdown

Place

Spare dropdown 3

Dropdown

Place

Spare dropdown 4

Dropdown

Place

Spare dropdown 5

Dropdown

Place

Spare dropdown 6

Dropdown

Place

Spare field 1

Variable

Place

Spare field 2

Variable

Place

Spare field 3

Variable

Place

Spare field 4

Variable

Place

Spare field 5

Variable

Place

Spare field 6

Variable

Place

Spare checkbox 1

Checkbox

Place

Spare checkbox 2

Checkbox

Place

Spare checkbox 3

Checkbox

Place

Spare checkbox 4

Checkbox

Place

Spare checkbox 5

Checkbox

Place

Spare checkbox 6

Checkbox

Assignment

Assignment

Text (72)
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Assignment

Cluster

Dropdown

Assignment

Status

Dropdown

Assignment

Advertise

Checkbox

Assignment

Sign-in option

Checkbox

Assignment

Schedule reminders

Checkbox

Assignment

Street 1

Text (40)

Assignment

Street 2

Text (40)

Assignment

Street 3

Text (40)

Assignment

City

Text (40)

Assignment

State

Dropdown

Assignment

Zip

Zip/Post code

Assignment

Country

Dropdown

Assignment

Home

Phone number

Assignment

Ok to call

Checkbox

Assignment

Work

Phone number

Assignment

Ok to call

Checkbox

Assignment

Cell

Phone number

Assignment

Ok to call

Checkbox

Assignment

Fax

Phone number

Assignment

Ok to call

Checkbox

Assignment

Pager

Phone number

Assignment

Ok to call

Checkbox

Assignment

Other

Phone number

Assignment

Ok to call

Checkbox

Assignment

Email

Text (50)

Assignment

Web site

Text (70)

Assignment

Spare dropdown 1

Dropdown

Assignment

Spare dropdown 2

Dropdown

Assignment

Spare dropdown 3

Dropdown

Assignment

Spare dropdown 4

Dropdown

Assignment

Spare dropdown 5

Dropdown

Assignment

Spare dropdown 6

Dropdown

Assignment

Spare field 1

Variable

Assignment

Spare field 2

Variable

Assignment

Spare field 3

Variable
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Assignment

Spare field 4

Variable

Assignment

Spare field 5

Variable

Assignment

Spare field 6

Variable

Assignment

Spare checkbox 1

Checkbox

Assignment

Spare checkbox 2

Checkbox

Assignment

Spare checkbox 3

Checkbox

Assignment

Spare checkbox 4

Checkbox

Assignment

Spare checkbox 5

Checkbox

Assignment

Spare checkbox 6

Checkbox

Description

Duties

Memo

Description

Qualifications

Memo

Description

Directions

Memo

Profile tab (for

Availability needed

Dropdown

Profile tab (for

From

Date

Profile tab (for

To

Date

Profile tab (for

Volunteers serve up to

Number

Profile tab (for

Hours

Dropdown

Coordinator

Last name

Text (30)

Coordinator

First name

Text (30)

Coordinator

Middle name

Text (30)

Coordinator

Nickname

Text (30)

Coordinator

Title

Dropdown

Coordinator

Street 1

Text (40)

Coordinator

Street 2

Text (40)

Coordinator

Street 3

Text (40)

Coordinator

City

Text (40)

Coordinator

State

Dropdown

Coordinator

Zip

Zip/Post code

Coordinator

Country

Dropdown

Coordinator

No postal mail

Checkbox

Coordinator

No email

Checkbox

Coordinator

Home

Phone number

Coordinator

Ok to call

Checkbox

Coordinator

Work

Phone number

Coordinator

Ok to call

Checkbox
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Coordinator

Cell

Phone number

Coordinator

Ok to call

Checkbox

Coordinator

Fax

Phone number

Coordinator

Ok to call

Checkbox

Coordinator

Pager

Phone number

Coordinator

Ok to call

Checkbox

Coordinator

Other

Phone number

Coordinator

Ok to call

Checkbox

Coordinator

Email

Text (50)

Coordinator

Web site

Text (70)

Coordinator

Position

Dropdown

Coordinator

Spare lookup

Dropdown

Coordinator

Spare date

Date

Coordinator

Spare date

Date

Coordinator

Job title

Text (30)

Coordinator

Relationship

Dropdown

Coordinator

Spare lookup

Dropdown

Coordinator

Spare checkbox

Checkbox

Coordinator

Spare date

Date

* Fields with the Variable field type may be configured to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text (24)
Date
Number (whole)
Number (1 decimal place)
Number (2 decimal places)
Currency
Social security number

Related help
Help Topic 2024 [_______]
pg:1849 - Volunteer record organization
Help Topic 2017 [_______]
pg:0957 - Field setup
Help Topic 1070 [_______]
pg:0933 - Tab rights page
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No text message Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 1302
Added or revised 09-10-2014
You can use the No text message Field Properties setup page to configure the
No text message field on the Coordinator tab of a Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 record. To get to the Coordinator tab
No text message Field Properties setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Coordinator fields, and then choose No text message.
Field location:
This section indicates where the No text message field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is
on the Coordinator tab of Coordinator records.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Checkbox field.
Field name:
The field is called "No text message." You can change this if you wish.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to see this field
and the information it contains on the Coordinator tab of a Coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the No text message field on the Coodinator tab of a
Coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the dropdown list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later un-hide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
a No text message field is used and and is checked for a Coordinator, but then the field is hidden, it will not as
obvious why a Coordinator is not receiving text messages.
Default entry:
You can decide if the No text message field on the Coordinator tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new
volunteer records by making the desired selection here.
System Operator rights
This section determines which levels of System Operators [_______] can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 to view and edit
this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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No text message Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 1303
Added or revised 09-10-2014
You can use the No text message Field Properties setup page to configure the No text message field on the
Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in the volunteer record. To get to the Core tab No text message Field Properties setup page,
choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose No text
message.
Field location:
This section indicates where the No text message field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is
on the Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Checkbox field.
Field name:
The field is called "No text message." You can change this if you wish.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to see this field
and the information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the No text message field on the Core tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the dropdown list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will not
see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later un-hide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
a No text message field is used and and is checked for a volunteer, but then the field is hidden, it will not as
obvious why a volunteer is not receiving text messages.
Default entry:
You can decide if the No text message field on the Core tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new volunteer
records by making the desired selection here.
System Operator rights
This section determines which levels of System Operators [_______] can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 to view and edit
this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Text Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 1304
Added or revised 09-10-2014
You can use the Text Field Properties setup page to configure the Text field on the Coordinator tab of the
Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 record. To get to the Coordinator tab Text Field Properties setup page, choose Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator fields, and then choose Text.
This field is related to the text messaging [_______]
pg:0352 feature in Volgistics. While you can make the changes listed
below for this field, the actual content of the field cannot be changed by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 . This is
because regulations require Coordinators to opt-in [_______]
pg:0323 to use text messaging. When a Coordinator opts-in
to text messaging, the number they used during the opt-in process will show in this field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Text field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab of the Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 record.
Phone number format:
There are five phone number format options or you can select no formatting. Select the way you would like Text
phone numbers to appear on volunteer records and lists from the dropdown list.
Field name:
This field is called "Text" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the field's name and enter the name
you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to see this field
and the information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the Text field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the dropdown list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
System Operator rights
This section determines which types of System Operators [_______] can view this field in Volgistics. Please note
that there is not a View and change option like there is with other fields because regulations do not allow System
Operators to change the information in this field. Please see the information box at the top of this help topic for
more information.
Volgistics Administrators
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View only
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from viewing this field.
Power users
View only
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view this field.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power users from viewing this field.
Basic users
View only
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view this field.
Hidden

Text Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 1310
Added or revised 09-10-2014
You can use the Text Field Properties setup page to configure the Text field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab Text Field Properties setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Text.
This field is related to the text messaging [_______]
pg:0352 feature in Volgistics. While you can make the changes listed
below for this field, the actual content of the field cannot be changed by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 . This is
because regulations require volunteers to opt-in [_______]
pg:0323 to use text messaging. When a volunteer opts-in to
text messaging, the number they used during the opt-in process will show in this field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Text field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab [_______].
pg:1868
Phone number format:
There are five phone number format options or you can select no formatting. Select the way you would like Text
phone numbers to appear on volunteer records and lists from the dropdown list.
Field name:
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This field is called "Text" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the field's name and enter the name
you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to see this field
and the information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the Text field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the dropdown list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
System Operator rights
This section determines which types of System Operators [_______] can view this field in Volgistics. Please note
that there is not a View and change option like there is with other fields because regulations do not allow System
Operators to change the information in this field. Please see the information box at the top of this help topic for
more information.
Volgistics Administrators
View only
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from viewing this field.
Power users
View only
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view this field.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power users from viewing this field.
Basic users
View only
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view this field.
Hidden
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Field Setup
Help topic 2017
Added or revised 03-31-2017
You can customize many of the fields you use to store volunteer, Assignment, Site, Place, and coordinator
information in Volgistics. For example, you can re-name a field to more closely suit your organization's needs,
hide fields you don't currently care to use, create custom fields to track information you need, and add or change
entries for fields that have dropdown lists.
Before you can customize a field in Volgistics, you must know which Tab the field is located on. Every volunteer,
Assignment, Site, Place, and Coordinator field is located on one tab or another. For example, the Date or Birth
field is located on the Profile tab in the volunteer record.
To locate the tab that contains the field you want to modify, just browse through the database until you locate the
field, and then note which tab it's on. Note that some tabs may have fields that you cannot currently see because
they're hidden. In these cases, make a note of the tab you want to add a field to.

To change a field's properties:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on Field Options. A list of all the tabs in Volgistics appears.
3. Select the tab that contains the field you would like to customize. A list of all the fields located on this tab
appears.
4. Click the field you want to customize. The Field Properties window opens.
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Depending upon the field you have selected, you can rename or hide the field, require an entry in the selected
field, establish a default entry, format the field, maintain dropdown list entries, establish database operator rights,
and clear information currently stored in the field.

Changing the name of the field
If you want to change a field's name, enter the new field name in Field name, then click the Save button.
The original name of the field always appears at the top of the Field Properties screen. If you want to change the
name of the field back to the default, type the original name in Field name.
Things to consider if you rename fields:
• When you change a field name, Volgistics limits the length of the new field name to 39 characters.
• The field is renamed for every record in the system.
• The new field name appears for everyone who uses this Volgistics system in your organization.
• Any information you've already entered in the renamed field is still there. If you're changing a field from
"Spouse's Name" to "Parking Pass Number" for instance, any spouse's names already entered will still be
there after you change the field name. In these cases, some fields allow you to clear all information by using
the Delete all data from this field button. See the Clear this field section below for more information.
Otherwise, you would need to manually remove the old data each time you encounter it in this field.
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Reformatting a field
Most Volgistics fields have a fixed field type (you can't change it). Fields with the default name "Spare field" are
the exception to this rule. These fields appear in four locations in Volgistics:
- The Personal box on the volunteer's Profile tab
- The Detail box on the Site tab
- The Detail box on the Place tab
- The Detail box on the Assignment tab
Spare fields are flexible fields—suitable for holding a variety of information. You can format these fields to use
any of these formats:
Text
You can enter any value in a text field including letters, numbers or spaces.
Date
You must enter two digits for the month and two digits for the day in a date field (e.g. July would be entered as
"07" instead of "7"). You can enter years as two digits or four digits. If you enter a two-digit year, Volgistics
converts your entry to a four-digit year.
Number (whole)
You can enter any whole number in these fields (e.g. 123).
Number (1 decimal place)
You can enter any number with up to one decimal place in these fields (e.g. 25.5).
Number (2 decimal places)
You can enter any number with up to two decimal places in these fields (e.g. 25.25).
Currency
You can enter any number in these fields. Numbers you enter in these fields will contain two decimal places and
a dollar sign.
Social Security Number**
Entries in this field must contain 9 digits. Volgistics will format entries using social security format (123-45-6789).
You can enter social security numbers with or without punctuation: 123-45-6789 or 123456789.

Keep these things in mind if you change the format of a field:
• If you do not see a Field Format selection, it means that you cannot change this particular field's format.
• Be sure the field's format is consistent with the kind of information you want to store in the field.
• Any information you've already entered in the reformatted field is still there. If you're changing a field from
"Spouse's Name" to "Social Security Number" for instance, any spouse's names already entered will still be
there after you change the field name. In these cases, some fields allow you to clear all information by using
the Delete all data from this field button. See the Clear this field section below for more information.
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• Otherwise, you would need to manually remove the old data each time you encounter it in this field.
Setting a default value
For some fields (but not all) you can specify a "default value."
A default value works like this: when you're entering a new record and you pass through a field without making
an entry, Volgistics inserts the default value for the field. A common use of default values is in the City and State
fields. For example, you can enter the most common state or province your volunteers live in as the default
value. Then when you add new records you won't need to enter the state or province for people who live in that
state or province - simply pass through the state field and Volgistics will add your default value.
If the Default value setting is unavailable, this field does not support default values.
Require an entry
For some fields (but not all), you can specify that the field may not be left blank. If you check this option, System
Operators cannot save a record until they have made an entry in this field. If you do not check this option, an
entry in this field is optional.
Normally you would require an entry only for the fields of information that are critical to your program.
Use this option sparingly! Remember that an operator cannot save a new record if they don't have an entry in
required fields. Therefore you should only require an entry for fields that, if left empty, would render the rest of
the record useless.
Consider this example: many people assume that the zip code field should be required since mail can't be
delivered without it. But periodically they want to establish records for prospective volunteers who have called in
but who haven't yet provided their complete addresses. If the zip code is required, you will not be able to enter
these records. Consequently there's a chance that these valuable prospective volunteer leads could be lost
because they couldn't be entered into the system.
Hiding an entry
Set Hidden to "Yes" if you don't want this field to appear on the tab where it would normally appear.
You can hide fields you don't currently use in order to simplify the screen, and to eliminate the chance an
operator will enter something in this field just because it's there. For example, if you don't want to track your
volunteers' ages, you can hide the Age field.
Other things to consider if you hide fields
- The field is hidden for all records.
- You can unhide the field if you choose to use it later.
- Any information entered in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.

Managing dropdown list items
Dropdown lists (also known as look-up tables) have a pre-defined list (or table) of entries that you can choose
from when entering data. Dropdown lists have a down-arrow attached to their right edge. The table of entries
appears when you click the down-arrow.
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If the selected field is a dropdown (look at what appears next to
Type of field), you can use the Field Properties window to maintain field entries. For more information, see
Manage Dropdown Lists (Look-up Tables) [_______].
pg:0963

System Operator rights
Choose the field rights, or access, you want each user level to have for the selected field.
In Volgistics, each System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 is assigned a user level. This can be "System administrator,"
"Power user," or "Basic user." For each of these three user levels, you can set the following rights for the field
you're modifying:
View and change
Any operator for the user level selected has full access to the selected field. They can see the field, plus enter
and edit its contents.
View only
Any operator for the user level selected can see the field, but cannot enter or edit its contents.
Hidden
Any operator for the user level selected will not be able to see the field.
For example, if you set-up a co-worker named Jennifer as a System Operator in Volgistics and assign her the
Power user level. Jennifer will have whatever level of access you give Power users for each field in the
database. If you set the Date of birth field so Power users have "View only" access, then Jennifer - and all of
your other System Operators who are Power users - will only be able to view the information in the Date of birth
field. They will not be able to enter or change the information for this field. You might set the Basic user level
operator rights to "Hidden" for the Date of birth field. This means any System Operators in your account who are
Basic users will not see the Date of birth field on the Profile tab at all.

More Help

Note that in addition to customizing rights for specific fields, you can control access to an entire tab. Each tab in
the volunteer record is visible to each level of operator by default. However, you can hide a tab to System
Operators based on their user level. Help topic 1070 [_______]
pg:0933 has more information on setting this up for your
account.

You can find more information on configuring operator rights, plus examples of how these changes will appear
for operators, in help topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053
Clear this field
If you no longer want to keep any data that is already entered in this field for your volunteer records, you can
optionally clear this field. Clearing this field deletes all of the data previously entered into this field for every
volunteer record in your database. This includes archived volunteer records, volunteer records at all Sites, and
new applications. You should clear this field only if you are certain you will no longer need any data currently
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entered into it. There is not a way to reverse, or restore, this information once the field is cleared.
If the field is a dropdown list, clearing this field also deletes any dropdown list (look-up table) items currently
defined for the field.
If you're sure you want to proceed, click the Delete all data from this field button. This will open a confirmation
screen that double checks if you wish to proceed. Click the Cancel button if you want to stop without clearing the
information. Enter the password you use to login to Volgistics with and click the Continue button if you want to
proceed with clearing the field.

**Assess & Limit Your Risk

No matter what tools you use to track volunteer information, there’s often a simple way to limit your risk when it
comes to storing your volunteer’s personal information.

In the United States, most state and federal laws governing the protection of privacy define protected personal
information as first and last name, plus any one of these: Social security number (SSN); Driver’s license number;
Financial account or credit card number.

While tracking a volunteer’s first and last name is naturally important, it is often possible to operate a volunteer
program successfully without asking volunteers to provide their social security number or driver’s license
number. If you can operate this way, and make it a policy to do so, you will have substantially reduced your
vulnerability from the very start.

Some volunteer programs must collect and store social security and/or driver’s license numbers. For example,
organizations that perform background checks on prospective volunteers typically need one or both of these
numbers. In these cases you should carefully examine how you collect and store this information.

If you choose to store social security and driver’s license numbers in Volgistics, this information (and all other
information you track) is protected by Volgistics as described in help topic 1014 [_______]
pg:0181
.

If you prefer not to store social security numbers and driver’s license numbers in Volgistics, you can still use
Volgistics effectively for all other volunteer recruiting, tracking, and coordination functions. You can use the
Volgistics PIN number as a common key to associate each volunteer’s Volgistics record with their social security
numbers and/or driver’s license numbers stored locally on your own computer or network. If you choose this
approach, be sure you protect the information you store locally.
It is also a good idea to require strong passwords for the System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 who access your account.
Volgistics allows you to customize the password strength rules for your account on the System Operators
Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1442 page. Options include case sensitivity, password length requirements from 6 to 30
characters, password expirations in 30 day increments from 30 to 300 days, and mandatory inclusion of numeric
characters and symbols.
Strong password requirements can help eliminate security vulnerability caused by the human tendency to use
simple, easy-to-guess passwords
.
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Volgistics was designed to track volunteer records, not patient information. Therefore, the system does not
include Protected Health Information and Volgistics should not be considered a Covered Entity for HIPAA
[_______]
pg:0091 purposes.

Manage Dropdown Lists (Look-up Tables)
Help topic 2018
Added or revised 05-10-2013
Dropdown lists (also known as look-up tables) have a pre-defined list, or table, of entries that you can choose
from when entering data. Dropdown lists have a down-arrow attached to their right edge. The list of entries
appears when you click the down-arrow.
Examples of dropdown lists include:
The Title, Status, State, and Flags fields on the Core tab
The Gender field on the Profile tab
The Assignment field on a service entry
Fields with dropdown lists look like this:

Occasionally you may need to maintain these tables by adding new entries, correcting the spelling of an entry,
merging entries, or deleting entries. To perform any of these functions, you first need to know two things:
• The name of the field you would like to customize.
• The name of the tab that contains the field.
Just browse for the field whose properties need to be adjusted. Note the field name and the name of the tab that
contains the field:
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To manage a dropdown list:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options." A list of all the tabs in Volgistics appears.
3. Select the tab that contains the dropdown list you'd like to edit. A list of all the fields located on this tab
appears.
4. Select the field you would like to customize. The Field Properties window opens.
5. Use the "Drop-down table items" section to manage the dropdown list.

Using this section of the Field Properties [_______]
pg:0957 window, you can:
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• Add a new dropdown list entry
• Change a dropdown list entry
• Merge dropdown list entries
• Delete a dropdown list entry

Add a new dropdown list entry
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options."
3. Select the tab that contains the dropdown list you'd like to edit.
4. Select the Field.
5. Next to "Add a new item," type the new entry.
6. Click the Save button beside the "Add a new item" field.
7. Repeat steps 5 & 6 for each new entry you need to make.
8. Click the Save button at the top or bottom of the page to exit.

Change a dropdown list entry
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options."
3. Select the tab that contains the dropdown list you'd like to edit.
4. Select the Field.
5. Adjust the entry (or entries) as needed.
6. Click the Save button at the top or bottom of the page to exit.

Merge dropdown list entries
Occasionally you may need to combine two or more dropdown list entries together in the same field. For
example, you may discover that two different entries in a table actually have the same meaning (e.g. "Junior" and
"Jr").
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options."
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3. Select the tab that contains the dropdown list you'd like to edit.
4. Locate the entry you would like to merge. Click the Merge button. For example, if you wanted to merge "Jr"
into "Junior," you would click the Merge button next to "Jr."
5. Choose the entry you want to merge into, and then click Go.
Volgistics will combine the first dropdown list entry you selected into the second one. For example, any record
that previously contained the entry "Jr" will now have the entry "Junior" instead. The old entry will no longer
appear as an option in this dropdown field.
Note:
Some dropdown lists may have special properties that do not allow you to merge two entries. For example, the
Status [_______]
pg:1832 dropdown list will not allow you to merge the Status set as the default into another entry.

Delete a dropdown list entry
You can delete dropdown list entries that are no longer needed.
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options."
3. Select the tab that contains the dropdown list you'd like to edit.
4. Locate the entry you would like to delete.
5. Click the Delete button.
The important thing to understand is that deleting the entry from the dropdown list will also remove any instances
of that entry from all volunteer records.
Sometimes it is more appropriate to merge one dropdown list entry into another one rather than deleting it. For
example, if you discovered that your system contained two dropdown list entries that have the same meaning
(e.g. "Jr" and "Junior"), it would be better to merge them together rather than to delete one.
Note:
Some dropdown lists may have special properties that do not allow you to delete an entry. For example, the
Status [_______]
pg:1832 dropdown list will not allow you to delete a Status because each volunteer record must have a
Status associated with it. In this case, you would need to merge the entry with another to eliminate it from the
dropdown list.
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How do I make only certain Assignments appear under Assignment Prefe
Help topic 2055
Added or revised 01-18-2017
You can choose which Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 appear for Assignment Preferences on your online volunteer
application forms [_______]
pg:0413 in two different ways. You can control them with the Advertise checkbox on the
Assignment record, or by limiting an application to just a particular Site.
Using the Advertise checkbox on the Assignment
You can select which Assignments appear in your Assignment Preferences across all Sites by using the
Advertise
checkbox that is on the main tab of the Assignment record. If you use this method, please note that the
Advertise checkbox also controls which Assignments are listed in your account's Opportunity Directory [_______]
pg:0420
. So changing the settings for Assignment Preferences will also change which Assignments are shown in the
Opportunity Directory.
The first thing you will need to do is change the setup for your Assignment Preference field. You do this by:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field options.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Click on the Assignment Preference link.
5. Select Advertised assignments only from the Offer dropdown list.

6. Click the Save button.

Now you can choose which Assignments will appear as Assignment Preferences like this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Click on any Assignment.
3. Check the Advertise checkbox on the Assignment tab if the selected Assignment is one you want to appear as
an Assignment Preference option on your application forms. Uncheck this checkbox if it is not.

4. Click the Save button.
Repeat these steps for each assignment.

Limit an application to just one Site
If you limit an application to just one particular Site, only Assignments that fall under that Site will appear for the
Assignment Preferences on the application form. This can be beneficial in cases where you use Site Level
Access [_______]
pg:0092 and you want each applicant to be assigned to a certain Site. Or it could be used if your
organization holds a festival or fundraiser in addition to your regular activities. In this case, you may want to
recruit new volunteers who only serve at the special event. If the special event's Assignments were all under a
Site, you could make an application form for the event and only place the event's Assignments in the Assignment
Preference field.
You can do this by selecting the Site Selection link on the Application Form Setup [_______]
pg:1334 page. Then use the
This application is for this Site only section to limit the application to just one Site. Help topic 1054 [_______]
pg:1338 has
more information on this.

How can I enter phone number extensions?
Help topic 2076
Added or revised 01-03-2012
For organizations in the U.S. and Canada, the default formatting for phone number fields requires that the
number entered in the field be a 7 or 10 digit number (a local phone number is 7 digits, and a local phone
number plus area code is 10 digits). However you can easily change this default phone number field formatting
so that anything is allowed in the field, including phone numbers that are followed by an extension number.
To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Select 'Core tab.'
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4. Click on the kind of phone number for which you want to change the field formatting requirements (e.g.
'Work.'). This opens the Field Properties page.
5. Change the "Phone number format" to 'No formatting.'
6. Click the Save button.
Now you can enter anything – including phone numbers followed by an extension number – in this phone
number field.

Date of Birth Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2077
Added or revised 05-26-2016
You can use the Date of birth field properties setup page to configure the Date of birth field on the Profile tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Date of birth field properties setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose Date of birth.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Date of birth field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
volunteer Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date of birth field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Date of birth Field Properties setup page where a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can
make any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Date of birth" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for System Operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Profile tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the Date of birth field on the Profile tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the dropdown list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
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If you select "No" it will be possible for the Date of birth field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Yes
If you select "Yes," and the field is blank when a System Operator tries to save changes on the Profile tab, an
error message will pop-up indicating information must be entered. The operator will need to enter a date of birth
before they can save the page.
System Operator rights
This section determines what rights operators with different levels have for the field. You can learn more about
operator levels in the User level section of help topic 1011 here [_______].
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View only
Select this option to permit operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to prevent
them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and viewing this
field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View only
Select this option to permit operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them from
making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View only
Select this option to permit operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them from
making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Age Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2078
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Age field properties setup page to configure the Age field on the Profile tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Age field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose Age.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Age field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Profile
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an Age field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Age Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Age" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from
this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Age field on the Profile tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Age field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter an Age in the Age field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
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Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Age field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2079
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Spare dropdown field properties setup page to configure a Spare dropdown field on the Profile
tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Spare dropdown field properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose the Spare dropdown field of
interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare dropdown field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare dropdown field
is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare dropdown Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare dropdown" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare dropdown field on the Profile tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not
see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
as well as at VIC.
At VIC
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This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare dropdown field at VIC, but system
operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Profile tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2080
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Spare field field properties setup page to configure a Spare field on the Profile tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Spare field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose the Spare field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Profile tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare field can be
customized to take the form any one of the following field types: Text; Date; Number (whole); Number (1 decimal
place); Number (2 decimal places), or currency. Select the field type of interest from the Field format dropdown
list.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare field on the Profile tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2081
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox Field properties setup page to configure a Spare checkbox on the Profile tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Spare checkbox Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose the Spare checkbox of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Profile tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Profile tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the Profile tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see
the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Daily Availability Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2082
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Daily availability field properties setup page to configure the Daily availability section on the
Profile tab in the volunteer record. To get to the volunteer Profile tab Daily availability field properties setup page,
choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab, and then choose Daily Availability.
Daily Availability
Use the following options to decide how you want to track volunteer availability (the times individual volunteers
are generally available to serve) in Volgistics.
Do not track daily availability
Select this option if you do not want to track daily volunteer availability. Note that if you choose this option, you
will not be able to create a Set [_______]
pg:0859 based on daily availability.
Track daily availability on an ongoing basis
Choose this option if you would like the daily availability information entered in this section of the volunteer
Profile tab to reflect the volunteer's availability indefinitely, starting from the time it is entered.
Track daily availability for these dates only:
Choose this option if you want to indicate your volunteers' daily availability for a specified period of dates. This is
useful when you want to track daily availability for a special event or season. If you select this option, you should
enter a beginning and ending date to indicate the period of time for which you would like to track daily availability.
Track availability for these days of the week
Choose this option if you want to track availability for one or more days of the week. For example, you might
want to track daily availability for weekends only. In this case, you would mark the boxes next to Sundays and
Saturdays only.
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Track daily availability using
Actual times
If you choose to track daily availability using actual times, dropdown fields will be provided in the Availability
section of the volunteer Profile tab to indicate "From" and "To" times for volunteer availability on specific days of
the week.
These pre-set intervals
Select this option if you want volunteers to indicate their availability based on pre-set intervals. When this option
is chosen, you can customize up to eight intervals. You can enter whatever type of categories make sense for
your organization, such as "morning," "afternoon" and "evening," or more specific time ranges, such as "8:00 am
– 12:00 pm." The pre-set intervals will show up on the Profile tab in the volunteer record as checkboxes under
specific days of the week.
Clear availability

My Availability Is Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2083
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the "My availability is" field properties setup page to configure the My availability is section on the
Profile tab in the volunteer record. To get to the volunteer Profile tab "My availability is" field properties setup
page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab, and then choose "My
availability is."
Field location:
This section indicates where the "My availability is" field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is
on the Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the "My availability is" field
is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the "My availability is" setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "My availability is" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from
this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the "My availability is" field on the Profile tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not
see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the "My availability is" field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this "My availability is" field at VIC, but system
operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the "My availability is" field on the Profile tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers have "Ongoing" availability, you can choose "Ongoing" as the default so
that you can pass by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. For this field, options such
as "Ongoing," "Ongoing except between these dates," and "Only between these dates" are used to indicate a
volunteer's availability.
Each time you enter a new item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created
so that you can continue to add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down
item, click the Delete button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

From Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2084
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the From field properties setup page to configure the From field in the Availability section on the
Profile tab in the volunteer record. To get to the From field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose From.
Field location:
This section indicates where the From field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Profile
tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the From field is a Date
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the From Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "From" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the From field on the Profile tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the From field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a date in the From field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the From field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

To Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2085
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the To field properties setup page to configure the To field in the Availability section on the Profile
tab in the volunteer record. To get to the To field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose To.
Field location:
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This section indicates where the To field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Profile
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the To field is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the To Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "To" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the To field on the Profile tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the To field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a date in the To field at VIC, but system operators working within
Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the To field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

I Would Like To Serve Up To Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2086
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the "I would like to serve up to" Field Properties setup page to configure the "I would like to serve up
to" field on the Profile tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Profile tab "I would like to serve up to setup
page," choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab, and then choose "I would like
to serve up to."
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Field location:
This section indicates where the "I would like to serve up to" field you are working with is located. In this case,
the field is on the Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the
"I would like to serve up to" field is a whole number field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the "I would like to serve up to" Field Properties setup page where a system operator
can make any adjustments to the field. The field is called "I would like to serve up to" by default. To change the
name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Profile tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the "I would like to serve up to" field on the Profile tab of
the volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the "I would like to serve up to" field on the Profile tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in the "I would like to serve up to" field at VIC, but
system operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the "I would like to serve up to" field on the Profile tab to be left
blank in Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
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This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Hours Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2087
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Hours Field Properties setup page to configure the Hours field on the Profile tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Profile tab Hours Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Profile tab, and then choose Hours.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Hours field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Hours field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Hours Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Hours" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Hours field on the Profile tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Hours field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Hours field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Hours field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
Note that this field is intended to be used in conjunction with the other daily availability fields, particularly the "I
would like to serve up to" field [_______]
pg:0986 . While the "I would like to serve up to" field is where volunteers indicate
the maximum number of hours they would like to serve, the "Hours" field allows volunteers to refine their daily
availability by stating the time period in which they are able to fulfill the number of hours indicated in the "I would
like to serve up to" field. For example, they can use the drop down table items to state that they are available to
serve the specified number of hours "Daily," "Monthly," "Weekly," etc.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Assignment Preference Field Setup Page
Help topic 2088
Added or revised 02-21-2014
You can use the Assignment Preference Field Setup page to configure the Assignment Preference field on the
Profile tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Assignment Preference Field Setup page, choose Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose
Assignment Preference.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Assignment Preference field you are working with is located. In this case, the
field is on the Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Preference field.
Preference name:
This is the first place on the Assignment Preference Field Properties setup page where a System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 can make any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Assignment Preference" by default. To
change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field
to.
You can choose:
This dropdown field allows users to decide how many Assignments volunteers should be allowed to choose
when indicating their Assignment Preferences.
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Rank by:
If volunteers are permitted to choose more than one Assignment Preference, this field allows users to determine
whether or not volunteers can rank their Assignment Preferences, and if so, whether they should rank
Assignment preferences by "1st, 2nd and 3rd choice" or by "Importance."
Offer:
Use this dropdown menu to decide which Assignments constitute the pool from which volunteers can select their
Assignment preferences. You can choose to let volunteers indicate Assignment Preferences for "All
Assignments," "Active Assignments only," or "Advertised Assignments only." [_______]
pg:0967

Volunteers choose their preference of…
Assignment preferences can be set up to allow volunteers to indicate their preference for any one of the following
options:
Site
Choose Site to let volunteers indicate the Site(s) at which they would prefer to serve.
Place
Choose Place to let volunteers indicate the Place(s) at which they would prefer to serve.
Assignment
Choose Assignment to let volunteers indicate the Assignment(s) in which they would prefer to serve. If you select
Assignment, you can optionally mark the checkbox next to "Add assignment records automatically" [_______]
pg:0906
and then determine which Role [_______]
pg:0103 should be given to volunteers receiving Assignment records
automatically.
Cluster
Choose Cluster [_______]
pg:0934 to let volunteers indicate the Cluster(s) in which they would prefer to serve.

System Operator rights
This section determines which types of System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can view, view and change, or see this field
in Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 to view and edit
this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this
field.

Preference Field Setup Page
Help topic 2089
Added or revised 10-28-2008
You can use the Preference field setup page to configure a preference field on the Profile tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the preference field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options,
Profile tab (for volunteers), and then choose Add a new preference.
Field location:
This section indicates where the preference field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Profile tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Preference field.
Preference name:
This is the first place on the Preference Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. Enter the name you would like give this Preference field in the Preference name field.
You can choose:
This dropdown field allows users to decide how many items volunteers should be allowed to choose when
indicating their preference.
Rank by:
If volunteers are permitted to choose more than one preference for this field, users are allowed to determine
whether or not volunteers can rank their preferences, and if so, whether they should rank preferences by "1st,
2nd and 3rd choice" or by "Importance."
Offer:
Use this dropdown menu to decide which Assignments constitute the pool from which volunteers can select their
preferences. You can choose to let volunteers indicate preferences for "All Assignments," "Active Assignments
only," or "Advertised Assignments only." [_______]
pg:0967

Volunteers choose their preference of…
Preferences can be set up to allow volunteers to indicate their preference for any one of the following options:
Site
Choose Site to let volunteers indicate the Site(s) at which they would prefer to serve.
Place
Choose Place to let volunteers indicate the Place(s) at which they would prefer to serve.
Assignment
Choose Assignment to let volunteers indicate the Assignment(s) in which they would prefer to serve. If you select
Assignment, you can optionally mark the checkbox next to "Add assignment records automatically" [_______]
pg:0906
and then determine which Role [_______]
pg:0103 should be given to volunteers receiving Assignment records
automatically.
Cluster
Choose Cluster [_______]
pg:0934 to let volunteers indicate the Cluster(s) in which they would prefer to serve.

System operator rights
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This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2090
Added or revised 10-29-2008
You can use the Assignment Field properties setup page to configure the Assignment field in the Assignment
box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Assignment Field Properties setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Assignment under
Assignment box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Assignment field you are working with is located. In this case, the Assignment is
on the Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Assignment field is an
Assignment list field. Note that this is a "system field," and as such you cannot customize certain field
characteristics, including the field name.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the Assignment to be listed in a column within the Assignments box on the
volunteer Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

From Field Setup Page
Help topic 2092
Added or revised 10-30-2008
You can use the From field setup page to configure the From field in the Assignment box on the Service tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the From field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Service tab, and then choose From under the Assignment box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the From field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the From Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "From" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
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No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the From field on the Service tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the From field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the From field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.
Include as a grid column:
If you want the From field to appear as a column in the Assignment box on the Service tab, mark this box.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

To Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2093
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the To field properties setup page to configure the To field in the Assignments box on the Service
tab in the volunteer record. To get to the To field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose To under Assignment box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the To field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Service
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the To Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "To" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the To field on the Service tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the To field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the To field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.
Include as a grid column:
Mark this checkbox if you would like the To date to be listed in a column within the Assignments box on the
volunteer Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2094
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Spare date field properties setup page to configure a Spare date field on the Service tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Spare date field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, Service tab, and then choose the Spare date field under the Assignment box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare date field is a
Date field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. Use the Field name field to give your spare date field a name.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare date field on the Service tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare date field on the Service tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare date field to be listed in a column within the Assignments box on
the volunteer Service tab.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2095
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Spare dropdown field setup page to configure a Spare dropdown field in the Assignments box
on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Spare dropdown field setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose the Spare dropdown field under the
Assignment box heading.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare dropdown field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Service tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare dropdown field
is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare dropdown Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare dropdown" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Spare dropdown field on the Service tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not
see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare dropdown field to be listed in a column within the Assignments
box on the volunteer Service tab.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2096
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox setup page to configure a Spare checkbox in the Assignments box on the
Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Spare checkbox setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose the Spare checkbox under the Assignment box
heading.
Field location:
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This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Service tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the Service tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see
the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
Checked
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare checkbox field to be listed in a column within the Assignments box
on the volunteer Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2097
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Assignment Field properties setup page to configure the Assignment field in the Service box on
the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Assignment Field Properties setup page, choose Setup
from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Assignment under Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Assignment field you are working with is located. In this case, the Assignment is
on the Service tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Assignment field is an
Assignment list field. Note that this is a "system field," and as such you cannot customize certain field
characteristics, including the field name.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Assignment field in the Service box on the Service tab to be left blank
in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Assignment field in the Service box on the Service tab to be
left blank in Volgistics, or at VIC.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the Assignment to be listed in a column within the Service box on the
volunteer Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

From Time Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2098
Added or revised 10-30-2008
You can use the From time field properties setup page to configure the From time field in the Service box on the
Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the From time field setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose From time under Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the From time field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Time field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the From time field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the From time field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
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Include as a grid column:
If you want the From time to appear as a column in the Service box on the Service tab, mark this box.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Preference Fields
Help topic 2130
Added or revised 01-07-2015
Preference fields are powerful, customizable fields for collecting information about the assignment(s) – or kind of
assignment(s) – volunteers or applicants are most interested in. Volgistics uses preference fields to help you
match volunteers and assignments.
Here are some examples of the different ways you can use preference fields:
• To list assignments by name so volunteers or applicants can choose the assignments that appeal the most to
them.
• To list the different Sites or Places that have assignments so volunteers or applicants can choose the location
that most appeals to them. For example, a volunteer center can use a preference field to ask a prospective
volunteer to choose the organization where they would like to serve. Or, a multi-county agency can ask
applicants which county they would like to serve in.
• To ask volunteers or applicants to indicate their preference for assignment characteristics such as these:
- Assignment duration (e.g. one time or ongoing)
- Type of service performed (e.g. tutoring, clerical, fund raising, etc).
- If use of their personal vehicle is required
- Degree of interaction with others (e.g. work alone, work with others, etc.)
While your Volgistics system may come with one or two preference fields already setup, you can create up to
twenty preference fields to suit your own needs. When you create new preference fields you give the field a
name (e.g. 'Type of service performed') and establish the options that are available to volunteers (e.g. 'one time,'
'ongoing'). When you setup preference fields you can also choose if volunteers should…
• simply check their preference(s)
• rank their preferences in order of choice (e.g. 1st, 2nd, 3rd choice)
• rank their preferences in order of importance to them
To setup a new preference field:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose 'Setup'
2. Select 'Field options.'
3. Click 'Profile tab (for volunteers)'
4. Scroll down to choose 'Add a new preference.'
5. Complete the Field Properties [_______]
pg:0585 window.
6. Click the Save button on the 'Field Properties' window.

You can use preference fields:
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• On volunteer application forms so new applicants can tell you their preferences.
• With a Volunteer Information Center option (VicNet or VicTouch) so volunteers can update their preferences
online or at an on-site kiosk.
• Manually by entering or editing a volunteers preferences on the Profile tab in their volunteer record.
No matter how you choose to collect volunteer preference information, you can always view or edit a volunteer's
preference on the Profile tab in their volunteer record.

If you have a preference field that asks applicants to rank their choice, the field will appear similar to this on the
application form…

If you have a preference field that asks applicants to describe the importance of a preference, the field will
appear similar to this on the application form…

Setting Tab Rights
Help topic 2154
Added or revised 04-03-2017
Volgistics helps you keep your volunteer information organized by arranging it onto nine different tabs [_______]
pg:1849
in the volunteer record. Each tab includes a specific kind of volunteer information. For example, the Service tab
includes the volunteer's current and past service information.
The nine possible tabs in the volunteer record are:
Core
Profile
Service
Schedule
History
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Contacts
Notes
Vic
Docs

Volgistics allows you to control which of these tabs individual system operators can see and use when they login
to the system. This capability is useful for:
• Hiding tabs you do not currently use at all in your organization so they don't get in the way.
• Preventing individual System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 from seeing or changing any of the information on a
particular kind of tab.
You control tab rights by specifying which of these tabs a system operator can see, depending on their user level
. There are three user levels in Volgistics:
Volgistics Administrators
Power Users
Basic Users
Every Volgistics System Operator has one of these three user levels. The account's Volgistics Administrator
[_______]
pg:0052 determines a System Operator's user level by selecting Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expanding
the System operators link, clicking on an operator's name, and selecting a user level from the User level
dropdown field.
To prevent operators with a certain user level from accessing a tab, the Administrator can follow these steps:
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Select Field Options.
3. Select the tab you want to block (note that you cannot block the Core tab, or tabs in records other than
volunteer records). If the tab you want to block is the Docs tab, see the Docs tab information box below.
4. Click the

Tab Rights [_______]
pg:0933 link.

5. Set the tab rights, and then click the Save button.

Docs Tab
The Docs tab [_______]
pg:1630 of the volunteer record has additional options for tab rights that are not available for
other tabs. For information on changing the tab rights for the Docs tab, see help topic 2553 [_______].
pg:1319
When you hide a selected tab for System Operators with a specific user level, those operators will never see the
hidden tab when they work with volunteer records. Hidden tabs are hidden in all volunteer records, including
archived [_______]
pg:0709 volunteer records, for these operators. Hiding a tab does not remove any of the information
previously entered on the tab. You can hide a tab, and later un-hide it.

Please note:
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Hiding a tab does not prevent System Operators from printing reports that may include information from the
hidden tab. If you hide a tab for the purpose of preventing some System Operators from seeing sensitive
information, be sure none of your reports include that sensitive information (or, prevent these System Operators
from printing reports altogether by changing the rights on their System Operator record [_______].
pg:1895
Don't forget that you can set
field rights
too. If you don't want to hide an entire tab, you can set field rights for the individual fields on the tab. In this case,
System Operators with the restricted user level would have access to the tab, but not specific to certain fields on
the tab. You set field rights under "Field Options" [_______]
pg:0957 in Setup.

How do I add a field for tracking volunteer social security numbers?
Help topic 2155
Added or revised 12-18-2013
Question: How do I add a field for tracking volunteer social security numbers?
Answer: The Profile tab would be the best place to add a field for tracking social security numbers. To add such
a custom field to the Profile tab:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose Field Options.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Select any of the "Spare fields" that are currently hidden (e.g. Spare field 1, Spare field 2, etc).
5. Make the following changes to the field properties window for the Spare field you selected:
• For Field format choose "Social security number."
• For Field name enter "Social security number" (or whatever you want the field name to be)
• Set Hidden to "No"
• Set any special System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights you want for this field. See the System Operator rights
section of help topic 2017 [_______]
pg:0957 for more information on this.
6. Click the Save button to save your changes.
Your volunteer Profile tabs will now include a field for a social security number. Most volunteer tabs support a
number of custom fields that you can configure through the same steps.
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Automatic volunteer numbers
Help topic 2247
Added or revised 09-12-2013
If you use the volunteer number field [_______],
pg:1856 and you choose not to assign your own volunteer numbers,
Volgistics automatically assigns a number to each new volunteer record you manually enter; receive through an
online application form; or import from another database.
By default, Volgistics automatically assigns volunteer numbers that are between 4 and 6 digits long (numbers
only), and that are not sequential (you'll learn why later in this help topic).
You can optionally change the way Volgistics assigns numbers automatically. To change this setting:
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Select Field Options.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Click on the Number field link. This opens the Field Properties page for the Number field.
Use the "Automatic PIN numbering" selection to change the way numbers are assigned automatically.
5. Click the Save button to save your changes.
Three methods of automatic numbering are supported:
Random
Volgistics automatically assigns a volunteer number that is between 4 and 6 digits long. Numbers are assigned
randomly, reducing the possibility that volunteers will have sequential volunteer numbers. This is the default and
recommended selection for automatic numbering.
This is the recommended selection for these reasons:
If you use VicTouch, this number becomes the PIN number the volunteer will use to access VicTouch. VicTouch
security is significantly reduced if you use sequential numbers because any volunteer can easily determine other
volunteer PIN numbers simply by entering the next or previous number in sequence from their own PIN number.
Further, if a volunteer makes a mistake entering their own PIN number, it's more likely that their mistaken entry
will be another volunteer's PIN. For example, if a volunteer with PIN 1234 inadvertently enters 1342 there is a
good chance that the mistaken entry will actually be another volunteer's PIN if sequential numbers are used.
Internally the system can assign numbers faster with this selection, making new record entry slightly faster.
Home phone
When you choose this option, Volgistics attempts to use the last 7 digits of a volunteer's home phone number as
their volunteer number. If no home phone number has been entered for the volunteer, or if another volunteer
already has this number, Volgistics assigns a random number that is between 4 and 6 digits long.
Sequential
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Choose this option if you prefer that new volunteer numbers be assigned automatically in a sequential order.
With this option selected, Volgistics will automatically assign the next highest unused volunteer number, starting
with the lowest number already used. If no volunteer records have previously been added to an account,
numbering will begin at 1000. To cause numbering to start with a number less than 1,000 enter the first volunteer
record and manually assign that volunteer record the number you wish to start with (by entering the number in
the Number field on the Core tab).
If you archive volunteer records, the archived records keep their volunteer number. So a volunteer number will
not be reused as long as any volunteer record, archived or not archived, has that number.
This selection is not recommended for organizations that use VicTouch for the reasons described under the
"Random" option.

Changing the way volunteer numbers are automatically assigned will not retroactively change the volunteer
numbers in any existing volunteer records. The system does not currently provide any method for automatically
changing existing volunteer numbers. However you can change existing volunteer numbers by editing the
Number field in individual volunteer records.
Related help
Help Topic 2152 [_______]
pg:1856 - Using volunteer numbers

How do I add more States or Provinces to the State or Province dropdow
Help topic 2279
Added or revised 09-12-2013

The State (Province) field uses a "dropdown list." When you establish a new account, the dropdown list for the
State or Province field will contain just your own state or province code.
To add more state or province codes to this list:
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Expand the "Field options" link.
3. Select the "Core tab" (the Core tab is where the State (Province) field is located).
4. Select the "State" or "Province" Field. This opens the Field Properties page for the State or Province field.
5. Type a new state or province entry in the "Add a new item" field.
6. Click the Save button beside the field.
Repeat steps 5 and 6 for each new item you want to add to this field's dropdown list.

To add all of the state or province codes to this list in a single step:
1. Choose Setup from the
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2. Expand the "Field Options" link.
3. Select the "Core tab" (the Core tab is where the State (Province) field is located).
4. Select the "State" or "Province" Field. This opens the Field Properties page for the State or Province field.
5. Click the Add all U.S. States or Add all Canadian Provinces button located at the bottom of the list.
Related help
Help Topic 2017 [_______]
pg:0957 - Field Setup
Help Topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 - Manage Dropdown Lists (Look-up tables)
Help Topic 2294 [_______]
pg:1868 - Core Tab

Start and Stop Date Rules
Help topic 2314
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Volgistics tracks volunteer start and stop dates [_______]
pg:1890 automatically. By default, a volunteer's start date is the
date their status becomes 'active' and their stop date is the date their status becomes 'inactive.' If a volunteer
hasn't yet been marked active they will not have a start date, and until they're marked inactive they will not have
a stop date. Volunteers who were active at one time, but are now inactive will have both a start date and stop
date. These dates appear on the History tab in their volunteer record.
You can customize the way start and stop dates are triggered using the Start date rule and the Stop date rule
under Field Properties in Setup.
Start Date Rule
Use the Start date rule on the Field Properties page for the Start Date field to customize the volunteer status (or
statuses) that should be used as the basis for their start date. If you're not already on the Field Properties page
for the Start Date field, you can get there like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Select 'History tab' (the History tab is where the Start and Stop date fields appear).
4. Click the 'Start Date' link. This opens the Field Properties page for the Start Date field.
By default, the 'Active' status is the only volunteer status that start dates are based on. If you want volunteer start
dates to be based on a status other than—or in addition to—the 'Active' status, check the appropriate status
checkbox (or boxes) here. For example, if you have a volunteer status called 'Applicant,' and you want your
volunteer start dates to be based on the first date a volunteer's status becomes either 'Applicant' or 'Active,'
check both the 'Active' and the 'Applicant' statuses, as shown in this illustration:
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With the setting shown above, volunteer start dates will always be the first date a volunteer's status was set to
either 'Applicant' or 'Active.'
Status checkboxes that appear disabled here cannot be used as the basis for start dates because they are
statuses currently used to trigger volunteer stop dates.
5. Click the Save button to save any changes you make to the Field Properties page.
If you make any changes to the Start date rule they are applied to your database as soon as you save the Field
Properties page. This means that volunteer start dates throughout your database are adjusted automatically
based on the status (or statuses) you check here.
Stop Date Rule
Like the Start date rule, a Stop date rule lets you customize which volunteer status (or statuses) volunteer stop
dates should be based on. You set the stop date rule on the Field Properties page for the Stop Date field. If
you're not already on the Field Properties page for the Stop Date field, you can get there like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select 'Field Properties.'
3. Select 'History tab' (the History tab is where the Start and Stop date fields appear).
4. Click the 'Stop Date' link. This opens the Field Properties page for the Stop Date field.
By default, the 'Inactive' status is the only volunteer status that stop dates are based on. If you want volunteer
stop dates to be based on a status other than—or in addition to—the 'Inactive' status, check the appropriate
status checkboxes here. For example, if you have a volunteer status called 'LOA,' and you want your volunteer
stop dates to be based on the date a volunteer's status becomes either 'LOA' or 'Inactive,' then check both the
'Inactive' and the 'LOA' statuses, as shown in this illustration:
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With the setting shown above, volunteer stop dates will always be the most recent date a volunteer's status was
set to either 'LOA' or 'Inactive.'
Status checkboxes that appear disabled here cannot be used as the basis for stop dates because they are
statuses currently used to trigger volunteer start dates.
5. Click the Save button to save any changes you make to the Field Properties page.

To Time Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2332
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the To time field properties setup page to configure the To time field in the Service box on the
Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the To time field properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose To time under Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the To time field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Time field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the To time field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the To time field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
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Include as a grid column:
Mark this checkbox if you would like the To time to be listed in a column within the Assignments box on the
volunteer Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Merit hours Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2333
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Merit hours Field properties setup page to configure the Merit hours field in the Service box on
the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Merit hours Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Merit hours under Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Merit hours field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Merit hours field is an
Hours and minutes field. Note that this is a "system field," and as such you cannot customize certain field
characteristics, including the field name.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like Merit hours to be listed in a column within the Service box on the volunteer
Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Service Measure Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2334
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Service measure Field properties setup page to configure the Service measure field in the
Service box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Service measure Field Properties setup
page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Service
measure under Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Service measure field you are working with is located. In this case, the Service
measure is on the Service tab.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Service measure field on the Service tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
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Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the Service measure to be listed in a column within the Service box on the
volunteer Service tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Program Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2335
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Program Field properties setup page to configure the Program field in the Mandatory Service
box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Program Field Properties setup page, choose Setup
from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Program under Mandatory
Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Program field you are working with is located. In this case, the Program is on
the Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Program field is a
dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Program Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Program" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the new field name.
Require an entry:
Always
An entry in the Program field is always required. Therefore, it will not be possible for the Program field on the
Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if most
of your volunteers are part of one mandatory service program, you might choose that program as the default so
that you can pass by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Starting Date Field Setup Page
Help topic 2336
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Starting Date field setup page to configure the Starting Date field in the Mandatory Service box
on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Starting Date field setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Starting Date under the Mandatory Service
box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Starting Date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Starting Date Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Starting Date" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Starting Date field on the Service tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Starting Date field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Starting Date field on the Service tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
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If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Due By Field Setup Page
Help topic 2337
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Due By field setup page to configure the Due By field in the Mandatory Service box on the
Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Due By field setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Due By under the Mandatory Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Due By field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Due By Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Due By" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Due By field on the Service tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Due By field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Due By field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
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If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Completed On Field Setup Page
Help topic 2338
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Completed on field setup page to configure the Completed on field in the Mandatory Service
box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Completed on field setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Completed on under the Mandatory
Service box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Completed on field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Completed on Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Completed on" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Completed on field on the Service tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Completed on field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Completed on field on the Service tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
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If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Completed Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2339
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Completed Field properties setup page to configure the Completed checkbox in the Mandatory
Service box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Completed checkbox Field Properties setup
page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Completed
under Mandatory Service.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Completed field you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is on
the Service tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Completed field is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Completed field properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Completed" by default. To change the name of the checkbox,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Completed checkbox on the Service tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators
will not see the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox
was marked before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Service Required Field Setup Page
Help topic 2340
Added or revised 10-31-2008
You can use the Service required field setup page to configure the Service required field in the Mandatory
Service box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Service required field setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Service tab, and then choose Service required under the
Mandatory Service box.
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Field location:
This section indicates where the Service required field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Service tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Service required
field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Service required field on the Service tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
as well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Service required field on the Service tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2341
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Date field properties setup page to configure the Date field on the History tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Date field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, History tab, and then choose Date.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the History
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Date Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Date" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Require an entry:
Always
It will not be possible for the Date field on the History tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
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If you want a specific date to appear in this field by default, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Expires Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2342
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Expires field properties setup page to configure the Expires field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Expires field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, History tab, and then choose Expires.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Expires field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Expires Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Expires" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Expires field on the History tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Expired field on the History tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Expired field on the History tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
If you want a specific date to appear in this field by default, enter it here.
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Include as a grid column
Mark this box if you would like information from the Expires field to appear as a column on the History tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Date Event Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2343
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Date event field properties setup page to configure a Date event field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Date event field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, History tab, and then choose the Date event field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Date event field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Date event field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Date event field is called "Dates" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Require and entry:
An entry in the Date event field is always required.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Class Event Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2344
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Class event field properties setup page to configure a Class event field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Class event field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, History tab, and then choose the Class event field.
Field location:
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This section indicates where the Class event field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Class event field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Class event field is called "Classes" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Require and entry:
An entry in the Class event field is always required.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Mail Event Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2345
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Mail event field properties setup page to configure a Mail event field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Mail event field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, History tab, and then choose the Mail event field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Mail event field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Mail event field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Mail event field is called "Mailings" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Mail event field on the History tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
An entry in the Mail event field is always required.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Notation (for Status dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2346
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Notation (for Status dates) field properties setup page to configure the Notations that will be
used for Status date entries on the History tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Notation (for Status dates)
field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then choose
Notation (for Status dates).
Field location:
This section indicates where the Notation (for Status dates) field is located. In this case, the field is on the History
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Notation (for Status
dates) field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Notation (for Status dates) field is called "Status Notation" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Notation (for Status dates) field on the History tab of
the volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Notation (for Status dates) field on the History tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Notation (for Status dates) field on the History tab to be left
blank.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. Appropriate dropdown items for the Notation (for Status dates) field might
include "Moved," "Resigned" or "Deceased." If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the
Delete button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Notation (for Checklist dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2347
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Notation (for Checklist dates) field properties setup page to configure the Notations that will be
used for Checklist date entries on the History tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Notation (for Checklist
dates) field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then
choose Notation (for Checklist dates).
Field location:
This section indicates where the Notation (for Checklist dates) field is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
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Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Notation (for Checklist
dates) field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Notation (for Checklist dates) field is called "Checklist Notation" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Notation (for Checklist dates) field on the History tab
of the volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators
will not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but
any information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Notation (for Checklist dates) field on the History tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Notation (for Checklist dates) field on the History tab to be left
blank.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. Appropriate dropdown items for the Notation (for Checklist dates) field might
include "Complete," "Waived" or "Passed." If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the
Delete button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Notation (for Award dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2348
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Notation (for Award dates) field properties setup page to configure the Notations that will be
used for Award date entries on the History tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Notation (for Award dates)
field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then choose
Notation (for Award dates).
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Field location:
This section indicates where the Notation (for Award dates) field is located. In this case, the field is on the History
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Notation (for Award
dates) field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Notation (for Award dates) field is called "Award Notation" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Notation (for Award dates) field on the History tab of
the volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Notation (for Award dates) field on the History tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Notation (for Award dates) field on the History tab to be left
blank.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. Appropriate dropdown items for the Notation (for Award dates) field might
include "Presented" or "Nominated." If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Notation (for Class dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2349
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Notation (for Class dates) field properties setup page to configure the Notations that will be
used for Class date entries on the History tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Notation (for Class dates)
field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then choose
Notation (for Class dates).
Field location:
This section indicates where the Notation (for Class dates) field is located. In this case, the field is on the History
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Notation (for Class
dates) field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Notation (for Class dates) field is called "Class Notation" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Notation (for Class dates) field on the History tab of
the volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Notation (for Class dates) field on the History tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Notation (for Class dates) field on the History tab to be left
blank.
Default entry:
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If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. Appropriate dropdown items for the Notation (for Class dates) field might
include "Attended," "Completed" or "Registered." If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click
the Delete button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Notation (for Date dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2350
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Notation (for Date dates) field properties setup page to configure the Notations that will be used
for Date date entries on the History tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Notation (for Date dates) field setup
page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then choose Notation (for
Date dates).
Field location:
This section indicates where the Notation (for Date dates) field is located. In this case, the field is on the History
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Notation (for Date
dates) field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Notation (for Date dates) field is called "Date Notation" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Notation (for Date dates) field on the History tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not
see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
No
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If you select "No" it will be possible for the Notation (for Date dates) field on the History tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Notation (for Date dates) field on the History tab to be left
blank.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. An appropriate dropdown item for the Notation (for Date dates) field might be
"Returned," among other options. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Notation (for Mail notation) Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2351
Added or revised 11-06-2008
You can use the Notation (for Mail notation) field properties setup page to configure the Notations that will be
used for Mail date entries on the History tab in the volunteer record. To get to the Notation (for Mail notation) field
setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then choose
Notation (for Mail notation).
Field location:
This section indicates where the Notation (for Mail notation) field is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Notation (for Mail
notation) field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
The Notation (for Mail notation) field is called "Mail Notation" by default. This name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
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If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Notation (for Mail notation) field on the History tab of
the volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require and entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Notation (for Mail notation) field on the History tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Notation (for Mail notation) field on the History tab to be left
blank.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. Appropriate dropdown items for the Notation (for Mail notation) field might
include "Mail Returned," "Email" or "Postal mail." If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click
the Delete button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2352
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Spare date field properties setup page to configure a Spare date field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Spare date field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, History tab, and then choose the Spare date field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare date field is a
Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. Use the Field name field to give your spare date field a name.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare date field on the History tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the History tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare date field on the History tab to be left blank.

Default entry:
If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare date field to be listed in a column on the volunteer History tab.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2353
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Spare dropdown field setup page to configure a Spare dropdown field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Spare dropdown field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, History tab, and then choose the Spare dropdown field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare dropdown field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare dropdown field
is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
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This is the first place on the Spare dropdown Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare dropdown" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Spare dropdown field on the History tab of the
volunteer record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not
see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare dropdown field to be listed in a column on the volunteer History
tab.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2354
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox setup page to configure a Spare checkbox on the History tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Spare checkbox setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options,
History tab, and then choose the Spare checkbox.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the History tab.
Type of Field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
History tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the History tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see
the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
Checked
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare checkbox field to be listed in a column on the volunteer History
tab.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Text Field Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2355
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Spare text field field properties setup page to configure a Spare text field on the History tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Spare text field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, History tab, and then choose the Spare text field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare text field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of Field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare text field is a text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare text field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare text" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the History
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare text field on the History tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the History tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare text field on the History tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Date Entered Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2356
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the Date entered field properties setup page to configure the Date entered field on the History tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Date entered field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, History tab, and then choose Date entered.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Date entered field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Default entry:
If you want a specific date to appear in this field by default, enter it here.
Include as a grid column
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Mark this box if you would like the Date entered information to appear in a column on the History tab.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Start Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2357
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the start date field properties setup page to configure the start date field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the start date field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, History tab, and then choose Start date.
Field location:
This section indicates where the start date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Hidden:
You will need to select "No" from this dropdown field in order for users to see this field in Volgistics.
Default entry:
If you want a specific date to appear in this field by default, enter it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this box if you would like the start date information to appear in a column on the History tab.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.
Start Date Rule
Use this section of the Start date field properties setup page to customize how a volunteer's start date [_______]
pg:1890
is determined.

Stop Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2358
Added or revised 11-07-2008
You can use the stop date field properties setup page to configure the stop date field on the History tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the stop date field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, History tab, and then choose Stop date.
Field location:
This section indicates where the stop date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
History tab.
Type of field:
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Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Hidden:
You will need to select "No" from this dropdown field in order for users to see this field in Volgistics.
Default entry:
If you want a specific date to appear in this field by default, enter it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this box if you would like the stop date information to appear in a column on the History tab.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.
Stop Date Rule
Use this section of the Stop date field properties setup page to customize how a volunteer's stop date [_______]
pg:1890
is determined.

Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2359
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Last name Field Properties setup page to configure the Last name field on the Contacts tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Last name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Last name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Last name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Last name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Last name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Last name" by default; however, some organizations may want to use
a different name for this field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name
you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
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If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Last name field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Last name field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Last name field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank Last name field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Last name field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Last name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Last name field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

First Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2360
Added or revised 09-19-2008
You can use the First name Field Properties setup page to configure the First name field on the Contacts tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab First name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose First name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the First name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the First name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the First name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "First name" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
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No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the First name field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the First name field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the First name field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank First name field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the First name field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
The First name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
First name field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2361
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Middle name Field Properties setup page to configure the Middle name field on the Contacts tab
in the volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Middle name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Middle name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Middle name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Middle name field is a
Text field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Middle name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Middle name" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Middle name field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Middle name field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Middle name field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank Middle name field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Middle name field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Middle name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Middle name field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2362
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Nickname Field Properties setup page to configure the Nickname field on the Contacts tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Nickname Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Nickname.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Nickname field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Nickname field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Nickname Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Nickname" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Nickname field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
The Nickname field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want a certain entry to appear in this field by
default, you can type it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Title Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2363
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Title Field Properties setup page to configure the Title field on the Contacts tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Contacts tab Title Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Title.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Title field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Title field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Title Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Title" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from
this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Title field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Examples of potential drop
down items for the Title field include "Mr.," "Ms.," "Mrs.," "Dr.," etc. Each time you enter a new item and click the
Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to add drop down
items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete button next to the
field containing that item. You can also merge one Title into another. After you merge two dropdown items
together, any records that had the first entry will have the second entry you choose instead. The merged item will
no longer appear as a choice in the Status field.
Note: Several minutes may pass before the merged values appear in your database.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Street Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2364
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Street Field Properties setup page to configure the Street field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Street Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Street.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Street field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Street field is a Text
field.
Field name:
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This is the first place on the Street Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Street field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Street field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Street field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Street field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Street field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, select it
here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

City Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2365
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the City Field Properties setup page to configure the City field on the Contacts tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Contacts tab City Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose City.
Field location:
This section indicates where the City field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the City field is a Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the City Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the City field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the City field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this City field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the City field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this City field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, select it
here. For example, if your organization's volunteers are all or mostly local people, you might choose to enter the
local city name in this field. This way, when creating a new volunteer record you can pass by this field if it already
contains the correct information for that individual.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

State Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2366
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the State Field Properties setup page to configure the State field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab State Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose State.
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Field location:
This section indicates where the State field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the State field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the State Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "State" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the State field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the State field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this State field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the State field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one state, you can choose it as the default so that you can pass
by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
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Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2367
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Zip Field Properties setup page to configure the Zip field on the Contacts tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Contacts tab Zip Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Zip.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Zip field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Contacts
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Zip field is a whole Zip
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Zip Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "Zip" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Zip field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Zip field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in the Zip field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Zip field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Country Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2368
Added or revised 09-26-2008
You can use the Country Field Properties setup page to configure the Country field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Country Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Country.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Country field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Country field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Country Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Country" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Country field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
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If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one Country, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Home Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2369
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Home Field Properties setup page to configure the Home field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Home Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Home.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Home field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Home field is a phone
number field.
There are six phone number format options. Select the way you would like to track Home phone numbers in your
system from the drop down menu here.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Home Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Home" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Home field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Home phone number field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a phone number in the Home field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Home field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.

Related help

OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2370
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the OK to call Field Properties setup page to configure the OK to call field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab OK to call Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose OK to call.
Field location:
This section indicates where the OK to call field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an OK to call field.
Field name:
The field is called "OK to call." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the OK to call field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an OK to call field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "OK to call" and others are not "OK to
call," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should be contacted
at a particular number stored in the system.
Default entry:
You can decide if the OK to call field on the Contacts tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new volunteer
records by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
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Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2376
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Email Field Properties setup page to configure the Email field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Email.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Email field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Email Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Email" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Email field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Email field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Email field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Email field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Email field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
The Email field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Email
field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2377
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Web site Field Properties setup page to configure the Web site field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Web site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Web site.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Web site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Web site field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Web site Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Web site" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Web site field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Web site field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Web site field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Web site field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Web site field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Web site field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Web
site field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Kind Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2378
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Kind Field Properties setup page to configure the Kind field on the Contacts tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Contacts tab Kind Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Kind.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Kind field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Kind field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Kind Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Kind" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from
this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Kind field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Kind field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Kind field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out with
a blank Kind field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Kind field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
The Kind field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Kind field
on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Relationship Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2379
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Relationship Field Properties setup page to configure the Relationship field on the Contacts tab
in the volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Relationship Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Relationship.
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Field location:
This section indicates where the Relationship field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Relationship field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Relationship Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Relationship" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Relationship field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Relationship field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Relationship field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank Relationship field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Relationship field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Relationship field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Relationship field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
Drop down table items
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Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Employer field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2380
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Employer Field Properties setup page to configure the Employer field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Employer field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Employer name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Employer field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Employer field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Employer field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Employer field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Employer field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
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This selection requires that users always enter information in this Employer field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Employer field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Employer field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records,
select it here. When creating a new volunteer record you can pass by this field if it already contains the correct
information for that individual.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Contacted Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2381
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Contacted Field Properties setup page to configure the Contacted field on the Contacts tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Contacts tab Contacted Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Contacted.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Contacted field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Contacted field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Contacted Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Contacted" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Contacted field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
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No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Contacted field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Contacted field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank Contacted field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Contacted field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Contacted field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Contacted field on the Contacts tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Verified Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2382
Added or revised 11-01-2008
You can use the Verified field properties setup page to configure the Verified field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Verified field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose Verified.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Verified field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Verified Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Verified" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Require an entry:
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Always
It will not be possible for the Verified field on the Contacts tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
If you want a specific date to appear in this field by default, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2383
Added or revised 11-13-2008
You can use the Spare date field properties setup page to configure a Spare date field on the Contacts tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Spare date field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, Contacts tab, and then choose the Spare date field under the Assignment box.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare date field is a
Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. Use the Field name field to give your spare date field a name.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare date field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare date field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
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Default entry:
If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.
Include as a grid column
Mark this checkbox if you would like the spare date field to be listed in a column within the Assignments box on
the volunteer Contacts tab.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Field Setup Page
Help topic 2384
Added or revised 11-13-2008
You can use the Spare field setup page to configure a Spare field on the Contacts tab in the volunteer record. To
get to the Spare field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Contacts tab,
and then choose the Spare field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Contacts tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare field can be
customized to take the form any one of the following field types: Text; Date; Number (whole); Number (1 decimal
place); Number (2 decimal places), or currency.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Contacts tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare field on the Contacts tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
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If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare field on the Contacts tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
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Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Access Disabled Setup Page
Help topic 2385
Added or revised 11-13-2008
You can use the Access disabled setup page to configure the Access disabled field on the Vic tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Vic
tab, and then choose Access disabled.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Access disabled you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Vic tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that Access disabled is a
Checkbox field.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Vic tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Access disabled on the Vic tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see
the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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How to Setup the Daily Availability Field
Help topic 2386
Added or revised 09-30-2016
The Daily availability field is an informational type field used by System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to see when a
volunteer is available to serve. It is found on the Profile tab of the volunteer record [_______].
pg:1849
The Daily availability field is not linked with the schedule [_______]
pg:0746 fields for a volunteer. A volunteer can have a
certain availability indicated, but they may or may not be scheduled for a corresponding time.
The Daily availability setup also controls what appears for the Time needed field on the Profile tab of assignment
records [_______]
pg:0096 . The Time needed field can appear on your Opportunity Directory [_______]
pg:0420 , and on
assignment descriptions on application forms [_______]
pg:1351 and in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724
The Daily availability and Time needed fields also play a role in Volunteer & Assignment Matching [_______]
pg:0899
because the system looks for common selections on the volunteer and assignment records as part of what
determines if the volunteer is a match for an assignment.
To get to the page where you can configure the Daily availability field:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Select Daily availability.
At the top of the page, select whether to track availability on an ongoing basis, or between a date range. If you
select to track availability on an ongoing basis, the intervals you set will be rows and you will have a column for
each weekday:

If you select to track availability for a certain date range, each date in the range will be a row and the intervals will
be columns. Here is how the field would look for a festival that takes place from Friday September 30th to
Monday October 3rd:
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If you have enabled Volunteer & Assignment Matching [_______]
pg:0899 for your account, you will also see an option for
Use availability information when matching volunteers and assignments. Check this box if you want the system
to look for overlaps between the volunteer's Daily availability and the assignment's Time needed entries when
calculating if the volunteer is a match for the assignment. Leave the box un-checked if you do not want the
system to look at availability when it is determining if the volunteer is a match for the assignment.
Track availability for these days of the week
Check each day of the week where you want to track availability. Please note:
• If you select to track availability as ongoing, the weekdays will always be displayed with Sunday first. So even
if you are only tracking weekend availability, the display will show Sunday, Friday, Saturday instead of Friday,
Saturday, Sunday.
• If you select to track availability between a date range, the first date in the range will be displayed first and
then each date after will be listed in the order the dates occur.
• If you select to track availability between a date range, the weekday that the date occurs on must be selected
in order for the date to show. For example, if your range goes from Friday September 30th to Monday October
3rd, and Sundays is not checked, Sunday October 2nd will not show on the list.
Track daily availability using
Actual times
If you select
Actual times
the field will appear with dropdown lists to select the
From and To times for availability. The time range and intervals in the dropdown lists are controlled by the Hours
of Operation [_______]
pg:1395 and scheduling intervals set on the Scheduling Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page.
Here is how the Daily Availability field will look with Actual times selected along with a date range:

Here is how the Daily Availability field will look with Actual times selected along with tracking availability on an
ongoing basis:

These pre-set intervals
Instead of Actual times, you can create pre-set intervals to track availability. By default, the intervals are general (
Morning, Afternoon, and Evening), but there are eight intervals available so you can get more specific. For
example, if you need volunteers from 6:00 am to 10:00 pm, you could break the day into two hour chunks:
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Or, a festival may want to add descriptive information about the jobs that take place during the times:

Please note!

You can only use a Set [_______]
pg:0858 to query the database to find volunteers with certain availabilities checked if
you use
These pre-set intervals
. The
Actual times
option will
not
allow you to search for all volunteers with certain times selected.
You can learn how to build a Set to find volunteers with certain availabilities checked in help topic 2878
[_______]
pg:0882 "Their Daily Availability Set Rule."
Clear availability
There may be times where you want to clear all of the selections volunteers have for availability. For example, if
you are changing from tracking actual times to using pre-set intervals, or if your organization only tracks
availability for an annual event that takes place over different dates each year. Clearing availability will wipe all of
a volunteer's current choices away so she can sign-in to VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and make new choices for the field.
This change cannot be undone so you should only proceed if you're positive you will not need the availability
information currently stored on the volunteer records. Also, please note that if a Site-Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442
clears availability, it will clear the field for volunteers at all Sites in the account--not just the operator's Site.
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Share My Schedule Setup Page
Help topic 2387
Added or revised 11-13-2008
You can use the Share my schedule setup page to configure the Share my schedule field on the Vic tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Vic
tab, and then choose Share my schedule.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Share my schedule field you are working with is located. In this case, it is on the
Vic tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that Share my schedule is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This field is called "Share my schedule" (Allow others to see when I am scheduled). It is not possible to change
the name of this field.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Vic tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Share my schedule on the Vic tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see
the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.

Reset all
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Site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2388
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Site Field Properties setup page to configure the Site field on the Site tab in the Site record. To
get to the Site tab Site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose Site.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Site field is a Text field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Site field on the Site tab in all new Site records, select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Type Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2389
Added or revised 11-13-2008
You can use the Type field setup page to configure the Type field on the Site tab in the Site record. To get to the
Type field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Site tab, and then choose
the Type field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Type field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Type field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Type Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Type" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Site
tab of the Site record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Type field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Street Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2390
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Street Field Properties setup page to configure the Street field on the Site tab in the Site record.
To get to the Site tab Street Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose Street.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Street field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Street field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Street Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Street field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Street field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Street field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Street field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Street field on the Site tab in all new Site records, select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

City Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2361
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the City Field Properties setup page to configure the City field on the Site tab in the Site record. To
get to the Site tab City Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose City.
Field location:
This section indicates where the City field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the City field is a Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the City Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
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If you do not want system operators to be able to view the City field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the City field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this City field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the City field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this City field on the Site tab in all new Site records, select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

State Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2392
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the State Field Properties setup page to configure the State field on the Site tab in the Site record.
To get to the Site tab State Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose State.
Field location:
This section indicates where the State field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the State field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the State Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "State" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Site
tab of the Site record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the State field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the State field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this State field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the State field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one state, you can choose it as the default so that you can pass
by this field when creating a new Site record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2393
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Zip Field Properties setup page to configure the Zip field on the Site tab in the Site record. To
get to the Site tab Zip Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose Zip.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Zip field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Zip field is a whole Zip
field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Zip Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "Zip" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Zip field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Zip field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in the Zip field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Zip field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Country Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2394
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Country Field Properties setup page to configure the Country field on the Site tab in the Site
record. To get to the Site tab Country Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Site tab, and then choose Country.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Country field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Country field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Country Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Country" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Site
tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Country field on the Site tab of the Site record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one Country, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new Site record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Home Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2395
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Home Field Properties setup page to configure the Home field on the Site tab in the Site record.
To get to the Site tab Home Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose Home.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Home field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
Type of field:
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Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Home field is a phone
number field.
There are six phone number format options. Select the way you would like to track Home phone numbers in your
system from the drop down menu here.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Home Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Home" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Home field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Home phone number field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a phone number in the Home field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Home field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.

Related help
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OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2396
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the OK to call Field Properties setup page to configure the OK to call field on the Site tab in the Site
record. To get to the Site tab OK to call Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Site tab, and then choose OK to call.
Field location:
This section indicates where the OK to call field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Site tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an OK to call field.
Field name:
The field is called "OK to call." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the OK to call field on the Site tab of the Site record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an OK to call field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "OK to call" and others are not "OK to
call," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should be contacted
at a particular number stored in the system.
Default entry:
You can decide if the OK to call field on the Site tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new Site records by
making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2404
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Email Field Properties setup page to configure the Email field on the Site tab in the Site record.
To get to the Site tab Email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Site tab, and then choose Email.
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Field location:
This section indicates where the Email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Email field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Email Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Email" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Email field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Email field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Email field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Email field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Email field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
The Email field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Email
field on the Site tab in all new Site records, enter it here.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2405
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Web site Field Properties setup page to configure the Web site field on the Site tab in the Site
record. To get to the Site tab Web site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Site tab, and then choose Web site.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Web site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Site tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Web site field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Web site Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Web site" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Web site field on the Site tab of the Site record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Web site field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Web site field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Web site field.
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Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Web site field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
The Web site field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Web
site field on the Site tab in all new Site records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2406
Added or revised 11-14-2008
You can use the Spare dropdown field properties setup page to configure a Spare dropdown field on the Site tab
in the Site record. To get to the Spare dropdown field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Site tab, and then choose the Spare dropdown field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare dropdown field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Site tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare dropdown field
is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare dropdown Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare dropdown" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Site
tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare dropdown field on the Site tab of the Site
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare dropdown field at VIC, but system
operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Site tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2407
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare field field properties setup page to configure a Spare field on the Site tab in the Site
record. To get to the Spare field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Site
tab, and then choose the Spare field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Site
tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare field can be
customized to take the form any one of the following field types: Text; Date; Number (whole); Number (1 decimal
place); Number (2 decimal places), or currency. Select the field type of interest from the Field format dropdown
list.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Site
tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare field on the Site tab of the Site record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare field on the Site tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2408
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox Field properties setup page to configure a Spare checkbox on the Site tab in
the Site record. To get to the Spare checkbox Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Site tab, and then choose the Spare checkbox of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Site tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Site tab of the Site record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the Site tab of the Site record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see the
checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Place Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2409
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Place Field Properties setup page to configure the Place field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Place tab Place Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Place tab, and then choose Place.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Place field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Place field is a Text
field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Place field on the Place tab in all new Place records, select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Type Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2410
Added or revised 11-13-2008
You can use the Type field setup page to configure the Type field on the Place tab in the Place record. To get to
the Type field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Place tab, and then
choose the Type field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Type field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Type field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Type Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Type" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Place
tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Type field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Street Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2411
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Street Field Properties setup page to configure the Street field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Place tab Street Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Place tab, and then choose Street.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Street field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
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Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Street field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Street Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Street field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Street field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Street field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Street field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Street field on the Place tab in all new Place records, select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

City Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2412
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the City Field Properties setup page to configure the City field on the Place tab in the Place record.
To get to the Place tab City Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Place tab, and then choose City.
Field location:
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This section indicates where the City field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the City field is a Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the City Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the City field on the Place tab of the Place record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the City field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this City field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the City field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this City field on the Place tab in all new Place records, select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
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Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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State Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2413
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the State Field Properties setup page to configure the State field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Place tab State Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Place tab, and then choose State.
Field location:
This section indicates where the State field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the State field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the State Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "State" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Place
tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the State field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the State field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this State field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the State field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one state, you can choose it as the default so that you can pass
by this field when creating a new Place record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
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Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2414
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Zip Field Properties setup page to configure the Zip field on the Place tab in the Place record.
To get to the Place tab Zip Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Place tab, and then choose Zip.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Zip field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Zip field is a whole Zip
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Zip Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "Zip" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Zip field on the Place tab of the Place record, you can
select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Zip field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in the Zip field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Zip field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Country Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2415
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Country Field Properties setup page to configure the Country field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Place tab Country Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Place tab, and then choose Country.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Country field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Place tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Country field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Country Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Country" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Place
tab of the Place record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Country field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one Country, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new Place record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Home Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2416
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Home Field Properties setup page to configure the Home field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Place tab Home Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Place tab, and then choose Home.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Home field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Home field is a phone
number field.
There are six phone number format options. Select the way you would like to track Home phone numbers in your
system from the drop down menu here.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Home Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Home" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Home field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Home phone number field on the Place tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a phone number in the Home field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Home field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.

Related help

OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2417
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the OK to call Field Properties setup page to configure the OK to call field on the Place tab in the
Place record. To get to the Place tab OK to call Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Place tab, and then choose OK to call.
Field location:
This section indicates where the OK to call field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Place tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an OK to call field.
Field name:
The field is called "OK to call." This field name cannot be changed.
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Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the OK to call field on the Place tab of the Place record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an OK to call field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "OK to call" and others are not "OK to
call," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should be contacted
at a particular number stored in the system.
Default entry:
You can decide if the OK to call field on the Place tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new Place records by
making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2423
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Email Field Properties setup page to configure the Email field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Place tab Email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Place tab, and then choose Email.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Email field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Email Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Email" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Email field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Email field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Email field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Email field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Email field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
The Email field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Email
field on the Place tab in all new Place records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Web Site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2424
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Web Site Field Properties setup page to configure the Web Site field on the Place tab in the
Place record. To get to the Place tab Web Site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Place tab, and then choose Web Site.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Web Site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Place tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Web Site field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Web Site Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Web Site" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Place tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Web Site field on the Place tab of the Place record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Web Site field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Web Site field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Web Site field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Web Site field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
The Web Site field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Web
Site field on the Place tab in all new Place records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2425
Added or revised 11-14-2008
You can use the Spare dropdown field properties setup page to configure a Spare dropdown field on the Place
tab in the Place record. To get to the Spare dropdown field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Place tab, and then choose the Spare dropdown field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare dropdown field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Place tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare dropdown field
is a Dropdown field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare dropdown Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare dropdown" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Place
tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare dropdown field on the Place tab of the Place
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare dropdown field at VIC, but system
operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Place tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
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This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2426
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare field field properties setup page to configure a Spare field on the Place tab in the Place
record. To get to the Spare field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options,
Place tab, and then choose the Spare field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Place
tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare field can be
customized to take the form any one of the following field types: Text; Date; Number (whole); Number (1 decimal
place); Number (2 decimal places), or currency. Select the field type of interest from the Field format dropdown
list.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Place
tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare field on the Place tab of the Place record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
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Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare field on the Place tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2427
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox Field properties setup page to configure a Spare checkbox on the Place tab in
the Place record. To get to the Spare checkbox Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Place tab, and then choose the Spare checkbox of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Place tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Place tab of the Place record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the Place tab of the Place record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators will not see the
checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox was marked
before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2428
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Assignment Field Properties setup page to configure the Assignment field on the Assignment
tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Assignment Field Properties setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Assignment.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Assignment field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Assignment field is a
Text field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Assignment field on the Assignment tab in all new Assignment
records, select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Cluster Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2429
Added or revised 07-14-2016
You can use the Cluster field properties setup page to configure a Cluster field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Cluster field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Cluster field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Cluster field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Cluster field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Cluster Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Cluster" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Cluster field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Cluster field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Yes
If you select "Yes" it will not be possible for the Cluster field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.
Related help

Status Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2430
Added or revised 11-14-2008
You can use the Status field properties setup page to configure a Status field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Status field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Status field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Status field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Status field is a
Dropdown field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Status Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Status" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Status field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Advertise Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2431
Added or revised 11-14-2008
You can use the Advertise field properties setup page to configure a Advertise field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Advertise field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Advertise field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Advertise field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Advertise field is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Advertise Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Advertise" by default, and it cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Advertise field on the Assignment tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want the Advertise checkbox to be checked by default, you can select mark the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Sign-in Option Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2432
Added or revised 11-14-2008
You can use the Sign-in option field properties setup page to configure a Sign-in option field on the Assignment
tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Sign-in option field properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Sign-in option field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Sign-in option field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Sign-in option field is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Sign-in option Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Sign-in option" by default, and it cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Sign-in option field on the Assignment tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Default entry:
If you want the Sign-in option checkbox to be checked by default, you can select mark the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Schedule Reminders Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2433
Added or revised 11-14-2008
You can use the Schedule reminders field properties setup page to configure a Schedule reminders field on the
Assignment tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Schedule reminders field properties setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Schedule
reminders field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Schedule reminders field you are working with is located. In this case, the field
is on the Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Schedule reminders
field is a Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Schedule reminders Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Schedule reminders" by default, and it cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Schedule reminders field on the Assignment tab of
the Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators
will not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but
any information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want the Schedule reminders checkbox to be checked by default, you can select mark the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
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Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Street Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2434
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Street Field Properties setup page to configure the Street field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Street Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Street.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Street field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Street field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Street Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Street field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Street field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Street field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Street field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Street field on the Assignment tab in all new Assignment records,
select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

City Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2435
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the City Field Properties setup page to configure the City field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab City Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose City.
Field location:
This section indicates where the City field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the City field is a Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the City Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the City field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the City field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this City field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the City field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this City field on the Assignment tab in all new Assignment records,
select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

State Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2436
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the State Field Properties setup page to configure the State field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab State Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose State.
Field location:
This section indicates where the State field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the State field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the State Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "State" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the State field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
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No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the State field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this State field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the State field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one state, you can choose it as the default so that you can pass
by this field when creating a new Assignment record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2437
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Zip Field Properties setup page to configure the Zip field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Zip Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Zip.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Zip field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Zip field is a whole Zip
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Zip Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "Zip" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Zip field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Zip field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in the Zip field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Zip field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Country Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2438
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Country Field Properties setup page to configure the Country field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Country Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Country.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Country field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Country field is a
Dropdown field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Country Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Country" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Country field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one Country, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new Assignment record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Home Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2439
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Home Field Properties setup page to configure the Home field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Home Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Home.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Home field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Home field is a phone
number field.
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There are six phone number format options. Select the way you would like to track Home phone numbers in your
system from the drop down menu here.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Home Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Home" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Home field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Home phone number field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a phone number in the Home field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Home field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.

Related help
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OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2440
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the OK to call Field Properties setup page to configure the OK to call field on the Assignment tab in
the Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab OK to call Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose OK to call.
Field location:
This section indicates where the OK to call field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an OK to call field.
Field name:
The field is called "OK to call." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the OK to call field on the Assignment tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an OK to call field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "OK to call" and others are not "OK to
call," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should be contacted
at a particular number stored in the system.
Default entry:
You can decide if the OK to call field on the Assignment tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new
Assignment records by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2446
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Email Field Properties setup page to configure the Email field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Email.
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Field location:
This section indicates where the Email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Email field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Email Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Email" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Email field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Email field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Email field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Email field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Email field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Email field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Email
field on the Assignment tab in all new Assignment records, enter it here.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Web Site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2447
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Web Site Field Properties setup page to configure the Web Site field on the Assignment tab in
the Assignment record. To get to the Assignment tab Web Site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose Web Site.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Web Site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Web Site field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Web Site Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Web Site" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Web Site field on the Assignment tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Web Site field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Web Site field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Web Site field.
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Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Web Site field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Web Site field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Web
Site field on the Assignment tab in all new Assignment records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Minimum Age Field Setup Page
Help topic 2448
Added or revised 11-17-2008
You can use the Minimum age field setup page to configure the Minimum age field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Minimum age field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Assignment, and then choose Minimum age.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Minimum age field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an Age field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Age Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Minimum age" by default. It cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Age field on the Profile tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you would like a specific age to appear as the default minimum age for your Assignments, enter that age here.
For example, it may make sense in some organizations for the default minimum age to be set as 18.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
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Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2449
Added or revised 07-14-2016
You can use the Spare dropdown field properties setup page to configure a Spare dropdown field on the
Assignment tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Spare dropdown field properties setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Spare dropdown
field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare dropdown field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Assignment tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare dropdown field
is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare dropdown Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare dropdown" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare dropdown field on the Assignment tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Yes
If you select "Yes" it will not be possible for the Spare dropdown field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
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Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2450
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare field field properties setup page to configure a Spare field on the Assignment tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Spare field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Spare field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare field can be
customized to take the form any one of the following field types: Text; Date; Number (whole); Number (1 decimal
place); Number (2 decimal places), or currency. Select the field type of interest from the Field format dropdown
list.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare field on the Assignment tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Spare field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare field on the Assignment tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2451
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox Field properties setup page to configure a Spare checkbox on the Assignment
tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Spare checkbox Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Assignment tab, and then choose the Spare checkbox of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Assignment tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Assignment tab of the Assignment record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the Assignment tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators
will not see the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox
was marked before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Duties Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2452
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Duties field properties setup page to configure the Duties field on the Description tab in the
Assignment record. To get to the Duties field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Description tab and then choose Duties field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Duties field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Description tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Duties field is a text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Duties field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Duties field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Description tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Duties field on the Description tab of the Assignment
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
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If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Description tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Duties field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Duties field on the Description tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Qualifications Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2453
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Qualifications field properties setup page to configure the Qualifications field on the Description
tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Qualifications field setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Description tab and then choose Qualifications field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Qualifications field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Description tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Qualifications field is a
text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Qualifications field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Qualifications field" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Description tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Qualifications field on the Description tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Description tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Qualifications field at VIC, but system
operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Qualifications field on the Description tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Directions Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2454
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Directions field properties setup page to configure the Directions field on the Description tab in
the Assignment record. To get to the Directions field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Description tab and then choose Directions field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Directions field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Description tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Directions field is a text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Directions field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Directions field" by default. To change the name of the field, delete
the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Description tab of the Assignment record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Directions field on the Description tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Description tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Directions field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Directions field on the Description tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want certain information to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Availability Needed Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2455
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Availability needed field setup page to configure the Availability needed field on the Profile tab in
the Assignment record. To get to the Availability needed field setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab (for Assignments), and then choose the Availability needed field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Availability needed field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is
on the Profile tab (for Assignments).
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Availability needed
field is a Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Availability needed Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make
any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Availability needed" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Service tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Availability needed field on the Profile tab (for
Assignments)in the Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden,
System operators will not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was
made hidden, but any information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you
later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Assignment Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as
well as at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Availability needed field on the Profile tab (for Assignments) to
be left blank in Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

From Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2456
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the From field properties setup page to configure the From field on the Profile tab in the Assignment
record. To get to the From field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Profile tab (for Assignments), and then choose From.
Field location:
This section indicates where the From field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment Profile tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the From field is a Date
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the From Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "From" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the From field on the Profile tab of the Assignment record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the From field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a date in the From field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the From field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want like a from date to be entered in the From field on the Assignment tab in the Assignment record by
default, indicate that date here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
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Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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To Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2457
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the To field properties setup page to configure the To field on the Profile tab in the Assignment
record. To get to the To field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field
options, Profile tab (for Assignments), and then choose To.
Field location:
This section indicates where the To field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Assignment Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the To field is a Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the To Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "To" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Profile
tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the To field on the Profile tab of the Assignment record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the To field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a date in the To field at VIC, but system operators working within
Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the To field on the Profile tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want like a To date to be entered in the To field on the Assignment tab in the Assignment record by
default, indicate that date here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

"Volunteers Serve up to" Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2458
Added or revised 11-2-2008
You can use the "volunteers serve up to" Field Properties setup page to configure the "volunteers serve up to"
field on the Profile tab in the Assignment record. To get to the Profile tab "volunteers serve up to" setup page,
choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Profile tab, and then choose "volunteers serve up
to."
Field location:
This section indicates where the "volunteers serve up to" field you are working with is located. In this case, the
field is on the Assignment Profile tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the "volunteers serve up
to" field is a whole number field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the "volunteers serve up to" Field Properties setup page where a system operator can
make any adjustments to the field. The field is called "volunteers serve up to" by default. To change the name of
the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Profile tab of the Assignment record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the "volunteers serve up to" field on the Profile tab of the
Assignment record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the "volunteers serve up to" field on the Profile tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in the "volunteers serve up to" field at VIC, but system
operators working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the "volunteers serve up to" field on the Assignment Profile tab to
be left blank in Volgistics, or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2460
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Last name Field Properties setup page to configure the Last name field on the Coordinator tab
in the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Last name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup
from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Last name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Last name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Last name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Last name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Last name" by default; however, some organizations may want to use
a different name for this field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name
you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Last name field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, system operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Last name field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Last name field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
The Last name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Last name field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

First Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2461
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the First name Field Properties setup page to configure the First name field on the Coordinator tab
in the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab First name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup
from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose First name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the First name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the First name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the First name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "First name" by default; however, some organizations may want to
use a different name for this field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the
name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the First name field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, system operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the First name field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the First name field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
The First name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
First name field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2462
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Middle name Field Properties setup page to configure the Middle name field on the Coordinator
tab in the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Middle name Field Properties setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Middle name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Middle name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Middle name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Middle name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Middle name" by default; however, some organizations may want to
use a different name for this field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the
name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Middle name field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, system operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Middle name field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Middle name field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
The Middle name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Middle name field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2463
Added or revised 11-20-2008
You can use the Nickname Field Properties setup page to configure the Nickname field on the Coordinator tab in
the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Nickname Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Nickname.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Nickname field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Nickname field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Nickname Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Nickname" by default; however, some organizations may want to use
a different name for this field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name
you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Nickname field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, system operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Nickname field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Nickname field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
The Nickname field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Nickname field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Title Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2364
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Title Field Properties setup page to configure the Title field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Title Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Title.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Title field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Title field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Title Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Title" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from
this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Title field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Title field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Title field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Examples of potential drop
down items for the Title field include "Mr.," "Ms.," "Mrs.," "Dr.," etc. Each time you enter a new item and click the
Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to add drop down
items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete button next to the
field containing that item. You can also merge one Title into another. After you merge two dropdown items
together, any records that had the first entry will have the second entry you choose instead. The merged item will
no longer appear as a choice in the Status field.
Note: Several minutes may pass before the merged values appear in your database.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Street Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2465
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Street Field Properties setup page to configure the Street field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Street Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Street.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Street field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Street field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Street Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
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No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Street field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Street field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Street field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Street field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records,
select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

City Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2466
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the City Field Properties setup page to configure the City field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab City Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose City.
Field location:
This section indicates where the City field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the City field is a Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the City Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
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No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the City field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the City field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the City field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this City field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records,
select it here. For example, if your organization's coordinators are all or mostly local people, you might choose to
enter the local city name in this field. This way, when creating a new coordinator record you can pass by this field
if it already contains the correct information for that individual.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

State Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2467
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the State Field Properties setup page to configure the State field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab State Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator fields, and then choose State.
Field location:
This section indicates where the State field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the State field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the State Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "State" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
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No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the State field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, system operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the State field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the State field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's coordinators are from one state, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new coordinator record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2468
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Zip Field Properties setup page to configure the Zip field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Zip Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Zip.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Zip field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Zip field is a whole Zip
field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Zip Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "Zip" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Zip field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Zip field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Zip field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Country Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2469
Added or revised 09-26-2008
You can use the Country Field Properties setup page to configure the Country field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Country Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Country.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Country field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Country field is a
Dropdown field.
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Field name:
This is the first place on the Country Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Country" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Country field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's coordinators are from one Country, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new coordinator record.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
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Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

No Postal Mail Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2470
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the No postal mail Field Properties setup page to configure the No postal mail field on the
Coordinator tab in the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab No postal mail Field Properties setup
page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose No
postal mail.
Field location:
This section indicates where the No postal mail field is located. In this case, the field is on the Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Checkbox field.
Field name:
The field is called "No postal mail." This field name can be changed by deleting the field name and entering a
new one.
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Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the No postal mail field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
You can decide if the No postal mail field on the Coordinator tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new
coordinator records by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

No Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2471
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the No email Field Properties setup page to configure the No email field on the Coordinator tab in
the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab No email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose No email.
Field location:
This section indicates where the No email field is located. In this case, the field is on the Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Checkbox field.
Field name:
The field is called "No email." This field name can be changed by deleting the field name and entering a new
one.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the No email field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Default entry:
You can decide if the No email field on the Coordinator tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new coordinator
records by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Home Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2472
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Home Field Properties setup page to configure the Home field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Home Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Home.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Home field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Home field is a phone
number field.
There are six phone number format options. Select the way you would like to track Home phone numbers in your
system from the drop down menu here.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Home Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Home" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Home field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Home phone number field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a phone number in the Home field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Home field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.

Related help

OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2473
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the OK to call Field Properties setup page to configure the OK to call field on the Coordinator tab in
the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab OK to call Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose OK to call.
Field location:
This section indicates where the OK to call field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an OK to call field.
Field name:
The field is called "OK to call." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the OK to call field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an OK to call field is used and coordinators indicate that certain numbers are "OK to call" and others are not "OK
to call," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a coordinator should be
contacted at a particular number stored in the system.
Default entry:
You can decide if the OK to call field on the Coordinator tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new coordinator
records by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2479
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Email Field Properties setup page to configure the Email field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Email.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Email field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Email Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Email" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Email field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Email field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
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Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Email field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Default entry:
The Email field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Email
field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2480
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Web site Field Properties setup page to configure the Web site field on the Coordinator tab in
the coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Web site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from
the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Web site.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Web site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Web site field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Web site Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Web site" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Web site field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Web site field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Web site field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Default entry:
The Web site field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Web
site field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Position Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2481
Added or revised 11-21-2008
You can use the Position field properties setup page to configure a Position field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Position field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
click on Field options, Coordinator fields, and then choose the Position field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Position field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Position field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Position Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Position" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Position field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Position field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Position field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
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Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Lookup Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2482
Added or revised 11-21-2008
You can use the Spare lookup field properties setup page to configure a Spare lookup field on the Coordinator
tab in the coordinator record. To get to the Spare lookup field properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator fields, and then choose the Spare lookup field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare lookup field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare lookup field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare lookup Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Spare lookup" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare lookup field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Spare lookup field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Spare lookup field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2483
Added or revised 11-21-2008
You can use the Spare date field properties setup page to configure a Spare date field on the Coordinator tab in
the coordinator record. To get to the Spare date field setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose the Spare date field of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare date field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare date field is a
Date field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. Use the Field name field to give your spare date field a name.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare date field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for this field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for this Spare date field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, or at VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain date to appear in this field by default, you can enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Job Title Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2484
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Job title Field Properties setup page to configure the Job title field on the Coordinator tab in the
coordinator record. To get to the Coordinator tab Job title Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose Job title.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Job title field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Job title field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Job title Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Job title field on the Coordinator tab of the coordinator
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Job title field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Job title field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Job title field on the Coordinator tab in all new coordinator records,
select it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Relationship Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2485
Added or revised 11-21-2008
You can use the Relationship field properties setup page to configure a Relationship field on the Coordinator tab
in the coordinator record. To get to the Relationship field properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator fields, and then choose the Relationship field.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Relationship field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Coordinator tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Relationship field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Relationship Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Relationship" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the coordinator record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Relationship field on the Coordinator tab of the
coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will
not see the field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any
information that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Relationship field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in Volgistics.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Relationship field on the Coordinator tab to be left blank in
Volgistics.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.
Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a system operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Delete
button next to the field containing that item.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2486
Added or revised 11-12-2008
You can use the Spare checkbox Field properties setup page to configure a Spare checkbox on the Coordinator
tab in the Coordinator record. To get to the Spare checkbox Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Coordinator tab, and then choose the Spare checkbox of interest.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Spare checkbox you are working with is located. In this case, the checkbox is
on the Coordinator tab.
Field format:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Spare checkbox is a
Checkbox field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Spare Checkbox Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The checkbox is called "Spare checkbox" by default. To change the name of the
checkbox, delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the checkbox to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this checkbox and the information it contains on the
Coordinator tab of the Coordinator record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view this Spare checkbox on the Coordinator tab of the
Coordinator record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a checkbox is hidden, System operators
will not see the checkbox or whether or not it was marked before the field was made hidden, but if the checkbox
was marked before it was hidden, it will still be marked if you later unhide the checkbox.
Default entry:
If you want this checkbox to be checked by default, you can check the box here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2505
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Last name Field Properties setup page to configure the Last name field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab Last name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Last name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Last name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Last name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Last name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Last name" by default; however, some organizations may want to use
a different name for this field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name
you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
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If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Last name field on the Core tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Last name field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Last name field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank Last name field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Last name field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Last name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Last name field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

First Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2506
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the First name Field Properties setup page to configure the First name field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab First name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose First name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the First name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the First name field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the First name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "First name" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
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No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the First name field on the Core tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the First name field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the First name field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank First name field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the First name field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
The First name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
First name field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2507
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Middle name Field Properties setup page to configure the Middle name field on the Core tab in
the volunteer record. To get to the Core tab Middle name Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Middle name.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Middle name field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Middle name field is a
Text field.
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Field name:
This is the Middle place on the Middle name Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Middle name" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Middle name field on the Core tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Middle name field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well
as at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Middle name field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log
out with a blank Middle name field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Middle name field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics,
or at VIC.
Default entry:
The Middle name field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the
Middle name field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2508
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Nickname Field Properties setup page to configure the Nickname field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab Nickname Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Nickname.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Nickname field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
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Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Nickname field is a
Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Nickname Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Nickname" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the
text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Nickname field on the Core tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
The Nickname field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want a certain entry to appear in this field by
default, you can type it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Number Field Setup
Help topic 2509
Added or revised 05-10-2016
You can use the Number field setup number to configure the Number field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in the
volunteer record. To get to the Number field setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Number.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Number field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is a Number field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Number Field Properties setup Number where a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can
make any adjustments to the field. The field is called "Number" by default. To change the name of the field,
delete the text from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
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Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for System Operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the Number field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the dropdown list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Number field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Number field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.

Automatic PIN numbering
Random (recommended)
With this option, Volgistics automatically assigns a volunteer number that is between 4 and 6 digits long.
Numbers are assigned randomly, reducing the possibility that volunteers will have sequential volunteer numbers.
This is the default and recommended selection for automatic numbering.
Home phone
When you choose this option Volgistics attempts to use the last 7 digits of a volunteer's home phone number as
their volunteer number. If no home phone number has been entered for the volunteer, or if another volunteer
already has this number, Volgistics assigns a random number that is between 4 and 6 digits long.
Sequential
Choose this option if you prefer that new volunteer numbers be assigned automatically in a sequential order.
With this option selected, Volgistics will automatically assign the next highest unused volunteer number, starting
with the lowest number already used. If no volunteer records have previously been added to an account,
numbering will begin at 1000. To cause numbering to start with a number less than 1,000 enter the first volunteer
record and manually assign that volunteer record the number you wish to start with (by entering the number in
the Number field on the Core tab).
System Operator rights
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This section determines which types of System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 to view and edit
this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Status Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2510
Added or revised 10-27-2011
You can use the Status Field Properties setup page to configure the Status field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Status Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Status.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Status field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Status field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Status Field Properties setup page where a System Operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Status" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for System Operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want System Operators to be able to view the Status field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System Operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
Always
Every volunteer and group record is required to have a Status so it is not possible to select an option other than
"Always."
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are given one Status, such as "Active," you can choose it as the default so
that you can pass by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
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Drop down table items
Add a new item:
This is where a System Operator enters the possible options for this drop down field. Each time you enter a new
item and click the Save button, an additional "Add a new item:" field will be created so that you can continue to
add drop down items for this field. If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item, click the Merge to
merge it with another item.
Every volunteer record must have a volunteer status. For this reason, it is not possible to delete a status
(deleting a status would potentially leave some volunteers without a status). If you have a status you no longer
need, instead of deleting it, combine it with another status. This ensures that no volunteer records are left without
any status in their record. For example, if you have a status called "Moved" that you want to remove from your
system, combine it with a status such as "Inactive." Any volunteers who had the "Moved" status will be changed
to the "Inactive" status, and "Moved" will be removed from the Status drop-down list.
System Operator rights
This section determines which types of System Operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power Users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Power Users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent System Operators designated as Power Users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic Users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit System Operators designated as Basic Users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Flags Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2511
Added or revised 09-17-2010
You can use the Flags Field Properties setup page to configure the Flags field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Flags Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Flags.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Flags field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Flags field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Flags Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Flags" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Flags field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Drop down table items
This section displays the list of options currently defined for fields that use drop-down lists. The items you see
listed here will be the only items that can be selected for this field.
Add a new item:
Use the Add a new item field to add additional options to this drop down field. Enter the new item and then click
the Save button for each item you want to add. Each item you add to the drop-down list here will appear as
choice for this field when the field's drop-down list is selected in Volgistics.
Delete
Merge
If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item you can delete it, or merge it into another item on the
list.
To delete an item click the Delete button next to the field containing that item. When you delete an item from a
drop-down list, the item you delete will be removed from any record where it is currently selected. For example, if
you delete the item "XYZ" from the State or Province field, any record that has "XYZ" as an entry in that field will
have a blank entry once you delete "XYZ."
In some cases it's better to "merge" drop-down list items than to delete them. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains
how to merge drop-down list items.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Type Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2512
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Type Field Properties setup page to configure the Type field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Type Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Type.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Type field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Type field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Type Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Type" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Type field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Type field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Type field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are given one Type, such as "Active," you can choose it as the default so
that you can pass by this field when creating a new volunteer record.

Drop down table items
This section displays the list of options currently defined for fields that use drop-down lists. The items you see
listed here will be the only items that can be selected for this field.
Add a new item:
Use the Add a new item field to add additional options to this drop down field. Enter the new item and then click
the Save button for each item you want to add. Each item you add to the drop-down list here will appear as
choice for this field when the field's drop-down list is selected in Volgistics.
Delete
Merge
If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item you can delete it, or merge it into another item on the
list.
To delete an item click the Delete button next to the field containing that item. When you delete an item from a
drop-down list, the item you delete will be removed from any record where it is currently selected. For example, if
you delete the item "XYZ" from the State or Province field, any record that has "XYZ" as an entry in that field will
have a blank entry once you delete "XYZ."
In some cases it's better to "merge" drop-down list items than to delete them. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains
how to merge drop-down list items.
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System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Street Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2513
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the Street Field Properties setup page to configure the Street field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Street Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Street.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Street field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Street field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Street Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Street field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Street field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Street field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
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If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Street field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this Street field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, select it
here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

City Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2514
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the City Field Properties setup page to configure the City field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab City Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, Core tab, and then choose City.
Field location:
This section indicates where the City field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the City field is a Text field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the City Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and enter the name you
would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the City field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the City field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this City field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the City field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain option to appear in this City field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, select it here.
For example, if your organization's volunteers are all or mostly local people, you might choose to enter the local
city name in this field. This way, when creating a new volunteer record you can pass by this field if it already
contains the correct information for that individual.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
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Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

State Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2515
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the State Field Properties setup page to configure the State field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab State Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose State.
Field location:
This section indicates where the State field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the State field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the State Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "State" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the State field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
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Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the State field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this State field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the State field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one state, you can choose it as the default so that you can pass
by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
Drop down table items
This section displays the list of options currently defined for fields that use drop-down lists. The items you see
listed here will be the only items that can be selected for this field.
Add a new item:
Use the Add a new item field to add additional options to this drop down field. Enter the new item and then click
the Save button for each item you want to add. Each item you add to the drop-down list here will appear as
choice for this field when the field's drop-down list is selected in Volgistics.
Delete
Merge
If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item you can delete it, or merge it into another item on the
list.
To delete an item click the Delete button next to the field containing that item. When you delete an item from a
drop-down list, the item you delete will be removed from any record where it is currently selected. For example, if
you delete the item "XYZ" from the State or Province field, any record that has "XYZ" as an entry in that field will
have a blank entry once you delete "XYZ."
In some cases it's better to "merge" drop-down list items than to delete them. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains
how to merge drop-down list items.
Add all U.S. States
Add all Canadian Provinces
State or Province fields include Add all U.S. States and Add all Canadian Provinces buttons.
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When you first start your Volgistics account your own State or Province abbreviation is automatically added to
the State/Province field drop-down list, however you can always add any other State or Provinces that you'd like
to appear in this drop-down list using the "Add a new item" field.
If you want to add all of the U.S. State or all of the Canadian Province abbreviations, just click the Add all U.S.
States or Add all Canadian Provinces button.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2516
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Zip Field Properties setup page to configure the Zip field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Zip Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, Core tab, and then choose Zip.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Zip field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Zip field is a whole Zip
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Zip Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any adjustments
to the field. The field is called "Zip" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from this field and
enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Zip field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Zip field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
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This selection requires that users always enter information in the Zip field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Zip field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Country Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2517
Added or revised 09-17-2010
You can use the Country Field Properties setup page to configure the Country field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab Country Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Country.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Country field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Country field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Country Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Country" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Country field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here. For example, if all or
most of your organization's volunteers are from one Country, you can choose it as the default so that you can
pass by this field when creating a new volunteer record.
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Drop down table items
This section displays the list of options currently defined for fields that use drop-down lists. The items you see
listed here will be the only items that can be selected for this field.
Add a new item:
Use the Add a new item field to add additional options to this drop down field. Enter the new item and then click
the Save button for each item you want to add. Each item you add to the drop-down list here will appear as
choice for this field when the field's drop-down list is selected in Volgistics.
Delete
Merge
If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item you can delete it, or merge it into another item on the
list.
To delete an item click the Delete button next to the field containing that item. When you delete an item from a
drop-down list, the item you delete will be removed from any record where it is currently selected. For example, if
you delete the item "XYZ" from the State or Province field, any record that has "XYZ" as an entry in that field will
have a blank entry once you delete "XYZ."
In some cases it's better to "merge" drop-down list items than to delete them. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains
how to merge drop-down list items.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
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Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

No postal mail Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2518
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the No postal mail Field Properties setup page to configure the No postal mail field on the Core tab
in the volunteer record. To get to the Core tab No postal mail Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose No postal mail.
Field location:
This section indicates where the No postal mail field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on
the Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an No postal mail
field.
Field name:
The field is called "No postal mail." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
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Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the No postal mail field on the Core tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an No postal mail field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "No postal mail" and others are
not "No postal mail," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should
be contacted at a particular number stored in the system.
Default entry:
You can decide if the No postal mail field on the Core tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new volunteer
records by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
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Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

No email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2519
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the No email Field Properties setup page to configure the No email field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab No email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose No email.
Field location:
This section indicates where the No email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an No email field.
Field name:
The field is called "No email." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the No email field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an No email field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "No email" and others are not "No
email," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should be contacted
at a particular number stored in the system.
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Default entry:
You can decide if the No email field on the Core tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new volunteer records
by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Home Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2520
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Home Field Properties setup page to configure the Home field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Home Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Home.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Home field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Home field is a phone
number field.
There are six phone number format options. Select the way you would like to track Home phone numbers in your
system from the drop down menu here.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Home Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Home" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Home field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Home phone number field on the Core tab to be left blank in
Volgistics, as well as at VIC.
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At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter a phone number in the Home field at VIC, but system operators
working within Volgistics will not be forced to enter a number in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Home field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
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View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Basic users from both editing and viewing this field.
Related help

OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2521
Added or revised 11-11-2008
You can use the OK to call Field Properties setup page to configure the OK to call field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab OK to call Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose OK to call.
Field location:
This section indicates where the OK to call field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that this is an OK to call field.
Field name:
The field is called "OK to call." This field name cannot be changed.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the OK to call field on the Core tab of the volunteer
record, you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the
field or any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information
that may have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Whether or not it is hidden can become very important for this particular field. Consider the following scenario: If
an OK to call field is used and volunteers indicate that certain numbers are "OK to call" and others are not "OK to
call," and then the field is hidden, Volgistics users will not know whether or not a volunteer should be contacted
at a particular number stored in the system.
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Default entry:
You can decide if the OK to call field on the Core tab is initially marked or unmarked in all new volunteer records
by making the desired selection here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
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Hidden

Email Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2527
Added or revised 12-12-2008
You can use the Email Field Properties setup page to configure the Email field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Email Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click
on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Email.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Email field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Email field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Email Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Email" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Email field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Email field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Email field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Email field.
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Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Email field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.
Default entry:
The Email field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Email
field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2528
Added or revised 07-06-2009
You can use the Web site Field Properties setup page to configure the Web site field on the Core tab in the
volunteer record. To get to the Core tab Web site Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , click on Field options, Core tab, and then choose Web site.
For volunteers who have a personal web page, or profiles on web sites such as a Facebook or Twitter, you can
optionally use this field to record a link to the volunteer's page.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Web site field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the
Core tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Web site field is a Text
field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Web site Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Web site" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text
from this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
"No" is the default option here. "No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the
information it contains on the Core tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Web site field on the Core tab of the volunteer record,
you can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or
any information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
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No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Web site field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as
at VIC.
At VIC
If a volunteer has access to their personal information at VIC, they may either intentionally or inadvertently delete
information stored in the Web site field. If you select the "At VIC" option, the system will not allow them to log out
with a blank Web site field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Web site field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or
at VIC.
Default entry:
The Web site field often contains no default entry. If, however, you want certain text to initially appear in the Web
site field on the Core tab in all new volunteer records, enter it here.
Display as a link:
When a valid web page address has been saved in this field, a "Visit" link to that web page will appear next to
the field if this checkbox is checked. When you use this field to collect and track volunteer web pages (such as
Facebook and Twitter pages), this link will take you to their page.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
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View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden

Title Field Properties Setup Page
Help topic 2529
Added or revised 09-17-2010
You can use the Title Field Properties setup page to configure the Title field on the Core tab in the volunteer
record. To get to the Core tab Title Field Properties setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Field options, Core tab, and then choose Title.
Field location:
This section indicates where the Title field you are working with is located. In this case, the field is on the Core
tab.
Type of field:
Information is stored in several types of fields in Volgistics. This section indicates that the Title field is a
Dropdown field.
Field name:
This is the first place on the Title Field Properties setup page where a system operator can make any
adjustments to the field. The field is called "Title" by default. To change the name of the field, delete the text from
this field and enter the name you would like to change the field to.
Hidden:
No
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"No" must be selected in order for system operators to see this field and the information it contains on the Core
tab of the volunteer record.
Yes
If you do not want system operators to be able to view the Title field on the Core tab of the volunteer record, you
can select "Yes" from the drop down list. When a field is hidden, System operators will not see the field or any
information that may have been entered in it before the field was made hidden, but any information that may
have been in the field before it was hidden will still be there if you later unhide the field.
Require an entry:
No
If you select "No" it will be possible for the Title field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, as well as at
VIC.
At VIC
This selection requires that users always enter information in this Title field at VIC, but system operators working
within Volgistics will not be forced to enter information in this field.
Always
If you select "Always" it will not be possible for the Title field on the Core tab to be left blank in Volgistics, or at
VIC.

Default entry:
If you want a certain drop down item to appear in this field by default, you can select it here.

Drop down table items
This section displays the list of options currently defined for fields that use drop-down lists. The items you see
listed here will be the only items that can be selected for this field.
Add a new item:
Use the Add a new item field to add additional options to this drop down field. Enter the new item and then click
the Save button for each item you want to add. Each item you add to the drop-down list here will appear as
choice for this field when the field's drop-down list is selected in Volgistics.
Delete
Merge
If you no longer want to use a particular drop down item you can delete it, or merge it into another item on the
list.
To delete an item click the Delete button next to the field containing that item. When you delete an item from a
drop-down list, the item you delete will be removed from any record where it is currently selected. For example, if
you delete the item "XYZ" from the State or Province field, any record that has "XYZ" as an entry in that field will
have a blank entry once you delete "XYZ."
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In some cases it's better to "merge" drop-down list items than to delete them. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains
how to merge drop-down list items.
System operator rights
This section determines which types of system operators [_______]
pg:1895 can view, or view and change, this field in
Volgistics.
Volgistics Administrators
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators to view this field, but to
prevent them from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Volgistics Administrators from both editing and
viewing this field.
Power users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Power users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
Select this option to prevent system operators designated as Power users from both editing and viewing this
field.
Basic users
View and change
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view and edit this field.
View
Select this option to permit system operators designated as Basic users to view this field, but to prevent them
from making any changes to it.
Hidden
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Documents Tab Rights Setup Page
Help topic 2553
Added or revised 04-04-2017
The Documents Tab Rights Setup Page is used to set the System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights for the Docs tab on
volunteer, Coordinator, Site, Place and Assignment records.
If you are not already on the Documents Tab Rights Setup page, you can get to the page by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Document tab rights.
User Levels
You control tab rights based on the operator's user level. There are three user levels in Volgistics:
Volgistics Administrators
Power Users
Basic Users
Every Volgistics System Operator has one of these three user levels. You can determine or change a System
Operator's user level by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the System Operators link.
3. Select an operator's name.
4. View or change the User level dropdown. See help topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1895 if you need more assistance.
5. Click the Save button if a change was made in step 4.
Tab Rights
To set tab rights, select a sub-tab for the type of record where you want to set the tab rights. For example, to set
the tab rights for the Docs tab on volunteer records, be sure the Volunteer sub-tab is selected.
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Please Note: The Coordinator, Site, Place and Assignment sub-tabs will only appear if you have the VicDocs
[_______]
pg:1648 module included in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 . If VicDocs is not included, you will only see
the Volunteer sub-tab.
Use the dropdown list to determine the rights for the operators at each user level. The dropdown will contain
different options depending on if the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 module is included in your account's service level
[_______]
pg:0719 . Here are the rights associated with each dropdown list selection:
View, upload and delete (VicDocs included)
Select this option if you want operators with the user level to access the Docs tab to upload new documents,
open and download documents, edit document names, and delete documents.
View and delete (VicDocs not included)
Select this option if you want operators with the user level to access the Docs tab to open and download
documents, edit document names, and delete documents.
View and upload (VicDocs included)
Select this option if you want operators with the user level to access the Docs tab to upload new documents,
open and download documents, and edit document names.
View only
Select this option if you want operators with this user level to access the Docs tab to open and download
documents.
Hidden
Select this option if you want to prevent operators with this user level from accessing the Docs tab.
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Message Types
Help topic 1023
Added or revised 07-24-2014
Volgistics provides message preference [_______]
pg:0381 features needed to ensure the integrity of automatic and
mass email and text messages. These features enable volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 to opt-in or
opt-out of different types of automatic or mass messages your organization might routinely send. For example,
an individual volunteer might like to receive newsletter messages, but not fundraising request messages.
We require opt-in and opt-out options to be used with all messages sent to more than one volunteer or
Coordinator. Otherwise, Internet Service Providers (ISP's) and cell phone providers could mistakenly identify
Volgistics as a spammer and prevent all messages from being delivered. Help topic 2101 [_______]
pg:0384 explains
more.
If you're not already on the Message Types page, you can get there by selecting Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , choosing Messages, and then clicking Message types.
Types of mass messages
Use the Types of mass messages section to define the different kinds or "types" of mass messages your
organization might periodically send to volunteers and Coordinators. These become the choices volunteers and
Coordinators see when they select the types of messages they would like to receive. Then, each time you send a
mass message, you choose which of these types of message you're sending. Volgistics will only deliver the
message to those who have opted to receive that type of message.
Type
Use the Type field to define up to ten different kinds of messages your organization may periodically send.

The type listed in the top spot on the page will appear as the default option in the dropdown for selecting types
when an email message is sent. So if most of your messages will be a particular type, we recommend listing this
in the top spot on the page.
These are some examples of different types of mass messages often sent by volunteer programs:
Electronic newsletters
Recruitment appeals
Opportunity announcements
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Training announcements
Fund raising appeals
News related to our mission
Information request
Volunteer news

Important!

After you setup your message types, you should add descriptions about what information is sent with the type so
volunteers and Coordinators have a better idea how they would like to receive this type of message. Help topic
1068 [_______]
pg:1327 shows how to do this for volunteers. Help topic 1025 [_______]
pg:1325 shows how to do this for
Coordinators.
Default (for new volunteers and coordinators)
You can select to have a type show as selected, or not selected, by default.

This will control if the type appears as checked or un-checked for the Email Preference field for new volunteer
records. The Email Preference field can be shown on the Profile tab of the volunteer records:
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This field can also be shown in VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 on online application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , and on the page
volunteers see if they click the preferences link [_______]
pg:0381 at the bottom of an email message they receive.
Select email from the dropdown to have the type show as checked by default. Select None from the dropdown to
make the field show as not selected by default. Be sure to click the Save button at the bottom of the page to
save your selections.
No matter which default setting you choose, volunteers and Coordinators can still update their email preferences
later.
Default (as shown when opting in to text messaging in VicNet)
This option will only show if text messaging is enabled [_______]
pg:0321 for your account. Select the option (email, text,
or none) you want to appear as selected when volunteers opt-in to text messaging.

Volunteers and Coordinators will see your choice for the type in VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 during the opt-in process
[_______]
pg:0323 . They can either keep the setting the same, or change it.

Volunteers and Coordinators can also change their choices later by returning to VicNet, or on the page they see
if they click the preferences link [_______]
pg:0381 at the bottom of an email message they receive.
Reset
While we urge you to respect your volunteers' and Coordinators' choices for message preferences, there may be
times when you want to change the selection on records. You can do this on the individual records from the
Profile tab, but you can also use this option if you need to reset the message type selections for multiple records
that are currently in your database.
One instance where you may need to do this is if you are changing an existing message type from one thing to
another. In this case, you will need to clear all of the existing volunteer preferences for the type. For example, if
you have a message type you no longer use called "Weekend event announcements," and you want to replace it
with a completely different type called "Emergency volunteer appeals." To do this, you would reset everyone's
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preference to none to clear the volunteer message preferences already made for the original "Weekend event
announcements" type. If you did not reset the preferences in this example, the selections volunteers made
previously for "Weekend event announcements" would continue to appear for the revised "Emergency volunteer
appeals" type.
The Reset option pictured below allows you to make changes to the message preferences for all records
currently in your database:

Different options will appear depending on if the account has enabled text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 , or not.
For accounts without text messaging, the first dropdown will only show everybody, and the second will show
email and none. If you select email from the dropdown and click the Update button, all records will have the
message type selected for the Email Preference field. If you select none from the dropdown and click the Update
button, the message type will be un-checked on all of the records for the Email Preference field.
For accounts with text messaging, the first dropdown will have selections for everybody, those opted in to text
messaging, and those not opted in to text messaging. You can use these options to select which records the
message preferences will be changed for. The second dropdown will only have selections for email and none.
This is because regulations do not allow you to opt someone in to receive a message by text. This is due to the
possibility that a recipient could be charged a fee by their cell phone carrier when a text is received.
Types of automatic messages
In addition to the ten mass message types described above, there are two types of messages you may configure
Volgistics to send volunteers and Coordinators automatically. These are the Schedule Reminder [_______]
pg:0791
messages and the messages volunteers can receive when a periodic or annual Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 item is due
to be renewed. When either of these automatic messages are enabled, a choice for the type will be included in
the Message Preferences field.
Note that Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 do not have Checklist items so their setting for the Checklist reminders type
will not have any effect.
Please see the Types of mass messages section above if you need help with the setup options for the message
types.
Email failure threshold
The email failure threshold [_______]
pg:0379 controls how far back Volgistics looks at a volunteer's or Coordinator's
email history to determine if their email address is valid or not. This controls when the Email validity [_______]
pg:0377
icon will show an email address as not being valid.
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Text Message failure threshold
The text message failure threshold [_______]
pg:0379 controls how far back Volgistics looks at a volunteer's or
Coordinator's text message history to determine if their text message number is valid or not. This controls when
the Text Message validity [_______]
pg:0333 icon will show a text number as not being valid.

Coordinator Message Preferences
Help topic 1025
Added or revised 07-29-2014
Volgistics provides Message Preference [_______]
pg:0381 features needed to ensure the integrity of automatic and
mass messages. These features enable people to opt-in or opt-out of different types of automatic or mass
messages your organization might routinely send. For example, an individual Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 might like to
receive email newsletters, but not fund raising requests.
Each time you send a mass email message from Volgistics, your message includes an opt-out link at the bottom.
The mail recipient can click this link to change their message preferences. When a mail recipient clicks this link,
a Message Preferences window similar to the one shown below appears. Coordinators may use this window to
change their message preferences. If the Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , they will also
see options for text message preferences on this page.
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Use the Coordinator Message Preferences page to customize the way Coordinators see the Message
Preference window. If you're not already at the Coordinator Message Preferences page, you can get there by
choosing Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , then Messages, and then "Coordinator message
preferences."
These setup options are similar to the setup options on the Volunteer Message Preferences [_______]
pg:1327 window.
The difference is that these options control whatCoordinators [_______]
pg:0163 see on the Message Preferences
window. While the options on the Volunteer Message Preferences [_______]
pg:1327 window control what volunteers
see. You can customize the Message Preferences page differently for volunteers and Coordinators.
Enter the instructions you want to appear at the top of the Coordinator Message Preferences window:
Type or paste [_______]
pg:0063 the text instructions you would like Coordinators to see at the top of the Message
Preferences window here.
Send an alert if a Coordinator asks not to receive any messages.
If a Coordinator uses the Message Preference window to request that no further messages be sent to them,
Volgistics automatically changes the Coordinator's email validity [_______]
pg:0377 icon to red and prevents all email
from being sent to the Coordinator. If the Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging, the text number validity
[_______]
pg:0333 icon is also changed to red and text messages are blocked from being sent.
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While it is possible for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to manually press the Reset link beside the Email field on
the Coordinator's record, this should only be done in cases where the selection was made inadvertently or the
Coordinator has contacted the organization to request that they be returned to the list of individuals receiving
their emails.

Because text messages can cost a Coordinator money if his or her cell phone carrier charges for texting,
regulations do not allow you to reset a Coordinator's text preferences. If a Coordinator has opted-out of receiving
text messages, he or she will need to Resume text messaging [_______] so they can have texts sent to them
again.
Volgistics can send an alert to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox letting you know that the
Coordinator has asked not to receive any further messages. Check this checkbox if you would like to receive
these alerts.
Brief description
Enter a brief description of this message type [_______]
pg:1321 . This brief description appears along with the title of the
message type to help Coordinators understand what this kind of information these messages will typically
include. For example, to describe a type of mass message called Newsletters you might enter this brief
description: "Periodic news and information about happenings at our agency."

Volunteer Message Preferences
Help topic 1068
Added or revised 07-29-2014
Volgistics provides message preference features needed to ensure the integrity of automatic and mass
messages. These features enable volunteers to opt-in or opt-out of different types of automatic or mass
messages [_______]
pg:1321 your organization might routinely send to volunteers. For example, an individual volunteer
might like to receive newsletter messages, but not fund raising request messages.
Each time you send a mass email message from Volgistics, your message includes an opt-out link at the bottom
the recipient can use to change their message preferences. When a recipient clicks this link, a Message
Preferences window similar to the one shown below appears. Volunteers may use this window to change their
email preferences. If the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , they will also see options to
change their text preferences.
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Use the Volunteer Message Preferences page to customize the way volunteers see the Message Preference
window. If you're not already at the Volunteer Message Preferences page, you can get there by choosing Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , then Messages, and then Volunteer Message Preferences.
Enter the instructions you want to appear at the top of the Volunteer Message Preferences window:
Type or paste [_______]
pg:0063 the text instructions you would like volunteers to see at the top of the Message
Preferences window here.
Send an alert if a volunteer asks not to receive any messages.
If a volunteer uses the Message Preference window to request that no further messages be sent to them,
Volgistics automatically changes the volunteer's email validity [_______]
pg:0377 icon to red and prevents all email from
being sent to the volunteer. If the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging, the text number validity [_______]
pg:0333
icon is also changed to red and text messages are blocked from being sent.
While it is possible for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 to manually press the Reset link beside the Email field on
the volunteer's record, this should only be done in cases where the selection was made inadvertently or the
volunteer has contacted the organization to request that they be returned to the list of individuals receiving their
emails.
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Because text messages can cost a volunteer money if his or her cell phone carrier charges for texting,
regulations do not allow you to reset a volunteer's text preferences. If a volunteer has opted-out of receiving text
messages, he or she will need to Resume text messaging [_______] so they can have texts sent to them again.
Volgistics can send an alert to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox letting you know that the volunteer
has asked not to receive any further messages. Check this checkbox if you would like to receive these alerts.
Brief description
Enter a brief description of this message type [_______]
pg:1321 . This brief description appears along with the title of the
message type to help Coordinators understand what this kind of information these messages will typically
include. For example, to describe a type of mass message called Newsletters you might enter this brief
description: "Periodic news and information about happenings at our agency."
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Online Forms Ground Rules
Help topic 1052
Added or revised 05-10-2016
Use the Online Forms
Ground rules page to customize the appearance of your online forms. Online forms include the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724
module, volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , and the Opportunity Directory [_______]
pg:0420 . If you're not already on
this Ground Rules page, you can get there by:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Online forms.
3. Select Ground rules.
Fonts
Font name & size
Choose the font names and sizes you want to use for the text on your forms. The font characteristics you choose
here apply to forms displayed in either the full-page or the embedded mode. See "Adding Volgistics features to
your web site" [_______]
pg:0208 for more information about these two form modes.
Specify a font name and size for each of these three kinds of text:
• Form headings
The text used for your form headings. The heading font should generally be larger than the other fonts on the
form.
• Field labels
The field label font is the font used to render the field names that appear just to the left of (or above) each input
field on a form.
• Main body
This is the font Volgistics uses for all other text on the form.
Enter any font name you like. You can find a list of common fonts used on the Internet at w3schools.com.
If your web site uses a particular font, selecting that font for your forms helps give your site a more unified
appearance. It's best to stick with fonts known to be available to most web browsers (such as Arial, Times New
Roman, and Verdana). If the font you choose is not available in a visitor's browser, the form defaults to a
standard sans-serif font.
Buttons
You can customize the buttons that appear on your online forms here. You can use an image file you saved,
generate an image using a program such as Microsoft Paint, or use an online button generating program. Your
image must meet the following requirements:
• GIF, JPG or PNG file extension
• Width: 200 pixels (or less); Height: 40 pixels (or less)
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• File Size: 4,096 bytes (4 kb) (or less)
Continue
This is the button users click to submit an application form [_______]
pg:0413 , confirm their schedule choices for VicNet
self-scheduling [_______],
pg:1494 and more. Click on the button image to be taken to a page where you can upload your
custom graphic.
Clear choices
This is the button users click to clear their Schedule Preference [_______]
pg:1343 selections on an application form.
Click on the button image to be taken to a page where you can upload your custom graphic.
Full Page Form Appearance
The settings in this section apply to forms you choose to link using the full-page [_______]
pg:0208 mode.
Form panel size
Forms displayed in the full-page mode appear on a white form panel. You can control the width of this panel
here.
Choose "Adjust the form panel dynamically to fit the size of a visitor's browser window" if you want the form panel
to expand or shrink to fill the available space in a visitor's browser.
Choose "Display the form panel with a fixed width of" if you want the form panel to always appear with a certain
width (in pixels). If you select this option, enter the width (in pixels) that you want to the form panel to be and if
you want the panel to be left, center, or right justified in the window. The default setting is a width of 1200 pixels,
centered on the screen.
Background
Forms displayed in the full-page mode appear on a white form panel that is on a colored background. Use this
field to choose the color you want the form background to be. Enter the background color in RGB color notation
(see "A note about RGB color notation" below if you're not sure what this is). You can also click in the field to
bring up a color picker that you can use to select the color.
For a more integrated look, use the same background color as your own website. This will make it look more like
the Volgistics form is part of your website.
Privacy Policy
Visitors to your website may have questions about the security of the information they give you online, and how
you're going to use it. For this reason you can optionally include a link to a
privacy policy from the forms you link in the full-page mode. The help topic "Online form security & privacy"
[_______]
pg:1365 offers some pointers on developing an appropriate privacy policy statement for your forms.
If you want your forms to include this link, check
"Include a link to this privacy policy statement"
, and then enter your own privacy policy in the space provided. For best results, prepare your privacy policy in a
word processor where you can use tools like a spelling checker to check your work, and then use the clipboard
[_______]
pg:0063 to copy and paste your finished statement into the space provided.
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Return navigation
When you display forms in a full-page mode, you should offer visitors an easy way to return to the page (on your
website) they were on when they clicked the link to your form.
• Include a 'Close this window' link to close the browser window that contains the form
If you choose "Include a 'Close this window' link to close the browser window that contains the form", visitors to
your forms will see a "Close this window" link at the bottom of each form. When they click this link, the window
that contained your form will close and the visitor will return to the page in your website they were on when they
clicked the form link. Choose this option if you open your forms in new browser windows. This is the default
selection for this option.
• Include the following link back to a page in your own web site
If you choose "Include the following link back to a page in your own web site", visitors will see a link at the bottom
of each form that will take them to the web page of your choice. Choose this option if you do not open your forms
in a new browser window, and you want visitors to continue browsing your site when then are finished with a
form.
If you select this option, you must also specify the link text and link URL.
Link text
Enter the text for the link here. For example, if you want the link to appear as "Return to Home Page", enter
"Return to Home Page" in this space.
Link URL
Enter the web page address for the web page you want visitors to go to when they click this link. This would
typically be a page within your organization's website. For example, the web page the visitor was on when they
clicked the form link. An example of a URL is www.yourwebsite.org/volunteer.
• No return navigation required
If you choose "No return navigation required", visitors will not be provided with a return navigation link at the
bottom of your forms. Choose this option only if you configure your form links in a manner that would make it
unnecessary for a visitor to return to an earlier page.
Font colors
By default, the font color for forms displayed in full-page mode is black. You can optionally choose a different font
color here for each of three kinds of text that appears on forms. Enter font colors in RGB color notation (see "A
note about RGB color notation" below for a description of RGB color notation). You can also click in the field to
bring up a color picker that you can use to select the color.
Embedded Form Appearance
The settings in this section apply to forms you choose to link using the embedded [_______]
pg:0208 mode.
Background
Choose the color you want the form background to be. Enter the background color in RGB color notation (see "A
note about RGB color notation" below if you're not sure what this is). You can also click in the field to bring up a
color picker that you can use to select the color.
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For a more integrated look, use the same background color as your own website. This will make it look more like
the Volgistics form is part of your website.
For a transparent background, leave this field blank. If your website uses a background pattern or image, leaving
this field blank and linking your forms from frames that includes your website's background causes your forms to
have the same background as your site.
Font colors
By default, the font color for forms displayed in embedded mode is black. You can optionally choose a different
font color here for each of three kinds of text that appears on forms. Enter font colors in RGB color notation (see
"A note about RGB color notation" below for a description of RGB color notation). You can also click in the field
to bring up a color picker that you can use to select the color.
A note about RGB color notation
There are several fields on this page for setting background and font colors. Enter color information in these
fields using standard hexadecimal RGB color notation. This is the color notation used in HTML (Hypertext
markup language) to specify color attributes for web page elements. Hexadecimal RGB color notation includes
the '#' character followed by a six character RGB color value in hexadecimal notation (hex).
These are some examples of this notation:
#FFFFFF (white)
#0000000 (black)
#FF0000
#1D9945 (red)
(green)
If you click on the field itself, a color picker will appear that makes it easy to select the color you need. You can
also learn more about hexadecimal RGB colors for websites at w3schools.com
Disabled Form Message
If you add a link to an online volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 from your web site, and then later disable that
application form [_______]
pg:1357 for any reason, visitors who click the disabled form's link will receive the following
default message:

If you would like a different message to appear when a visitor clicks a link to an application form you have
disabled, enter it in this space.
Related help
Help Topic 1075 [_______]
pg:1451 - Customizing VIC Grahpics
Help Topic 1159 [_______]
pg:1670 - Can I put a link to VicNet on the volunteer application form?
Help Topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 - How to Upload Logo Graphics
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Help Topic 2125 [_______]
pg:1362 - Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 - Creating Links to VicNet
Help Topic 2252 [_______]
pg:0208 - Adding Volgistics Features to Your Web Site

Application Form Setup Page
Help topic 1053
Added or revised 01-18-2017
Use the Setup page to tailor the kinds of information collected through an online volunteer application form
[_______]
pg:0413 . You get to this Setup page by choosing Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting 'Online
forms,' choosing 'Volunteer application forms' and then clicking on the name of the form you want to setup.
Visit the online form Ground rules [_______]
pg:1330 , and Logo graphic [_______]
pg:0516 windows for settings related to graphic
style of your online forms.
Title
Enter the title you want to appear at the top of this application form
This will be the form name applicants see at the top of the form. This is usually something like 'Volunteer
application form,' 'Registration form,' or a form name specific to your situation, such as 'Docent Application Form.'
Enter a name for internal use that describes this application form
Since you can have more than one volunteer application form, you need to give each form you create a unique
name. Enter a unique name for this form here. The only people who will see this name are you, and other
System Operators who have access to setup.
Instructions
Enter the instructions you want to appear at the top of the form
If you want to provide applicants with any general instructions about how they should complete the application
form, enter them here. For best results, consider composing your instructions in a word processor where you can
use tools such as spell checker, and then copy and paste the instructions into this space.
If your form has one or more fields that require an entry, this would be a good place to explain that the fields
which are followed by a red asterisk are required. It may also help to explain that the applicant should click the
'Continue' button at the bottom of the form when they're finished.
Content
Use the links in this section to tailor the way this application form appears on the Internet. These setup links may
be available:
Site selection [_______]
pg:1338
This link will take you to the Site Selection [_______]
pg:1338 setup page. This page's setup options will function
differently depending on if your account has Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 enabled or not. When Site Level
Access is not enabled, this page's purpose is limited to making Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 that fall under a particular
Site appear when Assignment Preference fields are used on the report. When Site Level Access is enabled, this
page's setup options control which Site(s) will receive applications submitted through this form. If you're setting
up one form for each Site, use this link to specify the Site each application is for.
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Form sections [_______]
pg:1340
Volgistics organizes the fields on your application form under different form sections. Use the Form sections link
on the Setup window to establish the sections you would like this application form to have, and to specify their
headings and instructions.
Fields [_______]
pg:1341
Use the Fields setup window to choose the Core tab and Profile tab fields you would like to collect information
for.
Schedule fields [_______]
pg:1343
If you use Volgistics to manage volunteer schedule openings and you want applicants to indicate their preference
for actual schedule openings, use the Schedule fields link on the Setup window to specify which schedule
openings are to be offered on this application form, and how applicants indicate their schedule preference.
Comment fields [_______]
pg:1345
If you would like your application form to include spaces for applicants to enter narrative information (for
example, space for applicants to 'describe any previous volunteer work' they have performed'), use the Comment
fields link on the Setup window to choose where these fields should appear, and what instructions they should
include for the applicant.
Contact fields [_______]
pg:1346
You can ask applicants to list emergency contacts, employers, references, parent or guardian names, or any
similar kind of contact appropriate to your organization. Use the Contact field links on the Setup window to define
the kinds of contact information you want to collect and where it should appear on the form.
I Agree section [_______]
pg:1348
Click the
I Agree section
link on the Setup window to configure an acceptance section at the bottom of the form in which you can ask
applicants to accept a policy statement or agreement [_______]
pg:0420 .
Receipt confirmation [_______]
pg:1349
Use the Receipt confirmation link on the Setup window to customize the message applicant's see after they
submit their application form, and whether or not you want to acknowledge newly submitted applications by
email.
Display assignment names as links to assignment profiles
If your volunteer application form includes fields for collecting assignment or schedule preferences, checking this
option causes the assignment names in these fields to appear as hyperlinks. When an applicant clicks any of
these assignment name hyperlinks, the assignment profile opens for the selected assignment. An applicant can
click on any assignment name to learn more about that assignment.
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You can tailor the way assignment profiles appear under the Opportunity Directory [_______]
pg:1368 settings.
If your volunteer application form does not include fields for collecting assignment or schedule preferences this
option has no effect on your application form.
Status
Use the Status drop-down list to select the volunteer status [_______]
pg:1832 you want people who submit this volunteer
application form to have when their application form is first received. The default selection is 'Applicant.' This
helps you distinguish between new 'applicants' (who you may not yet recognize as volunteers) and 'active'
volunteers using the Status field.
Type
If you want all of the people who submit this application form to always have a specific Type [_______] when you
first receive their application form, select that Type from the Type drop-down list.
If you create more than one volunteer application form, you can use the Type field to determine which application
form a given applicant used. For example, if you have one application form for 'Adults' and another for 'Juniors'
you can set the Type on the 'Adult' application form to 'Adult,' and the Type on the Junior application to Junior.
You will be able to determine which form an applicant used to apply by looking at the Type column on the
Applications tab in the Volgistics Mailbox before receiving the application. Once the application has been
received, the Type field on the Core tab in the volunteer's record will also automatically contain the Type
associated with the form they used to apply.
Since volunteers may only have one Type, if you specify a Type here you cannot also allow volunteer's to
choose their Type on the application form. If you want volunteers to be able to choose a Type from the Type field
on the application form, do not select a Type here. Instead, add the Type field to the application form using the
Fields link above.
Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains how to add additional items to drop-down lists such as the Type field.
Flag
If you want all of the people who submit this application form to always have a specific Flag [_______] when you
first receive their application form, select that Flag from the Flag drop-down list.
If you create more than one application form, one way you can determine which application form a volunteer
used to apply is by specifying a specific Flag for each form. Then you'll know from the Flag field in the applicant's
record which form they used to apply (the Flag field appears on the Core tab in each volunteer's record).
Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains how to add additional items to drop-down lists such as the Flag field.
Kind
If you use both Group [_______]
pg:1909 and individual records in your account, and you want all the people who submit
this application to always have a specific Kind (Group or Individual), select the Kind from the dropdown list. This
is useful if you create different application forms with different fields for groups and individuals.
Alerts
If you would like to have an alert sent to a designated Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 each time someone
submits a volunteer application through this online volunteer application form, choose that System Operator's
name here.
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Send the alert to
Check "To the Volgistics mailbox" if you would like a copy of the alert sent to the Volgistics mailbox. The alert will
appear on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab each time a new application is submitted.
Check "By email" if you would like a copy of the alert sent by email to the selected System Operator's email
address.
Check "By text message" if you would like a copy of the alert sent by text message to the selected System
Operator's cell phone. This option will not appear in accounts that have not enabled text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 .
Application auditing
By default, all new volunteer applications submitted online are initially staged on the Applications tab in your
Volgistics mailbox. This gives you an opportunity to screen new applications for potential duplicates, and to look
at the applicant's name entry to be sure it's not a phony application (e.g. "Mickey Mouse") before the new
volunteer record is added to your database.
If you would prefer that new applications go directly into your database without screening, check the Bypass
auditing checkbox.
When
Bypass auditing
is checked, all new applications submitted through this online volunteer application form will go directly into your
Volgistics database rather than being staged in your Volgistics mailbox, as long as your database has space for
new volunteer records. If your database does not have space for new volunteer records (based on your
account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 ), then all new applications will be held on the Applications tab in your Volgistics
mailbox until you make space available to receive them into your account (online volunteer application forms will
continue to accept new applications even if your database does not have space for new volunteer records).
When Bypass auditing is checked no duplicate checking can be performed. If a volunteer who is already in your
database submits a new application form, an additional volunteer record will be added for them.
New records that you receive through this online application form will always have the initial volunteer Status,
Flag, and/or Type selected for the form, whether or not you screen new applications in your Volgistics mailbox.
So you can still identify new applicants based on a Status, Flag, or Type designation even if you do not screen
new applications in your Volgistics mailbox.
Links
Temporarily disable links to this form
Check this checkbox, and then click the Save button if you want to temporarily disable links to this application
form. You might choose to disable this application form while you make changes to it, or if the event for which
you were collecting applications has past (but you don't want to delete the application form yet). When the
application form is disabled, links to the form from your web site will display a "temporarily unavailable" message.
You can optionally customize the message that appears when an application form is disabled on the Online
forms ground rules [_______]
pg:1330 page.
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Preview buttons
You may create links to your volunteer application form in either a 'full-page' mode or an 'embedded mode'
[_______]
pg:0208 . To preview your application form in either mode, click the appropriate preview button at any time to
see how the form looks. This is a useful tool as you develop a new application form because it lets you see how
your form will appear online as you're making changes to the way the form is setup.
The link for adding this application form to a web page is…
This section shows you the proper HTML (Hypertext markup language) tags for inserting links [_______]
pg:1362 to this
application form on your own web site. The form number for this application form appears in this section. Your
links must include this form number or they will not work properly.
Submissions
A count of the number of times this online volunteer application form has been submitted since the date the
submission count was last reset.
Click the Reset this count button if you want to reset this count to zero and start counting over again.
This count is provided as a simple indication of the frequency with which this online volunteer application form is
submitted by visitors to your web site. It may not provide an accurate indication of the number of new volunteers
you have because you may not accept all of the application forms submitted, and some application forms may be
for people who are already registered volunteers.
A more accurate way to count to new volunteers is to use the Statistics report on the Print page; or a Set
[_______]
pg:0858 that finds all of the volunteers who have started during a time period you specify [_______]
pg:0841 .
Delete
Use the Delete button at the bottom of the Setup window to delete a volunteer application form. If you delete a
volunteer application form, any received or pending applications submitted through the form will remain in your
system, but the form itself will be deleted. If there are any links on your web site for the form you're deleting, they
will no longer work. It's best to remove any links to the application form before you delete it.
Click the Save button to save changes you make to the setup window. Changes you make to a volunteer
application form take effect online immediately after you save them.

Site Selection
Help topic 1054
Added or revised 08-10-2015
If you are not already on the Site Selection page, you get there by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
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4. Select the name of an application form.
5. Select Site selection.
The Site Selection field for application forms will function differently depending on if your account has Site Level
Access [_______]
pg:0092 enabled or not.
Site Level Access is Not Enabled
If your account is not using Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , the settings on this page will not make much difference
to your account. This is because volunteers will not be assigned to a certain Site based on their selections on the
application form, and all System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 are essentially headquarters operators because they
already have access to all the Sites in your account.
The exception to this is if you use the
This application is for this site only
settings to make the application form apply to one specific Site. While this will not limit System Operator access
to the form or assign volunteers to a specific Site, it will limit the Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 that appear in the
Assignment Preference field to just Assignments from the Site specified. Help topic 2055 [_______]
pg:0967 explains
more.
Site Level Access is Enabled
If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature, this page is where you control which Site(s) will receive
applications submitted through an application form.
With the Site Level Access option, you need to decide who should receive new volunteer applications.
Applications can be directed just to the headquarters site, one particular Site, or multiple Sites if the applicant is
interested in assignments at more than one Site.
Applicants will not select a Site. Send all applications to headquarters
Choose this option if you would like all newly submitted volunteer application forms to be delivered to the
headquarters site mailbox only. Site-Level Operators [_______]
pg:1442 will not receive applications submitted through
this form in their Site's Volgistics mailbox.
This application is for this Site only
If this volunteer application form is for a single Site, choose this option and then select the Site's name from the
list of Sites. With this option selected, applications submitted through this volunteer application form will only
appear in the selected Site's Volgistics mailbox (note, the headquarters Site can see all of the pending
applications in all mailboxes by checking the All Sites checkbox on the Applications tab in the headquarters'
Volgistics mailbox).
Determine applicant's Site(s) based on their choice of…
If your application form includes any preference fields [_______]
pg:1011 , you can configure this volunteer application
form so that newly submitted applications appear in the Volgistics mailboxes for each of the Site's that have an
assignment that matches the applicant's selections on the form.
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Preference fields [_______]
pg:1011 are fields applicants can use to indicate the volunteer assignment they're interested
in, or the kind of volunteer assignment(s) that most interest them. You can have a Preference field setup for a
Site, Place, Assignment, Assignment Cluster [_______]
pg:0934 , state [_______]
pg:1016 , Characteristic [_______]
pg:0033 , or the
customizable fields [_______]
pg:0957 in the Detail box on the Assignment record.
This is an example of how you might use the Preference field on your volunteer application form, and how a
volunteer's preference would determine which Site(s) their application will be sent to.
A multi-county organization has a Volgistics site for each of their counties, and they create a Preference field that
allows applicants to choose the county/counties where they would prefer to serve.
If this organization sets-up the Preference field in this example so applicants can choose only one county,
application forms will go only to the Site for the county selected on the form by the applicant.
If this organization sets-up the Preference field so applicants can choose more than one county, application
forms will go to each of the Sites for the counties selected on the form by the applicant.
Click the Save button to save your changes to the Site selection page, or the Cancel button to close the page
without saving your changes.

Form Sections
Help topic 1055
Added or revised 01-18-2017
The Form sections page is where you establish the sections you would like an application form [_______]
pg:0413 to
have by entering their headings and instructions. You get to
Form sections by clicking the 'Form sections' link on an application form's Setup [_______]
pg:1334 page .
Your form must have at least one section, and it can have as many as twelve. Each section must have a
heading, and optionally written instructions which will appear beneath the heading.
Create a section for each logical grouping of fields you plan to have on your application form, or any field that
needs special instructions. Here are some examples of different section headings you might use on your form:
Name and address
Demographic information
About you…
Skills
Assignment preference
Past experience
Emergency contact
References
Employer information
Previous volunteer experience
Why are you interested in volunteering?
Your Availability
When can you serve?
Sections appear on the form in the order in which you establish them on this page.
Enter a heading for this section, or leave the heading blank to skip this section
Enter a section heading for each of the form sections you'd like to use. The section heading appears at the
beginning of the section in the heading font [_______]
pg:1330 you choose for your online forms.
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Enter the instructions you want to appear at the top of this section
Optionally enter any instructions you would like to appear beneath the section heading. These would typically
explain how the visitor should complete the fields that appear within this section.
This is an example of the section headings and instructions on a volunteer application form:

Move Up
Move Down
Your form sections will appear in the order in which they appear on the Form Sections page. Use the Move up
and Move down buttons if you want to change the order of your form's sections.
You use the Fields [_______],
pg:1341 Schedule fields [_______],
pg:1343 Comment fields [_______],
pg:1345 and Contact fields
[_______]
pg:1346 windows to choose the fields you want to appear in each section.
Click the Save button to save your changes to the Form sections page, or the Cancel button to close the page
without saving your changes.

Volunteer Application Form Fields
Help topic 1056
Added or revised 01-18-2017
The
Fields
page is where you choose the Core tab and Profile tab fields you would like to use to collect information on your
volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 . You get to the Fields page by clicking the 'Fields' link on an application
form's Setup [_______]
pg:1334 page.
For each field you want on your application form, use the drop down list located beside the field name to choose
the form section where you would like the field to appear. Choose 'Omit' from the drop down list for any field you
do not want to appear on this application form.
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Place a check mark in the 'Required' checkbox for any fields for which applicants should be required to make an
entry. These fields will have a red asterisk located beside them on the application form indicating that they
require an entry. Applicants will not be able to submit their information until they have entered something in each
of the required fields. Use required fields sparingly. Forms that contain too many required fields can cause some
visitors to give up before they complete the form.
You may not see every field you want your application form to include listed on the Fields page. Consider these
additional resources in this case:

• If you want to add fields applicants will use to choose the schedule opening(s) they're interested in filling, use
• theSchedule fields [_______]
pg:1343 setup options.

• If you want to add fields for collecting information about emergency contacts, references, employers, parents,
• or other kinds of volunteer contacts, use theContact fields [_______]
pg:1346 setup options.

• If you want to add space for open-ended narrative entries (e.g. "Explain why you're interested in
• volunteering…"), use theComment fields [_______]
pg:1345 setup options.

• If you want to add fields for gathering data about specific volunteer characteristics (e.g. skills, interests,
• hobbies, etc.) consider adding a newCharacteristic field [_______]
pg:0033 to your database. After you setup a new
characteristic field it will appear here on the Fields window where you can then add it to your form.

• If you want to add fields for gathering information about the assignment, kind of assignment, or location
• applicants are interested in, consider adding a newpreference field [_______]
pg:1011 to your database. After you
setup a new preference field it will appear here on the Fields window where you can then add it to your form.
• If you want to add fields for collecting additional demographic information such as
Education or training information
Marital status
Are you a relative of a current or former patient?
Do you smoke?
Do you have a 4 wheel drive vehicle?
Certification numbers (RN, Diver)
Driver's license numbers
• Consider customizing an additional Profile tab field [_______]
pg:0957 for this information. Volgistics includes a series
of customizable Profile tab fields which are initially hidden. Once you un-hide any of these fields, and give them a
field name that suits your needs, they will appear on the Fields window where you can then add them to your
form.
When you add a field to your volunteer application form, the field appears on the form with the same field name
you see in Volgistics. For example, if the field name is 'Last name:' in Volgistics, it appears on the volunteer
application form as 'Last name:.'
Similarly, fields you place on your volunteer application form have the same field properties on the application
form that they have in your volunteer records. A field that appears as a drop-down list in the volunteer record –
such as the State or Province field – also appears as a drop down list on the application form. In addition, the
same drop down list options you see for the field in your volunteer records appear when you visit the field on the
application form.
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You can change most field names – and for drop down lists the options available for you to choose from the
drop-down – under Field Options [_______]
pg:0957 .

Click the Save button to save your changes to the Fields page, or the Cancel button to close the page without
saving your changes.

Schedule Fields
Help topic 1057
Added or revised 01-18-2017
Use the Schedule fields page to specify which schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 are to be offered on a volunteer
application form [_______]
pg:0413 , and how applicants indicate their schedule preference. You get to the Schedule
fields page by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select the name of a form.
5. Select Schedule Fields under the Content heading.
Before you can place schedule fields on your application form, you must have one or more assignments in your
database with a schedule that has schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 .
If you want to allow applicants to select openings
Use the dropdown list to choose the form section [_______]
pg:1340 you want the schedule fields to appear under. If you
do not want to use schedule preferences with this application form, choose Omit from the dropdown.
Allow applicants to sign-up for schedules in
Use this dropdown list to choose the Assignment(s) you want applicants to be able to choose schedule openings
[_______]
pg:0776 for on this volunteer application form.
• Choose All assignments if you want applicants to be able to choose schedule openings for all volunteer
assignments that have schedule openings.
• Choose the a name of a specific Site [_______]
pg:0110 if you want applicants to be able to choose schedule
openings from all assignments under a specific Site that have schedule openings.
• Choose the a name of a specific Place [_______]
pg:0108 if you want applicants to be able to choose schedule
openings from all assignments under a specific Site that have schedule openings.
• Choose the a name of a specific Assignment [_______]
pg:0106 if you want applicants to be able to choose from all
schedule openings setup for a specific assignment.
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Hint!

If you have specific Assignments that you do not want openings to appear for, check the "Never include this
schedule on online volunteer application forms" checkbox on the Rules tab of the Assignment. You can learn
more about this here [_______].
List schedule openings
Your application form can list schedule openings starting on the current date (for a certain number of days
forward), or schedule openings that fall between two dates you specify.
Choose 'For the next __ days' if you want the form to offer schedule openings starting on the current date,
continuing forward for the specified number of days (up to 60 days forward). For example, choose this and select
'10' if you want the form to list schedule openings beginning on the current date (whatever day it is when an
applicant visits the form) through the next ten days.
Choose 'Between ___ and ___' if you want the form to offer schedule openings for a specific period of days, and
then enter the beginning and ending dates you want to include. If you're registering volunteers for a special
event, you could choose this option and then enter the first and last date of your event. This would make the
application form list only the schedule openings during the event.
Please remember that your form will need to open the schedule file for each opening on each Assignment you
select in the Allow applicants to sign-up for schedules in section, as well as each date in the date range you
select. Having a large number of Assignment openings show and/or a large date range selected can slow down
how fast your form loads for applicants.
If the 'Show opening notes' checkbox is checked, opening notes [_______]
pg:0750 will appear along with the rest of the
opening information on your application forms. If the box is un-checked, the opening note information will not
appear.
Applicants can
Use this setting to control the number of schedule openings an applicant can choose, and if you want applicants
to rank their choices or not.
Choose 'Sign-up for ___ openings' if you do not want applicants to rank their schedule preferences. Then, use
the dropdown list to choose the number of openings an applicant should be allowed to choose. Select 'in all' if
you want to limit the number of openings an applicant can choose overall on the form, or 'per day' if you want to
limit the number of openings an applicant can choose for each date schedule openings appear on the form.
Choose 'Rank their first ___ choices' if you want applicants to rank their schedule preferences (e.g. 1st choice,
2nd choice, etc.). Then, use the dropdown list to choose the number of choices applicants should be allowed to
make (e.g. choose '3' if you want applicants to rank their first 3 choices). Select 'overall' if you want applicants to
choose this many schedule preferences overall on the form, or 'per day' if you want them to rank their choices
this way for each date schedule openings appear on the form.
Show assignment names
Use these settings to control how you want the assignments to appear on your form.
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Choose 'Without Site and Place names' if you just want the name of the assignment to show.
Choose 'With Site and Place names' if you want the Site and Place information to show in brackets behind the
assignment's name.
Receive applicant schedule selections as
Use these settings to control how the applicant's selections will appear.
Choose 'Schedule preferences (allows you to approve schedules)' if you want to approve the applicant's
selections before they actually appear on your schedule. With this option, you must receive applications into your
account [_______]
pg:0415 if you audit your applications forms, and then approve the applicant's preferences [_______]
pg:0773 ,
before the applicant's choices will appear on the schedule. For this reason, you may end up with more
preferences than you have room for. For example, if you have an opening setup to have 8 volunteers needed,
and you receive 12 applications where the opening is selected as a preference--4 of the applicants will not be
able to fill the opening.
This option works best for organizations that like to pick the most qualified volunteers to fill an opening. However,
you may need to communicate with the applicants who you did not select to fill the opening to let them know that
they are not scheduled for the date and time they picked on the application form.
Choose 'Actual schedule entries' if you want the applicant's choices to go directly onto the schedule. This option
allows the number of schedule openings to update in real time as long as you have the 'Bypass auditing' box
checked on the application form setup page [_______]
pg:1334 . For example, if you have an opening setup to have 3
volunteers needed, once three applicants have selected the opening and submitted their forms the opening will
no longer appear as a choice for future applicants.
This option works best for organizations (such as festivals and other one time events) that have volunteers who
are applying just to work at the event.
Remember to Save
Remember that you must click the Save button to keep your changes to the Schedule fields page after you make
them. You can also click the Cancel button to close the page without saving your changes.

Comment Fields
Help topic 1058
Added or revised 08-10-15
Use the Comments fields page to setup narrative text fields on your volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 . You
get to the Comment fields page by clicking the 'Comment fields' link on an application form's Setup [_______]
pg:1334
page.
Comment fields provide space on an application form for an applicant to enter narrative text. Use comment fields
anywhere you'd like to ask an applicant a question they should answer by typing a few sentences (or more).
These are some examples of questions that often appear on volunteer application forms for which comment
fields are appropriate:
Why do you want to volunteer with us?
Describe your employment history
List other organizations you've volunteered for
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Is there anything else you'd like to tell us about yourself?
If you've volunteered here before, when and in what capacity?
What are your career objectives?
The information applicants type into comment fields on the application form appears on the Notes tab in their
volunteer record after you receive their form.
Section name
You can include one comment field in each of your application form sections [_______]
pg:1340 . To add a comment field
to a particular form section, place a checkmark next to the section name.
Instructions
Enter the question you want to ask in this space.

Click the Save button to save your changes to the Comment fields page, or the Cancel button to close the page
without saving your changes.

Contact Fields on Application Forms
Help topic 1059
Added or revised 08-10-2015
You can add fields to track a volunteer's or group's contacts to your application forms. You get to the
Contact fields page by clicking the name of a contact "kind" on an application form's Setup page [_______]
pg:1334 . For
example, if you need to add fields for collecting an applicant's references, select "Reference Fields." Here are the
kinds of contacts available by default:
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If you would like to collect a certain kind of contact information, but you don't see that kind of contact listed on the
Setup page, you can create a new contact kind in Volgistics. For instance, if you want to track "Parent or
Guardian" information for some volunteers, but you don't see "Parent or Guardian" listed as a kind of contact,
you can add it.
To create a new kind of contact:
1. Select "Setup" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the "Field options" link.
3. Choose "Contacts tab."
4. Scroll down and choose the "Kind" field.
5. Use the "Add a new item" field to enter the new kind of contact you want to track, and then click the Save
button. When you return to the Setup window for your volunteer application form, you'll be able to add the new
contact kind to your form.
Form section
If you want applicants to list this kind of contact on the application form, choose the form section [_______]
pg:1340
where you want these fields to appear. Choose "Omit" if you do not want applicants to list this kind of contact on
this application form. It's usually a good idea to create a form section just for tracking the contact kind you're
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adding to the application.
Quantity
Choose the number of different contacts (up to 4) you want applicants to list on the form. For example, if you
want applicants to list three references, choose "3" here.
Fields
Place a checkmark in the Include column for each contact field you want on your application form.
Please note:
In order for the system to save the contact information applicants submit, you must include the Last name and
the First name fields. If these fields are not included, there is not a way for the system to make a new contact
record on the Contact tab of the applicant's record.
Place a check mark in the Required column for any fields for which applicants should be required to make an
entry. In most web browsers, these fields will have a red asterisk located beside them on the application form,
which indicates that they require an entry. Applicants will not be able to submit their information until they have
entered something in each of the required fields. Use required fields sparingly. Forms that contain too many
required fields can cause some visitors to give up before they complete the form.
Click the Save button to save your changes to the Contact Fields page, or click the Cancel button to close the
page without saving your changes.

I Agree Section
Help topic 1060
Added or revised 08-10-2015
You get to the I agree section page by clicking the 'I agree section' link on an application's form Setup [_______]
pg:1334
page.
When you include an 'I agree section' on an application form [_______]
pg:0413 , the form will include a statement of your
choice near bottom, followed by an 'I agree' checkbox. Before an applicant can submit their form they must
check this 'I agree' checkbox. This feature is typically used to confirm an applicant's acceptance of any volunteer
terms or policies [_______]
pg:0420 you have in your organization.
Include an agreement section
Check this checkbox if you want this application form to include an 'I agree' section. Uncheck this checkbox if
you don't want this form to have such a section.
Enter a name for the form section that will include the agreement checkbox
Enter the heading you would like this section of the form to have.
Enter the agreement statement you want to appear next to the 'I agree' checkbox
Enter the statement you want applicants to accept. See Volunteer policy, confidentiality, and release agreements
[_______]
pg:0420 for more information.
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For best results, prepare your statement in a word processor where you can use tools like a spelling checker to
check your work, and then use the clipboard [_______]
pg:0063 to copy and paste your finished statement into this
space.
Initially display the 'I agree' checkbox
Use this option to choose whether or not you want the 'I agree' checkbox to be checked by default when a visitor
opens the application form. It's usually a good idea to use the 'Unchecked' option, since this requires the
applicant to consciously place a checkmark here before they can submit the form.
Click the Save button to save your changes to the I agree section page, or the Cancel button to close the page
without saving your changes.

Receipt Confirmation
Help topic 1061
Added or revised 08-10-2015
Use the Receipt confirmation window to customize the page applicant's see after they submit their application
form [_______]
pg:0413 , and whether or not you want to acknowledge newly submitted applications by email. You get to
the Receipt confirmation page by clicking the 'receipt confirmation' link on an application form's Setup [_______]
pg:1334
page.
Submit button confirmation
Use this section to tailor the page applicants see after they successfully submit their volunteer application form.
This typically includes a message that says "you have received their application form," and explains what
happens next.
Enter a heading for your acknowledgement message here
Enter the heading you want to appear on this page. This typically something like 'Thank you,' 'Finished!,' or
'Complete.'
Enter or paste your acknowledgement message here
Enter the actual message you want to appear on this page. It's a good idea to confirm that "you have received"
their application form, and explain what happens next. For example 'someone will contact you soon,' or 'you will
receive more information in the mail,' depending on your organization's specific application procedures.
For best results, prepare your message in a word processor where you can use tools like 'spell check' to check
your work, and then use the clipboard [_______]
pg:0063 to copy and paste your finished message into this space.

Automatic email confirmation
Volgistics can automatically send email confirmations to people who submit online applications. These messages
are typically used to acknowledge your receipt of the application form, and to explain what happens next.
Volgistics can send automatic email confirmations if
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1. Your application form includes the Email field from the Core tab.
2. An applicant enters a valid email address on their application form in this field.
The Volgistics system generally sends these confirmation emails within a few minutes of the time someone
successfully submits an application form.
Who should these confirmation email messages be from
Enter whatever you would like to appear in the 'From' field on these confirmation messages (that is, who is the
email message from?). This could be the name of your organization, an individual's name, or your email address.
What "reply to" email address should your acknowledgement email have
Enter the valid email address you want to appear as the 'Reply-to' address in these email messages. This must
be a valid email address for your organization. This is the address a reply message will go to if the email
recipient uses their email program's 'Reply' button to reply to the message.
What should the subject of your confirmation email message be?
Enter whatever you would like to appear as the 'Subject' of these confirmation messages. Some likely examples
would be "Volunteer application acknowledgement,' 'We have received your volunteer application form,' or
'Thank you for volunteering.'
Enter or paste the content of the email confirmation message here
Enter the text message you want to appear in the body of these acknowledgement emails. This is where you
would typically thank the recipient for their application, and explain what happens next in your volunteer
application process. . For example 'someone will contact you soon,' or 'you will receive more information in the
mail,' depending on your organization's specific application procedures.
For best results, prepare your message in a word processor where you can use tools like a spelling checker to
check your work, and then use the clipboard [_______]
pg:0063 to copy and paste your finished message into this space.
These automatic email confirmation messages are always sent as plain text (you cannot format your message in
HTML or send attachments).

Click the Save button to save your changes to the Receipt confirmation page, or the Cancel button to close the
page without saving your changes.

Related Videos
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How do I collect Assignment Preferences on an application form?
Help topic 1165
Added or revised 01-18-2017
By default, there is an Assignment Preference field on the Profile tab in the volunteer record. Allowing an
applicant to select which Assignment(s) they prefer to serve in can be as easy as adding this field to the online
application form [_______]
pg:0413 .
On the Application form setup page [_______]
pg:1334 , click on the "Fields" link. Scroll down to locate the Assignment
Preference field, and select from the drop down list the form section where it should be placed on the form. If you
want, you can create a form section specifically for the Assignment Preference field. In the example below, the
Assignment Preference field is being added to the application form in the section called "Assignment
Preference."

Once you save your changes to place the field on the form, it will be added to the form and applicants will be
able to make Assignment Preference selections when they apply. If you have the Assignment Preference field
setup to rank each choice, it will appear similar to this on the application form:

Or if you have the Assignment Preference field setup to not rank the applicant's choices, it will appear similar to
this on the application form:
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What if I want to ask for Assignment preferences differently?
The Assignment Preference field can be customized to reflect a number of different options. For example, you
can select how many preference choices volunteers can make, whether or not they should be ranked, and
whether or not they can select from all Assignments, active Assignments only or Advertised Assignments only.
You can tailor the way the Assignment Preference field works like this:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the main menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field Options.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Select Assignment Preference.
This opens the Field Properties page for the Assignment Preference field, where you'll find several options for
controlling which assignments are listed and how many choices applicants can select.
How do I make a volunteer's Assignment preference become an actual Assignment Entry?
When a volunteer indicates an Assignment preference on their application, their Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 in
Volgistics will show that they have the Assignment with the Role [_______]
pg:0103 of "Preference."

To change the volunteer's Role in an Assignment from "Preference" to "Assigned," locate the Assignment record
on their Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 and click the orange Edit link next to the Assignment. Then, in the Edit box that
appears, choose "Assigned" from the Role dropdown list, and click Save.

Alternatively, you can change a volunteer's Role in an Assignment from within the Assignment record, like this:
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1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on name of the Assignment.
3. Go to the Assignment's Volunteers tab. Use the Search options to pull up just the records with the Role of
Preference. You can find assistance with this in help topic 2221 [_______]
pg:0131 .
4. Use the dropdown list in the New role column to select Assigned.

5. Repeat step 4 for any other volunteers you wish to assign to the Assignment.
What is the difference between Assignment Preference and Schedule Preference fields?
While Assignment Preferences allow applicants to indicate the general kinds of service they would like to
participate in at an organization, Schedule Preferences let volunteers choose their preference of specific
schedule openings. You can read more about the distinction here [_______]
pg:0411 .

How to Upload Logo Graphics
Help topic 1187
Added or revised 07-14-2016
If your organization has a computer graphic file that contains your logo, you can upload it to Volgistics as the
print graphic and/or display graphic for your account. You can optionally upload an image to be used for the
VicNet mobile sessions.
There is not a limit on the dimensions (height and width) of the graphic file(s) used, but the actual file size must
be under 48 KB. You may want to use separate images with different dimensions for the print, display and mobile
graphics to make sure the most aesthetically pleasing choice is used for each. Volgistics does not have any
built-in features that allow you to resize images, but most graphic or photo editing software programs or services
have options to change a file's dimensions when it is saved. You may also wish to optimize the file when it is
saved. This is particularly true for the mobile graphic. Optimizing the file reduces the amount of computer
resources required to store the file, as well as the bandwidth required to transmit the file.
Graphic files can be uploaded on the Logo graphics setup page. If you're not already on this page, you can get
there by:
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1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Logo graphic.

Print graphic (GIF, JPG or PNG)
The graphic image you upload in the Print graphic section will be printed on selected reports. If you have already
uploaded a print graphic, it will be displayed here.
You can choose to clear the graphic so that no image is printed on any reports by clicking the Clear button, or
you can upload a new image to replace the current file.
Your Print graphic image can be a GIF, JPG or PNG file up to 48 kb in size and should have a white or
transparent background.
To upload your print graphic:
1. Click the Browse or Choose File button.
2. Use the File Upload or Upload file window to locate the custom graphic file you want to load, click on the file
name, and then click the Open button.
3. Click the Upload button at the bottom of the page. It may take a minute or two for your computer to upload the
new file(s) so do not close your browser or go to another web page until you receive the upload confirmation.
Once a print graphic is successfully loaded into your Volgistics account, you can choose to display it on a report
by customizing the Logo & title locations field on the report's Page design [_______]
pg:0451 tab.

Display graphic (GIF, JPG or PNG)
The graphic image you upload in the Display graphic section will be displayed on the Opportunity Directory
[_______]
pg:0420 , online application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , and at VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and/or VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778 If you have
already loaded a Display graphic, your current file will be visible here.
You can choose to clear the graphic so that no image is displayed on your online forms by clicking the Clear
button, or you can upload a new image to replace the current file.
Your Display graphic image can be a GIF, JPG or PNG file up to 48 kb in size and should have a transparent or
white background.
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To upload your display graphic:
1. Click the Browse or Choose File button.
2. Use the File Upload or Upload file window to locate the custom graphic file you want to load, click on the file
name, and then click the Open button.
3. Click the Upload button at the bottom of the page. It may take a minute or two for your computer to upload the
new file(s) so do not close your browser or go to another web page until you receive the upload confirmation.
Once a
Display graphic
is successfully loaded into your Volgistics account, it will appear on your online forms. It will not appear at
VicTouch until VicTouch has been shut down [_______]
pg:1762 and restarted.

Mobile VicNet logo (GIF, JPG or PNG)
You will need to upload a separate image file if you want your organization's logo to appear on the mobile view of
VicNet. You can find information on how to change other settings (such as the font and background colors) for
the mobile view of VicNet in help topic 1214 [_______].
pg:1934 If you have already loaded a Mobile VicNet logo, your
current file will be visible here.
You can choose to clear the graphic so that no image is displayed on the mobile view of VicNet by clicking the
Clear button, or you can upload a new image to replace the current file.
Your volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 may pay for their data plans with their wireless carrier so you may
want to resize your image with smaller dimensions and optimize the file when it is saved. Optimizing the file
reduces the amount of computer resources required to store the file, as well as the bandwidth required to
transmit the file. Most graphic or photo editing software programs or services have options to change a file's
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dimensions and to optimize the file when it is saved.
Your Mobile VicNet logo image can be a GIF, JPG or PNG file up to 48 kb in size and should have a transparent
or white background. The PNG file type is the recommended format.
To upload your mobile VicNet logo graphic:
1. Click the Browse or Choose File button.
2. Use the File Upload or Upload file window to locate the custom graphic file you want to load, click on the file
name, and then click the Open button.
3. Click the Upload button at the bottom of the page. It may take a minute or two for your computer to upload the
new file(s) so do not close your browser or go to another web page until you receive the upload confirmation.
Once a Mobile VicNet logo graphic is successfully loaded into your Volgistics account, it will appear in the top
right corner of the VicNet page when the user selects to use VicNet in the mobile format.
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How do I disable an online application form?
Help topic 1191
Added or revised 09-30-2016
There may be times when you would like to temporarily disable an online volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413
without permanently removing the link to the application form from your organization's web site. When you
disable an online volunteer application form, visitors who click your link to that form will receive a message
explaining that application form is temporarily unavailable. They will not be able to submit applications while it is
disabled.
To disable an online volunteer application form:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Online forms."
3. Click "Volunteer application forms."
4. Click on the name of the application form you want to disable.
5. On the form setup page under the Links heading, check "Temporarily disable links to this form."
6. Click the Save button.
When you are ready to return the application form to service, repeat these steps, un-checking the "Temporarily
disable links to this form" checkbox.
While an application form is disabled, a visitor who clicks your web site's link to the application form will see the
following message by default:

You can optionally customize this message on the Online forms ground rules [_______]
pg:1330 page.
Removing an application form permanently
If you would like to permanently remove an online volunteer application form that you have linked to from your
organization's web site, you should ask the person who maintains your web site to remove the form's link from
your own web site.
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Related help
Help Topic 1053 [_______]
pg:1334 - Application Form Setup Page
Help Topic 2121 [_______]
pg:0413 - Using Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help Topic 2122 [_______]
pg:1361 - How to Set Up a Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2125 [_______]
pg:1362 - Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2128 [_______]
pg:0420 - Volunteer Policy, Confidentiality and Release Agreements
Help Topic 2129 [_______]
pg:1365 - Online Form Security and Privacy Policies
Help Topic 2131 [_______]
pg:1367 - How to Clone a Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2552 [_______]
pg:1373 - How to Print, View, or Save a Completed Application Form

How can I collect a volunteer's affiliation information?
Help topic 2070
Added or revised 01-03-2012
Q. My organization is interested in asking applicants if they are affiliated with certain groups when they complete
the online application form. How can we do this and where will this information appear in their record?
A. You can create a characteristics field called 'Affiliations' and place this field on your application form. This
would give applicants a checkbox for each group for which you want to track volunteer affiliations. You will see
what affiliations a volunteer has on the Profile tab in their record.
Start by adding a new characteristics field:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose 'Field Options.'
3. Choose 'Profile tab (for volunteers).'
4. Click the 'Add a new characteristic' link. This opens the Field Properties page shown below.
5. On the Field Properties page, enter a name for this field after 'Characteristic name.' This is the field name that
will appear on the application form, and on the Profile tab in your volunteer records. 'Affiliations' would be a good
field name in this case.
6. Use the 'Add a new item' field to enter the names of each of the groups for which you want to track volunteer
affiliations. Click the Save button after you enter each group name. You can always return to this page to add
more items to this field if you need to.
7. When you're finished adding the item names, click the Save button.
The Field Properties page will look something like this when you're finished:
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Now you're ready to add the new Affiliations field to your online volunteer application form. To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose 'Online forms.'
3. Choose 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click on the name of the application form you want to add the new Affiliations field to. This opens the
application form setup page.
5. We will add a new form section for the Affiliation field, so click the 'Form sections' link on the application form
setup page.
6. On the Forms Section page, locate the next available form section. Enter the heading you want to appear at
the beginning of this form section (e.g. 'Affiliations'), enter any instructions you would like to appear under the
section, and then click the Save button.
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The Forms Section page will include a section definition similar to this when you're finished:

7. From the application form setup page, click the 'Fields' link. This opens the Fields page.
8. On the Fields page, locate the Affiliations field, use the drop down list next to the Affiliation field to choose the
form section you just added, and then click the Save button.

Your online application form now includes the Affiliation field. This is an example of how this would appear to
applicants on your application form.

The new Affiliation field will also now appear on the Profile tab in each volunteer's record in box similar to the one
shown here.

This is where you will see what groups an applicant said they are affiliated with. You can add or edit a volunteer's
affiliations here too.
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You can also now include the volunteer
Affiliation field on printed reports. For example, you can add the Affiliation field to any Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 or
Volunteer Profile report you create. You can also create Sets [_______]
pg:0858 that will find all of the volunteers who
have a specific group selected in the Affiliation field.
Related help
Help Topic 2017 [_______]
pg:0957 Field Setup
Help Topic 2121 [_______]
pg:0413 Using online volunteer application forms

How to Set Up a Volunteer Application Form
Help topic 2122
Added or revised 01-18-2017
There are different options you can use to get started with setting up an application form. No matter which option
you choose to use, you will need to get started by:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Online forms.
3. Select Volunteer application forms:
4. From here, you have the following options to setup a form:
• (1) Select Create a new application form to start a new form from scratch.
• (2) Select Clone a form to spin off a copy of a default form or an existing form. You can learn more about this
here [_______].
pg:1367
• (3) Select one of the default forms (Detailed form or Short form), or an existing form, to review or modify that
form.

5. Use the form's Setup page to control how the form will work.
explanation of the settings on this page.
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Previewing application forms
As you setup or modify a volunteer application form, it's often helpful to preview the form and see how it will look
to online visitors. To preview the volunteer application form you're working on, scroll down the Setup window to
the
Links
section and click one of the buttons to preview the form. You can preview the form in full-page view or in an
embedded format. You can learn more about the differences in these two views in help topic 2252 [_______]
pg:0208 .
You can also submit a test application form when you preview a form if you wish. When you preview the form,
just fill in the fields and then click the
Continue
button to submit the form. You can learn how to receive an application form that is not setup to bypass auditing in
help topic 2123 [_______]
pg:0415 .
Changing form colors and fonts
Volgistics lets you control many graphic characteristics of your online forms, such as background colors, font
names, and sizes. Choosing graphic characteristics for your forms that match the style of your own web site
gives your site a unified appearance, and lets you "brand" your online forms as your own. Use the Online Forms
Ground rules [_______]
pg:1330 and Logo graphic setup [_______]
pg:1353 options to customize the graphic look of your forms.

Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Help topic 2125
Added or revised 08-10-2015
Potential volunteers can get to your online volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 from links you place on your own
web site.
You create one or more links to your volunteer application form from your own web site. This makes it easy for
prospective volunteers to go right to your form while they're visiting your site, and it's the place people would
logically go online to if they're interested in your organization and they're looking for a way to get involved.
Linking from your own web site
Incorporating a link to your online volunteer application form is as simple as adding the following hyperlink to the
HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) markup for your site:

Replace {form number} with the form number for your volunteer application form. This is an example of a
completed link to an application form with the hypothetical form number "1234567890":
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To get the form number for your application form:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Setup.
2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click the name of the application form you want to link.
5. Scroll down to the Links section. The Links section shows you the form number, as well as examples of links.
You can copy and paste the link from this Volgistics setup page into your HTML document, or you can type the
link into your HTML document manually.
If you maintain your own web site then you're probably familiar with HTML and hyperlinks. If someone else
maintains your web site, consider printing a copy of this help topic for them to follow as they install your link (be
sure to give them your application form number, too).
Instruction(s) on how to work with HTML is beyond the scope of this topic. However you should know that there
are several different ways you can incorporate your application forms into your web site. Each method has pros
and cons, discussed briefly in this section. Choose the method you feel will most closely integrate the form into
your web site. You can…
• open the form in the same browser window or frame
• open the form in a new browser window
• open the form as an inline frame
Opening the form in the same browser window or frame
This is the simplest and most common kind of hyperlink. It's advantages include not opening a new browser
window, and giving your form a more integrated look. This is an example of an HTML link with the text "Volunteer
Application Form." When a visitor clicks the link they see your application form:

If your web site does not use frames, the visitor to your from will see just the application form in their browser
window when they click the link. When you create a link to your application form from a web site that does not
use frames, and if you don't open the form in a new browser window, then you should include a 'back link' on the
application form so that visitors can easily continue browsing your organization's web site after they submit the
form.
To include a back link to your web site:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select 'Setup.'
2. Choose 'Online forms.'
3. Click 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Select your application form from the 'Volunteer Application Forms' window.
5. Click the 'Receipt confirmation link.'
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6. In the 'Return navigation section,' select 'Include the following link back to a page in your own web site,' and
then enter the text and url [_______]
pg:1349 for your back link.
7. Click the Save button.

An ideal approach to opening the application form on your own web site uses frames. With this approach, the
organization's logo and navigational links can appear in one frame, while the various pages the visitor selects
appear in an adjacent frame. This ensures that visitors to the site will always see the Site's menu no matter what
page they're on. When the form link shown above is made from within a frame, visitors can still see your site's
menu even after they click the application form link.
You can use this approach to give your online volunteer application forms a totally integrated look.
If you place your volunteer application form link within a frame, you need not include a 'back link' or 'Close this
window' button on your form, since visitors can easily continue browsing your site after they submit their
application using the menu or navigational links you provide in another frame.
Opening the form in a new browser window
A different approach to links is making the linked form open in a new, separate browser window on the visitor's
computer.
The advantage to this approach is that visitors return to the same web page they were on when they clicked the
application form link after they submit their form and close the form's browser window. Some developers avoid
opening new browser windows because they may confuse novice web visitors.
This is an example of an HTML hyperlink that opens the application form in a new browser window:

If you use this approach to your application form link, it's a good idea to include a 'Close this window' button on
the application form. This makes it easier for visitors to exit the new browser window after they submit their form.
To include a "Close this window' button on your form:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select 'Setup.'
2. Choose 'Online forms.'
3. Click 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Select your application form from the 'Volunteer Application Forms' window.
5. Click the 'Receipt confirmation link.'
6. In the Return navigation section [_______]
pg:1349 , select 'Include a 'Close this window' button on the confirmation
window.'
7. Click the Save button.
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Opening the form in an in-line frame
In-line framing (also called "floating frames") is a method of embedding one HTML document inside the
framework of another HTML document. An in-line frame is similar to the HTML IMG tag, except that an HTML
page is inserted at the tag location rather than an image.
This is an example of an HTML tag for including the application form within the body of another web page:

The advantage of this method is your ability to display the form within a web page that includes other elements
you choose, such as a background image or custom graphics or links you want to appear along with the form. A
disadvantage is that some older browsers do not support the IFRAME tag (Hint: install a conventional link to the
application form within the <IFRAME> and </IFRAME> tags to give visitors who use older browsers access to
the form in a new browser window).
If you use this approach and you would like a background image to appear behind the form, choose a
transparent background color for your online forms in Volgistics.
To make your online forms transparent:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select 'Setup.'
2. Choose 'Online forms.'
3. Click 'Ground rules.'
4. Clear any color entry that currently appears for the background color in the 'Background' section so the
Background color field is completely blank.
5. Click the Save button.
When creating web pages that include an iframe, be sure to use a DOCTYPE that supports Iframes for your web
page.

Online Form Security and Privacy Policies
Help topic 2129
Added or revised 01-07-2015
As you develop and implement online tools for volunteers, such as online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 ,
consider people's concerns about the security and privacy of the information they submit on line. It's reasonable
for visitors to your web site to expect some assurance that their information will be protected.
Organizations that have web sites may already have established privacy policies posted on their sites. These
may cover volunteer information collected online. Others may need to develop such policies from scratch. As you
prepare to post online forms through Volgistics, you should determine where you stand. Does your site already
have a posted policy? Does it cover volunteer information? Will people visiting your site to fill-out an application
form already see a link to this policy?
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If the answer to any of these questions is 'no,' this help topic offers some basic guidance on how to proceed.
Providing privacy information on online forms
You can optionally include a privacy policy statement on the online forms you add to your web site [_______]
pg:0208 .
When a visitor to your online forms clicks a 'privacy policy' link, they will see your privacy information.
To install a privacy policy:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select 'Setup.'
2. Click 'Online forms.'
3. Click 'Ground rules' and then scroll down to the 'Privacy policy' section.
4. Click the 'Include a link to this privacy policy statement' checkbox.
5. Enter your privacy policy in the space provided, or copy and paste the statement into this space from a word
processing program or other source.
6. Click the Save button.
Your online forms will now include a 'privacy policy' links to your privacy policy statement.
Developing security and privacy policies
Be sure your organization doesn't already have a policy before you start developing one. If your organization has
a 'webmaster,' this may be something they've completed or are involved with. Also recognize that this is the sort
of policy that your supervisor or a legal advisor may need to be involved with. Be sure you've checked with the
right people before posting your policy!
There are generally two concerns that people have about providing information through online forms. First is that
their personal information will be secure as it travels over the Internet: that it will reach you without being
intercepted by anyone along the way. Second is that you will respect the privacy of their information once you
receive it and only use it for certain purposes.
The first concern is something Volgistics can help you address, because the Volgistics system handles the
transfer of information over the Internet. The second concern is something your organization must address, since
you are the actual user of the information people provide to you.
Security policies
Volgistics protects the information volunteers (or prospective volunteers) submit through online forms with the
same high level of security used to protect your interactions with Volgistics. This includes the use of Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) technology for protecting information as it travels over the Internet, firewalls, secure
servers, database encryption, and other security measures.
The following sample wording describes security measures used by Volgistics. You can incorporate this wording
in your own security and privacy information to describe the security of the online form provided by Volgistics.
The information you submit through this online form is protected using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) technology.
This means that your information is encrypted as it travels between your computer and our volunteer database.
This is the same technology used by banks to protect online banking services and online merchants to protect
credit card information. Once your data reaches our volunteer database, it is protected by hardware firewalls,
secure servers, database encryption, and other security measures.
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Of course you're welcome to tailor your own security information, however you must be careful not to offer any
security assurances that are not provided by the Volgistics service.
Privacy policies
Individual organizations that collect volunteer information through online volunteer application forms should offer
applicants an explanation of what information they collect, and how they will use it. This is often called a 'Privacy
Policy.'
Different organizations use volunteer information in different ways. Therefore, your privacy policy is something
you should tailor to the way your own organization uses volunteer data.
An excellent resource for guidance on how to develop a privacy policy is Truste (www.truste.com), an online
service dedicated to internet privacy.

How to Clone a Volunteer Application Form
Help topic 2131
Added or revised 10-05-2016
There may be times when you want to create an application form that is very similar to one you have already
created. For example, you may have already created a form for adult volunteers and now you want to create a
new form for youth volunteers. The youth form will have many of the same settings for which fields are selected
and how the form functions, but will have a few differences. In this case, the easiest way to make the new youth
form will be to clone the existing adult form. Here is how you can do this:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select Clone a form.
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5. Select the existing form you want the new form to be based on from the Form dropdown list and then enter a
name for your new form in the New Form Name field.

6. Click the Submit button.
7. Select the name you gave the new form from the list if you need to modify the form's setup. You can find
information on how to do this here [_______]
pg:1334 .
Please note: If a new name for the form was not selected in step 5, the new form's name will be the same as the
old form's name except that a number will be appended to the end of the title. For example, if the form cloned
was named "Great Lakes Form (Adult)" and a new name was not entered when the Submit button was clicked,
the new form will be called "Great Lakes Form (Adult) 2"

Opportunity Directory Setup Page
Help topic 2251
Added or revised 05-21-2012
You can use the opportunity directory [_______]
pg:0420 feature to add information about your volunteer opportunities to
your own web site. The Opportunity Directory setup page is where you customize certain characteristics of your
Opportunity Directory. If you're not already on the Opportunity Directory setup page you can get there by
choosing Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting 'Online forms,' and then clicking the 'Opportunity
directory' link.
Appearance
You can create links to your opportunity directory in either of two modes: 'Full-page' mode or 'Embedded' mode.
The controls in this section affect the way your directory appears in either mode.

List assignments...
This setting controls the way the list of advertised assignments is organized.
- As a plain alphabetical list
Select this option if you want the directory to list your advertised assignments in a single alphabetical list no
matter which Site or Place the assignment is from. Visitors click any assignment name to learn more about that
assignment.
Example:
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- By Site and Place
Select this option if you want the directory to list advertised assignments according to their Site and Place. Each
Site and Place in your database that has one or more advertised assignments is listed, followed by the
advertised assignments for each Place. Visitors click any assignment name to learn more about that assignment.
Example:
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- By Site in an expandable format
Select this option if you want the directory to list advertised assignments according to their Site. Each Site in your
database that has one or more advertised assignments is listed. Visitors click any Site name expand the list of
advertised assignments for that Site.
Example:
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Draw border around assignment profiles
Check this checkbox if you want assignment profiles to appear with a rounded border, as shown here:

Bullets next to assignment names
Check this checkbox if you want bullets next to each assignment name. Un-checking this checkbox causes
assignment names to appear without these bullets.
Page instructions
The first time a visitor to your web site views the opportunity directory, instructions appear on the right side of the
directory asking the visitor to click any assignment name to learn more about that assignment. You can
customize these instructions here.
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These instructions are replaced by an assignment profile as soon as the visitor clicks an assignment name.
Assignment information
Check each of the fields of assignment information you want to appear in your directory. When a visitor clicks an
assignment name link, this is the information they will see for the selected assignments.
Your field selections here apply to all of your advertised assignments.
Warning for organizations that use the VicNet module and choose to include links for more information about
assignments on the 'My Schedule' [_______]
pg:1453 tab:
These settings also control what volunteers see when they click the 'Job Description' link. If no fields are selected
under 'Assignment information' for the Opportunity Directory, no information will be shown when volunteers click
on the 'Job Description' link. So any fields you want volunteers to see for an assignment when the 'Job
Description' link is clicked must be selected here.
Full-page appearance
You can create links to your opportunity director in either of two modes: 'Full-page' mode or 'Embedded' mode.
The controls in this section apply only to forms displayed using the Full-page mode.
Heading
Enter the text heading you would like to appear at the top of the opportunity directory. For example 'Volunteer
Opportunities.'
Panel height
Enter a height for the form panel in pixels. The default height is 600 pixels. You may make the panel taller if you
wish.
If you find that your list of volunteer opportunities or your assignment profiles appear with scroll bars as shown
below, you can eliminate the scroll bars by increasing the panel height.
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Links

How to Print, View or Save a Completed Application Form
Help topic 2552
Added or revised 10-14-2015
The online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 in Volgistics allow you to collect information from prospective
volunteers and have the information they enter on the form automatically transfer to a volunteer record in your
account. This is a great way to streamline the application process because you will not need to manually enter
the volunteer's information into your account.
You may want to print, view or save a file of the completed application form a volunteer submits. After the
release of Phase 2 of the VicDocs feature, Volgistics automatically creates a PDF [_______]
pg:0449 file showing the
applicant's selections on the form.
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If you need the completed application form for a volunteer record created from an application submitted after
Phase 2 of the VicDocs feature was released, see the After VicDocs Released section below. If you need the
completed form for a volunteer record made prior to the release of Phase 2, see the Before VicDocs Released
section below.
After VicDocs Released
If your application forms are setup to be audited, you will need to receive the applicant's information [_______]
pg:0415
before proceeding. After the record is in your database, you can find it using the options shown in help topic
2023 [_______].
pg:1982 Once you have found the record, click on the Docs tab, which is the last tab on the right hand
side the record.

If you are not able to see the tab, your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow access to the tab. You will
need to contact your account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for further assistance if you need to use the Docs tab
and it does not show when you view a volunteer's record.
To view, print or save the application form, select the form in the File Name column.

What you see next will depend on the web browser you are using and its settings.

• If your web browser uses a built-in PDF viewer, your web browser may open another window to display your
• document. In this case, you will need to use the viewer's tools to save or print the file. If the form trys to load
• but never opens, you may need to disable the built-in viewer. You can find more information on this inhelp
topic 2176 [_______].
pg:1606
• If your web browser is setup to download or save PDF files, you will need to go to the location the file was
downloaded or saved to. Once you locate the file, you can open it from the saved location in order to print
your form.
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Before VicDocs Released
There is not a way to view, print or save a completed application form for records created prior to the release of
Phase 2 of the VicDocs feature. If you need a hard copy of the application form for these records, one option is
to print a Volunteer Profile report that has the same fields of information that the application form has. The Fields
tab [_______]
pg:0697 of the Volunteer Profile report has text fields that can be used to copy statements such as photo or
liability waivers, and create signature fields if you will need a signed copy.
Here is how to create a Volunteer Profile report for this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Volunteer Profile link.
3. Select Create a new volunteer profile report.
4. On the Options tab, select the options for sorting the report.
5. On the Fields tab, select the fields that you want to appear on the report.
6. On the Include tab, select which volunteers you want on the report. If you are running the report for a specific
volunteer, use the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature as shown in help topic 2322 [_______]
pg:0471 .
7. On the Save tab, give the report a unique name so you can find it again. Click the Save and Print button
when you're ready to start the report. When the Include tab appears again, click the Start printing button.
The report will be placed on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics Mailbox after it has been compiled by the
servers.

How to Print a Blank Volunteer Application Form
Help topic 2554
Added or revised 08-11-2015
The online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 in Volgistics allow you to collect information from prospective
volunteers and have the information they enter on the form automatically transfer to a volunteer record in your
account. This is a great way to streamline the application process because you will not need to manually enter
the volunteer's information into your account.
However, there may be times when you need a paper application for prospective volunteers to fill out. For
example, if the prospective volunteer does not have access to the Internet, or you are going to a volunteer fair
where you want to hand out applications. In these cases, you can print a paper copy of your online application
form.
Once the form is completed, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 for your account will need to manually enter
[_______]
pg:1877 the applicant's information into your account if you want to track the volunteer using Volgistics.
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Here is how you can print a blank copy of your application form.
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select Print a blank form.

5. Select the name of the form you want to print a copy of from the dropdown list.
6. Click the Submit button.
At this point, the Volgistics system has created a PDF file for your blank application form. You may see different
things depending on the web browser you're using and its settings.

• If your web browser uses a built-in PDF viewer, your form will display in the entire window. In this case, you
• will need to use the viewer's tools to save or print the file. When you are done working with the PDF file,
• select another item from themenu [_______]
pg:0215 to continue working in
Volgistics.

Please note:
There are some instances where built-in PDF viewers do not pull up the PDF file. If you just get a page loading
icon and the page never loads, you will need to disable the PDF viewer in your web browser. You can find
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directions on how to do this in help topic 2176 [_______].
pg:1606
• If your web browser is setup to download or save PDF files, you will need to go to the location the file was
downloaded or saved to. Once you locate the file, you can open it from the saved location in order to print
your blank form.

Related help
Help Topic 1053 [_______]
pg:1334 - Application Form Setup Page
Help Topic 1054 [_______]
pg:1338 - Site Selection
Help Topic 1055 [_______]
pg:1340 - Form Sections
Help Topic 1056 [_______]
pg:1341 - Volunteer Application Form Fields
Help Topic 1057 [_______]
pg:1343 - Schedule Fields
Help Topic 1058 [_______]
pg:1345 - Comment Fields
Help Topic 1059 [_______]
pg:1346 - Contact Fields on Application Forms
Help Topic 1060 [_______]
pg:1348 - I Agree Section
Help Topic 1061 [_______]
pg:1349 - Receipt Confirmation
Help Topic 1165 [_______]
pg:1351 - How do I collect Assignment Preferences on an application form?
Help Topic 1186 [_______]
pg:0411 - Schedule Preferences versus Assignment Preferences
Help Topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 - How to Upload Logo Graphics
Help Topic 1191 [_______]
pg:1357 - How do I disable an online application form?
Help Topic 2055 [_______]
pg:0967 - How do I make only certain Assignments appear under Assignment Preferences?
Help Topic 2121 [_______]
pg:0413 - Using Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help Topic 2122 [_______]
pg:1361 - How to Set Up a Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2123 [_______]
pg:0415 - Processing Online Volunteer Applications
Help Topic 2124 [_______]
pg:0418 - Where the Information from Application Forms Goes
Help Topic 2125 [_______]
pg:1362 - Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2127 [_______]
pg:0419 - Site Level Access and Online Volunteer Application Forms
Help Topic 2128 [_______]
pg:0420 - Volunteer Policy, Confidentiality and Release Agreements
Help Topic 2129 [_______]
pg:1365 - Online Form Security and Privacy Policies
Help Topic 2130 [_______]
pg:1011 - Preference Fields
Help Topic 2131 [_______]
pg:1367 - How to Clone a Volunteer Application Form
Help Topic 2552 [_______]
pg:1373 - How to Print, View, or Save a Completed Application Form
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Setup Birthday Lists
Help topic 1067
Added or revised 02-22-2009
You use the Birthday List page to setup the Volgistics

birthday list [_______]
pg:1385 features.

To get to the Birthday List page:
1. From the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose 'Setup.'

2. Click 'Other options,' and then click 'Birthday lists.'
The Birthday List page has these birthday list setup options:
Use birthday lists
Check this checkbox if you want to use any of the Volgistics birthday list features. When you select this option,
you can optionally include volunteer birthday lists on the Welcome page in Volgistics for selected Volgistics
system operators. If you do not select this option, the system never displays birthday lists on the Welcome page
in Volgistics.
Update the birthday list…
Choose the frequency at which you want Volgistics to update the birthday list. Volgistics automatically updates
the birthday list overnight at the frequency you choose here.
When you choose monthly, Volgistics generates a new birthday list on the first day of every month. The list will
include all volunteers you want to appear on birthday lists, who have a birthday in the current month. This usually
results in the longest birthday lists.
Choose weekly if you want Volgistics to generate a new birthday list every Sunday. The list will include all
volunteers you want to appear on birthday lists who have a birthday in the current week (Sunday through
Saturday).
Choose daily if you want Volgistics to generate a new birthday list every day. The list will include all volunteers
you want to appear on birthday lists who have a birthday on the current day. This usually results in the shortest
birthday lists.
Include volunteers in the list if their Status is any of these…
Use this option to specify the kinds of volunteers you want to appear on birthday lists, based on their volunteer
Status. Check each volunteer Status you want to include. If you want to exclude volunteers who are inactive, for
example, do not check the 'inactive' Status.
Include volunteers on the list no matter what their Type is…
Include volunteers on the list only if their Type is one of these…
Volunteer Type is another field you can use to control the kinds of volunteers that appear on birthday lists. The
volunteer Type field appears in the Name box on the Core tab for each volunteer, and it is usually used to
identify broad categories of volunteers, such as 'Adult,' 'Junior,' 'Student,' 'Community,' and so forth.
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Choose "Include volunteers on the list no matter what their Type is…" if you do not want to use the Type field to
limit the kinds of volunteers that will appear on birthday lists.
If you do want birthday lists to only include volunteers of certain Types, choose "Include volunteers on the list
only if their Type is one of these…" and then check up to eight different Types you want to include.
Refresh
Click the Refresh button to refresh the birthday list now.
Volgistics will automatically refresh the birthday list on whichever frequency you choose for the "Update the
birthday list…" setting (monthly, weekly, or daily), and whenever you change and then Save the Birthday List
settings. You the Refresh button if you want to refresh the birthday list before the next scheduled monthly,
weekly, or daily update.
Save
Click Save to save your changes to the birthday list settings, and refresh the birthday list.
Cancel
Click Cancel to close the Birthday lists window without saving your changes.

Related help

How to Setup the Clipboard Copy Feature
Help topic 1150
Added or revised 01-18-2012
Use the Clipboard Copy setup page to select which information in a volunteer's record will be copied to your
computer's "clipboard" when you use the copy [_______]
pg:0427 button.
If you're not already on the Clipboard copy setup page, you can get there like this: Choose Setup from the menu,
click on Other options, and click on Clipboard copy.
Allow copying to clipboard
To turn on the clipboard copy feature, mark this box. If this box is un-checked, you will not be able to use the
copy feature in Volgistics.
When copying & pasting individual names and addresses include:
If you allow copying to the clipboard, you must choose how you would like the volunteer's name to appear when
it is pasted into another document.
Title First name Last name
Choose this option if you would like the information in the Title field (such as "Dr." or "Ms.") to be included in the
name, along with the text stored in the First name and Last name fields, in that order. If this option is chosen and
the Title field is blank, just the first and last names will appear.
First name Last name
Select this format if only the first and last names should be copied to the clipboard.
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Last name, First name
Choose this option to copy and paste the text in the Last name field, followed by a comma and then the text
stored in the First name field.
Choose among the following options to select which information should be copied to the clipboard along with the
volunteer's name:
Mailing address
Marking this option will cause the volunteer's mailing address, including information in any of the Street fields, the
City field, the State field and the Zip field, to be copied to the clipboard.
Group name
Select this option if you use group records [_______]
pg:1909 in your account and you want the name of the group copied
to the clipboard.
Nickname
Choose this field if the copied information should include the text in the Nickname field. If this option is selected
and there is no information in the Nickname field for the selected record, this will simply be excluded when the
information is pasted into a document.
Number
Select this option if the volunteer number [_______]
pg:1856 stored in the Number field should be copied to the clipboard.
Type
Marking this option will cause the volunteer's Type [_______]
pg:0212 to be copied to the clipboard.
Email
If the volunteer's email address should be copied to the clipboard when you use the Copy button, choose this
option.
Phone numbers
If you choose to copy phone numbers stored on the Core tab, you can specify which numbers should be copied
to the clipboard:
All phone numbers that are "OK to call"
Choose this option to copy only those phone numbers for which the "OK to call" box is checked.
All phone numbers
To copy all recorded phone numbers, regardless of whether or not the "OK to call" box is checked, select this
option.
Just these phone numbers
Choose this option to copy only certain numbers from the Core tab. Then mark the boxes next each type of
phone number you would like to copy from the list below.
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How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list
Help topic 1202
Added or revised 02-09-2017
When you view lists of volunteers on the Volunteers page you see volunteer names in a list format along with key
information for each volunteer, such as their address.

Choosing Fields/Columns
You can control which fields, or columns, appear in this on-screen list to suit your organization's preferences.
To customize which fields appear in this list:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Other options link.
3. Select Volunteer list.
4. Check the box next to the fields you want to appear on the list. The record icon [_______]
pg:0756 , volunteer name
(last name, first name), and the Tag [_______]
pg:1529 fields are always included on the list. Changes you make to these
settings affect all System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 in your account.
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5. Click the Save button.
Hint
Avoid choosing more fields than necessary. If you select more fields than the width of your monitor allows, you
will need to scroll over to see the additional information. This can be confusing because you will no longer be
able to see the name of the volunteer the information is associated with.
Remember you can click anywhere in a row to see more details for a volunteer.
The customizations for the Volunteers page only affect the on-screen view you see after you select
Volunteers
from the menu. If you are looking for instructions on how to control the fields that appear on a printed report,
please see help topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 .
Changing Sort Order
Initially when the list is shown it is sorted in alphabetical order based on the record's last name. You can change
the sort order for the page by clicking on any of the column headings. For example, if you include the volunteer
numbers on this page, you can sort the page from lowest to highest volunteer number by clicking the "Number"
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heading. Click the heading again to sort the page from highest to lowest volunteer number. Similarly, if you
include the volunteer's Start Date [_______],
pg:1890 you can sort the page from the oldest to the most recent date by
clicking the "Start Date" heading. Volunteer records without an entry in the Start Date field will appear at the
bottom of the list. Click the heading again to sort the page from the most recent to the oldest date. Volunteer
records without an entry in the Start Date field will appear at the top of the list.
Please note: It is not possible to sort columns with icons or checkboxes such as the Tag column, or the email
validity [_______]
pg:0377 or text number validity [_______]
pg:0333 indicator columns.
Related help
Help Topic 2023 [_______]
pg:1982 - Finding volunteer records
Help Topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 - Why can't I see or find volunteer records?

Time Zone Settings
Help topic 2111
Added or revised 05-13-2016
Your Volgistics account has a default time zone setting. In addition, each System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 and each
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 station has a time zone setting.

Administrative Tasks
Some of the instructions in this help topic may require Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 level access to your
system. If you are not the Volgistics Administrator for your organization you may need to contact them for
assistance.
Default time zone
Your account has a default time zone setting. Each time you add a new System Operator their time zone is
initially set to this default time zone. If you use VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 VicTouch stations also default to this time
zone.
To set the default time zone for your account:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Other options.'
3. Select 'Date and time settings.'
4. Select your default time zone under "Time zone."
5. Click the Save button.

System Operator Time Zones
Each System Operator also has a time zone setting. This makes it possible for Volgistics to localize date and
time values for individual System Operators, even in organizations where some System Operators work in
different time zones.
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If a System Operator's time zone setting is not set to the time zone where they normally work, they may not see
the correct date or time in Volgistics fields that default to the current date and time, or on the Who's Here
[_______]
pg:1772 page.
To adjust a system operator's time zone setting:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'System Operators.'
3. Click on the System Operator's name.
4. Choose this System Operator's correct time zone under "This operator's time zone."
5. Click the Save button.
This change will take effect the next time the System Operator logs-in to Volgistics.

VicTouch Time Zone
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 also includes a time zone setting. By default – and if you use unattended startup [_______]
pg:1765 VicTouch stations are set to the default time zone for your account. VicTouch obtains the current date and time
for your time zone from the Volgistics system, not from the computer where VicTouch is running.
If VicTouch does not display the correct time
If your account's default time zone was not set correctly when VicTouch was started, or if the incorrect time zone
was selected when VicTouch was started, VicTouch will not display the correct local date and time.
To correct this:
1. Check your account's default time zone setting as described under Default time zone above.
2. At the station where VicTouch does not display the correct date or time, perform these steps:
a. If VicTouch is running, shut-down VicTouch [_______].
pg:1762
b. Start Microsoft Internet Explorer at the VicTouch computer and clear the browser cookies. To clear the
cookies:
•
•
•
•

Choose Tools from the Internet Explorer menu, and then select Internet Options.
Under Browsing History click the Delete button.
Click the Delete Cookies button.
Click the Close button.

c. Restart VicTouch using the VicTouch shortcut [_______].
pg:1765
If VicTouch has not been set up for unattended startup, the Time Zone setting screen shown below will appear.
Touch Yes if the correct time zone is selected. If the correct time zone is not already selected touch No and then
choose the correct time zone.
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VicTouch should now use the correct date and time.
If VicTouch is setup for unattended startup [_______]
pg:1765 you will not see the Time Zone screen shown above, and
VicTouch will use the default time zone setting for your account.
Using Current Time button on Who's Here page
When editing entries on the Who's Here [_______]
pg:1772 page, the Add current time button uses the time on the
computer you are using to edit the entry. So if this is incorrect, you will need to correct the local computer's time
setting instead of following the directions in the "VicTouch Time Zone" section above.
Daylight Saving Time

Birthday Lists
Help topic 2148
Added or revised 10-23-2012
Wishing volunteers "happy birthday" is a common practice in many volunteer programs, and Volgistics makes it
easy to know who has upcoming birthdays or whose birthday is today.
With the birthday list feature, Volgistics can automatically show you volunteer birthdays for the current day, week,
or month on the Welcome page each time you login.
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By default, the birthday list is sorted alphabetically by the volunteer’s last name each time you visit the Welcome
page. However, you can quickly sort it by date order by clicking the Sort by Date button at the top of the list.
Click the Sort by Last Name button when the list is in date order to change the list back to being sorted by last
name.
The birthday list gets volunteer birthdays from the Date of birth [_______]
pg:1861 field in the Personal box on the Profile
tab.

In order to appear on the list, you (or the volunteer) must have entered at least the volunteer's month and day of
birth in the Date of birth field. A volunteer will never appear on the birthday list if their Date of birth field is left
empty because Volgistics cannot determine when their birthday is without this information.
The birthday list will only show birthdays for volunteers in the non-archived section of your account. Because
records in the archived section are generally stored due to inactivity, these records will not appear on the list.
You can find out more about archived and non-archived records here [_______]
pg:0709 .
If you choose to use the birthday list features, Volgistics provides an "Omit from birthday lists" checkbox next to
the Date of birth and Age fields on the Profile tab in each volunteer's record. Check this checkbox for any
volunteer who prefers not to have their birthday listed. This enables you to track dates of birth for all volunteers,
while giving you the flexibility of honoring individual volunteer requests to be omitted from published birthday
lists. If you use VicNet, volunteers can opt-out of birthday lists themselves by checking this option on the Profile
tab in their own record.
The birthday list feature displays the volunteer's name, followed by their month and day of birth. It does not
display their year of birth, even if one is entered in their Date of birth field.
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To setup birthday list [_______]
pg:1378 features:
1. Select Setup From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the "Other options" link.
3. Select "Birthday lists."
Related help
Help Topic 1067 [_______]
pg:1378 - Setup birthday lists

Statistics
Help topic 2260
Added or revised 09-17-2009
Use the Statistics Setup page to tailor certain statistical reporting rules for your database. If you're not already on
the Statistics setup page you can there by choosing Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting 'Other options,'
and then selecting 'Statistics.'
Statistics
Use this section to select the statistics you want to appear in the Statistics box on the Core tab for each
volunteer.
Date of last activity
Check the 'Date of last activity' checkbox if you want the Date of last activity [_______]
pg:0076 field to appear on the
Statistics box for each volunteer.
Years of service
Check the 'Years of service' box if you want the Years of service [_______]
pg:0077 field to appear on the Statistics box
for each volunteer.
Life
YTD
MTD
Use the checkboxes under these headings to choose the volunteer service totals you want to appear in the
Statistics box for each volunteer.
Check items in the 'Life' column to include the grand total of all service ever recorded for a volunteer.
Check items in the 'YTD' column to include year-to-date service totals for a volunteer. These subtotals are for the
fiscal year you set for your account. On the first day of each fiscal year these subtotals automatically return to
zero until the first service entry is made for a volunteer in the new fiscal year. (This setting effects only the
service totals displayed in the Statistics box on the Core tab. You can always print service reports for any current
or past fiscal year whenever you choose.)
Check items in the 'MTD' column to include month-to-date service totals for a volunteer. These subtotals are for
the current month. On the first of each month these subtotals automatically return to zero, until the first service
entry is made for a volunteer in the new month. (This setting effects only the service totals displayed in the
Statistics box on the Core tab. You can always print service reports for any current or past month whenever you
choose.)
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In addition to Life, YTD, and MTD subtotals, you may also include up to two 'floating subtotals' in the Statistics
box (see 'Floating subtotals' below). To include one or both floating subtotals in the Statistics box, check them
here.
Volgistics fiscal year
Volgistics calculates year-to-date (YTD) service statistics based on a 12 month cycle you define here. This 12
month cycle is known as the Volgistics fiscal year.
If you want Volgistics to report year-to-date service based on the calendar year (January through December),
choose January from the drop down.
If you want Volgistics to report year-to-date service based on a 12 month period that is not the same as the
calendar year – such as a fiscal year used by your organization – choose the first month of that fiscal year here.
The Volgistics fiscal year is used as the basis for calculating these statistics:
• YTD Hours. The Year-to-date (YTD) hours field which appears in the Statistics box on the core tab is the sum
of each volunteers service since the first day of the current Volgistics fiscal year.
• Service summary reports. The Service Summary Report [_______]
pg:0580 format includes an option for printing
volunteer service statistics for either the calendar year, or the Volgistics fiscal year.
• Award criteria. You can create award rules based on service performed during the calendar year or the
Volgistics fiscal year.
Years of service
Volgistics calculates a volunteer's years of service [_______]
pg:0077 as the number of years (and months) the
volunteer's status has been any of the statuses checked in this section. For example, if you check only the
'Active' status here, volunteer years of service will include just the number of years the volunteer has been
active.
Check all of the statuses if you want volunteer years of service to be the number of years since each volunteer's
earliest status date (all of the years since they first started, even if they have had periods of inactivity).

Floating subtotals
In addition to MTD, YTD, and Life service totals, Volgistics gives you an option for displaying volunteer service
subtotals for two additional time periods that you choose here. These are called "floating" subtotals because you
may change the time period they include whenever you choose.
These are examples of time periods you might choose to display service subtotals for:
•
•
•
•

Last year (choose the beginning and end of your last fiscal year, of the last calendar year).
A 2nd fiscal year (choose the beginning and end of a second fiscal year).
A 'quarter' (choose the beginning and ending dates of any three month period).
This month last year (choose this month last year as both the beginning and ending date)
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Date and Time Settings Setup Page
Help topic 2495
Added or revised 11-29-2008
This topic explains how to setup the date and time zone settings for Volgistics. If you're not already on the Date
and Time Settings Setup Page, you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking Other
options, and then clicking Date and time settings.
Time zone:
Use the dropdown menu to select the appropriate default time zone for your organization.
Format dates as:
Month/Day/Year
Choose this option to display dates in the month/day/year format (e.g. October 20, 2009 will appear as
10/20/2009).
Day/Month/Year
Choose this option to display dates in the day/month/year format (e.g. October 20, 2009 will appear as
20/10/2009).

Related help
Help Topic 2111 [_______]
pg:1383 - Time Zone Settings
Help Topic 1009 [_______]
pg:1584 - Incorrect Time on the Who's Here Page

Duplicate Checking
Help topic 2496
Added or revised 02-11-2014
This topic explains how to setup the duplicate checking settings for Volgistics. If you're not already on the
duplicate checking setup Page, you can get there by selecting Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking Other
options, and then clicking Duplicate checking.
Duplicate checking
Perform duplicate checking:
Mark this box to turn on the duplicate checking feature, which will cause the system to automatically check new
volunteer records as you add them to your database for possible duplicates.
Consider a record a possible duplicate if…
Mark one or more of the options below as indicators of possible duplicate records. When a new record exhibits
the characteristics in the option(s) checked below, Volgistics will treat the record as a possible duplicate of an
existing record.
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First and last names are spelled the same
Email address is the same
If a possible duplicate is found
Select one of the following choices:
Show the identifying information about the possible duplicate no matter which Site(s) the possible duplicate is
assigned to
If this option is selected, a system operator will be able to see a potential duplicate volunteer's identifying
information, even if that volunteer is assigned to a Site other than the operator's Site(s).
If a duplicate is found at a Site other than the user's Site, the user can assign that volunteer to their own Site too.
Mark this option if a system operator should also be able to see volunteers at other Sites in the account and then
add the volunteer to his or her own Site.
Show the identifying information about the possible duplicate only if the possible duplicate is assigned to the
user's Site
When this option is selected, the duplicate checking feature will still be prompted, but the system operator will not
be able to view identifying information about the possible duplicate unless he or she is assigned to the system
operator's Site(s).
Related help
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Holidays
Help topic 1022
Added or revised 10-03-2016
Use the Holidays page to record any dates your organization closes for a holiday. If you are not already on the
Holidays page you can get there by choosing Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting 'Scheduling;' and then
choosing 'Holidays.'
Entering a holiday here causes any regularly scheduled volunteers to be removed from all schedules on the date
of the holiday. Openings will appear on a designated holiday only if the opening was added as a 'one time'
opening. This gives you the ability to override a holiday in selected assignments (if you want to) by deliberately
scheduling volunteers for those assignments on that date or adding schedule openings specifically to that date,
as 'one time' openings. In addition, ongoing openings will not appear on the online application form for a date you
make a holiday.
For example, on a particular holiday no volunteers are needed for any of your regular openings. However, there
is one important assignment that you want to staff even though it's a holiday. To do this you would enter the
holiday as usual. This removes all of the regular openings and all of the regularly scheduled volunteers from the
schedule system wide.
Then you can go to the schedule for that one important assignment and either add an opening or schedule a
volunteer for that date only. These one-time schedule entries made on a holiday will then override the holiday
setting.
Date
Enter the date of the holiday here.
Holiday
Enter the name of the holiday here (e.g. 'Thanksgiving').
Save
Click the Save button to save your changes.
Cancel
Click the Cancel button to exit without saving your changes.
Delete
To delete a holiday entered previously, click the Delete link next to the holiday entry you want to delete.
Edit
To change a holiday entered previously, click the Edit link next to the holiday entry you want to change, use the
Edit box to make your changes, and then click the Save button.
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Scheduling Ground Rules
Help topic 1181
Added or revised 10-24-2011
The Scheduling Ground Rules page is where you customize the overall settings for schedules in Volgistics. If you
are not already on the Scheduling Ground Rules page, you can get there like this: choose Setup from the menu;
click on Scheduling, and click on Ground rules.
Hours of operation
Use this section to indicate your organization's hours of operation [_______].
pg:1395 The hours you enter here affect
which hours are available as options for scheduling and availability tracking. Enter the earliest time volunteers
serve in the "Start at" field and the latest time volunteers serve in the "End at" field.

Scheduling interval
Choose to schedule volunteers on 15 minute intervals, 30 minute intervals, or one hour intervals.
15 Minute intervals
If you choose 15 minute intervals, you can schedule a volunteer for a shift that starts or ends on the hour, quarter
past the hour, half past the hour, and a quarter 'til the hour. For example, scheduling options between 9:00 and
10:00 am will include 9:00, 9:15, 9:30, 9:45 and 10:00 am.
30 Minute intervals
If you choose 30 minute intervals, you can schedule a volunteer for a shift that starts or ends on the hour or half
past the hour. For example, scheduling options between 9:00 and 10:00 am will include 9:00, 9:30 and 10:00 am.
One hour intervals
If you choose one hour intervals, you can only schedule a volunteer for a shift that starts or ends on the hour. For
example, scheduling options between 9:00 and 10:00 am will include only 9:00 and 10:00 am.

Volunteer status
Remove volunteers from schedules when their Status changes to:
In many organizations, a volunteer who becomes Inactive, LOA, or another Status often no longer needs to
appear on schedules. When you mark a checkbox here, you are choosing to automatically remove a volunteer
from the schedule when their Status changes to one that has been marked.
This change is not retroactive. That is, if none of the Statuses are checked here, and your system contains
Inactive volunteers who are still on a schedule, selecting "Inactive" here and saving your changes will not cause
your already Inactive volunteers to be removed from the schedule. On the other hand, if you first select "Inactive"
here and save your changes, and there is an Active volunteer on the schedule whose Status is then changed to
"Inactive," they will be removed from the schedule upon their Status change.
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Additional options
Do not allow conflicting schedules
Marking this checkbox turns on Volgistics' schedule conflict prevention [_______]
pg:1398 features. That is, the system
will prevent a volunteer from being scheduled at a date and time that would cause a conflict with that volunteer's
existing schedule.
This setting is not retro-active. If there are any schedule conflicts that exist before you turn-on conflict checking
they will still exist after this is turned-on.
Use substitute tracking
When this option is checked, a "Substitute" field will become part of your schedule entries. If you want to indicate
the name of a volunteer who is serving in place of another volunteer, substitute tracking [_______]
pg:0745 allows you to
do so.
We schedule most volunteers
On a regular ongoing basis
If most volunteers are scheduled for a repeating schedule (i.e. every Monday from 1:00 pm until 5:00 pm; every
Saturday and Sunday from 9:00 am until 12:00 pm), choose this option. The effect of making this selection is that
schedule entries created from a Site, Place, or Assignment's Schedule tab will be "regular" entries by default.
On a one-time basis
If most volunteers do not have a regular, ongoing schedule and are instead scheduled for single shifts, choose
this option. The effect of making this selection is that schedule entries created from a Site, Place, or
Assignment's Schedule tab will be "one-time" entries by default.
Initially display the
Monthly calendar
If you select this option, the schedule will be displayed in the monthly calendar format when you go to a Site,
Place, or Assignment's Schedule tab. This setting does not affect how the schedule is displayed when you
choose Schedule from the main menu; this will always go to a daily schedule view.
Daily calendar
If you select this option, the schedule will be displayed in the daily schedule format by default when you go to a
Site, Place, or Assignment's Schedule tab.
Default to
The current date
Choosing this option will cause all schedules to display the current date. Monthly calendars will default to the
month that contains today's date, and daily schedules will automatically display today's schedule.
This date:
Choosing this option allows you to select a specific date for the schedule to automatically display. For example, if
you select this option and enter June 1, 2020 in the dropdown fields, choosing Schedule from the menu will bring
you directly to the daily schedule for June 1, 2020. Likewise, June 1, 2020 or June 2020's schedule will be
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displayed when you go to a Site, Place, or Assignment's Schedule tab.
Display volunteer's…
Mark the checkboxes for each item that should be displayed on the daily view of the schedule. This option
controls which items will appear on the daily view of the schedule that system operators see. To change which
items appear on the calendar view, change the settings in the "Monthly calendar view options" section below.
If you choose to include phone numbers and mark the "Only list phone numbers that are OK to call," then only
the phone numbers that are selected here and have the "OK to call" box checked on the volunteer's Core tab will
be displayed on schedules.
Monthly calendar view options
Display Assignment names…
With Site and Place names
Choose this option to show the Site and Place next to the Assignment name on schedules.
Without Site and Place names
Choose this option to display only the Assignment name on schedules.
Include schedule icons
Check this option if you would like the opening icons to appear on your view of monthly calendars. The opening
icons show which openings are filled and unfilled, and where volunteers are scheduled without openings.

Un-checking this option reduces the amount of space (from left to right) required to display monthly calendars.
This option controls the appearance of opening icons on the calendar view only (opening icons will always
appear on the schedule's daily view).
Include notes
Check this option if you want schedule notes to appear on your view of the monthly calendars. This option
controls whether or not notes will appear on the calendar view that system operators see. The schedule notes
will always be shown on the daily view of the schedule for system operators. The notes are also shown by
default when volunteers and/or coordinators view their schedules through VicNet or VicTouch.
Display volunteer names as
First initial. Last name
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Choosing this option would cause the name of a volunteer named Tom Smith to be displayed as "T. Smith" for
example.
First name Last name
Choosing this option would cause the name of a volunteer named Tom Smith to be displayed as "Tom Smith" for
example.
Last name, First name
Choosing this option would cause the name of a volunteer named Tom Smith to be displayed as "Smith, Tom"
for example.
Include volunteer's…
Mark the checkboxes for each item that should be displayed on the monthly view of the schedule. The selected
information will appear on the monthly schedule only.
If you choose to include phone numbers and mark the "Only list phone numbers that are OK to call," then only
the phone numbers that are selected here and have the "OK to call" box checked on the volunteer's Core tab will
be displayed.
Time sheet view options
Sort time sheets by…
Volunteer name
Select this option to view the schedule in the Time Sheet format listed alphabetically by the volunteer's last
name.
From time

Hours of Operation
Help topic 2257
Added or revised 05-16-2011
You can set your organization's 'hours of operation' in Volgistics. Setting your hours of operation makes certain
functions – such as scheduling and availability tracking – easier by listing only the times that occur during the
hours you operate.
Your hours of operation are the hours of the day volunteers typically serve.
To set your hours of operation:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Scheduling.'
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3. Click the 'Ground rules' link.
4. In the 'Hours of operation' setting select your 'Start at' and 'End at' times.
Select the earliest time of day volunteers typically serve as the 'Start at' time. Select the latest time of day
volunteers typically end their service as the 'End at' time.
For example, if your earliest volunteers typically start at 7:00 am; and volunteers typically complete their service
by 10:00 pm; enter 7:00 am as your 'Start at' time and '10:00 pm' as your 'End at' time.
If volunteers serve around the clock, choose 12:00 am as your 'Start at' time and your 'End at' time.
5. Click the Save button.

If your organization does not need to schedule volunteers around-the-clock, it's best to select the earliest time
you typically schedule volunteers for your 'Start at' time; and the latest time volunteers would typically serve until
as your 'End at' time. This makes scheduling and availability tracking easier by eliminating all of the unnecessary
times from the time drop down lists on your schedule and availability time fields.
Related help
Help Topic 2258 [_______]
pg:0789 - Around-the-clock scheduling

On-Demand Schedule Reminders
Help topic 2272
Added or revised 03-28-2014
Volgistics can send schedule reminder email messages [_______]
pg:0791 for you automatically on a monthly or daily
basis. In addition to (or instead of) these automatic reminders, you can also trigger the sending of schedule
reminder email messages manually whenever you choose. This capability is especially useful if you want to send
schedule reminders or confirmations more than one month in advance of special events.
When you trigger schedule reminder emails manually, you can choose the range of dates for which schedule
entries will be included. Volunteers scheduled more than once during the date range you select receive just one
reminder email with each of their scheduled assignments and times listed.
As with automatic schedule reminder emails, only the schedules for assignments with the 'Schedule reminders'
checkbox checked are included. The 'Schedule reminders' checkbox appears on the Assignment tab for each
assignment as shown below. Reminder emails do not include schedules for assignments that do not have this
'Schedule reminders' checkbox checked.
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To send schedule reminders to volunteers on a specific date:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Scheduling.'
3. Select 'Monthly & on demand volunteer reminders.'
4. If your schedule reminder message is not already configured, enter the text you want to appear in the
reminder email message, and choose the schedule fields you want to include in the reminders using the fields in
the "Monthly & on-demand volunteer reminders" box. You do not need to check the 'Send monthly reminders'
checkbox if you only want to send reminders manually. Check the 'Send monthly reminders' checkbox only if you
want monthly schedule reminders sent automatically.
5. If you want to see a sample of the reminder message before you send it, enter your own email address in the
'Sample' box and then click the Send sample now button. A sample will be sent to email address you specify
within several minutes.
6. Scroll down to the "Send now" box.
7. Select the date range you want to send reminders for. For example, if you select December 22, 2006 through
December 30, 2006; all of the schedule entries between these dates will appear in the reminder.
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8. Click the Send reminders now button.
The reminder messages will be sent as soon as you click the Send reminders now button. Reminders will be
sent to every volunteer who…
• Has an email address in their record.
• Is scheduled during the date range you select in any of the assignments for which the 'Schedule reminders'
checkbox (shown above) is checked.
• Has not declined schedule reminder email [_______]
pg:0409 messages.
Email reminders cannot be sent to volunteers for whom an email address is not entered.
If you schedule both individuals and groups in Volgistics, schedule reminders are sent to all
Individual volunteers, and to the group contact for each Group record [_______]
pg:1909 scheduled. In the case of Group
records (where you do not track the group members individually), there is not a way to send automatic schedule
reminders to the separate members of a group you've scheduled, as their individual email addresses are not
tracked. Instead the group contact would receive the automatic schedule reminder.
Related help

How can I prevent volunteers from having overlapping schedules?
Help topic 2280
Added or revised 08-07-2006
You can setup Volgistics to prevent a volunteer from being scheduled at a date and time that would cause a
conflict with that volunteer's existing schedule.
To setup Volgistics to perform this kind of schedule conflict checking:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Scheduling.'
3. Select 'Ground rules.'
4. Under "Additional options" check 'Do not allow conflicting schedules.'
5. Click the Save button.
Once you setup Volgistics to prevent duplicate schedules you cannot add a volunteer to a schedule for a date
and time that would conflict with another of that volunteer's schedules.
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Monthly & On-Demand Volunteer Reminders Setup Page
Help topic 2491
Added or revised 11-25-2008
You can use the Monthly & On-Demand Volunteer Reminders setup page to configure Volgistics' monthly and
on-demand schedule reminders feature. To get to the Monthly & On-Demand Volunteer Reminders setup page,
choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Scheduling, and then choose Monthly & On-Demand Volunteer
Reminders.
Send monthly reminders
Mark this checkbox to turn on the monthly schedule reminders feature. Monthly reminders will not be sent if this
box is unmarked.
Send these on the "xx" day of the preceding month.
Use the dropdown field to select the date reminders should be sent. If you choose "25th" from the dropdown
field, the monthly reminders for the month of April will be sent out on March 25th.
Subject
Enter the subject line you would like volunteers to see when they receive the monthly reminder email message
here.
Top of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear above the schedule information in this text box.
Include
Choose one or more of the optional pieces of information for inclusion in the monthly reminder email.

Bottom of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear below the schedule information in this text box.

Sample
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To test your changes to the options on this page, enter the email address that should receive a sample schedule
reminder, and click the Send sample now button.
Send Now
Use this section if you would like to send "on-demand" schedule reminders to your volunteers. Use the "From"
and "Through" dropdown fields to indicate the schedule entry dates for which reminders should be sent, and click
the Send reminders now button.

Monthly & On-Demand Coordinator Reminders Setup Page
Help topic 2492
Added or revised 9-9-2015
You can use the Monthly & On-Demand Coordinator Reminders setup page to configure Volgistics' monthly and
on-demand schedule reminders that are sent to Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 . To get to the Monthly & On-Demand
Coordinator Reminders setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Scheduling, and
then choose Monthly & On-Demand Coordinator Reminders.
Send monthly reminders
Mark this checkbox to turn on the monthly schedule reminders feature. Monthly reminders will not be sent if this
box is unmarked.
Send these on the "xx" day of the preceding month.
Use the dropdown field to select the date reminders should be sent. If you choose "25th" from the dropdown
field, the monthly reminders for the month of April will be sent out on March 25th.
Subject
Enter the subject line you would like Coordinators to see when they receive the monthly reminder email
message.
Top of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear above the schedule information in this text box.
Include
Choose the schedule information that you want to appear in the message.
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Please note the following about the Include options:
• The Note information is the schedule entry [_______]
pg:0750 notes specific to each volunteer. This is not the same as
the notes that can be added to each instance of a schedule opening [_______]
pg:0776 .
• The Substitute information will show replacement volunteers scheduled with the substitute tracking [_______]
pg:0745
feature.
• If Include openings is checked the Coordinator's schedule will show any unfilled openings [_______]
pg:0776 for the
date. This can be useful if the Coordinator needs to arrange for other volunteers to be scheduled to assure
coverage.
Bottom of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear below the schedule information in this text box.

Sample
To test your changes to the options on this page, enter the email address that should receive a sample schedule
reminder, and click the Send sample now button.
Send Now
Use this section if you would like to send "on-demand" schedule reminders to your Coordinators. Use the "From"
and "Through" dropdown fields to indicate the schedule entry dates for which reminders should be sent, and click
the Send reminders now button.
Coordinator schedule reminders use the reply-to email address you specify for Coordinator email on the
Message Ground Rules [_______]
pg:0929 page. Please see help topic 2190 [_______]
pg:0398 if you need help updating your
account's reply-to addresses.
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Daily Volunteer Reminders Setup Page
Help topic 2493
Added or revised 11-25-2008
You can use the Daily Volunteer Reminders setup page to configure Volgistics' daily schedule reminders feature.
To get to the Daily Volunteer Reminders setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on
Scheduling, and then choose Daily Volunteer Reminders.
Send daily reminders
Mark this checkbox to turn on the daily schedule reminders feature. Daily reminders will not be sent if this box is
unmarked.
Send these "xx" day(s) before the scheduled date.
Use the dropdown field to select the number of days before a schedule entry that reminders should be sent. If
you choose "1" from the dropdown field, the daily reminders will be sent to volunteers the day before their
scheduled service.
Subject
Enter the subject line you would like volunteers to see when they receive the daily reminder email message here.
Top of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear above the schedule information in this text box.
Include
Choose one or more of the optional pieces of information for inclusion in the daily reminder email.

Bottom of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear below the schedule information in this text box.

Sample
To test your changes to the options on this page, enter the email address that should receive a sample schedule
reminder, and click the Send sample now button.
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Daily Coordinator Reminders Setup Page
Help topic 2494
Added or revised 11-18-2015
You can use the Daily Coordinator Reminders setup page to configure Volgistics' daily schedule reminders
feature for Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 . To get to the Daily Coordinator Reminders setup page, choose Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Scheduling, and then choose Daily Coordinator Reminders.
Send daily reminders
Mark this checkbox to turn on the daily schedule reminders feature. Daily reminders will not be sent if this box is
unmarked.
Send these "xx" day(s) before the scheduled date.
Use the dropdown field to select the number of days before a schedule entry that reminders should be sent. If
you choose "1" from the dropdown field, the daily reminders will be sent to Coordinators the day before their
scheduled service. If you choose "0" from the dropdown field, the daily reminders will be sent the morning of the
day the volunteers are scheduled.
Subject
Enter the subject line you would like Coordinators to see when they receive the daily reminder message.
Top of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear above the schedule information in this text box.
Include
Choose the schedule information that you want to appear in the message.

Please note the following about the Include options:
• The Note information is the schedule entry [_______]
pg:0750 notes specific to each volunteer. This is not the same as
the notes that can be added to each instance of a schedule opening [_______]
pg:0776 .
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• The Substitute information will show replacement volunteers scheduled with the substitute tracking [_______]
pg:0745
feature.
• If Include openings is checked the Coordinator's schedule will show any unfilled openings [_______]
pg:0776 for the
date. This can be useful if the Coordinator needs to arrange for other volunteers to assure coverage.
Bottom of message:
Enter the text you would like to appear below the schedule information in this text box.

Sample
To test your changes to the options on this page, enter the email address that should receive a sample schedule
reminder, and click the Send sample now button.

Daily coordinator schedule reminders use the reply-to email address you specify for Coordinator email on the
Message Ground Rules [_______]
pg:0929 page. Please see help topic 2190 [_______]
pg:0398 if you need help updating your
account's reply-to addresses.
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Setting up Mandatory Service
Help topic 1008
Added or revised 08-04-2016
Use the Mandatory Service setup page to configure the basic operating rules for the mandatory service
[_______]
pg:1419 features in Volgistics. If you're not already on the Mandatory Service setup page you can get there by
selecting Setup from menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choosing Service tracking, and then clicking on the Mandatory service
link.
Mandatory service
Use the mandatory service features
Mark this box to enable the mandatory service features in Volgistics. To disable the mandatory service features,
un-check this box. Be sure to click the Save button at the bottom of the setup page to save your changes.
Base mandatory service on…
In addition to hours, mandatory service can be based on any other service measures [_______]
pg:1557 an organization
tracks as well as Merit Hours [_______].
pg:1564 Mark the box next to "Merit hours" and/or any other service measures
created by your organization to permit service completed under any of these measures to be applied to a
mandatory service program. For example, if you track a service measure called "Tours Given" and volunteers
must give 5 tours per year, in addition to completing 25 hours of service per year, be sure that not only the
"Hours" box is checked, but that the "Tours Given" box is checked here as well.
Automatically mark complete?
An organization can use this setting to decide whether they want to manually mark mandatory service
requirements "Complete" or they want the system to automatically manage Mandatory Service completion for
them.
Automatically manage Mandatory Service completion for me.
When this option is selected, Volgistics will recognize when the service requirements for a mandate have been
met. The system will automatically mark the "Completed" checkbox and enter the appropriate date in the
"Completed on" field on the volunteer's Service tab.
Note that if this option is selected, the "Completed" checkbox and the "Completed on" date field will become
disabled for System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 and the only way either of these fields can be edited is by the system's
automatic mandatory service management function.
Do not manage Mandatory Service completions automatically. I want to mark Mandatory Service complete
myself.
This option will require a System Operator to manually mark the "Completed" checkbox on the date when a
volunteer has met the requirements of a service mandate. This is the best option to use when it may be desirable
to edit "Completed on" dates or mark a service mandate "Complete" before a volunteer has actually finished all
of the required service for the service mandate.
Show progress at the Volunteer Information Center?
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The Service History tab in VicNet can optionally display a chart showing a volunteer's progress toward
completing their service mandate(s). An example of this appears below:

This option can also be customized on the VicNet Service History tab setup page. To get to this page select
Setup from the menu, choose VicNet, select Service History tab. You can find more information on this setting in
help topic 1207 [_______].
pg:1465

How to Setup a Service Measure
Help topic 1017
Added or revised 01-25-2017
Use the service measure setup page to create a new service measure, or to change the way an existing service
measure is setup. To access the service measure setup page, select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ,
select Service tracking and then click on Service measures. From this screen, click on the first available measure
to create a new service measure, or click on an existing measure to edit it.
Name
Enter a name for the service measure in the Name field. Examples include Tours Given, Calls Answered, Meals
Delivered, Absences, and Mileage.
Format
Service measure fields can track numerical information as whole numbers (0); currency ($0.00); hours and
minutes (0:00); numbers with one decimal (0.0), or numbers with two decimals (0.00). Use the drop down Format
field to choose the way information for the measure will be entered and tracked. For example, a Mileage
measure might use the two decimals format, while a Meals Delivered measure would use the whole number
format.
Default value
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If volunteers almost always complete a specific number of the activity being measured, you can enter that
number here. The number entered in the Default value field will automatically show up for that service measure
each time a service entry is added. Leave this field blank if you do not want a number to appear for this measure
by default.
For example, if every time volunteers serve in an animal shelter, they must feed 5 animals in addition to
whatever else they are doing, an Animals Fed service measure might contain a default value of 5. Each time a
System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 enters service for volunteers manually, "5 Animals Fed" will be posted as part of the
service entry, unless the number in the Animals Fed field is manually changed.
If your volunteers enter their service information through the Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 in VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 the
default will value will show initially. Volunteers can change the default if it should be different.
There is not a way for volunteers to enter service measure information when they sign-in or sign-out through the
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module. If a default is setup for the service measure, it will be used for the service entry. If
changes need to be made to the default value, a System Operator will need to edit the completed service entry.
Require an entry
If an organization wants to make an entry for this measure compulsory, they can choose "Always" from the drop
down list in the Require an entry field. When this option is checked, a service entry cannot be saved unless a
value is entered in the field for this measure.
Volunteer view
You can select the wording that will appear when your volunteers enter their service information through the
Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 You can choose between How Much and then the service
measure's name, How many and then the service measure's name, or just have the service measure's name.
Include as a grid item
Checking the box next to
Include as a grid item will produce a column to track this measure on the volunteer record's Service tab
[_______].
pg:1581 In the Service box, the measure will be included along with Date, Assignment, Hours and any other
fields setup as grid columns so that a System Operator can gauge a volunteer's service under this measure. If
this box is not checked, the measure can still be included on reports, but will not show up on a volunteer's
Service tab except when you're adding or editing service entries.
Save
Click the Save button to save your service measure setup, or the Cancel button to close the page without saving
your changes.
Delete this measure
If you no longer want to track a service measure, you can click the Delete this measure button. Clicking this
button removes the service measure field from all of your service records, and it also erases any values
previously recorded for this service measure from throughout your database.
You should only click the Delete this measure button if you are certain that you no longer need any of the data
previously entered for the selected service measure. You cannot "undo" this action.
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Make the default value retroactive
If you add a new service measure to your account after you already have some service records entered, you
may want to make the default value for the new service measure retroactive to all of your existing service
records. You can use the Make the default value retroactive button to do this.
For example, suppose you are creating a new service measure to track the number of visits volunteers make to
your organization on each service record. If volunteers usually make one visit for each service record you post,
you could set the default value for that service measure to "1." Then each time you make a new service record
entry, the value of "1" would appear in the Visits field by default. If you happened to be making a service record
entry that represented multiple visits, then you would simply change the "1" to appropriate number of visits.
In this example, you might also want to populate the new Visits field with the default value of "1" in all of your
existing service records. A reason that you may want to do this is if you need to find out how many visits
volunteers made to your facility in the previous year, and you are just creating a service measure for Visits now.
To do this, you would simply click the Make the default value retroactive button. When you click this button,
Volgistics will insert the default value for the service measure into every service record that's already in your
database (if the service measure is currently 0 in a given service record).
Making a new service measure's default value retroactive is useful in situations such as the one described in the
example above, where you want the default value to apply to service records that were saved before you created
a service measure.
There is not a way to "undo" making a service measure's default value retroactive unless you edit each and
every service entry the value was added to. So please make sure you wish to add the default value to every
existing service entry before clicking the button.
The Make the default value retroactive button will be disabled if the service measure does not have a Default
value.

Auditing Vic Service Entries
Help topic 1072
Added or revised 11-19-2013
If you use the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 modules to collect volunteer service information, you can
optionally monitor - or audit - all of the service entries made by volunteers. If necessary, you can adjust, or
delete, service entries.
When auditing is turned-on for Vic entries, service entries made by volunteers appear in volunteer records as
usual [_______].
pg:1579 However, they also appear on a Service tab in your Volgistics mailbox so you can review the
entries which have been posted.
To turn-on auditing for Vic service entries:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the "Service tracking" link.
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3. Click the "Service record auditing" link.
4. In the "Auditing" box, check "Those entered through VicNet" if you want to audit service entries made through
the VicNet Time Sheet tab [_______].
pg:1460 Check "Those entered through VicTouch" if you want to audit service
entries made through VicTouch. Please note that there is a separate setting on the VicTouch Ground Rules
[_______]
pg:1511 page for auditing service entries if a volunteer forgets to sign-out.
5. Click the Save button.
Any new service entries posted after you turn-on auditing will appear in the Volgistics mailbox.
If you choose to audit service entries, you should check your Volgistics mailbox for new entries periodically, and
before you print any month or year-end service reports.
To audit new service entries:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the "Service" tab. Any new service entries that require auditing will appear here. These entries also
appear as usual on the Service tab for the volunteers for whom they were entered.
If you would like to delete any of the entries that appear on the Service tab, click the "Delete" link in the right
column for the entry you want to delete. Click the "Edit" link to edit a service entry.
You can change the sort order of the service entries awaiting auditing by clicking the Volunteer, Date,
Assignment, or Hours links at the top of each column. Sorting by hours makes it easy to locate any entries that
have very large hour values.
3. To "approve" entries that appear on this tab, place a check mark next to the entry (to approve all of the entries
on the tab, click the Check all button), and then click the Audited button.

How to Setup Merit Hours
Help topic 1101
Added or revised 12-23-2013
If an organization has determined it wants to use merit hours [_______],
pg:1564 a Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065
must turn the feature on and define the rules that will apply to merit hours. Note that merit hours are tracked in
addition to regular hours.

The merit hours setup page
To get to the merit hours setup page, choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, click on Service tracking, and click
on Merit hours.
Turn on the merit hours feature by checking the "Use merit hours" box on this page.
Up to four rules and/or additional travel time [_______]
pg:1416 rules can be applied to service entries. Please note that if
more than one rule applies to a service entry, the system will determine which rule gives the highest total and
only use that rule to calculate merit hours. The exception to this is travel time merit hours, which will apply in
addition to other merit hour rules.
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Click on the "Rule 1" link to define the first rule. This opens the Merit hour rule setup page.
Before entering any information on the merit hour rule setup page, note that setting more than one condition for a
rule will require that all of the conditions are met before the merit hours will be applied. For example, if "Arrive
after 5:00 pm" and "Serve on a Sunday" are both checked, merit hours will only be given for volunteers who
arrive after 5:00 pm on Sundays.

The merit hour rule setup page
The following options allow System Operators to define when merit hours should be applied and how volunteer
hours should be adjusted.
Name
Optionally enter a name for this Merit hours rule that will help you remember which hours this rule will apply to.
This name will appear on the Setup page next to the rule number. For example, if this rule will cause Merit hours
to be given to volunteers who serve between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., you might name this rule "Overnight
shift."
Apply merit hours if volunteers…
Have this Type
Check this box to apply merit hours to only volunteers of a certain Type [_______]
pg:0212 . Select the Type of volunteers
merit hours should apply to from the dropdown list.
If their Kind is
If you only want the merit hour rule to be applied to individual or group [_______]
pg:1909 volunteer records, check this
box and select which records you want the rule to apply to. Leaving the box un-checked will make the rule apply
to both individual and group records.
Arrive…
If merit hours should apply to volunteers who begin serving before or after a certain time, check this box.
Choose "Before" if merit hours should apply to volunteers arriving for service before a specified time. For
example, if volunteers who work an early shift that starts before 6:00 am will be getting "time-and-a-half," choose
Arrive… "Before" and enter "6:00" am.
Choose "After" if merit hours should apply to volunteers arriving for service after a specified time. For example, if
volunteers who begin their service after 9:00 pm should receive additional hours, select Arrive… "After" and
enter "9:00" pm.
Depart…
If merit hours should apply to volunteers who stop serving before or after a certain time, check this box.
Choose "Before" if merit hours should apply to volunteers departing from service before a certain time. For
example, if merit hours should apply to volunteers who finish their shift before 8:00 am, select Depart… "Before"
and enter "8:00" am.
Choose "After" if merit hours should apply to volunteers departing from service after a specified time. For
example, if merit hours should apply to volunteers who finish their shift after 7:00 pm, choose Depart… "After"
and enter "7:00" pm.
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Serve more than…
If volunteers must work at least a minimum number of hours during a given shift in order for merit hours to apply,
choose this box. If, for example, a volunteer must serve at least 7.5 hours before merit hours will apply, check
the box and enter "7" in the hours field and "30" in the minutes field.
Serve on or between…
If merit hours should apply when a volunteer works within a certain range of dates, choose this option. If, for
example, merit hours should apply to volunteers who serve during an organization's summer season that runs
from June 15, 2014 through August 31, 2014, a system operator would check this box and enter "6-15-2014" in
the first field and "8-31-2014" in the second field. The date fields in this option are inclusive.
Serve on a holiday
To apply merit hours on dates specified as a holiday [_______]
pg:1391 in Volgistics, check this option. Dates must be
designated as holidays by a System Operator before a merit hour rule including this option will apply to service
on any particular date(s).
Serve on a…
Check this option if merit hours should apply when volunteers serve on one or more days of the week. For
example, check the "Serve on a…" option and mark the boxes next to Saturday and Sunday if merit hours should
apply for service completed on the weekend.
Are in this Set
If merit hours should apply to a group of volunteers designated by a Set [_______]
pg:0858 , choose this option and select
the appropriate Set from the dropdown list.

Serve in these Assignments…
If merit hours should be applied when volunteers serve in certain Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 , choose this option.
Mark the boxes next to the names of all Assignments the merit hour rule should apply to.

Adjust their hours by…
Adding…
If a specific number of hours and/or minutes should be added to each service record that meets the
characteristics defined above, choose this option. Then enter the appropriate amount of time to be added to each
entry in the hours and/or minutes fields.
Subtracting…
If a specific number of hours and/or minutes should be deducted from each service record that meets the
requirements defined above, choose this option. Enter the appropriate amount of time to be deducted from each
entry in the hours and/or minutes fields.
Multiplying…
To multiply the actual number of hours served by a specific number when the entry meets the requirements
above, choose this option. Enter the number to multiply their hours by in the blank field. For example, select this
option and enter "1.5" to multiply hours by 1.5, effectively giving the volunteer "time-and-a-half" for their service
that meets the set characteristics.
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If multiplying…
If a system operator chooses to multiply hours by a certain number, they must choose whether the entire hour
entry or only a portion will be adjusted.
Choose "The entire hour entry" option to multiply the whole hour figure by the designated multiplier.
Choose "The portion served between…" option to only multiply the part of an entry that occurs within a specific
time period by the multiplier.
For example, volunteer service might meet the requirements on the merit hour rule setup page, and the system
operator might have chosen to adjust their hours by multiplying them by 1.5. The agency may only want the
hours that meet the requirements AND were served between 6:00 am and 9:00 am to be multiplied by 1.5. This
can be indicated by choosing this option and entering "6:00 am" and "9:00 am" in the appropriate fields.
When "switching assignments"...
If your organization uses the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module for volunteers to sign-in and sign-out, you can choose
to have the rule apply to all or part of their service entries.
Choose "Only to their final service record for that visit" if you only want the merit hours to apply to the final
service entry created for a volunteer through VicTouch on the date of their visit.
Choose "To each of their service records for that visit" if you want the merit hours to apply to each service entry
created for a volunteer through VicTouch on the date of their visit.

Click the
Save
button to save your merit hours rule setup, or the
Cancel
button to close the page without saving your changes. If you no longer need a merit hour rule, click the
Clear this rule
button. Please note that if you clear the merit hour rule, it will not change any existing service entries made that
originally applied the rule. However, if you open an entry to edit the service [_______],
pg:1574 the merit hour total will be
adjusted so that the deleted rule no longer applies when the Save button is clicked.
After defining one rule, up to three additional merit hour rules can be defined by returning to the
Merit Hours Setup
page. Use as many merit hour rules as are necessary to apply adjusted hours to the appropriate volunteers. You
can also click the travel time [_______]
pg:1416 link to setup special merit hours to be applied based on how long a
volunteer will be traveling to get to your location.
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To use merit hours without having them appear as a column on the Service tab, take the following steps:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the
menu.
2. Click on Field options.
3. Click on Service tab.
4. Under Service box, click on Merit hours.
5. Un-check the box next to Include as a grid column.
6. Click the Save button.

How to Setup Service Values
Help topic 1163
Added or revised 09-23-2016
If an organization has determined that it wants to attribute monetary value to volunteer service, it should use the
service values [_______]
pg:0034 feature in Volgistics to do so. This help topic explains how to set, remove or change the
monetary value of actual hours, merit hours [_______],
pg:1564 or any service measures [_______]
pg:1557 an organization
tracks.
If you are not already on the service value setup page, you can get there like this:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Click on Service tracking.
3. Click on Service values.
From here, choose the type of hours or service for which you would like to customize the value.
Value of (actual hours / merit hours / service measure)
Use this box to enter the default rate Volgistics should use to calculate the monetary value of the type of hours or
service measure you have chosen.
Click the Add button if a rate other than the default rate should be given to service performed during a different
time period. This is useful when an agency's workload is significantly different seasonally or during a certain
month. Or if you're using different values for different years. Be sure to save your changes.
In the example below, each actual hour served has a value of $18.50, except for hours served from January
2015 through December 2015, when each hour served is worth $23.56.
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Setting different rates for individual Assignments
Service values can be further specified by Assignment. For example, actual hours served in most Assignments
might be given the default value of $18.50, while some Assignments can be skipped or given different monetary
values. For example, if an Assignment represents a training or orientation you may not want to assign a
monetary value to that Assignment. But if the Assignment is more difficult to perform, hard to fill, or requires
special professional training, it can be given a greater monetary value.
Click on the name of an Assignment to give it a monetary rate different than your default rate. Please note that
you can set different monetary values in different time periods per Assignment also.
In the example below, the Assignment called Patient Advocate will be given the monetary value of $31.75 per
hour served, except from November through December 2016, when it will be valued at $33.25 per hour served.

What monetary amount should I give for the service value?
It is ultimately up to each organization to decide the monetary value of the jobs that volunteers perform. If you
have a large organization, this is something the Board of Directors or Human Resources department may be
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able to assist with. You could also look on the web for assistance. For example, Independent Sector (a
Washington, D.C. based advocacy coalition) announced the U.S. average for volunteer service value was $23.56
per hour in 2015. The group also releases averages for each State. You can learn more about this group's
figures at https://www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time.
Related help
Help Topic 1162 [_______]
pg:0034 - Service Values

Auditing Service Entries
Help topic 1208
Added or revised 03-11-2014
You can setup your account to send some service entries to the Service tab of your Volgistics Mailbox for
auditing. You control which service entries are sent to be audited on the Service Record Auditing Setup Page
[_______].
pg:1432 You can select to have the following entries sent for review:
• Service entered through the VicNet module [_______]
pg:1724 on the Time Sheet tab [_______].
pg:1460
• Service entered through volunteers signing-in and signing-out of the VicTouch module [_______].
pg:1778
• Service entered by a particular System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 . Each operator who can enter service will be listed
separately.
• Service entered for volunteers with incomplete service mandates [_______].
pg:1419
In addition to the Service Record Auditing Setup Page, you can also send VicTouch service entries to be audited
based on the following two options:
• You can select to audit the service entry if a volunteer forgets to sign-out of VicTouch on the VicTouch Ground
Rules [_______]
pg:1511 page.
• You can select to audit the service entry if a volunteer clicks the Not sure button for their assignment on the
Assignment Selection Screen Setup [_______]
pg:1515 page.
Any new service entries posted after you turn-on auditing will appear in the Volgistics mailbox. If you choose to
audit service entries, you should check your Volgistics mailbox for new entries periodically, and before you print
any month or year-end service reports.
To audit new service entries:
1. Choose Mailbox from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Click the "Service" tab. Any new service entries that require auditing will appear here. These entries also
appear as usual on the Service tab [_______]
pg:1581 for the volunteers for whom they were entered.
You can change the sort order of the service entries awaiting auditing by clicking the Volunteer, Date,
Assignment, or Hours links at the top of each column. Sorting by hours makes it easy to locate any entries that
have very large hour values.

• If an entry is totally incorrect, click the "Delete" link in the right column. This action will delete the service entry
• from the Service tab of the volunteer's record and it will no longer show as needing to be audited. If you do
• not see the "Delete" link, yourSystem Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not include this ability. System Operator
rights are set by each account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .
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• If an entry just needs to be adjusted, click the "Edit" link and adjust the entry in the box that appears at the
• bottom of the tab. When you click the
• Save
• button, the adjusted record will be sent to the volunteer's Service tab and the entry will no longer show as
• needing to be audited. If you do not see the "Edit" link, yourSystem Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not include
this ability. System Operator rights are set by each account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .

How to Setup Travel Time Merit Hours
Help topic 1210
Added or revised 12-23-2013
If your organization has determined it wants to use merit hours [_______]
pg:1564 to add travel time to volunteer service
entries [_______],
pg:1568 the first step will be to determine how you will handle the additional time given. Extra time can
be given with a standard amount (such as 30 minutes) for all volunteers, or you can calculate up to six (6) zones
and give extra time based on which zone the volunteer lives in.
For example, you may determine you will give volunteers 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 or 90 minutes extra depending on
how far away they live from your facility. If you will be giving time based on the zone a volunteer lives in, create
up to six (6) Flags [_______]
pg:0212 for the zones. Then place the appropriate Flag on the volunteer's record based on
how long it will take them to travel to your facility. Note that you can add Flags to multiple volunteer records at
once by using the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature. The Add a Type or Flag entry to the tagged records section of help
topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1999 explains how to do this.
After you have decided how your organization will give travel time, you will need to enable merit hours if you are
currently not using the merit hours feature. To do this:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Service tracking link.
3. Select Merit hours.
4. Check the box for Use merit hours.
5. Click the Save button.
You can optionally setup other merit hour rules as shown in help topic 1101 [_______]
pg:1409 . The travel time merit
hours will work whether or not you have other merit hour rules defined.
When you're ready to setup the travel time merit hours, click the Travel Time link on the Merit hours setup page.
If you're not already on this page, follow steps 1 - 3 above.
Apply travel time when volunteers
Setup the conditions for when you want travel time merit hours added to volunteer records. Note that with the
exception of the Serve anytime setting, requiring more than one condition will require that all of the conditions are
met before the travel time merit hours are applied. For example, if the conditions for Adult Type and Arrive after
5:00 pm are both checked, travel time merit hours will be given only for volunteers with the Adult Type who arrive
after 5:00 pm.
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Serve anytime (apply travel time to every service entry)
Check this box if you want travel time to apply to every service entry made for a volunteer.
If their Kind is
If you only want the merit hour rule to be applied to individual or group [_______]
pg:1909 volunteer records, check this
box and select which records you want the rule to apply to. Leaving the box un-checked will make the rule apply
to both individual and group records.
Have this Type
Check this box to apply travel time merit hours to only volunteers of a certain Type [_______]
pg:0212 . Select the Type of
volunteer records travel time merit hours should apply to from the dropdown list.
Arrive…
If travel time merit hours should apply to volunteers who begin serving before or after a certain time, check this
box.
Choose "Before" if travel time merit hours should apply to volunteers arriving for service before a specified time.
For example, if volunteers who work an early shift that starts before 6:00 am will be getting travel time, choose
Arrive… "Before" and enter "6:00" am.
Choose "After" if travel time merit hours should apply to volunteers arriving for service after a specified time. For
example, if volunteers who begin their service after 9:00 pm should receive travel time, select Arrive… "After"
and enter "9:00" pm.
Depart…
If travel time merit hours should apply to volunteers who stop serving before or after a certain time, check this
box.
Choose "Before" if travel time merit hours should apply to volunteers departing from service before a certain
time. For example, if travel time should apply to volunteers who finish their shift before 8:00 am, select Depart…
"Before" and enter "8:00" am.
Choose "After" if travel time merit hours should apply to volunteers departing from service after a specified time.
For example, if travel time should apply to volunteers who finish their shift after 7:00 pm, choose Depart… "After"
and enter "7:00" pm.
Serve more than XX hours and XX minutes in the same visit
If volunteers must work at least a minimum number of hours during a given shift in order for travel time merit
hours to apply, choose this box. If, for example, a volunteer must serve at least 7.5 hours to qualify for travel
time, check the box and enter "7" in the hours field and "30" in the minutes field.
Are in this Set
If travel time merit hours should apply to a group of volunteers designated by a Set [_______]
pg:0858 , choose this option
and select the appropriate Set from the dropdown list.
Serve in these Assignments…
If travel time merit hours should be applied when volunteers serve in certain Assignments [_______]
pg:0096 , choose this
option. Mark the boxes next to the names of all Assignments the travel time should apply to.
Adjust their hours by…
Adding XX hours and XX minutes for every qualifying visit
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If a specific number of hours and/or minutes should be added to each service record that meets the
characteristics defined above, choose this option. Then enter the appropriate amount of time to be added to each
entry in the hours and/or minutes fields.
Base travel time on a volunteer's Flags
If you will base travel time merit hours on how far the volunteer travels and have created Flags for this, choose
this option. Enter the hours and minutes you would like volunteers to be given and select the corresponding Flag
from the dropdown list. If a volunteer record has more than one of the Flags selected here, they will be given
travel time based on whichever Flag gives them the highest total.
If a volunteer has more than one service entry in the same day
If a volunteer has multiple service records within....
If you only want to give one travel time allocation when volunteers have two or more service entries on the same
visit, choose this option. Enter the hours and minutes for the amount of time that must pass between the entries
in order for them to be considered separate visits. By default, the hours and minutes are set at 1 hour and 30
minutes since that would be considered to be long break while at your facility.
Treat every service record as a separate visit
If you always want to give travel time for each service entry made for the volunteer, choose this option. The
travel time will be given for every service entry the volunteer has on their record, even if they are on the same
date.
If a volunteer also qualifies for other merit hours
If you have additional merit hour rules [_______]
pg:1409 setup, and a volunteer's service meets the requirements of the
merit hours rules and the travel time rules--both will be used to figure the merit hours for the volunteer.
Base their other merit hours on their actual time only
Choose this option if you want the merit hours to be based on the actual time the volunteer served before the
travel time merit hours are calculated.
Base their other merit hours on their actual time plus their travel time
Choose this option if you want the merit hours to be based on the actual time the volunteer served and the extra
time given for travel time.

Click the
Save
button to save your travel time merit hour rule setup, or the
Cancel
button to close the page without saving your changes. If you no longer need the travel time merit hour rule, click
the
Clear this rule
button. Please note that if you clear the travel time merit hour rule, it will not change any existing service entries
made that originally applied the rule. However, if you open an entry to edit the service [_______],
pg:1574 the merit hour
total will be adjusted so that the deleted rule no longer applies when the Save button is clicked.
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Tracking Mandatory Service
Help topic 2156
Added or revised 12-16-2016
Question:If we require volunteers to perform a certain number of hours, can we track their progress?
Answer:Volgistics includes features for tracking "mandatory service." Use these features if you challenge or
require some or all of your volunteers to perform a certain amount of service in a certain period of time. The
mandatory service feature makes it easy for you and your volunteers to see how much service they have
performed toward their goal, and how much they have left to perform. It even lets you track recurrent challenges
(for example, for students who have a new challenge every summer), and overlapping service obligations.
Enable the mandatory service features.
To set up Volgistics to use mandatory service:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then select Service tracking.
2. Click Mandatory service.
3. Check Use the mandatory service features. Then customize any of the setup options on the Mandatory
Service setup page [_______]
pg:1405 .
4. Click the Save button.

Enter the name(s) of your mandatory service program(s).
For example, a mandatory service program might be called "2017 Summer Volunteer" or "Community Service."
To enter a mandatory service program name:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field Options.
3. Choose Service tab.
4. Under the Mandatory service box heading, select the Program field.
5. Use the Add a new item field to enter the name of the program.
6. Click the Save button.

Add mandatory service to volunteer records.
To enter the number of hours an individual volunteer is challenged or required to perform:
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1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and select a volunteer.
2. Click on their Service tab and scroll down to the Mandatory Service box.
3. Use the Add box to select the Program along with any applicable fields such as Starting Date, Due by date,
hours, and other Service Measures required.
4. Click the Save button.
If a group of volunteers all have the same mandate with the same dates, hours required, etc., you can enter the
information for the entire group at once by using the Tags menu. To do this:
1. Tag the volunteer records [_______]
pg:1538 that the mandate will apply to.
2. Select Tags from the menu.
3. Add the mandate to all of the tagged records as shown in the
Add a Mandate to all of the tagged records section of help topic 2137 [_______].
pg:1999
Collect service information for mandated volunteers.
You post or collect volunteer service information for mandated volunteers the same way you do for other
volunteers. As service is posted for these volunteers, their Service tab will show you where they stand.
When a service entry will be applied to a mandate:
• When posting service from within Volgistics (with the Post [_______]
pg:1559 feature or
volunteer's Service tab):

manually [_______]
pg:1569 on a

If an "Apply to" value is selected, that service entry is applied to whichever mandatory service program the
System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 selects from the "Apply to" dropdown list.
• When posting service through VicTouch:
If a volunteer has one unfulfilled service mandate and uses VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 to sign-in and out when they
serve, the VicTouch system will automatically apply that service to the mandate. If a volunteer has more than
one unfilled mandate, the service entered through VicTouch will not be applied to any mandatory service
program. In this case, a System Operator can later edit the service record [_______]
pg:1574 to make it apply to a
specific program if necessary.
• When posting service through the VicNet Time Sheet tab:
If a volunteer has one unfulfilled service mandate and makes a service entry on the Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 of
VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 the service will automatically be applied to that incomplete mandate. While volunteers will not
see the name of the mandatory service program this service record was applied to on the Time Sheet tab, they
can view their progress toward the service goal on the My Service History tab [_______]
pg:1465 in VicNet. The Enable
mandatory service progress chart section below shows how to set this up.
If a volunteer has more than one unfulfilled service mandate, each of their incomplete mandatory service
programs will be available from a dropdown list on the VicNet Time Sheet tab. Volunteers can select which
mandate to apply their service to when making their service entry.
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Enable mandatory service progress chart.
If you use VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 you can configure the My Service History tab [_______]
pg:1465 to display a chart showing
their progress on mandates. An example of this appears below:

To enable the mandatory service progress chart:
1. Select Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose VicNet.
3. Select Service History tab.
4. Select Yes to show the progress chart.
5. Use the dropdown to select if you'd like the progress information to continue to be shown after the mandate is
completed. You can select No or a monthly interval from 1 to 6 months.
6. Click the Save button.
The chart appears on the
My Service History
tab for every volunteer who has a service mandate while the mandate is incomplete and for the time frame
selected after it is complete. Please see help topic 1207 [_______]
pg:1465 for more information on this chart.

FAQs about Mandatory Service.
Q: Does a mandatory service program need a "Starting date" and "Due by" date?
A: No. When a service mandate is given to a volunteer on the volunteer's Service tab, the "Starting date" and
"Due by" fields are not required. If a System Operator does enter dates in either or both of these fields, this
information is for reference only. That is, the dates entered in these fields will not affect whether or not service
can or will be applied to a mandatory service program.
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Q: Why are the "Completed" checkbox and the "Completed on" field disabled when I add or edit a mandate for a
volunteer?

A:
The "Completed" checkbox and the "Completed on" field will be disabled when the system has been configured
to manage mandate completion automatically. This setup option can be viewed or changed on the Mandatory
Service Setup [_______]
pg:1405 page.

Q: How should I deal with annual or recurring mandatory programs?
A: If your organization has a mandatory service program that is re-introduced in successive years or time periods
(e.g. a Summer Intern program), be sure to give the mandatory service programs unique names. That is, you
might enter a "Summer Intern 2017" program, a "Summer Intern 2018" program, and so on.
This can become significant if, for example, a volunteer has not met the service requirements of the first year of
the program, but continues to participate in the Summer Intern program in future years. In this case, this person
would have multiple unfulfilled service mandates, all within the Summer Intern program. If each service mandate
given to this volunteer were called simply "Summer Intern," it would be difficult to distinguish which program
should be selected when posting hours at VicNet or within Volgistics.
Note that if you choose not to have the system automatically manage mandatory service completion for you (see
the Enable the mandatory service features section above), you could mark the mandatory service program from
a previous year or season "Complete" for volunteers--even if they have not completed the required service.
When this is done, the program will no longer appear as an option for service to be applied to at VicNet or in
Volgistics.

How do I track volunteer mileage?
Help topic 2271
Added or revised 02-10-2017

You can optionally track and report the number of miles (or kilometers) volunteers drive using a mileage service
measure (you can track up to 14 different measures of volunteer service in Volgistics). If you also track volunteer
hours, you can enter a volunteer's mileage along with her or his hours.
To setup a service measure for tracking mileage:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Select Service tracking.
3. Select Service measures.
4. Click on the first available measure (e.g. "Measure 1 (available)").
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5. Make the following entries on the service measure page:
Name
Enter "Mileage" (or "Kilometers")
Format
Select Whole number (0) if you choose not to track fractional miles. If you want to track fractional miles (e.g. 2.5
miles or 3.25 miles) choose One decimal (0.0) or Two decimals (0.00).
Default value
You can leave this field blank unless you want a set number of miles to appear by default.
Require an entry
Choose No if some volunteers will have zero miles to report. Choose Yes only if there will always be miles to
record on every service entry.
Please note that this setting only applies when System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 enter volunteer service information.
If your volunteers will enter their own service through the Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 in VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 the
Require an entry setting will not make a difference even if it is set to Yes.
Volunteer view
You can select the wording that will appear when your volunteers enter their service information through the
Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 You can choose between How Much and then the service
measure's name, How many and then the service measure's name, or just show the service measure's name.
Include as a grid column
Check this if you want to the Mileage field to appear in the Service box on the Service tab [_______]
pg:1581 of the
volunteer records.
6. Click the Save button.
Now, each time you make a service entry, the Mileage field will appear for you to record the number of miles
driven.
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You can include the Mileage field on any Service Details or Service Summary report you create [_______]
pg:0467 by
selecting the Mileage field from the Fields page when you create the new report.

Related help
Help Topic 1016 [_______]
pg:1557 - Service Measures
Help Topic 1017 [_______]
pg:1406 - How to Setup a Service Measure
Help Topic 1219 [_______]
pg:0435 - How to Make a Tax Report for Your Volunteers

Tracking Volunteer Absences
Help topic 2275
Added or revised 10-04-2016
You can optionally use Volgistics to keep track of the number of times volunteers are absent. In organizations
that depend on regular volunteer participation, a volunteer may be considered absent if they fail to serve as
scheduled. Tracking the number of times volunteers are absent is often an important measure of volunteer
performance in these organizations.
This topic explains how to initially setup a Volgistics service measure for tracking absences; how to record an
absence; how to report absences; and how to use Sets to find volunteers with a certain number of absences.
How to setup a service measure for tracking absences
If you would like to track absences in Volgistics, start by setting-up an Absences service measure.
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Service tracking.
3. Select Service measures.
4. If you do not already have a service measure for tracking absences, click on the next available service
measure (e.g. "Measure 1 (available)"). If you already have a service measure for tracking absences (e.g.
"Measure 1 (Absences)"), click on it.
5. Configure the Service measure page as shown here:
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6. Click the Save button.
You are now ready to start tracking absences.

How to record absences
There are several ways you can record volunteer absences, and you can use whichever method is the easiest
for your organization.
Record an individual volunteer absence
To record a single absence for an individual volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the record [_______]
pg:1982 for the volunteer who was absent.
3. Click on the Service tab for the selected volunteer.
4. Using the Add box in the Service section, optionally select the assignment the volunteer was absent for if you
track assignments. Enter the date or month of the absence, and then enter "1" in the Absence field. Leave the
Hours field set to zero, the time fields blank if you use them, and set any other service measures to zero if they
do not apply.

5. Click the Save button.
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Record absences using the Post feature
If you use the Post feature to post volunteer service, you can optionally record absences while you're posting
volunteer service.
1. Choose Post from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose who you want to post service for as usual, and then click the Continue button.
3. Choose how you want the service entry fields to appear in this batch. Under Absences field, select "Let me
enter Absences on each entry."
4. Click the Start posting button.
5. The Absences field will appear along with any other fields you select for this batch, as shown below. If a
volunteer was not absent during the period for which you are posting service, simply leave the Absences field
blank for that volunteer. If a volunteer did have one or more absences during the period for which you are posting
service, enter their number of absences in the Absences field.

6. Finish posting service as usual. Any absences you post are recorded, and they will appear on the Service tab
in the volunteer's record.

Record absences using the Post feature to post service from the schedule
If you use the Post feature to post volunteer service, and you post hours from the schedule, record an absence
by removing the From time and To time values and entering "1" in the Absence field, as shown here:
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The will cause the service entry to include zero hours and 1 absence.

How to create a report that shows absences
You can include the Absences service measure on any new report you create [_______]
pg:0467 using the Service Detail
[_______]
pg:0560 , Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 , or Volunteer List [_______]
pg:0692 report formats.
To create a simple service summary report by volunteer that includes the Absences field:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Service summary.
3. Click Create a new service summary report.
4. On the Options page, change Organize this report by to Volunteer and then click the Next button.

5. On the Fields page, check the Absences checkbox and then click the Next button.
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6. On the Page design page, click the Next button.
7. On the Include page, select the time period you want to include in the report and then click the Next button.
8. On the Save page, optionally change the name of the report, and then click the Save and Print button. When
the Include page appears again, click the Start printing button.
An example of the report appears below. This is just one example of how you might report absences. You can
include absences data on any of the report formats listed above, and further customize these reports to suit your
needs.

How to use a Set to find volunteers with a certain number of absences
If you track volunteer absences, you may want to monitor for volunteers who have more than a certain number of
absences during a certain period of time. For example, 4 or more absences in 6 months. You can do this using a
Set [_______]
pg:0858 .
To create this Set:
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. On the Define a new set page, enter a name for the Set, select Their service from the dropdown list, and then
click the Go button.
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4. Configure the Their Service Set rule as shown below. In this example, the Set finds volunteers with four or
more absences in 6 months. You can set any conditions you want for this rule (such as 6 or more absences
between two dates, or 5 or more absences this fiscal year).

5. Click the Finished button.
Once you create this Set you can easily view [_______]
pg:0861 or print [_______]
pg:0863 a list of the volunteers in the Set.

Customizing the Fields that Appear for Manual Hour Entries
Help topic 2325
Added or revised 10-07-2016
If you track the number of hours volunteers serve, and you enter some or all of your hour records manually (as
opposed to collecting them through VicNet or VicTouch), you can tailor the manual hour entry record to best
match the way you enter hours.
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To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Service tracking.'
3. Select 'Ground rules.
4. Under 'Manual volunteer service entries' choose the option that best describes the way you want to post
volunteer hours manually.
5. Click the Save button.

The effect each of these options has on the fields you'll see when you post hours manually is shown here:
If you choose…
"We always make manual service entries for one month at a time."
Manual hour records will look like this…

If you choose…
"We always make manual service entries for one day at a time, and we do NOT want to enter the
volunteer's start and stop times."
Manual hour records will look like this…
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If you choose…
"We always make manual service entries for one day at a time, and we DO want to enter the volunteer's
start and stop times."
Manual hour records will look like this…

If you choose…
"We want to make manual service entries with a beginning and an ending date, and we do NOT want to
enter the volunteer's start and stop times."
Manual hour records will look like this…

If you choose…
"We want to make manual service entries with a beginning and an ending date, and we DO want to enter
the volunteer's start and stop times."
Manual hour records will look like this…
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Service Record Auditing Setup Page
Help topic 2489
Added or revised 03-11-2014
You can use the Service Record Auditing Setup page to configure the kinds of service entries [_______]
pg:1568 you
would like to appear on the Service tab in your Volgistics Mailbox. To get to the Auditing setup page, choose
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Service tracking, and then choose Service record auditing.
Choose the kinds of service entries you want to audit:
Select one of more of the options below to determine which service entries should be sent to the Service tab in
your Volgistics Mailbox for auditing:
• Service entered through the VicNet module [_______]
pg:1724 on the Time Sheet tab [_______].
pg:1460
• Service entered through volunteers signing-in and signing-out of the VicTouch module [_______].
pg:1778
• Service entered by a particular System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 . Each operator who can enter service will be listed
separately.
• Service entered for volunteers with incomplete service mandates [_______]
pg:1419 .
You can also send VicTouch service entries to be audited based on the following two options:
• You can select to audit the service entry if a volunteer forgets to sign-out of VicTouch on the VicTouch Ground
Rules [_______]
pg:1511 page.
• You can select to audit the service entry if a volunteer clicks the Not sure button for their assignment on the
Assignment Selection Screen Setup [_______]
pg:1515 page.

Service Posting Setup Page
Help topic 2490
Added or revised 11-25-2008
You can use the Service Posting setup page to configure the basic use of Volgistics' "Post" feature. To get to the
Service Posting setup page, choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , click on Service tracking, and then choose
Service Posting.
Assignment Role
Use the options in this section of the page to choose which volunteers – based on their Roles in an Assignment –
should appear on the Post page [_______]
pg:1559 when posting hours for an individual Assignment. You can select as
many choices as you would like.
Volunteers per page
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System Operator Page
Help topic 1011
Added or revised 03-31-2017
In Volgistics, System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 are the users who login to the system with the Login link located at
www.volgistics.com. The System Operator page is used to add a new System Operator [_______],
pg:1440 change the
settings for an existing System Operator, or delete a System Operator [_______].
pg:1441
If you're not already on the System Operator page, you can get there by choosing Setup from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , selecting System Operators and then clicking the Create a new operator link or the link to an existing
System Operator.
This help topic gives details on each field on the page. You can navigate directly to a specific item in the help
topic by clicking the link in the Contents box.

Contents
Basic Operator Information
Last Name
First Name
Email address
Phone number
Password & Confirm password
Operator must change their password when they login next
Time zone
Date of Last Activity

Rights
Block this operator's access to the system
Site
User level
Computers
This operator may have access to
This operator is allowed to

Email
Reply-to address
Email signature block

Basic Operator Information
Last name
Enter this operator's last name

First name
Enter this operator's first name

Email address
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Enter this operator's email address. This is the email address this System Operator will enter when they login
[_______]
pg:0220 to Volgistics.

Phone number
Optionally enter a telephone number for this System Operator.

Password & Confirm password
Enter the password this operator will use when they login [_______]
pg:0220 to Volgistics. Passwords are case sensitive,
can be up to 30 characters long, contain lower and upper case letters, numbers, and special characters such as
$ & or ?.
For security purposes, you do not see the password as you enter it. To be sure you've entered the password
correctly, enter the same password in the Password and the Confirm password fields. Volgistics will check to be
sure you entered it the same way in both of these fields.
If the Caps Lock key on your keyboard is on, you will receive a warning message like the one below when you
start to type in the password. In this case, press the Caps Lock key on your keyboard to turn this off before
continuing.

If you enter a password that does not meet the password strength rules setup on the System Operator Ground
Rules [_______]
pg:1442 page, you will see a message like the one below when you attempt to save the record. The
message lists the password strength rules currently in place. You will need to re-enter a password that meets
each rule in order to be able to save it.
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Operator must change their password when they login next
Check this box if you want to require this System Operator to choose a new Volgistics password the next time
they login. Checking this box when you create a new System Operator, or update the password strength rules,
forces the System Operator to select a password other than the password assigned to them when they login the
next time.
Time zone
Select the time zone for the location where this System Operator is based. In many organizations, everyone who
uses Volgistics works from the same time zone. However, in some national and international organizations,
some operators may be located in distant locations and time zones. This setting allows Volgistics to localize date
and time values for individual System Operators.
If your organization uses the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module, this setting also controls the times that will appear
when the operator views the Who's Here [_______]
pg:1772 page.

Date of Last Activity
This field tracks when the operator logged into the account last. It can be useful to note this to see if the
operator's record is necessary in your account. If the operator is not logging in regularly, you can delete the
System Operator [_______]
pg:1441 and then reduce your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 . Or, you can delete the
record and then create a new record for someone who will use it.

Rights
Block this operator's access to the system
Check this checkbox to temporarily prevent this System Operator from being able to login to Volgistics. As long
as this checkbox is checked, no one can access Volgistics using this operator's credentials. Once this checkbox
is un-checked, this System Operator can access the system with the Rights you select for them.

More Help
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This help topic explains how to setup or change an operator's record to limit access to the system or the actions
the operator can perform. You may also find help topic 2028 [_______]
pg:0053 useful because it gives examples of how
the changes will appear for the operator, as well as more information on how to configure your account to limit
operator access.
Site
If your organization has volunteer offices at multiple Sites, and you want to limit this operator's access to just the
volunteers assigned to one individual Site, select that Site here. Otherwise, select
All sites here. Volgistics refers to an operator with access to just one Site as a Site-Level Operator [_______].
pg:1442
See Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 for more information about this Volgistics feature.

User level
User levels determine the degree of access a System Operator has in the Volgistics system. Every System
Operator has one of the three following user levels in Volgistics:
• Basic User
• Power User
• Volgistics Administrator
By default,
Basic users
and
Power users
have the same level of access to the system; however, you can tailor what
Power users and Basic users are allowed to do in Volgistics by granting or restricting specific tab rights
[_______]
pg:1012 and/or field rights [_______]
pg:0957 to these user levels.

Basic User
. Choose
Basic User
for operators who will have basic access to Volgistics. These are typically people who assist with data entry, but
who do not perform many reporting or management functions. You can customize which tabs
Basic Users can see on the Tab Rights page [_______]
pg:0933 and which fields they can see or change in the Field
Properties [_______]
pg:0957 window. Please note that only Volgistics Administrators have access to the Volgistics Store
with their login credentials. However, you can give a Basic User access by giving them the accounting access
code [_______]
pg:0728 for your account.

Power User
. Choose
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Power User
for operators who will be extensive users of the Volgistics system. These are typically people who not only assist
with data entry, but who also perform reporting or management functions. You can customize which tabs
Power Users can see on the Tab Rights page [_______]
pg:0933 and which fields they can see or change in the Field
Properties [_______]
pg:0957 window. Please note that only Volgistics Administrators have access to the Volgistics Store
with their login credentials. However, you can give a Power User access by giving them the accounting access
code [_______]
pg:0728 for your account.
Volgistics Administrator. Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 have access to all of your account's administrative
controls so this user level should only be selected for the operator (or operators) your organization has
designated as the Volgistics Administrator. If you do not want to give an individual complete access to your
database, you should make them a
Power user or Basic user. You can customize which tabs Volgistics Administrators can see on the Tab Rights
page [_______]
pg:0933 and which fields they can see or change in the Field Properties [_______]
pg:0957 window.

Computers
If your organization's internal network has a shared Internet connection that uses a fixed IP address (so all of the
computers on the internal network use the same public IP address on the Internet) you can create a System
Operator who is permitted to access Volgistics only when they use a computer on your internal network. These
operators would not be able to access the system from any computers outside of your internal network.
Login allowed from any computer on the Internet. Choose this option if this System Operator is allowed to access
Volgistics from any computer on the Internet or if there is not a fixed IP address to which this operator's access
can be restricted.
When this option is selected this System Operator may access Volgistics from any computer on the Internet. This
is the default setting.
Login allowed only from computers that use one of these Internet addresses. Choose this option if your
organization has Internet access through a shared network or broadband connection that has a static (or fixed)
public IP address, and you want this System Operator to use Volgistics only from computers on your internal
network. An example of when this might be used is if you have a System Operator who only enters data while
they are in your office--and you do not want them to be able to login to the system from a computer at their home
or other site.
If you are not sure if your organization has Internet access that uses a fixed IP address, contact your
organization's computer support department or ISP. If your organization does have a fixed public IP address for
Internet access, your computer support department or ISP can tell you what that IP address is.
Permitted IP address. Enter up to two public IP addresses here. This System Operator will be permitted to login
only when they access the system from a computer using either of these two addresses. If you have just one
fixed IP address enter zeros for the second permitted IP address.
You can permit access from an entire Class A, B, or C network by entering a zero for the appropriate IP address
octets. For example, to permit access from any IP address in the range 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.255 you would
enter "192.168.1.0."
Caution
For security purposes, the Volgistics Team cannot remove this restriction from a System Operator under any
conditions. If you choose to impose this restriction on a System Operator, only a Volgistics Administrator from
your organization can remove this restriction or change the permitted IP addresses.
To prevent potential lock-out conditions, this restriction cannot be placed on System Operators who are
Volgistics Administrators. Volgistics Administrators can always login to the system from any Internet connected
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computer.

This operator may have access to...
Each of these checkboxes corresponds to a Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 item, and they allow you to control which
menu options this System Operator can see and use. Check the menu items you want this operator to be able to
use, and un-check any you do not want this operator to be able to use. For example, if this System Operator is
someone who would not normally use the Tickler menu option, you can remove the check from the Tickler menu
item.
In most cases, it's best to check the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 menu option only for operators whose access level you've
set to Volgistics Administrators. However, this is not required so if you may check this option for Power Users
and Basic Users if it fits your needs.

This operator is allowed to...
Choose the privileges appropriate for this operator by placing a check mark next to the privileges you want this
operator to have, and removing the checkmark from any you do not want this operator to have.
Change their password (if it has not expired). You should normally give all operators this right, since allowing
operators to change their passwords on a regular basis can improve security. If you do not want this operator to
be able to change their password for any reason, un-check this item.
Add new volunteer records. When checked, this operator is allowed to create [_______]
pg:1877 new volunteer records. If
you do not want this operator to be able to do this, un-check this item.
Delete and restore volunteer records. When checked, this operator is allowed to delete [_______]
pg:2016 complete
volunteer records, combine [_______]
pg:1884 volunteer records, and restore [_______]
pg:1888 deleted records. If you do not
want this operator to be able to do these things, un-check this item.
Archive and restore volunteer records. When checked, this operator is allowed to archive [_______]
pg:1819 volunteer
records as well as restore [_______]
pg:1852 archived records. If you do not want this operator to be able to do this,
un-check this item.
Change or delete existing service records. If checked, this operator can modify or delete service records
[_______]
pg:1574 (hour entries) that were entered previously. If not checked, this operator cannot make changes to, or
delete, service (hour) records entered previously. However, they can still make new service entries.
Add new assignments. If checked, this operator can create new Assignments [_______]
pg:0106 on the Assignments
page. If this box is not checked, this operator cannot add a new Assignment to the system.
Combine, move or delete assignments. When checked, this operator is able to combine, move, and delete
[_______]
pg:0112 assignment records. If this operator should not be permitted to do any of these things, un-check this
box.
Add or change schedule openings and schedule setup. When checked, this operator can add or change
schedule openings on your volunteer schedules, as well as add or change volunteer entries on schedules.
When un-checked, this operator can still add or change volunteer entries on schedules, but they cannot add new
schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 or make changes to existing schedule openings. It's a good idea to un-check this
option for people who will help manage volunteer schedules, but who are not responsible for initially establishing
the schedules.
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Send email and text messages
. Un-check this option if you do not want this operator to be able to use Volgistics to send email [_______]
pg:0404 and
text messages [_______]
pg:0343 to volunteers or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 . When checked, this operator can send email
and text messages to volunteers and Coordinators.
Create or modify reports. When checked, this operator can create new Volgistics reports [_______]
pg:0467 and modify
existing reports. When this privilege is not checked, this operator can still print existing reports, but they cannot
create new reports or change existing reports.
See Account Statistics on Welcome page. When checked, this operator will see the Account Statistics [_______]
pg:0028
box on the Welcome page. The Account Statistics box displays summary information such as the number of
volunteers and amount of service performed overall in your organization. The Welcome page is what first
appears when you login to Volgistics and when you choose Welcome from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
See Birthday Lists on the Welcome page. If you use the birthday list [_______]
pg:1385 feature, checking this box causes
this System Operator to see the current birthday list on the Welcome page. If this box is not selected, or you do
not use the birthday list feature, this System Operator will not see the birthday list on the Welcome page. The
Welcome page is what first appears when you login to Volgistics and when you choose 'Welcome' from the menu
[_______]
pg:0215 .
See information popup icons (blue circles with 'i' inside). When this box is checked, this operator will see the
information icons that appear throughout the Volgistics account. An example of what the operator would see if
they place their cursor over the information icon by the Status field on the Core tab of the volunteer's record
appears below:

The information icons are useful to new operators because they give information on how the fields and features
are used, and often have links to help topics about the item. If the operator is familiar with the system and does
not want to see the information icons, un-check this box.
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See session expiration warnings
. Volgistics includes a security feature that closes sessions automatically when approximately 60 minutes of
inactivity occur. You can optionally disable the alert messages warning that the session will be expiring soon.
This will not prevent the session from expiring. It will only prevent the alert messages from appearing for the
operator. You can learn more about the feature that closes inactive sessions here [_______].
pg:1589

Email
Reply-to address
Use this optional text field if email messages sent by this System Operator should contain a reply-to [_______]
pg:0398
address other than their login name email address (provided in the Email address field above). When this
System Operator sends email, the address entered here will be used as the reply-to address. If this field is left
blank the reply-to address will be the System Operator's email address.
Email signature block
Each System Operator can customize his or her own email signature block, which automatically appears at the
bottom of all email messages he or she sends through Volgistics. The text entered here will be used as this
user's default email signature block. When this System Operator composes a new email message in Volgistics,
this default signature will appear, but there will be an option to edit the signature for that specific message.
Click Save to save changes you've made to a System Operator record, Cancel to exit without saving your
changes, or Delete this operator to delete the selected System Operator record.

Adding a New System Operator
Help topic 2026
Added or revised 04-03-2017
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 are the people you authorize to use Volgistics.
You must be a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 to add new System Operators. The number of System
Operators you can have is limited by your account's Service Level [_______]
pg:0719 .
To add a new System Operator:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click System Operators.
3. Click Create a new operator.
4. Enter the information for the operator. It is also a good practice to check the box to require new operators to
set a different password the first time they login. You can set password strength rules to prevent operators from
picking an easy to guess password on the System Operator Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1442 page.
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5. Set the permissions for the operator. Help topic 1011 "System Operator Page" [_______]
pg:1433 has information on
the settings on this page. You may also find help topic 2028 "How to Limit Operator Rights or Access" [_______]
pg:0053
useful.
6. Click the Save button when you're done setting up the operator.
Let the new person know the account number, plus the email address and password you entered, so they can
login [_______]
pg:0220 to the Volgistics account. If the new operator has trouble accessing the account, double check
that the email address and password being entered match the email address and password on their record
exactly.

Deleting a System Operator
Help topic 2029
Added or revised 03-27-2017
System Operators are the people you authorize to use Volgistics.
If someone you previously established as a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 leaves your organization or no longer
uses Volgistics, you should delete their System Operator record. Deleting unused System Operator records is
not only a good security practice, but it may enable you to reduce your Volgistics Service Level [_______]
pg:0719 , or
make room for other System Operators.
To delete a System Operator:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the System Operator link.
3. Click the name of the operator whose record you want to delete. If the name does not appear, the operator
attempting the change has a Site selected on his or her record that does not match the other operator's Site. In
this case, the change will need to be made by a System Operator that has access to "All Sites." Help topic 2035
[_______]
pg:0092 explains more about how this works.
4. Click the Delete this operator button at the bottom right of the page then verify that you want to complete the
action by clicking the OK button in the pop up window.

If the Delete this operator button does not appear as shown above, this operator is the only Volgistics
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for your account. Because accounts must have at least one Administrator, you will need
to do one of two things. One option is to change an existing operator's User Level by following steps 1 – 3 above
for the operator you want to change. Then select "Volgistics Administrator" from the dropdown next to User level
and click the
Save
button to update the setting. Another option is to replace this operator's information with a new Administrator's
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information. Help topic 2535 [_______]
pg:0084 shows how to do this.
Related help
Help Topic 1020 [_______]
pg:0024 - What to do when a System Operator leaves your Organization

Site-Level Operator
Help topic 2204
Added or revised 04-03-2017
A Site Level Operator is a Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 who is given access to just one Site [_______]
pg:0096
using the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features.
When a Site Level Operator logs-in to Volgistics, they only 'see' the volunteers for their Site. This is ideal for
organizations that have volunteer leaders at different remote Sites (such as branch or county offices) or for
different volunteer groups within the same organization (such as Adult and Junior volunteer programs).
You setup System Operators to have Site Level Access on the System Operator Page [_______]
pg:1433 by choosing
their Site from the Site field, as shown here:

While Site Level Access provides great convenience, it may not (and is not intended to) provide a level of
security in which operators at one Site could never discover any information about volunteers from another Site
in the same Volgistics account. For example, when a volunteer serves at more than one Site in the same
Volgistics account, their record is shared between those Sites.

System Operator Ground Rules
Help topic 2236
Added or revised 04-26-2016
Use the System Operator Ground Rules page to set your organization's password policies for Volgistics System
Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . If you are not already on the System Operator Ground Rules page, you can there by
selecting Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking "System Operators," and then choosing "Ground
Rules."
The settings on this page affect the passwords used by Volgistics System Operators. They do not affect
passwords used by volunteers or coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 to access VicNet. The settings for VicNet passwords
are found on the VicNet Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 page.
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Password strength rules
Must be at least x characters long
Use this control to specify a minimum password length for Volgistics System Operator passwords. Choose any
number between 6 and 30. For example, if you want to require that Volgistics System Operator passwords be at
least 12 characters long, select 12 here. The system will prevent System Operators from choosing a password
that is shorter than this.
Generally, longer passwords provide better security.
Must contain a combination of letters and numbers
When you check this box, new Volgistics System Operator passwords must contain some combination of letter
characters (a through z) and number characters (0 through 9). When this box is not checked, new Volgistics
System Operator passwords may contain just letter characters, just number characters, or some combination of
both.
Generally, passwords that contain a combination of letters and numbers provide better security.
Must contain a combination of lower case and uppercase letters
Check this box if you want to require that passwords contain both lowercase and uppercase letters. When this
box is not checked, passwords may contain all lowercase, all uppercase, or both lowercase and uppercase
letters. This option is not available unless the option to make passwords contain letters and numbers is selected.
Must contain some characters that are not letters and numbers (such as !#$&?)
Check this box if you want to require passwords to contain at least one character that is not a number (0 through
9) or a letter of the alphabet (a through z).
Never expire
Expire every x days
Choose "Never expire" if you not want to require Volgistics System Operators to change their Volgistics
passwords periodically.
Choose "Expire every x days" if you want to require Volgistics System Operators to change their Volgistics
passwords periodically. Use the drop-down list to choose how frequently passwords should expire.
If you choose to have your System Operator passwords expire periodically, System Operators will receive a
notice that their password will expire soon on the Welcome page beginning one week before their password will
expire. System Operators may change their password when see this notice. If a System Operator does not
change their password before it expires, Volgistics will require them to update their password the next time they
log in.
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VicNet My Profile Tab Photo page
Help topic 1034
Added or revised 07-03-2012
Use the My Profile tab Photo page to customize volunteer photo [_______]
pg:1798 features on the My Profile tab in
VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 If you are not already on the My Profile tab Photo page you can get there by choosing Setup
from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ; selecting VicNet; selecting Profile tab (for volunteers); and then clicking the Photos
link.
Form section
If you want volunteers to be able to see or upload their own volunteer photo, use the Form section dropdown to
choose the form section you want the photo and photo upload controls to appear in when volunteers view their
"My Profile" tab at VicNet.
If you do not want volunteers to be able to view or upload their own volunteer photos, choose Omit photos from
the Form section dropdown.
Need a new form section?
If you do not currently have a form section suitable for the volunteer photo, you can open the Sections link and
add a new form section for photos like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select VicNet.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Click the Sections link.
5. On the Vic My Profile tab Sections page, locate the next unused form section, and then enter a section
heading – such as "Photo" and any instructions you want to appear under the form heading.
6. Click the Save button.
You can now return to the My Profile tab Photo page and choose the form section you just created for photos.
Allow volunteers to upload their own photo
Check this option if you want volunteers to be able to upload a photo of themselves through VicNet.
When this option is not checked, only Volgistics system operators or Coordinators (if you allow Coordinators to
upload photos) can upload volunteer photos.
Allow volunteers to clear their own photo
This option is available only if you allow volunteers to upload their own photo.
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VicNet Volunteer tab Photo page
Help topic 1035
Added or revised 07-03-2012
Use the Volunteers tab Photo page to customize volunteer photo [_______]
pg:1798 features on the Volunteers tab that
Coordinators see in VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 If you are not already on the Volunteers tab Photo page you can get there
by choosing Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 ; selecting VicNet; selecting Volunteers tab (for coordinators); and
then clicking the Photos link.
Form section
If you want coordinators to be able to see or upload photos of their volunteers, use the Form section dropdown to
choose the form section you want the photo and photo upload controls to appear in when coordinators view the
"Volunteers" tab at VicNet.
If you do not want coordinators to be able to view or upload photos of their volunteers, choose Omit photos from
the Form section dropdown.
Need a new form section?
If you do not currently have a form section suitable for the volunteer photo, you can open the Sections link and
add a new form section for photos like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select VicNet.
3. Select Volunteers tab (for coordinators).
4. Click the Sections link.
5. On the Vic Volunteers tab Sections page, locate the next unused form section, and then enter a section
heading – such as "Photo" and any instructions you want to appear under the form heading.
6. Click the Save button.
You can now return to the Volunteer tab Photo page and choose the form section you just created for photos.
Allow Coordinators to upload volunteer photos
Check this option if you want coordinators to be able to upload photos of their volunteers through VicNet.
When this option is not checked, only Volgistics system operators or volunteers (if you allow volunteers to upload
their own photos) can upload volunteer photos.
Allow Coordinators to clear volunteer photos
This option is available only if you allow coordinators to upload photos of their volunteers.
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VicNet Exit Page Setup
Help topic 1071
Added or revised 08-02-2012
When a volunteer or coordinator clicks the Exit button in VicNet they go to an 'Exit' page similar to this:

You use the 'VicNet Exit Page' setup page to customize the way the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 Exit Page appears. If
you're not already on this setup page you can get there by selecting 'Setup' from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking
the 'VicNet' link, and then choosing 'Exit Page.'
The Exit page is typically used to thank the volunteer or coordinator for visiting, and acknowledge that they have
logged-out of VicNet.
Exit page heading
Enter the text heading you want to appear at the top of the Exit page. For example "Thank you" or "Good-bye!"
Exit page text
Enter the text you want to appear on the Exit page. This would typically acknowledge that the visitor has now
exited from VicNet, and that they may click the 'Continue' button to return to a web page of your choosing
(usually your own web site).
When you're finished, click the Save button to Save your changes, or the Cancel button to exit without saving.
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VicNet Ground Rules
Help topic 1073
Added or revised 04-28-2016
You use the VicNet Ground Rules page to setup the basic operating rules for the online accessible Volunteer
Information Center (VicNet for short). If you're not already on the VicNet Ground Rules page you can get there by
selecting Setup from menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting "VicNet," and then clicking the "Ground Rules" link.
Volunteers Can…
Volunteers can use VicNet if…
Their Status is…
You can prevent volunteers with a certain Status – such as Inactive – from being able to use VicNet. Check the
volunteer Status (or Statuses) volunteers must have in order to use VicNet. If a volunteer has a Status that is not
checked here, they will be unable to login to VicNet even if an email address and password are established in
their volunteer record.
If their Type is/is not
You can control which Type(s) of volunteers can access VicNet. If you want only volunteers of a particular Type
– such as Adult – to be able to use VicNet, check the box next to Type and select the "is" button. Choose the
volunteer Type the volunteer must have to use VicNet from the drop down list.
To exclude a Type from being able to use VicNet, check the box next to Type and select the "is not" button.
Choose the volunteer Type that cannot use VicNet – such as Junior – from the drop down list.
If a volunteer Type is prohibited from using VicNet on the VicNet Ground Rules page, a volunteer with that Type
will not be able to login to VicNet even if an email address and password are established in their volunteer
record.
If their Flags include
To allow only volunteers with a particular Flag to access VicNet, check the box next to "If their Flags include" and
select the Flag volunteers must have to use VicNet from the drop down list.
Coordinators can…
Check "Use VicNet" if you want coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 to be able to use VicNet. When "Use VicNet" is checked,
coordinators can login to VicNet and perform certain record management functions for the volunteers who have
the assignment(s) they coordinate.
Password strength rules
Use the password controls to customize VicNet password creation rules. Changes made to these settings only
affect passwords created starting at the time you make the change (existing passwords are not affected until
they are changed). These controls enable customers to set password standards consistent with their own privacy
and security policies.
VicNet passwords are case sensitive
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For security, VicNet passwords are case sensitive by default. The system will check for correct upper and
lowercase letters when passwords are entered.
Must be at least __ characters long
Use this control to set the minimum password length. Choose any value between 4 and 30 characters.
Must contain a combination of letters and numbers
Check this box if you want to require that passwords contain a combination of letters and numbers. When this
box is not checked, passwords may contain only letters, only numbers, or both letters and numbers.
Must contain a combination of lower case and uppercase letters
Check this box if you want to require that passwords contain both lowercase and uppercase letters. When this
box is not checked, passwords may contain all lowercase, all uppercase, or both lowercase and uppercase
letters. This option is not available unless both the option to make passwords case sensitive and the option to
make passwords contain letters and numbers are selected.
Must contain some characters that are not letters and numbers (such as !#$&?)
Check this box if you want to require that passwords contain at least one character that is not a number (0
through 9) or a letter of the alphabet (a through z).
Never expire
Expire every __ days
Choose "Never expire" if you do not want to require that volunteers and coordinators change their passwords
periodically. Choose "Expire every __ days," and select the number of days if you do want to require volunteers
and coordinators to change their passwords periodically.
If passwords will never expire, choose "Allow volunteers & coordinators to change their passwords" if you want
volunteers and coordinators to be able to change their own password when they choose to. It is a good idea to
choose this option, as it provides volunteers with a way to set their own password without having to ask the
volunteer office to set a particular password for them. Choose "Do not allow volunteers & coordinators to change
their passwords" if you do not want to allow volunteers or coordinators to change their own passwords. You can
optionally choose to let just volunteers, or just coordinators, change their own passwords.
If you require or allow volunteers to change their own passwords, they can do so on the Account tab in VicNet. If
you do not allow volunteers to change their own passwords, the "change password" option does not appear on
the Account tab in VicNet.
For security, there is technically not a way to prevent volunteers from changing their passwords completely.
Volunteers and coordinators can still change their password by using the Forget your password? [_______]
pg:1975 link.

Please note:

Even if one of the options is selected to
not
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allow volunteers or coordinators to change their own passwords, they will still be able to change their own
password by clicking the Forget your password? [_______]
pg:1975 link on the login page. There is not a way to
completely prevent volunteers and coordinators from changing their own password.
Password email
Volgistics uses this template for the VicNet password email message. The same template is used for three
purposes: 1) when the message is sent by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to volunteers, 2) when the message is
sent by a System Operator to Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , and 3) when the message is sent because volunteers or
Coordinators request a password on the VicNet login page.
We recommend customizing the contents of the password email message to fit your organization's needs. For
example, it is often useful to include instructions to the web page on your organization's website where you've
placed the link to the VicNet portal [_______].
pg:1491
Because the same email message is used for all three purposes mentioned at the start of this section, you will
want to keep the message generic enough to apply to all three purposes while still educating the person on how
to log-in. You can see a sample what you could enter as the message's content below:

Please keep in mind that the text fields for customizing your password email message will only take plain text. So
if you do not place a link to the VicNet portal on your web site, and choose to give the URL address for the portal
[_______] in your message, the URL address may not always appear as a clickable link when the volunteer or
Coordinator receives the email. This will depend on how the recipient's email system treats URL addresses sent
in plain text. To help with this, it may be beneficial to put text such as "If this does not appear as a clickable link,
please copy and paste this address into your web browser" in your message.
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There are two parts to this email message, a top part and a bottom part. Volgistics inserts the volunteer or
coordinator's email address and a password link between these two parts.
Top Part
Enter the part of the message you want to appear above the volunteer's login information.
Bottom Part
Enter the part of the message you want to appear beneath the volunteer's login information.
Heading
By default, VicNet will have a heading at the top with the words "Volunteer Information Center." You can
optionally change this heading here. If you want to refer to the VicNet system using a name other than "Volunteer
Information Center," enter it here. For example, you might prefer to refer to the VicNet system as your "Volunteer
Portal;" "Volunteer File;" or "Volunteer Central" (or something specific to your organization).
Login Instructions
Use the Login fields to customize the messages that appear on the VicNet Login page. The Login page is the
page that first appears when volunteers click the VicNet link on your web site, where they enter their email
address and password to login.
Enter any instructions you want to appear on the VicNet Login page
Use this space to add a custom message to the top of the login page that volunteers and coordinators use to
login to VicNet. You may want to provide volunteers with information about what they should do if they have
forgotten their email address or password (consider providing the name of the person in the volunteer office who
can help them if they require login assistance). You might also include instructions here that explain that only
registered volunteers can login, and what steps a visitor to your web site should take if they are not a registered
volunteer, but they are interested in becoming one.
Enter the message you would like to appear if...
If you use Volgistics to provide an online volunteer application form [_______]
pg:0413 , you can optionally ask applicants
to choose a VicNet password on the application form [_______]. However, an applicant cannot access VicNet
until you have received their application form [_______]
pg:0415 from the Applications tab in your Volgistics Mailbox (and
they meet any other criteria you specify for VicNet access).
If an applicant attempts to login to VicNet before you receive their application form they will see a message
explaining that they cannot access VicNet until after you receive their application (and they meet any other
criteria for VicNet access you specify). Use this field to customize the message these applicants will see if they
attempt to login before you receive their application. Your message should explain that the volunteer cannot login
to VicNet yet because their application form is still pending.
You can skip this field if you do not use an online volunteer application form, or you do not ask applicants to
select a VicNet password on your online application form (because applicants would not know how to login until
after you receive their application and provide them with a VicNet password yourself).
Links
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Your public account identifier is
Your Volgistics "public account identifier" is shown here. If you create links to VicNet from your own web site
[_______],
pg:1491 your links must include this number as shown in the link examples. If you do not correctly include this
number in your links, they will not work.
Your "public" account number is different than your regular nine-digit Volgistics account number. Your public
account identifier cannot be used as part of your Volgistics login credentials, therefore it is safe to include it in
your VicNet links, which may be visible to visitors to your web site.
When you're finished, click the Save button to save your changes, or the Cancel button to exit without saving.

VIC Graphics
Help topic 1074
Added or revised 09-18-2007
Organizations may customize any of the graphic images that appear in VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch. You use
the VIC Graphics page to select the graphic image you want to customize. If you're not already on the VIC
Graphics page, you can get there by choosing Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking on VicNet, and then
clicking the "Graphics" link.
To customize a graphic image, click on the image you want to customize.
To restore the default graphics for all of the images, click the Restore Defaults button.
Click the Close button when you're finished.
Related help

Customizing VIC Graphics
Help topic 1075
Added or revised 08-23-2011
Organizations may customize any of the graphic images that appear in VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 for a truly 'branded' and
integrated look.
The general steps to creating custom graphics are:
1. Determine the maximum dimensions and file size for the image you want to customize.
2. Use graphics editing software to customize or create a new image (Volgistics does not provide or support
graphics editing software, however graphics tools are readily available from many sources and they often come
pre-installed on new computers).
3. Upload your custom graphics using the Vic Graphics page in Setup.

Things to consider before you customize graphics
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File formats
Custom images must be in one of these graphic file formats: GIF, JPG, or PNG. Some graphic file formats are
more suitable than others for a particular image. If you're not familiar with graphic image file formats and when
one is more suitable than another (or with graphic editing tools) you may want to involve someone with these
skills.
Each image has maximum dimensions
To ensure a proper fit on the page, each graphic image has a maximum height and width in pixels. You should
know what the maximum dimensions are for a particular image before you begin developing a custom version.
Don't make your custom graphic larger than the maximum dimensions or it won't fit. You can determine what the
maximum dimensions are for a particular image by clicking on the image from the Vic Graphics [_______]
pg:1451
window.
Each image has a maximum image file size
To ensure fast load times for VIC pages, each graphic image has a maximum image file size in bytes. You
should know what the maximum image file size is for a particular image before you begin developing a custom
version. You can determine what the maximum image file size is for a particular image by clicking on the image
from the Vic Graphics [_______]
pg:1451 window.
If your image file size is too large, you can often make it smaller by reducing the number of colors used in the file,
without degrading the appearance of the image.
Consider your background color
You can set a background color for your forms, including Vic, on the Online Forms Ground Rules page [_______]
pg:1330
. Your custom images should either have a transparent background, or use the same background color as your
forms.
Graphic image rights
You can copy and modify the default graphic images that are part of Volgistics, as long as you use these images
in Volgistics only. Volgistics does not grant rights to use its images for any other purpose, or for use outside of
Volgistics.
If you're using graphic images you've obtained from other sources, you must be certain that you have the legal
right to use those images. Unless an image is offered for use without restriction, most of the graphic images that
appear on the web are protected by copyrights. Be certain you have the proper rights before installing custom
graphics you have obtained from others.
Installing a custom graphic
Before you can install a new graphic, the graphic file you want to install must be accessible from your computer:
either on your computer's hard drive, a network drive you can reach from your computer, or on a CD or diskette
you can access.
When you're ready to install a custom graphic follow these steps (you must be logged into your Volgistics
account with access to the Setup area):
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1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the "VicNet" link.
3. Click the "Graphics" link.
4. Click on the graphic you want to customize. This opens the VIC Graphics editing page.
5. Select "Install a new graphic"
6. Click the Browse button.
7. Use the "Choose file" window to locate the custom graphic file you want to load, then click the Open or Ok
button.
8. Click the Install button. It may take a minute or two for your computer to upload the new file, so do not close
your browser or go to another web page until you receive the upload confirmation.

VIC My Schedule Setup Page
Help topic 1171
Added or revised 04-06-2017
The VIC My Schedule tab is where volunteers and coordinators can view their schedule, and optionally sign-up
for openings. This help topic explains what features are available on the VIC My Schedule tab and how to
customize them. You customize the VIC My Schedule tab on the VIC My Schedule Tab setup page. If you're not
already on this page (and you have access to Setup) you can get to the VIC Schedule Tab setup page by
choosing Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting VicNet, and then choosing the 'Schedule tab' link.
Volunteers can…
Use this tab at VicNet
To permit volunteers to access the My Schedule tab at VicNet, mark this box. If this box is unchecked, volunteers
will not see this tab at all when they log into VicNet.
Use this tab at VicTouch
To permit volunteers to access the My Schedule screen at VicTouch, mark this box. If this box is unchecked,
volunteers will not be able to view the My Schedule screen at VicTouch.
When volunteers view the schedule, do you want them to see who else is scheduled?
No
Choose No if you do not want volunteers to see anything other than the dates and times they are scheduled
themselves. When you choose this option volunteers cannot see when other volunteers are scheduled at VicNet.
Yes, but only in Assignments they can sign-up for
Choose this option if you want volunteers to see when other volunteers are scheduled each day, but only in
Assignments that a volunteer is allowed to schedule themselves for (in other words, only in their own
Assignments). This is the recommended setting.
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Yes, in all Assignments
Choose "Yes, in all Assignments" if you want volunteers to see who else is scheduled in all of the Assignments
you have in your database.

Coordinators can…
Use this tab at vicNet
To permit coordinators to access the My Schedule tab at VicNet, mark this box. If this box is unchecked,
coordinators will not see this tab at all when they log into VicNet.
View schedules only
Choose this option to allow coordinators to view the schedules for their Assignments on the My Schedule tab in
VicNet, but to prevent them from changing the schedules. A coordinator will only be able to view schedules for
the Assignments listed on the Assignment tab in their coordinator record.
View and change schedules
Select this option to permit coordinators to both view and change their schedules displayed on the My Schedule
tab. A coordinator will only be able to view and change schedules for the Assignments listed on the Assignment
tab in their coordinator record.
Assignment names
Show Assignment names without Site and Place names
Choose this option if only Assignment names should be displayed on the My Schedule tab.
Show Assignment names with Site and Place names
Choose this option to display Assignment names along with Site and Place names on the My Schedule tab.

Appearance for VicNet
Mobile text for tab:
This field shows the name that will be used for the expanding menu when volunteers use the mobile friendly
version of VicNet. You can learn more about these settings in the Expanding Menu Items section of help topic
1214 [_______].
The text in the Mobile text for tab field is also what is used in the full-site view if the user has a screen reader or
has their web browser set up to show alternate (alt) text when their cursor hovers over the tab image.
Click the Restore default link to return the tab's alternate text to its default of "My Schedule."
Note that the text entered in this field will not change the name of the tab in the
full-site
view because the name is actually part of the tab image file. Entering a label here will only change the text
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displayed in the box that appears on the screen when you hover the cursor over the tab name, and the name
displayed for the tab in the expanding menu for the mobile view of VicNet. To change the actual appearance of
the tab in the full-site view, you will need to upload a new graphic file for the "My Schedule" tab. You can use the
VIC Graphics [_______]
pg:1451 setup page to upload a new tab image.
Do not include links to Assignment profiles for each Assignment
Choose this option to have volunteers view the Assignment names on their schedule at the VicNet Schedule tab
without a link to the Assignment profile.
Include links to Assignment profiles for each Assignment
Select this option to have volunteers view links to the Assignment profile for each Assignment on their schedule
at the VicNet Schedule tab.
The assignment information that appears when this link is clicked is controlled by the fields selected for the
assignment in the Opportunity Directory [_______]
pg:1368 . If no fields appear when the link is clicked, please select one
or more fields under 'Assignment information' on the Opportunity Directory Setup page.

Coordinator calendar view options
Display volunteer names as
First initial. Last name
Choosing this option would cause the name of a volunteer named Tom Smith to be displayed as "T. Smith" for
example.
First name Last name
Choosing this option would cause the name of a volunteer named Tom Smith to be displayed as "Tom Smith" for
example.
Last name, First name
Choosing this option would cause the name of a volunteer named Tom Smith to be displayed as "Smith, Tom"
for example.
Include volunteer's…
Use this section to determine which phone number(s) should be visible when coordinators view their calendar at
VicNet. Also use this section to indicate whether or not volunteer email addresses should appear.
Only list phone numbers that are OK to call
If this option is marked, only phone numbers for which the "OK to call" checkbox is checked will appear on the
coordinator's calendar view.

Instructions
Display these instructions on the My Schedule tab for volunteers:
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Enter the text you would like volunteers to see when they access the My Schedule tab at VicNet.
Locate these instructions at the…
Top of the tab
Select this option to place these instructions at the top of the My Schedule tab for volunteers.
Bottom of the tab
Select this option to place these instructions at the bottom of the My Schedule tab for volunteers.
Display these instructions on the My Schedule tab for coordinators:
Enter the text you would like coordinators to see when they access the My Schedule tab at VicNet.
Locate these instructions at the…
Top of the tab
Select this option to place these instructions at the top of the My Schedule tab for coordinators.
Bottom of the tab
Select this option to place these instructions at the bottom of the My Schedule tab for coordinators.

Appearance for VicTouch
Page Heading
Enter the text that should appear at the top of the Schedule screen at VicTouch. By default, this heading reads
as "Volunteer Schedule for (volunteer name)."
Display these instructions at the top of the Schedule page:
Enter the text you would like volunteers to see when they access the Schedule screen at VicTouch.

Click the Save button to save your changes, or click Cancel to navigate away from the My Schedule tab setup
page without saving any changes.

VicNet My Profile Tab
Help topic 1178
Added or revised 08-05-2015
The My Profile tab at VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 is where volunteers and coordinators can view and update their volunteer
profile. This help topic explains what features are available on the VicNet My Profile tab and how to customize
them. You customize the VicNet My Profile tab on the VIC My Profile Tab setup page. If you're not already on
this page (and you have access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 ) you can get to the VIC My Profile Tab setup page by
choosing Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting VicNet, and then choosing the 'Profile tab (for volunteers)'
link.
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Volunteers can…
Use this tab at vicNet
To permit volunteers to access the My Profile tab at VicNet, mark this box. If this box is unchecked, volunteers
will not see this tab at all when they log into VicNet.
Mobile text for tab:
This field shows the name that will be used for the expanding menu when volunteers use the mobile friendly
version of VicNet. You can learn more about these settings in the Expanding Menu Items section of help topic
1214 [_______].
The text in the Mobile text for tab field is also what is used in the full-site view if the user has a screen reader or
has their web browser set up to show alternate (alt) text when their cursor hovers over the tab image.
Click the Restore default link to return the tab's alternate text to its default of "My Profile."
Note that the text entered in this field will not change the name of the tab in the
full-site
view because the name is actually part of the tab image file. Entering a label here will only change the text
displayed in the box that appears on the screen when you hover the cursor over the tab name, and the name
displayed for the tab in the expanding menu for the mobile view of VicNet. To change the actual appearance of
the tab in the full-site view, you will need to upload a new graphic file for the "My Profile" tab. You can use the
VIC Graphics [_______]
pg:1451 setup page to upload a new tab image.
Sections
Click the "Sections" link to define the sections you want to appear on the "My Profile" tab in VicNet.
Fields
Click the "Fields" link to access the VIC My Profile Tab Fields setup page. Here you can choose which sections
fields should appear under on the My Profile tab at VicNet. You can also use this page to omit fields, determine
which fields are required, and set certain fields as 'read only.'
Photos
Click the "Photos" link if you want to add or change volunteer photo [_______]
pg:1798 features on the My Profile tab.
Emergency contact Fields
Click the "Emergency contact Fields" link to access the VIC My Profile Tab Emergency contact Fields setup
page. If you want the "My Profile" tab to provide fields for Emergency contacts, you can use this setup page to
choose the section of the tab where these fields should appear, the number of Emergency contacts volunteers
can enter, and which Emergency contact fields should be included, required, or made 'read only.'
Employer Fields
Click the "Employer Fields" link to access the VIC My Profile Tab Employer Fields setup page. If you want the
"My Profile" tab to provide fields for Employer contacts, you can use this setup page to choose the section of the
tab where these fields should appear, the number of Employer contacts volunteers can enter, and which
Employer contact fields should be included, required, or made 'read only.'
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Reference Fields
Click the "Reference Fields" link to access the VIC My Profile Tab Reference Fields setup page. If you want the
"My Profile" tab to provide fields for Reference contacts, you can use this setup page to choose the section of the
tab where these fields should appear, the number of Reference contacts volunteers can enter, and which
Reference contact fields should be included, required, or made 'read only.'
Relative Fields
Click the "Relative Fields" link to access the VIC My Profile Tab Relative Fields setup page. If you want the "My
Profile" tab to provide fields for Relative contacts, you can use this setup page to choose the section of the tab
where these fields should appear, the number of Relative contacts volunteers can enter, and which Relative
contact fields should be included, required, or made 'read only.'
Spouse Fields
Click the "Spouse Fields" link to access the VIC My Profile Tab Relative Fields setup page. If you want the "My
Profile" tab to provide fields for Spouse contacts, you can use this setup page to choose the section of the tab
where these fields should appear, the number of Spouse contacts volunteers can enter, and which Spouse
contact fields should be included, required, or made 'read only.'
Display these instructions on the My Profile tab for volunteers:
Enter the text you would like volunteers to see when they access the My Profile tab at VicNet.
Locate these instructions at the…
Top of the tab
Select this option to place these instructions at the top of the My Profile tab for volunteers.
Bottom of the tab

Changing Volunteers' VIC Privacy Settings
Help topic 1179
Added or revised 04-12-2017
The VIC Schedule tab [_______]
pg:1453 features provide the option of showing volunteers other volunteers who are
scheduled to work. When this is enabled, the names of other volunteers who are scheduled are displayed in
VicNet when a volunteer selects a specific date from the calendar.
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You may have volunteers who do not want their names to be displayed for privacy reasons. In this case,
Volgistics has a feature to make opening slots appear as filled, but to hide the volunteer's name.

This help topic explains different ways to set a volunteer's record so the volunteer's name does not appear on
the schedule for other volunteers to see.
Allow Volunteers to Change Their Privacy Settings in VicNet
You may want to give volunteers the choice to un-check, or check, the Share my schedule option that controls if
their name is listed in VicNet. Here is how you can do this:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Click on VicNet.
3. Click on Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. If you want to have the field in its own form section, select
Sections
. You can put information in the instructions field to let volunteers know more about what un-checking the option
will do. Remember to click the Save button after you finish. You can find additional help on creating sections in
help topic 1055 [_______]
pg:1340 .
If you do not need a new form section, proceed to step 5.
5. Click on the Fields link.
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6. Scroll down to the Vic Tab Fields section, and locate the Share my schedule field.
7. Choose the name of the section where the field should be located from the dropdown menu.

8. Click the Save button.
This will add the field to the
My Profile
tab in VicNet so volunteers can update the field themselves. You can check how the tab appears for volunteers
by previewing a volunteer record as shown in help topic 2159 [_______].
pg:1705
Please note: You can make the Share my schedule field visible to volunteers, but not allow them to change the
field's settings. To do this, check the Read only box to the right of the field after step 7.
Change a Volunteer's Privacy Settings Yourself
As a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 , you can also update a volunteer's privacy settings yourself. To do this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate and click on the name of a volunteer. If you need help with this, see help topic 2023 [_______].
pg:1982
3. Go to the Vic tab in that volunteer's record.
4. Locate the Privacy box at the bottom of the Vic tab, and either mark or un-mark the Allow other volunteers to
see when I am scheduled checkbox.
5. Click the Save button.

VicNet Time Sheet Tab
Help topic 1204
Added or revised 10-04-2016
You use the VicNet Time Sheet Tab page to setup your VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module to allow volunteers to enter
their own service information. Service entered on the Time Sheet tab will become service entries on the Service
tab [_______]
pg:1581 of the individual volunteer record. You can choose to audit entries made through VicNet also. Help
topic 1072 [_______]
pg:1408 shows how to set this up.
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If you're not already on the VicNet Time Sheet Tab page, you can get there by selecting Setup from menu
[_______]
pg:0215 , selecting "VicNet," and then clicking the "Time Sheet tab" link.

Volunteers can...
Use this section to control whether or not volunteers can use the Time Sheet tab through VicNet and what they
will see.
Use this tab at VicNet
Check the box if you want to allow volunteers to post service using the VicNet module. If the box is not checked,
volunteers will not see the Time Sheet tab when they log into VicNet so none of the other settings on this page
will apply.
If their Type is or is not
You can control which Type(s) [_______]
pg:0212 of volunteers can use the VicNet Time Sheet tab if you wish. If you only
want volunteers of a particular Type – such as Adult – to be able to post their service hours on the Time Sheet
tab, check the box next to Type and select the "is" button. Choose the volunteer Type the volunteer must have to
use the Time Sheet tab from the dropdown list.
To exclude a Type from being able to use the Time Sheet tab, check the box next to Type and select the "is not"
button. Choose the volunteer Type that you do not want to allow to post service – such as Junior – from the
dropdown list.
If their Flags include
To allow only volunteers with a particular Flag [_______]
pg:0212 to post service hours on the Time Sheet tab, check the
box next to "If their Flags include" and select the Flag volunteers must have to use the Time Sheet tab from the
dropdown list. For example, if you have volunteers who do not serve at the main campus and have marked these
records with an "Off Site" Flag, you can allow only these volunteer to use the Time Sheet tab to enter service by
checking the box and then selecting the "Off Site" Flag from the dropdown list.
Mobile text for tab:
This field shows the name that will be used for the expanding menu when volunteers use the mobile friendly
version of VicNet. You can learn more about these settings in the Expanding Menu Items section of help topic
1214 [_______].
The text in the Mobile text for tab field is also what is used in the full-site view if the user has a screen reader or
has their web browser set up to show alternate (alt) text when their cursor hovers over the tab image.
Click the Restore default link to return the tab's alternate text to its default of "Time Sheet."
Note that the text entered in this field will not change the name of the tab in the
full-site
view because the name is actually part of the tab image file. Entering a label here will only change the text
displayed in the box that appears on the screen when you hover the cursor over the tab name, and the name
displayed for the tab in the expanding menu for the mobile view of VicNet. To change the actual appearance of
the tab in the full-site view, you will need to upload a new graphic file for the "Time Sheet" tab. You can use the
VIC Graphics [_______]
pg:1451 setup page to upload a new tab image.

Volunteers will post their volunteer service...
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Select the option that meets your organization's needs for collecting volunteer service information. There are
three basic options--daily entries, monthly entries, or a single date or range of dates. When they apply, you will
see more settings under the basic option you select.
On a daily basis (one entry for each day they serve)
Select this if you want a service entry created for each date where a volunteer has service. There are additional
settings under this to control the dates volunteers can choose and how much detail you want the service entry to
have.
For the current day only. Select this option if you only want volunteers to be able to enter service for the current
date.
For any date up to XX day(s) back. Select this option if you want volunteers to be able to enter service for the
current date, or any date a selected number of days ago. For example, selecting 7 from the dropdown allows
volunteers to enter service for the current date, or any date in the previous week. You can select 1 through 10
days back, and then increments of 10 up to 60 (i.e. 10, 20, 30, etc.).
For any date. Select this option if you want volunteers to be able to enter service for any date in the current year,
or any year up to 5 years past.
Support all time zones. Select this option if you have selected either the "For the current day only" or the "For
any date up to XX day(s) back" option above, and you have volunteers in time zones where the date will be
different than your own. This basically adds the next calendar date to the options volunteers see so they do not
need to wait for the date to take place in your time zone before entering service.
Here is an example of how this could work. In this scenario we will take the case of your account headquarters
being located on the east coast of the continental United States, but you have volunteers located in Asia who
enter service hours using VicNet. If it is November 28, 2014 in your time zone it may already be November 29,
2014 for the volunteers in Asia. Selecting this setting allows volunteers to enter service for the November 29,
2014 date before midnight takes place on November 28, 2014 in your time zone.
Do you want volunteers to have 'start' and 'stop' time fields for entering . . . .. Select "No. Do not provide start and
stop time fields" if you want volunteers to enter service without recording the time they began and ended the
service. With this option, volunteers will use an hour and minute dropdown to select the time served. These
dropdowns will only allow a maximum of 23 hours and 59 minutes of service because that is the most service
that can be given during a 24 hour day.
Select "Yes, Provide start and stop time fields" if you want volunteers to enter a beginning and ending time for
the service they record. Volgistics will automatically calculate the hours and minutes for the service entry based
on the volunteer's selections.
Volunteers should enter their start and stop times. . .. If you selected to have volunteers enter start and stop
times, use this setting to control how the dropdown lists for hours and minutes will appear. You can select to
have the dropdown lists show 15 or 30 minute intervals, one hour intervals, or to allow any valid hour and minute
time entry.
On a monthly basis (one lump-sum entry for each month they serve)
Select this option if you want one service entry created for a month of service. The service entry on the
volunteer's Service tab will show with the first of the month for whatever month is selected. Volunteers can make
multiple entries during the month. For example, if you have volunteers select the assignment they served in, they
could make a lump-sum entry for the month for 30 hours in "Assignment A" and then make a separate entry for
20 hours in "Assignment B." Both entries will show on the 1st of whatever month they were made for. There are
additional settings to control the months that appear for volunteers to select.
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For the month most recently ended. Select this option if you want volunteers to enter service for whatever month
ended last. For example, if it is currently November 2012, any service volunteers enter would apply to October
2012.
For any month, up to XX month(s) back. Select this option if you want volunteers to be able to enter service for
the current month, or in any month a selected number of months back. For example, if it is currently November
2012 and you select 3 months back, volunteers could enter service for November 2012, October 2012,
September 2012, or August 2012. You can select from 1 to 12 months back.
For any single day, or range of days they choose
Select this option to allow volunteers to select a beginning and ending date for the service hours they are
entering. This option will allow volunteers to select service dates for any date in the current year, or any year up
to 5 years past. Volunteers can select a maximum of 180 hours and 59 minutes of service. Entries larger than
this will need to be split into smaller entries.

Service measures

In addition to collecting service hour information, you can also select to have volunteers enter information about
any service measure you have setup in your account. Just check the box in front of the service measure(s) you
want volunteers to see when they enter service. If you're unfamiliar with the service measure feature, help topic
1016 [_______]
pg:1557 explains more.
You can choose if the service measure's name is preceded by
How much
,
How many
, or if just the name of the service measure appears. You do this on the setup page for the service measure as
shown in help topic 1017 [_______]
pg:1406 .

Assignment tracking
Use this section to control whether you will, or will not, have assignment information included with service entries
made on the Time Sheet tab.
Do not ask them to select the assignment they volunteered in
Select this if you want volunteers to enter service information without linking it to a specific assignment.
Ask them to select the Assignment they volunteer in
Select this if you want the volunteer's service entry to be linked to a specific assignment. You can use the options
that appear underneath of this to control which assignments appear on the list the volunteer can select from. You
can select one, or more, of these options depending on which assignments you want shown.
Their own Assignments if their Role is. You can use Roles [_______]
pg:0103 to show a volunteer's relationship with an
assignment. If you only want assignments where the volunteer has certain Roles to appear on the dropdown list,
select this option and then the Roles you want from the list below the option. The Roles that appear underneath
will depend on what Roles are currently setup in your account.
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All Assignments flagged as 'Sign-in' options. Select this option if you want assignments with the Sign-in option
checked to appear on the list. You can select this in addition to the settings in the "Their own Assignments if their
Role is" section. This would make volunteers see their own assignments, plus any other assignments that have
the Sign-in option checked. The Sign-in option appears on the first tab of the assignment record as shown in the
picture below:

All Assignments
. Select this option if you want all assignments setup in your account to show on the dropdown list. Volunteers
will see assignments as long as the assignment is still active in your account. If the assignment has been made
inactive, it will not appear in the dropdown list. Help topic 2537 [_______]
pg:0140 explains more about inactive
assignments.
Require volunteers to choose an assignment. Select this if you want to require volunteers to select an
assignment when they submit a service entry. When this is selected, volunteers will be unable to complete a
service entry if they do not select an assignment from the dropdown list.
Please note that if a volunteer does not have any assignments that apply based on the other options in the
Assignment Tracking
section, that they can still submit a service entry even when this box is checked. For example, if you have the
option for "Their own Assignments if their Role is" selected and the "Assigned" Role marked, a volunteer may not
have any assignments with this Role on their Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 . In this case a volunteer can still submit a
service entry on the Time Sheet tab even if you have the "Require volunteers to choose an assignment" option
selected.

Other settings
This section has settings to allow you to customize more options on the Time Sheet tab.
Display the volunteer's five most recent service entries on the Time Sheet tab
Select this option if you want the five most recent service entries for the volunteer to appear on the Time Sheet
tab. These will include all service entries no matter how the service was entered [_______]
pg:1568 on the volunteer's
record. Volunteers can always click the My Service History tab of their record to see a complete listing of their
service entries as long as this tab is enabled in your VicNet setup.
Display this message after a volunteer submits a time sheet
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You can customize the message volunteers will see on the page after they confirm a service entry.

Instructions
This section has settings to allow you to customize the instruction fields on the Time Sheet tab.
Display these instructions on the Time Sheet tab for volunteers
You can customize the instructions volunteers see on the Time Sheet tab here.
Locate these instructions at the . . .
Use these settings to control where the instruction field appears on the Time Sheet tab.
Top of the tab. Select this option to have the instructions appear at the top of the Time Sheet tab.
Bottom of the tab. Select this option to have the instructions appear at the bottom of the Time Sheet tab.

Time Sheet Tab and Mandatory Service
There are not any settings to control how volunteers select to apply a service entry toward mandatory service
[_______]
pg:1419 that you have setup for the volunteer. However, service entries can be applied to these from the Time
Sheet tab.
If the volunteer only has one unfulfilled service mandate, then any service entry made on the Time Sheet tab will
automatically go toward completing the requirement. Volunteers will not see the name of the mandatory service
program when they make the entry, but they can view their progress toward completing the measure on their
My Service History tab as long as your account is setup to show this. Help topic 2156 [_______]
pg:1419 has instructions
on how to make a chart for tracking mandatory service appear on the My Service History tab under the "To
enable the mandatory service progress chart" heading.
If a volunteer has more than one unfulfilled service mandate, they will see a dropdown listing all unfulfilled
service mandates that apply to them. They can use this dropdown to select the service mandate the service
entry should apply to when they submit the service entry.

Time Sheet Tab and Group Records
The Time Sheet tab will function much the same for group records [_______]
pg:1909 as it does for individual records.
The difference will be that groups can enter the number of volunteers who served when making a service entry,
and the group's hours may, or may not, be automatically calculated depending on if you include the starting and
stopping times in the service entries. Please see the information under the "Group time sheets" heading in Help
topic 1198 [_______]
pg:1673 for more about how the Time Sheet tab functions for groups.

VIC My Service Setup Page
Help topic 1207
Added or revised 08-05-2015
Service records in Volgistics are the record of the dates volunteers have contributed service to your organization.
Service records must be entered into the system with one of the four methods shown in help topic 1166
[_______].
pg:1568 In addition to the date (or date range), a service entry can optionally record the Assignment [_______]
pg:0096
the volunteer served in, the times the volunteer served, the number of hours the volunteer served, as well as
Merit Hours [_______],
pg:1564 Service Measures [_______],
pg:1557 and Mandatory Service programs [_______]
pg:1419 .
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The VIC My Service Setup page controls the settings and information on the Service History tab in VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 and the Service History screen in VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778 You can get to this page for VicNet by
selecting Setup from the menu, expanding the VicNet link, and selecting Service History tab. You can get to this
page for VicTouch by selecting Setup from the menu, expanding the VicTouch link, and selecting Service History
screen.
This help topic details the settings on this page.

Main Service Display
Volunteers can. . .
Use these controls to determine which modules volunteers can use to access service information.

View their service history at VicNet
. Check this box if you want the My Service History tab to be available to volunteers when they login to the
VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module.

View their service history at VicTouch
. Check this box if you want the View my service button to be available to volunteers when they sign-in to the
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module. When volunteers press this button, they will be taken to the Service History screen
in VicTouch.
Show. . .
Use these controls to select which service information fields appear for the volunteers.

Life total
. Check this box if you want the information volunteers see to include the total number of service hours recorded
for them with your organization. This total is found on the Service tab [_______]
pg:1581 of the volunteer's record.

Year-to-date total
. Check this box if you want the information volunteers see to include their year-to-date (YTD) total. This total
shows how many hours volunteers have served from the start of your fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 to the date the
volunteer is viewing the information.

Start date
. Check this box if you want the information volunteers see to include the date they started volunteering with your
organization. This field is taken from the Start Date [_______]
pg:1890 field that is recorded on the History tab of the
volunteer's record.
Include these fields when displaying service information. . .
When volunteers view their service history in VicNet, the view will initially be collapsed by year and totals for
each column will appear.
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Clicking on a year will expand the view to show individual dates service was recorded for that particular year.

If the volunteer clicks on a specific date, they will see all details for the service entry that you select to be shown.
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When volunteers view their service history in VicTouch, the view will also be collapsed by year initially. If they
press the View details for year button, they will see more specific details depending on what is selected in this
section.
Date (always included)
. This is the date the service entry was recorded for. This field is always displayed by default when the view has
been expanded by year. In VicNet if your account is setup to record a beginning and ending date [_______]
pg:1429 for
service entries, the beginning date will appear on the expanded by year view and the beginning and ending date
will appear on the view with full details. In VicTouch, just the beginning date will be displayed once the collapsed
view has been expanded by year.
Assignment name (without Site and Place names)
. Select this option if you want the service entry to show the Assignment name without the Site and Place it falls
under. The Assignment name will only appear on the view with full details. Help topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 explains
more about the Site, Place and Assignment hierarchy.

Assignment name (with Site and Place names)
. Select this option if you want the service entry to show the Assignment name along with the Site and Place it
falls under. The Assignment, Site, and Place names will only appear on the view with full details. Help topic 2099
[_______]
pg:0096 explains more about the Site, Place and Assignment hierarchy.
Time-in and time-out. Select this option if you want the service entry to show the time-in and time-out recorded.
The Start and Stop time fields will only appear on the view with full details.
Hours. Select this option if you want the service entry to show the number of hours recorded. The Hours field will
appear as a separate column on the initial view and the expanded by year view, as well as in the view with full
details.
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Merit Hours
. Select this option if you want the service entry to show the number of Merit Hours recorded. If you do not have
your account setup to use Merit Hours [_______],
pg:1564 this option will not appear as a choice. The Merit Hours field
will appear in a separate column on the initial view and the expanded by year view.

Service Measures
. If you have Service Measures setup in your account, each Service Measure you have will be listed by name.
Select which Service Measures you want volunteers to see for the service entries. If you do not have any Service
Measures [_______]
pg:1557 setup in your account, you will not see any choices here. Each Service Measure will appear
in a separate column on the initial view and the expanded by year view.

Mandatory Service Progress
If you have your account setup to require Mandatory Service programs [_______]
pg:1419 , you will see this section to
include a graph of the volunteer's progress toward their goal on the My Service tab of VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 An
example of this appears below:

pg:1557 as well as
Please note: If your Mandatory Service program is setup to be based on Service Measures [_______]
hours, these service measures will appear on the progress chart. This is independent from the selections for
Service Measures you may have selected in the
Main Service Display
section of this help topic. The Service Measures that appear on the chart are based on your settings on the
Mandatory Service Setup Page [_______]
pg:1405 and the Service Measures you have setup to apply to the mandate for
each volunteer.
Yes/No
Select the Yes or the No option depending on if you want a progress chart to be displayed or not.
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Display chart after volunteer completes mandatory service
Use the dropdown list to select whether or not the chart will appear after the mandate has been completed. You
can select No or a monthly interval from 1 to 6 months.

Headings and Instructions for the Service History Tab in VicNet
If your account uses the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module, use this section to customize the headings and instructions
volunteers will see when they select the tab.
Mobile text for tab:
This field shows the name that will be used for the expanding menu when volunteers use the mobile friendly
version of VicNet. You can learn more about these settings in the Expanding Menu Items section of help topic
1214 [_______].
The text in the Mobile text for tab field is also what is used in the full-site view if the user has a screen reader or
has their web browser set up to show alternate (alt) text when their cursor hovers over the tab image.
Click the Restore default link to return the tab's alternate text to its default of "My Service History."
Note that the text entered in this field will not change the name of the tab in the
full-site
view because the name is actually part of the tab image file. Entering a label here will only change the text
displayed in the box that appears on the screen when you hover the cursor over the tab name, and the name
displayed for the tab in the expanding menu for the mobile view of VicNet. To change the actual appearance of
the tab in the full-site view, you will need to upload a new graphic file for the "My Service History" tab. You can
use the VIC Graphics [_______]
pg:1451 setup page to upload a new tab image.
Instructions
Type or paste [_______]
pg:0063 any instructions you want the volunteers to see on the tab. Please note that this field
will only accept plain text so there is not a way to add hyperlinks or other HTML features to the instruction field.
Locate these instructions at the...
These settings control where the instruction field will appear on the My Service History tab. Select Top of the tab
if you want the instructions to appear at the top of the page. Select Bottom of the tab if you want the instructions
to appear at the bottom of the page.

Heading and instructions for the Service History screen at VicTouch
If your account uses the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module, use this section to customize the heading and instructions
volunteers will see when they view their service. Please remember, if you make changes to these fields and
VicTouch is running, you will need to shut down VicTouch and restart it in order for the changes to be shown. If
VicTouch is running in kiosk mode as recommended, you may find help topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 useful to shut the
module down.
Page heading
Use this field to customize the heading volunteers see when they select to view their service through VicTouch.
By default, this will read "Service history for" and then insert each volunteer's name. So if a volunteer named
George Bailey views this field, he would see "Service History for George Bailey." You can customize the portion
of the heading that precedes the word "for" to be something other than "Service history."
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Additional instructions
Type or paste [_______]
pg:0063 any instructions you want the volunteers to see on the page. Please note that this field
will only accept plain text so there is not a way to add hyperlinks or other HTML features to the instruction field.

Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Help topic 1214
Added or revised 08-04-2015
Organizations may customize the graphic images and styles volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 see when
they use VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 on a mobile device such as a smart phone or tablet. You may wish to do this if you
want a truly "branded" and integrated look. Or you might want to do this to tailor the user's experience on their
mobile device.

Please note:
To make the user's VicNet experience mobile friendly, certain options available with the
full-site setup for VicNet are not available. For example, the options to layout the Home tab [_______]
pg:1486 in three
vertical columns and to have the schedule display in a calendar format are not available. If your full-site setup
uses these display options, the mobile view of VicNet will automatically convert them into a mobile friendly
format. We recommend previewing the user's VicNet experience as shown in help topic 2159 [_______]
pg:1705 to make
sure VicNet displays how you want it to for mobile users.
To get to the setup page where you can customize VicNet for mobile devices:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Mobile Graphics & Styles.
The settings for the mobile view of VicNet are different than the settings for the full-site view of VicNet. The
full-site view is what users see if they login to VicNet on a desktop or laptop computer. If you want to change the
full-site view's graphics and styles:
• See help topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 to update the logo.
• See help topic 1052 [_______]
pg:1330 to update the fonts and background colors.
• See help topic 1075 [_______]
pg:1451 to update the button and tab graphic images.
You can click on a link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Volunteers and coordinators can...
Organization Logo (specifically for mobile VicNet)
Colors
Expanding Menu Items
Buttons
Instructions
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Volunteers and coordinators can...
By default this box is checked so that your volunteers and Coordinators will see the option to sign-in to the
mobile friendly view of VicNet at the volunteer portal when they are using a device such as a mobile phone or
tablet. If you do not want your volunteers and Coordinators to be able to access the mobile view, uncheck the
box in front of Access the mobile version of VicNet and then click the Save button.

Organization Logo (specifically for mobile VicNet)
You will need to upload a separate image file if you want your organization's logo to appear on the mobile view of
VicNet. When a file has been uploaded, it will appear in the top right corner of the VicNet page.

You may want to reduce the dimensions and optimize your organization's logo file that was used for the full-site
version. This is because larger image files increase loading times, plus your volunteers and Coordinators may
pay for their data plans with their wireless carrier. Most graphic or photo editing software programs or services
have options to change a file's dimensions and to optimize the file when it is saved. Optimizing the file reduces
the amount of resources required to store the file, as well as the bandwidth required to transmit the file.
There are not any height or width restrictions for the images, but the file size itself cannot exceed 48 KB.
Acceptable file formats for the logo are GIF, JPG, or PNG.
To upload an image file:
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1. Click the Choose File or Browse button.
2. Select the image file you want to upload and click the Open button.
3. Click the Upload button.

Colors
This section allows you to customize the colors used for the VicNet display when it is viewed from a mobile
device. The default values use the colors from the Volgistics system. You can optionally choose a different color
for the different elements of the VicNet mobile display. If your organization has a web master who maintains your
website, you may be able to contact him or her to find the values to enter to customize the display with your
organization's color schemes.
Enter font colors in RGB color notation (see "A note about RGB color notation" below for a description of RGB
color notation). You can also click in the field to bring up a color picker that you can use to select the color.
A note about RGB color notation
There are several fields on this page for setting background and font colors. Enter color information in these
fields using standard hexadecimal RGB color notation. This is the color notation used in HTML (Hypertext
markup language) to specify color attributes for web page elements. Hexadecimal RGB color notation includes
the '#' character followed by a six character RGB color value in hexadecimal notation (hex).
These are some examples of this notation:
#FFFFFF (white)
#0000000 (black)
#FF0000
#1D9945 (red)
(green)
If you click on the field itself, a color picker will appear that makes it easy to select the color you need. You can
also learn more about hexadecimal RGB colors for websites at w3schools.com
Your color choices will be shown in the mock-up section to the right as you make the changes. You can also
preview the mobile display for volunteers or Coordinators. Help topic 2159 [_______]
pg:1705 shows how to do this.
Remember to click the Save button when you are done selecting your color choices!
Here is more information about what each color selector field will change for the VicNet mobile display:
Header section: Background color
This controls the color used in the header at the top of the screen.
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Header section: Font color
This controls the color of the text that appears in the header at the top of the screen.
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Expanding menu: Background color
This controls the color of the menu users tap to see their choices to navigate. When the menu is collapsed, this
is the small box in the top left corner of the header section.
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When the user taps the menu, it expands to fill more of the screen so users can tap the area they want to
navigate to.
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Expanding menu: Background color of buttons
This controls the color of the buttons on the expanding menu.
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Expanding menu: Button font color
This controls the color of the text labels on the buttons that users tap to navigate to a certain area. It also controls
the color of the text used for the user identification label.
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Main section: Background color
This controls the color of the section that appears under the top header.
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Main section: Background color of boxes
This controls the color used in the background on any boxes that appear in the main section.
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Main section: Color of heading fonts
This controls the color of the text used for each section's heading.
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Main section: Color of body fonts
This controls the color of the text used for the body paragraphs in the sections.
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Expanding Menu Items
The names for the items in the expanding menu are originally taken from the Mobile text for tab field on each
tab's setup page. The seven default tabs for volunteers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home
Mail
My Profile
My Schedule
My Service History
Time Sheet
Account

Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 may have access to the Home, Mail, My Schedule, and Account tabs, as well as a
Volunteers tab.
Please note: The list will contain text for each item even though you may have a tab setup so that the users do
not have access to the tab in the full-site view of VicNet. If this is the case, the item will not appear in the
Expandable Menu in the user's mobile view for VicNet.
If you already have a different name recorded in the Mobile text for tab field on the tab's setup page, this will
appear instead of the default text.
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You can change an item in the expandable menu by placing your cursor in the field, deleting the current text, and
then entering in the new text. Be sure to click the Save button to keep your changes.

Please Note:
The text entered in the
Expanding Menu Item
fields will not change the name of the tabs that appear when volunteers and Coordinators view the
full-site
view of VicNet. Entering a label here will change the text displayed in the Expandable Menu when users view the
mobile version of VicNet, as well as the name used for screen-readers and alternate (alt) text in the full-site view.

For the
full-site
view of VicNet, the tab names are actually part of the image files used for each tab. If you'd like to change the tab
name for the full-site view, you will need to upload new image files for the tab that have the new tab name you'd
like. You can find more information on this in help topic 1075 [_______]
pg:1451
.
To help prevent confusion for your users, we recommend that the expanding menu items in the VicNet mobile
view match the names on the tab graphics used for the full-site view of VicNet.

Buttons
Organizations may customize any of the graphic images for the buttons that appear in the mobile view of VicNet.
Volgistics does not include any graphic or image editing software, but there are a variety of sources you can use
to create graphic images. These include programs that come with your operating system, software you purchase
or download from software vendors, and online image editing or button generator programs.
Some general things to keep in mind if you want to customize the graphic images are:
File Formats
Custom images must be in one of these graphic file formats: GIF, JPG, or PNG. You will get the best results with
files saved in PNG format.
Maximum Dimensions
Each graphic image has a maximum height and width in pixels. Your files can be a maximum of 350 pixels wide
and 100 pixels high. You may need to preview the mobile view of VicNet to make sure the button images look
like you want them to. If they do not, you will need to re-size the image using whatever outside program you have
for image files. After you do this, upload the re-sized image to Volgistics.
Maximum Size
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To ensure fast load times for the VicNet mobile pages, each graphic image has a maximum image file size in
bytes. The button images must be 6,144 bytes (6 KB) or smaller. When you save your files, most image editing
programs have an option to optimize the file to reduce the file size.
Background Color
Your custom images should either have a transparent background, or use the same background color as your
forms. You can learn how to customize the color for the VicNet mobile view in the Colors section above.
Graphic Image Rights
You can copy and modify the default graphic images that are part of Volgistics, as long as you use these images
in Volgistics only. Volgistics does not grant rights to use its images for any other purpose, or for use outside of
Volgistics.
If you're using graphic images you've obtained from other sources, you must be certain that you have the legal
right to use those images. Unless an image is offered for use without restriction, most of the graphic images that
appear on the web are protected by copyrights. Be certain you have the proper rights before installing custom
graphics you have obtained from others.
Installing New Button Graphics
Once you have your new image file for the button you want, you can install it by:
1. Click on the button that you would like to replace.
2. Be sure the radio button is on Install a new graphic, and click the Choose File or Browse button.
3. Find the file you want to upload and select it. Then click the Open button.
4. Click the Install button.

Instructions
The instruction fields that appear on the tabs in the full-site view of VicNet will be used for the instruction fields on
the mobile view also. You may want to modify the instructions that are used so that they apply to both instances.
The Expanding Menu Items section above lists the possible tabs for volunteers and Coordinators. To review the
instruction fields and edit them if necessary, you will need to go to the setup page for the tab that you want to
review and/or modify. Here is an example of how to do this for the Home tab:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select the Home tab (or whichever tab you want to review and/or modify).
4. Review the content in the instruction fields and make sure it makes sense for users in both the full-site and
mobile views. If it does not, make any changes necessary. It may help to preview the mobile and regular views
volunteers and Coordinators see. Help topic 2159 [_______]
pg:1705 shows how to do this.
5. Click the Save button to keep the new content in the instructions fields if you made changes.
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VicNet Home Tab
Help topic 2019
Added or revised 12-19-2016
When volunteers and Coordinators visit VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 the first tab they see is the Home tab. The Home tab
serves as a general information page. You can use the Home tab to communicate with volunteers and
Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 ; post volunteer news; promote your organization's activities; provide links to newsletters,
policies, or forms; and even advertise if you want to.
Because the Home tab is accessible only to registered volunteers and Coordinators through VicNet, you can use
it to publish information or links that you might not want to make generally available to anyone on the Internet.
This help topic explains what features are available on the VicNet Home tab and how to customize them. You
customize the VicNet Home tab on the VIC Home Tab setup page. If you're not already on this page (and you
have access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 ) you can get to the VIC Home Tab setup page by choosing Setup from the
menu, selecting VicNet, and then choosing the Home tab link.
Click a link in the Contents box below to be taken directly a section of the help topic.
Contents
News
Assignments
Link Buttons
Statistics Box
Message Boxes 1 - 4
Document Link Boxes 1 - 4
Instructions
Mobile text for tab:
At the top of the page before the
News
section you will see the
Mobile text for tab
field. This field shows the name that will be used for the expanding menu when volunteers use the mobile
friendly version of VicNet. You can learn more about these settings in the Expanding Menu Items section of help
topic 1214 [_______].
The text in the Mobile text for tab field is also what is used in the full-site view if the user has a screen reader or
has their web browser set up to show alternate (alt) text when their cursor hovers over the tab image.
Click the Restore default link to return the tab's alternate text to its default of "Home."
Note that the text entered in this field will not change the name of the tab in the
full-site
view because the name is actually part of the tab image file. Entering a label here will only change the text
displayed in the box that appears on the screen when you hover the cursor over the tab name, and the name
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displayed for the tab in the expanding menu for the mobile view of VicNet. To change the actual appearance of
the tab in the full-site view, you will need to upload a new graphic file for the "Home" tab. You can use the VIC
Graphics [_______]
pg:1451 setup page to upload a new tab image.
News
Use the News section to post a general news announcement. All volunteers and Coordinators see the News
section on the Home tab.
Omit News
Check Omit news if you do not want the News section to appear on the Home tab.
Heading
Enter the heading you want to appear above the News section. The default heading is "News."
Text
Use this space to type (or paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) the news you want to appear. To change an existing news message,
delete the existing message and then type (or paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) the new message in this space.
Column
Choose which column you want the News section to appear in on the Home tab. Your Home tab may have up to
three columns: left, center, and right.
Border
Check Border if you want this section to have a border around it.
Assignments
Your VicNet Home tab may optionally include a box that shows volunteers a list of their assignments. This
section is purely informational. Volunteers cannot change their assignments here. It is simply a reminder of what
the volunteer's assignments are in your organization.
pg:0103 in. This is
Please note: This list is populated based on the assignments the volunteer has a Role [_______]
different than assignments the volunteer is scheduled in. In many cases volunteers are scheduled in
assignments they have a Role in, but not always. A volunteer may have a Role in an assignment but not be
scheduled in that assignment, or vice versa.
This box will not appear for Coordinators because they cannot have a Role in an assignment.
Omit Assignments
Check Omit Assignments if you do not want the Assignments section to appear on the Home tab.
List assignments for these Roles
The Assignments section will list the assignments a volunteer has if their Role [_______]
pg:0103 in an assignment is one
of the Roles you check here. For example, if you want the Assignments section to list only the assignments for
which a volunteer is
assigned, check only the Assigned Role here. You set a volunteer's Role in an assignment on the Service tab
[_______]
pg:0138 tab in their volunteer record.
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Column
Choose which column you want the Assignments section to appear in on the Home tab. Your home tab may
have up to three columns: left, center, and right.
Border
Check Border if you want this section to have a border around it.
Link Buttons
Link buttons provide an alternate way for volunteers and Coordinators to navigate within Volgistics from the
Home tab. Check any of the optional link buttons that you want to appear on the Home tab. The possible link
buttons are:
• Check your schedule: takes the volunteers and Coordinators to the My Schedule [_______]
pg:1453 tab.
• Post your hours: takes the volunteer to the Time Sheet [_______]
pg:1460 tab. This button is not available for
Coordinators because they cannot access the Time sheet tab. It will also not appear if the volunteer cannot
access the Time Sheet tab.
• Check messages: takes the volunteers and Coordinators to the Mail [_______]
pg:0315 tab.
• Sign-up: takes the volunteer to the My Schedule [_______]
pg:1494 tab where they can sign-up for assignments. This
button is not available for Coordinators because they cannot self-schedule for assignments.
• Text message opt-in: takes the volunteers and Coordinators to the Account tab so they can opt-in to text
messaging [_______]
pg:0323 . You will not be able to select this link button if your account does not have text messaging
enabled [_______]
pg:0321 .
Column
Choose which column you want the Link Buttons to appear in on the Home tab. Your home tab may have up to
three columns: left, center, and right.
Statistics Box
The Statistics box provides a "score-board" that shows the total number of volunteers and the total number of
hours recorded for your entire organization. There is not a way to make this show statistics for just the individual
volunteer. However, volunteers can see their individual statistics on the My Service History tab in VicNet. You
can use the Statistics box as a motivational tool by showing the growth of your volunteer program.
Omit Statistics box
Check Omit Statistics box if you do not want the Statistics box to appear on the Home tab.
Include:
Check the statistics you want to include in the Statistics box. The volunteer count is the total number of
non-archived [_______]
pg:0709 records in your database. Cumulative hours are the sum of all of the hours recorded in
your database as of yesterday.
Column
Choose which column you want the Statistics Box to appear in on the Home tab. Your home tab may have up to
three columns: left, center, and right.
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Border
Check Border if you want this section to have a border around it.
Message Boxes 1 - 4
Your VicNet Home tab may include up to four Message boxes. These are flexible graphic and text boxes you can
use for a variety of purposes, such as promoting your organization's activities, posting advertisements, creating
links to other web sites, and more. Each message box may include an optional heading, text message, graphic
image, and link.
Omit Message box
Check Omit Message box if you do not want this Message box to appear on the Home tab.
Heading
If you want this Message box to include a text heading, enter it here. Leave this field blank if you do not want a
heading.
Top text
If you want this Message box to include a text message, enter (or paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) it here. If this Message box
will include a graphic image, the text you enter here will appear above the image.
Graphic image
If you want this Message box to include a graphic image, click the Change image button to load the image file. If
you do not want this Message box to include a graphic image, check the Omit the image checkbox.
Message box images must be in a GIF, JPG, or PNG file. The image may up to 500 pixels high and 200 pixels
wide, with a maximum file size of 20 Kb.
Bottom text
If this Message box will include a graphic image, and you want a message to appear below the graphic, enter (or
paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) the text you want to appear below the graphic here.
Link
If you want this message box to be an HTML link to another web page, enter the complete web site address you
want to link to in this field. If a visitor clicks the heading, text, or image in this Message box, a new browser
window or tab will open to the web page you specify here. This is an example of a complete web site address:
https://www.volgistics.com/Free-Trial.htm
Use this capability to create HTML links to web pages on your own web site, link to web pages for training, or to
create links to an advertiser's web site if you choose to use a Message box for an advertisement.
Leave this field blank if you do not want this Message box to link to another web page.
Column
Choose which column you want each Message box to appear in on the Home tab. Your home tab may have up
to three columns: left, center, and right.
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Border
Check Border if you want this Message box to have a border around it.
Document Link Boxes 1 - 4
Your VicNet Home tab may include up to four Document link boxes. Each document link box may contain one or
more HTML links to PDF documents [_______]
pg:0449 you've uploaded to the Documents tab [_______]
pg:0388 in your
Volgistics Mailbox. Use link boxes to post links to current or past issues of volunteer newsletters; forms; policies
and procedures; and other related documents you want to make available to volunteers and Coordinators from
the Home tab as PDF files.
Instructions for uploading PDF documents are available in Help Topic 2142 [_______]
pg:0388 . You must upload the PDF
document(s) before you can create a link to that document from the Home tab.
Volunteers must have Adobe Reader to view PDF files. Adobe Reader is available free-of-charge from Adobe,
and comes pre-installed on most computers. Document link boxes may be used to provide links to files in the
PDF format only.
Omit this box
Check Omit this box if you do not want this Document link box to appear on the Home tab.
Heading
If you want this Document link box to include a text heading, enter it here. Leave this field blank if you do not
want a heading.
Text
If you want this Document Link box to include instructions or a text message, enter (or paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) it here.
Column
Choose which column you want this Document link box to appear in on the Home tab. Your home tab may have
up to three columns: left, center, and right.
Border
Check Border if you want this Document link box to have a border around it.
Document links:
If you previously added links for this Document link box, they are listed here.
For each existing link you'll see the link text and the name of the PDF file that the link is to. Click the Remove
button next to an existing link if you want to remove that link from this Document link box. If this Document link
box has more than one link, click the Move up button if you want to move a link up one item on the list of links. If
this Document link box has more than one link, click the Move down button if you want to move a link down one
item on the list of links.
Add a new link:
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To add a new link to this Document link box:
1. Enter the text for the link in the Link text field. For example, if you want the link to read "Fall 2016," enter "Fall
2016" here.
2. Choose the name of the PDF file you want to link to from the PDF File dropdown list. For example, if you want
this link to go to your Fall 2016 volunteer newsletter, select the PDF document that contains your Fall 2016
newsletter. You must have previously uploaded a PDF document in order to choose it from this dropdown.
Instructions for uploading PDF documents are available in Help Topic 2142 [_______]
pg:0388 .
3. Click the Save button beneath the PDF File field to save the new link.
Instructions
You can optionally include text instructions for the Home tab. Your instructions may appear at either the top or
the bottom of the tab.
Display these instructions on the Home tab for volunteers:
Use this space to enter (or paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) any Home tab instructions you'd like to appear for volunteers who
visit the Home tab.
Locate these instructions at the...
Choose where you would like your volunteer instructions to appear on the Home tab.
Display these instructions on the Home tab for Coordinators:
Use this space to enter (or paste [_______]
pg:0063 ) any Home tab instructions you'd like to appear for Coordinators who
visit the Home tab.
Locate these instructions at the...
Choose where you would like your Coordinator instructions to appear on the Home tab.

Except for the Assignments section (which lists a volunteer's own assignments), and the Instructions section, all
volunteers and Coordinators see the same Home tab when they visit VicNet. If you have information you want to
send to certain volunteers only, send a VIC mail message [_______]
pg:0404 to just those volunteers and they will see
your message on the VicNet Mail tab.
Related help
Help topic 2288 [_______]
pg:1723 - Advertising on VicNet

Creating Links to VicNet
Help topic 2153
Added or revised 02-02-2010
Note: If you work with a web site developer, consider printing a copy of this help topic to give to them. It contains
instructions they need to add VicNet to your web site.
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Volunteers access VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 through a link on your organization's own web site. This brings traffic to your
web site, and it's the logical place on the Internet for your volunteers to go to when they want to interact or check
their records.
You can integrate VicNet with your own web pages so it appears to volunteers and other visitors to be part of
your web site. You can also 'brand' (call) VicNet something other than 'VicNet' or the 'Volunteer Information
Center' if you choose to, although you are welcome to use these terms if you'd like. You can also customize the
appearance of VicNet by setting your own fonts, background colors, and graphics; so it matches the graphic style
of your web site.
Adding VicNet to your web site can be as simple as adding a single HTML "hyperlink" to a web page. You can
locate your link anyplace you'd like on your web site; and you can have multiple links to VicNet from several
different locations on your web site if you want to.
You customize the way VicNet looks and works from within the Volgistics program. This means that once you've
added a VicNet link to your web site, you can customize or alter the way VicNet works without having to make
any changes to your web site. The person who maintains your web pages only needs to add the link: they do not
necessarily need to be involved in customizing VicNet.
Full-page vs. Embedded
There are two ways to add VicNet to your web site, the 'Full-page' method and the 'Embedded' approach. Each
has advantages.
With the full-page method, VicNet fills an entire browser window. You can open VicNet in the same browser
window as your web site; or you can open VicNet in a new browser window on-top of the window that contains
your web site. This is the easiest way to add VicNet to your web site; however it may not appear as integrated as
the embedded approach. To add VicNet using the Full-page method you (or your web developer) simply add a
hyperlink to your web page (something that should not normally take more than a few minutes to complete).
With the embedded approach, you open VicNet in an HTML "frame" (or "Iframe"), with other elements of your
own web site displayed in other frames above, beside, and/or below the VicNet form. This provides greater
integration than the full-page method because the visitor will continue to see parts of your web site – such as
menus and borders – while they're using VicNet; however it requires the use of HTML 'frames' on your web
pages, and more work on the part of the person who develops your web site.
Important
The HTML links described in this help topic include your account's public account identifiernot your nine digit
account number. Be sure you include your public account identifier and not your nine-digit account number
where indicated in these links.
The public account identifier is different than your nine digit account number. The public account identifier is used
in this link instead of your actual nine-digit account number for security purposes (using this public account
identifier keeps your account number private).
Creating HTML links to VicNet
To add VicNet to your web site using either the full-page method or the embedded approach you add an HTML
hyperlink to the following Internet location:
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https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From={public account identifier}
You replace {public account identifier} with your Volgistics account's "public account identifier."
To find your public account identifier:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select VicNet.
3. Choose Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 .
4. Your public account identifier is listed near the bottom of the page.
For example, if your public account identifier were "1234," links to VicNet for your account would be
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From=1234
When creating HTML links to VicNet, be certain you type the web address exactly as shown above (except with
your own public account identifier rather than 1234) . The link won't work if it has misspellings, extra spaces, or
it's missing your public account identifier.
Full-page links
You can create links to VicNet that will open in the full-page mode two ways. The first way, shown in the example
below, opens VicNet in a new browser window. When a volunteer is finished and closes the VicNet window, they
will return to your own web page.
<A HREF="https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From=1234" target="_blank">Volunteer Information
Center</A>
The hyperlink show above will appear on your web page like this:
Volunteer Information Center
You can replace the words 'Volunteer Information Center' in this link with any other words you'd like; such as
'click here to check your records,' or 'Volunteers login here.'
If you want your VicNet link to be a 'clickable' image rather than words, that's easy too. Just add an image to the
link using an HTML <IMG> tag, as shown in this example:
<A HREF="https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From=1234" target="_blank"><IMG SRC="{path to any
image you choose}"></A>
The second way to create links to VicNet in the full-page mode is to open VicNet in the same browser window as
your own web page. You can configure your online form return navigation settings so a volunteer will return to
your web site when they close VicNet. Here's an example of this kind of link:
<A HREF="https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From=1234">Volunteer Information Center</A>
Embedded links
If you want to create links to VicNet that are embedded in your own web page, simply include the following flag in
the url:
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&Embedded=on
For example:
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From={public account identifier}&Embedded=on
Once again, be sure to replace {public account identifier} with your Volgistics account's "public account
identifier." If your public account identifier were "1234" for example, embedded links to VicNet for your account
would be
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From=1234&Embedded=on
You would typically use the embedded link style when opening VicNet inside an HTML 'frame' or 'Iframe.' An
example of how your VicNet link would appear as the source for a frame is shown here:
<FRAME SRC="https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From={public account identifier}&Embedded=on">
How to build web pages that contain frames is beyond the scope of this help system, however these are a few
tips:
• Use a borderless frame
• Set the padding style for the frame so the form is offset from the frame edges. In this example, VicNet will
appear with a 10pt margin on each side and no frame border.
<FRAME SRC="https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/?From={public account identifier}&Embedded=on"
STYLE="padding: 10pt; border: 0pt;"&gt

VIC Self-Scheduling
Help topic 2170
Added or revised 04-07-2017
With Volgistics, you can allow your volunteers to schedule themselves through the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and/or the
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module. This help topic has information on how to setup and manage this feature in your
account. There are two ways to display self-scheduling: the list format and the calendar format. With VicTouch,
only the calendar format is available.

Please Note:
The calendar and list format options are only available for the full-site view of VicNet. This is the view shown
when users access the system from a desktop or laptop computer. If the user is accessing the system from a
mobile device (such as a smart phone or tablet), and you have VicNet mobile enabled, your selections on the
VIC Self Scheduling setup page will be changed to a mobile friendly format. You can learn more about VicNet
Mobile in help topic 1214 [_______]
pg:1471 .
If you're not already on the VIC Self Scheduling setup page, you can get there by:
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1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet or VicTouch link.
3. Select Self scheduling
You can click a link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Allow volunteers to self-schedule
Offer schedules using a list format
List schedule openings between these dates
Volunteers must sign up for a minimum of (X) shifts between these dates
Volunteers cannot sign-up for more than (X) shifts between these dates
Offer schedules using a calendar format
The Help Wanted Icons Do Not Appear on the Calendar
Limit volunteers to scheduling themselves for no more than (X) shift(s) per day
Limit the number of shifts a volunteer may schedule themselves for through self-scheduling to a total of (X)
shift(s)
How far in advance should volunteers be allowed to schedule themselves?
Allow volunteers to self-schedule on holidays in assignments that permit self-scheduling for "any times?"
Show the number of volunteers still needed for each opening
Confirmation Page
Allow volunteers to remove themselves from schedules
Allow volunteers to remove themselves from the schedule up to (X) day(s) before the date scheduled
Appearance in VicNet
Sign-up box heading
Large instruction
Small instructions
Confirmation heading
Confirmation
instructions
Allow
volunteers
to self-schedule
This checkbox determines whether or not the self-scheduling features are available to your volunteers. When this
checkbox is checked, volunteers can access the self-scheduling features through VicNet and/or VicTouch. When
this checkbox is not checked, volunteers do not have access to the self-scheduling features and cannot schedule
themselves.
The remaining settings on this page will have no effect if this checkbox is not selected.

Offer schedules using a list format
This option is appropriate for organizations that want volunteers to see a list of openings [_______]
pg:0776 between a
certain range of dates. It is particularly useful for special events, performing arts centers and other customers
who want volunteers to see a list of possible openings by date. Here is an example of how the list format looks
for volunteers:
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Volunteers check the box by each opening they wish to fill and then click the
pg:0303 tab of your
Continue button to schedule themselves. You can setup an alert to go to the In Box [_______]
Volgistics mailbox, and/or to a Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 email address, to let you know the volunteer added
herself to the schedule. This is done on an assignment-by-assignment basis on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the
assignment record.
Some important things to keep in mind when using the list format are:
• The list format will only work with VicNet [_______].
pg:1724 If you use both VicNet and VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778
volunteers will be able to see their schedule in a calendar format on VicTouch, but they will not be able to
self-schedule through VicTouch.
• Volunteers will only see openings in assignments where they meet the criteria set on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781
of the assignment. If they do not meet the Rules tab criteria, they will not see an option to self-schedule for the
assignment.
• With the list format, volunteers can only self-schedule for openings [_______]
pg:0776 . Even if the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781
of an assignment is setup to restrict self-scheduling to Any times, this setting will be ignored. If the assignment
has openings in the date range selected, volunteers will be able to self-schedule for the openings.
• Volunteers can select multiple openings to fill at the same time using the list format. They will check the box
by each opening they want to self-schedule for, and then click the Continue button to self-schedule for all of
the openings that are checked.
• Volunteers will not be able to see details about the assignments with the list format. In the calendar format,
volunteers can click a link to see information such as the assignment's address or the assignment's
description.
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• Volunteers will not see a confirmation page with assignment information with the list format. In the calendar
format, a confirmation page with assignment details can be shown after volunteers self-schedule.
• Group leaders for group records [_______]
pg:1909 will not be able to fill multiple opening slots when self-scheduling is
in list format. If this is important, you will need to use the Calendar format for self-scheduling.
Information about each setup option for the list format appears below:
List schedule openings between these dates
Enter the date range you want schedule openings to show for. Please note that if the range is over one month
long, volunteers will initially only see openings for the first month. To see openings in the latter months, they will
need to click the link for that month.
Volunteers must sign up for a minimum of (X) shifts between these dates
You can require your volunteers to sign-up for at least a certain number of shifts in the date range you select. If
you want to enforce this, select the minimum they must sign-up for from the dropdown list.
This can come in handy in a circumstance such as if you run a festival and give volunteers free admission in
exchange for a certain number of shifts worked. Volunteers will not be able to complete self-scheduling through
VicNet until they have selected the number of shifts you specify when they are using the full-site view of VicNet.

Please note!

This setting is not enforced in VicNet Mobile [_______]
pg:1471 . When volunteers are signed-in on a mobile device, they
will see a warning that they must select a certain number of shifts but they will still be able to schedule
themselves for fewer shifts. If enforcing this setting is important, you will need to disable VicNet Mobile so
volunteers will see the full-site view even if they are signed-in on a mobile device.
Volunteers cannot sign-up for more than (X) shifts between these dates
You can prevent your volunteers from signing-up for more than a certain number of shifts in the date range you
select. To do this, select the maximum number of shifts you want to allow from the dropdown list.
This can come in handy in situations such as if you want all volunteers to have an equal opportunity to sign-up,
or you want to prevent possible "burn out" caused by volunteers serving too much. Volunteers will not be able to
schedule for more than the maximum in both the full-site and the mobile view of VicNet.

Offer schedules using a calendar format
When this option is selected, volunteers view the schedule in a monthly calendar format. The calendar format
works in both VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 except where noted. VicNet is shown in the examples
because it is used more routinely for self-scheduling.
The calendar shows the current month by default, but if you want the calendar to show a future month you can
change the default on the Scheduling Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page.
With the calendar format, volunteers see any assignments they are already scheduled for on the calendar. A
Help Wanted
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icon will appear on dates where there is a need for volunteers
and the volunteer matches the requirements set on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the assignment.

Clicking on a date where there is a
Help Wanted
icon brings up the daily view of the schedule where volunteers can schedule themselves. You can setup an alert
to go to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox, and/or to a Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 email address,
to let you know the volunteer added herself to the schedule. This is done on an assignment-by-assignment basis
on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the assignment record.
Depending on your account's settings, the volunteers can also
remove themselves from the schedule, see how many volunteers are still needed to fill the opening, see other
volunteers who are scheduled [_______]
pg:1453 , and/or click the Description link to view details for the assignment such
as a job description, address, and phone number.
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In VicNet, group leaders for group records [_______]
pg:1909 will see an additional option to select how many group
members will be serving after they click the button to schedule. You can find more information on this in help
topic 1198 [_______].
pg:1673 This option is not available in VicTouch.
If there are many opportunities for the volunteer to self-schedule, a volunteer may see Help Wanted icons on
almost every calendar date. In this case, VicNet offers a way to filter the calendar to show the icons on dates
where there are openings in a particular assignment. To do this, the volunteer selects the name of the
assignment they wish to see openings in from the Sign-Up! dropdown. This option is not available in VicTouch.

The Appearance in VicNet section of this help topic has information on how to customize the text for the Sign-Up!
box.

Please note:

The assignments that appear in the dropdown list are all of the assignments where the volunteer meets the
criteria for self-scheduling set on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the assignment. This may, or may not, match the
assignments where the volunteer has a Role [_______]
pg:0103 listed on the Service tab of her record.
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The
Help Wanted
Icons Do Not Appear on the Calendar

The Volgistics Support Team often answers help inquires [_______]
pg:0184 about why volunteers are not seeing the
Help Wanted icons on the calendar. Here are four common reasons a volunteer will not see the icons:
1. There are not any opportunities to serve created in your account. If the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the assignment
is configured for Openings only, there must be unfilled openings [_______]
pg:0776 on the assignment's schedule. If the
Rules tab is configured for
Any times on these days
, there must be days of the week checked.
2. The volunteer must meet all of the requirements set on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the assignment. For
example, if the Rules tab is set to require the volunteer to have an Active Status [_______],
pg:1832 a Role [_______]
pg:0103 of
Assigned or Substitute, and a CPR Certified Flag [_______]
pg:0212 , only volunteers who meet all three requirements will
see the Help Wanted icons.

3. The opportunities to serve are outside of the date range settings on the
VIC Self Scheduling
setup page. For example, let's say you allow volunteers to schedule themselves one month in advance. If a
volunteer views the schedule on June 3rd, openings on July 18th will not show because they are more than one
month away.
4. If your organization uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , volunteers must have the Site the assignment appears
under listed on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their record in order to see the Help Wanted icons for the assignment.
You can learn how to add Sites to the Core tab of a volunteer record in help topic 2037 [_______]
pg:0094 .
Information about each setup option for the calendar format appears below:
Limit volunteers to scheduling themselves for no more than (X) shift(s) per day
It's sometimes desirable for an organization to limit the number of shifts volunteers are allowed to commit
themselves to on a single day. This helps prevent well-meaning individuals from over committing, and to spread
volunteer involvement over a broader group of people.
Check this option if you want to impose such a limitation, and then choose the maximum number of schedule
shifts a volunteer should be allowed to commit herself to on a single day. Un-check this option if you do not want
volunteers to have a limit to the number of shifts they can schedule themselves for on a single day.
For example, if you check this option and enter 2 shifts, a volunteer who has already scheduled herself for two
shifts on a given date (such as June 3rd) will not be able to schedule themselves for any additional shifts on that
date.
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Checking this option does not limit the number of times a Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 or a Coordinator
[_______]
pg:0163 can schedule a volunteer on a single day (it only limits only what volunteers can schedule themselves
for through the Volunteer Information Center).
Limit the number of shifts a volunteer may schedule themselves for through self-scheduling to a total of (X)
shift(s)
This option gives you a way to limit the total number of shifts volunteers can schedule themselves for through
self-scheduling. It differs from the previous option in that it limits the total number of schedule shifts volunteers
may schedule themselves for overall, rather than on a specific date.
Check this option if you want to impose such a limitation, and then select the maximum number of shifts a
volunteer should be allowed to sign-up for overall. Do not check this option if you do not want volunteers to have
any limit to the number of shifts they can schedule themselves for.
For example, check this option and then choose "6" if you want to limit the total number of shifts a volunteer can
schedule themselves for to six.
Checking this option does not limit the number of times a Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 or a Coordinator
[_______]
pg:0163 can schedule a volunteer from within the Volgistics system.
Reset this limit... If you choose to limit the number of shifts volunteers are allowed to schedule themselves for
overall, you can use the Reset this limit setting to control when (if ever) this limit is reset. This option gives you
control over the rate at which volunteers can self-schedule. There is not a way to reset the counter for just one
volunteer, or a select group of volunteers. The options you select will impact all of your volunteer records.
Choose Daily if you would like the limit reset once per day. Volgistics automatically resets the limit for all
volunteers during the overnight maintenance cycle. This takes place at approximately 3:00 am Eastern time.
Choose Monthly if you want the limit reset on a monthly basis. Volgistics automatically resets the limit for all
volunteers on the 1st of each month.
Choose Never if you never want the limit reset automatically.
Click the Reset it now button if you want to manually reset the limit for all volunteers right now.
See help topic 2171 [_______]
pg:0780 for examples of how organizations might best tailor these controls.
How far in advance should volunteers be allowed to schedule themselves?
You can control how far in advance you would like volunteers to be able to schedule themselves with this option.
Volunteers cannot schedule themselves for past dates.
Allow volunteers to schedule themselves for shifts up to (X) months in advance. If you want to limit how far in
advance volunteers can self-schedule, and have the setting update dynamically, choose this option and select a
number from 1 to 12 from the dropdown list. This selection is best for organizations that have ongoing schedule
requirements because the calendar will update automatically.
Allow volunteers to schedule themselves for shifts between these dates only. Enter a beginning and ending date
if you want to limit volunteers so they can only schedule themselves during a specific time frame. This selection
works well for organizations who have special events where the schedule requirements are only in a fixed range
of dates.
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Allow volunteer to self-schedule on holidays in assignments that permit self-scheduling for "any times?"
Volgistics allows you to list holidays [_______]
pg:1391 where your organization will not need any volunteers, or will
operate with a skeleton crew. When a date is setup as a holiday, regularly scheduled volunteers are removed
from that date and volunteers do not see an option to sign-up for openings [_______]
pg:0776 on that date unless you
create a "one time" opening. If your assignment's Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 is setup to allow volunteers to schedule
for "any times," use the options below to control self-scheduling on holidays.
Yes. Choose Yes if you want volunteers to be able to self-schedule on holidays for assignments setup for "any
times."
No. Choose No if you do not want volunteers to be able to self-schedule on holidays for assignments setup for
"any times."
Show the number of volunteers still needed for each opening
When this option is checked, the daily view of the schedule will display the number of volunteers who are still
needed to fill all of the opening [_______]
pg:0776 slots created by the number entered in the Volunteers needed field of
the opening.
If you allow volunteers to self-schedule, they will always see where there are any unfilled openings that exist in
the assignments they are allowed to self-schedule for. However, they will not see how many openings there are
for the same assignment, date, and times unless you check this checkbox.
For example, if there are currently 8 unfilled schedule opening slots for the same date and times in an
assignment called Event Tear Down, volunteers who view the daily view of the schedule for that date will see
this:

The number of volunteers still needed does not appear if this option is not selected.
Confirmation Page
When you offer schedules using a calendar format, once a volunteer schedules herself for duty, Volgistics shows
her a confirmation page with the date, assignment, and times she has selected.
You can optionally include additional information about the assignment she selected on this page. This can help
to ensure that the volunteer understands the nature of the assignment.
Check the fields of information from the assignment record that you want to appear on the confirmation page. For
example, if you would like the confirmation page to include the Minimum age and Duties for the assignment the
volunteer scheduled herself for, check the box beside those fields on this list.
pg:0163 information, the OK to call
Hint: If you include phone number fields for the assignment or Coordinator [_______]
checkbox by the phone number on the assignment or Coordinator's record must be checked in order for the
phone number to appear.
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Allow volunteers to remove themselves from the schedule
Check this box if you'd like to allow volunteers to take themselves off from the schedule. This is available for both
the list and calendar format. When you enable this option, there will be a
Remove me
button when the volunteer selects a date she is scheduled on from the calendar. You can setup an alert to go to
the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox, and/or to the Coordinator's [_______]
pg:0163 email address, to
notify you that the volunteer removed herself from the schedule. The alerts are setup on an
assignment-by-assignment basis on the Rules tab [_______]
pg:0781 of the assignment record.
Allow volunteers to remove themselves from the schedule up to (X) day(s) before the date scheduled
This setting allows you to control when volunteers are allowed to take themselves off from the schedule. If this
option is not checked, but you have allowed volunteers to take themselves off from the schedule, volunteers can
remove themselves from any date--past, present and future.
If you enable this setting, enter the number of days before the shift that you want volunteers to be able to take
themselves off from the schedule. For example, if you want volunteers to be able to remove themselves the
same day they are scheduled, enter 0. To allow them to remove themselves from the schedule the day before,
enter 1, for two days before enter 2, and so on. When the restricted date arrives, the Remove me button will no
longer appear so the volunteer will need to contact you if she cannot make it for the shift.
Please note: The date settings for this are based strictly on the calendar date--not a 24-hour period. For
example, if you allow volunteers to remove themselves one day before they are scheduled, a volunteer who is
scheduled at 7:00 am on June 7th will be able to remove herself from the schedule up to 11:59 pm on June 6th.

Appearance in VicNet
In VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 you can customize the headings and directions that your volunteers will see regarding
self-scheduling. Because VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 is a more structured environment, there is not a way to add
custom information regarding self-scheduling in all of the same locations. The one exception is the Confirmation
instructions field. This will appear after a volunteer indicates she would like to serve in an assignment in both
VicNet and VicTouch.
To change the headings and instructions on the schedule pages for VicNet or VicTouch that are not related to
self-scheduling, go to the VIC My Schedule Tab [_______]
pg:1453 setup page.
Sign-up box heading
If you choose the calendar format, the My Schedule tab will have a box at the top of the calendar. Volunteers use
this box to filter the calendar to only show Help Wanted icons for a specific assignment. The default text for this
box is Sign-Up!. You can customize the heading for the box by replacing the default text with your own
information. An example of where this field appears is shown by item 1 in the Sign-Up Box Example picture
below.
The Sign-up box heading also appears in several other locations. In the calendar format, the heading appears at
the top of the page volunteers see that asks them to confirm that they would like to schedule themselves for the
assignment. An example of this location appears in item 3 in the Yes/No Page Example photo below.
Additionally, the heading is displayed at the top of the selection fields if you use the list format. An example of
this location appears in item 5 in the List Format Example photo below.
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Large instruction
The Large instruction field allows you to customize the information that appears in the Sign-up box at the top of
the calendar. The default directions are We need volunteers on days that have the 'Help wanted' symbol. Click
any of these days to learn more or to sign-up. You can customize the directions by replacing the default text with
your own information.
The Large instruction field's information is not shown anywhere if you use the list format. You can see an
example of where the directions in the Large instruction field appear in item 2 in the Sign-Up Box Example
picture below.
Small instructions
With the calendar format, you can customize the directions that show on the page that asks volunteers to confirm
that they'd like to schedule themselves for an assignment. The default directions are Schedule yourself for
volunteer duty. You can replace the default text with your own if you'd like different directions to be shown.
You can see an example of where the directions appear for the calendar format in item 4 in the Yes/No Page
Example photo below.
If you use the list format, the directions will show above the page where volunteers select which assignments
they'd like to serve in. You can see an example of this in item 6 in the List Format Example picture below.
Confirmation heading
Once a volunteer indicates that she would like to serve in an assignment, a page displays showing the
assignment, date, and times the volunteer is scheduled for. The default heading for this page is Thank you!. You
may change the default by replacing the text with your own heading.
Customized confirmation page headings will only display with the calendar format. In VicTouch, the heading uses
the default Thank you! and there is not a way to change this. You can see an example of where the heading will
appear in item 7 in the Confirmation Page Example picture below.
Confirmation instructions
If you'd like the volunteer to receive additional information after she confirms that she'd like to serve, enter it into
this field. This field is blank by default. The confirmation instructions are displayed in both VicNet and VicTouch
when the calendar format is used. You can see an example of where the instructions appear in item 8 in the
Confirmation Page Example picture below.

Sign-Up Box Example
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Yes/No Page Example

List Format Example
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Confirmation Page Example

Related help
Help Topic 1158 [_______]
pg:1925 - How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
Help Topic 1179 [_______]
pg:1458 - Changing Volunteers' VIC Privacy Settings
Help Topic 1180 [_______]
pg:0746 - Scheduling Overview
Help Topic 2020 [_______]
pg:1704 - How do I make VicNet so volunteers can only self-schedule for assignments they
have?
Help Topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2132 [_______]
pg:0766 - How to Edit a Schedule Opening
Help Topic 2158 [_______]
pg:0776 - How do I add schedule openings?
Help Topic 2172 [_______]
pg:0781 - Schedule Rules
Help Topic 2173 [_______]
pg:0103 - Roles
Help Topic 2215 [_______]
pg:0106 - Add an Assignment
Help Topic 3020 [_______]
pg:1724 - VicNet
Help Topic 3021 [_______]
pg:1778 - VicTouch
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VicTouch PIN Screen Setup Page
Help topic 1176
Added or revised 04-17-2008
The PIN screen setup page allows you to customize the appearance of the first screen volunteers see when they
begin the VicTouch check-in process. If you're not already on this setup page, you can get to it like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "VicTouch."
3. Select "Check-in Sequence."
4. Click on the PIN screen setup link.

Note that any setup changes made to VicTouch will not be applied until a new VicTouch session is started. If
VicTouch is running while you make setup changes, you will need to shut down [_______]
pg:1762 and then re-start
VicTouch to view your changes. If volunteers are signed in at VicTouch when you shut down the session, they
will be able to sign-out as usual, and their hours will be recorded correctly when you re-start VicTouch.
System name
The VicTouch system name is "Volunteer Information Center" by default, but you can change the text that
appears at the top of the PIN screen by entering a new system name in this field.
Display logo graphic
If this checkbox is marked, the logo graphic you have uploaded on the Vic graphics page [_______]
pg:1451 will be
displayed in the upper left corner on the initial VicTouch PIN screen.
If this checkbox is not marked, no logo graphic will be displayed on this screen.
Greeting
Use the Greeting field to customize the message that will appear to the left of the PIN number keypad. Volgistics
provides a default greeting, but you can change the message by entering your own text in this field.
PIN keypad instructions
Main instruction for this page:
Use this field to enter the instructional heading for this screen. For example, type "Enter your volunteer PIN
number" in this field.
Additional instructions:
Use this field to provide any further instructions to volunteers.
Pin Display
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Select one of the following options to choose how the PIN will appear when volunteers select their number on the
keypad.
Show the actual numbers as they are entered (less secure)
Choose this option if you want the numbers the volunteer is selecting on the keypad to appear as numbers on
the VicTouch screen. This option can be helpful if volunteers are having trouble signing in, as it allows them to
confirm the numbers they are actually entering when attempting to check-in.

Show an asterisk for each number entered (more secure)
Choose this option if you want the volunteer to see asterisks on the VicTouch screen as they select the digits in
their PIN number on the keypad. This is more secure, as other individuals will not see the volunteer's actual PIN
number if they view the number field on this screen.

Menu Screen Setup Page
Help topic 1211
Added or revised 01-09-2014
The menu screen setup page allows you to customize the appearance of the page volunteers see when they
check-in and out at the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 station. This is the part of the check-in process where volunteers
choose what action they'd like to take. If you're not already on this page, you can get to it by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
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3. Select Check-in sequence.
4. Select Menu screen setup.

Note that any setup changes made to VicTouch will not be applied until a new VicTouch session is started. If
VicTouch is running while you make setup changes, you will need to shut down [_______]
pg:1762 and then re-start
VicTouch to view your changes. If volunteers are signed in at VicTouch when you shut down the session, they
will be able to sign-out as usual, and their hours will be recorded correctly when you re-start VicTouch.
Volunteers will see a Sign-in or Sign-out button on this page depending on if they have already signed-in for
service. They may also see Switch assignments, View my schedule and/or View my service buttons
depending on if these options are setup in your account.
Switch assignments button
The Include a "Switch Assignments" button section below explains how to enable this button.
View my schedule button
To enable the View my schedule button, please:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
3. Select Schedule screen.
4. Check the box for Use this tab at VicTouch under the Volunteers can heading.
5. Click the Save button.
You might also find help topics 1171 [_______]
pg:1453 and 2170 [_______]
pg:1494 useful.
View my service button
To enable the View my service button, please:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
3. Select Service history screen.
4. Check the box for View their service history at VicTouch under the Volunteers can heading.
5. Click the Save button.
You might also find help topic 1207 [_______]
pg:1465 useful.
An Exit button will also always appear in case volunteers have just entered their PIN to view their service or
schedule. In this case, they should click this button to exit the module without signing-in or out.
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The following sections explain more about the setup options available on this page:
Include a "Switch Assignments" button
If you want volunteers to be able to choose a different assignment [_______]
pg:0096 instead of just signing-out, check
this box. Volunteers who are already signed-in will then see a
Switch assignments
button in addition to the
Sign-out
button. They can press this button to select a different assignment instead of just signing-out. You control which
assignments volunteers can select on the Assignment Selection Screen Setup [_______]
pg:1515 page.
Allow groups to enter the number of volunteers serving
If you want group [_______]
pg:1909 records to be able to enter the number of volunteers who have come to serve when
signing-in or out, check this box. You can learn more about how this option will work in help topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759
. When this box is not checked, the default value of the Volunteers field will be used when a group record
signs-in to VicTouch. If no default value is setup for the Volunteers field, the default is one (1).
To setup a default value for the Volunteers field:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Service tab.
4. Select Volunteers.
5. Enter a number in the Default entry field.
6. Click the Save button.
Main instruction for this page
Enter or paste [_______]
pg:0063 the heading you would like for this page.
Additional instructions

Enabling Message Delivery at VicTouch
Help topic 2126
Added or revised 10-19-2007
When you send Vic Mail messages, volunteers receive your messages at VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778
, or through both modules. This help topic explains how to setup VicTouch so volunteers will see new Vic Mail
messages when they check-in or out at VicTouch.
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To enable the delivery of Vic Mail at the VicTouch station you may need to turn on this option in Setup [_______]
pg:0887
and then restart VicTouch.
To turn-on Vic Mail delivery at VicTouch:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select VicTouch.
3. Select 'Check-in sequence.'

4. Click the image labeled 'Mail screen setup' (shown above). This opens the 'VicTouch Check-in Setup' page for
the mail screen.
5. Under Options, un-check 'Do not show volunteers their messages at VicTouch' (if it is currently checked).
6. Click the Save button.
It may be necessary for you to stop [_______]
pg:1762 and then re-start each of your VicTouch stations for this change to
take effect at that station. To restart VicTouch at the VicTouch station simply double click the VicTouch shortcut
you created when you setup VicTouch [_______].
pg:1527
Related help
Help topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 - Shutting down VicTouch

VicTouch Ground Rules
Help topic 2214
Added or revised 09-30-2016
You use the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 Ground Rules page to setup the basic operating rules for the touch-screen
kiosk Volunteer Information Center (VicTouch for short). If you’re not already on the VicTouch Ground Rules
page you can get there by selecting Setup from menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting "VicTouch," and then clicking the
"Ground Rules" link.
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Note that any setup changes made to VicTouch will not be applied until a new VicTouch session is started. If
VicTouch is running while you make setup changes, you will need to shut down [_______]
pg:1762 and then re-start
VicTouch to view your changes. If volunteers are signed in at VicTouch when you shut down the session, they
will be able to sign-out as usual, and their hours will be recorded correctly when you re-start VicTouch.
Who can use VicTouch?
You can prevent volunteers with a certain Status – such as Inactive – from being able to use VicTouch. Check
the volunteer Status (or Statuses) volunteers must have in order to use VicTouch. If a volunteer has a Status that
is not checked here, they will be unable to check-in at VicTouch.
Rounding
One of the functions of VicTouch is collect volunteer time. It does this in a time-clock manner: Volunteers sign-in
when they arrive, and sign-out when they depart. Once a volunteer signs-out, VicTouch makes a service entry
for them that shows the amount of time they served.
You can setup VicTouch so these service entries show exact number of hours and minutes a volunteer served;
or you can have these service entries rounded to 5, 10, or 15 minute intervals.
Choose "Without rounding" if you always want the exact number of hours and minutes a volunteer served
recorded. For example, if four hours and eleven minutes passed between the time a volunteer signed-in, and the
time they signed out, their service record will show four hours, eleven minutes. This setting yields the most
accurate service statistics.
Choose "Rounded" if you want these service records rounded to 5, 10, or 15 minute intervals; and then choose
the interval you prefer (5, 10, or 15 minutes).
If you choose 'Rounded to the nearest,' your service records will be rounded to the nearest 5, 10 or 15 minute
interval. For example, if you want rounding to the nearest 15 minute intervals, four hours eleven minutes would
be rounded up to four hours fifteen minutes, and four hours and two minutes would be rounded down to four
hours exactly.
If you choose 'Rounded to the next,' your service records will always be rounded up to the nearest interval. For
example, if you want rounding to the nearest 15 minute interval, four hours two minutes would round to four hour
fifteen minutes.
For the most accurate service tracking, choose "Without rounding." Some people prefer to see rounded hour
entries in their service records. If this is your preference, choose one of the rounding options.

Appearance
The options in this section of the VicTouch Ground Rules setup page allow you to customize the appearance of
the VicTouch screen text and background.
Title font name: Enter the name of the font you would like to use for the main title displayed on the VicTouch
screen.
Title font color: Use this field to choose a custom font color for the title at the top of the page. Enter the font color
in RGB color notation (see "A note about RGB color notation" below if you’re not sure what this is).
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Title font size: Select the font size for the title on the VicTouch screen by choosing the appropriate font size from
the dropdown menu.
Instructions font name: Enter the name of the font you would like to use for any instructions text, located on the
left side of the screen.
Instructions font color: Use this field to choose a custom font color for the instructions text. Enter the font color in
RGB color notation (see "A note about RGB color notation" below for more information).
Instructions font size: Select the font size for the instructions on the VicTouch screen by choosing the appropriate
font size from the dropdown menu.
Background: This selection lets you change the appearance of the background for the VicTouch screen. Use the
radio buttons to select one of six solid color options, a custom color, or a background image.
Volgistics provides pre-set options for a solid white, solid light blue, solid light green, solid light yellow, solid light
salmon or solid light tan background color. You can also select the custom color option and enter your own
background color in RGB color notation (see "A note about RGB color notation" below for more information). If
you choose a custom color, a light color is advised. A lighter background color will allow you to achieve the best
contrast with the content on the screen.
If you do not want a solid color background, you can use an image as the background for VicTouch. Volgistics
comes with a default background image. To use this image, simply mark the "Use this background image" radio
button. If you would like to use your own image, such as your logo, as the background image, choose the "Use
this background image" button, and click the "Change background image" link beneath the graphic.
Once you are on the VicTouch background image page:
1. Click the Browse button below the current image.
2. Use the "Choose file" window to locate the custom graphic file you want to load, then click the Open or Ok
button.
3. Click the Install button. It may take a minute or two for your computer to upload the new file, so do not close
your browser or go to another web page until you receive the upload confirmation.
If you choose to upload a custom background image, select a light image with a limited number of colors. You
might choose to edit your image to fade or wash out some of the color before uploading it in Volgistics.
A note about RGB color notation
There are several fields on this page for setting background and font colors. Enter color information in these
fields using standard 'hexadecimal' RGB color notation. This is the color notation used in HTML (Hypertext
markup language) to specify color attributes for web page elements. Hexadecimal RGB color notation includes
the '#' character followed by a six character RGB color value in hexadecimal notation (hex).
These are some examples of this notation:
#FFFFFF (white)
#0000000 (black)
#FF0000 (red)
#1D9945 (green)
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Startup
This section provides information you need to create desktop shortcuts for starting VicTouch at the computer(s)
where you will run the VicTouch module.
Help topic 2289 [_______]
pg:1765 explains how to create these desktop shortcuts.
Always require login credentials for VicTouch startup
When this checkbox is un-checked, desktop shortcuts to VicTouch that you configure with your public account
identifier and your VicTouch access code will launch VicTouch without asking for Volgistics login credentials.
Check this checkbox only if you want the VicTouch module to always require account credentails each time it is
started. When this checkbox is checked, VicTouch cannot be started (or re-started) at any computer except by a
Volgistics system operator, even if the desktop shortcut to VicTouch is configured with your public account
identifier and your VicTouch access code.
It's best to leave this un-checked if you find that it's necessary to re-start VicTouch periodically, or if you want
computers that run VicTouch to launch the VicTouch module automatically anytime the computer is restarted.
Public account identifier
Your public account identifier is used to identify your account in any desktop shorcuts you create for launching
VicTouch. Your public account identifier is not changeable (it's how Volgistics identifies your account).
VicTouch access code
Your VicTouch access code is also used in any desktop shortcuts you create for launching VicTouch.
You can optionally change your account's VicTouch access code here at any time. If you change your VicTouch
access code, any desktop shortcuts created previously that contain your old VicTouch access code must be
changed to include the new access code in order for them to launch VicTouch without the need for someone to
enter your account credentials.
Use this URL in your desktop shortcut to VicTouch
An example of the URL that should appear in the desktop shortcut(s) you create to launch VicTouch. Help topic
2289 [_______]
pg:1765 explains how to create desktop shortcuts for VicTouch using this URL.

Exit code
By design, there is not an obvious way to stop VicTouch from running [_______]
pg:1762 at a VicTouch workstation. This
is to prevent volunteers or others who are not authorized to do so, from stopping VicTouch.
To stop VicTouch, an operator must know the special numeric "exit code" you enter here. To stop VicTouch,
touch the "#" key, followed by the Exit Code you specify here. For example, if you set your exit code to be ‘123’
you would enter ‘#123’ at VicTouch to shut-down VicTouch.
If volunteers forget to sign-out
When you use VicTouch, Volunteers sign-in when they arrive, and sign-out when they depart. Once a volunteer
signs-out, VicTouch makes a service entry for them that shows the amount of time they served.
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On occasion, a volunteer may sign-in, but then forget to sign-out when they leave. Volgistics can detect when
this happens, and sign the volunteer out automatically.
Use these settings to specify the maximum number of hours a volunteer should be allowed to be signed-in
before VicTouch assumes they forgot to sign-out; and then enter the number of hours and minutes that should
be given in this situation.
For example, if your longest possible volunteer shift is nine hours, then it's safe to assume that a volunteer who
has been signed-in for more than ten hours has forgotten to sign out. In this case you would choose 10 hours as
the longest amount of time a volunteer should be logged in.
When a volunteer has been logged-in longer than you allow, VicTouch will automatically sign-out the volunteer.
Since the actual time the volunteer left is unknown, VicTouch will give the volunteer the pre-set number of hours
you specify.
If you want the number of hours that a volunteer should be given if they forget to sign-in to depend on the
Assignment they performed, click on the Assignment name and enter the number of hours and minutes they
should receive if they forget to sign-out from that assignment.
Check "If volunteers forget to sign-out, post their service records for auditing" if you want the service entries
VicTouch makes automatically for volunteers who have forgotten to sign-out to appear on your service audit list
[_______]
pg:1408 . This makes it easy for you to later adjust these service entries to reflect the actual number of hours
served, if you choose to do that.
Advanced
Volgistics allows VicTouch sessions to remain idle for up to 96 hours before they expire. However, some
organization’s networks require Internet connections to remain active or be terminated. This ends any VicTouch
session active on the network. The keep-alive pulse keeps the session "active" when the kiosk is not in use by
sending a signal to the computer running the VicTouch module. This allows the kiosk to remain connected to
Volgistics for up to the full 96 hours.

Assignment Selection Screen Setup
Help topic 2224
Added or revised 10-04-2016
When volunteers sign-in at VicTouch, you can optionally ask them to indicate which assignment they have come
to perform. Use the options on this page to customize the way VicTouch displays the assignment buttons
volunteers use to indicate their assignment. If you're not already on this setup page, you can get to it like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "VicTouch."
3. Select "Check-in Sequence."
4. Click on the Assignment selection screen setup link.

Note that any setup changes made to VicTouch will not be applied until a new VicTouch session is started. If
VicTouch is running while you make setup changes, you will need to shut down [_______]
pg:1762 and then re-start
VicTouch to view your changes. If volunteers are signed in at VicTouch when you shut down the session, they
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will be able to sign-out as usual, and their hours will be recorded correctly when you re-start VicTouch.
We want volunteers to indicate their assignment when they sign-in
Check this checkbox if you want volunteers to indicate their assignment when they use VicNet to sign-in and out.
If your organization wants to track volunteer service according to the assignment volunteers serve in, you should
check this box.
When this box is checked
Volunteers will see this screen during the sign-in sequence, and asked to indicate which assignment they have
come to perform. The service records created by VicTouch will include the assignment service was performed in,
and you will be able to produce service reports that show how much service volunteers performed in each
assignment.
When this checkbox is not checked
VicTouch will not ask volunteers to indicate their assignment (this screen will not appear as part of the check-in
sequence if this is not checked). VicTouch will record volunteer service, however the service records created
through VicTouch will not include the assignment service was performed in. You will not be able to produce
service reports that show how much service volunteers performed in each assignment.
Main instruction for this page
Enter the primary instruction that you want to appear at the top of this screen. Your entry may be up to 100
characters long. The default entry is "Which assignment are you here to perform?"

Additional instructions
Additional instructions appear under the main instruction, usually in a smaller font. Enter any additional directions
you want volunteers to see on this page. The default entry is "Touch the button for the assignment you have
come to perform."
Display assignment buttons for...
Use these setting to control which assignments volunteers will see buttons for when they reach this screen.
All active assignments
Choose 'All active assignments' if you want all of the volunteers who use VicTouch to be able to select from any
of the active assignments in your database when they sign-in. Volunteers will see a button for all of the active
assignments in your database when you choose this option. Select this option only if it's okay for any volunteer to
record service in any assignment.
The volunteer's assignments, if their Role in the assignment is...
Choose this option if you want volunteers to see buttons only for the assignments they normally serve in. When
you check this option, volunteers will see a button for each of the assignments listed in the Assignment box on
pg:0103 in the assignment is one of those selected.
the 'Service' tab in their record, if their Role [_______]
Here's an example of how this works. In the following illustration, the "Assigned," "Substitute," and "Trainee"
Roles are selected.
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Given these settings, any assignments that are listed in the Assignment box on the Service tab in a volunteer's
record that have the Role "Assigned," "Substitute," or "Trainee" will appear as a button. Here's an example of the
Service tab for the sample volunteer "Harry Bailey:"

Given the settings in this example, this is what "Harry Bailey" would see at VicTouch...
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Harry sees buttons for "Info Desk" and "Transportation driver" because he has these assignments listed on the
Service tab in his record, and his Role in these assignments is "Assigned," one of the Roles selected. Note that
Harry does not see a button for the "Client Advocate" assignment, even though he has the "Client Advocate"
button on his Service tab. The reason for this is that Harry's Role in the "Client Advocate" assignment is
"Former," and Former assignments are not included in our example configuration.
Display assignment buttons with Site and Place names
Choose this option if the Assignment buttons should include the name of the Site and Place that Assignment is
associated with.
Display assignment buttons without Site and Place names
Select this option if only the Assignment name should be displayed on the Assignment selection buttons.

Provide a 'Not sure' button for volunteers who do not know which assignment they have come to
perform at the time they sign-in.
Checking this box provides volunteers with a "Not sure" button they can touch if they are not sure which
assignment they will perform, or if they do not see a button from their assignment. Do not check this box if you do
not want volunteers to have a 'Not sure' button.
If you provide a 'Not sure' button, service entries created when the volunteer signs-in and out will not have an
assignment in the assignment field. You can, however, audit these service entries (see the next option) to enter
an assignment if you choose.
If there is a chance that volunteers might not know which assignment they have come to perform when they
arrive, check this checkbox.

If volunteers sign-in and out without selecting an assignment, place their service entries in the Mailbox for
auditing
If you provide a 'Not sure' button, check this box if you want to audit the service entries created when volunteers
choose 'Not sure.' This means that the service entries for volunteers who choose 'Not sure' for their assignment
will appear on the 'Service' tab in your Volgistics mailbox for you to review. You could optionally edit these
service entries to add the appropriate assignment as you audit them.
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Do not check this box if you don't need to audit the service entries for volunteers who choose 'Not sure.'

Buttons for assignments with "Sign-in option" checked are always displayed.
You can optionally make assignment buttons appear for selected assignments, that all volunteers will see when
they sign-in; even if these assignments do not appear on their Service tab.
Here are some examples of situations in which you might want an assignment button to appear for all volunteers:
• If you create a generic assignment called "Training" that you use to schedule training or track volunteer
training time, you can force VicTouch to always include a 'Training' assignment button on this screen.
Volunteers who arrive for a training event could then select this assignment (their hours will be recorded under
the 'training' assignment).
• If you have a special event or project for which many volunteers might serve, you can create a 'Special Event'
assignment that will appear as a button for all volunteers, even though it's not anyone's regular assignment.
Volunteers arriving to serve at the event can choose the 'Special Event' button when they sign-in (their hours
will be recorded under the 'special event' assignment).
To make an assignment button appear on this screen for all volunteers:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Assignment.
3. On the Assignment tab, check the "Sign-in option" checkbox.

How do I control which assignments a volunteer can choose when they s
Help topic 2226
Added or revised 04-17-2008
You control which assignments volunteers can choose from when they sign-in at VicTouch on the Assignment
Selection Screen Setup page.
To get to this Setup page:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Select "VicTouch."
3. Select "Check-in Sequence."
4. Click on the "Assignment Selection Screen Setup" link.
Related help

VIC Greeting Cards Setup
Help topic 2327
Added or revised 10-26-2007
Use the VIC Greeting Card setup page to configure the automatic delivery of greeting cards [_______]
pg:1776 at
VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778 If you're not already on the VIC Greeting Card setup page you can get there by choosing
Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , selecting 'VicTouch,' and then choosing 'Greeting cards.'
Greeting card fonts
Use these settings to customize the font used on greeting cards.
Use this font for greeting cards:
Choose the font family you want for your greeting card font.
Heading font size:
Greeting cards can have a heading at the top, an image in the middle, and a message at the bottom, as shown in
the example below. Use this control to choose the size of the font (in 'points') for the heading at the top of your
cards.
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Message font size:
Use this control to choose the size of the font (in 'points') for the message at the bottom of your cards.
Birthday cards
Use the controls in this section to setup automatic birthday card delivery.
Send birthday cards
Check 'Send birthday cards' if you want VicTouch to deliver birthday cards. If this is not checked, no birthday
cards will be delivered at VicTouch.
Change graphic
Click the Change graphic button if you want to change the graphic image that appears on the birthday card to
an image you provide. For best results, the custom image you provide should have a white (or transparent)
background. Your custom birthday card image must meet these image type and size requirements:
File type: GIF, JPG, or PNG
Height: 600 pixels (maximum)
Width: 300 pixels (maximum)
File size: 48 Kb
Deliver birthday cards when a volunteer visits within __ days of their birthday
Select this option if you want VicTouch to deliver a birthday card if a volunteer checks-in at VicTouch anytime
within this number of days before or after their actual birthday. For example, if you choose this option and specify
5 days, a volunteer will receive a birthday card the first time they check-in starting 5 days before their birthday,
until 5 days after their birthday. In this example, a volunteer would not receive a birthday card at VicTouch only if
they never check-in during this 10 day time frame.
Only deliver birthday cards if a volunteer visits on their birthday
Select this option if you want VicTouch to deliver birthday cards only if a volunteer checks-in on their birthday.
When you select this option, a volunteer would not receive a birthday card at VicTouch if they did not check-in on
their birthday.
Volunteers receive birthday cards at VicTouch just once each year. Once a volunteer receives their birthday card
for a given year, they would not receive another birthday card until the following year.
Heading for birthday cards
Enter the text you want to appear at the top of your birthday cards. Your entry may be up to 40 characters long.
For example, 'Happy Birthday!'
Display this message on birthday cards:
Enter the message you want to appear at the bottom of your birthday cards. For example, 'Happy birthday and
best wishes for the coming year from everyone in the Volunteer office.'

Start Date Anniversary Cards
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VicTouch can also deliver greeting cards on or around the anniversary of when a volunteer started their
volunteer service in your organization. These cards are delivered automatically based on the Start date
[_______]
pg:1890 that appears on the History tab in each volunteer's record.
Use the controls in this section to setup automatic Start date anniversary card delivery.
Send start date anniversary cards
Check 'Send start date anniversary cards' if you want VicTouch to deliver these anniversary cards. If this is not
checked, no start date anniversary cards will be delivered at VicTouch.
Change graphic
Click the Change graphic button if you want to change the graphic image that appears on these cards to an
image you provide. For best results, any custom image you provide should have a white (or transparent)
background. Your custom image must meet these image type and size requirements:
File type: GIF, JPG, or PNG
Height: 600 pixels (maximum)
Width: 300 pixels (maximum)
File size: 48 Kb
Deliver anniversary cards when a volunteer visits within __ days of their "start date" anniversary
Select this option if you want VicTouch to deliver an anniversary card if a volunteer checks-in at VicTouch
anytime within this number of days before or after their actual Start date. For example, if you choose this option
and specify 5 days, a volunteer will receive an anniversary card the first time they check-in starting 5 days before
their Start date anniversary, until 5 days after this anniversary. In this example, a volunteer would not receive an
anniversary card at VicTouch only if they never check-in during this 10 day time frame.
Only deliver anniversary cards if a volunteer visits on their anniversary
Select this option if you want VicTouch to deliver these anniversary cards only if a volunteer checks-in on the
anniversary of their Start date exactly. When you select this option, a volunteer would not receive an anniversary
card at VicTouch if they did not check-in on their anniversary.
Volunteers receive Start date anniversary cards at VicTouch just once each year. Once a volunteer receives their
anniversary card for a given year, they would not receive another anniversary card until the following year.
Heading for anniversary cards
Enter the text you want to appear at the top of your anniversary cards. Your entry may be up to 40 characters
long. For example, 'Thank you!'
Display this greeting on anniversary cards:
Enter the message you want to appear at the bottom of your anniversary cards. For example, 'On the
anniversary of your enrollment as a volunteer we would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your valuable
service contribution.'
Holiday card (1)
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Holiday card (2)
In addition to birthday and anniversary cards, you can use VicTouch to deliver greeting cards for holidays or any
other date you might want to present a card (for example, to thank volunteers for their help with a special event
or project).
You can post up to two holiday cards at the same time, in case you have overlapping holidays.
Use the controls in this section to setup automatic holiday card delivery.
Send this holiday card between (date) and (date)
If you want to deliver this holiday card at VicTouch, check this checkbox and enter the date range during which
this holiday card is to be delivered. If you do not want this holiday card to be delivered, un-check this checkbox.

Change graphic
Click the Change graphic button if you want to change the graphic image that appears on these cards to an
image you provide. For best results, any custom image you provide should have a white (or transparent)
background. Your custom image must meet these image type and size requirements:
File type: GIF, JPG, or PNG
Height: 600 pixels (maximum)
Width: 300 pixels (maximum)
File size: 48 Kb
Show this card every time a volunteer visits between the selected dates
Select this option if you want VicTouch to deliver this holiday card every time a volunteer checks-in or out at
VicTouch during the date range you entered for the card.
Once a volunteer receives this card, do not show it to that volunteer again this year
Select this option if you want VicTouch to deliver this holiday card to each volunteer only once, the first time they
check-in during the date range you entered for the card.
Heading for this holiday card
Enter the text you want to appear at the top of this holiday card. Your entry may be up to 40 characters long. For
example, 'Season's Greetings!'
Display this greeting on this holiday card

Setting-Up Internet Explorer for VicTouch
Help topic 8270
Added or revised 05-10-2016
The VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module runs in a web browser at each VicTouch station you choose to install in your
organization. Currently, VicTouch works with Internet Explorer Version 11 or Google Chrome. Internet Explorer is
available free from Microsoft for Windows, and Chrome is available free from Google for Windows, Mac, or
Linux.
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To work properly in Internet Explorer, VicTouch requires certain Internet Explorer browser settings. These
settings may not be required at the computers where you use Volgistics, however they are required at any
computer where you will use VicTouch.
Complete each of the following sections at each computer where you will run the VicTouch module. If VicTouch
is currently running in kiosk mode, you will need to shut it down by following the steps in help topic 2283
[_______]
pg:1762 before you proceed.
Set Internet Explorer Advanced Options
1. Start Microsoft Internet Explorer at your VicTouch workstation. In Windows 10, select All apps from the Start
menu and go to Windows Accessories.
2. Choose Internet Options from the Tools menu in Internet Explorer.

3. Select the Advanced tab.
4. Scroll to the Security heading and locate the Do not save encrypted pages to disk checkbox. If this checkbox
is checked, un-check it as shown below (Do not save encrypted pages to disk should not be checked).
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5. Also in the Security section, locate the Enable native XMLHTTP support checkbox. If this checkbox is not
checked, check it as shown below (Enable native XMLHTTP supportmust be checked).

6. Click the OK button in the Internet Options dialog box.
Optimize Internet Explorer file caching
1. Follow steps 1 & 2 in the Set Internet Explorer Advanced Options section above.
2. Select the General tab.
3. Click the Settings button in the Browsing history section.
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4. On the Temporary Internet Files tab, be sure Automatically is selected under Check for newer versions of
stored pages.
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5. Click the OK button.
Now that Internet Explorer is setup properly, you can create a desktop shortcut [_______]
pg:1765 to launch VicTouch if
one is not setup already.
Related help

Setup a VicTouch computer
Help topic 8271
Added or revised 05-16-2016
To setup the VicTouch component:
Step 1
The VicTouch module works with Microsoft Internet Explorer or Google Chrome. Internet Explorer is available
free from Microsoft, and is included automatically with any Windows installation. Chrome is available free from
Google. If your VicTouch computer does not currently have Internet Explorer or Chrome installed, install Internet
Explorer or Chrome before continuing. This limitation applies only to the VicTouch module. You can use
Volgistics and VicNet from any popular web browser.
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Step 2
VicTouch has the best appearance when the screen resolution on the VicTouch computer is set to a value no
smaller than 1024 by 768 pixels, and no larger than 1280 x 1024.
To check or set the screen resolution:
1. In Windows, click on the Start button, and select Settings.
2. Click System
3. On the left side, select "Display"
4. On the right side, scroll down and click "Advanced display settings"
5. Under "Resolution" select the resolution you would like to use and click Apply
6. Click Keep changes
Step 3
If you will use a touch screen monitor at the VicTouch computer, install any touch screen drivers that
accompanied your touch screen monitor, and perform any touch screen calibration recommended by the touch
screen manufacturer before installing VicTouch. Refer to the documentation from your touch screen monitor
manufacturer for instructions on installing touch screen drivers or calibration.
Step 4
Check your Internet connection. From the VicTouch computer, be sure you have a working Internet connection
by visiting the Volgistics web site at https://www.volgistics.com.
Step 5
If you're using Internet Explorer, make the recommended changes to its settings [_______]
pg:1523 . Then create a
shortcut to launch VicTouch in kiosk mode [_______].
pg:1765 This can be done with either the Internet Explorer or
Google Chrome web browsers.
Perform any additional security configuration of the VicTouch computer you prefer.
Step 6
Start Microsoft Internet Explorer or Google Chrome in kiosk mode. If you configured kiosk mode as
recommended, VicTouch will start in kiosk mode when you touch or click the shortcut you created. Or, if you
choose to add the shortcut to your computer's Startup folder, when you restart the computer.
If you choose not to use kiosk mode to run VicTouch, visit
https://www.volgistics.com/touch to load VicTouch. There are more instructions on this in help topic 1203
[_______].
pg:1933
Step 7
Follow the VicTouch Start-up instructions that appear on the screen to complete the setup process. Once you
complete the Start-up instructions VicTouch is ready for volunteer interaction.

To stop VicTouch
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Tags
Help topic 2136
Added or revised 09-30-2016
Tags provide an easy way for you to temporarily mark selected volunteer records. Tags save you time by letting
you perform certain tasks for all of the tagged volunteers at once. After you tag [_______]
pg:1538 one or more
volunteers you can:
• View just the tagged volunteers
• Post hours for the tagged volunteers
• Send email to all of the tagged volunteers
• Send text messages to all of the tagged volunteers
• Print reports that include just the tagged volunteers
• Insert a Date record for all of the tagged volunteers
• Change the Status for all of the tagged volunteers
• Add or insert a Type or Flag into all of the tagged records
• Archive the tagged volunteer records
• Delete the tagged volunteer records

You can determine if a particular volunteer is tagged or not by looking at the Tagged checkbox in the volunteer's
record. If the Tagged checkbox is checked, the record is tagged. If it is not checked, the record is not tagged.
You can see the Tagged checkbox on the list of volunteers, as well as inside individual volunteer records.
On the volunteer list, the Tagged checkbox looks like this:

Inside a volunteer's record the Tagged checkbox looks like this:
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When you first login to Volgistics, none of your volunteer records are tagged.
You can tag a volunteer simply by checking the Tagged checkbox in their record (there are other ways to tag
[_______]
pg:1538 volunteer records, too).
You can tag as many volunteers as you want to.
Once you tag a volunteer's record, it stays tagged until you un-tag it, exit from Volgistics, or your Volgistics
session ends [_______].
pg:1589 (If you want tagged records to be available each time you login, see How to
permanently mark tagged records [_______]).
pg:1541 You can un-tag all of the tagged records in a single step by:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Click the Clear all tags button.

Tags apply only to your Volgistics sessions. If you and someone else from your organization use Volgistics at the
same time, your tags will not affect the other operator's, and their tags will not affect you. In other words, the
records that you tag will only appear tagged at your computer.
Related help
Help Topic 2139 [_______]
pg:1538 - Tagging volunteer records
Help Topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1999 - Working with tags
Help Topic 2140 [_______]
pg:1541 - How to permanently mark tagged records

Working with Tags
Help topic 2137
Added or revised 04-19-2017
Once you've tagged [_______]
pg:1538 one or more volunteer records, there are a variety of useful things you can do for
the entire group of tagged records. Please keep in mind that tags are cumulative for your session unless they are
cleared. For example, if you tag 8 records and perform a task, and then tag 5 more records without clearing your
tags, the next task you perform for tagged records will be made on 13 records. See the Clear Tags section of this
help topic for information on how to clear tags between tasks.
Click on a link in the Contents box below to be taken directly to that section of this help topic.
Contents
View the tagged volunteers
Print a report for the tagged volunteers
Send email, VIC mail, or text messages to the tagged volunteers
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Change the Status for all of the tagged records
Add a Type or Flag entry to the tagged records
Delete the tagged records
Archive the tagged records
Send a VicNet password link to the tagged records
Set temporary VicNet passwords for all tagged volunteers
Send the text messaging opt-in email to the tagged records
Add a Site to the tagged records
Insert Date records for the tagged volunteers
Add an Assignment to all of the tagged records
Add a Mandate to all of the tagged records
Send a schedule reminder to all of the tagged volunteers
Clear the
Tags
View
tagged volunteers
You can view a list of the volunteer records that are currently tagged (or un-tagged).
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Volunteers.
2. Under the Include section, click the Clear link to clear any previous include settings.
3. Under the Include section, select Tagged from the Tags field (or Not tagged to see the list of un-tagged
volunteers).

4. Click the All link near the top of the Volunteers page. Volgistics displays a list of all the volunteers whose
records are currently tagged (or un-tagged if you chose to include un-tagged volunteers).
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Print a report for the tagged volunteers
Most reports provide a way for you to print the report for just the tagged records. For example, you can tag a
group of volunteers and then print mailing labels for them. For more information on stock reports, please see
help topic 2104 [_______]
pg:0595 . For more information on custom reports, please see help topic 2223 [_______]
pg:0467 .
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Print.
2. Choose the kind of report you would like to print, for example Address labels.
3. Click on the name of the report you want to print.
4. Click the Print it button.
5. On the Include page, check Tagged volunteers and uncheck These volunteers, as shown here:

Not all reports are driven by volunteer records. Those that are not, do not offer the Tagged volunteers checkbox
on the Include page.
6. Click the Start printing button.
Send email, VIC mail, or text messages to the tagged volunteers
It's easy to send an email [_______]
pg:0404 , VIC mail [_______]
pg:0315 , or text message [_______]
pg:0343 to a group of tagged
volunteers.
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1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Mailbox.
2. Select the Out Box tab [_______]
pg:0362 , and then click the Send a message button.
3. In the To section, check Tagged volunteers.

4. Compose and then send your message.
Change the Status for all of the tagged records
To change the volunteer Status [_______]
pg:1832 for multiple volunteers at one time, take these steps:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Next to Change the Status of all tagged volunteer records to, select the Status you would like to switch your
tagged volunteers to from the dropdown list.
3. Click the Go button.
Add a Type or Flag entry to the tagged records
There may be occasions when you want to add the same Type or Flag [_______]
pg:0212 entry to a lot of volunteer
records. You can add these all at once using tags.
If the Type or Flag entry you want to make does not already appear as a Type or Flag option on the Core tab
[_______],
pg:1868 you should start by creating it (you can skip this step if the Type or Flag entry you want to add already
exists in your database):
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select Setup.
2. Click Field options, and then select Core tab (the Core tab is where the Flag and Type fields are found).
3. Select Types or Flags, as appropriate.
4. Enter the new Type or Flag in the Add a new item field, and then click the Save button.
Once the Type or Flag value you want to add exists in your database, it's easy to insert it into all of the tagged
records:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. If you want to add a Type entry to all of the tagged records, use the Change the Type of all of the tagged
volunteers to field to choose the Type you want to add.
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If you want to add a Flag entry to all of the tagged records, use the Add this Flag to all of the tagged records field
to choose the Flag you want to add.
3. Click the Go button.
Volgistics inserts the Type or Flag entry into all of the tagged records.
Delete the tagged records
You can delete multiple volunteer records at once by using the tags feature. Because deleting a record can have
a permanent impact on your volunteer recordkeeping, we recommend reading the Important Considerations
Before Deleting Records [_______] section of help topic 2309 before proceeding.
After you have tagged the volunteer records you want to delete, follow these steps to delete the records:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Click the Go button located next to Delete the tagged volunteer records.
3. Because deleting records permanently removes them from the account, a confirmation box will appear where
you must verify that you want to delete the records.
If your account has the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature enabled, the confirmation box will also include an option to
save or delete the documents associated with the records. If you select to save the documents, they will be
available on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 in your mailbox for 5 days. If you do not save the documents locally during
these 5 days, there will not be a way to recover them.

Operator Rights and Deleting Tagged Records
If you do not see the Delete the tagged volunteer records option on the Tags menu, your Volgistics System
Operator rights [_______] do not permit you to delete volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by
your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .
Archive the tagged records
Archiving volunteer records allows you to move records for volunteers who are not actively serving to a separate
section of your database. If you are not familiar with how this affects volunteer records, we recommend reviewing
help topic 1999 "Archived Versus Non-archived Records" [_______]
pg:0709 before proceeding.
If you want to archive [_______]
pg:1819 a group of volunteer records, you can tag those volunteers and then archive all
of their records in one step:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Click the Go button located next to Archive the tagged volunteer records.
Volgistics will archive all of the tagged records.

Operator Rights and Archiving Tagged Records
If you do not see the Archive the tagged volunteer records option on the Tags menu, your Volgistics System
Operator rights [_______] do not permit you to archive volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by
your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .
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Send a VicNet password link to the tagged records
If you want to provide a number of volunteers with their VicNet password at once, using tags will allow you to do
so more efficiently than sending password messages from each individual volunteer's Vic tab. Volunteers who
have opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 will receive the password by text and by email. Volunteers who have
not opted-in to text messaging will only receive the password by email.
You can customize the content of the email message volunteers receive with the link. The
Send a Message with Login Information
section of help topic 1158 has more information on how to do this. You can find this section of the help topic here
[_______].
To send all tagged volunteers a message containing a VicNet password link:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Go button located next to Send a VicNet password link to the tagged volunteers.
Set temporary VicNet passwords for all tagged volunteers
There may be times when you want to set a temporary password that volunteers use to login to VicNet for the
first time. For example, if you have volunteer orientations where you will train groups of volunteers all at once,
you can set the same temporary password for the entire group and tell them the temporary password. Or, you
may give out packets to new volunteers where you have instructions on how to login, and you give the temporary
password in the instructions. When volunteers login with the temporary password the first time, they will be
prompted to select a permanent password.
To assign a temporary password to all tagged volunteers:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Enter the temporary password in the field located next to
Set temporary VicNet passwords for all tagged volunteers. This password does not need to meet any
password strength rules [_______]
pg:1447 you have set for volunteers because volunteers are required to set a
permanent password the first time they login.
3. Click the Go button.
Send the text messaging opt-in email to the tagged records
If you have enabled text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 for your account, you will see an option to send volunteers an
email message asking them to opt-in to text messaging. To send this email message:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Go button located next to Send the text message opt-in email message to the tagged volunteer
records.
The system will send the default message from the Messages Ground Rules [_______]
pg:0929 page to all of the tagged
records except for the ones where the volunteer has already opted-in to text messaging. You can find more
information on how to edit the default message in the Communicate that Text Messaging is Available section of
help topic 1301 [_______].
Add a Site to the tagged records
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If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , you can use tags to add a Site [_______]
pg:0094 to the Core tabs of a group of
volunteers in a single step. To do this:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Select the name of the Site you would like to add from the dropdown list next to Add this Site to the tagged
volunteer records.
3. Click the Go button.
Insert Date records for the tagged volunteers
There may be times when you want to add the same Date record for many volunteers. For example, you might
want to enter the same Training Date record for all of the volunteers who attended a particular orientation
session. Start by tagging the volunteers, who attended the session, then:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. In the
Add this
Date
to all of the tagged volunteer records
section, enter the date record information you want to add to all of the tagged records.
pg:0142 date and the Checklist item recurs on an annual or periodic
Please note: If you're adding a Checklist [_______]
basis, you will need to manually calculate the next due date and enter this in the Expires field. The system will
not automatically calculate and insert an expiration date when the date is added from the Tags menu.
3. Click the Go button.
Volgistics inserts the Date record into all of the tagged records.
Add an Assignment to all of the tagged records
If you would like to add the same Assignment to the Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 of multiple volunteers at once, you
can do this by:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. In the Add this Assignment to all of the tagged volunteer records section, choose the name of the Assignment
to be added from the dropdown list.
3. Select the Role [_______]
pg:0103 that tagged volunteers should be given in the chosen Assignment.
4. Enter an Assignment "From" date and "To" date, if applicable.
5. Click Go.
Add a Mandate to all of the tagged records
If your organization uses Volgistics' Mandatory Service [_______]
pg:1419 features to track volunteer progress toward
service goals or requirements, there might be a need to add a service mandate to numerous records at once.
You can do this by:
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1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. In the Add this Mandate to all of the tagged volunteer records section, select the applicable Mandatory
Service program from the dropdown list.
3. Choose a Starting date for the service mandate, if applicable.
4. Enter a Due by date for the service mandate, if applicable.
5. Enter the number of Hours and/or Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 required.
6. Click the Go button.
Send a schedule reminder to all of the tagged volunteers
If you use Volgistics' on-demand schedule reminders [_______]
pg:1396 feature, you can send schedule reminders for a
range of dates you specify. When you send schedule reminders through the
Monthly & on-demand volunteer reminders
setup page, they are sent to every volunteer who has an email address and/or text number on their record, is
scheduled during the selected date range in any of the assignments for which the
Schedule reminders checkbox is checked, and has not declined schedule reminder messages [_______]
pg:0409 .
There may be a situation, however, when an organization wants to send schedule reminders only to a specific
sub-group of those who would normally receive the reminders. In this case, they should take the following steps
to send schedule reminders for specific dates to tagged volunteers:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Next to Send a schedule reminder to all of the tagged volunteers for these dates, choose the dates for which
the schedule reminder should be sent.
3. Click the Go button.
The message will be sent by email or text depending on if the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging
[_______]
pg:0323 and his or her message preferences [_______]
pg:0381 .
Clear Tags
It's a good idea to clear the tags whenever you finish using them to perform a particular task. You can always
clear tags from individual records by un-checking the Tags checkbox. You can also clear tags from all records at
once by:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose Tags.
2. Click the Clear all tags button.
If the button appears grayed out, there are not any tagged records to clear.
Related help
Help Topic 1220 [_______]
pg:0437 - Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help Topic 2136 [_______]
pg:1529 - Tags
Help Topic 2139 [_______]
pg:1538 - Tagging Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2140 [_______]
pg:1541 - How to permanently mark tagged records
Help Topic 2160 [_______]
pg:1858 - Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
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Help Topic 2322 [_______]
pg:0471 - Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
Help Topic 2233 [_______]
pg:2013 - Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step

Tagging Volunteer Records
Help topic 2139
Added or revised 09-30-2016
A tag is a temporary way to mark a volunteer record (or a group of records) so you can work with the record(s).
This help topic explains the different ways that you can tag records. You can learn more about the tags feature
itself in help topic 2136 [_______]
pg:1529 .

Helpful Hints for Working with Tags

&bull; Tags are a temporary way to mark records so they only stay in place during your current session
[_______]
pg:1589 or until they are
cleared.
&bull; Each System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 only sees her or his tagged records. If other operators for your account
are logged in at the same time as you, you will not see their tags--and vice versa.
&bull; Tags are cumulative for your session unless they are cleared. For example, if you tag 8 records and
perform a task, and then tag 5 more records without clearing your tags, the next task you perform with tags will
affect 13 records.
&bull; You can clear tags by un-checking the box on individual records, or you can clear all tags at once by
selecting Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and clicking the Clear all tags button.
Tagging single volunteer records
To tag (or un-tag) a single record:
1. Locate the volunteer you want to tag (or un-tag). You can learn more about how to locate the record you need
in help topic 2023 [_______].
pg:1982
2. Click the Tag checkbox (un-check the checkbox to remove a tag).
If you're looking at the alphabetical list of volunteers, the checkbox appears in the Tag column next to the
volunteer names:
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If you're inside a volunteer's record, the Tagged checkbox is located near the top of the page:

A record is tagged if the checkbox is checked. You do not need to save a volunteer record to make a tag "stick."
Tagging a group of volunteer records
There are various ways to bring up a list of volunteer records. For example, you can bring up groups of records
on the Volunteers page using one of the methods shown in help topic 2023 [_______].
pg:1982 Or you can bring up a list
of volunteers for an assignment as shown in help topic 2221 [_______]
pg:0131 .
Regardless of how the list of volunteers was created, in most cases there will be an option to tag (or un-tag) all of
the records on the page at once. The majority of time this will be done with the Tag these or Un-tag these
buttons. Here is how these buttons look on the daily view of your master schedule:

On the Volunteers page, the Tag these and Un-tag these buttons are simply called Tag and Un-tag as shown
below:
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Progressively adding tags
There may be times when you need to identify all of the volunteers who have any one of several different items.
You can do this using tags. Here's an example:
An organization has a series of volunteer teams identified by color. For instance, they have a Red team, Green
team, Blue team, and so forth. Each volunteer's team designation is recorded on their Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 with a
Flag [_______]
pg:0212 .
Today the organization needs to send an email message to all of the volunteers who serve on any of the Yellow,
Orange, or Red teams. There's an easy way, using tags.
Start by clearing any tags that may have already been set:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Clear all tags button.
Next, tag all of the volunteers on the Yellow team:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under Include, select Yellow team from the Flag field.
3. Click the All link near the top of the page.
4. If necessary, select All from the Show XXXX entries dropdown so that all Yellow team volunteers are listed.
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5. Click the Tag button located in the upper left corner.
Now you have all of the Yellow team volunteers tagged. Next you tag all of the Orange team volunteers, by
following the same steps except select the Orange team Flag in step 2. Note that if an individual volunteer serves
on both the Yellow team and the Orange team, their record is only tagged once.
Finally, follow the same steps except select the
Red team
Flag in step 2. When you're finished, you have all of the Yellow, Orange, and Red team volunteers tagged. Now
you're ready to send your email to all your tagged records as shown in help topic 2194 [_______]
pg:0403 .
Related help

How to Permanently Mark Tagged Records
Help topic 2140
Added or revised 10-02-2012
Tags [_______]
pg:1529 are a useful tool for temporarily marking volunteer records, but what if you've tagged some
volunteer records, and now you want to make the marking permanent so you can pull the same group up again
later? You can do this by adding a 'Flag' to the tagged records, and then using that Flag to locate the same
group again in the future, or at other computers.
Here's a step-by-step example of how to do this:
Suppose you've tagged the volunteers you want to invite to serve on a new 'Policy Review' committee and now
you want to permanently mark these volunteers so you can easily locate them again in the future. You can do
this by adding a 'Policy Review Committee' Flag to their records.
Start by creating a new Flag for the 'Policy Review Committee:'
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select 'Setup.'
2. Click 'Field options,' and then select the 'Core tab' (the Core tab is where the Flag field is located).
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3. Select 'Flags.'
4. Enter 'Policy Review Committee' in the "Add a new item" field, and then click the Save button.
Now you're ready to add the 'Policy Review Committee' Flag to all of the tagged records:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , select 'Tags.'
2. Select 'Policy Review Committee' from the Add this Flag to all of the tagged records field.
3. Click the Go button.
Once you click 'Go,' Volgistics adds the Flag you selected to each of the volunteer records currently tagged.
Now you can clear the tags or close Volgistics, and you'll still be able to easily locate all of the 'Policy Review
Committee' volunteers in the future.
To view a list of all of the 'Policy Review Committee' volunteers later:
1. From the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , choose 'Volunteers.'
2. If you currently have any other Include options selected, click the 'Clear' link that appears under the Include
section to clear them.

3. Under the Include section, choose 'Policy Review Committee' in the 'Flag' field.
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4. Click the "All" link near the top of the Volunteers window. Volgistics will display the list of all of the 'Policy
Review Committee' volunteers.

Related help
Help Topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1529 - Tags
Help Topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1530 - Working with tags
Help Topic 2139 [_______]
pg:1538 - Tagging Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2263 [_______]
pg:0212 - Using the Type and the Flags Fields

How do I enter a training course for lots of volunteers in one step?
Help topic 2151
Added or revised 05-19-2011
Question: How do I enter a training course for lots of volunteers in one step?
A number of volunteers all attended a training course that I track in the Dates box on the History tab. Is there a
way to enter a training record for all of these volunteers in a single step?
Answer: Yes. You can tag the volunteers who attended the course, and then use the Tag feature to insert a
training record for all of the tagged records in one step.
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If you haven't done so already, start by adding the training activity you want to record training for to the 'Class
event' field on the History tab. For step-by-step instructions on how do this visit How do I track volunteer training?
[_______].
pg:1853
Then:
1. Use the Tag checkbox to tag each of the volunteers who attended the course.
2. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
3. In the "Add this Date to all of the tagged records" section, make the following entries:
Add a: Select "Class" from the drop down list
Event: Choose the class the tagged volunteers attended
Date: Enter the date of class
Notation: select "Attended"
4. Click the Go button.
The "Dates" box on the History tab will now show that the tagged volunteers each attended the selected training
event on the date you specified.
Anytime you use the Tag feature, be sure you clear the tags from the tagged records before you start another
task using tags.
To clear the tags:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Clear all tags button.

Using Tags with Sets
Help topic 2186
Added or revised 07-22-2009
You can use the Sets [_______]
pg:0858 and Tags features together to mark very specific groups of volunteers for
reporting or mailing purposes.
Combining Sets Example:
You have these three separate Sets already defined:
2005 Corporate Volunteers
2004 Corporate Volunteers
2003 Corporate Volunteers
Today you want to send an email message to everyone who was a corporate volunteer in 2003, 2004, or 2005.
Rather than create a brand new Set, you simply tag all of the volunteers in the '2005 Corporate Volunteers' Set,
then you tag all of the volunteers in the '2004 Corporate Volunteers' Set, and lastly you tag all of the volunteers in
the '2003 Corporate Volunteers' Set. Now your tagged records include the 2003, 2004, and 2005 corporate
volunteers, and you simply send your email message to the tagged volunteers.
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Excluding Sets Example:
You've been asked to print a list of all volunteers, except for 'auxiliary volunteers,' 'interns,' and 'student
volunteers.' You already have three different Sets defined that include 'Auxiliary volunteers,' 'Interns,' and
'Student volunteers.' To get a list that contains all volunteers except these, you first tag all of the volunteers in
your database, then you un-tag the volunteers in the "Auxiliary Volunteers' Set, the volunteers in the 'Interns' Set,
and the volunteers in the 'Student Volunteers' Set. Now your tagged records include all volunteers except any
that are auxiliary, intern, or student, and you simply print a list that includes all of the tagged volunteers.
Clearing tags
Before you begin working with tags it's a good idea to make sure you don't already have any tagged records left
over from an earlier task where you used tags. To clear any tags that might exist:
1. Choose 'Tags' from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. If there are any records currently tagged, click the Clear all tags button.

Tag all of the volunteers in a Set:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the "Include" section, use the "Sets" dropdown list to select the Set you want to test, as shown here:

3. Click the 'All' link near the top of the Volunteers page to display a list of all of the volunteers in the Set.
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4. Click the Tag these button at the bottom of the list.

All of the volunteers in the Set you selected are now tagged.

Un-tag all of the volunteers in a Set:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the "Include" section, use the "Sets" dropdown list to select the Set you want to test, as shown here:
3. Click the 'All' link near the top of the Volunteers page to display a list of all of the volunteers in the Set.
4. Click the Un-tag these button at the bottom of the list.
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Tag all of the volunteers in your database:
Start by checking to be sure there are not any Include options set on the Volunteers page like this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the "Include" section click the "Clear" link.

Next:
1. Click the 'All' link near the top of the Volunteers page to display a list of all of the volunteers in the Set.
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2. Click the Tag these button at the bottom of the list.
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Entering a Volunteer's Past Awards
Help topic 2146
Added or revised 01-29-2013
If you want to manage volunteer recognition [_______]
pg:1551 information in Volgistics, and you have records (in
another program or on paper) of when volunteers received awards in the past, you should enter these past
awards into Volgistics (if they're not already there). Entering a volunteer's past awards makes your Volgistics
database more complete, and it gives Volgistics a way to know which award a volunteer received last (Volgistics
needs to know this in order to determine which award they should receive next).
If your award names are already setup in Volgistics, you're ready to start entering your old award records. If you
have not setup your award names in Volgistics yet, you should do this first. Help topic 2287 [_______]
pg:0909 explains
how to do this.
If your awards are setup to be sequential (meaning a volunteer is eligible for a 100 hour award, a 500 hour
award, a 1,000 hour award, etc.), you should decide whether you will enter each of your volunteers' previous
awards or just their highest award received. Entering all of their previous awards will give you a complete history
of awards received. However, this will take more time then just entering the highest award given.
If you decide to enter just the highest or most recent award, and your awards are setup to be given sequentially,
you will want to make sure your settings on the Awards Ground Rules page are setup to only show elgibilty for
the highest level acheived. Otherwise all the sequential awards will appear on the volunteer's History tab. Help
topic 2286 [_______]
pg:0908 explains how to do this.
There are two ways you can enter past awards for volunteers. One individual at a time, or for an entire group if
they all received the same award on the same date.
To enter a past award for an individual volunteer:
1. Open the volunteer record for a volunteer for whom you want to enter a past award.
2. Choose the History tab
3. Under "Dates," use the "Add" box to make the following entries:
•
•
•
•

Add a: Select "Award" from the drop down list
Event: Choose the award you want to enter from the dropdown list
Date: Enter the date the past award was given
Notation: select "Presented"

4. Click the Save button in the Add box.
The Dates box will now show that this volunteer received the selected award.
To enter past awards for an entire group of volunteers at once if they all recieved the same award on the same
date:
1. Use the Tag checkbox to tag each of the volunteers who received a particular award on a particular date. Help
topic 2139 [_______]
pg:1538 shows some of the ways this can be done.
2. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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3. In the "Add this Date to all of the tagged records" section, make the following entries:
•
•
•
•

Add a: Select "Award" from the dropdown list
Event: Choose the award the tagged volunteers received
Date: Enter the date the past award was given to the tagged volunteers
Notation: select "Presented"

4. Click the Go button.
The Dates box on the History tab will now show that the tagged volunteers each received the selected award on
the date you specified.
If you use the Tag feature to enter past awards like this, be sure to clear the tags from the tagged records before
you move on to the next award.
To clear the tags before starting the next award:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Clear all tags button.

How can I create an award based on service performed in a 12 month per
Help topic 2331
Added or revised 05-09-2008
Volgistics can automatically identify volunteers as eligible for awards that are based on volunteer service, such
as the number of hours served, or the number of years a volunteer has served. Awards may be based on a
volunteer's 'life' service through the current date or a particular cut-off date; or they may be based on service
performed during the last year only.
Typically, when an award is based on service performed during a specific year, the award is presented at some
point after that year has ended. For example, awards based on service performed in 2007 are typically given
sometime in 2008 (once volunteers have completed all of their 2007 service).
To setup these awards in Volgistics you set the award criteria so the award is based on volunteer service
performed during the last calendar or fiscal year, as shown below (more detailed instructions on how to setup
award criteria are available in help topic 2287 [_______]
pg:0909 ).
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In the example pictured above, the award is given to volunteers who perform at least 100 hours during a
calendar year.
Since you cannot know for sure how many hours each volunteer will serve in 2007 until 2007 has ended,
volunteers who meet the award criteria will appear eligible for this award beginning on January 1, 2008. You can
prepare for volunteer recognition based on 2007 hours using Volgistics anytime after December 31, 2007 in this
example.
Awards based on service during the last year may be based on service performed during the last calendar year
(January through December), or during the last fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 . If the award is based on service performed
during the last fiscal year, volunteers who meet the award criteria will appear eligible for the award as soon as a
fiscal year ends. For example, an award based on service performed during a fiscal year that ends on June 30th
will appear eligible for the award beginning on July 1st.
Related help

Tracking Volunteer Recognition
Help topic 3022
Added or revised 11-17-2016
If your organization gives formal volunteer recognition, such as Awards for volunteer service, you can use
Volgistics to manage your recognition program. You can track Awards based on measurable volunteer service
(such as hours and years of service), as well as "subjective" Awards (the kind where a committee decides who
the recipient will be).
For Awards based on measurable volunteer service - such as hours served or years of service - Volgistics will
automatically keep track of who is eligible for each Award based on the service recorded for them in the
database. You can view which volunteers are eligible for any Award at any time, print lists of Awards and which
volunteers are eligible for them (such as "pin lists"), easily post the Awards you've presented; and view or print
each volunteer's Award history. You can present Awards as often as you choose: monthly, semi-annually, or
annually for example.
This help topic starts by looking at two steps you must perform when you're just getting started with Volgistics.
You need to complete these two steps before Volgistics can begin managing your Awards automatically:
• Setting up Awards
• Catching-up Volgistics by recording the Awards volunteers have already received
This help topic also describes the steps you take to manage volunteer recognition activities in the order they're
often performed:
•
•
•
•

Determining who is ready to receive Awards
Printing reports listing volunteers eligible for each Award
Printing reports of volunteers' Award history
Recording the Awards you have presented in the database once they have been given

Setting up Awards
If you've converted data from another program or if you've inherited a Volgistics database someone else created,
some or all of the Awards you give volunteers may already be setup. In this case you can follow along with this
section to learn about how to setup Awards, or you can skip ahead to the next section.
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If you're just getting started from scratch, you'll need to initially setup your volunteer Awards. This is something
you only need to do once when you're getting started (unless you later want to change the rules you use for
giving Awards, or add more Awards).
To setup a new Award:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Awards."
3. Click the "Add a new Award" link. This opens the Award setup page. Help topic 2287 [_______]
pg:0909 explains how
to use the Award setup page to setup an Award. Follow those instructions to setup your first Award.
4. Click the Save button.
Your new Award is now setup in Volgistics.
You can change the way any of your Awards are setup later if you want to. To change the way an Award is
setup, simply return to Setup, click "Awards," and then click on the name of the Award you want to change.
Remember to click the Save button when you're finished to save your changes.
Repeat the steps listed above to create each of the Awards you want to track in Volgistics. You can track up to
120 different Awards.
Catching-up Volgistics to your old system
This is the second step you'll need to perform if you're just getting started with Volgistics, or if this is the first time
you're using Volgistics to prepare for volunteer recognition.
If you've never had a formal recognition program before, or you do not have any records that show which Awards
volunteers have received in the past you can skip this step. However if you have an existing database or list of
Awards presented to volunteers in the past, you should enter that information into Volgistics. Specifically,
Volgistics needs to know what the last Award was that each volunteer received.
Here's why:
When it comes to Awards based on measurable volunteer service—like hour or years-of-service Awards—
Volgistics determines which Awards a volunteer is currently eligible to receive by looking at two things:
1. How much service they have recorded
2. Which Award they received last
For example, suppose you give Awards for 500 hours of service, 1000 hours of service, and so forth. If volunteer
George Bailey has 1,050 hours of service, and he has already been given the "500 hour Award" you know that
he has now earned the "1,000 hour Award."
If you track volunteer service using Volgistics, Volgistics knows how many hours and years of service each
volunteer has, so all it needs to know to get started with automatic Award tracking is what the highest Award is
that each volunteer has already received. Once you enter this information, Volgistics can take it from there.
Instructions on how to enter your volunteer's past Awards are available in help topic 2146 [_______]
pg:1549 . You can
either enter all of your volunteers' past Awards (if you want to keep their Award history), or you can just enter
their most recent Award. If you enter only their most recent Award, and your Awards are setup to be given
sequentially, make sure your settings on the Awards Ground Rules page are setup to only show elgibilty for the
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highest level acheived. Otherwise all the sequential Awards will appear on the volunteer's History tab. Help topic
2286 [_______]
pg:0908 explains how to do this.
Once you've setup your Awards, and entered (at least) each volunteer's most recent Award, you're ready to start
using Volgistics to manage volunteer recognition.
See who is ready to receive Awards
Once you've setup your Awards as explained above, you can see which Awards individual volunteers are
currently eligible to receive by looking at the Checklist box on the History tab of their volunteer record. The
Checklist box displays each of the Awards the selected volunteer is ready to receive, as shown here:

You can also see lists of all of the volunteers who are ready to receive Awards by using the Tickler like this:
1. Choose Tickler from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. The Tickler page includes two sections. A "Checklist" section and an "Awards" section. If any of the items in
the "Checklist" section are currently checked, uncheck them. In the "Awards" section, check the Award (or
Awards) you want to view a list for.
3. Click the Go button. You'll see a list of all of the volunteers who are ready to receive the Award or Awards you
select on the Tickler page.
Volunteer eligibility for Awards based on service is updated nightly during the overnight maintenance cycle. If you
have entered service hours since the last overnight maintenance cycle and want the Tickler to find eligible
volunteers based on the latest service entered, click the Re-evaluate now button. When the date and time in the
message update, the Tickler will reflect Award eligibility based on the latest service entries.
Note: If you setup Awards to be based on service performed "through a certain date," it will affect when
volunteers will appear ready to receive the Award. Volunteers are shown to be ready for Awards that have cut-off
dates if they have the required amount of service recorded and the cut-off date for the Award has past.
For example, if you setup a service Award to be based on service performed through the end of December 31st
each year, volunteers will not appear ready to receive that Award until after December 31st (if they have the
required amount of service).
Printing reports listing volunteers eligible for Awards
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You can print lists that show the Awards volunteers are currently eligible to receive like this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Awards link.
3. Choose "Award eligibility (stock)."
4. Click the "Print it" button.
5. Choose the format (PDF or Excel spreadsheet) in which you want this report to be printed, and choose which
volunteers you want to include on the report. Then click the Start printing button.
Your report will appear in your Volgistics Mailbox within several minutes.
See which Awards a volunteer has received in the past
You can see which Awards an individual volunteer has received in the past by looking at the History tab in their
record.
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the record for the volunteer whose Awards you want to review.
3. Open their record and click on their History tab. The volunteer's Award history is included in the Dates box.
Printing volunteers' Award history
You can also print reports that include all (or certain) volunteers, and their Award history. To do this:
1. Choose Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the "Volunteer List" link.
3. Choose "Volunteer Award list (stock)."
4. Click the Print it button.
5. Choose the format (PDF or Excel spreadsheet) in which you want this report to be printed, and choose which
volunteers you want to include on the report. Then click the Start printing button.
Your report will appear in your Volgistics Mailbox within several minutes.
Recording the Awards you have presented in the database once they have been given
Once a volunteer is eligible to receive an Award, a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 must indicate when he or she is
presented with that Award. Recording the Awards a volunteer receives is an important part of tracking
recognition in Volgistics as the system uses this information to determine Award eligibility, volunteer inclusion in
Sets based on Award dates, and more.
There are two ways to record that an Award was presented to a volunteer: by marking the checkbox next to the
Award name on the History tab Awards list, and by adding an Award date entry in the History tab Dates box.
Marking an Award checkbox to record that an Award has been presented
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1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose the first letter of the Award recipient's last name at the top of the page.
3. Click on the Award recipient's name to open their volunteer record.
4. Go to the History tab.
5. Locate the Awards list, and click the checkbox next to the Award this volunteer has received.

6. Click the Save button.
Once the Award has been marked, an Award date entry will automatically be recorded in the Dates box on the
History tab.

In addition, the Award will no longer be listed as one the volunteer is eligible to receive.
Making an Award date entry to record that an Award has been presented
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Choose the first letter of the Award recipient's last name at the top of the page.
3. Click on the Award recipient's name to open their volunteer record.
4. Go to the History tab.
5. In the Dates box, scroll down to the Add box.
6. Choose "Award" from the "Add a – date" dropdown field.
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7. Select the Award name from the "Event" dropdown field.

8. Click the Save button.
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Service Measures
Help topic 1016
Added or revised 03-29-2016
Since many volunteer offices record volunteer service by tracking hours, Volgistics tracks volunteer hours by
default; however, some organizations want to track additional types of volunteer activity. For example, an agency
might want to track the number of phone calls answered by a volunteer; the number of absences a volunteer
has; the number of miles put on a volunteer's vehicle during service, or the number of tours a museum volunteer
has given during a particular shift. By providing service measures, Volgistics makes this possible too.
In addition to hours, an organization can track up to 14 service measures customized for their volunteers. To
learn how to create a new service measure, read the help topic on service measure setup [_______]
pg:1406 .
Collecting or entering service measure data
As a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 or volunteer posts service entries, service measure information may be entered
along with volunteer hours.
When service entries are made manually, service measures appear on the Service tab in the volunteer's record.
In the example shown below, three additional service measures are tracked. They are called Phone calls,
Mileage, and Tours. Each time you add volunteer hours (or instead of entering volunteer hours) you could also
enter the number phone calls made, miles driven, or tours given.

To enter a value for a particular service measure, follow the procedure for making service entries manually
[_______]
pg:1569 and enter the appropriate number in the service measure field. If, for example, a volunteer served for
3 hours and answered 20 phone calls in this time period, the System Operator would enter 3 hours and enter 20
in the Phone calls field.
You can also post service measure information if you post service using the Post page. Follow the instructions
for posting hours with the Post feature detailed in the Post page [_______]
pg:1559 help topic.
If it suits your needs, and your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 includes the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module, you can
also allow volunteers to enter their own service information through the VicNet Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460 .
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Including service measures on service reports
While none of the stock report [_______]
pg:0595 formats in Volgistics are configured to automatically include service
measure information, both Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 and Service Detail [_______]
pg:0560 reports can be customized
to include service measures.
Add service measures to a new or stock service report on the report's Fields tab. If customizing a stock report,
remember to choose the desired type of report and click Clone it to make and save any changes.
Once on the Fields tab, check the boxes next to the names of any service measures to be included as a column
in the report.
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Save and print the report, and retrieve it in the Volgistics In Box [_______]
pg:0303 .
Related help
Help Topic 2271 [_______]
pg:1422 - How do I track volunteer mileage?
Help Topic 2275 [_______]
pg:1424 - Tracking volunteer absences
Help Topic 1017 [_______]
pg:1406 - How to setup a service measure

The Post page
Help topic 1021
Added or revised 09-30-2016
If you post volunteer service manually, the Post page provides a fast way to enter multiple service entries at the
same time.
If you do not collect all (or any) of your volunteer service information with VicTouch [_______],
pg:1778 VicNet [_______],
pg:1724
or directly from the schedule [_______],
pg:1576 you probably post service records manually [_______].
pg:1569 If you post hours
for many volunteers manually, the process can become cumbersome. In this situation, you can use the Post
page to post hours for a whole series of volunteers at one time. This help topic explains how to use the Post
page to efficiently post service records for multiple volunteers.
Introductory page: A brief explanation of the Post feature
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The first time you select Post from the menu, you will see a page giving a brief explanation about what the page
is used for.

If you do not want this page to show on future visits, check the box in front of "Don't show me this introduction
screen in the future." Click the Continue button to proceed to the next page.
The first Post page: Choose which volunteers you want to post hours for
The Post menu option requires a series of three pages where you will need to enter information to post hours for
multiple volunteers.
On the first page, you will identify the volunteers you want to post hours for.
Post hours for…
Choose one of the following options:
Tagged volunteers. If you have already tagged [_______]
pg:1529 a group of volunteers for the purpose of posting hours
to their records, choose this option. This option is only available when at least one volunteer is tagged in your
system.
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Volunteers scheduled on this date…
. Many organizations choose to post hours for all volunteers who were scheduled on a particular day in one step.
If you would like to do this, choose this option and enter the date you would like to post hours for. Help topic
2202 [_______]
pg:1576 explains more about how to use this option.
Volunteers in this assignment. Choose this option if you would like to post hours only for volunteers with the
Role(s) [_______]
pg:0103 you selected on the Service Posting Setup Page [_______]
pg:1432 in a particular assignment
[_______]
pg:0096 . Select the shared assignment from the dropdown list.
Volunteers with this Type. To post hours for volunteers with a particular Type [_______]
pg:0212 , for example all "Adult"
volunteers, choose this option and select the Type of volunteer you want to post hours for from the dropdown list.
Volunteers with this Flag. To post hours for volunteers with a particular Flag [_______]
pg:0212 , choose this option and
select the Flag held by volunteers you want to post hours for from the dropdown list.

Volunteers with last names starting with…
. You may want to post hours for groups of volunteers alphabetically by last name. This option is the most
efficient if you have collected volunteer hours on time sheets as shown in help topic 1153 [_______].
pg:1565 To post
hours by last name, choose this option and select the first letter of the volunteers' last names from the dropdown
list.
Post hours for volunteers if their status is…
You can choose to limit the volunteers you want to post hours for by Status [_______]
pg:1832 by checking one or more
volunteer Statuses here. If, for instance, you chose to post hours for Volunteers with this Type and Adult and
then marked just the box for the Status of Active, you would only be able to post hours for Adult volunteers with
an Active Status. If you selected Volunteers with this Type and Adult and then marked all possible Statuses, you
could post hours for any Adult volunteer. Please note that if no boxes are selected, volunteers with all Statuses
will appear the same as if all of the boxes were checked.
Sort volunteers
Choose whether you want the list of volunteers to be sorted alphabetically by their last name, or by their
volunteer number.
Click the Continue button to view the second page in the Post procedure.
The second Post page: Choose the way you want service entries to appear for each volunteer in this
batch
The appearance of the second Post page will differ based on the options you select on the first Post page. If you
choose to post hours for volunteers scheduled on a particular date, the only fields that will be displayed on the
second Post page are service measures you have created. Otherwise, you will see options for an Assignment
field, Date & time fields, an Hours field, and Service Measure fields.
Assignment field
If all of the service you are posting is in one assignment [_______]
pg:0096 , choose the first option (All of the service I'm
posting was performed in this assignment) and select that assignment from the dropdown list.
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If you want to choose the assignment for each volunteer from a list of their assignments only, select the second
option (
Let me choose the assignment from a list of each volunteer's assignments
). Volunteers are linked to assignments based on the Role(s) [_______]
pg:0103 recorded for assignments on the Service
tab [_______]
pg:0138 of their record.
If you want to choose the assignment for each volunteer and want to select it from a list of all assignments (not
just the ones they have a Role in), select the third option (Let me choose the assignment from a list of all
assignments).
Date & time fields
The fields that appear for entering date and time may vary depending on how you have setup your account for
manual service entries. You can find more information on this in help topic 2325 [_______]
pg:1429 .
To enter different dates and/or times on each entry, select the first option (Let me enter the date and times on
each entry).
To post hours for volunteers who all served the same shift on the same date, select the second option (All of the
hours I'm posting are for this date and these times) and enter the date(s) and/or time(s) of the service to be
applied.
Hours field
If you do not want to enter the same number of hours on each entry, choose the first option (Let me enter the
hours on each entry).
If you want to post the same number of hours to all service entries, choose the second option (Post this many
hours XX on every entry). If you entered times in the time fields above, the correct number of hours to be applied
will automatically be entered in the Hours field.
Service measure fields
If you have created Service Measures [_______]
pg:1557 to track volunteer activity other than hours (such as mileage or
absences), these fields will be displayed here. For each, decide if you want to omit the information for that
Service Measure, enter a number for that Service Measure on each individual entry, or apply the same number
for each entry you are posting.
How many entries?
You might choose to post several service entries for each volunteer at the same time. For example, if you are
posting hours for Active Adult volunteers and choosing the assignment from a list of each volunteer's
assignments while also entering the date and time on each entry. In this case, you might want to post a particular
volunteer's service in more than one assignment, or for more than one date or time. To do this, use the
dropdown list to select the number of service entries you'd like to make on each volunteer's record. You can
select from 1 to 12.
When you select to make multiple service entries, you do not need to use all of the spots you create. Just leave
the ones you do not need blank. Having the option of creating more than one entry per volunteer can help you
make more efficient use of your time.
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Click the Start posting button to move to the next page for Posting service.
The third Post page: Start posting
The top of this page identifies the common characteristics of entries in this batch. For instance, if all the postings
will be in the same assignment, or for the same date, this will be listed at the top of the page.
Service records will be displayed for each volunteer identified by your selections on the first Post page. Enter the
appropriate information in the fields for each record, or mark the "Skip" box to choose not to post an entry for a
particular volunteer.
If you are posting hours from the schedule [_______]
pg:1576 and there is a group scheduled to fill multiple openings
slots [_______]
pg:0753 , you will see a listing for each opening slot the group is filling. There are two ways you can
handle this.
One is to use each entry and set the Volunteers field to one (1). When this is done each entry will be shown on
the Service tab [_______]
pg:1579 of the group record.
Another option is to tally the number of slots the group is filling and enter this number in the Volunteers field on
one entry. Check the "Skip" box on the other entries so service is not posted for those entries. Please remember
with this option that some entries for the group may appear on upcoming pages. Because there is not a way to
return to a Post page after you have passed it, you may want to refer to the Schedule tab of the group's record to
get the total number of opening slots the group is filling.
At the bottom of the page, choose the Post this page, Post then quit or Skip this page button until you're done
entering service.
Once you have posted hours for this batch, you can click the Print batch report button to print a Batch Report
[_______]
pg:0599 listing each of the hour entries you made in this batch. A Batch Report is often used to compare the
information you posted to the information on a written time sheet.

FTE
Help topic 1036
Added or revised 10-14-2015
Many businesses and organizations use 'full-time-equivalent employees,' or FTE' as a unit of measurement for
counting employees. A full-time-employee is usually considered one who works 40 hours per week (although this
number may vary by organization). Using FTE to describe the human resources allocated to - or needed to
perform - a particular task lets you compare apples to apples. A department that has six half-time workers and a
department that has three full-time workers both have three FTEs, as an example (because six half-time workers
equal three full-time workers).
While volunteers are generally classified differently than employees, FTE can be a useful method for leaders of
volunteer programs to describe the amount of service performed by volunteers (overall or in a particular area) in
terms understood by human resource professionals and board members. Several Volgistics reports ( Service
details [_______]
pg:0560 , Service summary) can translate the number of hours served by volunteers into an FTE value
for this purpose.
Volgistics uses the FTE measurement to describe the number of full-time workers that it would take to serve the
same number of hours as an individual volunteer or group of volunteers (not the number of volunteers who
individually serve 'full-time').
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For example, suppose ten volunteers each serve four hours per week providing visitor information at an
organization's information desk. Collectively these ten volunteers work the same amount of time as one FTE (ten
times four hours each equals 40 hours per week, or one FTE). Or, suppose 200 volunteers each serve six hours
during a week-long festival. Collectively these festival volunteers work the same amount of time as thirty FTEs
(200 times six equals 1, 200 hours per week, divided by 40 hours equals 30 FTEs).
How Volgistics calculates FTEs
By default, Volgistics calculates FTEs at the rate of 40 hours per week, although you can tailor this rate to your
organization (see below). So, every 40 hours served by volunteers in a one week period equals one FTE.
Most Volgistics reports calculate volunteer hours monthly (or quarterly, or annually), rather than weekly. When
you calculate FTE for monthly periods rather than weekly periods you must convert the weekly rate into a
monthly rate. To make this conversion Volgistics multiplies the weekly rate by 52 (the number of weeks in a
year), and then divides the result by 12 (the number of months in a year). Using the default rate of 40 hours per
week, the monthly FTE would be 173.3 hours per month. Here's the math:
40 hours per week times 52 weeks equals 2,080 hours per year.
2,080 hours per year divided by 12 months equals 173.3 hours per month.

So, if your service report is for a period of one month, every 173.3 hours served by volunteers equals one FTE. If
volunteers collectively serve 6,280 hours in one month they worked the same amount of time as 36.24 full-time
workers that month (6,280 divided by 173.3 equals 36.24, when rounded). If a service report is for a period of
one year, every 2,080 hours served collectively by volunteers in a year equals one FTE. (173.3 hours per month,
times 12 months equals 2,080 hours per year). If volunteers collectively serve 66,560 hours during a one year
period they worked the same amount of time as 32 FTEs during that year (66,560 divided by 2,080 equals 32).
Setting your FTE rate
Volgistics defaults to an FTE rate of 40 hours per week. You can change this if your organization uses a different
rate (such as 38.5 hours per week). To change the rate used to calculate FTE:
1. Click Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click Service tracking, and then choose Ground rules.
3. Scroll down to the Full time equivalent section and enter the weekly rate you want to use.

Merit Hours
Help topic 1100
Added or revised 12-18-2013
In some situations, it may be desirable to adjust volunteer hours to reflect more or fewer hours than were actually
served. The optional merit hours feature allows an organization to do so.
For example, merit hours can be used to give "time-and-a-half" or "double time" for special reasons, such as
volunteer Assignments that are more complex or difficult to recruit for; shifts that take place on a holiday
[_______]
pg:1391 ; to account for additional drive or preparation time; or to deduct time spent at lunch or on break.
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By defining up to four merit hour rules, which can be based on a broad range of volunteer and service
characteristics, a Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can apply merit hours as needed. Merit hours can also
be based on drive or travel times separately from the four merit hour rules. If merit hours are used, Volgistics
automatically calculates the additional or deducted time indicated by the merit hour rules.
These adjusted hours appear on the Service tab [_______]
pg:1581 in volunteer records by default, and optionally on
reports [_______]
pg:0430 under the heading Merit hours. Volgistics continues to track actual volunteer hours as well.
Merit hours can be included on reports regardless of whether or not they are included on the Service tab in the
volunteer record.
Related help
Help Topic 1101 [_______]
pg:1409 - How to Setup Merit Hours
Help Topic 1160 [_______]
pg:0430 - Including Merit Hours on Reports
Help Topic 1210 [_______]
pg:1416 - How to Setup Travel Time Merit Hours

How to Efficiently Collect Volunteer Hours with Time Sheets
Help topic 1153
Added or revised 09-30-2016
The VicTouch module is the best way to collect volunteer hours, as it can eliminate manual hour entry entirely.
Likewise, VicNet can reduce or eliminate a volunteer office's need to gather service information. Still, some
organizations must continue to collect hours on printed time sheets and then post them manually [_______]
pg:1569 in
Volgistics.
If most volunteers are scheduled in advance, an organization can print time sheet views of the schedule
[_______],
pg:1578 and then post hours from the schedule [_______]
pg:1576 later. What follows is a suggestion for organizations
where volunteers are not typically scheduled in advance to efficiently organize manual time sheets.
1. Pre-print time sheets like these:

2. Put them in a binder with tabs like these:
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When volunteers arrive and depart, they should open the time sheet binder to the tab for the first letter of their
last name and sign-in and sign-out on that page.
Then a system operator should use the Post page [_______]
pg:1559 in Volgistics to post hours manually. When
choosing the volunteers you want to post hours for, select "Volunteers with last names starting with 'A'."

Follow the Post procedure for this group of volunteers, referring to the time sheet book's alphabetized pages to
determine how many hours should be posted for each volunteer in the "A" section. Follow the same process for
volunteers in the "B" section, "C" section, and so forth. Initial the "Office use only" column on each line as the
hours are posted.
As an alternative to pre-printing time sheets by letter for volunteers to sign-in and out by last name, you might
choose to pre-print time sheets for each Assignment volunteers are serving in. In this way, volunteers would
open the book to the appropriate Assignment and sign-in and out on that page. Then you would post hours by
Assignment on the Post page in Volgistics, like this:
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How can I find all of the volunteers with a service record missing an Assi
Help topic 1164
Added or revised 04-08-2016
While most Volgistics users collect the name of the Assignment as part of their service records, a user might
occasionally find that a number of hours are not attributed to any Assignment. This can happen when the
Assignment name is unintentionally omitted when posting a service entry.
On a report, these hours are attributed to Assignments called "(None)." When this happens, there are two things
users often want to know:
1. Which volunteer records are the sources of the service entries not attributed to an Assignment in this
particular service report?
2. Do other volunteers besides those represented in this report have service entries not associated with an
Assignment? If so, who are they?

Which volunteer records are the sources of the service entries not attributed to an Assignment in this
report?
This first question can often be answered with one simple step. Unless a report is organized by volunteer, neither
the service summary nor service details reports list volunteer names by default. That is, when a service report is
organized by Site; Site and Place; Site, Place and Assignment; Type, Date; Cluster, or Cluster, Site, Place and
Assignment, it does not automatically include the names of volunteers responsible for the service. To determine
which volunteer records are associated with the service, you will need to choose to list volunteers on the report's
Options tab and print the report again.

Service entries with the "None" Assignment will now be associated with the name of the volunteer who
completed that service.
Do other volunteers besides those represented in this report have service entries not associated with an
Assignment? If so, who are they?
Answering this question requires that you first create a Set to identify such volunteers and then print a volunteer
list report including only volunteers in the Set.
Create the Set like this:
1. Choose Sets from the menu.
2. Click on Create a new set.
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3. Give the Set a name (i.e. "Service records without Assignments") and choose to include volunteers in the Set
based on "their service."
4. Click Go.
5. Define the Set rule to include volunteers if they have at least 0:01 hours in the time period of interest (i.e. the
previous month, as illustrated below, the last year, etc.).

6. At the bottom of the rule definition box, mark the checkbox next to "Only count service in…" and select "No
assignment" from the drop down list.

7. Click Finished.
Now you should create a new volunteer list report that includes only volunteers in the Set. A volunteer list report
will show the names of volunteers with service records not associated with an Assignment. You can use this list
to identify which volunteer records you should go into and edit service records to include Assignment names.

How do service records get into Volgistics?
Help topic 1166
Added or revised 09-30-2016
There are several ways you can enter or collect volunteer service information in Volgistics:
1. If your volunteers all serve at primarily one or several fixed locations, such as a hospital, clinic, museum, zoo,
or a performing arts center, you can use the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module to collect volunteer service. The
VicTouch module provides an interactive computer station (optionally with a touch screen monitor) where
volunteers can sign-in and out, and also receive messages, check their schedules, and more. VicTouch can
eliminate manual hour record keeping entirely in many organizations.
2. You can use the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module if you would like some or all of your volunteers to post their own
volunteer hours online from home (or any computer with an Internet connection). This option can also reduce or
eliminate the need for manual hour record keeping. You will need to setup the VicNet Time Sheet tab [_______]
pg:1460
in order to do this.
3. If you pre-schedule all or most of your volunteers in advance, you can use the Volgistics Post page to post
volunteer hours directly from your schedules [_______].
pg:1576 In addition to posting hours from the schedule, the Post
page also lets you post hours for tagged volunteers, volunteers in a particular Assignment, with a certain Type,
with a certain Flag, or with last names starting with a specific letter. You can find out more about how the Post
page works in help topic 1021 [_______]
pg:1559 .
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4. If you want to track volunteers, and you cannot use any of the methods described above to collect or post
volunteer hours, you can collect hours "on paper" and then enter them manually later. If you enter volunteer
hours manually from paper time sheets [_______]
pg:0666 , you can use the Post page to speed-up the manual hour entry
process; or you can always post hours manually [_______]
pg:1569 in individual volunteer records.

Choose the method that best suits your needs. No matter which way you choose to collect service, hours will
appear in Volgistics as part of service records, and these drive your reports. You can collect some hours one
way, and other hours a different way, and they'll be in a standard format in your database. You can also start out
entering hours manually and then switch to VicTouch. They all feed into the same database.

How do I make a single hour entry manually?
Help topic 2021
Added or revised 09-30-2016
This help topic explains how you post an hour record manually for an individual volunteer. If you want to post
hours manually for a group record, see the Posting Service for Groups [_______] section of help topic 1045.
Please note that in addition to making hour entries manually for individuals and groups, service hours can also
be recorded through the methods shown in help topic 1166 [_______]
pg:1568 .
To post an hour record manually for an individual volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the record for the volunteer for whom you want to make an hour entry.
3. Open the selected volunteer's record and click the Service tab.
4. Use the Add box in the Service section to enter the information for the new hour entry.

5. Click the Save button to save the new hour record.
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The new hour record is now added to the database for this volunteer.

You can customize the kinds of information that are collected as part of a service entry. To do this:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Select Service Tracking.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Choose the kinds of information you want to collect for each service entry under
Manual volunteer service entries. You may find help topic 2325 [_______]
pg:1429 useful because it shows examples of
each option.
5. Click the Save button.
Your selection here will affect the way you - and all other System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 in your organization –
make manual hour entries.
Related help
Help Topic 1016 [_______]
pg:1557 - Service Measures
Help Topic 1017 [_______]
pg:1406 - How to Setup a Service Measure
Help Topic 1021 [_______]
pg:1559 - The Post Page
Help Topic 1045 [_______]
pg:1909 - Tracking Groups
Help Topic 1153 [_______]
pg:1565 - How to Efficiently Collect Volunteer Hours with Time Sheets
Help Topic 1162 [_______]
pg:0034 - Service Values
Help Topic 1163 [_______]
pg:1413 - How to Setup Service Values
Help Topic 1166 [_______]
pg:1568 - How do service records get into Volgistics?
Help Topic 1198 [_______]
pg:1673 - Using VicNet for groups
Help Topic 1204 [_______]
pg:1460 - VicNet Time Sheet Tab
Help Topic 1208 [_______]
pg:1415 - Auditing Service Entries
Help Topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759 - Using VicTouch for groups
Help Topic 2156 [_______]
pg:1419 - Tracking Mandatory Service
Help Topic 2157 [_______]
pg:1572 - How do I enter a volunteer's past hours?
Help Topic 2167 [_______]
pg:1574 - How do I change an hour entry that's already been posted?
Help Topic 2168 [_______]
pg:1575 - Posting Large Service Entries
Help Topic 2202 [_______]
pg:1576 - How do I post hours from the schedule?
Help Topic 2275 [_______]
pg:1424 - Tracking Volunteer Absences
Help Topic 2284 [_______]
pg:0577 - How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report?
Help Topic 2285 [_______]
pg:0579 - How do I print a monthly hour report by assignment?
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Help Topic 2305 [_______]
pg:1579 - How do I view a selected volunteer's hours?
Help Topic 2400 [_______]
pg:1581 - Tracking Volunteer Service on the Service Tab
Help Topic 8257 [_______]
pg:0560 - Service Detail Reports
Help Topic 8258 [_______]
pg:0580 - Service Summary Reports

How to Make All Volunteers with No Recent Activity Inactive
Help topic 2031
Added or revised 05-10-2013
If volunteers in your system do not have any recent activity, you may want to change their status to inactive. You
can do this for all of the volunteers who have not had any recent service, at the same time. If, for instance, you
want to change the volunteer status to 'Inactive' for any volunteer who has not had not had any hours recorded in
the last 6 months, you can do this in three simple steps: Create a Set that finds these volunteers; tag their
records; and then change the status on the tagged records to Inactive.
Create the Set
Create a Set to find volunteers who have not had any service recorded recently.
1. Choose Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new Set button.
3. Enter a name for the Set (e.g. No service in 6 months).
4. Under "Include volunteers in this set based on" choose 'Their Service' and then click the Go button.
5. Define your Set rule like this...
"Exactly 0:00 hours in the Last 6 months"
(or choose a different time frame to suit your needs).
6. Click the Finished button.

Tag these volunteer records
Now you have a Set that includes all of the volunteers who do not have any service recorded recently.. Load the
Set on the Volunteers page, and tag these volunteers like this:
1. Start by making sure there are not any tagged volunteer records already. To do this choose Tags from the
menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then click the Clear all tags button. If the Clear all tags button is disabled it means there
are not currently any tagged records. Continue with the next step in this case.
2. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
3. Under 'Include' choose the Set you created above from the Set drop-down list.
4. Also under 'Include' choose 'Active' from the Status drop-down list.
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5. Click the All link at the top of the page (Next to the letter Z).
6. Now you should see a list of all active volunteers who have no hours recorded in the last 6 months (or the time
frame you chose in your Set rule). You might spot check a few of these just to be sure these are the volunteers
whose Status you want to change (click on a volunteer's name and view their Service tab to see when they last
served).
5. Click the Tag these button at the bottom of the list to tag all of these records.
The active volunteers with no recent activity are now all tagged, and you're ready to change their status.

Change their status to Inactive
To change the Status on the tagged records:
1. Choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Next go to "Change the Status of all tagged volunteer records to:" select 'Inactive' and then click the Go
button.
-Any time you use Tags, it is good practice to 'clear' the tags when you're finished with them. To clear the tags
choose Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then click the Clear all tags button.

Entering Negative Service Values
Help topic 2118
Added or revised 06-24-2004
Q. I want to make service entry with a negative value to compensate for another entry that was made for too
many hours. How do I do this?
A. Service entries cannot have a negative value. Rather than making one entry to fix another, edit the original
incorrect entry so it contains the correct value. This keeps your service records more accurate.
Related help

How do I enter a volunteer's past hours?
Help topic 2157
Added or revised 05-03-2013
You may have volunteer service records going back a number of years that you want to enter into Volgistics.
While it's certainly possible for you to enter each of these old service records into Volgistics on a
record-by-record basis, it's usually more practical to enter them as 'lump-sum' entries, especially if these old
records are from past years for which service reports have already been completed.
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You can make lump-sum entries several ways:
• A single entry for each volunteer (for whom you have old service records) with the sum of all of their previous
hours. This is the easiest way to enter old hour information: However, you should recognize that making a
single entry that covers more than one year or one assignment will mean that you won't be able to break-out
the volunteer's old hour entries by year or assignment in Volgistics.
For example, if a volunteer served 2,345 hours between 1994 and the end of 2004 you would enter these values
in the Volgistics service entry:
From date: 01-01-1994
To date: 12-31-2004
Hours: 2,345
• One entry for each year with the sum of the volunteer's service for that year. This involves more data entry,
but gives you the ability to break-out the volunteer's past service by year in Volgistics.
For example, if a volunteer served 1,234 hours in 2003, you would enter these values in the Volgistics service
entry:
From date: 01-01-2003
To date: 12-31-2003
Hours: 1,234
• One entry for each year and each different assignment the volunteer served in, with the sum of the volunteer's
service for that year and assignment. This involves the most data entry, but gives you the ability to break-out
the volunteer's past service by year as well as by assignment in Volgistics.
For example, if a volunteer served 89 hours in 2003, in an assignment called "Docent," you would enter these
values in the Volgistics service entry:
Assignment: Docent
From date: 01-01-2003
To date: 12-31-2003
Hours: 89
You can enter these lump-sum service entries in Volgistics by adding new service entries on the Service tab in
the volunteer's record, or by using the Post features.
To add new service entries for volunteers from within the volunteer's record:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate a volunteer for whom you want to post a service
entry.
2. Click this volunteer's Service tab.
3. If necessary, scroll down to the Service box and then locate the white "Add" box.
4. Enter the information for the volunteer's lump-sum service entry, and then click the Save button.
If you would like to make additional lump-sum entries for the same volunteer, simply locate the white "Add" box
again and make the next entry.
If you're posting lump-sum service entries for many volunteers, and if the lump-sum entries you're making are all
for the time period (e.g. 01-01-2003 to 12-31-2003), you can optionally use the Post feature to make data entry
easier. Select "Post" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 to access the Post feature.
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If a single lump-sum entry is greater than 9,999 hours (or 9,999,999 for other service measures), you will need to
post the service in multiple entries [_______].
pg:1575
The volunteer's "Life hours" will increase with each new entry. Once you have entered all of a volunteer's old
hour records, the "Life Hours" value for the volunteer in Volgistics will correctly show you the sum of all of the
hours you've entered for the volunteer.

Pre-1990 Hours

For efficient and fast database operations Volgistics has a lower and an upper limit on the dates that hour entries
can have. The lower limit is January 1, 1990; and the upper limit is December 31st of the current calendar year.
This means that hour entries for hours served in past years should have From Date that is not earlier than
01-01-1990. Help Topic 2281 [_______]
pg:1577 includes more information.

How do I change an hour entry that's already been posted?
Help topic 2167
Added or revised 09-01-2011
If you've made a service entry for a volunteer that you want to change, you can do so like this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Locate the record for the volunteer whose service entry you want to modify.
3. Click on the Service tab for the selected volunteer.
4. Locate the "Service" box on the service tab. The service box includes a list of all of the service entries posted
for the selected volunteer. Service entries for previous months and years initially appear on this list as a
consolidated entry. You can click on any consolidated month or year entry to expand the list of service entries to
include that month or year. Locate the entry you want to edit on this list. If the entry you want to edit is for a
previous month or year, click on the appropriate month or year to see the detailed service entries for that period.
5. Click the Edit link that appears next to the service entry. This opens the selected service entry in the "Edit" box
( Don't have an Edit link? [_______]).
pg:1601
6. Make the necessary change to the service entry in the Edit box.
7. Click the Save button to save your changes.
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If you've posted too many hours on a certain service entry, don't try to adjust the mistake by making another
service entry with a negative value. Instead, edit the service entry as described above so the entry contains the
correct number of hours (Volgistics does not accept service entries with negative values).
Related help
Help Topic 2305 [_______]
pg:1579 - How do I view a selected volunteer's hours?
Help Topic 2021 [_______]
pg:1569 - How do I make a single hour entry manually?

Posting Large Service Entries
Help topic 2168
Added or revised 08-22-2005
The largest single service entry you can make in Volgistics is 9,999 for hour entries, and 9,999,999 for other
kinds of service measures.
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This does not mean that you cannot record more service than this in a volunteer's record: only that the largest
single service entry in their record cannot exceed these values (there is no practical limit to amount of service
you can record in an individual volunteer's record).
In nearly all cases the only time this upper limit might present an issue is when you're posting past service for a
volunteer [_______]
pg:1572 to transfer their previous cumulative service records into Volgistics. In these cases, simply
make multiple entries that will total the amount of service you want to post for the volunteer.

How do I post hours from the schedule?
Help topic 2202
Added or revised 09-30-2016
If you track volunteer hours, and you schedule volunteers in advance using Volgistics, you can post volunteer
hours directly from the schedule.
You would normally post hours from the schedule for dates which have already passed (since volunteers may
not always serve as scheduled, it's best to post their service once a date has passed and you know which
volunteers served).
To post volunteer hours from the schedule for a selected date:
1. Select "Post" from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under "Post hours for..." select "Volunteers scheduled on this date" and then enter the date you want to post
the hours for.
3. Click the Continue button. Volgistics will list each volunteer scheduled on the date you selected, along with
their scheduled assignment and times.
• For volunteers who served the times and assignment they were scheduled for, you do not need to change
anything next to their name. Volgistics will calculate and post their hours automatically when you post the
page.
• For volunteers who served, but in an assignment other than the assignment they were scheduled for, simply
change the assignment next to their name to the appropriate assignment.
• For volunteers who served, but for times other than the times they were scheduled for, simply change the
times next to their name to the actual times they served.
• For volunteers who did not serve as scheduled, check the "Skip" checkbox across from their name. Volgistics
will not post hours for these volunteers.
• If you there is a group scheduled to fill multiple openings slots [_______]
pg:0753 , you will see a listing for each
opening slot the group is filling. There are two ways you can handle this.
One is to use each entry and set the Volunteers field to one (1). When this is done each entry will be shown on
the Service tab [_______]
pg:1579 of the group record.
Another option is to tally the number of slots the group is filling and enter this number in the Volunteers field on
one entry. Check the "Skip" box on the other entries so service is not posted for those entries. Please remember
with this option that some entries for the group may appear on upcoming pages. Because there is not a way to
return to a Post page after you have passed it, you may want to refer to the Schedule tab of the group's record to
get the total number of opening slots the group is filling.
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4. Click the Post this page button to post service for the first page of volunteers and then continue with the next
page. Repeat until you reach the end of the list for the selected date.
5. If you'd like, you may print a Batch Report when you're finished by clicking the
Print batch report
button (this button appears after you post the final page). Batch reports are helpful if you want to compare what
you entered in Volgistics to a sign-in sheet in order to verify your entries. If you do discover that a mistake was
made posting hours for a volunteer, you can easily edit the individual hour entry [_______]
pg:1574 that contains the
mistake.

You can post some volunteer hours from a schedule, and still collect other hour entries through other methods.
For example, if there are some assignments (such as assignments related to a special event) for which
volunteers are scheduled through Volgistics, and other assignments where volunteers are not scheduled through
Volgistics, you can use the Post feature to post the hours for the assignments that were scheduled and then use
VicNet or VicTouch (or make manual hour entries) to record hours for the other Assignments.
Related help
Help Topic 1021 [_______]
pg:1559 - The Post page
Help Topic 1120 [_______]
pg:0426 - Batch Report
Help Topic 1166 [_______]
pg:1568 - How do service records get into Volgistics?
Help Topic 2313 [_______]
pg:1581 - How to Delete a Batch of Posted Service
Help Topic 2400 [_______]
pg:1581 - Tracking Volunteer Service on the Service Tab
Help Topic 8001 [_______]
pg:0599 - Batch Report (stock)

Why are hour entry dates sometimes changed when I post hours?
Help topic 2281
Added or revised 01-07-2013
For efficient and fast database operations Volgistics has a lower and an upper limit on the dates that hour entries
can have. The lower limit is always January 1, 1990; and the upper limit is always December 31st of the current
calendar year.
You should not make hour entries for dates before or after this date range. If you're catching-up Volgistics by
posting old service records [_______]
pg:1572 for volunteers, entries for time periods earlier than 1990 must be dated
1-1-1990 or later (the volunteers original 'start date' on their History tab can be any date, including dates before
1990).
In order to save all of the hour records you post for a volunteer, Volgistics will automatically adjust service entry
dates that are out of range. If you make an hour entry for a date that is earlier than January 1, 1990, Volgistics
will change the date on the entry to January 1, 1990. If you make an hour entry for a date that is later than
December 31st of current year, Volgistics will change the date on the entry to December 31st of current year.
You can always change the date on a service entry [_______]
pg:1574 that has already been posted (to any date within
the permitted range) if you'd like.
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Time Sheets
Help topic 2293
Added or revised 01-03-2012
This help topic shows one option for creating time sheets in Volgistics. You may also be interested in the Daily
sign-in sheets (stock) report. Help topic 8047 [_______]
pg:0666 has more information on this report.
If you don't use VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 to collect volunteer hours, you can pre-print time-sheets using the 'Time
sheet view' from your volunteer schedules. Time sheet views provide a list of the volunteers scheduled for duty
on a selected date (overall, or for a selected Site, Place, Assignment, or Coordinator); with columns for
volunteers to enter their actual time-in and time-out. Plus, there's an additional 'Office-use' column you can use
to mark records as you post them for any other notation you might want to make.
The list can be printed in alphabetical or chronological order. The settings for this are under the "Time sheet view
options" on the Scheduling Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1392 page.
Volunteers can use time sheets to sign-in and out when they arrive and depart, and you can use them when you
post hours from the schedule [_______]
pg:1576 to confirm each volunteer's service.

To print time sheets from a schedule:
1. Choose Schedule from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. If the schedule opens to the Calendar view, click the Daily schedule button.
3. Choose the date you want to print a time sheet for.
4. Click the 'Time sheet view' link near the top of the schedule. This opens a "printable" time sheet that should
suit your needs. You can print this from your browser.
You can also view time sheets for an individual assignment, or for all of the assignments at a selected Site or
Place; or for a selected Coordinator. To do this:
1. Open a Site, Place, Assignment, or Coordinator record.
2. Select the Schedule tab.
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3. If the schedule opens to the Calendar view, click the Daily schedule button.
4. Choose the date you want to print a time sheet for.

How do I view a selected volunteer's hours?
Help topic 2305
Added or revised 09-17-2013
To see a selected volunteer's hours:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the volunteer's record.
3. Click the volunteer's name to open their record
4. Click the 'Service' tab.
The volunteer's hours are listed in the 'Service' box, on the Service tab as shown here:
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If the volunteer you've selected has service entries for prior months or years, these initially appear on the Service
tab as a consolidated entry.
If you want to see the individual service entries for a prior year or month, simply click the link to that month or
year. This will expand the consolidated entry so you can see the individual service entries for that month or year.
Related help
Help Topic 2306 [_______]
pg:0470 - How do I print hours for a selected volunteer?
Help Topic 2167 [_______]
pg:1574 - How do I change an hour entry that's already been posted?
Help Topic 2021 [_______]
pg:1569 - How do I make a single hour entry manually?
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How to Delete a Batch of Posted Service
Help topic 2313
Added or revised 04-02-2015
If you post volunteer service manually, the Post page [_______]
pg:1559 provides a fast way to enter service entries for
multiple volunteers at the same time. Each time you finish posting, a batch record is created for all the service
posted during the session. Each batch has a unique identification number and you can see a record of the
service created for the batch by running a Batch Report [_______]
pg:0426 .
There may be times an entire batch of service was entered incorrectly. For example, if the operator meant to
enter all the service for April 1, 2015, but selected April 2, 2015 by mistake. In this case, one option is to go to
each volunteer's record in the batch and edit the service entry [_______]
pg:1574 . However, if there were a large number
of records in the batch it may be quicker to delete the entire batch of service and then re-enter it. This option
should only be used if you wish to delete all service entries [_______]
pg:1581 (or service records) for the entire batch.
To delete an entire batch of service, an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 level System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 will need to
follow these steps:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Delete a batch.
4. At this point a screen will appear warning you that the action of deleting the batch of service cannot be
reversed and that it will delete all service entries for the batch. If you are sure this is what you wish to do,
continue to step 5. Otherwise, click the Cancel button.
5. Enter the number for the batch you wish to delete in the field after Delete all of the service records that were
posted in batch number and click the Continue button.
6. You can still opt to discontinue deleting the batch by clicking the Cancel button. If you wish to proceed, enter
the password you use to login to Volgistics with in the Password field and click the Continue button.

Tracking Volunteer Service on the Service Tab
Help topic 2400
Added or revised 04-01-2015
Each volunteer's service is tracked on the Service tab of the volunteer record. To get to a volunteer's Service tab,
choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , locate and click on the name of the volunteer of interest, and click
on the Service tab in that volunteer's record. You will see that the Service tab contains three boxes:
Assignments, Service and Mandatory Service. This help topic addresses only the second box, Service; help topic
2399 explains the Assignments box [_______]
pg:0138 , and help topic 2156 explains how to track mandatory service
[_______]
pg:1419 in Volgistics.
Service Records
Most Volgistics users track the amount of service completed by their volunteers. There are several ways to get
service records into Volgistics [_______]
pg:1568 , including the use of the optional VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 or VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 modules, the Post page [_______]
pg:1559 , or by collecting hours from paper time sheets and then manually
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posting hours [_______]
pg:1569 in individual volunteer records. No matter which way(s) you collect service information, it
will end up as a service record in the Service box on the Service tab in the volunteer record. Note that service
records are the source of data for all service reports in Volgistics, so it is important that they accurately represent
your volunteers' service.
The image below shows an example of how a volunteer's Service box might look. Note that service completed in
previous years is grouped together as a total entry for the entire year, and service completed in the current year
is grouped together by month.

To expand a previous year's service information into the months during which service was recorded, click on the
year in the Date column. To expand monthly service information into the individual service records that comprise
a given month's total service, click on the month and year of interest in the Date column. To see each individual
entry for all years listed at once, click on the orange "Expand all" link in the upper left corner of the Service box.
You can use the grid columns in the Service box on the Service tab to display service measure [_______]
pg:1557
information linked to individual service records. You can choose whether or not to display service measures as a
grid column when you set up the service measure [_______]
pg:1406 .

Editing a Service Record
When the Service box is expanded to show individual service records, you will see an orange "Edit" link next to
each entry. Click the Edit link to change any of the information that is part of a service record, or to see how a
service record was entered or modified
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In the image above, one can see (in faint gray type at the bottom of the Edit box) the source of this service
record. In this example, the service record was entered as part of a Batch, indicating the Post [_______]
pg:1559 feature
was used. Use any of the fields in this box to adjust the service information pertaining to this record. Be sure to
click the Save button when you are finished making any updates.
Note that while a service record tracks the service a volunteer has actually completed in an Assignment, an
Assignment record [_______]
pg:0138 tracks a volunteer's relationship to a particular Assignment, which may or may not
mean that a volunteer has completed service in that Assignment.
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Session in use
Help topic 1006
Added or revised 02-19-13
Each time an operator logs-in to Volgistics they start a new session. Sessions stay "open" or "active" until the
operator clicks Exit on the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 . For security purposes, Volgistics also closes sessions
automatically when they are inactive for approximately 60 minutes. One way the system "senses" activity is when
items are selected from the menu. So if you're doing something where you do not interact with the system (such
as tagging a large number of records or writing a long email message), you may want to periodically select a
different page from the menu.
If the Session in use message appears when you login, it means one of two things:
1. You were using Volgistics within the last 60 minutes and your Internet connection dropped, or you closed your
browser without clicking Exit in Volgistics. In this case your earlier Volgistics session is still considered open. You
can click the Continue button to close your earlier session and login again.
2. You share your Volgistics login name with another System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 , and that person is currently
using Volgistics. Because there can be only one session at a time for each operator in your Volgistics account,
you cannot login until the session is closed for the other person using the shared login name. In this case,
clicking the Continue button will allow you to login. However, it will also close the other person's session (they
will receive a Session expired notice). Clicking the Cancel button will allow the other person to continue working.
An individual Volgistics operator can have only one session open at a time. However, your Volgistics account
may have multiple operators and each of these may have a session open at the same time. You can upgrade
your Volgistics account to provide additional operators if you would like more people to have access to the
system at the same time. To add additional operators to your account, see Help topic 2026 [_______]
pg:1440 The
number of system operators you are allowed to add is controlled by your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 .
Related help
Help Topic 1146 [_______]
pg:1589 - Session Expired
Help Topic 2075 [_______]
pg:1600 - Using web browser Back buttons
Help Topic 2297 [_______]
pg:0220 - Logging In

Incorrect Time on the Who's Here Page
Help topic 1009
Added or revised 06-04-2012
The Who's Here [_______]
pg:1772 page is used to monitor which volunteers are on-site in organizations where
volunteers serve primarily at one or several fixed locations. In some instances, a System Operator might view the
Who's Here page and find that the time displayed on the page is incorrect. This occurs when a System
Operator's time zone setting is inaccurate.
To fix this problem, set the appropriate time zone for each System Operator [_______]
pg:1383 . The change will take
effect the next time the System Operator logs into Volgistics. Note that if you change the time zone setting for the
System Operator you are logged in as, you must exit and login again to see the changed time zone setting.
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Error messages
Help topic 1031
Added or revised 02-14-2012
The following is a list of the error messages which could be reported by Volgistics and the conditions under
which they would occur.
Error 301
Irregular web request
Volgistics received a request from your computer, but the content of the request was incomplete, or too large to
send.
If you receive this error when saving a Volgistics form with a very large text entry, the text entry may be too large.
The maximum length of a text entry in a single Volgistics field is 4,600 characters. Check to be sure you are not
attempting to save more than 4,600 characters in a single field.
If you continue to receive this error, please report it to the Volgistics Team in a help inquiry. Include the error
number 301, and a description of what you are doing in Volgistics when you receive the error.
Error 305
Irregular web request or expired session
Volgistics received a request from your computer, but the content of the request was incomplete or incorrectly
formed.
This could happen if a web request was corrupted by a faulty network device.
This error could also occur if you bookmark a page within a secure part of Volgistics, and then later attempt to
return to the bookmarked link. Secure pages cannot be bookmarked. To visit a particular page within the system
later, you must login normally and then navigate to that page again. This ensures that only authorized system
operators can return to secure pages.
Error 306
Blocked
For security purposes your computer has been temporarily blocked. It has sent too many requests with
incomplete or incorrectly formed data.
Help topic 2163 "Security Blocks" [_______]
pg:1604 explains more.
Session Expired
This Volgistics session has expired. To continue working, click Exit and then login again.
Volgistics sessions expire after a certain period of inactivity (about 60 minutes). If you have a Volgistics session
running on your computer and you do not use the system for 60 minutes or more, Volgistics automatically closes
your session and automatically logs off.
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Automatic log off is primarily a security provision. If you leave your computer unattended with Volgistics running,
another person could potentially use your session to access the system (of course, it's always a good idea to
close your Volgistics session by clicking Exit on the menu when if you're leaving your computer, especially if you
are working from a computer accessible by others).
To start a new session and continue working, simply click Exit on the menu and then login again.
Invalid link or bookmark
The link or bookmark you clicked is incomplete.
If you are attempting to add a link to the Volunteer Information Center from your web site when you receive this
error, the link you've created does not contain your organization's public account number. Help topic 2153
"Creating Links to VicNet" [_______]
pg:1491 explains how to create these links using your public account number.
Page not found
The link or bookmark you clicked is incomplete, or the page no longer exists on the web site.
The web page you were looking for was not found.
Internal Application Error
Catastrophic failure
Server error 500
These errors would indicate a problem on the Volgistics system itself.
If you receive any of these error messages while using Volgistics, please contact the Volgistics Team for
assistance:
When you contact the Volgistics team, please explain what you were doing in Volgistics when the error occurred,
and the exact wording of the error message.
Normally such errors will not result in a loss of any previously saved information. Such errors may occur if the
system encounters data which is outside of an expected range.
You should be able to continue working in other areas or on other records after such an error occurs. If the error
occurs consistently in a particular location it may be necessary for the Volgistics Team to make an adjustment to
the system.
Browser Errors
You use Volgistics through a standard web browser. Web browsers can report error conditions as well, and these
will generally relate to Internet connection or internal web browser problems.
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Orange slider bar on menu does not move to menu selection
Help topic 1032
Added or revised 01-14-2004
When you select an item from the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 , the orange 'slider bar' normally moves to the menu
item you selected. If you open Volgistics and then select a menu item before your web browser finishes loading
the menu's graphic images, the orange slider bar may appear to remain 'stuck' on one menu item, although the
menu will continue to function normally otherwise.
Once your browser has completed loading all of the menu's graphics the orange slider bar will move to selected
item on subsequent menu clicks.

Configuring your organization's firewall for Volgistics
Help topic 1046
Added or revised 04-21-2015
Some organizations use "firewalls" to protect their networks and computers. Often, organizations configure their
firewalls to limit the web sites that network users are permitted to go to. If your organization uses a firewall for
this purpose you (or the person who maintains the firewall) may need to make an adjustment that will permit you
to reach the Volgistics web site.
This help topic includes technical instructions related to basic computer networking. Some of the trouble shooting
commands in this help topic may require administrative access to your computer. If you do not have
administrative access to your computer you should ask the person who maintains your computer for assistance.
If your firewall is configured to limit web access, be sure it permits network users to access this domain:
www.volgistics.com
If you are using a software firewall, you may also need to permit access to these domains necessary to validate
Volgistics' security certificates with DigiCert:
• http://crl3.digicert.com/sha2-ev-server-g1.crl
• http://crl4.digicert.com/sha2-ev-server-g1.crl
While it's best to configure firewall permission by domain name rather than IP address, this is the IP address and
ports to which network traffic must be permitted:
69.87.157.201 port 80 (HTTP) and port 443 (HTTPS)
Access tests
If you have experienced difficulty reaching the Volgistics web site from a computer running Microsoft Windows –
or if you have experienced access issues from a computer running the VicTouch module, you should perform
these tests to identify the cause of the problem.
1. Open a command window.
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a. Choose Start from the task bar.
b. Choose Run.
c. Enter "cmd" in the Run dialog box, and then click OK.
A command window like the one shown below will appear. You will perform the remaining tests at the command
prompt in this window.

2. Flush the computer DNS (domain name system) cache. This will ensure that there are no "stale" DNS records
on the computer itself. At the command prompt enter...
ipconfig /flushdns
...then press the ENTER key.

3. Trace the route to www.volgistics.com. At the command prompt enter...
tracert www.volgistics.com
...then press the ENTER key.
You should see the response "Tracing route to www.volgistics.com [ip address]" where the bracketed IP address
is the one listed above. If the IP address in the brackets is not the one listed above, there is outdated DNS
information on the network. Ask your network administrator or ISP to update cached DNS entries.

4. Test access to the IP address. At the command prompt enter...
tracert 69.87.157.201
...then press the ENTER key.
The trace may take a minute or longer to complete. When complete, you should see one of the final "hops" listed
as 69.87.150.226 or as 69.87.157.201. If the trace stops before either of the IP addresses is listed, there could
be a firewall blocking the IP address on your network. Please check with your IT support staff for further
assistance.
Note that you may receive a "Destination host unreachable" or a "Request timed out" message before either of
the above IP addresses appear. This is normal. Some networks may not permit ICMP traffic for security
purposes so the result of this trace test may not yield useful information.
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Why can't I open Excel files from my Volgistics Mailbox?
Help topic 1109
Added or revised 08-08-2011
Microsoft Office files in your Volgistics Mailbox will typically open automatically when you click on the name of
the report. If you click on an Excel report and get a message that states the report is no longer available, you
may have created a report that's larger than the Excel report limits allow. In this case, please see help topic 2169
"My Excel Spread Sheet Report Gives Me an Error Message" [_______]
pg:0462 for help separating the large report into
smaller reports.
If you don't get an error message but the report does not open automatically, it is likely that your web browser
needs to be configured to open Microsoft Office files with the appropriate Microsoft Office applications (or other
compatible programs).
The browser settings must be changed so that there is an association between files ending in .XLS and the Excel
program (or other compatible spreadsheet program) you run on the computer. (Look for an option with a name
like "File Associations.") For assistance with procedure, please contact your organization's IT staff.

Session Expired
Help topic 1146
Added or revised 04-04-2016
As a matter of basic system security, Volgistics sessions expire after a period of approximately 60 minutes of
inactivity. Not all activities in Volgistics interact with the database so there are cases where you may be working,
but the system will see you as inactive. For example, if you're composing a long email message or tagging a
large group of volunteer records, the system will see you as inactive because the activity you're engaged in does
not send any information to or from the database.
To protect you from accidental automatic sign-outs, a warning box similar to the one shown below will pop-up
when you have approximately 10 minutes before the session expires:
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If you're still working with the database when you see the warning box, simply perform an action where you will
send or pull information from the database. For example, if you are composing an email message, click the
Save to send later
button. This will reset the timer and then you can re-open the message and begin working on it again. Or, if you
are tagging volunteer records, select Schedule from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . This will make a call to the database
which will reset the timer.
If the system still does not sense activity for the session after the 10 minute warning box appears, the session
will be closed to protect the account's information. In this case, a warning box like the one shown below will
appear:

The operator will also get a
Session Expired
message when they try to perform an action that interacts with the database. If the session has expired, the user
can continue working by selecting Exit from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , clicking Login [_______]
pg:0220 at the top of the page,
and re-entering their credentials.
A Session Expired message can also appear if System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 login credentials are shared between
two people and the second person logs in while the first person is already using the system. Because there can
only be one session at a time for each operator, the second person cannot login until the session is closed for
the other person using the shared login name.
In this case, the second person attempting to login will see a Session in use [_______] message. If this person
clicks Continue, they will be able to login but the other person's session will be closed. This will cause the
operator who was already logged in to see the Session expired notice. If the second person clicks Cancel, the
person who was already logged in will be allowed to continue working.

Can I Prevent My Sessions From Expiring?

The Volgistics feature that closes idle sessions after 60 minutes prevents open sessions from posing a security
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vulnerability. It is a requirement of many security standards, and meets best practice standards for security.
For this reason there is not a way to disable this feature or set an account to permit a longer period of session
inactivity.
If a System Operator knows they are going to be away from the system for more than a few minutes, we
recommend they save the page they are working on before leaving to avoid losing any work.

You can optionally disable the alert messages warning that the session will be expiring on an
operator-by-operator basis.
However, this will not prevent the session from expiring. It will only prevent the alert messages from appearing.
You can find information on how to turn off the alert messages for an operator here [_______].

Volgistics Seems Slow
Help topic 1168
Added or revised 01-29-2013
There are a number of variables that affect the speed at which Volgistics pages refresh in your web browser. The
most significant is the speed of your Internet connection. For comparison purposes, here is an estimate of the
amount of time required for your web browser to receive a list of 500 volunteers on the Volgistics Volunteers
page at various connection speeds:
1.54 Mbps full T1, cable modem or DSL: 1 second
512 Kbps fractional T1: 3 seconds
128 Kbps ISDN: 12 seconds
56 Kbps dial-up: 29 seconds
As you can see, faster Internet connections dramatically improve performance. Volgistics recommends that you
have a broadband connection (a connection faster than 56 Kbps dial-up) at the computers where you use
Volgistics most often.
Keep in mind that if you share your Internet connection with other people, your actual bandwidth may be less
than the overall speed of your connection. For example, if your office has a full T1 connection but it's shared
among 20 computers on your network, the amount of bandwidth available to you will depend on what your
co-workers are doing online at any given time.
Internet traffic between your computer and other computers on the Internet travels across many different
networks, switches, and service providers. Occasionally bottlenecks along the way may reduce your connection
speed further.
The Volgistics system can generally always process your requests for information very quickly (usually in
milliseconds), although an additional factor affecting speed is the current workload at Volgistics. During peak
periods – mid day for example – some activities like receiving a printed PDF report file may take a bit longer than
at other times.
There are several web sites that can show your approximate connection speed. One of these is located at
http://www.speedtest.net. Click the BEGIN TEST button to start the test.
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For accuracy, perform the bandwidth test from your computer at a time when you notice slower performance and
at a time when performance seems normal. If you submit an inquiry about slow response times, please let the
Support Team know the results of your tests.
Related help

VicTouch is Slow or Does Not Always Respond When Buttons Are Touch
Help topic 1169
Added or revised 05-13-2016
If VicTouch seems slow to respond when you touch a button, or if volunteers must sometimes touch a button
more than once to get a response, you can perform these two simple tests to pin-point the problem:
First test
If there is not a mouse attached to the VicTouch computer, attach a standard computer mouse. Using the mouse
rather than the touch screen, check-in and out a few times using a known PIN number. Simply click once on the
buttons using the mouse rather than touching the buttons on the touch screen surface.
If you find that VicTouch responds promptly to your mouse clicks and you do not need to click a button more than
once, you most likely need to recalibrate or adjust the sensitivity of your touch screen monitor.
The touch screen monitor works by "watching" for touches to the surface of the monitor. When the monitor
detects that it has been touched, it converts the location where the screen was touched into a standard mouse
click (as if you used the mouse to click that spot on the screen), which it then passes on to VicTouch. If the touch
screen monitor itself is not working properly, it may not always recognize that the surface of the monitor has
been touched (a sensitivity issue), or it may not correctly see the location where the screen was touched (a
calibration issue).
When you test VicTouch using a mouse rather than the touch screen monitor, you bypass the touch screen
monitor hardware. If VicTouch responds as expected when you do this, it points to a sensitivity or calibration
issue with the touch screen monitor itself rather than an issue with the VicTouch system.
Most touch screen monitors come with a software program or driver that you can use to set the monitor's
sensitivity, and to re-calibrate the monitor (this is called positioning on some monitors). If you need help adjusting
these hardware settings you should consult the documentation that came with your touch screen monitor or
contact your IT department or the monitor manufacturer or vendor.
If you find that VicTouch still seems slow, or does not always respond when you click buttons using the mouse
rather than then touch screen monitor, proceed to the second test.
Second test
Open the web browser at the VicTouch computer and then visit www.volgistics.com. Login to Volgistics as you
would normally (using your regular account number, login name, and password). Navigate around within
Volgistics to see how it performs speed-wise. For example, look-up any volunteer record or view the
Assignments page. When you do this, does Volgistics respond as quickly as you expect? In other words, is the
system performance similar to what you're used to in Volgistics?
If the answer is yes, there is probably not a connection issue from this computer. Instead it is likely that Microsoft
Internet Explorer has not been set up to 'cache' the VicTouch image files. In this case you should follow the
instructions in help topic 8270 [_______]
pg:1523 . In particular, be sure you've performed the steps under "Set Internet
Explorer Advanced Options", including the steps to un-check 'Do no save encrypted pages to disk'. If these steps
were not followed, VicTouch reloads the graphics on each session which can slow things down.
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If the answer is No, (if Volgistics itself is slower here than at your usual computer) then this computer may have a
slower internet connection than the computer where you usually use Volgistics. Help topic 1168 [_______]
pg:1591
explains how to test your connection speed. Volgistics recommends that your VicTouch computer connects to
the internet through a broadband connection.

Related help

The Buttons Are Too Small or Too Large at VicTouch
Help topic 1170
Added or revised 04-03-2008
If the buttons volunteers use to navigate through VicTouch appear too small or too large, you can adjust their
size by changing the screen resolution on the VicTouch computer.
Follow these steps to adjust the VicTouch computer screen resolution (note that you may need to be logged into
Windows as an "administrator" to make this change – contact the person who supports your computer for
assistance if this is the case).
1. Minimize or shut-down VicTouch [_______].
pg:1762
2. Click on the Start button, and select Settings and then Control Panel.
3. From the Control Panel, select Display to open the Display Properties screen.
4. Click on the Settings Tab.
5. Move the slider to a screen resolution that is no smaller than 1024 by 768 pixels, and no larger than 1280 x
1024. The smaller the resolution the larger the VicTouch buttons will appear.
6. Set the Color quality as high as your display adapter will support (at least 256 colors recommended).
7. Click Apply, and then click OK.

Error 12152
Help topic 1201
Added or revised 12-08-2008
The error message 12152 comes from the Windows Internet (WinINet) application programming interface (API)
and describes HTTP protocol status:
12152 ERROR_HTTP_INVALID_SERVER_RESPONSE
The server response could not be parsed.
The 12152 error is a non-specific error message which indicates a connectivity issue that prevents the web
browser from being able to communicate with the Volgistics system.
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Most of the time this problem is caused by
• Network connection instability
• Server maintenance at Volgistics
• Internal Windows issues
• Firewalls, routers, pop-up blockers
Try accessing Volgistics from a different computer or network. If you can connect from a different computer or
network the problem is more likely on the computer where the error occurs. If you get the same error from a
different computer or network, the Volgistics system may be under server maintenance. Except for emergency
maintenance, all server maintenance is announced in advance on the Volgistics Welcome page.
These are some tips how to improve the quality of your internet connection:
1. On the computer that is receiving the 12152 error, test your internet connection outside of Volgistics (can you
go to other web sites okay?)

Error Message About the Volgistics Security Certificates
Help topic 1309
Added or revised 05-13-2016
Security certificates (SSL certificates) provide a way for Internet users to be sure the web site they're using is
owned by the company it claims to represent. Volgistics uses DigiCert to provide its security certificates. The
Volgistics security certificates are valid and up-to-date.
However, sometimes users report that they get an error message regarding security certificates when they use
Volgistics. While there are many different scenarios that could cause this, in the majority of cases the error
messages our users get can be tracked to two different causes. If you have an IT or IS department at your
organization, this department may need to check whether one of these, or something else, is causing the error
messages. If you do not have an IT or IS department, you will need to check on these yourself.
One problem we sometimes see is there is an anti-virus program, firewall, or other network setting that is
blocking access to the URL addresses necessary to validate the security certificates for Volgistics. There should
always be an exception in place for the www.volgistics.com domain. However, you may also need exceptions for
the following URL addresses:
• http://crl3.digicert.com/sha2-ev-server-g1.crl
• http://crl4.digicert.com/sha2-ev-server-g1.crl
The second, and most common, problem we see is the root certificates for the Windows operating system need
to be updated. Because certificates operate in a chain, a problem with the root (or base) certificates can cause
all certificates up the line to appear invalid even though they are not.
The process to update the root certificates varies depending on the version of Windows you are running. So
when in doubt you should consult the help documentation for Windows. However, here are some steps for some
common Windows platforms:
Windows Vista and Windows 7
1. Click on the Windows Start menu.
2. Select "All Programs."
3. Select "Windows Update."
4. Select "Check for updates" from the menu on the left.
5. Select the optional updates link from the right side.
6. Check the box in front of "Update for Root Certificates for Windows . . . ." If this option does not appear, your
root certificates are current and do not need updating.
7. Click the OK button in the bottom right corner.
8. Click the Install updates button.
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Windows 10
1. Click on the Windows Start menu.
2. Type updates

3. Click "Check for updates".
4. If you see a button to Check for updates, click it. If updates are currently available, you should have an option
to install them. If updates have already been applied, you may see a message indicating the a restart has been
scheduled. In this case, you'll need to restart the computer before the updates will take effect.
Related help
Help Topic 1046 [_______]
pg:1587 - Configuring your organization's firewall for Volgistics
Help Topic 2290 [_______]
pg:1619 - Internet Connection Problem at VicTouch

"Email me a copy" and "Text me a copy" buttons on the VicTouch schedu
Help topic 2008
Added or revised 04-24-2014
If you use the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module, and you have enabled the schedule page [_______]
pg:1453 , volunteers can
click the Email me a copy or the Text me a copy button on the schedule to have a copy of the month's schedule
sent to them. Here is how to set up this feature:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
3. Select Schedule "Email/Text me a copy" messages.
4. Check the box in front of Use the "Email me a copy" and "Text me a copy" buttons for schedules in VicTouch.
5. Enter and/or edit the text boxes for the email messages if you'd like. There is not a way to customize the
content of text messages due to the limited number of characters permitted.
6. Click the Save button.
If the buttons do not appear for a volunteer when he or she views the schedule, one or more of the following may
apply:
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• The Use the "Email me a copy" and "Text me a copy" buttons for schedules in VicTouch is not checked. In
this case, follow the steps above and be sure to check the box in step 4.
• For email, the volunteer does not have an email address entered on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their record.
For text messages, the volunteer has not opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323
• The volunteer's email address is invalid [_______]
pg:0377 or their text number is invalid [_______]
pg:0333 .
• The volunteer has the "No email" or the "No text message" box checked on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their
record.
• The volunteer is not scheduled in the month that is selected.

Why do some fields in Volgistics appear to be highlighted?
Help topic 2033
Added or revised 11-25-2014
If you find that some of the fields in your Volgistics system have been shaded yellow or another color, you
probably have a browser add-on (such as the Google Toolbar) that provides an auto-fill feature. This type of
browser add-on creates colored fields to indicate that the browser can fill in the field with your name, email
address, phone numbers, passwords, etc. These auto-fill add-ons are designed to help you enter your own
information into web forms so it does not need to be typed.
These fields are not shaded this color by Volgistics. You can prevent these fields from being shaded by disabling
the auto-fill feature in your browser add-on. For example, if you are using Google Toolbar, you can turn off the
auto-fill feature like this:
1. Choose settings from the Google tool bar.
2. Select Options.
3. On the Features tab, uncheck AutoFill.

Access Not Permitted from This Computer
Help topic 2053
Added or revised 02-11-2008
Your organization can setup Volgistics
from certain computers.

system operators [_______]
pg:0065 who are permitted to access the system only

If you see the message Access not permitted from this computer when you attempt to login to Volgistics it means
your system operator profile includes this limitation and you are attempting to login from a computer that is not
one of the computers from which you are permitted to access the system.
Specifically, this means that the public IP address used by the computer is neither of the two permitted IP
addresses specified in your system operator profile. The Internet IP address currently being used by your
computer is displayed as part of this message.
You will not be able to login until you are at one of the computers from which access is permitted, or your
organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 modifies or removes this restriction.
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Contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator for further assistance with this restriction. The Volgistics
Team cannot remove this restriction from your system operator profile. This restriction may be removed or
modified only by one of your organization's Volgistics Administrators. Your organization's Volgistics
Administrator(s) can access the system from any computer.
To manage this restriction Volgistics Administrators may:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select System Operators
3. Click on your system operator name.
4. Examine or modify the setting for "Computers." The "permitted IP address" fields show which IP addresses the
selected system operator may login from. Help topic 1011 [_______]
pg:1433 "System operator page" explains how to
configure this setting.

Clear Your Account Number or Login Name from the Secure Login Page
Help topic 2056
Added or revised 05-13-2016
If you previously set your web browser to remember your account number and login name for the secure Login
page, your account number and login name are automatically entered for you each time you login.
There may be times when you no longer wish to have your account number and login name appear here
automatically, or you might want to change the account number or login name that your web browser enters
automatically (for example, if you have changed your login name and your browser remembers your old login
name).
There are two ways to clear cookies [_______]
pg:1615 in Volgistics. If you have access to Setup in Volgistics, you can
clear just the cookies from 'volgistics.com.' If you do not have access to Setup, you can simply clear cookies from
all sites.
To clear only the Volgistics login credentials previously saved on this computer:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click on Account management.
3. Click on Cookies.
4. In the Clear section, click the Clear button.

To clear all cookies from your web browser:

Internet Explorer
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To clear cookies from Microsoft Internet Explorer:
1. Click the gear icon in the top right corner, and then select Internet Options.
2. Under Browsing History click the Delete button.
3. Check "Cookies and website data", and optionally choose whichever other items you'd like to delete.
4. Click the Delete button.

5. When Internet Explorer is finished deleted the files, a message will appear at the bottom of the page.
Firefox
To clear cookies in Mozilla Firefox:
1. Click the menu icon in the top right corner.
2. Select the 'Options' Icon.
3. Choose "Privacy" from the menu on the left side.
4. Under "History" choose to "clear your recent history".
5. Next to "Time range to clear" select "Everything". Then check "Cookies" along with any other information you'd
like to clear
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6. Click the Clear Now button.
Safari
To clear cookies in Safari:
1. Select 'Clear History..' from the Safari menu.
2. Select "all history" from the dropdown list.
3. Click the Clear History button.

The next time you login, your web browser will not automatically complete the Account number and Login name
fields on the Secure login page. If you've changed your login name and you want your browser to remember your
new login name, enter your account number, your new login name, and your password on the Secure login page,
check "Remember my login credentials at this computer" and then click the Login button.
Related help
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Using web browser Back buttons
Help topic 2075
Added or revised 02-12-2013
To aid in web site navigation, most web browsers store a copy of the web pages you visited recently. A back
button in the browser lets you back-up to the copies of pages you visited previously.
The web browser's back and next buttons work well with web sites that provide information that changes
infrequently, such as news and shopping web sites. At these kinds of sites, clicking the back button will generally
take you back sequentially to a copy of each web page you viewed most recently.
In the case of the Volgistics web site, many of the web pages you view contain information that could change
from one moment to the next. When you visit such a web page in Volgistics, your web browser will not save a
copy of that web page. This means that you cannot use your web browser's back button to return to a copy of
that page. Instead, clicking the browser's back button may result in an error message.
While this might seem like it's just a nuisance, this procedure actually protects you from seeing information that
may now be outdated, and prevents you from inadvertently saving outdated information from a copy of a web
page.
As a general rule, it's best to avoid using your web browser's
back
and
next
button to navigate while you're using Volgistics. Instead, use the navigation controls that Volgistics
pg:0215 to move from one area of the
provides within the system. For example, use the Volgistics menu [_______]
system to next.
If you use your web browser's back button to return to a web page for which your browser did not store a copy,
you may see a message similar to this:
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If this happens, simply use the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 to continue navigating. For example, you can choose
Volunteers from the menu if you're looking for a volunteer's record.
If you use your web browser's
back
button to backup past the point where you logged into Volgistics, you'll need to login again. In this case simply
enter www.volgistics.com in your web browser and select Login [_______]
pg:0220 from the menu at the top of the page
to login.
Webpage expired is not the same as Session expired
If your web browser tells you a web page you've "backed-up" to has expired, it does not necessarily mean that
your Volgistics session [_______]
pg:1589 has expired. If you still see the Volgistics menu on the page, you can continue
working in your Volgistics session by simply choosing any option from the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
Related help
Help Topic 1006 [_______] - Session in use
Help topic 1146 [_______]
pg:1589 – Session Expired
Help Topic 2297 [_______]
pg:0220 - Logging In

Edit Button Does Not Appear on Service Entries
Help topic 2117
Added or revised 06-24-2004
Q. I need to view or change an existing service entry; however there is no Edit button next to the entry. Why don't
I see the Edit button?
A. Service entries normally include an Edit button you click to edit or view that entry, as shown here:
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There are two circumstances in which this Edit button does not appear.
First, the Edit button does not appear for consolidated service records. Volgistics automatically consolidates
service records for prior months and years. Since these consolidated records may represent many individual
entries, they do not include an Edit button themselves. To expand a consolidated service entry for a selected
month or year click on the Month or Year link, as shown here:

Once you expand the consolidated entries for a selected month you'll see the individual service records for that
month. These individual records normally include the Edit button.
Second, system operator rights may be set to prevent some system operators from changing existing service
entries. The edit button will never appear on individual service entries for operators with this restriction.
If you are a Volgistics Administrator, you can set or remove this system operator restriction like this:
1. Choose 'Setup' from then menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click 'System operators.'
3. Click on the name of the system operator in question.
4. Check or uncheck "Change or delete existing service records" as appropriate.

What To Do if a Volunteer or Coordinator Reports That They Can't Login
Help topic 2162
Added or revised 03-23-2017
Follow the steps in this help topic if a volunteer or Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 reports that they are unable to login to
VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778
If a volunteer or Coordinator reports a problem accessing VicNet
1. Choose Volunteers (or Coordinators) from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then locate the volunteer's (or
Coordinator's) record.
2. Select the Vic tab [_______].
pg:1810
3. Look at the VicNet box for the volunteer's or Coordinator's current access status to this module. If this box
states Access is OK, jump to step 4.
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If a volunteer or Coordinator does not have access to VicNet, the box will state This volunteer (or Coordinator)
cannot currently access VicNet, for the reason(s) listed here. Beneath this statement there will be a list of
reasons such as a blank Email address field or the Disabled checkbox is checked.

Use the reasons provided in the VicNet box to determine what needs to be done to assist your volunteer or
Coordinator in gaining access to this module (for example, change their volunteer Status [_______]
pg:1832 to one that is
allowed to have access [_______]).
pg:1707
4. If the Access box shows Access is OK, click the Preview button. You should be able to preview VicNet for the
volunteer's record. If you can, it means that the volunteer or Coordinator will be able to login as long as they
enter the correct email address and password.
Complete these additional steps if you can preview VicNet from the volunteer or Coordinator's record, but the
volunteer or Coordinator reports they cannot access the system:

a.
Be sure the volunteer or Coordinator is visiting your organization's VicNet login page to login to VicNet and
not
the Volgistics.com Login page
you
use to access Volgistics. Volunteers access VicNet through a VicNet login page you link to on your own web site
as explained in help topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 "Creating Links to VicNet." They do not login to VicNet on the
Volgistics.com login page as you do. If the volunteer is attempting to login through the same Volgistics.com Login
page you use to access the system, they will not be able to login. They must visit your organization's VicNet login
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page instead.
pg:1868 in the
b. Confirm that the email address that appears in the Email address field on the Core tab [_______]
volunteer's record, or the Coordinator tab of the Coordinator's record, is entered correctly. Also check that this is
the email address that the volunteer or Coordinator uses when they login to VicNet.

c.
If none of the ideas outlined above allow the volunteer or Coordinator to access VicNet, then the most likely
problem is with the password being used. In this case, we recommend having the volunteer or Coordinator follow
the steps shown in help topic 1307 [_______].
pg:1975 This will work even if a password has never been assigned for the
record.
You can learn more about volunteer and Coordinator passwords in help topic 1305 [_______].
pg:1699
If a volunteer reports a problem accessing VicTouch
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then locate the volunteer's record.
2. Select the Vic tab.
Like the VicNet box, the VicTouch box will indicate
Access is OK
or
This volunteer cannot currently access VicTouch...
Again, if a volunteer is not able to access the system, the reason(s) will be listed. One reason why a volunteer
would not be permitted to access VicTouch is if the VicTouch ground rules page [_______]
pg:1511 was configured not to
allow volunteers of their Status to use VicTouch. Use the reasons provided in the VicTouch box to determine
what steps you should take to give your volunteer access to this module.
3. The VicTouch box also shows the volunteer's PIN number. If a volunteer is not able to log into VicTouch,
confirm that they are attempting to sign-in with the PIN number listed here.

Security Blocks
Help topic 2163
Added or revised 05-28-2014
Volgistics carefully safeguards access to your account. One way Volgistics does this is by blocking computers
that appear to be attempting to guess an account's credentials.
When Volgistics sees a computer making a series of attempts to access an account using invalid login names
and passwords, it automatically stops accepting login attempts from that computer. This helps prevent
unauthorized individuals from accessing an account by trying different login names and passwords over and over
again until a valid login name and password are discovered.
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Unfortunately, this important security provision may occasionally block a legitimate System Operator [_______]
pg:0065
who has entered their account number, login name, or password incorrectly too many times in sequence. For
example, when a legitimate operator has forgotten their password, and tries a series of possible (but incorrect)
passwords over and over again.
To access the system if this has happened to you:
1. If it is not cleared by your organization, this block will automatically clear itself after a certain period.
2. Try accessing your account from a different Internet connection, or a different computer or device such as a
smart phone. Because security blocks are specific to IP addresses, this will bypass the block that was put in
place.
3. If your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 (or another operator who has access to Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 on the menu) is already signed-in (or can access the system through step 2), they can clear the block
by selecting Setup, Account Management, and then Remove Block.
This security mechanism takes more than a few invalid login attempts to be triggered. If Volgistics tells you that
you have entered an invalid login name or password, pause to verify that the account number and email address
you're using are correct. If you may have forgotten your password, click the Forget your password? [_______]
pg:0044
link to reset your password by email before making repeated attempts to guess your password.

Why don't I see the "Archive" button?
Help topic 2175
Added or revised 10-05-2016
When you visit the record for a volunteer whose record you want to archive, the
pg:1529 one or more volunteer
Archive button may not be visible or it may be disabled. Or, after you tag [_______]
records, the option to archive the tagged volunteer records may be disabled on the Tags page.
There are two reasons this can happen:
• If your Volgistics system operator rights do not include the ability to delete or archive volunteer records, you
will not see the Delete or the Archive button when you open a volunteer record or use the Tags page.
• If you are out of room for archived volunteer records based on your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 , the
Archive button will be disabled when you open a volunteer record, and you cannot archive tagged volunteer
records.
If you have access to the
have space for like this:
1. Choose Setup from the

Setup [_______]
pg:0887 area, you can determine how many archived volunteer records you

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Select "Account Management."
3. Select "Account Status." The Account Status page shows the number of archived records you have in your
account, and the maximum number of archived records you can store at your current service level.
If you need more space for archived volunteer records you can
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Problems opening PDF files
Help topic 2176
Added or revised 05-13-2016
You use Adobe Reader [_______]
pg:0449 to view and print reports you create in Volgistics as PDF files. Adobe Reader
comes pre-installed on most computers, and most web browsers will automatically use Adobe Reader to show
you PDF file content, including Volgistics reports you create as PDF files. This help topic addresses some
common issues you may experience when opening these files.
Since problems opening PDF files in Adobe Reader are almost always related to settings on a specific computer,
starting Volgistics at a different computer and opening the report from there will usually work as a temporary
solution.
Also, some issues can be resolved by upgrading to the latest version of Adobe Reader. You can download
Adobe Reader from the Adobe web site by clicking the 'Get Adobe Reader' link below.

If downloading and installing the latest copy of Adobe Reader does not help, here are some other things to try.
Saving PDF files to your computer before you open them
Certain computer configuration issues could prevent Adobe Reader from opening a PDF file directly from your
Volgistics Mailbox. In these situations you can save the report file to your own computer and then open it with
Adobe Reader (until the underlying configuration problem is resolved).
1. From the Volgistics Mailbox In Box tab [_______]
pg:0303 , right-click on the Subject name for the report you want to
open, and then choose "Save target as…" (or "Save link as").
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2. Use the "Save As" window to choose a location on your computer to save the PDF file. For example the
"Desktop."
3. Once the download is complete, click the Open button, or locate the file on your computer and then double
click on the file name.
4. If you're asked what program you want to use to open the file, choose "Select the program from a list," and
then select Adobe Reader from the list of available programs (Adobe Reader must already be installed on your
computer).
There was an error opening this document. Document cannot be found
Adobe Reader may give the message There was an error opening this document. Document cannot be found
when you click on a PDF report in your Volgistics Mailbox.
Quick solutions
A quick solution to this problem is to save a copy of the report file to your computer (follow the instructions
above); start Adobe Reader; and then open the saved copy of the file from the File menu in Adobe Reader.
Clearing your your browser's cache or temporary Internet files may solve the problem.
Updating the web browser and/or Adobe Reader may also solve the problem.
Causes
When you click on a link to a Volgistics report that you formatted as a PDF file, Volgistics returns the PDF file to
your computer and tells your computer that the data being returned is a PDF file (technically, Volgistics sets
content-type to "application/pdf" and the content-length to the size of the file). Your web browser saves the data
in a temporary file on your computer, and then passes the name of the temporary file to Adobe Reader to open
for you to view.
If Adobe Reader gives the error There was an error opening this document. Document cannot be found, it
usually means that the web browser could not create the temporary file on your computer; or that Adobe Reader
could not access it.
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There are a number of possible conditions on your computer that could cause this error. Referring this problem
to the person responsible for supporting your computer may be required. Causes may include:
• The %TEMP% folder (the folder referenced by the Windows environment variable %TEMP% for the current
user) may have a size limitation smaller than the size of the PDF file you want to open.
• Adobe Reader may have inadequate permissions to the %TEMP% folder.
• Adobe Reader and the web browser may have been launched under different user accounts.
Adobe Reader does not open automatically when I click on a PDF report file in my Volgistics Mailbox
If you use Microsoft Windows, the operating system may not be configured to associate web content formatted
as a PDF file with Adobe Reader. Step-by-step instructions on how to associate PDF file content with Adobe
Reader (so Adobe Reader will open automatically when you click a link to a PDF file in Internet Explorer) are
available from Microsoft at: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/307859
Under certain circumstances there are additional technical issues with Adobe Reader when you configure Adobe
Reader to open PDF files within Internet Explorer. In these circumstances, PDF files may not open properly, or
they may be garbled when opened.
The specific circumstances that cause this problem and their solutions vary with Internet Explorer and Adobe
Reader product versions. Use the Adobe web site for technical support with this issue.
Firefox will not open PDF documents from the Volgistics Mailbox
If you use the Firefox web browser, Firefox may stop loading PDF files from your Volgistics Mailbox and display
this "Stopped" message in the web browser's status bar:

Or with newer versions of Firefox that use a built-in PDF viewer, it may appear like the file is trying to load but
never completes the action. In this case, you may just get a blank (or black) screen.
In either case, you can usually correct the problem by making sure the Adobe Reader program is set up to be
used to open PDF documents. Here is how to do this:
1. Be sure you have the latest version of Adobe Reader installed on your computer. There is a link to download
this free program at the start of this help topic.
2. Open Firefox and click the menu button in the top right corner
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3. Click on Options from the menu.
4. Click on Protable Document Format (PDF) on the list.

5. In the Action column, click the arrow in the dropdown list and select Use Adobe Reader (default).
6. Close the Options tab.
Chrome will not open PDF documents from the Volgistics Mailbox
If you use the Google Chrome web browser, it uses a built-in PDF viewer to open PDF files by default instead of
the Adobe Reader program. In some cases, you may have a problem where PDF documents do not load so you
can view them. In this case, you will either need to follow the steps in the Saving PDF files to your computer
before you open them section above, or disable the built-in viewer. To disable the viewer:
1. Be sure you have the latest version of Adobe Reader installed on your computer.
2. Open a new tab in Chrome by using the new tab button or the "CTRL" + "T" keyboard combination.

3. Enter "chrome://plugins" in the omnibox (URL address bar) and press the Enter key on your keyboard.
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4. Click the "Disable" link under the "Chrome PDF Viewer" heading.
Related help
Help Topic 1110 [_______]
pg:0303 - Mailbox In Box Tab

Why a Checklist item may not apply to every volunteer
Help topic 2246
Added or revised 05-29-2008
When you create a Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 item you have the option of specifying which volunteers the item will
apply to. For example, a 'Health Screening' might be setup so it only applies to volunteers whose Status is
Active; or a 'Drivers License Check' could be setup to apply only to volunteers who have an assignment that
involves driving.
For this reason, not every volunteer will necessarily have the same items listed when you view their Checklist on
the History tab.
If you have access to Setup on the menu, you can determine (or adjust) which volunteers a particular Checklist
item applies to like this:
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Select Checklist.
3. Click on the name of the Checklist item in question. This opens the Checklist item setup page.
Locate the section titled "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" This is where you can see (or modify)
which volunteers the selected Checklist item will apply to.
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If there is a particular volunteer whose Checklist does not include the selected Checklist item, compare the
settings under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" to the settings in the volunteer record.
For example, if the Checklist item is setup to apply to volunteers only if their Status is 'Active,' then the selected
item will not appear on the Checklist for a volunteer's whose Status is currently something other than Active
(changing the volunteer's Status to 'Active' will cause the item to appear in this example).
4. If you make any changes to the Checklist item setup page, click the Save button.
If your Volgistics menu does not have the Setup option, you should ask your organization's Volgistics
Administrator to check or modify the Checklist item you're interested in.
If you change the settings under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" the system will automatically
adjust each volunteer's Checklist so that the appropriate items are listed based on your new settings.

Related help
Help Topic 2245 [_______]
pg:0148 - Finding the volunteers who need to complete a Checklist item
Help Topic 2244 [_______]
pg:0146 - Viewing a volunteer's Checklist
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What to do if a System Operator reports they cannot login
Help topic 2248
Added or revised 06-02-2014
If a Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 reports that they cannot login, the organization's Volgistics
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 (or another System Operator who can login and who has access to the Setup [_______]
pg:0887
menu) should perform the following System Operator check:
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Select System Operators.
3. Click on the name of the System Operator who cannot login. If this person's name does not appear on the list,
there are two possible reasons.
One, they have not been setup as a System Operator yet (and therefore cannot login to the system). In this case,
you should add a new System Operator profile for this person. Help topic 2026 [_______]
pg:1440 explains how to do
this.
Two, the System Operator who is looking for the other operator is a Site-Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442 who is not
assigned to the same Site as the operator they are looking for. Site-Level Operator's can only see operators
assigned to the same Site as they are.
If the name of the person who cannot login is listed, click on their name so their System Operator page
[_______]
pg:1433 appears.
4. Make a note of the email address as it appears in the "Email address" field. This is the email address the
System Operator must use when they login. Email addresses are not case sensitive (capitalization does not
matter).
5. To make sure the password is not a problem, either ask the System Operator to reset their own password as
shown in help topic 1306 [_______]
pg:0044 , or follow the directions below to assign a new password to the operator.
Enter a new password in the "Password" and "Confirm password" fields. Make a note of the new password. This
will be the password the System Operator must use to login.
The new password should be easy to remember, but must meet the password security guidelines found on the
System Operator Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1442 page. If the password did not meet the guidelines, you will receive a
message listing password requirements when you click the Save button.
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Note:
This step gives the System Operator a new password in case they have forgotten their original password. To
ensure strong password protection, it is recommended that the System Operator change their password once
they have logged in. Help topic 2203 [_______]
pg:0064 explains how they do this. You could optionally check the box
next to "Operator must change their password when they login next" so they are automatically taken to a screen
that requires the operator to change his or her password.
6. Check these settings under the "Rights" heading.
a. Locate the checkbox for Block this operator's access to the system. If this checkbox is checked, this System
Operator will not be able to login from any computer. Uncheck this checkbox if you want this System Operator to
be able to access the system.
b. If Login allowed only from computers that use one of these Internet addresses: is checked, this System
Operator is allowed to access the system only from the computer or network that has the IP address(es) listed. If
you want this System Operator to be able to access the system from any computer, select Login allowed from
any computer on the Internet instead.
7. Click the Save button to save the System Operator profile.
8. Give the System Operator the nine-digit account number; the email address exactly as you noted it in Step 4;
and the new password you created for them in Step 5 if you opted to give them a new password. Ask them to
login again by visiting
www.volgistics.com
, selecting Login from the menu at the top of the page, and entering the credentials you've given them. You can
find detailed directions for this in help topic 2297 [_______]
pg:0220 .

Still cannot login
If you've followed the steps listed above and the System Operator still cannot login, check these things:
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1. If a System Operator cannot login it is likely that they will receive a login error message. Ask them what this
message says. Asking them what this login error message is may lead you to the cause of the login problem.
2. As a security measure, Volgistics will block access from computers that make repeated attempts to login using
invalid account credentials. It is possible that this System Operator triggered this kind of security block. Follow
the steps in help topic 2163 [_______]
pg:1604 to be sure there is not a security block in place for your account.
3. System operators login by selecting Login from the menu at www.volgistics.com, not from your VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 link (if you use VicNet). Be sure the System Operator is going to www.volgistics.com and selecting
Login from the menu at the top of the page to login.

Is There a Phone Number for Volgistics?
Help topic 2253
Added or revised 06-28-2013
Volgistics has developed an excellent system of providing support through electronic means rather than a call
center. Therefore, we do not have a call center telephone number. At first this may seem surprising; however our
customers soon learn to rely on our rapid response to questions and the accuracy and completeness of our
answers. Not sure what help topic you need, post an inquiry. If you're questioning the best way to set something
up, post an inquiry. The Volgistics Team will respond promptly. It's free, it's unlimited and it never expires.
If you have a question when you're logged into Volgistics, select Help from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and post your
inquiry. If you're not logged in, hover over Support on the menu at www.volgistics.com and select "Get Help."

We can answer most inquiries right away. The final resolution of some technical inquiries or questions for our
business office may take longer.
Our support team is available to answer your questions weekdays from 8am to 9pm EST. On Saturday, we are
available from 11am to 4pm EST. Additionally, a support team member(s) will log in at least once Saturday
evening and three times throughout the day on Sunday.
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Cookies
Help topic 2255
Added or revised 08-19-2016
"Cookies" are small computer files saved on your computer by some websites you visit. A website that leaves a
cookie on your computer can read the information in that cookie if you visit that website again in the future.
Cookies are often used by websites to remember something about you (such as your login name or customer
number).
All popular web browsers - and many firewalls - give you the option of blocking cookies, or allowing cookies only
from certain web sites.
You do not need to permit cookies in order to use Volgistics. However, if your browser and firewall
do permit cookies from volgistics.com then Volgistics can remember certain parts of your account credentials
[_______]
pg:0220 so you do not need to enter that information every time you log in.
If your web browser blocks all cookies, you can make an exception so cookies from Volgistics are allowed. This
gives you the option of blocking cookies from all other sites, while still letting Volgistics remember your login
information. Here is how to do this for the popular web browsers.
Internet Explorer
To add Volgistics to the cookie exception list in Internet Explorer:
1. Click the gear icon in the top right, and select Internet Options.
2. Select the Privacy tab.
3. In the Settings box, click the Sites button.
4. Under Address of web site, enter volgistics.com and then click the Allow button.
5. Click OK to close the Sites window, and then click OK to save your Internet Options settings.

Firefox
To add Volgistics to the cookie exception list in Firefox:
1. Select the Firefox menu in the top right, and select Options.
2. Select Privacy on the left hand menu.
3. In the History section, select Use custom settings for history from the Firefox will dropdown.
3. Next to Accept cookies from sites click the Exceptions... button.
4. Under Address of website, enter www.volgistics.com and click the Allow button.
5. Click the Save Changes button.
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Safari
Safari does not have a setting to allow just cookies from Volgistics. However, you can set it to allow cookies from
Volgistics and other websites by:
1. Select Safari from the menu, and select Preferences.
2. Select the Privacy tab.
3. In the Cookies and website data section, select either Allow from websites I visit (recommended), or Always
allow.

Chrome
To configure Chrome to allow cookies from Volgistics
1. Select the Chrome menu in the top right, and select Settings.
2. Select Show advanced settings...
4. Under Privacy, click the Content settings... button.
5. Under Cookies, click the Manage exceptions... button.
6. Enter an exception for www.volgistics.com and be sure the Behavior dropdown is set to Allow.
7. Click the Done button.
Can't get Volgistics to remember your account credentials?
If you've set your web browser to permit cookies from Volgistics, but your login credentials are still not saved
when you check Remember my credentials at this computer, it may be that your browser is clearing cookies
when it exits. You should double-check your browser settings to see if this is the case.
Another possibility is that your network has a firewall that blocks cookies. In this case, you will need to ask the
person who manages your Internet connection to be sure the firewall permits cookies from www.volgistics.com.
Blocking Cookies from Volgistics
If you have a computer that is shared by two or more different Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 , you may
want to prevent Volgistics from saving any System Operator login credentials at
that
computer (so each system operator will be required to enter their own login name and password when they use
this computer). If this is the case, and you have access to the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 page, you can prevent Volgistics
from saving these account credentials like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on Account management.
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3. Click on Cookies.
4. In the Block section, click the Block button.
When cookies from Volgistics are blocked from the Cookies page, the Login page remembers the account
number but not any user's email address or password on that computer. The Login page also no longer contains
the Remember my credentials at this computer checkbox.
If you have saved your login name or account number to a cookie previously, and you no longer want your saved
account number or login name to appear when you open the Secure Login page, clear the cookies [_______]
pg:1597 in
your web browser.
Related help

Enable JavaScript
Help topic 2277
Added or revised 05-16-2016
Volgistics uses JavaScript to add program functionality to most pages. Your web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer,
Chrome, or Firefox) has settings you can use to either allow, or prevent JavaScript from running on the web
pages you visit. To use Volgistics, your browser must permit JavaScript, at least from the web pages at
www.volgistics.com.
To enable JavaScript for all websites in Microsoft Internet Explorer
1. Start Internet Explorer.
2. Click the gear icon in the top right corner, and then select 'Internet Options'.
3. Select the 'Security' tab.
4. Click on the "Internet" icon.
5. Click the 'Custom level' button.
6. Scroll down to the 'Scripting' section. Set 'Active Scripting' to 'Enable' or 'Prompt.'
7. Click the OK Button.

To enable JavaScript in Microsoft Internet Explorer for Volgistics only
Follow these instructions if your web browser is Microsoft Internet Explorer, and you want to enable JavaScript
only for Volgistics (and other sites you might specify).
1. Open Internet Explorer.
2. Click the gear icon in the top right corner, and then select 'Internet Options'.
3. Select the 'Security' tab.
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4. Click on the "Trusted Sites" icon.
5. Click the 'Sites' button.
6. In the "Add this web site to the zone" field, enter https://www.volgistics.com and click Add
7. Click the Close button.
8. Click the Custom level button.
9. Scroll down to the 'Scripting' section. Set 'Active Scripting' to 'Enable.'
10. Click the OK Button.

To enable JavaScript in Safari
Follow these instructions if your web browser is Apple Safari.
1. Start Safari.
2. From the Safari menu, select Preferences
3. Click on the "Security" icon.
4. In the "Web content" section, check "Enable JavaScript".
5. Close the Preferences window.

To enable JavaScript in Chrome for all websites
1. Open Chrome
2. Click the menu icon in the top right corner, then click Settings
3. At the bottom of the page click "Show advanced settings"
4. Under "Privacy" click Content settings
5. Under "JavaScript" select "Allow all sites to run JavaScript (recommended)".
6. Click Done

To enable JavaScript in Chrome for Volgistics only
1. Open Chrome
2. Click the menu icon in the top right corner, then click Settings
3. At the bottom of the page click "Show advanced settings"
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4. Under "Privacy" click Content settings
5. Under "JavaScript" click Manage exceptions.
6. Under "Hostname pattern" enter www.volgistics.com and then select "Allow"
7. Click Done
8. Click Done again.

JavaScript in FireFox

Internet Connection Problem at VicTouch
Help topic 2290
Added or revised 07-21-2009
The VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 station uses the Internet to interact with Volgistics. When volunteers use VicTouch, their
PIN number is passed back and forth between the VicTouch station and the database via the Internet.
The "Internet Connection Error" message appears at VicTouch if the VicTouch station cannot connect to the
database over the Internet.

This message will appear until Internet connectivity is restored to the workstation. Once Internet connectivity is
restored, this message will clear itself and VicTouch will return to normal operation automatically.
What to do if you see this message at a VicTouch station
Perform these steps at the VicTouch station where the problem exists:
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1. Make a note of the "network error number" that appears in the message.
2. Shut down VicTouch [_______].
pg:1762
3. Using Internet Explorer at the VicTouch station, browse to www.volgistics.com. Also try browsing to any Web
site other than www.volgistics.com (e.g. visit http://www.google.com).
If you cannot connect to web sites other than www.volgistics.com (such as www.google.com), you are probably
not currently connected to the Internet from this computer (the Internet connection has dropped). You should
consult your Internet Service Provider or IT department for further assistance. Tell them that you cannot connect
to the Internet from the VicTouch station.
If you can connect to other web sites, but you cannot connect to www.volgistics.com, check to see if there is a
firewall installed between the VicTouch station and the Internet, or if the VicTouch station has a software firewall.
If there is, be sure it is configured to allow connections to https://www.volgistics.com. Also, check that port 443
(which is needed for secure Internet access) is not disabled. Refer to your firewall's documentation for
instructions on how to adjust these settings.
If you can connect to other web sites, but you cannot connect to www.volgistics.com, and you have determined
that you are not blocked by a firewall: post a help inquiry [_______]
pg:0184 for the Volgistics Team. Let them know you
have received the 'Network Connection Error' page at VicTouch, and include the "network error number" you
noted in step 1.

Restart VicTouch using your VicTouch shortcut, or visiting www.volgistics.com/touch once the network problem
is resolved.

VicTouch connection requirements
Each VicTouch computer must have access to the Internet through a persistent connection, such as through a
local area network, DSL, or cable modem. VicTouch is robust. If a temporary Internet connection problem
occurs, VicTouch will continue working as soon as the connection is restored without any intervention.
If you experience frequent internet connection problems from one specific computer but not others, it is likely the
problem is related to a network configuration or network connection problem at that specific computer. Wireless
network connections can sometimes cause connection problems from a specific computer. If the problem
computer uses a wireless network connection it may be that the wireless signal is occasionally weak or
intermittent. Consider using a wired connection instead. You should contact the person who supports your
network for further assistance.
VicTouch computers do not need to be networked to any other computers in your organization. If you use more
than one VIC computer, they do not need to be networked with one another.

Related help
Help Topic 8271 [_______]
pg:1527 - Setup a VicTouch computer
Help Topic 2289 [_______]
pg:1765 - VicTouch desktop shortcuts
Help Topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 - Shutting down VicTouch
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Why can't I see or find volunteer records?
Help topic 2291
Added or revised 04-08-2016

If there do not appear to be any volunteer records in your database or if you can't find certain records, but you
know the records have been entered, follow these steps:
Clear the "Include" options
It's possible that you have selected an "Include" option on the Volunteers page that prevents you from seeing
some, or all, of your volunteer records. Perform these steps to be sure no Include options are selected:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the "Clear" link under the "Include" section.

3. Click the "All" link near the top of the Volunteers page.
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You should now see a list of your volunteer records. If the records you are looking for do not appear when you
click the "All" link, continue to the next step.
Check for archived records
The volunteer record(s) you're looking for might be archived.
To check this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Click the "Advanced options" button under the "Include" section.

3. Check the box next to "Archived Volunteers".
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4. Click the "All" link near the top of the Volunteers page.
The archived volunteer records for your account will now be shown on the screen. If the record(s) you are
looking for do not appear, continue to the next step.

Check for Site Level Access
If your organization uses the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 features, and your Volgistics System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 profile is setup to give you access only to the volunteer records for a specific site; the record(s) you
are looking for may not be associated with your site.
To check this:
1. Choose Help from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the link for "Operator information."
3. On the "Operator profile" page, locate the "Site" field.
If the "Site" field lists the name of one of your organization's Sites, you only have access to the volunteer records
associated with that Site. If the volunteer record(s) you're looking for have not been associated with this Site
[_______]
pg:0094 , they will not appear on your list of volunteer records. In this case, you should contact your
organization's Volgistics Administrator (the person who setup your Volgistics system operator profile) for
assistance.
If the "Site" field contains "All sites" you should continue to the next step.
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Check your volunteer record count
Check to be sure your Volgistics account contains volunteer records. To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 (if you do not have a Setup option on the menu, contact your
organization's Volgistics Administrator for assistance).
2. Select "Account management."
3. Select "Account status."
4. The "Number of volunteer records currently in your account:" field shows the number of volunteer records in
your account.
The "Number of volunteer records currently in your account" would be zero if
• No volunteer records have been entered yet. If you have more than one Volgistics account, check to be sure
you have accessed the account in which you've entered volunteer records.
• You or someone in your organization has archived [_______]
pg:1819 all of the volunteer records.
• You or someone in your organization has cleared [_______]
pg:0890 this account.
You may be able to determine if someone in your organization removed or archived volunteer records by viewing
your Volgistics Event Log. To view the Event Log:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 (if you do not have a Setup option on the menu, contact your
organization's Volgistics Administrator for assistance).
2. Select "Account management."
3. Select "Event log."

Related help
Help Topic 1112 [_______]
pg:0028 - Event Log
Help Topic 2023 [_______]
pg:1982 - Finding Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2035 [_______]
pg:0092 - Site Level Access

Spell Checking
Help topic 2318
Added or revised 05-16-2016
It's often useful to perform spell checking on volunteer notes, job descriptions, email messages, and other text as
you enter them in Volgistics. Since Volgistics is a browser-based application, spell checking is a function your
web browser must provide. Fortunately, most web browsers provide spell checking capabilities.
This help topic explains how to enable or use spell checking with Firefox, Chrome, Safari, and Internet Explorer
web browsers.

Firefox
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Firefox supports both dynamic and context-based spell checking. This is automatically enabled. Firefox will
check any text you enter and alert you to possible errors by adding a red underline to any potentially misspelled
words, as shown here.

Right-clicking the underlined word (or on a Mac, press and hold the [CONTROL] key while left-clicking) will bring
up a spelling menu that may include one or more possible corrections. Highlight the proper word and Firefox will
replace it in the text field.
If the word is spelled correctly but still marked as a potential mistake, you can ignore it and move on, or choose
"Add to Dictionary" to add the word to Firefox's dictionary.

Chrome
The Chrome web browser also supports both dynamic and context-based spell checking. This is automatically
enabled with the browser. Chrome spell checking works similar to the Firefox example shown above. Words that
are possibly misspelled are identified with a red line under them.
Right-clicking on the underlined word brings up possible corrections to choose from. You can highlight the
correct word from the list and it will be inserted into the text field. If you do not see the correct word on the list,
select "Ask Google for suggestions" to see additional possibilities.
If the word is spelled correctly but still marked as a potential mistake, you can ignore it or choose "Add to
dictionary" to add the word to Chrome's dictionary on your computer, and/or for your Google account if you have
one setup.
Safari
The Safari browser also supports both dynamic and context-based spell checking. To activate the browser's
native support for dynamic spell checking:
1. Place the cursor in a text entry field on any webpage.
2. Right-click in the text field and hover over Spelling and Grammar - then select "Check Spelling While Typing",
"Check Grammar with Spelling," or both.
3. A small checkmark should appear to the left of the Check Spelling While Typing or Check Grammar with
Spelling option indicating that spell checking is now active. From this point forward, Safari will check any text you
enter and alert you to possible errors by adding a dashed red underline to any potentially misspelled word(s).
Press and hold the [CONTROL] key while right-clicking the indicated word. A spelling menu will open and should
present one or more possible corrections; highlight the proper word and Safari will replace it in the text field.
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If the word is spelled correctly but still marked as a potential mistake, choose "Ignore Spelling" to skip the word
or "Learn Spelling" to add the word to Safari's dictionary.
Note: On older versions of Safari the Check Spelling as You Type feature only remains active as long as Safari is
open; it must be reactivated each time the browser starts. Newer versions save the previous setting.
Safari also supports context-based spell checking. To use this feature on a single word or phrase:
1. Highlight the text to be checked.
2. Press and hold the [CONTROL] key while right-clicking the indicated word(s).
3. Select the correct word from the context menu or choose "Ignore Spelling" or "Learn Spelling" as necessary.
To use context-based checking on every word in a text area (such as a large text box):
1. Place the cursor in the text area to be checked.
2. Press and hold the [CONTROL] key while right-clicking inside the text area.
3. Choose Spelling and Grammar -> Check Document Now from the menu.
4. Correct, ignore, or add each potential misspelling by [CONTROL] right-clicking the marked words in turn.
5. Both of these context-based methods of spell checking are also available by clicking Edit on the menu bar and
selecting one of the options under Spelling and Grammar.
Note: Grammar corrections will highlight the words, but right-clicking on them will not offer suggested changes.
However, hovering over them will suggest possible corrections.
Internet Explorer
Internet Explorer 11 includes built-in spell checking features. This is automatically enabled with the browser.
Spell checking works similar to the Firefox and Chrome examples above. Words that are possibly misspelled are
identified with a red line under them.
Right-clicking on the underlined word brings up possible corrections to choose from. You can highlight the
correct word from the list and it will be inserted into the text field.
If the word is spelled correctly but still marked as a potential mistake, you can ignore it or choose "Add to
dictionary" to add the word to Internet Explorer's dictionary on your computer.
Spell Checking for HTML emails in Volgistics

Nothing happens when you touch the Continue button on the VicTouch P
Help topic 2328
Added or revised 05-16-2016
Follow the steps below if you are using VicTouch with Internet Explorer and an error message appears with
"Automation server can't create object," or no error message appears but the PIN Number page appears to
freeze, after you enter a PIN number and then touch (or click) the Continue button.
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1. Start Internet Explorer.
2. Click the gear icon in the top right and then select Internet Options.
3. Select the Advanced tab.
4. Under "Security" locate the option for "Enable native XMLHTTP support." Be sure the checkbox next to this
option is checked.
5. Click the OK button in the Internet Options dialog box.
VicTouch makes XMLHTTP connections to the Volgistics system. If XMLHTTP support is turned–off in Internet
Explorer, VicTouch will not function properly. The first XMLHTTP connection typically occurs when you click or
touch the Continue button on the PIN number screen. If VicTouch appears to freeze (nothing happens) when
you click or touch this Continue button, it is likely that XMLHTTP support is disabled. To solve this problem
enable Internet Explorer support for XMLHTTP at the VicTouch computer as described above.
XMLHTTP support is not required at computers where you use Volgistics. XMLHTTP support is only required for
the VicTouch module.
Related help

Why am I receiving a "Webpage has expired" or "Session expired" messa
Help topic 2546
Added or revised 04-26-2016
There are a couple of screens that users may occasionally see when working in Volgistics. The
Webpage has expired
message appears when a user clicks on the browser's
Back button. The Session expired message appears after a period of inactivity or if two System Operators
[_______]
pg:0065 try to login with the same credentials at the same time. This help topic explains these two messages
and how to proceed when they appear in Volgistics.
Webpage has expired
To prevent you from seeing information that may now be outdated, and from inadvertently saving outdated
information from a copy of a web page, clicking your web browser's Back button [_______]
pg:1600 when using Volgistics
may result in a Webpage has expired message.
If you see the Webpage has expired message while you are still in Volgistics, simply use the Volgistics menu
[_______]
pg:0215 to continue navigating through the system.
Session expired
In contrast to the
Webpage has expired message that appears as a result of using the Back button in your web browser, the
Session expired [_______]
pg:1589 message appears after a period of approximately 60 minutes of inactivity while you
are logged into Volgistics. This is a built-in security feature to prevent others from accessing your Volgistics
session while you are away from your desk.
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If the Session expired message appears, you can continue working by:
1. Visit www.volgistics.com.
2. Select Login from the menu at the top of the page.
3. Enter your account number, email address, and password in the Secure Login box. The email address field is
not case sensitive, but the password field is.
4. Click the Login button.
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Getting Started with VicDocs
Help topic 2547
Added or revised 02-11-2016
VicDocs is an optional Volgistics module used to upload and store electronic documents. You do not need to
include VicDocs in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 to use Volgistics. However, if you do include VicDocs,
the module provides paperless storage and management for documents associated with your organization. You
can find answers to many questions about the VicDocs module in help topic 3019 [_______].
pg:1648
This help topic explains the steps to take if you want to get started with the VicDocs module. Some of the steps
require access to Setup [_______]
pg:0887 on the menu. If you are a Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for the account,
you automatically have access to Setup. If you are a Power or Basic Level operator, you may or may not have
access to Setup. If you do not have access to Setup, you will need to have an Administrator for your account
complete the steps.
1. Check if VicDocs is included in your account's service level
The service level [_______]
pg:0719 for your account controls whether or not you will be able to use the VicDocs module
to store electronic document files. You can determine if VicDocs is currently included in your account's service
level by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Account status.
4. Locate the Service Level section and look for the VicDocs item. It will say No after the item if your service level
does not include VicDocs. It will say Yes after the item if your service level does include VicDocs.
If VicDocs is not included in your account's service level, you can add it by following the steps shown in help
topic 2007 [_______]
pg:0050 .
2. Set the operator rights for the Docs tabs
You can set the operator rights for VicDocs according to the operator's user level. This allows you to customize
which operators can perform actions such as viewing documents, editing document names, uploading
documents, etc. You can find directions on setting the operator rights for VicDocs in help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319 .
3. Start using VicDocs
You are now ready to start using the VicDocs feature to store and manage electronic documents for your
account. You can find information on how to use the Docs tab on the different records that allow document
storage in the following help topics:
Help topic 2548 [_______]
pg:1630 - Docs tab (Volunteer Record)
Help topic 2549 [_______]
pg:1636 - Docs tab (Coordinator Record)
Help topic 2550 [_______]
pg:1642 - Docs tab (Site, Place or Assignment Record)
The documents uploaded to individual volunteer, Coordinator, Site, Place, or Assignment records are
consolidated on the Documents tab of your Volgistics mailbox. This gives you the ability to work with uploaded
documents for multiple records. You can find more information on using the Documents tab of the mailbox in
help topic 2142 [_______]
pg:0388 .
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Docs Tab (Volunteer Record)
Help topic 2548
Added or revised 11-18-2015
The Docs tab is the last tab on the right hand side of volunteer records. If you are not able to see the tab, your
System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow access to the tab. You will need to contact your account's
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for further assistance in this case.
The tab stores electronic documents uploaded for the volunteer using the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature. If your
account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 does not include VicDocs, the Docs tab is still used to store a PDF [_______]
pg:0449
copy of the volunteer's completed application form [_______]
pg:0413 . You can find more information on this in help topic
2552 [_______]
pg:1373 .
This help topic reviews some of the basic features of the Docs tab. You can click on an item in the Contents box
below to go directly to that section of the help topic.
Contents
Stored Documents
Open or Print Documents
Save Documents Locally
Rename Documents
Delete Documents
Sorting Documents
Filtering Documents
Resetting the Filter
Uploading Documents
File Types
Capacity and File Size
Optimizing or Compressing Files
Uploading Files
Document Storage and HIPAA
Virus Scanning

Stored Documents

The top section of the Docs tab is titled Documents and it is where you will see documents that have been
uploaded for the volunteer.
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The sections below have more information on how to use the controls for the top portion of the Docs tab.
Open or Print Documents
In many cases you can just click on a document's file name to open the document. Your web browser will launch
the program it needs to open the document. In some cases your web browser's settings are not configured to
recognize the file type so the file will not open. In this case, you will either need to change your web browser's
settings so that it associates the correct program with the file extension, or you can often save the document to
your local computer and open it from the saved location. The Save Documents Locally section of this help topic
shows how to do this.
Once the document has been opened with the appropriate program, you can send it to your local printer by using
the print feature in whatever program you're using.
Many web browsers are using built-in PDF viewers now instead of the
Adobe Reader
program. This can also cause trouble with opening PDF documents. In this case you may need to disable the
built-in viewer if you do not want to save the file locally. You can find more information on how to do this in help
topic 2176 [_______]
pg:1606 .
Save Documents Locally
You can save uploaded documents to your local computer (flash drive or other storage medium) without opening
the file if you wish. To do this, right-click on the name of the document and then select "Save target as...," "Save
link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.
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Rename Documents
You can change the name that shows for an uploaded document if you'd like. To do this, click the Edit button on
the right side of the row where the document appears. An Edit Document box will pop up. Edit or replace the
document's title and click the Save button to keep your changes. Click the Cancel button to close the window
without changing the document's name.
Delete Documents
To delete uploaded documents, check the box in the column on the left side by each document you want to
delete. If you want to delete all of the documents on the page, scroll down to the bottom of the Documents
section and click the Check all button. Once the documents you want to delete are marked, click the Delete
button. A pop-up will appear to make sure you want to completely delete the documents. Click the OK button to
proceed or the Cancel button if you changed your mind and you would like to keep the documents.
There is not a way to recover documents after they have been deleted so please make sure you want to delete
the documents before you proceed.

The Delete button does not appear . . .

If the
Delete
button does not appear on the Docs tab it means one of two things. There are either no documents uploaded for
the volunteer yet, or your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow you to delete documents. Your operator
rights are controlled by the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 of your Volgistics account as shown in help topic 2553
[_______]
pg:1319 .
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Sorting Documents
By default the Docs tab is sorted according to the order the documents were added to your database. The most
recently added documents will be at the top. You can change the view to be sorted by the Kind, File Name or
Uploaded column instead. Just click on a column heading to sort the view based on that column's information.

Filtering Documents
You can filter the Docs tab to only show certain documents. To do this, click the Filter button in the top left
corner. This will open a dialogue box where you can select the filter options.

There is more information on how each item works below. Please note that you can use more than one option at
the same time to refine the documents shown. The filtered view will only show documents that meet all of the
requirements you select.
File Name: Type the first part of the first word in the name of the file(s) you want to see. The more characters you
enter, the more refined the filter will be.
Kind: Use the dropdown to select which type of document files you want to have shown.
Uploaded From: Enter a date to limit the Docs tab to just documents uploaded on or after a certain date.
Uploaded To: Enter a date to limit the Docs tab to just documents uploaded on or before a certain date.
Resetting the Filter
If your view of the Docs tab is currently filtered, there will be a Reset Filter button to the right of the word
Documents at the top left of the page.
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Click the Reset Filter button to return the Docs tab to the un-filtered view.

Uploading Documents
The bottom section of the Docs tab is titled Upload and it is where you can upload documents for the volunteer.

The sections below have more information on how to use the controls for the bottom portion of the Docs tab.

The Upload section does not appear . . .

If you do not see the Upload section at the bottom of the Docs tab, one of the following applies:
pg:1648 module is not included in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 . In this case, the
1. The VicDocs [_______]
service level will need to be changed to include VicDocs [_______]
pg:0050
.
pg:0065 rights do not include the right to upload documents to this tab. In this case,
2. Your System Operator [_______]
you will need to contact your account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 to have him or her change your operator rights
[_______]
pg:1319 for the
tab.
3. The Docs tab has reached its capacity. In this case, you will need to delete older documents in order to upload
new documents.
File Types
The following file types can be uploaded for volunteers:
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File Type

File Extension(s)

Image

.bmp, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png

Microsoft Excel

.xls, .xlsx

Microsoft PowerPoint

.ppt, .pptx

Microsoft Word

.doc, .docx

Portable Document Format (PDF)

.pdf

Text

.rtf, .txt

Capacity and File Size
The Docs tab can hold up to 50 electronic document files that are 10 megabytes (10,485,760 bytes) or smaller.
There is not a way to upload over 50 documents, or upload files larger than 10 megabytes. If you have reached
the 50 file limit, older files can be deleted. If a file is over the size limit, you can optimize or compress the file to
make it smaller.
Optimizing or Compressing Files
Before uploading larger files, we recommend optimizing or compressing the file first. This reduces the file size,
which means it will upload, open and transfer faster. Optimization and compression usually apply only to image
and PDF [_______]
pg:0449 files. Generally the program used to create the file will have features that allow you to
optimize or compress the file.
We found these resources on how to optimize PDF files using some common programs:
• If you use Microsoft Word and the "Save as" function to save in the PDF format, select "Minimum Size
(publishing online)" as the "Optimize for" option. More information.
• If you use Adobe Acrobat, use the PDF Optimizer under the Advanced menu. More information.
• If you use a Nuance program (such as PDF Converter Pro or PDF Converter Enterprise), select Tools then
"Optimize PDF." More information.
You may need to search the Internet, or refer to the help documentation for the program you use, for more
information on how to reduce the file's size.
Uploading Files
You can upload files to the Docs tab by:
1. Click the Choose File or Browse button.
2. Select the file to upload and click the Open button. You can find acceptable file types here.
3. Click the Upload button. Once the upload is complete, your document will be listed in the Documents section
of the Docs tab.

Document Storage and HIPAA

Please keep in mind that Volgistics is designed to be a
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volunteer
management system. As such it is
not
intended to be used to store, process or transmit HIPAA protected information so it is not a Covered Entity for
HIPAA regulations. There is more information on this in help topic 8273 [_______]
pg:0091 .
Virus Scanning
To protect the system and your account, Volgistics automatically scans documents for possible viruses before
making the document available. You will see a "(waiting to be scanned)" message after the document's name
while this is being done, and the document's name will not be a clickable link. In some cases, you will need to
click the Refresh button in the top or bottom left corner to have the tab update after the scan has been
completed.
If a virus is found on a document, it will be removed from the system and an alert will be sent to the In Box
[_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox.

Docs Tab (Coordinator Record)
Help topic 2549
Added or revised 11-23-2015
The Docs tab is the last tab on the right hand side of Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 records. It is used to store electronic
documents uploaded for the Coordinator using the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature. If you are not able to see the tab,
one (or both) of the following apply:
1. Your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow access to the tab. You will need to contact your account's
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for further assistance in this case.
2. Your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 does not include VicDocs. You can find information about adding
VicDocs to your service level in help topic 2007 [_______]
pg:0050 .
This help topic reviews some of the basic features of the Docs tab. You can click on an item in the Contents box
below to go directly to that section of the help topic.
Contents
Stored Documents
Open or Print Documents
Save Documents Locally
Rename Documents
Delete Documents
Sorting Documents
Filtering Documents
Resetting the Filter
Uploading Documents
File Types
Capacity and File Size
Optimizing or Compressing Files
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Uploading Files
Document Storage and HIPAA
Virus Scanning

Stored Documents
The top section of the Docs tab is titled Documents and it is where you will see documents that have been
uploaded for the Coordinator.

The sections below have more information on how to use the controls for the top portion of the Docs tab.
Open or Print Documents
In many cases you can just click on a document's file name to open the document. Your web browser will launch
the program it needs to open the document. In some cases your web browser's settings are not configured to
recognize the file type so the file will not open. In this case, you will either need to change your web browser's
settings so that it associates the correct program with the file extension, or you can often save the document to
your local computer and open it from the saved location. The Save Documents Locally section of this help topic
shows how to do this.
Once the document has been opened with the appropriate program, you can send it to your local printer by using
the print feature in whatever program you're using.
Many web browsers are using built-in PDF viewers now instead of the
Adobe Reader
program. This can also cause trouble with opening PDF documents. In this case you may need to disable the
built-in viewer if you do not want to save the file locally. You can find more information on how to do this in help
topic 2176 [_______]
pg:1606 .
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Save Documents Locally
You can save uploaded documents to your local computer (flash drive or other storage medium) without opening
the file if you wish. To do this, right-click on the name of the document and then select "Save target as...," "Save
link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.

Rename Documents
You can change the name that shows for an uploaded document if you'd like. To do this, click the Edit button on
the right side of the row where the document appears. An Edit Document box will pop up. Edit or replace the
document's title and click the Save button to keep your changes. Click the Cancel button to close the window
without changing the document's name.
Delete Documents
To delete uploaded documents, check the box in the column on the left side by each document you want to
delete. If you want to delete all of the documents on the page, scroll down to the bottom of the Documents
section and click the Check all button. Once the documents you want to delete are marked, click the Delete
button. A pop-up will appear to make sure you want to completely delete the documents. Click the OK button to
proceed or the Cancel button if you changed your mind and you would like to keep the documents.
There is not a way to recover documents after they have been deleted so please make sure you want to delete
the documents before you proceed.

The Delete button does not appear . . .

If the
Delete
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button does not appear on the Docs tab it means one of two things. There are either no documents uploaded for
the Coordinator yet, or your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow you to delete documents. Your
operator rights are controlled by the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 of your Volgistics account as shown in help topic
2553 [_______]
pg:1319 .
Sorting Documents
By default the Docs tab is sorted according to the order the documents were added to your database. The most
recently added documents will be at the top. You can change the view to be sorted by the Kind, File Name or
Uploaded column instead. Just click on a column heading to sort the view based on that column's information.

Filtering Documents
You can filter the Docs tab to only show certain documents. To do this, click the Filter button in the top left
corner. This will open a dialogue box where you can select the filter options.

There is more information on how each item works below. Please note that you can use more than one option at
the same time to refine the documents shown. The filtered view will only show documents that meet all of the
requirements you select.
File Name: Type the first part of the first word in the name of the file(s) you want to see. The more characters you
enter, the more refined the filter will be.
Kind: Use the dropdown to select which type of document files you want to have shown.
Uploaded From: Enter a date to limit the Docs tab to just documents uploaded on or after a certain date.
Uploaded To: Enter a date to limit the Docs tab to just documents uploaded on or before a certain date.
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Resetting the Filter
If your view of the Docs tab is currently filtered, there will be a Reset Filter button to the right of the word
Documents at the top left of the page.

Click the Reset Filter button to return the Docs tab to the un-filtered view.

Uploading Documents
The bottom section of the Docs tab is titled Upload and it is where you can upload documents for the
Coordinator.

The sections below have more information on how to use the controls for the bottom portion of the Docs tab.

The Upload section does not appear . . .

If you do not see the Upload section at the bottom of the Docs tab, one of the following applies:
pg:1648 module is not included in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 . In this case, the
1. The VicDocs [_______]
service level will need to be changed to include VicDocs [_______]
pg:0050
.
pg:0065 rights do not include the right to upload documents to this tab. In this case,
2. Your System Operator [_______]
you will need to contact your account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 to have him or her change your operator rights
[_______]
pg:1319 for the
tab.
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3. The Docs tab has reached its capacity. In this case, you will need to delete older documents in order to upload
new documents.
File Types
The following file types can be uploaded for Coordinators:
File Type

File Extension(s)

Image

.bmp, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png

Microsoft Excel

.xls, .xlsx

Microsoft PowerPoint

.ppt, .pptx

Microsoft Word

.doc, .docx

Portable Document Format (PDF)

.pdf

Text

.rtf, .txt

Capacity and File Size
The Docs tab can hold up to 50 electronic document files that are 10 megabytes (10,485,760 bytes) or smaller.
There is not a way to upload over 50 documents, or upload files larger than 10 megabytes. If you have reached
the 50 file limit, older files can be deleted. If a file is over the size limit, you can optimize or compress the file to
make it smaller.
Optimizing or Compressing Files
Before uploading larger files, we recommend optimizing or compressing the file first. This reduces the file size,
which means it will upload, open and transfer faster. Optimization and compression usually apply only to image
and PDF [_______]
pg:0449 files. Generally the program used to create the file will have features that allow you to
optimize or compress the file.
We found these resources on how to optimize PDF files using some common programs:
• If you use Microsoft Word and the "Save as" function to save in the PDF format, select "Minimum Size
(publishing online)" as the "Optimize for" option. More information.
• If you use Adobe Acrobat, use the PDF Optimizer under the Advanced menu. More information.
• If you use a Nuance program (such as PDF Converter Pro or PDF Converter Enterprise), select Tools then
"Optimize PDF." More information.
You may need to search the Internet, or refer to the help documentation for the program you use, for more
information on how to reduce the file's size.
Uploading Files
You can upload files to the Docs tab by:
1. Click the Choose File or Browse button.
2. Select the file to upload and click the Open button. You can find acceptable file types here.
3. Click the Upload button. Once the upload is complete, your document will be listed in the Documents section
of the Docs tab.
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Document Storage and HIPAA

Please keep in mind that Volgistics is designed to be a
volunteer
management system. As such it is
not
intended to be used to store, process or transmit HIPAA protected information so it is not a Covered Entity for
HIPAA regulations. There is more information on this in help topic 8273 [_______]
pg:0091 .
Virus Scanning
To protect the system and your account, Volgistics automatically scans documents for possible viruses before
making the document available. You will see a "(waiting to be scanned)" message after the document's name
while this is being done, and the document's name will not be a clickable link. In some cases, you will need to
click the Refresh button in the top or bottom left corner to have the tab update after the scan has been
completed.
If a virus is found on a document, it will be removed from the system and an alert will be sent to the In Box
[_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox.

Docs Tab (Site, Place or Assignment Record)
Help topic 2550
Added or revised 11-23-2015
The Docs tab is the last tab on the right hand side of Site, Place, and Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 records. It is used to
store electronic documents uploaded for the Site, Place, or Assignment using the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature. If
you are not able to see the tab, one (or both) of the following apply:
1. Your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow access to the tab. You will need to contact your account's
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for further assistance in this case.
2. Your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 does not include VicDocs. You can find information about adding
VicDocs to your service level in help topic 2007 [_______]
pg:0050 .
This help topic reviews some of the basic features of the Docs tab. You can click on an item in the Contents box
below to go directly to that section of the help topic.
Contents
Stored Documents
Open or Print Documents
Save Documents Locally
Rename Documents
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Delete Documents
Sorting Documents
Filtering Documents
Resetting the Filter
Uploading Documents
File Types
Capacity and File Size
Optimizing or Compressing Files
Uploading Files
Document Storage and HIPAA
Virus Scanning

Stored Documents
The top section of the Docs tab is titled Documents and it is where you will see documents that have been
uploaded for the Site, Place, or Assignment.

The sections below have more information on how to use the controls for the top portion of the Docs tab.
Open or Print Documents
In many cases you can just click on a document's file name to open the document. Your web browser will launch
the program it needs to open the document. In some cases your web browser's settings are not configured to
recognize the file type so the file will not open. In this case, you will either need to change your web browser's
settings so that it associates the correct program with the file extension, or you can often save the document to
your local computer and open it from the saved location. The Save Documents Locally section of this help topic
shows how to do this.
Once the document has been opened with the appropriate program, you can send it to your local printer by using
the print feature in whatever program you're using.
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Many web browsers are using built-in PDF viewers now instead of the
Adobe Reader
program. This can also cause trouble with opening PDF documents. In this case you may need to disable the
built-in viewer if you do not want to save the file locally. You can find more information on how to do this in help
topic 2176 [_______]
pg:1606 .
Save Documents Locally
You can save uploaded documents to your local computer (flash drive or other storage medium) without opening
the file if you wish. To do this, right-click on the name of the document and then select "Save target as...," "Save
link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.

Rename Documents
You can change the name that shows for an uploaded document if you'd like. To do this, click the Edit button on
the right side of the row where the document appears. An Edit Document box will pop up. Edit or replace the
document's title and click the Save button to keep your changes. Click the Cancel button to close the window
without changing the document's name.
Delete Documents
To delete uploaded documents, check the box in the column on the left side by each document you want to
delete. If you want to delete all of the documents on the page, scroll down to the bottom of the Documents
section and click the Check all button. Once the documents you want to delete are marked, click the Delete
button. A pop-up will appear to make sure you want to completely delete the documents. Click the OK button to
proceed or the Cancel button if you changed your mind and you would like to keep the documents.
There is not a way to recover documents after they have been deleted so please make sure you want to delete
the documents before you proceed.
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The Delete button does not appear . . .

If the
Delete
button does not appear on the Docs tab it means one of two things. There are either no documents uploaded for
the Site, Place, or Assignment yet, or your System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights do not allow you to delete
documents. Your operator rights are controlled by the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 of your Volgistics account as
shown in help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319 .
Sorting Documents
By default the Docs tab is sorted according to the order the documents were added to your database. The most
recently added documents will be at the top. You can change the view to be sorted by the Kind, File Name or
Uploaded column instead. Just click on a column heading to sort the view based on that column's information.

Filtering Documents
You can filter the Docs tab to only show certain documents. To do this, click the Filter button in the top left
corner. This will open a dialogue box where you can select the filter options.

There is more information on how each item works below. Please note that you can use more than one option at
the same time to refine the documents shown. The filtered view will only show documents that meet all of the
requirements you select.
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File Name: Type the first part of the first word in the name of the file(s) you want to see. The more characters you
enter, the more refined the filter will be.
Kind: Use the dropdown to select which type of document files you want to have shown.
Uploaded From: Enter a date to limit the Docs tab to just documents uploaded on or after a certain date.
Uploaded To: Enter a date to limit the Docs tab to just documents uploaded on or before a certain date.
Resetting the Filter
If your view of the Docs tab is currently filtered, there will be a Reset Filter button to the right of the word
Documents at the top left of the page.

Click the Reset Filter button to return the Docs tab to the un-filtered view.

Uploading Documents
The bottom section of the Docs tab is titled Upload and it is where you can upload documents for the Site, Place,
or Assignment.

The sections below have more information on how to use the controls for the bottom portion of the Docs tab.

The Upload section does not appear . . .

If you do not see the Upload section at the bottom of the Docs tab, one of the following applies:
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pg:1648 module is not included in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 . In this case, the
1. The VicDocs [_______]
service level will need to be changed to include VicDocs [_______]
pg:0050
.
pg:0065 rights do not include the right to upload documents to this tab. In this case,
2. Your System Operator [_______]
you will need to contact your account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 to have him or her change your operator rights
[_______]
pg:1319 for the
tab.
3. The Docs tab has reached its capacity. In this case, you will need to delete older documents in order to upload
new documents.
File Types
The following file types can be uploaded for a Site, Place, or Assignment:
File Type

File Extension(s)

Image

.bmp, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png

Microsoft Excel

.xls, .xlsx

Microsoft PowerPoint

.ppt, .pptx

Microsoft Word

.doc, .docx

Portable Document Format (PDF)

.pdf

Text

.rtf, .txt

Capacity and File Size
The Docs tab can hold up to 50 electronic document files that are 10 megabytes (10,485,760 bytes) or smaller.
There is not a way to upload over 50 documents, or upload files larger than 10 megabytes. If you have reached
the 50 file limit, older files can be deleted. If a file is over the size limit, you can optimize or compress the file to
make it smaller.
Optimizing or Compressing Files
Before uploading larger files, we recommend optimizing or compressing the file first. This reduces the file size,
which means it will upload, open and transfer faster. Optimization and compression usually apply only to image
and PDF [_______]
pg:0449 files. Generally the program used to create the file will have features that allow you to
optimize or compress the file.
We found these resources on how to optimize PDF files using some common programs:
• If you use Microsoft Word and the "Save as" function to save in the PDF format, select "Minimum Size
(publishing online)" as the "Optimize for" option. More information.
• If you use Adobe Acrobat, use the PDF Optimizer under the Advanced menu. More information.
• If you use a Nuance program (such as PDF Converter Pro or PDF Converter Enterprise), select Tools then
"Optimize PDF." More information.
You may need to search the Internet, or refer to the help documentation for the program you use, for more
information on how to reduce the file's size.
Uploading Files
You can upload files to the Docs tab by:
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1. Click the Choose File or Browse button.
2. Select the file to upload and click the Open button. You can find acceptable file types here.
3. Click the Upload button. Once the upload is complete, your document will be listed in the Documents section
of the Docs tab.

Document Storage and HIPAA

Please keep in mind that Volgistics is designed to be a
volunteer
management system. As such it is
not
intended to be used to store, process or transmit HIPAA protected information so it is not a Covered Entity for
HIPAA regulations. There is more information on this in help topic 8273 [_______]
pg:0091 .
Virus Scanning
To protect the system and your account, Volgistics automatically scans documents for possible viruses before
making the document available. You will see a "(waiting to be scanned)" message after the document's name
while this is being done, and the document's name will not be a clickable link. In some cases, you will need to
click the Refresh button in the top or bottom left corner to have the tab update after the scan has been
completed.
If a virus is found on a document, it will be removed from the system and an alert will be sent to the In Box
[_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox.

VicDocs
Help topic 3019
Added or revised 02-11-2016
VicDocs is an optional Volgistics module used to upload and store electronic documents. You do not need to
include VicDocs in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 to use Volgistics. However, if you do include VicDocs,
the module provides paperless storage and management for documents associated with your organization.
This help topic answers many common questions about the VicDocs feature. You can click on a question in the
Contents box below to go directly to the answer to that question.
Contents
Why is it called VicDocs?
Where can documents be uploaded?
What types of documents can be uploaded?
How many documents can be uploaded?
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How big can the document files be?
Who can upload documents?
Who can access or view documents?
What happens to documents when a volunteer record is archived or an Assignment is made inactive?
What happens to documents if a record is deleted?
What happens to documents if an account is cleared or cancelled?
How can I find the price for adding VicDocs to my account's service level?
How do I get started with VicDocs?
Why is it called VicDocs?
Vic stands for Volunteer Information Center and Documents (or Docs) are what the module stores and manages.
Thus, the name VicDocs.
The name keeps the nomenclature used for the other Volgistics modules: VicNet and VicTouch. VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 is the optional module volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 use to interact with Volgistics from any
Internet connected computer or device. VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 is the optional module that uses an on-site
touchscreen to track volunteer service. Volunteers sign-in and out with the module similar to how employees use
a time clock to track the time they have worked.
Where can documents be uploaded?

When VicDocs is included in your account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 , you will be able to upload electronic
document files to five (5) different types of records. You will be able to upload documents to volunteer records,
Coordinator [_______]
pg:1849 records, as well as Site, Place and Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 Coordinator [_______]
pg:1849 records, as well as Si
When VicDocs has been added, a Docs tab will be available as the last tab on the right side for each record type
listed above.

What types of documents can be uploaded?
The actual content of the documents you upload will vary depending on your organization's needs. For example,
some organizations may need volunteers to keep a signed photo release on file, while others may need a copy
of a completed parking permit form.
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Because of this variety, Volgistics allows document uploads to have a number of different file formats (or
extensions). The table below shows acceptable file formats:
File Type

File Extension(s)

Image

.bmp, .gif, .jpeg, .jpg, .png

Microsoft Excel

.xls, .xlsx

Microsoft PowerPoint

.ppt, .pptx

Microsoft Word

.doc, .docx

Portable Document Format (PDF)

.pdf

Text

.rtf, .txt

Document Storage and HIPAA

Please keep in mind that Volgistics is designed to be a
volunteer
management system. As such it is
not
intended to be used to store, process or transmit HIPAA protected information so it is not a Covered Entity for
HIPAA regulations. There is more information on this in help topic 8273 [_______]
pg:0091 .
How many documents can be uploaded?
The VicDocs module allows you to store fifty (50) documents on the Docs tab of each record type mentioned in
the Where can documents be uploaded? section above. Because of this, the maximum number of documents
you can store in your account varies depending on how many records you have. For example, if you have 100
non-archived volunteer records, 50 archived volunteer records, 1 Site record, 4 Place records, 25 Assignment
records, and 20 Coordinator records, you have a total of 200 records where documents can be uploaded. Each
of these record types can have a maximum of 50 documents uploaded to the Docs tab so your account can have
10,000 (200 x 50) documents. If you add 5 new Assignment records, you will now have 205 records where
documents can be uploaded. This will make the maximum number of documents your account can hold increase
to 10,250.
You can learn more about the Docs tab on each record type in the following help topics:
Help topic 2548 [_______]
pg:1630 - Docs tab (Volunteer Record)
Help topic 2549 [_______]
pg:1636 - Docs tab (Coordinator Record)
Help topic 2550 [_______]
pg:1642 - Docs tab (Site, Place or Assignment Record)
How big can the document files be?
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Document files must be 10 megabytes (10,485,760 bytes) or smaller. In many cases, larger files can be
optimized or compressed to reduce their size. You can find more information on this in the help topics related to
the Docs tabs.
Who can upload documents?
Documents can only be uploaded by your account's System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . The Administrator [_______]
pg:0052
for each account controls which operators can, or cannot, upload documents to the Docs tab of each record type.
Help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319 shows how Administrators control the operator's rights.
Who can access or view documents?
Similarly to uploading documents, uploaded Documents can only be accessed or viewed by your account's
System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 . Again, the Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 for each account controls which operators can,
or cannot, see the Docs tabs where the records are stored. Help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319 shows how Administrators
control the operator's rights.
What happens to documents when a volunteer record is archived or an Assignment record is made
inactive?
In Volgistics, a record for a volunteer who is no longer actively serving can be stored in the archived [_______]
pg:0709
section of the account. Similarly, if an Assignment is no longer needed, you can make the Assignment inactive
[_______]
pg:0140 . Both of these options allow you to keep the basic information for the record, but remove the volunteer
or Assignment from the regular view. When you do this, all documents uploaded for the volunteer or Assignment
are still available to you, but you may need to take extra steps to access the documents.
If you restore a volunteer record [_______]
pg:1852 to the non-archived section, or make an inactive Assignment active
again, the documents will be available again without taking extra steps.
What happens to documents if a record is deleted?
When a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 deletes a record (or records) where documents are uploaded, the operator
will see a choice to save the documents uploaded for the record(s). If they opt to save the documents, the
documents will be placed in a zip file that will be available on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of the Volgistics Mailbox.
The zip files of downloaded documents will be available for five days so they can be saved locally. After the five
days pass, the zip files of documents will be permanently deleted from the account.
What happens to documents if an account is cleared or cancelled?
If an account's Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 opts to clear an account [_______]
pg:0890 , the same basic procedure that
happens when
records are deleted
occurs. The Administrator will see an option to save the documents and the saved documents will be placed in a
zip file that will be available on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of the Volgistics Mailbox for five days.
If an Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 opts to cancel an account [_______]
pg:0894 , the Administrator will see an option to save
the documents. In this case, a link to the zip file containing the documents will be sent to the Administrator's
email address. The Administrator will need to enter her or his password after clicking the link if she or he wishes
to save the documents locally. This link will only stay active for 5 days and then the documents will be
permanently deleted.
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How can I find out the price for adding VicDocs to my account's service level?
Because of added expenses such as equipment and increased bandwidth, adding VicDocs to your organization's
service level [_______]
pg:0719 will increase your monthly service fee. However, Volgistics strived to keep the added
expense for this to a minimum. You can use the Volgistics Price Calculator to determine what your organization's
monthly service fee will be if you add VicDocs. If you do not know your account's current service level, find this
first by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Account status.
Note the settings for each item in the Service Level section, and then click here to go to the Price Calculator.
Select the settings for your account's service level and then add the VicDocs module. The calculator will show
what the monthly service fee for your account will be if VicDocs is included.
How do I get started with VicDocs?
If you're ready to get started with VicDocs, just follow the steps in help topic 2547 [_______]
pg:1629 - "Getting Started
with VicDocs."
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VicNet for People Who Are Both a Volunteer and a Coordinator
Help topic 1093
Added or revised 04-26-2016
As you can read about here [_______],
pg:1707 you can make VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 accessible to any volunteer or
coordinator you track in Volgistics. However, there may be individuals in your Volgistics system who serve as
both volunteers and coordinators. It is likely that these people have a volunteer record and a coordinator record.
When such people use VicNet, the email address(es) and VicNet password(s) stored in their records become
important.
When the email address in the volunteer record differs from the email address entered in the coordinator
record
If a separate email address is entered for each responsibility, then the person must use the email address in their
volunteer record to login to VicNet as a volunteer and the email address stored in their coordinator record to login
to VicNet as a coordinator. VicNet will display the correct information (volunteer or coordinator) based on the
email address used to login. The person would need to logout of VicNet and then back in with the other email
address to see the information pertaining to their other responsibility.
When the password on the Vic tab in the volunteer record differs from the password on the Vic tab in the
coordinator record
Much like having different email addresses in each record, having different passwords can determine which
screen (volunteer or coordinator) a person will see upon logging into VicNet. If the emails in both the volunteer
and coordinator records match, but the volunteer Vic tab includes a password of 'xxxxxx' and the coordinator Vic
tab includes a password of 'yyyyyy,' the volunteer would login to VicNet with their (only) email, and choose the
password that applies to the information they wish to view and manage.
When both the email address and password are unique to the record
If the person's volunteer record contains one email address and password and their coordinator record contains
a different email address and a different password, they simply use one set of login information to access VicNet
as a volunteer and the other set to login as a coordinator.
When both email address and passwords are the same in each record
If the person's VicNet login credentials are the same in their volunteer record and coordinator record, they login
to VicNet normally. VicNet will then prompt them to choose which record they would like to access.
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How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help topic 1148
Added or revised 03-23-2017
This help topic is intended to help volunteers better understand how to use the VicNet module.
If you prefer a video tutorial format instead of the written help topic, the following videos explain more about how
to use VicNet. Each video shows a different way an organization may have VicNet setup. Choose the video that
matches your organization's VicNet setup the closest.
The VicNet module is a tool the organization you volunteer with may use. You access the VicNet module over
the Internet and you can use it to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View and manage your schedule
Sign-up for vacant schedule openings
Print your schedule
Keep your personal information up-to-date
Post your hours
Receive news and messages from the volunteer office
Check your service records, and print your own service reports
Change your VicNet password
Opt-in or out of text messaging and update your message preferences

Each organization sets up VicNet according to what works best for their needs--so you may not be able to do
everything listed above. This will depend on how your organization opted to use the features.
You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section in the help topic.
Contents
Logging into VicNet
Navigating VicNet
Home Tab
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Mail Tab
My Profile Tab
My Schedule Tab
My Service History Tab
Time Sheet Tab
Account Tab
Logging into VicNet
In most cases, you get to your organization's VicNet login page through the organization's website. An
organization may choose to send you a URL address that you can use to login, but most of the time there will be
a link to the VicNet login page somewhere on the organization's website. It may be a simple text link like this:

Or, it may be a graphic link like this:

Your organization should provide you with directions on how to locate the webpage you will need to use to login.
When you click on the link (or go to the URL address your organization provides you with) you will see a login
page similar to this one:
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Enter the email address your organization has on file for you in the Login name field. If you do not know this
email address, you will need to contact the organization you volunteer with for more information.
Enter your password in the Password field and then press the Go button.
In most cases, you will receive a link to set your password in an email message from your organization. You
follow the link to create the password you will use to login with.
In other cases, your organization may have set a temporary password for your record and let you know the
temporary password. If your volunteer record was imported from another software program, your previous
password may be the temporary password. When you login with the temporary password, you will need to enter
a permanent password on the Account tab before you can go to other tabs. Remember the permanent password
you select because you will need to use it the next time you login. You can find more information on the Account
tab in the Account Tab section below.
One other thing that may occur is that your organization asked you to select a password when you filled out your
application form. In this case, you use this password to login with and you will not need to go to the Account tab
to select a permanent password the first time you login.
If you forget your password, or are not able to locate any password information from your organization, click the
Forget your password? link that appears on the login screen. As long as the email address you enter matches
the address on your volunteer record, this will send an email with a password link to you. You can follow this link
to set a password to login with. Please note that the password links only remain active for 24 hours. If you
click on the link but it has expired, just click the Forget your password? link again to have a new link
sent.
You can find more information on how to use the Forget your password? link here [_______].
pg:1975

Navigating VicNet
All tabs in VicNet are highly customizable by individual organizations. Therefore, it is difficult to say exactly what
type of content will be displayed on the various tabs, or even if a tab will be visible to you at all. The following
information explains the basic purpose of each tab that can be displayed and provides visual examples of how
the tab might look. Your view in VicNet may be different depending on how the organization you volunteer with
has setup their VicNet module.
The Home tab
The first tab displayed when you login is the Home tab. The following image is an example of what a VicNet
Home tab might look like:
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From the Home tab, you can access any of the other available tabs, or click on any buttons or links your
organization has chosen to include. Depending on how your organization has VicNet setup, you may see news
from your organization; links to documents that you can view, print or download; or links to other web sites with
resources you may need.
The Mail tab
The Mail tab in VicNet is where you can see messages (called Vic Mail) sent to you from the person who
coordinates volunteers for your organization. New messages appear on top, and a list of read messages appears
on the bottom. To read a message, click on the Subject of the message.
Here is an example of what a VicNet Mail tab might look like:
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The My Profile tab
The My Profile tab lets you see and (if your organization permits) update your personal information. The form
sections and fields that appear on the tab are selected by your organization. They can choose to make certain
fields required so you need to enter information in them in order to save the page. Or they can make certain
fields "read-only" so you can see the information in the field, but you will not be able to change it. Please
remember to click the Save button if you make any changes.
The following is an example of what the VicNet My Profile might look like:
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The My Schedule tab
Another tab you might see in VicNet is the My Schedule tab. This tab lets you view and print your schedule, in
addition to adding or removing yourself from a schedule if your organization allows this.
Your My Schedule tab might appear in a monthly view as shown below:
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If you are scheduled for an assignment, you will see the assignment and times listed on the dates you are
scheduled for. If your organization allows you to self-schedule, there will be a Help Wanted icon on the dates
where help is needed. To serve on a date where help is needed, click on the date and then click the Schedule
me button.
If your organization allows you to remove yourself from the schedule, click on a date you are scheduled and then
click the Remove me button to take yourself off of the schedule.
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If you do not see the Remove me button, your organization either does not allow you to remove yourself from
the schedule, or you are too close to the scheduled date to remove yourself. Each organization selects how
many days prior to your scheduled date you can remove yourself. In either case, you will need to contact the
organization you volunteer with to remove yourself if the Remove me button does not appear.
Instead of the monthly calendar view, your organization may select to have the My Schedule tab formatted in a
list view. An example of this is shown below:
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Shifts you are already scheduled for show up with green text and if you can remove yourself there will be a
Remove me button on the right side of the list. Opportunities to serve are displayed with red text along with a
checkbox. To schedule yourself, check a box next to an opportunity and then click the Continue button.
The My Service History tab
The My Service History tab shows volunteer service recorded on your volunteer record. If your organization uses
mandatory service programs where you are asked to perform a certain amount of service in a certain amount of
time, you may see a progress chart that shows your progress in meeting the goal. Here is an example of what
the My Service History tab might look like:
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Notice that the service information is collapsed by year to start. You can click on a year to expand the view to
show all service entries made for you during the year. Click on a date to show the service details for a particular
entry.
The Time Sheet tab
If your organization wants you to enter service hours, you will see a Time Sheet tab. As with the other VicNet
tabs, this can be setup in several different ways so do not be concerned if your Time Sheet tab does not match
the one shown below:
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To post hours, you will need to choose a date for the service and either the number of hours, or your start and
stop times on the date you served. Your organization may also have you select the assignment and other service
measure (such as mileage or travel times) for the service entry. Click the Continue button and confirm your entry
when you are done posting your service.
The Account tab
The Account tab is where you will go to set a permanent password, change your permanent password, opt-in or
out of text messaging, and change your message preferences. If you sign-in with a temporary password, you will
be directed to the Account tab before you can access the other tabs.
If you do not have a password, or have forgotten it, you can have a link sent to you so you can create a
password. You can learn more about how this works link here [_______].
pg:1975
If the organization you volunteer with has enabled text messaging, you will also see a section on the Account tab
for text messaging. You can use this section to opt-in to text messaging, opt-out of text messaging, or change
the types of messages you receive by text. You can find information on how to do these things here [_______]
pg:0323 .
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An example of how the Account tab may look is shown below:

If you have any questions about how to use VicNet, you should contact the volunteer office at your
organization.
The following videos explain more about how to use VicNet. Each video shows a different way an organization
may have VicNet setup. Choose the video that matches your organization's VicNet setup the closest.

How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
Help topic 1158
Added or revised 04-12-2017
Many organizations wonder how they create volunteer "accounts" to allow volunteers to sign-in to the VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 module. The good news is if the volunteer has a record in your database, the volunteer already has an
"account." You can learn how volunteer records can be added to your database in help topic 2299 [_______].
pg:1878
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Once a volunteer has a record, they will need to meet three requirements in order to use VicNet:
• They will need a Status [_______]
pg:1832 (and optionally a Type or Flag [_______]
pg:0212 ) that is allowed to access VicNet.
You control access requirements on the VicNet Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 page.
• An email address on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their volunteer record.
• The Disable access box on the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 of the volunteer's record cannot be checked.
As long as a record meets all three items that are listed above, the volunteer will be able to use VicNet. The trick
is often educating the volunteers on what they need to do. This help topic reviews some of the common
strategies for using the VicNet portal, collecting volunteer information, and letting volunteers know about VicNet.
You should choose the strategy (or strategies) that works best for your organization's structure and
requirements. For example, a festival may want applicants to be able to access VicNet right away without any
onboarding requirements. So an option where the applicants choose their password on the application form will
work best for them. However, an organization such as a hospital will likely have onboarding requirements so a
method where the System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 send login information after the volunteers are approved will
work best for them.
You can click on a link in the Content box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Where is the VicNet Portal?
Collect Login Information on Application Forms
Send a Message with Login Information
Use the "Need a Password?" Link
Set a Temporary Password

Where is the VicNet Portal?
Each Volgistics account has a unique URL address for their VicNet portal. You can find this by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Scroll down to the Links heading. The URL will appear in red like the one pictured below. Please note that
your account's URL will have different numbers than the one pictured.
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For testing, you can simply copy and paste the URL into a web browser window. In the majority of cases, when
your volunteers are ready to use VicNet you will want to place a link to the URL somewhere on your website. Or
some organizations choose to embed VicNet into their web pages so it appears to be part of their website.
With this option, volunteers do not need to know the URL address for VicNet. You simply give them directions to
the web page on your site where the link appears. You can find more information on how to place a link to VicNet
on your organization's website in help topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 .
There may be some cases where an organization cannot place a link to VicNet on their website. In these cases,
it is perfectly alright to give the volunteers the URL address for your VicNet portal. If you do this, you may want to
encourage the volunteers to bookmark the address so you do not get repeated questions about how to get to the
portal.

Collect Login Information on Application Forms
If your applicants will be accessing VicNet soon after they apply, you may want to collect the email address and
password from your volunteers right on your application form(s) [_______]
pg:0413 . This option works well for accounts
that use Volgistics for events such as conferences or festivals where there may not be a long approval or
onboarding process.
You can create a section [_______]
pg:1340 on the application form just for the VicNet access information, and link the
email and password fields to the form section. You link fields to a form section by selecting the
Fields link on the application form's setup page [_______]
pg:1334 .
With this method, you can place directions about the location of your organization's VicNet portal right in the
instructions field of the form section. Or you could give directions with the receipt confirmation [_______]
pg:1349 feature.
This could be a page applicants view after they submit the form, or an automatic email sent to the applicant after
they submit the form. If you send it as an email message, volunteers could find the directions again by referring
back to the email message.
Here is an example of how this option may look on your application form:

Please note: If your application forms are setup to be audited, you will need to receive the application into your
database [_______]
pg:0415 , and the volunteer must meet the three requirements at the top of this help topic, in order to
sign-in.
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Send a Message with Login Information
If your volunteers need to go through some sort of an approval, or onboarding, process before they can serve,
you may want to send them an email message they can use to get their login information. Volgistics has a
template you can use to customize a message to use for this email. The same template is used for three
purposes: 1) when the message is sent by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to volunteers, 2) when the message is
sent by a System Operator to Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , and 3) when the message is sent because volunteers or
Coordinators request a password on the VicNet login page.
Because of this, you may want to keep the content of the message generic so that it works for all three purposes.
However, it is still useful to give directions on how users login in the message. You customize this message by:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Scroll to the Password email section and customize the message.
5. Click the Save button to keep your changes.
You can see a sample of what you could enter as the message's content below:
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You can send the email with the link to individual volunteers and Coordinators on the Vic tab of their records.
There is more information on how to do this in help topic 2234 [_______].
pg:1717
You can also send the email with the link to multiple volunteers at once by tagging the volunteers [_______]
pg:1538 you
want to send the email to. You can find information on how to do this in help topic 2233 [_______].
pg:2013

Use the "Need a Password?" Link
You may have a situation where you want your volunteers or Coordinators to get their own passwords so they do
not need to rely on a System Operator. For example, if once the volunteers are approved to serve, you provide
them with a packet of instructions on what to do next.
In this case, your volunteers can get their own passwords as long as your instructions include the location of your
VicNet Portal, and they meet the three requirements to use VicNet. To do this, they will go to the login page for
VicNet, and click the Need a password? link.

This will take them to a page where they can enter their email address to have the password link sent to them.

Set a Temporary Password
There may be times when you want to set a temporary password that volunteers use to login to VicNet for the
first time. For example, if you have volunteer orientations where you will train groups of volunteers all at once,
you can set the same temporary password for the entire group and tell them the temporary password. Or, you
may give out new volunteer packets where you have instructions on how to login and you give the temporary
password in the instructions. When volunteers login with the temporary password the first time, they will be
prompted to select a permanent password.
You can set a temporary password for volunteers (or Coordinators) on the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 of their record.
You can also set temporary passwords for multiple volunteers at once by tagging the volunteers [_______]
pg:1538 . You
can find information on how to assign a temporary password to tagged volunteers in help topic 2137 [_______].

Did you know?
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Volgistics has resources you can use if you conduct trainings or orientations for new volunteers. There are video
tutorials you can download
here
. There are also help topics you can direct volunteers to online, or you can print the help topic out for a handout.
The help topic for the desk top view is help topic 1148 [_______]
pg:1654 . The help topic for the mobile view is help topic
1215 [_______].
pg:1676
If you are bringing in new volunteer records to your account using the free Import Utility program, you can also
bring in a temporary password for the volunteers. This works well if you are just getting started with Volgistics
and previously used another program that the volunteers accessed with a password. You can learn more about
the free Import Utility program here.

Can I put a link to VicNet on the volunteer application form?
Help topic 1159
Added or revised 2-14-2008
There is not a way to include a link to VicNet on the volunteer application form. Note that the earliest point at
which an applicant could log into VicNet is after their application has been received into the system. Until a
system operator receives an application, the database does not contain a volunteer record - and therefore does
not have an email address or password - for that individual.
Since it is not possible for an applicant to log into VicNet at the same time they are completing their application,
linking to the VicNet login page from the application form is not very practical.
If you still want to provide applicants with information about the VicNet login procedures right away, consider
implementing one of the options described in help topic 1158 [_______]
pg:1665 or place the link to VicNet on your web
site adjacent to the link to the application form.
Related help

Getting Started with VicNet
Help topic 1175
Added or revised 04-12-2017
VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 is an optional module that can be used along with Volgistics to give volunteers and
Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 a role in managing schedules, service, updating their information, and more from any
computer or device with Internet access. The Volgistics system itself provides powerful volunteer tracking
capabilities with, or without, use of the optional VicNet module. It is up to the organization to determine whether
VicNet will be useful for their specific purposes. For example, an organization where volunteers all report to the
same facility and volunteers do not need to schedule in advance, or update their information, may find the
optional VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module more useful than VicNet. In many cases, though, VicNet will be a valuable
asset to make the job of the volunteer manager(s) easier.
This help topic explains how Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 should begin working with VicNet.
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1. Understand what VicNet does.
With VicNet, volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 can log into a system separate from Volgistics that allows
them to see only the information permitted by the account's Administrator(s) [_______]
pg:0052 . The VicNet module can
be accessed from any computer or device with an Internet connection with a login name (the email address
recorded in Volgistics) and password. The module works somewhat differently for volunteers and Coordinators.
We recommend reviewing help topic 3020 [_______]
pg:1724 to get an understanding of how VicNet works before
proceeding. The help topic shows some of the jobs and tasks volunteers can complete, and shows the general
structure of the module.
2. Decide who should have access to VicNet.
You can control which volunteers can access VicNet based on the volunteer's Status [_______],
pg:1832 or whether they
have a certain Type or Flag [_______]
pg:0212 . This gives you the ability to prevent certain groups of volunteers from
signing in. For example, if your organization has an onboarding process where volunteers need to be approved
before they serve, and volunteers must meet certain qualifications to keep serving, you would likely setup VicNet
so volunteers with the Applicant and Inactive Statuses cannot access VicNet. You do this on the VicNet Ground
Rules page. To get to this page:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
You may find help topic 2161 [_______]
pg:1707 "Who can access VicNet?" useful also.
3. Customize VicNet for your needs.
VicNet is very customizable so you can tailor it for your organization's needs. For example, you can hide tabs,
change the layout of some tabs such as the Home tab, customize instruction fields, hide fields or make them
view only, and even change the appearance of the tab and button elements. For the mobile version of VicNet,
you can also easily customize the colors used for the different page elements so they match your organization's
color scheme.
You can find detailed information about how to customize VicNet in the help topics listed under
Related help at the bottom of this page. For example, to find information on adding a logo, select help Topic
1187 [_______]
pg:1353 "How to Upload Logo Graphics," or for information on customizing the Home tab, select help
topic 2019 [_______]
pg:1486 "VicNet Home Tab."
4. Test VicNet for a sample volunteer record.
The best way to check to make sure VicNet is setup the way you'd like is to preview the module as a volunteer.
First create a volunteer record [_______]
pg:1877 to use for testing, or go to a current volunteer's record. You can then
click the
Preview
or
Mobile preview
button on the Vic tab of the record to see how VicNet will look for that volunteer. You can also preview VicNet as
a Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 by doing the same thing. You can learn more about how to preview VicNet in help topic
2159 [_______]
pg:1705 "Previewing VicNet."
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5. Create a link to VicNet from your organization's web site.
Volunteers and Coordinators will access VicNet by going to the unique URL address for your organization's
VicNet portal. While you can simply send users this URL address in an email message, this is not the
recommended method because they will need to bookmark the URL in order to return to it. A better solution is to
place a link to the URL address on your organization's website. You can do this yourself if you control your
website's content, or you can give the URL to your organization's web master and have her place the link on a
web page related to volunteers.
You can locate and access the URL for your account's VicNet login page like this:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Click on VicNet.
3. Click on Ground rules.
4. Scroll down to the Links section.
Here you will find the URL address for your organization's VicNet portal without any formatting. There are also
links that have some HTML formatting added if you prefer. You can find additional information on how to place a
link to VicNet on your organization's website in help topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 .
6. Let volunteers know VicNet is available.
Once you are familiar with the VicNet module and you are satisfied with its setup, it is time to involve your
volunteers and/or Coordinators. There are several ways to let volunteers know about VicNet [_______]
pg:1665 . You
should review the available options and decide which option works best for your organization. Some things to
consider are your on-boarding process for new volunteers, whether you have volunteer records in your account
already, and whether you will provide access to all volunteers or just select groups of volunteers. In some cases
you may want to start with one method for your current volunteers, and then switch to another method for new
volunteers. After you have launched VicNet, you may want to check usage in a few weeks or a month to see if
more training or communication is needed. You can find information on how to do this in help topic 2278
[_______].
pg:1718
Related help
Help Topic 1071 [_______]
pg:1446 - VicNet Exit Page Setup
Help Topic 1073 [_______]
pg:1447 - VicNet Ground Rules
Help Topic 1074 [_______]
pg:1451 - VIC Graphics
Help Topic 1075 [_______]
pg:1451 - Customizing VIC Graphics
Help Topic 1148 [_______]
pg:1654 - How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1158 [_______]
pg:1665 - How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
Help Topic 1171 [_______]
pg:1453 - VIC My Schedule Setup Page
Help Topic 1178 [_______]
pg:1456 - VicNet My Profile Tab
Help Topic 1179 [_______]
pg:1458 - Changing Volunteers VIC Privacy Settings
Help Topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 - How to Upload Logo Graphics
Help Topic 1198 [_______]
pg:1673 - Using VicNet for Groups
Help Topic 1204 [_______]
pg:1460 - VicNet Time Sheet Tab
Help Topic 1207 [_______]
pg:1465 - VIC My Service Setup Page
Help Topic 1214 [_______]
pg:1471 - Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Help Topic 1215 [_______]
pg:1676 - How to Use VicNet Mobile: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1230 [_______]
pg:0166 - How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Coordinators
Help Topic 2019 [_______]
pg:1486 - VicNet Home Tab
Help Topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 - Creating Links to VicNet
Help Topic 2159 [_______]
pg:1705 - Previewing VicNet
Help Topic 2161 [_______]
pg:1707 - Who can access VicNet?
Help Topic 2170 [_______]
pg:1494 - VIC Self-Scheduling
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Help Topic 2233 [_______]
pg:2013 - Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Help Topic 2234 [_______]
pg:1717 - How do I send an individual volunteer or Coordinator their VicNet password?
Help Topic 2278 [_______]
pg:1718 - Track Overall VicNet Usage and Last Access Date
Help Topic 3020 [_______]
pg:1724 - VicNet

How to Post Volunteer Newsletters at VicNet
Help topic 1188
Added or revised 05-16-2008
If your organization publishes newsletters that you would like to share with volunteers, you can post them online
at VicNet for volunteers to read.
To include volunteer newsletters on the VicNet Home Tab:
1. Save your newsletters as PDF documents [_______]
pg:0449 .
2. Upload the PDF documents [_______]
pg:0388 to the Mailbox Documents tab in Volgistics.
3. Add links to documents to a Document Link Box on the VicNet Home Tab setup page [_______]
pg:1486 .

Your newsletters will now be available to any volunteer or coordinator permitted to access VicNet.

Using VicNet for groups
Help topic 1198
Added or revised 02-18-2011
If you use VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and you track volunteer groups [_______]
pg:1909 in Volgistics, group contacts can use
VicNet to self-schedule their group members, as well as to post volunteer hours for their group online.
Since you do not track the individual group members when you use Group records, Volgistics does not provide a
way for each separate member of a group to access their group's records through VicNet. However the group
contact who you list on the Core tab in a Group record can use VicNet to schedule and post service for their
group online using the VicNet system (if you want them to).
Group contacts access VicNet [_______]
pg:1707 the same way that individual volunteers do: through your organization's
VicNet link, using their email address and a password.
Once a group contact logs-in to VicNet, the VicNet system looks and works the same way that it does for
Individual volunteers except when it comes to self-scheduling on the "My Schedule" tab, and the "Time Sheet"
tab (if you use either of these tabs). This help topic explains how these two features work for Group records.
Group self-scheduling
Group self-scheduling [_______]
pg:1494 is supported in VicNet when you "Offer schedules using a calendar format."
Group scheduling is not available when you setup self-scheduling to "Offer schedules using a list format," as that
format is designed specifically for individuals. To see which way your self-scheduling features are configured;
choose Setup from the menu; select VicNet; and then choose Self-Scheduling.
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If you permit self-scheduling at VicNet using the calendar format, a group contact has the ability to schedule their
group members for any assignment you allow them to self-schedule for. When a group contact self-schedules
their group, they can specify the number of group members they want to add to the schedule in a single schedule
entry.
To self-schedule, a group contact visits the "My Schedule" tab in their VicNet account the same way that an
Individual volunteer does, and then clicks on the date and then the assignment they would like to schedule
themselves for.
When the "Sign-up" page appears (as shown below), the group contact has a Volunteers field where they enter
the number of group members they want to schedule. This is the number of volunteers who will be scheduled for
the group.

For example, if a group contact wants to schedule 10 group members for the selected assignment, date, and
times, they would choose 10 in the Volunteers field. Ten volunteers will then be self-scheduled.
If the group contact selects an assignment that permits scheduling only for the openings you have established
[_______]
pg:0776 for that assignment, they cannot schedule more group members than there are openings currently
available.
Group contacts will see their schedule on the "My Schedule" tab just as individual volunteers see their schedules
in VicNet.
Group time sheets
If you use the VicNet Time sheet tab to give volunteers a way to post their hours online, then group contacts can
also use the Time sheet tab to post their group's volunteer service (if you want them to).
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When group contacts use the Time sheet tab to post their group's volunteer service, they have a
Volunteers
field where they enter the number of group members who participated in the volunteer service they are posting.
These volunteer counts can be factored into any unduplicated volunteer counts [_______]
pg:0452 you include on service
reports.
When volunteers must enter their starting and ending times
If you setup your VicNet time sheet tab so that volunteers must enter their starting and ending times on the time
sheet, group contacts enter the number of group members who each served those hours, as shown here:

If your time sheet tab is setup so that volunteers must enter their starting and ending times, as in the example
pictured above, the time sheet will automatically multiply the Volunteers field by the elapsed time and then post
the total number of hours served by the group. For example, if 10 group members served from 6:00 p.m. until
9:00 p.m., their service entry will be for 30 hours (10 x 3 = 30).
When volunteers do not enter their starting and ending times
If you setup your VicNet time sheet tab so that volunteers do not enter starting and ending times on the time
sheet, group contacts enter the total number of group members who participated in the service, and then the
total number of hours they served collectively, as shown here:
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How to Use VicNet Mobile: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help topic 1215
Added or revised 03-23-2017
This help topic is intended to help volunteers better understand how to use the VicNet module when they access
it from a smart phone, tablet, or other mobile device.
The VicNet module is a tool the organization you volunteer with may use. You can access the VicNet module
over the Internet on a mobile device such as a smart phone or tablet. You can use VicNet to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View and manage your schedule
Sign-up for vacant schedule openings
Keep your personal information up-to-date
Post your hours
Receive news and messages from the volunteer office
Check your service records
Change your VicNet password
Opt-in or out of text messaging and update your message preferences

Each organization sets up VicNet according to what works best for their needs--so you may not be able to do
everything listed above. This will depend on how your organization opted to use the features. Please note: To
make the user's VicNet experience mobile friendly, your experience with VicNet mobile may not be exactly the
same as what you experience with the full-site view. For example, the Home page may not be laid out like you
see it when you login on a desktop or laptop computer, and the Schedule page will not be shown in a calendar
format.
You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section in the help topic.
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Contents
Logging into VicNet Mobile
Navigating VicNet Mobile
Home Page
Mail Page
My Profile Page
My Schedule Page
My Service History Page
Time Sheet Page
Account Page
Create a Website Shortcut
Shortcut for iOS (iPhone, iPad, etc.) Devices
Shortcut for
Android
Logging
into
VicNetDevices
Mobile
In most cases, you get to your organization's VicNet login page through the organization's website. An
organization may choose to send you a URL address that you can use to login, but most of the time there will be
a link to the VicNet login page somewhere on the organization's website. It may be a simple text link like this:

Or, it may be a graphic link like this:

Your organization should provide you with directions on how to locate the webpage you will need to use to login.
Once you have located the webpage, you may wish to make a shortcut to it on your phone. This will allow you to
go directly to the webpage by tapping the icon on your phone or tablet. See the Create a Website Shortcut
section of this help topic for more information on this.
When you click on the link (or go to the URL address your organization provides you with) on your mobile device,
you will see a login page. Enter your email address in the Login name field and your password in the Password
field. Then tap the Mobile site button to go to a mobile friendly view for VicNet.
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(If you'd rather use VicNet as it works when you sign-in on a desktop or laptop computer, tap the
pg:1654 .)
Desktop site button. In this case, VicNet will work as described in help topic 1148 [_______]
In most cases, you will receive a link to set your password in an email message from your organization. You
follow the link to create the password you will use to login with.
In other cases, your organization may have set a temporary password for your record and let you know the
temporary password. If your volunteer record was imported from another software program, your previous
password may be the temporary password. When you login with the temporary password, you will need to enter
a permanent password on the Account tab before you can go to other tabs. Remember the permanent password
you select because you will need to use it the next time you login. You can find more information on the Account
tab in the Account Tab section below.
One other thing that may occur is that your organization asked you to select a password when you filled out your
application form. In this case, you use this password to login with and you will not need to go to the Account tab
to select a permanent password the first time you login.
If you forget your password, or are not able to locate any password information from your organization, click the
Forget your password? link that appears on the login screen. As long as the email address you enter matches
the address on your volunteer record, this will send an email with a password link to you. You can follow this link
to set a password to login with. Please note that the password links only remain active for 24 hours. If you
click on the link but it has expired, just click the Forget your password? link again to have a new link
sent.
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You can find more information on how to use the Forget your password? link here [_______].
pg:1975

Navigating VicNet Mobile
VicNet is highly customizable by each individual organization. Therefore, it is difficult to say exactly what type of
content will be displayed on the various pages, or even if a page will be visible to you at all. The following
information explains the basic purpose of each page that can be displayed, and provides visual examples of how
the page might look. Your view in VicNet may be different depending on how the organization you volunteer with
has setup their VicNet module.
When you first login to VicNet either the Home page or the Account page will be displayed. If you are directed to
the Account page first, set a permanent password and then you will be sent to the Home page. If you need help
setting a permanent password, see the Account Page section below.
Once you are on the Home page, you can use the expanding menu to navigate to other pages. This will appear
collapsed in the top left corner to start.
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When you tap the menu, it will expand so that you can choose other pages.
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Use the menu and tap a button to navigate to that page.
Home Page
The following image is an example of what the mobile view of the VicNet Home page might look like:
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Depending on how your organization has VicNet setup, you may see statistics for your organization, news from
your organization, links to documents or outside websites, and/or a list of your assignments.
Mail Page
The Mail page is where you can see messages (called Vic Mail) sent to you from the person who coordinates
volunteers for your organization. New messages appear on top, and a list of read messages appears on the
bottom. To read a message, tap the Subject of the message.
Here is an example of what the Mail page might look like in VicNet mobile:
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My Profile Page
The My Profile page lets you see and (if your organization permits) update your personal information. The form
sections and fields that appear on the tab are selected by your organization. Tap the plus sign (+) to expand a
form section to see the fields in it.
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The fields of information your organization has selected to appear in the form section will be shown.
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Your organization can choose to make certain fields required so you need to enter information in them in order to
save the page. Or they can make certain fields read-only so you can see the information in the field, but you will
not be able to change it. If you do make changes to a field, please remember to tap the Save button.
If the width of the fields in the form section exceeds the width of your mobile device's current screen orientation,
you can scroll the section to the right to see the additional information. Or you can often just change from portrait
to landscape orientation to increase your screen's width.
My Schedule Page
The My Schedule page allows you to view your schedule, and if your organization permits you can also
self-schedule for assignments, remove yourself from the schedule, and/or see other volunteers who are
scheduled. The image below shows an example of what the My Schedule page may look like in VicNet mobile.
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The assignment dropdown can be used to select the assignment shown. If a particular assignment is selected
from the dropdown instead of All assignments, the information in the sections on the page is limited to the
schedule for whatever assignment is selected.
The schedule information is shown for a week at a time starting with the current week. (Or in some cases a
default starting date range will be shown if your organization has selected to do this.) Use the Next and Previous
links to move to a different week. If the date dropdown is set to All dates within week the schedule information for
the entire week is shown. If a particular date in the week is selected from the dropdown, only schedule
information for that date is shown.
Tap the plus sign (+) by the My Current Schedule section to see your schedule for the week or date that is
selected.
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If your organization allows you to remove yourself from shifts, there will be a Remove me button as long as the
time frame for when you can remove yourself has not passed. Tap this button if you cannot make it for your
scheduled shift.
If your organization allows you to schedule yourselves for assignments, there will be a Self-Schedule section.
Tap the plus sign (+) by this section to see opportunities to serve in the week or date that is selected.
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To schedule yourself to serve, tap the Schedule me button and then follow the prompts to sign-up.
Your organization may also allow you to see other volunteers who are scheduled. In this case, there will be an
Others Scheduled section. You can tap the plus sign (+) to see the other volunteers who are serving in the week,
or on the date, that is selected.
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My Service History Page
The My Service History page shows volunteer service recorded on your volunteer record.
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Expand a form section by tapping the plus (+) sign to see the service information recorded for you there. If the
width of the display in the form section exceeds the width of your mobile device's current screen orientation, you
can scroll the section to the right to see the additional information. Or you can often just change from portrait to
landscape orientation to increase your screen's width.
If your organization uses mandatory service programs where you are asked to perform a certain amount of
service in a certain amount of time, expand the Mandatory Service Goals section to see a progress chart that
shows your progress in meeting the goal.
The Totals section will show a summary of service information for your record. Depending on your organization's
choices, you may see a start date, year-to-date (YTD) service hours, and life hours.
In the Service section, the service information is collapsed by year to start. You can tap on a year to expand the
view to show all service entries made for you during the year. Tap a date to show the service details for a
particular entry. Tap the Back link to return to the My Service History main page.
The Time Sheet Page
If your organization wants you to enter service hours, you will see a Time Sheet page.
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You can make entries for new service hours you have performed in the Add Service Entries section. The Recent
Service section will show up to five of your most recent service entries. To see entries beyond the first five, use
the My Service History Page.
Account Page
The Account page is where you will go to set a permanent password, change your permanent password, opt-in
or out of text messaging, and change your message preferences. If you sign-in with a temporary password, you
will be directed to the Account page before you can access the other tabs.
If you do not have a password, or have forgotten it, you can have a link sent to you so you can create a
password. You can learn more about how this works link here [_______].
pg:1975
If the organization you volunteer with has enabled text messaging, you will also see a section on the Account
page for text messaging. You can use this section to opt-in to text messaging, opt-out of text messaging, or
change the types of messages you receive by text. You can find information on how to do these things here
[_______]
pg:0323 .
An example of how the Account page may look is shown below:
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Create a Website Shortcut
Instead of opening the web browser on your smart phone or tablet and then going to the URL address for your
organization's portal each time you want to login, you may want to put a link directly to the webpage on your
device's home screen. That way you can just tap the icon to go directly to the VicNet login portal. Go to the
Shortcut for iOS (iPhone, iPad, etc.) Devices section if you have an Apple device. Or the Shortcut for Android
Devices section if you have an Android device.
Shortcut for iOS (iPhone, iPad, etc.) Devices
To put a short shortcut on your Apple device, you will need to use the Safari web browser. The Google web
browser will not allow you to make a shortcut. The screenshots and directions in this section are from an iPhone
5s. The process will be similar with other iPhone models or Apple devices.
1. Open the Safari web browser.
2. Go to the login page for your organization's VicNet portal. The Logging into VicNet section above may be
helpful if you do not know where this is.
3. When the screen to enter your email and password is displayed, tap the Share icon.
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4. Select Add to Home Screen.
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5. Create a name for the shortcut and tap the Add link.
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You should now be able to simply tap the icon for the shortcut on your home screen to go to the VicNet portal to
login.
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Shortcut for Android Devices
With an Android device, you can use any web browser to place a shortcut on your home screen. The
screenshots in this section show how to do this with the Chrome browser on an Android tablet. The process will
be similar with other browsers and devices.
1. Open the web browser (Chrome, Firefox, or the default browser for the device).
2. Go to the login page for your organization's VicNet portal. The Logging into VicNet section above may be
helpful if you do not know where this is.
3. When the screen to enter your email and password is displayed, tap the web browser's menu and select Add
to Home screen. (In other browsers this may be Add to homescreen or Add shortcut on Home Screen.)
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4. Enter a name for the shortcut and tap the ADD link. With some browsers there will not be an option to enter a
name so you will need to use the default.
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You should now be able to simply tap the icon for the shortcut on your home screen to go to the VicNet portal to
login.
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Volunteer & Coordinator Passwords
Help topic 1305
Added or revised 03-23-2017
This help topic provides an overview of the password field volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 use to sign-in
to the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module. It also has information on how this field can be reset if necessary. Click on a
section of the help topic in the Contents box below to jump directly to that section.
Contents
Initial Password Settings
Password Strength Rules
Change Password in VicNet
Reset Passwords
Initial Password Settings
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When a new volunteer or Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 record is created, in the majority of cases it will not have a
password. You simply send a link by email to the volunteer or Coordinator, and the person follows the link within
24 hours of receiving it to set her or his password. You can find information on how to send the link to individual
volunteers or Coordinators in help topic 2234 [_______].
pg:1717 You can also send the email to multiple volunteers at
once by tagging the volunteers [_______]
pg:1538 you want to send the message to. You can find information on how to
do this in help topic 2233 [_______].
pg:2013
If the new person knows the location of your VicNet login portal [_______]
pg:1491 , she or he could also click the Need a
password?
link on the login page and request the password link. The link will be sent as long as person meets the
requirements to access VicNet [_______].
pg:1707
There are also several less common ways a new volunteer record can have a password assigned. For example,
an organization can setup their application form(s) [_______]
pg:0413 to let new applicants choose their own password.
Help topic 1158 [_______]
pg:1665 shows an example of this.
Records can also be given a temporary password. With this option, the person uses the temporary password to
login to VicNet the first time and then set a permanent password. You can set a temporary password for an
individual volunteer or Coordinator on the Vic tab of the record as shown in help topic 2234 [_______].
pg:1717 You can
set a temporary password for multiple volunteers at once by tagging the records [_______]
pg:1538 and then assigning
the temporary password from the Tags menu [_______].
Finally, if organizations use the Import Utility program to transfer existing records into Volgistics, they can choose
to import a temporary password when they convert the volunteer records. These temporary passwords will work
as described in the paragraph above.
Please Note
For security there is not an automatic way to send an email with the temporary password. We recommend using
temporary passwords only in cases where you have a method to tell the person the temporary password without
sending an email. For example, if you will call the person, or tell her or him the temporary password in person. Or
you have a volunteer orientation where you tell everyone attending their temporary password.
Password Strength Rules
One important way you can increase the security of your account is to set strong password rules that volunteers
and Coordinators must follow when creating a new, permanent password. You can require permanent
passwords to have upper and lower case characters, be a certain number of characters long, contain both
number and letter characters, and contain a character that is not a letter or number (such as an exclamation
point symbol). You can learn more about this in the video here.
The password strength rules are not enforced when a temporary password is assigned. However, when the
volunteers and Coordinators select a permanent password the first time they sign-in, they will need to select a
new password that complies with the strength rules setup in your account.
Change Password in VicNet
In addition to the password strength rules referred to in the
Password Strength Rules
section of this help topic, you can also select to allow volunteers and Coordinators to change their own
passwords, and/or require them to change their passwords after a certain number of days. The settings for this
are on the VicNet Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 page.
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When you allow volunteers and Coordinators to change their own passwords, you should enable the Account tab
in VicNet so it is available to make the password change. To do this, select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu,
expand the VicNet link, and select Account tab.
When you require volunteers and Coordinators to select a new password after a certain number of days, they will
be prompted that it is time to select a new password when the limit arrives.
Reset Passwords
There may be times when a volunteer or Coordinator forgets their password. In these cases, the person can get
the link to set a new password by clicking the Forget your password? link on the VicNet login page.

This will take them to a page where they can enter their email address. An email message with a link to create a
new password will be sent. The link will remain active for 24 hours. If a volunteer or Coordinator has opted-in to
text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , the link will be sent by text message also.
As a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 , you could also use most of the methods shown in the
Initial Password Settings section of this help topic to allow the volunteer or Coordinator to reset their password.
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Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)
Help topic 1307
Added or revised 03-23-2017
This help topic is designed to show volunteers and Coordinators how to reset the password they need to login to
VicNet.

1. Click the Forget your password? link
If you have forgotten the password you use to login to your organization's VicNet portal, start by clicking the
Forget your password? link on the login page. This will look something like the image below depending on how
your organization has setup the account:

2. Enter your email address and click the Go button
Enter the email address you use to login to the VicNet portal in the Email address field and click the Go button.
The email address entered must match the email address on your volunteer or Coordinator record in order for
the password to be sent. The system will send a link you can use to set a new password to your email address.
Please note: The link will only remain active for 24 hours after it is sent. If you click the link and it says it expired,
simply go back and click the Forget your password? link again.
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If you have more than one record in the system that uses the same email address (for example if you have a
volunteer and Coordinator record, or family members share an email address), you will see a screen similar to
the one shown below. In this case, check the box next to the record (or records) you want to reset the password
for and then click the Go button.

If you receive a message that the email address you entered does not have an account, it means the system
could not find any records with access to Volgistics. The three most common reasons for this are: 1) A typo in
the address you entered, or the address on file for your record, 2) There is no record in the system for the
address entered, or 3) There is a record, but the access is not approved. Double check that you typed the
address correctly. If the address was entered correctly, you will need to contact the volunteer office at the
organization you serve with for further assistance.
3. Sign-in to your email account to set your password
Go to the email account that the password was sent to, sign-in, and check for new messages. You should
receive the temporary password message within a few minutes. However, some email systems and ISPs may
delay the delivery of email messages.
If you do not see the message in a few minutes and your email program uses a spam filter, check the junk mail
or spam folder for the message.
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When you receive the message, click the link in the message to set your password. If for some reason you
cannot click the link, highlight the URL address beginning with https://.... Once the complete address is
highlighted, copy it and then paste it into a new web browser window.
You will see a screen that looks similar to the one below:

Enter a new password into both the New Password and the Confirm Password fields, and then click the Go
button. The new password you enter must be different than your previous password, and it must meet any
password strength rules set by your organization.
Remember the new password you enter because this is what you will use to login to Volgistics the next time you
access your account.

How do I make VicNet so volunteers can only self-schedule for assignme
Help topic 2020
Added or revised 03-07-2016
If you allow volunteers to self-schedule [_______]
pg:1494 at VicNet [_______],
pg:1724 you can configure your schedules so
volunteers are only allowed to schedule themselves for Assignments that are listed on the Service tab [_______]
pg:0138
in their volunteer record.
To do this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click on the name of any Assignment.
3. Click on the Rules tab for the selected Assignment.
4. In the
Who can sign-up for this schedule?
section, select
Volunteers can schedule themselves or be scheduled by a coordinator if their record has...
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Then check the desired Status(es) [_______]
pg:1832 and Role(s) [_______]
pg:0103 . If you want volunteers to be able to
schedule themselves for their Assignment no matter what their Role is in that Assignment, check all of the Roles.
pg:0163 can place on the schedule for
Please note: Your settings here control which volunteers Coordinators [_______]
the Assignment also.
Here is an example of how the Rules tab would look if you only want volunteers to be able to self-schedule if they
have the Active Status and Roles of either Assigned or Substitute in the Assignment. Volunteers who do not
meet these requirements would not see this Assignment as an option to self-schedule for.

6. Click the Save button.
Repeat these steps for each Assignment for which you want to restrict self-scheduling in this way.

Previewing VicNet
Help topic 2159
Added or revised 04-12-2017
There may be times when you want to see what VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 will look like when a volunteer or Coordinator
[_______]
pg:0163 visits. There are two ways you can do this: online, or from a volunteer or Coordinator's record.
Online
If you've created a link to VicNet [_______]
pg:1491 from your own web site, you can simply click that link, and then enter
a valid email address and password for any of the volunteer or Coordinator records in your database that are
pg:1877 that you use for this kind
allowed to access VicNet. Hint: You may want to create a "practice" record [_______]
of testing because the password [_______]
pg:1699 fields are not available to System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 .
From a volunteer or Coordinator's record
You can preview VicNet for any volunteer or Coordinator in your database from the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 of their
record. This is useful if you need to answer questions volunteers or Coordinators might have about their VicNet
records because it enables you to see exactly what they see based on their record.
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To preview VicNet for a volunteer or Coordinator:
1. Choose Volunteers (or Coordinators) from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the record [_______]
pg:1982 you want to preview, and then click on the name.
3. Click the Vic tab.
4. Check to make sure the tab says "Access is OK," meaning the volunteer or Coordinator can access VicNet.

If the Access box on the Vic tab shows that the volunteer or Coordinator cannot currently access VicNet, you will
not be able to preview VicNet from their perspective (you must configure their record so their "Access is OK"
first). Help topic 2161 [_______]
pg:1707 may be helpful to determine why the person cannot access VicNet.
5. Click the Preview button to see the full-site view. This is what the person will see if they login on a desktop or
laptop computer. Click the Mobile preview button to see what the person will see if they login with a mobile
device such as a smart phone or tablet.

The mobile preview will not reflect the actual size of the screen the user will see because this is determined by
the user's screen size. The mobile preview will reflect the color and graphics you setup for the mobile view of
VicNet [_______]
pg:1471 .
Related help
Help Topic 1073 [_______]
pg:1447 - VicNet Ground Rules
Help Topic 1093 [_______]
pg:1653 - VicNet for People Who Are Both a Volunteer and a Coordinator
Help Topic 1148 [_______]
pg:1654 - How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1158 [_______]
pg:1665 - How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
Help Topic 1159 [_______]
pg:1670 - Can I put a link to VicNet on the volunteer application form?
Help Topic 1175 [_______]
pg:1670 - Getting Started with VicNet
Help Topic 1187 [_______]
pg:1353 - How to Upload Logo Graphics
Help Topic 1198 [_______]
pg:1673 - Using VicNet for Groups
Help Topic 1214 [_______]
pg:1471 - Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Help Topic 1215 [_______]
pg:1676 - How to Use VicNet Mobile: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1230 [_______]
pg:0166 - How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Coordinators
Help Topic 1305 [_______]
pg:1699 - Volunteer & Coordinator Passwords
Help Topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 - Creating Links to VicNet
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Help Topic 2161 [_______]
pg:1707 - Who can access VicNet?
Help Topic 2162 [_______]
pg:1602 - What to Do if a Volunteer or Coordinator Reports That They Can't Login to VIC
Help Topic 2233 [_______]
pg:2013 - Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Help Topic 2234 [_______]
pg:1717 - How do I send an individual volunteer or Coordinator their VicNet password?
Help Topic 2278 [_______]
pg:1718 - Track Overall VicNet Usage and Last Access Date
Help Topic 3020 [_______]
pg:1724 - VicNet

Who can access VicNet?
Help topic 2161
Added or revised 04-12-2017
You can make VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 accessible to any volunteer or Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 you track in Volgistics.
Volunteers and Coordinators access VicNet by clicking the HTML link [_______]
pg:1491 you've created on your own web
site, and then entering their email address and password.
Of course it isn't always desirable for everyone in your database to be able to use VicNet. For example, you
might not want brand new applicants, or inactive volunteers to be able to use VicNet. You can control this by
using your setup options to govern access.
You can use the VicNet Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 page in Setup [_______]
pg:0887 to
• Turn volunteer access to VicNet on or off
• Choose the volunteer Status [_______]
pg:1832 (or Statuses) volunteers must have to access VicNet (e.g. active,
inactive, applicant, etc.).
• Turn Coordinator access to VicNet on or off
If necessary, you can also block an individual volunteer or Coordinator's access to VicNet on the
[_______]
pg:1810 of their volunteer or Coordinator record.

Vic tab

Volunteers
In order to access VicNet, a volunteer must have:
• An email address recorded in the Email field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their record.
If you collect volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 online, this would be the email address the volunteer enters
on their application. If you enter new records manually [_______],
pg:1877 this is the email address you've entered for the
volunteer. A volunteer must have an email address recorded in their record in order to use VicNet. Generally,
anyone who has Internet access also has an email address.
• A volunteer Status that is allowed to access VIC according to the way your VIC Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 are
currently setup.
If you've configured Volgistics so that volunteers with a particular status (such as 'inactive') are not allowed to
access VicNet, then any volunteer who currently has such a Status will not be able to login.
• The "Disable access" checkbox on the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 in their volunteer record must not be checked.
This checkbox is not checked by default. You can check this checkbox if you want to block an individual
volunteer's access to VicNet for any reason.
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Coordinators
In order to access VicNet, a Coordinator must have:
• An email address recorded in the Email field on the Coordinator tab in their record.
• The "Disable access" checkbox on the Vic tab in their Coordinator record must not be checked.
This checkbox is not checked by default. You can check this checkbox if you want to block an individual
Coordinator's access to VicNet for any reason.
New volunteer applicants
Some organizations want brand new volunteer applicants to have access to VicNet; others prefer to introduce
VicNet to volunteers later. Which approach is best for your organization will depend on the nature of your
volunteer program and what you allow volunteers to do in VicNet.
For example, a special event organization with many 'one-time' volunteers and a simple application process
might want volunteer applicants to have VicNet access as soon as they've submitted their online application form
for the purpose of seeing their schedule or updating their email address. On the other hand, a hospital that
develops ongoing volunteers and screens new applicants closely might not gain any benefit from giving new
applicants VicNet access until some point later in their application process.
In new Volgistics accounts, new applicant records have the volunteer status 'Applicant,' and the 'Applicant' status
does not have access to VicNet. This means that new applicants would not have access to VicNet by default.
If you want new applicants to have access to VicNet
• Set the status on new application forms to one that is allowed to access VicNet.
1. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer Application Forms.'
4. Click on the name of your volunteer application form.
5. Scroll down to the "Status" section, and note which status new applicants will have initially.
6. Choose Setup from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

7. Select 'VicNet'
8. Select 'Ground Rules.'
9. Under "Volunteers can use VIC if their Status is…", be sure the status you noted in step 5 is checked.
10. Click the Save button to save any changes.
• Collect email address and password on your application form.
Be sure your application form asks applicants to provide their email address and choose a password. To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the
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2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click on the name of your volunteer application form.
5. Click the 'Fields' link. The 'Fields' page shows you a list of the fields selected for the form. Be sure 'Email
address' and 'Password' are both included in a form section.
6. Click the Save button to save any changes.
• Tailor your application form and email acknowledgement to tell new applicants how they can access their
records.
Optionally include instructions on how volunteers can access their records through your web site. These
instructions will depend on how you create your link to VicNet [_______]
pg:1491 . For example, if you create a link called
"Volunteer login" on your home page, and your web site address is 'www.mywebsitename.org,' the instructions
for new applicants would be something like:
"To review your volunteer record or check your volunteer schedule visit www.mywebsitename.org and click the
'Volunteer login' link."
You can include these instructions on the receipt conformation applicants see online once they submit their
application form, and in the email confirmation you send to new applicants automatically. To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click on the name of your volunteer application form.
5. Click the 'Receipt confirmation' link.
6. Add your instructions under "Enter or paste your acknowledgement message here," and "Enter or paste the
content of the email confirmation message here."
7. Click the Save button to save your changes.

If you do not want new applicants to have access to VicNet:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click on the name of your volunteer application form.
5. Scroll down to the "Status" section, and note which status new applicants will have initially.
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6. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
7. Select 'Volunteer Information Center.'
8. Select 'Ground Rules.'
9. Under "Volunteers can use VIC if their Status is…", be sure the status you noted in step 5 is not checked.
10. Click the Save button to save any changes.
This will prevent new applicants from accessing VicNet until you change their volunteer Status to one which is
allowed VicNet access on the Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1447 page.
Note that it's a good idea for you to collect volunteer email addresses and passwords on your online volunteer
application form even if new applicants will not have access to VicNet right away. To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click on the name of your volunteer application form.
5. Click the 'Fields; link. The 'Fields' page shows you a list of the fields selected for the form. Be sure 'Email
address' and 'Password' are both included in a form section.
6. Click the Save button to save any changes.

New VicNet Self Scheduling Features
Help topic 2209
Added or revised 03-25-2008
On April 1, 2008 the VicNet self-scheduling features will be updated so they are easier to use and to provide
some additional capabilities.
Prior to April 2008, the self-scheduling features in VicNet (if you used self-scheduling with the "calendar view"
rather than the "list view") initially presented volunteers with a way to choose the day they wanted to volunteer, or
the assignment they wanted to serve in. From there volunteers proceeded through a series of steps to select the
specific assignment, date, and times they wanted to schedule themselves. This is how the self-scheduling page
appeared before this update:
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With the April 2008 VicNet update, the "Calendar view" self schedule features have been improved, simplified,
and combined with the volunteer's monthly schedule view. If you use the self-scheduling features, and you use
the Calendar view, the "My Schedule" tab in VicNet will appear as shown here starting April 1, 2008:
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Each date where there is an assignment that the volunteer can self-schedule for includes a simple 'Help wanted'
icon. Volunteers can click on any date that has this icon to see the assignments and times they can sign-up for
on that date, and to actually sign-up.
If a volunteer wants to look for an opening in a specific assignment, they can choose that assignment from the
'Sign-up' drop down list. When they do, the 'Help wanted' icon appears only on the days of the month that have
openings in the assignment they select.

This list of assignments a volunteer can self-schedule for are controlled by the settings on the Openings tab for
each assignment. (The update does not change which assignments volunteers can sign-up for, only the way they
are presented).
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Volunteers can choose 'All my assignments' from the Sign-up drop down to see when there are openings in any
of the assignments they are allowed to self-schedule for.
The update does not change how far in advance volunteers can self-schedule, how often they can self-schedule,
or any of the settings that control which assignments they can schedule themselves for.

New "My Schedule" tab capabilities for volunteers:
The April 2008 Self-Scheduling update includes several new "My Schedule" tab capabilities for volunteers who
use VicNet.
View complete schedules
You can now let volunteers see the complete schedule at VicNet. Volunteers can click on any date to see when
they are scheduled and to see which other volunteers are scheduled on that day. If you choose to enable this
capability, volunteers can simply click any date on the "My Schedule" tab calendar to see who else is scheduled
that day.
To enable this capability:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select VicNet.
3. Select Schedule tab.
4. Locate the heading "When volunteers view the schedule, do you want them to see who else is scheduled?"
choose the option you prefer.
5. Click the Save button.
There are three options for this setting:
• No
Choose no if you do not want volunteers to see anything other than the dates and times they are scheduled
themselves. When you choose this option volunteers cannot see when other volunteers are scheduled at VicNet.
• Yes, but only in assignments they can sign-up for
Choose this option if you want volunteers to see when other volunteers are scheduled each day, but in only in
assignments that a volunteer is allowed to schedule themselves for (in other words, only in their own
assignments). This is the recommended setting.
• Yes, in all assignments
Choose "Yes, in all assignments" if you want volunteers to see who else is scheduled in all of the assignments
you have in your database.
Links to assignment profiles
You can now include links to assignment profiles from each assignment name on the My Schedule tab in VicNet.
This gives volunteers a way to learn more about each assignment by viewing the job description (and other
assignment information you choose to post) for each assignment listed on the VicNet 'My Schedule' tab.
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To enable this function:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select VicNet.
3. Select Schedule tab.
4. Under Appearance, choose "Include links to assignment profiles for each assignment" if you want these links
to appear. Choose "Do not include links to assignment profiles for each assignment" if you do not.
5. Click the Save button.

Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Help topic 2233
Added or revised 04-27-2016
You can send volunteers a link to set their VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 password either individually [_______],
pg:1717 or to an
entire group at once.
For example, if you're just getting started with VicNet, you may want to send all of your volunteers (or perhaps
just all of your volunteers with the Active Status [_______])
pg:1832 the VicNet password link in a single step. Or, if you've
just approved a new group of applicants, you may want to send the password link to all of the new applicants at
once. This help topic describes how to do this.
Click on a section of the help topic in the Contents box below to jump directly to that section.
Contents
Password Email Message
Tag the Records To Send VicNet Passwords To
Send the Password Email To the Tagged Volunteers

Password Email Message
Volgistics has a template for the VicNet password email message. The same template is used for three
purposes: 1) when the message is sent by a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to volunteers, 2) when the message is
sent by a System Operator to Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , and 3) when the message is sent because volunteers or
Coordinators request a password on the VicNet login page.
When the password email message is sent to a volunteer or Coordinator, the system automatically inserts the
person's login name and the password link into the message. Here is how the default password email message
appears for a volunteer with the email address of "greentree@hatmail.com."
Below is the password information you requested. Use the login name, and link to set your password, that
appear below to access your information at the volunteer information center.
Your login name is: greentree@hatmail.com
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Follow the URL to rest your password:
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/core.dll/process?reset=%3DlLM1rHHHidoZ8c3*^D95oM5P4f
If you continue to have trouble accessing the volunteer information center with the credentials provided, please
contact the volunteer office.
We recommend customizing the contents of the password email message to fit your organization's needs. For
example, it is often useful to include instructions to the web page on your organization's website where you've
placed the link to the VicNet portal [_______]
pg:1491 .
Here is how you can customize this message for your account:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground rules.
4. Under Password email, enter what you want the email message to say.
5. Click the Save button after you are done customizing the password email's content.
Because the same email message is used for all three purposes mentioned at the beginning of this section, you
will want to keep the message generic enough to apply to all three purposes while still educating the person on
how to log-in. You can see a sample what you could enter as the message's content below:
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Please keep in mind that the text fields for customizing your password email message will only take plain text. So
if you do not place a link to the VicNet portal on your web site, and choose to give the URL address for the portal
[_______] in your message, the URL address may not always appear as a clickable link when the volunteer or
Coordinator receives the email. This will depend on how the recipient's email system treats URL addresses sent
in plain text. To help with this, it may be beneficial to put text such as "If this does not appear as a clickable link,
please copy and paste this address into your web browser" in your message.

Password Message and Text Messaging

Please note that if your account has enabled text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 and a volunteer has opted-in [_______]
pg:0323
to text messaging, they will receive their password link by text as well as email. However, due to the limited
length of text messages they will not receive the content of the message setup in the Password Email Message
section of this help topic. They will only receive the password link in the text message.

Tag the Records To Send VicNet Passwords To
You use the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature to send VicNet passwords to multiple volunteers in a single step. There is
not a way to tag Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 records so you will need to send passwords to them individually
[_______].
pg:1717
These instructions include an example of how to tag all of the volunteers with an Active Status [_______].
pg:1832
However, you can tag any group of volunteers you want to send VicNet passwords to. Help topic 2139 [_______]
pg:1538
shows different ways you can tag groups of volunteer records.
To tag all of the volunteers with an Active Status:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Under the Include section, click the Clear link (this clears any Include settings you may have previously set).
3. Under the Include section, select Active from the Status dropdown.
4. Click the All link near the top of the Volunteers page.

A list of all records with the Active Status appears.
5. Click the Tag button in the top left corner. If more records are in your results than the page displays, a pop-up
window will appear asking which records to tag. Select to tag all of the records.
All of your "Active" volunteer records are now tagged.

Send the Password Message To the Tagged Volunteers
Now you're ready to send all of the tagged volunteers an email with a password link. If your account has enabled
text messaging [_______]
pg:0321 , and the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , the password will be
sent by text and email. However, the content of the message you setup in the Password Email Message section
of this help topic will not be sent by text due to the limited number of characters text messages can contain.
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1. Select Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Go button beside Send a VicNet password link to the tagged volunteers.
Please Note
For security, the link in the password email only stays active for 24 hours after it is sent. If volunteers report they
click the link and it says that it expired, simply ask them to click the Forget your password? or Need a password?
link on the VicNet login page. This will send them a new link that they can use to get their password.

How do I send an individual volunteer or Coordinator their VicNet passwo
Help topic 2234
Added or revised 03-23-2017
While you can't send passwords to volunteers or Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 through Volgistics, you can set a
temporary VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 password on the Vic tab of their volunteer record. Or you can send them a reset link
so they can choose their own permanent password.
For volunteers, you can also set a temporary password or send a reset link to an entire group of volunteers at
once by following the directions in help topic 2233 [_______]
pg:1714 .
When the volunteer or Coordinator signs-in to VicNet with a temporary password, they will be required to create
a permanent password. Help topic 1307 [_______] shows how to do this.
Set temporary password
1. Select Volunteers or Coordinators from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the record [_______]
pg:1982 for the volunteer or Coordinator you need to reset the password for.
3. Select the Vic tab.
4. Under Set temporary password, enter a password in the Temporary password field. Because the volunteer or
Coordinator will need to select a permanent password, the temporary password you choose does not need to
meet any password strength requirements set up for your account.
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5. Click the Save button. Note that Volgistics will not send the temporary password to the volunteer or
coordinator, so you'll need to communicate this password to them through another channel.
Send password reset link
1. Select Volunteers or Coordinators from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the record [_______]
pg:1982 for the volunteer or Coordinator you need to reset the password for.
3. Select the Vic tab.
4. Under Send password reset link, click the Send Reset Link button. The system will generate a unique reset
link and send it to the volunteer or Coordinator's email address.

Sending this reset link will not disable the volunteer's current password so they'll still be able to login without the
link if they remember their password. If this reset link is not used within 24 hours, it will automatically expire. After
that, if the volunteer still needs to reset her password, she'll need a new reset link. Volunteers can get this
themselves by clicking the Forget your password? [_______]
pg:1702 link on the login page.

Track Overall VicNet Usage and Last Access Date
Help topic 2278
Added or revised 04-17-2017
After you launch the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 module for your organization, you may want to check how your campaign
is going. Or, there may be times when you want to see which volunteers are using VicNet, or which ones are not.
There are a couple of resources in Volgistics that can help you with this. This help topic explains more about how
to use these resources. (By the way, if you're still trying to get the ball rolling with VicNet, you can find help in
help topic 1175 [_______]
pg:1670 "Getting Started with VicNet.")
Check Overall VicNet Usage
Volgistics keeps a tally of volunteer and Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 logins to VicNet so it may be useful to review this
sum to see if the module is being utilized. Follow these steps to get to this page:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
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2. Expand the Account management link.
3. Select Account status.
4. Find the Vic Activity section to view how many logins have been made to VicNet since the date listed.

You can click the Reset button if you want to set the date to the current date and return the count to zero. This
makes it easy to return to the page to see logins since your last visit.
Check the Last Login Date for an Individual Volunteer or Coordinator
Volgistics keeps track of the last login date for volunteers and Coordinators on the Vic tab of their record. Follow
the steps below to see the most recent login date:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate the volunteer's record [_______].
pg:1982 (Select
Coordinators from the menu if you want to check a Coordinator.)
2. Open the record and select the Vic tab.
3. The Last access was field on the Vic tab shows the date and time the person last logged-in to VicNet.

If they have never accessed VicNet, this field will show (never):

Check the Last Login Date for All Volunteers
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There is not a way to include the last VicNet access date on reports [_______]
pg:0595 , but you can include it on the
Volunteers page. This allows you to review the dates for multiple volunteers at once and do things such as sort
or filter the date column so you can easily see who has never logged-in.
The first thing to check is whether the field is included on the Volunteers page. You can find directions on how to
do this in help topic 1202 [_______]
pg:1381 "How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list." Be sure the Last
VicNet Access field is selected. Remember to click the Save button if you make a change.
Once the
Last VicNet Access
field is on the Volunteers page, you can do a variety of things with it. Here is an example of how you can find all
the volunteer records with an Active or Active (Group) Status [_______]
pg:1832 who have never logged-in to VicNet, and
then send them a follow-up message:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu.
2. Click the Advanced options button so you can filter with more than one Status.

3. Select Only these in the Status section, check the Active and Active (Group) options, and then click the All
link.
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4. The page will show all of the volunteers who have the Statuses you selected, and there will be blanks in the
date field for the volunteers who have never logged-in.

5. To filter the page to only show the volunteers who have never logged in, enter the Regular Expression
[_______] ^$ into the Search field in the column heading.

You can learn more ways to sort and filter the page in the More Tips call out box below.
6. Now you can send an email message to just the volunteers who are shown by clicking the Messages icon to
the right of the All link at the top of the page.
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Be sure to select the option to send the message to just the shown records or the message will be sent to the
volunteers who have signed-in in addition to those who have not.

If you need help composing and sending the email message, you can find assistance in help topic 2195
[_______]
pg:0404 "How to send an email message."

More Tips

There are several other things you can do with the column headings on the Volunteers page that you may find
useful. Here are some examples:

If you want to have the page show all records that have a date recorded (instead of the records that do not have
a date recorded), enter the Regular Expression [_______] \d into the Search
field.
Click the Last VicNet Access column heading once to sort the page with all the records with a blank in the field
grouped at the top, and the records with a date sorted from least to most recent at the bottom. Click the column
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heading again to re-sort the page with the most recent dates at the top, and all the blank records grouped
together at the bottom.
Enter two digits for a month to bring up all the records with a date in the month. For example, enter 04 in the
Search field to bring up all the records with a date in April.

Advertising on VicNet
Help topic 2288
Added or revised 08-23-2012
While Volgistics never places advertising anywhere in Volgistics, you are allowed to place ads in VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 as a fundraising tool for your own organization. Ads you choose to place in VicNet are seen only by
your volunteers, and only when they visit VicNet.
Since your VicNet pages are visited by people in your local community; and your volunteers may represent a
particular demographic, there may be local businesses that would find an advertising opportunity in VicNet
appealing.
If you choose to, your organization may place ads in VicNet for which advertisers pay you a fee, or in exchange
for a business' support of your program. For example, a local caterer might cater a volunteer recognition event in
exchange for an ad. Or, you might ask a business to underwrite some (or all) of your Volgistics service fee in
exchange for an ad.
Note that ads you place in VicNet do not have to be commercial in nature. You can place ads for your
organization's own activities, such as upcoming special events, or activities your organization promotes in
partnership with others.
Ads can include links to the advertiser's web site. These links open in a new browser window so the volunteer
will continue to have VicNet open in its original browser window.
Advertising in VicNet is permitted under these guidelines
• Ads may be placed on the VicNet Home tab using up to four optional "Message" boxes.
• Each message box may contain one graphic image. Graphics have specific file size and image dimension
limitations. The maximum file size is 20Kb, and the maximum image dimension is 500 pixels high by 200
pixels wide. Graphic images may be provided in GIF, JPG, or PNG files.
• Ads must meet general community standards for acceptable advertising.
• Volgistics has no responsibility for ad pricing, ad sales, or collection of advertising fees. These activities are
your responsibility.
• Creating advertising images or content is the responsibility of your organization or the advertiser.
Volgistics reserves the right to remove any advertising that does not conform to these guidelines.

To place an advertisement on the VicNet Home tab:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'VicNet.'
3. Select the 'Home tab' link.
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4. There are four optional "message boxes." Choose the "Message box" you want to use for your advertisement;
and then uncheck the "Omit message box" checkbox for the message box you choose.
5. Optionally enter any text you want to appear above or below the message box graphic in the fields provided.
6. To upload a graphic image for the ad, click the Change image button, and then follow the directions for
uploading the image (the image you want to upload must be located on your computer or network).
7. If you want the ad to link to another web site, add the web site's address in the "Link" field.
8. Click the Save button.
The ad will now appear on the Home tab in VicNet.

To remove an advertisement from the VicNet Home tab:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select 'VicNet.'
3. Select the 'Home tab' link.
4. There are four optional "message boxes." Locate the "Message box" that contains the ad you want to remove,
and then check its "Omit message box" checkbox.
5. Click the Save button.
The ad will no longer appear on the Home tab in VicNet.

Related help

VicNet
Help topic 3020
Added or revised 03-23-2017
With Volgistics, your volunteer tracking system is not constrained by your office computer or network. You can
involve volunteers and others in a variety of activities online with the VicNet module. VicNet is an optional
module you can add so volunteers can. . .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View and manage their volunteer schedules
Sign-up for vacant schedule openings
Print their schedules
Keep their personal information up-to-date
Post their hours
Receive news and messages from the volunteer office
Check their service records, and print their own service reports
Change their VicNet passwords
Opt-in or out of text messaging and update their message preferences
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In addition to giving volunteers a way to interact, you can also use VicNet to give Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163
(assignment level supervisors) access. With VicNet, Coordinators can:
• Manage the schedule for their volunteers
• View and print the schedule for their volunteers
• View and print lists of their volunteers
• Update key personal information about their volunteers
• Change their VicNet passwords
• Opt-in or out of text messaging and update their message preferences
Depending on your needs, you can use VicNet to give access to both volunteers and Coordinators, only to
volunteers, or only to Coordinators.
VicNet is an optional module. When you use Volgistics, you don't have to use VicNet unless it makes sense for
your organization. VicNet is a great tool for organizations that have volunteers who serve on an ongoing basis
and for organizations that want assignment level supervisors to be able to manage the volunteer schedule for
their areas.
VicNet is accessible only by volunteers and Coordinators you track in Volgistics. VicNet uses the same level of
Internet security [_______]
pg:0181 as Volgistics, and only volunteers and Coordinators you authorize to use VicNet have
access. Volunteers and Coordinators login to VicNet using a login name and password, and they can see only
their own information.
Like Volgistics, the VicNet module is a hosted application, so there's no software to install or maintain on your
own computer or network. This help topic explains more about how VicNet works, and what volunteers and
Coordinators can see.

Please Note:
This help topic shows the full-site view of VicNet. This is the view your users will see if they access VicNet from a
desktop or laptop computer. Users may also access the system from a mobile device such as a smart phone or
tablet and in this case their view will be different. You can learn more about the mobile view of VicNet in help
topic 1214 [_______]
pg:1471 .
You can go directly to a section of the help topic by clicking the link for that section in the Contents window
below:
Contents
How VicNet Works
VicNet for Volunteers
Home Tab
Mail Tab
My Profile Tab
My Schedule Tab
My Service History Tab
Time Sheet Tab
Account Tab
VicNet for Coordinators
Volunteers Tab for Coordinators
My Schedule Tab for Coordinators
Controlling Access to VicNet
Previewing VicNet
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How VicNet Works
Volunteers and Coordinators get to VicNet online through your organization's own web site. To make this
happen, you add a simple HTML link to one or more of your web pages.
Help topic 2153 [_______]
pg:1491 explains how to create a link to VicNet.
Your link can be located anywhere you'd like on your web site (even in multiple locations). It can be a simple text
link (with any text you choose) like this:

Or a graphic link, like this:

There's no software to install on your web server, and no other changes are required to your web site.
Having volunteers and Coordinators access VicNet through your own web site makes lots of sense. Users don't
have to remember any web address other than your own, and it brings more visitors to your web site. It will
appear to the volunteers and Coordinators that VicNet is part of your own web site (see the Branding sidebar
below). However, the VicNet pages are actually powered by the Volgistics system so there's no additional
bandwidth usage or overhead on your web server.
When volunteers or Coordinators click the VicNet link on your web site, they'll see a login page similar to this one
where they enter their login name and password (you'll learn more about assigning VicNet login names and
passwords in the Controlling Access to VicNet section below).
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Branding

To use VicNet, volunteers and Coordinators don't have to go to the Volgistics web site, or even know anything at
all about Volgistics. You can customize VicNet to match the graphic style of your own web site (if you want to),
and even call it something other than
VicNet
if you'd like. You can find information on how to customize VicNet (and other Volgistics features volunteers see)
to appear similar to your organization's web site by watching our webinar on
Customizing Your Online Forms
.

You will also need to customize the mobile view for when users access VicNet from a tablet or smart phone. You
can find information on how to do this in help topic 1214 [_______]
pg:1471 .

VicNet for Volunteers
This section gives a review of the tabs available in VicNet and examples of what your volunteers may see. You
can control which tabs and fields volunteers see in VicNet so your VicNet setup may not appear exactly the
same. There's more about customizing VicNet in the help topics mentioned in the descriptions below.
In addition to this help topic, it may be helpful to watch the training videos designed to teach volunteers how to
use VicNet. These videos can give you a good idea of the different ways VicNet can be set up, as well as giving
you a chance to see what volunteers will see when they use the system. You can find the training videos here.
Home Tab
A Home tab like the one shown below appears once a volunteer logs-in. You can customize your Home tab to
include the latest volunteer News, links to other web pages, volunteer program statistics, and – if you choose –
even ads (see help topic 2288 [_______]
pg:1723 for directions on placing advertisements on the Home tab).
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You can find more information on how to configure the VicNet Home tab for your account in help topic 2019
[_______]
pg:1486 .
Mail Tab
In addition to regular Internet email [_______]
pg:0404 and text messages [_______]
pg:0343 , Volgistics also lets you
communicate with volunteers through VicNet. Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can send a message to
individual volunteers, specific groups of volunteers (such as all volunteers who have a specific assignment
[_______]
pg:0399 , who are scheduled on a specific date [_______]
pg:0401 , or who are in a specific Set [_______]
pg:0396 ), or all
volunteers through VicNet. You can find information on how to send Vic mail messages in help topic 1127
[_______]
pg:0315 .
The Mail tab in VicNet is where volunteers see these messages. New messages appear on top and a list of read
messages appears on the bottom so volunteers can re-read a message if they choose.
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You can customize whether or not this page appears, and the directions that appear on this page, by selecting
Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expanding the VicNet link, and selecting Mail tab.
My Profile Tab
You can use the VicNet My Profile tab to let volunteers see – and optionally update – their volunteer record. For
example, volunteers can keep their own email address, interests, skills, and availability up-to-date. Before
VicNet, keeping these kinds of records current meant having to collect the new information and then manually
update the records yourself--a time consuming task. With VicNet, volunteers can do this themselves as soon as
there's a change in their information. The changes they make will automatically show on the volunteer records in
your account.
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Volgistics gives you lots of control over the way the My Profile tab works. For each field, you can choose to hide
the field altogether so volunteers never see it; display a field's content in a read-only mode so volunteers can see
it but not change it; or display it in a read-write mode so volunteers can see and update the field's content. You
can also tailor the headings and instructions that appear for each section of the tab.
Help topics 1178 ("VicNet My Profile Tab") [_______]
pg:1456 and 1034 ("VicNet My Profile Tab Photo page") [_______]
pg:1444
have information on how to configure the My Profile tab in your account.
My Schedule Tab
If you use Volgistics to schedule volunteers, they can click the
My Schedule
tab in VicNet to see or print their schedule. You can control whether or not this tab appears for volunteers, along
with the directions on this page. Help topic 1171 [_______]
pg:1453 has information on how to do this.
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You can also optionally give volunteers the ability to add or remove themselves from schedules by setting up
self-scheduling for your account. Scheduling works dynamically in real-time, so volunteers will only see openings
[_______]
pg:0776 on the schedule while they exist. Once a schedule is filled, no one else can add themselves to that
schedule (unless an opening becomes available). You can set up self-scheduling to use a calendar format as
shown below:
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With the calendar view format, dates with schedule openings the volunteer is qualified to fill appear with the Help
Wanted icon. Volunteers can click on any of these dates to add themselves to the schedule. If volunteers need to
remove themselves from the schedule, they can click on a specific date they are scheduled.
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You can control whether or not volunteers have the ability to remove themselves from the schedule, as well as
the number of days before they are scheduled that they are allowed to remove themselves. If volunteers remove
themselves from a date on the schedule, you can set up your account so you receive an alert [_______] notifying
you of the change. The opening a volunteer leaves behind when they remove themselves appears immediately
on the schedule so that others can sign-up to serve in their place.
You can also set up the self-scheduling feature to use a list format as shown below:
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The calendar format is best for organizations that have ongoing volunteer participation, while the list format is
well suited to special events that have volunteer needs for a fixed number of days.
You can find directions on how to configure the My Schedule tab to allow self-scheduling in help topic 2170
[_______]
pg:1494 .
My Service History Tab
If you track volunteer service information [_______]
pg:1581 in Volgistics, volunteers can select the My Service History
tab in VicNet to see their service hours and other information. You can show volunteers just their service totals,
or all their service history since they began volunteering. Volunteers can create printable views of their service
records if they want a printed service report for themselves (for their tax records, for example).
If volunteers have mandatory service [_______]
pg:1419 (a certain number of hours they must perform by a given date),
they can see their progress in fulfilling this goal on the My Service History tab.
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You can control whether or not volunteers see this tab in VicNet, plus customize which fields appear. Help topic
1207 [_______]
pg:1465 has information on how to do this.
Time Sheet Tab
If you'd like volunteers to post their own volunteer service information [_______]
pg:1581 online, they can do this using
the VicNet
Time Sheet
tab. Entries the volunteers make will automatically be transferred to the Service tab of their volunteer record so
you can view the volunteer's service [_______]
pg:1579 as a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 .
You can customize the time sheet to suit a variety of service recordkeeping needs. For example, you can limit
the time period for which service can be posted; collect service on a daily or monthly basis; and even add fields
to collect additional service measures [_______]
pg:1557 (for example, the number of miles driven or meals delivered).
You can optionally audit the time sheet entries that volunteers make. Help topic 1072 [_______]
pg:1408 explains how to
set up your account so you can audit entries a volunteer makes from the Time Sheet tab.
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The Time Sheet tab can be configured to appear for all volunteers, for no volunteers, or for just the volunteers
with a certain Type or Flag [_______]
pg:0212 . Help topic 1204 [_______]
pg:1460 shows how to control whether or not the Time
Sheet tab appears in your account, and which fields appear on it.
Account Tab
The Account tab is where volunteers will select a permanent password after logging-in with a temporary
password [_______]
pg:1702 , change their permanent password, and opt-in or opt-out [_______]
pg:0323 of text messaging
[_______]
pg:0352 .
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You can set up the instructions that appear on the Account tab, and control access, by selecting Setup [_______]
pg:0887
from the menu, expanding the VicNet link, and selecting Account tab. If your account has text messaging
enabled [_______]
pg:0321 , there is not a way to disable the Account tab. This is because it is required so that volunteers
can opt-in and out of text messaging.

VicNet for Coordinators
If you use Volgistics to track assignment level supervisors as Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 , you can give these
Coordinators access to VicNet. Coordinators do not need to be Volgistics System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 , and
there's no limit to the number of Coordinators you can track in Volgistics. Because Coordinators are people who
manage or supervise specific volunteer assignments, they use VicNet a bit differently than volunteers.
The first thing to note is that there may be cases where one person has a volunteer record
and
a Coordinator record in your account. In this case, the volunteer record is used to track things such as the
service hours, scheduling, and Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 information for the person, while the Coordinator record is
used by them to manage the assignment(s) they oversee. Help topic 1093 [_______]
pg:1653 explains how the VicNet
login process may differ for these individuals.
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Coordinators can have access to 5 tabs in VicNet: Home, Mail, Volunteers, My Schedule and Account. The
Home, Mail and Account tabs are very similar in VicNet for volunteer and Coordinator records. Please refer to
the sections of the help topic above for information on how these work for Coordinator records. This section of
the help topic will explain more about how the Volunteers and My Schedule tabs work for Coordinators.
In addition to this help topic, it may be helpful to watch the training videos designed to teach Coordinators how to
use VicNet. These videos can give you a good idea of the different ways VicNet can be set up, as well as giving
you a chance to see what Coordinators will see when they use the system. You can find the training videos here.
Volunteers Tab for Coordinators
Volunteers and Coordinators are linked through the assignments they have in common. You can learn how to set
up a Coordinator to oversee certain assignments in the Connecting Coordinators and Assignments [_______]
section of help topic 1111. The Volunteers tab of the Coordinator record lists volunteers who have certain
Status(es) [_______]
pg:1832 as well as a certain Role(s) [_______]
pg:0103 in an assignment(s) the Coordinator oversees.

You control which Status(es) or Role(s) a volunteer record must have to appear on the Volunteers tab by
selecting Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expanding the VicNet link, and selecting Volunteers tab (for
coordinators).
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Coordinators can also view more fields from the volunteer's record, as well as update these fields if you allow. To
do this, the Coordinator clicks on the name of a specific volunteer on the Volunteers tab. This will bring up a
page showing the additional information for that volunteer.

To enable Coordinators to do this, the
Coordinators can view volunteer records box must be checked on the page you see after you select Setup
[_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expand the VicNet link, and select Volunteers tab (for coordinators).
Click the
Fields
link to select the fields you want the Coordinators to see. If you want the Coordinators to only be able to see the
information (but not change it), check the box in the Read only column. Help topic 1035 [_______]
pg:1445 may also be
helpful if you want to allow Coordinators to upload or clear volunteer photos.
My Schedule Tab for Coordinators
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Coordinators can view, print, and manage the schedules for the assignment (or assignments) they supervise on
the My Schedule tab in VicNet. If you have enabled Coordinators to view the My Schedule tab, when they click
on the tab they will see the month view of the schedule showing all the volunteers who are scheduled, as well as
unfilled openings, for the assignment.

You can also allow Coordinators to manage the schedule for their assignments. They will not be able to make
new openings [_______]
pg:0776 for assignments, or schedule volunteers for assignments where scheduling is allowed
for "any times"--only System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 can do this. However, they can schedule volunteers to fill
unfilled openings, remove volunteers from the schedule, and edit existing schedule entries. To do this, they will
need to go to the daily view of the schedule for a certain date, then click the Change link beside the schedule
entry.
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This takes them to a page where they can make changes such as modify the volunteer's scheduled times,
schedule a substitute for the volunteer, add a note to the schedule entry, remove the volunteer from the
schedule, or set up the entry to occur on a regular pattern such as on every Wednesday.
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Controlling Access to VicNet
You control which Status(es) [_______]
pg:1832 volunteers must have in order to access VicNet, and whether certain
Types or Flags [_______]
pg:0212 are required on their records, on the VicNet Ground Rules page. To get to this page,
select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu, expand the VicNet link, and select Ground rules. You also control
whether or not Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 can use VicNet on this page.
As explained in the
How VicNet Works
section of this help topic, volunteers and Coordinators access VicNet through the VicNet portal for your
organization. In most cases, volunteers and Coordinators log-in initially with the email address and temporary
password you assign to the record, and then select a permanent password. In some cases, the volunteers select
a password on the application form [_______]
pg:1665 , or have a temporary password imported using the
free Import Utility program.
Help topic 2233 [_______]
pg:1714 explains how to set up the password reset message volunteers and Coordinators will
receive. It also shows how to send the message to multiple volunteers at once. There is not a way to send reset
messages to multiple Coordinators at once. You will need to do this from the Vic tab of each Coordinator's record
as shown in help topic 2234 [_______]
pg:1717 .
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Previewing VicNet
If you're new to Volgistics, you might like to see what VicNet looks like for a volunteer or Coordinator. You can do
this by previewing VicNet for any volunteer in your database. You must have at least one volunteer in your
database to do this. If you haven't entered any volunteers yet, back-up and enter a volunteer record [_______]
pg:1877
first.
You can preview VicNet for a selected volunteer or Coordinator before you create a link to VicNet from your web
site.
To preview VicNet from a volunteer's perspective:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Select a volunteer. You can choose any volunteer you'd like. You'll preview VicNet from the perspective of the
volunteer you choose.
3. Click on the Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 for the selected volunteer.
If the Preview button on the VIC tab appears disabled, the selected volunteer does not currently have access to
VicNet. The VIC tab will tell you why. In this case, select a different volunteer (one who does have access to
VicNet), or adjust the selected volunteer's record so they can access VicNet.
4. Click the Preview or Mobile preview button.
Previewing VicNet for a Coordinator follows the same basic process except you select Coordinators from the
menu instead of Volunteers in step 1.
Note that previewing VicNet for a selected volunteer is also a handy way to answer questions a volunteer might
have about something they see when they visit VicNet. When you preview VicNet for a selected volunteer, you'll
see the same thing they do. You can learn more about previewing VicNet in help topic 2159 [_______]
pg:1705 .

Why is it called 'VicNet?'

'Vic' stands for 'Volunteer Information Center' and 'Net' is how you access it (over the Internet). Thus the name
'VicNet.'
There is also a module called VicTouch. VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 gives volunteers a way to interact with Volgistics
through onsite touch screen kiosks.
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The VicTouch Touch Screen Monitor
Help topic 1030
Added or revised 12-26-2007
While it is possible to use VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 at a PC that does not have a touch screen monitor (volunteers
would use a computer mouse to select buttons), touch screen monitors generally provide an interface that is
easier to use than a mouse. Some volunteers may not be familiar with the use of a mouse, others may be
accustomed to a left-handed mouse rather than one that is setup for right-handed users. If your VicTouch
station(s) are located in public areas, touch screen monitors are more secure than a computer mouse. This help
topic explains the basics about touch screen monitors and provides guidance for choosing a touch screen
monitor to use with VicTouch.
Where to get a touch screen monitor
Volgistics does not sell touch screen monitors; however, there are many touch screen monitor vendors around. If
your organization has an information services department, they may already have established sources for
hardware from which they can purchase a touch screen monitor. You can find touch screen monitor vendors
online. If you perform a web search for 'touch screen monitors' you'll find a variety of different vendors.
Cost
Touch screen monitor prices are available online at many of the touch screen monitor vendor's web sites. Prices
vary depending on the type and size of monitor you choose, and whether or not the monitor has a PC built into it
(your touch screen monitor must either be attached to a PC, or have a PC built-in to it).
Resistive touch screens versus capacitive touch screens
Touch screen monitors come in two varieties, resistive and capacitive. You can use VicTouch with either variety,
although capacitive monitors are generally recommended.
Resistive monitors respond to pressure from anything on the screen, but their surfaces are a bit less durable.
Capacitive monitors respond only to the touch of an ungloved finger, but are more durable.
With a resistive monitor, you can touch the screen with just about anything: gloved or ungloved fingers, the end
of a pen or pencil, the edge of a credit card, and so forth. Choose a resistive monitor only if your VIC workstation
will be in a location where arriving and departing volunteers would be wearing gloves.
While capacitive monitors respond only to the touch of an ungloved finger, their surfaces are harder and better
suited to the kind of un-attended, high-volume access your VicTouch station may receive.

Flat panel versus regular monitor
Either will work. Flat panel monitors are good if the space for your VicTouch station is limited, and a conventional
computer monitor will not fit. Flat panel monitors typically cost more than conventional CRT displays but may last
longer and have a sharper image.
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Monitor size
Touch screen monitors come in a variety of screen sizes, from 14 inches to 21 inches, or more. Since VicTouch
will work with any size monitor, monitor dimensions are a matter of preference and budget.

How to Sign-in and Sign-out at VicTouch: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help topic 1147
Added or revised 03-23-2017
This help topic is intended to help volunteers better understand how to use the VicTouch module.
VicTouch is a touchscreen based Volunteer Information Center (abbreviated as "Vic") that allows volunteers to
check-in and out upon arrival and departure from the facility where you volunteer. Your volunteer service hours
are recorded automatically when you sign-in and sign-out so it is important to do this so your organization has an
accurate record of your volunteer service.

Sign-in For Individuals

Here are the general steps for checking in at your organization's VicTouch station. Note that many aspects of the
check-in sequence are customizable, so the pictures and directions provided may vary from what you will
actually see when you sign-in to serve at your organization.
1. Enter your volunteer PIN
Each volunteer must have a PIN before he or she can sign-in at VicTouch. How you obtain your PIN is
determined by your organization. In many cases they will assign one to you; however, they might ask you to
choose your own PIN. Regardless of how you obtain your PIN, it is something you will need to be able to recall in
order to sign-in. If you do not know your PIN, please contact the volunteer office at the organization you
volunteer with.
To start, enter your PIN by touching the appropriate number buttons on the keypad.
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After entering your PIN, touch the Continue button.

2. Confirm your name
The next screen in the check-in sequence will ask you to confirm your name.

If the screen displays the correct name, touch the Yes button. If the name displayed is not yours, touch the No
button and try again.

3. What would you like to do?
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After you confirm your identity, the menu screen will appear and this allows you to choose what you'd like to do.
In this case, you are signing-in to begin your shift so touch the Sign-in button.

If you are a group leader signing-in for a group, you will be asked how many volunteers are serving in your
group. Please see the Sign-in for Groups section below for more information.

4. Choose the Assignment you are here to perform
Many, but not all, organizations require volunteers to select the name of the Assignment they are working in as
part of the sign-in process. Assignments are usually the job, or task, you will perform as a volunteer.
Assignments may also be the name of an event or a department.

If you see this screen, touch the name of the Assignment you are there to perform. Some organizations also
include a Not sure button that you can select if you're unsure of your Assignment.
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5. Confirm the sign-in information
As long as you did not select the Cancel button, the next screen will ask you to confirm that the information
shown is correct. This is important because the name, date, time and Assignment name indicated on this screen
will be used to track your service.

If the screen displays the correct information, touch the Yes button. If the information displayed is not accurate,
touch the No button and try again.
Once you confirm your selections, you are officially signed in.

Sign-in For Groups
If you are a group leader, the sign-in process will follow the same steps as the sign-in for individuals. The
difference is that after you enter your PIN and confirm your identity, you will see a field asking how many
volunteers are serving in your group.
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If the number listed is not correct, touch the How many volunteers? field and then use the keypad to enter the
number of volunteers in your group today.

Press the Continue button when the correct number has been entered, and then continue the sign-in process
outlined in the Sign-in for Individuals section above.

Sign-Out
When you have completed your volunteer service, you will need to return to the VicTouch station to sign-out. The
system needs both a sign-in and sign-out time to accurately record your hours so remembering to sign-out is
very important.
The process for signing out of VicTouch is basically the same as signing in. Enter your PIN, touch the Continue
button, and confirm your identity. Touch the Sign-out button on the menu screen so the system records when
you finished serving.
If you are switching Assignments instead of signing-out completely, touch the Switch assignments button, and
then choose the name of the Assignment you will be performing next.
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The system will sign you out from the first Assignment and sign you in for the next. After you finish serving for the
day, you will still need to sign-out for the Assignment you switched to. Please note that organizations can choose
whether or not the Switch assignments button shows so you may not see this option.

Messages and Greeting Cards
When you sign-in or sign-out, you may see a message from your organization. The message will only appear
once and there is not a way to see it again after the first time you view it.
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Your organization may also use VicTouch to send you a card on a special occasion such as your birthday,
service anniversary date, or a holiday. You may see cards just once, or for a number of days, depending on your
organization's settings for this.
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When you are done viewing the message or card, touch the Continue button to go to the next screen. If for
some reason you do not see the Continue button, don't panic. The system will advance to the next screen after
about a minute of inactivity.

Viewing Schedule and Self-Scheduling
Your organization may have setup their account to allow you to view your schedule and/or self-schedule for new
dates. If they allow this, you will see a View my schedule button after you enter your PIN and confirm your
identify. The current month's schedule will show by default. You can move to the next or the previous month by
touching the appropriate button at the top of the screen.
You may also see an Email me a copy and/or Text me a copy button if your organization has set this up and
you have opted to have schedule reminders sent to you. If you touch these buttons, the system will send you a
message with the days you are scheduled for in the month you are viewing.
If your organization has setup self-scheduling, you will see a Help wanted icon on the calendar on any dates
where there are open Assignments you can schedule yourself for.

Touch a date where the Help wanted icon appears to see open assignments and shifts for that date. If you'd like
to schedule yourself for a shift, touch the Schedule me button beside an opening.
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Once you are scheduled, you can also remove yourself from a shift if you cannot make it. To do this, touch the
date you're scheduled and then the Remove me button.

If you do not see a Remove me button, it means that your organization does not allow volunteers to remove
themselves from shifts, or that it is too close to the date the shift is scheduled to remove yourself. In either case,
you will need to contact the organization you volunteer with to let them know you cannot serve the shift you are
scheduled for.
When you are done using the schedule page, click the Finished button to return to the main menu. If you are
already signed-in but have not served yet, be sure to touch the Exit button on the menu page to return the
system to the keypad screen. If you have not served but are signed-in, touching the Sign-out button will make it
so your hours are not accurately recorded!

Viewing Service History
Your organization may allow you to use VicTouch to view information about your volunteer service such as the
hours you served in a certain year, your start date, your lifetime service hours, and totals for other service
measures they record. If they have set this up, you will see a View my service button after you enter your PIN
and confirm your identity. The first screen you see will show your service totals collapsed by year.
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You can touch the View details for year button to see the details for a certain year.

When you are done viewing your service information, click the Finished button to return to the main menu. If you
are already signed-in but have not served yet, be sure to touch the Exit button on the menu page to return the
system to the keypad screen. If you have not served but are signed-in, touching the Sign-out button will make it
so your hours are not accurately recorded!
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Does VicTouch count as a system operator?
Help topic 1161
Added or revised 2-14-2008
No, using VicTouch will not impact the number of system operators available in an account. While you must
enter an existing system operator's credentials to start VicTouch, this process does not log that system operator
into Volgistics; it simply confirms that the user is authorized to start VicTouch. Therefore, that system operator is
not prevented from using Volgistics at other computers while VicTouch is running. Note that organizations can
run VicTouch at as many different computer stations as they would like.
Related help
Help Topic 2205 [_______]
pg:0065 - System Operator

Getting Started with VicTouch
Help topic 1184
Added or revised 03-02-2017
VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 is an optional module that can be used in conjunction with Volgistics to allow volunteers to
interact with the system to track service, receive messages, and manage schedules at VicTouch workstations at
your volunteer office or service site.
The Volgistics system itself provides powerful volunteer tracking capabilities with or without use of the optional
VicTouch (and VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 ) modules. It is up to an organization to determine whether VicTouch will be
useful for their specific purposes. For example, organizations where volunteers serve in a central location would
have reason to implement VicTouch, whereas VicTouch may not lend itself to organizations where volunteer
service is performed off-site or at various locations because it would not be feasible for volunteers to check-in
and out at centrally located Internet-connected workstations.
If an organization decides that VicTouch is something they would like to utilize, Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 have
significant control over how - and by whom - the module is used.

Setting up VicTouch
Step 1. Choose which volunteers should be allowed to use VicTouch
It often makes sense for only certain volunteers to be able to use VicTouch. For example, perhaps volunteers
with the Active Status [_______]
pg:1832 should be able to use VicTouch, but volunteers with the Inactive Status should
not. Administrators can customize the Status(es) volunteers must have in order to use VicTouch on the VicTouch
Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1511 page.
Step 2. Choose which Assignment buttons should appear when a volunteer checks in
When a volunteer goes to check-in for service at the VicTouch station, they can optionally be required to choose
the Assignment [_______]
pg:0096 they are there to perform. The VicTouch Check-in Sequence Assignment Selection
Screen setup page [_______]
pg:1515 is where an Administrator decides whether or not volunteers should indicate their
Assignment when they sign-in at VicTouch.
Once the checkbox stating that volunteers should indicate their Assignment at VicTouch is marked,
Administrators can choose which Assignment buttons are displayed as possible choices for the volunteer. For
example, all active Assignments, or the volunteer's Assignments when the volunteer has a particular Role
[_______]
pg:0103 , or one of several Roles, in the Assignment.
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In addition to any Assignments selected on this page, buttons will also always appear for any Assignment with
the "Sign-in option" [_______]
pg:1761 box checked on the Assignment record.
Step 3. Enable message delivery at VicTouch
Organizations can send Vic mail [_______]
pg:0315 messages so volunteers see the message when they sign-in or
sign-out at the VicTouch station. The Administrator should make sure this feature is enabled on the VicTouch
Mail Screen setup page [_______]
pg:1510 in order to be able to do this.
Step 4. Optionally setup Greeting Cards
You can setup the system to automatically display a message to the volunteer when they sign-in around their
birthday or service anniversary. Messages can also be setup to offer holiday greetings. There are spots for two
holidays, but you can update the messages throughout the year if you want to note more than two holidays. You
can find directions on how to setup this feature in help topic 2326 [_______].
pg:1776
Step 5. Setup the VicTouch station
For the most safe and secure VicTouch experience, you must launch the module in kiosk mode. Kiosk mode
basically causes the module's display to fill the entire monitor screen, and it eliminates the web browser controls
and URL address.

The reason this is important is it prevents volunteers (or others) from shutting down the module, navigating to
other web sites, or copying your account's VicTouch URL address. The last reason is particularly important
because if people copy the URL address they could start VicTouch anywhere--and then sign-in and out as if they
were at your facility.
Traditionally, VicTouch is designed to be used on a desktop computer running the Microsoft Windows operating
system. The computer should be dedicated to just being used for VicTouch, and should have a touchscreen
monitor [_______]
pg:1744 attached for user input (the keyboard and mouse controls are removed). If you go with the
traditional route, the computer you use does not need to be the latest greatest model in terms of things such as
processing speed, memory, graphics, etc. because the computer will only be performing one task. The main
thing it needs are a reliable and secure Internet connection, and a supported operating system (Windows 7 or 10
at this point).
If you go with the traditional route, you can find information on how to setup the computer in help topic 8271
[_______]
pg:1527 . If your IT department is setting up the computer for you, they will need to contact you for information
from your account in some of the steps.
With the growing popularity of mobile devices such as tablets, we have seen a movement toward using these
devices as sign-in stations instead of the traditional desktop computer with a touchscreen. This is perfectly
acceptable, but there is not a built-in way to launch VicTouch in kiosk mode in most cases. This means you could
have security risks to consider.
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Apple tablets have a feature called Guided Access that can be used to emulate kiosk mode to give a safe and
reliable experience. You can learn how to use this in help topic 8269 [_______].
pg:1792
To our knowledge, Android tablets do not have a similar feature, but you can purchase apps to launch the web
browser (and VicTouch) in kiosk mode. Be sure to get an app that allows you to hide the website address if you
are concerned about this being exposed to users. You can learn how to start VicTouch from the tablet's web
browser in help topic 1203 [_______],
pg:1933 but it will be up to you to follow the instructions from the app's producers to
enable kiosk mode.

Please note:
Having multiple VicTouch stations is completely acceptable. The cost to use VicTouch that is part of your
account's service level [_______]
pg:0719 is the same whether you have one station or one hundred. No additional
licensing is required to add additional sign-in stations. If an organization wants to use more than one workstation
for VicTouch, they should just follow the setup procedures for each VicTouch station.
Special Circumstances
The guidelines for setting up the VicTouch stations outlined above are the recommendations for giving the most
secure and reliable experience for situations where the station is unattended. Organizations are free to modify
their usage based on their circumstances. For example, using a computer with a mouse instead of a touchscreen
monitor, or not launching in kiosk mode if someone will be monitoring the station. It is up to you to assess your
organization's needs and decide if the risks of using VicTouch like this are acceptable.

How Volunteers Use VicTouch
Once you have your account configured and the VicTouch stations setup, volunteers can start using VicTouch as
a time clock to record their hours. In order to use the time clock function, volunteers must sign in to VicTouch
with their volunteer PIN [_______].
pg:1856 Each volunteer's PIN is unique and can be found in the Number field on the
Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the volunteer's record. PINs are assigned by Volgistics each time a new volunteer record
is added to the system. You can control how the system selects the number as shown in help topic 2247
[_______]
pg:1015 .
If a volunteer has a hard time remembering his number, you can go to the Core tab of the volunteer's record and
change the number to be something different. If the number you select is already in use, you will be prompted to
select a different number.

One option to let the volunteers know their PIN is to send them an email message that contains the PIN. For
example, you can send a message letting volunteers know they will need to sign-in at the VicTouch station and
place the code
[[number]]
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in the body of the message where you want the PIN to appear. The system will replace the code with each
recipient's PIN. You can find more information on using email codes in messages in help topic 2103 [_______]
pg:0386 .
You may also want to include a link to help topic 1147 [_______]
pg:1745 in your email message because it shows
volunteers how to use VicTouch. If you want to link to the written help topic, use this URL address:
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/Help.dll?ACT=21&HID=&TOPIC=1147
If you want to link to the video tutorial for the help topic, use this URL address:
https://www.volgistics.com/Videos/HT1147.htm
Another option to get volunteers started is to hold an orientation or training. If you do this, the video tutorial
mentioned above is a great resource to show at the training.
Some organizations also like to print a Volunteer List report [_______]
pg:0692 containing volunteer names and PINs.
This list would be a convenient reference to have on-hand when telling volunteers what their PIN is. Each
organization may have different needs regarding whether or not PINs should be private. If there is not a need for
privacy, the list could be left by the sign-in station. If more privacy is required, the list could be left with a person
stationed by the sign-in station.
To create such a list:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Click on Volunteer list.
3. Click on the Create a new volunteer list report link.
4. On the Options tab, select how you would like the report to be sorted.
5. On the Fields tab, select the name field(s) that should be displayed on the report and check the box next to
Number.
6. You can give the report a title and set the formatting for PDF reports on the Page Design tab.
7. On the Include tab, choose the format you want for the report. You can optionally select to include just certain
volunteers on the report such as those with the Active Status [_______].
pg:1832
8. On the Save tab, give the report a new name so you can find it to run again when new volunteers are added.
When you're ready, click the Save and Print button.
9. When the Include tab appears again, click the Start printing button.

How VicTouch is Helpful for Volgistics System Operators
VicTouch's time clock feature automatically creates a service entry on the volunteer's Service tab [_______]
pg:1581
once a volunteer has checked out. As long as a volunteer was required to touch an Assignment button as part of
the check-in process, their hours will be associated with that Assignment. Once the hours are recorded, the
service information is available to include in reports such as the Service Detail [_______]
pg:0560 or Service Summary
[_______]
pg:0580 reports.
VicTouch is also connected to the Who's Here [_______]
pg:1772 feature, which allows System Operators to see which
volunteers are currently checked-in, were previously checked-in, and are scheduled to serve on the current date.
It also optionally shows the current date's unfilled schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 . If a volunteer forgot to sign-in
when they arrived, but signs-in before they leave, a System Operator can adjust the volunteer's arrival time from
the Who's Here page so that the volunteer's time is recorded correctly when they sign-out.
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Administrators can control what happens if volunteers forget to sign-out at the bottom of the VicTouch Ground
Rules [_______]
pg:1511 page. They can select to have the entry audited [_______]
pg:1415 , how many hours must pass before
the automatic sign-out occurs, and how many hours are given for the entry when an automatic sign-out takes
place.
System Operators can also see who was here on a certain date in the past by using the Volunteer service details
(stock) [_______]
pg:0612 report located under the Service Detail reports. When you run the report, just select These
days and select the specific date you want the report to cover from the dropdown lists.
Related help
Help Topic 1030 [_______]
pg:1744 - The VicTouch Touch Screen Monitor
Help Topic 1072 [_______]
pg:1408 - Auditing Vic Service Entries
Help Topic 1147 [_______]
pg:1745 - How to Sign-in and Sign-Out at VicTouch: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1161 [_______]
pg:1755 - Does VicTouch count as a system operator?
Help Topic 1176 [_______]
pg:1507 - VicTouch PIN Screen Setup Page
Help Topic 1203 [_______]
pg:1933 - Starting VicTouch
Help Topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759 - Using VicTouch for Groups
Help Topic 2152 [_______]
pg:1856 - Using Volunteer Numbers
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?
Help Topic 2214 [_______]
pg:1511 - VicTouch Ground Rules
Help Topic 2224 [_______]
pg:1515 - Assignment Selection Screen Setup
Help Topic 2225 [_______]
pg:1761 - Why do volunteers always see a button for a certain assignment at VicTouch?
Help Topic 2226 [_______]
pg:1519 - How do I control which assignments a volunteer can choose when they sign-in at
VicTouch?
Help Topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 - Shutting Down VicTouch
Help Topic 2289 [_______]
pg:1765 - VicTouch desktop shortcuts
Help Topic 2307 [_______]
pg:1772 - Who's Here
Help Topic 2326 [_______]
pg:1776 - Greeting Cards
Help Topic 3021 [_______]
pg:1778 - VicTouch
Help Topic 8269 [_______]
pg:1792 - Using Apple's Guided Access for VicTouch
Help Topic 8270 [_______]
pg:1523 - Setting-Up Internet Explorer for VicTouch
Help Topic 8271 [_______]
pg:1527 - Setup a VicTouch Computer

Using VicTouch for groups
Help topic 1212
Added or revised 05-13-2016
If you use VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 and you track volunteer groups [_______]
pg:1909 in Volgistics, group contacts can
sign-in to VicTouch when their group serves. If you would like to allow groups to sign-in to VicTouch, you should
make sure this feature is enabled. Help topic 1211 [_______]
pg:1508 explains how to do this.
Group leaders will enter the PIN from the group record to sign in to VicTouch. The PIN can be found on the Vic
tab [_______]
pg:1810 of the group's record. Because you do not track the individual group members when you use
group records, we recommend only giving the PIN to the group's leader (or a few selected individuals). This is
because only one person will be able to sign-in to VicTouch for the group.
When you allow groups to enter the number of volunteers who serve, the sign-in process will work similar to the
process for individuals until they get to the menu screen where volunteers select what action they would like to
perform. At this point, the groups will see a an extra field where they can enter the number of volunteers serving:
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This field will default to whatever is recorded as the default value for the Volunteers field used for service entries
on group records. If no default value is entered, it will default to one (1). To setup a default value for the
Volunteers field:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Service tab.
4. Select Volunteers.
5. Enter a number in the Default entry field.
6. Click the Save button.
If the group leader needs to enter a different value for the number of volunteers serving, they should touch the
field shown above and then use the keypad to enter the number of volunteers. After they are done, they will need
to touch the Continue button.
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They can then touch the Sign-in button to continue the sign-in process. When they get to the confirmation
screen, the number of volunteers entered will appear in parentheses behind the leader and group names.

If volunteers arrive (or depart) while the group is serving and the group is still signed-in to VicTouch, the number
of volunteers can be updated in two different ways. A System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 can go to the Who's Here
[_______]
pg:1772 page to edit the number of volunteers. Or, the group leader can enter their PIN at VicTouch, confirm
their identity, and then touch the Change number of volunteers? field. After they use the keypad to enter the
updated number of volunteers, they will need to click the Continue button to save the change.
When the group is done serving, they will enter their PIN and then touch the Sign-out button to complete the
service entry.
Related help
Help Topic 1147 [_______]
pg:1745 - How to Sign-in and Sign-out at VicTouch: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1184 [_______]
pg:1755 - Getting Started with VicTouch

Why do volunteers always see a button for a certain assignment at VicTo
Help topic 2225
Added or revised 10-04-2016
You can optionally make assignment buttons appear for selected assignments that all volunteers will see when
they sign-in at VicTouch, even if these assignments do not appear on their Service tab [_______]
pg:0138 .
To make an assignment button appear at VicTouch for all volunteers:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Assignment you want to appear as an assignment option for all volunteers.
3. On the Assignment tab, check the Sign-in option checkbox.
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4. Click the Save button.

To stop an assignment button from appearing at VicTouch for all volunteers:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select the Assignment for which you want to stop a button from appearing at VicTouch.
3. On the Assignment tab, un-check the "Sign-in option" checkbox.
4. Click the Save button.
pg:0103 in the
Note that volunteers may continue to see a button for this assignment if they have a Role [_______]
assignment and you select to have assignments with that Role display on the assignment selection screen
[_______]
pg:1515 setup page.
Related help

Shutting Down VicTouch
Help topic 2283
Added or revised 04-13-2015
By design there is not an obvious way to stop the VicTouch module [_______],
pg:1778 such as a Close or Cancel
button. And if you operate VicTouch in kiosk mode [_______]
pg:1765 as recommended, you will not see the usual web
browser controls for closing the browser. This is by design because it prevents people from exiting VicTouch
without authorization (normally, you'll want to leave VicTouch running all the time). If you want to stop VicTouch
from running on a VicTouch workstation, you enter a special exit code that will shut down the system.
To shut down VicTouch:
1. Use the same buttons volunteers use to enter their PIN to enter the VicTouch exit code. By default, the exit
code is the pound or number sign (#) followed by 99.
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Please note that this code can be updated for security purposes. To do this, select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the
menu, expand the VicTouch link, select Ground rules, and go to the Exit code field.
2. Touch the Continue button after you enter your VicTouch exit code.
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3. On the VicTouch Shut-down page, touch the Shut down button to stop VicTouch at this computer, or touch
the Cancel button to continue running VicTouch.
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VicTouch desktop shortcuts
Help topic 2289
Added or revised 12-16-2016
You may want to setup your VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 computer (or computers) so the VicTouch module can be
started without anyone having to enter Volgistics login credentials. You can do this by creating desktop
shortcut(s) that contain the full URL for your account's specific VicTouch portal.
This kind of desktop shortcut is useful if you want to add VicTouch to the computer's Windows Startup folder so
VicTouch will start automatically anytime the computer is restarted, ready for volunteer interaction.
To provide a secure work station, VicTouch must be used in kiosk mode. Kiosk mode makes VicTouch fill the
entire computer monitor and removes the usual browser controls – including the menu and tool bars – from view.
Currently only Window's Internet Explorer 11 and Google Chrome web browsers come with the option to launch
a web page in kiosk mode already available. For this reason VicTouch is only supported for Internet Explorer
Version 11 and Google Chrome.
Internet Explorer is available free from Microsoft for Windows, and Chrome is available free from Google for
Windows, Mac, or Linux. If you would like to use VicTouch with a mobile device, like Apple's iPad, please see
help topic 8269 "Using Apple's Guided Access for VicTouch" [_______].
pg:1792
In Section 2, choose the directions for the web browser you're using with your VicTouch work stations.
Section 1 - Setup VicTouch so it does not require login credentials and copy the URL address
If you are setting up multiple VicTouch sign-in stations, you will only need to complete Section 1 once.
1. Login to Volgistics normally.
2. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
3. Select VicTouch.
4. Select Ground Rules.
5. Locate the "Startup" section pictured here:
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6. Be sure the Always require login credentials for VicTouch startup checkbox is not checked.
7. Copy the VicTouch URL (the long string of red text) to your Clipboard by highlighting the text and pressing the
"Control" and "C" keys on your keyboard at the same time. You'll need this in Section 2.
8. If you've made any changes, click the Save button.
9. If you are working at the computer where you'll be setting up the shortcut, select Exit from the menu and close
the web browser window.
Now you have the information you'll need to create a VicTouch shortcut that will launch VicTouch without anyone
having to enter account credentials.
Section 2A - Create a desktop shortcut for launching VicTouch in Internet Explorer
Follow these steps to create a desktop shortcut that will start VicTouch in Internet Explorer's kiosk mode. If
you're using Google Chrome, follow the steps in Section 2B instead of these.
1. Right-click an open area on the desktop, point to New, and click Shortcut. This opens the 'Create Shortcut'
window shown here:

2. Click the Browse button and then navigate to the location of the Internet Explorer program file (iexplore.exe).
The Internet Explorer program file is usually located at:
C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe
-OR-
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C:\Program Files (x86)\Internet Explorer\iexplore.exe
3. Once you've located the Internet Explorer program file (iexplore.exe), click on the name of the file and then the
OK button.

4. Before clicking the Next button, add -k (with a space before and after) after the iexplore.exe file name, and
then paste your VicTouch URL after this. You can do this by right-clicking after "k " and selecting Paste from the
pop-up menu.
The VicTouch URL should be on your computer's Clipboard already from Section 1. If it is not, complete the
steps from Section 1 and then begin Section 2A over again. If the path to the iexplore.exe file name appears
inside quote characters, enter this text after the closing quote character.
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5. Click the Next button.
6. Enter "VicTouch" in the Name field.
7. Click the Finished button.
To launch VicTouch in Kiosk mode, simply double click the VicTouch shortcut you just created. For directions on
how to shut down the module, please see help topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 .
Section 2B - Create a desktop shortcut for launching VicTouch in Chrome
Follow these steps to create a desktop shortcut that will start VicTouch in Google Chrome's kiosk mode. If you're
using Internet Explorer, follow the steps in Section 2A instead of these.
1. Right-click an open area on the desktop, point to New, and click Shortcut. This opens the 'Create Shortcut'
window shown here:
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2. Click the Browse button and then navigate to the location of the Chrome program file (chrome.exe). The
Chrome program file is usually located at:
C:\Documents and Settings\{UserName}\Local Settings\Application Data\Google\Chrome\Application
-ORC:\Users\{UserName}\App Data\Local\Google\Chrome\Application
Replace {UserName} with the user name that was used to install Chrome.
3. Once you've located the Chrome program file (chrome.exe), click on the name of the file and then the OK
button.
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4. Before clicking the Next button, add --kiosk (with a space before and after) after the chrome.exe file name,
and then paste your VicTouch URL after this. You can do this by right-clicking after "kiosk " and selecting Paste
from the pop-up menu.
The VicTouch URL should be on your computer's Clipboard already from Section 1. If it is not, complete the
steps from Section 1 and then begin Section 2B over again. If the path to the chrome.exe file name appears
inside quote characters, enter this text after the closing quote character.
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5. Click the Next button.
6. Enter "VicTouch" in the Name field.
7. Click the Finished button.
To launch VicTouch in Kiosk mode, simply double click the VicTouch shortcut you just created. For directions on
how to shut down the module, please see help topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 .
Section 3 - Configuring VicTouch to launch during Windows Startup
After completing the sections above, the computer can optionally be configured to launch VicTouch automatically
when the VicTouch computer is turned on or restarted.
Complete the following steps at the VicTouch computer for each VicTouch station you want to start automatically
when the computer is turned on or restarted.
1. If VicTouch is running, shut-down VicTouch so you see the Windows desktop. Please see help topic 2283
[_______]
pg:1762 for help on this if you need it.
2. Right-click on the VicTouch shortcut icon you created and choose Copy from the pop-up menu.
3. Click the Start button and choose Programs or All Programs
4. Right-click on the Startup folder, and choose Paste from the pop-up menu
Now when the computer is restarted, VicTouch will be launched automatically.
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Section 4 - Troubleshooting
If you find that you still need to enter your account credentials when you start VicTouch from this shortcut, repeat
the sections listed above. In Section 1, make sure the Always require login credentials for VicTouch startup
checkbox is not checked and you click the Save button before exiting the page.
If you choose to enter your account's URL address by typing it in, make sure you enter the address exactly as it
is shown on the VicTouch Ground Rules page. Check to be certain you have entered your public account
identifier (not your Volgistics account number) and VicTouch access code exactly as they appear. Also be sure
you've entered the question mark (?), and ampersand (&) characters. A simple mistake in the way you type the
link will cause it to fail. To prevent errors in entering the information, we recommend that you copy and paste the
URL address as shown in Section 1of this help topic. This will help eliminate many minor typographical errors.

Who's Here
Help topic 2307
Added or revised 07-13-2016
The "Who's Here" page works in combination with VicTouch [_______].
pg:1778 It shows you a real-time list of the
volunteers who have signed-in so far today, and which assignment they have come to perform. Who's Here is an
excellent tool for monitoring who is on-site in organizations where volunteers serve primarily at one or several
fixed locations.
Setup Access to Who's Here
You access Who's Here from within Volgistics. Any Volgistics system operator may be given access to the Who's
Here page. The Who's Here page is not currently available to Coordinators or Volunteers through VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch.
To setup a Volgistics System Operator so they can – or cannot - access the Who's Here page:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "System Operators."
3. Click on the name of a System Operator.
4. On the System Operator page [_______]
pg:1433 , under "This operator may have access to..." check "Who's Here" if
you want the selected System Operator to have access to the Who's Here page. Uncheck "Who's Here" if you do
not want the selected System Operator to have access to the Who's Here page.
5. Click the Save button.
Using Who's Here
To open the Who's Here page, simply choose "Who's Here" from the Volgistics menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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You can leave the Who's Here page open (or open it in a full page mode as described in the Full page section
below) to monitor volunteer arrivals and departures. The Who's Here page automatically updates once every
minute so you'll see volunteer arrivals and departures in real time without having to refresh the page manually. If
you want to force the page to refresh now, click the Refresh button in the lower right hand corner. Otherwise the
page will refresh itself automatically every sixty seconds.
If you'd like to go directly to a volunteer's record from the Who's Here page, you can click on the name of the
volunteer. You can also tag [_______]
pg:1529 volunteer records to use the tags feature to work with a group [_______]
pg:1530
of records. Please note: It is not possible to go to a volunteer's record or tag a volunteer record when the Who's
Here page appears in full page view as described in the Full page section below.
Options
The Who's Here page always lists the volunteers who are currently signed-in. The words "Here now:" appear
next to each volunteer on the list currently signed-in. You can customize the page settings to show other options
by clicking the Settings button in the lower right hand corner. This opens an Options window where you can
customize your page view. When you're done making changes, click the Save these Settings button to keep
your page setup. To hide the Options window, click the Hide Settings button.
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Include
Who was here. If you want the Who's Here page to include volunteers who signed-in earlier today and who since
signed-out, check the "Who was here" checkbox. Uncheck the "Who was here" checkbox if you do not want the
list to include volunteers who were signed-in earlier today. If you include them, these volunteers appear on the
list with the words "Signed-out" next to their name.
Scheduled volunteers. If you want the Who's Here page to include volunteers who are scheduled for today,
check the "Scheduled volunteers" checkbox. Uncheck the "Scheduled volunteers" checkbox if you do not want
the list to include volunteers scheduled for today. If you include them, scheduled volunteers appear on the list
with an icon by their name to show how they were scheduled. See the picture below for more information.
Schedule openings. If you want the Who's Here page to include unfilled schedule openings [_______]
pg:0776 for today,
check the "Schedule openings" checkbox. Uncheck the "Schedule openings" checkbox if you don't want the list
to include today's schedule openings. If you include them, schedule openings appear on the list with an icon by
the entry. See the picture below for more information.
Schedule Icons

Include Site and Place names.
If you want the Who's Here page to list the Site and Place the Assignment falls under, check the "Include Site
and Place names" checkbox. Uncheck the "Include Site and Place names" checkbox if you want the Assignment
names to appear without the Site and Place information. If you include them, the Site and Place will appear in
brackets behind the Assignment's name. See Help topic 2099 [_______]
pg:0096 if you need more information on how
Sites, Places and Assignments are setup.
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Include nicknames.
If you want the Who's Here page to list the information in the volunteer's Nickname field (from the Core tab
[_______]),
pg:1868 check the "Include nicknames" checkbox. Uncheck the "Include nicknames" checkbox if you do not
want the volunteer's Nickname field to appear. If information is entered in the nickname field, it will appear behind
the volunteer's name. For example, if a volunteer named Theodore Smith has Teddy entered in the Nickname
field, his name will now appear as Theodore Smith ("Teddy"). If no information is entered in the Nickname field,
only the volunteer's first and last names will appear.
Sort by
Use the Sort by options to change the way the Who's Here list is sorted. Choosing "Volunteer" sorts the list
alphabetically by the volunteer's last name; choosing "Assignment" sorts the list alphabetically by Assignment
name; and choosing "Time" sorts the list according to time-in.
Editing service records through Who's Here
You can use the Who's Here page to make changes to volunteer time-in, time-out, assignment and group size
selections. This is useful in situations where volunteers signed-in later than when they actually arrived, chose the
wrong assignment, forgot to sign-out, or had volunteers join or leave the group while they were serving.
To edit an entry for a volunteer who is currently signed-in; or for a volunteer who has already signed-out today;
click the Edit link next to their name. This opens the entry in an edit box like the one shown here:

Use the "Time-in," "Time-out," "Assignment," and "Group Size" fields to make any changes you'd like. The
"Group Size" field will only appear if you have setup VicTouch to accept group [_______]
pg:1909 sign-in and the field
being edited is a group record. Help topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759 explains more.
You can click the
Add Current Time
button to insert the present time into the "Time-in" or "Time-out" fields.This time is taken from the local computer
that is being used to edit the service entry so it may appear different than the sign-in and sign-out times set by
the default time settings for your account. Help topic 2111 [_______]
pg:1383 explains more about where to find and set
the default time setting for your account. Click the Save button to save your changes. Click the Cancel button to
close the edit box without saving any changes.
If a volunteer is currently signed-in, and they indicate that they actually arrived earlier than when they signed-in
(for example, they may have forgotten to sign-in initially), you can optionally use the edit box to change their
Time-in to the earlier time. In this case you would leave the Time-out field blank. The volunteer will still be
signed-in, and their time-out will be recorded as usual when the volunteer later signs-out at VicTouch.
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If a volunteer is currently shown to be "Here now," but you determine that they have actually left and forgotten to
sign-out, you can optionally use the edit box to sign them out and record their time-out. Simply enter what you've
determined to be their actual time-out in the "Time-out" field. This will cause their hours to be recorded for the
times indicated, as if they had signed-out at VicTouch regularly. Note that if volunteers forget to sign-out,
VicTouch will eventually sign them out automatically, according to the way you've configured your system. Help
topic 2214 [_______]
pg:1511 explains this automatic sign-out process further.
Full page
While you're working in Volgistics, you can view the Who's Here page anytime you want to see who has
signed-in or out simply by choosing Who's Here from the menu. If you want to leave the Who's Here page
running on your desktop, or display it on a wall-mounted monitor, you can switch to a full page display by clicking
the Full page button.
When you click the Full page button, you will exit from your current Volgistics session, however the Who's Here
page will continue to run, and it will fill your entire browser window.
If you'd like to leave the Who's Here page running in a browser window on your computer desktop continuously,
and use Volgistics at the same time, click the Full page button, open a new browser window (or frame), and then
login to Volgistics again normally. You'll have Who's Here running in one window and Volgistics in another.
Current time
The Who's Here page displays the current time for the time zone selected for your Volgistics System Operator
profile. If the time that appears on the Who's Here page is not the correct time for your time zone, you (or your
organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 ) should update the time zone setting for your System Operator
profile. Help topic 2111 [_______]
pg:1383 explains how to do this.

Greeting Cards
Help topic 2326
Added or revised 10-26-2007
If you use the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module you can optionally deliver electronic greeting cards to volunteers as
they check-in. This is a friendly way to wish volunteers a 'happy birthday' or to pass along a holiday greeting.
Volunteers receive your greeting cards when they check-in on the days you've scheduled greeting cards to be
delivered.
A sample 'Happy Birthday' card is shown here.
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Greeting cards come with several stock images. You can either use these stock greeting card images, or upload
your own greeting card graphics.
You can setup Volgistics to deliver the following types of greeting cards:
Birthday greetings
Electronic birthday cards may be delivered automatically on or around a volunteer's birthday. A volunteer must
have (at least) a month and day of birth entered in the 'Date of birth' field on their Profile tab in order to receive a
birthday card.
Start date anniversary cards
Electronic "Start date anniversary" cards may be delivered automatically on or around the anniversary of each
volunteer's start date [_______]
pg:1890 to acknowledge another year of volunteer service.
Holiday cards
You can send holiday cards for specific date ranges that you specify. For example, you could post a 'Happy New
Years' greeting the last week of December.

How to setup greeting card delivery
If you have access to the Setup page you can setup VicTouch greeting card delivery like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'VicTouch.'
3. Select 'Greeting Cards.'
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4. Follow the instructions in help topic 2327 [_______]
pg:1520 to setup greeting card delivery.

VicTouch
Help topic 3021
Added or revised 05-16-2016
VicTouch is the optional Volgistics module used to provide interactive onsite touchscreen kiosks for volunteers.
Among other features, VicTouch provides a time-clock function volunteers can use to check in and out when they
arrive and depart.
VicTouch kiosks are ideal for organizations where volunteers serve primarily on-site at a specific facility or
campus. If this describes your organization - and you track volunteer hours - VicTouch is a great solution. It can
eliminate manual record keeping for service hours altogether, and give you a precise record of which volunteers
were onsite, and when.
Why Is It Called VicTouch?
Vic stands for Volunteer Information Center and Touch is how you access the module (through a touchscreen).
Thus the name VicTouch.
There is also a module called VicNet. Don't confuse VicTouch with VicNet. VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 is used to give
volunteers and Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 a way to interact with Volgistics system via the Internet. While the main
purpose of VicTouch is to serve as a time clock at your facility.
You don't need to use VicTouch to use Volgistics. If your volunteer program is less centralized – or you don't
want to use interactive kiosks – simply use Volgistics without the optional VicTouch module (you can still collect
and track volunteer hours in Volgistics without VicTouch).
A volunteer must be in your Volgistics database before they can use VicTouch.
This help topic explains more about what equipment you need for VicTouch, how VicTouch is set up, what
volunteers see when they use VicTouch, and other information about the module. You can click on a link in the
Contents box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
What You Need to Use VicTouch
Can I Use a Tablet for VicTouch?
Set Up a VicTouch Computer
Kiosk Mode for Tablets
How VicTouch Works
Sign-in for Individuals
Sign-in for Groups
Switching Assignments
Vic Mail Messages
VicTouch Greeting Cards
Viewing Schedule and Self-Scheduling
Viewing Service History
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Shutting Down VicTouch
Let's Review
Try It Out
What You Need to Use VicTouch
VicTouch is designed for use at a computer that has a touchscreen monitor attached to it. Touchscreen monitors
[_______]
pg:1744 enable volunteers to interact without having to use a keyboard or a mouse so they're great even for
people who are not familiar with computers. It has a very simple, intuitive interface so just about anyone with very
basic English skills can use the system.
While VicTouch is designed to work at a touchscreen equipped computer, you can run VicTouch at a computer
with a regular monitor for testing or evaluation purposes. When you run VicTouch at a computer with a regular
monitor, you interact using your mouse rather than touching the screen as you would if a touchscreen monitor
were attached.
The computer(s) you use to run VicTouch must have an Internet connection. Like Volgistics, VicTouch is a
hosted application that uses the Internet to connect to your Volgistics database. As long as your VicTouch
computer has a connection to the Internet, it does not need to be connected to your organization's internal
network (except if the route to the Internet is through your internal network).
You can run VicTouch at as many locations as you'd like, as long as each station has a PC with an Internet
connection. If you have more than one VicTouch station, Volunteers can sign-in at one station, and sign-out at
another. The monthly service fee [_______]
pg:0710 for VicTouch is the same no matter how many stations are set up.
Kiosks, or specially built cabinets or pedestals used to hold the touchscreen monitor and the PC it is attached to,
are not required for the VicTouch station, but they do offer a good degree of security when the station is located
in an unattended public area. When a kiosk is not used, VicTouch workstations are often located at information
desks, on a counter in the volunteer office, or on tables or shelves near the location(s) where volunteers arrive
and depart. In some installations where security is a concern, the VicTouch computer and monitor are secured to
a counter or desktop with security cables, or placed inside small, vented PC cabinets instead of inside a kiosk.
Can I Use a Tablet for VicTouch?
With the growing popularity of touchscreen tablets, many organizations are opting to use these devices for
VicTouch instead of computers with touchscreen monitors. VicTouch can be launched on any device with a
reliable Internet connection so this is perfectly fine. The main concerns regarding tablets revolve around security.
Because tablets are small and portable, you should consider the security of the actual device itself. Also, for
secure and reliable operation, we recommend that VicTouch is launched in kiosk mode to restrict the user to just
the VicTouch module. This may be more complicated on a tablet. Please see the Kiosk Mode for Tablets box
below for more information.
Set Up a VicTouch Computer
For security and reliability, we recommend setting up the web browser you use for VicTouch to launch in kiosk
mode. Kiosk mode displays VicTouch without any of the typical operating system controls, such as borders, title
bars, menus, and tool bars. Removing these controls prevents users from going to other web sites, or easily
closing the browser window.
Microsoft Internet Explorer and Google Chrome both have built-in kiosk mode options so these are the web
browsers we recommend and support for VicTouch. Help topic 2289 [_______]
pg:1765 explains how to configure
Internet Explorer or Chrome to launch VicTouch in kiosk mode. You may be able to use other web browsers
instead of Internet Explorer or Chrome if you purchase software to enable the browser to display in kiosk mode.
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Setting up the computer to use VicTouch may also require additional steps. Please follow the directions in help
topic 8271 [_______]
pg:1527 to ensure your computer is correctly set up for VicTouch.

Kiosk Mode for Tablets

Most tablets use different web browser software than desktop computers. So you may, or may not, be able to
launch VicTouch in kiosk mode through the web browser. Apple devices come with a feature called
Guided Access that can be used to emulate kiosk mode. Help topic 8269 [_______]
pg:1792 has instructions on how to
use this feature with VicTouch. Other tablets may have features similar to this. You will need to ask the retailer or
manufacturer of the tablet if something like this is offered with their product. If a built-in feature is not available,
we recommend using a third party app on the tablet so VicTouch is displayed in kiosk mode.
Please note that we do not endorse or support any specific tablet or related software (such as an app). It
is up to you to research, purchase, and set up any tablet used for VicTouch, along with any kiosk software that
may be needed.
Even with kiosk mode turned on, it's a good idea for you, or your organization's IT department, to "lock down"
your VicTouch computer or device, especially if it's located in a public area. Locking-down a computer prevents
people from accessing your network or changing the way the computer or device is set up. The specific steps for
"locking down" a computer or device vary with different operating systems, devices, and network
configurations--so providing instructions on how to do this is beyond the scope of this help topic. However, your
organization's IT department or computer support person should be able to do this.
How VicTouch Works
You can customize many VicTouch features, such as adding your own logo graphic; customizing the instructions
on each screen; and tailoring the way volunteers choose the assignment they have come to perform. Here's what
a typical sign-in process might look to a volunteer.
Sign-in for Individuals
First, volunteers enter their PIN (you can learn more about volunteer PIN's in help topic 2152 [_______]).
pg:1856
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Next the volunteer will be prompted to verify if they have the correct record. If they made a mistake entering their
PIN, they can press the No button to cancel the sign-in process.

Once the volunteer confirms his or her identity, they press the Sign-in button to continue with the sign-in
process.
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If your account is set up to ask volunteers to choose the assignment they are serving in, they will see a screen
asking them to choose their assignment. You can opt to include a
Not sure
button for volunteers who do not know their assignment. You can also customize which assignments appear for
the volunteer to choose from. Help topic 2224 [_______]
pg:1515 explains how to select the options volunteers see on
this page.

After the volunteer makes their selection, a confirmation screen appears in case they have made a mistake
during sign-in.
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Once they confirm their selections, a volunteer is officially signed-in. Volunteers should sign-out at VicTouch
using a similar procedure at the end of their duty.
You can quickly see the volunteers who have completed the sign-in process by going to the
Who's Here page in your account. You can learn more about this page in help topic 2307 [_______]
pg:1772 .

As soon as a volunteer signs-out, Volgistics automatically adds a service record for them showing their time-in,
time-out, the Assignment they served in (if they selected one when they signed-in), and the number of hours they
performed. You'll see these entries on the Service tab [_______]
pg:1581 in the volunteer's record.
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VicTouch also includes features for detecting if a volunteer who signed-in has forgotten to sign-out. This feature
will automatically sign-out these volunteers after a set interval. Help topic 2214 [_______]
pg:1511 explains how to set up
this feature. You can optionally audit service entries posted for volunteers who forget to sign-out. See help topic
1208 [_______]
pg:1415 to learn more about auditing service entries.
Sign-in for Groups
If your account uses group records [_______],
pg:1909 the sign-in process for groups is very similar to how individuals
sign-in. The main difference is that the group leader will sign-in for the entire group of volunteers who are there to
serve. After they confirm their identity, a field will appear that allows the leader to select how many volunteers are
serving in the group.

The leader can touch this field and then enter the number in the group using the keypad.
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Help topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759 has more information on how to set up and use VicTouch for groups.
Switching Assignments
You may have volunteers who serve in more than one assignment, or position, at your organization during the
same day. In this case, you can include a Switch assignments button to simplify the sign-out/sign-in process for
them when they move from one assignment to another. The volunteer will sign-in to their first assignment as
shown above. When they are ready to move from one assignment to the next, they just enter their PIN, confirm
their identity, and press the Switch assignments button. This will sign them out of the first assignment and bring
them to a screen where they can sign-in to the second assignment.
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To enable this feature, be sure the checkbox to include a Switch assignments button is checked on the Menu
Screen Setup [_______]
pg:1508 page.
Vic Mail Messages
Messaging features enable you to post messages for individual volunteers, all volunteers, or specific groups of
volunteers. Volunteers receive your messages when they sign-in or out. To send messages through VicTouch,
you must have message delivery enabled [_______]
pg:1510 .
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You can learn more about how to send Vic Mail in help topic 1127 [_______]
pg:0315 .
VicTouch Greeting Cards
VicTouch also has a feature that will automatically display a birthday, or start date anniversary, card to the
volunteer when he or she signs-in around their special day. This can also be used to send holiday cards when a
volunteer signs-in during a date range you select. You can use the stock graphics for the Greeting Cards, or
upload your own images.
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For more information on the Greeting Card feature, please see help topics 2326 [_______]
pg:1776 and 2327 [_______]
pg:1520 .
Viewing Schedule and Self-Scheduling
You can also set up VicTouch to allow volunteers to look at the schedule to see when they are scheduled to
serve next. You enable this on the VIC My Schedule Setup Page [_______]
pg:1453 . If this is enabled, volunteers will see
a View my schedule button after they enter their PIN and confirm their identity.
When volunteers view the schedule, they can select to have their schedule for the month sent to them by email
or text as long as this is enabled in your account [_______]
pg:1595 .
You can also set up self-scheduling [_______]
pg:1494 so that your volunteers can sign-up for shifts at the VicTouch
kiosk.
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If self-scheduling is enabled, volunteers will see a Help Wanted icon on the dates with available shifts that they
are qualified to serve in. If they select a date, they will see details for the shifts and a Schedule me button they
can press to sign-up.

If you allow it, volunteers can also remove themselves from shifts if they cannot make it. To do this, they will
need to press a date they are signed-up to serve on, and then press the Remove me button.
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When the volunteer is done viewing the schedule, or scheduling him or herself, pressing the Finished button will
return them to the menu screen.

Viewing Service History
It's often motivating for volunteers to see their own time and service contributions. You can provide volunteers a
way to do this though the VicTouch module. If you allow volunteers to view their service, they will see a View my
service button after they enter their PIN and confirm their identity.
The volunteer's service information is collapsed by year initially:

If the volunteer presses the View details for year button, the screen will show all the service entries for the year
that was selected:
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When the volunteer is done viewing their service, pressing the Finished button will return them back to the menu
screen.
You can enable volunteers to see their service in VicTouch, and customize the instructions on the page, on the
VIC My Service Setup Page. To get to this page:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Expand the VicTouch link.
3. Select Service history screen.
Shutting Down VicTouch
If you run VicTouch in the web browser's kiosk mode as recommended, you'll notice that the usual operating
system controls for minimizing or closing the VicTouch application are not visible on the screen. If the computer
where VicTouch is used has not been locked-down, and a keyboard is attached, you can close the browser
window where VicTouch is running by pressing ALT-F4 (the ALT key and the F4 key at the same time) on the
keyboard.
Otherwise, you will need to enter a special code on the keypad screen in order to exit kiosk mode. Help topic
2283 [_______]
pg:1762 explains how to find out what the code is and where to enter the code to shutdown the VicTouch
module.
Let's Review
• VicTouch is the optional module you can use to set up interactive, onsite, touchscreen kiosks volunteers can
use to sign-in and out when they arrive and depart.
• You are not required to use VicTouch. You can collect and track volunteer service in Volgistics even if you
• don't use the VicTouch module.
Help topic 1166 [_______]
pg:1568 shows other ways service can be collected.
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• While the VicTouch module is best when used at a touchscreen equipped computer, you can test VicTouch at
any computer by using the mouse rather than a touchscreen monitor to make selections on the screen.
• When volunteers sign-in and out at VicTouch, their service is automatically recorded on the Service tab
[_______]
pg:1581 in their record.
• VicTouch includes features for detecting when volunteers have forgotten to sign-out, and will sign them out
automatically.
• You can optionally audit service entries [_______]
pg:1415 made for volunteers who forgot to sign-out.
Try It Out
Volgistics trial accounts include VicTouch, and you can try VicTouch even without a touchscreen monitor. Here is
how you can do this:
1. If you haven't already, enter at least one volunteer record in your database and make that volunteer have the
Active Status [_______].
pg:1832 You can find directions on how to enter a record manually in help topic 2298 [_______].
pg:1877
2. Note the volunteer's number [_______]
pg:1856 on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of their record. This is their PIN.
3. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
4. Expand the VicTouch link.
5. Select Launch at this computer.
6. Use your computer's mouse to click the buttons to enter the volunteer's PIN and finish signing them in.
7. You can view the volunteer as being signed-in on the Who's Here [_______]
pg:1772 page for your account.
8. After you sign the volunteer out, you can see a service entry [_______]
pg:1579 for the service on the Service tab
[_______]
pg:1581 of their record.
Related help
Help Topic 1072 [_______]
pg:1408 - Auditing Vic Service Entries
Help Topic 1184 [_______]
pg:1755 - Getting Started with VicTouch
Help Topic 2152 [_______]
pg:1856 - Using Volunteer Numbers
Help Topic 2166 [_______]
pg:0731 - How do I change the service level on my account?
Help Topic 2214 [_______]
pg:1511 - VicTouch Ground Rules
Help Topic 2283 [_______]
pg:1762 - Shutting-down VicTouch
Help Topic 2307 [_______]
pg:1772 - Who's Here
Help Topic 2326 [_______]
pg:1776 - Greeting Cards
Help Topic 2534 [_______]
pg:0082 - VicNet and VicTouch Trials
Help Topic 8270 [_______]
pg:1523 - Setting-Up Internet Explorer for VicTouch

Using Apple's Guided Access for VicTouch
Help topic 8269
Added or revised 10-02-2013
With the release of iOS 6, Apple introduced "Guided Access" to most iOS devices. This allows users to lock the
device to a single app, disable areas of the screen, and prevent the orientation from changing when turning the
device. We feel that these security features are robust enough to allow usage of VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 on these
iOS devices.
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Configuring Guided Access
First, you will need to configure Guided Access for your device.
1. Open Settings and choose "General"
2. Select "Accessibility"
3. Under "Learning" select "Guided Access"
4. Move the slider to "ON"
5. Touch "Set Passcode" to setup a 4-digit passcode, used to exit Guided Access. This passcode is unique to
Guided Access, and not connected with any other passcode you use on this device. You can also choose
whether or not you would like to allow the screen to sleep. We recommend turning this setting "ON" to save
battery life.

6. Close the Settings app
Launching VicTouch
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1. Open Safari
2. Navigate to www.volgistics.com/touch

3. Enter your login credentials and touch the Continue button.

4. If the time zone displayed is correct, touch "Yes". If not, select "No" and choose the correct time zone
5. Touch the Continue button to finish launching VicTouch
Note that you are able to enter your full VicTouch URL in Safari, so that no login credentials are required.
However, if you are using a device with a large screen, such as an iPad, the URL may be visible to users.
Volunteers could potentially use the URL to launch VicTouch from other locations, such as their home
computers. Therefore, this method is not recommended when launching VicTouch from a mobile device.
Enabling Guided Access
1. With Safari open, and the VicTouch page displayed in the orientation you prefer (Portrait or Landscape), triple
click the Home button (press it three times in rapid succession)
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2. Now, circle areas of the screen you would like to "lock out". We recommend locking the areas containing the
address and navigation options, as shown below.
3. Next to "Motion" move the slider to the "OFF" position. This will prevent users from changing the orientation,
and getting around the locked out portions of the screen
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4. Touch the "Start" button in the top right corner

Now, users will only be able to use Safari, and will not be able to navigate to another page. They will be locked
into VicTouch.
Exiting VicTouch
To exit Guided Access and VicTouch:
1. Triple click the Home button
2. Enter your passcode for Guided Access
3. Touch "End"
Now, you can use your device normally. You can close the page with VicTouch, or exit Safari.
Problems Exiting VicTouch
Sometimes, Apple devices can become locked in Guided Access, preventing you from exiting VicTouch. You can
correct this problem by performing a soft reset. Simply hold both the Home button and the Lock button until the
Apple logo appears on the screen. The device will remain in Guided Access, but should allow you to enter your
passcode and exit VicTouch.
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Related help
Help topic 3021 [_______]
pg:1778 - VicTouch
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Volunteer photos
Help topic 1033
Added or revised 10-24-2011
You can optionally store a photo of each volunteer in their volunteer record. You can upload volunteer photos
yourself, and you can optionally allow volunteers and/or coordinators to upload their own photos through VicNet
[_______]
pg:1724 .
Volunteer photos appear on the Profile tab in each volunteer record if the Photo field is not hidden.

If you do not see volunteer photos when you view the Profile tab, photos are hidden for your system operator
level, or the Photo field is hidden in your account. If you have access to the Setup page you can un-hide the
photo field like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field Options.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Select Photo.
5. Change the Hidden drop-down to No.
6. Click the Save button.

Uploading photos
You can upload volunteer photos from your computer or a memory card or digital camera you have attached to
your computer. To upload a volunteer photo:
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1. Choose Volunteers from the menu; locate the volunteer's record and then select the Profile tab.
2. Click the Upload link.

3. Click the Browse button and then select the photo file you want to upload. You can upload any image file in
the ".gif," ".jpg," ".jpeg," or ".png" format, that is smaller than 10 megabytes (10,000K).
4. Once you've selected the photo file you want to upload click the Upload button. Depending on the size of the
file you select, the upload may take a minute or more to complete. The 'Working…' message will go away once
the file has been uploaded.
5. Crop the image. For consistency, Volgistics stores volunteer photos as square images. If the image you
upload is rectangular, drag or resize the crop tool so it covers the portion of the image that includes the
volunteer's face, as shown here:
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6. Click the Submit button. The uploaded image will now appear in the volunteer's record.

Remove a photo
You can remove photos previously stored in a volunteer's record. When you remove a photo, the copy of the
photo stored in the Volgistics system is deleted permanently. To remove a photo from a volunteer's record:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu; locate the volunteer's record and then select the Profile tab.
2. Click the Clear link beneath the photo.
3. Click the OK button to confirm that it is okay to clear the photo.

Collecting volunteer photos through VicNet
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If you use the VicNet module you can give volunteers a way to view, and optionally upload or maintain their own
photo. You can also allow coordinators to view and optionally upload photos of their volunteers.
To enable photos in VicNet for volunteers:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select VicNet.
3. Select Profile tab (for volunteers).
4. Click the "Sections" link and then add a new "My Profile" tab section heading called Photo (or whatever you
would like the section heading for the photo to be). You can optionally add any instructions you want volunteers
to see in this section as well.
5. Click the Save button to save the new form section.
6. From the "VIC My Profile Tab" page click the "Photos" link.
7. Using the Form Section drop-down, select the form section you just created. Also choose if volunteers should
be allowed to upload or clear their photos.
8. Click the Save button.
If you enable photos at VicNet, volunteers will see their photo on the "My Profile" tab. If you allow volunteers to
upload their own photos, they upload photos using the same upload procedure explained above.

To enable photos in VicNet for Coordinators:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select VicNet.
3. Select Volunteers tab (for coordinators).
4. Click the "Sections" link and then add a new "My Profile" tab section heading called Photo (or whatever you
would like the section heading for the photo to be). You can optionally add any instructions you want
Coordinators to see in this section as well.
5. Click the Save button to save the new form section.
6. From the "VIC Volunteers Tab" page click the "Photos" link.
7. Using the Form Section drop-down, select the form section you just created. Also choose if Coordinators
should be allowed to upload or clear volunteer photos.
8. Click the Save button.
If you enable photos at VicNet for Coordinators, Coordinators will see volunteer photos on the "Volunteers" tab
after they click on a volunteer's name. If you allow Coordinators to upload volunteer photos, they upload photos
using the same upload procedure explained above.
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Tracking Groups
Help topic 1045
Added or revised 04-28-2014

Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the Help topic.
Content
Introduction to Group Records
Adding Group Records
Finding Group Records
Scheduling Groups
VicNet for Groups
Posting Service for Groups
Including or Excluding Group Records on Reports
Using Group Records with Checklist Items
Using Group Records with Awards
Introduction to Group Records
Many volunteer programs include both individual volunteers, as well as groups such as businesses; service
clubs; and fraternal organizations that provide volunteer service. Volgistics gives you tools for tracking both kinds
of volunteers: individuals and groups. This help topic explains the difference between Individual and Group
records in Volgistics, and the features that are unique to Group records.
Each time you add a new volunteer record to Volgistics you can mark which kind of record it is: an Individual
record or a Group record. You do this using the Kind field which appears in the Name box on the Core tab in
each volunteer record.

Use Individual volunteer records when you want to track personal information (like name and address); volunteer
service; Checklist items; or Awards for a person individually, or if you would like to include the individual in
Volgistics emails and text messages.
Use Group volunteer records to track groups of people who serve collectively as part of a business; service or
social club; fraternal organization; or similar group when you cannot or do not want to track the group's members
individually. When you create a Group record, that single Group record will represent all of the members of that
particular group. You can record the name and contact information for a group contact on each Group record;
however you do not record the names of the individual members of the group in a Group record.
When entering service for a person who is a member of a Group, you will need to decide if the service applies to
the Individual or the Group. To avoid double posting the service, be careful to exclude the person from the Group
count and Group hours served if you decide to track the individual's service separately. If the service credit
should be applied to the Group, do not also post the service to the Individual record.
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Here are examples of when to track volunteers using Individual volunteer records and when to track volunteers
using a Group record instead.
Nancy Wilson visits your organization one day to express her interest in becoming a volunteer. Nancy's neighbor
is a volunteer, and what she's heard about your organization interests her. She's available to serve one day
week. Nancy is clearly an individual volunteer and you would track her information in Volgistics using an
Individual record.
Once a year your organization conducts a food drive for which hundreds of volunteers are needed to collect food
items from homes in various neighborhoods throughout your community. No special volunteer screening is
required, and a brief volunteer orientation is given to all volunteers who can help on the morning of the event.
Peter Evans, President of the local Rotary Club contacts you and offers to participate. He tells you that his club
will send twenty members on the day of the event. In this example it's not necessary for you to track these 20
volunteers individually. Instead, you create a single Group record for the Rotary Club in Volgistics, entering Peter
Evans as the contact person for the group.
If you want to track the members of a group individually you can, however you should not create Group records
for each group member you want to track individually. Use Individual volunteer records instead.

If you want to track the names – or any specific information such as service, Checklist items, or Awards – for
each member of a group, you should track those volunteers using an Individual volunteer record for each person
instead of creating a Group record for their group or a separate Group record for each group member. You can
still link all of their records together using a Flag [_______]
pg:0212 if you want to be able to produce reports just for the
volunteers who have a specific group association.

For example, an organization has 12 people who volunteer as part of their community's Retired Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP). Even though these volunteers are part of a group, the volunteer leader wants to be able to
track the volunteer service for these people individually and give them awards individually. In this case the
volunteer leader would track each of these RSVP members using an Individual volunteer record for each person
instead of creating a Group record for "RSVP." The volunteer leader can then record volunteer service for these
12 volunteers just like they do for all other individual volunteers ( manually [_______]
pg:1569 , or through VicTouch
[_______]
pg:1778 or VicNet [_______]
pg:1724
).

Once a month, the volunteer leader must send the RSVP office a report that shows the number of volunteer
hours served by these 12 RSVP volunteers. The volunteer leader can accomplish this simply by adding an
"RSVP" flag to the Flag field in each of these 12 Individual volunteer records. Then at the end of each month
they run a Service Details report that includes only the volunteers who have the "RSVP" flag (they can even
setup this report so it runs automatically [_______]
pg:0473 at the end of each month!).
Group volunteer records differ from Individual volunteer records several ways. The differences between Group
and Individual records are explained next.
Adding Group Records
To add a new Group record manually:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
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2. Click the New volunteer button.
3. Enter the name of the group's contact person in the Name box.
4. Check "Group" in the Kind field.

Once you select Group in the Kind field, a new box appears for entering the group's information.

Enter the following information about the group.
Group name
Enter the group name.
Members
If you know how many members this group has, enter the number of people who belong to this group in the
Members field. For example, if the Downtown Rotary Club has 50 members, enter 50 here (even if not all 50
members will volunteer). You can leave this field zero if you're not sure how many members the group has.
Participation
Choose the option that you think best describes how this group will participate if they will volunteer more than
once for your organization. Volgistics uses this information when it calculates unduplicated volunteer counts
[_______]
pg:0452 on service reports.
Choose The same volunteers each time if the group will typically send the same people each time the group
volunteers. For example, if ten students from a college sorority serve once a month, and it tends to be same ten
students each time, choose "The same volunteers each time. "
Choose Different volunteers each time if the group will typically send different people each time the group
volunteers. For example, if ten employees from a large corporation located in your community serve once a
month, and it tends to always be a different 10 people each time, choose "Different volunteers each time."
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Address
Enter the address and contact information for the group contact person in the Address box.
5. Click the Save button save the new group record.

Icons
Groups and Individuals appear with different icons to help you distinguish Group records from Individual records.

Finding Group Records
Once you've added Group records to your database, you can later find and retrieve these records by the group
contact's name or by the group name.
To find by the group contact's name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the contact person's last name in the Last Name field.
3. Click the Go button to see the volunteers with that last name.
4. Click the contact person's name.
To find by the group name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the group name in the Group Name field (or you can just enter the first few letters of the group name
here).
3. Click the Go button to see the Group volunteers that match your entry.
4. Click on the appropriate group record.
Scheduling Groups
You can schedule group volunteers along with individual volunteers in Volgistics.
When you add a group to a schedule from the Schedule tab of the Group's record, you'll see an additional
Volunteers field you can use to record the number of group members who are to be scheduled. This makes it
possible for you to schedule multiple group members in a single step.
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Help topic 1197 - Scheduling groups [_______]
pg:0753 explains more about group scheduling.
VicNet for Groups
If you use VicNet, group contacts can use VicNet to self-schedule their group members, as well as to post
volunteer hours for their group online.
Since you do not track the individual group members when you use Group records, Volgistics does not provide a
way for each separate member of group to access their group's records through VicNet.
There are not currently any VicTouch features designed specifically for group contacts or group members.
Help topic 1198 - Using VicNet for groups [_______]
pg:1673 explains more about the unique features of VicNet for
Group records.
Posting Service for Groups
You can post hours and other service for groups manually from individual group records [_______]
pg:1569 , from the
Post page for multiple records [_______]
pg:1559 , or the group contact can post hours for their group online [_______]
pg:1673
using the VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 option.
When you or the group contact post hours for a group, a
Volunteers
field appears on the service record. Use the Volunteers field to enter the number of group members who
participated in the volunteer service you're posting. Volgistics uses this group volunteer count when it calculates
unduplicated volunteer counts [_______]
pg:0452 in reports.
If you choose to post the starting and ending times that volunteers serve when you post volunteer hours,
Volgistics will calculate the total hours served by the group automatically based on what you enter in the
Volunteers field. For example, if 10 members of a group all worked from 9:00 am to 11:00 am, your service entry
would look like this:

The Hours field will automatically show 20:00 hours served (2 hours each for 10 volunteers).
If you do not post the starting and ending times when you post volunteer hours, you will need to enter the total
number of hours served collectively by the group, and then enter the number of group members who participated
in that service in the Volunteers field. For example, if a group served 50 hours altogether, and there were 16
group members who each served a portion of those hours, your service entry would look like this:
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You control if starting and ending times are available for posting service with your account's settings for service
tracking [_______]
pg:1429 .
If your organization uses the VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 module, the group's leader can also sign-in and out when they
arrive and depart from your facility. With this option, the total for the group's service will be calculated
automatically. Help topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759 explains more about this option.
Including or Excluding Group Records on Reports
When you print stock [_______]
pg:0595 or custom [_______]
pg:0467 reports in Volgistics there may be times when you want a
particular report to exclude Group records, include only Group records, or include both individual and Group
records. You can do this by checking the appropriate option on the Include tab for the report.
For example, if you wanted to modify a custom Volunteer List report so it includes both individual and Group
records, you would do this by:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Click Volunteer list to expand your Volunteer list reports.
3. Click on the name of the report you want to modify.
4. Click the Modify it button.
5. Select the Include tab.
6. Under "Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?" find the Kind heading and be sure the "Both
individuals and groups" option is checked as shown here.
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7. Save or print the report.
Using Group Records with Checklist Items
If you use the volunteer Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 features, you may have some Checklist items that should apply to
both Group and individual records, or apply only to Group or individual records. Here is an example of how to
setup a Checklist item to only apply to individual volunteers:
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Click Checklists.
3. Click on the name of a Checklist item you want to change, or click the "Add a new Checklist item" link to
create a new Checklist item.
4. Under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" select "Individuals only" in the "If their Kind is" section.
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5. Finish configuring the Checklist item and then click the Save button.
Remember that Group records represent groups of volunteers who you do not track individually. For this reason
there is not a way to use Checklist items to track whether or not specific members of a group have completed a
Checklist item. If you setup a Checklist item that applies to Groups, you can use the Checklist in each Group
record to show whether or not the group contact completed that item.
Using Group Records with Awards
If you use Volgistics to track and queue volunteer awards [_______]
pg:1551 , you may have some Awards that should not
apply to Group records, should apply only to Group records, or should apply to both individual and Group
records. Here is an example of how to setup an Award to only apply to Group records.
1. Choose Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the menu.
2. Click Awards.
3. Click on the name of an Award item you want to change, or click the "Add a new award" link to create a new
award.
4. Under "Volunteers receive this award only if, select "Groups only" in the "Their Kind is" section.
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5. Finish configuring the award and then click the Save button.
Keep in mind that Group records represent groups of volunteers who you do not track individually. For this
reason there is not a way to queue or track awards for specific members of a group who serve under a Group
record. If you want to track awards for group members individually you can track those volunteers as Individuals
instead of tracking them collectively as a Group.
If you setup an Award that applies to Groups, a Group will be queued for the award when the group members
collectively meet the award requirements. For example, if you create an award which is given after 100 hours of
service, the Group will be queued for the award if 50 members of the group each serve 2 hours.
Remember that when you have an Individual record for someone that is also a member of a Group, you will need
to decide if the service applies to the Individual, the Group or both. If you want to avoid double posting the
service, be careful to exclude the person from the Group count and Group hours served if you decide to track the
individual's service separately. If the service credit should be applied to the Group, do not also post the service to
the Individual record. You can link the individuals to the Group later by using a Flag as discussed in the sidebar
on this page.
Related help
Help Topic 1990 [_______]
pg:1816 - Tracking Multiple Contacts for a Group
Help Topic 1197 [_______]
pg:0753 - Scheduling groups
Help Topic 1198 [_______]
pg:1673 - Using VicNet for groups
Help Topic 1205 [_______]
pg:0756 - Schedule Icons
Help Topic 1212 [_______]
pg:1759 - Using VicTouch for groups

VIC Tab
Help topic 1076
Added or revised 01-24-2017
The Vic tab has access information for the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 components. This
tab appears on volunteer and Coordinator [_______]
pg:0163 records even if these modules are not included in your
organization's service level. This allows you to try the modules on a trial basis [_______]
pg:0082 .
You use the Vic tab to:
• Check or change a volunteer or Coordinator's ability to access the optional modules
• Preview VicNet from the perspective of a volunteer or Coordinator
• Set a temporary VicNet password for a volunteer or Coordinator
• Send a volunteer or Coordinator a link to set her password
• See dates volunteers viewed VicTouch Greeting Cards [_______]
pg:1776
• Change a volunteer's privacy options
VicNet Access
The VicNet box at the top has a variety of purposes. The first is showing the volunteer or Coordinator's ability to
access VicNet.
Access is OK
Access is OK means that this volunteer or Coordinator has an email address and their access to VicNet has not
been disabled by you. Also in the case of volunteers, their volunteer Status is one that is allowed to access
VicNet.
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This volunteer (Coordinator) cannot currently access VicNet, for the reason(s) listed here
If access is not OK, you'll see this message and the reason(s) this volunteer or Coordinator cannot currently login
to VicNet. If you would like this volunteer or Coordinator to be able to use VicNet, simply correct the conditions
listed in this area.

Access disabled
Check the Disabled checkbox and then click the Save button if you want to prevent this volunteer or Coordinator
from being able to login to VicNet.
Un-check this box and click the Save button to permit this volunteer or Coordinator to access VicNet.

Last access was
This field shows the date and time this volunteer or Coordinator last accessed VicNet:
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If the volunteer or Coordinator has never accessed VicNet, this field will show (never):

Hint:

If you want to see the last date all your volunteers accessed VicNet, you can add the
Last access was date to the list you see when you select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . You can find
information on how to do this in help topic 1202 [_______]
pg:1381 .
Preview VicNet
Another thing you can do in the VicNet box is preview VicNet as the volunteer or Coordinator. To do this, simply
click the Preview or Mobile preview button.

This will open the person's VicNet account in a new browser window. You can learn more about previewing
records in help topic 2159 [_______]
pg:1705 .

VicNet Passwords
Finally, the VicNet box also allows you to set a temporary password for the volunteer or Coordinator, or send the
volunteer or Coordinator a link she can use to set a password. For security purposes, Volgistics never displays
the password currently established for a volunteer or Coordinator
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Set temporary password
There is not a way to send the volunteers their temporary password by email or text. So this option should only
be used when you have some other way to communicate the temporary password to the volunteer or
Coordinator.
To assign a temporary password, enter a password in the Temporary password field and then click the Save
button. Because the volunteer or Coordinator will need to select a permanent password, the temporary password
does not need to meet any password strength requirements setup for your account.

Please note:
Setting a temporary password does not replace the person's current password if they have one. If the person
remembers their current password, it will still work. If the person logs in with the temporary password, they will
need to change the temporary password to a permanent password before they can work in VicNet.
Send password reset link
You can send a link by email to the volunteer or Coordinator that can be used by her to set a VicNet password. If
the Coordinator or volunteer has opted-in to text messaging [_______]
pg:0323 , the password will also be sent by text
message. The link will only stay active for 24 hours after you send it. If volunteers or Coordinators report that
they click the link and it has expired, simply have them click the Forget your password? or Need a password?
link on the VicNet login page. This will send out a new link to the person.
To send the message with the link, click the Send Reset Link button:
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VicTouch
There is not a way for Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 to access VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 so this section will not appear on
the Vic tab for Coordinator records.
Access is OK
Access is OK means that the volunteer's access has not been disabled by you and their volunteer Status
[_______]
pg:1832 is one that is allowed to access VicTouch. You control which Status(es) volunteers must have to
access VicTouch on the VicTouch Ground Rules [_______]
pg:1511 page.
This volunteer cannot currently access VicTouch, for the reason(s) listed here:
You'll see the reason(s) this volunteer cannot currently login to VicTouch listed here. If you would like this
volunteer to be able to use VicTouch, simply correct the conditions listed in this area.
PIN number is
The VicTouch box also contains the PIN associated with that volunteer. This number, also found in the Number
field on the Core tab, is what a volunteer should enter to login at VicTouch. Help topics 2152 [_______]
pg:1856 and 2247
[_______]
pg:1015 have information on how this number is assigned and how to change the settings.
Greeting Card Status
If you have used the Greeting Cards [_______]
pg:1776 at VicTouch, this section of the VicTouch box will tell you whether
cards have been used and/or delivered to the volunteer.
Privacy
This box allows you to customize a volunteer's privacy settings on the VicNet and VicTouch schedules.
There is not a way for Coordinators [_______]
pg:0163 to appear on the schedule so this section will not appear on the
Vic tab for Coordinator records.
Allow other volunteers to see when I am scheduled.
If this box is checked, the volunteer's name will be included on the schedule at VicNet and VicTouch when the
schedule is setup to allow volunteers to see who else is scheduled. If the schedule is not configured to allow
volunteers to view the other volunteers scheduled, marking this box will not have an effect. The settings for this
are found on the VIC My Schedule Setup Page [_______]
pg:1453 .
If this box is unmarked, other volunteers will not be able to see this volunteer's name when looking at the
schedule in VicNet or VicTouch--even if the schedule is setup to allow volunteers to see who else is scheduled.
In place of this volunteer's name, it will say "Filled" next to the opening for which they are scheduled.
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How can I get a volunteer count?
Help topic 1173
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Volunteer managers sometimes need to see the total number of volunteers in their organization or the total
number of volunteers with certain characteristics. This help topic provides several options for obtaining volunteer
counts in Volgistics.
To see the number of volunteers
There is a count at the bottom of the Volunteers page. You can use this in combination with the Include options
on the Volunteers page to get counts for different kinds of volunteers. Note that by clicking the "Advanced
options" button, the user can select which volunteers are displayed by even more criteria.
In the example below, only Active Adult volunteers with the RSVP Flag will be displayed when the user clicks the
"All" link at the top of the page.

The screen generated from these selections includes a volunteer count at the bottom. As seen below, four
volunteers met the criteria entered on the Volunteers page.
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To obtain a printed list with a count
Sometimes there is a need to not only view a volunteer count, but to include it in a printed report. Here are three
ways to do so:
1. The Volunteer List report contains an option to "Include a volunteer count." Selecting this item on the report's
Options page will add a count of all listed volunteers to the bottom of the report. By choosing which volunteers
you want to include in the list report on its Include page, you can generate lists and counts of specific groups of
volunteers on the report.
2. If you want a count of the number of volunteers who performed service, both Service Details and Service
Summary reports can include an unduplicated count [_______]
pg:0452 of the volunteers who had service during the time
period included in the report. You choose to include the unduplicated volunteer count on a service report's Fields
page.

Tracking Multiple Contacts for a Group
Help topic 1990
Added or revised 10-25-2012
Use the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in the group record to store each group's main contact person's information. When
you print address labels or address lists, Volgistics uses the address on the Core tab as the group's mailing
address. Also, email messages are sent to the address stored on the Core tab. If a group has secondary
contacts, you can store their information on the Contacts tab of the group's record for reference purposes.
The first step to do this is to add a Contact Kind field entry for tracking an additional group contact. If you have
not done this already, here is how to add the entry:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Select 'Contacts tab.'
4. Click the Kind link.
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5. On the Field Properties page, enter the new kind (e.g. "Secondary Group Contact") in the 'Add a new item'
field.
6. Click the Save button.
After you have made the new Contact Kind, you can add additional contacts for your group record by:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Open the record for the group you want to add additional contacts information on.
3. Click the Contacts tab.
4. Click the Add a new contact button.
5. Select the Contact Kind you created from the Kind field dropdown list.

6. Enter the information for the secondary contact.
7. Click the Save button.

Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Help topic 1998
Added or revised 10-22-2012
In Volgistics, your account is divided into two sections--the non-archived records and the archived records.
Archived records have more limited functionality compared with non-archived records and each section is used
for different purposes. Help topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 explains more.
There are times when you may need to locate a record that has been archived. To do this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Click the "Advanced options" button under the "Include" section.
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3. Check the box next to "Archived Volunteers".

4. Click the "All" link near the top of the Volunteers page to see all of your archived records. If you're looking for a
specific record and know the volunteer's name, you can also click on the link for whatever letter starts the
volunteer's last name or use the "Find" options to locate the record.
Related help
Help Topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 - Including Archived Records on Reports
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Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Help Topic 2000 [_______]
pg:1819 - Archiving Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2027 [_______]
pg:0719 - Service Levels

Archiving Volunteer Records
Help topic 2000
Added or revised 10-05-2016
Volgistics includes an archive for storing old volunteer records that you don't currently need in the database, but
you don't want to delete altogether. For instance, you might choose to archive the record for a volunteer who has
moved away. If the volunteer returns, you can easily restore their record. If you do not mind accumulating
records for inactive volunteers, then you do not need to archive volunteer records. However, most people like to
maintain only the records they really need.
When you archive a volunteer record, Volgistics moves all information tied to the record into the archive. You
may restore archived volunteer records at any time. When you restore a volunteer from the archive, all
information except for the volunteer's schedule comes back. The schedule is not restored along with the record
because, in many cases, the volunteer's former schedule has been taken over by another volunteer since the
volunteer record was archived.
When you archive a volunteer record it is, in effect, removed from the database and moved into a storage area.
While the record is archived you cannot access or use the record the same way that you can use volunteer
records you have not archived.

• When you archive a volunteer's record, their volunteer information will no longer appear in any Volgistics
• reports, with the following exceptions: volunteer
service [_______]
pg:1581 will always appear on Service Detail
[_______]
pg:0560 and Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 reports even for volunteer records that have been archived. This
means that you can always count on
Service Detail
and
Service Summary
reports to include volunteer service even if the volunteer's record has been archived. Information from archived
volunteer records can optionally be included in Statistics [_______]
pg:0593 reports. Archived volunteer records can also
be exported using the Excel spreadsheet [_______]
pg:0513 reports. You can find more information on including
information for archived records in these reports here [_______]
pg:0442 . There is not a way to include archived volunteer
records on other reports.
• When you archive a volunteer record, the volunteer is removed from any schedules they may have been on.
• Archived volunteers cannot use VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 or VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778 .
• Archived volunteers cannot receive email [_______]
pg:0404 , text [_______]
pg:0343 or Vic Mail [_______]
pg:0315 messages sent
through Volgistics.
• Birthdays for archived volunteers do not appear on the birthday list [_______]
pg:1385 .
You should not archive a volunteer record if you want to include that volunteer in any of the functions listed
above.
When to archive volunteer records
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There is not a hard and fast rule for when you should archive volunteer records for inactive volunteers. Since the
Service Detail [_______]
pg:0560 , Service Summary [_______]
pg:0580 and Statistics [_______]
pg:0593 reports can include service data
[_______]
pg:1581 from archived records, you do not have to wait until year end service reports are complete to archive
volunteer records. Keep in mind, however, that if there is still a possibility that past hour entries will need to be
made for a newly inactive volunteer, you should not archive their record until those entries have been made. A
good rule-of-thumb might be to archive inactive volunteer records quarterly or semi-annually. Help topic 2222
[_______]
pg:0878 "Find the Volunteers with No Recent Activity" shows how you can find the volunteers who have not
had any service entries recorded on their record recently.
How to archive an individual volunteer record:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 , and then click on the letter of the alphabet that corresponds to
the volunteer's last name. The corresponding list of volunteer names appears.
2. Click on the volunteer's name. The Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 opens.
3. In Volgistics, the Status [_______]
pg:1832 shows the volunteer's relationship with your organization. Volgistics does
not automatically change a volunteer's Status when the record is archived so an archived record can have any
Status. If you rely on Statuses to track volunteers, it is a good practice to change the Status on the record before
archiving it.
4. Click the Archive button. A system prompt appears to confirm that it is okay to archive this volunteer record. (
What if I don't have an Archive button? [_______]
pg:1605 )
5. If you are certain that this is a record you would like to archive, click the OK button.
Volgistics moves the entire volunteer record into the archives--except for the volunteer's schedule, which is
deleted. When the process is finished, Volgistics displays the initial Volunteers screen.
How to archive multiple volunteer records:
1. Before you begin, select Tags from the menu and click the Clear all tags button to make sure your session
does not have any records that are currently tagged. Doing this will prevent records from being archived by
accident. If the Clear all tags button is disabled, there are not any tagged records to clear.
2. Tag the volunteer records that you want to archive. If you need help with this, see help topic 2139 [_______]
pg:1538 .
3. Select Tags from the menu.
4. In Volgistics, the volunteer Status [_______]
pg:1832 shows the volunteer's relationship with your organization.
Volgistics does not automatically change volunteer Statuses when records are archived so an archived record
can have any Status. If you rely on Statuses to track volunteers, it is a good practice to change the Status on the
records before archiving them. You can do this for all of the tagged records by selected the desired Status from
the dropdown in the Change the Status of all tagged records to section and then clicking the Go button.
5. Click the
Go
button located next to

Archive
the tagged volunteer records
. A system prompt appears to confirm that it is okay to archive the tagged volunteers. (What if I can't complete
this step? [_______]
pg:1605 )
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6. If you are certain you would like to archive the tagged records, click the OK button.
How to view the archived volunteer records:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Advanced options button if the Advanced page is not already displayed.
3. Check the Archived volunteers checkbox. This changes your view of the volunteer records so you see just the
archived volunteers. The page title changes to Archived Volunteers to let you know you're viewing the archives.
4. Use the letters of the alphabet or the All link to locate a specific archived volunteer record.
When you're finished working with the archived volunteer records, un-check the Archived volunteers checkbox
on the Volunteers page to return to the non-archived records. You can also click the Basic options button to
return to the basic page.
How to un-archive a volunteer record:
1. View the archived volunteer records as explained above.
2. Locate the archived volunteer record you want to restore.
3. Select the record and the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 appears.
4. Click the Restore button to restore the record.
5. If you changed the volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 to one that represents an archived volunteer, return it to a
different Status if appropriate.
If you wish to restore all of your archived volunteers at once, see help topic 2038 [_______]
pg:0889 .
Related help
Help Topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 - Including Archived Records on Reports
Help Topic 1998 [_______]
pg:1817 - Finding Archived Records
Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Help Topic 2001 [_______]
pg:1822 - Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2014 [_______]
pg:1832 - Tracking Volunteer Status
Help Topic 2034 [_______]
pg:1852 - How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?
Help Topic 2137 [_______]
pg:1530 - Working with Tags
Help Topic 2175 [_______]
pg:1605 - Why don't I see the "Archive" button?
Help Topic 2222 [_______]
pg:0878 - Find the Volunteers with No Recent Activity
Help Topic 2330 [_______]
pg:1893 - How to Handle Volunteer Records for Deceased Volunteers
Related Videos
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Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Help topic 2001
Added or revised 01-07-2016
You can delete archived volunteer records individually or in groups. You will normally only delete archived
records if you discover duplicates, or if you decide that there is no need to maintain the record(s) in the archives
any longer.
Deleted archived records can only be restored for 5 calendar days after they are deleted. If 5 days pass
and the record has not been restored, it will be permanently deleted from the system. There is not a way to
"un-do" the deletion at this point.
You can find information on how to restore a deleted record during the 5 day hold period in help topic 2311
[_______].
pg:1888 Please note, that there is not a way to restore the schedule for a volunteer that has been deleted. All
schedule information for the record will be lost.
There may be instances where you need to permanently delete a record before the 5 calendar day hold period
ends. If you need to do this, see the Remove a deleted archived record before the 5 day hold period ends
section at the bottom of this help topic.
When you delete an archived volunteer record, all of the data related to that volunteer – including their service
records – are completely deleted from your database. You should not delete archived volunteer records for
volunteers who have service records for the current calendar or fiscal year [_______]
pg:0062 if you want to include their
service on year end service reports.
Tip: If you want to save the data from archived volunteer records before you delete them, you can use an Excel
spread sheet [_______]
pg:0513 report to save the archived volunteer records to your own computer before you delete
them. Help topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 has more information on this.
Click a link in the Contents box below to go to a specific section of the help topic.
Contents
Delete a single archived volunteer record
Delete groups of archived volunteer records
Choosing which archived records to delete
Remove a deleted archived record before the 5 day hold period ends
Delete a single archived volunteer record
To delete a single archived volunteer record:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . The initial Volunteers screen appears.
2. If the Advanced Include options are not already displayed, click the Advanced options button.
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3. Check the Archived volunteers checkbox in the Include options. The list of volunteers will include only the
archived volunteers.

4. Use the letters at the top of the Volunteers screen, or the All link, and select the volunteer record you would
like to delete.
pg:1868 of the record. A prompt will appear to confirm that you'd like
5. Click the Delete button on the Core tab [_______]
to delete the record.
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6. If your account has the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature enabled, and the record you're deleting has documents
stored, the prompt will include an option to save or delete the documents. If you select to save the documents,
they will be available on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 in your mailbox for 5 days. If you do not save the documents
locally during these 5 days, there will not be a way to recover them.

7. If you are certain that this is the volunteer record you would like to delete, click the OK button.
When the process finishes, Volgistics displays the initial Volunteers screen.
The volunteer file will still be set to include archived volunteers only. You can continue working with archived
volunteers, or you can uncheck Archived volunteers to work with records in the non-archived section of your
database.
Delete groups of archived volunteer records
If you have access to the Setup [_______]
pg:0887 page, you can delete multiple archived volunteer records in a single
step. This is a useful capability if you want to purge multiple archived volunteer records from your database
without having to delete them individually.
To delete multiple archived volunteer records:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Select Account management.
3. Click Delete archived volunteer records.
4. Specify which archived records you want to delete (see the Choosing which archived records to delete section
below for details).
5. If your account has the VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 feature enabled, you will see an option to save or delete any
documents associated with the records being deleted. If you select to save the documents, they will be available
on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 in your mailbox for 5 days. If you do not save the documents locally during these 5 days,
there will not be a way to recover them.
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6. Click the Continue button. A confirmation screen will appear.
7. If you are certain that you want to continue (remember that if records are not restored they are permanently
deleted after 5 days), enter your Volgistics password and then click the Continue button.
Choosing which archived records to delete
If you choose to delete groups of archived volunteer records, there are four options for choosing which archived
records to delete.
Delete all archived volunteer records archived on or before…
Choose this option to delete all of the volunteer records archived on or before the date you specify. Any record
that was archived on or before the date you choose will be deleted no matter when (or if) that volunteer last
performed service. For example, if you choose this option and select the date 12-31-2015, any volunteer record
that was archived on or before December 31, 2015 will be deleted.
You can view the date that individual volunteer records were archived in the Date archived field that appears on
the History tab of volunteer records.
If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , volunteer records archived on or before the date you specify will be
deleted no matter which Site(s) a volunteer was associated with.
Delete all archived volunteer records that have a date of last activity earlier than…
A volunteer's date of last activity is the last date for which service [_______]
pg:1568 was recorded for the volunteer (if
you track volunteer service). Help topic 2259 [_______]
pg:0076 explains more about this. You can view the date of last
activity for individual archived volunteer records in the Statistics box on the Core tab [_______].
pg:1868
Choose this option to delete all of the archived volunteer records that have a date of last activity that is earlier
than the date you specify; or that do not have any date of last activity (volunteers for whom no service was ever
recorded). This choice ensures that you do not inadvertently delete archived volunteer records for volunteers
who performed service within a recent time frame.
For example, if you choose to delete archived volunteer records for volunteers whose date of last activity was
earlier than 01-01-2016, then the system will delete archived volunteer records with no date of last activity, or no
service records for dates later than 12-31-2015.
If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , archived volunteer records with a date of last activity earlier than the
date you specify will be deleted no matter which Site(s) a volunteer was associated with.
Delete all archived records that have XXXXX in the Flags field
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You can choose to delete just the volunteer records that have a specific Flag. This can be an existing Flag that
volunteer records already have on them such as if you have archived records with a Summer Interns 2015 Flag
and you want to delete just these records. Or you can create a custom Flag such as Delete this record and add it
to records in the archive that are no longer needed. To create a new Flag:
1. Select Setup [_______]
pg:0887 from the Menu.
2. Expand the Field options link.
3. Select Core tab.
4. Select Flags.
5. Add the new Flag in the Add a new item field.
6. Click the Save button behind the field name.
7. If no other Flags are needed, click the Save button at the bottom of the page.
Once the new Flag is created, you can add it to the Core tab of individual archived records. However, if you want
to use the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature to add the Flag to multiple records at once, you would need to un-archive the
records first because archived records cannot be tagged.
If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , all volunteer records with the Flag you specify will be deleted no matter
which Site(s) a volunteer was associated with.
Delete all archived volunteer records
Choose this option if you want to completely delete all of the archived volunteer records from your database.
Your account will not contain any archived volunteer records if you choose this option.
If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , archived volunteer records for all Sites will be deleted.
Remove a deleted archived record before the 5 day hold period ends
You can permanently remove a volunteer record from the database before the end of the 5 calendar day hold
period if needed. Please remember that there will not be a way to recover the record from the system if you do
this. All information associated with the record will be removed from the system and it will not be recoverable. To
remove a record before the end of the 5 day hold period:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . The initial Volunteers screen appears.
2. If the Advanced Include options are not already displayed, click the Advanced options button.
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3. Check the Archived volunteers checkbox in the Include options and then click the Show deleted volunteers
button.

4. Click the Permanently Delete button beside the record you need to remove now.
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Related help
Help Topic 2309 [_______]
pg:2016 - Delete volunteer records
Help Topic 2311 [_______]
pg:1888 - How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?

Tracking References
Help topic 2011
Added or revised 10-08-2012
You can track references for volunteers on the Contacts tab in the volunteer record. To add a new reference for
a volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate the volunteer's record.
2. Open the volunteer's record and click on the Contacts tab.
3. Click the Add a new contact button. This opens a new, blank Contact record.
4. Enter the reference information - such as name and address. You can optionally record the reference's
relationship to the volunteer using the "Relationship" field.
5. In the "Kind" field, select "Reference."
6. Click the Save button.
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If you want to track more than one reference, repeat these steps to add additional references.
If you check volunteer references, and you want to keep a record of when a particular reference was checked,
use the "Contacted" field to show that the reference was contacted. You can also enter a date in the "Verified"
field to show when the reference was checked.
If you use online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , you can ask volunteers to enter up to four references on
their application. The applicant's references will appear on the Contacts tab once you receive their application.
You can find more information on how to set this up in Help topic 1059 [_______]
pg:1346 .

Need additional dropdown list entries?
If they are needed, Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 can add more items to the "Kind," "Relationship," and
"State" dropdown list fields on the Contacts record. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains more about how to do
this.

Tracking Emergency Contacts
Help topic 2012
Added or revised 01-09-2015
You can track emergency contact records for volunteers on the Contacts tab in the volunteer record. To add a
new emergency contact for a volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate the volunteer's record.
2. Open the volunteer's record and click on the Contacts tab.
3. Click the Add a new contact button. This opens a new, blank Contact record.
4. Enter the emergency contact information you want to track. For example, you can enter just a name and
phone number, or you can also record a complete address for the emergency contact. You can optionally record
the emergency contact's relationship to the volunteer using the "Relationship" field.
5. In the "Kind" field, select "Emergency contact."
6. Click the Save button.
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If you want to track more than one emergency contact, repeat these steps to add additional contacts.
If you use online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , you can ask volunteers to enter up to four emergency
contacts on their application. The applicant's emergency contact information will appear on the Contacts tab
once you receive their application. You can find more information on how to set this up in Help topic 1059
[_______]
pg:1346 .
Need additional dropdown list entries?
If they are needed, Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 can add more items to the "Kind," "Relationship," and
"State" dropdown list fields on the Contacts record. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains more about how to do
this.

Tracking Employers
Help topic 2013
Added or revised 10-09-2012
You can track information about a volunteer's employer, or their profession, on the Contacts tab in the volunteer
record. To add employer information for a volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate the volunteer's record.
2. Open the volunteer's record and click on the Contacts tab.
3. Click the Add a new contact button. This opens a new, blank Contact record.
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4. Enter the employer information you want to track. For example, you can enter just the name of the employer,
or you can also record a complete address.
5. In the "Kind" field, select "Employer."
6. Click the Save button.

If you want to track more than one employer, repeat these steps to add additional employer records.
If you check volunteer employment records, and you want to keep a record of when a particular employer was
checked, use the "Contacted" field to show that the employer was contacted. You can also enter a date in the
"Verified" field to show when the employer was checked.
If you use online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 , you can ask volunteers to enter up to four employers on
their application. These could be past or current employers if you use these for background checks. The
applicant's employer information will appear on the Contacts tab once you receive their application. You can find
information on how to set this up in Help topic 1059 [_______]
pg:1346 .
Need additional dropdown list entries?
If they are needed, Volgistics Administrators [_______]
pg:0052 can add more items to the "Kind," "Relationship," and
"State" dropdown list fields on the Contacts tab. Help topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 explains more about how to do this.
Volgistics Administrators may also customize fields that appear on the Contact record. In the example pictured
above, the "Job Title" field was customized using the "Spare text" field on the Contacts tab. Help topic 2017
[_______]
pg:0957 explains how to customize fields.
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Tracking Volunteer Status
Help topic 2014
Added or revised 10-09-2012
An important piece of information in every volunteer record is the volunteer's status. The term "status" describes
the volunteer's overall relationship with your organization. Every volunteer record in Volgistics must have a status
selected in the Status field on the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 of the record.
You can find information on how organizations usually use the default statuses provided in Volgistics in the
Default Status Names section of this help topic. You can also customize new statuses to suit your needs. The
Customizing the Status Field section shows how to do this.
To view or change a volunteer's current Status
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Use the letters at the top of the Volunteers screen to browse for the appropriate volunteer record.
3. Select the volunteer's record. The Core tab for this volunteer appears. You'll see the volunteer's status listed in
the first section of the Core tab.
4. To change the volunteer's status, select the new status from the dropdown list.
5. Click the Save button. The volunteer record will refresh and the new status will be permanently saved.

To view or change a volunteer's Status dates
Whenever you change a volunteer's status, Volgistics automatically makes a Date entry on the History tab
showing the date the volunteer's status changed, and what status it changed to. To see the history of a
volunteer's statuses, select their History tab and view the Status entries in the Dates box.
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These automatic Date entries default to the current date (the date you changed their status). If necessary, you
can always edit these Date entries to show an earlier or later date.
It's a good idea not to delete these automatic Date entries (unless you made one by changing a volunteer's
status inadvertently) because they enable Volgistics to provide you with important information about volunteer
participation over time.
Every volunteer you track must have a volunteer status.

Default Status Names
Volgistics provides four volunteer status categories by default:
• Prospect
• Applicant
• Active
• Inactive
These categories apply well to most volunteer programs. Here's what each status category means:
Prospect
Prospective volunteers are people who have expressed an interest in volunteering, or you want to recruit.
Typically these are people who call or stop by to ask about volunteer opportunities.
Information about prospective volunteers is like gold: these individuals may be the future volunteer strength of
your agency! While not all prospective volunteers will eventually become active, many may become contributing
volunteers.
Applicant
Applicants are people who have started the process toward becoming a volunteer. Normally this means they
have submitted an application form. (Applicants differ from Prospects in that Prospects have only expressed an
interest in volunteering; Applicants have taken action toward becoming a volunteer.)
Active
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Active volunteers are those who have completed your induction process and are currently contributing members
of your volunteer force.
Inactive
Inactive volunteers are formerly active volunteers who are no longer contributing members of your force. This
category usually includes volunteers who are inactive for any reason: they moved, went back to work, resigned,
were terminated, and so forth.
It may be that if volunteers have the Inactive Status for a certain length of time, you will want to move their record
to the archived section of your database. Because archived records have more limited functionality compared to
non-archived records (they cannot receive email messages, be scheduled for assignments, login to VicNet or
VicTouch, etc.), archived records cost less on a record-by-record basis. Help topic 2000 [_______]
pg:1819 explains
more about how to archive volunteer records.

Often, volunteers start as a Prospect, then progress to Applicant, Active, and eventually Inactive status. What
prompts you to add a volunteer to the database and/or change their status is up to you. The main point is that
you should use the Status field to track a volunteer's progress toward becoming a contributing volunteer.
Tracking status in this way is important for many reasons:
• It enables you to generate mailings and lists that include only the active volunteers.
• It allows you to measure the current strength of your volunteer program. ("How many active volunteers do we
have?")
• It allows you to identify potential volunteers and encourage them to apply for a volunteer position at your
agency.
• It allows you to identify individuals who have started the application process, but may need some
encouragement to move things along.

Configuring a Default Status
The Status field always has a default value. Each time you add a new volunteer record, it starts out with this
default status. You can change the default status if you have access to Volgistics Setup [_______]
pg:0887 .
To change the default status:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field Options. A list of all the tabs in Volgistics appears.
3. Select the Core tab. A list of all the fields located on the Core tab appears.
4. Click on Status. The Field Properties window appears.
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5. Next to "Default entry," choose the volunteer status you want to appear on new volunteer records.
• If you normally track prospective volunteers in Volgistics, then set this to "Prospect" since most of the new
records you create will be for prospects.
• If you do not create volunteer records in Volgistics until after you receive an application, set this to "Applicant"
since most of the new records you create will be for applicants.
• If you only enter volunteers into Volgistics after they become active, set this to "Active" since most of the new
records you create will be for active volunteers.
6. Click the Save button.

Customizing the Status Field
If you have access to Volgistics Setup [_______]
pg:0887 , you can change the status names, add additional statuses (up
to eight), and merge statuses.
When re-naming or adding a status, remember that you should use the Status field only to describe the overall
relationship that volunteers have with your organization. Since there are more appropriate places for tracking the
following things, you should not use the Status field to track these:
• Assignments. See Help topic 1185 [_______]
pg:0193 for instructions on tracking a volunteer's assignments.
• Volunteer Types (e.g. Adult vs. Junior). See Help topic 2263 [_______]
pg:0212 for information on tracking volunteer
Types.
• Volunteer Affiliations (e.g. RSVP, Auxiliary etc.). See Help topic 2263 [_______]
pg:0212 for information on creating
Flags.
• Whether or not a record is archived. Please see the note below for more information on this.

Please note:
In some cases organizations may choose to create a status called "Archived." Giving a volunteer record a status
of "Archived" is not the same as actually placing the volunteer's record in the archived section of your database.
Records in the archived section of the database can have any of the statuses that are setup in your account.
While it might be helpful to create a status of "Archived," a volunteer record could have this status in either the
non-archived, or the archived, section of your account. See Help topic 2000 [_______]
pg:1819 for information on
archiving records.
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To customize the Status field:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select Field Options. A list of all the tabs in Volgistics appears.
3. Select the Core tab. A list of all the fields located on the Core tab appears.
4. Click on Status. The Field Properties window appears.

Add a new status
Type the new status next to "Add a new item" and click the Save button. You can create up to eight different
statuses.
Result: The new item is an option in the Status field.
Rename a status
Edit the entry you would like to change and click the Save button.
Result: Volgistics renames the entry in the dropdown list and in any record that has the corresponding entry. For
instance, if you rename "Inactive" to "Resigned," any volunteer that had "Inactive" in the Status field now has
"Resigned."
Combine one status with another
1. Determine which dropdown list item you would like to merge. Click the corresponding Merge button. The
"Merge drop-down items" window appears.
2. The screen will verify the item you chose to merge and will ask you which entry you would like to merge into.
Select the appropriate entry.
3. Click the Go button.
Please note: If the status is setup as the default status, the Merge button will not appear beside the status. If
you want to combine this status with another status, you would need to choose a different default status first.
Result: After you merge two dropdown items together, any records that had the first entry will have the second
entry you choose instead. The merged item will no longer appear as a choice in the Status field.
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For instance, if you merge "Prospect" into "Applicant," any record that had "Prospect" as their status now has
"Applicant." Prospect is no longer an option in the Status field.

Note: Several minutes may pass before the merged values appear in your database.

Delete a status
Every volunteer record must have a volunteer status. For this reason, it is not possible to delete a status
(deleting a status could potentially leave some volunteers without a status). If you have a status you no longer
need, instead of deleting it combine it with another status. This ensures that no volunteer records are left without
any status on their record. For example, if you have a status called "Moved" that you want to remove from your
system, combine it with a status such as "Inactive." Any volunteers who had the "Moved" status will be changed
to the "Inactive" status, and "Moved" will be removed from the Status dropdown list.

Adding a New Volunteer Record
Help topic 2015
Added or revised 03-04-2008
If you use on-line volunteer application forms, chances are many or all of your new volunteers will submit an
application form on-line, in which case Volgistics establishes the volunteer records for you automatically when
you retrieve new applications.
Still, there may be times when you want to add a new volunteer record to Volgistics yourself, manually. Here's
how to do this:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Click the "New Volunteer" button.
3. Enter (at least) the new volunteer's first and last name on the Core tab, then click the "Save" button.
You have now established a new volunteer record. Note that you cannot select any of the other tabs in the new
volunteer's record until you save the record for the first time.
The amount of information you initially enter for a new volunteer record is entirely up to you. Often, just the basic
information is entered on the Core tab, and then additional information is entered over time as it becomes
available.
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How do I change a volunteer's Start Date?
Help topic 2022
Added or revised 03-10-2011
A volunteer's Start date is shown on the History tab in their volunteer record. By Default, the Start date is the
date a volunteer first became active (their earliest 'active' status date).

In the example shown above, the volunteer's status was made 'active' on February 2, 2004. Therefore February
2, 2004 became their 'start date' automatically.
If you want this volunteer's 'start date' to be a date other than February 2, 2004, change their 'active' status date.
For example, suppose this volunteer actually started volunteering years earlier, on December 1, 1995. You can
change their 'active' status date to 12-01-1995 by editing their active status date entry:
1. Click the Edit button on the date you want to change.

2. In the Edit box, enter the new date.
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3. Click the Save button.
The volunteer's start date will change automatically to reflect their new 'active' status date.

Using the Start and stop date rules [_______]
pg:1017 , it's possible to customize your system so that other status dates such as a volunteer's 'applicant' date – will become their Start date. If you've customized your system this way, a
volunteer's Start date may be based on a status date other than the 'active' status date.
Related help
Help Topic 2315 [_______]
pg:1890 - Start and stop dates
Help Topic 2314 [_______]
pg:1017 - Start and stop date rules

Finding Volunteer Records
Help topic 2023
Added or revised 04-17-2017
Once you've started adding new volunteer records [_______]
pg:1878 to your database, you'll eventually want to go back
and open individual volunteer records to look-up information or add more data. This help topic explains how to
find and open records.
Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the Help topic.
Content
Controlling Records Shown
Using the Alphabetical Index
Viewing All Volunteers
Using Include Options
Find by Last Name
Find by First Name
Find by Number
Find by Email Address
Find by Group Name
Using Wildcard Search Features
Sort & Search Records
Controlling Records Shown
When you use one of the methods shown in this help topic to bring up your volunteer records, the Volunteers
page may not load all of your records initially if you have a large number of records. If the search results contain
more records than the dropdown is set to, the entry count will indicate that not all of the records are shown.
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In this case, you can advance to the next page of records by using the controls at the top or bottom of the right
hand side. Select a page number in the sequence, or click the Next link.

If you need to see and work with all records at once, select All from the dropdown on the top left side of the page.

Using the Alphabetical Index
One way to locate a volunteer record is to use the alphabetical name index located at the very top of the
Volunteers screen.
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Across the top of the Volunteers screen you'll see the letters of the alphabet. Click on the first letter of the
volunteer's last name. For example, if you're looking for George Bailey, click the "B" link to see the volunteers
whose last names begin with the letter B.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the volunteers whose last names start with the letter you selected. If
necessary, scroll down this list until you find the volunteer you're looking for. When you see the volunteer you're
looking for, click on his or her name to open the record.
Viewing All Volunteers
To view a list of all volunteer records:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the "All" link next to the letter "Z" in the alphabetical index.
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You'll see a list of all volunteers.
Using Include Options
You might want to limit your search to just certain volunteers, such those with an Active Status or just a certain
Flag or Type. You can use the fields under the Include heading to do this. Available fields include Status,
[_______]
pg:1832 Type, Flag, [_______]
pg:0212 Site, [_______]
pg:0092 Set, [_______]
pg:0858 Tags [_______]
pg:1529 and Kind [_______]
pg:1802 . The fields
you see on the Volunteer page may not include all of these options depending on your account's setup.
Here is how to use the Include options:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Locate the Include section.
3. Use the fields to limit your search to just records with the desired
Status, Type, Flag, Site, Set, Tags and/or Kind. For example, to search for just records with the Active Status
[_______]
pg:1832 , select "Active" from the Status dropdown list and leave the other fields set to "Any."

4. Click on a letter of the alphabet or the All link to see records that have the selection you made in the Include
field.
You can also use more than one Include field at a time for more advanced searches. For example, if you wanted
to find only volunteers with the Active Status who also have the "Approved Driver" Flag on their record, select
"Active" from the Status dropdown and "Approved Driver" from the Flag dropdown and then complete your
search.
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Selections in the Include fields will stay in place during your session [_______] unless they are changed. You
can either reset the field's dropdown to "Any," or click the "Clear" link underneath the fields to reset them. The
fields will reset to "Any" automatically when your session ends.
You can also fine tune your searches even more by clicking the Advanced options button that appears under
the fields. This page allows you to do things such as selecting multiple options for a field, or excluding certain
options for a field. For example, to find all records with the Active and Applicant Statuses you would set the
Status field as shown below and then click the "All" link.

Or if you wanted to find all records with either the "CPR Certified" or the "Certified Life Guard" Flags, you'd set
the Flag field as shown below and then click the "All" link.
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The "Any of these" setting functions like an or. It would bring up volunteers if they have either of the Flags. The
"All of these" setting functions like an and. Volunteers would need both Flags on their records in order to be
included in the results if this were selected.
Click the Basic options button to return to first page when you're done using the advanced search features.
Selections you make on the Advanced options page will not remain selected when you leave the page.
Find by Last Name
You can also find volunteer records by last name. To find the record for an individual volunteer by the volunteer's
last name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Enter the volunteer's last name in the Last Name field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If
you're unsure of the spelling of the volunteer's name, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this
help topic.

3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of volunteers whose last names match the name you entered. Locate
the exact volunteer you're looking for and click on his or her name to open the record. If the record does not
appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 useful.
Find by First Name
There may be times when you remember a volunteer's first name, but not their last. You can look-up volunteer
records using the volunteer's first name, too. To find the records for volunteers with a certain first name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Enter the volunteer's first name in the First Name field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If
you're unsure of the spelling of the volunteer's name, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this
help topic.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the volunteers whose first names match the name you entered.
Locate the exact volunteer you're looking for, and then click on his or her name to open the record. If the record
does not appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 useful.
Find by Number
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Some volunteer leaders use numbers to identify volunteers. If you assign numbers to your volunteers, you can
locate a volunteer by their number by:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Enter the volunteer's number in the Number field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If you
only know part of the volunteer's number, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this help topic.
3. If there is one, Volgistics displays the name of volunteer that has the number you entered. Click on the
volunteer's name to open their record. If the record does not appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291
[_______]
pg:1621 useful.
Find by Email Address
To find the record for a volunteer using their email address:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Enter the volunteer's email address in the Email field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If
you only know part of the address, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this help topic.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the volunteers whose email addresses match the email address you
entered. Locate the volunteer you're looking for and then click on his or her name to open the record. If the
record does not appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 useful.
Of course the volunteer's email address must have been recorded in their record in order for Volgistics to be able
to locate the record by email address. You enter volunteer email addresses on the Core tab [_______].
pg:1868
Find by Group Name
You can also find a group record [_______]
pg:1802 by searching for the name of the group by:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Enter the group's name in the Group Name field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If you
only know part of the name, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this help topic.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the records that match the name you entered. Locate the record
you're looking for and then click on the link to open it. If the record does not appear on the list, you might find
Help topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 useful.
Using Wildcard Search Features
If you only know part of the information for the record you're trying to locate, or are unsure of the spelling for a
search field, you can also use wildcard searches in the fields under the Find heading. Here is the way these
work:
• You can enter just the first part of the information in the field. For example, if you're looking for a volunteer
named "George Bailey" you can enter "Ba" in the Last Name field. This will bring up all records where the last
name starts with "Ba" such as Bailey, Baker, Barber, Barclay, etc. This option will work for the Last Name,
First Name, Email, and Group Name fields. However, it will not work for the Number field.
• You can use the asterisk character (*) in place of the information you do not know. This can be used at the
start, end or in the middle of the information you do know. For example, to look for a volunteer with the last
name of "Bailey," you could use "Bai*" or "*ley" or "Ba*ey". This feature will work in any of the fields including
the Number field. For example, to search for a volunteer with the number of "1234567" you could enter "123*"
or "*567" or "12*67" in the Number field. Here is an example of how this could be used to find all volunteers
with a Yahoo email domain:
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Only one asterisk character (*) will work as a replacement for information in the wildcard searches. For example,
"*ile*" in the Last Name would not work to find a record with the last name of "Bailey." Also, only the asterisk is a
valid wildcard character for the Find fields. Other characters such as a question mark (?) are not valid in this
location. However, the column headings shown in the Sort & Search Records section below do support other
wildcard characters.
Sort & Search Records
Sorting Records
When the Volunteers page shows more than one record, the page is initially sorted alphabetically according to
the volunteer's last name. To help you find certain records, you can click on a column heading to re-sort the page
according to that column's information.

For example, if the volunteer's Date of Last Activity [_______]
pg:0076 is included on this page [_______]
pg:1381 , you can sort
the page from the earliest to the most recent date by clicking the Last Activity heading. Click the heading again to
sort the page to display the most recent dates at the top and the earliest dates at the bottom.
You can even sort the page based on the information in multiple columns. For example, you can sort the page
according to the volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 first by clicking on the heading of the Status column. You can then
sort the records again according to the volunteer's Type [_______]
pg:0212 by holding down the SHIFT key on your
keyboard while clicking on the heading of the Type column. The original sorting by Status will be maintained and
then the records will be sorted by Type.
Please note: It is not possible to sort columns with icons or checkboxes such as the Tag column, or the email
validity [_______]
pg:0377 or text number validity [_______]
pg:0333 indicator columns.
Searching for Records
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There are various ways you can search for just certain records in Volgistics.
One way is to create a Set [_______]
pg:0859 to query the database based on certain conditions such as how much
service [_______]
pg:1581 a volunteer has recorded. Sets can be created based on any of the rules shown in help topic
2177 [_______]
pg:0853 . After you create the Set, you can see the volunteers the Set contains by selecting the Set from
the dropdown as shown in the Using Include Options section above.
Another way you can find certain records without creating a Set is to use the search options on the Volunteers
page. Once you have a group of records showing on the page, you can search for certain records in two different
ways. One is to use the Search box that appears in the top right corner to search the entire page.

The other is to use the search fields that appear at the top of each column. The search function looks for your
input from left to right in the field. So, for example, if you need to find a volunteer with a certain last name and
you can only remember that it starts with "Fr," enter "Fr" in the search field in the Name column to bring up all
volunteers whose last names begin with "Fr."

The more characters you type in, the more refined your search will be. To return to the un-filtered view. Just
remove the characters you entered into the search field using the delete or backspace keys on your keyboard.
You can narrow your search still further by searching for information in multiple columns. Using the example we
started above, you could narrow your search for volunteers with last names beginning with "Fr" to just those who
have the College Type [_______]
pg:0212 . To do this you would enter "Co" (or more characters if you wish) in the search
field at the top of the Type column.

If you need to skip information, or look for just certain information anywhere in the field, the search will allow you
to use some regular expressions [_______]. If you are unfamiliar with these, you may need to use a web search
or find another source of information on how to perform more advanced searches.
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Here's an example of a simple way regular expressions could be used on the page. Let's say you have a cleanup
event at neighborhood park on a street called Cherry Ridge Drive. You want to find the volunteers on Cherry
Ridge regardless of their house number. In this case, you could use the escape (\) or wildcard (*) characters in
front of "Che" in the Street column to bring up records for your volunteers on Cherry Ridge Drive.

Here is another example of using regular expressions to filter the page. Let's say you've included the volunteers'
Date of Last Activity [_______]
pg:0076 on the Volunteers page. (Help topic 1202 [_______]
pg:1381 shows how you can control
which fields appear on the Volunteers page.) You may want to filter the page to show just the volunteers who
have a blank in the field (in other words, they do not have any service information [_______]
pg:1581 recorded). To do
this, enter the regular expression ^$ into the Search field. The page will filter to show just the volunteers who do
not have a date recorded in the Date of Last Activity field. Or, if you want to do the opposite and filter the page to
just show volunteers with a date entered, enter the regular expression \d into the Search field. Now the page will
be filtered so that volunteers with a blank in the field are not shown.

Status Field Search

Because each volunteer record can only have one Status [_______]
pg:1832 , the Status search field is a dropdown list
that contains all the options for Statuses in your account instead of a text field.
Related help
Help Topic 1202 [_______]
pg:1381 - How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list
Help Topic 1998 [_______]
pg:1817 - Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 - Why can't I see or find volunteer records?
Help Topic 2311 [_______]
pg:1888 - How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?

Volunteer Record Organization
Help topic 2024
Added or revised 03-27-2017
Each volunteer you track in Volgistics has their own
volunteer record
. Volgistics stores these records in a database, and gives you a variety of ways to retrieve them--individually, in
Sets [_______]
pg:0858 , in printed reports [_______]
pg:0595 , and in spreadsheet files [_______]
pg:0513 .
A volunteer record contains information that pertains only to that volunteer and their participation with your
organization. If a couple – such as a husband and wife – volunteers, you should create an individual volunteer
record for each of them if you want to track personal information (like name and address); volunteer service;
Checklist items; or Awards for each person individually, or if you would like to include the individual in Volgistics
emails.
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Volgistics also has group records [_______]
pg:1802 that function similarly to individual records. These are designed to
be used if you need to track groups of people who serve collectively as part of a business; service or social club;
fraternal organization; or similar group. When you create a group record, that single group record will represent
all of the members of that particular group. You can record the name and contact information for a group contact
on each group record; however you do not record the names of the individual members of the group.
If you need to track personal information for each individual, but still identify service for a group, you should
create individual records and show that they belong to the group with a Flag [_______]
pg:0212 on their record.
After you've added a volunteer record to Volgistics, you can always go back to that volunteer's record to add
more information, view information, or change something. See help topic 2023 [_______]
pg:1840 for a list of the different
ways you can find volunteer records. If the record is archived [_______]
pg:0709 , you may find help topic 1998 [_______]
pg:1817
useful.
Volgistics stores the information you track for individual volunteers in a tab format. When you open a volunteer's
record (by clicking on their name in a volunteer list), you'll see one or more of these tabs:
Core
Profile
Service
Schedule
History
Contacts
Notes
Vic
Docs
Volgistics always displays the name of the volunteer whose record you've opened at the top of the Volunteer
screen, as shown here:

To move between the tabs for the selected volunteer simply click the tab you want to view.
If you don't see all of these tabs when you view volunteer records, it means that your organization's Volgistics
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 limits your Volgistics access just to the tabs you see. Don't be alarmed if this is the case!
Volunteer administrators often simplify things by limiting user access to just the areas of Volgistics used by your
organization.
Here is a summary of the kinds of information normally tracked on each tab:
Core
You'll keep basic personal information about the volunteer and their role in your organization on the Core tab
[_______].
pg:1868 The Core tab includes: volunteer name, address, telephone numbers, email address, and web site;
the volunteer's Status [_______]
pg:1832 and Type [_______]
pg:0212 ; any Flags [_______]
pg:0212 appropriate to the volunteer; their
Site [_______]
pg:0092 (if you track volunteers at more than one site); and a statistical [_______]
pg:1387 summary of their
service such as Years of service [_______]
pg:0077 and Date of last activity [_______]
pg:0076 .
Profile
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Use the Profile tab for managing each volunteer's personal demographic information: their Date of Birth and age
[_______];
pg:1861 their photo [_______]
pg:1798 ; their availability; their assignment preferences [_______]
pg:1011 ; characteristics
[_______]
pg:0033 such as skills or interests; and their email preferences [_______]
pg:0381 . There are also customizable fields
[_______]
pg:0957 for tracking additional information.
Service
The Service tab shows the volunteer's (past or current) assignments [_______]
pg:0138 in your organization, their actual
service statistics [_______]
pg:1581 (such as volunteer hours), and any mandated service [_______]
pg:1419 requirements they
may have.
Schedule
Use the Schedule tab to manage or view the volunteer's schedule [_______]
pg:0746 .
History
This is where you can view or update a volunteer's Status dates [_______]
pg:1832 , Checklist [_______]
pg:0142 (the things they
do to become a volunteer or sustain their volunteer standing), past or upcoming volunteer recognition [_______]
pg:1551 ,
and key dates such as their start and stop dates [_______].
pg:1890 There is also a message history [_______]
pg:0370 of
messages sent to the volunteer.
Contacts
Use the Contacts tab to record information about: volunteer references [_______]
pg:1828 ; emergency contacts
[_______]
pg:1829 ; the volunteer's employer [_______]
pg:1830 ; multiple addresses [_______]
pg:1875 for the volunteer; and other
significant people or organizations important to your volunteer record keeping.
Notes
The Notes tab provides a simple, open ended text field for entering narrative information related to this volunteer.
Volunteer leaders often use this space to include information gathered from volunteer interviews, and to record
notable events that may occur in the course of this volunteer's participation. Information from Comment Fields
[_______]
pg:1345 on your organization's application forms also appears here when the application is received.
Vic
The Vic tab [_______]
pg:1810 has access information for the optional VicNet [_______]
pg:1724 and VicTouch [_______]
pg:1778
components. This tab appears even if these modules are not included in your organization's service level so you
can try these modules on a trial basis [_______]
pg:0082 .

Docs
The Docs tab [_______]
pg:1630 of the volunteer record is used for electronic document storage. If an account has
VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 included in their service level [_______]
pg:0719 , documents in a variety of formats (such as PDF,
XLSX, DOCX, PNG, JPEG, etc.) can be uploaded to this tab. The tab is also used to store a PDF file of
completed online application forms [_______]
pg:0413 for new volunteers. This is available even if VicDocs is not
included in the account's service level. Help topic 2553 [_______]
pg:1319 has more information on how System Operator
[_______]
pg:0065 rights are set for the Docs tab.
Related help
Help Topic 1045 [_______]
pg:1802 - Tracking Groups
Help Topic 1998 [_______]
pg:1817 - Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 - Archived Versus Non-archived Records
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Help Topic 2000 [_______]
pg:1819 - Archiving Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2023 [_______]
pg:1840 - Finding Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2034 [_______]
pg:1852 - How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?
Help Topic 2154 [_______]
pg:1012 - Setting Tab Rights
Help Topic 2291 [_______]
pg:1621 - Why can't I see or find volunteer records?
Help Topic 2298 [_______]
pg:1877 - Adding Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2299 [_______]
pg:1878 - How Volunteer Records Get Into Volgistics
Help Topic 2309 [_______]
pg:2016 - Delete Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2311 [_______]
pg:1888 - How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?
Help Topic 2330 [_______]
pg:1893 - How to Handle Volunteer Records for Deceased Volunteers

How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?
Help topic 2034
Added or revised 03-03-2017
To un-archive a volunteer record you archived previously:
1. Select 'Volunteers' from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. If the 'Advanced' include options are not already displayed, click the Advanced options button.

3. Check the "Archived volunteers" checkbox. This changes your view of the volunteer records so you see just
the archived volunteers. The page title changes to "Archived Volunteers" to let you know you're viewing the
archives.
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4. Use the letters of the alphabet or the 'All' link to locate the archived volunteer record you want to restore.
5. Click the Restore button to restore the record.
If you would like to restore all of your archived volunteer records at once, you can. Help topic 2038 [_______]
pg:0889
explains how.

How do I track volunteer training?
Help topic 2149
Added or revised 04-04-2005
Question: How do I track volunteer training?
Some of our volunteers participate in volunteer training programs. How can I track which training programs or
classes volunteers have attended?
Answer: There are two ways you can track volunteer training using the Volgistics History tab.
For training activities that are required for certain (or all) volunteers, or that must be repeated periodically, it's
usually best to create a Checklist item for the training course and then use the Checklist to manage who has
completed the course and who currently needs to complete it. Examples of training activities you might track as
Checklist items include 'Orientation' and 'Life safety training' (because they are often a requirement for all
volunteers); and 'CPR' (because the training must be renewed periodically).
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If you track training activities using the Checklist, you can record the name of the training event, the date it was
last completed (if it was), and the date it next expires (if it expires). You can also use the Tickler to get lists of
volunteers for whom a specific training activity is due, or will soon expire.
If you choose to track your training activity using the Checklist features, you create the training events as you
would any other Checklist item.
The second way to track training is in the Dates box on the History tab. This is usually best for training events
that are not required for all volunteers and that do not need to be repeated periodically. Examples of training
activities you might track in the Dates box would be 'public speaking,' 'instructor training,' and 'crisis intervention.'
When you track training classes in the Dates box on the History tab, you can pre-register volunteers for training
events, and track whether or not they attended, and the date they attended.
These are some of the differences between using the Checklist and the Dates box for tracking volunteer training:
1. The system supports a limited number of Checklist items, but you can track as many different training events
as you would like if you track them in the Dates box.
2. Use can use the Tickler feature to manage who needs to complete a particular course when you track training
events on the Checklist, but not when you track them in the Dates box.
Here's how you track volunteer training activities in the Dates box on the History tab:
Start by adding the training activities you want to track to the 'Class Event' drop-down list on the History tab:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then select 'Field options.'
2. Select 'History tab.'
3. Select the 'Class event' field.
4. On the Field Properties page for the 'Class event' field, enter the name of a training activity in the 'Add a new
item' field and then click the Save button. Repeat this step for each different training activity you want to track.
5. Click the Save button at the bottom of the Field Properties window when you're finished adding the training
events you want to track (you can always return here and add more later).
Now you're ready to start recording training for volunteers. Here's how you would enter a training record for an
individual volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate the volunteer's record.
2. Click on the History tab for the selected volunteer.
3. If necessary, scroll down until you see the 'Dates' box. Use the 'Add' section of the 'Dates' box to add a new
training record:
a. In the "Add a" drop-down field, select 'Class'
b. In the "Event" drop-down field, select the class the volunteer attended. (If the class you want to add does not
appear in the "Event" drop down list, follow the instructions above for adding training activities to the Class Event
drop down).
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c. Enter the date the volunteer attended the class, and – if there is one – an expiration date for the training.
d. In the "Notation" drop down list select "Attended" to show that the volunteer attended the selected class.
e. Click the Save button. The new training entry now appears in the Dates box on this volunteer's History tab.

How do I pre-register volunteers for training events?
Help topic 2150
Added or revised 04-04-2005
Question: How do I pre-register volunteers for training events?
We have training events for which volunteers must pre-register by phone. How can we track these
pre-registrations, and then produce rosters to show which volunteers have registered for a given course.
Answer: You can pre-register volunteers for training events using the Volgistics History tab.
Here's how to do this using the History tab:
If you haven't done so already, start by adding the training activity you want to pre-register for to the 'Class event'
field on the History tab. For step-by-step instructions on how do this visit How do I track volunteer training?
[_______]
pg:1853 .
When a volunteer calls to pre-register:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and then locate that volunteer's record.
2. Click on the volunteer's History tab
3. If necessary, scroll down until you see the 'Dates' box. Use the 'Add' section of the 'Dates' box to add the
registration:
a. In the "Add a" drop-down field, select 'Class'
b. In the "Event" drop-down field, select the class the volunteer is pre-registering for.
c. Enter the date of the class.
d. In the "Notation" drop down list select "Registered" to show that the volunteer is registered for the class.
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Using Volunteer Numbers
Help topic 2152
Added or revised 02-14-2012
Each volunteer record has a unique number, stored in the Number field on the Core tab in the volunteer record.
This number is commonly referred to as the 'volunteer number' or the 'PIN number.'

Whether or not you use this number field is up to you. Unless you use the optional VicTouch module, there is no
reason that you must assign volunteer numbers (if you use VicTouch, there is more information about assigning
PIN numbers later in this help topic).
Some organizations assign volunteer numbers to coincide with numbered id- cards or badges, or to make it
easier for volunteers to log their hours on manual time sheets.
You do not need to use numbers for the purpose of looking-up volunteer records in Volgistics. If you choose not
to use volunteer numbers (and even if you do), you can look-up and identify volunteers by their name as easily
as you can by number.
Hiding or un-hiding the number field
If you want to use volunteer numbers, but you don't see the Number field on the Core tab, it may currently be
hidden. On the other hand, if you see the number field on the Core tab but you don't need to use it, you can hide
it.
To do this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Field options'
3. Select the 'Core tab link. This lists all of the fields on the Core tab.
4. Select the 'Number' field. This opens the Field Properties page.
5. On the Field Properties page, change the 'Hidden' field to "Yes" or "No" to suit your needs.
If you're un-hiding the number field: while you're on the Field Properties page examine the "System Operator
rights." Be sure that the Volgistics System Operators you expect to enter volunteer numbers have "View and
change" rights to the Number field.
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6. If you made changes to the Field Properties page click the Save button.
Entering volunteer numbers
If you choose to use volunteer numbers, you can either enter your own volunteer numbers or let Volgistics assign
them for you.
Volgistics will automatically assign a unique volunteer number to every new record you add if you simply leave
the volunteer number field blank on the new record. Volgistics assigns non-sequential 4 to 6 digit volunteer
numbers by default (If you use VicTouch, random numbering provides better security than sequential
numbering). You can also customize the way Volgistics assigns numbers automatically [_______]
pg:1015 .
If you want to enter your own volunteer numbers, simply enter the number of your choice in the Number field
when you add new volunteer records. Volunteer numbers may be up to 9 digits long, and they must contain
numbers only (no letter characters, spaces or punctuation). Volunteer numbers cannot have "leading zeros" (for
example, "000123" would be changed to "123").
If you enter your own volunteer numbers you must assign a unique number to each volunteer. No two volunteer
records can have the same volunteer number. If you try to save a volunteer record with a number that is already
in use, Volgistics will ask you to choose a different number before saving the record.
If you archive a volunteer record, it keeps its' volunteer number in the archive. Therefore you cannot re-use a
volunteer number that is assigned to a volunteer whose record has been archived. You can re-use numbers from
volunteer records you have deleted.
You can change the number on any volunteer record simply by entering a new number in the Number field and
then saving the record.
If you receive on-line volunteer application forms, Volgistics automatically assigns a volunteer number to each
new volunteer record. If you want to use your own numbering system, enter new numbers for these volunteer
records after you receive them.
Let Volgistics do the counting
Some organizations try to use volunteer numbering as way of determining how many records they have in their
database; or as an indicator of which Site or volunteer group a volunteer belongs to.
These schemes are not recommended because they are usually difficult to implement and maintain; and they are
almost always un-necessary because Volgistics can perform these tasks for you. Rather than trying to make
volunteer numbers do these things, you should use the built-in Volgistics features designed to do them. For
example, it's easy to get a count of the number of volunteer records [_______]
pg:1867 or Manage Site Level Access
[_______]
pg:0092 without any special volunteer numbering scheme.

VicTouch PIN numbers
If you use the optional VicTouch module, volunteers sign-in and out at VicTouch using their volunteer number
(this is often called their PIN number).
With VicTouch, there are two main ways to assign PIN numbers:
• You can let Volgistics assign volunteer numbers as you add new volunteer records, and then give these
numbers to your volunteers. This may be the easiest approach for you, however it means that volunteers will
have to learn and remember a new number (or carry it with them).
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• You can assign each new volunteer a number that you choose (either by entering a number when you first
enter their record, or by changing the number that Volgistics assigns to another number you choose).
However you choose to assign PIN numbers for VicTouch, you'll need to give each volunteer their number at
some point during their registration process (e.g. during their orientation) so they'll be able to start signing-in and
out.
Related help
Help Topic 2247 [_______]
pg:1015 - Automatic volunteer numbers

Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
Help topic 2160
Added or revised 04-18-2017
In many organizations, tracking whether the volunteer has reached adulthood is important. For example, a
festival may have jobs that only volunteers who are 21 years old can perform. Or, a hospital may have
requirements that apply to volunteers who are over 18 that do not apply to younger volunteers. Each
organization will have its own standards for the age that a volunteer is considered an adult.
There are various ways to track if the volunteer is a youth or adult, but the two most common ways are to use a
Type or a Flag [_______]
pg:0212 . The Type option allows you to create mutually exclusive categories such as Adult or
Youth. The Flag option allows you to place a Flag (such as Minor or Underage) on records to identify youth
volunteers.
Whichever method is used, Volgistics will not automatically update a volunteer's Type or Flag when the volunteer
reaches adulthood. However, this help topic shows how you can easily identify which volunteers have reached
the age threshold and need to have their record updated.
This process will only work if you include the year of birth in the Date of Birth [_______]
pg:1861 field so the system
automatically updates the volunteer's age when their birthday arrives.
Create a Set to Identify the Volunteers Who Need to Be Updated
The first step is to make a Set [_______]
pg:0858 to identify volunteers who are now at the adult age, but still have the
youth identifier. Here is how you can make this Set.
1. Select Sets from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Create a new set button.
3. Enter a name (such as Update Type to Adult) in the What would you like to call this set? field.
4. Select Their age from the dropdown list under Include volunteers in this set based on, and then click the Go
button.
5. Configure your Set rule to be Their age is 18 and older. (Use 21, or whatever age your organization considers
a volunteer to be an adult, if it is different than 18.)
6. Select Their type or Their flags (whichever method you use to identify underage volunteers) from the
dropdown list under Add another rule based on, and then click the Go button.
7. Configure your Set rule to find the youth volunteers. For example, if you have a Type called Youth, your rule
will be Their Type is Youth. Or, if you have a Flag called Minor, your rule will be Their Flags include any of these
and the box in front of Minor will be checked.
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8. Under This set has 2 rules, be sure Include volunteers in this Set only if they pass every one of these rules is
selected.
9. Click the Finished button.
Setup an Automatic Report to Show the Volunteers in the Set
Now that you have your Set, you can make a report that will run automatically every week or every month. This
will remind you to update the records, and it will show you which volunteers have had birthdays and need to be
updated. Here is how you can create this report:
1. Select Print from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Expand the Volunteer list link.
3. Select Create a new volunteer list report.
4. On the Options tab, select how you want the report to be sorted.
5. On the Fields tab, select which fields you would like on the report such as one of the name choices, and the
Type, Flag, or Date of birth fields.
6. On the Include tab, select if you'd like the report in PDF or Excel format. Then, scroll to the bottom and check
the box by This set. Select the name of the Set you created from the dropdown list.

7. On the Save tab, give the report a new name such as Volunteers to Update. Under Would you like this report
to run on an automatic schedule? select to run the report on a certain day of each month, or on a certain
weekday if you'd like the report once per week.

8. Click the Save button.
Use the Report to Update Your Volunteer Records
The report will be on the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 tab of your Volgistics mailbox on the day it is scheduled to be run. You
can now open it and use it as a resource to locate the volunteer records [_______]
pg:1840 that need to be updated. After
you change the Type on the record to be an adult, or you remove the Flag that identified the volunteer as
underage, the volunteer will not be on the report the next time it is run because they will no longer be included in
the Set.
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If you use the Type option to identify adult volunteers, you can quickly change the Type for all the volunteers that
need to be updated at once by using the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature. If you use the Flag option, you will need to
remove the Flag from each record individually. Here are the steps to change the Type for all volunteers at once
by using Tags:
1. Select Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the Clear all tags button. This will ensure that Types are not accidentally changed for volunteers who
may already be tagged in your session. If the button is grayed out, there are not any tagged records to clear.
3. Select Volunteers from the menu.
4. Select the name of the Set you created from the Set dropdown list. Be sure the other dropdown lists are set to
Any. Then, click the All link to the right of the row of letters.

5. Click the Tag button to tag all the records on the page.

6. Select Tags from the menu.
7. Select Adult from the dropdown list by Change the Type of all the tagged volunteer records to and then click
the Go button.
8. Click the Clear all tags button.
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Tracking Date of Birth and Age
Help topic 2212
Added or revised 04-19-2017
If you choose to track volunteer dates of birth, or ages, Volgistics provides fields for these on the Profile tab.
There are several ways to track dates of birth, depending upon your organization's need for this information.
If "date of birth" is required
Some organizations ask volunteers to provide their date of birth. This is often a required piece of information
needed to perform background checks or confirm that a volunteer meets the age requirements for certain
volunteer assignments.
If your organization collects complete dates of birth (month, day, and year) from volunteers, enter this date value
in the Date of birth field on the Profile tab.
If "date of birth" is not required
Some organizations prefer to track a volunteer's month and day of birth, but not their year of birth. This makes it
possible for an organization to wish volunteers a happy birthday when their birthday occurs, without asking
volunteers to reveal their year of birth (age). To enter a date of birth without the year, simply enter the month and
day in the "Date of birth" field on the Profile tab without the year. For example:
3/12 (March 12th)
5/1 (May 1st)
You can use the Birthday list [_______]
pg:1385 feature, and Birthday Sets [_______]
pg:0855 to find volunteers with a birthday in
a given week or month.
Age field
When you enter a complete date of birth (with the year) in the "Date of birth" field and then save the Profile tab,
Volgistics automatically calculates the volunteer's age. This calculated age appears in the Age field next to the
date of birth, and it is automatically updated by the system as time goes by. This means that the age displayed in
the Age field increments automatically each time the volunteer has a birthday (as long as a complete date of birth
is recorded in their record).
If you do not track dates of birth, or you choose to enter dates of birth without a year, Volgistics cannot
automatically calculate a volunteer's age in the Age field. In this case you may manually enter an age in the
"Age" field, however Volgistics cannot automatically update the age as time passes since the date of birth is not
known.
Tracking Age Categories
If your organization prefers not to collect or track volunteer dates of birth, however you need to categorize
volunteers by age group (e.g. under 18, 18 to 65, over 65), you should customize a field on the Profile tab for
these categories rather than using the "Date of birth" and "Age" fields.
To customize a field for this purpose:
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1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field options."
3. Select "Profile tab (for volunteers)."
4. Select the next unused "Spare dropdown" field. For example, if a custom name does not already appear next
to the "Spare dropdown 1" field, select that field.
5. Setup the "Field properties" page as shown in the following illustration. Use the "Add a new item" field to add
the actual age groups you want to track (in other words, you need not setup the same age categories used in the
example).

6. Click the Save button on the Field properties page.
Your profile tab now includes a field for tracking age category.
Note that if you choose to track volunteer age categories in this fashion (without entering dates of birth), the
system does not automatically advance a volunteer from one category to the next when their age changes (it
can't because the date of birth is unknown). It's up to you to maintain this information as time passes and
volunteers move from one category to the next. If you would like Volgistics to automatically track volunteer ages,
you should record volunteer dates of birth as described under If date of birth is required above, instead.
Finding records that are missing a date of birth
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If you're interested in seeing which volunteers in your database do not have a complete date of birth, you can
easily do so using a Set.
To create a Set that includes all of the volunteers without a complete date of birth (including the month, day, and
year of birth) create a new Set [_______]
pg:0859 with a rule based on "Their age" like the one shown here:

International Addresses
Help topic 2276
Added or revised 07-17-2006
If your organization has volunteers who reside in more than one country, you can configure Volgistics for tracking
international mailing addresses.
By default Volgistics will track U.S. and Canadian addresses. If you would like to track addresses outside the
U.S. and Canada, some Setup changes are needed. These are described in this help topic.
Using the Country field
Using the Country field in volunteer addresses
Volgistics includes a field for tracking 'country' as part of mailing addresses. The Country field is hidden by
default. To un-hide the Country field:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Click on the 'Core tab' link.
4. Click on the 'Country' link.
5. On the Field Properties page, set 'Hidden' to "No."
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6. The Country field uses a drop-down list, which is empty by default. You can add the country names you want
to appear in the Country drop down by entering them in the 'Add a new item" field and then clicking the Save</B
button.
When it is not hidden, the Country field appears in the Address box on the Core tab for each volunteer.
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If you use the Country field, it is not necessary for you to enter a country for every volunteer. If most volunteers
live in your home country, you can omit the country entry for these volunteers. If you enter a country as part of a
volunteer's address, it appears as part of the address on labels and lists. If you do not enter a country as part of
the address, the Country field will not be used when the address is printed.
Using the Country field in other addresses
You can also include the Country field as part of the addresses tracked on these tabs:
Contacts
Site
Place
Assignment
Coordinator
To use the Country field in the addresses on these tabs, use the Field Options settings under Setup to un-hide
the Country field on the selected tab.
Using the Country field in online volunteer application forms
If you have un-hidden the Country field for volunteer addresses using the instructions under
Using the Country field in volunteer addresses (above), then you can also add the Country field to any of your
online volunteer application forms [_______]
pg:0413 .
To add the Country field to an application form:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Online forms.'
3. Select 'Volunteer application forms.'
4. Click on the name of application form you want to add the Country field to.
5. On the form setup page, click the 'Fields' link.
6. On the 'Fields' setup page for the selected application form, use the drop-down list next to the 'Country field' to
choose the form section [_______]
pg:1340 where you want the Country field to appear (typically this will be same form
section where the other address fields appear).
7. If you want to require an entry in the Country field, check the "Required" checkbox.
8. Click the Save button.

Expanding the State/Province field
If you track international addresses, the field typically used for the state or province in the U.S. and Canada may
need to include entries for more than (or instead of) states and provinces, depending on the addressing
standards for the nations for which you track addresses. To add additional (or different) values to the State field:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
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2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Click the 'Core tab' link.
4. Click the 'State' field.
5. Use the "Add a new item" field to add each of the additional entries you want to appear in the State drop down
list.
6. Click the Save button.

Expanding the Zip/Post code field
By default, the Zip/Post code field accepts only postal codes that are properly formatted for U.S. or Canadian
addresses. If you need to track postal codes with formatting other than these, you should remove the default
U.S. and Canadian post code formatting requirement for this field.
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Field Options.'
3. Click the 'Core tab' link.
4. Click the 'Zip' field.
5. In the "Post or zip code format" field, select "No formatting"
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How can I see how many volunteer records I have?
Help topic 2282
Added or revised 12-13-2012
To see a count of the number of records in your database:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Click the "Clear" link to clear any Include options that might be set, and then click "All" link near the top of the
page to display the list of all records.

3. The number of volunteers appears at the bottom of the list.

Note: This count does not include Archived volunteer records.
If you are a Volgistics administrator [_______]
pg:0052 , you can get a count of the number of volunteer records, and the
number of archived volunteer records like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select 'Account management.'
3. Select 'Account status.' Among other things, the Account status page shows the number of un-archived and
archived records in the database.
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Core Tab
Help topic 2294
Added or revised 08-13-2014
Every volunteer's record includes a Core tab where you record their basic information such as name, address,
and other contact information. The tab also includes fields used for identifying or categorizing your volunteer
records. For example, the Status, Type and Flag fields. This help topic explains how to use the fields on the Core
tab.

Please note:
The field options on the Core tab in
your
system may differ from those shown below. Some fields appear only when you enable certain system features.
Other fields can be hidden or renamed. If your organization has custom Core tab fields not shown below, please
contact your Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 to find out how they are used for your organization.
The Core tab is organized into 5 or 6 "boxes" depending on the kind of record it is used for. Each box contains a
related group of fields. You can click a link in the Contents box below to be taken directly to the section of the
help topic that relates to a box.
Contents
Name (or Contact Name) Box
Group Box
Address Box
Flags Box
Sites Box
Statistics Box
Name (or Contact Name) Box
The fields in the Name box are for recording the volunteer's most vital information: their name, Status, Type,
Kind, and optionally a record number. If the record is for a group, the "Name" box is re-named "Contact Name."
In this case, you record the information for the primary group contact in this box. If you also need to track contact
information for secondary contacts for the group, see help topic 1990 [_______]
pg:1816 .
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Field

Purpose

Last name

Enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) last name.
It's best to use upper and lower case letters when you enter names. There's no benefit
to entering names in all uppercase letters. Entering names with proper capitalization
produces printed reports with a more professional appearance.

First name

Enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) first name.

Middle name

If it's known, enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) middle name or middle initial.

Title

Use the dropdown list to choose the appropriate title, such as Mr., Ms., Mrs., Dr., etc.
If the Title you want to select does not currently appear in the dropdown list, you can
add it in Setup. Help topic 2018 explains how to add new dropdown list items.

Nickname

If they have one, enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) preferred name or nickname.
For example, a person with the legal name of "Margaret" may prefer to go by "Peggy."
In this case you should enter "Margaret" in the First name field, and enter "Peggy" in the
Nickname field.

Number

Each record has a identification number. If you use VicTouch, this is the number the
volunteer uses to sign-in and out at the VicTouch station. Numbers are not required for
any other purpose except to identify records internally.
If you leave the Number field blank, Volgistics will assign a record number for you. Help
topic 2152 has more information about the Number field.

Status

Use the Status field dropdown list to select the volunteer's (or group's) current Status.
Help topic 2014 has more information about tracking statuses.

Type

If your organization has different types of volunteers, use the Type field dropdown list to
select the type for this record. Help topic 2263 has more information about using the
Type field.
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Kind

Volgistics can be used for both Individual and Group records.
Group records allow you to make one record in situations where you do not need to
keep track of individual volunteer data. For example if a business is sending 20
volunteers to help with a park clean-up.
If you will need to know how many service hours a specific group member contributed,
or send an email message to a specific group member, they will need an Individual
record.
Help topic 1045 has more information about when and how to use Group records.

Group Box
This box will only appear if you select "Group" in the Kind field of the Name box. The Group box is used for
recording information for the group's record.

Field

Purpose

Group name

Enter the group's name.

Members

If you know how many members this group has, enter the number of people who
belong to this group in the Members field. For example, if the Savings and Loan
Volunteers group has 20 members, enter 20 here (even if not all 20 members will
volunteer). You can leave this field zero if you're not sure how many members the
group has.
Volgistics uses the Members field along with other fields to determine unduplicated
volunteer counts on service reports. You can find more information about how this
works in Help topic 2115.
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Participation

Choose the option that best describes how this group will participate if they will
volunteer more than once for your organization. Volgistics uses this information when
it calculates unduplicated volunteer counts on service reports. You can find more
information about how this works in Help topic 2115.
Choose "The same volunteers each time" if the group will typically send the same
people each time the group volunteers. For example, if 20 group members will serve
once a month, and it will most likely be the same 20 people each time.
Choose "Different volunteers each time" if the group will typically send different
people each time the group volunteers. For example, if a large company commits to
send 20 volunteers each month, but the majority of the people will likely be different
each time.

Address Box
Use the fields in the address box to enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) mailing address, phone numbers,
email address, and web site. If a volunteer has more than one address, use the Core tab for the address where
they currently prefer to receive mail. Help topic 2296 [_______]
pg:1875 explains how to enter additional addresses for
the same volunteer. If the record is a group record and the group has secondary contacts, use the Core tab to
record the primary contact's information and the Contacts tab for the secondary contact's information. Help topic
1990 [_______]
pg:1816 explains how to do this.

Field

Purpose

Street 1
Street 2
Street 3

Enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) street address in these
fields. Street addresses can have up to three lines. Some street
addresses use just one line, such as:
123 Elm Street
Others may require additional lines. For example:
Bradford Arms Apartments
3416 North Broadway
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City

Enter the city for the volunteer's (or group contact's) address.

State/Province

Use the dropdown list to choose the volunteer's (or group contact's)
state or province.
If the state or province you want to select does not currently appear
in the dropdown list, you can add it in Setup. Help topic 2279
explains how to add new entries to the State or Province fields.

Zip/Post code

Enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) zip or postal code.

Country

Use the Country field to choose a country if needed.
If the country you want to select does not appear in the dropdown
list, you can add it in Setup. Help topic 2018 explains how to add
new dropdown list items. If you don't need to use the Country field,
you can hide it. Help topic 2017 explains how to hide fields.

Messaging

It's possible to prevent postal mail, email and/or text messages from
being sent for a record. This feature is useful in situations where you
do not want a person who has been separated from your
organization to receive mail, while still maintaining their record in
your database.
Check "No postal mail" if you want to prevent postal mail from being
sent for this record. When you check "No postal mail," this record
will not be included in any address labels you print from Volgistics.
Check "No email" if you want to prevent email messages from being
sent for this record. When you check "No email," this record will not
be included in any email you send from Volgistics.
Check "No text message" if you want to prevent text messages from
being sent for this record. When you check "No text message," this
record will not be included in any text (SMS) messages you send
from Volgistics. The "No text message" field will not appear unless
your account has enabled text messaging and the volunteer has
access to VicNet.
Note that changing a record's Status field to Inactive is generally all
you need to do to remove a person from routine mailings, email and
text messages. As long as you typically select to send mailings and
emails to only records with the Active Status. In this case, it's
normally not necessary for you to also check the "No postal mail,"
"No email" or "Not text message" checkboxes on a record. Instead,
these checkboxes are intended for situations where you want to
explicitly prevent mail, email or text messages from being sent. For
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Email

Enter the volunteer's (or group contact's) email address here. This is
the email address at which this record will receive email you send
through Volgistics. If you use VicNet, the person will use the email
address entered here to login with.
The icon that appears as a square beside the email address lets you
know if the address is known to be a good or bad email address. If
no information is available on this because messages have not been
sent to the address yet, the square appears blank or unfilled. The
color of the square indicates the address's validity. You can get
additional information by placing your cursor over the icon. Help
topic 2065 explains more about email address validity.

Web site

or volunteers who have a personal web page, or profiles on web
sites such as Facebook or Twitter, you can enter their URL address
here. You can enter the URL address for an organization's web site
here for group records.
When a valid web page address has been saved in this field, a
"Visit" link to that web page will appear next to the field if the link has
been enabled on the Web site field's properties page. To get to this
page, choose Setup from the menu, select "Field options," "Core
tab," and then "Web site." When this link is enabled, clicking on it
will take you to the URL address recorded in the Web site field.

Home
Work
Cell
Text
Fax
Pager
Other

Enter the appropriate phone numbers for the volunteer (or group
contact) in these fields. Volgistics provides fields for all common
types of phone numbers. You can change the format for phone
number fields if your geographic area uses a different format, or you
need to add phone number extensions.
The Text field will not appear unless your account has enabled text
messaging and the volunteer has access to VicNet. Because text
messaging can cost a volunteer money depending on his or her
plan, there is not a way for System Operators to edit this field. If the
phone number for this field needs to be updated, the volunteer must
opt-out of messaging and then opt-in with the new number.
The icon that appears as a square beside the Text field lets you
know if the number is known to be valid or not. If no information is
available on this because messages have not been sent to the
number yet, the square appears blank or unfilled. The color of the
square indicates the number's validity. You can get additional
information by placing your cursor over the icon. Help topic 1292
explains more about Text number validity.

Ok to call

Volunteers

Use the Ok to call checkboxes to show which of a volunteer's (or
group contact's) phone numbers are okay to call for routine
business.
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Flags Box
Use the Flags field to mark or "flag" this record for the specific category (or categories) it belongs to. To choose a
Flag, select it from the dropdown list and then click the Save button. A record can have multiple flags if it belongs
to multiple categories. The flags for a record are all listed in the Flags box, as shown here:

To remove a Flag from a record, click the orange "Delete" link next to the Flag name.
You can skip the Flag field if this record does not currently need any flags.
Help topic 2263 [_______]
pg:0212 has more information about using Flags in your account. Please note that Flags are a
permanent way to mark a record while Tags [_______]
pg:1529 are a temporary way to mark a record. Help topic 2140
[_______]
pg:1541 explains more.

Sites Box
If you use Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 , the Site box appears on the Core tab. The Site box does not appear on
the Core tab otherwise. You use the Site field to choose the Site (or Sites) this volunteer serves at. Site-Level
Operators [_______]
pg:1442 will only see volunteer or group records when the same Site is on the record as they have
on their System Operator record. Help topic 2037 [_______]
pg:0094 explains more about how to use the Site field on the
Core tab.

Statistics Box
The Statistics box on the Core tab displays key statistical information about the selected volunteer or group. You
don't actually enter anything in the Statistics box. Instead the Statistics box summarizes important statistics (such
as service hours and years of service) based on other information entered elsewhere in the volunteer's record.
The Statistics box gives you a snap-shot of this volunteer's or group's participation.

You can find information on how these fields are determined in the following help topics:
Help topic 2259 [_______]
pg:0076 - Date of Last Activity
Help topic 2261 [_______]
pg:0077 - Years of Service
You can also find information on how to customize the Statistics box in help topic 2260 [_______]
pg:1387 .
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Save button
Always click the Save button to save additions or changes you've made on the Core tab. A Save button appears
at both the top and the bottom of the Core tab for convenience. You may click either to save your entries.

Tracking Multiple Addresses (and Other Information) for the Same Volunt
Help topic 2296
Added or revised 12-13-2012
Use the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in the volunteer record to store each volunteer's mailing address. This may be a
home or a business address. When you print address labels or address lists, Volgistics uses the address on the
Core tab as the volunteer's mailing address.
If a volunteer has more than one address, such as a home address and a business address, you can store their
additional addresses on the Contacts tab in their record. You can also use this tab to store other information for
the volunteer.
To add an additional address (or other information) for a volunteer:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Open the record for the volunteer for whom you want to add additional information.
3. Click the Contacts tab.
4. Click the Add a new contact button.
5. Skip the name fields, and then select the kind of address you're entering from the Kind field dropdown. For
example "Seasonal address," "Business address," or "Home address." If your Kind field does not include these
options, see the sidebar below for instructions on how to add them.

6. Use the address fields to enter the address. Enter any other information you want to save in the appropriate
fields.
7. Click the Save button.

Managing seasonal addresses
If you have volunteers who live in your community on a seasonal basis (e.g. "snowbirds"), enter their local
address on the Core tab and their "Seasonal address" on the Contacts tab, as described above. Then when the
volunteer departs for the season, click the Swap with Core button next to their "seasonal address" on the
Contacts tab. When you click the Swap with Core button, the address, phone numbers, and "Ok to call" fields
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on the Core tab are swapped with these fields on the Contacts tab. Repeating this process when the volunteer
returns restores the local address, phone numbers, and "Ok to call" fields to the Core tab.
This technique is optional, however if you do this you can easily keep in touch with seasonal volunteers during
the periods they are away.

How to add contact kinds for additional addresses
When you use the Contacts tab to record additional addresses for a volunteer, you can use the Contact "Kind"
field to indicate what kind of additional address you're entering. For example, it might be a Seasonal address,
Business address, or a Home address. If the "Kind" dropdown list does not include these selections, you can add
them like this:
1. Choose Setup from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Select "Field Options."
3. Select "Contacts tab."
4. Click the "Kind" link.
5. On the Field Properties page, enter the address kind (e.g. "Seasonal address") in the "Add a new item" field.
6. Click the Save button.
Related help
Help Topic 1059 [_______]
pg:1346 - Contact Fields on Application Forms
Help Topic 1990 [_______]
pg:1816 - Tracking Multiple Contacts for a Group
Help Topic 2011 [_______]
pg:1828 - Tracking References
Help Topic 2012 [_______]
pg:1829 - Tracking Emergency Contacts
Help Topic 2013 [_______]
pg:1830 - Tracking Employers
Help Topic 2017 [_______]
pg:0957 - Field Setup
Help Topic 2018 [_______]
pg:0963 - Manage Dropdown Lists (Look-up Tables)
Help Topic 2294 [_______]
pg:1868 - Core Tab
Help Topic 2296 [_______]
pg:1875 - Tracking Multiple Addresses (and Other Information) for the Same Volunteer
Help Topic 8011 [_______]
pg:0610 - Volunteer Contacts List (stock)
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Adding Volunteer Records
Help topic 2298
Added or revised 06-20-2013
There are several different ways you can add volunteer records to your database. You can convert volunteer
records from other computer files, you can collect new volunteer records through online volunteer application
forms, or you can enter them manually. Help Topic 2299 [_______]
pg:1878 explains more about this.
This help topic shows you how to add new volunteer records manually.
To add a new volunteer record manually:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
2. Click the New volunteer button.

3. Enter the name and address of a new volunteer on the Core tab. Help Topic 2294 [_______]
pg:1868 explains how to
use the Core tab in detail.
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When you enter a new volunteer record, pay attention to the Status you choose on the Core tab. If you're
entering a record for a volunteer who is already active, select the "Active" Status. If you have an application
procedure for new volunteers, and the person you're entering a record for has not yet completed that procedure,
you would probably make their Status "Applicant" instead (you can change their Status to "Active" once they've
completed your application procedure).
If the record you're adding is for a group instead of an individual, refer to the
Entering and Finding Group Records section of Help Topic 1045 [_______]
pg:1802 for additional help.
4. Click the Save button to save the new record.
You've now added a new volunteer record. From here you can continue entering information on the other tabs,
and start tracking the new volunteer using features such as the Checklist. You'll learn more about how to do
these things later. You may find help Topic 2024 [_______]
pg:1849 helpful to do this.

Related help
Help Topic 1045 [_______]
pg:1802 - Tracking Groups
Help Topic 2024 [_______]
pg:1849 - Volunteer Record Organization
Help Topic 2294 [_______]
pg:1868 - Core Tab
Help Topic 2299 [_______]
pg:1878 - How volunteer records get into Volgistics

How Volunteer Records Get Into Volgistics
Help topic 2299
Added or revised 03-12-2014
Your Volgistics database will include a record for each volunteer you want to track. These are known simply as
volunteer records. You can add volunteer records to your database through any combination of...
• Data conversion from another database
• Online volunteer application forms submitted by prospective volunteers
• Manual data entry
Let's take a closer look at these three options

Data conversion
If you already have volunteer information in a computer database, there's a good chance that you can transfer
some, or all, of it directly into Volgistics using one of the three data conversion tools described here. These tools
can transfer the most common kinds of volunteer data; however, there may be some specialized data you won't
be able to transfer automatically. In some cases, you might use one of these data conversion tools to transfer the
bulk of your data, and then add the remaining pieces manually yourself.
If you're just getting started with Volgistics, and you have information you want to convert from another
database, it's best to do this before you begin collecting online volunteer application forms or entering
volunteer records manually.
Completing a data conversion before you start adding records from other sources will make it possible for you to
clear your Volgistics database and re-run a conversion again if you find you don't care for your first conversion
attempt. If you've already started adding other volunteer records, you would lose them if you cleared your
account and ran the conversion again. Note that you can clear your account of all volunteer data without loosing
setup options, System Operators [_______]
pg:0065 , and other customizations you have already made. Help Topic 2112
[_______]
pg:0890 explains more about this.
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The three conversion tools available are the Import Utility program, the Jump-Start service, and the
VolunteerWorks Conversion Utility program.
Free Import Utility
Volgistics offers a free Import Utility program you (or someone in your organization) can use to convert data
yourself. The program can read data from any tab or comma delimited text file. These are often called CSV files.
If your records are currently in a program that stores data in a format other than CSV, you may be able to export
it or save it as a CSV file, or a spread sheet file. Spread sheet files can usually be saved as CSV files.
There's more information about the free Import Utility (plus the link to download it), at
https://www.volgistics.com/Import-Utility.htm.
You run the free Import Utility program at a computer that has Microsoft Windows.
Jump-Start Service
If you would rather not run your own data conversion, Volgistics can perform your data conversion for you
through the Jump-Start service. There is a service fee (usually $500 but this depends on several factors such as
the number of different databases you want to convert). While conversions are often completed in a matter of
days, you should allow up to three weeks for a conversion under this service.
To use the service, you send your current volunteer database files to Volgistics through a secure data upload
page. Volgistics checks to make sure they can convert your data and lets you know what the conversion service
fee will be. Once you've paid the service fee, Volgistics performs the conversion and places your converted
information right into your Volgistics account.
There are some limitations to the kinds of information Volgistics can convert through this service, but it usually
allows more detailed records to be transferred than the Import Utility program. You can learn more about the
Jump-Start service at https://www.volgistics.com/jump-start-service.htm.
VolunteerWorks
If you use the VolunteerWorks program, an integrated data conversion utility for moving your volunteer data into
Volgistics is available in VolunteerWorks version 3. You can run this yourself from within VolunteerWorks and it
transfers nearly every kind of information from VolunteerWorks directly into your Volgistics account. You must
run the conversion from a computer that has an Internet connection. There is more information about how to do
this at https://www.volgistics.com/VolunteerWorks-Conversion.htm.
If you'd prefer not to perform the conversion yourself, Volgistics can complete the process for you. You can find
information on how to do this in Help topic 1196 [_______]
pg:0035 . There is no charge for Volgistics to do this for you.
Help topic 2006 [_______]
pg:0047 may also be helpful no matter which conversion option you choose.

Online volunteer application forms
Another way to get new volunteer records into Volgistics is through online volunteer application forms. Creating
an online volunteer application form with Volgistics is as easy as configuring a few setup options and then adding
a simple HTML link on your web site.
Help topic 2121 [_______]
pg:0413 explains more about how to setup and use application forms. For now, know that you
can customize online application forms to suit specific information requirements, offer web visitors links to your
application form at your own web site, and audit new application submissions before receiving them into your
Volgistics database. You can even create different application forms for different purposes (for example, one for
adult volunteers and one for youth volunteers).
Once you've elected to receive a new application, the information the applicant entered online goes directly into
your database as a new volunteer record. Volunteer records you receive this way can have a Status [_______]
pg:1832 of
Applicant so they're easily distinguished from your other volunteer records.
While you don't have to use online application forms in your account, they are a great way of gathering
information from prospective volunteers without having to enter it manually.
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Manual data entry
The last way to get new volunteer records into Volgistics is simply to add them manually. Volgistics makes data
entry quite easy. You can start by entering just basic information—such as name and address—and then add
more information [_______]
pg:1849 to the record as you collect it. Help Topic 2298 [_______]
pg:1877 explains how to enter
volunteer records manually.

Use any combination of these methods
You can use all three of these methods (or any combination of them) for getting volunteer records into your
database. For example, you might start by converting your existing volunteer records from another database.
Then you could collect new volunteer records through a combination of the online volunteer application forms (for
people who choose to apply online), and manual data entry (for people who apply in person or by way of a paper
form).
No matter how a volunteer record gets into your database—through a data conversion, an online application
form, or manual data entry—you can always add more information to the record (or edit the record) any time,
through a variety of methods.

Delete Volunteer Records
Help topic 2309
Added or revised 12-11-2015
If your Volgistics System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 rights permit, you can delete volunteer records from Volgistics
whenever necessary. You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a particular section of
this help topic.
Contents
Important Considerations Before Deleting Records
To Delete a Single Volunteer Record
To Delete Multiple Volunteer Records
Site-Level Operators and Deleting Records
Remove a Deleted Record Before the 5 Day Hold Period Ends
Important Considerations Before Deleting Records

• Deleted volunteer records can only be restored for 5 calendar days after they are deleted.
• If 5 days pass and the record has not been restored, it will be permanently deleted from the system. There is
• not a way to "un-do" the deletion at this point. You can find information on how to restore a deleted record
• during the 5 day hold period inhelp topic 2311 [_______].
pg:1888 Please note that there is not a way to restore the
schedule for a deleted record that has been restored.
• There may be instances where you need to permanently delete a record before the 5 calendar day hold period
ends. If you need to do this, see the Remove a Deleted Record Before the 5 Day Hold Period Ends section at
the bottom of this help topic.
• Any service records associated with the record you delete are also deleted. This means that any volunteer
service performed by the volunteer whose record you delete will no longer appear on any service reports, or in
the cumulative hour total for your account. The service information not appearing on reports may not matter to
you if the volunteer service associated with the record you delete has already been reported on prior year
service reports, and you no longer need a record of their service detail. For example, if the record you're
deleting only has service records through 2013, and you have already printed 2013 year end reports, deleting
service entries from 2013 or earlier may not affect future reporting. However if the record you want to delete
includes service records for the current fiscal or calendar year, you should not delete the record until after you
print any year end service reports you need (consider archiving the record until then).
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• If you want to remove a record from your database but you don't want to delete it, you can archive [_______]
pg:1819 it
instead. Volunteer service associated with archived volunteer records
will
always appear on service reports, and in the cumulative hour total for your account, even while the volunteer's
record is in the archives. Help topic 1997 [_______]
pg:0442 has more information on this.
• If you discover that you have two (or more) volunteer records for the same volunteer, you can use the
pg:1884 the records rather than deleting one of them. Records
• Combine button on the Core tab tocombine [_______]
deleted through combining cannot be restored.
To Delete a Single Volunteer Record
1. Choose Volunteers from the
2.

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

Locate the volunteer record [_______]
pg:1840 you want to delete, and then open it to the

Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 .

3. Click the Delete button near the top of the Core tab.

Operator Rights and Deleting Records
If you do not see a Delete button on the Core tab, your Volgistics System Operator rights [_______] do not
permit you to delete volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by your organization's Volgistics
Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .
4. A dialog box will appear to confirm that you would like to delete the record. If the volunteer has VicDocs
[_______]
pg:1648 documents stored, the box will have an option to download the documents when you delete the
record. When you choose this option, the volunteer's VicDocs will be placed in a zip file and sent to the In Box
[_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox. You must save the zip file to your local computer within 5 days. The
document download is deleted automatically when the volunteer's record is permanently deleted.
5. If you'd like to proceed with deleting the record, click the OK button in the dialog box. Otherwise, click the
Cancel button to close the dialog box without deleting the volunteer.
To Delete Multiple Volunteer Records
You will use the Tags [_______]
pg:1529 feature to delete multiple volunteer records. Because tags are cumulative during
your session [_______]
pg:1589 , we recommend always clearing your tags before deleting multiple records. This will
reduce the chance that records are unintentionally deleted. To clear all records currently tagged for your session,
select Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 and click the Clear all tags button. If the button appears grayed out, there
are not any tagged records to clear.
To delete multiple volunteer records:
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1. Tag the volunteer records [_______]
pg:1538 you need to delete.
2. Select Tags from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 .
3. Click the Go button beside Delete the tagged volunteer records.

Operator Rights and Deleting Records
If you do not see the Delete the tagged volunteer records option on the Tags menu, your Volgistics System
Operator rights [_______] do not permit you to delete volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by
your organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .
4. A dialog box will appear to confirm that you would like to delete the tagged records. If any of the tagged
volunteers have VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 documents stored, the box will have an option to download the documents
when you delete the record. When you choose this option, the volunteers' VicDocs will be placed in a zip file and
sent to the In Box [_______]
pg:0303 of your Volgistics mailbox. You must save the zip file to your local computer within 5
days. The document download is deleted automatically when the volunteer records are permanently deleted.
5. If you'd like to proceed with deleting the tagged records, click the OK button in the dialog box. Otherwise, click
the Cancel button to close the dialog box without deleting the volunteers.
Site-Level Operators and Deleting Records
If you use the Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 feature in your account, you should note how this affects volunteer
record deletions.
If a Site-Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442 is allowed to delete volunteer records, and they choose to delete a volunteer
record for a volunteer that serves only at their own Site, the volunteer record is deleted.
If a Site-Level Operator [_______]
pg:1442 is allowed to delete volunteer records and they choose to delete a volunteer
record for a volunteer that serves at multiple Sites [_______]
pg:0094 , the volunteer record will no longer be associated
with the Site where they have been deleted (and therefore appear to have been deleted from that Site's
database). However, the record remains in the database and it is still accessible to Site-Level Operators from the
other Site(s), as well as to headquarters level operators.
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Headquarters level operators (operators with access to "All Sites") are not subject to these restrictions even if
their account uses Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 . When a headquarters level operator deletes a record, it is
removed from the database regardless of what Site(s) the record is associated with.
Remove a Deleted Record Before the 5 Day Hold Period Ends
You can permanently remove a volunteer record from the database before the end of the 5 calendar day hold
period if needed. Please remember that there will
not
be a way to recover the record from the system if you do this. All information associated with the record (with the
exception of the zip file of downloaded VicDocs [_______]
pg:1648 documents) will be removed from the system.
The downloaded zip file of VicDocs will still be available for 5 days from the date the record was deleted even if
you permanently delete the record before this time. If you wish to permanently delete the zip file before 5 days,
follow the directions in the Deleting In Box Items [_______] section of help topic 1110.
To remove a record before the end of the 5 day hold period:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu [_______]
pg:0215 . The initial Volunteers screen appears.
2. If the Advanced Include options are not already displayed, click the Advanced options button.

3. Click the Show deleted volunteers button at the bottom of the page.
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4. Click the Permanently Delete button beside the record you need to remove now.

Related help
Help Topic 2001 [_______]
pg:1822 - Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2311 [_______]
pg:1888 - How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?

Combine Duplicate Volunteer Records
Help topic 2310
Added or revised 01-26-2016
While Volgistics has features to help you avoid the creation of duplicate volunteer records [_______]
pg:1389 , from time
to time you may find that two or more separate volunteer records have been created for the same volunteer. If
this happens, you can combine the two records into one automatically using the
Combine
button. Please note that this will delete the older of the two records and save the combined records to the most
recent record. The older record is permanently deleted from the system.
There is not a way to restore this record as you can when records are deleted [_______]
pg:1880 . (See the
How the most recent record is determined box below for information on how the system decides which record is
the most recent.)
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When you combine duplicate volunteer records, the information from both records is merged into a single record.
This includes all assignment, schedule, service (including hours), contact, and history records. However, not all
information is merged because it could potentially cause conflicting information. For example, the Status history
[_______]
pg:1832 is only kept for the record that will remain after the merge. Likewise, the history of messages received
[_______]
pg:0370 is only kept for the record that remains after the two records are combined.
If the two records happen to include any assignment, schedule, service, contact, or history records that are
exactly the same, these records will not be duplicated in the combined record.
If the two records have different information in the same field (for example, if each record has a different email
address), the entry from whichever record is more recent will be saved. You should note that a blank is
considered to be an entry because fields can be intentionally left blank. So, for example, if the most recent record
has a blank for the City field, and the older record has "Boston" for the City field, the combined record may have
a blank for the City field.
Also, you should note that if either of the two volunteer records you combine are Group [_______]
pg:1802 volunteer
records, the resulting combined record will always be a Group volunteer record (which you can change on the
Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 in the combined record if you would like to).

How the most recent record is determined

It is important to understand how the system determines the most recent record
before you combine records. To determine which record is most recent, Volgistics looks for the most recent Date
of last activity [_______]
pg:0076
.

This statistic is taken from the volunteer's last service hours recorded. So even if one volunteer record was
created more recently, if that record
does not
have any service hours recorded--its information will be replaced by the older record's information as long as the
older record
does
have service hours recorded.

In this case, if you want the newer record's information to be used, you can enter a token service entry on the
record. This will make the record show the most recent Date of last activity. Help topic 2021 [_______]
pg:1569 shows
how to enter service on a record. This service entry can be deleted after the records are combined if necessary.
To combine duplicate volunteer records
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Locate one of the duplicate volunteer records and then open it to the Core tab [_______]
pg:1868 .
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pg:1868 . This opens the Combine box. If the
3. Click the Combine button near the top of the Core tab [_______]
Combine button does not appear, see the Operator Rights section below.
4. Use the
Search by
dropdown list to select how you'd like to search for the record you'd like to combine. You can search records
according to Last Name, First Name, or Group Name [_______]
pg:1802 .
5. Start typing the last name, first name or group name of the record you want to combine with the first record
into the field to the right of the Search by dropdown list. After the second character is entered, the list of records
with matching critera will grow smaller with each additional character entered. You can select the record you
need from the list at any point.

6. Click the Combine button once you have selected the second record to combine. A confirmation dialog box
will pop-up asking if you are sure you want to continue. If you want to combine the two records, click the OK
button. If you changed your mind and do not want to combine the records, click the Cancel button.
7. If the two records being combined will have more than 50 documents on file when they are combined, the
records will not be combined yet and a Combine Documents page will appear. See the Combine Documents
section below for information on how to proceed.
Operator Rights
pg:1433 do not
If you don't see a Combine button on the Core tab, your Volgistics System Operator rights [_______]
include the ability to combine duplicate volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by your
organization's Volgistics Administrator [_______]
pg:0052 .
Combine Documents
When the two records being combined will have more than 50 documents, a page appears that allows you to
select the documents that should be kept and the documents that should be deleted.
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The most recent record's documents will be shown in the Keep these documents column on the left. Drag and
drop documents from one column to the other until you have the documents you wish to save in the Keep these
documents column. When you are finished, click the Combine button to finish combining the records.
If the number of documents in the Keep these documents column is more than 50, the Combine button will be
disabled until the column's total is 50 or less. You can easily tell when the column's total exceeds the limit
because the document count after the column heading will turn red.

Helpful Hints
1. You can often click on a document's name to open it in a new browser tab or window. This will allow you to
view the document, which can be helpful when you are deciding which column to place the document in.
2. You can save the documents in the Delete these documents column to your local computer before you
combine the records. To do this, open the document as described in hint one and then use the save feature of
the program used to view the document. Or, you can also right-click on a document's name and select Save as
or Save target as from the menu.
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How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?
Help topic 2311
Added or revised 12-08-2015
When a volunteer record is deleted, it is held for five (5) calendar days before it is permanently removed from the
system. This five day window allows a System Operator [_______]
pg:0065 to recover records that were accidentally
deleted. After the five day hold period passes, there is not a way to recover a deleted volunteer record.
Please note the following regarding restoring deleted records:

• In order to restore deleted records, the System Operator's rights must allow them to delete volunteer records.
• System Operator rights are controlled by theAdministrator(s) [_______]
pg:0052 of the account on the System
Operator Page [_______]
pg:1433 of the record.
• Only records deleted as shown in help topics 2309 [_______]
pg:1880 and 2001 [_______]
pg:1822 can be restored. Records
deleted by using the combine records [_______]
pg:1884 feature cannot be restored.
• Records are restored to their most recent location in your database. For example, records deleted from the
• non-archived section of your database are returned to the non-archived section. Records deleted from the
• archived section of your database are returned to the archived section.Help topic 1999 [_______]
pg:0709 explains
more about each section.
• If Site Level Access [_______]
pg:0092 is enabled, records are returned to the Site(s) they were associated with. This
is recorded on the Core tab of the record as shown in help topic 2037 [_______]
pg:0094 . In this case, to see a restored
record the System Operator must be assigned to "All Sites" or to one of the Sites recorded on the Core tab of the
restored record.
• Deleted records can only be restored if your account is below the capacity set by your service level [_______]
pg:0719 .
For example, if your service level allows for 500 archived records, and you currently have 500 archived records
in your database, you will not be able to restore an archived record that was deleted.
• There is not a way to restore the schedule for a volunteer who has been deleted. The volunteer is removed
from all schedule entries when the record is marked for deletion.
To restore a volunteer record that was deleted:
1. Select Volunteers from the

menu [_______]
pg:0215 .

2. If the Advanced include options are not already displayed, click the Advanced options button.
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3. Click the Show deleted volunteers button. If the record you need to restore was deleted from the archived
section of your database, check the Archived volunteers box that appears directly above the Basic options
button before clicking the Show deleted volunteers button.

4. Click the
Restore
button that appears by the record you would like to restore. If this button does not appear, your account's service
level [_______]
pg:0719 is at capacity and there is not room to restore the deleted record, or your System Operator rights
do not allow you to restore deleted records. The date the record was deleted from your database appears in
parenthesis in the same column as the Restore button.
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Start and Stop Dates
Help topic 2315
Added or revised 12-12-2006
Volgistics makes it easy to track volunteer 'start' and 'stop' dates.
By default, a volunteer's start date is the date they first become an 'active' volunteer, and their stop date is the
date they become an inactive volunteer (you can customize this using the start and stop date rules [_______]
pg:1017 ).
Volgistics records these dates for you automatically each time you mark a volunteer active or inactive: you don't
need to enter these dates manually.
To mark a volunteer's status 'active,' open their record, choose 'Active' from the status field on their Core tab,
and then click the Save button.

To mark a volunteer's status 'inactive,' open their record, choose 'Inactive' from the status field on their Core tab,
and then click the Save button.
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When you mark a volunteer 'active,' Volgistics automatically records their 'start date' as the date they became
active. When you mark a volunteer 'inactive' Volgistics automatically records their 'stop date' as the date they
became inactive.
You can see a volunteer's Start and Stop date on their History tab.

If a volunteer hasn't yet been marked active they will not have a start date, and until they're marked inactive they
will not have a stop date. Volunteers who were active at one time, but are now inactive will have both a start date
and stop date.
Each time you change a volunteer's status, Volgistics automatically records the date their status changes on their
History tab along with their other key dates. These appear just below their start and stop dates, as shown here:
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In the example shown above, the volunteer's status was initially set to 'Applicant' on January 9, 2004 when they
first submitted an application. They were made 'active' on February 2, 2004. February 2, 2004 became their 'start
date' automatically. On July 23, 2005 they left, and the volunteer leader changed their status to 'Inactive' which
made their 'Stop date' July 23, 2005 automatically.
If you want this volunteer's 'start date' to be a date other than February 2, 2004, change their 'active' status date.
For example, suppose this volunteer actually started volunteering years earlier, on December 1, 1995. You can
change their 'active' status date to 12-01-1995 by editing their active status date entry:
1. Click the Edit button on the date you want to change.

2. In the Edit box, enter the new date.

3. Click the Save button.
The volunteer's start date will change automatically to reflect their new 'active' status date.

Sometimes volunteers become inactive, but then return later. When this happens, you'll see each of their status
change dates on the History tab.
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In the example shown above, the volunteer's status was initially set to 'Applicant' on January 9, 2004. They first
became 'active' on February 2, 2004. On July 23, 2005 they became inactive, and on March 9, 2007 they
became active again. The volunteer's start date is still February 2, 2004 since that was the date they first became
active, and they do not have a stop date because they are currently active.
Related help
Help Topic 2022 [_______]
pg:1839 - How do I change a volunteer's Start Date?
Help Topic 2314 [_______]
pg:1017 - Start and stop date rules
Help Topic 2048 [_______]
pg:0841 - Find the volunteers who became active in a certain year

How to Handle Volunteer Records for Deceased Volunteers
Help topic 2330
Added or revised 06-10-2014
The best practice for handling volunteer records for deceased volunteers is this:
• If you don't already have one, create a Deceased Flag [_______]
pg:0212 and Flag the volunteer as Deceased. You
can also note the date the volunteer passed on the Notes tab of their record.
• If the volunteer was previously Active change their Status [_______]
pg:1832 to Inactive.
Archive [_______]
pg:1819 the volunteer's record.
Changing a decedent's status to Inactive will remove them from any schedules they may have been on (unless
you've changed this default setting in your account).
If the deceased volunteer performed any volunteer service during the current year, and your organization tracks
volunteer hours, archiving the record for the deceased volunteer instead of deleting it ensures that their hours will
still be included on any year-end service reports you run. Archiving the record rather than deleting it also gives
you a way to restore or examine the record in the future if there are any questions about the volunteer's
participation with your organization.
Moving the deceased volunteer's record to the archive prevents you from inadvertently sending any email, text
message or postal mail to the decedent through Volgistics.
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If you track and report volunteer service, keep the deceased volunteer's record in your archive at least until
you've completed any year-end service reports you choose to run. You may delete [_______]
pg:1822 the deceased
volunteer's record from the archive any time you deem appropriate after that.
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Additional Help Documents
System Operator Page
Help topic 1011
Added or revised 03-31-2017
In Volgistics, System Operators are the users who login to the system with the Login link located at
www.volgistics.com. The System Operator page is used to add a new System Operator, change the settings for
an existing System Operator, or delete a System Operator.
If you're not already on the System Operator page, you can get there by choosing Setup from the menu,
selecting System Operators and then clicking the Create a new operator link or the link to an existing System
Operator.
This help topic gives details on each field on the page. You can navigate directly to a specific item in the help
topic by clicking the link in the Contents box.

Contents
Basic Operator Information
Last Name
First Name
Email address
Phone number
Password & Confirm password
Operator must change their password when they login next
Time zone
Date of Last Activity

Rights
Block this operator's access to the system
Site
User level
Computers
This operator may have access to
This operator is allowed to

Email
Reply-to address
Email signature block

Basic Operator Information
Last name
Enter this operator's last name

First name
Enter this operator's first name
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Email address
Enter this operator's email address. This is the email address this System Operator will enter when they login to
Volgistics.

Phone number
Optionally enter a telephone number for this System Operator.

Password & Confirm password
Enter the password this operator will use when they login to Volgistics. Passwords are case sensitive, can be up
to 30 characters long, contain lower and upper case letters, numbers, and special characters such as $ & or ?.
For security purposes, you do not see the password as you enter it. To be sure you've entered the password
correctly, enter the same password in the Password and the Confirm password fields. Volgistics will check to be
sure you entered it the same way in both of these fields.
If the Caps Lock key on your keyboard is on, you will receive a warning message like the one below when you
start to type in the password. In this case, press the Caps Lock key on your keyboard to turn this off before
continuing.

If you enter a password that does not meet the password strength rules setup on the System Operator Ground
Rules page, you will see a message like the one below when you attempt to save the record. The message lists
the password strength rules currently in place. You will need to re-enter a password that meets each rule in order
to be able to save it.
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Operator must change their password when they login next
Check this box if you want to require this System Operator to choose a new Volgistics password the next time
they login. Checking this box when you create a new System Operator, or update the password strength rules,
forces the System Operator to select a password other than the password assigned to them when they login the
next time.
Time zone
Select the time zone for the location where this System Operator is based. In many organizations, everyone who
uses Volgistics works from the same time zone. However, in some national and international organizations,
some operators may be located in distant locations and time zones. This setting allows Volgistics to localize date
and time values for individual System Operators.
If your organization uses the VicTouch module, this setting also controls the times that will appear when the
operator views the Who's Here page.

Date of Last Activity
This field tracks when the operator logged into the account last. It can be useful to note this to see if the
operator's record is necessary in your account. If the operator is not logging in regularly, you can delete the
System Operator and then reduce your account's service level. Or, you can delete the record and then create a
new record for someone who will use it.

Rights
Block this operator's access to the system
Check this checkbox to temporarily prevent this System Operator from being able to login to Volgistics. As long
as this checkbox is checked, no one can access Volgistics using this operator's credentials. Once this checkbox
is un-checked, this System Operator can access the system with the Rights you select for them.
More Help
This help topic explains how to setup or change an operator's record to limit access to the system or the actions
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the operator can perform. You may also find help topic 2028 useful because it gives examples of how the
changes will appear for the operator, as well as more information on how to configure your account to limit
operator access.
Site
If your organization has volunteer offices at multiple Sites, and you want to limit this operator's access to just the
volunteers assigned to one individual Site, select that Site here. Otherwise, select All sites here. Volgistics refers
to an operator with access to just one Site as a Site-Level Operator.
See Site Level Access for more information about this Volgistics feature.

User level
User levels determine the degree of access a System Operator has in the Volgistics system. Every System
Operator has one of the three following user levels in Volgistics:
• Basic User
• Power User
• Volgistics Administrator
By default, Basic users and Power users have the same level of access to the system; however, you can tailor
what Power users and Basic users are allowed to do in Volgistics by granting or restricting specific tab rights
and/or field rights to these user levels.
Basic User. Choose Basic User for operators who will have basic access to Volgistics. These are typically people
who assist with data entry, but who do not perform many reporting or management functions. You can customize
which tabs Basic Users can see on the Tab Rights page and which fields they can see or change in the Field
Properties window. Please note that only Volgistics Administrators have access to the Volgistics Store with their
login credentials. However, you can give a Basic User access by giving them the accounting access code for
your account.
Power User. Choose Power User for operators who will be extensive users of the Volgistics system. These are
typically people who not only assist with data entry, but who also perform reporting or management functions.
You can customize which tabs Power Users can see on the Tab Rights page and which fields they can see or
change in the Field Properties window. Please note that only Volgistics Administrators have access to the
Volgistics Store with their login credentials. However, you can give a Power User access by giving them the
accounting access code for your account.
Volgistics Administrator. Volgistics Administrators have access to all of your account's administrative controls so
this user level should only be selected for the operator (or operators) your organization has designated as the
Volgistics Administrator. If you do not want to give an individual complete access to your database, you should
make them a Power user or Basic user. You can customize which tabs Volgistics Administrators can see on the
Tab Rights page and which fields they can see or change in the Field Properties window.
Computers
If your organization's internal network has a shared Internet connection that uses a fixed IP address (so all of the
computers on the internal network use the same public IP address on the Internet) you can create a System
Operator who is permitted to access Volgistics only when they use a computer on your internal network. These
operators would not be able to access the system from any computers outside of your internal network.
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Login allowed from any computer on the Internet. Choose this option if this System Operator is allowed to access
Volgistics from any computer on the Internet or if there is not a fixed IP address to which this operator's access
can be restricted.
When this option is selected this System Operator may access Volgistics from any computer on the Internet. This
is the default setting.
Login allowed only from computers that use one of these Internet addresses. Choose this option if your
organization has Internet access through a shared network or broadband connection that has a static (or fixed)
public IP address, and you want this System Operator to use Volgistics only from computers on your internal
network. An example of when this might be used is if you have a System Operator who only enters data while
they are in your office--and you do not want them to be able to login to the system from a computer at their home
or other site.
If you are not sure if your organization has Internet access that uses a fixed IP address, contact your
organization's computer support department or ISP. If your organization does have a fixed public IP address for
Internet access, your computer support department or ISP can tell you what that IP address is.
Permitted IP address. Enter up to two public IP addresses here. This System Operator will be permitted to login
only when they access the system from a computer using either of these two addresses. If you have just one
fixed IP address enter zeros for the second permitted IP address.
You can permit access from an entire Class A, B, or C network by entering a zero for the appropriate IP address
octets. For example, to permit access from any IP address in the range 192.168.1.1 to 192.168.1.255 you would
enter "192.168.1.0."
Caution
For security purposes, the Volgistics Team cannot remove this restriction from a System Operator under any
conditions. If you choose to impose this restriction on a System Operator, only a Volgistics Administrator from
your organization can remove this restriction or change the permitted IP addresses.
To prevent potential lock-out conditions, this restriction cannot be placed on System Operators who are
Volgistics Administrators. Volgistics Administrators can always login to the system from any Internet connected
computer.
This operator may have access to...
Each of these checkboxes corresponds to a Volgistics menu item, and they allow you to control which menu
options this System Operator can see and use. Check the menu items you want this operator to be able to use,
and un-check any you do not want this operator to be able to use. For example, if this System Operator is
someone who would not normally use the Tickler menu option, you can remove the check from the Tickler menu
item.
In most cases, it's best to check the Setup menu option only for operators whose access level you've set to
Volgistics Administrators. However, this is not required so if you may check this option for Power Users and
Basic Users if it fits your needs.
This operator is allowed to...
Choose the privileges appropriate for this operator by placing a check mark next to the privileges you want this
operator to have, and removing the checkmark from any you do not want this operator to have.
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Change their password (if it has not expired). You should normally give all operators this right, since allowing
operators to change their passwords on a regular basis can improve security. If you do not want this operator to
be able to change their password for any reason, un-check this item.
Add new volunteer records. When checked, this operator is allowed to create new volunteer records. If you do
not want this operator to be able to do this, un-check this item.
Delete and restore volunteer records. When checked, this operator is allowed to delete complete volunteer
records, combine volunteer records, and restore deleted records. If you do not want this operator to be able to do
these things, un-check this item.
Archive and restore volunteer records. When checked, this operator is allowed to archive volunteer records as
well as restore archived records. If you do not want this operator to be able to do this, un-check this item.
Change or delete existing service records. If checked, this operator can modify or delete service records (hour
entries) that were entered previously. If not checked, this operator cannot make changes to, or delete, service
(hour) records entered previously. However, they can still make new service entries.
Add new assignments. If checked, this operator can create new Assignments on the Assignments page. If this
box is not checked, this operator cannot add a new Assignment to the system.
Combine, move or delete assignments. When checked, this operator is able to combine, move, and delete
assignment records. If this operator should not be permitted to do any of these things, un-check this box.
Add or change schedule openings and schedule setup. When checked, this operator can add or change
schedule openings on your volunteer schedules, as well as add or change volunteer entries on schedules.
When un-checked, this operator can still add or change volunteer entries on schedules, but they cannot add new
schedule openings or make changes to existing schedule openings. It's a good idea to un-check this option for
people who will help manage volunteer schedules, but who are not responsible for initially establishing the
schedules.
Send email and text messages. Un-check this option if you do not want this operator to be able to use Volgistics
to send email and text messages to volunteers or Coordinators. When checked, this operator can send email
and text messages to volunteers and Coordinators.
Create or modify reports. When checked, this operator can create new Volgistics reports and modify existing
reports. When this privilege is not checked, this operator can still print existing reports, but they cannot create
new reports or change existing reports.
See Account Statistics on Welcome page. When checked, this operator will see the Account Statistics box on the
Welcome page. The Account Statistics box displays summary information such as the number of volunteers and
amount of service performed overall in your organization. The Welcome page is what first appears when you
login to Volgistics and when you choose Welcome from the menu.
See Birthday Lists on the Welcome page. If you use the birthday list feature, checking this box causes this
System Operator to see the current birthday list on the Welcome page. If this box is not selected, or you do not
use the birthday list feature, this System Operator will not see the birthday list on the Welcome page. The
Welcome page is what first appears when you login to Volgistics and when you choose 'Welcome' from the menu
.
See information popup icons (blue circles with 'i' inside). When this box is checked, this operator will see the
information icons that appear throughout the Volgistics account. An example of what the operator would see if
they place their cursor over the information icon by the Status field on the Core tab of the volunteer's record
appears below:
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The information icons are useful to new operators because they give information on how the fields and features
are used, and often have links to help topics about the item. If the operator is familiar with the system and does
not want to see the information icons, un-check this box.
See session expiration warnings. Volgistics includes a security feature that closes sessions automatically when
approximately 60 minutes of inactivity occur. You can optionally disable the alert messages warning that the
session will be expiring soon. This will not prevent the session from expiring. It will only prevent the alert
messages from appearing for the operator. You can learn more about the feature that closes inactive sessions
here.

Email
Reply-to address
Use this optional text field if email messages sent by this System Operator should contain a reply-to address
other than their login name email address (provided in the Email address field above). When this System
Operator sends email, the address entered here will be used as the reply-to address. If this field is left blank the
reply-to address will be the System Operator's email address.
Email signature block
Each System Operator can customize his or her own email signature block, which automatically appears at the
bottom of all email messages he or she sends through Volgistics. The text entered here will be used as this
user's default email signature block. When this System Operator composes a new email message in Volgistics,
this default signature will appear, but there will be an option to edit the signature for that specific message.
Click Save to save changes you've made to a System Operator record, Cancel to exit without saving your
changes, or Delete this operator to delete the selected System Operator record.
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Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries
Help topic 1027
Added or revised 06-10-2016
If you have a trial or a paid Volgistics account, we recommend that all help inquiries be sent from the Help E-mail
tab of your Volgistics Mailbox instead of by selecting Support from the menu at the top of the page at
www.volgistics.com.
There are four reasons we recommend this.
• The questions and responses will all be stored in one place so you have a quick, handy reference if you have
the same question again or you are training a new System Operator.
• The Volgistics Support Team can respond to your inquiries quicker and more accurately because the inquiries
you submit will be linked to your Volgistics account.
• You can include additional resources such as a report you have a question about or a screenshot of what you
are seeing.
• You can create follow-ups so that all the inquiries in a chain are connected. This can be helpful to the Support
Team because we will be able to see the previous inquiry so information will not need to be repeated.
Other people from your organization who have access to your Volgistics account can see your inquiries and the
responses to them in case they have a similar question. However, no one from outside of your organization, such
as volunteers and people in other organizations, can see them.
The Volgistics Support Team is available to answer your questions weekdays from 8 am to 9 pm Eastern. On
Saturday, we are available from 11 am to 4 pm. Additionally, a support team member will log in at least once
Saturday evening and three times throughout the day on Sunday. The typical response time during support
hours is between 10 and 15 minutes. When you submit your question after support hours, the team will answer it
the next time support resumes.
You can go directly to a section of this help topic by clicking a link in the Contents box below.
Contents
Send a New Help Inquiry
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Report Attached
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Screenshot or Other File Attached
Send a Follow-up Help Inquiry
Receive Responses to Help Inquires
How to Make a Screenshot
Send a New Help Inquiry
Take the following steps to get to the New Help Inquiry window:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu.
2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
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3. Click the Send an inquiry button.
Use the New Help Inquiry window fields to prepare your help inquiry.
Posted By
The name associated with the login name you used to access the Volgistics system appears here.
This is about
Choose the entry that best describes the kind of inquiry you are making.
Subject
Enter a few words to summarize your inquiry (for example "Printing mailing labels," or "Renewing my account").
Please note that this field is limited to 40 characters so any information beyond this limit will not appear on your
inquiry.
Message
Enter your question(s) here.
If you are writing about an error message you received, be sure to include the exact wording of the message and
the error number (if one was provided).
Send or Cancel
Click Send to send your inquiry, or Cancel to continue without saving or posting an inquiry.
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Report Attached
If your inquiry is about a stock or custom report you have created, it is often useful to send a copy of the report to
the team so they can refer to it when answering your question. In order for us to see the report you must keep it
on the In Box of your Volgistics mailbox. If you delete the report, we will not be able to see it.
Here are the steps to send a report along with your help inquiry:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu.
2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the Send a report inquiry button at the bottom of the page.
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4. Select the report your question is about from the list. If the report does not appear on the list, click the link
behind "If your inquiry is not about a specific report."
Use the window fields to prepare your help inquiry. If you need assistance for what a field is used for, you can
find details in the Send a New Help Inquiry section above.
Send a New Help Inquiry with a Screenshot or Other File Attached
If your inquiry is about a problem you're seeing, and you feel it will be helpful for us to see your screen, you can
send a screenshot showing what you see. If you need help making a screenshot, see the How to Make a
Screenshot section below.
You are not limited to just sending screenshots, any file you feel will be helpful for us to see can be included as
long as it is in one of the accepted formats: .doc, .docx, .gif, .jpg, .pdf, .png, .xls, or .xlsx. The file that you send
needs to be stored locally on your computer or network, or on a storage device such as a flash drive.
To send us a file to view, follow the steps in the Send a New Help Inquiry section above. Before you click the
Send button, click the Choose file or Browse button at the bottom:
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Locate the file you'd like to send, click on it, and then click the Open button.
Click the Send button to finish sending us the inquiry.
Send a Follow-up Help Inquiry
When you have an additional question, or more information, about a help inquiry that was sent previously you
should link the inquiries together. This will help the Volgistics Support Team know your inquiry is related to a
previous question and save you from needing to re-enter information. You can find more information on viewing
responses to your inquiries in the Receive Responses to Help Inquires section below.
Take the following steps to link a follow-up inquiry to a previous inquiry:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu.
2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the link to the help inquiry in the Subject column.
4. Click the Post a follow-up button.
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Use the window fields to prepare your help inquiry. If you need assistance for what a field is used for, you can
find details in the Send a New Help Inquiry section above.
Receive Responses to Help Inquiries
If you are working in your Volgistics account when a response is sent, and you are the operator who sent the
inquiry, the answer will appear in a separate browser window when you select a new item from the menu.
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If you are not working in your Volgistics account when a response is sent, we post a notice and link on your
Volgistics Welcome page to let you know. Click the Open link to be taken to the Help E-mail tab of your Volgistics
Mailbox.

All help responses are collected on the Help E-mail of your Volgistics mailbox also. You can go there to read new
responses, or review old responses. To do this:
1. Choose Mailbox from the menu.
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2. Click on the Help E-mail tab.
3. Click the link to the help inquiry in the Subject column.
Unread help responses will appear in bold print and show as New in the Reply column.

If you need to clean-up the list of inquiries and responses, you can archive items that are no longer needed. Help
topic 2231 explains how to do this.
How to Make a Screenshot
Taking a screenshot is something that is done outside of the Volgistics system so how to do it will vary
depending on what resources you have available. Below are some outside resources that may help you, but if
you need additional assistance you will need to find this on your own. For instance, by doing an Internet search
or asking a colleague.
If you have Microsoft Windows, the fastest way to capture a screenshot is with the Snipping Tool. You can find
information on this feature on Microsoft's website here.
If you do not have Windows, or cannot use the Snipping Tool, there is an additional resource here. Just click on
the tab at the top to go to the instructions for your operating system.
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Tracking Groups
Help topic 1045
Added or revised 04-28-2014

Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the Help topic.
Content
Introduction to Group Records
Adding Group Records
Finding Group Records
Scheduling Groups
VicNet for Groups
Posting Service for Groups
Including or Excluding Group Records on Reports
Using Group Records with Checklist Items
Using Group Records with Awards
Introduction to Group Records
Many volunteer programs include both individual volunteers, as well as groups such as businesses; service
clubs; and fraternal organizations that provide volunteer service. Volgistics gives you tools for tracking both kinds
of volunteers: individuals and groups. This help topic explains the difference between Individual and Group
records in Volgistics, and the features that are unique to Group records.
Each time you add a new volunteer record to Volgistics you can mark which kind of record it is: an Individual
record or a Group record. You do this using the Kind field which appears in the Name box on the Core tab in
each volunteer record.

Use Individual volunteer records when you want to track personal information (like name and address); volunteer
service; Checklist items; or Awards for a person individually, or if you would like to include the individual in
Volgistics emails and text messages.
Use Group volunteer records to track groups of people who serve collectively as part of a business; service or
social club; fraternal organization; or similar group when you cannot or do not want to track the group's members
individually. When you create a Group record, that single Group record will represent all of the members of that
particular group. You can record the name and contact information for a group contact on each Group record;
however you do not record the names of the individual members of the group in a Group record.
When entering service for a person who is a member of a Group, you will need to decide if the service applies to
the Individual or the Group. To avoid double posting the service, be careful to exclude the person from the Group
count and Group hours served if you decide to track the individual's service separately. If the service credit
should be applied to the Group, do not also post the service to the Individual record.
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Here are examples of when to track volunteers using Individual volunteer records and when to track volunteers
using a Group record instead.
Nancy Wilson visits your organization one day to express her interest in becoming a volunteer. Nancy's neighbor
is a volunteer, and what she's heard about your organization interests her. She's available to serve one day
week. Nancy is clearly an individual volunteer and you would track her information in Volgistics using an
Individual record.
Once a year your organization conducts a food drive for which hundreds of volunteers are needed to collect food
items from homes in various neighborhoods throughout your community. No special volunteer screening is
required, and a brief volunteer orientation is given to all volunteers who can help on the morning of the event.
Peter Evans, President of the local Rotary Club contacts you and offers to participate. He tells you that his club
will send twenty members on the day of the event. In this example it's not necessary for you to track these 20
volunteers individually. Instead, you create a single Group record for the Rotary Club in Volgistics, entering Peter
Evans as the contact person for the group.
If you want to track the members of a group individually you can, however you should not create Group records
for each group member you want to track individually. Use Individual volunteer records instead.
If you want to track the names – or any specific information such as service, Checklist items, or Awards – for
each member of a group, you should track those volunteers using an Individual volunteer record for each person
instead of creating a Group record for their group or a separate Group record for each group member. You can
still link all of their records together using a Flag if you want to be able to produce reports just for the volunteers
who have a specific group association.
For example, an organization has 12 people who volunteer as part of their community's Retired Senior Volunteer
Program (RSVP). Even though these volunteers are part of a group, the volunteer leader wants to be able to
track the volunteer service for these people individually and give them awards individually. In this case the
volunteer leader would track each of these RSVP members using an Individual volunteer record for each person
instead of creating a Group record for "RSVP." The volunteer leader can then record volunteer service for these
12 volunteers just like they do for all other individual volunteers (manually, or through VicTouch or VicNet).
Once a month, the volunteer leader must send the RSVP office a report that shows the number of volunteer
hours served by these 12 RSVP volunteers. The volunteer leader can accomplish this simply by adding an
"RSVP" flag to the Flag field in each of these 12 Individual volunteer records. Then at the end of each month
they run a Service Details report that includes only the volunteers who have the "RSVP" flag (they can even
setup this report so it runs automatically at the end of each month!).
Group volunteer records differ from Individual volunteer records several ways. The differences between Group
and Individual records are explained next.
Adding Group Records
To add a new Group record manually:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Click the New volunteer button.
3. Enter the name of the group's contact person in the Name box.
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4. Check "Group" in the Kind field.

Once you select Group in the Kind field, a new box appears for entering the group's information.

Enter the following information about the group.
Group name
Enter the group name.
Members
If you know how many members this group has, enter the number of people who belong to this group in the
Members field. For example, if the Downtown Rotary Club has 50 members, enter 50 here (even if not all 50
members will volunteer). You can leave this field zero if you're not sure how many members the group has.
Participation
Choose the option that you think best describes how this group will participate if they will volunteer more than
once for your organization. Volgistics uses this information when it calculates unduplicated volunteer counts on
service reports.
Choose The same volunteers each time if the group will typically send the same people each time the group
volunteers. For example, if ten students from a college sorority serve once a month, and it tends to be same ten
students each time, choose "The same volunteers each time. "
Choose Different volunteers each time if the group will typically send different people each time the group
volunteers. For example, if ten employees from a large corporation located in your community serve once a
month, and it tends to always be a different 10 people each time, choose "Different volunteers each time."
Address
Enter the address and contact information for the group contact person in the Address box.
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5. Click the Save button save the new group record.

Icons
Groups and Individuals appear with different icons to help you distinguish Group records from Individual records.

Finding Group Records
Once you've added Group records to your database, you can later find and retrieve these records by the group
contact's name or by the group name.
To find by the group contact's name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the contact person's last name in the Last Name field.
3. Click the Go button to see the volunteers with that last name.
4. Click the contact person's name.
To find by the group name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the group name in the Group Name field (or you can just enter the first few letters of the group name
here).
3. Click the Go button to see the Group volunteers that match your entry.
4. Click on the appropriate group record.
Scheduling Groups
You can schedule group volunteers along with individual volunteers in Volgistics.
When you add a group to a schedule from the Schedule tab of the Group's record, you'll see an additional
Volunteers field you can use to record the number of group members who are to be scheduled. This makes it
possible for you to schedule multiple group members in a single step.
Help topic 1197 - Scheduling groups explains more about group scheduling.
VicNet for Groups
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If you use VicNet, group contacts can use VicNet to self-schedule their group members, as well as to post
volunteer hours for their group online.
Since you do not track the individual group members when you use Group records, Volgistics does not provide a
way for each separate member of group to access their group's records through VicNet.
There are not currently any VicTouch features designed specifically for group contacts or group members.
Help topic 1198 - Using VicNet for groups explains more about the unique features of VicNet for Group records.
Posting Service for Groups
You can post hours and other service for groups manually from individual group records, from the Post page for
multiple records, or the group contact can post hours for their group online using the VicNet option.
When you or the group contact post hours for a group, a Volunteers field appears on the service record. Use the
Volunteers field to enter the number of group members who participated in the volunteer service you're posting.
Volgistics uses this group volunteer count when it calculates unduplicated volunteer counts in reports.
If you choose to post the starting and ending times that volunteers serve when you post volunteer hours,
Volgistics will calculate the total hours served by the group automatically based on what you enter in the
Volunteers field. For example, if 10 members of a group all worked from 9:00 am to 11:00 am, your service entry
would look like this:

The Hours field will automatically show 20:00 hours served (2 hours each for 10 volunteers).
If you do not post the starting and ending times when you post volunteer hours, you will need to enter the total
number of hours served collectively by the group, and then enter the number of group members who participated
in that service in the Volunteers field. For example, if a group served 50 hours altogether, and there were 16
group members who each served a portion of those hours, your service entry would look like this:
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You control if starting and ending times are available for posting service with your account's settings for service
tracking.
If your organization uses the VicTouch module, the group's leader can also sign-in and out when they arrive and
depart from your facility. With this option, the total for the group's service will be calculated automatically. Help
topic 1212 explains more about this option.
Including or Excluding Group Records on Reports
When you print stock or custom reports in Volgistics there may be times when you want a particular report to
exclude Group records, include only Group records, or include both individual and Group records. You can do
this by checking the appropriate option on the Include tab for the report.
For example, if you wanted to modify a custom Volunteer List report so it includes both individual and Group
records, you would do this by:
1. Choose Print from the menu.
2. Click Volunteer list to expand your Volunteer list reports.
3. Click on the name of the report you want to modify.
4. Click the Modify it button.
5. Select the Include tab.
6. Under "Which volunteers do you want to include in this report?" find the Kind heading and be sure the "Both
individuals and groups" option is checked as shown here.
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7. Save or print the report.
Using Group Records with Checklist Items
If you use the volunteer Checklist features, you may have some Checklist items that should apply to both Group
and individual records, or apply only to Group or individual records. Here is an example of how to setup a
Checklist item to only apply to individual volunteers:
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click Checklists.
3. Click on the name of a Checklist item you want to change, or click the "Add a new Checklist item" link to
create a new Checklist item.
4. Under "Which volunteers should this item apply to?" select "Individuals only" in the "If their Kind is" section.
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5. Finish configuring the Checklist item and then click the Save button.
Remember that Group records represent groups of volunteers who you do not track individually. For this reason
there is not a way to use Checklist items to track whether or not specific members of a group have completed a
Checklist item. If you setup a Checklist item that applies to Groups, you can use the Checklist in each Group
record to show whether or not the group contact completed that item.
Using Group Records with Awards
If you use Volgistics to track and queue volunteer awards, you may have some Awards that should not apply to
Group records, should apply only to Group records, or should apply to both individual and Group records. Here is
an example of how to setup an Award to only apply to Group records.
1. Choose Setup from the menu.
2. Click Awards.
3. Click on the name of an Award item you want to change, or click the "Add a new award" link to create a new
award.
4. Under "Volunteers receive this award only if, select "Groups only" in the "Their Kind is" section.
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5. Finish configuring the award and then click the Save button.
Keep in mind that Group records represent groups of volunteers who you do not track individually. For this
reason there is not a way to queue or track awards for specific members of a group who serve under a Group
record. If you want to track awards for group members individually you can track those volunteers as Individuals
instead of tracking them collectively as a Group.
If you setup an Award that applies to Groups, a Group will be queued for the award when the group members
collectively meet the award requirements. For example, if you create an award which is given after 100 hours of
service, the Group will be queued for the award if 50 members of the group each serve 2 hours.
Remember that when you have an Individual record for someone that is also a member of a Group, you will need
to decide if the service applies to the Individual, the Group or both. If you want to avoid double posting the
service, be careful to exclude the person from the Group count and Group hours served if you decide to track the
individual's service separately. If the service credit should be applied to the Group, do not also post the service to
the Individual record. You can link the individuals to the Group later by using a Flag as discussed in the sidebar
on this page.
Related help
Help Topic 1990 - Tracking Multiple Contacts for a Group
Help Topic 1197 - Scheduling groups
Help Topic 1198 - Using VicNet for groups
Help Topic 1205 - Schedule Icons
Help Topic 1212 - Using VicTouch for groups

Mailbox In Box Tab
Help topic 1110
Added or revised 07-21-2016
The Mailbox's In Box tab is the tab initially displayed after you select Mailbox from the menu. The In Box tab is
used for managing incoming messages such as reports, alerts, and document zip files. Messages are identified
by kind, format, date received, subject, and the System Operator to whom they were directed.
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This help topic reviews some of the basic features of the In Box tab. You can click on a link in the Contents box
below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Capacity
Alerts
Downloads
Reports
Upload Alerts
Saving Reports Locally
Refreshing the In Box Tab
Sorting the In Box Tab
Deleting In Box Items
Site Level Access and the In Box Tab
Capacity
The In Box tab is not intended for long term storage. These rules apply to how long items remain on the In Box
tab:
•
•
•
•
•

Alerts are deleted from the In Box tab 180 days after they are received.
Downloads of documents are deleted from the In Box tab 5 days after they are received.
Reports are deleted from the In Box tab 25 months after they are generated.
Upload Alerts are deleted from the In Box tab 5 days after they are received.
System Operators are limited to 12 reports each. Once the 12 report limit is reached, when the operator
generates a new report the oldest report run by the operator is automatically deleted.

If you need to save an item such as a report or download, you will need to save it to your local computer,
network, or storage device before it is deleted. To save reports on your local system, see the Saving Reports
Locally section of this help topic. To save a download of documents, see the Downloads section of this help
topic.
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Alerts
Alerts received on the In Box tab are identified with the following icon:

Depending on your account setup, you could receive five different types of alert messages. These are generated
for the following events:
• Subject: New application. Alerts generated when an applicant submits an online application form. Help topic
1053 shows how to add these alerts.
• Subject: Schedule change (added). Alerts generated when a volunteer adds him or herself to the schedule
through Vic self-scheduling. For information on adding these alerts, see Help topic 2172.
• Subject: Schedule change (removed). Alerts generated when a volunteer removes him or herself from the
schedule through Vic self-scheduling. For information on adding these alerts, see Help topic 2172
• Subject: Declined messages. Alerts generated when a Coordinator or volunteer opts-out of all email
communication and text messages from your organization through the link at the bottom of an email message.
For information on adding these alerts for volunteers, see help topic 1068. For information on adding these
alerts for Coordinators, see help topic 1025.
• Subject: Opt-out of text messaging. Alerts generated when a Coordinator or volunteer opts-out of text
messaging by texting STOP or changing their selection in VicNet.
Downloads
Zip files of downloaded VicDocs documents may be received on the In Box when a System Operator performs
an action such as deleting a volunteer record or deleting a Site, Place or Assignment record. The zip files allow
you to save the documents associated with records that are deleted from your Volgistics account.
Downloads are identified with the following icon:

The first part of the Subject of the download message shows the type of record that was deleted, and the second
part of the subject has the name of the record that was deleted. The chart below shows the abbreviations used
for the types of records:
Abbreviation

Record Type

Asgmnt

Assignment

Coord

Coordinator

Place

Place

Site

Site

Vol

Volunteer
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The zip files for downloads are only kept in Volgistics for 5 days so if you wish to keep the download of
documents you will need to save the file locally before it is deleted. In most cases, you can do this by simply
clicking on the Subject of the notification. Another option to download the file is to right-click on the Subject of the
notification and then select "Save link as. . .", "Save target as . . ." or "Save as . . ." from the menu.
Reports
Reports received on the In Box tab can be in Microsoft Excel format, or PDF format. Excel files appear with the
following icon:

PDF files are identified with the icon shown below:

You can find information on how to print reports, plus a listing of pre-made reports, in help topic 2104 "Stock
Reports." You can also customize your reports in Volgistics. You can find information on this in help topic 2223
"Creating Custom Reports."
If you have requested a report and the system is still working to compile the information, you will see a message
by the Refresh button indicating there is a report pending. This message will indicate how many reports are
currently pending for your entire account.

These could be reports initiated by a Site Level Operator other than yourself so you may not actually see the
reports on the In Box tab when they are completed. The Site Level Access and the In Box Tab section below
explains more about this. If you remain on the In Box tab, you will need to Refresh the tab to see pending reports
that have completed since you visited the tab.
Upload Alerts
When you upload VicDocs files, the system scans the document to check for viruses. If the scan shows a file
may have a virus, the document is deleted to protect the system. When this occurs, you will receive an Upload
Alert on the In Box tab. Upload Alerts are identified with the icon shown below:
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The Subject of the alert shows the name of the file that was infected. Click on the Subject to learn more about
the Docs tab where the upload attempt was made. The following help topics have more information about the
Docs tabs where documents can be uploaded:
Help Topic 2548 - Docs Tab (Volunteer Records)
Help Topic 2549 - Docs Tab (Coordinator Records)
Help Topic 2550 - Docs Tab (Site, Place & Assignment Records)
Saving Reports Locally
As noted in the Capacity section of this help topic, the In Box tab is not intended for the long term storage. To
save a report to your local computer (or flash drive or other storage medium), right-click on the Subject of the
report on the In Box tab and then select "Save target as...," "Save link as..." or "Save as...." from the prompt.

Then follow the steps to save the file to a local storage location. You can also save reports by opening them in
Excel or Adobe Reader and then using the program to save the report. Help topic 2106 explains more about how
to do this.
There is not a way to save Alerts locally without copying and pasting them into a spreadsheet or word processing
document.
Refreshing the In Box Tab
The In Box tab will show an up-to-date view each time you select Mailbox on the Volgistics menu. If you're on the
In Box tab and you want to update the view without leaving the tab, click the Refresh button in the top left corner
of the In Box tab.
Sorting the In Box Tab
By default, the In Box tab is sorted by the Date column with the most recent items at the top.
As your In Box tab receives more items such as alerts, reports, and downloads, it may become difficult to find an
item you're looking for. To help you with this, Volgistics allows you to sort the In Box by the Kind, Date, Subject
and To columns. Just click on the column heading to sort the In Box by that column's information.
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Deleting In Box Items
To delete an item from the In Box tab, check the box next to the item you'd like to delete and then click the
Delete button. You can clear out your entire In Box at once by clicking the Check all button and then the Delete
button.
Please note. . .
1.The Delete buttons are located at the bottom of the tab so if your account has many items, you will need to
scroll to the bottom of the tab to locate the buttons.
2.The In Box tab is shared by the System Operators in your account so if you don't recognize an item, you may
want to check with the operator listed in the To column before you delete the entry.
Site Level Access and the In Box Tab
If an organization uses Site Level Access and a System Operator is logged in as a Headquarters-level operator,
the In Box tab will have a checkbox for All Sites in the upper right corner. If this box is checked, the operator will
view reports generated by Headquarters as well as reports generated by Site-level Operators. If the All Sites box
is un-checked, only reports generated by Headquarters will be displayed on a Headquarters-level operator's In
Box tab.
Users logged in as Site-level Operators will not see the All Sites checkbox on the In Box tab. With Site Level
Access, the In Box tab will only display reports generated at their Site.

Coordinators
Help topic 1111
Added or revised 03-23-2017
In addition to tracking volunteers and Assignments, Volgistics also includes features for tracking the people who
supervise or manage each Assignment, and tools these people can use to perform certain tasks without having
to be Volgistics System Operators themselves. Volgistics calls the people who supervise or manage volunteers
at the Assignment level Coordinators.
Coordinators are typically paid or volunteer staff with responsibility for coordinating or supervising volunteers in a
specific Assignment. Here are some examples:
• At an animal shelter, volunteer team leaders coordinate the schedules for all of the volunteers in each of the
shelter's Assignments. If a volunteer cannot serve as scheduled, they contact their team leader who handles
the scheduling of a substitute. In this example, these team leaders could be Volgistics Coordinators.
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• In a hospital, a hospital employee in each department is given responsibility for supervising the volunteers
who serve in their department. In this example, these hospital staff could be Volgistics Coordinators.
• A Retired Senior Volunteer Program identifies a person at each different organization where their volunteers
serve as their contact at that organization. In this example, these contact people could be Volgistics
Coordinators.
• A human service agency appoints a chairperson for each volunteer Assignment. These chairpersons train and
coordinate the activities of the volunteers in their designated Assignment. In this example, these chairpersons
could be Volgistics Coordinators.
This help topic covers more about how to create and use Coordinator records in Volgistics. You can click on a
link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
The Coordinator Record
Connecting Coordinators and Assignments
What Coordinators Can Do
Communication for Coordinators

The Coordinator Record
As with volunteers, each Coordinator's information is stored in their own record. You get to your Coordinator
records by choosing Coordinators from the menu. To see Coordinators currently in your account, click on letter to
see Coordinators whose last names start with that letter. Or click the All link to see all Coordinators in your
account.
To start a new Coordinator record, click the New coordinator button. Enter at least a last and first name and
then click the Save button. You can return to the record later to add more information.
The following tabs make up the Coordinator record: Coordinator tab, Assignments tab, Volunteers tab, Schedule
tab and Vic tab. Each is explained below.
Coordinator tab
The Coordinator tab contains Name, Address, and Email (or Email and Text) Preferences boxes. It is used to
store Coordinator contact information and track which types of messages they will receive.
Assignments tab
The Assignments tab lists the names of Assignments the Coordinator is responsible for managing or
coordinating. It includes an "Add" box to add new Assignments to the Coordinator's record.
Volunteers tab
The Volunteers tab in the Coordinator record lists all volunteers who have one or more of the Coordinator's
Assignments. A System Operator can view the list of only volunteers with the Role of "Assigned" in the
Coordinator's Assignments, or volunteers with any Roles and Statuses they specify. From this tab, a System
Operator can tag a Coordinator's volunteers, send a mass message to all of them, or change their Roles in the
Coordinator's Assignments. The Volunteers tab on the Coordinator record works similarly to the Volunteers tab
on an Assignment record. Help topic 2221 has more information about the settings on this tab.
Schedule tab
The Schedule tab displays the schedule for volunteers assigned to the Coordinator's Assignments. A System
Operator can schedule a Coordinator's volunteers from this tab.
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Vic tab
A Coordinator's Vic tab is where System Operators manage the Coordinator's access to VicNet. If a Coordinator
cannot currently access VicNet (for example, if their record lacks an email address or an organization has
prevented Coordinators from accessing VicNet on the VicNet Ground rules page), this tab will display the reason.
In addition, the Coordinator's VicNet password can be changed, or a password link can be sent to the
Coordinator from this tab. You can learn more about this tab in help topic 1076.
Note: Service, including hours or any other service measures used by the organization, cannot be tracked for
Coordinators. If an organization wants to track a Coordinator's hours, they must create a separate volunteer
record for them (in addition to the Coordinator record). Help topic 1093 explains how VicNet works for individuals
who are both a Coordinator and a volunteer.

Connecting Coordinators and Assignments
In Volgistics, Coordinators and volunteers are not assigned to one another directly--they are connected only
when they share the same Assignment(s).
Coordinators may have a single Assignment, multiple Assignments, or all of the Assignments at a given Site or
Place.
Take the following steps to add an Assignment, Site or Place to a Coordinator's Assignments tab:
1. Choose Coordinators from the menu.
2. Click the letter of the Coordinator's last name, or the All link at the top of the page.
3. Click on the name of the Coordinator for whom you would like to add an Assignment.
4. Go to their Assignments tab.
5. Locate the Add box. In the Assignment dropdown field, select an individual Assignment name, or the name of
a Place or Site. If a Place or Site name is selected, the Coordinator will be associated with each Assignment (or
Place and Assignment) that falls under the chosen Place or Site, respectively.
6. In addition to the Assignment field, the Add box on the Assignments tab contains any Coordinator relationship
fields used by the organization. Enter any appropriate information into the fields present on the Add box.
7. Click the Save button.
Once an Assignment (or Site or Place) has been added to a Coordinator's Assignments tab, all volunteers who
have this Assignment (or any Assignment under this Site or Place) on their Service tab become this
Coordinator's volunteers. See help topic 2173 to learn how to add volunteer Assignments and Roles.

What Coordinators Can Do
Since a Coordinator's role is typically more limited than the role of an organization's overall volunteer leader, it
usually is not necessary or desirable for an organization to make each of their Coordinators a System Operator
in Volgistics. It would often not be practical to train each Coordinator in the whole Volgistics system, and it's often
not desirable for these people to have as much access to Volgistics as a System Operator might.
Instead, Volgistics provides a way for Coordinators to access the system through the VicNet module. The VicNet
module provides Coordinators with a simplified interface; access only to the volunteers who have the
Coordinator's Assignment (or Assignments); and features for performing the most common supervisory tasks
only (such as scheduling or updating contact information). Coordinators can access VicNet from any Internet
connected computer--in their office, home, or even on the road. All that is required is an Internet connection.
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Help topic 1093 has information on how VicNet will work if the person has a Coordinator and a volunteer record
in the system.
Unlike System Operators, the number of Coordinators you add does not affect your account's Service Level.
(Each Volgistics System Operator you add to your account after the first two increases your Service Level;
however, you can add as many Coordinators as you need without increasing your account's Service Level). For
this reason, Coordinators do not have access to all the same tools as System Operators.
One way to get an idea of what Coordinators can, and cannot, do is to watch the training videos designed to
show Coordinators how to use VicNet. You can find these videos here.
There are two different videos because accounts can setup Coordinator access differently depending on their
needs. The options for setting up VicNet for Coordinators are on the pages you access by selecting Setup from
the menu, and then expanding the VicNet link.

Communication for Coordinators
There is not a way for Coordinators to send messages to their volunteers, or to other Coordinators and System
Operators through the system. However, a System Operator can send email, Vic mail, and/or text messages to a
Coordinator's volunteers on behalf of the Coordinator. Help topic 2193 shows how to do this.
System Operators can also send custom messages to a single Coordinator or to all Coordinators. Messages can
be sent by email, Vic mail or text message. In order to send text messages, your account must enable text
messaging and the Coordinator must opt-in to receive text messages.
Coordinators can also receive schedule reminder messages to show them the coverage for upcoming
assignments. These can be sent by email or text depending on if the Coordinator has opted-in for texting and his
or her message preferences. You can find information on setting up daily schedule reminder messages for
Coordinators in help topic 2494. For monthly reminders, please see help topic 2492.
Coordinators can also receive self-scheduling alerts to let them know when a volunteer has added and/or
removed themselves from the schedule for an assignment. To set this up, go to the Rules tab of the
Coordinator's assignment(s). You can find more information on this here.

How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
Help topic 1158
Added or revised 04-12-2017
Many organizations wonder how they create volunteer "accounts" to allow volunteers to sign-in to the VicNet
module. The good news is if the volunteer has a record in your database, the volunteer already has an "account."
You can learn how volunteer records can be added to your database in help topic 2299.
Once a volunteer has a record, they will need to meet three requirements in order to use VicNet:
• They will need a Status (and optionally a Type or Flag) that is allowed to access VicNet. You control access
requirements on the VicNet Ground Rules page.
• An email address on the Core tab of their volunteer record.
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• The Disable access box on the Vic tab of the volunteer's record cannot be checked.
As long as a record meets all three items that are listed above, the volunteer will be able to use VicNet. The trick
is often educating the volunteers on what they need to do. This help topic reviews some of the common
strategies for using the VicNet portal, collecting volunteer information, and letting volunteers know about VicNet.
You should choose the strategy (or strategies) that works best for your organization's structure and
requirements. For example, a festival may want applicants to be able to access VicNet right away without any
onboarding requirements. So an option where the applicants choose their password on the application form will
work best for them. However, an organization such as a hospital will likely have onboarding requirements so a
method where the System Operators send login information after the volunteers are approved will work best for
them.
You can click on a link in the Content box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Where is the VicNet Portal?
Collect Login Information on Application Forms
Send a Message with Login Information
Use the "Need a Password?" Link
Set a Temporary Password

Where is the VicNet Portal?
Each Volgistics account has a unique URL address for their VicNet portal. You can find this by:
1. Select Setup from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Scroll down to the Links heading. The URL will appear in red like the one pictured below. Please note that
your account's URL will have different numbers than the one pictured.

For testing, you can simply copy and paste the URL into a web browser window. In the majority of cases, when
your volunteers are ready to use VicNet you will want to place a link to the URL somewhere on your website. Or
some organizations choose to embed VicNet into their web pages so it appears to be part of their website.
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With this option, volunteers do not need to know the URL address for VicNet. You simply give them directions to
the web page on your site where the link appears. You can find more information on how to place a link to VicNet
on your organization's website in help topic 2153.
There may be some cases where an organization cannot place a link to VicNet on their website. In these cases,
it is perfectly alright to give the volunteers the URL address for your VicNet portal. If you do this, you may want to
encourage the volunteers to bookmark the address so you do not get repeated questions about how to get to the
portal.

Collect Login Information on Application Forms
If your applicants will be accessing VicNet soon after they apply, you may want to collect the email address and
password from your volunteers right on your application form(s). This option works well for accounts that use
Volgistics for events such as conferences or festivals where there may not be a long approval or onboarding
process.
You can create a section on the application form just for the VicNet access information, and link the email and
password fields to the form section. You link fields to a form section by selecting the Fields link on the application
form's setup page.
With this method, you can place directions about the location of your organization's VicNet portal right in the
instructions field of the form section. Or you could give directions with the receipt confirmation feature. This could
be a page applicants view after they submit the form, or an automatic email sent to the applicant after they
submit the form. If you send it as an email message, volunteers could find the directions again by referring back
to the email message.
Here is an example of how this option may look on your application form:

Please note: If your application forms are setup to be audited, you will need to receive the application into your
database, and the volunteer must meet the three requirements at the top of this help topic, in order to sign-in.

Send a Message with Login Information
If your volunteers need to go through some sort of an approval, or onboarding, process before they can serve,
you may want to send them an email message they can use to get their login information. Volgistics has a
template you can use to customize a message to use for this email. The same template is used for three
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purposes: 1) when the message is sent by a System Operator to volunteers, 2) when the message is sent by a
System Operator to Coordinators, and 3) when the message is sent because volunteers or Coordinators request
a password on the VicNet login page.
Because of this, you may want to keep the content of the message generic so that it works for all three purposes.
However, it is still useful to give directions on how users login in the message. You customize this message by:
1. Select Setup from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground Rules.
4. Scroll to the Password email section and customize the message.
5. Click the Save button to keep your changes.
You can see a sample of what you could enter as the message's content below:

You can send the email with the link to individual volunteers and Coordinators on the Vic tab of their records.
There is more information on how to do this in help topic 2234.
You can also send the email with the link to multiple volunteers at once by tagging the volunteers you want to
send the email to. You can find information on how to do this in help topic 2233.
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Use the "Need a Password?" Link
You may have a situation where you want your volunteers or Coordinators to get their own passwords so they do
not need to rely on a System Operator. For example, if once the volunteers are approved to serve, you provide
them with a packet of instructions on what to do next.
In this case, your volunteers can get their own passwords as long as your instructions include the location of your
VicNet Portal, and they meet the three requirements to use VicNet. To do this, they will go to the login page for
VicNet, and click the Need a password? link.

This will take them to a page where they can enter their email address to have the password link sent to them.

Set a Temporary Password
There may be times when you want to set a temporary password that volunteers use to login to VicNet for the
first time. For example, if you have volunteer orientations where you will train groups of volunteers all at once,
you can set the same temporary password for the entire group and tell them the temporary password. Or, you
may give out new volunteer packets where you have instructions on how to login and you give the temporary
password in the instructions. When volunteers login with the temporary password the first time, they will be
prompted to select a permanent password.
You can set a temporary password for volunteers (or Coordinators) on the Vic tab of their record.
You can also set temporary passwords for multiple volunteers at once by tagging the volunteers. You can find
information on how to assign a temporary password to tagged volunteers in help topic 2137.
Did you know?
Volgistics has resources you can use if you conduct trainings or orientations for new volunteers. There are video
tutorials you can download here. There are also help topics you can direct volunteers to online, or you can print
the help topic out for a handout. The help topic for the desk top view is help topic 1148. The help topic for the
mobile view is help topic 1215.
If you are bringing in new volunteer records to your account using the free Import Utility program, you can also
bring in a temporary password for the volunteers. This works well if you are just getting started with Volgistics
and previously used another program that the volunteers accessed with a password. You can learn more about
the free Import Utility program here.
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Message Ground Rules Setup Page
Help topic 1200
Added or revised 06-14-2016
You use the Message Ground Rules setup page to configure default email properties for email you send through
Volgistics, as well as enable or disable text messaging for your account. To get to the Message Ground Rules
setup page, choose Setup from the menu, click on Messages, and then choose Ground Rules.
Automatic email
Volunteer reply-to address
Enter the email address you want to appear as the "reply-to" address on email messages you choose to have
sent automatically. This will be the email address that email will go to if a volunteer recipient clicks the "Reply"
button in his or her email program to reply to an automatic email message he or she has received.
If you have a general email address for your volunteer program (such as "volunteer@youragency.org") this is
typically a good email address to use for this purpose, however you can enter any valid email address you want
replies from volunteers to go to--with the exceptions noted below. You must enter a valid email address in this
field. This field cannot be left blank.
Please note that some Internet Service Providers (ISP's) and Email Service Providers (ESP's) have started to
block email messages when certain email domains are used as the reply-to address. At this point, only
"@yahoo.com" and "@aol.com" email addresses are affected so these should not be used as your reply-to
address if possible. Other general domains (such as "@gmail.com," "@hotmail.com," etc.) may follow so if
possible we recommend using an email address with a domain specific to your organization as your reply-to
address.
If you must use an AOL or Yahoo email address, you will need to change your From address setting to use
VolunteerMail@volgistics.com. There is more information on this in the From address section below.
Automatic email to volunteers can include:
•
•
•
•

Monthly schedule reminders
Daily schedule reminders
Checklist item expiration reminders
Requests for forgotten VicNet passwords

You choose which kinds of automatic email volunteers receive on other Setup pages.
Coordinator reply-to address
Enter the email address you want to appear as the "reply-to" address on email messages you choose to have
sent to Coordinators automatically. This will be the email address that email will go to if a Coordinator recipient
clicks the "Reply" button in his or her email program to reply to an automatic email message he or she has
received.
You can enter any valid email address you want replies from Coordinators to go to--with the exceptions noted in
the Please note box above. This can be same email address you use for your Volunteer reply-to address, or it
can be a different email address if you want email from Coordinators to be sent to a different email address than
email from volunteers.
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You must enter a valid email address in this field. This field cannot be left blank.
Automatic email to Coordinators can include:
• Monthly schedule reminders
• Daily schedule reminders
• Requests for forgotten VicNet passwords
You choose which kinds of automatic email Coordinators receive on other Setup pages.
Email signature block
Optionally enter the signature block you want to appear at the bottom of email messages sent automatically by
Volgistics. A signature block typically includes the sender's name, title, and contact information.
HTML email default style
Choose the font, font size, and font color you would like the text in your email messages to normally use.
Font
Choose the default font for your HTML formatted messages. You can choose Arial, Comic sans ms, Courier new,
Georgia, Lucida sans, Tahoma, Times new roman, Trebuchet ms, and Verdana. The Default is the Arial font.
Font size
Choose the default font size for you HTML formatted messages. You can choose a font size of 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 36, 48, or 72. The default is font size of 12.
Font color
You can choose a default font size for your HTML formatted messages. You an choose one of 40 preset colors.
The default is Black.
Sample
The sample section will show you the results of any changes you make to the Font, Font size, and Font color
settings above. For example if you choose the Georgia font, a font size of 18, and a font color of red then the
Words "Sample message text" will reflect those choices under the Sample section.
Closing message
Many organizations include a standard message at the bottom of all of the email messages they send. Such a
message might include a statement of the organization's mission; or a confidentiality or privacy policy.
If you would like email you send through Volgistics to include such a message, enter (or paste) it here. This
message will automatically appear near the bottom of all email you send through Volgistics, including messages
sent to volunteers and Coordinators by System Operators as well as automatic email sent by the system.
Email Authentication
In order to help insure email delivery, Volgistics uses the Sender ID method of email authentication. With Sender
ID, the mail your organization sends to volunteers through Volgistics can be verified more accurately by recipient
mail systems, often bypassing spam filters and giving your email a better chance of reaching all volunteer
recipients.
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You can choose to let Volgistics handle Sender ID for you, in which case there's nothing more you need to do for
email authentication to happen; or – if your organization has its own Internet domain – you can add
volgistics.com to your domain's authorized email senders to provide Sender ID authentication yourself.
With either option, you still send email through Volgistics the exact same way, and email is still delivered by
Volgistics mail servers.
Your selection here controls Sender ID email authentication for all of the email you send through Volgistics,
including automatic email such as checklist and schedule reminders.
Help topic 1116 - Sender ID explains more about these options.
From address
An email domain is the portion of the email address after the at (@) sign. For example, if your organization's
name is Volunteer Agency your email address may end with a domain like @VolunteerAgency.org.
In some cases, using a from email address with your organization's domain when you send email messages can
cause the messages to fail. This is because the messages are blocked by your organization's network to prevent
spamming. Also, as noted in the warning box above, using a reply-to address with a domain of AOL.com or
Yahoo.com can cause messages to fail due to policies put in place by internet and email service providers.
To help get messages through in these cases, the Volgistics system can be configured to use a from email
address that is the same as the reply-to address for the type of message being sent, or it can be configured to
use a from address of VolunteerMail@volgistics.com.
If your messages are not being delivered, we recommend using the Use VolunteerMail@volgistics.com
setting. This will help the messages get through any blocks your organization may have, and it will bypass the
AOL and Yahoo restrictions put in place by internet and email service providers.
You should also make sure volunteers and Coordinators have their email accounts setup so that messages from
VolunteerMail@volgistics.com are on the safe sender list. Some refer to this as "white-listing." You can find more
information on how volunteers and Coordinators can white-list the Volgistics email addresses in help topic 2046.
Opt-out message
All email sent through Volgistics includes an opt-out message for proper email etiquette. Use this section to
choose the opt-out message terminology you prefer. There is not a way to omit the opt-out message, for the
reasons provided in help Topic 2101 – "Why It Is Important to Provide Message Opt Out Features."
Text Messaging
This section of the page is used to enable or disable text messaging for your account. If you are not a Volgistics
Administrator for your account, or if your account does not include the VicNet module, the options in this section
will be disabled.
Text Message Opt-in Email
If your account does not have text messaging enabled, you will not see this section. This section is designed to
assist organizations in letting volunteers and Coordinators know that text messaging is available. You can edit
the content of the email message that is sent, as well as send the message to all Coordinator records in your
account. To send the message to all of your Coordinators, click the Send to all coordinators button at the
bottom of the page.
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To send the message to volunteers, you will tag the records you want to send the message to. Then select Tags
from the menu and press the Go button beside the option to send the opt-in message. You can learn more about
this in the Send the text messaging opt-in email to the tagged records section of help topic 2137.
Related help

Starting VicTouch
Help topic 1203
Added or revised 05-13-2016
These are the steps for starting VicTouch on a short-term basis. The VicTouch module will be fully functional with
this start-up method, but it will not fill the entire screen. This allows volunteers access to the browser
controls—including the menu and tool bars—which compromises the workstation's security.
For long-term installations, we recommend launching the VicTouch module in kiosk mode. This will cause
the module to fill the entire monitor screen and give the most secure access. Help topic 2289 "VicTouch desktop
shortcuts" shows how to do this.
To launch VicTouch at a temporary location:
1. Start your web browser and navigate to https://www.volgistics.com/touch

2. Enter your Volgistics login credentials and click Continue. Note that launching VicTouch does not count as a
regular Volgistics session. So you'll still be able to use Volgistics on a separate computer without ending the
VicTouch session.
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3. Verify your time zone.
4. Be sure your browser is maximized. VicTouch determines how much space it can use when it is first launched,
and retains that number throughout the session. So if you launch VicTouch and the increase the size of the
browser, VicTouch won't be able to use the full screen.
5. You'll see some information about creating a desktop shortcut for VicTouch for long-term use. Read this and
then click Continue.

Related help
Help Topic 8270 - Setting-Up Internet Explorer for VicTouch
Help Topic 8271 - Setup a VicTouch computer

Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Help topic 1214
Added or revised 08-04-2015
Organizations may customize the graphic images and styles volunteers and Coordinators see when they use
VicNet on a mobile device such as a smart phone or tablet. You may wish to do this if you want a truly "branded"
and integrated look. Or you might want to do this to tailor the user's experience on their mobile device.
Please note: To make the user's VicNet experience mobile friendly, certain options available with the full-site
setup for VicNet are not available. For example, the options to layout the Home tab in three vertical columns and
to have the schedule display in a calendar format are not available. If your full-site setup uses these display
options, the mobile view of VicNet will automatically convert them into a mobile friendly format. We recommend
previewing the user's VicNet experience as shown in help topic 2159 to make sure VicNet displays how you want
it to for mobile users.
To get to the setup page where you can customize VicNet for mobile devices:
1. Select Setup from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Mobile Graphics & Styles.
The settings for the mobile view of VicNet are different than the settings for the full-site view of VicNet. The
full-site view is what users see if they login to VicNet on a desktop or laptop computer. If you want to change the
full-site view's graphics and styles:
• See help topic 1187 to update the logo.
• See help topic 1052 to update the fonts and background colors.
• See help topic 1075 to update the button and tab graphic images.
You can click on a link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Volunteers and coordinators can...
Organization Logo (specifically for mobile VicNet)
Colors
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Expanding Menu Items
Buttons
Instructions

Volunteers and coordinators can...
By default this box is checked so that your volunteers and Coordinators will see the option to sign-in to the
mobile friendly view of VicNet at the volunteer portal when they are using a device such as a mobile phone or
tablet. If you do not want your volunteers and Coordinators to be able to access the mobile view, uncheck the
box in front of Access the mobile version of VicNet and then click the Save button.

Organization Logo (specifically for mobile VicNet)
You will need to upload a separate image file if you want your organization's logo to appear on the mobile view of
VicNet. When a file has been uploaded, it will appear in the top right corner of the VicNet page.

You may want to reduce the dimensions and optimize your organization's logo file that was used for the full-site
version. This is because larger image files increase loading times, plus your volunteers and Coordinators may
pay for their data plans with their wireless carrier. Most graphic or photo editing software programs or services
have options to change a file's dimensions and to optimize the file when it is saved. Optimizing the file reduces
the amount of resources required to store the file, as well as the bandwidth required to transmit the file.
There are not any height or width restrictions for the images, but the file size itself cannot exceed 48 KB.
Acceptable file formats for the logo are GIF, JPG, or PNG.
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To upload an image file:
1. Click the Choose File or Browse button.
2. Select the image file you want to upload and click the Open button.
3. Click the Upload button.

Colors
This section allows you to customize the colors used for the VicNet display when it is viewed from a mobile
device. The default values use the colors from the Volgistics system. You can optionally choose a different color
for the different elements of the VicNet mobile display. If your organization has a web master who maintains your
website, you may be able to contact him or her to find the values to enter to customize the display with your
organization's color schemes.
Enter font colors in RGB color notation (see "A note about RGB color notation" below for a description of RGB
color notation). You can also click in the field to bring up a color picker that you can use to select the color.
A note about RGB color notation
There are several fields on this page for setting background and font colors. Enter color information in these
fields using standard hexadecimal RGB color notation. This is the color notation used in HTML (Hypertext
markup language) to specify color attributes for web page elements. Hexadecimal RGB color notation includes
the '#' character followed by a six character RGB color value in hexadecimal notation (hex).
These are some examples of this notation:
#FFFFFF (white)
#0000000 (black)
#FF0000
#1D9945 (red)
(green)
If you click on the field itself, a color picker will appear that makes it easy to select the color you need. You can
also learn more about hexadecimal RGB colors for websites at w3schools.com
Your color choices will be shown in the mock-up section to the right as you make the changes. You can also
preview the mobile display for volunteers or Coordinators. Help topic 2159 shows how to do this. Remember to
click the Save button when you are done selecting your color choices!
Here is more information about what each color selector field will change for the VicNet mobile display:
Header section: Background color
This controls the color used in the header at the top of the screen.
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Header section: Font color
This controls the color of the text that appears in the header at the top of the screen.
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Expanding menu: Background color
This controls the color of the menu users tap to see their choices to navigate. When the menu is collapsed, this
is the small box in the top left corner of the header section.
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When the user taps the menu, it expands to fill more of the screen so users can tap the area they want to
navigate to.
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Expanding menu: Background color of buttons
This controls the color of the buttons on the expanding menu.
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Expanding menu: Button font color
This controls the color of the text labels on the buttons that users tap to navigate to a certain area. It also controls
the color of the text used for the user identification label.
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Main section: Background color
This controls the color of the section that appears under the top header.
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Main section: Background color of boxes
This controls the color used in the background on any boxes that appear in the main section.
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Main section: Color of heading fonts
This controls the color of the text used for each section's heading.
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Main section: Color of body fonts
This controls the color of the text used for the body paragraphs in the sections.
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Expanding Menu Items
The names for the items in the expanding menu are originally taken from the Mobile text for tab field on each
tab's setup page. The seven default tabs for volunteers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home
Mail
My Profile
My Schedule
My Service History
Time Sheet
Account

Coordinators may have access to the Home, Mail, My Schedule, and Account tabs, as well as a Volunteers tab.
Please note: The list will contain text for each item even though you may have a tab setup so that the users do
not have access to the tab in the full-site view of VicNet. If this is the case, the item will not appear in the
Expandable Menu in the user's mobile view for VicNet.
If you already have a different name recorded in the Mobile text for tab field on the tab's setup page, this will
appear instead of the default text.
You can change an item in the expandable menu by placing your cursor in the field, deleting the current text, and
then entering in the new text. Be sure to click the Save button to keep your changes.
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Please Note: The text entered in the Expanding Menu Item fields will not change the name of the tabs that
appear when volunteers and Coordinators view the full-site view of VicNet. Entering a label here will change the
text displayed in the Expandable Menu when users view the mobile version of VicNet, as well as the name used
for screen-readers and alternate (alt) text in the full-site view.
For the full-site view of VicNet, the tab names are actually part of the image files used for each tab. If you'd like to
change the tab name for the full-site view, you will need to upload new image files for the tab that have the new
tab name you'd like. You can find more information on this in help topic 1075.
To help prevent confusion for your users, we recommend that the expanding menu items in the VicNet mobile
view
match the names on the tab graphics used for the full-site view of VicNet.
Buttons
Organizations may customize any of the graphic images for the buttons that appear in the mobile view of VicNet.
Volgistics does not include any graphic or image editing software, but there are a variety of sources you can use
to create graphic images. These include programs that come with your operating system, software you purchase
or download from software vendors, and online image editing or button generator programs.
Some general things to keep in mind if you want to customize the graphic images are:
File Formats
Custom images must be in one of these graphic file formats: GIF, JPG, or PNG. You will get the best results with
files saved in PNG format.
Maximum Dimensions
Each graphic image has a maximum height and width in pixels. Your files can be a maximum of 350 pixels wide
and 100 pixels high. You may need to preview the mobile view of VicNet to make sure the button images look
like you want them to. If they do not, you will need to re-size the image using whatever outside program you have
for image files. After you do this, upload the re-sized image to Volgistics.
Maximum Size
To ensure fast load times for the VicNet mobile pages, each graphic image has a maximum image file size in
bytes. The button images must be 6,144 bytes (6 KB) or smaller. When you save your files, most image editing
programs have an option to optimize the file to reduce the file size.
Background Color
Your custom images should either have a transparent background, or use the same background color as your
forms. You can learn how to customize the color for the VicNet mobile view in the Colors section above.
Graphic Image Rights
You can copy and modify the default graphic images that are part of Volgistics, as long as you use these images
in Volgistics only. Volgistics does not grant rights to use its images for any other purpose, or for use outside of
Volgistics.
If you're using graphic images you've obtained from other sources, you must be certain that you have the legal
right to use those images. Unless an image is offered for use without restriction, most of the graphic images that
appear on the web are protected by copyrights. Be certain you have the proper rights before installing custom
graphics you have obtained from others.
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Installing New Button Graphics
Once you have your new image file for the button you want, you can install it by:
1. Click on the button that you would like to replace.
2. Be sure the radio button is on Install a new graphic, and click the Choose File or Browse button.
3. Find the file you want to upload and select it. Then click the Open button.
4. Click the Install button.

Instructions
The instruction fields that appear on the tabs in the full-site view of VicNet will be used for the instruction fields on
the mobile view also. You may want to modify the instructions that are used so that they apply to both instances.
The Expanding Menu Items section above lists the possible tabs for volunteers and Coordinators. To review the
instruction fields and edit them if necessary, you will need to go to the setup page for the tab that you want to
review and/or modify. Here is an example of how to do this for the Home tab:
1. Select Setup from the menu.
2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select the Home tab (or whichever tab you want to review and/or modify).
4. Review the content in the instruction fields and make sure it makes sense for users in both the full-site and
mobile views. If it does not, make any changes necessary. It may help to preview the mobile and regular views
volunteers and Coordinators see. Help topic 2159 shows how to do this.
5. Click the Save button to keep the new content in the instructions fields if you made changes.

How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help topic 1291
Added or revised 01-15-2015
This help topic is designed to show volunteers and Coordinators how to opt-in and opt-out of text messaging so
they can receive text messages from the organization where they serve.
You can click on a section of the help topic in the Content box below to go directly to that section.
Contents
Opt-in Process
Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
Resume Opt-in
If Your Phone Number Changes
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Opt-in Process
Follow the steps below to start receiving text messaging from the organization you serve with.
1. Sign-in to VicNet
You use your VicNet account at the organization you volunteer at to opt-in to text messaging and control your
text preferences. The VicNet account is necessary so the opt-in process complies with Federal communication
regulations that specify that you can select what types of text messages you want to receive.
Most organizations place a link to VicNet somewhere on their web site. The login screen for the portal will look
something like this:

Enter the email address the organization has on file for you along with your VicNet password. If you forgot your
password, you can find assistance here.
If you are unable to sign-in, please contact the volunteer office at the organization where you serve.
2. Go to the Account tab
Once you have signed-in, select the Account tab.

Some organizations may customize VicNet and/or the tabs so your account may look different and the tab may
not be called Account. However, the tab you need will always be on the far right side. Some organizations may
also place a Text message opt-in button on the Home tab. If you click this button you will be taken directly to
the Account tab.
3. Enter your mobile device number and select your country
Type your mobile (cell) phone number into the Enter a mobile phone number field. There is not a need to enter a
"1" or a country code in front of the number.
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Use the Your country dropdown list to select the country your phone plan (or phone number) originates from.
The Supported Carriers list may not include the specific provider you use if you are outside of the United States.
However, you should still be able to receive text messages.
4. Select your preferences for how you would like to receive messages
Use the radio buttons by a message type to select how you would like to receive that type of message.
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Messages can be sent just by email, by email with text notification, or you can select not to receive a certain type
of message at all by selecting None. If None is selected for every message type, you will be opted-out of
messaging.
When Email with Text Notification is selected, if the message is small enough that the entire message can be
sent by text, you will only receive the text. However, if the message is too large for a text, you will receive the
actual message by email (or on the Mail tab of VicNet) and a text to alert you that you received a message.
Please Note: Because text message delivery is often faster than email message delivery, you may receive the
text notice that you have an email message before the actual email message is delivered. If the email message
does not appear when you check the first time, please wait and try again later.
5. Select the time range for when you'd like your automated messages delivered
Use the Time Zone dropdown to select the location you're in and then select the start and end times for message
delivery.
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The system will attempt to deliver your automated messages (Schedule and Checklist reminders) as close to the
beginning time as possible. However, conditions such as the number of messages being sent, the load at the
wireless carrier, and the geographic region you're in may cause the messages to arrive later in the time period or
not at all.
Please Note: These settings only control the automated messages sent by the system. Custom messages from
the account holders are processed as soon as they are sent so they may be delivered outside of the time range
selected.
6. Agree to the Terms and Conditions set by Volgistics
Check the box to indicate you agree to the Terms and Conditions Volgistics requires to participate in text
messaging.

You can click the link to view the Terms and Conditions, or view them here.
Please Note: Depending on your mobile plan, you may be charged for text messages. By opting-in to text
messaging you agree that any charges for text messaging or data use, caused by messages received as a
participant are not the responsibility of Volgistics or the organization you serve with.
7. Agree to any additional Terms and Conditions set by the organization you serve at
The organization you serve with may have additional Terms and Conditions they require for texting. In this case,
you must check the box to indicate you agree to the additional Terms and Conditions set by your organization.

8. Click the Save button
Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to keep your settings.
9. Confirm that you have read the alert box
A pop-up window will appear reminding you that the next step of responding Yes to the opt-in text message is
required to complete the opt-in process. Click the OK button to indicate you read this message.
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10. Respond to the opt-in text message
You will receive a text message on your mobile phone shortly after you finish step 9. You must respond YES to
this text message to finish the opt-in process.
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Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
You are free to opt-out of the text messaging or change your message preferences at any time. Your
organization does not have a way to change your messages preferences or the settings for the times you receive
the automatic messages. You will need to follow the steps shown if you want to change these settings.
Follow these steps to opt-out of text messaging or change your message preferences through the VicNet
module:
1. Sign-in to VicNet
Most organizations place a link to VicNet somewhere on their web site. The login screen for the portal will look
something like this:

Enter the email address the organization has on file for you along with your VicNet password. If you forgot your
password, you can find assistance here.
If you are unable to sign-in, please contact the volunteer office at the organization where you serve.
2. Go to the Account tab
Once you have signed-in, select the Account tab.

Some organizations may customize VicNet and/or the tabs so your account may look different and the tab may
not be called Account. However, the tab you need will always be on the far right side.
3. Check the Opt-out of text messages (SMS)? checkbox or change your preferences
If you wish to opt-out, check the box in front of Opt-out of text messages (SMS)?
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If you want to change your preferences for how you receive text messages instead of opting-out, adjust the
settings for the types of message you prefer to receive and/or the times you wish to receive the automatic
messages. Then proceed to step 4.
4. Click the Save button
Click the Save button at the bottom of the page to keep your settings.
Opt-out of text messaging without signing-in to VicNet
You can also opt-out of texting without signing-in to VicNet. To do this, simply text STOP as a reply to a message
you have received. In the United States, you can also text STOP to 28344.
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Resume Opt-in
If after opting-out you decide you want to opt back in, you can either follow the directions in the Opt-in Process
section of this help topic, or simply text RESUME in response to a message you have received. In the United
States, you can also text RESUME to 28344.
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If Your Phone Number Changes
Your organization does not have a way to update your phone number. If your mobile (cell) number changes, you
will need to follow these steps if you need to change your number.
1. Opt-out of text messaging at your old number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-out Process section of this help topic to opt-out of text messaging at your old
number.
2. Opt-in to text messaging at your new number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-in Process section of this help topic to opt-in to text messaging at your new
number.
Related Help
Help Topic 1147 - How to Sign-in and Sign-out at VicTouch: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1148 - How to use VicNet: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
Help Topic 1215 - How to use VicNet Mobile: A Brief Guide for Volunteers
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Help Topic 1307 - Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)

How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help topic 1293
Added or revised 07-08-2014
This help topic is designed to show System Operators how to opt-in and opt-out of text messaging so they can
receive text messages. If you need information on how System Operators can send text messages, please see
help topic 1295
You can click on a section of the help topic in the Content box below to go directly to that section.
Contents
Opt-in Process
Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
Resume Opt-in
If Your Phone Number Changes
Enable Application Alerts
Receive Self-Scheduling Alerts

Opt-in Process
Follow the steps below to start receiving text message alerts as a System Operator.
1. If you are not logged-in to your account, Login at www.volgistics.com. The first page you see will be the
Welcome page. If you are already logged in, just select Welcome from the menu.
2. Click the link for the text message opt-in, opt-out and preferences.
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System Operators with access to Setup on the menu can also get to this page by selecting Setup from the menu,
expanding the Messages link, and then selecting Text message (SMS) operator opt-in, opt-out, preferences.
3. Enter your mobile phone number and select your country.
Type your mobile (cell) phone number into the Enter a mobile phone number field. There is not a need to enter a
"1" or a country code in front of the number.

Use the Your country dropdown list to select the country your phone plan (or phone number) originates from.
The Supported Carriers list may not include the specific provider you use if you are outside of the United States.
However, you should still be able to receive text messages.
4. Select the time range you'd like your text messages delivered between.
Use the dropdown lists to select the times you'd like to receive alerts between. The time settings will use the time
zone recorded on the System Operator page for your record.

The system will deliver the alerts as they occur as long as they happen between the hours selected. If alerts
occur outside of the time range, the system will attempt to deliver the alerts as close to the beginning time as
possible. However, conditions such as the number of messages being sent, the load at the wireless carrier, and
the geographic region you're in may cause the messages to arrive later in the time period or not at all.
5. Agree to the Terms and Conditions set by Volgistics
Check the box to indicate you agree to the Terms and Conditions Volgistics requires to participate in text
messaging.
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You can click the link to view the Terms and Conditions, or view them here.
Please Note: Depending on your mobile plan, you may be charged for text messages. By opting-in to text
messaging you agree that any charges for text messages received as a participant are not the responsibility of
Volgistics or the organization you serve with.
6. Agree to any additional Terms and Conditions set by the organization you serve at
The organization you serve with may have additional Terms and Conditions they require for texting. In this case,
you must check the box to indicate you agree to the additional Terms and Conditions set by your organization.

7. Click the Submit button
Click the Submit button at the bottom of the page to keep your settings.
8. Respond to the opt-in text message
You will receive a text message on your mobile phone shortly after you finish step 7. You must respond YES to
this text message to finish the opt-in process.
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Opt-out Process & Changing Message Preferences
You are free to opt-out of the text messaging or change your message preferences at any time.
Follow these steps to opt-out of text messaging or change your message preferences through your account:
1. If you are not logged-in to your account, Login at www.volgistics.com. The first page you see will be the
Welcome page. If you are already logged in, just select Welcome from the menu.
2. Click the link for the text message opt-in, opt-out and preferences.
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System Operators with access to Setup on the menu can also get to this page by selecting Setup from the menu,
expanding the Messages link, and then selecting Text message (SMS) operator opt-in, opt-out, preferences.
3. To opt-out, check the box at the top of the page. Otherwise, change your time preferences.

4. Click the Submit button at the bottom of the page.
Opt-out of text messaging without signing-in to your account
You can also opt-out of texting without signing-in to your Volgistics account. To do this, simply text STOP as a
reply to a message you have received. In the United States, you can also text STOP to 28344.
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Resume Opt-in
If after opting-out you decide you want to opt back in, you can either follow the directions in the Opt-in Process
section of this help topic, or simply text RESUME in response to a message you have received. In the United
States, you can also text RESUME to 28344.
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If Your Phone Number Changes
If your mobile (cell) number changes, you will need to follow these steps if you need to change your number.
1. Opt-out of text messaging at your old number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-out Process section of this help topic to opt-out of text messaging at your old
number.
2. Opt-in to text messaging at your new number
Follow the steps shown in the Opt-in Process section of this help topic to opt-in to text messaging at your new
number.

Enable Application Alerts
At this time, the only alerts that System Operators can receive by text are the alerts that an application has been
submitted. If you'd like to enable these alerts:
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1. Select Setup from the menu.
2. Expand the Online forms link.
3. Select Volunteer application forms.
4. Select the name of a form you'd like the alerts sent for.
5. Scroll down to the Alerts heading, make sure your name is selected from the dropdown list, and check the box
by the option to send the alerts by text message. You can optionally receive the alerts on the In Box tab of the
Volgistics mailbox or by email to the email address listed on your System Operator record.

6. Click the Save button at the bottom or top of the page to keep your changes.

Receive Self-Scheduling Alerts
While there is not a way to receive text messages as a System Operator other than the ones sent when an
application form is submitted, you can receive text alerts when volunteers add or remove themselves from an
assignment's schedule through VicNet or VicTouch. To do this, you will need to give yourself a Coordinator
record as well as a System Operator record. Because your account's service fee is not based on the number of
Coordinator records, you do not need to worry about this increasing your expenses.
Here is what you will need to do:
1. Setup a Coordinator record in the account for yourself. Help topic 1111 shows how to do this. Be sure to
choose the assignments you want to receive the schedule alerts for on the Assignments tab of the record.
2. Set a temporary password for the record on the Vic tab as shown in the Set temporary password section of
help topic 2234.
3. Sign-in to the VicNet portal for your organization with the temporary password and choose a permanent
password for the record. You can find directions on how to do this here.
4. Opt-in to text messaging as shown in help topic 1291. Please note that if you do not want to receive other
messages for the Coordinator record (such as Schedule Reminders or custom message types), you can opt-out
of these when you are enabling text messaging for the Coordinator.
Related help
Help Topic 1023 - Message Types
Help Topic 1025 - Coordinator Message Preferences
Help Topic 1068 - Volunteer Message Preferences
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Help Topic 1290 - How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1291 - How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1292 - Text Message Validity
Help Topic 1293 - How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Help Topic 1294 - How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
Help Topic 1295 - How to Send a Text Message
Help Topic 1296 - Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Help Topic 1297 - Their Text Message Set Rule
Help Topic 1298 - Their Text Message Validity Set Rule
Help Topic 1299 - Using Email and Text Messages Together
Help Topic 1300 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1301 - Text Messaging
Help Topic 1991 - Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help Topic 2100 - Introduction to Message Preferences
Help Topic 2185 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Help Topic 2192 - How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
Help Topic 2193 - How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
Help Topic 2194 - How to Send Messages to all of the Tagged Volunteers

Text Messaging
Help topic 1300
Added or revised 09-23-2016
This help topic reviews the different types of text messages that can be sent from your account. It also contains
some examples of what recipients will see when they receive a message.
You can click a link in the Contents box to go directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
Custom Text Messages
Types of Automatic Text Messages
Content for Automatic Text Messages
Outgoing Messages Only

Custom Text Messages
The texting feature provides a great new way to communicate with your volunteers. Younger volunteers may
prefer to receive messages by text instead of email. You may also have times when you want to communicate
with your volunteers while they are serving. For example, if you need to see a volunteer who is serving before he
or she leaves. Help topic 1295 shows how to send a custom text message from your account.
Here is an example of what a volunteer would receive if you sent a message asking her to stop by your office
while she is working:
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Cell phone service providers require us to include identification and certain instructions with each message sent.
This extra text can take up to 50 of the 160 characters available for text messaging so only 110 characters are
available for custom messages. Some carriers outside of the United States limit text messages to less than 160
characters. Recipients using these providers may not receive the entire message even of it is 110 characters or
less.
If your text message field exceeds the maximum character length allowed, the message will be sent by email
(when available) and the recipient will receive a text like the one below alerting them that an email has been
sent. Please note: Because text messages are delivered much faster than email messages, the recipient may
not see the email if they look for it right after receiving the text alert.
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Types of Automatic Text Messages
Your volunteers and Coordinators can also receive automatic messages. Depending on your account's settings,
and who has opted-in, the following automatic text messages can be sent from your account:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily and/or monthly schedule reminder messages for volunteers.
Daily and/or monthly schedule reminder messages for Coordinators.
On-demand schedule reminders for volunteers.
Schedule reminder messages to tagged volunteers sent from the Tags menu.
Monthly volunteer schedules initiated by the volunteer from the Schedule page in VicTouch.
Reminders to volunteers that a periodic or annual Checklist item will need to be renewed soon.
Password messages to volunteers and Coordinators. These can be sent if the user clicks the Forget your
password? link, a System Operator sends the password message from the Vic tab of the record, or a System
Operator sends the password message by tagging the volunteer records.
• Self-scheduling alerts to Coordinators that a volunteer added or removed him or herself from the schedule.
• Application received alerts for System Operators that an online application form was submitted.

Content for Automatic Text Messages
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Text messages have a limited number of characters available, and cell phone service providers require us to
include identification and certain instructions with each message sent so there are only 110 characters available
for the message content. Because of this, the content of the automatic messages is determined by the system.
There is not a way to customize the content for automatic messages.
In most cases, the important information from the automatic message can be communicated without any problem
using the limited number of characters. For example, in the daily schedule reminder shown below, the volunteer
receives the date, times, and assignment he or she is serving in. Here is how this would look for a volunteer
scheduled from 10:45 am to 3:30 pm on July 16 in an assignment called Pet Therapy Program:

In other cases there is not a way to communicate all the information so if the recipient needs to know more, he or
she will need to sign-in to see the additional information in VicNet. For example, the monthly schedule reminders
do not have room to include the times and assignments the recipient is scheduled in because they contain a
whole month's worth of information. Here is how the monthly schedule reminder message would appear for July
2014 for a volunteer scheduled on Monday through Friday:
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Outgoing Messages Only
Text messages sent from Volgistics are forwarded to an SMS gateway to be delivered to the recipient's phone.
This process does not provide a way to link the response back to the Volgistics account that it originated from.
Because of this, there is not a way for volunteers and Coordinators to respond directly to a text sent to them. So
if you want the recipients to reply, you should arrange this beforehand, or include directions in your text.
If a volunteer or Coordinator does respond to a text you send, they will receive a message back that their
message was not delivered. Here is how this would look if the volunteer who received the text message from the
example in the Custom Text Messages section above sent a reply:
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Getting Started with Text Messaging
Help topic 1301
Added or revised 12-01-2015
Volgistics is pleased to offer text messaging as a feature to help you communicate with your volunteers and
Coordinators. This help topic is designed to help you get started with using the text message feature in your
account.
You can click on a link in the Content box below to be taken directly to a section of the help topic.
Contents
1. Requirements & Background Information
2. Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
3. Communicate that Text Messaging is Available
4. Send Text Messages to Volunteers & Coordinators
5. Opt-in as a System Operator
6. How Text Messaging Changes Your Account
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1. Requirements & Background Information
Before you begin using the text message feature, please read the following information regarding account
requirements and background information:
• VicNet Required. There is not a charge for the text messaging feature. However, it does require accounts to
include the VicNet module in their service level. VicNet is necessary because it provides a way for volunteers
and Coordinators to opt-in and out of text messaging, plus manage their text preferences. If VicNet is not
currently part of your account's service level, you can add it by following the steps shown in help topic 2007.
• Outgoing Messages Only. Your text messages will originate from the Volgistics system before being
forwarded to an SMS gateway. This process does not provide a way for incoming messages to be received
back at the account the original message was sent from. This means there will not be a way for volunteers
and Coordinators who receive your messages to respond directly to them. However, you can include your
phone number in your text message so volunteers can use it to respond back with a text. If volunteers or
Coordinators respond to a message (with something other than a keyword such as HELP, YES, or RESUME),
they will receive a reply that their text was not delivered.
• Limited Message Length. Cell phone service providers require us to include identifying information and other
instructions with each message sent. This extra text can take up to 50 of the 160 characters available for text
messaging so only 110 characters are available for custom messages. Some carriers outside of the United
States limit text messages to less than 160 characters. Recipients using these providers may not receive the
entire message you sent.

2. Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
To get started with text messaging, an Administrator for your account will need to enable text messaging. You
can find directions on how to do this in help topic 1290.

3. Communicate that Text Messaging is Available
You could introduce text messaging to volunteers and Coordinators at orientations and trainings. But to get
started initially, most likely sending an email message from your Volgistics account is the easiest way to let
everyone know that text messaging is available. To make this easier, Volgistics comes with a built-in way to send
an email message.
After text messaging is enabled, the Messages Ground Rules page will have a section at the bottom where a
default message appears. The default message reads:
Hello,
We are now able to send text messages! This will allow us to communicate with you faster, while offering you a
more convenient way to receive messages. This option will allow us to send custom messages to keep you
up-to-date, and you can also receive automated messages such as schedule reminders by text.
Text messages you receive from us will appear as "Volgistics Volunteer Alerts." You will not be able to respond
to the text messages so if you need to reply please contact the volunteer office by email or phone.
To begin receiving text messages, you will need to opt-in with your mobile phone number. Your normal text and
data rates will apply so please take this into consideration. Please click the following link to learn how to opt-in to
text messaging. If the URL does not appear as a clickable link, please copy and paste the address into your web
browser.
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https://www.volgistics.com/ex/Help.dll?ACT=21&HID+&TOPIC=1291
Thank you for opting-in to text messaging. We appreciate your service and look forward to communicating with
you more efficiently.
Thank you,
Volunteer Services
To edit this message, or send the message to all Coordinators, select Setup from the menu, expand the
Messages link, and then select Ground rules. Scroll down to the Text Message Opt-in Email section.
If you edit the message's content or subject line, be sure to click the Save button before you send the message.
To send the message to all of your Coordinators, click the Send to all coordinators button at the bottom of the
page. If the Coordinator has already opted-in to text messaging, the email will not be sent to them.
In order to send the message to volunteers, you need to tag the records that you want to receive the email. Then
select Tags from the menu and press the Go button beside the option to send the opt-in message. Volunteers
who have already opted-in to text messaging will not receive the email even if they are in the group of records
you tagged. You can learn more about sending the email to tagged records in the Send the text messaging opt-in
email to the tagged records section of help topic 2137.

4. Send Text Messages to Volunteers & Coordinators
After your account has text messaging enabled, and volunteers and Coordinators have opted-in, you can begin
sending text messages. It is not necessary for a System Operator to opt-in to text messaging to send messages
to volunteers and Coordinators. Any operator who has operator rights to send messages can send text
messages.
Sending a custom text message to your volunteers and Coordinators is very similar to sending an email
message. To start the process, select Mailbox from the menu, click on the Out Box tab, and click the Send a
message button to start your message. You can find in-depth directions on sending text messages in help topic
1295. You may also find help topic 1299 useful because it shows hints on how to send email and text messages
based on the volunteer's preferences.
Automatic messages from the system will be sent by text to volunteers and Coordinators as long as they opt-in to
text messaging and select to have that type of message sent by text. You do not need to do anything else to
enable this as long as the automatic messages are already setup in your account. The content and wording of
the automatic text messages is standardized to make sure the message meets the character requirements for
text messages. You can find a list of the different kinds of automatic text messages that can be sent in the Types
of Automatic Text Messages section of help topic 1300.

5. Opt-in as a System Operator
Currently the only text messages System Operators can receive if they opt-in to texting are alerts that an online
application form has been submitted. If you would like to receive these alerts by text message, you will need to
opt-in as shown in help topic 1293.
If you are a System Operator and you'd like to receive alerts when volunteers add or remove themselves from
the schedule, you can do this by setting up a Coordinator record in the account in addition to your System
Operator record. Your account's service fee is not based on the number of Coordinator records so you do not
need to worry about this increasing your expenses.
You can find directions on how to do this in the Receive Self-Scheduling Alerts section of help topic 1293. There
is not a need to opt-in as a System Operator if you only want to receive the self-scheduling alerts.
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6. How Text Messaging Changes Your Account
Once you have text messaging setup in your account, you will see some changes.
The first thing you may notice is that there are new fields on the Core tab of volunteer records and on the
Coordinator tab of Coordinator records:

After you enable text messaging, a Text field will appear where the other phone numbers show on volunteer
records. This field is "read only" because regulations do not allow you to change a volunteer's or Coordinator's
number as it affects their opt-in rights. If a volunteer or Coordinator needs to change the number they use for
texting, they will need to opt-out of texting at the old number and then opt-in with the new number. The If Your
Phone Number Changes section of help topic 1291 shows how to do this.
To the right of the Text field you will find a Text Validity field. This field is helpful to determine if the volunteer's
text number is receiving messages because the field's color will change based on the number's validity. Help
topic 1292 has more information on this.
There is also a No text message checkbox that can be used to block a volunteer or Coordinator from receiving
text messages without requiring them to opt-out of texting. One use for this would be a situation where a
volunteer is asked to leave your organization so you do not want him or her to receive texts, but you still need to
keep his or her record for reports.
You will also see a new column in the Messages box on the History tab of the volunteer records. This column will
show which text messages the volunteer has received and whether or not they were successfully received. Help
topic 2064 explains more about how this works.
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You may also want to add the Text and Text message validity icon fields to the Volunteers page so you can see
who has opted in. Remember that you can sort the Volunteers page by any of the column headings (except Tag)
by clicking on the column's title. This makes it easy if you want to Tag volunteer records to send them a text
message. You can just sort the page by the Text column and then tag the records. You can find information on
how to change which fields appear on the Volunteers page in help topic 1202.

There are also two new Set rules to help you find volunteers who have opted-in, or volunteers based on their text
number validity. Help topic 1297 explains more about the Set rule for finding volunteers who have, or do not
have, a text number. Help topic 1298 explains more about the rule for finding volunteers who have, or do not
have, a valid text number. Help topic 1296 shows how to use this Set rule to find volunteers with an invalid text
number.

Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)
Help topic 1307
Added or revised 03-23-2017
This help topic is designed to show volunteers and Coordinators how to reset the password they need to login to
VicNet.

1. Click the Forget your password? link
If you have forgotten the password you use to login to your organization's VicNet portal, start by clicking the
Forget your password? link on the login page. This will look something like the image below depending on how
your organization has setup the account:
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2. Enter your email address and click the Go button
Enter the email address you use to login to the VicNet portal in the Email address field and click the Go button.
The email address entered must match the email address on your volunteer or Coordinator record in order for
the password to be sent. The system will send a link you can use to set a new password to your email address.
Please note: The link will only remain active for 24 hours after it is sent. If you click the link and it says it expired,
simply go back and click the Forget your password? link again.

If you have more than one record in the system that uses the same email address (for example if you have a
volunteer and Coordinator record, or family members share an email address), you will see a screen similar to
the one shown below. In this case, check the box next to the record (or records) you want to reset the password
for and then click the Go button.
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If you receive a message that the email address you entered does not have an account, it means the system
could not find any records with access to Volgistics. The three most common reasons for this are: 1) A typo in
the address you entered, or the address on file for your record, 2) There is no record in the system for the
address entered, or 3) There is a record, but the access is not approved. Double check that you typed the
address correctly. If the address was entered correctly, you will need to contact the volunteer office at the
organization you serve with for further assistance.
3. Sign-in to your email account to set your password
Go to the email account that the password was sent to, sign-in, and check for new messages. You should
receive the temporary password message within a few minutes. However, some email systems and ISPs may
delay the delivery of email messages.
If you do not see the message in a few minutes and your email program uses a spam filter, check the junk mail
or spam folder for the message.
When you receive the message, click the link in the message to set your password. If for some reason you
cannot click the link, highlight the URL address beginning with https://.... Once the complete address is
highlighted, copy it and then paste it into a new web browser window.
You will see a screen that looks similar to the one below:
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Enter a new password into both the New Password and the Confirm Password fields, and then click the Go
button. The new password you enter must be different than your previous password, and it must meet any
password strength rules set by your organization.
Remember the new password you enter because this is what you will use to login to Volgistics the next time you
access your account.

Mailbox Out Box Tab
Help topic 1991
Added or revised 04-28-2014
The Mailbox's Out Box tab provides a way to send messages to your volunteers and Coordinators. It is also used
to view and manage your history of sent messages. If you are not already on the Out Box tab, you can get there
by selecting Mailbox from the menu, and then clicking the Out Box tab.
The Out Box tab is divided into three sub-tabs for organizing your messages. These are the Recent, Archived
and Deleted sub-tabs.

This help topic covers how the Out Box tab works in your Volgistics account.
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Contents
Refreshing the Out Box Tab
Sending Messages from the Out Box Tab
Site Level Access and the Out Box Tab
Sorting the Out Box Tab
Recent Sub-Tab
Archived Sub-Tab
Deleted Sub-Tab
Viewing Stored Messages
Recipient List on Stored Messages
Refreshing the Out Box Tab
The Out Box tab will show an up-to-date view each time you select Mailbox on the Volgistics menu and then
return to the Out Box tab. If you're on the Out Box tab and you want to update the view without leaving the tab,
click the Refresh button in the top left corner of the Out Box tab.
Sending Messages from the Out Box Tab
You can send Vic Mail, email messages and text messages to your volunteers and Coordinators from the Out
Box tab. To start a message, click the Send a message button at the top of the tab.

Refer to the following help topics for details on sending each type of message:
• Email Messages- Help topic 2195
• Text Messages - Help topic 1295
• Vic Mail Messages - Help topic 1127

Site Level Access and the Out Box Tab
If your organization uses Site Level Access and a System Operator is logged in as a Headquarters-level
operator, the Out Box tab will have a checkbox for All Sites in the upper right corner. If this box is checked, the
operator will view messages generated by Headquarters as well as messages generated by Site-level Operators.
If the All Sites box is un-checked, only messages generated by Headquarters will be displayed on a
Headquarters-level operator's Out Box tab.
Users logged in as Site-level Operators will not see the All Sites checkbox on the Out Box tab. With Site Level
Access, the Out Box tab will only display messages generated at their Site.
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Sorting the Out Box Tab
By default, all of the sub-tabs are sorted by the Sent column with the most recent items at the top. In the case of
the Recent and Deleted sub-tabs, Saved to send later messages appear above sent messages. As your Out Box
tab grows to contain more messages, it may become difficult to find an item you're looking for. To help you with
this, Volgistics allows you to sort the sub-tabs by the Sent, Subject, From and Count columns. Just click on the
column heading to sort the messages on the sub-tab based on that column's information.

Recent Sub-Tab
The Recent sub-tab shows messages that were Saved to send later when they were created, along with sent
message that are less than 180 days old. If a sent message remains on the Recent sub-tab after 180 days, it is
automatically sent to the Archived sub-tab. Saved to send later messages cannot be moved to the Archived
sub-tab.
If a volunteer was the recipient of a message that was sent, the subject and date of the message on the Recent
sub-tab will also appear in the message history kept on the Recent sub-tab in the Messages section of the
volunteer's History tab. You can find more information on this in help topic 2064.
Sent messages can be moved from the Recent sub-tab to the Archived sub-tab by checking the box next to the
message and then clicking the Archive button. You can check all of the boxes by messages at once by clicking
the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action. If Saved to send later messages are
included when you click the Archive button, you will get a message that these messages cannot be moved to
the Archived sub-tab.
Sent messages and Saved to send later messages can be moved from the Recent sub-tab to the Deleted
sub-tab by checking the box next to the message and then clicking the Delete button. You can check all of the
boxes by messages at once by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this
action.
Please see the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic for information on viewing a stored message.

Archived Sub-Tab
The Archived sub-tab shows messages that have been manually archived as well as sent messages that were
automatically moved to the Archived sub-tab from the Recent sub-tab after 180 days have passed. Messages in
this section will remain indefinitely unless they are deleted. There is not a way to send a message from the
Archived sub-tab back to the Recent sub-tab because there are not any actions that can be taken on the Recent
sub-tab that cannot also be taken from the Archived sub-tab.
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If a volunteer was the recipient of a message stored on the Archived sub-tab, the subject and date of the
message will appear on the Archived sub-tab in the Messages section of the volunteer's History tab. You can find
more information on this in help topic 2064.
The messages on the Archived sub-tab can be moved from the Archived sub-tab to the Deleted sub-tab by
checking the box next to the message and then clicking the Delete button. You can check all of the boxes by
messages at once by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action.
Please see the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic for information on viewing a stored message.

Deleted Sub-Tab
The Deleted sub-tab shows messages that have been deleted from the Recent or Archived sub-tabs. Messages
sent to this tab remain for seven (7) days after they are deleted to allow you to recover them if they were
accidentally deleted. If they are not recovered within seven days, they are permanently deleted from the system.
If a volunteer was the recipient of a message that appears on the Deleted sub-tab, the subject and date of the
message will continue to appear in the message history in the Messages section of the volunteer's History tab
until it is permanently deleted from the system. Once the message is permanently deleted, the subject and date
will be removed from the volunteer's message history. If you complete the action to permanently delete the
message yourself, you may see the subject and date for a brief time still on the volunteer's record. This is
because the process to remove the date and time from the volunteer's record is performed during the overnight
maintenance cycle. You can find more information on this in help topic 2064.
The messages on the Deleted sub-tab can be restored to the tab they were received from by checking the box
next to the message and then clicking the Restore button. You can check all of the boxes by messages at once
by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action.
The messages on the Deleted sub-tab can be permanently deleted before the seven (7) day waiting period by
checking the box next to the message and then clicking the Delete button. You can check all of the boxes by
messages at once by clicking the Check all button. Clicking the Un-check all button reverses this action. Once
a record is permanently deleted, there is not a way to recover it.
Please see the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic for information on viewing a stored message.

Viewing Stored Messages
To see details about any message on a sub-tab, just click on the subject of the message. When you do this you
can view information such as how the message was sent, the volunteers it was sent to and the content of the
message. The message's content box will vary in appearance depending on the web browser you use. For
example, some browsers do not allow you to scroll to see all of the information in the content box. With most
browsers you can highlight and copy the message's content even if it appears to be grayed out.
The controls available on the message differ depending on which sub-tab you're on. The Recent sub-tab has
Archive and Delete buttons, the Archived sub-tab only has a Delete button, and the Deleted sub-tab has
Restore and Delete buttons on sent messages. Saved to send later messages on the Delete sub-tab will have
the same options available as they do on the Recent sub-tab. If you send a Saved to send later from the Deleted
sub-tab, it will automatically be moved to the Recent sub-tab.
Recipient List on Stored Messages
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When you view a sent messages as shown in the Viewing Stored Messages section of this help topic, you will
see a list of volunteers and Coordinators who the message was sent to. On the Archived sub-tab, this list is
collapsed initially so you need to click the Show recipients button to see this list. When a message was sent to
both volunteers and Coordinators, the volunteer names will appear first and then the Coordinator names will be
listed at the end.
In order to be on the recipient list, the volunteer's record needs to be in the non-archived section of your
database. Records that have been deleted, or archived, will no longer appear on the recipient list.

Finding Volunteer Records
Help topic 2023
Added or revised 04-17-2017
Once you've started adding new volunteer records to your database, you'll eventually want to go back and open
individual volunteer records to look-up information or add more data. This help topic explains how to find and
open records.
Click on a link in the Content window below to be taken directly to that section of the Help topic.
Content
Controlling Records Shown
Using the Alphabetical Index
Viewing All Volunteers
Using Include Options
Find by Last Name
Find by First Name
Find by Number
Find by Email Address
Find by Group Name
Using Wildcard Search Features
Sort & Search Records
Controlling Records Shown
When you use one of the methods shown in this help topic to bring up your volunteer records, the Volunteers
page may not load all of your records initially if you have a large number of records. If the search results contain
more records than the dropdown is set to, the entry count will indicate that not all of the records are shown.
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In this case, you can advance to the next page of records by using the controls at the top or bottom of the right
hand side. Select a page number in the sequence, or click the Next link.

If you need to see and work with all records at once, select All from the dropdown on the top left side of the page.

Using the Alphabetical Index
One way to locate a volunteer record is to use the alphabetical name index located at the very top of the
Volunteers screen.
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
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2. Across the top of the Volunteers screen you'll see the letters of the alphabet. Click on the first letter of the
volunteer's last name. For example, if you're looking for George Bailey, click the "B" link to see the volunteers
whose last names begin with the letter B.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the volunteers whose last names start with the letter you selected. If
necessary, scroll down this list until you find the volunteer you're looking for. When you see the volunteer you're
looking for, click on his or her name to open the record.
Viewing All Volunteers
To view a list of all volunteer records:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Click the "All" link next to the letter "Z" in the alphabetical index.
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You'll see a list of all volunteers.
Using Include Options
You might want to limit your search to just certain volunteers, such those with an Active Status or just a certain
Flag or Type. You can use the fields under the Include heading to do this. Available fields include Status,Type,
Flag,Site,Set,Tags and Kind. The fields you see on the Volunteer page may not include all of these options
depending on your account's setup.
Here is how to use the Include options:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Locate the Include section.
3. Use the fields to limit your search to just records with the desired Status, Type, Flag, Site, Set, Tags and/or
Kind. For example, to search for just records with the Active Status, select "Active" from the Status dropdown list
and leave the other fields set to "Any."

4. Click on a letter of the alphabet or the All link to see records that have the selection you made in the Include
field.
You can also use more than one Include field at a time for more advanced searches. For example, if you wanted
to find only volunteers with the Active Status who also have the "Approved Driver" Flag on their record, select
"Active" from the Status dropdown and "Approved Driver" from the Flag dropdown and then complete your
search.
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Selections in the Include fields will stay in place during your session unless they are changed. You can either
reset the field's dropdown to "Any," or click the "Clear" link underneath the fields to reset them. The fields will
reset to "Any" automatically when your session ends.
You can also fine tune your searches even more by clicking the Advanced options button that appears under
the fields. This page allows you to do things such as selecting multiple options for a field, or excluding certain
options for a field. For example, to find all records with the Active and Applicant Statuses you would set the
Status field as shown below and then click the "All" link.

Or if you wanted to find all records with either the "CPR Certified" or the "Certified Life Guard" Flags, you'd set
the Flag field as shown below and then click the "All" link.
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The "Any of these" setting functions like an or. It would bring up volunteers if they have either of the Flags. The
"All of these" setting functions like an and. Volunteers would need both Flags on their records in order to be
included in the results if this were selected.
Click the Basic options button to return to first page when you're done using the advanced search features.
Selections you make on the Advanced options page will not remain selected when you leave the page.
Find by Last Name
You can also find volunteer records by last name. To find the record for an individual volunteer by the volunteer's
last name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the volunteer's last name in the Last Name field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If
you're unsure of the spelling of the volunteer's name, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this
help topic.

3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of volunteers whose last names match the name you entered. Locate
the exact volunteer you're looking for and click on his or her name to open the record. If the record does not
appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291 useful.
Find by First Name
There may be times when you remember a volunteer's first name, but not their last. You can look-up volunteer
records using the volunteer's first name, too. To find the records for volunteers with a certain first name:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the volunteer's first name in the First Name field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If
you're unsure of the spelling of the volunteer's name, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this
help topic.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the volunteers whose first names match the name you entered.
Locate the exact volunteer you're looking for, and then click on his or her name to open the record. If the record
does not appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291 useful.
Find by Number
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Some volunteer leaders use numbers to identify volunteers. If you assign numbers to your volunteers, you can
locate a volunteer by their number by:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the volunteer's number in the Number field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If you
only know part of the volunteer's number, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this help topic.
3. If there is one, Volgistics displays the name of volunteer that has the number you entered. Click on the
volunteer's name to open their record. If the record does not appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291
useful.
Find by Email Address
To find the record for a volunteer using their email address:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the volunteer's email address in the Email field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If
you only know part of the address, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this help topic.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the volunteers whose email addresses match the email address you
entered. Locate the volunteer you're looking for and then click on his or her name to open the record. If the
record does not appear on the list, you might find Help topic 2291 useful.
Of course the volunteer's email address must have been recorded in their record in order for Volgistics to be able
to locate the record by email address. You enter volunteer email addresses on the Core tab.
Find by Group Name
You can also find a group record by searching for the name of the group by:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Enter the group's name in the Group Name field and then click the Go button located just to the right. If you
only know part of the name, see the Using Wildcard Search Features section of this help topic.
3. Volgistics displays an alphabetized list of the records that match the name you entered. Locate the record
you're looking for and then click on the link to open it. If the record does not appear on the list, you might find
Help topic 2291 useful.
Using Wildcard Search Features
If you only know part of the information for the record you're trying to locate, or are unsure of the spelling for a
search field, you can also use wildcard searches in the fields under the Find heading. Here is the way these
work:
• You can enter just the first part of the information in the field. For example, if you're looking for a volunteer
named "George Bailey" you can enter "Ba" in the Last Name field. This will bring up all records where the last
name starts with "Ba" such as Bailey, Baker, Barber, Barclay, etc. This option will work for the Last Name,
First Name, Email, and Group Name fields. However, it will not work for the Number field.
• You can use the asterisk character (*) in place of the information you do not know. This can be used at the
start, end or in the middle of the information you do know. For example, to look for a volunteer with the last
name of "Bailey," you could use "Bai*" or "*ley" or "Ba*ey". This feature will work in any of the fields including
the Number field. For example, to search for a volunteer with the number of "1234567" you could enter "123*"
or "*567" or "12*67" in the Number field. Here is an example of how this could be used to find all volunteers
with a Yahoo email domain:
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Only one asterisk character (*) will work as a replacement for information in the wildcard searches. For example,
"*ile*" in the Last Name would not work to find a record with the last name of "Bailey." Also, only the asterisk is a
valid wildcard character for the Find fields. Other characters such as a question mark (?) are not valid in this
location. However, the column headings shown in the Sort & Search Records section below do support other
wildcard characters.
Sort & Search Records
Sorting Records
When the Volunteers page shows more than one record, the page is initially sorted alphabetically according to
the volunteer's last name. To help you find certain records, you can click on a column heading to re-sort the page
according to that column's information.

For example, if the volunteer's Date of Last Activity is included on this page, you can sort the page from the
earliest to the most recent date by clicking the Last Activity heading. Click the heading again to sort the page to
display the most recent dates at the top and the earliest dates at the bottom.
You can even sort the page based on the information in multiple columns. For example, you can sort the page
according to the volunteer's Status first by clicking on the heading of the Status column. You can then sort the
records again according to the volunteer's Type by holding down the SHIFT key on your keyboard while clicking
on the heading of the Type column. The original sorting by Status will be maintained and then the records will be
sorted by Type.
Please note: It is not possible to sort columns with icons or checkboxes such as the Tag column, or the email
validity or text number validity indicator columns.
Searching for Records
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There are various ways you can search for just certain records in Volgistics.
One way is to create a Set to query the database based on certain conditions such as how much service a
volunteer has recorded. Sets can be created based on any of the rules shown in help topic 2177. After you
create the Set, you can see the volunteers the Set contains by selecting the Set from the dropdown as shown in
the Using Include Options section above.
Another way you can find certain records without creating a Set is to use the search options on the Volunteers
page. Once you have a group of records showing on the page, you can search for certain records in two different
ways. One is to use the Search box that appears in the top right corner to search the entire page.

The other is to use the search fields that appear at the top of each column. The search function looks for your
input from left to right in the field. So, for example, if you need to find a volunteer with a certain last name and
you can only remember that it starts with "Fr," enter "Fr" in the search field in the Name column to bring up all
volunteers whose last names begin with "Fr."

The more characters you type in, the more refined your search will be. To return to the un-filtered view. Just
remove the characters you entered into the search field using the delete or backspace keys on your keyboard.
You can narrow your search still further by searching for information in multiple columns. Using the example we
started above, you could narrow your search for volunteers with last names beginning with "Fr" to just those who
have the CollegeType. To do this you would enter "Co" (or more characters if you wish) in the search field at the
top of the Type column.

If you need to skip information, or look for just certain information anywhere in the field, the search will allow you
to use some regular expressions. If you are unfamiliar with these, you may need to use a web search or find
another source of information on how to perform more advanced searches.
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Here's an example of a simple way regular expressions could be used on the page. Let's say you have a cleanup
event at neighborhood park on a street called Cherry Ridge Drive. You want to find the volunteers on Cherry
Ridge regardless of their house number. In this case, you could use the escape (\) or wildcard (*) characters in
front of "Che" in the Street column to bring up records for your volunteers on Cherry Ridge Drive.

Here is another example of using regular expressions to filter the page. Let's say you've included the volunteers'
Date of Last Activity on the Volunteers page. (Help topic 1202 shows how you can control which fields appear on
the Volunteers page.) You may want to filter the page to show just the volunteers who have a blank in the field
(in other words, they do not have any service information recorded). To do this, enter the regular expression ^$
into the Search field. The page will filter to show just the volunteers who do not have a date recorded in the Date
of Last Activity field. Or, if you want to do the opposite and filter the page to just show volunteers with a date
entered, enter the regular expression \d into the Search field. Now the page will be filtered so that volunteers with
a blank in the field are not shown.
Status Field Search
Because each volunteer record can only have one Status, the Status search field is a dropdown list that contains
all the options for Statuses in your account instead of a text field.
Related help
Help Topic 1202 - How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list
Help Topic 1998 - Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2291 - Why can't I see or find volunteer records?
Help Topic 2311 - How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?

How to Delete Schedule Openings
Help topic 2030
Added or revised 10-18-2016
After creating a schedule you may decide you want to remove, delete or otherwise change the way you have
setup your schedule openings. This help topic explains how to reduce or remove openings. If you'd like to make
changes to the opening, see help topic 2132.
Because working with openings can have a dramatic impact on your entire schedule very quickly, we strongly
recommend reviewing the information in the Tips for Working with Openings section before proceeding to other
sections. The sections of the help topics are arranged according to how much impact they will have on your
schedule. The top section will have the least impact on your overall schedule, and the bottom section will have
the most impact on your overall schedule.
You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a section of the help topic.
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Contents
Tips for Working with Openings
Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day
Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Multiple Days
Delete a One Time Opening Completely
Delete an Ongoing Opening but Leave past Schedule
Delete an Ongoing Opening Completely
Tips for Working with Openings
In Volgistics, openings are used to show the shifts or times when you will need volunteers to perform an
assignment (a job or task) for your organization. You can learn how to create openings for an assignment in help
topic 2158.
Here are some things to keep in mind when you're working with openings.
1. One opening can have multiple slots based on the number you enter in the Volunteers needed field when you
create the opening. On the daily view of the schedule pictured below, there are two openings. One opening from
8:00 am to 11:30 am with 3 slots, and one opening from 12:00 pm to 3:30 pm with 2 slots.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that deleting the opening will remove all slots related to that
opening.
2. Openings can be setup to take place on one day only (one time), or they can be setup to repeat in a pattern
(ongoing). An example of an ongoing opening is one that repeats every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. On
the monthly view of the schedule pictured below, the 8:00 am to 11:30 am opening repeats on Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, and the 12:00 pm to 3:30 pm opening repeats on Mondays and Tuesdays.
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Keep in mind that deleting an opening will remove it from every day of the week the opening occurs. This will be
for all dates in the past as well as all dates in the future.
3. Volunteers can be scheduled to fill an opening for one day only, or on a repeating basis such as every Monday
and Wednesday. If a volunteer is scheduled on an ongoing (repeating) basis, the daily schedule will indicate this
with a checkmark in the Reg column. In the example pictured below, Bobbie Fryer is scheduled on a repeating
basis, and Deidre Griffin is only scheduled for one day.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that deleting an opening, and selecting to remove the
volunteers scheduled for the opening, will remove volunteers scheduled on an ongoing (regular) basis on every
date they're scheduled (both past and future).
4. Openings are not the same as schedule entries. You can think of an opening slot as a container that can hold
a schedule entry, but the opening and the schedule entry are still independent of each other. Volunteers can be
placed on the schedule without filling an opening slot, they can be placed on the schedule as filling an opening
but with different start and/or stop times than the opening, or they can be placed on the schedule as filling the
opening with the same start and stop times as the opening.
In the example shown below, Victoria Perry has been placed on the schedule without filling an opening. This
creates a schedule entry for Victoria that is not associated with an opening. It's easy to tell she's not filling an
opening because the schedule icon shows a figure without a box around it.
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Deidre Griffin has been placed on the schedule as filling an opening. By default, her schedule entry had the
same start and stop times as the opening. However, her schedule entry was edited to have different start and
stop times than the opening. The schedule entry is still associated with the opening though. It's easy to tell
because the schedule icon shows a figure with a box around it.

When you're working with openings, keep in mind that schedule entries are independent of openings. A volunteer
can be filling an opening, but not be scheduled for the same start and stop times as the opening. Also, if you
delete an opening you can choose to leave volunteers on the schedule. In this case, they will on the schedule but
not as filling the opening like Victoria Perry in the example above.

Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Just One Day
One opening can have multiple opening slots as noted in the Tips for Working with Openings section above. You
may want to reduce the number of slots for the opening on just one day. For example, if you anticipate that fewer
volunteers will be needed on that day. Here are the steps to take if you need to do this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to reduce the number of volunteers needed.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date the opening is on. If you're in the daily view, use the
date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. If volunteers are scheduled to fill the opening slot, you will need to remove the volunteer from the schedule
first. To do this, click the Remove link in the row that shows the volunteer you need to remove.

If the volunteer is a regularly scheduled volunteer (shown with a check in the Reg column), select to remove
them from one day only or from all days they are scheduled for. If you remove them from one day only, you will
see their name grayed out on the schedule with (removed) behind it.
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6. Click the Close link in the row for the opening slot you no longer need.

The opening slot will appear grayed out, and there will be an Open link to click if you want to make the opening
slot available again.
7. Repeat these steps for each opening slot you need to close.

Reduce the Number of Volunteers Needed on Multiple Days
As noted in the Tips for Working with Openings section above, an opening can be setup to repeat in a pattern
such as on every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. You may want to reduce the number of slots for the
opening on every day it occurs. For example, if you found you routinely only need two volunteers to do a job
instead of four. This section shows the steps you'll need to take to reduce the number of volunteers needed on
every day that the opening occurs.
Please Note!
There is not a way to reduce the number of opening slots for just one day of the week. For example, if the
opening repeats every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday with four slots on each day, there is not a way to
change just Tuesdays to have two slots but leave four slots on Mondays and Wednesdays.
If you only need to make this change for a few Tuesdays, just follow the steps in the Reduce the Number of
Volunteers Needed on Just One Day section above to reduce the number of opening slots on those days. If you
need to make a permanent change for all Tuesdays, you will need to edit the original opening to take place on
just Mondays and Wednesdays. Then, make a new opening that repeats every Tuesday with just two slots. If you
do this, any volunteers scheduled on Tuesdays will be left on the schedule, but not as filling an opening slot. You
will need to go back and remove them from the schedule, and then place them back on as filling an opening slot.
Here are the steps to take to reduce the opening slots on every day that the opening occurs:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to reduce the number of volunteer needed.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click any date the opening occurs on. If you're in the daily view, use
the date dropdown at the top to select a date the opening occurs on, and then click the Go button.
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5. Click the Edit link in the Opening column for any row of the opening's slots. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill
the opening slot, this will be the Edit link on the right.

6. In the Edit an opening box, change the number in the Volunteers needed field to be the number of opening
slots you want the opening to have now.
7. Click the Save button.
Please Note!
Following the steps above could leave volunteers on the schedule but not as filling an opening slot. For example,
if you reduced the number of opening slots from four to two, and there is a date where three volunteers were
scheduled to fill opening slots, there will now be two volunteers filling opening slots and one volunteer on the
schedule who is not filling an opening slot.
Delete a One-Time Opening Completely
There may be times when you need to completely eliminate an opening that occurs on one date. For example, if
a board meeting was switched to a different date. If you are sure you want to delete all slots for a one-time
opening on the date it occurs, follow these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to delete an opening.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date the opening is on. If you're in the daily view, use the
date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. You may wish to verify that the opening is a one-time opening instead of an ongoing opening. If you want to do
this, click the Edit link in any row for the opening you wish to delete. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening
slot, this will be the Edit link on the right side.
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Check in the Edit an opening box to see if the opening is setup as For one day only or Ongoing. If it is setup as
Ongoing see the Delete an Ongoing Opening Completely section of this help topic.
6. Once you verify that the opening is a one-time opening and you are sure you wish to delete it, click the Delete
link in one of the rows for the opening's slots.
7. If no volunteers are scheduled to fill any of the opening's slots, the opening will be deleted.
If there are volunteers with a schedule entry associated with the opening, a Delete Opening? box will appear.
Select to either delete the opening and the volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, or to delete the opening but
leave scheduled volunteers on the schedule as not filling an opening.
8. Click the Continue button if you made a selection in step 7 and wish to proceed with deleting the opening.
Click the Cancel button if you no longer wish to delete the opening.

Delete an Ongoing Opening but Leave past Schedule
There may be times when you want to end an ongoing opening, but leave the past schedule for the opening
intact. For example, if a shift will occur at new times it is sometimes easier to end the old opening and enter a
new opening with the new times. Following these steps can have an impact on your overall schedule. Please
review the information in the Please Note! box below before proceeding.
If you'd like to end an ongoing opening, but leave the past schedule intact, follow these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to delete an opening.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date you want to end the opening on. If you're in the daily
view, use the date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. Click the Edit link in any row for the opening you wish to end. If a volunteer is scheduled to fill the opening slot,
this will be the Edit link on the right side.

6. In the Edit an opening box, change the setting under the Starting date field from Ongoing to Ending. Select the
date you want the opening to end from the dropdown lists.
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7. Click the Save button.
Please Note!
1. Following these steps will remove all future instances of the opening, but it will not remove volunteers who are
scheduled to fill the opening in the future. You will need to remove these volunteers individually if you do not
want them on the schedule.
2. If you want to remove volunteers from the future schedule, but leave their past schedule intact, you will need
to edit their schedule entry and put in an ending date.
3. If you want to remove the volunteers from the schedule completely (for the past and future), simply remove
them from the schedule.
4. This section of the help topic can be used to preserve the past schedule for volunteers, but this does not mean
the past schedule is recorded as volunteer service. Service hours must be entered using one of the methods
shown here.
5. Volgistics does not maintain schedule information indefinitely. The schedules for past years drop from the
system. If you want a permanent record of when volunteers served, you must enter service hours.
Delete an Ongoing Opening Completely
There may be times when you want to completely delete an ongoing opening. Remember to review the
information in the Tips for Working with Openings section above before taking this action! Deleting an ongoing
opening will delete all instances of the opening on dates in the past as well as in the future. Also, deleting the
opening will remove all opening slots for the opening on every date the opening occurs.
If you are sure you want to delete all slots for an ongoing opening on each date it occurs (past and future), follow
these steps:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Click on the Assignment where you want to delete an opening.
3. Click on the Schedule tab.
4. If you are on the monthly calendar view, click on the date the opening is on. If you're in the daily view, use the
date dropdown at the top to select the date and then click the Go button.
5. Click the Delete link in one of the rows for the opening's slots.
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6. In the Delete Opening? box, select to either delete the opening and the volunteers scheduled to fill the
opening, or to delete the opening but leave scheduled volunteers on the schedule as not filling an opening.
Remember that if you choose to delete the volunteers scheduled to fill the opening, that the past and future date
the volunteers were scheduled will be deleted.
7. Click the Continue button if you made a selection in step 7 and wish to proceed with deleting the opening.
Click the Cancel button if you no longer wish to delete the opening.

Working with Tags
Help topic 2137
Added or revised 04-19-2017
Once you've tagged one or more volunteer records, there are a variety of useful things you can do for the entire
group of tagged records. Please keep in mind that tags are cumulative for your session unless they are cleared.
For example, if you tag 8 records and perform a task, and then tag 5 more records without clearing your tags, the
next task you perform for tagged records will be made on 13 records. See the Clear Tags section of this help
topic for information on how to clear tags between tasks.
Click on a link in the Contents box below to be taken directly to that section of this help topic.
Contents
View the tagged volunteers
Print a report for the tagged volunteers
Send email, VIC mail, or text messages to the tagged volunteers
Change the Status for all of the tagged records
Add a Type or Flag entry to the tagged records
Delete the tagged records
Archive the tagged records
Send a VicNet password link to the tagged records
Set temporary VicNet passwords for all tagged volunteers
Send the text messaging opt-in email to the tagged records
Add a Site to the tagged records
Insert Date records for the tagged volunteers
Add an Assignment to all of the tagged records
Add a Mandate to all of the tagged records
Send a schedule reminder to all of the tagged volunteers
View
tagged volunteers
Clear the
Tags
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You can view a list of the volunteer records that are currently tagged (or un-tagged).
1. From the menu, choose Volunteers.
2. Under the Include section, click the Clear link to clear any previous include settings.
3. Under the Include section, select Tagged from the Tags field (or Not tagged to see the list of un-tagged
volunteers).

4. Click the All link near the top of the Volunteers page. Volgistics displays a list of all the volunteers whose
records are currently tagged (or un-tagged if you chose to include un-tagged volunteers).

Print a report for the tagged volunteers
Most reports provide a way for you to print the report for just the tagged records. For example, you can tag a
group of volunteers and then print mailing labels for them. For more information on stock reports, please see
help topic 2104. For more information on custom reports, please see help topic 2223.
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1. From the menu, choose Print.
2. Choose the kind of report you would like to print, for example Address labels.
3. Click on the name of the report you want to print.
4. Click the Print it button.
5. On the Include page, check Tagged volunteers and uncheck These volunteers, as shown here:

Not all reports are driven by volunteer records. Those that are not, do not offer the Tagged volunteers checkbox
on the Include page.
6. Click the Start printing button.
Send email, VIC mail, or text messages to the tagged volunteers
It's easy to send an email, VIC mail, or text message to a group of tagged volunteers.
1. From the menu, choose Mailbox.
2. Select the Out Box tab, and then click the Send a message button.
3. In the To section, check Tagged volunteers.

4. Compose and then send your message.
Change the Status for all of the tagged records
To change the volunteer Status for multiple volunteers at one time, take these steps:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
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2. Next to Change the Status of all tagged volunteer records to, select the Status you would like to switch your
tagged volunteers to from the dropdown list.
3. Click the Go button.
Add a Type or Flag entry to the tagged records
There may be occasions when you want to add the same Type or Flag entry to a lot of volunteer records. You
can add these all at once using tags.
If the Type or Flag entry you want to make does not already appear as a Type or Flag option on the Core tab,
you should start by creating it (you can skip this step if the Type or Flag entry you want to add already exists in
your database):
1. From the menu, select Setup.
2. Click Field options, and then select Core tab (the Core tab is where the Flag and Type fields are found).
3. Select Types or Flags, as appropriate.
4. Enter the new Type or Flag in the Add a new item field, and then click the Save button.
Once the Type or Flag value you want to add exists in your database, it's easy to insert it into all of the tagged
records:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. If you want to add a Type entry to all of the tagged records, use the Change the Type of all of the tagged
volunteers to field to choose the Type you want to add.
If you want to add a Flag entry to all of the tagged records, use the Add this Flag to all of the tagged records field
to choose the Flag you want to add.
3. Click the Go button.
Volgistics inserts the Type or Flag entry into all of the tagged records.
Delete the tagged records
You can delete multiple volunteer records at once by using the tags feature. Because deleting a record can have
a permanent impact on your volunteer recordkeeping, we recommend reading the Important Considerations
Before Deleting Records section of help topic 2309 before proceeding.
After you have tagged the volunteer records you want to delete, follow these steps to delete the records:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. Click the Go button located next to Delete the tagged volunteer records.
3. Because deleting records permanently removes them from the account, a confirmation box will appear where
you must verify that you want to delete the records.
If your account has the VicDocs feature enabled, the confirmation box will also include an option to save or
delete the documents associated with the records. If you select to save the documents, they will be available on
the In Box in your mailbox for 5 days. If you do not save the documents locally during these 5 days, there will not
be a way to recover them.
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Operator Rights and Deleting Tagged Records
If you do not see the Delete the tagged volunteer records option on the Tags menu, your Volgistics System
Operator rights do not permit you to delete volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by your
organization's Volgistics Administrator.
Archive the tagged records
Archiving volunteer records allows you to move records for volunteers who are not actively serving to a separate
section of your database. If you are not familiar with how this affects volunteer records, we recommend reviewing
help topic 1999 "Archived Versus Non-archived Records" before proceeding.
If you want to archive a group of volunteer records, you can tag those volunteers and then archive all of their
records in one step:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. Click the Go button located next to Archive the tagged volunteer records.
Volgistics will archive all of the tagged records.
Operator Rights and Archiving Tagged Records
If you do not see the Archive the tagged volunteer records option on the Tags menu, your Volgistics System
Operator rights do not permit you to archive volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by your
organization's Volgistics Administrator.
Send a VicNet password link to the tagged records
If you want to provide a number of volunteers with their VicNet password at once, using tags will allow you to do
so more efficiently than sending password messages from each individual volunteer's Vic tab. Volunteers who
have opted-in to text messaging will receive the password by text and by email. Volunteers who have not
opted-in to text messaging will only receive the password by email.
You can customize the content of the email message volunteers receive with the link. The Send a Message with
Login Information section of help topic 1158 has more information on how to do this. You can find this section of
the help topic here.
To send all tagged volunteers a message containing a VicNet password link:
1. Choose Tags from the menu.
2. Click the Go button located next to Send a VicNet password link to the tagged volunteers.
Set temporary VicNet passwords for all tagged volunteers
There may be times when you want to set a temporary password that volunteers use to login to VicNet for the
first time. For example, if you have volunteer orientations where you will train groups of volunteers all at once,
you can set the same temporary password for the entire group and tell them the temporary password. Or, you
may give out packets to new volunteers where you have instructions on how to login, and you give the temporary
password in the instructions. When volunteers login with the temporary password the first time, they will be
prompted to select a permanent password.
To assign a temporary password to all tagged volunteers:
1. Choose Tags from the menu.
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2. Enter the temporary password in the field located next to Set temporary VicNet passwords for all tagged
volunteers. This password does not need to meet any password strength rules you have set for volunteers
because volunteers are required to set a permanent password the first time they login.
3. Click the Go button.
Send the text messaging opt-in email to the tagged records
If you have enabled text messaging for your account, you will see an option to send volunteers an email
message asking them to opt-in to text messaging. To send this email message:
1. Choose Tags from the menu.
2. Click the Go button located next to Send the text message opt-in email message to the tagged volunteer
records.
The system will send the default message from the Messages Ground Rules page to all of the tagged records
except for the ones where the volunteer has already opted-in to text messaging. You can find more information
on how to edit the default message in the Communicate that Text Messaging is Available section of help topic
1301.
Add a Site to the tagged records
If you use Site Level Access, you can use tags to add a Site to the Core tabs of a group of volunteers in a single
step. To do this:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. Select the name of the Site you would like to add from the dropdown list next to Add this Site to the tagged
volunteer records.
3. Click the Go button.
Insert Date records for the tagged volunteers
There may be times when you want to add the same Date record for many volunteers. For example, you might
want to enter the same Training Date record for all of the volunteers who attended a particular orientation
session. Start by tagging the volunteers, who attended the session, then:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. In the Add this Date to all of the tagged volunteer records section, enter the date record information you want
to add to all of the tagged records. Please note: If you're adding a Checklist date and the Checklist item recurs
on an annual or periodic basis, you will need to manually calculate the next due date and enter this in the Expires
field. The system will not automatically calculate and insert an expiration date when the date is added from the
Tags menu.
3. Click the Go button.
Volgistics inserts the Date record into all of the tagged records.
Add an Assignment to all of the tagged records
If you would like to add the same Assignment to the Service tab of multiple volunteers at once, you can do this
by:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
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2. In the Add this Assignment to all of the tagged volunteer records section, choose the name of the Assignment
to be added from the dropdown list.
3. Select the Role that tagged volunteers should be given in the chosen Assignment.
4. Enter an Assignment "From" date and "To" date, if applicable.
5. Click Go.
Add a Mandate to all of the tagged records
If your organization uses Volgistics' Mandatory Service features to track volunteer progress toward service goals
or requirements, there might be a need to add a service mandate to numerous records at once. You can do this
by:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. In the Add this Mandate to all of the tagged volunteer records section, select the applicable Mandatory
Service program from the dropdown list.
3. Choose a Starting date for the service mandate, if applicable.
4. Enter a Due by date for the service mandate, if applicable.
5. Enter the number of Hours and/or Service Measures required.
6. Click the Go button.
Send a schedule reminder to all of the tagged volunteers
If you use Volgistics' on-demand schedule reminders feature, you can send schedule reminders for a range of
dates you specify. When you send schedule reminders through the Monthly & on-demand volunteer reminders
setup page, they are sent to every volunteer who has an email address and/or text number on their record, is
scheduled during the selected date range in any of the assignments for which the Schedule reminders checkbox
is checked, and has not declined schedule reminder messages.
There may be a situation, however, when an organization wants to send schedule reminders only to a specific
sub-group of those who would normally receive the reminders. In this case, they should take the following steps
to send schedule reminders for specific dates to tagged volunteers:
1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. Next to Send a schedule reminder to all of the tagged volunteers for these dates, choose the dates for which
the schedule reminder should be sent.
3. Click the Go button.
The message will be sent by email or text depending on if the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging and his
or her message preferences.
Clear Tags
It's a good idea to clear the tags whenever you finish using them to perform a particular task. You can always
clear tags from individual records by un-checking the Tags checkbox. You can also clear tags from all records at
once by:
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1. From the menu, choose Tags.
2. Click the Clear all tags button.
If the button appears grayed out, there are not any tagged records to clear.
Related help
Help Topic 1220 - Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Help Topic 2136 - Tags
Help Topic 2139 - Tagging Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2140 - How to permanently mark tagged records
Help Topic 2160 - Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
Help Topic 2322 - Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
Help Topic 2233 - Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step

Schedule Rules
Help topic 2172
Added or revised 09-19-2016
Every Assignment you track in Volgistics may optionally include a volunteer schedule.
You can tailor the way each Assignment's schedule works, depending on the needs of the Assignment. For
example, you can have some Assignments for which volunteers must serve only on specific dates at specific
times (these are called openings), while other Assignments may permit scheduling on any dates or times.
The Rules tab in the Assignment record is where you specify how you want the schedule to work for a specific
Assignment. If you're not already on the Rules tab you can get there like this:
1. Choose Assignments from the menu.
2. Select the Assignment for which you want to set up a schedule.
3. Click on the Rules tab.
(If you do not see the Rules tab, your Volgistics System Operator rights do not provide access to this area. If you
have questions about your operator rights, contact your organization's Volgistics Administrator.)
You can click on a section of the help topic in the Content box below to go directly to that section.
Contents
Who can sign-up for this schedule?
Allow scheduling for
The Help Wanted Icons Do Not Appear on the Calendar
Self-scheduling alerts
Other options
Make this the default setup

Who can sign-up for this schedule?

If you use the self-scheduling features, you can use the controls in this section to specify which volunteers are
allowed to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for this Assignment. For example, you may
have some Assignments that only 'Adult' volunteers may perform; or you may want volunteers to schedule
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themselves or be scheduled by coordinators only for the Assignments to which they are specifically assigned (on
their Service tab).
Volunteers cannot schedule themselves or be scheduled by coordinators
If you choose this option, no volunteers can be scheduled for this Assignment with the volunteer information
center self-scheduling features. That is, volunteers are unable to schedule themselves for this Assignment, and
Coordinators are also unable to schedule any volunteers in this Assignment. With this option selected, the only
way volunteers will be scheduled in this Assignment is if you, or another Volgistics System Operator, specifically
schedules them from within Volgistics.
Volunteers can schedule themselves or be scheduled by a coordinator if their record has...
Choose this option if you want certain (but not all) volunteers to be able to schedule themselves for this
Assignment and you want Coordinators to be able to schedule some (but not all) of their volunteers for this
Assignment. When you choose this option, you must use the following controls to specify which volunteers can
be scheduled with the volunteer information center self-scheduling features:
• One of these volunteer Statuses:
Select the volunteer Status(es) that volunteers must have in order to be able to schedule themselves or be
scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment. For instance, check only 'Active' if you only want volunteers
whose status is 'Active' to be able to schedule themselves. Each volunteer's Status is shown on their Core tab.
You may check any combination of Statuses.
If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves for this Assignment and Coordinators to be able to
schedule their volunteers for this Assignment no matter what their Status is, check all of the Statuses. You must
select at least one Status in order for self scheduling to work.
• One of these Roles in this assignment:
Use the checkboxes in this section if you only want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be
scheduled by Coordinators if they have this Assignment (if this Assignment appears on the Service tab in their
record). In this case, check the Role(s) that the volunteers must have in this Assignment in order for them to be
able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator.
For example, if you only want to allow volunteers to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for
this Assignment if their Role in the Assignment is 'Assigned,' then check the Assigned checkbox.
You may check any combination of Roles.
If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment
even if they do not have this Assignment on their Assignment tab, do not check any of the Roles in this section.
• Include matched volunteers
If you use volunteer and Assignment matching, you can allow volunteers to schedule themselves or be
scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment if they are matched to the Assignment, regardless of their
Role(s). If you have disabled the matching features, this checkbox will not appear.
• This Flag:
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If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for this Assignment
only if they have a particular Flag on their Core tab, select that Flag here.
For example, if you have a Flag for 'Red Team,' and only Red Team volunteers should be allowed to schedule
themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for this Assignment, select the 'Red Team' Flag here.
• This Type:
If you want volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment
only if they have a particular Type on their Core tab, select that Type here.
For example, if you have a Type called 'Adult' and only Adult volunteers should be allowed to schedule
themselves or be scheduled by Coordinators for this Assignment, select the 'Adult' Type here.

Example
In the example configuration shown below for an Assignment called 'Tutor', volunteers can schedule themselves
or be scheduled by a coordinator if they are 'Active' volunteers, and they are assigned to the Tutor Assignment
with the Role of either 'Assigned,' 'Trainee,' or 'Substitute.'

A volunteer with the Status and Assignment entries shown below would be able to schedule themselves or be
scheduled by a Coordinator for the Tutor Assignment because their Status is 'Active' and they are assigned to
the Tutor Assignment with one of the three required Roles (Substitute). If they did not have the Status 'Active,' or
if they were not assigned to the Tutor Assignment with the role of 'Assigned,' 'Trainee,' or 'Substitute,' they would
not be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a Coordinator for the Tutor Assignment in this example.
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Any volunteer can schedule themselves or be scheduled by a coordinator
Choose this option if you want any volunteers to be able to schedule themselves or be scheduled by a
Coordinator for this Assignment.

Allow scheduling for...
Use this option to control the way volunteers may be scheduled for this assignment.
This option affects the way Volgistics System Operators may schedule volunteers for this Assignment on the
Schedule tab of the volunteer record. If you use self-scheduling, this option also affects the way volunteers may
schedule themselves as well as how Coordinators may schedule their volunteers for this Assignment.
Openings only
Select this option if you want to schedule volunteers in this Assignment only for specific days and times. This is
the best option for Assignments where structured schedules are important; and when you need to have a specific
number of volunteers scheduled.
When you select this option you must add one or more openings to the schedule.
When you select this option, and scheduling is done from the Schedule tab of the volunteer's record, System
Operators can only add volunteers to this Assignment's schedule for the days and times for which there are
openings. Once all of the openings are filled on a given date, no additional volunteers may be scheduled (unless
you add more openings).
If you select this option and you use self scheduling, volunteers will only be able to schedule themselves in this
Assignment for the days and times of your openings. Once all of the openings on a given date are filled,
volunteers can no longer schedule themselves for that date (unless you add more openings).
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Any times on these days
Select this option if it is OK to schedule volunteers in this Assignment with any start and stop time, on any day or
on specific days of the week. This is the best option for Assignments where structured schedules are not
needed, such as self-paced or self-directed service; and when the number of volunteers scheduled for any day
or time is not important.
When you select this option volunteers can be added to this schedule for any times on any of the days you mark
here.
If you select this option and you use self-scheduling, volunteers will be able to sign themselves up for this
Assignment on any day(s) you have indicated here, for any times they choose. Note that Coordinators are not
able to schedule volunteers for 'any times,' so even when this option is selected Coordinators are only able to
schedule their volunteers in existing schedule openings.
When you choose 'Any times,' the times volunteers may be scheduled are bound by the Hours of operation you
set on the Scheduling Ground Rules page in Setup. For example, if you set your hours of operation to 7:00 a.m.
through 10:00 p.m., volunteers may be scheduled for any times, but only between 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.
The Help Wanted Icons Do Not Appear on the Calendar
The Volgistics Support Team often answers help inquires about why volunteers are not seeing the Help Wanted
icons on the calendar. Here are four common reasons a volunteer will not see the icons:
1. There are not any opportunities to serve created in your account. If the Rules tab of the Assignment is
configured for Openings only, there must be unfilled openings on the Assignment's schedule. If the Rules tab is
configured for Any times on these days, there must be days of the week checked.
2. The volunteer must meet all of the requirements set on the Rules tab of the Assignment. For example, if the
Rules tab is set to require the volunteer to have an Active Status, a Role of Assigned or Substitute, and a CPR
CertifiedFlag, only volunteers who meet all three requirements will see the Help Wanted icons.
3. The opportunities to serve are outside of the date range settings on the VIC Self Scheduling setup page. For
example, let's say you allow volunteers to schedule themselves one month in advance. If a volunteer views the
schedule on September 3rd, openings on October 18th will not show because they are more than one month
away.
4. If your organization uses Site Level Access, volunteers must have the Site the Assignment appears under
listed on the Core tab of their record in order to see the Help Wanted icons for the Assignment. You can learn
how to add Sites to the Core tab of a volunteer record in help topic 2037.

Self-scheduling alerts

If you use the VicNet or VicTouch modules, and you allow volunteers to add or remove themselves from
schedules, you can send alerts to a specific Volgistics System Operator – and/or the Assignment's Coordinators
– each time volunteers add or remove themselves from the schedule for the selected Assignment.
This capability aids in keeping staff and supervisors aware of any schedule changes, and it allows them the most
time possible to reassess their service needs.
If a volunteer schedules themselves for this assignment
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Use this section if you want to send alerts when volunteers choose to add themselves to the schedule for this
Assignment.
Send an alert to the Volgistics mailbox for this Volgistics operator
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the In Box tab of the Volgistics Mailbox
whenever volunteers add themselves to this Assignment's schedule. The alert will be visible to all operators who
share the mailbox, but will show as being To the System Operator you choose from the dropdown list.
Hint: If there are multiple Volgistics System Operators who want to receive the alerts, or if the System Operators
want to receive the alerts by email or text message, you can make each of these System Operators Coordinators
for this Assignment. Then select the option below to send alerts to the Assignment's Coordinators.
Send an alert to this assignment's Coordinators
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the Coordinators for this Assignment each time
volunteers add themselves to the schedule for this Assignment. If your account has enabled text messaging, and
the Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging, then the alert will be sent as a text message. Otherwise, the
Coordinator will receive the alert by email.
If the Assignment has more than one Coordinator, the alerts will go to each of them. If a Coordinator does not
have an email address in their Coordinator record, the alerts cannot be sent to them.
Send these alerts for
If you want to send these automatic alerts for all volunteers who add themselves to this schedule, select "Any
volunteer who schedules themselves."
Alternatively, you may want to send these automatic alerts only when certain types of volunteers add themselves
to this schedule. For example, you may only want to send these alerts for "Junior" volunteers and not "Adults." In
this case, choose "Only volunteers who have," and then select a Flag, Type, or Kind value that identifies the type
of volunteers for whom these alerts are to be sent. When you choose the "Only for volunteers who have" option,
automatic alerts will not be sent when volunteers who do not have the selected Flag, Type or Kind add
themselves to this Assignment's schedule.
If a volunteer removes themselves from this assignment's schedule
Use this section if you want to send alerts when volunteers choose to remove themselves from the schedule for
this Assignment.
Send an alert to the Volgistics mailbox for this Volgistics operator
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the In Box tab of the Volgistics Mailbox
whenever volunteers remove themselves from this Assignment's schedule. The alert will be visible to all
operators who share the mailbox, but will show as being To the System Operator you choose from the dropdown
list.
Hint: If there are multiple Volgistics System Operators who want to receive the alerts, or if the System Operators
want to receive the alerts by email or text message, you can make each of these System Operators Coordinators
for this Assignment. Then select the option below to send alerts to the Assignment's Coordinators.
Send an alert to this assignment's Coordinators
Marking this checkbox will cause an automatic alert to be sent to the Coordinators for this Assignment each time
volunteers remove themselves from the schedule for this Assignment. If your account has enabled text
messaging, and the Coordinator has opted-in to text messaging, then the alert will be sent as a text message.
Otherwise, the Coordinator will receive the alert by email.
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If the Assignment has more than one Coordinator, the alerts will go to each of them. If a Coordinator does not
have an email address in their Coordinator record, the alerts cannot be sent to them.
Send these alerts for
If you want to send these automatic alerts for all volunteers who remove themselves from this schedule, select
"Any volunteer who removes themselves from the schedule."
Alternatively, you may want to send these automatic alerts only when certain types of volunteers remove
themselves from the schedule. For example, you may only want to send these alerts for "Junior" volunteers and
not "Adults." In this case, choose "Only volunteers who have," and then select a Flag, Type, or Kind value that
identifies the type of volunteers for whom these alerts are to be sent. When you choose the "Only for volunteers
who have" option, automatic alerts will not be sent when volunteers who do not have the selected Flag, Type or
Kind remove themselves from the Assignment's schedule.

Other options
Never include this schedule on online volunteer application forms
If you use online volunteer application forms, you can optionally let new applicants indicate their schedule
preference(s) when they apply. Check this box if you do not want schedule openings for this Assignment to
appear on the application form.
Display volunteer schedule preferences for this assignment
If you collect online application forms that allow applicants to choose the schedule openings they want to serve
in, you can optionally display their selections on the schedule for this Assignment as shown in help topic 2134
"Working with Schedule Preferences."
Check this option if you're still scheduling for this Assignment, and you want to see which volunteers have a
preference for a schedule opening in this Assignment. You can then easily schedule volunteers based on their
preference simply by clicking the Add to schedule link that appears on each schedule preference entry.
Leave this option un-checked if you do not want to see volunteer schedule preferences for this Assignment.

Make this the default setup
Click this button if you want all of the new Assignment records you add in the future to have the same Schedule
Setup settings as the Assignment record you're working on. The current record's Schedule Setup will become
the default for any Assignment records you add in the future.
Clicking this button will not change the Schedule Setup settings for any Assignment records you have already
created.
This button will not appear if your organization uses Site Level Access and you are a Site-Level Operator. If your
organization uses Site Level Access and you are not a Site Level Operator, clicking this button changes the
default Schedule Setup settings for new Assignments created at all Sites.
Related Help
Help Topic 1180 - Scheduling Overview
Help Topic 2099 - Tracking Assignments
Help Topic 2170 - VIC Self-Scheduling
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Help Topic 2173 - Roles

Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Help topic 2233
Added or revised 04-27-2016
You can send volunteers a link to set their VicNet password either individually, or to an entire group at once.
For example, if you're just getting started with VicNet, you may want to send all of your volunteers (or perhaps
just all of your volunteers with the Active Status) the VicNet password link in a single step. Or, if you've just
approved a new group of applicants, you may want to send the password link to all of the new applicants at
once. This help topic describes how to do this.
Click on a section of the help topic in the Contents box below to jump directly to that section.
Contents
Password Email Message
Tag the Records To Send VicNet Passwords To
Send the Password Email To the Tagged Volunteers

Password Email Message
Volgistics has a template for the VicNet password email message. The same template is used for three
purposes: 1) when the message is sent by a System Operator to volunteers, 2) when the message is sent by a
System Operator to Coordinators, and 3) when the message is sent because volunteers or Coordinators request
a password on the VicNet login page.
When the password email message is sent to a volunteer or Coordinator, the system automatically inserts the
person's login name and the password link into the message. Here is how the default password email message
appears for a volunteer with the email address of "greentree@hatmail.com."
Below is the password information you requested. Use the login name, and link to set your password, that
appear below to access your information at the volunteer information center.
Your login name is: greentree@hatmail.com
Follow the URL to rest your password:
https://www.volgistics.com/ex/core.dll/process?reset=%3DlLM1rHHHidoZ8c3*^D95oM5P4f
If you continue to have trouble accessing the volunteer information center with the credentials provided, please
contact the volunteer office.
We recommend customizing the contents of the password email message to fit your organization's needs. For
example, it is often useful to include instructions to the web page on your organization's website where you've
placed the link to the VicNet portal.
Here is how you can customize this message for your account:
1. Select Setup from the menu.
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2. Expand the VicNet link.
3. Select Ground rules.
4. Under Password email, enter what you want the email message to say.
5. Click the Save button after you are done customizing the password email's content.
Because the same email message is used for all three purposes mentioned at the beginning of this section, you
will want to keep the message generic enough to apply to all three purposes while still educating the person on
how to log-in. You can see a sample what you could enter as the message's content below:

Please keep in mind that the text fields for customizing your password email message will only take plain text. So
if you do not place a link to the VicNet portal on your web site, and choose to give the URL address for the portal
in your message, the URL address may not always appear as a clickable link when the volunteer or Coordinator
receives the email. This will depend on how the recipient's email system treats URL addresses sent in plain text.
To help with this, it may be beneficial to put text such as "If this does not appear as a clickable link, please copy
and paste this address into your web browser" in your message.
Password Message and Text Messaging
Please note that if your account has enabled text messaging and a volunteer has opted-in to text messaging,
they will receive their password link by text as well as email. However, due to the limited length of text messages
they will not receive the content of the message setup in the Password Email Message section of this help topic.
They will only receive the password link in the text message.
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Tag the Records To Send VicNet Passwords To
You use the Tags feature to send VicNet passwords to multiple volunteers in a single step. There is not a way to
tag Coordinator records so you will need to send passwords to them individually.
These instructions include an example of how to tag all of the volunteers with an Active Status. However, you
can tag any group of volunteers you want to send VicNet passwords to. Help topic 2139 shows different ways
you can tag groups of volunteer records.
To tag all of the volunteers with an Active Status:
1. Select Volunteers from the menu.
2. Under the Include section, click the Clear link (this clears any Include settings you may have previously set).
3. Under the Include section, select Active from the Status dropdown.
4. Click the All link near the top of the Volunteers page.

A list of all records with the Active Status appears.
5. Click the Tag button in the top left corner. If more records are in your results than the page displays, a pop-up
window will appear asking which records to tag. Select to tag all of the records.
All of your "Active" volunteer records are now tagged.

Send the Password Message To the Tagged Volunteers
Now you're ready to send all of the tagged volunteers an email with a password link. If your account has enabled
text messaging, and the volunteer has opted-in to text messaging, the password will be sent by text and email.
However, the content of the message you setup in the Password Email Message section of this help topic will not
be sent by text due to the limited number of characters text messages can contain.
1. Select Tags from the menu.
2. Click the Go button beside Send a VicNet password link to the tagged volunteers.
Please Note
For security, the link in the password email only stays active for 24 hours after it is sent. If volunteers report they
click the link and it says that it expired, simply ask them to click the Forget your password? or Need a password?
link on the VicNet login page. This will send them a new link that they can use to get their password.
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Delete Volunteer Records
Help topic 2309
Added or revised 12-11-2015
If your Volgistics System Operator rights permit, you can delete volunteer records from Volgistics whenever
necessary. You can click on a link in the Contents box below to go directly to a particular section of this help
topic.
Contents
Important Considerations Before Deleting Records
To Delete a Single Volunteer Record
To Delete Multiple Volunteer Records
Site-Level Operators and Deleting Records
Remove a Deleted Record Before the 5 Day Hold Period Ends
Important Considerations Before Deleting Records
• Deleted volunteer records can only be restored for 5 calendar days after they are deleted. If 5 days
pass and the record has not been restored, it will be permanently deleted from the system. There is not a way
to "un-do" the deletion at this point. You can find information on how to restore a deleted record during the 5
day hold period in help topic 2311. Please note that there is not a way to restore the schedule for a deleted
record that has been restored.
• There may be instances where you need to permanently delete a record before the 5 calendar day hold period
ends. If you need to do this, see the Remove a Deleted Record Before the 5 Day Hold Period Ends section at
the bottom of this help topic.
• Any service records associated with the record you delete are also deleted. This means that any volunteer
service performed by the volunteer whose record you delete will no longer appear on any service reports, or in
the cumulative hour total for your account. The service information not appearing on reports may not matter to
you if the volunteer service associated with the record you delete has already been reported on prior year
service reports, and you no longer need a record of their service detail. For example, if the record you're
deleting only has service records through 2013, and you have already printed 2013 year end reports, deleting
service entries from 2013 or earlier may not affect future reporting. However if the record you want to delete
includes service records for the current fiscal or calendar year, you should not delete the record until after you
print any year end service reports you need (consider archiving the record until then).
• If you want to remove a record from your database but you don't want to delete it, you can archive it instead.
Volunteer service associated with archived volunteer records will always appear on service reports, and in the
cumulative hour total for your account, even while the volunteer's record is in the archives. Help topic 1997
has more information on this.
• If you discover that you have two (or more) volunteer records for the same volunteer, you can use the
Combine button on the Core tab to combine the records rather than deleting one of them. Records deleted
through combining cannot be restored.
To Delete a Single Volunteer Record
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu.
2. Locate the volunteer record you want to delete, and then open it to the Core tab.
3. Click the Delete button near the top of the Core tab.
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Operator Rights and Deleting Records
If you do not see a Delete button on the Core tab, your Volgistics System Operator rights do not permit you to
delete volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by your organization's Volgistics Administrator.
4. A dialog box will appear to confirm that you would like to delete the record. If the volunteer has VicDocs
documents stored, the box will have an option to download the documents when you delete the record. When
you choose this option, the volunteer's VicDocs will be placed in a zip file and sent to the In Box of your
Volgistics mailbox. You must save the zip file to your local computer within 5 days. The document download is
deleted automatically when the volunteer's record is permanently deleted.
5. If you'd like to proceed with deleting the record, click the OK button in the dialog box. Otherwise, click the
Cancel button to close the dialog box without deleting the volunteer.
To Delete Multiple Volunteer Records
You will use the Tags feature to delete multiple volunteer records. Because tags are cumulative during your
session, we recommend always clearing your tags before deleting multiple records. This will reduce the chance
that records are unintentionally deleted. To clear all records currently tagged for your session, select Tags from
the menu and click the Clear all tags button. If the button appears grayed out, there are not any tagged records
to clear.
To delete multiple volunteer records:
1. Tag the volunteer records you need to delete.
2. Select Tags from the menu.
3. Click the Go button beside Delete the tagged volunteer records.
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Operator Rights and Deleting Records
If you do not see the Delete the tagged volunteer records option on the Tags menu, your Volgistics System
Operator rights do not permit you to delete volunteer records. Your System Operator rights are set by your
organization's Volgistics Administrator.
4. A dialog box will appear to confirm that you would like to delete the tagged records. If any of the tagged
volunteers have VicDocs documents stored, the box will have an option to download the documents when you
delete the record. When you choose this option, the volunteers' VicDocs will be placed in a zip file and sent to
the In Box of your Volgistics mailbox. You must save the zip file to your local computer within 5 days. The
document download is deleted automatically when the volunteer records are permanently deleted.
5. If you'd like to proceed with deleting the tagged records, click the OK button in the dialog box. Otherwise, click
the Cancel button to close the dialog box without deleting the volunteers.
Site-Level Operators and Deleting Records
If you use the Site Level Access feature in your account, you should note how this affects volunteer record
deletions.
If a Site-Level Operator is allowed to delete volunteer records, and they choose to delete a volunteer record for a
volunteer that serves only at their own Site, the volunteer record is deleted.
If a Site-Level Operator is allowed to delete volunteer records and they choose to delete a volunteer record for a
volunteer that serves at multiple Sites, the volunteer record will no longer be associated with the Site where they
have been deleted (and therefore appear to have been deleted from that Site's database). However, the record
remains in the database and it is still accessible to Site-Level Operators from the other Site(s), as well as to
headquarters level operators.
Headquarters level operators (operators with access to "All Sites") are not subject to these restrictions even if
their account uses Site Level Access. When a headquarters level operator deletes a record, it is removed from
the database regardless of what Site(s) the record is associated with.
Remove a Deleted Record Before the 5 Day Hold Period Ends
You can permanently remove a volunteer record from the database before the end of the 5 calendar day hold
period if needed. Please remember that there will not be a way to recover the record from the system if you do
this. All information associated with the record (with the exception of the zip file of downloaded VicDocs
documents) will be removed from the system.
The downloaded zip file of VicDocs will still be available for 5 days from the date the record was deleted even if
you permanently delete the record before this time. If you wish to permanently delete the zip file before 5 days,
follow the directions in the Deleting In Box Items section of help topic 1110.
To remove a record before the end of the 5 day hold period:
1. Choose Volunteers from the menu. The initial Volunteers screen appears.
2. If the Advanced Include options are not already displayed, click the Advanced options button.
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3. Click the Show deleted volunteers button at the bottom of the page.

4. Click the Permanently Delete button beside the record you need to remove now.
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Related help
Help Topic 2001 - Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Help Topic 2311 - How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?

How to Setup Volgistics - Basic
Help topic 2323
Added or revised 06-21-2013
Volgistics includes a variety of setup and customization options you can use to adapt the system to best suit your
own needs for tracking and coordinating volunteers.
This help topic includes a plan you can follow to initially setup the basic aspects of Volgistics for your
organization. It lists each of the key setup tasks with links to other help topics that have instructions on how to
complete each task. If you already have the basics of your account setup, you can view a help topic on setting up
more advanced aspects by clicking the Next arrow.
Contents
1. Complete the Getting Started Interview
2. Add System Operators
3. Customize Fields
4. Add Types and Flags
5. Add Statuses
6. Start and Stop Date Rules
7. Add Volunteer Records
8. Add Assignments
9. Add Roles
10. Add Roles to Volunteers
11. Build Schedules
12. Add Holidays

1. Complete the Getting Started Interview
When you first start your Volgistics account, you complete a Getting Started interview online. Volgistics uses the
answers to these questions to initially configure system setup options to best suit your organization's needs.
If you have already started your Volgistics account (or if someone else in your organization did), this step has
already been completed and you can continue with the next step.
If you have not started a Volgistics account yet, you will have an opportunity to complete the Getting Started
interview the first time you login to your account. Help topic 2060 explains more about the Getting Started
interview.
You can change any of the setup options initially configured in the Getting Started interview as you learn more
about Volgistics, or as your needs change. They are not "set in stone" so you don't need to worry about not being
able to change your choices later.
If you've already completed the Getting Started interview, there is usually no need to complete it again. However,
if you want to run the Getting Started interview again, you can clear your account and select to clear your
account setup. Help topic 2112 explains how to do this. The first time you login after you clear your account you'll
be asked to complete the Getting Started interview again. Please remember if you choose to clear your account
that any volunteer records or setup options you've already entered will be erased! So you should only clear your
account if you want to erase all of your information and start from scratch.
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If you choose to clear your account so you can complete the Getting Started interview again, be sure to uncheck
these options on the Clear Account page:
• Keep account setup
• Keep reports
IMPORTANT!
If you are converting volunteer data into Volgistics from another program using the Import Utility,
VolunteerWorks, or the Jump-Start service, do not proceed beyond this point until your data conversion is
complete.
The data conversion process may set some options to match your existing data. The data conversion may also
insert Assignments, Checklist item names, and Award names from your old data. Therefore you should not setup
your account until after the data conversion is finished.
You can learn more about data conversion options in Help topic 2299, or by visiting www.volgistics.com,
hovering over Support on the menu at the top of the page, and selecting Conversions.

2. Add System Operators
Volgistics System Operators are the people in your organization who you want to be able to use Volgistics.
Volgistics is a multi-user system. This means different people in your organization can use the system at the
same time as long as they have each been setup as a separate System Operator.
Every Volgistics account starts with space for two System Operators. You can create additional System
Operators beyond two if your account's service level permits. See Help topic 2166 if you want to add more
System Operators than you currently have space for. You create your first System Operator record during the
sign-up process when you start a free trial account.
If you want to add additional System Operators to your account now, follow the step-by-step instructions in Help
topic 2026.
You can always add more System Operators, or change your System Operator profiles later, if you want to
complete the account setup before giving other people access.

3. Customize Fields
Volgistics allows you to customize many of the fields in your account. In most cases you can change the name of
the field and hide it if you will not need it. In some cases you can also change the formatting required for the field.
The exception to this is system fields that cannot be changed.
There are also spare fields that can be setup for your organization's needs. These fields are located in the
following locations:
Profile tab on volunteer records
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
There are also Characteristic fields that can be created.
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Service tab on volunteer records
1 Spare Date
1 Spare Dropdown
1 Spare Checkbox
History tab on volunteer records
1 Spare Date
1 Spare Dropdown
1 Spare Checkbox
1 Spare Text
Contacts tab on volunteer records
1 Spare Date
1 Spare Text
Site tab on a Site record
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
Place tab on a Place record
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
Assignment tab on an Assignment record
6 Spare Dropdown
6 Spare Fields*
6 Spare Checkbox
Coordinator tab on a Coordinator record
1 Spare Dropdown
2 Spare Date
Assignments tab on a Coordinator record
1 Spare Dropdown
1 Spare Checkbox
1 Spare Date
*These fields can be given text, date, whole number, decimal (1 or 2 places), currency, or social security number
format.
You can find a listing of all the fields available in Volgistics in Help topic 1174. You can find directions and more
information on how to customize fields in Help topic 2017.
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Important things to consider when customizing fields
1. If you used one of the conversion methods (Import Utility, VolunteerWorks, or Jump-Start) to move volunteer
and other information into Volgistics, you may find that some of the spare fields have been created for you
already. In this case, you can edit the fields if they do not appear as you'd like. If the field is a dropdown list, or
look-up table, Help topic 2018 has information on how to edit the field.
2. If you're using the spare fields on the Profile tab of volunteer records to collect information from an application
form, there is not a way to set the order the fields appear in within each section of the form. The order the fields
appear in is determined by the type of field first (dropdown, general, checkbox) and then by the order the fields
were created in. For example, if you create the following fields with the following names:
Association member (spare checkbox 1)
Ethnicity (spare dropdown 2)
Gender (spare dropdown 3)
Other last names (spare field 2)
Parking permit number (spare field 1)
Referral source (spare dropdown 1)
These fields would appear in the following order if they were all included on the same section of the application
form:
Referral source (spare dropdown 1)
Ethnicity (spare dropdown 2)
Gender (spare dropdown 3)
Parking permit number (spare field 1)
Other last names (spare field 2)
Association member (spare checkbox 1)
If controlling the field order is important on your application form, you should make sure you create the fields with
the order you want them to appear within application form sections in mind.
3. If the spare fields offered on the Profile tab of volunteer records are not sufficient, you may be able to use the
4. Add Types and Flags
Characteristic and/or Preference fields on this tab to collect additional information.
Types and Flags offer ways to categorize volunteer records in Volgistics. You can use them to control how you
view volunteer records, run reports, apply Checklist and awards, send email messages, and other things. You
may have setup some Types and Flags in your account during the Getting Started interview.
If you want to delete, add, or make new Types or Flags now, please see Help topic 2263.

5. Add Statuses
Volgistics tracks a volunteer's overall relationship with your organization by using the Status field. Each account
can have up to eight different Status categories. By default, the categories are setup as Active, Applicant,
Inactive and Prospect. All of these except the Active Status can be modified to be something else.
You can add, delete, modify, or setup a default Status for new records. Help topic 2014 has information on how
to do this.

6. Start and Stop Date Rules
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By default, Volgistics records a volunteer's Start date as the first date they have an Active Status and their Stop
date as the first date they have an Inactive Status. You can learn more about this in help topic 2315.
You can modify the rules used to determine a volunteer's Start and Stop dates to be based on different and/or
additional Statuses. Help topic 2314 shows how to do this.

7. Add Volunteer Records
If you used one of the conversion methods discussed in the Getting Started section of this help topic, you may
already have volunteer records in your account. If you didn't use a conversion method, or you need to add
additional records, Help topic 2298 shows how to manually enter records in your account.
Please note, in some cases (such as special events), you may want to use application forms to enter volunteers.
In this case, you can skip this step and add volunteer records later.

8. Add Assignments
The next step is to begin adding the names of your volunteer Assignments to the system. Assignments are what
your volunteers do for your organization. Every organization that has volunteers has at least one volunteer
Assignment (or else your volunteers would have nothing to do!).
Assignment information is a key part of your database. Your Assignment list makes it possible for you to keep
track of which Assignments volunteers are qualified to perform, which they are interested in or scheduled for, and
so forth. It will enable you to print volunteer service reports broken-out by assignment, and view lists of
volunteers according to Assignment.
At this point all you need for each Assignment you want to track is an Assignment name. Below are some
examples of volunteer Assignment names taken from a variety of different kinds of organizations. Of course
these are only examples. You should use your own Assignment names, which may be whatever you'd like (up to
72 characters long).
Assignment names can be changed later so you don't need to worry if you're unsure of what to call an
Assignment.
Docent

Book cart

Driver

Ticket taker

Usher

Records

Exhibit explainer

Phone bank

Public speaker

Donor recruiter

Receptionist

Tutor

Math tutor, 6-12

Trail maintenance

Circulation desk

Reading room

Client advocate

Ambassador

Greeter

Tour guide

Gift shop cashier

Radiology

Campaign phone bank

EMT

Emergency response trainer

Counselor

Hot line counselor

Water station

Front desk

Curb greeter

Legal advocate

Waiting room

Office assistant
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In addition to storing the name of each Assignment, Volgistics can also help you organize, publish, and track
other kinds of Assignment information too. For example, you can also enter things such as a job description, age
requirement, the location where the Assignment is performed, the supervisor's name and contact information,
and more. You can enter this additional information now as you're getting started, or you can return to each
Assignment record later to add additional Assignment information.
Follow the step-by-step instructions in Help topic 2215 to learn how to add an Assignment record.
You can enter your volunteer Assignments under one or more Sites and Places. This gives you a way to
organize your Assignments according to geographic, program, or department divisions your organization might
have. Help topic 2099 explains more about this capability.
If you're not sure if you need to organize your Assignment list according to any kind of geographic, program, or
departmental structure (or if you don't know what that structure is), you can simply add your new Assignments to
the default Volunteer Services Place. If you choose to, you can easily reorganize your Assignment list according
to Places (or Sites and Places) later.
If you converted data from another program, some (or all) of your Assignments may already be in Volgistics. You
can find out if your database already has any Assignments entered by choosing Assignments from the menu.
It's okay if you don't enter all of your Assignments right now. You can always add more Assignments later as you
go.

9. Add Roles
Volgistics uses Roles as a way to show a volunteer's relationship to an Assignment. The default Roles are
Assigned, Former, Preference, Substitute and Trainee. One volunteer can have multiple Roles in an Assignment.
For example, a volunteer may regularly serve in an Assignment, plus be available as a substitute. So this
volunteer could have Roles of Assigned and Substitute in the same Assignment.
You can customize the Roles used to relate volunteers to Assignments, and learn more about how this feature
works, in help topic 2173.

10. Add Roles to Volunteers
If you converted data from another program, some of your volunteer records may already have Roles recorded
for Assignments. If not, and you know that some of your volunteers will serve in, or prefer, certain Assignments,
you can give them a Role in these Assignments now. Help topic 2399 shows how to do this. If you're unsure of
which Assignments volunteers should have Roles in, these can always be assigned later.
You may also want to setup your account to automatically give volunteers a Role of Assigned in an Assignment if
they are scheduled for, or have service hours recorded for, the Assignment. Help topic 2265 shows how to set
this up. Using automatic Assignment tracking can eliminate the need to assign volunteers a Role in Assignments
now if you will schedule them later.

11. Build Schedules
In most organizations, volunteer schedules can be built in two different ways. There are Assignments such as
Trail Maintenance or Kennel Cleaner where volunteers come in to complete a task that does not need to be
performed at a specific time of day. Volgistics refers to these Assignments as "any time" Assignments. There are
also Assignments such as Tour Guide or Circulation Desk where coverage is needed during specific shifts on
specific days of the week. Volgistics refers to these Assignments as "openings only" Assignments. Your
organization may have one, or both, of these types of Assignments.
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For "any time" Assignments, you will schedule volunteers (or volunteers will schedule themselves) once your
account setup is complete. So there is not much to do for these Assignments at this point. However, for
"openings only" Assignments you may want to setup the shifts, or times, volunteers are needed now. Help topic
2158 shows how to do this. Of course, if you're unsure of when your volunteers will be needed, you can always
add (or modify) Assignment openings later.
Regardless of whether your Assignments are "any time" or "openings only" Assignments, you should also review
help topic 1180 to get an overview of how the scheduling features work in Volgistics. This help topic also has
links to other help topics to help you setup the ground rules for scheduling in your account.

12. Add Holidays
Your organization may have days when volunteers are not needed, or you operate with just a skeleton staff of
volunteers. In this case, you can mark these days as holidays in your account. Doing this will remove any
regularly scheduled volunteers, and recurring unfilled openings, from your schedule on these days. If you still
need volunteers to come in, you can schedule them specifically for that date or create one day only openings on
the date. Help topic 1022 explains more about how this feature works and how to setup the holiday dates.
Depending on how much of the year has passed, you may want to setup the holidays in your account for the
remainder of the present year and/or for the following year at this time. You can always mark your office
calendar, or set a reminder, to update holidays for the future years during the time of year that works best for
you.

Service Tracking Ground Rules Setup Page
Help topic 2488
Added or revised 10-07-2016
Setup\Service tracking
You can use the Service Tracking Ground Rules Setup page to configure the basic service tracking operations
for your account. To get to the Service Tracking Ground Rules page, choose Setup from the menu, click on
Service tracking, and then choose Ground rules.
Hour entry display format
Hours:minutes (e.g. 123:30)
Choose this option to display hour values in Volgistics in the hours:minutes format.
Decimal (e.g. 123.5)
Choose this option to display hours values in Volgistics in the decimal format.

Manual volunteer service entries
If you post volunteer service information manually in Volgistics, there are several options pertaining to the display
of this service information.
Choose one of the following options for posting volunteer service manually
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We always make manual service entries for one month at a time.
This option will allow you to enter a total number of hours in one lump some for the entire month, as shown
below.

We always make manual service entries for one day at a time, and we do NOT want to enter the volunteer's start
and stop times.
When this option is chosen, service entries will have room for one date and a number of hours and minutes, as
seen below.

We always make manual service entries for one day at a time, and we DO want to enter the volunteer's start and
stop times.
Choosing this option will allow you to enter a specific date and the times a volunteer began and ended their
service. The "Hours" field will be filled in automatically once the "From" and "To" times have been entered.

We want to make manual service entries with a beginning and an ending date, and we do NOT want to enter the
volunteer's start and stop times.
Choosing this option will permit service entries with a lump sum of hours that span multiple days.
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We want to make manual service entries with a beginning and an ending date, and we DO want to enter the
volunteer's start and stop times.
Finally, choose this option if you would like your service entries to include multiple days and list the "To" and
"From" times for the service. This option is particularly useful when recording service performed overnight.

Full time equivalent
Use this section to enter the number of hours that should be considered a full time equivalent in Volgistics
reports.

Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology
Help topic 2500
Added or revised 11-18-2016
Volgistics uses specific terminology regarding the different aspects of your account. It can sometimes be
confusing if you do not know what the terms mean. This help topic defines each term and can be a helpful
resource when you are using the system.
You can click a letter in the Index box to go directly to a section of this help topic.

Index
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z
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A

Account - When the Volgistics team refers to an account they mean the entire database of records for your
organization. Each Volgistics account has only a single account number and service level. The support team
often gets help inquiries where account is used to refer to different things in the system such as volunteer,
Coordinator, or System Operator records. Or sometimes even the Site, Place, or Assignment records. Volgistics
generally refers to these items by name instead of as an account.
Accounting Access Code - This code allows people who are not setup as System Operators (or System
Operators who have the Basic User or Power User operator levels) to gain access to the Volgistics Store for your
account. You can find more information here.
Accounting Operator - This term is used to describe any person who can access the Volgistics Store for your
account using the Accounting Access Code. This person may, or may not, be the Billing Contact on file for your
account. The Accounting Operator does not count as a System Operator in your account's service level.
Active Status - This is a default Status in Volgistics that cannot be modified. The Active Status is generally used
to describe a volunteer who has completed the induction process to volunteer with your organization and is now
contributing. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Activity - Please see Assignment in this glossary for more information.
Address Label Reports - These reports make PDF files that put names and addresses for volunteers, contacts
for volunteers, and/or Coordinators in common formats for sheet fed laser or ink jet printer labels. You can find
more information here.
Administrator - Also referred to as Volgistics Administrator. Please see Volgistics Administrator in this glossary
for more information.
Alerts - Notifications sent to System Operators or Coordinators when events occur such as receiving an
application, self-scheduling, or email opt-outs by a volunteer.
Anniversary Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for more information.
Any Times - A term used to describe Assignments or schedule entries that do not require volunteers to serve
specific times. You can setup the Rules tab of an Assignment to allow self-scheduling for any times in
Assignments that do not require volunteers to serve a certain shift. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more
information.
Applicant Status - A default Status in Volgistics generally used to describe people who have begun the process
of becoming a volunteer by filling out an application form. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Application Forms - Online forms people interested in serving with your organization can complete. Information
from these forms is automatically used to create volunteer records in your account. You can find more
information here.
Applications Tab - A tab in the Volgistics mailbox used to receive new application forms and records converted
(imported) into your account. You can learn more about how to receive records from the Applications tab here.
Archive - A section of your database used to store inactive, or un-needed, volunteer records, or the act of
sending these records to the archived section. Please note this is separate from Status. Archived and
non-archived records can have any Status in your account regardless of the section they are in. Because
archived records have more limited functionality than non-archived records, they cost less on a record-by-record
basis. You can find more information here.
Assigned Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Assigned Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer is currently serving in
the Assignment. Please see Role in this glossary for more information.
Assignment - The task, or work, the volunteers actually perform at your organization. Some organizations may
refer to these as events, jobs, opportunities, work area, projects, or positions. Creating Assignments is important
because it gives you more options for scheduling and recording service. You can find more information here.
Assignment Cluster - A Volgistics feature that allows you to group or organize similar Assignments together
even if they are not listed under the same Site or Place in the account's Site, Place, and Assignment hierarchy.
When this feature is enabled, many reports can be organized by Cluster. You can learn more about how to
enable this feature here.
Assignment Preference Field - A preference field that applicants and volunteers can use to express that they
are interested in serving in an assignment. You can learn more about setting up this field here. You can learn
more about using this field on application forms here.
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Assignment Profile Reports - These reports create PDF files with information about Assignments in your
account. You can find more information here.
Attachment - A PDF or Microsoft Word document that is sent out with an email message. You can find more
information here.
Audit - Each account's Administrator(s) can configure the account so that System Operators can review service
records for accuracy. You can find information on how this works here.
Automatic Messages - Email or text messages automatically sent to volunteers and Coordinators by Volgistics.
These can include schedule reminders, Checklist reminders, password messages, or self-scheduling alerts.
Automatic Payment - A payment option for paying your Volgistics service fee with automatic monthly payments
charged to your credit card. You can find more information here.
Awards - A recognition program for tracking volunteer milestones such as a certain number of years or hours
served. You can also setup recognition for things not based on a milestone, such as a Volunteer of the Month
award. You can find more information here.
Awards Reports - Stock reports designed to help you manage your Award program. You can find more
information here.
Back to Index
B

Back-up - Storing data for future reference. Volgistics does a system-wide back-up of all accounts nightly, but
these can only be used to restore the entire system in the case of a catastrophic emergency. You may also want
to make a local back-up of your volunteer information using an Excel report. You can find more information here.
Basic User - A user level that controls the amount of access the System Operator has in the account. To
customize the access, Administrators setup the Field Rights and Tab Rights for the Basic User operators.
Batch Reports - A report listing all service entries in a batch of service recorded with the Post feature. You can
see an example of this report here and find more information about the report here.
Billing Contact - The person you select to receive automatic email messages concerning your account's status.
This person may be the account's Administrator or another System Operator. Or it may be a person from a
department in your organization that handles payments. You can find information on how to update the email
address on file for the billing contact here.
Birthday Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for more information.
Birthday List - You can setup Volgistics to display a list of volunteers who have upcoming or recent birthdays on
the Welcome page that System Operators see when they login. The list can be configured to update
automatically on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. You can find more information here.
Back to Index
C

Calendar Year - The standard calendar year running from January 1st to December 31st. Your reports for
volunteer service can be organized by calendar year, or fiscal year.
Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for more information.
Characteristic Field - These customizable fields provide checkboxes for collecting information about your
volunteers. They are ideal for recording things such as skills, interests, languages spoken, memberships,
certifications, and more. You can find more information here.
Checklist Item - Checklists provide a tool for tracking the completion of actions volunteers must fulfill in order to
serve. They can be one time requirements (such as reference checks, orientations, or confidentiality
agreements) or recurring requirements (such as flu shots or background checks). You can find more information
here.
Checklist Reminders - Automatic messages that are sent to volunteers to let them know that a recurring
Checklist item is due.
Cluster - See Assignment Cluster for information.
Comment Fields - A field that can be added to volunteer application forms to collect narrative information. When
the application form creates the volunteer's record, information entered in the Comment field is directed to the
Notes tab of the record. You can find more information on how to add Comment fields to application forms here.
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Contacts - The information for a volunteer's or group's contacts found on the Contacts tab of their record.
Typical contacts include Emergency Contacts, References, and Employers. Other kinds of contacts can be
customized. Contact fields can also be added to application forms. You can find more information on how to do
this here.
Contacts Tab - A tab on the volunteer record where the Contacts for the record are stored. You can find more
information on volunteer record organization here.
Conversion - The process of importing, or transferring, volunteer information from a previous database or file
into your Volgistics account. You can find more information about the options for creating volunteer records here.
Coordinator - A Volgistics user who can access basic volunteer information and schedules through the VicNet
module. These users do not have the same degree of access to the account as System Operators. Many
organizations refer to their volunteer department's leaders as coordinators; however, these people may have
System Operator records in your account. You can find more information about Coordinator records here.
Core Tab- This is a tab on the volunteer record where the basic information for the volunteer or group is stored.
You can find more information on the Core tab here.
Count - The number of records in your account. You can find totals for the number of records used by selecting
Setup from the menu, expanding the Account management link, and selecting Account status. You can also find
numbers for volunteers with just certain characteristics. You can find more information on how to do this here. If
you want to find the number of volunteers with service during a certain time period, use the Unduplicated
Volunteer Count.
Credentials - The information used by a System Operator to access Volgistics. This includes their account
number, plus the email address and password on file for them on their System Operator record. You can find
more information about how to use credentials to login here.
Custom Reports - Volgistics contains Stock Reports that are pre-made reports designed to meet a variety of
common volunteer tracking needs. You can also create custom reports where you select the organization,
format, and fields for the report. You can find more information on creating custom reports here.
Back to Index
D

Daily Availability - A field used to track when volunteers are available to serve as well as when volunteers are
needed for an assignment. This field appears on the Profile tab of volunteer and assignment records.
Date Entered - The date a volunteer record was added to your database. This date is recorded on the History
tab of the volunteer record and is available in Sets and reports. You can find information on how records are
added to your database here.
Date of Last Activity (DOLA) - Date of Last Activity is sometimes abbreviated as DOLA. The Date of Last
Activity is the date of the last service entry made on a volunteer record. This date appears in the Statistics box on
the volunteer record and is available in Sets and reports. You can find more information here.
Department - Volgistics does not have a term, or item, called department; however, many accounts use this
term to refer to a Site, Place, or Assignment in their account's assignment structure. You can find more
information here.
Display Graphic - This is an image uploaded to Volgistics so that it appears on the online forms used in your
account. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Docs Tab - This is a tab on records for electronic document storage. The Docs tab always appears on volunteer
records (learn more here). If the VicDocs module is included in your account's service level, there will also be a
Docs tab on Coordinator records (learn more here) as well as Site, Place, and Assignment records (learn more
here).
Documents Tab - A tab on the Volgistics Mailbox designed to help you manage your documents. The
Documents tab will always have sub-tabs for attachment and volunteer documents. If the VicDocs module is
included in your account's service level, there will also be sub-tabs for Coordinator, Site, Place, and Assignment
documents. You can learn more about the Documents tab here.
DOLA - Please see Date of Last Activity (DOLA) in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
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E

Email Messages - Communication sent to your volunteers and/or Coordinators via email. You can find more
information on how to send email messages here.
Email Codes - Codes that can be inserted into the body of your email message to personalize the message with
your volunteer's information. You can find more information here.
Email Opt-out - Please see Opt-out in this glossary for information.
Email Preferences - Part of the Opt-out feature that allows volunteers and Coordinators to select the types of
email messages they wish to receive. You can find more information here.
Email Types - Categories of email messages volunteers use to select their Email Preferences. You can find
more information here.
Event - Volgistics does not use the term event for anything but the actions, or tasks, a System Operator
performs. However, many organizations use the term event to refer to a function where their volunteers will
serve, or to the actual jobs or tasks the volunteers will perform at the event. In Volgistics, you will typically use
Site or Place records for the overall event, and Assignment records for the jobs or tasks volunteers perform at
the event.
Event Log - The Event Log is a record of key actions for your account. Quite often these are related to actions
performed by a System Operator, but they can also be events the system initiates. Only key actions are tracked
because logging every single action is not practical due to the additional processing and storage requirements
this would introduce. You can find more information here.
Excel - A Microsoft application used for spreadsheet data. Volgistics does not supply the Excel program, but it
can produce reports in Excel format. You can find more information in the Excel Spreadsheet Report entry.
Excel Spreadsheet Reports - Reports produced by Volgistics in spreadsheet format using the Excel file
extension (.xlsx). There is a specific Excel report type here, and many other stock and custom reports can also
be produced in Excel format.
Back to Index
F

Field Rights - Administrator(s) can restrict System Operator access to certain fields according to the operator's
User Level. Fields can be hidden from view for a user level, or set to View only so the user can see the
information but not change it. You can find more information here. You may also want to see Tab Rights in this
glossary for more information.
Fields - Fields in Volgistics refer to locations where you can store information. Fields can have different types or
formats such as text, date, dropdown list, or checkbox. You can find more information about the fields available
in Volgistics here.
Fill Link - The Fill link is a link that appears beside an unfilled opening on your account's schedule. Clicking this
link opens the Fill an opening box so that you can schedule a volunteer to fill the opening slot. Please see
Opening in this glossary for more information on schedule openings.
Filled Opening - A filled opening slot means a volunteer is scheduled to serve in the shift that the opening
represents. Please note that one opening can have multiple slots (for instance if 5 volunteers are needed for the
shift). So even if a volunteer is filling one of the slots, there may still be unfilled opening slots available for the
same opening. You can use the schedule icons as a visual indicator to see if an opening slot is filled or unfilled.
Fiscal Year - A 12-month period used to calculate annual financial statements. This is sometimes also called a
financial year or budget year. You can setup Volgistics to figure year-to-date (YTD) totals and reports based on
your organization's fiscal year. You can find more information on this here.
Flags - Flags provide a way to identify and categorize volunteer records. Flags differ from Types because a
volunteer can have multiple Flags but only one Type. You can find more information here.
Floating Subtotal - Two customizable floating subtotal fields are available to help you track service over a
certain range of months. The floating subtotal fields are available on most reports and in the Statistics box on the
Core tab of the volunteer record. You can find more information here.
Former Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Former Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer previously served in an
Assignment, but is not serving in the Assignment at the current time. Please see Role in this glossary for more
information.
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Frequency - The Frequency field is a field that is used for schedule entries to show how often the entry will
occur. It can be set to One time for assignments that will take place on just one date, or Regular if the entry will
repeat on certain weekdays.
FTE - Please see Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) in this glossary for information.
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) - Full-time equivalent (FTE) refers to a unit used to indicate a workload, or count, for
hourly resources. Volgistics can assist volunteer leaders by calculating a FTE for volunteer service. You can find
more information here.
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Getting Started Interview - The Getting Started Interview takes place the first time someone logs-in to a new
trial account. It is used to setup some basic options for the account, which can be changed later if necessary.
You can find more information on what the interview covers here.
Graphic - In software, this generally refers to a picture or image file. There are two locations in Volgistics where
graphic files can be used. Please see Logo Graphic and Vic Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Greeting Cards - Birthday, start date anniversary, and holiday cards that can be setup to appear when
volunteers sign-in to the VicTouch module. You can find more information here.
Group - Volunteer records designed to be used when you have a group of volunteers (such as a school service
group, or a group of volunteers from a business or social club). Group records are designed to be used when you
do not need to track service, contact, and other information for each individual that serves as part of the group.
You can find more information here.
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Headquarters Operator - When an account has the Site Level Access feature enabled, a headquarters operator
is an operator assigned to all Sites instead of one particular Site.
Help E-mail Tab - A tab in the Volgistics Mailbox used to submit and receive help inquiries.
Help Inquiry - Volgistics offers free, unlimited online support. A help inquiry refers to a question that has been
submitted to our support team. You can find information on the recommended method of submitting questions
from your Volgistics account here.
History Tab - This is a tab on the volunteer record where date records and the message history for the volunteer
are stored. Date records are kept for things like when a Status was given, when a Checklist item was completed,
or when an Award was received. The message history tracks when messages were sent to the volunteer as
shown here. You can find more information about the tab structure of volunteer records here.
Holiday Cards - Please see Greeting Cards in this glossary for information.
Holidays - If your organization closes or keeps a reduced staff on certain days, you can clear the ongoing
schedule for the date by using the Holidays feature. You can find more information on how this works here.
Hours - Please see Service Entry in this glossary for information.
Hours of Operation - The opening and closing times for when you will use volunteers. The Hours of Operation
control the beginning and ending times for when volunteers can be scheduled. You can find more information
here.
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Import - Please see Conversion in this glossary for information.
In Box Tab - A tab in the Volgistics Mailbox used to receive Reports and Alerts. You can find more information
on the In Box tab here.
Inactive Status - A default Status in Volgistics generally used to describe people who are no longer volunteering
with your organization. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Include - Include refers to selecting which volunteers appear on a list, report or tab. Two spots where Include
settings appear are the Volunteers Page, and the Volunteers Tab. In addition, each report has an Include tab
that controls which volunteers appear on the report. You can learn more about the Include tab on reports here.
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Individual - Individual records in Volgistics represent one volunteer. You can learn more about the tabs and
information that can be stored on records here. Volgistics also offers group records. Please see Group in this
glossary for more information on group records.
Invoice - Please see Order-Invoice in this glossary for information.
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Job(s) - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
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Kiosk - Kiosk can refer to the furniture or structure used to hold a computer. In Volgistics, we generally use the
term kiosk to refer to your account's VicTouch Sign-in Station.
Kiosk Mode - A method of launching the VicTouch module that causes the display to fill the entire monitor or
screen. This give the most secure and reliable experience because it removes the web browser controls from
view so only people with a special code can shut down VicTouch. You can learn more about how to configure
your web browser to launch VicTouch in kiosk mode here.
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Labels Reports - Volgistics has reports designed to produce PDF files that can be used with sheet fed labels
such as file labels. You can find more information here.
Leave of Absence Status - Please see LOA Status in this glossary for information.
Life Hours - The grand total of all service hours entered for a volunteer. This figure is available on the
volunteer's Service tab, and can be added to the Statistics box on the Core tab of the volunteer's record. The
figure is also available on the Fields tab of most reports, and can be used as a benchmark when configuring
Volgistics to determine who is available for awards.
LOA Status - A custom Status Administrator(s) can create in the Volgistics account. It is generally used to
describe people who are on a Leave of Absence (LOA) from volunteering, but will likely return to an Active Status
. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Local Back-up - Please see Back-up in this glossary for information.
Login - Entering your credentials and starting a Volgistics session. The account's System Operators can find
more information here. Volunteers and Coordinators can find more information by watching the training videos at
www.volgistics.com/volunteer-training-videos
Logo Graphic - Image files uploaded to your account that contain your organization's logo. Separate graphics
can be uploaded for your Display Graphic, Print Graphic, and Mobile VicNet Graphic. You can find more
information on uploading graphics here. Your account may also have Vic Graphics. Please see Vic Graphic in
this glossary for more information.
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Mail Merge - Using a source document that contains information such as volunteer names, addresses, etc. to
copy this information into a template letter, or other document. The mail merge is performed using word
processing or similar software to individualize each copy of the finished document with the information from the
source document. You can find information on making a source document in Volgistics here. Volgistics also
allows you to personalize email messages with email codes.
Mailbox - The communications center in Volgistics. The mailbox view is the same for all System Operators
unless an account has Site Level Access enabled. In this case, operators only see information for their Site. The
mailbox has In Box, Out Box, Applications, Service, Help E-mail, and Documents tabs.
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Mandate - See Mandatory Service in this glossary for information.
Mandatory Service - A goal for volunteers to perform a certain amount of service for your organization within a
specified date range. You can find more information here.
Menu - The items along the left side of your Volgistics account that direct you to certain areas of the program.
You can find more information here.
Merit Hours - A way to adjust service hours recorded for volunteers automatically. Regular hours can be
augmented for situations such as serving on a weekend, taking an overnight shift, or serving in a hard to staff
Assignment. Or regular hours can be decreased to account for lunches or breaks. You can find more information
here.
Mobile VicNet Logo - This is an image uploaded to Volgistics so that it appears on the mobile friendly view of
VicNet. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Month-to-date (MTD) - The month-to-date (MTD) total is the sum of all service hours entered for a volunteer
from the first of the month to the current date in the month. For example, if it is March 22nd, the figure will
represent a sum of service entries from March 1st to March 22nd for the volunteer. This figure can be added to
the Statistics box on the Core tab of the volunteer's record, and is available on the Fields tab of most reports.
MTD - Please see Month-to-date (MTD) in this glossary for information.
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Non-Archived - A section of your database used to store volunteer records for your volunteers who are actively
serving. Please note this is separate from a volunteer's Status. Non-archived and archived records can have any
Status in your account regardless of the section of your database they are in. You can find more information on
the differences between non-archived and archived records here.
Notes Tab - A tab on the volunteer record where you can add narrative text information about the volunteer.
Information from Comment Fields on volunteer application forms is placed on the Notes tab. You can find more
information on the Notes tab here.
Notifications - Please see Alerts in this glossary for information.
Number - A unique identification number found on the Core tab of the volunteer record. This number is used as
the PIN when volunteers sign-in to the VicTouch module. If you'd like to send volunteers their PIN in an email
message, you can do this with an email code. You can find more information about system settings for volunteer
numbers here.
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On-Demand - In Volgistics, On-Demand refers to schedule reminder messages that are sent because a System
Operator triggered the action. In most cases, schedule reminders are sent automatically by the system. You can
find more information regarding On-Demand reminder messages here.
One Day Only - This refers to an opening or schedule entry that only takes place on one, specific date. It does
not repeat on an ongoing basis. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more information.
Ongoing - This refers to an opening or schedule entry that takes place on a recurring, or repeated, basis. For
example, a schedule entry that takes place on every Monday and Wednesday is said to take place on an
ongoing basis. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more information.
Online Forms - Volgistics features that allow volunteers and potential volunteers to interact with your
organization via the Internet. These include the Opportunity Directory, application forms, and the VicNet module.
Opening - Openings are used to create shifts, or pre-set times, when volunteers will serve. Openings can be
setup to take place on just one specific date. Or, they can be setup to recur on an ongoing basis.
One opening can be setup to take place on multiple days and require multiple volunteers. For example, a single
opening may take place every Monday, Wednesday and Friday and have 5 slots, or volunteers needed, on each
of those days. You can find more information on creating openings here.
Openings Only - A term used to describe Assignments or schedule entries that require volunteers to serve
specific times. You can setup the Rules tab of an Assignment to allow self-scheduling for openings only in
Assignments that require volunteers to serve a certain shift. Please see Schedule in this glossary for more
information.
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Opportunity - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Opportunity Directory - An online form that lists your Assignments and descriptions. You can find more
information on this here.
Opt-out - To ensure the integrity of Volgistics email messages, we require that opt-out choices be sent with all
email messages sent to more than one volunteer or Coordinator. You can find information on why this is
important here. The recipient selects what email types they would like to receive. These choices are used to
setup the volunteer or Coordinator's email preferences.
Order-Invoice - A bill used with the pre-payment method to start the payment process. Volgistics does not send
Order-Invoices because each account holder selects the number of months (1 – 18) they'd like to pre-pay for as
well as the service level they'd like. Volgistics automatically sends email notices that the renewal date is
approaching to the account's Billing Contact at regular intervals starting 60 days from the paid through date. You
can find information on how to create an Order-Invoice here.
Out Box Tab - A tab on your Volgistics mailbox where you can send messages, and view saved and sent
messages. Automatic messages that have been sent do not appear on your Out Box tab. You can learn more
about the Out Box tab here.
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Password - Part of the credentials that System Operators use to login to the Volgistics system, and volunteers
and Coordinators use to login to VicNet. The passwords are not the same as the PIN volunteers use to sign-in to
VicTouch. System Operator passwords are initially created by the Administrator who creates the record. The
initial volunteer and Coordinator passwords can be created in a variety of ways. You can learn more about
volunteer and Coordinator passwords here.
PDF - A file format for Volgistics reports. PDF files can be opened with Adobe's Acrobat Reader DC program, the
built-in PDF viewer in many web browsers, and outside programs designed to open this type of file. You can
learn more about PDF files here.
Photo - System Operators can optionally upload photos of volunteers to the Profile tab of the volunteer record.
The photos can also be uploaded by volunteers and Coordinators through the VicNet module. You can learn
more about the photo feature here.
Picture - Please see Photo in this glossary for information.
PIN - Please see Number in this glossary for information.
Place - The middle tier, or level, in the Site, Place, and Assignment hierarchy used to organize your assignment
records. You can learn more about this structure here.
PO - Please see Purchase Order in this glossary for information.
Position - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Post - For some, post may mean a job, task, or station that a volunteer serves at. In this case, see Assignment
in this glossary for more information. In Volgistics, post means to add service information to volunteer records.
You can learn more about this in the Service Entry definition in this glossary.
Power User - A user level that controls the amount of access the System Operator has in the account. To
customize the access, the account's Administrator(s) setup the Field Rights and Tab Rights for the Power User
operators.
Preference Field - Fields used to allow applicants or volunteers to express an interest in serving at certain Sites
or Places, or in certain Assignments. Preferences can also be setup for other things as well such as an
Assignment Cluster, state or province, or one of the spare fields on the Assignment record. You can learn more
about Preference Fields here.
Preference Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Preference Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer has an interest in
serving in an Assignment, but is not scheduled in the Assignment yet. If the Assignment Preference field is setup
to automatically give a Role in an Assignment, it is commonly the Preference Role. Please see Role in this
glossary for more information.
Pre-payment - A payment option for paying your Volgistics Service Fee by creating an Order-Invoice and then
either mailing a check for payment, or paying the invoice by credit card. You can find more information here.
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Print - Please see Reports in this glossary for information.
Print Graphic - This is an image uploaded to Volgistics so that it appears on PDF versions of reports that you
generate. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Prior Year Comparison - A field you can add to Service Summary reports to show hours served in the previous
year for the time period listed in the report. The report automatically calculates the percentage of loss or gain
between the two years. You can learn more about this here.
Profile Tab - This is a tab on volunteer and assignment records. For volunteers (not assignments), the tab
contains information such as their Date of Birth, photo, spare fields, and preference fields. For volunteers and
assignments, the tab can contain information such as the Daily Availability and Characteristic fields. You can find
more information about the tabs on volunteer records here.
Project - Please see Assignment in this glossary for information.
Prospect Status - A default Status in Volgistics generally used to describe people who you have collected basic
information from, but who have not started the steps to start volunteering (such as filling out an Application Form)
yet. For example, if you have an open house you may collect the names and email addresses of guests and
enter them as a volunteer in your database with the Prospect Status. This would allow you to send them
invitations to apply to volunteer, while keeping them separate from your volunteers with the Active Status who
are actively serving. Please see Status in this glossary for more information.
Public Account Identifier - A unique identification number for Volgistics accounts that is used to associate their
VicNet or VicTouch access points with their account.
Purchase Order (PO) - A purchase order (or PO) is document used by the Accounts Payable departments of
some organizations to indicate that they will be purchasing a product. Volgistics does not accept purchase orders
as payment for service fees. If your organization requires you to use purchase orders as part of the payment
process, you will need to wait for the check to be generated for the purchase order and then send the check to
us. If it helps the payment process, you can add a purchase order number to an Order-Invoice. You can learn
more about how to do this here.
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Receipt - A document showing that an Order-Invoice for Volgistics service fees has been paid. You can view,
print, or save Receipts in the Volgistics Store for your account. You can learn how to do this here.
Recognition - Please see Awards in this glossary for information.
Registration - Please see Application Forms in this glossary for information.
Regex - Please see Regular Expressions in this glossary for information.
Regular - System Operators and Coordinators can put volunteers on the schedule on a repeating, or recurring,
basis such as every Monday or every other Friday. Volgistics refers to a person who is scheduled like this as a
Regularly scheduled volunteer.
Regular Expressions - Regular Expressions (or Regex for short) are not unique to the Volgistics system, but
the Search fields on the column headings of the Volunteer Page support some Regular Expressions to help you
search for records. You can find many resources to learn more about Regular Expressions on the Internet. One
resouce is RegexOne.
Reports - Volgistics includes reporting features you can use to retrieve information from your account. Reports
can be generated in PDF or Microsoft Excel formatted files. Completed report files are sent to the In Box tab of
your Volgistics Mailbox. They can be saved locally, or opened, from there. You can learn about the stock, or
pre-made, reports in Volgistics here. You can learn about how to make custom reports here.
Role - The Role in Volgistics shows a volunteer's relationship to an Assignment. Having a Role in an assignment
does not necessarily mean that the volunteer is scheduled in the assignment, or has service recorded in the
assignment, although this is quite often the case. You can find more information about Roles here.
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Roster - Roster is not a term that is used by Volgistics. Depending on where you are from geographically, roster
can mean various things. If you use it to mean people who are scheduled, see Schedule in this glossary for more
information. If you use roster to describe a list, roll, count, etc., you may need to contact the support team and
describe what you're looking for. The support team will gladly assist you with details on how to get the
information you need.
Rules Tab - The Rules tab is located on Assignment records. It is used for things such as controlling which
volunteers can self-schedule for the assignment, or whether volunteers can schedule for any times or for
openings only. You can also setup self-scheduling alerts on the Rules tab. You can learn more about the Rules
tab here.
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Schedule - In Volgistics, the schedule is used to record information about when you expect volunteers to serve
in the future. Because of this, the schedule for past years is not available indefinitely so you should not depend
on the schedule to show historical information about when volunteers served in the past. Instead, we recommend
using service entries to record information about when volunteers served in the past. Please note that service
entries are not automatically created from the schedule--service must be put into the system using one of the
methods shown here. You can find more information about the schedule feature in Volgistics here.
Schedule Tab - A tab on volunteer, Coordinator, Site, Place, or Assignment records that shows the schedule for
that particular record. For example, a volunteer's Schedule tab will only show that volunteer's schedule, a
Coordinator's Schedule tab will show the schedule for all assignments the Coordinator oversees, a Site's
Schedule tab will show the schedule for all assignments that fall under the Site, etc.
Schedule Entry - The registration or recording of details for a volunteer's schedule. Schedule entries record the
assignment, times or shift, date(s), and any special notes about when the volunteer is expected to serve.
Schedule entries can be for one date only, or for a repeating (ongoing) pattern of dates such as every 2nd and
4th Tuesday of the month. Schedule entries can simply place the volunteer on the schedule, or they can place
the volunteer on the schedule as filling an opening slot.
Schedule Icons - Schedule icons provide a quick visual way to see if an opening slot is filled by an individual
volunteer or a group member, or if is still an unfilled opening slot. You can learn more about schedule icons here.
Schedule Reminders - Reminder messages sent by Email or text to volunteers and Coordinators. In most cases
reminders are setup to be sent automatically by the system, but they can also be sent on-demand by System
Operators. You can find more information on Schedule Reminder messages here.
Schedule Reports - These reports create PDF files with information about schedules in your account. You can
find more information here.
Secured-socket layer (SSL) - An online encryption method Volgistics uses to scramble your account's
information as it travels over the Internet. You can learn more about this here.
Security Block - A built-in security feature used to help safeguard your information. This feature automatically
stops login attempt to your account if too many invalid login attempts have been made from the same IP
address. You can learn more about this here.
Self-Scheduling - An account's Administrator(s) can configure the Volgistics account to allow volunteers to
place themselves on the schedule as long as either the VicNet or VicTouch module is included in the
organization's service level. You can find more information on how to enable and configure self-scheduling here.
Self-Scheduling Alerts - A type of alert sent to System Operators and/or Coordinators to notify them that a
volunteer has added or removed herself from the schedule. The alerts can be configured to be sent for just
specific assignments. You can learn how to enable self-scheduling alerts in the Self-scheduling alerts section of
help topic 2172 here.
Sender ID - An email authentication protocol designed to combat spam. Volgistics offers two different Sender ID
settings depending on how your organization handles Sender ID. You can learn more about this here.
Service - Please see Service Entry in this glossary for information.
Service Detail Reports - Reports designed to show service information in your account. The reports can be run
in Excel or PDF format. You can find more information on Service Detail reports here.
Service Directive - See Mandatory Service in this glossary for information.
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Service Entry - The registration or recording of details for a volunteer's past service with your organization.
Service entries always record a date (or date range), and they can optionally record hours served, times served,
the assignment the volunteer served in, and additional Service Measures that are setup.
The system will automatically calculate Merit Hours for the service entry if you have setup a rule that applies to
the entry. In addition, service entries can be applied toward a Mandatory Service goal for the volunteer.
Service entries need to be created through one of the methods shown in help topic 1166 here. Service is not
automatically entered based on the schedule. You can find more information about how service shows on a
volunteer record here.
Service Fee - The payment required to use the Volgistics service at the service level you select for your account.
Service fees are calculated by month, and you can select to make automatic monthly payments or pre-pay in
advance for 1 to 18 months of service. You can learn more about Volgistics service fees here.
Service Hours - Please see Service Entry in this glossary for information.
Service Level - The maximums you choose for the number of non-archived volunteer records, archived
volunteer records, and System Operators you can have in your account. Your service level also determines if
your account has access to the optional VicNet, VicTouch, and VicDocs modules. You can find more information
on this here.
Service Mandate - See Mandatory Service in this glossary for information.
Service Measures - Optional numerical fields you can setup to collect additional service information for things
such as tours given, mileage driven, phone calls made, absences, visits, etc. You can find more information on
Service Measures here.
Service Summary Reports - Reports designed to show service information in your account. The reports can be
run in Excel or PDF format. You can find more information on Service Summary reports here.
Service Tab (Mailbox) - There is a Service tab on volunteer records and a Service tab on your Volgistics
mailbox. This glossary item is for the mailbox. If you need information regarding the Service tab on volunteer
records, see the Service Tab (Volunteer Record) item below.
The purpose of the Service tab on the mailbox is to allow System Operators review, edit, or delete service entries
sent to be audited.
Service Tab (Volunteer Record) -There is a Service tab on volunteer records and a Service tab on your
Volgistics mailbox. This glossary item is for the volunteer records. If you need information on the mailbox, see
the Service Tab (Mailbox) item above.
The Service tab on volunteer records has three purposes. The top of the tab is where the Roles a volunteer has
in assignments are recorded. There is more information on this here. The middle of the tab is where the
volunteer's service information is recorded. You can find more information on this here. The bottom of the tab is
where Mandatory Service for the volunteer is configured.
Service Values - You can assign a monetary value to be associated with service information. For example,
Independent Sector (a Washington, D.C. based advocacy coalition) announced the U.S. average for volunteer
service value was $23.56 per hour in 2015. The group also releases averages for each State and you can learn
more at https://www.independentsector.org/volunteer_time. You can learn more about setting service values in
Volgistics here.
Session - A Volgistics session starts when a System Operator correctly enters her or his credentials from the
Login link at www.volgistics.com. Each operator can only have one active session at a time. So if one person is
logged-in, and another person uses the same credentials to login, the first person's session will end. Sessions
will also expire automatically when the system does not sense any activity by the operator for an extended period
of time. You can learn more about this here.
Set - A Set is a way to query your account to identify certain volunteers. After a Set has been created, you can
do various things with it such as view the volunteers in the Set, send a message to the volunteers in the Set, or
run a report that only includes the volunteers in the Set. You can learn more about the Sets feature here.
Set Rule - A Set Rule is any aspect of the Volgistics system that can be used to build a Set to query your
volunteer records. You can find a complete list of the Set Rules that are available here.
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Setup - The menu option that allows System Operators to configure their account. Access to the Setup menu is
usually only given to Volgistics Administrator level operators, but access can optionally be given to Power and
Basic User level operators also. You can learn more here.
Shifts - See Opening in this glossary for information.
Sign-in Station - See VicTouch Sign-in Station in this glossary for information.
Site - The top tier, or level, in the Site, Place, and Assignment hierarchy used to organize an account's
assignment records. You can learn more about this structure here.
Site Level Access - A Volgistics feature that allows System Operators to be restricted to a single Site. When this
is in place, the operator will only see Places and Assignments that are underneath their Site. The operator will
also only see volunteer records associated with their Site. You can learn more about this feature here.
Site Level Operator - A System Operator who is assigned to one particular Site when the account uses Site
Level Access.
Slot - See Opening in this glossary for information.
Spare Fields - Fields that the account's Administrator(s) can customize to meet the organization's needs. You
can learn more about what types of spare fields are available, what records they are available on, and more here
.
SSL - See Secured-socket layer (SSL) for information.
Start Date - The date a volunteer starts actively serving with your organization. By default this is the first Active
Status date recorded for the volunteer, but the account's Administrator(s) can configure the account to use
different Statuses for this date. You can find more information on this here.
Statistics Box - A box on the bottom of the Core tab of volunteer records that shows service information about
the volunteer. Administrator(s) can configure the Statistics box to show the volunteer's Date of Last Activity and
Years of Service, along with lifetime, year-to-date, and month-to-date service hours. Administrator(s) can also
select to add two floating subtotals for customizable date ranges. You can learn more about how to configure the
Statistics Box here.
Statistics Reports - Reports designed to summarize volunteer information such as demographics and retention
for your entire account. You can learn more about these reports here.
Status - A volunteer's Status in Volgistics shows their current relationship with your organization. For example,
an Applicant Status generally means that the volunteer has completed an application, but is not approved to
serve yet. While an Active Status generally means that the volunteer has completed any vetting you require and
is now actively serving. You can learn more about Statuses and how they are used here.
Stock Reports - These are pre-made, ready-to-run reports designed to meet many common needs volunteer
organizations have for reporting. In addition to stock reports, you can also create custom reports if you cannot
find a stock report that meets your needs. You can learn more about the stock reports available in Volgistics here
.
Stop Date - The date a volunteer stops actively serving with your organization. By default this is the first Inactive
Status date recorded for the volunteer, but Administrator(s) can configure the account to use different Statuses
for this date. You can find more information on this here.
Store - Please see Volgistics Store in this glossary for information.
Substitute Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Substitute Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer is available to fill in
for other volunteers who cannot serve as scheduled. Please see Role in this glossary for more information.
System Operator - A person who logs into the Volgistics account by using the Login button at
www.volgistics.com. These are generally the leaders of the volunteer department. Operators have three different
levels that are configured by the account's Administrator(s). These are Volgistics Administrator, Power User, and
Basic User. You can find more information on System Operators here.
System Operator Page - The page where the account's Administrator(s) add, delete, and configure System
Operator records for the account. Administrators control the user's credentials, as well as the operator's user
level, the menu items the operator can access, the tasks or jobs the operator can perform, and whether the
operator is a site level operator. You can find more information on the fields and settings on the System Operator
Page here.
Back to Index
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Tab Rights - Tab rights give you the ability to hide certain tabs on volunteer records from System Operators with
a certain user level. You can find more information on tab rights here. You may also want to see Field Rights in
this glossary for more information.
Tags - Tags are a temporary way to identify a volunteer record (or a group of volunteer records). Once records
are tagged, there are a variety of actions you can take. For example, you can change the Status of all the tagged
records at once, or run a report for just the tagged volunteers. You can learn more about the Tags feature here.
Tasks - Tasks can mean a variety of things, but in most cases it is what the volunteers do to provide volunteer
service. If this is the meaning you're using, please see Assignment in this glossary for more information.
Text Messages - Communication sent to your volunteers and/or Coordinators via text. You can find more
information on text messages here.
Tickler - Tickler is an item on the Volgistics menu that provides a tool for System Operators to use to find
volunteers who are need to complete a Checklist item or who are eligible to receive an Award. The term Tickler
was used because it refers to a file or other aid used to remind someone of an upcoming event.
Trainee Role - Roles in Volgistics are used to show the volunteer's relationship, or standing, in a specific
Assignment. The Trainee Role is a default Role generally used to show that the volunteer is learning to serve in
an Assignment. Please see Role in this glossary for more information.
Types - Types provide a way to identify and categorize volunteer records. Types differ from Flags because a
volunteer can only have one Type, but they can have multiple Flags. You can find more information here.
Back to Index
U

Unduplicated Volunteer Count - A count available on Service Detail and Service Summary reports that shows
how many volunteers have service information recorded during the time period the report covers. The count is
unduplicated because it factors out situations such as one volunteer who has service recorded in two different
Assignments under the same Place. You can learn more here.
Unfilled Opening - An unfilled opening slot means that a volunteer is still needed to serve in the shift the
opening represents. Please note that one opening can have multiple slots (for instance if 5 volunteers are
needed for the shift). So one opening may have unfilled slots even if volunteers are scheduled to fill other slots
for the opening. You can use the schedule icons as a visual indicator of if the opening slot is filled or unfilled.
User Level - The amount of access that System Operators have to the system. The three user levels are
Volgistics Administrator, Power User, and Basic User. By default, the user levels have about the same amount of
access to the system. The Volgistics Administrator(s) customizes how much access each user level has by
setting tab rights and field rights for the user level.
Back to Index
V

Values - Please see Service Values in this glossary for information.
Vic - Vic stands for Volunteer Information Center. When Volgistics references Vic it means the item relates to
one of the three optional modules (VicNet, VicTouch, or VicDocs), or a feature available in these modules such
as Vic Mail.
Vic Graphic - Graphics or images used to represent things such as the tabs or buttons shown in the VicNet
module. You can customize these to "brand" or personize your account. You can find more information here.
Your account may also have logo graphics. Please see Logo Graphic in this glossary for more information.
Vic Mail - Messages sent to volunteers through the VicNet or VicTouch modules. You can find more information
here
Vic Self-Scheduling - Please see Self-Scheduling in this glossary for information.
Vic Tab - A tab on the volunteer record where you can review a volunteer's access to the VicNet and VicTouch
modules. You can find more information on the Vic tab here.
VicDocs - An optional module that you can add to your account's service level if you want to store electronic
documents such as a photo release form a volunteer has signed. You can learn more about the VicDocs feature
here.
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VicNet - An optional module that you can add to your account's service level to allow volunteers to sign-in over
the Internet to do things like update their contact information, view messages, see their current schedule, add or
remove themselves from the schedule, view their past service, or enter new service information. You can learn
more about this module here.
VicNet Mobile - A mobile friendly view of the VicNet module for volunteers who access VicNet on cell phones or
tablets. You can learn how to enable and customize the mobile view here. You can find a guide to teach
volunteers how to use VicNet mobile here.
VicTouch - An optional module that you can add to your account's service level to allow volunteers to clock-in
and clock-out when they arrive and depart from your facility. The system automatically creates a service entry on
the Service tab of the volunteer record when the volunteer signs-out. You can learn more about this module here
.
VicTouch Sign-in Station - A computer or tablet that is setup to launch the VicTouch module. When VicTouch
is included in your account's service level, you can set up as many sign-in stations as you need without
impacting your monthly service fees. You can learn how to configure a computer to use as a sign-in station here.
Volgistics Administrator - A System Operator who generally has access to all aspects of the account. By
default, the person who creates the account is the account's Administrator and this person can then create other
operator records at any of the three levels: Volgistics Administrator, Power User, or Basic User. You can learn
more about Volgistics Administrator level operators here.
Volgistics Store - Each account has a Volgistics Store that is used to arrange for payment of the account's
service fees. The Store can only be accessed by Administrators for the account, or people who have the
Accounting Access Code for the account. To get to the Store, go to www.volgistics.com, hover over Try or Buy
on the menu, and select Store.
Volunteer and Assignment Matching - An optional feature that an account's Administrator(s) can enable that
will help find volunteers who are a good fit to serve in an Assignment. You can learn more about this feature here
.
Volunteer Count - Information about the number of volunteers in your account. Count can mean different things
depending on the criteria you use to determine if a record qualifies. For example, Administrators can find the total
number of records in the account by going to Setup, then Account management, and then Account status.
Operators can also get counts for just records that meet certain criteria as shown here. Please note that group
records will only count as one record for these two methods even though the group may represent many
volunteers. Operators can also pull counts for volunteers who have service recorded in a specified date range
with an unduplicated volunteer count. With this method, groups will show with the number of volunteers who
performed the service, but there is not a way to factor out if the same volunteers from the group gave service
more
than once.
Volunteer
List - Please see Volunteer Page in this glossary for information.
Volunteer List Reports - Reports designed to show information about volunteer records in your account. These
reports are laid out in a table format and you can setup the report to be sorted in different ways such as by the
volunteer's number, Start Date, Date of Last Activity, or lifetime service hours. The reports can be run in Excel or
PDF format. You can find more information on Volunteer List reports here.
Volunteer Number - Please see Number in this glossary for more information.
Volunteer Page - This is also known as the volunteer list. This is the page you see when you select Volunteers
from the top of the menu. You can find information about how to control which fields appear as columns on the
volunteer page here. You can find information about how to search for specific records on the volunteer page
here.
Volunteer Profile Reports - Reports designed to show information about the volunteer records in your account
in a directory type format. These reports are only available in PDF format and they are the only reports that can
contain volunteer photos. You can find more information on Volunteer Profile reports here.
Volunteer Records - Your volunteer records are accessed from the Volunteer page in your account. Volunteer
records can be in the archived or non-archived section of your account. You can find information on how to find
archived records here. You can find information on how to find non-archived records here.
A volunteer record can represent one person (individual records) or multiple volunteers (group records). Group
records only count as one record toward the cap set for your account's service level even though they represent
multiple volunteers. Volunteer records can be created in a variety of ways as shown here. You can learn more
about the tabs and fields on volunteer records here.
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VolunteerWorks - VolunteerWorks is Volgistics' legacy software. Support for this product ended in 2008 but we
offer free conversions to Volgistics for organizations who are still using VolunteerWorks. You can learn more
about this at https://www.volgistics.com/VolunteerWorks-conversion.htm.
Volunteers Tab - The Volunteers tab is a tab on Site, Place, Assignment, or Coordinator records. The purpose
of the tab is to show volunteers associated with Assignments through a Role in the Assignment. If you use the
optional Volunteer and Assignment Matching feature, the Volunteers tab on Assignment records can also show
volunteers who match the Assignment's criteria. You can learn more about the Volunteers tab on a Site record
here. To learn about the tab on a Place record, click here. And, to learn more about the tab on an Assignment
record, click here.
Back to Index
W

Web Browser - A web browser is an app or software you have on your computer or device that allows you to
access the Internet. Approved web browsers for Volgistics include Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer (9 or
higher), and Safari. You can learn more about web browsers and other system requirements for Volgistics here.
Welcome Page - The Welcome Page or screen is the first page System Operators see after they Login to
Volgistics. Operators also see the page if Welcome is selected from the Volgistics menu. The Welcome page
shows announcements from the Volgistics Team, account status information, and a Tip of the Week highlighting
aspects of Volgistics that System Operators may be unaware of. Additionally, Administrators can setup the
Welcome page to show statistics about the account and a list of volunteer birthdays. You can learn more about
the statistics box here and the birthday list here.
Who's Here - The Who's Here page or screen is displayed if System Operators select Who's Here from the
Volgistics menu. The main purpose of the page is to show which volunteers are currently signed-in to the
VicTouch module. The page can also be setup to show volunteers who were signed-in previously during the day,
volunteers scheduled for the day, or unfilled opening slots. You can learn more about the Who's Here page here.
Back to Index
X

No entries under X
Back to Index
Y

Year-to-date (YTD) - The year-to-date (YTD) total is the sum of all service hours entered for a volunteer from the
first of the year to the current date in the year. Please note that "year" can mean either the calendar year or the
fiscal year depending on how you have your account configured. For example, if the current date is September
15th and your account does not have a fiscal year set, the YTD figure will be all hours given from January 1st to
September 15th. However, if the current date is September 15th and your account is set to have a fiscal year
that starts June 1st, the YTD figure will be all hours given from June 1st to September 15th. The YTD figure can
be added to the Statistics box on the Core tab of the volunteer's record, and is available on the Fields tab of most
reports.
Years of Service - Years of service is the amount of time volunteers have been with your organization. In
Volgistics, the system automatically calculates this total based on the volunteer's Status dates. By default, only
time in the Active Status is counted, but account holders can configure different Statuses to count toward the
total as well. You can find more information on this here.
YTD - Please see Year-to-date (YTD) in this glossary for information.
Back to Index
Z

No entries under Z
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Appendix A: Help Topics Sorted Alphabetically.
Click each help topic below to be linked to that page.
Number
2008
2458
1102
1190
2385
2053
1051
2143
2216
2217
2215
2026
2015
1113
2007
2252
2298
8259
2107
2431
2288
2078
8052
8017
8018
8019
8040
1053
2231
1999
2000
2258
1185
8049
2090
2097
2428
8050
2088
8263
2224
8014

Description
"Email me a copy" and "Text me a copy" buttons on the VicTouch schedule page
"Volunteers Serve up to" Field Properties Setup Page
A scheduled volunteer does not appear to cover a schedule opening
A volunteer or coordinator cannot open a Microsoft Word file attachment
Access Disabled Setup Page
Access Not Permitted from This Computer
Account Statistics
Accounting Access Code
Add a Place
Add a Site
Add an Assignment
Adding a New System Operator
Adding a New Volunteer Record
Adding a Sender ID policy for Volgistics
Adding VicNet, VicTouch or VicDocs to Your Account's Service Level
Adding Volgistics Features to Your Web Site
Adding Volunteer Records
Address Label Reports
Adobe PDF Files
Advertise Field Properties Setup Page
Advertising on VicNet
Age Field Properties Setup Page
All Service by Assignment-Calendar Yr (stock)
All Service by Assignment-Fiscal Yr (stock)
All Service by Type (stock)
All Service by Volunteer (stock)
All Volunteer Information (stock)
Application Form Setup Page
Archive Help Inquiries
Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Archiving Volunteer Records
Around-the-Clock Scheduling
Assigning Volunteers to an Assignment
Assignment Description Sheets (stock)
Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Assignment List (stock)
Assignment Preference Field Setup Page
Assignment Profile Reports
Assignment Selection Screen Setup
Assignment Service Details (stock)
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1595
1229
743
317
1114
1596
28
728
108
110
106
1440
1837
308
50
208
1877
483
449
1183
1723
971
673
620
622
624
658
1334
66
709
1819
789
193
670
996
1007
1178
671
991
492
1515
614
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Number
2047
2535
1208
1072
2247
2455
8041
2286
2287
8272
8001
1120
2148
2102
1206
1159
2235
2537
1179
1156
2238
2361
2365
2412
2435
2466
2514
2344
2056
2112
1149
2429
2310
2532
2533
1058
2256
2339
2338
1046
1059
2381
2255
8027

Description
Assignment Tracking Ground Rules
Assuming the Role of Volgistics Administrator
Auditing Service Entries
Auditing Vic Service Entries
Automatic volunteer numbers
Availability Needed Field Properties Setup Page
Award Eligibility (stock)
Award Ground Rules
Award Setup
Awards Reports
Batch Report (stock)
Batch Report
Birthday Lists
Can I make email addresses compulsory?
Can I make my account for an annual special event dormant?
Can I put a link to VicNet on the volunteer application form?
Can I schedule regular volunteers for duty every-other week?
Can we delete an Assignment but maintain information associated with that Assignment?
Changing Volunteers' VIC Privacy Settings
Characteristic Fields
Checklist
City Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
Class Event Field Properties Setup Page
Clear Your Account Number or Login Name from the Secure Login Page
Clearing Your Account
Clipboard Copy
Cluster Field Properties Setup Page
Combine Duplicate Volunteer Records
Combining Awards
Combining Checklist Items
Comment Fields
Comparing Volunteers to the OIG LEIE
Completed Field Properties Setup Page
Completed On Field Setup Page
Configuring your organization's firewall for Volgistics
Contact Fields on Application Forms
Contacted Field Properties Setup Page
Cookies
Coordinator Address Labels (stock)
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895
84
1415
1408
1015
1222
659
908
909
504
599
426
1385
385
707
1670
788
140
1458
33
142
1074
1082
1154
1191
1243
1295
1040
1597
890
427
1179
1884
915
926
1345
154
1032
1030
1587
1346
1106
1615
639
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Number
8051
1025
8055
1111
1111
2294
2368
2394
2415
2438
2469
2517
1154
1018
1114
2223
2144
2153
2125
2147
2325
1075
1214
1214
2082
2494
8047
2493
2495
2356
2343
2341
2077
2259
2001
2309
2309
2530
2029
2531
2454
2549
2550
2548

Description
Coordinator Contact List (stock)
Coordinator Message Preferences
Coordinator Name Tags (stock)
Coordinators
Coordinators
Core Tab
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Creating a Custom Labels Report
Creating a Source File for Microsoft Word Mail Merge
Creating Assignment Clusters
Creating Custom Reports
Creating Desktop Shortcuts
Creating Links to VicNet
Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Customer Surveys and Questionnaires
Customizing the Fields that Appear for Manual Hour Entries
Customizing VIC Graphics
Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Daily Availability Field Properties Setup Page
Daily Coordinator Reminders Setup Page
Daily Sign-in Sheets (stock)
Daily Volunteer Reminders Setup Page
Date and Time Settings Setup Page
Date Entered Field Properties Setup Page
Date Event Field Properties Setup Page
Date Field Properties Setup Page
Date of Birth Field Properties Setup Page
Date of Last Activity
Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Delete Volunteer Records
Delete Volunteer Records
Deleting a Checklist Item
Deleting a System Operator
Deleting an Award
Directions Field Properties Setup Page
Docs Tab (Coordinator Record)
Docs Tab (Site, Place or Assignment Record)
Docs Tab (Volunteer Record)
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672
1325
677
163
163
1868
1089
1132
1161
1197
1249
1302
520
425
934
467
64
1491
1362
730
1429
1451
1471
1471
979
1403
666
1402
1389
1065
1039
1035
969
76
1822
1880
1880
925
1441
913
1220
1636
1642
1630
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Number
2553
1161
2337
2496
2452
2117
2065
2066
2376
2404
2423
2446
2479
2527
2380
2277
2126
2146
1996
2118
1201
1309
1031
1112
8261
2342
2017
1048
1193
1084
1085
1079
1081
1037
1117
1042
1082
1080
1083
1174
1106
8030
2057
2048

Description
Documents Tab Rights Setup Page
Does VicTouch count as a system operator?
Due By Field Setup Page
Duplicate Checking
Duties Field Properties Setup Page
Edit Button Does Not Appear on Service Entries
Email Address Validity
Email and Text Message Failure Threshold
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Employer field Properties Setup Page
Enable JavaScript
Enabling Message Delivery at VicTouch
Entering a Volunteer's Past Awards
Entering Dates in Date Fields
Entering Negative Service Values
Error 12152
Error Message About the Volgistics Security Certificates
Error messages
Event Log
Excel Spreadsheet Reports
Expires Field Properties Setup Page
Field Setup
Fields (Address Label Reports)
Fields (Assignment Profile Reports)
Fields (Award Reports)
Fields (Excel Reports)
Fields (Label Reports)
Fields (Name Tag Reports)
Fields (Schedule Reports)
Fields (Service Detail Reports)
Fields (Service Summary Reports)
Fields (Statistic Reports)
Fields (Volunteer List Reports)
Fields (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Fields in Volgistics
Fields
File Folder Labels (stock)
Find the Volunteers who are Active without an Assignment
Find the Volunteers Who Became Active in a Certain Year
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1319
1755
1028
1389
1216
1601
377
379
1095
1138
1167
1203
1259
1312
1104
1617
1510
1549
198
1572
1593
1594
1585
28
513
1037
957
477
488
500
507
516
527
534
551
566
585
687
697
940
426
643
848
841
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Number
2049
2063
2050
2069
2222
2067
1296
1998
2245
2023
2023
2360
2461
2506
8003
2511
1306
1307
1307
1055
2141
2006
2084
2456
2092
2098
1036
2060
1301
1301
2547
1175
1184
2300
2326
2074
8273
1022
2369
2395
2416
2439
2472
2520

Description
Find the Volunteers Who Became Inactive in a Certain Year
Find the Volunteers who Don't Have an Email Address in their Record
Find the Volunteers Who Served Hours in a Certain Year
Find the Volunteers Who Served on a Particular Date
Find the Volunteers With No Recent Activity
Find Volunteers with Invalid Email Addresses
Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Finding the Volunteers who Need to Complete a Checklist Item
Finding Volunteer Records
Finding Volunteer Records
First Name Field Properties Setup Page
First Name Field Properties Setup Page
First Name Field Properties Setup Page
Flags and Types List (stock)
Flags Field Properties Setup Page
Forget your password? (System Operators)
Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)
Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)
Form Sections
Formatting cells in Excel spread sheet files
Frequently Asked Questions about Converting from VolunteerWorks to Volgistics
From Field Properties Setup Page
From Field Properties Setup Page
From Field Setup Page
From Time Field Properties Setup Page
FTE
Getting Started Interview
Getting Started with Text Messaging
Getting Started with Text Messaging
Getting Started with VicDocs
Getting Started with VicNet
Getting Started with VicTouch
Getting Started
Greeting Cards
Has my payment arrived?
HIPAA
Holidays
Home Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
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Page
843
850
845
851
878
851
837
1817
148
1840
1840
1072
1233
1277
601
1288
44
1702
1702
1340
455
47
982
1224
997
1009
1563
200
357
357
1629
1670
1755
222
1776
723
91
1391
1091
1134
1163
1199
1255
1308
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Number
2087
2257
2070
2331
2076
2054
1164
2072
1173
2071
2103
2280
1152
2282
2155
2279
2158
2262
2022
2167
2203
2267
2268
2266
2166
1165
2226
2068
1191
2151
2157
2308
2021
2055
2206
2207
2020
2202
2150
2285
2284
2306
2311
2034

Description
Hours Field Properties Setup Page
Hours of Operation
How can I collect a volunteer's affiliation information?
How can I create an award based on service performed in a 12 month period?
How can I enter phone number extensions?
How can I find active volunteers who have not served recently?
How can I find all of the volunteers with a service record missing an Assignment entry?
How can I get a receipt for a payment?
How can I get a volunteer count?
How can I get an invoice for the service fee?
How can I personalize email messages with the volunteer's information?
How can I prevent volunteers from having overlapping schedules?
How can I reset a message preference for all volunteers?
How can I see how many volunteer records I have?
How do I add a field for tracking volunteer social security numbers?
How do I add more States or Provinces to the State or Province dropdown list?
How do I add schedule openings?
How do I cancel an account?
How do I change a volunteer's Start Date?
How do I change an hour entry that's already been posted?
How do I change the login name or password I use to access Volgistics?
How do I change the name of a Place?
How do I change the name of a Site?
How do I change the name of an Assignment?
How do I change the service level on my account?
How do I collect Assignment Preferences on an application form?
How do I control which assignments a volunteer can choose when they sign-in at VicTouch?
How do I create a printed Birthday List?
How do I disable an online application form?
How do I enter a training course for lots of volunteers in one step?
How do I enter a volunteer's past hours?
How do I include volunteer counts on service reports?
How do I make a single hour entry manually?
How do I make only certain Assignments appear under Assignment Preferences?
How do I make Set names print as part of report titles?
How do I make Site names print as part of report titles?
How do I make VicNet so volunteers can only self-schedule for assignments they have?
How do I post hours from the schedule?
How do I pre-register volunteers for training events?
How do I print a monthly hour report by assignment?
How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report?
How do I print hours for a selected volunteer?
How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?
How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?
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989
1395
1358
1550
968
846
1567
722
1815
721
386
1398
928
1867
1014
1016
776
894
1839
1574
64
136
137
135
731
1351
1519
444
1357
1543
1572
471
1569
967
464
465
1704
1576
1855
579
577
470
1888
1852
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Number
2234
2271
2149
2091
2305
1166
1158
1158
1094
1013
2106
1014
1293
1293
2302
2545
1019
2131
2181
1202
2313
2108
1308
2030
2030
1294
2536
2132
1153
1290
2320
1115
2330
1007
2028
2120
1219
2031
1199
2140
1188
2554
2184
2552

Description
How do I send an individual volunteer or Coordinator their VicNet password?
How do I track volunteer mileage?
How do I track volunteer training?
How do I update or change my credit card information?
How do I view a selected volunteer's hours?
How do service records get into Volgistics?
How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
How long does it take for email to be delivered?
How reliable is Volgistics?
How reports print
How secure is Volgistics?
How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
How to Activate a Trial Account
How to Add a Purchase Order Number to an Order-Invoice
How to change the billing contact's email address
How to Clone a Volunteer Application Form
How to Create a Set
How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list
How to Delete a Batch of Posted Service
How to Delete a Report
How to Delete Multiple Reports
How to Delete Schedule Openings
How to Delete Schedule Openings
How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
How to Edit a Schedule Entry
How to Edit a Schedule Opening
How to Efficiently Collect Volunteer Hours with Time Sheets
How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
How to find volunteers who did not serve as scheduled
How to Handle Individuals Who are Both a Coordinator and a Volunteer
How to Handle Volunteer Records for Deceased Volunteers
How to keep all of a report's columns on one page
How to Limit System Operator Rights or Access
How to Locate Your Credit Card Security Code
How to Make a Tax Report for Your Volunteers
How to Make All Volunteers with No Recent Activity Inactive
How to Modify a Table in an HTML Email Message
How to Permanently Mark Tagged Records
How to Post Volunteer Newsletters at VicNet
How to Print a Blank Volunteer Application Form
How to Print a Report for a Set
How to Print, View or Save a Completed Application Form
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1717
1422
1853
725
1579
1568
1665
1665
301
180
446
181
334
334
226
739
706
1367
859
1381
1581
450
438
758
758
342
794
766
1565
321
879
166
1893
424
53
727
435
1571
317
1541
1673
1375
863
1373
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Number
2555
1218
1295
2195
2193
2194
2185
2191
2192
1127
1196
2122
1017
1157
2240
1101
1163
1150
2386
1210
2324
2323
2323
1147
2301
1311
2190
2312
1187
1024
1215
1230
1148
2183
2009
2299
1291
1291
1026
1060
2086
2270
2109
1050

Description
How to Schedule Substitutes for Regularly Scheduled Volunteers
How to Schedule Volunteers for Orientation When They Apply
How to Send a Text Message
How to send an email message
How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
How to Send Messages to the Tagged Volunteers
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Specific Site, Place or Assignment
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
How To Send Vic Mail
How to send VolunteerWorks data to Volgistics for conversion
How to Set Up a Volunteer Application Form
How to Setup a Service Measure
How to Setup Characteristic Fields
How to Setup Checklist Items
How to Setup Merit Hours
How to Setup Service Values
How to Setup the Clipboard Copy Feature
How to Setup the Daily Availability Field
How to Setup Travel Time Merit Hours
How to Setup Volgistics - Advanced
How to Setup Volgistics - Basic
How to Setup Volgistics - Basic
How to Sign-in and Sign-out at VicTouch: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
How To Sign-Up
How to Stop Automatic Reports
How to Update Reply-to Fields for Email Messages
How to Update Your Organization's Name
How to Upload Logo Graphics
How to Use the Email HTML Editor
How to Use VicNet Mobile: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Coordinators
How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
How to View the Volunteers in a Set
How Volgistics Calculates Checklist Item Expiration Dates
How Volunteer Records Get Into Volgistics
How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
HTML Email Messages
I Agree Section
I Would Like To Serve Up To Field Properties Setup Page
If I archive a volunteer's record, will their hours continue to appear on reports?
In Box Report Capacity
Include (Address Label Reports)
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Page
797
412
343
404
402
403
396
399
401
315
35
1361
1406
938
916
1409
1413
1379
1116
1416
234
227
227
1745
224
439
398
79
1353
278
1676
166
1654
861
141
1878
323
323
295
1348
986
469
387
479

Page A8

Number
1195
1090
1091
1087
1088
1038
1119
1044
1089
1086
1092
1107
1997
2062
1160
1009
2145
2276
2290
2100
2073
2253
2237
2484
2378
2119
8260
8031
8032
8033
8034
8035
2359
2460
2505
2297
2345
2142
1110
1110
1991
1991
2046
2242

Description
Include (Assignment Profile Reports)
Include (Award Reports)
Include (Excel Reports)
Include (Label Reports)
Include (Name Tag Reports)
Include (Schedule Reports)
Include (Service Detail Reports)
Include (Service Summary Reports)
Include (Statistic Reports)
Include (Volunteer List Reports)
Include (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Include
Including Archived Records on Reports
Including Email Attachments
Including Merit Hours on Reports
Incorrect Time on the Who's Here Page
Information For International Customers
International Addresses
Internet Connection Problem at VicTouch
Introduction to Message Preferences
Is it possible to "recall" a message I sent?
Is There a Phone Number for Volgistics?
It's Time to Change Your Password
Job Title Field Properties Setup Page
Kind Field Properties Setup Page
Label Text Alignment
Labels Reports
Labels with Assignments (stock)
Labels with Flags (stock)
Labels with Life Hours (stock)
Labels with Schedules (stock)
Labels with Type (stock)
Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
Logging In
Mail Event Field Properties Setup Page
Mailbox Documents Tab
Mailbox In Box Tab
Mailbox In Box Tab
Mailbox Out Box Tab
Mailbox Out Box Tab
Make Sure Volunteers & Coordinators Receive Your Email
Making Checklist Items Apply Only for Certain Assignments
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Page
491
500
507
517
528
538
554
571
589
688
699
426
442
368
430
1584
729
1863
1619
381
380
1614
76
1269
1099
522
523
644
646
648
650
652
1070
1231
1275
220
1042
388
303
303
362
362
366
921

Page A9

Number
2018
2037
1183
2243
1211
2333
1100
1200
1200
1023
2361
2462
2507
2448
2492
2491
8043
8045
8023
8024
8025
8020
8021
8022
2083
2169
8265
8002
8037
8036
8039
8038
1099
2209
2362
2463
2508
2471
2519
2470
2518
1302
1303
2348

Description
Manage Dropdown Lists (Look-up Tables)
Manage Site Level Access
Managing Volgistics Cookies
Marking Checklist Items Complete
Menu Screen Setup Page
Merit hours Field Properties Setup Page
Merit Hours
Message Ground Rules Setup Page
Message Ground Rules Setup Page
Message Types
Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Minimum Age Field Setup Page
Monthly & On-Demand Coordinator Reminders Setup Page
Monthly & On-Demand Volunteer Reminders Setup Page
Monthly Schedules by Assignment (stock)
Monthly Schedules by Volunteer (stock)
Monthly Service by Assignment (stock)
Monthly Service by Type (stock)
Monthly Service by Volunteer (stock)
Monthly Service Comparison by Assignment (stock)
Monthly Service Comparison by Type (stock)
Monthly Service Comparison by Volunteer (stock)
My Availability Is Field Properties Setup Page
My Excel Spread Sheet Report Gives Me an Error Message
Name Tags Reports
Name, Address, and Phone List (stock)
Names and Addresses (stock)
Names and Email Addresses (stock)
Names and Pending Awards (stock)
Names, Addresses and Phone Numbers (stock)
New Schedule Features
New VicNet Self Scheduling Features
Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
No Email Field Properties Setup Page
No email Field Properties Setup Page
No Postal Mail Field Properties Setup Page
No postal mail Field Properties Setup Page
No text message Field Properties Setup Page
No text message Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Award dates) Field Properties Setup Page
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Page
963
94
888
144
1508
1021
1564
929
929
1321
1074
1235
1279
1208
1400
1399
661
664
632
634
636
626
628
630
980
462
531
600
655
654
657
656
741
1710
1076
1237
1281
1253
1306
1251
1304
950
952
1048

Page A10

Number
2347
2349
2350
2351
2346
2328
2509
2370
2396
2417
2440
2473
2521
2272
2129
1052
2251
2250
2171
1047
1192
1065
1078
1062
1077
1039
1125
1041
1063
1066
1064
1105
1032
1049
1194
1121
1122
1124
1040
1118
1043
1103
1123
1126

Description
Notation (for Checklist dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Class dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Date dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Mail notation) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Status dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Nothing happens when you touch the Continue button on the VicTouch PIN number screen
Number Field Setup
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
On-Demand Schedule Reminders
Online Form Security and Privacy Policies
Online Forms Ground Rules
Opportunity Directory Setup Page
Opportunity Directory
Optimizing Volunteer Participation Using Self Scheduling
Options (Address Label Reports)
Options (Assignment Profile Reports)
Options (Award Reports)
Options (Excel Reports)
Options (Label Reports)
Options (Name Tag Reports)
Options (Schedule Reports)
Options (Service Detail Reports)
Options (Service Summary Reports)
Options (Statistic Reports)
Options (Volunteer List Reports)
Options (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Options
Orange slider bar on menu does not move to menu selection
Page Design (Address Label Reports)
Page Design (Assignment Profile Reports)
Page design (Award Reports)
Page Design (Label Reports)
Page Design (Name Tag Reports)
Page Design (Schedule Reports)
Page Design (Service Detail Reports)
Page Design (Service Summary Reports)
Page Design (Statistic Reports)
Page Design (Volunteer List Reports)
Page design (Volunteer Profile Reports)
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Page
1046
1051
1053
1055
1044
1626
1283
1093
1137
1165
1202
1257
1310
1396
1365
1330
1368
420
780
476
486
499
506
516
527
542
557
563
585
686
697
426
1587
478
489
502
519
529
545
552
568
591
690
701

Page A11

Number
2110
2304
2409
8016
2481
2168
2089
2130
8042
2159
1220
2322
2114
2176
2123
2335
2453
1061
2265
8008
2379
2485
2551
2218
2174
2038
2173
2498
2133
2164
1057
1205
1182
1186
2274
2433
2273
8255
2172
2172
8048
1181
1197
1180

Description
Page Design
Paying Your Volgistics Service Fee by Mail
Place Field Properties Setup Page
Place Service Details (stock)
Position Field Properties Setup Page
Posting Large Service Entries
Preference Field Setup Page
Preference Fields
Presented Awards (stock)
Previewing VicNet
Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
Prior Year Comparison
Problems opening PDF files
Processing Online Volunteer Applications
Program Field Properties Setup Page
Qualifications Field Properties Setup Page
Receipt Confirmation
Record Assignments Automatically
Regular Schedule List Report (stock)
Relationship Field Properties Setup Page
Relationship Field Properties Setup Page
Removing VicNet or VicDocs from Your Account's Service Level
Reorganizing Sites, Places or Assignments
Report Page Setup for Avery 5160 Labels
Restore All Archived Volunteer Records
Roles
Running Reports Automatically
Save
Saving Volunteer Information Locally
Schedule Fields
Schedule Icons
Schedule Notes
Schedule Preferences versus Assignment Preferences
Schedule Reminder Message Preference
Schedule Reminders Field Properties Setup Page
Schedule Reminders
Schedule Reports
Schedule Rules
Schedule Rules
Schedule Statistics (stock)
Scheduling Ground Rules
Scheduling groups
Scheduling Overview
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Page
451
737
1149
618
1263
1575
993
1011
660
1705
437
471
575
1606
415
1024
1218
1349
906
606
1101
1271
89
112
482
889
103
473
453
461
1343
756
750
411
409
1187
791
547
781
781
668
1392
753
746

Page A12

Number
2163
1116
2233
2233
1027
1027
8257
2027
2334
1016
2490
2489
2340
8258
2488
8026
1162
1146
1006
2177
2180
2154
1008
8270
8271
1067
2036
2241
2387
1189
2283
2432
2388
2127
2035
1054
2204
2081
2096
2354
2408
2427
2451
2486

Description
Security Blocks
Sender ID
Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries
Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries
Service Details Reports
Service Levels
Service Measure Field Properties Setup Page
Service Measures
Service Posting Setup Page
Service Record Auditing Setup Page
Service Required Field Setup Page
Service Summary Reports
Service Tracking Ground Rules Setup Page
Service Values (stock)
Service Values
Session Expired
Session in use
Set Rules
Sets
Setting Tab Rights
Setting up Mandatory Service
Setting-Up Internet Explorer for VicTouch
Setup a VicTouch computer
Setup Birthday Lists
Setup Site Level Access
Setup
Share My Schedule Setup Page
Should my multi-site organization use a single Volgistics account, or multiple accounts?
Shutting Down VicTouch
Sign-in Option Field Properties Setup Page
Site Field Properties Setup Page
Site Level Access and Online Volunteer Application Forms
Site Level Access
Site Selection
Site-Level Operator
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
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Page
1604
311
1714
1714
184
184
560
719
1022
1557
1432
1432
1033
580
2026
637
34
1589
1584
853
858
1012
1405
1523
1527
1378
93
887
1119
196
1762
1185
1121
419
92
1338
1442
977
1005
1061
1147
1176
1214
1273

Page A13

Number
2094
2352
2383
2483
2079
2095
2353
2406
2425
2449
2080
2407
2426
2450
2384
2482
2355
2318
2314
2315
2357
2336
1203
2366
2392
2413
2436
2467
2515
8266
2260
2430
2510
8056
2104
2358
2364
2390
2411
2434
2465
2513
1167
2236

Description
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Setup Page
Spare Lookup Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Text Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spell Checking
Start and Stop Date Rules
Start and Stop Dates
Start Date Field Properties Setup Page
Starting Date Field Setup Page
Starting VicTouch
State Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Statistics Reports
Statistics
Status Field Properties Setup Page
Status Field Properties Setup Page
Status Statistics (stock)
Stock Reports
Stop Date Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Substitute Tracking
System Operator Ground Rules
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Page
1001
1057
1110
1267
973
1003
1059
1143
1171
1210
975
1145
1174
1212
1112
1265
1063
1624
1017
1890
1067
1026
1933
1084
1128
1157
1193
1245
1297
593
1387
1181
1286
678
595
1068
1080
1124
1152
1189
1241
1293
745
1442

Page A14

Number
1011
1011
2205
1070
2139
2136
2182
1304
1310
1300
1300
1292
1170
1021
1030
1015
1132
1143
2196
1134
2178
2208
1145
1095
1130
1135
2879
2179
2878
1069
1139
1098
1136
1128
1129
2198
2877
1137
1138
2189
1177
2714
1144
2200

Description
System Operator Page
System Operator Page
System Operator
Tab Rights Page
Tagging Volunteer Records
Tags
Testing a New Set
Text Field Properties Setup Page
Text Field Properties Setup Page
Text Messaging
Text Messaging
Text Number Validity
The Buttons Are Too Small or Too Large at VicTouch
The Post page
The VicTouch Touch Screen Monitor
The Volgistics Privacy Policy
Their Age Set Rule
Their Assignment Cluster Set Rule
Their Assignment Set Rule
Their Award Dates Set Rule
Their Birthday Set Rule
Their Characteristics Set Rule
Their Checklist Dates Set Rule
Their Checklist Set Rule
Their City Set Rule
Their Class Dates Set Rule
Their Country Set Rule
Their Current Status Set Rule
Their Daily Availability Set Rule
Their Date Archived Set Rule
Their Date Entered Set Rule
Their Date of Last Activity Set Rule
Their Dates Set Rule
Their Email Set Rule
Their Email Validity Set Rule
Their Flags Set Rule
Their Kind Set Rule
Their Mail Dates Set Rule
Their Mandatory Service Set Rule
Their Past Status Set Rule
Their Photo Set Rule
Their Postal Mail Set Rule
Their Schedule Set Rule
Their Service Set Rule
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Page
1433
1433
65
933
1538
1529
861
954
955
352
352
333
1593
1559
1744
182
810
830
869
813
855
878
834
801
808
815
885
857
882
800
823
804
817
806
807
872
881
819
821
868
836
881
832
873

Page A15

Number
2197
2188
2187
2201
1140
1096
1133
1141
1297
1298
2199
1142
1131
2293
2111
2363
2364
2529
2085
2093
2457
2332
2278
2099
2212
2012
2013
1045
1045
2156
2064
2296
1990
2011
2254
2275
2399
3022
2400
2014
2389
2410
2512
8015

Description
Their Site Set Rule
Their Spare Checkbox Fields Set Rule
Their Spare Dropdown Fields Set Rule
Their Spare Fields Set Rule
Their Start Date Set Rule
Their State/Province Set Rule
Their Status Dates Set Rule
Their Stop Date Set Rule
Their Text Message Set Rule
Their Text Number Validity Set Rule
Their Type Set Rule
Their Years of Service Set Rule
Their Zip Set Rule
Time Sheets
Time Zone Settings
Title Field Properties Setup Page
Title Field Properties Setup Page
Title Field Properties Setup Page
To Field Properties Setup Page
To Field Properties Setup Page
To Field Properties Setup Page
To Time Field Properties Setup Page
Track Overall VicNet Usage and Last Access Date
Tracking Assignments
Tracking Date of Birth and Age
Tracking Emergency Contacts
Tracking Employers
Tracking Groups
Tracking Groups
Tracking Mandatory Service
Tracking messages you have sent
Tracking Multiple Addresses (and Other Information) for the Same Volunteer
Tracking Multiple Contacts for a Group
Tracking References
Tracking TB test requirements
Tracking Volunteer Absences
Tracking Volunteer Assignments on the Service Tab
Tracking Volunteer Recognition
Tracking Volunteer Service on the Service Tab
Tracking Volunteer Status
Type Field Properties Setup Page
Type Field Properties Setup Page
Type Field Properties Setup Page
Type Service Details (stock)
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Page
870
867
867
877
825
803
812
827
837
840
872
829
809
1578
1383
1078
1080
1316
984
999
1227
1019
1718
96
1861
1829
1830
1802
1802
1419
370
1875
1816
1828
150
1424
138
1551
1581
1832
1122
1150
1290
616
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Number
2115
2160
8269
1299
2121
2186
2138
2263
1198
1212
1155
2152
2075
2382
1074
2327
1171
1207
2170
1076
3019
2534
1071
1093
1073
2019
1034
1178
1204
1035
3020
2289
2214
1169
1176
3021
2220
2219
2221
2244
2500
2500
2025
2116

Description
Unduplicated Volunteer Count
Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
Using Apple's Guided Access for VicTouch
Using Email and Text Messages Together
Using Online Volunteer Application Forms
Using Tags with Sets
Using the Clipboard to Copy and Paste Text into a Volgistics Text Area
Using the Type and the Flags Fields
Using VicNet for groups
Using VicTouch for groups
Using Volgistics for Special Events
Using Volunteer Numbers
Using web browser Back buttons
Verified Field Properties Setup Page
VIC Graphics
VIC Greeting Cards Setup
VIC My Schedule Setup Page
VIC My Service Setup Page
VIC Self-Scheduling
VIC Tab
VicDocs
VicNet and VicTouch trials
VicNet Exit Page Setup
VicNet for People Who Are Both a Volunteer and a Coordinator
VicNet Ground Rules
VicNet Home Tab
VicNet My Profile Tab Photo page
VicNet My Profile Tab
VicNet Time Sheet Tab
VicNet Volunteer tab Photo page
VicNet
VicTouch desktop shortcuts
VicTouch Ground Rules
VicTouch is Slow or Does Not Always Respond When Buttons Are Touched
VicTouch PIN Screen Setup Page
VicTouch
View Volunteers for a Place
View Volunteers for a Site
View Volunteers for an Assignment
Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist
Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology
Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology
Volgistics Administrator
Volgistics Fiscal Year
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Page
452
1858
1792
347
413
1544
63
212
1673
1759
191
1856
1600
1108
1451
1520
1453
1465
1494
1810
1648
82
1446
1653
1447
1486
1444
1456
1460
1445
1724
1765
1511
1592
1507
1778
127
122
131
146
239
239
52
62

Page A17

Number
2269
2303
2002
1168
1012
2232
2249
1305
8028
8057
1056
8004
8012
8029
8009
8011
8010
8256
8005
1068
8054
1033
2128
8264
8059
8058
2024
8007
8013
8006
2377
2405
2424
2447
2480
2528
8044
8046
2248
2162
1020
2292
2165
2124

Description
Volgistics Menu
Volgistics Payment Options
Volgistics Price List
Volgistics Seems Slow
Volgistics System Requirements
Volgistics Updates
Volunteer & Assignment Matching
Volunteer & Coordinator Passwords
Volunteer Address Labels (stock)
Volunteer Age Statistics (stock)
Volunteer Application Form Fields
Volunteer Assignment List (stock)
Volunteer Award List (stock)
Volunteer Bulk Mailing Labels (stock)
Volunteer Checklist Report (stock)
Volunteer Contacts List (stock)
Volunteer Date History (stock)
Volunteer List Reports
Volunteer Message Preferences (stock)
Volunteer Message Preferences
Volunteer Name Tags (stock)
Volunteer photos
Volunteer Policy, Confidentiality and Release Agreements
Volunteer Profile Reports
Volunteer Profile-Group (stock)
Volunteer Profile-Individual (stock)
Volunteer Record Organization
Volunteer Schedule List (stock)
Volunteer Service Details (stock)
Volunteer Service List (stock)
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Web Site Field Properties Setup Page
Web Site Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Weekly Schedules by Assignment (stock)
Weekly Schedules by Volunteer (stock)
What to do if a System Operator reports they cannot login
What To Do if a Volunteer or Coordinator Reports That They Can't Login to VIC
What to Do When a System Operator Leaves Your Organization
What's in Volgistics?
What's Inside an Excel Spread Sheet File
Where the Information from Application Forms Goes
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Page
215
733
710
1591
179
67
899
1699
640
680
1341
602
611
641
608
610
609
692
603
1327
675
1798
420
703
684
682
1849
605
612
604
1097
1141
1169
1206
1261
1314
663
665
1612
1602
24
216
510
418

Page A18

Number
2295
2161
2307
2246
2546
2281
1109
2291
2033
2225
2538
1209
2175
1172
1028
2101
1151
2134
2137
2137
2261
2367
2393
2414
2437
2468
2516

Description
Where to Start
Who can access VicNet?
Who's Here
Why a Checklist item may not apply to every volunteer
Why am I receiving a "Webpage has expired" or "Session expired" message?
Why are hour entry dates sometimes changed when I post hours?
Why can't I open Excel files from my Volgistics Mailbox?
Why can't I see or find volunteer records?
Why do some fields in Volgistics appear to be highlighted?
Why do volunteers always see a button for a certain assignment at VicTouch?
Why does the "Help Wanted" icon appear for dates without any openings?
Why doesn't the data in my reports line up?
Why don't I see the "Archive" button?
Why don't my service reports match?
Why HTML Email Messages May Not Appear the Same to Every Recipient
Why It Is Important To Provide Message Opt-Out Features
Why Service Details and Service Summary Reports Cannot Be Organized by Flag
Working with Schedule Preferences
Working with Tags
Working with Tags
Years of Service
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
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Page
219
1707
1772
1610
1627
1577
1589
1621
1596
1761
795
433
1605
431
299
384
429
773
1530
1530
77
1087
1130
1159
1195
1247
1300

Page A19

Appendix B: Help Topics Sorted by Help Topic Number.
Click each help topic below to be linked to that page.
Number
1006
1007
1008
1009
1011
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1027
1028
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1045
1046

Description
Session in use
How to keep all of a report's columns on one page
Setting up Mandatory Service
Incorrect Time on the Who's Here Page
System Operator Page
System Operator Page
Volgistics System Requirements
How reliable is Volgistics?
How secure is Volgistics?
The Volgistics Privacy Policy
Service Measures
How to Setup a Service Measure
Creating a Source File for Microsoft Word Mail Merge
How to change the billing contact's email address
What to Do When a System Operator Leaves Your Organization
The Post page
Holidays
Message Types
How to Use the Email HTML Editor
Coordinator Message Preferences
HTML Email Messages
Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries
Sending and Receiving Help Inquiries
Why HTML Email Messages May Not Appear the Same to Every Recipient
The VicTouch Touch Screen Monitor
Error messages
Orange slider bar on menu does not move to menu selection
Volunteer photos
VicNet My Profile Tab Photo page
VicNet Volunteer tab Photo page
FTE
Fields (Schedule Reports)
Include (Schedule Reports)
Options (Schedule Reports)
Page Design (Schedule Reports)
Options (Service Summary Reports)
Fields (Service Summary Reports)
Page Design (Service Summary Reports)
Include (Service Summary Reports)
Tracking Groups
Tracking Groups
Configuring your organization's firewall for Volgistics
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Page
1584
424
1405
1584
1433
1433
179
180
181
182
1557
1406
425
706
24
1559
1391
1321
278
1325
295
184
184
299
1744
1585
1587
1798
1444
1445
1563
534
538
542
545
563
566
568
571
1802
1802
1587

Page B1

Number
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089
1090

Description
Options (Address Label Reports)
Fields (Address Label Reports)
Page Design (Address Label Reports)
Include (Address Label Reports)
Account Statistics
Online Forms Ground Rules
Application Form Setup Page
Site Selection
Form Sections
Volunteer Application Form Fields
Schedule Fields
Comment Fields
Contact Fields on Application Forms
I Agree Section
Receipt Confirmation
Options (Label Reports)
Options (Statistic Reports)
Options (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Options (Award Reports)
Options (Volunteer List Reports)
Setup Birthday Lists
Volunteer Message Preferences
Their Date Archived Set Rule
Tab Rights Page
VicNet Exit Page Setup
Auditing Vic Service Entries
VicNet Ground Rules
VIC Graphics
Customizing VIC Graphics
VIC Tab
Options (Name Tag Reports)
Options (Excel Reports)
Fields (Label Reports)
Fields (Volunteer List Reports)
Fields (Name Tag Reports)
Fields (Statistic Reports)
Fields (Volunteer Profile Reports)
Fields (Award Reports)
Fields (Excel Reports)
Include (Volunteer List Reports)
Include (Label Reports)
Include (Name Tag Reports)
Include (Statistic Reports)
Include (Award Reports)
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Page
476
477
478
479
28
1330
1334
1338
1340
1341
1343
1345
1346
1348
1349
516
585
697
499
686
1378
1327
800
933
1446
1408
1447
1451
1451
1810
527
506
516
687
527
585
697
500
507
688
517
528
589
500

Page B2

Number
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
1096
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1105
1106
1107
1109
1110
1110
1111
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135

Description
Include (Excel Reports)
Include (Volunteer Profile Reports)
VicNet for People Who Are Both a Volunteer and a Coordinator
How long does it take for email to be delivered?
Their Checklist Set Rule
Their State/Province Set Rule
Their Date of Last Activity Set Rule
New Schedule Features
Merit Hours
How to Setup Merit Hours
A scheduled volunteer does not appear to cover a schedule opening
Page Design (Statistic Reports)
Options
Fields
Include
Why can't I open Excel files from my Volgistics Mailbox?
Mailbox In Box Tab
Mailbox In Box Tab
Coordinators
Coordinators
Event Log
Adding a Sender ID policy for Volgistics
Creating Assignment Clusters
How to Handle Individuals Who are Both a Coordinator and a Volunteer
Sender ID
Fields (Service Detail Reports)
Page Design (Service Detail Reports)
Include (Service Detail Reports)
Batch Report
Page design (Award Reports)
Page Design (Label Reports)
Page Design (Volunteer List Reports)
Page Design (Name Tag Reports)
Options (Service Detail Reports)
Page design (Volunteer Profile Reports)
How To Send Vic Mail
Their Email Set Rule
Their Email Validity Set Rule
Their City Set Rule
Their Zip Set Rule
Their Age Set Rule
Their Status Dates Set Rule
Their Award Dates Set Rule
Their Class Dates Set Rule
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Page
507
699
1653
301
801
803
804
741
1564
1409
743
591
426
426
426
1589
303
303
163
163
28
308
934
166
311
551
552
554
426
502
519
690
529
557
701
315
806
807
808
809
810
812
813
815

Page B3

Number
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178

Description
Their Dates Set Rule
Their Mail Dates Set Rule
Their Mandatory Service Set Rule
Their Date Entered Set Rule
Their Start Date Set Rule
Their Stop Date Set Rule
Their Years of Service Set Rule
Their Assignment Cluster Set Rule
Their Schedule Set Rule
Their Checklist Dates Set Rule
Session Expired
How to Sign-in and Sign-out at VicTouch: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
Clipboard Copy
How to Setup the Clipboard Copy Feature
Why Service Details and Service Summary Reports Cannot Be Organized by Flag
How can I reset a message preference for all volunteers?
How to Efficiently Collect Volunteer Hours with Time Sheets
Creating a Custom Labels Report
Using Volgistics for Special Events
Characteristic Fields
How to Setup Characteristic Fields
How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
How do volunteers get started with VicNet?
Can I put a link to VicNet on the volunteer application form?
Including Merit Hours on Reports
Does VicTouch count as a system operator?
Service Values
How to Setup Service Values
How can I find all of the volunteers with a service record missing an Assignment entry?
How do I collect Assignment Preferences on an application form?
How do service records get into Volgistics?
Substitute Tracking
Volgistics Seems Slow
VicTouch is Slow or Does Not Always Respond When Buttons Are Touched
The Buttons Are Too Small or Too Large at VicTouch
VIC My Schedule Setup Page
Why don't my service reports match?
How can I get a volunteer count?
Fields in Volgistics
Getting Started with VicNet
VicTouch PIN Screen Setup Page
Their Photo Set Rule
VicNet My Profile Tab
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Page
817
819
821
823
825
827
829
830
832
834
1589
1745
1654
427
1379
429
928
1565
520
191
33
938
1665
1665
1670
430
1755
34
1413
1567
1351
1568
745
1591
1592
1593
1453
431
1815
940
1670
1507
836
1456

Page B4

Number
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
1199
1200
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212
1214
1214
1215
1218
1219
1220
1230
1290
1291

Description
Changing Volunteers' VIC Privacy Settings
Scheduling Overview
Scheduling Ground Rules
Schedule Notes
Managing Volgistics Cookies
Getting Started with VicTouch
Assigning Volunteers to an Assignment
Schedule Preferences versus Assignment Preferences
How to Upload Logo Graphics
How to Post Volunteer Newsletters at VicNet
Should my multi-site organization use a single Volgistics account, or multiple accounts?
A volunteer or coordinator cannot open a Microsoft Word file attachment
How do I disable an online application form?
Options (Assignment Profile Reports)
Fields (Assignment Profile Reports)
Page Design (Assignment Profile Reports)
Include (Assignment Profile Reports)
How to send VolunteerWorks data to Volgistics for conversion
Scheduling groups
Using VicNet for groups
How to Modify a Table in an HTML Email Message
Message Ground Rules Setup Page
Message Ground Rules Setup Page
Error 12152
How to customize which fields appear in the volunteer list
Starting VicTouch
VicNet Time Sheet Tab
Schedule Icons
Can I make my account for an annual special event dormant?
VIC My Service Setup Page
Auditing Service Entries
Why doesn't the data in my reports line up?
How to Setup Travel Time Merit Hours
Menu Screen Setup Page
Using VicTouch for groups
Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
Customizing VIC Mobile Graphics & Styles
How to Use VicNet Mobile: a Brief Guide for Volunteers
How to Schedule Volunteers for Orientation When They Apply
How to Make a Tax Report for Your Volunteers
Print a Report for a Single Archived Volunteer
How to Use VicNet: a Brief Guide for Coordinators
How to Enable Text Messaging for Your Account
How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
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1458
746
1392
750
888
1755
193
411
1353
1673
196
317
1357
486
488
489
491
35
753
1673
317
929
929
1593
1381
1933
1460
756
707
1465
1415
433
1416
1508
1759
1471
1471
1676
412
435
437
166
321
323

Page B5

Number
1291
1292
1293
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1300
1301
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1990
1991
1991
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2006
2007
2008
2009
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Description
How Volunteers & Coordinators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
Text Number Validity
How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
How System Operators Opt-in & Opt-out of Text Messaging
How to Disable Text Messaging for Your Account
How to Send a Text Message
Find Volunteers with Invalid Text Numbers
Their Text Message Set Rule
Their Text Number Validity Set Rule
Using Email and Text Messages Together
Text Messaging
Text Messaging
Getting Started with Text Messaging
Getting Started with Text Messaging
No text message Field Properties Setup Page
No text message Field Properties Setup Page
Text Field Properties Setup Page
Volunteer & Coordinator Passwords
Forget your password? (System Operators)
Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)
Forget your password? (Volunteers and Coordinators)
How to Delete Multiple Reports
Error Message About the Volgistics Security Certificates
Text Field Properties Setup Page
How to Stop Automatic Reports
Tracking Multiple Contacts for a Group
Mailbox Out Box Tab
Mailbox Out Box Tab
Entering Dates in Date Fields
Including Archived Records on Reports
Finding Archived Volunteer Records
Archived Versus Non-archived Records
Archiving Volunteer Records
Delete Archived Volunteer Records
Volgistics Price List
Frequently Asked Questions about Converting from VolunteerWorks to Volgistics
Adding VicNet, VicTouch or VicDocs to Your Account's Service Level
"Email me a copy" and "Text me a copy" buttons on the VicTouch schedule page
How Volgistics Calculates Checklist Item Expiration Dates
Tracking References
Tracking Emergency Contacts
Tracking Employers
Tracking Volunteer Status
Adding a New Volunteer Record
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323
333
334
334
342
343
837
837
840
347
352
352
357
357
950
952
954
1699
44
1702
1702
438
1594
955
439
1816
362
362
198
442
1817
709
1819
1822
710
47
50
1595
141
1828
1829
1830
1832
1837

Page B6

Number
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2030
2031
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2060
2062
2063
2064
2065
2066
2067
2068
2069
2070
2071

Description
Field Setup
Manage Dropdown Lists (Look-up Tables)
VicNet Home Tab
How do I make VicNet so volunteers can only self-schedule for assignments they have?
How do I make a single hour entry manually?
How do I change a volunteer's Start Date?
Finding Volunteer Records
Finding Volunteer Records
Volunteer Record Organization
Volgistics Administrator
Adding a New System Operator
Service Levels
How to Limit System Operator Rights or Access
Deleting a System Operator
How to Delete Schedule Openings
How to Delete Schedule Openings
How to Make All Volunteers with No Recent Activity Inactive
Why do some fields in Volgistics appear to be highlighted?
How do I restore a volunteer record from the archive?
Site Level Access
Setup Site Level Access
Manage Site Level Access
Restore All Archived Volunteer Records
Make Sure Volunteers & Coordinators Receive Your Email
Assignment Tracking Ground Rules
Find the Volunteers Who Became Active in a Certain Year
Find the Volunteers Who Became Inactive in a Certain Year
Find the Volunteers Who Served Hours in a Certain Year
Access Not Permitted from This Computer
How can I find active volunteers who have not served recently?
How do I make only certain Assignments appear under Assignment Preferences?
Clear Your Account Number or Login Name from the Secure Login Page
Find the Volunteers who are Active without an Assignment
Getting Started Interview
Including Email Attachments
Find the Volunteers who Don't Have an Email Address in their Record
Tracking messages you have sent
Email Address Validity
Email and Text Message Failure Threshold
Find Volunteers with Invalid Email Addresses
How do I create a printed Birthday List?
Find the Volunteers Who Served on a Particular Date
How can I collect a volunteer's affiliation information?
How can I get an invoice for the service fee?
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957
963
1486
1704
1569
1839
1840
1840
1849
52
1440
719
53
1441
758
758
1571
1596
1852
92
93
94
889
366
895
841
843
845
1596
846
967
1597
848
200
368
850
370
377
379
851
444
851
1358
721

Page B7

Number
2072
2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097
2098
2099
2100
2101
2102
2103
2104
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
2114
2115
2116
2117

Description
How can I get a receipt for a payment?
Is it possible to "recall" a message I sent?
Has my payment arrived?
Using web browser Back buttons
How can I enter phone number extensions?
Date of Birth Field Properties Setup Page
Age Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Daily Availability Field Properties Setup Page
My Availability Is Field Properties Setup Page
From Field Properties Setup Page
To Field Properties Setup Page
I Would Like To Serve Up To Field Properties Setup Page
Hours Field Properties Setup Page
Assignment Preference Field Setup Page
Preference Field Setup Page
Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
How do I update or change my credit card information?
From Field Setup Page
To Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
From Time Field Properties Setup Page
Tracking Assignments
Introduction to Message Preferences
Why It Is Important To Provide Message Opt-Out Features
Can I make email addresses compulsory?
How can I personalize email messages with the volunteer's information?
Stock Reports
How reports print
Adobe PDF Files
How to Delete a Report
In Box Report Capacity
Page Design
Time Zone Settings
Clearing Your Account
Prior Year Comparison
Unduplicated Volunteer Count
Volgistics Fiscal Year
Edit Button Does Not Appear on Service Entries
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722
380
723
1600
968
969
971
973
975
977
979
980
982
984
986
989
991
993
996
725
997
999
1001
1003
1005
1007
1009
96
381
384
385
386
595
446
449
450
387
451
1383
890
575
452
62
1601

Page B8

Number
2118
2119
2120
2121
2122
2123
2124
2125
2126
2127
2128
2129
2130
2131
2132
2133
2134
2136
2137
2137
2138
2139
2140
2141
2142
2143
2144
2145
2146
2147
2148
2149
2150
2151
2152
2153
2154
2155
2156
2157
2158
2159
2160
2161

Description
Entering Negative Service Values
Label Text Alignment
How to Locate Your Credit Card Security Code
Using Online Volunteer Application Forms
How to Set Up a Volunteer Application Form
Processing Online Volunteer Applications
Where the Information from Application Forms Goes
Creating Links to Your Volunteer Application Form
Enabling Message Delivery at VicTouch
Site Level Access and Online Volunteer Application Forms
Volunteer Policy, Confidentiality and Release Agreements
Online Form Security and Privacy Policies
Preference Fields
How to Clone a Volunteer Application Form
How to Edit a Schedule Opening
Save
Working with Schedule Preferences
Tags
Working with Tags
Working with Tags
Using the Clipboard to Copy and Paste Text into a Volgistics Text Area
Tagging Volunteer Records
How to Permanently Mark Tagged Records
Formatting cells in Excel spread sheet files
Mailbox Documents Tab
Accounting Access Code
Creating Desktop Shortcuts
Information For International Customers
Entering a Volunteer's Past Awards
Customer Surveys and Questionnaires
Birthday Lists
How do I track volunteer training?
How do I pre-register volunteers for training events?
How do I enter a training course for lots of volunteers in one step?
Using Volunteer Numbers
Creating Links to VicNet
Setting Tab Rights
How do I add a field for tracking volunteer social security numbers?
Tracking Mandatory Service
How do I enter a volunteer's past hours?
How do I add schedule openings?
Previewing VicNet
Update Youth Volunteers upon Adulthood
Who can access VicNet?
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1572
522
727
413
1361
415
418
1362
1510
419
420
1365
1011
1367
766
453
773
1529
1530
1530
63
1538
1541
455
388
728
64
729
1549
730
1385
1853
1855
1543
1856
1491
1012
1014
1419
1572
776
1705
1858
1707

Page B9

Number
2162
2163
2164
2165
2166
2167
2168
2169
2170
2171
2172
2172
2173
2174
2175
2176
2177
2178
2179
2180
2181
2182
2183
2184
2185
2186
2187
2188
2189
2190
2191
2192
2193
2194
2195
2196
2197
2198
2199
2200
2201
2202
2203
2204

Description
What To Do if a Volunteer or Coordinator Reports That They Can't Login to VIC
Security Blocks
Saving Volunteer Information Locally
What's Inside an Excel Spread Sheet File
How do I change the service level on my account?
How do I change an hour entry that's already been posted?
Posting Large Service Entries
My Excel Spread Sheet Report Gives Me an Error Message
VIC Self-Scheduling
Optimizing Volunteer Participation Using Self Scheduling
Schedule Rules
Schedule Rules
Roles
Report Page Setup for Avery 5160 Labels
Why don't I see the "Archive" button?
Problems opening PDF files
Set Rules
Their Birthday Set Rule
Their Current Status Set Rule
Sets
How to Create a Set
Testing a New Set
How to View the Volunteers in a Set
How to Print a Report for a Set
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Set
Using Tags with Sets
Their Spare Dropdown Fields Set Rule
Their Spare Checkbox Fields Set Rule
Their Past Status Set Rule
How to Update Reply-to Fields for Email Messages
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers in a Specific Site, Place or Assignment
How to Send Messages to the Volunteers Scheduled on a Certain Day
How to Send Messages to all of a Coordinator's Volunteers
How to Send Messages to the Tagged Volunteers
How to send an email message
Their Assignment Set Rule
Their Site Set Rule
Their Flags Set Rule
Their Type Set Rule
Their Service Set Rule
Their Spare Fields Set Rule
How do I post hours from the schedule?
How do I change the login name or password I use to access Volgistics?
Site-Level Operator
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Page
1602
1604
461
510
731
1574
1575
462
1494
780
781
781
103
482
1605
1606
853
855
857
858
859
861
861
863
396
1544
867
867
868
398
399
401
402
403
404
869
870
872
872
873
877
1576
64
1442

Page B10

Number
2205
2206
2207
2208
2209
2212
2214
2215
2216
2217
2218
2219
2220
2221
2222
2223
2224
2225
2226
2231
2232
2233
2233
2234
2235
2236
2237
2238
2240
2241
2242
2243
2244
2245
2246
2247
2248
2249
2250
2251
2252
2253
2254
2255

Description
System Operator
How do I make Set names print as part of report titles?
How do I make Site names print as part of report titles?
Their Characteristics Set Rule
New VicNet Self Scheduling Features
Tracking Date of Birth and Age
VicTouch Ground Rules
Add an Assignment
Add a Place
Add a Site
Reorganizing Sites, Places or Assignments
View Volunteers for a Site
View Volunteers for a Place
View Volunteers for an Assignment
Find the Volunteers With No Recent Activity
Creating Custom Reports
Assignment Selection Screen Setup
Why do volunteers always see a button for a certain assignment at VicTouch?
How do I control which assignments a volunteer can choose when they sign-in at VicTouch?
Archive Help Inquiries
Volgistics Updates
Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
Sending All Volunteers Their VicNet Passwords in One Step
How do I send an individual volunteer or Coordinator their VicNet password?
Can I schedule regular volunteers for duty every-other week?
System Operator Ground Rules
It's Time to Change Your Password
Checklist
How to Setup Checklist Items
Setup
Making Checklist Items Apply Only for Certain Assignments
Marking Checklist Items Complete
Viewing a Volunteer's Checklist
Finding the Volunteers who Need to Complete a Checklist Item
Why a Checklist item may not apply to every volunteer
Automatic volunteer numbers
What to do if a System Operator reports they cannot login
Volunteer & Assignment Matching
Opportunity Directory
Opportunity Directory Setup Page
Adding Volgistics Features to Your Web Site
Is There a Phone Number for Volgistics?
Tracking TB test requirements
Cookies
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Page
65
464
465
878
1710
1861
1511
106
108
110
112
122
127
131
878
467
1515
1761
1519
66
67
1714
1714
1717
788
1442
76
142
916
887
921
144
146
148
1610
1015
1612
899
420
1368
208
1614
150
1615
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Number
2256
2257
2258
2259
2260
2261
2262
2263
2265
2266
2267
2268
2269
2270
2271
2272
2273
2274
2275
2276
2277
2278
2279
2280
2281
2282
2283
2284
2285
2286
2287
2288
2289
2290
2291
2292
2293
2294
2295
2296
2297
2298
2299
2300

Description
Comparing Volunteers to the OIG LEIE
Hours of Operation
Around-the-Clock Scheduling
Date of Last Activity
Statistics
Years of Service
How do I cancel an account?
Using the Type and the Flags Fields
Record Assignments Automatically
How do I change the name of an Assignment?
How do I change the name of a Place?
How do I change the name of a Site?
Volgistics Menu
If I archive a volunteer's record, will their hours continue to appear on reports?
How do I track volunteer mileage?
On-Demand Schedule Reminders
Schedule Reminders
Schedule Reminder Message Preference
Tracking Volunteer Absences
International Addresses
Enable JavaScript
Track Overall VicNet Usage and Last Access Date
How do I add more States or Provinces to the State or Province dropdown list?
How can I prevent volunteers from having overlapping schedules?
Why are hour entry dates sometimes changed when I post hours?
How can I see how many volunteer records I have?
Shutting Down VicTouch
How do I print a monthly volunteer hour report?
How do I print a monthly hour report by assignment?
Award Ground Rules
Award Setup
Advertising on VicNet
VicTouch desktop shortcuts
Internet Connection Problem at VicTouch
Why can't I see or find volunteer records?
What's in Volgistics?
Time Sheets
Core Tab
Where to Start
Tracking Multiple Addresses (and Other Information) for the Same Volunteer
Logging In
Adding Volunteer Records
How Volunteer Records Get Into Volgistics
Getting Started
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Page
154
1395
789
76
1387
77
894
212
906
135
136
137
215
469
1422
1396
791
409
1424
1863
1617
1718
1016
1398
1577
1867
1762
577
579
908
909
1723
1765
1619
1621
216
1578
1868
219
1875
220
1877
1878
222
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Number
2301
2302
2303
2304
2305
2306
2307
2308
2309
2309
2310
2311
2312
2313
2314
2315
2318
2320
2322
2323
2323
2324
2325
2326
2327
2328
2330
2331
2332
2333
2334
2335
2336
2337
2338
2339
2340
2341
2342
2343
2344
2345
2346
2347

Description
How To Sign-Up
How to Activate a Trial Account
Volgistics Payment Options
Paying Your Volgistics Service Fee by Mail
How do I view a selected volunteer's hours?
How do I print hours for a selected volunteer?
Who's Here
How do I include volunteer counts on service reports?
Delete Volunteer Records
Delete Volunteer Records
Combine Duplicate Volunteer Records
How do I restore a deleted volunteer record?
How to Update Your Organization's Name
How to Delete a Batch of Posted Service
Start and Stop Date Rules
Start and Stop Dates
Spell Checking
How to find volunteers who did not serve as scheduled
Print a Report for a Single Volunteer
How to Setup Volgistics - Basic
How to Setup Volgistics - Basic
How to Setup Volgistics - Advanced
Customizing the Fields that Appear for Manual Hour Entries
Greeting Cards
VIC Greeting Cards Setup
Nothing happens when you touch the Continue button on the VicTouch PIN number screen
How to Handle Volunteer Records for Deceased Volunteers
How can I create an award based on service performed in a 12 month period?
To Time Field Properties Setup Page
Merit hours Field Properties Setup Page
Service Measure Field Properties Setup Page
Program Field Properties Setup Page
Starting Date Field Setup Page
Due By Field Setup Page
Completed On Field Setup Page
Completed Field Properties Setup Page
Service Required Field Setup Page
Date Field Properties Setup Page
Expires Field Properties Setup Page
Date Event Field Properties Setup Page
Class Event Field Properties Setup Page
Mail Event Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Status dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Checklist dates) Field Properties Setup Page
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224
226
733
737
1579
470
1772
471
1880
1880
1884
1888
79
1581
1017
1890
1624
879
471
227
227
234
1429
1776
1520
1626
1893
1550
1019
1021
1022
1024
1026
1028
1030
1032
1033
1035
1037
1039
1040
1042
1044
1046
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Number
2348
2349
2350
2351
2352
2353
2354
2355
2356
2357
2358
2359
2360
2361
2361
2362
2363
2364
2364
2365
2366
2367
2368
2369
2370
2376
2377
2378
2379
2380
2381
2382
2383
2384
2385
2386
2387
2388
2389
2390
2392
2393
2394
2395

Description
Notation (for Award dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Class dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Date dates) Field Properties Setup Page
Notation (for Mail notation) Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Text Field Field Properties Setup Page
Date Entered Field Properties Setup Page
Start Date Field Properties Setup Page
Stop Date Field Properties Setup Page
Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
First Name Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Title Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
Title Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Kind Field Properties Setup Page
Relationship Field Properties Setup Page
Employer field Properties Setup Page
Contacted Field Properties Setup Page
Verified Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Setup Page
Access Disabled Setup Page
How to Setup the Daily Availability Field
Share My Schedule Setup Page
Site Field Properties Setup Page
Type Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
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Page
1048
1051
1053
1055
1057
1059
1061
1063
1065
1067
1068
1070
1072
1074
1074
1076
1078
1080
1080
1082
1084
1087
1089
1091
1093
1095
1097
1099
1101
1104
1106
1108
1110
1112
1114
1116
1119
1121
1122
1124
1128
1130
1132
1134

Page B14

Number
2396
2399
2400
2404
2405
2406
2407
2408
2409
2410
2411
2412
2413
2414
2415
2416
2417
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427
2428
2429
2430
2431
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2437
2438
2439
2440
2446
2447
2448
2449
2450
2451
2452
2453
2454

Description
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Tracking Volunteer Assignments on the Service Tab
Tracking Volunteer Service on the Service Tab
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Place Field Properties Setup Page
Type Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Web Site Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Assignment Field Properties Setup Page
Cluster Field Properties Setup Page
Status Field Properties Setup Page
Advertise Field Properties Setup Page
Sign-in Option Field Properties Setup Page
Schedule Reminders Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Web Site Field Properties Setup Page
Minimum Age Field Setup Page
Spare Dropdown Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Field Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Duties Field Properties Setup Page
Qualifications Field Properties Setup Page
Directions Field Properties Setup Page
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Page
1137
138
1581
1138
1141
1143
1145
1147
1149
1150
1152
1154
1157
1159
1161
1163
1165
1167
1169
1171
1174
1176
1178
1179
1181
1183
1185
1187
1189
1191
1193
1195
1197
1199
1202
1203
1206
1208
1210
1212
1214
1216
1218
1220
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Number
2455
2456
2457
2458
2460
2461
2462
2463
2465
2466
2467
2468
2469
2470
2471
2472
2473
2479
2480
2481
2482
2483
2484
2485
2486
2488
2489
2490
2491
2492
2493
2494
2495
2496
2498
2500
2500
2505
2506
2507
2508
2509
2510
2511

Description
Availability Needed Field Properties Setup Page
From Field Properties Setup Page
To Field Properties Setup Page
"Volunteers Serve up to" Field Properties Setup Page
Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
First Name Field Properties Setup Page
Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
No Postal Mail Field Properties Setup Page
No Email Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Position Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Lookup Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Date Field Properties Setup Page
Job Title Field Properties Setup Page
Relationship Field Properties Setup Page
Spare Checkbox Field Properties Setup Page
Service Tracking Ground Rules Setup Page
Service Record Auditing Setup Page
Service Posting Setup Page
Monthly & On-Demand Volunteer Reminders Setup Page
Monthly & On-Demand Coordinator Reminders Setup Page
Daily Volunteer Reminders Setup Page
Daily Coordinator Reminders Setup Page
Date and Time Settings Setup Page
Duplicate Checking
Running Reports Automatically
Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology
Volgistics A - Z: A Glossary of Volgistics Terminology
Last Name Field Properties Setup Page
First Name Field Properties Setup Page
Middle Name Field Properties Setup Page
Nickname Field Properties Setup Page
Number Field Setup
Status Field Properties Setup Page
Flags Field Properties Setup Page
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1222
1224
1227
1229
1231
1233
1235
1237
1241
1243
1245
1247
1249
1251
1253
1255
1257
1259
1261
1263
1265
1267
1269
1271
1273
2026
1432
1432
1399
1400
1402
1403
1389
1389
473
239
239
1275
1277
1279
1281
1283
1286
1288
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Number
2512
2513
2514
2515
2516
2517
2518
2519
2520
2521
2527
2528
2529
2530
2531
2532
2533
2534
2535
2536
2537
2538
2545
2546
2547
2548
2549
2550
2551
2552
2553
2554
2555
2714
2877
2878
2879
3019
3020
3021
3022
8001
8002
8003

Description
Type Field Properties Setup Page
Street Field Properties Setup Page
City Field Properties Setup Page
State Field Properties Setup Page
Zip Field Properties Setup Page
Country Field Properties Setup Page
No postal mail Field Properties Setup Page
No email Field Properties Setup Page
Home Field Properties Setup Page
OK To Call Field Properties Setup Page
Email Field Properties Setup Page
Web site Field Properties Setup Page
Title Field Properties Setup Page
Deleting a Checklist Item
Deleting an Award
Combining Awards
Combining Checklist Items
VicNet and VicTouch trials
Assuming the Role of Volgistics Administrator
How to Edit a Schedule Entry
Can we delete an Assignment but maintain information associated with that Assignment?
Why does the "Help Wanted" icon appear for dates without any openings?
How to Add a Purchase Order Number to an Order-Invoice
Why am I receiving a "Webpage has expired" or "Session expired" message?
Getting Started with VicDocs
Docs Tab (Volunteer Record)
Docs Tab (Coordinator Record)
Docs Tab (Site, Place or Assignment Record)
Removing VicNet or VicDocs from Your Account's Service Level
How to Print, View or Save a Completed Application Form
Documents Tab Rights Setup Page
How to Print a Blank Volunteer Application Form
How to Schedule Substitutes for Regularly Scheduled Volunteers
Their Postal Mail Set Rule
Their Kind Set Rule
Their Daily Availability Set Rule
Their Country Set Rule
VicDocs
VicNet
VicTouch
Tracking Volunteer Recognition
Batch Report (stock)
Name, Address, and Phone List (stock)
Flags and Types List (stock)
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Page
1290
1293
1295
1297
1300
1302
1304
1306
1308
1310
1312
1314
1316
925
913
915
926
82
84
794
140
795
739
1627
1629
1630
1636
1642
89
1373
1319
1375
797
881
881
882
885
1648
1724
1778
1551
599
600
601
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Number
8004
8005
8006
8007
8008
8009
8010
8011
8012
8013
8014
8015
8016
8017
8018
8019
8020
8021
8022
8023
8024
8025
8026
8027
8028
8029
8030
8031
8032
8033
8034
8035
8036
8037
8038
8039
8040
8041
8042
8043
8044
8045
8046
8047

Description
Volunteer Assignment List (stock)
Volunteer Message Preferences (stock)
Volunteer Service List (stock)
Volunteer Schedule List (stock)
Regular Schedule List Report (stock)
Volunteer Checklist Report (stock)
Volunteer Date History (stock)
Volunteer Contacts List (stock)
Volunteer Award List (stock)
Volunteer Service Details (stock)
Assignment Service Details (stock)
Type Service Details (stock)
Place Service Details (stock)
All Service by Assignment-Fiscal Yr (stock)
All Service by Type (stock)
All Service by Volunteer (stock)
Monthly Service Comparison by Assignment (stock)
Monthly Service Comparison by Type (stock)
Monthly Service Comparison by Volunteer (stock)
Monthly Service by Assignment (stock)
Monthly Service by Type (stock)
Monthly Service by Volunteer (stock)
Service Values (stock)
Coordinator Address Labels (stock)
Volunteer Address Labels (stock)
Volunteer Bulk Mailing Labels (stock)
File Folder Labels (stock)
Labels with Assignments (stock)
Labels with Flags (stock)
Labels with Life Hours (stock)
Labels with Schedules (stock)
Labels with Type (stock)
Names and Email Addresses (stock)
Names and Addresses (stock)
Names, Addresses and Phone Numbers (stock)
Names and Pending Awards (stock)
All Volunteer Information (stock)
Award Eligibility (stock)
Presented Awards (stock)
Monthly Schedules by Assignment (stock)
Weekly Schedules by Assignment (stock)
Monthly Schedules by Volunteer (stock)
Weekly Schedules by Volunteer (stock)
Daily Sign-in Sheets (stock)
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602
603
604
605
606
608
609
610
611
612
614
616
618
620
622
624
626
628
630
632
634
636
637
639
640
641
643
644
646
648
650
652
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
663
664
665
666
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Number
8048
8049
8050
8051
8052
8054
8055
8056
8057
8058
8059
8255
8256
8257
8258
8259
8260
8261
8263
8264
8265
8266
8269
8270
8271
8272
8273

Description
Schedule Statistics (stock)
Assignment Description Sheets (stock)
Assignment List (stock)
Coordinator Contact List (stock)
All Service by Assignment-Calendar Yr (stock)
Volunteer Name Tags (stock)
Coordinator Name Tags (stock)
Status Statistics (stock)
Volunteer Age Statistics (stock)
Volunteer Profile-Individual (stock)
Volunteer Profile-Group (stock)
Schedule Reports
Volunteer List Reports
Service Details Reports
Service Summary Reports
Address Label Reports
Labels Reports
Excel Spreadsheet Reports
Assignment Profile Reports
Volunteer Profile Reports
Name Tags Reports
Statistics Reports
Using Apple's Guided Access for VicTouch
Setting-Up Internet Explorer for VicTouch
Setup a VicTouch computer
Awards Reports
HIPAA
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668
670
671
672
673
675
677
678
680
682
684
547
692
560
580
483
523
513
492
703
531
593
1792
1523
1527
504
91
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